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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

SELF-SUFPICINGNESS of the mineral resources of

this country is emphasized by the Secretary of the

Interior in a recent report. He points to the fact

that a battleship or an automobile can be built entirely

from the products of American mines. The tires of the

automobile are excepted, for rubber is not an indigenous

product, and will not be until the synthetic article can

be manufactured. For the rest, this country produces

55% of the world's copper, 40% of the coal and iron,

32% of the lead and zinc, but no tin or nickel worthy of

mention. However, neither need be used in the con-

struction of either the battleship or the automobile, for

tungsten, manganese, and vanadium can be substituted

for the nickel, and zinc for the tin. Thus Mr. Franklin

K. Lane's boast is justified.

THIS PAPER is devoted to the technology of mining

and to the advancement of the mining profession,

therefore it rejoices in the progress of the one and the

prosperity of the other, yet we regret often in these

history-making days that the scope of our function re-

stricts us from touching upon wider and more acutely

controversial subjects, of far greater importance to the

world at large. To dwell upon the prospects of good

business in this tragic time does indeed bear the look of

gross materialism. We must accept our limitations,

otherwise these pages might become filled with non-

technical discussion. May we be permitted to quote just

this from Mr. E. S. Martin: "Whether there are more

people in the world or less, whether they are fat or lean,

whether they are Fords or oxen, makes no vital differ-

ence; but whether men shall be willing to die for what

they believe makes all the difference between a pigsty

and Paradise. Not by bread alone, Henry, shall men

live." And is it not also true, as the Colonel of Rough

Riders has said, that "the man who is too proud to figlit

is in practice always treated as just proud enough to be

kicked." In other words, we wish that our national

prosperity were better deseiwed. It is the old and

iterative question that like Banquo's ghost rises to

chill the gladness of the feast: can we industrialize our

lives without commercializing our souls? That is the

problem of American democracy.

A MONG the best features of the recent Exposition
^*- was the co-operative metallurgical exhibit made

under the management of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

In connection with this exhibit a number of investiga-

tions into definite metallurgical problems were started

under the auspices of a special committee organized by

Mr. Charles E. van Barneveld, the chief of tlie Mines

and Metallurgy department of the Exposition. By a

happy coincidence Mr. van Barneveld was appointed

professor of mining in the University of California

while still responsible for the work above mentioned, so

that he was able, aided by the gentlemen of the Bureau

of Mines, to arrange for a continuance of the research

at the University. Among the problems to be studied

are (1) the chemistry of roasting sulphide ores in the

presence of water vapors, (2) the absorption of sulphur

dioxide in various absorbents, (3) the distillation of

sulphur from sulphide ores, (4) the thiogen process,

(5) the loss of copper in reverberatory-furnace slags.

The chemical work is being done by Mr. L. H. Duschak

and tlie pyro-metallurgj' by Mr. A. E. Wells. More-

over, Mr. G. H. Clevenger will proceed with hydro-

metallurgical investigations at Stanford University,

among the problems assigned to him being (1) sizing

tests, (2) cyanidation of refractory silver minerals, and

(3) the standardization of analytical methods in mills.

All of this, of course, is much to the point and promises

to be of direct benefit to the mining industry.

T ABOR will be a determining factor in the prosperity

-'-' now promised to the United States. It is time for

the managers of mining and smelting companies to

recognize the grave danger that may shatter their hope

of successful effort if they fail to face this basic problem

frankly. The higher cost of living will cause a logical

demand for a rise in the scale of wages. If labor shares

the loss of capital in bad times, it should share the larger

profit in good times. The obvious thing to have done was

to fix a minimum wage during a period of depression

and then to make an increase based upon the relative

increment of profit in periods of commercial afBuenee.

It is a mistake to postpone the adjustment until it is

extorted by the violence of a strike. We do not follow

such a plan in our dealings with members of a staff,

whether in the office or at home. An attempt should

be made to promote a feeling of reasonableness and

mutual consideration. Now is the time to start. If

only the suspicious attitude of labor to capital could be

modified by genuine fair dealing, it would be possible

not only to soothe labor unrest but render nugatory the

conspiracies of the anarchistic organizations that thrive

on the unthinking antagonism of managers and men.

Both employer and employee are destined to prosper

exceedingly in the near future if they can agree to be

reasonable; both may taste the sour grapes of disap-

pointment if they antagonize each other needlessly. It

is useless for the day's pay man, and it is stupid of the

captain of industry, to think that either can exorcize this
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the oUl piamiuU-n. U-t them K«'t tojf.-th.T to the k«hm1

of U>th Biiii the weH-b(>iiiK of the community.

UKNISION of the miniiiir 1«« will n'ceive the sup

lH>rt of the S«>erftary of tlie Interior, jihlpinjr hy

Uk' rvmarks in his tuinutd nport. in wliich he sjiy.s tliat

"the old code is w elabomte and complicated that the

Itest of hrains ennnot t.ll what the law is. The tnitli

neems to l>e that In'tween luininK engineers und mining;

lawyers U>e rules of the granie have been refined into

ol>»>urity. and if ConKn-.ss were to say to the rnsidtnl

that he mijfht select three men familiar witii miiiinj;

laws and miners' difliculties to fiiigrgcst a new mining

co<Ie to (.'ongress. it would. I helieve. l>e giving in earnest

a new freedom lt> the mining industry." This is of good

omen for the success of the steps taken at the recent

reppesontative meeting at Washington under the aus-

pices of the Mining and .Metallurgical S(H'iety of

America, on which occasion resolutions were piussed

rei'ommending thonnigh n-vision of the mining law l>y

a (.toveniment (.'ouimission eomposod of live memhei-s.

one representing the legal profession, one representing

the Department of the Interior, and three men actively

experienced in the mining and acquisition of mineral

land. In order to further the best interests of the mining

industry in this matter, it was further n'.solvcd to create

a permanent committee on mining law revision, this

committee to consist of five members from the Mining

and Metallurgical Society, five from the American In-

stitute, and five from the American Alining Congress.

We congratulate Messrs. H. V. Winchell, Curtis H.

Lindley. John "\V. Finch, and our other friends on their

successful effort. Ma.v it succeed

!

The Outlook

Watchman, what of the day? We stajid on the

threshold of a new year, while the shatlows of the dawn

are still about us. In the east, whence light should come.

we see black darkness riven with lurid lightnings, and

through the gloom is heard the sound of a great weep-

ing. In the west, where day should wane, we see a

brightening, a growing radiance that presages the sun-

shine of happier hours.

Indeed, the people of the United States at the begin-

ning of 1916 may well wax rhapsodical when they re-

member how deep was their dismay and how great their

confusion only twelve months ago. Then the stock-

markets were closed to prevent hysterical liquidation,

finance was disorganized by a break-down of interna-

tional exchange, mines, mills, and factories were working

half-time, a gathering mass of unemployment threatened

general distress, and worse than any actual evil was the

fear of the future. Now, the stock-markets are pulsat-

ing with excitement, industrial activity has been re-

sumed vigorously, business is expanding mightily, there

is work for everj'body, and a convincing optimism per-

vades the air. Confidence has been restored. Money is

plentiful, because Europe has sent us a plethora of gold

ui return I'or the grain. meljilK, and other .sujiplii'N lliat

we are N4'lling at an unprecedented rate. The Hteel iu'

duNtry. that luinimeli'r of huKiness, is booming. lOvi'n

the railroads an> beginning to recover, and in nouic fases

are smothered liN traflie. Idle ears arc as Hcaree as idle

men. .Mining is in the ascendant, lor the wnrlii is ''nn

Kuming nieljds of every kind.

l-'or the moini'iil, all is sereiii' ; what of the liiluri- " Is

the aslonisliing liiisiness in niunilions lo collapHe sinl

denly at (lie lii°st authentic brealh of peace and will I lie

collapse bring down a mere houK<> of cards founded on a

fictitious Iradet Will the rapid accumulation of gold

induce a fever of s|)eculati(>n and an orgy of extrava-

gance just when the rehahilitation nl' Imm-oih- will bring

us into keen coin])ctilicin with newly organized iiiasKcs

of relatively cheap labor? It is well to consider these

questions antl to pause in our jubilation. Tim happy

go-luck.v or laissc fnin habits of this unorganized

democracy may verge at times on tlii! edge of industrial

anarchy. A policy of simple drift may bring disaster.

It is the part of a wise man or a sagacious community to

look aheail and .steer a definite course.

So far. so good. Neither a welter of speculation nor a

ilcbaui'h of extravagance has overcome this country, as

yet. The pid)lic has been warned and has taken the

warning to heart. Wuli .Street is not the United States.

The average citizen has not gone drunk with a cra/.y

optimism ; on the contrary, lie is asking .seriously what he

is to anticipate. He sees rocks ahead and is willing to

be piloted. It is generally realized that the outstanding

problem is to shift the intensified activity in the abnor-

mal manufacture of munitions ;in<l other exports of war

to the up-linilding of domestic tra<|e and the creation of

new channels of peaceful commerce abroad. This is

being done. War orders are pla.ying a steadily decreas-

ing part in our prosperity. The profit made by them

is being diverted to the renovation of manufactories in

need of working capital and to the starting of industries

of a less eiihemeral nature than the making of shells

and howitzers. Purely domestic development is re<'eiv-

ing proper attention. Successful efforts have heen made

to establish commercial relations with South America

and other countries hitlierto accustomed to ilo llic chief

part of their business with Europe. This justifies the

expectation that the end of the War will mark the be-

ginning of a new prosperity based upon logical develop-

ment. The United States will be the only large indus-

trial organism in a condition to supply the wants of the

countries devastated and depleted by war. The loss of

capital and of men in Europe will be .so crippling a,s to

compel an insistent call for the manufaet\iring. agricul-

tural, and metallic products of this country. Not that

it will be all plain sailing, for the adjustment of inter-

national exchange, the ri.se in American wages, the

higher cost of living, and other factors will make big

perturbations. On the whole, however, the outlook is

good, particularly for metal mining.

We see no reason to amend the forecast presented to

our readers several months ago in regard to the demand

for metals in the near future. Later events have been
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confirmatory, as well as the proguostications of sundry

authorities eminent iji finance and trade. The consump-

tion of the base metals in the making of munitions is

anomalous, of courae, but it will become a less decisive

factor as industrial development gains ground. As

against the loss of this market on tlie declaration of

peace we can place the resumption of the usual de-

mand from the countries now entirely closed to Ameri-

can exports. Whatever the decision of the sword, Ger-

many will continue to be a great industrial country.

Austria also, whether aggrandized or partitioned at the

close of hostilities, will resume dealings with the United

States. Of the copper produced in this country, about

30% goes normally to Germany. Besides the normal

consumption there will be, when peace supervenes, a re-

placement of at least a part of the metal taken out of

ordinary use by the exigencies of war. The whole of the

American lead production is usually required for home

consumption. In 1914 exports of domestic lead, amount-

ing to 58,700 short tons, were made to Europe for the

first time in many yeare. The War has interrupted the

smelting of foreign ores and concentrates both in Bel-

gium and in Germany, cutting down the output from

Australia, more particularly, where domestic smelting is

now being stimulated by the State regulation of mineral

exports. At the conclusion of hostilities, there should

be a demand from Europe for American lead to supply

deficiencies created by wastage and destruction. This

applies also to zinc, which, like lead, is produced in this

country at a rate only slightly in excess of consumption.

That excess, however, is increasing. Diiring 1913 and

1914 it was 14%; in 1912 and 1911 consumption and

production were just about equal. The War killed the

Belgian zinc-smelting industry and interfered with that

of Germany. Since hostilities began the successful de-

velopment of the leaching and electrolytic precipitation

process in this country promises to become a big factor

in cheapening the production of the metal and in aiding

competition with the European smelters. The con-

tinued progress being made in the metallurgical reduc-

tion of the base metals tends to strengthen the smelting

industry of the United States, thereby establishing an

increasingly better market for the produce of the mines

at home and also aJiroad. With the growth of domestic

consumption consequent upon the expansion of domestic

industry and the exceptional demand from Europe re-

sulting from the tremendous work of reconstruction,

there should be a splendid market for the metals during

the coming years. By that we do not mean that the pres-

ent prices of the metals will persist undiminished ; that

would be too much to expect, and would provoke a cor-

rective, in the form of substitutions, likely to be injurious

in the long run. The price of zinc, for example, is such

as to hurt the galvanized iron trade and cause a demand
for a substitute plating. Severe discoinitings of existing

prices for copper and zinc, more particularly, are pos-

sible without serioTis injury to legitimate mining. Cop-

per at 17 cents, and zinc at 8 cents would afford ample

margin for handsome profits. Allowing room for such

contingencies, the outlook for metal mining is good.

Dry Mining

We are glad to be able to give our reatlcrs a timely

article on Oatman, the resuscitated goldfield in Ari-

zona. It is being featured in the daily i)ress as a new
discovery, but in reality it marks the revival of activity

in the desert country around the old Gold Road and
Tom Reed mines, brought into fresh prominence by the

development of a new rich mine, the United Eastern.

The resuscitation or revival has been effected without

the aid of alcoholic stimulants, for Oatman is a dry

camp. In his happy presentment of the picturesque

features of this new rush, Mr. Prank H. Probert lays

emphasis on the fact that prohibition rendere Oatman
wholly unlike the mining excitements of former days.

Undoubtedly the result is the loss of a certain kind of

pseudo-romantic glow such as glorifies the Outcasts of

Poker Flat and the Idyll of Red Gulch, but that is

something more essential to frontier poetry than to

human progress. It seems strange to the veterans of

the West to think of an Arizonan boom devoid of the

necessaries of exhilaration, and it seems equally strange

that in the new year our friends in Colorado should be

facing a similar break with all the traditions of the

past, for their courts also have decided that prohi-

bition must be absolute. ' Our correspondent at Denver

views the prospect with ill-concealed dismay, while

recognizing frankly that the open saloon is an institu-

tion not essential to civilization. The West is out-

growing the recklessness of youth and no longer con-

fuses good fellowship with a superabundance of cock-

tails. So we shall neither sneer at, nor commiserate

with. Oatman. The money that would have gone to

the mixologists and distilleries will be kept for the

more productive pu?-pose of exploring the desert rocks

in search of the precious metal. And the painfully

sober prospector is doing it vigorously and effectivel}',

according to all accounts. The geological structure

offers no short cuts to wealth, as is clear from the pre-

liminary diagnosis of Mr. Probert. Much more investi-

gation is necessary, as he indicates while offering some

pertinent suggestions. Hitherto some of the best ore-

bodies have been found at a distance below the surface,

thus creating the pleasant delusion that enrichment is

a consequence of depth. One swallow does not make a

summer—nor even a drink—at Oatman ; likewise the fact

that two shafts did not strike good ore until 300 feet

was reached does not constitute evidence on which to

build the idea of an ore-bearing horizon at a fixed dis-

tance from grass-roots. Of course, we appreciate the

fact that, in determining the probable value of a pros-

pect, the postponement of the critic^al point until the

workings have reached a given depth is not without

practical value in ensuring a reasonable amount of

vertical exploration. In a district where the orebodics

have a decided pitch and are softer than the encasing

rock, such a supposition tends to promote systematic

search. The storv of Goldfield proves that a bonanza

may fail to poke its head above the cactus. But we do

deprecate the assumption, already current in brokerage-
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litoratiirt'. that u |>uor Hhowini; nt siirfnou is not cIIk-

ciMirnK'iii);, iiny, ulinost fiiriiislifs proof of tlio ridiiu'ss

of tliu Vfiii nt :KI0 foot, fur tliut is what lia|i|ifiifil in tlu-

I'uittHi KnNtoni, so it is Hiiiil. llo\V(>vt>r, tlu< Ininior of

tho position is eviiioiit. Wi- liclifVc that tlic fiiforiTil

sobriety of tlio mining population of Oatiiian will not

l>e without elToot in niotiifyinf; the inniKination of llif

pr\Miiotor luui in fnviiit; l<-);itiiuat(< iiiinini; n fair ihainN-.

Interciitinf; ilfVi'lopnu-nts may !»• iviu-i-iiil in this imii

of Arixonn (Inrinir 11)16.

Mining at Juneau

\Vi- nnic Unit our contemporary at New York, tlu-

.l/intn<7 Journal, has iuul si.)iiu-thing further to say uou-

(cniint; tin- exploitatiun of the big imie that traverses

(he (iastineaii and Juneau groups of elaims in Alaska.

As is stntetl truly, the subject is one of interest "not

only to thoustuids of investors in the shares of these

ettmpanies, but also to the engineering prt)fessioii." We
are told that "the problem itself involves tJie mining and

milling at a proHt of ore that is expected to average

only nbtmt $1.50 per ton." No; the problem is to

ascertain whether the expectation of a $1.50 yield i)er

lou is warnuited under given conditions; to determine

how small veins of quartz containing $6 per ton in gold

and disperstul over a big width of barren rock can be

mined most profitably. The engineer's duty is to find

out to what extent selection and sorting can be applied

eeouomically. Of course, the small goKl-beariiig veins

traversing tJie slate lode could be mined and milled

selectively at a cost about equal to their assay-value and
in excess of their yield; on the other hand, the whole

\ridth of lode-matter could be mined indiscriminately

and milled unsorted for a cost of about 50 cents per ton

and a >-ield of perhaps 80 cents per ton, a margin suffi-

cient to pay interest on the cost and depreciation of a

suitable plant. Somewhere between these extremes is

the economic limit that coincides with the maximum of

profit. The engineers of the Juneau plan a $1.20 re-

eover>- as Wst suited to the conditions in that mine ; the

Gastiueau management planned a $1.50 recovery, which
now. by such accidents as are a part of the sport of

mining, has been reduced to $1 per ton. Our learned

contemporary says that the one company intends to

adopt "bulk mining," while the other applies "selective

mining." This comparison is misleading. Both are

aiming to restrict their stoping to mill-ore having the

average yield that is most profitable, after balancing the

three inter-dependent factors of tonnage, yield, and cost.

The Juneau is .selecting places .suitable for bulk mining

;

the Gastineau is selecting plaees suitable for preferential

mining, or sorting.

Another contemporary, usually well informed, the
Boston Xews Bureau, publishes an article on the subject

with the sub-title 'An Investment Proposition.' Both
the New York and the Boston paper talk about the enter-

prise as an 'investment.' which, of course, it is not. It

is. or may be. a highly attractive speculation, with all

the risk inherent to gold mining. The promoters may

call it an 'iii\cs( iil' wlicii iKlilressiiig tin iiMKupliisli

calcd piiblic, liiit the ellginccrilig prol'es.si(in tiiiiNt be Well

aware that a wa.sliiig asset of uiiecrlaiii life alloiils no

baHJM for invi'Ntmeiil. However, we have digicNwd. The

Mostiui paper a.vserts fmilicr that it is "a minor problem
to lialaiiei- ore iiiitiiiig liclow n dollar per ton by ore

riiniiiiig lip to $:i or $A per ton, .'ind iiiaki' an average of

$l..">(l per ton." The pnililciii is mie for a miner-, not a

minor. It conslilules the crux of the wliiile matlci-. We
am- told how "of course, the unexjieclcd happened" and
a eollap.se of grmiiid sjioiled some rich slopes. That, my
dear .Sir, is j>arl of the problem in this kind of iiiiiiiiig

and it is one of the things that milit.ate against llic 'in-

vestment' idea. The Hosloii scribe .s.-iys thai "the ore is

di.s.seiiiinaled in line i)arlieles llirougii layei-s of .slate.

meta-gabbro, and .schist," but he has not learned his

les.son enrrcclly. The wording smacks loo nnieli of a

I'ojijicr deposit ill llah or Arizona, and is not applic-

able to this Alaskan lode, in which the rock is enriched
liy gold in irregular veins of quart/, not by chaleoeite

I)crvading moiizonite-i)ori)liyry. The gold is not in the

slate, schi.st, or meta-gabbro—nor in Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abednego. Meanwhile nothing is said about that

horse of .schist that ])roved so destructive to the estimate

of a large block of ore-bearing ground. Such happen-
ings are part of the mining adventure and should not be

exjiggerated, but they inject an element of uncertainty

into those approximations on which the exploitation of

mines is ba.sed. These two big enteri)rises near Juneau
require the most careful study of the most experienced

engineci-s, and they are getting it, as would be better

appreciated if the voice of the l)rokcr were not so loud.

Reverting to the explanations of the New York period-

ical, we find a curious blunder. The statement is made,
in its issue of Deeemlier 18, that the engineers of the

Juneau "are going to adhere to the conventional

stamps" while the Gastineau management has intio-

rluccd the use of rolls into its mill. Our readers are

better informed on tliis pha.se of the subject, for we dis-

cus.sed it at length in our issue of October Ifi. In the

Ga.stineau mill the ore is reduced in a large jaw-cru.sher,

passing thence to a series of gyratory crushers, and
then in succession to roughing rolls, finishing rolls, and
tube-mills. The Juneau mill has been designed on the

same lines, except that ball-mills are substituted for the

rolls. No stamps are to be used. Indeed, as we stated

three months ago, a series of experiments is being made
at Treadwell al.so with a view to determining whether it

would not be advantageous to employ ball-mills, instead

of stamps, in ca.se a new central mill is erected to treat

the output of the three contiguous mines on Douglas

island. In these and other matters this part of Alaska

is destined to afford much of interest and instruction to

the mining profession. The men in control of the work
at the three principal groups of properties—the Tread-

well, Ga-stineau, and Juneau—are among the most ex-

perienced and resourceful in this country. If there be

any rivalry, as our contemporary takes pains to suggest,

we do not doubt that it will simply serve to give zest to

the application of technical science on a splendid scale.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use this department for the discussion of (ccliiiiail uiid oOicr matters per-

(dining to mining and metallnriiy. T/ie Editor ivclcomcs (he expression of vieu's contrary to his ou-ii, he-

Ueving that careful crilicisni is more t'aluabie (han casual complimeiU.

Valuing Complex Ores

The Editor

:

8ir—I have noticed from time to time, articles by

many different engineers and metallurgists, on the sub-

ject of mine valuation. I do not recall having seen any-

thing in the nature of a discussion of ore valuation.

Since my work for the past 13 years has been almost en-

tirely along the lines of valuation of complex ores,

especially those containing zinc, I propose to open the

discussion, if indeed the subject is deemed worthy of

such, by submitting the following

:

Having worked out the treatment of several complex

ores and having attempted to work a treatment for

several hundred others, I have taken a specific case

which has come to my personal attention and which, I

believe, will serve the purpose of argument, more com-

pletely perhaps than a general discussion of the subject.

During the greater part of the present year, owing to

increased activity in the zinc industry, engineers have

had many occasions to examine and report on mines, the

value of which has depended to a large extent upon the

zinc content of the ore. The mine is sampled and the ore

measured to a point where the engineer finds a certain

number of tons carrying a certain amount of gold, silver,

copper, lead, zinc, iron, and any other metal that can

be recovered and sold. It is at this point in his examin-

ation that an understanding of the methods of treatment

to be employed that will effect a commercial saving of

the metals, the cost of such method, and the marketing

of the products, is fully as essential to the correctness of

his findings as is the knowledge of methods for sampling

and measuring the ore. It is at this point that the

assayer has found himself in a most embarrassing posi-

tion, not on account of his inefficiency as an assayer,

but because he has not the facts at hand upon which to

base a sound opinion as to the value, in dollars and

cents, of the ore upon which he has determined its metal

contents. I have seen assay-certificates from reputable

assayers which showed fully the metal contents, and, in

the space for that purpose, was shown a value, calculated

from the analysis. In many cases these 'values' have

been found to represent the metal-values, based upon the

current quotations for the different metals, and the

ounces and pounds of the same metals delivered at New
York. It is needless to say that this method is mislead-

ing and may result in financial disaster if further in-

vestigation is not undertaken.

Many engineers have attempted to estimate such ore-

values bv allowing 'liberal' losses. By this method

great mistakes may be made, chiefly because the losses

allowed have not been sufficiently 'liberal.' It is my
intention to show that there is no possible way by which

these losses can be estimated. They must be determined

accurately, and in most cases, they will be found to be

surpiisingly large.

Some months ago, I was asked by an engineer who
had finished an examination, what percentage of saving

could be reasonably expected by the most modern prac-

tices. I was told that the ore 'ran' $12 per ton, allowing

$20 for gold, 50c. for silver, 50e. per unit for lead,

and 60c. per unit for zinc. He had not assayed for iron,

since it had little value. I was unable to make an esti-

mate, because I did not know, nor did any one know,

what grades of products could be made or how much of

the gold and silver would be found in the zinc product.

These facts, which are absolutely essential, can be de-

termined, and must be determined, before the value of

the mine can be definitely fixed.

To illustrate how difficult it would be to make an

estimate of this kind, I submit the following table to show

what products can be made and what money will actual-

ly be received at a certain stage of the metal market, for

a certain ore.

Weight, Gold, S.'lver Lead, Zinc, Iron, Silica,

« oz. oz. "i * $ *
Original ore 100 0.07 9.00 8.00 16.00 7.00 46.00

Lead product 8 0.32 45.00 68.00 5.00 6.00 2.00

Percentage saved. 36.50 40.00 68.00 2.50 6.80 0.30

Iron product 14 0.22 17.00 8.00 11.00 32.00 6.00

Percentage saved. 44.60 26.40 14.00 9.50 64.00 1.80

Zinc product 26 0.02 6.50 2.60 48.00 5.00 10.00

Percentage saved. 8.50 19.00 8.60 78.00 18.50 5.60

Slime 7 0.04 11.00 7.00 12.00 6.50 49.00

Percentage saved. 4.00 8.50 6.10 5.20 6.50 7.40

Tailing 45 0.01 1.20 0.60 1.70 0.70 86.00

Percentage lost... 6.40 6.00 3.30 4.70 4.20 84.90

It will be seen that the total concentrate carries 89.6%

of the gold, 85.5% of the silver, 90.8% of the lead, and

90.1% of the zinc. This certainly can be called a high

saving. The original ore, estimated upon metal contents

and quotations, with gold at $20, silver at 50c., lead at

4|c., and zinc at 5c., has a value of $29.10. Estimated

with gold and silver tlie same and lead at 50c. per unit

and zinc at 60c. per unit, it has a value of $19.50. When
these products are sold, however, they will be ?old about

as follows: In lead concentrate we receive $19 for gold,

47^c. for silver, 3ic. for 90% of the lead (wet, less IJ),

and 10c. for excess iron. We pay $3 freight and no

treatment charge. This leaves us $63.75 per ton net, or

$5.10 per original ton.
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Iron concontrat<' will brim? llio iuuiu' jiriots lor jioUl.

silver, Icail. luul in»n. We pay the «uue fnMj?lit ami

about $5.50 for trvatinent. Tliis leaves sfll.Hl per ton

net, or $1.57 per oripinal ton.

The i>ne eoneentrale, with spelter at 5c., oiul $;>.50

frvight, will net !{!li».30 per ton or $:).lt2 per original ton.

These net ri-eeipts amount to $11.61) per origmul ton,

whieh is 31 'i of the lussayer's tipire ami alniut iiO'/c of

the engineer's.

A earvful analysis of the aUive figures will sliow that

wo have rtveived net $11.38 per ounce for gold. 25.2c.

per ounce for silver, 2.09c. per pound for lead, luid l.'iTc.

per ponml for zine, which tipures may safely he applied

to this particular ore so long Jis the gnule does not

change materially. The contracts upon whieh 1 have

figur»»d st>ttlements may vary to some extent, hut the

general result will be alniul the sjime.

Thus it will l>e apparent to the investor and to his

engineer that the metal contents ojul market prices of

the metals cannot be used as a basis of calculation for

valuing ore until it is fully and definitely known where

tht^» metals will 1m? recovered and wliat prices will br

nveived for the various products.

A. M. Plimb.

Denver. December 18, 1915.

Why Is Flotation?

The Editor:

Sir—Please allow me to contribute to 'Why is Flota-

tion!' for I have worked on the subject more or less

since 1903.

In the effort to elucidate flotation, a common error is

made of trying to fit one explanation to both film, or

skin, and frothing methods. The surface tension theory

will fit the skin method, but cuts no figure with frothing.

This will be seen as we progress.

To begin, what is a bubble? Webster defines it as "a

small body of air surrounded by a liquid." Being

lighter, it rises through the liquid, and on reaching the

surface presses upward, not against the liquid, but a

fluid as light as itself. There is no further bar to its

progress, so it escapes and joins the aforesaid fluid,

known as the atmosphere.

In this case, differences of specific gravity rule, which

is precisely what governs conditions when oil in a finely-

divided state is released below a water surface. This

strong upward pull of both air and oil. due to gravity

differences between them and water, is of prime impor-

tance in practical flotation work.

If a close-fitting glass-plate is introduced into a tank,

just under the water surface, air and finely divided oil

will collect against it, when they are released from be-

low. If a sufficient quantity of each is used and the

entire space on the under side is covered, an addition

will result in the gradual displacement of the water from

the area, and a collecting together of two large separate

globules of air and oil. Remove the plate, and the air,

having in the large globule the sum of the combined

bubble pressures, escapes to the atmosphere, while the

oil tends to dilTu.sc itst'll" over the siiri'aee of llir watrr.

t'ontinuing our experiment, we have now nii elaslie

film of oil on till' water Kurraec, instead of llic k'I'h^s |»I"I"'.

A further addition from brlow of tiotii oil and air enusis

the forin.T to join the lilm. wliile the latter, in its effort

to unite with the aliiiosiihere, iiiipingrs sharply against

tiie lower surface of llie oil liliu, raising it upwiinl in a

partly spherical form. If tiie oil lilm were now as solid

as till' ^'inss plate, no dinibt the sanii' eolleetion into sep-

arati' glol)ules would obtain. The point, however, to be

noted, is that each failor in the exi)eriment remains

sepMratr. iiaiiicly, oil, air, and water.

We left the bubble slightly above the water surface

and against the oil lilm, but not detached. On nnewing

the flow of air and oil from lielow, we find that tlie pres-

sun' of othtTS will lift the bubble eoniplcteiy out of the

water into the oil. When the lower part of the sphere

is high enoutrh the oil ends will join and we now have a

bubble detached from the water, resting in oil and on

the water surface. It has no water in its composition,

floats easily, and holds its shape and character in the

open air, whereas previously it could only exist under

water.

Whcn-fon-. with a eontinuons siipjily of oil and air,

bubble manufacture will proceed until the surface is

covered with a thick coherent mass called a 'froth,' and

a superficial study will show that surface tension, as

commonly defined, plays no part in the phenomena.

In my opinion there is no selective action between oil

and certain constituents of an oil pulp. Each particle

in the pulp takes its oil coating impartially, but some,

like the oxides, carbonates, and silicates, part with it

quickly in the presence of water, while others, like the

sulphides, cling to it obstinately. A sulphide particle,

satisfied as to its oil requirements, gives up no part of its

oil coating to feed the surface film, so necessary for the

preservation of the air bubble, this factor Ix-ing fur-

nished by the oil from the oxides, carbonates, and sili-

cates. Consequently, when submerged in water, the

upward pull of the oil coating of the sulphide particle

keeps it in a state of unstable buoyancy. It should be

noted at this time that with frothing methods, the oiling

takes place in the advance .stages of treatment, and from

the above we glean that it is important that all con-

stituents be coated equally.

Agitation in frothing work serves to introduce air

into the water, and to a less degree keeps the entering

pulp in partial suspension therein. The method em-

ployed is unimportant in this discus,sion.

In the light of the above reasoning, what happens

when a froth-flotation machine is started and in opera-

tion?

On starting the agitators in clean water, myriads of

small bubbles form, due to air beaten in or furnished

otherwise. Their natural path is upward, and in clean

water they break at the surface.

But a change takes place when the ore pulp, pre-

\-iously oiled, is added. The pulp particles on entering

the water, quickly give up the oil from the oxides, car-

bonates, and silicates, that forms the preserving surface
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film. The sulj)liides. being in a state of unstable buoy-

ancy and clinging obstinately to their oiled coatings, are

kept in suspension or driven upwanl by the agitation.

In moving through the water they cross the path of in-

numerable air bubbles, and tind no ditKculty in annexing

enough to assist the buoyancy. Tiiei-e is drive enough

to impinge them violently against the oil film and the

pressure of myriads following, gives force enough to

elevate them above the water surface into the familiar

froth. The gangue minerals, having no buoyancy, sink.

In practical frothing work, the design of the principal

factors is of importance. The size of the agitation-boxes

should be the smallest possible compatible with the ton-

nage-capacity desired. Agitators should be so gauged

and designed as to form a uniformly sized bubble, large

enough to lia\e the maximum transporting power with-

out reducing the number thereof. The oil should be of a

nature allowing maximum stretch at the surface, and

just tough enough to stand wear and tear. The lower its

specific gravity, in combination with the other qualities

desired, the greater its pulling or lifting power. Oiling

should be done during grinding, if possible, as it gives

a better mix.

Heating the water thins the oil and lessens the con-

sumption, but gives a more delicate bubble covering. It

has this advantage, tiiat it heats the air inside the bub-

ble, increasing its pulling or lifting power, and should

enable the treatment of coareer sizes, but this may be

modified by the fact of its tending to rob the sulphide

of the oil coating, thus reducing the pull.

I think acid roughens and increases the sulphide area,

allowing more oil to adhere, and assisting buoyancy.

Possibly it generates a gas that acts like air. The old

theory of calcite being necessary in the pulp for bubble-

lifting is doubtful. Carbonic acid gas is heavier than

air.

A lot of study has been bestowed on oils, but very

little on the other factors that are nearly as important.

Machines or methods of agitation designed to improve

and control the uniform size and number of the bubbles

have been little considered.

As to lifting power or pull, I can remember a painful

experience of my boyhood days, when the janitor caught

us blowing soap bubbles, by holding a soaped spool

tightly over a gas-burner tip. Filling the interior of the

bubble with illuminating gas sent it out of sight with no

effort. When caught, we had the school population

gazing heavenward, and the ceiling of the room was one

mass of bubbles, some of which la.sted for an hour.

In the pneumatic systems of agitation the addition of

a small quantity of illuminating gas, may give as good

pull as heating.

In 1904, I think, while experimenting at Sandon,

B. C., I used a small tank and about 15 Daniels cells for

bubble-making purposes. With a weak electrolyte, a

copper plate on one side and a bunch of hay-wire on the

other, 1 found that by stirring in an oiled pulp I could

get a thick skin of bubbles. My apparatus was limited

and soon exhausted the electrolyte, but I got a good

flotation after the froth order. I remember the speed

and size was marvelous and under close control. The
batteries belonged to the telegraph company, I was an
underpaid operator, and the fool superintendent was
woefully obstinate, ignorant of research, and painfully

insistent on the restoration to sei"\'ice of his 15 cells.

The combination floored me.

I recollect detailing the operation to an Elmore repre-

sentative soon after, but did not know until Hoover's

book, 'Principles of Flotation,' came out that the ideas

had been patented in Great Britain. However, that

method of generating a hydrogen-filled bubble under

close control, with electricity, is open for use in this

country. It was not patented here. Who knows but

what some genius will utilize it, or the illuminating gas,

to fill bubbles that will haul the ore direct to the smelter

from the flotation-cell?

George Huston.

MuUan, Idaho, November 12, 1915.

Flotation Residue

The Editor

:

Sir—I was much interested in reading the article on

'Disi^osal of Flotation Residue,' by my friend Wilton

Shellshear of Broken Hill, but for the honor of Aus-

tralia 1 must differ from him regarding the system of

spraying slime over sand-dumps. He says "the idea

was first originated in South Africa, and has only lately

been introduced into Australia." Strictly speaking, he

may be correct, as he speaks of pumping or spraying

slime. But I would like to say that I saw slime-residue

from a Moore filter (the first one successfully used in

Australia) spread over the surface of a sand-dump from

trucks at the Occidental gold mine, Cobar, New South

Wales, in 1905 or 1906. I think A. J. Chappie, who was

then the metallurgist there, will corroborate this. When
was this system first used in South Africa? I saw it at

New Modderfontein in 1911.

W. MOTHERVTELL.

Colorado Springs, December 15, 1915.

Guatemala, the northernmost of the Central Ameri-

can republics, has an area of 48,290 square miles, which

exceeds that of Pennsylvania. The population is 2,119,-

165, which is nearly as much as Bolivia, whose area is

15 times as great; the capital, Guatemala City, has a

population of 125,000 ; while the bulk of the people lives

in the half of the country lying toward the Pacific, the

steamship communication on that coast is less frequent

than on the Atlantic side. Although in the torrid zone

most of the country is at 4000 to 11,000 ft. altitude, and

the climate is comparatively healthy and agreeable.

About 60% of the imports comes from the United States,

but the bulk of the exports has gone to Germany. The

monetary .system needs re-organization, and a gold stand-

ard would benefit finances. The railroads are owned

practically entirely in the United States, but in other

lines investment of American capital is small as yet.

In Guatemala City the tram-line is run with horse and

mule power.
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Testin ri D r 'lli'd Flotation Process

By O. C. Ralston and 01«nn 1.. Allan

INTROniTTloN. •Altlumuli tlu' siibji-ot of u-siiiiK

for notation has Ihhmi well presented in T. .1.

Hoover's Inwk on 't'onocnlnitiMii t>n'S l>y Klotalion.'

tlion* is mt-*! of liiler information on tliis tinuly sultjofl.

Mui'h testinK l>ns Invn done in lal»orntorio8 not oonneeted

in any way witli the Minerals Separation conipaiiy. with

wliieli Mr. H(K>ver was formerly assoeiated as melal-

liirjrii'al enpiui'r. and there have l>een developed meth-

otis of investipition that may prove sn^Kt'Stivc to many

experimenters.

On that aeeonnt we have eompiled data on the subject

of testing Ix^th from the literature nVailaMe and from our

own experienee, as well as from what we have seen in

other lalwratories. This paper is desipied to present

the results of this compilation, with a I'ritieal discussion

of the more important methods now in vogue.

On account of the empirical state of the art of flota-

tion a great deal of testing is necessary before large-

scale practice can be commenced on any ore; therefore a

small laborator>-machine is necessary in which many

tests invoh-ing many variables can be made in a short

time. The machine must be so designed and so operated

that a close approximation to the results possible with

full-sized flotation machineri' will be obtained. In a

mill-plant it is a matter of some difiiculty to control con-

ditions through a wide range of such variables as temper-

ature, acidity, quantity of oil, percentage of solids in

pulp, fineness of grinding, etc., and as the proper treat-

ment of a given ore can be ascertained only through

testing it first, a critique of the testing methods in use is

in order.

Many people have had the experience of reading the

available literature on flotation testing and of failing to

get satisfactorv* results when the described testing was

attempted. To actually witness some good test-work and

learn thereby the appearance of froth, the exact manip-

ulation of the machine and froth, goes far toward bring-

ing the beginner to a point where he can test efficiently.

None of the literature mentions the fact that it is difficult

to get a high percentage of extraction and a high grade

of flotation concentrate at the same time. The beginner

often strives after both of these things in a single test,

whereas he should determine how each can be attained

before he attempts to obtain both simultaneously. Fur-

thermore, it is difficult to manipulate a small machine to

give as good results as a large one, until after consider-

•By permission of the Director, V. S. Bureau o{ Mines.

Communicated by D. A. Lyon, metallurgist in charge of the

Salt Lake station of the TJ. S. Bureau of Mines, co-operating

with the University of Utah. 0. C. Ralston, Assistant Metal-

lurgist of U. S. Bureau of Mines, and Glenn L. Allen, Research

Fellow of the University of Utah.

altlf ]irai'tic('. So thi' siimll iiiai'liiiic is ncni-riillN prssim-

isti<', coiiii)ari'd witii tin- large one. It i.s pracl jcally es-

sential for the Ipcjfinncr to wc'igli atnl a.ssay all of liis

products in order to see if the extraction and the grade

of concentrate are satisfactory, where an experienced

manipidator ean often tell by aid of ])asl experienee and

the use of a gla.ss or microscope wlielher lie is fretting

good results or not.

With these points in view, we shall (leseril)e lirsl tlie

satisfactory machines and their oi)cration. Tlien we

shall give a more general exposition on what variables

to study and what points to obs^'rve.

Flotation test-apparatus must necessarily lie elassi-

^'Feea

Concenfrafv

— Tailing-

FlO. 1. THE .MACQUISTE.N TUBE.

fied in the same way as large-scale machines, namely, as

film-flotation machines, acid-flotation machines, and

froth-machines of both pneumatic and mechanically

agitated types. Film-flotation, as exemplified in the Mac-

quisten' and in the Wood machines, does not seem to have

the same wide application as does froth-flotation ; hence

little need be said about them.

Film-Flotatiox. Macquistcn tubes have such small

capacity that a single tube is small enough for test-work

on a few pounds of ore at a time (see Fig. 1). A small

4-ft. tube is known to give trustworthy results, although

a longer one is more desirable. Testing with a Mac-

quistcn tube was done for several years in the laboratory

of the General Engineering Co., of Salt Lake City, of

which company J. M. Callow is president. Since Mr.

Callow has begun the exploitation of his own pneumatic

frothing-machine this work has been set aside.

iM. & S. P., Vol. XCVI. page 414 (1908).
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The Wood machine can be built in miniature and for

several years a small machine of the type sketched has

been used in the plant of the Wood ore-testing works

at Denver.^ This small machine was about two feet

long and one foot wide. The method of operation is the

same as that of the full-sized machine. (See Fig. 2.)

As neither of these machines has been much used

in practice, they are merely mentioned for the sake

of completeness. Hoover^ has recommended a test on a

vanning-plaque, so that the sulphides will float off onto

Fig. 2. the wood machine.

the surface of the water, but we consider this test of

practically no value. Hoover, however, acknowledges

that it is merely a test illustrative of the film processes.

In testing ores for the Potter or the Delprat processes,

Hoover's te.\t is again the source of information. An
illustrative test-tube experiment is pictured in Fig. 3.

In another test a 200-c.c. beaker is used with 100 c.c. of

3% HjSOi and brought to nearly boiling temperature.

The ore when introduced into this yields a froth com-

posed of sulphides supported by bubbles of CO,. In

ease the ore is deficient in carbonate, an addition of as

much as 3% of calcite or siderite is made. The froth is

skimmed with a spoon as fast as it forms. We have

noticed that a great deal of mineral is often lifted partly

but never reaches the surface. Consequently extractions

2H. E. Wood. Trans. A. I. M. E., Vol. XLIV, pp. 684-701

(1912).

3T. J. Hoover. 'Concentrating Ores by Flotation.' 1st edition,

page 77.

are low, although the grade of concentrate obtained is

often very good. For practical purposes, however, the

test is not of much value. A better test-machine is the

small unit shown in Fig. 4. The acid should be allowed

to run down through a section of garden-hose to within

an inch of the surface of the ore and the ore should be

kept stirred with a wooden paddle so that the bubbles

Fig. 3. te.st-tubk.s for flotation.

of COo generated by the action of the acid can lift the

sulphides out of the body of the pulp. The froth formed

should be skimmed with the paddle as fa.st as made,

then filtered, dried, weighed, and analyzed. Not many

ores yield gracefully to this treatment and slimes give

poor extractions. Fines and Wilfley-table middlings are

better adapted, and the presence of siderite in the pulp

is desirable, as it reacts slowly with dilute acid. From

Garden Hose-

Wooden Padd/e.

Fig. 4. .v potter-dei.pbat test.

1 to 3% Il.SOi is best in testing and \ to 14% solutions

on the large scale will give about the same results. The

temperature of the pulp should be maintained at 70° C.

by use of a steam jet. Five to ten pounds of ore per

test is necessary. The extractions obtained are always

lower than in full-sized units. While oil is not neces-

•sarA' in this process it will greatly assist in the flotation,

and the addition of a small amount is often of much

assistance in test-work.

Meciianic.1L frothing as developed by the Minerals

Separation company in England and Australia, and

modified by many others, has been one of the most im-
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portaiit iiiothtHls of tiotation. Tlu'ivforc tlu' lalHinitory

iiiachinory that has Itoon ileveloped is at as lii);h a slate

of porfivtion as any sui'h mai-liiiiory iu>w in iis«'.

Tlio Jaunoy inai'liiiic is proluibly tlu- l)ost drsiRiu'd

machine fur getting n>lialile i|iiantitative n^stilts on a

small quiuitity of ortv Photographs anil skctt-hfs an-

appontloil ^Fig. 5. (5, and 7K It oan be 8<'on tliat the

agitation itimpartniont is cylindrioal in shape ami that

its top is 8nm>uniK'tl by a frothlHix, wiiii-h slopes into

a spitr.kaston. whore the froth can Ik* skininitil. The

tailing sinks to a n^tuni-hole at the iNittoni. piutsiiig into

the agitation-coinpartmont again. To provide gooii agi-

tation, four verlieal ba/lles are attached to the wall of

the agitation-eompartinent, against which the pulp is

swirled by the two impellers. Lining the walls willi

expandeil metal lathing or with a coarse-mesh iron

screen adds to the thorough mixing that the pulp must

receive. The two impellers an? on a common shafting.

which enters the machine through a stuffing-box in the

bottom of the machine. The lower impeller with four

vortical vanes is submerged ; it agitates and cmulsities

the pulp while the upper impeller, likewise with four

vertical vanes, acts as a pump to lift the pulp and beat

air into it. A pulley and belt connect the shafting with

a variable-speed motor.

A dome-shaped lid is used on the machine. A small

hole in the top of the dome allows the introduction of

oil. acid, water, or other materials without the removal

of the lid. The lid is so constructed that it can be turned

upside-down with the dome extending downi into the

froth-box. and in this position it can act as a funnel. The
dome rests then on the top of the agitation-compartment

and no froth can escape into the froth-box. This allows

a period of agitation of the pulp before the dome-top is

turned right-side up to allow aerated pulp to overflow

into the froth-box and down into the spitzkasten. where

the froth can be removed.

A discharge-plug at the bottom of the machine allows

the flushing out of tailing after the test has been com-

pleted. So careful has been the design of this test-

machine that even this discharge-plug is beveled to fit

flush with the bottom of the machine and thus afford no

dead space in which the solids might settle.

The spitzkasten is long and narrow, in order to per-

mit a deep froth to be formed and to travel over as long

a space as possible, before reaching the discharge. This

tends to allow more of the entrained gangue to settle out

of the mineral froth. The sides of the spitzkasten are

of heavy plate-glass, each fastened to i metal-frame b.v

means of screws. The wrought-iron shaft projects

through a brass stuffing-box and is supported by a ball-

bearing beneath. All the other metal parts are of cast

aluminum.

The small variable-speed motor may be of either D. C.

or A. C. type. F. G. Janney recommends the use of a

General Electric, shunt-wound, direct-current motor, for

230 volts, Mrith a rated speed of 1700 r.p.m. and i hp.

The impeller-shaft is to be driven at 1900 r.p.m. maxi-

mum speed. For speed-control he recommends a Gen-

eral Kleetrie direct eurreiil lield-rlicostat, with an

ampere capacity of 1.25 to O.Oli;t at 250 volts.

In our own lahoralory it was desiralile to use the

t>rdiiiary city lighting eireuit of 110 volts, A. (,'. On
that account we have found the fidlowing motor satis-

factory: i-hj). (icneral lOlectrie repulsion iiiduetion

motor. single-|)hase, GO-cyelc, with full speed of 17H0

and carrying 4.2 amperes at 110 volts, or 2.1 ainjieres

at 220 volts, depending ujion the voltage of the cnrrent

supplied to the machine, either voltage being acccptalile.

Speed-control is obtained by thi' us»! of an ordinary

tield-rheostat in series with the motor. Siieli a motor

has a speed varying with the load and with the voltage

applied. As the load is practically a constant, the speed

will (le])ciid upon the aiiioniit of resistance in sericH with

the motor. As the ma.jorily of laboratories find a city

alternating current more convenient to obtain, such a

motor is recommended.

The operation of the uuichiiic is as follows: It is set

up on a bench convenient to the sink and to running

water. The motor is set up one foot to the rear with

the switch and rheostat placed so that they can be easily

reached while standing in front of the machine. A J-in.

round-leather sewing-machine belt is used for drive.

The l)earings are well oiled, the stuffing-box is properly

packed, and some attention .should be given to it occa-

sionall.v in order to see lliat it is kept .screwed tight

enough to avoid leakage.

Enough clear water is run into the machine to barely

show in the spitzkasten and the motor is started at its

lowest speed. A 500-gm. charge of ore ground to at

least 48-mesh is added and the cover placed on the ma-

chine in its inverted position. (See Fig. 5.) This is

done to allow thorough mixing without circulation of

the pulp. All or part of the oil and other reagents are

now added and the motor brought up to full speed for

30 seconds. The speed is again lowered to the minimum

and the cover is turned over into its upright position.

(See Fig. 6.) The speed is then raised and water is

added through the hole in the top of the lid until the

froth in the spitzkasten is nearly at the overflow lip.

The ultimate speed of the agitator will depend some-

what upon the character of this froth, as some oils will

give a deep persistent froth, while other froths are thin

and brittle and allow of more water being added to the

machine, as well as more violent agitation in order to

beat more air into the pulp. The froth may either be

allowed to flow out of the spitzka.sten of its own weight

or skimmed with a small wooden paddle. It is a good

idea to wet the glass sides of the 'spitz' with water while

the froth, is rising, so that none of the froth will stick to

the glass.

The duration of the test is about five minutes with an

ore that floats easily, while other ores will require a

considerably longer time to allow the entrained gangiie

to settle out of the froth before it is discharged from

the machine. In such cases it is best to hold back the

froth until its appearance shows it to be fairly clean.

Beginners are likelv to dilute their froth with too much
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gangue. In a large-sized machine the froth can travel

over from four to eight feet of spitzkasten before it is

discharged, while in this test-machine it only has a

travel of about 10 inches. Consequently, the small ma-

chine is liable to yield concentrate of too low a tenor.

The same applies to most other machines for making

tests on flotation.

The concentrate may be caught in a pan or on a filter.

After the test the machine is brought back to low speed

The small amount of ore necessary for a test is a matter

of considerable convenience as fine grinding of the ore

in the laboratory is often irksome. The aluminum cast-

ing is little corroded by either acid or alkaline electro-

lytes. The return of pxilp from the 'spitz' to the agitat-

ing-compartment allows the material to be treated until

all mineral has been removed without stopping the

machine, so that a single treatment yields a clean tail-

ing. However, a second treatment of this 'rougher-

FlG. 5. THE JASNEY MACHINE. COVEB INVERTED.

and the tailing-plug removed, so that the tailing can be

caught in a pan or bucket, or run to waste.

If it is so desired, this rough concentrate can be put

back into the machine and treated in the same way as

the original sample, or the concentrates from several

tests combined to give enough material for re-treatment.

If this is done three products are made, namely:

A 'rougher' tailing, to waste.

A clean concentrate, for shipment.

A 'cleaner' tailing or middling, which in actual prac-

tice is returned to the head machine.

When these conditions are observed results only

slightly lower than those possible with a big machine

can be obtained. A test can be run in from 5 to 30 min-

utes in such a machine with 500 grams of ore in any-

thing from a 3 : 1 to a 5 : 1 pulp. The glass sides of the

spitzkasten allow close observation of the condition of

the froth, and this is a great advantage to the lieginner.

Fig. 6. the janney machixe. cover ipukiht.

froth' is sometimes necessary in order to get a high-

grade concentrate. Clean tailings generally mean only

medium-grade concentrates due to entrainmeut of

gangue, in the removal of all the mineral.

The stuffing-box in the bottom will probably leak if

not watched. However, this driving of the impellers

from below, instead of from above, leaves the top of the

machine free for the operator and is more convenient

in eveiy way. This is of importance in a laboratory-

machine, and will excuse the use of a stuffing-box. In

large-scale machines a stuffing-box underneath would

not lie tolerated, and the drive should be from above.

AVe would also suggest a sheet-lead construction as being

more easily built. A i-inch sheet-lead is sufficiently

rigid to stand up well, while it is ductile enough to be

worked readily into the desired shape. The joints are

easily burned, and it is acid-proof.

The Hoover Machine, so-called, was designed after a
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lr«lin«chiiie ilo«iL'rib»tl III the mvoml I'llilioii of IliKtver's »|um(I motor is iM'lti'.i l.t ili. |>iill«v llml .lii\.s the

book, bt-ini? copiwi from one of Lyatcr'* patontd. niid him Mining im'ohiiniKin. or n pair ol' coiH'-piillc.VK on a <'oii

brrii much copiwl hy \wo\Ae winliinK to mnkf flotnlion slant sp.f.i motiir is uwd. This const met ion has Ihcii

|n>|)uhir h(><-aii.Ni' it <'nn he iiiaih' of wood, at siiiaii ex
J5^._,_ -y ^V-

^ C^ncentratt
Fifttr Cent

S^

Pio. 7. THE jASxrr ttst maciii:<e.

t»>ts An iini>n>v«intiit over this oonstnu-tion was pub-

lial\.tl by Ralph Smith' nwnlly (see Fip. lOA). and a

modified sketch of the same is sliowii in Fig. lOB, while

frof/i Concen^rzrfe.

^-'Rubber Plug

Trough for Froth.

^Contracted Spitzkasten.

Flo. lOA. SKETCH OF THE LTSTEB r>B nOO\'ER MACHINE.

photographs of the maehinp iis»»d for a while in our labor-

atory are shown in I Either a variable-

E. & M. J.. Vol. C, page 395 (1915).

Pulp-

/mpel/er-

Fig. lOB. anothlr form of hoover machine.

pcnsv. 'riic .liinney mai-liinc will cost abtnit .•jilOO. whih-

the Hoover iiiachiiu- can be Imiil for a small fraction of

that amount. Mr. Hoover's oriK'iial ilrawiiit.' ilocs not

show the spitzknKlcn drawn lo n |Hiint. as md.v llic front

Fig. U. tub slide machine.

side was Itcvcied. Our sketch shows liotli siilcs hevcjcd.

This is desiralilc. ms it eliminates s[);Me in wliirh line

sand can settle, and tends to mininiizr the aiiiniiiit of

LONQiTuoiNAL Section.

Fig. 12. the slide machi.ve.

pulp lying inactive in the spitzkasten. In the agitation-

compartment the pulp is swirled into the corners, where

it is well mixed with air; hence the baffles sketched in

the Janney machine are unnecessary. One objection,

however, is that unless the agitation-compartment is very

tall the pulp being swirled into the corners has a tend-

ency to spla.sh out, and a lid similar to the one on the

Janney machine is desirable. However, it is difficult to

attach one because the stirrer-shafting is in the way.

The operation of this machine is practically the same as

that of the Janney, except that without glass .sides on
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the spitzkasten it is hard to get as clean a froth. A
charge of 1000 to 2000 grams is necessary in this ma-

chine.

The Slide Machine, as shown in Fig. 11 and 12, was

designed by Hoover and perfected by many others. In

recent practice it is motor-driven. A number of these

machines were given by James M. Hyde to various uni-

versities in this country. Many people favor this appar-

atus for the reason that they have had little opportunity

This element of the machine has made it of some value

in testing flotation oils, but in a weak froth much of the

sulphide mineral also settles out and is lost, so that the

test results with this machine often show unnecessarily

low extractions and a high grade of concentrate. On
the other hand, when conditions are adjusted to give a

froth persistent enough to hold all the sulphide mineral

considerable gangue is entrained in the; stiff froth.

Further, after skimming one froth we find it neeessai*y

Fig. S. the hoover m.vcuine.

to use any other design. In this machine the agitator is

driven from below through a stuffing-box, as in the

Janney, with the consequent freedom of the top of the

machine for the convenience of the operator. The top

half of the machine is so constructed that it can be slid

to one side, cutting off the froth formed in the agitation

from the gangue, which is allowed to settle. The oper-

ation consists in agitating with oil and other reagents,

then a period of quiet during which the froth collects at

the top while the gangue sinks. Two windows in the

side enable the observer to see when the gangue has sub-

sided sufficiently to allow the top half to be slid along the

rubber gasket, cutting off the froth from the remainder

of the pulp. The time necessary for the settling of the

gangue is sufficient for much of the gangue to separate

from the froth, leaving only clean sulphides in the froth.

Fig. SAllE, K110\VI-\(i

to add more water and start the machine again to make

more froth. It is hard to make the slide machine give a

high extraction with only one agitation. The intermit-

tent character of such work and the time necessary to

wait while settling are disadvantages that make the Jan-

ney or the Hoover machines of greater utility, in our

opinion. The parts are of cast aluminum with a rubber

gasket between. A charge of 500 to 1000 grams of ore

IS used.
^y^ ^g Contimied)

[The General Engineering Co. at Salt Lake City and

the Mine & Smelter Supply Co., at Denver, sell flotation

machines. So does the Denver Fire Clay Co., which

makes a modified Hoover machine. The Joshua Ilendy

Iron Works, San Francisco, makes machines for the

Minerals Separation company.

—

Editor.]
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Da-mi

By P. B. McDonftld

T\\]'

s' iiT ill till' Norm Mar .Mines »" at (Irnss

V .1 \. r«liforni«. hns for yoiirx ({ivcii an unusual

amouut of aUentioi) to the mihject of nick-drillK

luul (Ihllini;. Ab in othor iloparlmonts of tlicir mining

and milling;, tlioy hnvi- Uvn kct'nly on tlic alert for iiii-

provomonU wul have not lu'oitated to risk a trial of new

or I.'.' vices in the liopi" of ai'liievinp t'cononiy

in ti IS This ^^>ner«l polii-y of at tempt in^

to lower co«t« by an mldetl refinement or a new nie-

ohanical contrivanee iio««s not always work out as fipun-d
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compauy has put one in at Butte, the Copper Queen at

Bisbee, and the Sullivan Machinery Co. recently ordered

one for its factory. The tester was described in the

Mining and Scientific Press of August 2, 1913. Brief-

ly, it is an apparatus for detenniniug quickly and ac-

curately the number of blows struck per minute by any

rock-drill and the foot-pounds of energy per blow. The

essence of the usefulness of such a machine lies in the

little-appreciated fact that for any particular variety

of rock to be drilled, there is a strength of blow exactly

suited to give the fastest and most satisfactory results.

To illustrate, practice has shown at the North Star that

a rock-drill striking a blow of 45 foot-pounds, with an

air-pressure of 90 to 95 lb., is best suited to the rock in

that mine. On one occasion two rival rock-drill repre-

sentatives chanced to arrive at the mine simultaneously.

Types of their respective drills were tested on the

Paynter machine, which showed that one drill struck a

/9/S.
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toiulciiey to n«o«jriii/o tin* s»|U'noritv of a IiikIi pifsMiif

of air for fflU-iciit drilliiiK. just as ilyiiainito of liiKlifi*

grade than formerly is iKvoiiiint; popular in luiiiitit;.

Frxtpient tests are iiwule in tlie Nortli Star mine under

Kn>uiiil by an air puigi' to ilott'rminc if the airprexsnie

is up to staniiant in all sto]>es and drifts. It has iieeii

found tliat reports by the miners of unusually Iwinl

ground eneountertHl. or pi>or work done by a eerlain

drill, may Ih> due to insulVieieiit air pressun- eaiised by

eareU>ics piping. It is important that every miner and

every drill (\*oX\\ of them expensive items on a eosl-

aiioet^ sliall have air pre.sstire that will enable them to

work to the U-st pcKssible advantage. At this mine the

air is taken down the vertieal shaft by a 6-in. main from

whieh nHluetions are made to the stojies until inch ])ipcs

oaeh supply two drills.

I found at the North Star mine that Leyner and

Waugh drills were the In-st liked. The old J. tieorge

Leynor No. 8 drill (whieh is not now monufaetuied) has

given good serviee boeause it strikes a blow of just the

right strength for this partienlar mine. 45 foot-pounds.

and is a fast and satisfactory driller, in spite of its high

cosf for repairs. In competition with the Leyners there

were being tried several of the new Droadnaught drills

of the Denver Rock Drill Co.. which were apparently

attracting favorable attention. I was told that the first

Dreadnaught tested did not seem to strike a blow of

sufficient force, but that this was now thought to have

been due to the using of a too heavj' lubricating oil on

the new parts: with a lighter oil the drill had con.stantly

improved its blow. As is more or less well known, the

strength of blow depends a good deal on the air-cushion-

ing (in the cylinder) that becomes necessary in order to

attain a high number of blows per minute. Other fliing.=

being equal, the machine striking a high number of

blows, say 200(1 per minute, will tie expected to iiit a

lighter blow than a machine that strikes 1200 blows and

cushions less. The Dreadnaught is a mounted hammer-
water drill that differs from the Leyner-Ingersnll No. 18

in being a little lighter in weight and in being valvele.ss.

The valveless feature makes for simplicity and lessens

repairs: the main objection to the valveless drill has

been the difficulty of replacing worn parts, but with the

increasing use of improved steel for such parts this

objection may he much le.s-sened. It is not unlikely that

for drilling in flat stnpes. .such as in the North Star,

where the dip is 23°, some such mounted machine as the

Leyner or Dreadnaught will ultimately replace stoper

drills. The latter are dusty as well as being not par-

ticularly suited to flat holes ; thus the Calumet & Hecla,

with a dip of 38% has favored mounted Leyners for rais-

ing and stoping rather than the typical stopers.' At
the North Star a number of Waugh stopers, both the

new valveless types and the old 12-A type are in use.

There are also a number of baby or "chippy' Leyners,

the light-weight Leyner-Ingersoll No. 26. Although this

little machine does not strike so heavy a blow as might

be wished, it is popular because of its handiness.

Incidentally I may mention that at the adjacent Em-
pire mine, I found the Leyner-Ingersoll No. 18 and the

IhgcrMiil Kami H( ' 'Jl hlcipir to In- the Ntaiuiarii drills.

The Kiiipire is generally Hpokcii of as being soinrw lint

more ciiiiKcrvative in the tr\iiig of new inai'iiiiii'iy I linn

is the ease at the North Star, 'riiniughout the diNlricI 1

did not notice any new-atyle drill-bita such as tin- Carr

(ir II bits, but the oil! foiir-piiiiil criiHH bit niipenrs to re-

main ill favor. There is no particular Iciulciicy to drill

longer holes in stoping, as i,s no marked a policy in the

wide slopes of llif Lake Siipi'rinr cojipci" iiiiiii's. I'nr llic

THE DBEADXAUOIIT DRII.T., NOTE TIIK .VnSKNCK OK A VAI.VK CHEST.

reasoji tliat tiie stoping-width is so narrow (3 to 5 ft.)

that the holes are drilled only 4i ft. deep.

While I was at the North Star, Mr. Bedford showed

me how they intended to draw one end of the water-

tubes, after heating them, in order to reduce the diam-

eter of the inch or two of length that protrudes into the

hollow drill-steel. At is well known, there is some

trouble from the water-tiibe of a water-drill becoming

caiitrht in the drill-steel and getting its end twisted off,

causing much inconvenience in buying and replacing

tubes. Considerable difficulty has been experienced at

the North Star in reaming out the liolo in hollow steel

by hand after the sharpening has closed it; a modifica-

tion of a machine in use at the Copper Queen mines at

Bisbee is to be adopted, but using water pres.sure instead

of air and oil cylinders, to ream the hole.s.

To a miner used to wide stopes the 2 or 3-ft. stopes

of the Grass Valley district would appear extraordi-

narily diminutive and the little eolums for mounting the

drills would look ludicrous in stature; but the extrac-

tion of such a narrow vein of such hard ore from rock

that holds it 'back' so that (as the Comishmen say)

,
."it's like pulling it out hy the roots of the hair," is a

problem of no mean proportions.
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ON THE COLORADO lUVER. ON THE ROAD TO THE MINES.

C):a;!::iii£i:n^ JV-iras^mii

—

Jk l^-j^oMh^^u^i Camp

Sy 5*raiik H. Psobert

"H'
'IT the golden trail to Oatmau." ''The golden

hub of Mohave county's wheel of fortune."

Let us hope that this joyous dlthyrambie will

not give place to a dirge of disappointment ; let us hope

that when the slag of excitement is cleared from this

melting pot of men, money, and mines that a golden

yield will result. Here 's success to the prohibition camp

of Oatman, the tirst of its kind in the Golden "West!

The regular route is by way of Needles, California, on

the Santa Fe railroad, where every train discharges

many people bent on visiting Oatman, but the muddy
Colorado river has to be forded on scows propelled by

Indians and a fussy little motor-boat. On the Arizona

side a score or more of automobiles are waiting to carry

the crowd over one or other of the desert roads that lead

to Oatman, 21 miles to the northeast. It is proposed to

build a bridge across the river at Needles for the accom-

modation of traffic and there are reeuiTent rumoi-s of a

railroad from Topoc following the route of the dis-

mantled narrow-gauge road built to the Vivian mine and

so to the new camp. Most of the freight and many pas-

sengers reach Oatman through Kingman, 27 miles north,

but the mountain grades are steeper and the road very

dusty.

Leaving Needles and the broad expanse of river-bot-

tom, the topography changes abruptlj' into a rough rock-

ribbed section, characterized by the ruggedness of detail

rather than by the broader features of mountain uplift.

It is a district of igneous rocks and successive lava

flows, the result of intermittent vulcanism. Gray crags

of andesite, resistant ribs of paler rhyolite, a network of

silicified vein outcrops, and on the higher elevations

castellated buttes of tufiE, the remnants of the mantle

that covered and closed the Tertiary period, are con-

A STOCK-EXCHANGE. A STBEET SCENE.
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spieuous foatiirvs of Iho liunlsc'n|H'. There is no ninniiiR

water, no vegetation otlior than the luiffe luul cai-tus, the

rtH'ks arv hurnished hy tJie attrition of liot wiiul. the

softer part of the nK-kiniUvS lias \V(atJien>il, ertiinl)K'«l,

aiul boon removeil, leaving the haiv skeleton of tlic vein

system to hU^ich in the bhi/inR sun.

I'lussinir Hounihiry Cone at tlie western end of tJie lUack

nuigo, whieh guards the pate to tliis new treiusuryvault,

there are signs of activity. inten\st. expeetaney, work,

hojH'. and effort. SeveriU townsitcs have been surveyed,

and Old Trails. Ryan Addition. City of Carter. Mazona,

Oatman, and others in the making, attract the visitor

with pnMnis«s of water, electric light, telephone, tele-

graph, gooil nmds. n'lusonable rents, tenns to suit ten-

ants, and so forth.

The automobile stops at the Oasis caf6, the biggest

little gold mine in the district, when? the pay-streak is

always rich and the bullion ready minted. A busy scene

is prv>sented, for this is the heart of Ontman, the end of

the trail, a meeting-place for everybody. I counted 58

ears within a stone's throw of the Oasis at the noon-hour.

The pn>spector"s faithful friend, the burro, is no more;

his place has been taken by the equally reliable and

faster Ford ear.

The Oasis cafe is the best place to feed, although the

ilojave Eats, and the Mulligan, or 'JIad House,' as it

has been dubbed, are well patronized, judging by the

bread-line outside at 5 o'clock every evening.

Oatman is a typical boom camp of mushroom growth;

houses hastily thrown together, lean-tos of all descrip-

tions, stores, banks, booths—but no saloons. Arizona

went dry on January 1, 1915. This subject of prohibi-

tion must not be dismissed without comment. Its effect

on the standard of work, the vwral* of the community,

and the deterrent influence it has against vicious prac-

tices is most noticeable. The saloons of former days, the

bars, foot-rails, display of glassware, white-vested bar-

tenders—all these outward signs remain : and the ten-

dencies, appetites, and habits of mining men of all

classes ring true to bygone days, but thirsts are quenched

and success toasted with grape-juice high-balls, or malted

milk. The result is ob^•ious: the town is orderly, con-

versation is clean, competition keen, money is saved, a

harmless game of pool or billiards serves as recreation

after a full day in the field, and the street is deserted

before 10 o'clock at night. I am informed that fully

30% of the monthly pay-roll is invested in local mining-

stocks, or put into the ground prospecting. There is a

contagious, clean, healthy atmosphere.

Accommodations for the visiting hordes are not of the

best, but are improving. Prospect tunnels and the dry

arroyos near town are eagerly sought by the wise ones

who have brought their blankets. The Oatman Hotel

sleeps two and three men in a room, and luekv' is he who

can find private quarters.

TVhat a motley mixture of humanity, what t\T)es are

foregathered here ! Bankers, brokers, engineers, agents,

•[This is not a tj-pographical error. The word in this sense

is commonly spelled morale, which is wrong.

—

Editoe.]

tlu)8e of bniwii and thorn' of brain, promoters iiilcnl on

selling something they liavcn't got to someone who

doesn't want it, newspaper men, State H(>nators, pscudo-

politicians. liornyhandeil minci-s, yellow-legged experts,

all sorts and coMditionK of nu'ii, all there for one pur-

pose, all linoycd liy the njuiii- hope. SubconHcioiisly niic

api>rfciiit<s the motto of the golden eagle: 'In <it>ii wc

Trust.' Kverybody of note is addressed by his lii-st

name, as uncle .lolin. Frank. Kiil|ih. Lew, Tom. Dick, or

Harry, and it is a sign of iirore.s.sioniil standing il' ymir

name is misspelled in the local papers. Tiie nuriilur ><(

(pialifying adjectives, such lis safe, (()iisi'rv«liv<'. or

prominent, before a name indicates the degree of esleeiu

in whieh the visitor is held by the enterprising reporter.

Hut good nature jtrcvjiils and Diamoiulfielil .luck has as

many friends lus otlicr noted cliaracters.

Business is brisk in Oatman. Transactions involving

thousands of dollars and linndrcds of tlio\isan(ls of

shares are di.scussed and arranged so airily ami so cii.sily

and with such dispatch that it is bewildering. 1 he new

arrival is button-holed, taken up over the outcrop of

the 011a Oatman where the wonders of the world are

pointed out to him ; here is the vein, there is the United

Eastern, the ore lies so deep, this group of claims has a

better and bigger showing, all you have to do is to go

down, first in your pockets, then in the ground. Groups

of claims change hands every day, on paper. Short-

lived options, usually five days, are the thing, for and in

consideration of x dollars and 1000 x shares of stock.

Possibly the claims have not been recorded, maybe the

location work has not been done; what matters? Was

not the United Western company organized on the Oofty

Goofty. Oofty Goofty No. 1, and Oofty Goofty No. 2,

three claims a mile or more away from the main group

on whieh the present work is being done.

Already there are over 50 companies organized to ex-

plore the district, within a radius of four miles of Oat-

man. Nearly all have a capitalization of a million shares

variously quoted on the Oatman Investment Co.'s board

from 10 cents up. A few are inactive, most of them

range between 20 and 50 cents, while the United East-

em heads the list at quotations of .$4..50. one hundred

times its selling price of a year ago, and fully justified

by the value of ore developed. There are many 'wild-

cats,' but Avho has the courage to differentiate between

this prospect and that? Could any excuse for an out-

crop be less attractive than that of the United Eastern,

or any surface showing more inviting than the Olla Oat-

man, below which little or no ore has been found ?

No subject is of greater interest or more engrossing

than the psychology of mining, the analysis of the

mental attitude of the speculator ; and .surely there is no

better field in which to study it than Oatman. The veins

outcrop, either as prominent silicified ribs in the softer

andesites or as shallow depressions in the quartz-por-

phyry or rhyolite, all showing more or less brecciated

rock fragments cemented by calcite or quartz. There

are many of them, trending generally to the north-west.

The ore occurs as a series of lenses pinching vertically
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and horizontally within the vein-tilling; owing to the

re-opening of fractures, oxidation and leaching are ad-

vanced. Gold is seldom found near the surface in pay-

ing quantity. The rich ore-shoot of the United Eastern

apexed 300 ft. below the surface : the iirst ore mined in

the Tom Reed was even deeper, hence it is axiomatic

among owners of claims and promotei"S of companies

that a shaft must be sunk 300 to 500 ft. before cross-cut-

ting to the vein or driving along it. The stock market

responds to these conditions; interest increases as the

prescribed depth is attained, and the volume of business

is directly proportional to distance from surface. Fail-

ure to find ore is not discouraging as long as the vein is

there. After the first shock of disappointment, specu-

lation is renewed as the drift advances; even 60% Her-

cules powder

cannot shat-

ter the assur-

ance of the

man ipulators

of stock. If

the pay-shoot

is not on this

level, then of

a certainty it

must be below.

There is al-

ways the dom-

inating influ-

ence of hope,

the insatiable

desire to gam-

ble.

Already five

or six com-

panies have
taken their

place on the

anxious seat
of expectancy and suspense; the United Western is

cross-cutting to a vein at the 507-ft. level ; the Big Jim

at the 400; the Oatman Gold, Black Range, and Tel-

luride are pushing lateral work. Success in any one of

these will fan the flame of excitement into the wildest

enthusiasm and the whole list will respond. Even

the most sanguine of optimists does not expect that

all the properties will strike a bonanza, but unques-

tionably other rich shoots will be exposed by the sys-

tematic development in progress throughout the district.

That pay-ore extends to considerable depths is evidenced

by the Tom Reed and Gold Road mines, where ore of

good milling grade is being stoped on the 1075 and 1100-

ft. levels, respectively. The Pioneer, Orion, and Vivian

properties were opened below the iOO-ft. level before the

present boom started. Further work is contemplated.

The district is not new ; it has been prospected for 40

years, and the Gold Road and Tom Reed properties long

ago entered the ranks of dividend-payers. The question

naturally arises, why has it languished so long ? Why, in

THE NOON HOUR AT OATMAN.

a region of prominent outcrops, has there been so little

actual mining development ? Is this awakening due to a

better undei-standing of geological problems, to improve-

ments in mining and metallurgical practice, to the

chance discovery of another bonanza, or is there a

plethora of American money seeking avenues of invest-

ment? Widely different views are held on this subject,

but the cold fact remains that Oatman is to be thor-

oughly and systematically explored until its hidden

riches are uncovered. History will repeat itself, and

when the books are finally balanced it may be found

that for every dollar taken out of the ground, three, or

four have been expended.

The foregoing paragraphs are of human interest.

Such reflections are indelibly impressed on the mind
and memory
of the nomadic

engineer. But

there are mat-

ters of tech-

nical interest,

ideas of the

genesis, occur-

rence, mining,

and treatment

of the ores to

be discussed,

and still many
intricate prob-

1 e m s to be
solved.

Nearly all of

the precious-

metal deposits

of the Western

States have
been found in

broad metallo-

graphic prov-

vince of Tei'tiary lavas, extending from northern Ne-

vada to southern Mexico. Attempts to show that com-

mercial mineralization is confined to one or other of the

differentiated flows have led to much controversy and

delayed search in proscribed areas. Theories however

beautiful are often killed by facts, however ugly. The

highly commendable work of J. E. Spurr at Tonopah

in 1904 was challenged by J. A. Burgess in the light of

later development, although a revision of data led to no

serious change of opinion. The discussion of the dacites

at Waihi, in New Zealand (Tei-tiary lavas), is another

case in point.f At Tonopah the eai-lier andesite has been

the most productive. At Goldfield the dacite carries the

ore, although rich shoots at the Kendall and Sandstorm

mines occur in the old effusive z'hyolite, while gold pros-

pects were found north of Diamondfield in the younger

andesites. The deposits of Bullfrog are in rhyolite with

quartz and calcite vein-filling: the Manhattan ore is

tM. & S. P., November 13, 1915, page 729.
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asMxriHttii with iiitniHtvo rliyolito, Hiui tit Sonn-lilitrht tiio

orebotlifu of tlio (jiiiirtottc luinv nro n-lntfil to tlio lui

di«ito pornliyrv. At liniulshiirg. t'nlifoniin, oKlor rliyo-

lit«>a i-urry tlio orv. In Mi-xioo otlu-r i-xiunplos of tlio ilis-

triluition of g»U\ uiui nilver in ouc or other of thi' cnrlier

Tortijiry tlows ooiilil Ik- pivoii. From tlio nvniljihle (iatn.

it is evident tliat in tiillfen'nt liH-iililii's one nienilier of Ilie

st'rics of Iftvas 1)08 phiyod tlte major part in tJie formation

of primarj- ore. This nmy have boon onrielied. eillier hy

addition of mineral front hiter intrnsives, or l>y eonei'n-

trntion due to processes of oxidation and U>aoliini; nnidc

active hy stnietnral featun\s induced hy tlie oropenic

disturbiuiees of later times.

No careful freolopie work has been done at Oat man.

A correct diapiosis of the n>ek soqnenee and mineraliz-

ing api'neies would he of inestimable value. In Hulletin

397 of the V. S. U.-olojrical Surrey. F. C. Schrader

pives the results of his reconnaissance in somewhat am-

biguous phras<Mlogy, wliich fortunately was elucidated

by Ilowlaiid Hanemft in the Mining and Scientikic

PRb>>s of July ."{. Ifll'). W. II. Weed is non-committal

in tlie statement that the dikes (meaning intrusives'i

have been fissured and mineralized by vein-forming

agencies. E. \V. Brooks is more positive and limits the

area of commen-ial minerali7.ation to the newer andcsite.

thus confirming 5Ir. Schrader, but he refers to it as a

flow, being "poured out upon the older andcsite." My
o«ni hurried observations suggest the importance of

studying:

1. The true nature of the younger andcsite.

2. The influence of later volcanic disturbances on vein-

structure.

3. The relationship between value of ore and replace-

ment of calcspar by secondarj* quart;?.

4. The influence of oxidation on the vertical distribu-

tion of ore.

5. The inference that can be drawn as to the nature

of deep-seated ore from the character of that now de-

veloped.

Seriatim, I am of the opinion that the newer andesite

was both intrusive and extrusive, that dikes and sills of

this chloritic andesite occur in the older flow, and that

the possibilities of mineralization of vein-fissures is de-

pendent upon this association. Veins in both the older

and newer andesites may therefore be productive to a

considerable depth.

Rhyolite dikes and quartz-porphyry intrusions have

played an important part in shattering the rock-mass,

re-opening spar-filled fissures, causing, a brecciation not

only of the gangue but of the enclosing wall-rocks, and

admitting of active oxidation to great depth, with prob-

able concentration of precious metals at well-defined

horizons. Strike-faulting is very noticeable within the

vein and probably determined the lenticular form of the

ore-shoots. Groo\Tngs and striations woiild indicate both

horizontal and vertical movements that may explain the

tendency of shoots to pitch, or rake, to the north. The

acid intrusives may, too, be the source of the silieious

waters that have re-cemented the brecciated material in

the veins.

Theiv ia a pi-onouneeil relationship lii'twern high-

grade oiv and secondary silica ; or, conversely, unal-

tered calespar, tiie original v<'iii tilling, is generally low-

grade, if not barren. Tliis condition can be studied well

in the llnited Kasterii mine, wlieiv fre(|Uenl eross-euta

show the erratic diHtribiition of the rich ore. The gold

is very lim'ly divided ami rarely nolieealilc In I he nnkeil

eye. It is always associated with a dull waxy-green va-

riety of (juartz of resinous lustre, resembling bei'swax.

Under a hand lens the (juartz is seen to rejdaec the eal-

cite. Handed struelure is not common and veinlets of

secondary silica apitear penetrating the crystal mas-s of

the spar. As aeee.s.sory minerals, fluoi-sj)ar is jilriitil'nl in

eerlain localities, as on the Times group, while limonite

and iimnganese oxides are well (iistritnited tlirnntrliout

the district.

The subject of oxiiiation is important. None of the

mines is wet and grouncl-wntcr level has not been estab-

lished in any workings on the vein system. Tlie re-open-

ing of fissures and strike-faulting indicatcid by the in-

eluded angular fragments of wall-rock, by c:rushed vein-

filling, and by persistent striated polislieil walls within

the vein itself, rendered conditions favorable for the

percolation of oxygenated waters to great depth, with

the attendant possibilities of enrichment. Manganese is

a common constituent of the vein-filling, and, as is now
generally recognized, plaj's a prominent part in the pre-

cipitation of gold from migrating S(jlutioMS. At Oatman

I found many examples of free gold in intimate associa-

tion with blebs of limonite and manganese oxide. This,

in my opinion, is not residual gold, it was not left to

enrich the specimen by the removal of other more readily

soluble minerals, but was precipitated when the de-

scending waters ceased to be acid in character and when

ferric and manganic salts predominated. The porosity

of the veins at Oatman, the presence of manganese, the

advanced oxidation are all eontributorj' causes to the

localization of the ore-shoots some distance below the

surface.

As a corollary to the above, it is to be inferred tliat

sulphides will be found below the zone of oxidation.

Pannings of discarded assay-pulps first caused me to

look for sulphides in the more compact portions of the

vein underground. Sulphides are not uncommon and

will be found in increasing quantity on the lower levels.

At the horizon where oxidizing conditions ceased, gold,

limonite, and manganese oxides were deposited, and still

deeper the primary sulphides may be anticipated.

The chief impression I have, as a result of my visit to

this promising district, is that careful, competent,

searching study of the geology of the district will pre-

vent tlie useless expenditure of money in many direc-

tions, and lead to intelligent development in others.

The excitement caused by developments at Oatman

is spreading to the old Cerbat and Chloride mining dis-

tricts. The Goleonda zinc mine, the property of the

Union Basin Mining Co.. after proving the continuity

of the ore to the 900-ft. level, is building a 200-ton flota-

tion plant, which should be running early in 1916.

The prospects of Mohave county are promising.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our oian correspondents.

r

DENVER, COLORADO
Tungsten in the San Juan.—The Down Town Area oe Lkad-

viLLE.—A 'Dby' State, and Probable Effects.—New Roads.

A recent letter mentioned the deposits of tungsten on or

near Cement creelv in the San .Iiian mountains, which have

been linown for a long time. The increasing price of tungsten

has finally resulted in the active development of several veins

known to contain tungsten. The Yukon mill, which is on

Cement creek a mile or so below the Gold King plant, has

been acquired by the tungsten operators, and is now pro-

ducing concentrates.

With a few of the usual mishaps which attend any large

enterprise, the unwatering of the Down Town mines at Lead-

ville progresses steadily. The water is now down to about

the 700-ft. level of the Penrose shaft. While some zinc ore

has already been shipped from the drained area, results have

been small so far. It always takes time to get large operations

under way. The draining has made available a large and

favorable area for prospecting, but uncovered only a few

known orebodies. The known deposits are mostly in the 200

ft. yet to be unwatered. One of the interesting questions that

may be solved by this enterprise is whether or not the famous

Leadville ore-shoots extend for a considerable distance down

toward the Arkansas. Judge Owers, well known in Leadville.

assisted in putting down some diamond-drill holes many years

ago, the results convincing him that as much or more ore lay

on the dip below the Penrose shaft as above it. He acquired

a large territory covering the supposed extension of these ore-

shoots, and spent a large part of the latter days of his life

endeavoring to finance the project of sinking a new shaft to

cut the ore horizon on the dip. some distance below the Pen-

rose. Unfortunately the drilling records were not sufficiently

conclusive to warrant such a large undertaking, and the

project was never consummated. The pumping equipment

now Installed Is far more efficient than the old plant, so it is

reasonable to expect that an additional hundred feet or so

win not deter the operators from following the ore down on

the dip as long as prospects are good.

The Supreme Court of Colorado has decided that not even

the home-rule cities of Colorado may dispense liquor after

January 1, 1916. So the State will be dry as ashes. There is

considerable difference of opinion as to the advisability of

this drastic prohibition law as regards the prosperity of the

State as a whole. It is thought by many that it simply amounts

to transferring the profits of the liquor trade from the hands

of Colorado citizens to those of other States. It is pointed out

that the consumption of liquor in prohibition territory, both

in this State and in others, is nearly as great as in wet ter-

ritory. The only difference being in the method of distribu-

tion. That the present good system of distribution, which in-

cludes such magnificent units as the Silver Dollar saloon, the

Brown Palace bar, the six Colorado breweries, and other

notable works of man, will be ruthlessly destroyed in favor of

the mail-order house with headquarters outside the State. On
the other hand, the roseate claims of the 'drys' are well known.

Phoenix will miraculously arise from the ashes of legal de-

struction, and a large chunk of the millenium will burst forth

upon Colorado like the life giving sunshine of spring after the

clouds of winter. However diverse the opinions may be as to

the effects of this law on the State as a whole, there is little

difference of opinion as to its effect on the mining centres.

The open saloon is an institution that most mining men
cherish, but experience has shown that it is not good for us.

While the mining towns 'religiously' voted wet, still eifery

miner one meets is of the opinion that dry places will be a

good thing. The mail-order route may not be as sociable as

the bright lights, the brass rail, and the familiar "This one's

on me, boys," but it is a whole lot better for the health. Less

pneumonia, more sleep, less hurrah, more work—prosaic, un-

interesting, but as long as it was forced on us we know it is

going to be beneficial.

The extremely open winter weather has been a good thing

/. S. aeoLOOiC*L SoR»C*
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tor the mining industry. Money has been tight, as every one

knows, and many enterprises were without funds until late in

the fall. If the winter snows had come early, an unusually

large amount of surface work would have been suspended until

spring. Take the single item of roads for instance: I feel

sure that there were more miles of wagon-road built in Colo-

rado's mountains during November and the first half of De-

cember this year, than in any similar period of its history.

The new highway from Durango to Alamosa was finished late

in November; the Bear Creek Canyon road was finished on

December 13, and the Jarr Canyon road to Cripple Creek was

completed about December 1.

The outlook at present is that next year will be one in which

the high water run-off will be of short duration. It is the

early snows that drift into the big banks and last until August.

The spring snows, even though abundant, do not get packed

down, and they go off with a rush in June. This condition is

bad for the farmer, but favorable for the miner. It means

open roads and trails and little water to pump. Some power-

plants are feeling the lack of water, but then there is plenty

of coal to burn and plenty of auxiliary steam plants available

for the larger distributing agents.
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FAIRBANKS. ALASKA
ROAtkS TO TOUWAJtA, A5t> P«0»ri.-CT« OK TIIK NKW DlHTKU-r.—

Kaimhanks Laht Siia.ho.n. am> I'MosmTs nm Ni\r.

Sc«AI't*-S.— l»l>r. MlNIUS,—Tl'SOHTKN.

Now that n pood trail haB I)oon constructed to tho Tolovnnn

i*ia Olno*. much irnvol and frclKhtInK has b«>«-n done hi-twcon

Falrbiinka and l.lvoni:iH>d. Many crltlrlBniti of tho trail have

bevn Diadp, aa while the route In nl>oul the »hortent |hihsII(Ip,

there are several high dIvldeB Hint make heavy hauls dinUiilt.

Many t>eo|>lc advocate the Happy Crook route. ThouKh at

least 15 nille* longer. II has no apprwlahlc Rrades. U. H.

Rooa, territorial road ovenjoor. Is now enKaged In cutting out

a winter trail hy way of that route with the aid of u Holt

caterplllartnictor. Intending to do heavy hnullns that way

later. CSood proKress has been made so fur. the men being ut

Ijiko MInto. and one lot of men has left I.lvengood to meet

the others, to assist In the work. If a itost-onice Is llnally

assigned to the new district. It will be designated Mvengood

by the Post-OtBce department, the original name of Brooks not

being considered suitable. There Is a Brooks In Alabama, and

an lmproi>er abbreviation for Alaska would result In much

confusion. However, conmilssloner and recorder Atwell was

appointed as that officer for Brooks, and the radloslatlon Is

also known as Brooks. How the mlx-up will be straightened

out Is yet to be seen. If the pay-streaks are as good as hoped

for. however, the matter of names will be Incidental.

No extensive prospecting was done last month, all the i)ros-

l>ector8 being busy arranging for the winter. From now on

the "dirt" will fly. and the camp be developed considerably

during the next few months. That there Is pay. and good pay

on Livcngood. has already been proved; but whether It Is only

in spots, or continuous, is yet to be determined. Pay has also

been reported on the Mike Hess side, but no sluicing has been

done there to prove this. The general feeling Is one of quiet

optimism, and it will take a lot of blank holes to discourage

anybody. Plans are already under way to remove the im-

mense log-Jam that blocks navigation to the mouth of Liven-

good creek, so that freight will be much cheaper by water next

year than this, when jiortaging was necessary for the 500 tons

of material that was shipped in that way.

The fact that gold production from Fairbanks placer mining

In the past season was much greater than last has been a

source of great satisfaction to eveo'body. Merchants report

much better business for the fall than a year ago. and the

extensive operations planned for next season should keep pro-

duction up to the mark. Open-cuts on Cleary and Pedro

creeks will be as extensive, while the usual amount of drift

mining will be carried on on Fairbanks. Chatanika. and Ester

creeks. The ground adjoining that on Ester, which gave a

fortune to Short and Ray last season, will be worked this

winter and next summer by Jack Leach, who has just as good

pay in sight. The Al Kilty open-cut on Cleary will also yield

w-ell again, unless the option on the greater part of the creek Is

taken up. In which case production will be delayed till a

dredge is erected. This option is held by delegate Wickersham

and associates. If taken up, either the Murphy ditch will be

completed from the head of Chatanika, and the creek hy-

draulicked or a dredge constructed. The Kilty ground

yielded a large return this year, not only paying off consider-

able debt, but putting Kilty and Durand on their feet, if re-

ports are authentic. The ground was worked with a large

Bagley scraper and American scraping engine.

Kanot Bros, are to erect a much larger patented scraping

rig on their Pedro ground. In this machine the scraper is

attached rigidly to a carrier that travels on a trolley cable to

boxes. As soon as the load is picked up, the slack is pulled

out of the trolley cable, and the load is taken to the boxes,

with more speed and much less power than is possible with

either the slip scraper or Bagley scraper. Aside from the

patented features, the rig is similar to the levee machine used

on the MlBHlHHlppl Ihilt WUM lllUHtrated In Hie .liitii'. llHfi. Ihmiio

of The WoiUli Work.

That the (|uurl/ proportloH nii FiilrbiiiikH ci'itU iih' Kindii-

ally rlilerKlllK from the prosperlliiK to Hie prcidiirllon ntntxo Is

Khowii by the three hiiiuII Mieniii plutilH iiiiw worlilii^i there.

McUlllvrny, Narn. and llnndborry have recently liiHtuUi'd a

small hulst, and exi)ecl to make regular Hlilpments to the

cuHloiii mill further down the hill. This properly Iiuh long

been Idle, but the advent of a good eiiHtniiiplHiit Iiuk made
operations much less of a gumlile. ('oiisldiTiiblc ore of mill'

Im; Krado has been blocked out. OH, Mrdowun, and l-yileii

have ulso erected a Miiiull steum pluiil on their leuse, aiul uru

taking out ore for shipment to the llelllg mill. Their lease

Ik on a portion of the tins Hcrh ground, and udjoiiis the MIspnh

clulni where Hess, Gels, and Thompson nre now operating.

While they have been working only a few nionlliH, the lessfcs

are well sntislled with results. Hess and partners are also

using a steainliolsl, and have been In good ore for some

time. They should have a larm' slilpnieiit ready In a few

weeks.

tillniore and Stevens have liouglit out the last of the Icssoes

on their ground, and are now operating on their own account.

Their new five-stamp AlUs-Chnlmers mill has been started

again, and should be kept working steadily from now on with

Iiroper management. The lessees extracted only a small part

of the (;-ft. lode and could not keep the mill going full time,

but the ownci-s think the whole vein can bo milled at a profit.

Operations so far consist of windlassing from two shafts, but

a power hoist will soon be necessary. At the Huddleslon-

Leyendecker property, in which Gllniore also holds an interest,

the vein has been found down the hill from the shaft, and an

adit is being driven. The shaft was lost last summer, due to

heavy rains, and sloping too near to it and the surface. The

adit shows 4 ft. of milling ore.

McCarty and Kellen are now cleaning out the pld stopes of

the Pioneer claim to get the $1.5 to $20 ore shot down as waste

when this grade could not be treated at a profit.

Foss and Farvean have been getting some good ore lately

from their lease at the McDonough property. The last 60 tons

milled averaged over $30 per ton. and it is expected that the

next shipment will net even better. The lessees use an Inger-

soU-Rand stoper with steam, and while it is not always very

comfortable to work with, it is better than hand-drilling.

Lots of trouble was experienced at this property from water

and swelling ground this fall, and practically the whole mine

had to be re-timbered, the largest timbers obtainable being

used. Everything is in good shape now, and the partners will

probably be well repaid for their extra trouble and expense.

Crites and Feldman have had the misfortune lately to get

drowned out of their shaft on the top of the hill. The shaft

was being sunk for prospecting purposes before the main adit

was driven that distance and the flow of water was considered

too large to handle economically. A cross-cut adit will now be

driven to cut the vein at a depth of 150 ft., and in case the

grade continues, the main adit will be driven in from the

mill-site.

The mortgage on the Newsboy mine has been foreclosed and

the property will pass into private hands. Several calls were

made for a stockholders' meeting to consider a plan whereby a

foreclosure could be avoided, but as there was no quorum
present, this had to be resorted to. At any rate, this property

will probably pass into the active list sooner than under pri-

vate ownership.

Encouraging reports come from the newly discovered

scheelite deposit at the head of Gilmore creek, the shoot widen-

ing considerably and containing a high percentage of tungsten.

Albert Johnson, the owner, is a prospector of wide experience,

and says that the deposit has more promise of size and con-

tinuity than any he has seen. Placer scheelite has been seen

ever since the creek was worked; this vein is probably one of

the main sources of the mineral.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The tieii's oj the week as told by our specinl correspondents and compiled from (he locul press.

\

ALASKA
Chisana

Gold output of the Chisana district last season was between

$100,000 and $150,000. About 50 men will winter there. More

work is to be done during the winter than before. Several

prospects are reported to be very promising.

Juneau

Twenty claims, two mill-sites and water-rights at Windham
bay have been sold by G. Jensen and E. J. Dailey to the

Alaska Bond & Development Co., H. H. Smith president, for

$232,000. Work will commence in the spring.

During the first 13 days of December the Alaska Gastineau

mill treated 51,659 tons of ore averaging $1.10 per ton; the tail-

ing assayed 23 cents. By the end of 1915 it was hoped to have

the heads up to $1.35 per ton. On No. 6 level of the mine SOS

ft. has been driven east, with good ore in the face. The last

300 ft. averaged $5.3G per ton. The schist had not been

entered on December 20. On No. 7 level the east drift was

advanced 667 ft., the last 110 ft. assaying $4 per ton. All

stopes are looking better. The Annex Creek power-plant is

working.

On December 17 a snow-slide demolished the blacksmith-shop

change-house, and dry-house at the Gold Belt mine. The dam-

age is estimated at $2000. The crew in the adit are temporarily

engaged at diamond-drilling.

Eugene Meyer, Jr.. & Co. have issued a summary of a report

of J. H. MacKenzie, consulting engineer of the Alaska Juneau

Gold Mining Co., showing the progress being made in develop-

ment and equipment of the plant. It says in part: "Practically

all contracts have been let for mill and power-plant construc-

tion. Grading for power-plant is completed. Mil! grading is

more than 50% complete. Erection will commence early in the

spring, and it is anticipated that the plant will be ready for

operation on schedule time. The mill design is believed to

embody every desirable known economic feature based upon the

most recent experience in mill construction. The ore will

move entirely by gravity through the various phases of treat-

ment. Mill screens have been entirely eliminated, with conse-

quent increase in capacitj' and reduction in milling costs.

Ample wharfing facilities have been completed, making it

possible to bring the largest ocean-going steamers within a

stone's throw of the reduction-plant. There remains one ad-

ditional warehouse to be erected. Compressors, blacksmith-

shops, and general buildings all of ample size were completed

before the beginning of the present enlarged program. The

original plans for placing the property on an SOOO-ton daily

basis are going forward absolutely according to expectations

and schedule, and there is every reason to believe that the

final expenditures to complete the plant will not exceed the

present cash resources of the company. It is expected that the

plant will be in operation early in 1917."

ARIZONA
Cochise County

Prospectors in the Huachuca mountains are active at pres-

ent. The area has produced a good deal of gold from placers.

In Ash canyon a formation has been opened containing a rich

but narrow vein. Several copper deposits ai-e producing ore.

Snow has fallen in the mountains recently.

Graham Countt

In Hooker canyon, on the opposite side of the Gila river from
Geronimo, P. Morgan and Owens Bros, have found a wide
deposit of gold-bearing decomposed porphyry, with some silv'er

and copper. They reported this at Globe last week.

Greenlee County

The Detroit Copper Co. has 140 mining claims on which
assessment work has to be done. Men were sent to do this,

but they were driven out by the strikers. The company on

December 18 filed a complaint with Judge Sawtell of the

Federal court against the Western Federation of Miners, ask-

ing for an injunction restraining this body from interfering

with the work mentioned. An order was issued accordingly.

Governor Hunt refused to discuss the matter.

Mohave County

The latest and one of the most important reports from the

Oatman district is that the Tom Reed and United Eastern

mines are being sampled with a view to consolidation.

Drilling has been started at the Copperfield Porphyry Copper

company's ground near Mineral Park. The shaft is 40 ft. deep.

Fifteen per cent ore is to be shipped. There is talk of a 100-

ton mill. Power can be secured at $12 per hp. month.

The Golconda Extension shaft has cut high-grade gold-silver

stringers at 350 ft. The main orebody is considered to be near.

A new method of concentrating molybdenum ore has been

devised by T. D. Walsh, who has been experimenting at the

Leviathan mine. The new mill of the American Molyb-

denum Co. is in commission.

A new road is being constructed into the tungsten area 12

miles east of Yucca. Foity men are employed. A new road

over Goldroad hill is to be built by the county at a cost of

$33,800. This will cut down the heavy grades on the old road.

At 250 ft. in the Carter Mining & Milling Co.'s mine, 26

miles south-west of Kingman, a cross-cut has passed through 10

ft. of $30 ore.

At the Lazy Boy a two-drill compressor and machine-drills

are at work. The shaft is down GO ft. A 40-hp. gasoline hoist

is to be installed at once.

The United Northern company is constructing a road one-

half mile long, and grading for machinery. A two-compart-

ment vertical shaft is to be sunk 500 feet.

The Oatman Amalgamated Gold Mines Co. has been organ-

ized by C. A. Jones of Los Angeles and J. T. Burns of Colorado

Springs, Colo., for the exploration and development of ap-

proximately 400 acres of ground.

Extensive interest is being taken in the Cedar Valley, Union

Pass, and Wallapai districts, where are a large number of

prospects and properties in the development stages.

In the Aquarius mountains, 56 miles from Oatman. A. C.

Parsons of San Francisco has purchased 13 claims, in which is

said to be a commercial deposit of bismuth.

CALIFORNIA

The State Mining Bureau, under the direction of Fletcher

Hamilton, state mineralogist, is preparing a now, general

report on all of the mineral resources of California. Instead

of delaying publication until the entire area of the State has

been covered, the reports are being issued as advance chapters,

by groups of adjacent counties, as soon as completed by the
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flvlil men. ComttetfUt KcoloKtHla iiiid iiilnliiK t'liRliiovra un>

fUKHKi'd In tho flolil Knthi-rlMK dum. und H I* oxiH-cti-d In ilic

Uv\l tw moitlliH lo couiiiloli- thU iturvoy of tin- wlicili- Slativ

All mlni>8. qimrrliii. nilnoral niirhiKH, r)>nipn( mlllK, iind ntlicr

plnnlii linndllnK niln«>r«l iiriHliirtH «n> llHd-d iind ilritcillinl.

IncludtnK lUluiitlon. t>qul|imt>n(. I'xivnl of d(>vrlo|>uion(. k'oIok-

teal rondltlonH. etc. The n>|iorta urv wull llliiHtniU'd wlili

plioioKniiiliH and dntwInirH, and contain nlxo (nbloM of Ihf

mlnornl yield of tho m-vprnl ooiinlloit. showlns it «l<l<> (llvi'tiilt>

of products.

Tho fotlowInK chniiteni huvc Juki liet-n n'ci'lvcd from lln'

printer, and are now rx-ady for disirlliutlon at the prlrc» in-

dicated, which Includcji poslaso. Thry may he olilaiiicd fidUi

the main ofRce of the Slate .MininK Unreau. Ferry liulldiiiK.

San Francisco, or the southern California branch otnce. at

Room 20S. Union I.eaKuc buildlnK. Ix>8 Angelea:

The chapter on Amador. Calaveras, and Tuolumne counties

,,Kr> -
R
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covers the central portion of the Mother Lode gold belt. This

district is one of the oldest, and is still the most important

quartz gold-producing section of the State. With photographs

charts, and index; the report contains 180 pages and the

price Is 50c, postpaid. The author is W. B. Fletcher, field

assistant. There are three distinct lodes in Amador county,

the principal being the Central or Mother Lode belt. The
quartz veins of this formation occur in black slate, black

slate and diabase, and amphibolite schist. From 1880 to 1913,

inclusive. Amador County mines have yielded a total of $64.-

338.755, of which $62,511,953 was from gold. Fifty pages are

devoted to interesting descriptions of the deposits and general

development of asbestos, clay, coal, copper, gold (38 pages),

lime, marble, and sandstone. Work at Jackson is being done

to a depth of 4100 feet.

Notes on Calaveras county cover 78 pages. In 34 years the

mineral output was $49,437,433. of which gold accounted for

$39,920,552, and copper $8,233,314. The Mother Lode here

displays the characteristics of large bodies of low and medium-
grade ore, presenting mining propositions now attractive to

conservative capital.

Tuolumne county (41 pages), had an output of $34,744,511

III :M yi-aiH. Kolil ruutrlbulliiK $.I2,UK3,77I. and IIiiu'hIoiu- and

marble over $I.L'iiii.iioii. Soim- well kiKiwti iiilncK lire opi<rated

III llilH rouiil>. Ki-aileiM ol llii' I'luss will have iiolcd llie

revival at Soiiora of late.

The chopler on the 'norlli of ilir Uay' iSiiii Fiuiii'IhioI kihiip

covei'H the I'oiintleii of CoIukh. nieiin, LiiUe, Marlii. Niipii.

Solano. Soiioiiia, and Yolo. TIiIh dlHlrlcl cuihiiIiih ii kii'iiIim'

iitiiiilii'i and viirlt'ty of mineral HprliiKH lliiiu iiiiy oihrr Himllar

una III III!' I'lilti-d Slali'h. Ii hiix iiIho lirrii an lni|iorliiiit pro-

ducer of qiilckHilvcr. iiiiil Ik iiolable lor ilK yield of ceinenl,

criiHlied rock anil other liuildlUK malerlalN. The report con-

taiiiK 20.S paKcH and the price in fiOc. poHlpald. Walter W.

Ilnidley Is the author, who had an exteiiHlve area to cover to

itiv('.-<tlmile the varied renourceB. The value of the mineral

pniiliiclion of these counlles Is iiH follows: CoIiikh. (from

187.^il. $2,621,423. .sandHlone nmoiintlnK to $1.4'tli.!i!l.s, and min-

eral water. $ss1.l>,'i.S: (;|<mim Ifroiii I.S'.IOl. $244.S76, liiilldinK

nialerialH predominating: Lake (from 1873), 247,877 IIuhUh of

quicksilver worth $!i,4ii4.r.oi, 6,117,457 gal. of mineral water,

$2,080,745, and $504,236 of borax: Mnrln (from 1888), $3,869,-

799, brick and stone making over $3,700,000: Na|ta (from 1862),

$24,648,719, of which $14,898,054 Is from 334,063 lloskH of

mercury, and $1,779,999 from mlnenil water; Solano (from

18731. $17,205,665, mostly building inaterials; Sonoma (from

1S73),$7,662,;»6«, nui<'l<8llver (onlribullnK $2,5:i3,22S and stone

$4,277,886; while the mineral resources of Yolo county are now
being developed. Copiously illustrated deiioslts and plants add

greatly to the value of this reiwrt.

The chapter on Del Norte. Humboldt, and Mendocino covers

the three northernmost coast counties. There are important

mineral resources In this area, most of (hem as yet undevel-

oped owing to lack of transiiorlation facilities. The comiile-

tion of the Northwestern Pacific railroad to Eureka, and the

line now reported under construction from Grant's Pass,

Oregon, to Crescent City, will result in increased develoiiment

of all industries in this district. It is also one of the most Im-

portant lumbering areas of the State. The rei)ort is of 60

pages, and the price is 25c. postpaid. F. L. Lowell is the

author, who commences with a brief geologic description of the

region. The black sands of this part of the State are frequently

discussed among mining men. and under Del Norte and Hum-
boldt counties the author gives some notes on the subject.

Chrome iron occurs in several jilaces. The Horse .Mountain

copper deposits, before the investing public some time ago. are

described; so are the placer operations, oil occurrence, magne-

site, and manganese.

The chapter on the San .Joaquin Valley district covers the

counties of Fresno. Kern. Kings. Madera. Mariiiosa. Merced,

San Joaquin, and Stanislaus. While this is one of the most

important agricultural sections of California, it also has large

and valuable mineral resources, including the Kern Ojunty

and Coalinga oil fields, and the famous Raymond granite

quarries. The report covers 220 pages, the price of which is

50c. postpaid. The authors are Walter W. Bradley. G. Chester

Brown, F. L. Lowell, and R. P. McLaughlin. Fresno county

has a mineral output of $66,294,637, petroleum accounting for

$62,130,959, copper $1,063,957, and stone $1,167,433. As the oil

industry was recently covered in Bulletin 69 of the Mining

Bureau, only brief mention is made of the industry in this

and Kern county, the latter having produced $131,441,710 out

of a total of $159,176,373 of all minerals. Interesting reviews

are given on the power schemes, quarries, quicksilver deposits,

antimony, the Nimaret iron deposit (by F. B. Weeks), in

Madera county, gold mining in Mariposa county, dredging in

Merced county, and gas wells in San Joaquin county.

The chapter on Shasta, Siskiyou, and Trinity counties covers

an area in which is located the State's largest copper and

silver-producing area, also the largest yielding hydraulic gold

mines of the present day. The western part of this area in

particular has great possibilities from a mineral standpoint,

but as yet only slightly developed on account of meager trans-
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poi'tation facilities. The report is of 192 pages, the price being

50c. postpaid. G. Chester Brown is the author. The mineral

yield of these areas is as follows: Shasta (from ISSO), $102,-

921,076, of which $66,603,109 is copper, and $24,.52S,93!> gold;

Siskiyou (from 1S94), about $15,000,000, mostly gold: and

Trinity, $150,000,000, mostly gold. Shasta county is busy

at present on account of the demand for copper, while the zinc

output is inci-easing at a great rate; the copper belt is fully

described. Some of the asbestos deposits are of importance.

Sections of gold mines are shown. This county has the only

electric iron smelter in the State, now reducing iron and

manganese ores. Siskiyou is noted for its many small gold

mines and placer workings. Trinity is a mountainous area.

Quartz mining is not considered to be on a large scale, but

hydraulicking and dredging are. The asbestos deposits are

promising.

Amauob Coumy

After being reported as sold many times during recent years,

the old Eureka mine at Sutter Creek has really been sold to

New York people, represented by Walter Beam of Denver. The

property was owned by Mrs. Hetty Green, who allowed it to be

idle for 31 years.

Calaveuas Couxty

Underground work at the Utica mine at Angels was sus-

pended on December 25, when 100 men were paid off. Nothing

is known of future plans. The mill is crushing ore from the

Goldcliffe mine, owned by the Utica company. .J. F. Martin

is superintendent.

Eldorado County

The Guilford mill, 2J miles from Placerville, was held up

and robbed of $1200 of amalgam on December 25, the bandits

scraping the plates in expert style.

Nevada County

Following its usual custom, the North Star Mines Co. on

December 24 gave each employee receiving $3 per day a $10

coin, and each receiving less than that wage, a $5 coin.

Shasta County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Mammoth Copper Co. has

started a lower adit from the Priday-Lowden mine to develop

the main orebody 400 ft. below the present lowest workings.

It will be 7i by 85 ft., and 5000 ft. long. It will form the main

working adit, and be known as No. 6 tunnel. Three blast-

furnaces are reducing copper ore. including 300 tons received

daily from the Balaklala comjjany. Shipments of selected zinc

ore are being made to Eastern plants at the rate of 250 tons

per day. Arrangements have been made recently for more

extensive work at the Sutro, Stowell, and other mines.

Operations have been resumed at the Shasta Belmont, near

Copper City, with William Arps in charge of affairs. The

property has been developed to a limited extent by short adits

and some rich ore exposed. A good wagon-roart extends from

the mine to Heroult, on the railroad, and small shipments will

be made to the Mammoth smelter. A new main adit has been

started, designed to open the ore at fair depth. The ore con-

tains copper and zinc, with some gold and silver.

Large quantities of supplies have been shipped to the Midas

mine, at Harrison Gulch, and preparations made for more ex-

tensive work. Unwatering of the deep levels of the Midas

will be pushed, and development of the Gold Hill, Bonanza,

and other properties carried forward. More units will be added

to the reduction plant in the early spring.

It is estimated by conservative mine operators that the min-

eral output of Shasta county for 1915 will approximate $7,000,-

000. The increase is due largely to the heavy output of zinc,

and the higher price of copper. This year marks the first time

that the extensive zinc-ore deposits have been turned to profit-

able account.

Redding, December 20.

The Crown Deep mine between Redding and Shasta is to be

re-opened by the owner James Hulme. The power-line was
stolen last year. In the past this mine was a good producer.

SiEKKA County

As was mentioned in the Press last week, a blast of 11 tons

of powder was to be set off at the Brandy City gravel mines.

The powder, in 25-!b. sacks, was arranged in a drift, tamped,

and connected with the outside by fuses. These were lit on

December 23 at 3:30 p.m.. Eight men then retired to the black-

smith-shop, which is surrounded by high banks 200 yards

distant. Some of the powder exploded, the remainder catching

fire and blowing out from the mouth of the drift. The flame,

smoke, and fume quickly spread over the whole area, envelop-

ing the men. As a result four men were asphyxiated, while

the others are still very ill. The fume was smelt as far away
as Comptonville, seven miles distant; while at Brandy City, a

half-mile from the mine, several people were almost overcome.

The cause of the accident is unknown. Previous large blasts

at the same property were always successful.

Trinity County

Most of the small mines in the Carrville district are closed

for the winter, but the Bonanza King has 40 men in its mine

and mill, while the Strode is leased, with five stamps dro))-

ping.

Hydraulicking has been started at the Paulsen ranch, a halt-

mile from Lewiston. The property is of considerable extent.

An eight-mile canal delivers 600 miner's inches of water with

a 200-tt. head. The gravel averages 20 ft. in depth. Seven

men are employed. The owner is the Bablou Mining Company.

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

(Special Correspondence.)—A two-foot body of smelting ore

has been cut on the 100-ft. level of the Albro mine situated

on Albro mountain. Shipments are at the rate of two carloads

per week, returning $65 gold and silver per ton. Earl Dingle

is lessee. The Wyoming Valley adit in Gilson gulch is being

extended steadily. The manager, J. J. Hoban, states that an

electric compressor is to be installed at once. Shipments have

been started from the White property of the Little Giant Min-

ing Co., on Red Elephant mountain. The ore is being extracted

from the vein cut 2000 ft. from the i)ortal of the Commodore

adit, and returns averaging $70 per ton in gold, silver, and

lead are being received. Work will be resumed on .lanuary

1 at the Stanley mine. The adit will be driven to intersect a

number of cross-veins, while development will also be done on

several levels of the shaft workings. H. J. Wolff is manager.

Machine-drills were started this week at the McClelland

adit, the portal of which is situated near Dumont. There will

be no cessation of work until 3000 ft. has been driven. This

will take the heading to the base of the Lamartine mine. L.

W. Shaffer is manager. .lenkins and .lohnson, leasing on

the Pozo mine, are making an average net earning of $2000

per month. Operations are above the Newhouse adit.

Idaho Springs, December 19.

Gilpin County'

On every 1000 shares in the Cashier Gold Mining & Reduc-

tion Co., which operates the Pittsburg mine in lower Russell

gulch, a dividend of $15 has been paid. The employees were

given a 10-lb. turkey each. The shaft is to be sunk to 100 ft.

An electric pumj) has been installed at 1000 ft. Recent ship-

ments were high in gold, silver, and copper. W. Auger is

superintendent.

Good settlements are reported from the Senator, Gilpiu-

Eureka. Ingalls, Powers, New Treasury, and Black Hawk
mines.

Hinsdale County

The Colorado-Utah Mining & Operating Co., which has a

lease of the Golden Fleece mine, has erected a concentrating-

plant.
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Tkujji I'orNTV (Cufi-ii: Chckk)

The KIkton iihaft Is down H3S ft. No. 17 lovi-l Binllon 1h

to Im- rut. Ttip nuiUi voln will ho cut on thr ill|i nriir llic Blinfl

at till' bottom IfVfl. uuil on* yliould Ih> nilni'tl (-nrly In Kobrunr.v.

Wator ! rfci'illnK at thv ratf of Ul) (t. jK>r tuonlli. An thr

Rousovrlt draiUBK'' luunci approarliPK tht< ahiift, now Ivaa tbnn

50O ft. diatant. tho wnlor p'O'Sslon Is nmrp rnpld.

IDAHO
Siiusiium; CofNTV tOoni'K d'Ai.knk)

It la conalderrd probable that thr Chicago, Mtlwiiuki-c, and
St. Paul railroad will be roniitructod to thla rcRlon.

At 900 ft. Id the Marvh tninp * ft. of ore hiia been opened.

3 ft. bolns suitable for iihipmeni. The mill U making high

recoverlca.

A cross-cut In the Pntuxenl. Nlne-.MIU- district, has poHaed

ihrvuKh 60 ft. of ore. 6 ft. of which contains StK'c lead, with

some line. Another good vein is being dovelo|M>d in this mine,
owned mainly by James F. Callalian, well known in Iduho.

For the sum of $150,000, A. Swan of Burke has secured an
option to purchase and lease the Coeiir d'Alene Mining &
Concentrating Co.'a property. A royalty of 15% of the net

smelter returns Is to be |>aid the mining company, which will

apply on payments falling due.

The first of the regular monthly dividends of 7c. per share,

equal to $70,000, was paid by the Het-la company at Burke on
December 20. An extra of 3c. was also paid. The total for

1913 was $565,000, and $3,755,000 to date.

Concentrates assaying up to 35% copiier and 90 to 100 oz.

silver, are being shipped from the National mill at Mullan to

the smelter. A good recovery is reported from the plant.

The Anaconda Cop[>er company has secured a three-year

bond on the Douglas mine in the Pine Creek district for the

sum of $361,000. An initial payment of $100,000 has been
made. A mill and other machinery is to be ordered at once.

The ore contains zinc, which will be treated at the new plant

at Great Falls, Montana.

Dividends of Coeur d'Alene companies are as follows, ac-

cording to The Wallace iliner:

December.

Caledonia $ 52,100

Bunker Hill & Sullivan 163,500

Interstate-Callahan 697,485

Hecla 100,000

Federal 120,000

Hercules 200,000

Success 45,000

Total $1,378,085

Total 1915.

Bunker Hill & Sullivan $1,062,750

Caledonia 677,300

Federal 480^00
Hecla 565,000

Hercules 2,250,000

Interstate-Callahan 2,557,445

Stewart 804,934

Success 555,000

Total $8,952,429

MICHIGAN
The Coppeb Cor:vrBT

Two more stamps are to be added to the Ahmeek mill; they

should increase the annual output by 7,000,000 lb. of copper.

Four shafts are supplying ore.

A number of additions and improvements are being made at

the S\'hite Pine mine and mill. The new railroad to the prop-

erty was completed and opened for traffic last week.

The Franklin mill crushed about 30,000 tons in December.
Fifty machine-drills are at work underground.

MISSOURI

J.\M'I H Col .N I \

DwIUK to the rise In prlriK for ronrenlrali' the expecled

$L'.''>,OOO.IMIO output fur the rcKi<in will be exceeded. The yield

during the wrek i-nded lifceiuUT I" was »i()S7 Iomh biriide, 5IS

tons calamine, and 994 toiiH lead, uveniKiiiK $s'.i.iiri, $64.47, and
$69.SI per Ion reMperllvely. The total value was $545,736, and
for 51 weekK. $21,645,953.

In the zinc-lead renlou there arc iipproximat4>ly 300 inlueH

being operated, half of which are using electric jiower to great

adviintoge. I'urri'iil lor Home (lislrl<'tH Ik moI yet iiviillalilc, but

provision Iuih been made for niotorH. It Ik eHlliiiiiti'd that Home
time ago motor-driven imniiiH wi ir liniiii; .siI.immi.ihki mil. of

water per day.

MONTANA
hiM'oi.N County

Spokane people, beaded by J. K. Wallace, W. \V. Wallace, and
C. Robinson, have organized Ihe Diamond llllcli Mining Co.

to operate the Diamond Hitch and CaMuit Cjiieen lead-zinc

claims near Troy. In the Troy mine the Wallace Bros, are

opening good lead-zinc ore. An adit from iIiIh mine will

develop the others.

SlLVEIlllOW COU.NTV

In his report for the year ended November 30, )!*15, the

deputy state mine inspector, Mr. McGralh, considers that con-

ditions in this county were never better, nor the future

brighter. There are 14,067 men employed, receiving $1,595,845

in wages during September. This does not include lessees

and prospectors. As has been mentioned in previous issues of

the Pauss, many mines are being re-opened.

Some of the taxpayers of this county are as follows:

Anaconda Copper Mining Co., $272,262; Butte & Suijpvior

Copper Co., $81,264; Butte, Anaconda & Pacific railroad. $14,-

644: IClm Orlu Mining Co., $14,066; and North Butte Mining
Co.. $10,879.

The Butte Miner of December 19 Is a special issue of 56

pages, a number of which are dfvoted to local mining.

NEVADA
Clark County

Little has been heard of the Boss platinum mine of late.

It was under option to California people, but has reverted to

the original owners, S. E. Yount, F. A. Hale, and 0. J. Fisk.

Of the purchase price of $150,000, only $50,000 was paid. An
adit is being driven to cut the rich vein recently opened.

Goodsprings, Platina, and Smithsonite districts are busy.

Elko County

Operators in the Dolly Varden district, near Currie, are

optimistic as to the future. More work has been done in the

last four months than in a previous year.

ESMEEALDA COU.NTY

The final report of the Goldfield Consolidated for November
shows that 32,100 tons of ore gave a net profit of $52,706.

Costs totaled $4.73 per ton. Development amounted to 2412

ft., at $5.75 per foot. Lessees mined 219 tons of ore worth

$4394; of this the company received $2213, less transport and

treatment.

Nye County

Eight companies and several lessees at Tonopah last week
produced a total of 10,423 tons of ore, worth $213,574.

The Belmont shipped 153,100 oz. bullion. On December 19

the refinery at the Tonopah mill of this company was
destroyed by fire, caused by an oil-supply pipe breaking.

At 1540 ft. in the Extension, the Murray vein has been

opened by a cross-cut from the Victor shaft. So far the metal-

value is low. A bullion shipment consisted of 87,165 ounces.

In the Tonopah Mining Co.'s properties development totaled
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344 ft., considerably above the average, with encouraging

results. The plant at Millers treated 2865 tons of ore.

The Cash Boy, Halifax, and North Star made small shi])-

ments to the West End mill.

UTAH ,

Of the 120 pages In its special issue, of December 18, the

Deseret Evening News devotes 13 pages to mining. It states

that "great as has been the advances in mining in Utah in the

past, they have been as nothing in comparison with the

progress made in 1915." This was reflected on transactions at

the Salt Lake Stock Exchange, where 13,000,000 more shares

were sold than in 1914. One of the greatest features

was the Increased mill capacity of the State, also the

Important developments in the Alta-Cottonwoods area,

and the large increase In the output of Park City. Brief

mention is made of the important developing and pro-

ducing mines. The estimated metal production was as

follows:

Metal. 1915. ' 1914.

Arsenic, pounds 1,827,200 2,051,940

Copper, pounds 174,864,825 152,034,002

Gold, ounces 170,836 157,961

Lead, pounds 186,030,225 171,323,137

Silver, ounces 12,512,891 11,154,916

Zinc, pounds 27,341,830 15,989,267

Value $37,336,267 $52,229,268

trict was sold last week to the U. S. R. & M. Co. It con-

sisted of 21 tons assaying 3.28 oz. gold and 2 oz. silver per ton,

from the Davis lease.

Juab County

With a capital of $2,000,000 the Tintlc Tunnel Co. was in-

corporated last week. It will drive a drainage-tunnel about

five miles long, that will reach a depth of 2300 ft. below the

collar of Iron Blossom No. 2. The grade will be 12 ft. per

mile. There will be room for a double-track electric line, and

a drainage-ditch. It is thought that the water developed will

pay the cost of the work.

S.iLT L.\KE County

Grading for the first

four miles of the Alta-

Cottonwood electric tram-

way is finished; the road

is to be eight miles in

length. Locomotives and

other equipment have been

ordered.

Summit County

The flotation-plant at the

Silver King Coalition has

been in operation since

December 5, and is giving

Dividends totaled $10,136,636, against $7,107,822 in 1914.

The total disbursements are $128,384,153, from a metal output

of $724,609,605.

The Bingham district made an interesting showing on ac-

count of new development, and 33 mines yielded a total of 10,-

176,984 tons of ore worth $33,786,250, mostly in copper from the

Utah Copper Company.

In the Alta-Cottonwoods a year ago only 17 mines were

worked, employing 100 men; now there are 70 and 700, re-

spectively. Ore shipments in the past two years were $221,000

and $1,000,000, showing the amount of work done. Good

progress is being made on the new electric railroad to serve

the region. The U. S. Geological Survey has just published a

bulletin. No. 620-1, on this region.

At Park City 12 mines in 1914 shipped 62,606 tons, while in

1915 the figures were 18 and 91,477, respectively. Re-treatment

of tailing is a feature of present operations. Much new equip-

ment has been erected. The Snake Creek tunnel is now in

over 13,000 feet.

There were seven dividend-payers at Tintic. Ore shipments

for 11 months show a fair increase over 1914.

Beaveb County

Fortuna continues to expand; 75 miners are busy; there are

more prospectors; and extensive development is planned by

several companies. The first shipment of ore from the dis-

excellent results, the recovery of lead and silver being from

90 to 95 and 90 to 939c, respectively.

Utah County

To develop and extract various substances from the oil-

shale in Kyune canyon, the Utah Oil Shale Products Co. has

been organized with a capital of $300,000. The .lohn D. Scott

process will be used. L. P. Palmer is president and A. H.

Northrop vice-president.

WASHINGTON

Chelan County

(Special Correspondence.)—A car of antimonial ore from

the Gold Creek mine, in the Methow district, has been shipped

to Chicago. The company is preparing to build a small smelter

at the mine this winter.

Methow, December 25.

Stevens County

Five hundred tons of zinc carbonate ore has been contracted

to go to Donora, Pennsylvania, from the Great Western

mine, seven miles south-east of Northport. The ore assays

30% zinc, 5% iron, and 1% sulphur. The daily shipment will

be 15 tons. Development is good in this mine operated by

the Norman Mines Company.
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CANADA
Bhitinii Com Mill a

Th* liranby i-oint>Any'« furiincrH arc rt'ilucliiK ;hii> Ions of

or» «>»ch |HT day. ihi- Anyox total In Novt-niliiT lu'lnc I'lO.OtMi

tonic Thi< oonvcrlorplnnt h«Tt> liaii Imh'M closed for llio wlnliT.

matto IwInK wnl to tho Muoltor at ('tiiind h\iikH. t'lmtK of

prodiirInK co|i|ht at Anyox arc fSiMvtfd to Iw rodiicod to So.

l>or i>ound.

On January 10 the Standard Sllv(>r-U>nd romiNUiy will pay

2Jc. |>*r sharf. t'<jual to $50,000. and nmkInK a total of

II.SOO.OOO.

Ontario

In November thi- Mclnlyro mill at I'orcuplnf troalcd StiS"

tons of 17.29 ore with 95.52'^'r recovery, at a cost of $4.07 per
ton. The profit was $25,050. The ore avomRfs $11.17 per ton

Bt 600 ft. depth: at 700 ft. It Is erratic, from 40c. to $10.40.

The Kxtenslon shaft Is down to SS5 ft. The Mclntyre-.liiplter

Mines. Ltd.. has lu-en formed with a capital of $2,000,000, of

which the .Mclntyre-I'orcuplne .Mines. Ltd., talios 955.000 shares
&nd the Jupiter .Mines, Ltd., receives 943.S93 shares and $60,000

for Its proi>orty.

No. S vein of the Tough-Oakes has been cut at 250 ft. depth.

Other developments are very satisfactory.

At a depth of 425 ft the Holllnger company has started a

lonjc drift to connect with a shaft at the Vipond boundary.
This will take l.s months, but will result In rapid undergrouriil

electric haulage.

Near TImmlns the Hayden Gold Mines Co. has H nun em-
ployed at exploration.

A 3-in. rein of 3000-oz. ore has been cut in a winze below
the 350-ft. level of the Chambers-Ferland. The vein is in

conglomerate, 37 ft. from the Nipissing boundary.
After Januar}- L 1916, the Crown Reserve company need not

pay royalty on ore extracted to the Ontario government, but
will pay the 3^c profits tax, which applies when an ann\ial

profit of more than $10,000 is made.
The Triumph Mines Limited has been organized with a

capital of $3,000,000 to develop the Success claims at Porcu-
pine, succeeding the Porcupine-Success Gold Mines Ltd. The
western part of the property has been extensively trenched,
disclosing 30 veins. Shaft-sinking Is to be commenced.
The Holllnger mine and mill employs 1100 men. also con-

tractors. Sinking continues.

A 6 ft. by 22-in. Hardinge ballmiil, one 5 by 11-ft. tube-
mill, three 22 by 18-ft. agitators, and five 32 by 8-ft. Dorr
thickeners are soon to be installed in the Mclntyre mill, to
Increase the daily capacity from 300 to 450 tons.

By means of a device (to be patented) of C. A. Randall of
the Tough-Oakes mill at Kirkland Lake, the capacity of the
plant has been increased from 80 to 110 tons daily.

KOREA
In November the Oriental Consolidated mines and plants

yielded $144,800. The ore was above average grade.

MEXICO
Hidalgo

During October the Santa Gerlrudis mill 'treated 20,503 tons
of ore for a profit of $34,000.

SOSORA

Eight furnaces are in blast at the Cananea Consolidated.

The Moctezuma mine and mill will be re-started in a few days.

The railroad to Xacozari is not repaired yet. El Tlgre is

to resume in a few days,

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
After being erected in fast time the new mill of the Benguet

Consolidated company at Baguio had its first clean-up near the

middle of October. A new vein of better grade ore has been
opened. C. M. Eye is in charge.

PERSONAL
Khank A. CinMniiN Ih lit i'blliiili'lphia.

I.. It. Ill OKiixv has returned to Kl Tixre, Soiiora, .Mexico.

J. S. Wii.iiAMs hiiH returned to Nacuzari, Boiiora, Mexico.

AiiTiM It U. WiHiAi.i. luiH iirrlved In San Fninclwo from

Korea.

Wli 1 AUii .M M 1mv 1» wiirUliig :iiitlliioiiy ore ul lleriilce,

.Nevada.

\Vai irii .1. Kmiiohii has letmned here Irmn llreckenridKC,

Colorado.

K. C. Ui.iMiMUKi.ii has arrived from llii' Alliil. IiuvIiik Ijnii lii

Siberia three yeare.

O. A. TiliNKB is manager for the ('o|i|"rllihl Mining; Co iil

Cross Springs, Arizona.

S. .1. Lkwi.s spent the Christmas holidays at Monterrey, re-

turning to Mexico City.

Ukkiuam Hi \t Ik now coiinecled with .Maurice, H:idliiii &
Co., at iMedellln, Colombia.

NoiiMAN C. Stinks, manager ol the Slttsert c(i|i|iei- mine,

I'ral region, ItiisKla. is visiting Herlicley.

J, M. .Mitihki.i.-Uohkbts, metallurgist with the Seoul .Mining

Co., in Korea, is on a visit to California,

\V. J. Lakki.aM) sailed by the VrnJiira on Drcember 2S on

his return to Burma, by way of Australia.

E. H. Hamii.to.n is consulting nietalliirMl.st with the Canadian
Consolidated Smelting Co., at Trail, H. C.

John I). Poi'k, 11 years general manager of the North Butte

mine, has resigned: Nou.man Bhai.kv succeeds him.

Wii.i.iA.M Tiir.M, suiierintendent of the V. S. Metals Refining

Co.'s plant at Grasselli, Indiana, is at Kennett, California.

John Hknrv Rukarh has arrived in San Francisco to

superintend the antimony smelter of tho Chapni:in Smelling
Co., in this city.

Gki.a.sio Caktam. now an officer in the Italian engineering

corps, has been wounded in action and recoiiiniended for the

military medal.

B. F. P. RoMKK has left Amsterdam on his way to Batavia,

Dutch East Indies, where he will make geological examina-

tions for the Government.

ARTiifR GiKKORi), formerly superintendent of the Mysore

mine, died at Madras in December.

H. L. TwiTK. of the mining engineering firm of Twite &
Stannard, has been killed in action while serving as a lieu-

tenant with the Royal Engineers in France.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C, an-

nounces an open competitive examination for metallographist,

for men only. From the register of eligibles resulting from

this examination certification will be made to fill a vacancy in

this ixisition in the War Department, for duty at Watertown
arsenal, Massachusetts, at a salary of $2000 per year, and

vacancies as they may occur in positions requiring similar

qualifications. The appointee to this position will have gen-

eral but subordinate charge of the testing laboratory at the

arsenal: direct the preparation of metal specimens for micro-

scopic examination, the photographing of the same and the

interpretation of the appearance of the specimens under the

microscope, and prescribe proper heat treatment, etc., for

specimens examined. Applications must be filed at Washing-

ton by January 25.

The Commission also announces an examination for civil

engineer, applications to be in by .January 18. Eligibles from

this will be available for vacancies in the Philippine service,

at $1800 to $3000 per year. A knowledge of design and con-

struction of various equipment, and also of water supply and

irrigation is necessary.
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THE METAL MARKET
MBTAL, PRICES.

San Francisco, December 29.

Cents per pound.
Antimony 40
Electrolytic copper 23.50

Pig lead 5.65— 5.85

Qulcltsilver (per flask) $135
Spelter 20
Tin 40
Zinc-dust, 100-kg. zinc-lined cases 30

ORB PRICEIS

San Francisco. December 29.

Antimony: market weaker; 50% product, per unit $ 2

Chrome: 527c chromic oxide and 2<7r s.iica per ton 12
Magnesite: plastic, no iron and lime, calcined, per ton.... 60—65

Magnesite: refractory, up to 7% iron, calcined, per ton... 30—40

Manganese: 50% metal, 8% silica, per ton, f.o.b. cars, S. F. 12

Tungsten: minimum 65%i WO3, per unit for spot 35—45

At Boulder, Colorado, on December 28, 60% tungsten ore
realized $47.50 per unit.

EASTERN METAL. MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

NEW YORK, December 29.—Copper is excited and active:

lead is firm owing to export demand: zinc is quiet but firm.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine sliver.

Date.
Dec. 23 54.00 Nov

•• 24 53.87
" 25 Holiday Dec.
" 26 Sunday
" 27 53.87
• 28 54.12
• 29 5i.:;7

Monthly averages

Average week ending
. 17 50.46

24 52.35
1 56.27
8 55.54

15 55.66
22 54.23
29 54.05

1914. 1915.
Jan 57.58 48.85
Feb 57.53 48.45
Mch 58.01 50.61
Apr 58.52 50.25
May 58.21 49.87
June 56.43 49.03

1914. 1915.

July 54.90 47.52
Aug 54.35 47.11
Sept 53.75 48.77
Oct 51.12 49.40
Nov. 49.12 51.88
Dec 49.27

An error in silver prices last week gave an average of 55.22c.;

this should have been 54.23 cents.

The President of Uruguay has recommended to that country's
Congress that a bill be passed to coin 5,000,000 pesos, equal to

$5,170,000, say 10,000,000 oz. silver, but old coins are to be
melted, yet some new metal will be required.

Profit taking by India, and a lull in European buying caused
a slight weakening lately, but there is not much set-back an-
ticipated. The Chinese New Year occurs on February 4; this

is a stiffening factor. The shortage of British coin is not yet
satisfied; the Master of the Royal Mint is appealing to the sup-
pliers of gas to arrange for the clearance of automatic gas-
meters at more frequent intervals, with a view to the return of

the coin into active circulation as speedily as possible.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic In New York, in cents per pound.
Date.

Dec. 23 20.87
" 24 21.12
" 25 Holiday
" 26 Sunday
' 27 21.50
•• 28 22.00
" 29 22.25

Average week ending
Nov. 17 18.58

" 24 19.58
Dec. 1 19.77

8 19.60
" 15 19.54
•• 22 20.06
•' 29 21.55

Monthly averages.
1914. 1915.

Jan 14.21 13.60
Feb 14.46 14.38
Mch 14.11 14.80
Apr 14.19 16.64
May 13.97 18.71
June 13.60 19.75

1914.

July 13.26
Aug 12.34
Sept 12.02
Oct 11.10
Nov 11.75
Dec 12.75

1915.
19.09
17.27
17.69
17.90
18.88

Exports during tlie week ended December 11 totaled 15,793,210
lb., worth $2,962,163. England got 2.637,492; France, 5,599,216;
Italy. 4,282,917; and Sweden, 1,837,526 lb. Imports amounted to

7,470.514 lb., valued at $1,180,923. Of this. Canada sent 1,901,362;
Chile, 940,579; and Peru, 4,042,961 pounds.
Dividends declared are as follows: Anaconda. $1.50; Champion.

$2, making $31 for 1915, against nothing in 1914; G.reene Con-
solidated, 50c.; North Butte, 50c.; Osceola, $3; Tennessee, 75c.;
and U. S. R. & M. Co., 75c, on common stock.
The past year was the most profitable for the A. S. & R. Co.

in the United States.

LELAD

Lead is quoted in cents per pound or dollars per hundred
pounds, New York delivery.

Da
Dec.
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ELastern Metal Market

Ni'w York. IVcombiT 23.

Contrary to oxiH-ctntloim, u rovtviil In lt>(> ili'iiinnd for roinwi-

set Id about IVccnibrr 1.'.. and tlio cUninx rmiu' .vittlt'iiliiy. iUv

SSud. wlKMi. llimuKh Iho Unltod M(<UI» SvIIUik Co.. (ho UritlBh

goTornnioni purrhaMKi 60,000 ton». or 120,000.000 lb., of ixipixT

for dollviTv at tho nito of 5000 tons iht month throuKlioiit

1916. Tho prico wa» ovor 20o.. and ia undornlood to Imvo liocii

alwut 20.50c, Kroni IVi-ombcr 15 the (luolulloii mlvaiufd al-

most daily, and prior to the nows of the IiIk luirchnsc. 20.5oc.

was quottnl. Kx|>ort» fur the month were Kood. Spot zine Is

scarce, and this fact, tonelher with a fair demand has sus-

tained prices. The unwillingness of consumers to buy fnr-ofi

delireries of xinc Is pronounced. Lead is flrni at 5.40c., New
York, and is principally supported by the strong export situa-

tion. Large consumers of tin were roused to activity by the

report that Great Itrltain would limit exports until there was
•4000 tons in stock. Antimony is more plentiful, but the quol:i

tion is maintained. Aluminum is easier, with fewer buyers in

evidence.

The great demand for steel continues: riiliiiK prices ;iie the

highest of many years. Several of the railroads have laid

embargoes on shipments of iron and steel to New York for

export, one result of which will be the shipping of steel to

domestic consumers, which they might not have received other-

wise. The entire trouble is due to the lack of ships to carry

products abroad. Many thousands of loaded freight-cars, one
estimate is 35.000. have been standing at or near New York
harbor, un.ible to unload. There is a shortage of lighterage

fac-ilities also. In some centres the situation has created a
shortape of coal and coke.

COPPER

On the strength of the transaction before mentioned, the

domestic quotation for electrolytic went to 20.75 and 21c., 30
days, delivered. Lake copper, the prices of which are on about
par with electrolytic, is in an extremely strong position, with
some of its producers sold up until March next. About De-
cember 15, following a period of quiet, some good inquiries

appeared in the market and proved the forerunner of an ex-

cellent movement, something which was not expected in view
of the heavy buying of previous weeks. Copper was taken,
mostly for March and April deliveries at 19.87 to 20c., and by
the 17th the market was firm at 20c., 30 days, delivered. By
that date practically all re-sale metal had been absorbed, and
the producers had the field to themselves. On the 20th, buyers
were particularly active, and whereas 20c. could have been
done in the morning, the market at midday went up with a

rush to 20.25c.: good sales were made at the latter figure.

Coincident with the appearance of the large inquiries there
was talk of a possible shortage of copper, of the possibility of
consumption outstripping production, and persons in close
touch with the producers are commencing to take the report
seriously. War demand has continued the principal motive
power behind activity, though the wire-mi'lis have been heavier
purchasers in the past few days. In London the trend of

electrolytic copper has been upward, the quotation on Septem-
ber 21 being £100 IDs. European statistics, as cabled to the
New York Metal Exchange on December 20, showed that
stocks in Great Britain on the 15th totaled 11,233 long tons,

against 13,572 tons. November 30, and 17,118 tons, November
15. Fine copper in France amounted to 1262 tons on Decem-
ber 15. against 1473 tons on November 30, and 1645 tons on
November 15. Exports in December total 24,972 tons.

ZINC

For upward of a week the market price of prompt spelter

has been clusu to 17.50c., New VmU. I.iiuei Ihih hein (imiliil,

It Ih chiirKed, ill the iiilereHl nl ntmir who Mi-ek to depreHH the

market. Uii the other hand, Miles of spol have been mude at

17.i5c., New York. The Bcareily of pruiiipl mid nearby metal

Is liiHisted on by various prudiicerH. The demand Ims been

good for deliveries to tho end of tho llrst quarter, but con-

sumers are showing but little interest in deliveries further off,

and this despite oireringM at 15.50 to 16c., New York. St. Louis

quotations are about 25 points under New York prlres. Second-

(jiiarler metal is nominal at i:!..'!ii to I4e., New York. Kxports

in December total 5661 tons.

LEAD

The strength of UmiI loday unquestionably lies In the export

demand. If the metal were to be had it would bring 5.50c.,

.New Yorli. for shipment to foreign consumers. Since tho lead-

ing interest advanced its New York quotation to 5.40 (Decem-

ber 14) the independents have held to that figure. A few

nervous consumers entered the market as a result of the ad-

vance, but the majority are proceeding cautiously and have

not rushed to buy. Prior to the advance the market was weak,

and both sellers and consumers were mystified by tlie advance.

Inquiry has been light. Exports so far this month total 590S

tons.

TIN

The report published last weelc that England intended to

curtail shipments of tin to this country until it had 4000 tons

in its warehouses caused a rush to buy here, and on December

10 about 500 tons was taken by large consumers and dealers.

On the 17th probably 300 tons more was purchased, but there-

after the market became quiet, and not even concessions in

price could arouse the interest of buyers. The report that

England is to regulate shipments, so far not officially con-

firmed, is generally accepted by the trade. It is regarded as

reasonable that it should want to protect itself against delays

in shipments from the Far East, and from possible interfer-

ence with them. The New York quotation on December 15

was 37.75; 17th, 40; 21st, 39.50; and on the 22nd, 39c. Up
to December 21, 3605 tons had arrived in the month, and

there was afloat on that day 5478 tons.

ANTIMONY

Chinese and Japanese grades are quoted at 39c., duty paid,

in a market considerably easier because of the arrival of sev-

eral hundred tons. The plant of the Magnolia Metal Co., Mata-

wau, New .Jersey, was partly destroyed by fire on December 17.

The company has been making antimony from domestic ores.

Cookson's antimony at London is nominally quoted at £100

per ton.

ALUMINUM
The market for aluminum 99% pure Is easier at 56 to oUc.

per pound. Buyers are fewer and their requirements are more

easily satisfied with scrap metal and wire. The latter, as

previously stated, is being taken down and rejdaced with

copper wire.

According to the U. S. Geological Survey, the past year's

metal output was an increase of $250,000,000 over that of 1914.

The production is estimated as follows: copper, 1,365,000,000

lb.; gold, increase of $7,000,000; silver, increase of 4,000,000

oz.; iron, increase of 6,500,000 tons; zinc, 425,000 tons; lead,

515,000 tons; quicksilver, 20,681 fiasks, an increase of 25%,

with small increases in coal, coke, oil, and Portland cement.

The Western States' metal output shows an increase of

$130,000,000. It is probable that final figures for 1915 will

make a total of $2,500,000,000.
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Metal Production in 1915

The U. S. Geological Survey has issued its preliminary

statements regarding the mineral output of certain states,

from which the following is abstracted:

ARIZONA
The output of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc at mines

was valued at $SS,551,000, an increase of nearly 48% from that

of 1914, which was $59,950,029. There was very little change

in the output of gold, but there were notable increases in the

other metals, especially in lead and zinc. Increased prices

made a difference of nearly $26,000,000 in copper, $400,000 in

lead, and over $2,000,000 in zinc, according to estimates of

V. C. Heikes.

A record production of silver was made, the output increas-

ing from 4,377,994 to 5,458,000 oz. or over 247c. The greater

part of the silver, as formerly, came from the copper ores, but

the increase in the shipments of silver-lead ores also con-

tributed to the increase. The Commonwealth mine, at Pearce,

was treating approximately 10,000 tons of ore per month, mak-
ing bullion containing principally silver.

Arizona is the leading copper-producing State of the country.

and had an output of nearly 450.000,000 lb. in 1915, an in-

crease of nearly 57,000,000 lb. in spite of the strike in the

Clifton-Morenci district. Great increases were made at the

smelting plants at the Calumet & Arizona, Copper Queen.

United Verde, Hayden, International at Miami, and Consoli-

dated Arizona at Humboldt.

The mine output gf lead increased from 15,003.068 to $22,272,-

000 lb., or 48 per cent.

The mine production of zinc, estimated as recoverable spelter.

increased from 9,792,337 to 17,729,000 lb., an increase of 81%.

It came almost entirely from the Golconda and Tennessee

mines, in Mohave county.

For the first eleven months of 1915 the metal mines of

Arizona contributed nearly $11,000,000 in dividends, the princi-

pal ones being the United Verde, Miami, Calumet & Arizona,

Ray Consolidated, Superior & Pittsburg, Old Dominion, Shat-

tuck. Arizona Copper, United Globe, Tom Reed, and Magma.

COLORADO
The mine output of Colorado metals for eleven months of

1915, with an estimate for December, from data compiled by

Charles W. Henderson, indicates a yield for the year of $22.-

330,000 in gold, 7.080.000 oz. silver, 66.664,000 lb. of lead (in

terms of lead in lead bullion and lead in leaded-zinc oxide).

7.100.000 lb. of copper, and 100.000,000 lb. of zinc (in terms of

spelter and zinc in zinc oxide), with a total value of $43,-

100,000, compared with $19,883,105, 8,796,065 oz. 74,211,898 lb.,

6,639,173 lb., and 96,774.960 lb., respectively, with a total

value of $33,460,126, in 1914.

The quantity treated by the Globe, Leadville. Pueblo. Dur-

ango, and Salida smelters was approximately the same as in

1914.

The gold output of Cripple Creek (Teller county) was $13,-

539,245, an increase of $1,543,129. The yield was also $507,328

larger than the 1908 yield, which was the largest yearly output

since 1906. Cripple Creek, to the end of 1915 has produced

$272,326,000.

Lake county, chiefly from Leadville, but also including the

Lackawanna Gulch and St. Kevin lode districts and the Arkan-
sas River dredge district, produced $2,261,000 in gold, 2,660,000

oz. silver, 20,000,000 lb. lead, 1,840.000 lb. copper, and 71.000.000

lb. zinc, with a total value of $14,000,000. against $1,571,451,

3,810,830 oz., 26,784,615 lb., 2,382,910 lb.. 78,763,334 lb., respec-

tively, with a total value of $9,057,297 in 1914.

The San .luan region of Dolores, La Plata, Ouray, San Juan,
and San Miguel counties produced $3,890,000 gold, 2,250,000 oz.

silver, 13,800,000 lb. lead, 3,530,000 lb. copjier, and 4,000,000 lb.

zinc, compared with $3,969,857, 2,515,437 oz., 11,861,766 lb., 2,-

379,639 lb., and 1,382,334 lb., respectively, in 1914.

IDAHO
The output of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc from ores

sold or treated from Idaho mines in 1915, had a total value of

about $37,780,000. This is an increase of more than 53% over

the production of 1914, which was valued at $24,645,848. There
was no great change in the output of gold and a slight increase

in that of silver, but there were material increases in the pro-

duction of copper, lead, and zinc, especially of zinc. The in-

crease in the total value of these metals, amounting to over

$13,000,000, was due largely to the increased price of lead and
zinc. These estimates are reported by C. N. Gerry.

The production of silver increased from 12,479,516 oz. (o

13,000,000 oz., or more than 4%. The price of silver, however,

was comparatively low and the value of the output was over

$400,000 less than in 1914.

The output of copper increased from 6,445,187 to 7,169,000

pounds.

The mine output of lead, which is the main mineral j)roduct

in Idaho, increased from 348,526,069 to 377,000,000 lb. A large

part of this output, however, had not reached the smelters at

the close of the year. This is an increase of over 8% in

quantity and nearly $4,000,000 in value. Nearly all the large

mines of the Coeur d'Alene region produced more lead in 1915

than in 1914 on account of the effort to market the ore the last

half of 1915. The Yreka district around Wardner, alone pro-

duced 169,500,000 lb. of lead against 162,471,235 lb. in 1914.

Shipments of zinc ore and concentrate increased from 54,-

754 tons in 1914 to 97,000 tons in 1915. The shipments con-

tained about 80,000,000 lb. of recoverable spelter, valued at over

$11,000,000. On account of the unusual price for zinc in 1915,

the zinc produced in the State was more valuable than the

gold, silver, and copper combined.

The principal dividend payers in 1915 were the Consolidated

Interstate-Callahan, Hercules, Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Cale-

donia. Federal. Hecla, Stewart, and Success, which will pay

in all nearly $9,000,000.

MONTANA
The value of the output of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc

from Montana mines in 1915 was nearly $87,000,000, an in-

crease of more than 81% over the total value of the same metals

in 1914, which was $47,849,747, and is the greatest annual value

of metals produced in Montana. There were increases in the

output of all metals, but especially of lead and zinc. Though
quantities show increases, the large increase in value was
even more the result of a great rise in prices. The figures are

derived from preliminary estimates by Victor C. Heikes.

The mine output of gold was valued at nearly $5,000,000,

against $4,117,911 in 1914, an incre:ise of over 21%. There was
a larger gold output from placers, particularly from dredging

in Alder gulch, in Madison county. The production of gold

from silicious ores also increased.

The mine output of silver increased from 12,016,460 to 14,500,-

000 oz., increase of nearly 21%. The increase was due not only

to the enlarged output of copper ore, which supplies the greater

l)art of the silver, but to the great impetus given to the market-

ing of zinc ores.

Montana's greatest asset is cojjper, the output of which in-

creased from 233,229,640 to 275,000,000 lb. This was an increase
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of nrarly 18% ovtr ISM. but tin- ou(|iut did iiol rt'Bcli ihiil ot

1913. In the «>«rly |>«r( of lh«' your the iiiIiu'h won- iidJiiHlliiK

thi'iiiiu-lvfii to i-oiulltloiiK. IniiHwcd by thi> Wnr, Imt an tin- iirU-i'

Itu-n-mM-U frvm t;!.<;t>«-. In Jiinuury to li».7r>r. In .Iiil>. I'vi-ry

pfforl »a» niiido to niarkt-t thr nu-lnl.

Tht> mint- oiilpul of li-ud IiutviuwiI i-oniildi'tiibl) — (roui y.tiriti.-

OO.S lo nllKlUly oviT H.i'Od. (>(>(» 111.. Inrn-niii' of ovj-r 46',, cliir

InrKt'ly to thi' Hhlt>mt'nt of lend conrpntrnli- mikI of ri>Hldui* re-

itultlnR from ilnr unieKlnK.

Tho nilno |>ro<liirtlon of sine liicrciuied from ni.&K0,54'l lo

Isi.OSG.iWO lb. Tht> KjH'ltcr oiit|int n>|irt>at>nt<'d nn IncrooHc of

nearly 61'.- In quantliy, but n» tho |irU'i- of thi- iiH-tal liicrcatii-d

from 6.3<)c. In January to 22. LV. In Juno tlu-ro wa.-* an Inen-nHf

In the value of the output from l.'i.fi'.Mi.ilos in lyil lo ovt-r 2G.-

OOO.WO In I9ir>. The two main producern wiTf the Butte tt

Su|KTtor and Kliu Orlu mlneo. at Hutto.

The lan;es( dividend |«yer;i were the .Xnaromlii. Hultr &

Sujierlor. and North Butte

NEVADA
The value oi the ISI'i output of Rold. silver. oop|M>r. lead, anil

line from Nevada mines was upproxlinately JSI.neiJ.oOO. This

represent,* an Increase of nearly IS'; over the output of 1914.

These estimates by V. C. Helkes of the Salt Lake City offlce of

the Survey Indicate a marked Increase In zinc output, and in-

crtase In lead and copinr yield, as compared with 1914. The

cop|>er production however was below that of 191:'.. when

Nevada had a record output of over 90.000.000 lb. There was

a slight Increase In the gold production, but a decrease in

silver Urpely In the Tonopah district, where the output was

affected by the decreased iirlce of silver.

The production of sold was valued at about $11.9t;N.on(i. an

Increase of V, over the i>roduction of 1914. The greater part of

the gold came from slllclous ores milled at Goldfield and

about ac . of the total came from Tono|)ah.

The silver production decreased from 15.455.491 to 14,47S,000

oi. The decrease was at Tono|)ah. where the mines were

affected by the low price of silver. At the Comstock district

of Storey county, the production was also lower, and the idle-

ness of the Mason Valley copper smelter to a small extent

lessened the silver output.

The mine production of cop|)er increased from 60,986,450 to

67.480,000 lb. an increase of 10.6',. The total value of the out-

put, on account of the high average price in 1915 increased

from $8,111,198 to approximately $11,708,000.

The lead production increased from 12,809,655 to 14,782,000

lb., an increase of over 15*;^ This output, however, is not as

great as that of 1913, when over 16.000.000 lb. was produced.

There was great activity in the Yellow Pine district of Clark

county, where lead-zinc ore is separated into lead and zinc

products.

A great increase, nearly 62' J. was made in the mine output of

zinc from 12.980.232 to over 21,000,000 lb. As the iirice of the

metal was abnormally high in 1915, the value of the output in-

creased from $661,992 to about $2,993,000 in 1915. The Yellow

Pine district of Clark county was by far the largest producer,

but the Amalgamated Pioche property in Lincoln county made
important shipments.

The main dividend payers of the State were the Nevada Con-

solidated. Goldfield Consolidated, Tonopah Mining. Tonopah
Belmont. Tonopah Extension. Jumbo Extension, Jim Butler.

Nevada Wonder. Seven Troughs Coalition, and West End. To
December 1. 1915, the total in dividends was over $6,000,000.

NEW MEXICO
The output for 11 months, with an estimate for December,

indicates a yield of $1,500,000 in gold, 2.032.000 oz. silver,

3,951.000 lb. lead, 72,000,000 lb. copper, and 24,640,000 lb. zinc

(in terms of spelter and zinc in zinc oxide), compared with

$1,171,696. 1.777,445 oz.. 1,763.641 lb., 59,307.925 lb., and 18.403.-

:i92 lb. rt'HpiM-tlvely. Thi>M' iiri'lliuiuiirv IlKureH were eumi'Hed

by ChurlcH W. MonderHon.

The .MoKolliin diHlrlcl. Bocorrn rouuly. Ml inlleH from Sliver

City (liralit eountyt. ctuilliiued lo be the nioHl iiroducllve diK-

Irlct In .New Mexico In ouli>ui I'f Kold and silver. The [iro-

duellon In IMIu wiih I.MJ.ii^I In Kolil iiud l,:il'.i,4lill ii/.. sliver,

UH roni|iared with $(iL'!l.|(l2 and 1 .1 lil,:<l.'7 oz. In 1914.

Another lMi|Hii'lant dlHtrlct waa the Cochlll (IIIihkIi iIIh-

tricl. Sandoval county. Inactive from 1904 to 1914, but with a

record from IN94 to 1904 of n |u-odurtlon of $696,000 koIiI mid
$:t4.^.0(lO silver.

Copper has been an Iniiiortiint nietnl in New Mexlcci. 'i'be

output froin IS4.''i lo 1910 was 92.:l2:t.lli:t lb., unil the total output

to the I'ud of 191.". was 318,1127,798 lb. Hlnie 1910 the Ini leiim'd

liroductlon was due |irinel]iiilly to the activity of the Chlno

Coi)|)er Co. Its gross <)ut|>ut in 1915 was 69,375,000 lb. The
Hurro .Mountain Cojiiier Co.'s new lOOOton mill iii the llmro

Mountain district, was o|terated only |iarl of the lime, but

develoi>meut of the mines continued on a large scale.

The yield of lead showed an a|i|ireclable Increase.

Largely increased shljinients of zinc carbonate and 8ul|)hlde

ores and zinc suli)hlde concentrates were made In 1915. The
jiroduction of zinc ore and concentrates was 39,970 tons of

36.3' r. compared with 29.459 tons of 37.53% In 1914.

SOUTH DAKOTA
The mine jiroduction of gold was $7,390,000, compared with

$7,333. 5118 In 1914. and that of silver 193,000 oz., coniimred with

176,642 In 1914. A nominal quantity of lead was produced.

These are preliminary estimates rejiorted by Charles W.
Henderson. The usual well-known i)roducers contributed.

TEXAS
The output of Texas mines lor 11 months, with an estimate

lor December, from i.reliniinary figures reported by (Miarles

\V. Henderson, amounted to $2500 In gold. 705,000 oz. silver.

250.000 11). lead. 50.(100 lb. cojiper, and 33,000 lb. zinc, compared
with $234. .530.817 oz., 149.027 lb., 23,700 lb., and 216,451 11).. In

1914. res|)ectlvely.

WASHINGTON
The value of the mine outi)Ut ot gold, silver, to|)|)er, lead, and

zinc in Washington decreased from $809,767 in 1914 to ap-

proximately $728,000 in 1915, according to preliminary esti-

mates by C. N. Gerry. There were Increases in copper and

lead, to the extent of a return to normal production. There

were shiiiments of zinc ore, the first since 1911. The gold and

silver mines, however, showed decreased output, especially in

the Re|>ublic mining district.

The mine i)rodnction of gold, which is the most important

metal of the State, decreased from $557,173 to $407,000.

The silver output decreased from 264,801 to 220,000 oz.

The mine output of copper increased from 778,728 to 915,000

lb., or over 17 per cent.

The production of lead from ores sold or treated increased

from 65.507 to 230,000 pounds.

QUICKSILVER
The domestic outijut of quicksilver in 1915, based on pre-

liminary figures collected from the individual producers by

H. D. McCaskey, was 20,681 flasks, valued, at the average do-

mestic price for the year at San Francisco (estimated at

$85.50 per flask), at $1,768,225. Compared with the Survey's

flnal statistics for 1914, which gave a iiroduction of 16,548

flasks, valued at $811,680 (the smallest since 1860), the out-

put of 1915 shows an increase of 4133 flasks in quantity and

of $956,545 in value. The value therefore more than doubled,

owing to the greatly increased prices demanded, but the quan-

tity increased only about 2a%. The production was the larg-

est in value since 1881. and the greatest in quantity since

1912.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

STATISTICS issued by the State Mining Bureau in-

dicate a remarkable increase of ziuc production in

California, from $20,381 in 1914 to $1,620,000 in 1915.

On the other hand, the output of petroleum has dimin-

ished in value from $47,000,000 to $40,000,000, the yield

having decreased by nearly 11 million barrels, although

240 new wells were drilled, increasing the total to 6500.

The gold production is given as $22,850,000, the highest

since 1870 and the largest of any state in the Union.

Increased activity in the mining of tungsten, antimony,

magnesite, and manganese is reported. In value of total

output, Shasta county is first. The total mineral output

is estimated at $95,211,000 for the year.

T? OR some months past various brokers have been ex-

'- ceedingly active in the purchase of aluminum ; first

they bought scrap, and when that stock became exhausted

they began to bid for aluminum electrical conductors in

position, at prices that made it profitable to take down

the aluminum and to replace it by copper of equivalent

conductivity. Lately they have been purchasing siich

stock before it has been strung. If any owner of

aluminum conductors, either in service or in the ware-

house, still has any of it, either he has escaped the search

of speculators or he is holding it for speculation on his

own account. Where is it all going? Present evidence

indicates that a complete answer may be found in the

chemical literature of about four or five years ago, when

a French chemist announced his discovery of an un-

usually powerful explosive, which he called 'ammonal,'

the name being a combination of the chemical sj'mbols of

its component parts, ammonium nitrate and aluminum.

A letter received recently from a German officer who was

in the battle at Loos stated that in an examination of a

position out of which the Germans were driven and which

they afterward recovered, he counted some 640 dead in a

space of about one hectare, of which less than 10%
showed signs of nuitilation. "The others were killed by

that new terrible French explosive."

'T'UNGSTEN is in tremendous demand for the making
-'- of high-speed tool-steel. "We take pleasure therefore

in publishing a short account of the mining of seheelite.

the tungstate of lime, in association with gold-bearing

quartz at the Union Hill mine, in the Gra.ss Valley dis-

trict. In our 'Review of Mining' we also give notes con-

cerning the Atolia mines. These have been worked for

seheelite during the last ten years, but not with any re-

markable profit until lately. Just now the output is at

the rate of three carloads per month, say, 90 tons, of ore

containing 30 to 50% tungstic acid. The few leases on

the jDroperty lapsed at the end of 1915 and will not be re-

newed, as the company intends to re-organize its opera-

tions, which are under the direction of Atkins, Krolfft

Co.. although the directors are four well-known Cali-

fornian mining engineers. As high-speed tool-steel is

worth $3 per pound and tungsten ore is selling at the

rate of $45 per unit, it is obvious why the search for the

principal tungsten minerals—wolframite, hiibnerite, and

seheelite—has been intensified lately. It is likely to con-

tinue unless manufacturers elect to use molybdenum

steel, as they might do, for it has much the same quali-

ties as tungsten steel. It would seem pi-obable therefore

that the price of molybdenum may rise shortly at the

expense of tungsten.

/"\N New Year's day the principal mining companies
^-^ at Douglas and Bisbee announced a voluntary in-

crease in wages based on the recent rise in the price of

copper. This is both just and sagacious. In the Clifton-

Moreuci district a sincere effort has been made by a

Citizens Mediation Committee to arrange the settlement

of the strike affecting the Arizona, Detroit, and Shannon

copper companies and their employees. The strike has

lasted now for four months. A concession as to higher

wages was made by the mine managers, provided the men

would surrender their charter of membership in the

Western Federation, and this offer was presented by the

citizens committee to the executive committee of the

miners and through them to a mass meeting. The offer

was rejected. It is reported that the American miners

were for acceptance, but the Italians voted against it,

as also many of the Mexicans, who are in a big majority.

The committee of citizens, however, is still hopeful of

settling the trouble, believing that the proposal was not

thoroughly understood by the miners. We shall be glad

to see this effort successful, for it will accomplish two

worthy purposes: (1) to give the miners a share in the

prosperity caused by 22-cent copper and (2) to help in

eliminating an anarchistic organization that has done

so much harm in the West and South-west.

jT/rARANON PLACERS is a name familiar to our

-'-'-'- readers in association with an unsavory mining

enterprise in Peru. In April 1914 the promoter, Mr.

Raymond McCune, was arrested on the charge of using

the mails to defraud the public by the sale of $200,000

worth of stock in the scheme. A number of persons of

high standing in Delaware had been lured by Mr. Mc-

Cune 's talk concerning his discovery of "the treasure-

house of the Incas." The action taken by the Post-Office

department to stop this imposition was most conunend-
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at'lc. luU Its hitt-r itTi>rts to si'cur*' cvitli'iiic aif imt luarlv

s«> praiM'wortliy. An iiispivtor, Mr. Harry A. HarlKr.

was sent by the IVvst-Ollice ilepartment to Peru to in-

Vf-stipitc MfCum^'s alli-K*'*! prospcotiiiR operations. Tliis

inspector was acoompanii-ii l>y two olVu-ial coinpanions,

one of whom is versed in phu-er miiiint;' Tims a <iin

siileraMe sun» of pnMif money was spent on what sci'iiis

to us a wiKlK>H>s«' elms«>, for, wlictlu-r M<('une sank few

or many sliafts, and wlu-tlicr ho actually fouml roKI at

given spots or not. it is inipossiMc to disprove it now,

after a laps»< of tlin-c or four years. If no gold wen-

found by the investigating expedition, he could retort

that they had examined the wi-onp sj^ots. Moreover.

most of the holes would now be tilled uji aiid overgrown.

We consider tlie whole procedure foreign to the Depart-

ment's duty in such matters. To stop the ust> of the mails

for impudent circularizing and to warn the public is well

within its functions, but if the Department is to under-

take the examination of mines it should retain an en-

gineer of high standing and act on his advice, which, in

this case, would have prevented a fiasco.

COPPER is making new records. Just before Christ-

mas the Briti.sh Government signed a contract for

the purchase of 135.000,000 pounds of copper in New
York at 21 cents per pound, making $28..35n.n00. This

order is to be filled within the ensuing twelve months.

We understand that the business was done mainly with

the Anaconda Copper Company, although the American

Smelting & Refining Company and the Tennes.see Copper

Company participated. On December 22 the total sales

of copper are estimated to have reached 200,000.000

pounds, representing a gross value of over .$40,000,000.

this being the record for a single day. The war demand

for copper is estimated at 750.000.000 pounds per an-

num. That is in this eountrj' only, in the making of

munitions for the Allies. Including the Germanic group,

the present rate of consumption for use in the War is

put at 1.200.000.000 pounds. This represents a little

over one-half the total world production in 1913. The

average annual consumption of copper in the United

States during the five years from 1909 to 1913 inclusive

was 365,000 tons. At the present time domestic produc-

tion is about 900.000 tons. Allowing 400.000 tons for

normal domestic requirements and 350.000 tons for nor-

mal export, we have an excess production at the present

time of about 150.000 tons per annum. As the ordinary'

rate of increase in the world's consumption of copper is

7%, equal to 70,000 tons per annum, the present output

is not so overwhelming. In 1907. when copper reached a

price of 25 cents, the world's production increased only

18,610 tons over 1906, the average price in 1907 being

20 as against 19.2 cents per pound in 1906. For the

last 15 years the average has been a little over 15 cents.

During that period the world 's production has increased

from 4S6.500 to 1.100.000 short tons. On the whole,

therefore, while the present price is decidedly high, it

does not represent a figure so unreasonable as is feared

by many mining operators. The main question is as to

the pro|Mirlion of the war consuniption that go.s prr

manently out of use; in other words, how nuieli of the

oojiper in shells and eartridgi-s is saved by the bellig-

ennlsT If sjived for future use, it will represent such

an increase to the stock of metal as to endanger the

nuirket.

Antimony

The average price of antimony in 1913 was H.73 cents

per pound for Cookson's brand, in l!tl4 it was 10.73

cents, and the present quotation is nearly 40 cents. The

War is responsible for this higli price. In 1914 China

[•roduced 13,313 metric tons, France 5400 tons, and

Hungary 859 tons. Large (luantities of metal are now

recpiired in the nuiking of ammunition and cx|)losives.

As the supply from Franci' and Hungary is cut oflf,

as well as the pi*oduction in Mexico, that from China

has to take care of an abnormal demand for war pur-

l)().ses. and the domestic needs of the United StaU's.

Imports into this country during a normal period,

.such as 1913, were 7667 tons of metal or regidus, also

25 tons in ore. and 50 tons in type metal. The pro-

duction from domestic leady ores in tbat year was 2204

tons, from imported ore 304 tons, and froiTi old alloys,

.scrap, etc.. 2705 tons. No purel.v antimonial ores were

mined in 1913, according to the U. S. Geological Survey,

this being due to low prices and lack of railroad facilities

to the mines. The Survey's bulletin on antimony for

1914 is not yet available. For several years the produc-

tion in this country from domestic ores has been confined

to that contained in antimoiiial lead and small quantities

recovered in the electrolytic refining of copper and lead.

The antimonial lead is mostly a by-product in the smelt-

ing of the precious metals. The high price has led to the

search for. development of, and production of antimony

from American deposits. At present the Ala.skan (Fair-

banks), Californian (Inyo and Kern), Idaho (Coeur

d'Alene), and Nevada (Humboldt county), dcpo.sits are

being exploited actively. Several mills are producing

concentrate, and smelters are in operation at Los An-

geles, San Franci.seo, and Seattle. The output of the

United States in 1915 should show a big increase.

Little has been puldished on the metallurgy of anti-

mony. The best work on the sulj.jcct is that l)y Mr. C. Y.

Wang, whose book, however, is a summary from French,

Italian, and German publications and reports, as far as

the metallurgical data are concerned. The desf'rip-

tion of the Herrenschmidt processes and appliances plays

a disproportionate part in this interesting volume.

Without going into details in regard to the claim set

forward as to the sublimation treatment applied to anti-

mony ores, it would appear from the facts that the first

to obtain soluble oxide (Sb^Oj) direct from the ores was

Mr. Emmanuel Chatillon, of Brioude, in the Haute

Loire, France. Prior to his invention or discovery, this

product was obtained by subliming the metal and con-

densing the fume. In 1888 Mr. ChatiUon patented his

process in France under the title. 'Pour itn procede de
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coiidensation dcs vapeurs metalliques,' and from that

time forward the principal French and Italian smelters

have adopted similar appliances for treating low-grade

ores, running from 10 to 35%. This led to a long law-

suit between Mr. Chatillon and Giraud & Cie., Brioude,

lasting from 1895 to 1900, when it was decided in favor

of the former, but not until his patent had almost ex-

pired. In 1898 an Italian company erected a large sub-

limation plant in Tuscany; this is not described in Mr.

Wang's book. He states that dry methods are generally

adopted for the extraction of the metal, or of the metal

in different combinations, while the proposals for the use

of wet processes or of electro-metallurgical methods have

not yet found practical application.

The different processes for treating antimony ores may

be briefly described as follows: (1) Liquation of rich

ores, assaying 40 to 65%, in fiirnaces or pots for the pro-

duction of crude antimony, the product being sulphide

containing 71.4% antimony. (2) Direct smelting of

high-grade stibnite and crude ore in furnaces or pots

using iron as a desulphurizing agent, the product being

antimony metal. (3) Sublimation process for the treat-

ment of either sulphide or oxide ores, especially adapted

to low-grade ores, yielding antimony oxide. (4) Reduc-

tion of oxide from the preceding process by smelting

with fluxes and carbon, producing 'star' metal.

Crude metal is largely used in the making of fire-

works, safety-matches, viilcanizing i-ubber, etc. Oxide of

antimony is used for the manufacture of paints, enamels,

in glass and crystal, and the preparation of antimony

salts. Antimony metal is used for hard lead, type-metal,

anti-friction compounds, and other alloys. It is sold as

'starred' metal, and the market not only demands a

product assaying 99%, but also that each slab should

have the fern-like crystallized surface known as the

'star,' although this does not indicate that it is chem-

ically pure.

There are several furnace methods of reduction, that

shown on the front cover of this issue of our paper being

a part of the plant owned by the Chapman Smelting

Companj% in San Francisco, where smelting is being

done by what is commonly called the English method.

Here the furnaces and general working conditions are

practically the same as those of Hallett & Fry, near

London. The process comes under the second of those

classified above, the different stages being: the melting

of rich ore or crude in a crucible \\dth fluxes and iron,

the metal thus obtained being known as 'singles' and

containing over 90% antimony, 7 to 8% iron, and 0.3 to

0.5% sulphur. It is poured into conical molds and the

metal is detached from the slag—iron sulphide and

silica—by hammering. Then four or more 'singles' are

broken in pieces and melted in another crucible with a

small addition of potash or soda. The metal from this

second melt should only contain traces of ii'on and sul-

phur, less than 1%. Next the 'doubles' are broken and

re-melted in a crucible together with antimony flux or

antimony gla.ss, known as 'toppings'; the metal is

brought to a bright cherry-red heat and is poured into

square molds, care being taken to get enough of the

'toppings' to cover completely the surface of the molten

metal and to prevent volatilization, forming the required

'star' under a gentle cooling action. With 30 fires this

plant reduces 250 tons of ore yielding about 120 tons of

'star,' 99.5%, per month. Its capacity is limited by the

amount of ore obtainable. More labor is required than

is commonly supposed; when working full time 32 men
are employed. The process is crude yet effective, and

considerable physical strength and intelligence are re-

quired. Losses in reduction are high, more than in zinc

smelting. Blast-furnaces are not satisfactory, and make

larger losses. No. 60 plumbago crucibles are used, their

life being 20 melts. Coke is the fuel, but oil is used in

a new battery of furnaces for the first reduction, as the

heat would cause too much loss in volatilization for the

subseqiient melts, namely, the 'doubling' and 'starring.'

The maintenance of a proper temperature throughout

the whole treatment plays an important part, as does

also the manipulation, which requires skill and experi-

ence. On page 61 of this issue is a brief description of

the treatment of antimony-gold ore by the caustic soda

process, as now used in Rhodesia, and tried some time

ago in Australia.

Antimony smelting in the United States has many dis-

advantages compared with the work done in China in

respect to labor, freight, and other charges. It is only

the sudden increase of price that has justified the re-

vival of prospecting for antimony, but it is possible that

before the War is over the improvement of facilities in

regard to transport and reduction of the ores may lay

the foundations of a new industry.

Testing for Flotation

In this issue and in the one immediately preceding we

have been able to publish an article that must prove of

immediate usefulness to a large number of readers. We
refer to the detailed description of the apparatus for

making flotation tests. For this the profession will, we

ai-e confident, be deeply grateful to the authoi-s, Messrs.

Oliver C. Ralston and Glenn L. Allen. The senior

author, Mr. Ralston, has enriched our columns on sev-

eral previous occasions. He is assistant metallurgist of

the U. S. Bureau of Mines and has been assisting Mr.

D. A. Lyon in making the Salt Lake station of the Bu-

reau a centre of useful service to the mining industry.

In this article the reader will find not only a detached

and unprejudiced description of the various machines

designed to ascertain the amenability of ores to the

frothing process of flotation, but he will also find a dis-

criminating analysis of the suitability of the individual

machines for various experiments and a number of prac-

tical suggestions in regard to the manipulation of them.

Indeed, we can hardly imagine any information more

timely. The article is based on pei-sonal experience in

the laboratory at Salt Lake City in the testing of a great

diversity of ores from the surrounding region. It will

be noted that in making such tests the experimenter
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must iu>t (.'Xjuvt H lii>;li (uriTtitHj;!' of f.\lriu-tioii ami a

liit;li-(rrait<> (<«iiif<*iitniti> at the sitiiic tiiiu'; in prai-lict- tlial

tiiml n-sult is oul.v nttaiiiod Uy n n«peUtion of tlii* piwi-ss

ill siippli'iiu'iitary cells. Tlu' authors ijivc the naint's of

thi" iiinkoni »f tlu- st-voral nwu'ltim's, with prices, aiul \vi'

have ^\'eii siippieiiu'iitnry in format ion in two notes,

rt'Hli/iiii; that miuiy of our rvmliTs will 1m> askiiit; for

siu'li information iu» s«hmi as tlioy liavo luvii prompti'd,

by rt'adini; the article, to make s«Mne tests on their own

aivoiint. AVf hope they will. While the |>roee.>w lias not

tile universality of appiieation nor the eomprcliensive-

tiess of scope that soiue of its more enthusiastic advocates

may claim, it is yet certain that there arc few mills in

wliich it cannot play a ust>fiil part in one way or another.

Among the hints contained in the article we may draw

attention to the convenience of s«>paratory funnels in

making preliminar>- tests, as well as tiic glass tube de-

signed for testing oils, illustrated by Fig. 19. It will

W gratifying to the novice to know tliat large-scale

operations in flotation generally do better than the

lalwratory experiment indicates. But of all the sug-

gestions proffered the one that iniprc.s.scs us most is tiic

statement that a rational method of devising proper

tests must be based on some theorj' of flotation. Of

course. Any metallurgical work, to be productive of re-

sult, must be illuminated by sound theorj', by a rational

conception of the scientific principles involved. It is

the absi^nce of sound theory that has retarded the prog-

ress of flotation during the .30 years in which the use of

oil for concentration has been known and it is the pat-

enting of methods without knowledge of first principles

that has produced a pestilential crop of litigation. So

far. most of the work done in connection with flotation

has proceeded by trial and error, by a crude empiricism

unillumined by scientific comprehension of the forces

involved, by a succession of fortuitous discoveries the

meaning of which has been obscured by the exigencies of

litigation. "We hope that the publication of this informa-

tion concerning testing machines will be accompanied by
such a study of essential principles as will yield a rich

harvest of careful obsen-ation and logical theory. On
that basis the practical application of the process can be

extended confidently.

Last Year's Mining

The preliminary reports of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey provide an excellent summary o£ mining conditions

in 1915. Last week we reproduced the summaries dealing

with Arizona. Colorado. Idaho. Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, and South Dakota; this week we give an ab-

stract of the reports on California, Oregon, and Utah

;

and we reproduce, almost in full, the account of Alaskan

mining. As a rule we care but little for last year's

almanac, preferring to look forward, but the Director of

the Survey should receive the thanks of the community
for giving this interesting Information promptly and
therefore usefully. The record is superb. In the West-

em States alone the increased value of the metal pro-

duction is $l.'t(I.O(H).OlK) as compared with Ihc previous

year, and for the whole country the iiicreineni of oul]nil

of the principal metals during the twelve miuiths rejii-e-

.si'iils !j;2.">i>.(Ht(t,(l()0. It is probable liial c.>iii|.li-lc statis-

tics will show that 1915 was the most i)roiluctivc yi'ar in

the milling industry of the United Stales, the total nndi

iiig .t2,')(KI,000.(l(l(), which is a lordly sum even in lliesi'

days of war liiiance. (.'opper mining, of course, has re-

sponded to the intensilieil demand iiiul tln' lii^'licr price.

In 191;") the output of this iiielai was w.irlli .t^.'lO.OIKI.dOO,

which is lui increase of .$«:j,UOO,OUU over 1914. It is

estimated that the production of blister and Laicc during

the year reached a total of l.Itlif). .')()().00(1 pouiuls, or

120,000,000 |)ouiids in excess of the largest previous pro-

duction. The increase over 1914 was 18%, All /inc

records have been broken. The output, from donii'stic

ores was 425,000 tons, worth $120,000,000 as comi)ared

with 343,418 tons, worth $35,000,000, in 1914; thus the

increase was S2,000 in toiiiuige, $«.'>,000,000 in value, and

25% in quantity. As regards the increase in lead, the

figures are not so remarkable. The output of pig-lead

from domestic ores wius 515.000 tons, worth $48,500,000,

as compared with 512,794 tons, worth .$40,000,000, so

that the increase in tonnage was only 2500, but the gain

in value was $8,500,000, criuivalcnt to 20% more. Aiiti-

mouial lead increa.sed from 16,668 to 20,550 tons, the

gain representing $2,000,000. In regard to the precious

metals, the Sur\'ey and the Jlint join in estimating an

increase of $4,359,300 in gold, principally from Colorado,

Califoniia, Alaska, Montana, and Idaho, while the silver

production has advanced by 4,000.000 ounces, chiefly

from Montana. Utah, and Arizona. The increast; in the

yield of gold brings the total to $98,891,100, as compared

with $94,451,800 in 1914. Quicksilver also has seen its

best year in 1915, the quantity produced increa.sing

25%, while the value of the output was more than

doubled, owing to the price having averaged higher than

at any time in the last 40 years. The estimate is 20,681

flasks of 75 pounds each, worth $1,768,225. In value

this is the best since 1881 ; in quantity it is the best since

the year 1912.

In several states the past year was the best on record

as regards metal mining. In Arizona, which is first in

copper, even the 1913 record has been beaten. Cali-

fornia is still at the head of the gold-producing states,

with an output of $23,005,800, which is the biggest in

45 years. Colorado comes .second with $22,191,200,

Ala.ska third with $16,626,700, and Nevada fourth with

$11,314,700. In Montana and Arizona the increased by-

production of silver has been noteworthy, but Nevada

is still the largest producer, with 13,793,000 ounces, as

against Montana's output of 12,690,200 ounces and

Utah's output of 11,168,500 ounces. Idaho produced

10,595,300 ounces of silver. In Ala-ska the intensified

production of copper has joined with the yield of gold

in making a year more pro.sperous than even the halcyon

period of bonanza alluvial mining in 1906, when both

Nome and Fairbanks were at their best. In fine, 1915

was a great year: and 1916 promises to be even better.
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DISCUSSION
Oiir readers are invited (o use this department for tlie discussion of (t'chiiiciil and other matters per-

taininfi to ?iiiiiiiig mid metaUiir^y. Tilt' Kdilor welcoiiics the expression of views contrary to his own, be-

liec'ing that careful crilicisni is more valuable than casual complii)ien(.

Who Owns a Report?

The Editor:

Sir—Your recent editorial on this subject brings for-

ward a question of particular importance to the young

engineer in the earlier stages of his professional work,

and of great interest and practical significance to the

older practitioner. Your request for a general discussion

of the question shows a recognition on your part that

"all opinions, properly so-called, are stages on the road

to tmth. " In a young profession like ours, the code of

ethics is still in the making, and I believe that a thorough

discussion of it would be of general benefit. I therefore

endorse your hope that there will be a wide response to

your invitation.

The problem may be considered both from the legal

and from the ethical standpoint. From the legal point

of view the ownership of a report would probably be

decided by a consideration of the customary practice,

and of legal decisions, if such exist; but this phase of

the question is better left to the lawyers or those in touch

with the authorities, for while most of us think we know

what our legal rights are, in many cases a close analysis

of our ideas is apt to show them to be based, not so much
on an actual knowledge of the law, as on the principles of

fair play and justice. From the latter standpoint the

question may be stated as follows: should a mining en-

gineer communicate to one client, or use for his benefit,

information obtained for and at the expense of another

client; and what circumstances, if any, would justify a

coui-se of this kind 1 How far may a client insist on an

engineer's secrecy concerning the report? In answer-

ing these questions it may be well to first consider the

relationship between the engineer and his client.

The circumstances that usually bring the client into

touch with the consulting engineer are that the one

wishes special information and advice to guide him in

the spending of money on a mining property, and the

other is in a position to secure and furnish such guid-

ance. An agreement is reached under which the engi-

neer is to furnish the desired information for a money

compensation. The relation is contractual, and an ele-

ment vital to a contract is a mutual understanding

between the parties to it; a distinct common intention as

to the part each shall play in it. In order to reach a

fair decision in the matter it is, therefore, of importance

to examine further the mental attitude of the parties to

the agreement.

To this end it is pertinent to inquire what the client

wants and what he expects to get when he retains an

engineer to examine a mine. It may be assumed that

he desires a written report containing a description of

the property, an appraisal of its value, a statement con-

cerning its probable future, and mention of any facts or

conditions that may have a bearing on these subjects.

Frequently he desires advice as to the purchase of the

pi-operty at a particular price. It may further be

assumed that he expects to secure the engineer's loyalty

to his interests for as long a time as his exclusive knowl-

edge of the property is reasonably of use to him. Also

he may expect non-intercourse on the engineer's part

with conflicting interests, inasfar as such intereouse

might injure his business. He wants the examination

and report for the purpose of furthering his pecuniary

commitment.

The engineer, in accepting the commission, implies an

agreement to furnish, to the best of his ability, the re-

quired information and advice as far as it is possible

within the limitations of the time and expense allowed.

Tacitly he agrees that the quality of his work shall be

commensurate with the breadth of his experience.

Without speaking from a legal standpoint, we have in

these mutual considerations all the elements that go to

make up what is ordinarily meant by an agreement or a

contract. One feature of the contract I would especially

emphasize : that the client enters into it for the purpose

of making money, and that he employs the engineer as a

precautionary means of safeguarding his investment.

Presumably the engineer is fully aware of this phase of

the contract and agrees to it.

.Since the report is for the purpose of promoting a

matter of business, its value to the client is often depend-

ent on his exclusive possession of its contents. Its con-

fidential features are: first those that are private from

their very nature and remain so for a long time, and

second those that are private as long as they may affect

the client's negotiations for the property, or the other

business with which the report may be concerned. In

my opinion the former class includes the terms of the

pi-opo.sed deal, the specific advice offered, and perhaps

the report itself as a whole, or even the bare fact that a

report has been made. All of these may be essentially

concerned wnth the client's private business operations

and are only to be given out at his pleasure. The latter

class includes geological, metallurgical, statistical, or

engineering facts; things that could be as well secured

by other equally competent engineers for other clients.

They need be regarded as confidential only as long as the
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olieut reUiins suflK'iont control of the proju-rty to pn-vciit

otlu-rs from s«>ju\"hiiip for tliom. PossiMy tlu-y Imvc itl-

rt'iuiy Ik'ooiuo known to otliors tliro\i);li pn-vions i-Miiiiiii-

atiun». anil an? not so very priviiti" after all. The drop-

ping of the luisinofis, ns thn>uj;li the failnre to exereise

an option, woulil inuneiliately make the wimo t'aets avail-

ahlc to the next prospective buyer. What good reason

wouKl there he. in a ea.s«' of this kind for an ennineer to

deny himself the pativnape of a seeond elient wiio wish-

ed him to ri'port on the some mineT In most caa»'8 there

would Ih^ none. But exceptional pa.<«\s may exist : the

engineer may not he informed on ail the pn)vi.sion8 of

the deal; unknown to him there may have been provi-

sions for the renewal of the option, such as would 1)P

affivted in a way inj\irious to the client by the divlli^ill^r

of information, even after the cxi^iration of the orig-

inal option. Obviously, the client is in the better posi-

tion to pass on this question, and the only way in which

the engineer can be safe in letting down the bars of sec-

rei'j' is to refer the question to him.

The limit of time, within which secrecy should be ob-

sen'ed, decreases with the client's interest in the prop-

erty in a business way. This variation may be judped

by direct information from the client himself, by signif-

icant events, or by the passage of time. A definite state-

ment from the client to the effect that the property is no

longer of interest to him, or perniis.sion to make use of

the original report for the benefit of a second client,

would, of course, be suflScient. A request from a second

party for an examination, or the intervention of a later

option and examination by another engineer, w'ould at

least indicate the lapse of the original client's interest.

Under certain circumstances, the spread of information

concerning the mine might justify the engineer in con-

sidering himself to some extent released from secrecy.

For instance, an engineer might be sent to report on a

new strike of tungsten ore in a district where its exist-

ence had not previously been known to others than his

client and the discoverer. In this case it miglit be of

particular interest to the client that the nature of the ore,

or even the fact that a deposit of any kind had been

found, should be withheld; but certainly after the dis-

covery had become common knowledge, there would be

no breach of faith in the engineer speaking of it. An-
other circumstance that might tend to loosen the bonds

of secrecy would be the further development of the mine
to such an extent that, practically, it had become a new
mine; the later disclosures being sucli that the earlier

report had lost its significance. Still another situation

in which the elient could hardly claim the exclusive right

to a report would be where the mine was first brought to

his attention by the examining engineer, but where the

option was not exercised. The engineer obviously would
be privileged to mention it to another elient, although

the propriety of exhibiting the first client's report might
be questioned.

To summarize the matter, the engineer, in making an

examination, may wish to use data secured in making a

previous report. His experience and general knowledge.

by wiiieli his client hopes to pinilit, were nbtained largely

ill doiii(j work of a eonlidential natui*e for othei-H. Some

iiiiportaiit j)art of it may hiivr been done in the samo

district, or perhaps in the kjiiiic mine, wiiere the cxaiii-

ination is to be made; and under circuiuKtiiiieeH that

make it of particular iiiiportaiiee to the ease in hand;

and althougii of a eontidenlial nature when it was done,

perhaps tlu" work might no longer \w considered in that

light. I'ossiiily it was for thew reawoiiH that this i)ar-

ticular engineer was chosen for llic wnrk. .Now then

—

ami here is an important j>oint in iii\- argument—if the

<'lient. expects to profit, liv data resulting t'nim tiie engi-

neer's previous work, the confidential nature of which

has lapsed, it seems that as a matter of justice, of com-

mon cvery-day fair-play, he thereby obligates himself to

surrender similar information when his interest in it

ceases. In deciding when such data are available for

second use, the engineer must use tact and (common-

sense. Facts within his knowledge, or direct permission

from the former client, will usually make these data

honorably available. If .such fax'ts arc lacking, and if

the former client is thought to be unreasonable, it is best

to submit to his wishes; and if the refusal appears to be

due to 'pure cus.scdness,' to abstain from further rela-

tions with him. But it should be remembered that the

client is in the better position to judge of how his own
interest might be affected. It would be better to get

along without such data than to be accused of using them

to a client's detriment.

The engineer's standard of profes.sional conduct

should be high. He should be particularly careful not

to permit tlie possession of valuable information to over-

shadow his knowledge of tiie former client's ol>ject in

securing it. In doubtful cases the test should be, not the

letter of the law alone, but tliat of fairness and regard

for tlie client's interest.

What rules should guide an engineer, in the employ

of a company, when writing about the technical details

of the work he is doing, or has done, for his employer?

I think the answer to this question should be governed

b}"^ the .same principles that control the reply to 'Who
Owns a Report?' namely: those of fairness and regard

for the employer's interest. There is this difference be-

tween the two situations; that where a elient depends

for protection on the con.sulting engineer's honesty, and

where he would be practically at the mercy of an un-

scrupulous engineer, with doubtful means of redress in

ease of a breach of faith ; an employer has a much more

effective means of enforcing his will over the engineer

on his staff. But a.side from this phase of the question,

no engineer of good judgment should be tactless enough

to publish, without his employer's consent, an article

that might be considered as bearing on the company's

business affairs. Even w'here the article consisted of a

description of technical methods as applied in the com-

pany's operations, the product of the engineer's own

brain, it would at least be in good taste to first submit it

for the employer's approval. I think this would be, in

most cases, largely a matter of form, as the engineer
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should be able to gauge fairly accurately the limits

beyond which he might not go. On the other hand, since

most men are reasonable if properly approached, I think

it will be only in exceptional eases that the publication

of articles on purely technical operations will be denied.

A broad-minded employer will surely sympathize with

the engineer's desire for such recognition from his fellow

engineers as may be secured from writing on technical

matters; and, if he gives the matter sufficient thought,

will perceive that he, through the medium of the engi-

neer's reading, is receiving the benefit of the technical

experience of others. Here, again, we have run the ques-

tion down to the principle that a fair exchange is no

robbery.

J. A. Burgess.

Wonder, Nevada, December 14, 1915.

The Alaska Gold Mines

The Editor

:

Sir—In your editorial on the Alaska Gold Mines, in

the issue of November 20, you estimate that it will take

18 years to return the capital invested, provided that

5i% is set aside for that purpose annually. And in a

recent editorial in tlie Engineering and Mining Journal

(one of your contemporaries) it is sta.ted that "A mine

with a delimited orebody figured upon as lasting 20 years

ought to pay about 9^% gross in order to afford 6%
net." As the valuation of these shares has been so much

discussed it seems as if an examination of the question

from an actuarial standpoint may be of interest.

You evidently arrive at the term of 18 years for re-

demption of capital at the rate of 5^% annually by di-

viding 100 by 5i, which gives practically 18 ; however,

you have neglected to take into account the fact that the

shareholder who applies a portion of his dividend to re-

deeming, or amortizing, his capital does not put the

money received in his safe-deposit box, but invests it in

other securities. At present he can safely invest these

sums in Government bonds to net nearly 5i%, and at

this rate it will require but 13 years to recoup his capital

instead of the 18 of your estimate.

The fact, however, that it will only take 13 years to

repay the capital does not interfere with your conclu-

sion that the price of $40 per share seems unreasonably

high. Not enough information has been given to allow

of an exact valuation of the shares, but the maximum

statement of resources seems to be that made by the

management that the mines will last for a generation

and will produce 8000 tons daily at a profit of 75 cents

per ton. The buyer of the shares at $40 is paying at

the rate of $30,000,000 for the property (750,000 shares)

and if 2,800,000 tons are worked yearly the annual

profit will be $2,100,000, or 7% on the $30,000,000.

Taking the life of the mine at 30 years and the rate on

the sinking-fund for redemption of capital at 4% (to be

on the safe side) it works out that the shareholder will

receive about 5.25% for his investment, an entirely in-

adequate return for capital invested, or, speaking more

•accurately, used for speculating in gold mines. On the

basis suggested by you that the shareholder ought to

have 10% net on his money, the value of the shares

works out at about $24. In view of the fact that a

large horse of barren material has cut the profits to 45

cents per ton it would seem as if the price of $24 per

share was fully high enough.

Although these problems of valuation of shares are

fully understood by most engineers, yet they are not

treated with any great detail in the ordinary engineer's

pocket-book. The most complete set of tables for a

reasonable price is to be found in Hurst's 'Architectural

Surveyor's Handbook,' published by Spon & Co., Lon-

don. This is often bound with Molesworth's 'Pocket

Book of Engineering Formulae.' One of the most recent

books on the subject is 'The Mathematical Theory of

Investment,' by B. B. Skinner, published by Ginn &

Co., at $2.25. On pages 160-163 is found an ai-tiele on

the valuation of mining properties, the general problem

being stated as follows: "To find the value of a mine

when the rate to be received by the investor differs from

the rate at which the redemption fund can be accumu-

lated.
'

' The formula for this is

:

R

Nil '

where V^= value of the mine ; R= the net annual in-

come ; i' the rate of intei-est the shareholder expects on

his investment; i the rate at which the dividends can be

re-invested; n, the time to elapse before the mine is ex-

hausted. S„ denotes the amount of an annuity of $1 per

annum, payable annually for n years, at the rate i.

John Worden.

Salt Lake City, December 10.

Colorado-Gilpin Gold and Radium

The Editor:

Sir—Noting publication in your Mining Summary
columns of December 18 of the notice of organization

of the Colorado-Gilpin Gold & Radium Mining Co., in

which I am named as consulting engineer, I desire to

say that I am not connected with this company and that

my name has been used without authority.

Further, I take occasion to disclaim any connection

with or responsibility for the prospectus of this com-

pany, issued from 1005 Drexel building, Philadelphia.

Also, for my own part and on the part of others, I wish

to protest against the use in this prospectus of letters

bearing no dates and published in such a way that they

are calculated to give a false impression of their real

significance.

Forbes Rickard.

Denver, December 30, 1915.

Montana has an area of 146,080 square miles, which

is over twice that of Missouri. Its population is less than

half a million, which is smaller than that of Rhode

Island, a territory of less than one-hundredth the size.

Montana's output of metals in 1915 was $87,000,000.
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By p. B. •IcI>on*ld

TllK Alolia district in southoni I'aliforiiin, near tin-

line iK'twcon Sjuj Hernardino luul Ki-ru (.'ouutii-s.

htui lnvonic iu> inii>ortiuit pnulnfiT of silii'flitf,

Hoth lodo ami plaoer mining aio in pnigivs-s. and hsstis

an' aotivo in many operations of small sealo but liigli

protit& Prices of over a iloilar per jioiind for concentrate

of 60fc WO, have stimulated the prospecting and min-

ing of tungsten ores to an uimsual degree. But the oc-

ourreucc of seheelite in California is not confined to the

Atolia district.

In the I'nion Hill gold mine at Grass Valley some

seheelite is found associated with the quartz veins, aJid

several shipments of picked ore have been made to a

buyer in Colorado, the Wolf Tongue Mining Co. at

Nederland in Boulder county, and to Atkins. KroU & Co.

of Sail Francisco. A. D. Cox, the mine superintend-

ent, has noted that the seheelite is found where the

quartz veins traverse a wide sedimentary series of black

slate, quartzite. and intennediate phases. The accom-

panying sketch shows the four narrow veins cutting

amphibolite schist at surface, in which no seheelite is

noted; but in the 500-ft. thickness of sedimentaries

(where the presence of lime may be a factor in the for-

mation of the tungstate of lime) seheelite appears likely

to be found liberally. It is not known whether or not

there is seheelite in the altered diabase below the sedi-

mentaries, as the mine-workings have not yet reached

that depth. It was at first thought that the seheelite

would only be found bordering the lenses of quartz,

particularly where the vein changed in width. How-

ever, later developments in the lowest vein, called the

Georgia, have not confirmed this idea, as the seheelite

there is found in various parts of the vein.

Mr. Cox's method of grading the seheelite for ship-

ment to the buyer is as follows: The seheelite ore is

dried, cobbed, and picked. As is iisual with most

seheelite ores, what is apparently pure seheelite will be

seen, if examined closely, to contain minute stringers of

quartz. The specific gravity of chemically pure seheelite

(containing 80.5% of WO,) is 6. that of quartz about

24. The specific g^a^ity of a piece of apparently pure

seheelite was determined by test and found to be 5.42,

showing the presence of a small amount of quartz as

an impurity.

By proportioning the .specific gravities of seheelite and

quartz, it was computed that 'pure' seheelite, as found in

this mine, contains 84% seheelite and 16% quartz, which

means an estimated amount of 67.6% of WO,. Con-

tinuing this computation, it was determined that ore

that looked to he J (by volume) of 'apparent' seheelite.

as judged by the man sorting it. contains 58% of WO,

:

that ^ 'apparent' seheelite contains 46% of WO,: that

\ ai)par('iil' seheelite contains ;t."i',c "I' \V(» ;
lli;il

.[

'apparent' seheelite contains 28% of tungslic acid.

These ligiircs seem high. but. the appiirciil diNcrcpancy

is due to the high si>ei'ilic gravity of si'lu'ililc as com-

pared with that of quartz, it being niiiciiilMrrd ilmi Wh-

.sorting is done by volume.

In the lii"st lot that wa.s shipi)ud, the mine isliiii.ilc of

its No. 1 grade as averaging 65% of WO., checkeil closely

with the analysis of the l)nyi'r. which was 65.1''{. The

second grade, which was .judged at the mine to bi- 50%
of W0„ proved to be 45.7%. The third grade, estimated

at the mine at 25% of WO,. 7-aii 26.2%. In the sorting

for sliipnient at the Cnion Hill mine the Nii. 1 graih- is

usually made up of ap|)ariiilly |iiire seheelite; the No. 2

sw

W V' V V

\/V}scHisT '

''

{Z3 seoiMENTfiRr

[r^] DIABASE

VEINS OF THE UNIO.N HH.I. MI.NE.

grade embraces the picked ore between apparently pure

seheelite and i apparent seheelite by volume. The pro-

portions of the No. 2 grade would thus lie between 46

and 67.6% WO,; the final percentage is adjudged after

looking it over carefully and would be probably nearer

to 46 than to 67.6%. rather than the numerical average,

because there is usually more ore .slightly above 46% than

there is slightly below 67.6%. The No. 3 grade is be-

tween i and i apparent seheelite judged by volume. The

usual grades shipped are : 1st, 65% : 2nd, 50% ; .3rd, 25%.

Mr. Cox's figures on specific gravities and volumes are

as follows:

With ^ apparent seheelite by weight, the other i as-

sumed to he quartz

:

0.75 X 5.42 (sp. gr. apparent seheelite) ^= 4.06

0.25 X 2.5 (sp. gr. quartz) = 0.63

Specific gravity of specimen = 4.69
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. „ .;. K„ „,„i„ht
4.06 copper-sheathed tamping-rods, quality of fuse, natives

Proportion of apparent scheelite by weight. . .=: —— =b(7o ^-^ f ^ > ^ j >

^°^ firing holes, cut-out shots, and bg-dyn primers.
Proportion of WO3= 0.87 X 0.676 (percentage

of WO3 in apparent scheelite) =: 58.8%

With S apparent scheelite by volume (other ^ assumed l^I®^®'^!®!! St lIWSSafe®Mt9
to be quartz) : MSl^WMB

0.67 X 5.42 = 3.63

'

*The flotation process has been introduced into the

Sp gr specimen = 4.45 iniH of the Consolidated Arizona Smelting Co., at Hum,-

Proportion apparent scheelite by weight = 81.5% boldt, Arizona, with such success as to increase the con-

Proportion WO3 in specimen= 0.815 X 0.676 = 55.1% centration of copper 20% above the best work done p^e-

With i apparent scheelite by volume, etc.

:

viously with jigs, tables, and vanners. The ore treated

= •> 71
^^ t^^® ™^1^ consists of pyrite and chalcopyrite in a

5 X 2.50 ^ 1-25 gaugue of quartz and schist. Starting with a 3% cop-

per oi'e, a table concentrate assaying 7% and a table

Sp. gr. specimen = 3.96 tailing assaying 2.1% are obtained. This table-tailing

Proportion apparent scheelite by weight = 68.3%
becomes the flotation-feed, which, after treatment, yields

Proportion WO, in specimen := 0.683 X 0.676 = 46.2% n o^v i -i- t o ^ 1„'
"l ,

'
, ,., ,, ,. , ,,.r, o-r/ a 14% concentrate and a 0.3% taihng. In September

With J apparent scheelite the proportion of A\ O3 = 3o% ^^ '
r. c ^r

With i apparent scheelite the proportion of WO3 = 28% 1915 the mill treated 7173 tons of 2.65% copper ore for

With i apparent scheelite the proportion of WO3 = 24% a recovery of 90.9% of the copper, 68% of the gold, and

With i apparent scheelite the proportion of WO3 = 20.8% 72% of the silver. The ore contains 0.03 oz. gold and
With i apparent scheelite the proportion of WO3 = 16%

-,^3 ^^ ^^^^^j. p^j. ^^^ rpj^g
^^^^^ ^j concentration in the

Phosphorus, sulphur, and arsenic, although not of min as a whole was 4 : 1 and in the flotation department

consequence in the Union Hill ore, are deletei-ious im- 7^ . j gy the old method—with jigs, tables, and van-

purities in the scheelite because harmful to the steel to ners—the recovery of copper was only 70%.
which the tungsten is added; one buyer of scheelite im- The friable copper mineral made a slime that eluded

poses a penalty on more than 5% of these elements. The water concentration but is readily amenable to flota-

occurrence of scheelite in gold ore raises a question as tion. About 60% of the flotation product is finer than

to the line at which the tungsten becomes more valuable 2OO mesh. Wilfley tables are used now only for the

than the gold. If the ore is treated for its gold content, rough work, the flotation machines being responsible for

the scheelite slimes so readily, on account of its friability, the major part of the recovery. The Minerals Separa-

that it becomes difficult to separate. The most practi- tion apparatus is used. Acid is not employed. Nor is

cable way seems to be to pick the high-grade scheelite the temperature of the pulp raised,

and grade it by hand methods. A fine intimate mix- When oxidized ore finds its way to the mill, the ex-

ture of scheelite and other heavy minerals is difficult to traction suffers. Decomposition products such as iron

separate; fortunately scheelite is usually found in par- oxide and magnesium carbonate 'kill' the froth in the

tides of i inch, or over, while the accompanying pyrite flotation-cell.

is generally less than jV inch. Cases w-liere scheelite The total cost of concentration, including coarse

occurs with gold are increasing ; they include besides the crushing and flotation royalty, is slightly over $1 per

Union Hill mine, the Wasp No. 2 mine of South Dakota, ton. In September it was $1.03. Exclusive of royalty,

the Suan Concession in Korea, and several gold mines in the cost of the flotation part of the treatment has been

New Zealand. 27 cents per ton during a period of six months. The

cost for oil is 2.8c. per pound, on a consumption of a

Safety in Using Explosives. In a discussion of the
^^^jg jg^^ ^j^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^f ^il p^^. ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ o^g

above .subject at a meeting of the Chemical, Metal- rpj^^ ^^^^^ consumed by the flotation machine is 32.7 kw.
lurgieal, and Mining Society of South Africa, the points

p^^, 34 i^ours. The improvements made in the metal-

of importance considered by eight members were as
i^^pgig^l treatment are due to G. M. Colvocoresses, the

follows

:

general manager, and J. N. D. Gray, the mill superin-

Fractional re-blasting of cut, saliva in detonators, plac-
tendent.

ing the detonator well down the charge, crimping the

fuse cau,siug misfires, electric blasting, tearing oft' paper Ecuador has an area of 116.000 square miles, being
at ends of cartridge, slitting cartridge longitudinally,

larger than Arizona, and a population of 1,500,000, which
frozen explosives, use of cheap fuse of irregular burning

j^ ^^^ ^.^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^ Arizona. Quito, the capital, situated
speed, deterioration of fuse on storage, rate of burning

p^.g^tieallv on the Equator, has 60,000 people. Three
speed of fuse, tying of fuse with detonator to primer

^^-^^.^^^^ companies operate, .vith a total of 360 miles of
cartridge, primer cartridge at bottom of charge with

^^^^^ Cxuayaquil is the leading port of that section of
water tamping, Nowag clip, No. 6 and 8 detonators,

^^^ ^^^^^
weak detonators, damp detonators, saw-dust in deton-

[

ators, working ends of detonators pointing wrong way, *a precis of an article appearing in Metallurgical d Chemical

stacking of cases of explosives, excessive coiling of fuse. Engineering. December 1. 1915.
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The Relation of Employer and
Employee

Bjr John P. Irlth

MIK n-lnlions of cinployiT ami i>mph>yff luivr im-

i-rgiiiu' jrrrnl oltamf's. alTi-ctiiiK botli olassi-s.

forv ortriiiii/«>il lalnir was known tlio work-

man of exocptionni skill and indiiMtry coniiiiaiuli'il not

only stpaily employment. Imt a pri'miiim on his skill,

in the form of hiirher wap's thiui were paiil to tiie less

•skillful anil less industrious. This aeted as an incentive

to all ambitious workmen to acquire skill in their trade

and apply thems«'lves to it with industry. In that time

the Amerieiui meehanie ranked hiph and advanced

rapidly to a position of independence. It was our

patriotic Imiust that a President of the I'nited States had

Ihh'u a tailor, and that I'. S. Senators who left a gn>nt

work in the historj' of this republic bad started in life

as skilled cabinet makers, coopers, and harness makers.

All that is so far past that it is forgotten. The lalior

uniou sj'stem permits uo premium on special skill, and

it checks indiistr>- by limitation of output. Anil)itinn

is not mcn'ly smothered. It is discredited. AVorkmcii

no longer depend upon their skill and quality for em-

ployment, but upon the power of the union. They are

commanded to work or to cease by the walking delegate

or the business agent. The employer is no longer per-

mitted to pick his employees from the members of a

union. The business agent does that for him, and orders

whom he pleases to work and whom to lie idle. That this

power is liable to abuse goes without saying, since the

power to favor some members by detailing them to jobs

includes the power of the business agent to get a rake-

oflf from the wages of his favorites.

There is no logical nor economic objection to the

union organization of labor. The objection runs against

its use of power. The unions are extra-legal bodies.

They refuse to incorporate and so incur legal obligations,

and the right to sue and be sued in civil actions. But

they impose fines upon their members and collect them

under penalty in denial to the delinquent of the right to

work, which is a denial of the right to live, since nature

endowed man with wants upon which his life depends

and which can be satisfied only by the labor of his hands.

Thus denial of his right to work is a sentence to death or

dishonesty. This is a power that the State cannot exer-

cise. The government of the United States cannot deny

to the weakest of its citizens the right to live by his

labor.

The exercise of that power by labor unions, extra legal

bodies, with no standing in the courts, and no right to

sue or liability to be sued in a civil action, is one of the

most alarming manifestations of irresponsible power

that the mind can conceive.

One of the avowed principles of labor unions is the

right of collective bargaining. The indi%'idual workman

*An address before the Oakland branch of the Merchants

.and Manufacturers' Association.

no longer makes his contract witii the employer for

wages, hours, luid conditions of ialior. 'I'lie eoiitracl is

made for him by the business agent or other auUiority of

the union. Now a contract, to lie just, nnisl lie bi-hiteral.

equal in the responsibility of both its jiarlies for its

enforcement and obs<>rvance. Hut a contract between u

labor union and an em])loyer cannot be enforced liy the

em|il(iyer against the union, for the union is a Icgiilly

irresponsible body. Hut the union can enforce tlie con-

tract against the employer, if not by damages against

his projierly in the courts of eipiity, by calling a slrikc,

putting him under boycott, |)icketing his jiroperly, de-

nying to his customers the right In Ir.'nle with liiui. and

throwing him into biuikruptcy and ruin.

The histoiy of these afTairs shows that thi-se things

have been done when the employer has not violated any

l)art of the contract, luit because he has violated wime

"union rule" that was not pnvl of the contract ami "T

which he knew nothing.

The pulilic has bcconie accustx)ni((l ami callous to

these things. The courts, under terror of the recall, are

cowardly or indifferent to their duty to protect the rights

of property and under these circumstances the era-

jiloycr finds himself the powerless victim of union power

and vengeance in matters not involved in contrju;t, and

which do not concern wages, hours, or conditions of

labor.

The streets of Oakland for months have been intiini-

bered by union pickets, sporting a red sash and march-

ing in front of boycotted business houses, and for what

reason?

The statement of one case answers for all. A large

confectionery store and ice-cream parlor on Hroadway

is owned and operated by a widow. She has had the

same teamsters in her employ for years, paying them the

union scale and more. But they were non-union men,

and the business agent of the union demanded that they

join. They stubbornly refused. Then the business agent

demanded of their employer that she make them join

or discharge them. She replied that they were free to

join or refuse, and she would not discharge them in

either event. Therefore the union put her place under

boycott and picket, and has in every way annoyed and

threatened her eustomei-s and injured her bu.siness.

Now can you imagine a more defiant and impudent

denial of the common right of men than that? Can you

imagine a more brutal impairment of the rights of em-

ployer and employee alike? Can you imagine anything

more repugnant to American citizens, .to a lover of

liberty, to a believer in our system of government ?

Yet it goes on unchecked by the courts, permitted by

the municipal government, which asks employers for sup-

port, while denying to them the protection of their rights

for which they pay taxes. And yet there is no question

of hours or wages involved ; none of those things called

by the unions "the rights of labor."

Surely it is time that the business men of the country

organize and demand that labor unions accept legal

civil liability or be treated as organizations injurious to

the State, and forbidden by law.
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TWO VIEWS OF THE ALPHA DREDGE OF THE ANDltADA MIXES, LTD.

Dr^ ^m% aim Mi©^^ij:iai;ii^-iia

THE general manager for the Andrada Mines, Ltd.,

L. C. de la Maliere, has communicated to us the

results of the first year's work of the dredge

Alpha, which is working in the Mozambique territory

(Portuguese-Ea.st Africa), near the Rhodesian border.

After a trial, the dredge was set to work on February

10, 1914; from then to December 31, 1914, it worked out

a surface of 19| hectares or approximately 48 acres, dig-

ging a depth of 14 ft. 8 inches. During this period it

treated 1.149,798 cubic yards, yielding gold worth 11,-

076,239 francs,* equivalent to 18.6 cents per cubic yard.

The expenses, including all the general charges, in Mo-

zambique, at Paris, and London were 545,090 francs,

excluding amortization. The cost therefore was equiv-

alent to 9.4 cents per cubic yard. The dredge worked

5407 hours, being stopped for repaire during 1912 hours,

and for lack of power during 483 hours, equivalent to

2395 hours of lost time. This total is distributed as

follows

:

%̂
For repairs and improvements 39

For lack of power 27

For boulders 20

For moving tlie dredge and stepping aliead 11

The average working-time per day, counting the loss

from lack of power, was 16 hr. 40 minutes. The yardage

treated per month averaged 100,000. This was unsatis-

factory and was due to shortage of power, caused by the

dry season, which lasts nearly three months. The com-

pany has erected an auxiliary Diesel oil-engine plant to

remedy this defect.

The average expenses per month have been :

Francs. Francs.

Realizing gold 1.000White men 13,400

Natives l.COO

15,000

Material 12,500

Power 5,500

Sundries 1,400

General expense 14,000

Total ...$10,000 or 49,400

*A franc may be taken at 20 cents U. S.

As this one dredge had to bear all the general expenses,

the cost is very high, for it inchides all the expenditure

in prospecting, to prepare ground for additional dredges.

Per month.

1 Dredge-master $200 to 250

3 Winch-men (each) 175 to 200

3 Oilers (each) 150

1 Fitter 200

1 Blacksmith 175

1 Shore-man 125

40 Natives 25 to 75c. per day and food

An average of 3 Americans has been employed, their

board being paid by the company. The two features of

this dredging operation are

:

1. The blasting of the boulders in the buckets, 5625

bla.stings in 11 months 20 days.

2. The swinging of the boat in a pond about 1000 ft.

wide, sometimes 1200 ft. This wide pond helps to render

the monthly outputs less irregular, especially in patchy

ground. Wear and tear of the principal pai'ts of the

dredge was distributed as follows:

Notwithstanding about 8000 blastings, the buckets

have not been changed until August 1915, after 19

months w'ork. The lips could serve two months more,

50% of the hoods were cracked or pierced, the bottoms

and eyes were in very good shape and will serve for an-

other 18 months, with new lips and hoods.

Pins have lasted 18 months.

Bushings have lasted 9 months.

Screen-plates have lasted IS months.

Conveyor-belts have lasted 10 months.

Wire cables have lasted S months.

The cast-iron idlei*s, for the conveyor-belt, were all

broken in a month's time, on account of boulders. They
are now made of cast-steel and resist much better. Dur-

ing the first six months in 1915, the output has been

673,256 francs for a treatment of 781,253 cu. yd., that

is, an average of .^522,441 per month for 130,209 cu. yd.

excavated.
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Tss^H'iit] Ore^ ' t fhB flotation Process H

By O. C. Ralston and 01*nn I> AUan

S1:PAK.\1X>KV IL.NNKl.S, Duriiij? tin- paM viar

;ni article on practice in Mexico' mentioned tlie fact

tliat iiuich of the preliminary leslinp on the ore was

done in separatory funnels, in whieli tiie eharjtes of pulp.

oil, etc.. were shaken, after which the cock at the bottom

of the funnel wa.s opi lu-d and tin- tailing: run into a sei--

ond wpuratorj- funnel for further flotation tests, the cock

iH^inp closed in time to catch the froth. The versatility

of exporiuient permissible with the use of such apparatus

iFig. i;J) is commendable. Obviously, this arrangenu-nt

is open to the s<unc objections as is the slide machine ex-

cept that separatory funnels arc simple and inexpensive.

Fig. 13. separ-ktoby jx.n.nel.

Elmore ilAcniXE. As far as we know, no small test-

machine for the Elmore process has come into common

use on account of the fact that the pulp must be lifted

through a tube corresponding in length to the column of

water equivalent to barometric pressure. This makes an

awkward laboratorj- machine. Mr. Hoover (2nd edition,

page 98), describes "illustrative" experiments with the

pulp in a bottle connected with a water-pump for pro-

ducing a vacuum, but no quantitative method of this

kind has been developed.

Other miscellaneous frothing tests arc in the literature

but most of them are merely "illustrative." Putting a

charge into a soda-water siphon, pumping in air to dis-

solve the water, and then releasing the charge into a

beaker gives nice-looking froth. In some of the lawsuits

5M. & S. P., Vol. CXI, page 122 (July 24, 1915).

square jfla.ss eandy-jars (Fi(j. 14* willi a iiiutor driven

impeller have been used to show flotation phenomena in

eourl. In a recent U. S. Patent (No. 1.1.').^),H;((;) taken

out by T. M. Owen, one of the cnginei-rs of the Minerals

Separation Co., is a sketch of a simple test.-macliine

niadi- of an iinlinary 2i-litrc aiid-liotlli'. (Sr'c l-'i^. I4.\).

Pulley

c^p

.t,^- Glass Jar.

-4 Baffles.

^ Impeller.

Wooc/en Cork.

Pipe Nipple.

Check Valve.

/Air Inlet.

Fig. 14A. owen test-maciii.ne.

This corresponds to the sub-aeration type of macliine and

is recommended by Mr. Owen for test-work wlicn such

a type of machine seems necessary, as in differential

flotation. Air is led into the pulp through the stopper in

the bottom and beaten into the pulp by the impeller.

The four large baffles above the impeller prevent the

swirling of the pulp from rising through them, so that

there is a quiet zone in the top of the machine where the

froth can collect. One great beauty of such a machine

is that any froth formed will rise immediately to the

discharge. However, we believe that the Janney and

Hoover machines are the most useful of the mechanically-

agitated type.

Pneumatic Flotation. Among the different pneu-

matic machines, as far as we are acquainted, the Callow

test-machine is the only one of laboratory size that has
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been much developed. It is merely the commercial Cal-

low machine reduced in size (see Fig. 15, 16, and IT).

Later development in the laboratory of the General En-

gineering Co., in Salt Lake City, has resulted in the

reproduction of the whole plant in miniature (see Fig.

17 and 17a), with Pachuea mixer, roughing-cell, clean-

ing-cell, vacuum-filter, and sand-pump to return mid-

dling to the Pachuea mixer. As seen in the drawing, the

AiK Connection

such an installation, as tiiere are a number of things to

be kept in operation at the same time. The mixture of

ore, water, oil, and any other reagents is fed either into

qo"Agitator

45 A a ITATOR

SufPOfIT

Rotating
Hollow Shaft
TO AOMfT AlR

Sqajake.
Glass
Jar

AtlTATOR
AKns

' Am> Holes

Fig. 14. the square gl.\ss jar machine.

pulp is mixed well in a Pachuea tank of small size, over-

flowing into the rougher flotation-cell. The tailing from

this rougher goes to a sand-pump and is i-eturned to the

Pachuea. The froth is treated in a second and smaller

pneumatic-flotation unit, giving a concentrate that over-

flows into an ordinary laboratory vacuum-filter actuated

by a water or aspirating pump. The tailing from the

'cleaner-eell' consists of a middling that likewise flows to

the sand-pump and back to the Pachuea.

A novice will have no small difficulty in operating

Fig. 17. callow testing-machi.ne with pachuca mixer.

Fig. 17A. callow rougher and cleaner in miniature.

the suction of the sand-pump or into the top of the

Pachuca after air has been started into the various ma-

chines. The overflow from the Pachuca into the rougher-

cell accumulates until a nice froth is coming up and

nearly overflowing. Then the tailing-discharge valve on
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till nuigrnr i> ^Tii'iiKui.* mjhim <t niiil fmtli allowctl In

ovi'rriow fnun tin* ooU into tlu' oli'mu-r'-cfll. It is lu-sl

to (r»«t most of the chnrKO oiiYulatiiiir iH'forv iiuu-li r«n-

f«Mitriiti'-t"n>tli is nlliiwfd to ovrrflow. Ilio overflow of

ln»th iH'intr coiitrnlleil by the jiiain air-vnlvi-s Icmliin; to

each unit. After the valves into the iiulividiial wiikI

Imixos lH>iii'ati\ the iiiailiiiic liavo hecii once atijustnl liny

sl\ouliI never Ir- ilistiirln-il, and all control ol" air su|)i>licil

should Ih- at the valves ill the main pipes. When every-

tliiiiir is p>inp well, tiie air pn-ssiin" in the cleaner can

U' incn-iuk'd until concentrate-froth is ovcrHowiiiK into

the vaeuuin-filter. A wiHHlen paddle to stir any settled

material in the flotation cells is of value, as well as a small

jet of water from a nihlH-r hose for washing concentrate

a\\n\g the froth-launders ami for beating dowu froth

when occasional too-violent rushes of frotii fi-oni the cells

take place. After a test is complete the pulp should l)c

dniinetl eompletely fn>m all parts of the machine whili-

the air is still blowing. s<i that .solids will not .settle in

passages or clog the canvas blanket in the cells. Only

practice will allow anyone to get reliable results with this

niaehiue. A watch-glass for catching and panning occa-

sional samples of froth is another necessary au.\iliaiy to

this equipment. The cost of installing such a set of

apparatus is from $100 to $150. At least 1000 grams of

ore is required for a test and about :?0 minutes to 1 hour

is spent. It can be st>eii that nothing but a finished con-

centrate and a tailing are obtained. The machine is

said to give results closely paralleling those obtained with

larger-scale apparatus. A source of supply of com-

pressed air at 3 to 5 lb. per sq. in. is necessary and the

main valves on the air-pipe leading to each machine

should be some type of needle-valve in order to ensure

exact control.

Laboratory ^Iaxipilations. Turning from the de-

scription of the machines used to the operations on the

ore before and after the flotation operation, we have in

general the problems of crushing the ore and of drjing

the froth-concentrate.

As a rule laboratory machinery for the pulverization

•of ore is of the dry-grinding tj^pe, with the exception of

small ball-mills that can crush from 1 to 100 lb. charges

in the wet. Consequently, most people start with weighed

charges of finely-ground dry ore. a known quantity of

water, of oil, and of acid or alkali. Our experience has

"been that most dry-ground ore must be treated in an

acidified pulp to get good flotation. Doubtless the sur-

faces of sulphide particles become soipewhat oxidized in.

or shortly after, dry grinding and the function of the acid

would be to clean the slightly oxidized surfaces. Wet

grinding iisually does not call for so much acid. In

nearly all laboratory work finer grinding than is used in

practice seems to be necessary. This may possibly be due

to the smaller amounts of froth that are formed. Such

«mall quantities of froth cannot form layers as deep as

those made in the large machines. If a big particle of

•sulphide can be entrained with a number of smaller

particles, it can be floated, but with a thin froth the

<?hance of such entrainment would seem to be less. Some

experimenters have inroriiieil us lliat they were alih' to

tloat even as large as 1 10mesh mati'rial. but our own ex-

perience is that (iO-mcsh material is ol'leii linrii to float

with any cbaiiee of getting a high I'Xtraeiion, wiiiie the

opei-ation is perforined with iiiiieli more ease and expedi

tuiii when the ore is criiKhed soinewhal (imr.

Wei griiiiliiig is more desirable, as it |iiinillels eoiiili

tions ill praeliee, wiiere most of the liner grimliiig of ore

is in Chilean, tiilie. and ollnr mills llnwever, wet i^'riiid

iiig is harder to manipiilale in a siiiall lal)oralory and re-

(piires more time. The dry weight of the I'ecd to the

flotation machine must be known; hence a weighed

eiiargc of dry ore cnishcd to about lH-mesli can be iii-

troduecil into a porcelain or iron pclililf-inill for grind-

ing and ground for the length "!' time found i es.sary

to i-eduee the pulp to suflieient lineness— 1") minutes to 24

hours. The charge can tiicn be jiourcd and washed

Ihniugh a coarse screen (to retain the pebbles) into a

bucket and thence into tlie flotation niai-hine. Tiu' oxida-

tion of sulphide surfaces is thus avoided, but separate

grinding of each charge, in order to know its exact

weight, is rather tedious and requires a numbr'r «f small

mills if many tests are lieiiig run, on account of slow

speed in grinding. A mill with iron balls rather than

l)eiil)les is of greater service. It is possible to inlrodiiee

the flotation-oil before grinding, to be sure that it will he

thoroughly mixed. For thick viscous oils this is highly

licncficial, as a ball-mill gives about the best conditions

for agitation and mixing. I'sually 1 to 2 lb. charges are

used and a small laboratory mill of the Abbe type serves

well, although a good mill can be made with a 10-inch

length of 8-in. iron pipe and two heavy iron caps for

the .same.

Praetice in our laboratory has been standardized to a

laboratory-gj'ratory crushing to lO-mesh, splitting into

weighed samples kept in paper bags and reduced to

smaller size by either wet or dry grinding as occasion

demands.

A short-stemmed tiu funnel about G indies in diameter

with a one-inch opening is found to be about the most

convenient means of pouring a charge of ore into a

laboratory flotation-machine.

The mea.suring and testing of flotation-nils in the

laboratory has been very inexact in many instances wit-

nessed by us. It is common practice to count the number

of drops of oil falling from a .small piece of glass tubing.

We are using a Mohr pipette of 1 c.c. total capacity for

measurement of the amount of oil used in each test.

Such a pipette is shown in full size in Fig. 18. It will be

seen that this pipette allows measurement of the oil to

the nearest 0.01 c.c, which is as close as will ever be de-

sired. If the density of the oil is known, the volume as

mea.sured by this method is quickly converted into the

weight of oil used.

The testing of oil samples for flotative power is a

matter that needs standardizing. It is desirable to

classify oils according to flotative power, but .just how to

do this is not exactly clear. A unit of 'flotativeness'

might be established and each oil referred to that unit
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in terms of percentage. But it has to be remembered

that the best oil for one ore may not prove to be the best

oil for another, although two such series of oils might

roughly parallel each other. For any given ore, it would

be permissible to make such a measurement on a series of

oils and group them according to some definite standard.

A standard oil might be chosen and the value of a second

oil expressed in percentages of the flotative power of the

first as determined by using equal quantities of the two

oils in tests on an ore under identical conditions. This

Pui. 15. THE C.\LLO\V CTU.L.

test could not he fair for the reason that different

amounts of two different oils are necessary to accomplish

the same results. Further, the conditions of acidity or

alkalinity might favor one oil and handicap another. If

we measured the amount of oil necessary to give a fixed

percentage of extraction the first of the above objections

would be satisfied but conditions of acidity or alkalinity

could make the test unfair for some oils. Hence the

dilemma as to a standardized test of a flotation-oil.

No single test could definitely place an oil in any

scheme of classification and nothing can be done hut run

a series of tests using varying amounts of the oil to be

tested and with varying acidity or alkalinity. The

temperature of the pulp must be kept constant although

it has a minor effect.

Coutts gives about the only directions on oil testing

that are to be found in the literature of the sub.ieet".

He states rightly that the first thing to do with an oil is

^/r L inc. 4 /bs Pressure.

Pfessure Aiugej-

Tailrn^ fromPou^har
ani/C/eanerCel/s

,

Pulp.

2s Gloss
Tube.

f\

Fig. 16. callow tkst set.

to measure its density, for future calculations,

as it will be measured by volume in the labora-

tory and must later be reduced to weights. He

recommends the use of a burette for measuring

the oil, but we favor the Mohr pipette men-

tioned above. He chooses a standard ore on

which all tests are to be run and classifies three

different kinds of standard tests: (1) for

mixed sulphides, (2) differential separation,

and (3) flotation of copper and iron sulphides.

He states that oils high in phlanderene have

proved best for differential separation of zinc-

lead sulphide ores. While this is helpful, he

does not state just how the oils are to be classi-

fied after the tests have been made.

Much work with oils is needed in order to

determine if there are any definite constitu-

ents in oils that give them flotation power.

Research is also needed in the preparation of

oils from the wood, coal, and mineral oils in

such a manner that they will have maximum
efficiency in flotation. Work on this suliject

has been initiated in our own laboratoiy and it

is known that several of the

larger companies have em-

ployed oil chemists to look

into such problems. We un-

derstand that most excellent

work is being done on meth-

ods of modifying and recon-

structing oils that can be had

cheaply. By this we mean ^
Fig. is.

moiib's pipycTTE.

more than mere mixing of a good flotation oil with a

cheaper non-selective oil. Sulphouating the oils, dis-

solving them in acids, dissolving modifying substances

in the oils, etc., are some of the ideas being tested with

varying success. It is on account of all this oil testing

6J. Coutts. E. & M. J., Vol. XCIX, page 1079 (1915).

E^

Fig. 19. c-vi.i,iiw

QUALIT.iTIVE TESTER.
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that i-onsitlonililt- |>n>L;i<vs iiii.> Ihh-ii inado in tiotatioii

tluriii(r tlif ptust year, ») tliat now iiu>Kt of tlu> larKt-r

eoinpanics an' using choapor oils tlian tlnv witi- a

yoar npi.

Win II starting to work with a new ore, tlu'n> is needod

a mpiil qualitntive method of chiMtsing nil oil that scorns

well adapted to the flotation of the ore in question. Sneli

a st-henie is in us«' in the lalmralory of the (ieneral Kn-

gineeriiig Company in Salt Lake City. Their ijualitative

tester is ilesigned to test oils for use in the Callow

pneumatic flotation eell and eonsists of a glass tube of

alwut two inches diaiuoter and two feet long. (Fig. 19).

This call W set on end and closed at the bottom with n

one-hole rubber stopper through which pa.sscs a gliuss

tube into a small canvas bag. The small bubbles of air

coming thn>ugh the canvas are similar to those u.scd in

large-scale machines and can be ol)served through tiie

glass walls of the tube. With some pulp in the tube,

oils, acids, sjilts. etc.. nuiy be added in very short tests

until the proper appearance is obtained. An overflow lip

is provided in ease it is desired to examine the mineral

in the froth. A slight adjustment of the air will provide

an ample overflow of froth.

Disposal of the Froth. The handling of the flota-

tion froth in the laboratory finds difficulties which are

reflected in practice. It is often very slow to settle and

Alters with diflfieulty. A vacuum-filter, connected with

a laboratory aspirating pump, is a very convenient

method of getting the concentrate out of the froth. A
large porcelain Buechner funnel fitted into a filtering

flask, as shown in Fig. 7. is used at present in otir labor-

atorj'. A copper vacuum-filter of much the same tjpe,

provided yrith a porous false bottom of acid-proof wire

cloth, resting on a punched plate, is shown in Fig. 17 of

the Callow test set. Filter-papers can be laid over the

bottom of either of these funnels to collect the concen-

trates and the vacuum beneath sucks out the water and

oil of the froth. Such a filter can be placed under the

froth-diseharge of a flotation machine so that a fairly

dry cake of concentrate is ready for further drying at

the end of the flotation test. By loosening the outer rim

of the filter-paper and then turning the funnel upside

down over a pan. the filter-paper with the concentrate

can be dropped into the drying-pan by gently blowing in-

to the stem of the funnel. This is set aside in a warm
place to dry and later weighed against a filter-paper tare.

If it is desired, the froth can be collected in a gla.ss

beaker or other vessel and allowed to stand over-night.

A layer of clear water can then be siphoned oflf and the

thick pulp remaining filtered or dried direct. In some

laboratories the froth is dumped onto a shallow pan on a

hot plate and the water evaporated. Occasionally such a

sample of froth will be left too long, and will be ignited

and roasted. We once used a numbered set of shallov.^

pans for such evaporations but prefer filtering before

drying the precipitate. A numbered tag is now put in

each pan along with the cake.

The products coming from the flotation machine should

be watched closely and occasionally panned or examined

with the iiiiciniseope to sec what kind of work is being

done. Tliis is fairly easy to ddeniiine as the sulpliiilcN

aiv most of them distinguished easily from the gaiigiie

uinler the miseroscope, and likewise gaiiguc particles in

the fntth concentrate can often be diKtinguislicd. A

microscope is a most usid'ul a<ljunct in a flotation labora-

tory or mill.

(iKNKU.VL CONSIDEKATIONS. \\ r liJiVc Illcill itilicd at

various places the relation of the laboratory tests to the

large-scale ojterations and now repeat that in almost

every instance the laboratory rcNulls are soiiiewlint ])cs-

simistic as compared to large-scale work. The reasons

are made a))|)arcnl by the sniallness of the inaehine and

the shallower layer of froth often formi'd under these

conditions. I^Ioreover, laboratory operations seem to eall

for greater aiiio\in1s of oil, acid, etc., ibaii do tlie iai'ge-

seale operations.

Only one of the above machines is adapted to 'rough-

ing' and 'cleaning' operations in a single test. Present-

day practice tends toward i-c-trcatnient of at least part

of the froth in order to make cleaner mikI higher-grade

concentrates. Consequently, it may be desirable to col-

lect enough froth from a series of tests to be retreated

in a 'cleaning' test. Of course, this is provided for in

the Callow test set, where oidy 'cleaned' concentrate is

discharged from the machine. It is further found de-

sirable to weigh and analyze some of the succes.sive frac-

tions of the froth being discharged from a flotation ma-

chine, as the tailing becomes leaner, and determine at

what point it may be desirable to re-treat such froth.

jMany reports of flotation lest-work with mechanical-

agitation machines give the speed of the rotation of the

agitating-blades. We have found that it was possible to

get much the same work done with quite a variation of

speeds, the only effect being to lengthen or sliorten the

time of treatment. We feel that the importance of this

matter has been much exaggerated. Some means of

speed-control is necessarj' and the speed can be adjusted

in each case until the froth presents the proper appear-

ance as to depth, size of bu])})les, color, etc. Speeding

tow-ard the end of a test in order to give a deeper froth

with a faint line oi concentrate on the very top is often

ad^asable. We recommend adjusting the speed in each

test to suit the other conditions, rather than running a

series of tests with different speeds. Only in the slide

machine, where operation of the impeller must be sus-

pended in order to allow froth to collect, is the speed of

much importance. Here we recommend agitation for a

definite length of time, and then a period of settling. The

effect of variation of speed during a definite length of

time may be a considerable variation in the amount of

froth collected during the quiet period. Hence we are

prejudiced against the use of the slide machine except

for oil-testing.

When a good set of conditions has been found for the

flotation treatment of an ore, it is best to recover the

water from each test to see what effect a closed circuit

of the mill-water will have. Some oil and chemicals are

thus recovered, cutting down the amounts necessary for
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operation. In fact, a carboy or two of the water to be

used in the large mill should be used to make certain

that no deleterious contamination will ensue from this

source. Under these conditions filtration of the concen-

trate and tailing for recovery of the water is necessary.

Such conditions are provided for in the Callow appa-

ratus, above described, and can be applied easily to any

of the other machines.

Oil samples for test purposes can be obtained from the

various wood-distilling companies now advertising in the

Fig. 20. THE CASE machine.

technical press, from gas companies and from petroleum-

refming companies.

In attacking refractory ores, there are a number of

ingenious things that can be done to the pulp both in and

out of the machine. The trouble may be due to deleter-

ious substances, which sometimes can be washed out,

rendered harmless by boiling, or by acidifying, or by

making alkaline with lime before entering the machine.

Occasionally, the ore will not work well under ordinary

conditions but will yield beautifully after finer grinding.

Sometimes extra reagents are necessary, such as powder-

ed charcoal, modified oil, argol, soap, calcium sulphate,

alum, etc. A rational method of devising the proper

tests in such eases must be based on some theory of flota-

tion. Colloid chemistry is a branch of knowledge that

we believe to be very necessary for such woi-k, as it has

facilitated a more intelligent control of our tests and has

given wonderful results in a number of instances.

Finally, it is well to be prodigal in the amount of

analytical work connected with flotation testing in order

to discover interesting difl:erences in gangue-constituents

carried into the concentrate, as well as to find the best

conditions for leaving out some gangue constituent that

is less desirable than the rest. If an experimenter does

his own analytical work he can be expected to spend

three-fourths of his time analyzing what has been done

during the other fourth.

Summarizing the most important points to be tested

on a given ore with any given flotation machine, we have

:

Method of grinding.

Fineness of grinding.

Kind of frothing agent used.

Amount of frothing agent.

Acidity or alkalinity.

Temperature.

Necessity of preliminary agitation.

Effect of addition-agents in flocculating gangue-

slime.

It can be seen that there may be a certain best combina-

tion of the above variables that will be entirely missed

if a great many tests are not carried out ; hence the desir-

ability of doing the testing in a small laboratory-ma-

chine where many trials can be made in a short time.

After the best conditions have seemingly been estab-

lished, they should be further tried in a larger-sized

machine before they are incorporated into the general

practice of a mill. The test-work on this scale need

hardly be described, as, for the most part, it is a ques-

tion of translation of laboratory results into large-scale

operation.

[We have added an illustration of the Case machine,

evidently a modified Hoover apparatus, made by the

Denver Fire Clay Co.

—

Editor.]

Secondary Copper. As contrasted with lead and zinc,

the uses for which copper is principally employed are

such that a large percentage of the metal can be eventu-

ally recovered and returned to the trade. According to

J. P. Dunlop, of the U. S. Geological Survey, "the pro-

duction of copper from secondary sources in 1913 was

equal to about 17% of the refinery output of primary

copper in the United States from all sources, or about

22.4% of the primary copper smelted from domestic

ores. " It is difficult to determine the amount of second-

ary copper, but apparently 200,000,000 lb. is recovered

annually in the United States from material that has

been actually used and scrapped. Copper probably

shows less depreciation from corrosion, disintegration,

burning, abrasive action, etc., than any other metal.
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Tr«atm«iit of Molybdenite Ore
in Australia

NKNV SI) I Til WALES nn.l (^invnsliuul an- \Uv

worlil's priiu'ipiU soun-os of inolybih-nito, iiml its

an rmlmivo has Ihtii j>inoi'<l on its export to for-

eign ouuiitrios, iukI iim tliert> is a ({ooil iloniaiut combined

with high prioes (now $1.50 per poiiiul for W^l prod-

uct ), ililig<*nt sear>"h is In-inp iiiaiie for ileposits in the

I'nited States, wliile in Arizona ami Colorado some ore is

extracted. In the Press of Februnry G. 1015. molyb-

ilentim was disi-nssi^d editorially.

The geological departtnent of the New South Wales

Department of Mines is preparing a report on molyb-

denite mining and treatment, and in an advance note

one of the stafT. K. C. Andrews, makes the following

remarks

:

Methods in this State are more or less crude even at

present, and consist, in the main, of cnishing and screen-

ing dry. Experiments in water and oil flotation are

being carried out in various places in the State, but no

large quantities have yet been treated by such processes.

Metuods. (1) Small deposits containing molybdenite

flakes of moderate size in quartz. The ore is crushed

either by means of bucking-hammers or by haiul-rolls.

The larger flakes aiv hand-picked, while the smaller

flakes are saved by hand-sieving, the iindersize being

mainly of the nature of quartz grains.

(2) Large deposits such as at Kingsgate, containing

molybdenite and bismuth in a clean gangue of quartz or

silicious granite.

The following description is of one of the several plants

at Kingsgate, 20 miles east of Glen Innes. The capacity

is about 5 tons per day, and the cost of the plant erected

was about .$5000. Two men and a boy are employed.

Ore with an average content of 3% bismuth and molyb-

denite is hand-fed from a plant to a No. 2 Dodge rock-

breaker, and there crushed to pieces about 1-in. diameter.

From the crusher the ore passes through two sets of

rollers, each set having screens to save the large flakes

of molybdenite as over-size. This product is re-rolled

to further reduce the quartz. Underneath the second

pair of rolls is a shaking-screen. The holes in this shak-

ing-screen are about 1/12-in. diameter. The under-size

passes onto a Wilfley table to save the bismuth, the tail-

ing being stored pending probable improvements in

treatment, such as some form of oil concentration.

The over-size from the 1/12-in. screen is carried to a

third set of rolls, where it is crushed to 1/20-in. gauge

and screened, ilueh of the over-size from this process

is cleaned by hand-sieving. The first part of the over-

size, however, is re-crushed in rolls set close together,

and passed over screens of 1/32-in. mesh. The over-size

from this varies from 92 to 95% molybdenite. The
under-size is a product rich in molybdenite, but con-

siderably below the required 90% standard.

Some method of water or oil concentration for saving

the molybdenite, after treatment of the crashed ore on a

lalih- for recovery of the biNiiintb. is Dlivinuslv the (iriiper

method of treating Hun ori-.

The most satisfactory method known of saving molyb-

ilenite u|i t"> till' present is liuil |ii-jietise(l III Irviiiebaiik

in north (.^hwensland.

Some smiill plants iuive lni'ii niinle in New Soutli

"Wales with the idea of eoneenlnit mn m<il\li(leiiit.' ores

Wet. These, however, have not treated large i|uahtities

so far. Of these the plant erected by M. Charles I'oidol

at Sheehy's wharf. Oreenwich, Sydney, ])resents some

interesting features: The ore. after (iiii' enishiiii;. is

pumped to the Utp of the lniildiiiK iiilo ;i <\i- wiilriiiig

tank. Thence tlu' water returns to liie ivuiiip. wiiile the

ore drops into a small centrifugal ])imip sitiuited below

the de-waterer. The centrifugal mi.xes the |>iil|i with "il

fed from a tank by drops. From ta|>s, tliis oiled mixliirc

is dropped into horizontal shaking-trougiis pierced with

holes and discharging into boxes filled with water. Tiie

molylxlenite floats, and is discharged into launders lead-

ing by tubes to a screen of ]8()-mesh, and then dried.

The boxes are arranged in four tiers vertically above each

other. As soon as a certain amount of pulj) has been

treated in the upper tier, taps are opened in these boxes

and the material, which has sunk to the bottom is led

into the horizontal shaking-troughs attaclied to the

second tier, and the whole process is repeated; similaily

for No. 3 and 4 tiers of boxes. The process is thus a

four-fold one.

[American mining men will be interested to know that

at Denver, Colorado, II. E. Wood has a plant for the

treatment of molybdenite ores, in wliich lilni-flotation is

used.—EorroR.]

Flotation-Tests in Sep i ' j

Tp^n >' '. yl

Effect of Alk.^lixity.

100 grams of 200-mesh mill-heads, a.ssaying Au. 0.17,

Ag. 29.53, frothed 6 times in 400 cc. mill-water, with

0.44 lb. S. S. oil and 0.44 lb. cresylic acid per ton of ore,

at a temperature of 80°.

Lime lb. per ton „ „,
Test At .\t ^Concentrate-Assaj— •—TalUiiK - Assay

—

No. start. end. Gm. Au. Ag. An. Ag.

1. 0.08 0.02 Acid 17.562 0.46 90.0 0.12 16.1 Acid

2. 0.01 Neutral 15.859 0.60 110.6 0.10 12.4

3. 0.15
" 15.350 0.82 164.6 0.06 5.1

4. 0.25 0.01 Alk. 13.470 1.00 192.1 0.06 4.1

5. 0.34 0.02 " 14.20 0.85 184.2 0.06 3.8

6. 0.43 0.04
" 15.05 1.00 166.4 0.06 4.9

7. 0.70 0.12 " 26.95 0.52 89.3 0.03 6.4

8. 1.00 0.25
" 31.55 0.34 60.3 0.09 12.3

In separatory-fiumel tests, assays of concentrate are

much lower than in plant-practice. Tailing-as.says are

practically the same.

When frothing in mill-water, tlic best alkalinity, both

as regards extraction and grade of concentrate, is from

0.01 to 0.02 lb. per ton of water.

The U. S. assay office in New York, for tlie first time

in 18 years, has more gold on hand than it has room for

;

the overflow has been taken to the sub-treasury vault:

the total recently was $235,000,000.
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GENERAL. The Alaska mining industry as a

whole was more prosperous in 1915 than in any

previous year. This is indicated by the value of

tlie total mineral output, which is estimated to have been

.•{;32,000,000, compared \\ith $19,064,963 for 1914. The

highest value for any previous year wa.s in 1906, when

Alaska produced $23,378,428 worth of minerals, but this

was at a time when the bonanza placers of Fairbanks and

Nome were yielding their greatest returns.

The high value of the mineral output in 1915 was due

in large measure to the extraordinary amount of copper

that was mined. Preliminary estimates indicate this to

be 83,850,000 pounds, valued at $14,400,000. In 1914

21,450,628 lb. of copper was mined, valued at $2,852,-

934. The gold production also increased in 1915, when

the value was about $16,900,000, against $15,626,813 for

the output of 1914. This is the largest gold production

since 1912, when the output was valued at $17,145,951.

As the production of silver is incidental to gold and

copper mining, this also increased. It is estimated that

$400,000 worth of silver was mined in 1915, against

$218,327 worth in 1914.

The output of other minerals, including tin, antimony,

marble, gypsum, coal, and petroleum, in 1915 had a

value of about $300,000, compared with $222,802 in 1914.

In addition to the productive mining a large amount

of dead-work was accomplished during 1915 on proper-

ties that made no output. Therefore the abnormally

large value of the total mineral production must not be

considered as simply a temporary expansion of the min-

ing industry, due to the high price of copper. The

developments made during the year give assurance of

continued large operations in both copper and gold-lode

mining. Placer mining has been less prosperous, for

this industry has not yet reacted to the stimulus of the

Government railway, which will make available for

profitable exploitation large bodies of low-grade gravel.

The same is true of the coal-mining industry, which also

must await railway transportation.

The first gold mining in Alaska was done in 1880, and

since that time gold to the value of about $261,050,000

has been produced. Of this about $186,200,000 has been

won from placers. Copper mining began in 1901, and

the total copper output of Alaska is now about 217,250,-

000 lb., valued at $34,150,000. The value of the total

silver production to date is about $2,650,000. Coal,

petroleum, tin, lead, quicksilver, antimony, marble, gyp-

sum, and other minerals have been produced to the value

of about $2,150,000. Therefore, the value of the total

mineral production during 36 years of mining in Alaska

has been $300,000,000.

Gold Placer Mining. The data in hand indicate that

the value of placer gold produced in 1915 was $10,500,-

000, compared with $10,730,000 in 1914. This decrease

of output, if borne out by the final figures, is chargeable

to the falling off in the output of some of the Yukon

camps. On. the other hand, the developments in the

Tolovana district, where gold was discovered in the

P.\RT OF CENTRAL AND SOUTH-EASTERN ALASKA.

autumn of 1914, indicate that this will become of some

importance.

About 42 dredges were operated in Alaska during

1915, the same number as in 1914. From the informa-

tion at hand it appears, however, that the value of the

gold recovered by dredges was less than $2,000,000 in

1915, compared with $2,350,000 in 1914. This decrease

is chargeable to the Seward Peninsula districts, where

about 37 of the dredges are at work. There can be no

question that this decrease of dredge output is but a

temporary check to the industry as a whole and is due to
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ocrlniii liH'iil oiuulitioiis. Si'vernl new ihvii^os \mII lif

oporati'd i« HUG.

Gou>-LooE Mining. Altout 23 piUllode iniiios were

operntoil on a pnnluctive lnusis in i;Ur>. cniiipan-ii with

•JS in I'JH. On the oilier hand, the value of their out-

put has inercasod from $4,863,028 in 1!)14 to almut $6,-

20(».(XH) in i;>15. This inerease is to he eredited to the

.lunenu district, where large developments wt-re con-

tinued throuphout the year. There can be no question

that the poldlode output will incn'ase at a rapid rale.

This will 1h' due not only to larjre-seale operations in

southeastern Alaska, but also to the eneonraKenient giv-ri

to lode mining by the railway under construction from

Soward to Fairbanks.

Cori'tut. The tremendous increase in copper output

during 1915 has already l>een noted. Nearly four times

as nuich copper was j)r<>duced as in the previous year,

and the value w.'ts nearly live times as much. The copper

was taken from 14 mines, of wiiich seven were in the

Ketchikan district, four on Prince William Sound, and

three in the Chitina district. Though tlic high price of

eopper led to the re-opening of some of the smaller mines

in the Coast r(>gion. yet it should be noted that the in-

creased output was possible onl.v because of the large

developments that have been under way for several

years. The advance of the Alaska copper-mining in-

dustry during the year may therefore be said to have

Ijeen a normal development of the industry. It is of

course true, however, that if it had not been for the high

price of the metal, the output would have been con-

siderably less. It augurs well for the future of the in-

dustry that the Alaska copper mines are now .sufficiently

developed to produce so large a tonnage.

Tin. It is estimated that about 200 tons of stream-tin

was prodneed in Alaska during 1915. Much the larger

part of the tin came from the York district of Seward

Peninsula. Here one dredge was operated throughout

the season on Buck creek. A new dredge was installed

on the same creek during the summer and operated for a

part of the season. No returns have yet been received

from the two dredges operated in 1914 on the Anikovik

river, in the same district. These two are working on

placers carrjing both tin and gold. Developments were

continued on the Lost River lode-tin mine, and there was

also some prospecting of other lode-tin deposits. There

was. however, no production of lode-tin.

The only other tin mining in Alaska during 1915 was

done in the Hot Springs district of the lower Tanana

basin. Here considerable tin is recovered incidental to

gold-placer mining.

AxTiMOXT. The high price of antimony in 1915 led

to the mining of over 800 tons of stibnite ore in Ala.ska.

Nearly 700 tons of this output came from the Fairbanks

district, and the rest from Seward Peninsula. It is

difficult to obtain any exact valuation of the stibnite

ore shipped from Alaska. The evidence in hand in-

dicates that the producer received from $1.25 to $1.75

per unit of stibnite. It is reasonable to estimate that the

.Ma.ska slupiiiciitN sold for $S,'i piT Ion in San l*'rHiii'iNco.

This indic-ati'S a value of alunit .tTl'.llOO lHv ihc tiiliil ship

ments made in 1915.

Four antimony prii|)crtics were opcratcil in lln' Fair-

hanks district during I'.tlfi: the SeralTord, in the Tn'iis-

ure I'rwk basin; the Stibnite, in Ihr Fva ("reck liasin ;

the (iiliner. in the N'auit Creek Imsiii; and tiie Clialliaiii

Creek mine. All the operations were on a Niiiall .seaU-.

The mining consisted chiefly of making open-cuts niul

digging out tiie ore, which occurs in shoots, kidneys, and

irregidar nwisscs along zones of lissuriiig. Most of tiie

ore was broken and haiui-sorted, and no ore of liss lli.iii

50% antimony was ship])ed, Tiie averag intent of

the ore was probaldy itS'}', . Considerable ])r<)S|)eeting

was also done on a number of other stibnite lodes in the

I'airbanks district.

The ore was liaulcd to tiic r;iilw;i\' liy wagons and tln'n

sent by rail to Fairbanks ami nvii- the all-water route to

San Francisco. The transportation companies offered

a low freight-rate to encourage the new indnslrj-.

l)evcloi)ments were continned on the Sli.scovitch mine,

in the Nome district. Thoore from this property carries

some gold, and the mine has been worked for gold. In

1915, however, the energies of the operators were directed

toward getting out stibnite ore. Some stilmile was also

mined at the lied & Strand ]>ropi'rty. a few niili-s north

of the Sliscovitch mine. Tiie total ore shipjied from

Nome is reported to be 132 tons, but there is reason to

believe that a considerably greater quantity was mined.

Stibnite is not an uncommon mineral in Alaska. The

recent demand for antimony has led to the prospecting of

a number of stibnite deposits within the Territory. Such

work is reported in the Kantishna district, on Prince

William Sound, and on Kenai Peninsula.

Here foUow's a review by districts.

Southeastern Ala.ska. Alrout 12 gold-lode mines and

4 copper mines were operated in southeastern Ala.ska

during 1915. Preliminary estimates indicate that the

gold production of this region, including the output of

the placer mines in the Porcupine district, had a value

of about $5,500,000. The estimated copper production

from this field, all of which came from the Ketchikan

district, wiis 4,500,000 lb., valued at about $800,000.

The Rush & Brown was the only copper mine operated

in the Ketchikan district throughout the year. Opera-

tions were resumed at the It, Mamie, and Mount Andrew

mines in the spring and continued on a large scale for

the rest of the year. Work was resumed on the Jumbo

mine early in summer, and the mine was again put on a

productive basis. Some ore was shipped from the Goodro

and CVmru mines, and developments continued on the

Big Harbor and on other properties. The Ready Bul-

lion, Button, and Valparaiso gold-quartz mines were

operated, and some output was also made from the Gold

Standard, Googoo, and Snowdrift claims. Marble

quarrj-ing continued in the Ketchikan district, as in pre-

vious years.

Considerable work was done on both copper and silver-
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lead properties in the Wrangell district. Some ship-

ments of barite were made from a deposit near Wrangell.

In the Juneau district the four mines of the Treadwell

group were operated on the same scale as last year. An
accident to the central hoist curtailed the output for

several weeks during the summer. The construction of

30 additional stamps to the Ready Bullion mill is under

way. A mill having a daily capacity of about 6000 tons

was completed in February at the Alaska-Gastineau mine

and operated for the rest of the year. Power is furnished

by a hydro-electric plant on Salmon creek. Another

plant, the Annex power project, is under construction on

Juneau and at the Enterprise, on Limestone Inlet, south

of Juneau.

In the Berners Bay region the Jualin mine was pro-

ductive during the year, and the installation of a new
power-house was nearly completed. Hydro-electric

power is to be used, supplemented by an oil-burning

plant. A group of claims, including the old Kensington,

Bear, and Comet mines, in the Berners Bay region, has

been consolidated, and the installation of equipment was

begun.

The old Funter's Bay mine, on Admiralty island, has

been re-opened and was operated on a productive basis in

•62' -SB' M' IW '•**'_ '^'
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Takii Arm. The mill of the Alaska-Juneau was oper-

ated during the year. The construction of a larger mill

—a part of the original plan for the equipment of this

property—has been begun. This mill includes four

units, each having a daily capacity of 2000 tons. Hydro-

electric power is to be used, supplemented by an oil-

burning plant. Developments were continued on the

properties of the Alaska Gold Belt, Alaska Taku, and

Alaska Treasure mining companies, all of which are near

Juneau.

The Eagle River mine was operated during the year,

and a little productive mining was also done on the

Peterson properties. Developments were continued on

the Yankee and Montana and other properties north of

1915. The plant of the Chicagof mine, in the Sitka dis-

trict, was enlarged and the mine was operated through-

out the year. Gypsum mining continued at lyoukeen

Cove, on Chicagof island.

Three hydraulic plants were operated in the Porcu-

pine placer district. In the Yakataga district beach min-

ing continued and one hydraulic plant was operated.

Copper River. The enormous output of copper from

the Bonanza and Jumbo mines, in the Chitina district,

overshadowed all other operations. The adjacent Mother

Lode mine was, however, also operated throughout the

year. Its actual shipments are as yet limited to the

winter season, as the ore is sledded to the railway, a dis-

tance of 14 miles. Ore shipments from this district were
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iiitorruptoil for soverul weoks iliiriiijf llic 8iiiiiiiu-r nn in-

I'oiiiit of thi- luiriiiiii; of sj'vcral railway briiljjt's. Work

wius i-oiitiiiuo(l on a iiuiulH'r of otiior t-oppor pn)pt'rtios,

but Uiey maile no outptit iun\ liotnils n>ganliit(; dovrlop-

nu'iit an' yet Inckinf;. Tlio Ni/.ina jilin'or ilistrii-t hail n

pnvsporous st-iuson. Kivo livilraiilic iniiu's wvw operated.

in adilition to some smaller plants. Some plaeor ininini;

was also ilono in the Hrt'inner Ixiver ri'pion, ami. so far

as now known, plaeer mining was eoiitiniieil in tiie

Chistochina ilistriet on alH>iit the sjime scale ns in pii'

vions years.

pRtxcK Wii.MAM SoiNP. Thc Operation of four or

five copper mines aiul four gold mines constituteil the

prineipal mininfr aetivity of the year in this revrion.

The value of the total produet was about $1.4()0.0()().

against $1,198,742 in 1!>14. The Ellamnr copper mine

was operated on ahout the sjinie scale as in the jiast.

Operations were «ls») n>sumed in 1915 at the Three

Friends, and copper ore was shipped. The Mcintosh

mine, on Fidalgo hay. made some copper prodiiction. and

it is reported that some ore was taken at the neariiy

Dickey mine, although no shipments were made. Large

operations were continued at the Reatson copper mine.

on Latouche island. The tram connecting the Mida.s

copper mine with Port Valdez was completed in October,

and since that time productive mining has been under-

taken. In addition to the productive copper mines noted

above, there were developments on many other proper-

ties.

Thc Granite mine, at Port \Vells, was the largest gold

producer on the Sound in 1915. In the Valdez district

the Ramsay & Rutherford mill was operated during thc

summer, and underground work was continued. The

same is true of the Gold King, where the mill was, how-

ever, operated for only about a month. At the Cliflf mine

another vein was found, and the mill was run intermit-

tently during the summer. In the aggregate much other

work was done during the year on the gold veins of

Prince William Sound, but these operations are too

numerous to be listed here.

Kexai Pexixscla axd SusrrNA Region. The produc-

tive mining region that will be rendered accessible from

Seward by the Government railway now under construc-

tion includes the gold lode and placer mines of Kenai

peninsula, the "Willow Creek lode district, the Yentna

placer district, and the placers of Valdez creek. Latent

mineral wealth is also found in the high-grade coals of

the Matanuska fields and the lodes reported to occur in

the Broad Pass region. This province has naturally been

the scene of much mining acti^nty during the season of

1915. "While the large developments planned have not

yet reached a productive stage, the preliminary estimates

indicate that this field produced nearly $500,000 worth

of gold in 1915, which is about .$100,000 more than the

value of the output for 1914.

In the Kenai peninsula there was much more placer

mining than in any pre^^ous year. Among the impor-

tant operations was the installation of a dredge on Six-

mile creek. Much work was done on the auriferous lodes

of the peninsula, hut it was ehietly pnispecting and dead

work, though incidentally scvend piiiperlies produecd

wune gold. In the Willow ("reek district, three loch' inincH

were operated <luring the open NcHSon, and developments

Were continued on several other properties. Thi' livdrmi

lie plant on Vahlez cn'ck whs operated, and plaeer mui

ing in the Ventna district coiitiiiiie<l on aboiil llie siiiiii'

scale as in 1914.

SoiTiiwf^iTKRN Alaska. Tiu're were no iinporl.uit de-

vcloi>ments in .southwestern Alaska. l)evelo|)ment work

was continued on the copper-lode claims in the llianinu

region. Some work was done at the Aniak lode mine, on

Kodiak island. Heach mining cdiitiniied us in the past

on Kodiak and Popof islands.

TiiF. YiKo.v. The Alaska camps of thc Yukon liasiii

are believed to have jiroduced gold to the value of

$7..'?00.000 in 1915. against $7,795,421 in 1914. Tli.'

value of the output of the I"'airbanks district was mImhiI

the same in 1915 as in i:tl 1. that is, $2,725,000. Pre-

liminary estimates indicate that the gold output c)f the

Kuby and Hot Springs districts was less in 1915 than in

1914. On the other hand, the Circle gold nutpiil was

greater in 1915 than in thc previous year.

No new placers were discovered in the l-'airliaiiks dis-

trict in 1915. 'I'iie largest gold production, as in pre-

vious years, was from the mines of Cleary. Ester. (Jold-

strcam, Fairbanks, and Dome creeks, and their Irilm-

taries, this order being about the relative value of the

output from each creek. One dredge was operated on

Fairbanks creek. On Goldstream creek and its tribu-

taries. I'cdro. Gilmore, and Fairbanks creeks, mining

was done chiefly by the use of thc steairi-scra])er. which

has been found an economical method of handling gravel.

Most of the other large operations in the distrir^t are

those of deep mining—a method that is becoming in-

creasingly expensive, because of the increasing price of

the wood used as fuel.

Of the $2,450,000 worth of gold recovered from the

Fairbanks placers in 1915 about $50,000 was taken out

during the winter. The most extensive winter opcrat ions

were those in the Chatanika flats. About 115 placer

mines were operated at Fair})anks during the summer,

employing 1200 men.

Little progress was made in thc developinent of gold

lodes in the Fairbanks district during 1915. Most of the

lode miners have decided to await railway communica-

tion before embarking in any new ventures, because the

present operating costs are prohibitive. In spite of these

conditions, the value of the lode-gold production was

about $250,000, or nearly the same as in 1914.

The most productive gold-lode mines of the di.strict are

the Rhoads & Hall, operated until September, and thc

Crites & Feldman, operated throughout the year. In the

autumn a 5-stamp mill was installed on the Gilmore-

Stevens property, on Fairbanks creek. This mill was

operated from about the first of September to the end of

the year. Gold ore was also produced from a number of

other properties and treated in one of the many mills of

the district. The production of nearly 700 tons of anti-
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mony ore from four properties in the Fairbanks district

has already been noted. It is reported that a vein car-

rying tungsten ore (scheelite) was found near the head

of Gilmore creek in the autumn of 1915.

The newly discovered Tolovana district lies about 50

miles north-west of Fairbanks. It is connected with

Olnes, a station on the Tanana Valley railroad, by a

winter road about 55 miles long. This road has also been

used for pack-horses in summer. Another route of access

is by launch up Tolovana river to a log-jam, around

which a tram has been built. The dis-

tance to the log-jam by the windings of

the river from the Tanana is about 200

miles. Above the log-jam a launch can

be used for another 20 miles to the head

of navigation ; thence a wagon can go up

the river-bars to Livengood, the princi-

pal settlement of the district, where are

a post-office and a wireless station.

The gold placei-s of the district that

have actually been developed are nearly

aU on Livengood creek and its tribu-

taries. Of these the richest deposits are

the so-called ' bench gi-avels, ' which have

been traced as a deep channel for two

or three miles. Probably a dozen shafts

have been sunk to bedrock on this deep

channel, which lies on the north side of

the creek. At Discovery claim the deep

placers are about 100 ft. below the sur-

face. The overburden thickens rapidly

down-stream and becomes thinner up-

stream.

Placer gold has also been found in the

gravel of Livengood creek. These de-

posits are said to be from 10 to 20 ft.

deep and to carry some gold, but they

have not been developed. Besides the

work on the deep placers, mining has

also been done iu the comparatively

shallow gravels of several tributaries of

Livengood creek and on Olive creek, in

the same district. There were probably

in all not over half-a-dozen plants in-

stalled in time for operation during the

summer of 1915. These produced gold

to the value of about $60,000. There was, however, a

good deal of prospecting, and the results were encour-

aging. Late in the summer some promising prospects

were found on the south fork of Mike Hess creek and its

tributaries.

About half of the gold output of the Ruby district

came from the mines on Long creek and its tributaries.

This locality contained not only the largest producers,

but also the greatest number of plants. The output was

somewhat curtailed by a dispute between the operators

and miners in midsummer, when the 8-hour law for all

underground mine-workers went into effect. Poorman
creek and its tributaries was the second largest producer

of gold in 1915. Placer mining was also done on Birch,

Trail, Tamarack, Spruce, and Plat creeks. Extensive

prospecting was done on Greenstone creek, where a

dredge is to be installed in 1916.

The value of the gold pi-oduced in the Iditarod dis-

trict in 1915 is estimated at .$2,050,000, or practi(;ally the

same as in 1914. In all, 31 placer mines were operated,

employing from 350 to 400 men. Two dredges, one on

Flat creek and one on Otter creek, were in operation

throughout the season. One drag-line excavator, the

THE SEWARD PENINSCL.\.

first to be used for placer mining in Alaska, was in-

stalled on "Willow creek during the summer. The prin-

cipal centres of gold production were at Discoveiy claim

on Otter creek, on the upper part of Flat creek, and at

the heads of Happy and Chicken creeks.

Complete returns have not yet been received from the

Circle district, but the data at hand indicate a larger

production than in 1914. The installation and operation

of a dredge on Mastodon creek formed the most impor-

tant event of the season. A number of hydraulic plants

were also operated, as well as a larger number of smaller

placer mines.

In the Hot Springs district about 30 placer mines, em -
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ployinff ;UK) nn'ii. «tr<' in operation (liirini; liM.'i. Tlif

lurv«'-''t pluiit.s won- near tin- mouth of \Vooilclu>ppiT

crvek. where some rich placers were developetl. The

value of the go]d output is estimated to he hetweeii

$,"i(Hl,(HH) and $t)(H>.0(K), Then' was uls<i s«)iiie prodnetitiii

of strt>am-tiii ineideiitnl to g\ild miiiiiif;.

Preliminary estimates intlieate tliat pold to the value

of alnnit $l;{.").tHHl was recovered fmm the Chiwina dis-

triet. The value of the output iu 1914 was $250,000.

Alwut 2r» plaeer mines wen- worked during the summer

and tlie principal operations were on lionan/.a creek.

Now discoveries of placer gold are reported to have been

made on Dry indcli. a triluitary of John.son creek.

The Koyukuk liistrict is estimated to iiave produced

gold to the value of nearly $300,000 in 1915, compared

with $260.0(10 in 1914. A large part of this was taken

out of one or two mines on Hammond river as a result

of winter deep mining. The next largest producers were

tiie mines on Nolan creek. A new discovery of placer

gold was made on Jay creek, a tributary of Wild creek.

and here considerable gold was mined.

It is estimated that the value of the gold output of the

luuoko district iu 1915 is $190,000, or about the same as

that of 1914. About 22 mines were operated in the w in-

ter and 3S in the summer. Yankee creek was the largest

producer, and here two steam-scraping plants were in-

stalled. The second largest producer was Spruce creek,

and mining was also done on Little, Ganes, Ophir, and

Cripple creeks.

No important developments are reported from the

other Yukon districts. The value of the gold output of

the Fortymile. Eagle, Rampart, and other smaller dis-

tricts was probably about the same in 1915 as in 1914.

In the Kantishna district some work was done on gold

and stibnite bearing veins.

The "Wade Hampton placer district is situated on the

lower Yukon, and Marshall is the name of the recording

office. Placer gold was first discovered in the district in

1912 on "Wilson creek. In 1915 gold placers were also

found on "Willow creek, in this district. Four mines

were operated during the summer, and some high values

were reported. Some prospective dredging ground was

tested on Elephant creek with a hand-churn drill, with

results that appear to have justified the installation of a

power-drill. Some work was done on an auriferous

quartz vein on "Willow creek, and a sample was shipped

for a miU-test.

KusKOKwiJi. Placer mining was carried on during

1915 in the Candle Creek, Aniak-Kwethluk, and Good-

news Bay districts. The value of the total production is

estimated at about $110,000. At Candle Creek a hydrau-

lic plant was installed and operated during the later part

of the season. About 40 men were engaged in mining in

the Aniak-Kwethluk district. Most of the gold from this

district was taken from the placers of Canyon creek.

About a dozen men were engaged in plaeer mining in

the (roodnews Bay district.

Seward Peninsula. It is estimated that the Seward

Peninsula mines produced gold to the value of .$2,900,000

ill 1;M.'i. against $2,700,00(1 in l!»ir>. About ;t7 <lredgeM

Were operated in I'.M'i, against .'III in 1914. It ap]iearH

that llie dredge production, for which data iiii' iiol yet

coiiipleli'. ileereased much more than is aeeouiitcd for

by the siiiiiller number of dredges. The reason I'm- this

<leerease is not cIi'mi'. but it is iiniluilily in |itii I rjui'

to the fact that as yet there has been but little allempt

made to dredge the ]ilaeers that re(|uire arlilicial thaw-

ing. This is in contrast to the operation of the dredges

ill thr Yukon basin, which are )irac'tieally all mi trrniuid

that is ])eriiianciitly frozen.

The .lata avaii.-iMr iinlicalc lliat about $1,500,000

worth of gold wa.s taken from the region iiiimi'dialely

tributary to Nome and about $7(10,(10(1 from the CoiiiK'il

district. The other districts, named in order of the value

of their output, are Solomon, Kougarok, I'^iirhaven, and

Port Clarence. One of the most imiiortant features of

the year's operations w.is a marked revival nt nmier-

ground mining during the winter. It is csliiiia!e<i that

about .'{() di'ep mines were operated near Nome iu the

winter of 11I14-15. There was also a little deep winter

mining in other districts of the peninsula. The value of

the gold produced in this winter work was probably

about .$.300,000. Besides the dredging and deep mining,

there were many large open-cut operations, some with

the u.se of hydraulic methods. There were also more

small operations than in Ihe previous year, and a good

deal of mining on the present beacli.

The continuation of stream-tin mining and of lode-tin

development in the York district has already been re-

ferred to. It has al.so been noted that antimony ore was

mined and shipped from two properties in the Nome

River basin. There was considerable prospecting of

auriferous lodes in this district, Imt so far as learned no

gold was produced from this source.

Northwestern Alaska. No important developments

are reported from the Kobuk ])asin. Placer mining con-

tinued in a small way on Squirrel river and Uahl creek.

No returns of production have yet been received, but it

is probable that the value of the gold output was .about

the same as that of 1914, namely, $33,000. The dis-

covery of the petroleum seepage near Wainwright inlet

has already been noted.

The San Francisco Mint reports the following trans-

actions, bullion received, for November

:

Gold. Fine ounces. Value.

English coin 296,912.416 . $6,137,724.41

Chinese bars 2,517.923 52,050.10

Australian bars 101,446.077 2,097,076.51

Other sources 209,299.861 4,326,612.12

Total 610,176.277 $12,613,463.14

Silver 58,935.27 $29,797.25

Coinage consisted of $152,000 in half-dollars. $76,000

in quarter-dollars, and ^4000 in Philippine one-centavos.

Coin, bullion, etc., on hand at the end of the month

totaled $360,219,025.78. A feature of 1915 was the large

quantity of foreign coin and bullion received.
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Cyiisiliia Cu^X£jinixr)'^u2i vsi 'ili<i llia^j.^

T
^fN the treatment of 25,701,954 tons of ore iu 1914,

there was purchased for consumption a total of

10,518,009 lb. of cyanide and 8,543,014 lb. zinc. This

gives an average of 0.4 and 0.32 lb., respectively, per ton.

The present annual requirement of sodium cyanide is

5000 tons, costing at current prices about $2,400,000. The

possibilities of economizing in the consumption of cya-

nide was first investigated by the Buyers Committee of

the Chamber of Mines and the consulting metallurgists

of the Rand. The latter agreed that no application of

known methods could be relied on to reduce the consump-

tion materiallj^ in an economic manner. Special trials

made a year ago showed a loss of gold more than balanc-

ing any saving in cyanide. Later, experiments were

made under the control of a sub-committee consisting of

W. A. Caldecott, K. L. Graham, E. H. Johnson, and H.

A. White. These were mostly done in the laboratory of

the Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa by C. A.

Meiklejohn, and were presented at the Society's meet-

ing by H. A. White.

A theoretical limit to the minimum consumption of

cyanide is set by the fact that the ore, crushed in water,

carries into the collected charges a large amount of

moisture ; this water must be brought up to the cyanide

strength required for extraction. For example : assume

50% sand at 15% moisture with a strength of 0.05%
' . KCN, and 50% slime at 40% moisture with 0.01% KCN;

this would give a loss of 0.12 lb. KCN per ton of crushed

ore, and the exact figure will depend on the propor-

tion between sand and slime and the moisture with each.

Another way of looking at this is to note that as the

solution in stock is always kept at a certain average

strength, the water brought into the plant as moisture

must be brought up to that strength by the addition of

cyanide, one way or another, and this cyanide must go

to the residue or be dissipated elsewhere. This dilution

effect is, of course, minimized by crushing in solution.

If to this is added the cyanide converted by contact to

KCNS, K^Fe(CN)o, etc., a limit is reached which can-

not be improved upon in practice, and to it must be

added the self-decomposition of the solution while stand-

ing in sumps.

The cyanide going to the residue-dumps in various

forms must represent the dilution loss, less the decom-

position and HCN or other gas losses. Any saving in

these two directions must therefore be partly discounted

by increase in cyanide sent to dumps.

No attention need be paid to cyanide used in dissolv-

ing copper, silver, gold, mercury, or zinc, which merely

has the effect of a temporary accumulator.

The theoretical minimum cyanide consumption for

Geduld ore, based on 60% of the pulp (that is, 40 tons

*Abstract from the Journal of the Chemtcal, Metallurgical

and Mining Society of South Africa.

of water with 60 tons of dry slime) and 40% of sand of

15% moisture (that is 15 tons of water to 85 tons of dry

sand) after allowing for cyanide required to raise the

associated water to 0.3 lb. NaCN per ton for slime, and
to 1 lb. per ton for sand, amounts to 0.19 lb. per ton of

ore treated. To this must be added 0.07 lb. converted

into unavailable products. The irreducible minimum of

0.26 lb. NaCN per ton is thus arrived at, and this shows

a possible saving in this case of only 0.06 lb. per ton if

there were no losses in the form of gas.

Of course, a saving could be effected if lower cyanide

strengths were possible without corresponding losses of

gold in the residue, but that is not generally the ease,

and the point must be emphasized that any saving of

cyanide by means of increased alkalinity or in any other

way of reducing gas losses must be partly offset by in-

creased amount of loss in residue moisture.

It is, however, a theoretical possibility that the CO, of

the boiler flue-gases might be utilized to displace the

HCN in the sand and slime residues, and in the former

case the use of cyanide destroyers previous to sand-fill-

ing would thus be avoided and the HCN collected in

alkali instead.

A number of experiments were undertaken, and are

given in great detail. Briefly, they were as follows

:

(1) Estimation, as NaCN, of the amount of total

cyanide, ferro-cyanide, and sulpho-cyanide in sand-resi-

due as discharged at the Simmer Deep.

(2) Estimation, as NaCN, of the amount of total cya-

nide, ferro-cyanide, and sulpho-cyanide remaining with

settled charge of slime after treatment, and before same

is discharged.

(3) Estimation same as No. 1 on sand-residue as dis-

charged at the Rose Deep.

(4) Estimation, as NaCN, of the amount of total cya-

nide, ferro-cyanide, and sulpho-ej'anide remaining with

the settled charge of slime after treatment, and before

same is discharged.

(5) Estimation, as NaCN, of total nitrogen in a sam-

ple of zinc-box precipitate from the Simmer Deep.

(6) Estimation of cyanide solutions from the Simmer
Deep and Rose Deep for total nitrogen present.

These tests showed a total loss as NaCN of 0.305 lb. at

the Simmer Deep, and 0.268 lb. at the Rose Deep. The
loss due to the escape of HCN as gas into the air was

44.7 and 49.5% respectively. It was noticed that an in-

creased proportion of the pulp treated as slime results in

increased cyanide consumption, owing to the greater

amount of cyanide-bearing moisture in slime-residue

;

and that the smaller loss per ton of slime at tlie Rose

Deep is due to the lower cyajiide strength required for

treatment at that plant.

In a test to determine the efifect of exposure of sump
cyanide solutions to the atmosphere, it was found that
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li«w«' «>r mooinplfto I'ovorinR is priulioiiUy utwU-ss iii pif

vonliiiK 1>«» of alkiiJi or ryiuiiilf; with woak solutii>ns

thorv is no Iors of HON ua total cytuiiile, iiiul but little

loss IIS fr»H« oyaniilp m-ciirs \vluii> nvailiil>K' pnitfi'livc

ulkikli is prvst-nt ; with stn>ngi'st solutions tin- loss of

IK'N. Iwth AS frvH! cvjuudi' luul total oyoiiide, lM>ooiueK

.s»>rious wluMi iivaiinhii" protivlivo alkali is holow 0.01 't

NalU>; luul, ooinpuriiig prvvious n.'8iilt8, it is ovidoiit

that tlio pn'st>ncc of ^iiio enormously decreases the loss

of lU'N by hydnilysis.

Another investijfation eoven-d the exposure to the

atauvsphen' under varying eonditions of working eyiuiide

solutions. The conelusions to l>e drawn fn>m u eareful

eonsideration of the exposure experiments, which are

suftieiently eomprehensive ami consistent when acconnl

is taken of the various soun-es and eonditions, may be

briefly stated as follows: The loss is ineomparably

greater in pure synthetic stilutions, even with added

alkali, thaji is the ease with ordiimry working solutions;

luui a verj- heavy liws is shown in the presence of little

or no pn>tective alkali, when determined with addition

of ferro-cyanide. This suggests that it is safer to omit

the addition of ferro-cyanide in mill-tests.

An estimation was made of the amount of cyanide

consumed during the treatment of a charge of collected

slime, from the time of leaving the collectors till immedi-

ately after transfer to the first settling-vat. This re-

sulted in 0.0158 lb. KCN, or 0.0122 lb. NaCN, per ton

of slime treated. In transferring from the first settle-

ment to tlie second, the loss was 0.0188 lb. NaCX. A
considerable loss takes place during the settlement and

decantation in the vats. In each of these the solution

loses 0.001 f^ KCN during the time the charge is under

treatment. The loss during the treatment is consider-

able, and if this is taken as representing the loss by

evaporation of HCX during the slime treatment, it will

account for more than 0.14 lb. NaCN per ton of slime

treated.

At the Rose Deep the consumption of NaCN is 0.0-442

lb. per ton during transfer of slime from the collector

to a Trent a^tator. during agitation in this machine,

and during transfer from it to the first settling-vat.

No decomposition of the KCN in solution could be

observed at the end of 72 hours from the action of the

mill-service water.

Tests were made on regeneration. In ore, the cyanide

regenerated equalled 28.9% of the total cyanide lost

during agitation. This was in a closed vat. This was
confirmed by using absorption-towers.

At the same meeting of the Society (September 18) a

paper on the prevention of hydrolysis in cyanide solu-

tions was presented by H. M. Leslie. He said that in

ordinary practice it has always been recognized that a

great deal more cyanide is nsed for dissohnng the

precious metals than is theoretically necessary, and
various reasons have been put forward to account, in in-

dividual cases, for high consumptions; but in stating

that, no one has ever yet put forward a reason to ac-

count for this large excess of cyanide which is necessary

in pi"e.seiil practice, and wiiii-h excess also ii|i|)lws

to eytuiide practice in general. A cyanide soIuIkui iim

dergoes gradual decomposition; it evolves hvilroeyaiiic

aeid, and this tleeom)iosilion is not prevented i)y the

u.se of excess alkali; tlie evolution of hydroeyanie aeid

means lo.s.s or eonsumplion of cyanide in working prae-

tiee, and it is this loss which is a<counliil>lc lor tin- large

excess of cyanide which lias to be used over mid nliove

that wliicii is necc,s.sary for eflicicnl extraction.

Kxperimcnts dcnionsirjilc'd dearly IIh' I'olluuiiig

points:

Tiijit simple eyaniile solutions dceoiiipo.s<' by the

hydnilysis of the solution; that the percentage loss by

this reaction is greater in a given time, the weakri- tin-

solution: that incrca.scd temiierature aeccleratcN this de-

composition; that the alkali I'ornied lus a product of the

bydrolytic action has little or no protective action on

the remaining cyanide, so that iiydrolysis g(M's on until

all the cyanide is dcstroye(l; and that the jyrotcclion

afforded by the addition of :in excess of caustics alkali

is Ity no means complete, and tiiat the protcetion is only

of a very temporary nature.

An investigation into the protection afforded to a

simple cyanide solution, b.v means of a cover, showed the

loss in a covered vess,sel is small compared with that in

an open one. This loss was found due in accordance

with the equation

KCN -r null — KUU f IICN

Larger tests, on a working-scale, at the Village Deep
mine, were made, to see if a loss w'fis really being made
which the 'closed' system would prevent, and if it was

sufficient to justify anj^ modification of plant. A large

loss of cyanide, due to evaporation, was found ; in the

decantation-plant definite results were obtained, show-

ing a loss of 0.0013% KCN per 24 hours, amounting to

32..572 lb. of 100% KCN per year, added to which is

10,857 lb. per year lost from the clarifiers on this solu-

tion, a total of 43,429 lb. Other tests were made, and it

was ascertained that there wiis a difference of 0.2092 lb.

per ton of 1007o KCN, or 0.161 lb. of 1.30% KCN, in

favor of the closed system per ton of sand treated. This

was done at a small test-plant. The cyanide consump-

tion at the Village Deep plant is 0.3 lb. 1.30% KCN per

ton, or 0.39 lb. of lOOfo KCN. This might be reduced

to 0.139 and 0.1806 lb. respectively by using the closed

system of treatment. Pachuca tanks would also show a

reduction by being closed.

Calctilating the present rate of treatment on the Rand
as 27,000,000 tons per annum, and the cyanide consump-

tion as 0.3 lb. of 130% KCN, a .saving by closed method

would mean 1250 tons per year, say $770,000. [It is

significant that Mr. Leslie did not estimate the cost of

covering treatment vats, etc., without doubt a large ex-

pense.

—

Editor.]

The last TABtrLATED REPORT of the Transvaal Chamber
of Klines shows that 10.048 stamps and 328 tube-mills,

working 26.46 days, crushed 2,470,760 tons of ore, equal

to a stamp-duty of 9.49 tons. The yield was $6.19 per

ton, and costs $4.20. The working profit was $5,050,000.
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CONCENTRATES
Readers of the M/NI.\G uiiJ Scieiirific PRESS are mviled to ask questions

and laiie inlormalion iiculin« icilh technical and other matters perlaininS to the

practice o/ mining, milling, and smelting.

A CUBIC INCH of gold contains alioiit 1(1 troy ounces

and is woi-th $200.

BoRNiTE contains from 77 to 557r copper, and 18 to 6%
iron, with tlie formula Cu^jFeS^.

HEAT-LOSiSES in electric furnaces occur around the

charging-doors, tap-holes, and where the electrodes pass

into the furnace. The latter loss cannot be reduced with

the present design, but the others can be.

The use of the slide-rule by engineers and men

about mines .should be encouraged. Being able to settle

quickly a question, involving numerical calculations,

when it is being tliseussed is a matter of constant ad-

vantage, and a slide-rule in a handy leather-ease for the

pocket is an invaluable adjunct to a man who must con-

sider costs.

In business there are two stages: one when the busi-

ness is small, and can and should be dominated by an

individual ; and the other when the business has grown

to such a .size that it requires an organization. The divid-

ing line is clear, but difficulty arises when one phase

passes to the other. This applies to mining as well as

other industries.

Belted alternators can be used to advantage in many

installations where the space occupied is not a deciding

factor in the selection of the generating-unit. Their

lower first cost, as compared with direct-connected units,

and the ease with which these generators may be con-

nected to an existing source of power, as an engine,

water-wheel, or line-shaft used for driving other ma-

chinery, has led to an extensive use of this type of

alternator.

Canaries have been used in coal mines to show a de-

ficiency of oxygen in the air, but recent tests by the U.

S. Bureau of Mines at Pittsburg proved that the use of

these birds is not altogether reliable. Guinea-pigs have

been used in Western Australian gold mines to note the

effect of rock-dust, and subsequent examination of their

lungs ; but these animals evidently knew something was

wrong, and buried their snouts in their fur, thus de-

feating the investigation.

no law, many companies have supplied them. Good ma-
terial and sanitary ideas should be used in construction,

and they should be well lighted and heated, with ar-

rangements for drying wet clothes. Forty gallons of

water per man-day is a reasonable consumption.

The electric-furnace is considered to be able to pro-

duce steel of superior quality to that made by other

methods. The furnace makes a temperature higher than

any other furnace, and produces such temperature eco-

nomically; it produces this without contamination ,of

the charge through gases and other impurities, and in

case of the induction-furnace, without contamination

through carbon; and it offers the possibility of control-

ling the temperature within limits which are entirely

beyond the reach of the older types.

Change-houses are necessary to the comfort, content-

ment, and efficiency of miners, millmen, and smelter-

men. Every company that can afford it should erect

one. and it is gratifying to note that the advantages of

having a bath, dry, or change-house is becoming largely

understood. In dirty mines and poisonous works men

fini.sh work in a considerable mess, making in many cases

changing absolutely necessary. Seven States require

change-houses by law, while in 1'^ States, where this is

Starting a load suddenly or when there is excessive

slack is one of the most destructive influences on wire

rope under any conditions of work, and especially a drill-

ing-cable. Experiments made by placing a dynamometer

between the rope and the load prove this contention, as

when there was 2^ in. of slack, the stress on the rope was

39% greater than when the rope was pulled slowly ; with

3 in., 65% ; with 6 in., 122% or more than double; and

with 12 in. stress was three times as great. When a new

wire drilling-line is put on, it should be ran a few times

without doing any work, in order to get its 'set.' The

cause of a lot of wire-rope trouble is due to kinks, and

care should be takeff to prevent them. All small bends

and kinks should be taken out by placing the line on a

wooden block and hammering it carefully with a wooden

or copper mallet. If such kinks are not taken out

promptly, there is likely to be a projection where the kink

appeared, and when the wires at this point rub on the

side of the casing, there is excessive wear.

Antimony-gold ores are troublesome to treat by cya-

nidation ; this is the experience in New South Wales,

Western Australia, and Rhodesia. At Hillgi'ove, in the

first-named country, the caustic soda process was used

for a time. In the Murchison range of Rhodesia the

occurrence of antimony has hindered work, but a plant

has been started at the United Jack mine, in which the

McArthur-Forest process is u.sed. The ore is reduced to

30 mesh in two No. 7 ball-mills. From bins it is con-

veyed to tanks 23 ft. 9 in. diameter, and 8 ft. deep. A
solution of caustic soda is pumped on ore, which assays

$7 gold and 12.5% antimony, and allowed to percolate

through it. The resultant solution carrying the anti-

mony sulphide chemically combined, is drained off to

three carbonators, where it is treated with carbonic acid

gases from a lime-kiln. The antimony is precipitated as

an amorphous sulphide, and the sludge is pumped to a

filter-press, the cakes being finally dried and sent to the

market. The solution from the filter-press is nsed again.

The sand residue is treated in the usual way by cyanide

solution, which goes through zinc-precipitation-boxes for

the recovery of the gold.
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1.167,176.

—

Sej>a«ation of M».-tau.ic SruriiiM hium (liirs

Thonmii Mnrkcllnr Owen. Syiliipy. Now South \Vnl«>s. Adsinillii.

«MlK>ii>r to Kdwnril William fiilvor. Sydm-y. New Smitli Wiilcg.

Auatiitlla. Filed February 27. 1914.

ut^ p"

1. In selective or preferential froth flotation separation of

nietalllr sulflds from sllnios. the herein ilesrrllietl process for

aupmenlinft the flotativo quality of certain sulllds In rehitlon

to certain other sulfids, which consists in adding to and a^tltat-

InK with the pulp a limited proportion of alkaline perman-

ganate.

2. The herein described Improved process of preferential or

selective froth flotation of lead and zinc sulfids, which consists

In subjecting slimes to contact with alkaline permanganate in

solution, agitatini; the slimes In water containing a flotation

medium, removing the leady float concentrate, adding acid, re-

agitating and removing the zincy float concentrate.

l.loS.Hl.—FlRN.tCE AND AlXIKD SXRllTrRE.

Ardniore. Pennsylvania. Filed March 4, 1914.

Vtley Wedge,

1. The combination, in a furnace, of inner and outer fixed

annular structures, the inner having annular hearths project-

ing outwardly therefrom and the outer having annular hearths

projecting inwardly therefrom, and an intemiediate rotating

annular structure supported from below and having annular

hearths projecting in both directions therefrom, the inwardly

projecting hearths lapping those of the inner fixed structure

and the outward projecting hearths lapping those of the outer

fixed structure.

1,159,713.

—

Sepabatios of Mixebals bt Flotation. Lewis G.

Rowland. Brookland, X. Y., assignor to New Jersey Zinc Com-
pany, New- York. N. Y.. a corporation of New Jersey. Filed

August 1. 1914.

1. The method of separating sulfid constituents from ores in

which they are contained, which comprises feeding the solid

particles of the ore in a finely divided condition upon a moving
layer of an oleaginous liquid having a selective action for the

HUlflds (if a character to crfcrl lloiiilioii, proKreHHivcly IimmIIiik

said liiyiT with ItH chiirKi' of ore Inio a llotalinn lli|iiicl al (lie

Hurfai-i' llicri'of, and tloatluK off and rccovcrlnK llie llnallnK

HuMIdH: Kubslantlally as doMcrlbcd.

I,l&8.514.

—

Extbactio.n ok MfriAi.s i kom 'I'iii hi Oici ^ llui..li

M. KoBlie, Glasgow. Scotland. Filed Dciinilicr :'.". IMII.

1. The improvement in the cyanid process for treating ores

consisting In collecting the gases liberated at all stages of the

process and conducting them continuously to a regenerating

vessel wherein they are Bubjeclcd to the action of an alkali so

as to convert any hydrocyanic acid gas Into a simple cyanid

solution which latter is drawn off and added to the solution,

from which the metal has been extracted, in the sump and

thereafter supplied to the ves.sel in which the ore pulp is under-

going treatment, the arrangement constituting a closed circu-

latory solution system whereby the hydrocyanic acid gas which

Is constantly evolving from all the tanks, vessels or places in

which cyanid liquor is used or stored and which go to form the

various units of a cyanid plant is continuously being re-used

in the process.

1.158,513.^

—

Trkatment of Ores ry the Cyaxid Process.

Hugh M. Leslie, Glasgow, Scotland. Filed December :!0. 1911.

1. The closed circulatory cyanid process for the treatment

of ores for the extraction of metals, consisting in effecting the

treatment in stages, the first stage consisting in continuously

bringing the ore pulp into contact with cyanide solution, then

agitating the same, then conveying the same to the second

stage which consists in removing surplus solution and then

transferring the residue, from which surplus solution has been

removed, to the third stage which consists in treating the same

with a weaker cyanid solution, then agitating same and then

conveying same to the fourth stage which is a. repetition of the
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second stage, the process further consisting in collecting the

liquid removed at the second and fourth (dewatering) stages,

extracting the metal therefrom and re-using same as required

throughout the process, and also in collecting the whole of the

cyanogen containing gases evolved during all stages of the

process and re-using same in conjunction with air to agitate

the ore pulp and convey same from stage to stage.

1,157,375.

—

Process for the Manufacture of Spelter from

Ferruginous and Admixep Zinc-Blenue Ores. John James

Fingland, Kaslo, British Columbia, Canada. Filed September

10, 1913.

/fErofiN /leavers ^^.^—i^S,

CO^SOk.

i .i>/,-.-^

1. The herein described steps in the process of manufactur-

ing spelter from ferruginous and admixed lead and zinc-blende

ores, which consists in heating a mixture of crude ore, roasted

ore, and lime, thereby forming litharge and maintaining the

heat treatment until the litharge has been driven off by vola-

tilization.

1,157,830.

—

Amalgamator. Erastus B. Bennett, Denver, Colo-

rado. Filed November 23. 1914.

1. An amalgamator, consisting of two semi-circular mem-
bers, arranged in conjunction with each other to form a circu-

lar chamber, said members being normally separated to form

longitudinal openings the entire length of said chamber on

opposite sides of the latter for the intake and discharge of the

ore to be treated, an amalgamating roll journaled in said cham-

ber, and one of said semi-circular members being adjustable to

vary the size of said intake and discharge openings, a space

being provided between said amalgamating roll and one of said

semi-circular members for the passage of the ore through said

chamber.

stituents from Cupriferous Ores and Their Gaxgues. Eu-

gene Erdos, Kolozsvar, Austria-Hungary, assignor to Azurit

Company Limited for Chemical Industry Kolozsvar, Kolozsvar,

Austria-Hungary. Filed February 26, 1914.

1. Process for extracting valuable copper constituents from

materials containing the same consisting in disintegrating

the said materials and thereafter leaching the same with

aluminium sulfate solution.

2. Process for extracting valuable copper constituents from

materials containing the same consisting in disintegrating

the said materials, roasting the said materials and thereafter

leaching the same with aluminium sulfate solution.

1,160,849.

—

Precipitation.

Filed April 7, 1915.

Harry R. Conklin, Joplin, Mo.

1. The method of precipitating substances from solutions

which comprises passing a solution of the substance succes-

sively over pieces of a suitable solid precipitant moving in

succession.

2. The method of precipitating substances from solutions,

which comprises subjecting a solution of the substance to.

pieces of appreciable volume of a suitable solid precipitant

moving in succession in a direction opposite to said solution.

1,161,859.—APPAR.4.TUS FOR Disintegrating Ore and Other

Material. Harry W. Hardinge, New York, N. Y., assignor to

Hardinge Conical Mill Company, New York, N. Y.. a corpora-

tion of New York. Filed December 31, 1908.

1,162,044.

—

Process for Extracting Valuable Copper Con-

1. In an apparatus for disintegrating ore and other ma-

terial, in combination, a barrel or drum having axial inlet

and outlet trunnions, bearing members for the trunnions,

each having a cylindrical inner surface surrounding a trun-

nion, and a spherical outer surface, supporting members
having spherical inner surfaces to fit the said bearing mem-
bers, a foundation upon which the supporting members are

mounted, means for raising and lowering a supporting mem-
ber to vary the inclination of the axis of the barrel, and driv-

ing means for rotating the barrel, including a driving shaft

parallel with the axis of the barrel and supported by said sup-

porting members whereby to remain substantially constant in

position relative to the barrel at all positions of the latter.
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ATOLIA, CALIFORNIA

l-AT».>T moM Till: Ti'XOjrrtN Aw.a, !m-i.vo«no Pricks job Ohk.

A lejcul township orKunluitlon. followed by the liiylni; out

and plmtlnR of a townsltc to b« known as Atolln, Ih nliiiost

acromplished. The tract co^'crs 40 acres, on iiiinluK grtxincl.

the mineral rights of which are reserved to the original lo-

cators. Lots are belns sold every daj'. A new general store

has been built, to be oi>en for business ou January 1 ; a bakery

will be built by a San Diego man; a |>ool-rooni. a stationery

and cigar-store, with a clulvrooni annex, are other substantial

evidenres of progress In this important tungsten district.

Brock tt Llpp. lessees at the Osdick group, received a check

for $55,000 for tungsten ore shipped to New York in November.

Another lot was Imught from the same lessees by Atkins, Kroll

i Co. of the Atolia company. The price paid was siild to he

US per unit of 6(>^c WO,.

The Scheelite group of 10 claims, which adjoin the Atolia

company's ground on the east, is being prospected by means

of a Keystone drill.

The recently erected mill Is now working at full capacity.

night and day. on ore extracted from the Atolia company's

ground. When ore is short, there is 500,000 tons, more or less.

of tailing that Is being re-treated with good results.

The area of the tungsten belt is gradually increasing.

Scheelite float is now being found on the Kramer road, three

miles south of Atolia. Bailey and Anderson found a chunk of

scheelite weighing over 300 lb., yielding nearly 200 lb. of high

grade, which brought $1.50 per pound.

There are half a dozen, or more, buyers of high-grade tung-

sten ore at Randsburg and in this district. Some of these are

paying over $2 per pound for grades better than 60%. As a

consequence, there is more or less high-grading, and purloining

of ore from dumps, warehouses, and cars, when shipments are

being made. Last week two sacks worth over $400 disappeared

quickly when the watchman was not looking. A peculiar ar-

rest was made. It is difficult to find out from where the ore

comes, as many who sell scheelite buy for cash, in small quan-

tities, from others and then re-sell it to agents or middlemen.

who market the valuable high grades to eastern steel manu-

facturers. Tungsten is now so high that smaller shipments

than carload lots must be sent by express. Several tons were

thus shipped in a regular express-car last week. The rate is

$190 per ton by express for high-grade ore in sacks.

Victor Lipp has purchased the McGinnis hotel of Randsburg

for $3000. During the scarcity of accommodations at Atolia,

the hotel is being used as an adjunct to his tungsten mine,

where he can board and lodge his employees. The acuteness

of this problem of accommodations is Illustrated by the fact

that there are nine regular boarding-houses, and two restau-

rants and chop-houses, that are 'rushed to death.' The over-

flow goes to Randsburg, five miles away, by jitney.

More than 100 men are working at No. 1 shaft of the old

Churchill mine, on the various levels. The main shaft is down
about 100 ft., with the bottom in ore of good grade. Driving

and stoping is under way for several hundred feet east and

west, showing continuity of the main vein. At present the

principal producing mines are the Churchill. No. 1, 2, and 3;

Papoose. Piute, Para, Parados, and Spaniard lease. Harry
Hughes and R. D. Mayhood are the principal operators of

leased ground from the Atolia Jlining Company.

All liiiscB of ground owufd by the Alollu coMipiiiiy will

tcrniliiali- on the llrnt of .liiiuiiiry I'.tlii. Lciihi-h of llic O.sillili.

Scbrelile, Toboggiiu, and other groui)K, however, will coiillnuo

indt'llnitely. These grouiis are all outside of llii' ',)0 or riiori'

cliiinis held by the Atolia coinpany. only a half do/ni of wlilcli

are being worked as quartz producers. Several ollurH, luciitcd

and patented as lode claiiiiH are being worked by lialluii

squads for 'float' digging. The Moat diggers receive $3 per day

wages.

WASHINGTON, D. C,

MKKTINT. ok TIIK I'A.N-A.MI.IIU .V.\ Si IK.\ 1 IKIC CONOBEHH,—TlTI.KH

OK SOME OK TIIK PaI'KR.S,

During the last two weeks there has not been iinii-li iniTiiiig

legislation at the Capital, but the second Pan-American Scien-

tific Congress has been of interest to mining men. It was
in session from December 27 to January 8, during which
time there were a large number of meetings at which many
papers on a variety of subjects were read and discussed by

promirfent men. The Congress was divided into many sections

and sub-sections, the papers being grouped according to their

relationship to subjects. Mining, metallurgy, economic
geology, and applied chemistry made up section 7, with Hennen
Jennings as chairman. Van H. Manning, director of the

U. S. Bureau of Mines, was chairman of the sub-section

devoted to mining; W. R. Ingalls, president of the Mining
and Metallurgical Society, chairman of the sub-section on

metallurgy; George Otis Smith, director of the U. S. Geological

Survey, chairman of the subsection on economic geology;

and Charles E. Munson, former president of the American
Chemical Society, chairman of the section on applied

chemistry. In the 19 sub-.section meetings, all of which were

fairly well attended, considering the diversions, over 50

papers were read and discussed.

Some of the ijapers were as follows: 'The Relation of

Mining to the Pan-American Countries With Special Reference

to the -Mineral Resources of Peru.' by Hon. F. A. Pezet. Peru-

vian minister to the United States; 'The Value of Technical

Societies to Mining Engineers," by Dr. R. W. Raymond, past

secretary A. I. M. E.; 'The Influence of Technical Journals Upon
Engineering Education.' by T. A. Rickard, editor of the Mining
AND SciK.NTiFic PRESS, San Fraucisco; 'The Possibility of Treat-

ing by the Cyanide Process the Complex Silver or Silver-Gold

Ores of the Latin American Republics,' by G. H. Clevenger;

'Cyaniding in South America,' by H. A. Megraw; 'Mining in

Ecuador,' by J. W. Mercer; 'The Electric Furnace in Metal-

lurgy,' by J. W. Richards, I>ehigh University; 'The Iron Mines

of Cuba and the Methods of Preparing Their Ore,' by J. E.

Little, Felton, Cuba; 'Metallurgj' of Native Silver Ores in

Southwestern Chihuahua,' by Walter M. Brodie; 'Concentra-

tion by Flotation,' by F. G. Fuchs, Lima, Peru; 'The Copper

Mining Industry in the Americas,' by Walter H. Weed;
'Improved Mining and Metallurgical Methods as an Aid to

Conservation,' by L. D. Ricketts; 'Buying and Selling of South

American Non-ferrous Metals,' by L. Vogelstein; 'History and

Development of Gold Dredging in Montana,' by Hennen Jen-

nings; 'Recent Progress in Electrical Smoke Precipitation,'

by F. G. Cottrell; 'Metallurgy at Braden," by B. T. Colley and

R. E. Douglas; 'Metallurgical Operations in Chuquicamata.' by
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E. A. Rose; 'Ore Dressing," by R. H. Richards; 'Mining Laws

of Panama,' by J. F. Sanchez; 'Mining Law,' by J. W. Thomp-

son; 'The Prospect of Marlieting South American Zinc Ores,'

by W. R. Ingalls; 'Lead and Zinc in the United States,' by

C. B. Siebenthal; 'Iron Ore Deposits of the Americas,' by

C. K. Leith; 'Value of Mining Property,' by J. R. Finlay;

Mining the Pioneer of Intimate Commercial Relations,' by

P. F. Sharpless, secretary of the Mining and Metallurgical

Society; 'Development Work and Placer Operations of the

Chile Exploration Co.,' by Pope Yeatman; 'Placer Mining

Methods and Operating Costs,' by Charles Janin; 'Metallurgical

Practices at the Tin Mines of Bolivia,' by Scovill E. HoUister,

Bolivia; and 'Bolivian Tin,' by Howland Bancroft.

HOUGHTON, MICHIGAN

Copper Output in 1915.

—

Factors Affecting Operation.?.—
Copper Range, Winona, Osceola, Calumet & Hecla. Ah-

MEEK, ALLOUEZ, AND MOHAWK.

The production of copper from the Michigan mines during

1915 broke all records, with a total of 259,352,000 lb. The

nearest approach to this figure was in 1909, when it was 231,-

870,000 lb., and 230,437,000 lb. in 1905. Individual yields were

as follows:

Mine. Pounds.

Osceola 20,045,000

Ahmeek 21,500,000

Wolverine 7,400,000

Mohawk 15,800,000

Isle Royale 9,500,000

Calumet & Hecla . . 72,000,000

Centennial 2,500,000

Allouez 10,000,000

Mass 6,000,000

Superior 4,000,000

Franklin 2,600,000

Victoria 2,500,000

Quincy 20,000,000

Mine. Pounds.

Copper Range Con.,

including Baltic,

Champion, and

Trimountain . . . 54,000,000

Winona 1,500,000

Hancock 1,400,000

Tamarack 3,700,000

White Pine .

La Salle . .

.

Houghton . . .

South Lake .

Lake Copper

3,000,000

700,000

270,000

82,000

855,000

Total 259,352,000

In considering these figures from a shareholder's point of

view it should be understood that they are not the present

annual rate of production, which is now 25% higher than the

rate for the year. The first quarter of 1915 showed an output

much below normal. When the War started in August 1914,

the general condition of the copper business was not good.

There were enormous quantities of metal on hand. It was a

task for the treasuries of the companies to carry their un-

sold metal. All business was depressed. Copper mines in

Michigan curtailed production; some went on half time, and

some on three-quarter time. This was the condition when the

.\ear 1915 opened. In February the situation showed improve-

ment, and by March all of the companies were turning their

attention to an increased output. The War resulted in a big

demand for copper. Lake Superior mines did not benefit much

until April and May; it has been maintained ever since.

Wages, dividends, and treasury surpluses were increased.

At present every mine's output of copper is only limited by its

milling capacity. The output for 1915, while it was the largest

on record, shows, in addition, a much greater increase in ore

treated; also the largest working force ever employed here, a

total of 18,000 men, and a yearly pay-roll of $17,000,000.

The most interesting feature of the present situation in this

State is the fact that 1910 will show a general betterment of at

least 20% over 1915, provided the demand and price of copper

averages the same as in 1915.

Perhaps the most remarkable yields are those of the three

mines of the Copper Range Consolidated Co., which owns the

Baltic, Trimountain, and Champion, but only a half interest in

the third named. The output of these three was 54,000,000 lb.,

which is 30% more than their combined output in any previoas

year. More than half is from the Champion, which did well

both in the ore extracted and the increase in copper-content;

as high as 50 lb. for a month at a time, a yield for an aniygda-

loidal mine that is rarely equalled.

The output of the Winona, 1,500,000 lb., includes tjOO.OOO lb.

which was taken out by contract and tribute mining, upon

which the corporation received a royalty. The Winona was in-

active part of the year.

The production of the Osceola Consolidated includes that of

the North Kearsarge, South Kearsarge, and the original

Osceola. The yield is larger than many anticipated, owing to

the general belief that the life of the property is limited. The

THE COPPER COUNTRY. IIICHIGAN,

showing is 2,000,000 lb. better than any made in recent years,

with the exception of 1909, when it was 25,000,000 lb. The

record is all the more creditable when it is remembered that

at the Kearsarge there was interference with hoisting owing to

accidents and the completion of some construction. In addition

to its earnings of at least .$24 per share, the company at present

has the largest treasury balance of any in the district, except-

ing the Calumet & Hecla. The most encouraging feature is the

fact that its underground openings in the North Kearsarge,

where the ore has been extremely low grade, are slightly im-

proving.

Calumet & Hecla's performance is the more remarkable when

it is remembered that the increased tonnage of ore came en-

tirely from the lower-grade amygdaloid shafts. Naturally the

conglomerate has to be conserved. It is quite a different propo-

sition handling Calumet & Hecla with a grade that averages 80

lb. per ton, and with about 20 lb. The output is better than It

has been in six years, and with Its subsidiaries the total was

146,000,000 lb., about 66% of the entire Lake Superior region.

In the profit of this subsidiary production, however, the Calu-

met & Hecla treasury participates only to the limited extent of

its ownership, one-half of Ahmeek, one-third of Osceola, and

similar jiroportion in its other subsidiaries. Calumet & Hecla's

present dividend rate is on a basis of $60 a year, yet the earn-

ings for 1915 undoubtedly were better than $80 a share on its

own mine alone.

The richest subsidiary of the Calumet & Hecla is the Ah-
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mevk. The outpiU In 1916 will prolxtlily hIiow nii liu-rfiiiu' of

30^r ovor thot of 1915. Two now Hinmiw nro to bo orwtoJ iil

oacv. This work will tnko nt lonat (our month*. |>osrIIiI.v hIx.

In tho monntimo tho mill rn|>aclly l« tnxod to the utmoHi. The
i|iinlll> o( oro tiinlntnlns n roo<I nvoniKo. anil tho worUliiKM

which now nro woll oix-nod to provlilo (or tho luldtiloiial ititi-

n-.itto iicodod nhow tho iivoniKo qiinllly o( tho Koiu-HiirRo Imlo.

In 1903 tho .\hiiuvk Ijtiid i Inipmvoniont I'o. whh nrKimlzotl.

nnd |>urrha»«'d tho .lurdico rlKhtu o( throo o»lnto8 In Kowoi'mhw

county. Tho minomi rights undor tho town o( Ahinook won-

rt>c<>ntlr iiold to ThomaH K. Cole of Dululh (or t-ioofl nn iirro, or

1160,000 in all. Kvldontir tho Idon Ik to dovolop tho KonranrKo

lo<|p. but n 2.^00-rt. 8hn(t will have to bo sunk.

Allouoz |8 another Calnniot A Hooln subsidiary wliirh is now,

a(tor fivo yoar« of thorouch proparoilno.'sa. In shapo to i)roduco

copiKT nt tho rato o( at lojuit lO.OOO.Ono lb. annually for lo

years at least, and 25 years with roasonablo certainty. Costs

will be lower In 1916 than over before, as practically all neces-

sary construction Is done, and underground oiH'ningK are

further in advance than in any mine in Michigan.

Mohawk's performance Is the talk of the district. ICarninns

for 1915 are over Jl.'i a share, and the present rate of eariiinRs

is better than $20. Further, the mine is in excellent condi

Uon.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
CoB.\LT .\>n New De\'elopments.—Porcupine Note.s.—Kow-

KASH.

—

CaXADIAX MIMXO & EXPI.ORATIOX CO.

I-ately there has been a marked revival of interest in Cobalt,

stimulated by the opening of new veins in some of the older

properties. There is an active demand for prospects, and the

share market has been buoyant, with a general upward tend-

ency. While shipments have Increased, they are not being

rushed, as most of the companies are pursuing a conserva-

tive jjolicy. thinking that the price of silver will advance.

The Nipissing has added considerably to its ore reserves. In

a cross-cut from an old drift a vein which yielded nothing on

the surface has been opened 27 ft., assaying 3000 oz. per ton

over 1} in. Driving 60 ft. above the No. 4 level on a vein

paralleling vein 9S has opened a 3-in. shoot, containing 2500 oz.

per ton. The Coniagas has purchased the old Agaunico
mine on Lake Timiskaming, one of the early producers of the

district. Work is to be resumed on the Ophir Cobalt, which
w^as closed down some years ago for want of funds. B. Neilly

will be in charge. The old Silver Queen is being worked
from the Right of Way shaft, and making regular shipment^

of high-grade ore. The new vein recently found on the

Cobalt Comet is opening well at depth, containing 4000 to .5000

oz. of silver per ton at 20 ft. The shaft sunk on it will be

continued to connect with the old workings.

At Porcupine good progress is being made -with the new
central shaft of the Dome; it is expected to reach a depth of

700 ft. in Marcb. The hoist will have a capacity of 75.000

tons per month, which will be considerably ahead of the re-

quirements of the mine for some time to come. The Tisdale

Mining Co. is sinking a shaft near the Dome Lake boundary.

Diamond-drilling on the Preston Ea^t Dome has shown a

mineralized zone 200 ft. wide, traversing the property for 2000

ft. Surface development has been started to uncover promis-

ing looking veins cut during drilling. The directors of the

Dome Extension have been authorized by the shareholders to

sell 1,000,000 shares at not less than 25c. each.

Though the original discover}- on the King Dodds claims

in the Kowkash district has proved disappointing, the vein

which showed so rich on the surface having pinched out at the

depth of a few feet, the latest report of Percy E. Hopkins, of

the Ontario Bureau of Mines, on the district generally is

understood to be of a favorable character, especiallj- as regards

the prospects to the west of the district along the line of the

National Transcontinental railway. It has not been consid-

orod ndvlHublo to publiKh II, lui too lltllo lU'Vi'lopiiiiiit bus boon

done to form n bniilH for a concluHlvo doclHlou iih lo tin- vuluo

of tho roKlon.

Tho Cnnudiun MIuIuk & Exploration Co. orKunixed In 1012

by Now York and Canadian poopic, with a capital of $r..000,000,

to invoHtlMali' and oxploll iiiliiiUK pioporly. Is Ih'Iiik wound u|),

and llio luouoy rolurnoti to IuvchIoih. It liivi'XllKali'<i about

iriiiii iiilnliiK propoKltloMH, but found none that wcro ronHldori'd

worth purobaHiUK at tho prico axlo'ii. In tho nii'iinlinn* llio

cupilul was InvoKtod In Kood Kociirllli's, and tho sharolioldcrs

will. It U stated, bo repaid In full.

The annual report of tho Coniagas Minos, Ltd., of C^obalt,

has boon issued. Devolopniont was conllned to following HUiall

veins and oxtonding certain cross-culs. 'I'liis work iiddi'd 212,-

700 oz. to the reserves, which were ostlnialcd as 12,N!ll,:iS0 07..

on Orlobrr .'il. Tho mill treated ri.'i.l.';7 Ions of on-. SlilpiiipiilH

included 47:i.9 tons of conconlralo assaying 2174 oz. por Ion,

and ].'i3.2 tons of 233.3-oz. slime. Tho heads averaged 23 oz.

per ton, and residue 3.94 oz. Ore shipped weighed 267.2 tons,

containing 3519.6 oz. per ton. Silver sold totaled 2,002,053 oz.

Mining and treatment cost 13.618c. per oz., exclusive of

frelgbl, smelling, and marketing, which was 3.252c. per oz.

IMvldends totaled $740,000, making $7,840,000 lo date. V. 1).

Ut'id is superintendent.

During shaft-sinking at llie Croesus gold mine in Munro
township, $125,000 was extracted in 75 ft. of work. The vein

has been cut at 200 ft., where It is high grade.

On .Tanuary 20 the La Rose company will pay 1%. equal to

$74,931, making $5,472,052 to date.

RAND, NEVADA
Notes ox a District with Tiikke Rich Mines.

Rand is in Mineral county, about 15 miles east of Walker

lake. It has been somewhat sensational by having shipped

upward of $100,000 of high-grade ore, also having opened large

veins of excellent mill ore. Only three mines have been de-

veloped, but are shiijpers of rich ore.

The most important deal made in the canij) so far is the

sale of the Golden Pen mine to a syndicate of Western op-

erators headed by Jesse Knight of Utah, associated with

Adams and O'Neil of Los Angeles, .1. H. Miller of Hawthorne,

and others. The deal was closed on December 15, and the

new owners immediately started 12 men working. High-

grade ore is being hauled to Nolan spur, a station on the

Southern Pacific railway. The price reported Is $150,000, to

be paid within one year. The Golden Pen has made very rich

shii)ments: one car, the lowest grade shipped, averaged $118;

another, $000; while a recent carload averaged $1018 per ton;

smaller lots have contained as much as $18 per pound. One

very unusual condition of the sale is the fact that the owners

retain for their own use and operation, one high-grade shoot in

the mine 20 ft. long, from which they are stoping some wonder-

ful ore and will soon make shipment.

The Queen Regent Merger Mines Co. recently Ijought the

Lone Star claims for $50,000. It has steadily developf'd the

property with a good number of men and reports the oiiening

of a 30-ft. vein on the first level, which in the second level is

40 ft. wide, with the hanging wall not yet reached. Develop-

ment is now going on on No. 3 level. A good grade of mill

ore has been opened, but rich material has not yet been cut

as in the other mines, except at No. 2 shaft, where a block

of ground was leased last November to Miller and Meaker,

who have opened high-grade ore, and are now making ship-

ments. In addition to this the lessees have opened a 5 to 7-ft.

vein of fine mill ore.

Adjoining the Queen Regent on the west the Last Hope
mine recently shipped a carload to the Hazen sampler, av-

eraging over $80 per ton. It is thought that the Last Hope
will, with cross-cutting at depth, open the huge vein of mill

ore that Is under development in the Queen Regent.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
Tlic iit'irs of (!it' week us told by our spfciul correspondents and compiled from (lie locul press.

ALASKA
Juneau

November returns of the mines on Douglas island were as

follows:

Alaska Alaska Alaska

Results of operations. Mexican. Treadwell. Juneau.

Stamps working 120 540 300

•Ore crushed, tons 16,800 80,609 48,594

Gold from all sources $27,959 $166,628 $82,003

Yield per ton $1.66 $2.06 $1.72

Operating profit $5,667 $67,472 $22,495

Construction charges $9,618 $12,953 $24,352

In addition to the Treadwell operating profit, there was

received from the Mexican and United companies, a total of

$24,705. the amount of adjustment of construction expenses.

Ketchikan

(Special Correspondence.)—After a delay of two months,

lessees at the Cymru mine at North arm have finally secured

transportation for a small shipment of copper ore. The

Despatch will load this ore, also about 300 tons from the Mt.

Andrew mine, for the Tacoma smelter.

The Rush and Brown is now shipping to the Granby smelter

at Anyox, British Columbia, and the first shipment to the

plant from this mine, consisting of 700 tons, has just been

delivered.

Recent developments at the old Hydah mine, Corta bay, has

proved that the ore is practically continuous from the old

workings to a distance of 350 ft. in an easterly direction, while

several open-cuts have exposed magnetite chalcopyrite ore

along the contact-zone, and at one place an open-cut exposes a

solid sulphide body 15 ft. wide, averaging 3.5% copper. This

deposit was traced from a magneto-metric survey made by W.

L. Poison.

Gold mining in the vicinity of Twelve-mile arm and Hollis

is proceeding with good results. The Julian mine at Harrais

creek has been developed to a depth of 300 ft. on the vein, and

J. H. Rodgers, the principal owner, has finally decided to en-

large the mining and milling plant, and make other improve-

ments. Lessees on the old Puyalop mine are said to be making

good.

Flotation experiments made on ore taken from the Apex

group at McLeans arm are said to give satisfactory results.

Mining in this district will become more interesting when it

becomes more generally known that there are a number of low-

grade copper-gold deposits containing large quantities of ore

amenable to flotation.

A body of ore said to be 80 ft. wide, near Smeaton bay, aver-

aging $1.80 gold per ton Is said to have been bonded to J. T.

Jones, representing Tacoma and Portland people.

Ketchikan. December 15, 1915.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

The approximate copper production of the Calumet & Arizona

and Copper Queen smelters at Douglas in 1915 was 75,000,000

lb. and 125,000,000 lb., respectively, both good increases. The

totals include custom ores. Both companies have extended

the sliding-scale of wage up to 25-cent copper, effective Decem-

lier 1, 1915. The price of metal on which wages are to be based

will be the average quotation of electrolytic copper for the

preceding calendar month.

Gila County

Two more units of the Inspiration mill are working, making
11 out of IS, treating 8000 tons per day. Improved driving

gear has been fitted to the apron feeders supplying the gyra-

tory crushers. A battery of motor-driven blowers for the flota-

tion-plant Is expected soon.

The raise above No. 12 level in the Arizona Commercial is

nearly up to No. 11 in 8% ore. The output is now 500,000 lb.

of copper a month.

Five cars of ore from the Iron Cap early in December assayed

from 15 to 20'/( copper, netting $15,042. The profit for 1915

was about $130,000.

Greenlee County

On December 27 the United States marshal, J. Dillon, and 50

deputies escorted 236 miners at Morenci from the Duncan

refugee camp. The men are to do assessment work on the

Detroit Copper Co.'s unpatented claims, and will be unmolested

by the strikers on account of an injunction from the Federal

court.

The strike is costing the Shannon company over $10,000 a

month, not Including loss of copper production.

On January 1 the strikers voted against accepting an offer

from the Arizona, Detroit, and Shannon companies, which

wished to resume operations with former employees, with an

extension of the present scale of wages on a basis of 20c.

copper, provided the men gave up their Western Federation

of Mines charter. The offer meant an increase of 5% in wages

for 5000 men, but no recognition of the union. A mediation

committee of neutral people of Clifton acted in this offer.

Nearly every American voted for acceptance, but the Italians

and Mexicans were against it. It was further proposed by the

companies to place the wage-scale on a basis in accordance

with the selling-price of copper.

Under the proposed schedule the following scale would be

in force: miners and muckers 39Ac.; trimmers 31Ac. ; timber-

men, 41* to 51c.; furnace-men 39c.; skimmers 47ic.: boiler-

makers 62i/;C.: electricians 66V-!C.; carpenters 59ijC., and

machinists 62ic. per hour.

Mohave County

Much excitement prevails at Oatman through the 400-ft.

level of the Big Jim cutting the hanging wall of what is

thought to be the Tom Reed lode. So far it is 43 ft. wide,

averaging $20 per ton.

Some good ore has been opened on the surface of the Times

mine, about 4 miles from Oatman. A lar.ge sample is on view

on Bush street. San Francisco.

Y.av.apai County

Three miles north of Constellation, R. T. Barton and son

have opened silver-lead-vanadium ore to a depth of 60 ft. The

vanadium is said to occur partly as beautiful crystals, and is

of high value.

CALIFORNIA

The number of new oil wells drilled in California during

1915 was about 240 compared with over 400 drilled during the

previous year. This decrease, in conjunction with the natural

decline in productiveness of wells, accounts for the lOOr short-
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aice In loml producllon. IH-nmnd for oil Iiiim lnrr< ummI In ii><

pj\«l (pw nioutlm. cauHlni: n rt>dur(ton In ator«Kt<.

On IMIKO :!4 of tl)t> istiuo of Jniiiinry 1 It wn« uliitcil lliiii iik-

Stali< MlnlnK Uurpnii rhnptor on Anintlor. Calnvorns, iiml

Tuoluninc raun(i<-H wnn by W. It. Klotrhor: tliU nhoiiUt hnvi>

bwn \V. H, TuckiT.

BrrrK Cointy

A nt'w ty|H» of tIrt'dRO. dcAlKnod by 1.. D. Ilopflfld of Iho

Nntomns Consolidated, U to coDiinvure work at Orovlllo In a

fpw days. Its |nir|>os<> Is to re-drodRo the tnillnK-pHc^i <>ii*l

Icnve lh« flnal material l<>vol. Mr. Mopflold ronwIderH (hat tlit>

ownt-rx of dn>di:od land xhoiild |)ool their areas for ihf success

of this schfiiic on a InrKo st'alo.

It Is reported that the DurlUiRton property at Korheslown

has iH'en sold to Kastern people for 1130.000. W. C. Kalslon

of San Francisco was Instrumental In nrrnnRlnR the deal.

EU>0K.\l>0 COUNTV

(Si>eclal Corresitondence. )—John D. Cover, of Seattle. ha«

acquired, after personal examination, four gold quart/, lode-

mlnlnK claims In this county, situated on the Mother Ix>de

between the Church-rnion and the I.aus Padre rnlnrs on the

north fork of the Cosunines river, about four mllos south of

El liorado (formerly Mud Springs) milroad station. Three
miles along the trend of the same . formation south is the

Montezuma quartz mine, which has been for the last nine

months, and Is yet. under extensive development in depth by
George Wingfleld of Goldfleld and W. J. Loring of the

Plymouth Consolidated, seven miles farther south. Mr. Cover
Intends to develop and equip his property in a modern manner.
Mining was started on the old Church-Union mine (two

claims adjoining) in 1852. and the two properties have pro-

duced over $10,000,000 In gold. At the 200-ft. level there was a

long shoot of ore 20 ft. wide, between good walls, that av-

eraged *20 free gold per ton. The vein has been mined to a
depth of about 2000 ft. It is said to be a good mine yet. The
Church mine was named after 'Tom' Church of New York, who
operated It for some years. The Rheta mine (the old Bay
State! on which deep-level development on a large scale was
recently started by B. C. Clark, is also on the same formation,

about midway between the Montezuma and the Plymouth
mines.

Placerville. December 26, 1915.

Steam-shovels will not be used as contemplated by the

Webber Creek Co. at Cold Springs.

The Golden Center conii)any of Grass Valley has acquired
the Lady Emma and Noon Day quartz claims in the Nash-
ville district. Some rV;h ore has been extracted from the

Emma lately.

Inyo Cocxty

A transmission-line seven miles long is to be erected at once
between Keeler and the Cerro Gordo zinc-lead mines. M. A.

Stampher & Cto. of Los Angeles has the contract.

KEBTf COl-XTV

A large tungsten area is reported to have been discovered

six miles south-west of Randsburg. It is in the tungsten belt,

and can be traced from Atolia to White's- and Powell's camp,
and from the latter the ground is 2J miles west. 'Float' ore

contained as high as 7.5'/ tungsten. The field has been rushed.

NE\-.\0A COfSTY

The new change-house at the Champion mine on Dry creek

is in full occupation. It is of corrugated iron, lined with

asbestos, has a cement floor, hot and cold water installed, and
accommodation for 3.50 men.
The North Star and Empire companies are to pay bonuses to

miners. For the present the standard shift's work will be
seven holes, depending on the character of the rock drilled.

It is thought that some men will make up to |4 per day: the

present wage Is $3.

SlIAHlA I'or.MY

I he iiioiiilily ore production nf the Mouiiliilii Copper Co. iit

KiKWliK Ih abnul Ifi.OOO lonx. 'I'lir sliirllcr lit .M.irl llli'/. !•

ki'pl liuny.

Ten HiaiiipH are worklUR 20 Iiouik ji day at the Uncle Sam
minr. fimr miles west of Keiinolt,

SlIIIIIA Coi'NTV

Till \i>iiiiK AiMcrira niliu- at Forest has been lioiuled to

E. .1. Wiley of Ncviida City. The lOod ft. ndil Ih lirliic pie-

pand lot- rrsumpllon of work.

Stamni.auh COII.MV

A new ronipany, the Paclflc Coast MaiiRuilese Co.. wlili oincch

at the .Monndnock bulldiiiR, San FraiiclHco, is rommi'iiriiiK

work at liiKiiini <-anyoii, and I'xpccis to start shlpphm at an

early date. .1. C. Sartoriua Is piesidenl. ami .1. A Uumsi'ii.

vice-president,

TlIOI.l.MXK Cor.NTV

(Special Corresiwndence.)—J. W. Mercer oi .New VorU. has

exercised his option on the Poison Oak mine, and lias taken

CYAXlDK PLA.NT. >tELOXES StIXE, CALAVERAS COfNTV, fAr.IFORXIA.

it over on a lease and bond. Development has been started

under the supervision of W. H. Knowles of Sonora. This

mine has been Idle for about 15 years. The former owners

sunk an incline shaft on the vein to a depth of 300 ft. Thiee

levels were opened, all showing good ore. A five-stamp mill

was erected, and about 5000 tons of ore crushed As depth was

attained the ore became more mineralized, and the recovery

by amalgamation decreased. While part of the r.;old was saved

by concentration, a great deal went down the creek in the tail-

ing. In those daj's the concentrate was hauled by wagon to

the nearest railroad, and shipped to the Selby smelter. Electric

power was not in use in this county, and other modern methods

of mining and milling were unknown at that time.

There are other deals pending in the district

Sonora, January 2.

The McAlpine Mines Co., an organization of Californian

people, has been formed to re-open the old McAlpine mine near

the line between Tuolumne and Mariposa counties, the near-

est town being Coulterville. F. R. Whitcomb is president and

manager, L. C. La Rue is vice-president. The mine was

worked in the 60's, and was a well-known producer in the

early days. A shaft has been sunk 500 ft., and some develop-

ment done toward re-opening the old workings. Electrical

machinery will be installed.

COLORADO
CLEAB CKttK COUXTY

(Special Correspondence.)—An 18-in. shoot has been cut in

the Lake vein by Craise & Co.: the first carload shipment
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settled for 5.4 oz. gold per ton. Work is done through the Big

Five adit, and at the bottom of a 50-ft. wirtze. The 191,')

inoduction from the Edgar and Bellman veins of the Big Five

company totaled $34,780. These were the only two properties

worked by the company.

All preliminary work at the McClelland adit has been com-

pleted, and machine-drills are at work. Progress 13" expected

to be at the rate of 150 ft. a month. L. W. Shaffer is manager.

Eighteen inches of ore has been cut in the east drift of the

Ruler vein at Georgetown, worth ?100 per ton in gold and

lead. Work is done from the Capital adit.

It is reported that the Onondago Mining Co. will take over

the Doric property on Saxon mountain. The adit has a length

of 3009 ft., but it is proposed to drive 2000 ft. to Intersect the

vein system of Highland park.

Harper & Co., leasing on the Aetna vein at the Capital mine,

has commenced shipments of $80 ore. The shoot is 10 in.

wide.

Idaho Springs, December 29, 1915.

Ore production of the East Argentine district has averaged

24 tons i>er day during the past two months, the largest

recorded. The largest shipments come from the Imperial

mine. All lessees are getting satisfactory returns.

Teller Coukty (Cripple Creek)

Work has been resumed at the Black Belle company's prop-

erty on the east slope of Beacon hill. The Chester Leasing Co.

has a lease on 17 acres. Shipments will soon commence.

GEORGIA
Lumpkin Countv

Thirty stamps are crushing hard ore from the Findley

Ridge Mining & Power Co.'s Crown Mountain mine. A cya-

nide-plant, in charge of A. H. Head, is being erected.

Black sands from the Briar Patch placer claims are being

investigated; they assay up to $200 per ton.

Encouraging developments are reported from the Stoudard,

Calhoun, Consolidated, Turkey Head, and other propertie.s.

IDAHO
Custer County

The town of Mackay was started by the owners of some cop-

per mines nearby, and has grown considerably. The Empire

mine is of some importance, managed by Ralph R. Osburn.

Utah people, headed by L. R. Eccles, now have control. Prank

M. Leiand is consulting engineer.

In the Yankee Fork district the Custer Slide & Development

Co. operates the Montana mine. Two weeks ago 27 tons of ore

was brought to Mackay from this property. Of this, G.5 tons

is worth $15,000, and the remainder, $350 per ton. The mine

is well equipped.

Sho.shone County (Coeur d'Alene)

In The Wallace Miner of December 30 are some interesting

figures on 13 years' mineral production of the region, also the

estimated output of the State in 1915, the latter compiled by

the state mine inspector, Robert N. Bell. His total value is

not much different from that of the U. S. Geological Survey.

but the outputs vary somewhat. He estimates as follows:

Metal.

Copper, pounds 6,655,000

Gold, value $1,235,000

Lead, pounds 364,300,000

Silver, ounces 12,206,000

Zinc pounds 91,731,000

Total value $37,551,542

The Coeur d'Alene produced 95% of the lead and 98% of the

zinc. Custer county yielded 95% of the copper, and Boise

county 50% of the gold. Most of the antimony came from the

Coeur d'Alene.

Employees of the mining companies were well treated

during the holidays, along with the days off they were given

turkeys and cigars by some.

The Morning-Evening vein of the Federal company's Morn-

ing mine is expected to be soon cut by No. 4 adit of the

Independence Lead Co., which is in 3000 feet.

The Washington Water Power Co. reports that it has made
contracts for power with 22 mining companies in the Coeur

d'Alene since last .luly. Others are awaiting connection.

ILLINOIS

(Special Correspondence.)—Large shipments of zinc ore con-

tinue to be sent from the Black-Jack, Federal, Kohlmanu,

North Unity, Great Western, and Joplin producers at Galena.

A new separating-plant, built by the Great Western company,

is treating a stock-pile, making four cars of top-grade product

each week. The Galena Refining Co. has purchased seven acres

of land in this city, and a new 75-ton separating-plant will

be finished on January 1. The new plant involves new methods

of electrolytic separation devised by L. V. Rice. All grades

of ore can be treated at greatly reduced cost.

Galena. December 22.

MICHIGAN
The Copper Country

A brief review of this region appears on page 63 of this issue.

Over 1200 employees of the Mohawk and Wolverine com-

panies received a 5% bonus at Christmas.

MISSOURI

Jasper County

Prices for zinc concentrate at Joplin during the week ended

December 31 ranged between $85 and $116 per ton. The out-

put of the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region was 5473 tons

blende, 808 tons calamine, and 1098 tons lead, averaging $96.70,

$64.10, and $67.06 per ton respectively. The total value was

$622,830, and for 52 weeks, $25,268,783. Another week's return

will complete the past year.

The 'Origin of the Zinc and Lead Deposits of the Joplin

Region' (Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma), is the title of

U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 606 by C. E. Siebenthal.

The publication covers 283 pages. The author has been

studying the deposits for 12 years, although not continuously.

The work is very thorough, and should be secured by all in-

terested in the area which produced the large total as given

above.

MONTANA
SiLVERBOW County

(Special Correspondence.)—The East Butte Copper Co. is

negotiating for control of the Butte & Duluth property, which

has been tied-up in bankruptcy for several months. The claims

are near the Pittsmont mine and smelter of the East Butte.

The ore contains copper carbonate and is mined by means of

an open-cut. The mill has a capacity of about 250 tons per

day. The ore was crushed through 8-mesh and leached with

sulphuric acid in a series of five large Dorr classifiers. The

copper was precipitated by electrolysis. The mill was com-

pleted only a short time before the shut-down, and the com-

pany was not strong enough to work in the face of the low

price of copper and the general depression that existed at

that time. The process was successful, however, and there is

every indication that the property can be worked at a profit.

The Butte & BuUwhacker has been leased to Patrick Wall

and I. A. Heilbronner for one year, under the condition that

they mine at least 1000 tons of ore per month, and pay as

royalty 25% of the net proceeds. They also secured an option

on 51% of the stock of the company at 50c. per share. The

first payment is to be made in 30 days, the second in 90 days,

and the final payment at the end of 18 months. The Bull-
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wliai-hir IS iK-ai tin- Uutlt- * Duluth. niul It wim tlUo workfd

by a Kloryholtv Aliout $400,000 wnit ii|»>ti( cxiHTliiK-itdiiK wKli

li-iii-liliii; priH-.'-vson Hliiilliir to thnt ndnptod by thi' Unite &

I>iiIm'I' I'll! .IS till- lopiMM iH-run» nii a lUUcjitc, thi'y won- not

Koriiicr lo.HHo<>*i hnvf iiindo nionry iibl|i|iiiiK th<<

Ir, • ort' to n HIlielttT.

BullP. December 24. 1916.

NEVADA
Hi mihh im I'l'i N I

»

A 30-ton concfutratlUB-iilBiit Is to bo orcctMl by tbt- Antimony

Svudlc-ito Co.. n»>ar fnlonvlllo. The or<> Is hiKli Krnde. Jobn

Uos« Is sti|M<rlnt(>ndent.

l.lttlo has boon hoard from National Intoly. but It Is now

roportod that tho National Minos Co. hns lustallod n tubf-

mill and Is shlpplnc concentrate. The Indian National.

Snorting Bob, Shilo Mining;, iind Howard and Hudelson com-

lianies ore busy with dovolopnient.

At 60 ft. Ih'Iow tho 1400-ft. level the Seven TrouRhs Coalition

comiMiny has rut two feet of $240 ore. showini: plenty of free

gold.

NVK COINTV

Six conu>anles and several lessees at Tonopah last week

produced TnST tons of ore worth $162,166.

The Tonopah company shipped 60 bars of bullion valued at

$72.22.1. Development penenilly is satisfactory.

The Extension profit In November was $61,800.

The Nevada-California Power Co.. which supplies Tonopah

with electricity, has Insured Its employees for $1000 each in

the Equitable Life, and will keep the policies In force at its

own expense. A benefit fund is also being arranged.

Kansas City people, connected with the Tigre Mining Co.

of Sonora, Mexico, have purchased the Phonolite claims three

miles west of lone. E. C. Cooey represented the purchasers.

A mill is contemplated at an early date.

SOUTH DAKOTA
L.VWBKNCE COf.NTV

Two weeks ago the Wasp No. 2 company sent 26 tons of

tungsten ore to the Crucible Steel Co. of America at Pittsburg.

The lot is valued at $4S.000.

Pesnisgton Couxty

If sufficient money can be raised, the Hill City Mining &

Development Co.. will sink its shaft, develop the mine, and

erect a 100-ton mill. A persistent vein has already been opened

to a considerable extent. The property is five miles north of

Hill City.

TENNESSEE
Polk Covntv

A much greater output of zinc is expected from the Mascot

mine of the American Zinc. Lead & Smelting Co. during 1916

than in 1915. The total may be 45,000,000 lb. The 10 months

ended October 31. 1915. produced 386.880 tons of 3.99% ore,

yielding 1S.741 tons of 59.88% zinc concentrate equal to 22.-

444.000 lb. of metal. The estimated cost is 4.05c. per lb. The

present daily capacity of the mill is 2600 'tons of ore.

UTAH
In its issue of .January 2, The Salt Lake Tribune, devotes 88

pages to a review of the year, etc., in this State, the mining

section covering 10 pages including carefully prepared statis-

tics, brief notes on the mines, districts, processes, and power

development.

Juab County

The Colorado Mining Co. has issued its report for the year

ended November 1, 1915. The property at Tintic was worked

mostly by lessees, which resulted in a net profit of $9914 to the

company. When the Tintic Milling Co.'s new plant is ready,

probiibly In .hinuury. thi< luw-Kriidc ori> will be Iri-alt-tl llicrc.

The li'MHfCH' output wnH 14IIU toUM (dry) of ore aHHiiyiUK %'M\.\!i

per ton In cold, tillvcr. b'ud, tind zinc, HiiinpllnK. fi-i-lKlil. and

tii'Uinii'iil i-oHl $S.42 p<>r Ion. Tbi- i-UKb lialanci' Ik $12,0.%4.

.1 \V. KniKbl Ih Ki'ncral Miiin;iK<'r, and K. F. llln-li iikhImI»iiI.

Salt L.vkk (Niintv

Tho KInKham Tooele MlnlUK Co.'k adit Im In 572 It. In Ik-jivIIv

nilnt-niliztnl formation. Tlic How of water Is liu-rc-aHinK.

t)nirlals i-xpn-l iliti'i'i-HthiK ilt-vi<|iipMicnl8 In the near future.

SfMMir CorNTV

The Ontario company is now Khipiilng 50 Iouh of ore dally

from Its 1000 and l.'iOOft. levels to the (iarlleld snieller. It l»

highly bIUcIoub.

PART OF UTAH, SHOWING ALUNITI i l 111 s. THE U. 8. OEOLOdlCAL

.SI.RVKV KECENTLY ISSUED A UlLLETIS DESCRIllINd TIIK.M.

WASHINGTON
Ferry County

(Special Correspondence.)—During the last seven weeks the

follow-ing shipments of ore have been made from mines at

Republic: Ben Hur. 2960 tons; Tom Thumb, 765;. Knob Hill.

4S0; and Lone Pine, 400; a total of 4C05 tons.

Work has been resumed in the Belcher mine in the Belcher

district, with a few men and shipping three to four cars of

ore per week.

Lessees have been extracting $25 ore from the Washington

mine, on Belcher mountain, and are now developing an ex-

tensive body of pyrrhotite, which gives small returns in gold.

Information from Keller states that a five-foot vein in the

Golden Crown mine is producing ore assaying $234.SO in silver,

copper, and zinc, with enough gold in addition to iiay the cost

of treatment. The mine is owned by the Illinois Copper-

Silver Mining & Milling Co. Andrew Hamilton is the local

manager. Four miners are working on the Walla Walla

group, and recently struck a stringer of high-grade copper

ore a foot wide.

Republic. December 25. 1915.

Okanogan County

Following a request made by the Northwest Mining Con-

vention held at Spokane last February, F. A. Thomson, head

of the mining department of the Washington State college at

Pullman, has made an investigation of the mineral deposits in

this county. He states that there are in this district bodies of

more or less complex ore, consisting mainly of pyrite, sphaler-

ite, galena, and tetrahedrite, all contained in a gangue of
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bluish-white quartz. He has not been able to make a thorough

investigation of the deposits in the district and consequently

cannot report on the quantity of ore available, as the State

government, unfortunately, while it makes liberal appropria-

tion for research work in other lines and industries, does not

provide funds to finance investigations of the mineral re-

sources. For this reason he was compelled to confine his efforts

to devising treatment methods. In this Mr. Thomson feels

that he and his assistants have been successful, having made

a series of exhaustive tests in the college laboratories. While

this investigation has not been carried far enough, as yet, to

justify final conclusions or specific recommendations, it is

evident that local treatment can be provided that will yield

satisfactory results. The choice so far appears to lie between

a light chloridizing roast, followed by cyanidation after water-

wash, and flotation concentration of all the ore, after crushing

to 80-mesh. Each of these methods shows an extraction by

laboratory test of approximately 9O9; of the silver and a large

proportion of the copper. The flotation method, of course,

yields a concentrate which must be either shipped to smelter or

treated further at the mine. It seems probable that an applica-

tion of the light chloridizing roast with water-wash, followed

by cyanidation, which has proved successful with the ore,

might be applied to the flotation concentrate with equal or

greater success. This point will shortly be investigated.

Spok.\ne County

Mining companies operating in regions tributary to Spokane

paid a total of $10,560,060 in dividends last year, making

$83.28.5,455 to date.

Stevens Countt

Negotiations are pending for a lease and bond on the prop-

erties of the American Tungsten Consolidated Corporation, 25

miles west of Springdale, and about 50 miles north-west of

Spokane, by Eastern interests, represented by Fletcher T.

Hamshaw of Seattle. It is thought the deal will be closed

shortly. Men and supplies are now being sent into the camp

to prepare accommodations for a crew of 100 men, who will be

at work, it is thought, in the next 30 to 60 days. The mill

was dismantled several months ago, hut it is said that the

building is in good condition to receive new equipment that

is reported to have been ordered, and that the installation

will be completed within 30 days, provided the heavy ma-

chinery can be transported to the property. Ten four-hovse

teams have been secured to haul ore from the mine, and that

until the mill is ready to operate crude shipments will be made

regularly. Not less than a car daily will be forwarded to the

smelters, beginning about January 10. The workings con-

sisting principally of three adits, aggregating about 3000 ft.,

are said to have exposed a considerable quantity of ore.

k
WISCONSIN
Gr.vnt County

(Special Correspondence.)—At Hazel Green the McMillan

Zinc Co. is down 140 ft. in ore. An initial shipment of hand-

cobbed ore will be made before January 1. A complete sep-

arating-plant is nearing completion. The Monmouth Zinc

Mining Co. has a 7 by 11-ft. shaft well under way. Mechanics

have begun construction of the main power and mine plant,

to be ready by March 1. Regular weekly shipments con-

tinue from the Kennedy, Cleveland, and Lawrence mines.

Several tracts have been drilled out with success.

At Platteville the Wisconsin Zinc Co.'s Empire roasting-

plant, after continuous operation for six years, will be closed

on January 1 and the plant removed. The Klar-Piquette mine,

at one time paying 350% dividends per year, has resumed and

is shipping heavily. Two dividends have been paid this year.

The West Hill Mining Co., with a small capital, has paid

150% in dividends this year. Local interests have carried the

brunt of new mine development and equipment in this district

in the past year. Tremendous strides have been made in this

field, as is shown by the number of new plants completed re-

cently, namely, 32, with a total capacity of 6825 tons.

The National Separating Works at Cuba is running at high

capacity, regularly treating 700 to 800 tons of crude oi'e per

week. Shipments of 61% ore are made at the rate of 8 to 11

cars.

Platteville, December 22, 1915.

Iowa County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Highland district, well

known for extensive deposits of carbonate of zinc ore, is

languishing for want of a demand for the product. Thousands

of tons of ore ready for shipment are held.

The. New Jersey Zinc Co. is preparing to mine new deposits

of blende on the Kennedy farm. A new two-compartment

shaft is nearing ore. A 250-ton power and milling-plant will

be provided this winter. Electric power recently available in

this district, gives an incentive to extend operations.

The Linden Separating Works is making the highest-grade

product of the field, namely, 62%.

The new acid department of the New Jersey Zinc Co.'s

plant is returning one 25-ton tank car of commercial sulphuric

acid per 24 hours. The supply is consigned to the Atlas

Powder Works, at Senter, Michigan. The New Jersey Zinc Co.

has begun the construction of a new zinc-ore roasting and

separating-plant of 150-ton capacity. The present equipment

is inadequate. Five Mathey hearths are now at work on ores

mined from the New Jersey company's mines in this field.

The Peacock Mining Co., operating the Peacock mines in

the Mifllin district, has paid to shareholders of record for

1915, 75% in dividends.

Eastern mining syndicates have representatives in this dis-

trict reporting on leaseholds and fees available for zinc-mining.

This district, practically eliminated from mining reports early

in the year, has jumped into second place, shipping from 20

to 30 cars of zinc ore per week. Milwaukee capital is heavily

interested. The Coker mines, owned by the New Jersey Zinc

Co,, continue weekly shipments of from 10 to 15 cars.

Mineral Point, December 22, 1915.

LaFayette County

(Special Correspondence.)—The high-water mark has been

reached at Benton in producing 50 cars of crude ore in a week.

The Fields Mining & Milling Co. has installed new crushing

machinery, facilitating the handling of 750 tons of mill-rock,

each 20-hour mill run.

The 'Vinegar Hill Zinc Co. has a new shaft in ore on the

Blackstone lease of 160 acres and a new plant will be started

on January 15.

Local interests, including four of the leading mining op-

erators of the district, have a road-building project under way,

to give all outlying producers track facilities during all sea-

sons. The C. & N. W. R. Co. offers to contribute $20,000 if

mining men will pledge their trafl^c in return for this aid.

Benton, December 22, 1915.

CANADA
British Colu.mbia

(Special Correspondence.)—In the Windermere district of

north-east Kootenay, Burgess & Co., who last summer bonded

the Lead Queen claims situated on No. 3 creek, has just

finished building 14 miles of sleigh-road, and about J mile

of rawhide trail to the mine, and is preparing to ship ore.

The first 100 tons will be on the way before the end of the

year, after which a steady production will be kept up; the

expectation of the bond-owners is to ship at least 100 tons

per week during the winter. There is a large tonnage opened

in the mine, assaying well in lead and silver.

Negotiations were on foot earlier in the year to re-open

the Paradise mine, but they have not yet materialized. This

mine shipped approximately 2000 tons of lead carbonate ore
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of biKh Irad vuliu-, Mid Kood ttilvor-cuiKoiii. sonic 10 yoarx iiko.

Tber« Is a lot or MKH>nd-cluM ort< nawayluK from 20 to SCV
lead, nod ao to 30 ok. of Hilvt-r. on the dunip. Tlii< nbuvi> ore

wui chlctly tnkon out In dovolopmout, iind in thi> nilno thon>

i» n I" 'OkIv InrKi* lUiioiint of liolh llrHl iiml acrond-

clasa t' .1 OIK. Trausportnilon (llinriillii-H. owImk to

lack of railway*, nnd luoinclt-iit bout s<tvIci> only in the

suninior ntonthn. rnunod tho 8>iu(tlnK down of llio mine lit

that time. Tho building of tho Kooioniiy Contriil railway

through tho up|>cr Columbia nnd Kootonny valleys lin« done

away with these htndmnces, nnd will enable the mine us

well us many others In the district to make fine profltK. Look

of capital to open them Is the drawback nt prexiMit, nnd

her* i» a good field for the Investor. Tho ores nro chiolly

lead-silver, with some copper In the form of tetmhodrifo.

Wllmer. December 22. 1915.

The Standard Silver-I..end comi>auy'8 prolU in NovombiT
was $99,039. from a revenue of $136,278. The balance on

November 30 was $336,397.

The Slocan Star comimiiy will probably issue $100,000 7%
bouds to flnnnco Improvenients nt the property. An aerial

train 4000 fL long, from the mill to Saudon. is to be ordered.

The Tonopah Belmont Devolopment Co. of Nevada has

decided to complete its option on the Surf Inlet mine on

Princess Royal island. A hydro-electric plant. 250-ton mill,

and other machinery is to be erected.

In the January 1. 1916, issue of the Journal of Electricity,

Potrcr. and Gas. San Francisco, la a condensed report on the

water-i>owcr plants of the Province taken from the original by

G. R. G. Conway for the Dominion government. The Province

has a superficial area of 372,640 s<j. miles. The drainage

from the mountains and highlands is received in numerous

lakes, their surplus water flowing to the sea by several large

rivers or their tributaries. The principal rivers are the

Columbia. Fraser. Liard, Peace. Skeena. and Stikine. Develop-

ment of water-power on a fairly large scale began in 1897.

The present capacity of 16 large and several small concerns

is 230.000 hp. Those supplying the mining industry have

an output of about 50.000 hp.. the Britannia. Canadian Col-

lieries. Citv nf Nelson, Granbv. Hpfllfv. and West Kootenar.

MEXICO
El Obo

E:speranza Limited has issued a report for the period July 1

to September 30. Development amounted to 921 ft. Milling

work has not been resumed, as there has been no improvement

in the political situation. El Oro Is still cut off from the out-

side world, as there Is neither railroad nor telegraphic com-

munication. During the quarter several suspensions of power

occurred, caused by troops of the opposite party from that

which might be occupying El Oro at the time. In September

the mine was without power for two weeks at one time. In

August, acting upon a peremptory order from the Governor of

the State, all wages paj-able In Mexican currency were In-

creased 50%. This order was absolutely uncalled tor, as there

had been no diflBcuIty over wages—on the contrary, arrange-

ments had been completed whereby the workmen should re-

ceive Increased pay, and be furnished with the most common
of foodstuffs at cost. At the end of the quarter 90% of weekly

pay-rolls Is being given to the laborers In food, as there is no

food in the camp aside from that brought in by the mining
companies.

Later advices from the mine state that "the local as well as

the general political situation has 'cleared up' remarkably

during the past month. Trains are now running dally be-

tween El Oro and Mexico City and mail and food supplies are

coming In."

PERSONAL
Koii^iir K. CiiANitTON Ih III Until'.

S. A. loMiiis wiiH nl SpiiKiiiio lliis week.

I'liAiii.K.s K. Knox was In New York recently.

Ukn. B. Tiiavkii Balls for Chile on .liiniiary 15.

\ViuiM.\N SvMMKs is lit Thrriiiopolls. WyoiiiliiK.

.loiiN II. I<.\KKii of I'hoonix Ih nt the ruiucc Hotel.

("iiA.>i. A. O'CoNNKi.L Is at Sniiin Biirlmra, Cnlifornin.

Ainiit II It. \VKi(i.\t,i. nnd H. It. Homwkk arc nt DenviT.

F. K, WiKKK.s has returned to New York from rullfoniin.

It. .\I. ItAYMoNii has returned from London to New York.

T. J. .loNKs has returned from Kyshtlm. Sll)eria. to l^oiidoii.

Ralph Aii.Noi.n has returned to Los Angeles from Venezuela.

Lko Von Romendkrg recently visited the Rny district. Ari-

zona.

Ebnkst Williams is on liis wjiv fioni London to Soiilli

America.

\V. H. Has.sk'IT Is visitiii); tin- .Mi:iMii Mini liisijirai icm iiiiiH'K

in Arizona.

F. H. Mason has gone to San Diego with ihe Canadian min-

eral exhibit.

L. D. RiCKETTS sails from .\ew York for South America on

January 15.

A. X. Ma< KAY is now manager of Ihe I-'ioniiiio & Bolivia

mines in Colombia.

W. J. LoRiNo has returned from a visit to Angels, California,

and opened an office In the Crocker building.

G. D. HiRsiniERG and M. N. Ziniikro sjilled from San Fran-

cisco on their return to Rus.sia, on January 6.

HovT S. Gale of the U. S. Geological Survey has gone (o

Chile and Peru on three months' leave of absence.

Sf.MNEB S. S.MiTn, Federal mine inspector for Alaska, is

visiting Washington, D. C, before returning to JuneaiL

H. S. MuLLiKE.N has been appointed manager of the niineB

and smelter of the Pefioles company at Maplmi, Durango.

Mexico.

George B. Bdttebwobtii, manager of the Whim Weil ro\>\>er

mines In Western Australia, visited Anaconda on his way to

London.

James J. Cabbigan, safety engineer for the Anaconda com-

pany, has been appointed assistant mining superintendent of

the company's zinc mines at Butte.

Geobge p. Coffey, of Oakland, superintendent of hydiaiilick-

Ing for the Yukon Gold Co. at Dawson, Klondike, Is at the St.

Francis hospital recovering from an operation for appendicitis.

Albert G. Walkiss, for eight years a foreman at the Copper

Queen property, Arizona, was killed underground on De-

cember 29.

JoHX T. White, well known at Joplln, Missouri, died on

December 30. He was well versed on the geology and mining

of this region.

DfRiNG December the San Francisco Mint received 359,-

572.3S3 oz. gold, and 65,886.43 oz. silver. Coinage executed

was worth $2,199,030.

Bulletin 3, series II, of the Mackay School of Mines at Reno,

is the alumni number, with short addresses by the president.

Archer W. Hendrlck, Ellsworth R. Bennett, and F. C. Lincoln.

The secondary mining schools at Virginia City at Tonopah are

under the supervision of this institution. One hundred and

thirty-six men have graduated from the Mackay school, of

whom 10 have since died; of the remaining 126, more than

one-half are in Nevada, one-quarter in California, and one-

tenth in foreign countries.
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THE METAL MARKET
METAL PRICES

San Francisco, January 6.

Cents per pound.
40

25

$150

20

45

30

$ 2

12

Antimony
Electrolytic copper . .

.

Pig lead 6.00— 6.95

Quicksilver (per flask)

Spelter

Tin
Zinc-dust. 100-kg:. zinc-lined cases

ORE PRICES

San Francisco, January 6.

Antimony; no change; 50% product, per unit

Chrome: 52% chromic oxide and 2% silica, per ton

Magnesite: crude, according to quality and quantity, per

ton, f.o.b 7.50—10

Magnesite; plastic, no iron and lime, calcined, per ton. ... 50

Magnesite; refractory, up to 7% iron, calcined, per ton... 30—10

Manganese: 50%; metal, 8%. silica, per ton, f.o.b. cars, S. F. 12

Manganese; 80% metal, f.o.b. New York, per ton TO

Tungsten; minimum 65%, WO3, per unit for spot 35—15

At Boulder, Colorado, on January 2, 60%j tungsten ore realized

$15 per unit.

EASTERN METAL MARKET
(By wire from New Tork.)

NEW" YORK, January 6.—Copper is very strong, with spot

metal becoming scarce; lead is very strong and active; zinc is

.quiet and easier.
SILVER

Below are given tlie averag

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Dec. 30 54.87

" 31 55.00

Jan. 1 Holiday
2 Sunday
3 55.87
4 56.12
.T 56.50

New Y'ork quotations, in cents

Average week ending
Nov. 24 52.35
Dec. 1 56.27

8 55.54
15 55.66
22 54.23
29 54.05
5 55.67Jan

Monthly averages.

I

1914. 1915.

Jan 57.58 48.85
Feb 57.53 48.45

Mch 58.01 50.61

Apr 58.52 50.25
Mav 58.21 49.87
June 56.43 19.03

A shipment from San Francisco to China last week was

valued at $240,000. Shipments from London to India and China

to December 15 totaled £3,676,000, against £5,261,500 in 1914. a

decrease of, say, 16.000.000 ounces.

The Jim Butler company reports $163,388 on hand at 50c. per

1914.

July 54.90
Aug 54.35
Sept 53.75
Oct 51.12
Nov 49.12
Dec 49.27

1915.

47.52
47.11
48.77
49.40
51.88
55.34

ounce.
COPPER

Prices of electrolytic in New York, in cents per pound.

Date.
Dec. 30 22.37

" 31 22,50
Jan. 1 Holiday

2 Sunday
3 22.87
4 23.00
5 23.50

Average week ending
Nov.
Dec'

Jan
Feb
Mch
Apr
May
June 13.60

1914.
.14.21
.14.46
.14.11
.14.19
.13.97

Jan

Monthly averages

1915

24 19.58
1 19.77
8 19.60

15 19.54
22 20.06
29 21.55
5 22.85

13.60
14.38
14.80
16.64
18.71
19.75

1914.

July 13.26
Aug 12.34
Sept 12.02
Oct ..11.10
Nov 11.75
Dec 12.75

1915.
19.09
17.27
17.69
17.90
18.88
20.67

November returns were as follows; Chino, 6,939,006 lb.; Nevada
Con., 5,495,487 lb.; Ray, 5,764,910 lb.; and Utah, 13,722,723 pounds.

LEAD
Lead is quoted in cents per pound. New York delivery.

Exports during the week ended December 18 totaled 22,178,658

lb., valued at $4,224,473. England secured 5,810,044 lb.: France.

12,118,729 lb.; Italy, 1,536,621 lb., and Russia, 1,904,550 lb. Im-

ports amounted to 2,909,663 lb., worth $441,174.

Anaconda output in December was 25,600,000 lb., an increase

of 1,200.000 lb. over November: the 1915 total was 254,800,000 lb.,

against 223.720,292 pounds.

Date.
Dec. 30.

31,
1Jan. Holiday
Sunday

5.10 Nov. 24.
5.50 Dec. 1.

8.
15.

5.50 " 22.
5.75 " 29.
5.75 Jan. 5.

Monthly averages.

Average weeK ending
5.25
5.25
5.25
5.30
5.40
5.40
5.58

1914.
Jan 4.11
Feb 4.02
Mch 3.94
Apr 3.86
May 3.90
June 3.90

1915.
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Eastern Metal Market

l)«H'«MiibcT 30. 1915.

Copiwr him held the centre o( thr stnKo. niiil no far nn

liiiyInK 1» concmuHl hns oul8trl|>|H'il nil tho oiIht iiirlnlH.

Tho cxcUemom starttHl by Orent nritiiUrH I«Ik |iun*lm(«' of

a weok njsO hn» boon 8U»tnlnod iiiilil now. Ztnr hiiH not

»harvd thi- nctlvlty. but Is flrni at last week's price. Load Ih

extremely strong, principally because of the heavy export

demand. Tin quotations have changed but little, and most

of Its nctlvlty has Invn In futures. Antimony Is hlRher and

active, .\lunilnum has had :\ dull week and quotations are

easier. Sheet copjwr Is now quoted at 27c. base. Karly this

week some of the ludepemlent bnu*s mills withdrew quota-

tions on their products. So winds up a year that has been

a good one for the metal tmde. but Its prosperity has been

based entirely on the War demand, although it is true that

in the last few months domestic demand improved consider-

ably. Copper exjiorts of December made a Kood showlnK

com|>ared with previous months.

The congestion of foreign bound freight at the |K)rt of

New York because of the lack of carpo space on lians-Atlantic

vessels shows little improvement. althouKh the French and

English governments and their agents are straining them-

selves to get vessels here to relieve the situation. The steel

mills are receiving fewer domestic specifications, one reason

being that when last quarter contracts are concluded, new
ones become effective which were placed at advances of several

dollars a ton. Consumers who bought steel at 1.20c.. Pitts-

burg, will henceforth have to pay l.SOe., or more. Many
foundries in the E^t have been crippled by a shortage of

coke, due to the railroad tie-up, and one blast-furnace has

been banked for the same reason. Tin-plate for export has

been in heavT demand, especially from the Far East, and

contracts for the year have been made on the basis of $3.80

per box.

COPPER

The purchase of 120.000,000 lb. of copper a week ago by

the British government not only caused great excitement,

bat started a rush of buying on both domestic and foreign

account that is not yet ended. Domestic consumers have

bought heavily for first and second-quarter delivery, and some

of the large selling-agencies are now saying that they have

but little metal to sell this side of April. It is understood

that the big deal was shared by the United Metals Selling Co.

and the American Smelting & Refining Co. Under the

influence of this demand quotations have advanced from

day to day. and sometimes from hour to hour. Electrolytic

is now 22.25 to 22.50c., full terms. Lake is nominal at about

the same figure, as none is to be had. That copper should

reach its highest point in the last week of the year was
unlooked for, and members of the trade are of the opinion

that almost anything may be expected. Predictions that

the price of copper will go to 25c. are commonly heard.

Some of the independent brass mills withdrew prices on their

products, Monday of this week, but sheet-copper is to be

had at about 27c., base. Wire drawers and the brass mills

have been more liberal purchasers of late than at any
previous time in the year. After a three-day Christmas

holiday at London the quotation there for electrolytic

advanced £4 to £107. which is about equal to 22c. landed

in England. On December 29. the London quotation went
to £10S. The exports of this month are the best since last

March. Their total, up to December 30, was 29,694 tons,

whereas in March they were 30,148 tons. There is more and
more talk of a scarcity in copper, but as to the real likelihood

of such a situation none but the producers know, as since

the disHolullun of llu- Copper Produccrh" AHKOrliitlon uulliori-

tutlve Klatlstlcii are not uvnilable to the geuenil public, or

the buying public, for lluit niiittcr. Wbalcvcr th<> Htati- of

slocks, the outlook Is Kood for the trade. The .N'ulloniil Con-

dull & Ciible Co. Bays In "Copper (".oKnlp':

"Till' pronounced expiiUHloM In Anii'rlniM roiiKiiMi|>l Imi nl

co|iper during the last half of llils year eBlnlillshi-rt it new
high record for domestic melting. This feature of the «lluu-

tion hns created an unuHually IntercHtlng and strong mnrkel.

Manufacturers have been able to operate their plants lo

rapacity recently. Urgent demand for niniiuraclured material

and shapes naturally created a big ni;irkel for raw copper.

With the coiisiiinlng trade extraordinarily busy, the develo])-

ment of strenglh and activity In coppi-r followed as a mailer

of course. And It is an encouraging fact that there are slgim

Indicating Bubstantinl operations In manufacturing onteriirlsf

during Idlfi."

ZINC
This nielal has not shared I he excllenient which has pif-

valled in copper, a fact which is rather contrary to precedent.

One reason for this is the heavy buying of a few wicK^ ago,

while another is that the holidays at London included Mon-

day. About December 24 offerings became a little freer and

the quotation for spot dropped a few points, but recovered

after the Christmas holiday, and 17.50c, New York, again

was quoted. Prompt metal continues scarce. The London

market on December 28 and 29 was quoted at £90 for prompt.

There is some good inquiry In this market for prompt and

near-by, but consumers continue to hold themselves aloof from

future deliveries. February is quoted at IGc, March at 15.50c.

and second quarter at 14 to 14.25c. Exports from Decenibfr I

to 30 total 5691 tons. Sheet-zinc, in carload lots, is unchanged

at 22c. f. o. b. mill, 8% off for cash.

LEAD
There is little to say about lead, save that prices are

strong, and jiredictions of an advance are heard on all sides.

It has been repeatedly observed, however, that lead jirices

often move just the opposite of what is pxi)ected. At the

same time there can be no question as to the strength of

the market, inasmuch as independents are getting from 2]

to 5 points over the quotations of the leading interest, which

continue at 5.40c., New York, and 5.32Jc., St. Louis. The
London market has been quiet because of the holidays, but

is strong at £29 10s. Re-sale lots have pretty well disappeared

from the market. Exports continue a strong iihase of the

situation, as evidenced by an offer of 5.50c., New York, for

500 tons for January export shipment, an offer which was

turned down. Exports would be heavier were it not for the

scarcity and high cost of ocean freight-space. Conditions-

have reached a point where only the allied governments cai»

be half way certain of getting freight room. With them

it is a necessity. Exports to date this month total 6654 tons.

TIN
Business of late has been almost entirely in tin afloat or

shipment from the Far East. On various days trading aggre-

gated from 150 to 300 tons, all in futures. Sellers are few.

It is a question to what extent Great Britain will permit

direct shipment to America from the Far Ea-st. Its restric-

tions of a few months ago indicated that it intended to

keep a strong hand on the supply, and already reports are

current that it may cut down tonnages intended for direct

shipment, preferring that shipment be made by way of

London. The spot quotation on December 29 was 39.50c.

The quantity afloat on the 30th was 5618 tons, and up to

that day 3922 tons had arrived.
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Metal Production in 1915

The U. S. Geological Survey has issued Its preliminary

statements regarding the mineral output of certain states,

from which the following is abstracted:

CALIFORNIA
California mines show a materially increased output in gold,

silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1915, compared with 1914, ac-

cording to preliminary figures compiled by Charles G. Yale.

The mine figures for 1914 were $20,653,496 in gold, and 1,471,-

859 fine oz. silver; the estimates for 1915 indicate an output of

$22,860,590 in gold and 1,974,529 oz. silver. California remains

the premier gold-producing State of the country. The yield

for 1915 is, with one exception, the largest in any year for 51

years, and is the largest for 32 years. There are about 700

producing metal mines in the State, about evenly divided be-

tween deep and placer mines of various kinds. About 2,500,-

000 tons of ore is mined and treated in the State annually of

an average value in all metals of $6.75 per ton. In value of all

metals produced, Shasta is the leading county, while in value

of gold output, Nevada, Amador, Yuba, and Sacramento are the

leading counties in the order named.

Dredges are producing Se^r of the placer gold. During 1915

there were 67 boats in operation and 60 at the end of the year.

The yield of copper was 44,098.552 lb., compared with 30,-

507,692 lb. in 1914.

The mine output of lead in 1914 was 4,251,923 lb.; in 1915

it is estimated at 6,346,319 lb.. Most of this is derived from

the southern counties of the State, particularly Inyo county.

The zinc output is 11,443,926 lb. against 389,471 lb. in 1914.

an increase of 11,054,455 lb. This is the largest production of

this metal ever made in California in one year. The greater

proportion was derived from Shasta county, where one of the

large copper smelters has installed a zinc-sorting plant. Inyo

county was also a large contributor to the zinc output of the

State.

OREGON
Preliminary estimates made by Charles G. Yale show ma-

terial increases over the figures of 1914, in both gold and cop-

per, and nominal decreases in yield of silver and lead. The

gold yield for 1915 was $1,771,618, an increase of $180,157. The

silver output was 136,033 oz., or 6519 oz. less. The yield of

copper was 910,104 lb., an increase of 870,856 lb.; and the yield

of lead was 6650 lb., or 9786 lb. less than in 1914.

It is noteworthy that such material increases in output of

gold and copper should be apparent when the fact is con-

sidered that the number of producing mines in Oregon has

fallen off fully one-third in the past two years. Baker county

continues to be by far the most productive county of the State,

yielding annually fully 857c of all the gold. Of the placer

mines in Oregon, by far the most important enterprise is that

of the Powder River Dredge Company, Cracker Creek district,

Baker county. This company, which owned but one dredge

in 1914, put another one in operation in the same field in 1915,

and it is to the work of this company that the increase in

gold yield in the State for the year is mainly due.

UTAH
Mines in Utah produced gold', silver, copper, lead, and zinc

in 1915 amounting in value to $55,000,000, as estimated by

V. C. Heikes. This represents an increase over the production

in 1914 of nearly 50%, or $18,000,000. There was a consider-

able increase in all the metals. About one-fourth more ore

was mined, increasing the total from 8.544,014 tons in 1914

to about 10,725,000 tons in 1915. About 9,900,000 tons was
produced at Bingham, an increase from 7,800,661 tons in 1914.

The bulk of this ore was mined at the Utah and Ohio copper

properties, which yielded about 9,000,000 tons of low-grade

ore in 1915. Other mines that contributed large quantities

of ore were the Utah Consolidated, Utah Apex, United States,

Bingham, Bingham New Haven, and Utah Metal mines. The

Tintic district produced about 290,000 tons, against 298,486

tons in 1914. The main ore producers were the Chief Con-

solidated, Iron Blossom, Centennial Eureka, Eagle & Blue BelJ.

Mammoth, Gemini, Grand Central, and May Day mines. The

100-ton concentration mill, built primarily to treat Chief

Consolidated ores, did considerable custom work.

In the Park City region about 99,795 tons of crude ore

and concentrates was shipped, against 66,736 tons in 1914.

Improvements in concentration methods resulted in large

shipments of lead and zinc concentrate from the Daly-Judge,

Daly West, and Silver King Coalition mills.

The mine output of gold increased over 1^%, from $3,265,347

in 1914 to $3,908,000 in 1915. Copper ores yielded the larger

part of the gold but large quantities also came from lead ore

and silicious ore.

The mine production of silver increased from 11,154,916 oz.

in 1914 to approximately 12,724,000 oz. in 1915, the increase

amounting to 14% in quantity and about $169,000 in value.

Much of the silver is derived from lead ore, and smaller

quantities from the copper and silicious ores.

The copper output from Utah mines increased from 152,-

034,002 lb. in 1914 to about 182,589,000 lb. in 1915, the increase

amounting to more than 20% in quantity and about $11,450,000

in value. The gain was made mostly by the Utah Copper

mine at Bingham, which is credited with an increase of

34.207.552 lb. over the output of 1914.

The mine production of lead increased from 171,323,137 lb.

in 1914 to 219,098,000 lb. in 1915, or about 28%. mostly from

the Bingham district.

With the advance in prices, zinc ore was offered from many
sources. The mine production of zinc recoverable as spelter

aggregated 22,643,000 lb., valued at about $3,224,000. This is

an increase of about 41% in quantity over the output of 1914,

amounting to 15,989,267 lb.

All the smelting establishments were operating at full

capacity soon after the first of the year. These were the

Murray. Midvale, International, and Garfield plants.

Dividends amounting to about $9,000,000 were distributed

by Utah mining companies in 1915 and $7,431,017 in 1914.

PETROLEUM
Preliminary estimates of the total yield of petroleum for

1915 indicate a slight increase over the record-breaking yield

in 1914. This condition does not agree with the currently

reported reason for the exceptionally high prices now pre-

vailing for motor fuel.

As a result of the over-load put on the transporting and

refining phases of the petroleum industry by the excess output

of crude petroleum in 1914, the year 1915 may be characterized

as a period of re-adjustment, in which production activity

was purjiosely retarded as far as practicable. The small

increase therefore is more significant than the simple figures

suggest.

According to John D. Northrop the marketed production

of petroleum in the United States in 1915 approximated

267,400,000 bbl., and the total yield approximated 291,400,000

bbl., about 24.000,000 bbl. of oil brought to the surface during

the year bein,g placed in field storage by the producers.

The following table shows by States the marketed production

of petroleum in 1914 and an estimate of the corresponding

production in 1915 in barrels:
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Sintf.

Callfornlii

Oklahoiiiii

Tr\iis

nilnuls

l^ulslnnu

\Vi'«t VIrKlnlu

IVuiisylvntilii

Ohio . .

WyoiiiliiK

KulliUDi

liiilliina

N»'» Yorl.

Kotitiu Kv

Tolorailo

Other Stales

S9.000.000

so.ooo.ooo

L'ri.oiio.imo

is.rii'i'.'M'ii

I .S,.'itMt,IMMI

'.1.000.000

,S.700,000

".900.000

4.200.090

:t.»»oo,ooo

1 .000,000

".tOO.OOO

4."i0.000

i;oo.ooo

50,000

IDM.

99.T;11.31'7

::!,i;si.7.>4

:;o.ni;s.is4

L'l.sr.t.". i;i

i4.3o;t.4:i:i

S.tiSO.O.'IU

s.i7o..i;iri

s.636..ir>:'

3.B60.:i7f«

::.io3.risri

i.3;ir..4r.o

93S.974

502,441

222,77:1

7.792

2G7.40O.O0O 2f.5,"G2.5.15

The apparent Increase In the qimntit.v of marketed pro-

(liirtlon in 1915 is accounted for b.v the continued output of

oil in large quantities from the Cushini; field. OI<lnhomn.

<lurinF the first half of the year, and from the Humble pool.

Tevas. during the entire yenr. as well as by the discovery

and rapid development of new pools in Louisiana and Texas.

The stocks of crude |)etroleuni held by pipe-line companies

at the end of 1915. amounted to apjiroxiniately 195.000.000

hbl. including the oil retained in storage by certain oil

companies that conducted a pipe-line business at the begin-

ning of the year, but which business was taken over and

later conducted by sepai-ate pipe-line companies. This reserve

is approximately 50,000.000 bbl. greater than at the end

of 1914.

Prices of crude petroleum at the wells were uniformly low

in all fields from January to August, when the permanent

decline of the Cushing field resulted in an increased demand
for oil produced in other parts of the country, with a con-

sequent advance in the scale of prices warranted. From the

low level of $1.35 a barrel maintained from April 3 to

.\ugust 14. "Pennsylvania grade.' the market standard,

advanced steadily during the last third of the year, reaching

$2 on November IS. and $2.15 on December 17 and disclosed

a strengtl' which indicates a rapid return to the $2.50 level

attained before the advent of Cushing. 'Kansas and Okla-

homa' grade recorded an even more rapid recovery. From
its low level of 40 cents maintained from February 15 to

August 2. this grade advanced to $1.20 in a little more than

four months, passing its former high level of $1.02 on

December 13. and attaining the price above quoted on the

following day. Califprnia grades were fairly steady through-

out the year, a 5-cent cut affecting heavy oils in the Valley

fields on .Tune 7. and a corresponding advance affecting the

same grade of oil on October 26. followed by a general advance

of 21 to 5 cents on all grades except Ventura county and

Santa Maria, effective November 20,

Throughout the country as a whole, drilling activity was
at a low ebb in all the developed fields until late in the

year when the advancing market proved an incentive for a

moderate amount of new work. The Cushing field, Okla.. and

the newer pools discovered as the result of wildcat drilling.

during the year sustained a marked activity which was due
to the conditions of local competition rather than to any
justification expressed by the oil market.

ArrrHRACiTE production of Pennsylvania was 2,000.000 tons

less than in 1914; shipments totaled 66,382,218 tons.

SrxpnrBic .\cid showed a large increase, 25%, the quantity

being 4.007.000 tons of 50% acid.

Commercial Paragraphs

The SfvN Co.xtKNTaAToii Co., Snn Knincln-o. Iiiih icMinlly

IhkuimI II piiiiiphli'l di-KcrlpIlve of it« new pun inotlnii liiili'ii

aiiialKiiiiiitlor, Kivlng iiiKliiiiceH of IIh appllculioii tu pliu-er mid
quartz iiilnlnK.

Willi 11 cover llliislr.'ititiK the iiclloii of oil llntiitloii in 11

tank. III.' IlKNVKit KiiiK Ci.AV Co. in Hiillellii No. 1.^0 lirli-llv

dcBcrilicB llie proce8«, and the Case laboratory llolallon iiiii

chine. A leaflet shows the Case oil-flri'd forge for drillsd'i'l.

A. I.K.siiiKN & Suns Hoi'k Co., St. l.oiiiH. Hi-lid iih llic fiillow-

Ing: The Moctezuiiui Copper Co. has recently riiniiili'lcil at

Naco/.arl, Sonora, Mexico, the InBtiillalion of a Leschen heavy-

duty friction-grip aerial tramway. This is used for the dis-

liosal of tailing from the mill, It being 'wasted' along the

line. The tramway is so arranged that the carriers iiass

nroiiiid the outer lerniinal without detaching, so no labor is

reqiiliril at this point. The track ropes are 1* and 1 In. locked

coil, and the traction-rope 6-iii. diameter of the patent flattened-

siiand constriulion. The capacity of this tniinway is 50 tons

of tailing per hour.—The United Verde Kxteiislon Mining Co.

.lerome, Arizona, is Installing a Leschcn heav.v-duty friction-

grip aerial tramway for carrying its ore from the mine to the

railroad. The line will be about 4000 ft. long, having a fall

in this distance of about 600 ft. This tramway will have a

capacity of 50 tons per hour. The carriers are of 10-cii. fl.

capacity, and run when loaded on a IB-in, diameter locked-roii

track ro|)e. and return on a track rojie 1-in. diameter of the

same construction. The traction-rope Is 3-ln. diameter of ihe

patent flattened-strand construction.

The RoEs.sLKU & I^As^sI .\i iikk CliK.Mir.vi. Co., 100 William

street. New York, has issued the following circular, entitled

'Cyanide": "Beginning .January 1, 1916, we shall change the

designations of our various grades of cyanide, basing same on

sodium cyanide content. When the cyanides now In the mar-

ket superseded potassium cyanide, the various grades of

sodium cyanide were designated by their equivalents in potas-

sium cyanide, in order to show their comparative strengths.

Potassium cyanide Sa-'Jdr'f contains 38% cyanogen. Thus

sodium cyanide containing 51-52% cyanogen was designated

as 129';;, that being its equivalent in potassium cyanide.

Owing to its lower cost, sodium cyanide has now entirely re-

placed potassium cyanide in the recovery of precious metals,

in fumigation, plating, etc, the results being equal if not

suiierior to those obtained by the use of potassium cyanide.

The lower cost of transportation is also an element of saving

because of the greater cyanogen content of pure sodium cya-

nide. As potassium cyanide is no longer used, and the change

to sodium cyanide fully understood, a re-naming of the dif-

ferent grades of cyanide Is advisable. We shall label and sell

sodium cyanide as such, and with the following we Illustrate

the change from the old to the new style of labeling and bill-

ing, and refer to the last page of the December issue of our

price-list as to the actual wording of our labels:

Old designation.
Sodium cyanide 129%
Cyanide chloride

mixture 98-99%
Cyanide chloride

—

carbonate mixture. .28-30%
Cyanide chloride

—

carbonate mixture. .38-40%
Cyanide chloride

—

carbonate mixture. .48-50%
Cyanide chloride

—

carbonate mixture. .58-60%

C.vanogen
content

for both.
51-52%

Ibox-ore shipments were 55,000,000 tons, against 39,714,280

tons. Portland cement increased 0.1% to 86,524,500 barrels.

39-40%

11-12%

15-16%

19-20%

23-24%

"We wish to emphasize particularly that we have not

changed the composition of our products in any respect. The

change Is solely in the designation."

New designation.
Sodium cyanide. 96-98%
Cyanide chloride

mixture 73-76%
Cyanide chloride

—

carbonate mixture No
Cyanide chloride

—

carbonate mixture No.
Cyanide chloride

—

carbonate mixture No,
Cyanide chloride

—

carbonate mixture No
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

T? XPORTS of copper continue heavy. Our New York
-'-^ correspondent reports that the market exhibits signs

of strong support. Foreign demand persists witli ex-

traordinary vigor. Zinc is strong in sympathy and

.antimony is reported to be scarce. Lead al.so is strong,

mainly on foreign account.

T ITIGATION between the North Star and Empire
-'-^ mines at Grass Valley is likely to be avoided by a

compromise, the particulars of which we hope to pub-

lish at an early date. The peaceful settlement of this

intricate conflict of mineral rights does credit to the

parties concerned and furnishes a good example to other

mining companies in difficulty over their title by reason

lOf an ambiguous law.

PROMOTION has caused Mr. H. M. Wolflin to leave

-*- San Francisco, in order to assume the duties of his

new post at Pittsburg. We have heard many expressions

of regret that he should have left this community, where

he won the respect and confidence of those engaged in

mining while acting for the U. S. Bureau of Mines on

the Industrial Accident Commission. Mi\ Wolflin had a

difficult duty ito perform and he performed it with a

sincerity that commanded esteem.

A C'COKDING to telegraphic dispatches, the striking

-'^ miners of the three copper companies in the Clifton-

Morencii district have withdrawn from tlie Western Fed-

ceration of Miners at the insistent demand of tlie man-

.agements of these three mines. The men have applied

'for membership in the Arizona State Federation of

Labor as a local union. This organization is affiliated

witli the American Federation of Labor. The conces-

sion thus made to the demand of the companies is

rredited to Mr. John L. Donnelly, of the executive board

of the Arizona State Federation of Labor. Mr. Don-

nelly is to be congratulated on his public service. We
hope that the incident presages further concessions and a

speedy settlement of the dispute.

IV/Fl.XE transfers in California are being recorded with
*- interesting frequency. The South American Mines

Co., as related in our Mining Summary last week, has

exercised its option on the Poison Oak mine in Tuolumne
county, on the advice of Mr. J. W. Mercer. Another

nnportant deal is that whereby the old Eureka mine, in

Amador county, passes from Mrs. Hettie Green to a

group of raining men in New York. These strokes of

bu.siness coincide with several liighlv satisfactorv de-

velopments in deep mining on the Mother Lode. In the

Kennedy mine a magnificent body of ore has been dis-

closed below the 37.50-ft. level, and the Argonaut has

been so successful in its deepest development work that

a large hoist is to be erected at the 4:200-ft. station of

the incline shaft in order to continue systematic explora-

tion downward.

T>OBERT M. RAYMOND has been appointed Pro-
-*-*- fessor of Mining in the School of Mines, Columbia

University, filling the vacancy created by the retirement

of Mr. Henry S. Munroe. This appointment will excite

keen interest and pleasure not only among the sons of

Columbia but in the mining profession generally. Him-
self a graduate from the School to which he now goes

as a professor, Mr. Raymond has had a wide, successful,

and honorable experience not only in this country, liut

in Australia, Rhodesia, China, and Mexico. Born a

Canadian, he became naturalized as an Amei'ican in

early manhood, thus coming back to the fold from which

a progenitor strayed at the time of the Revolution.

During recent yeare he has been manager and consulting

engineer successively for the group of mines controlled

by the Exploration Company, of London, in Mexico.

Thus he bi-ings thirty years of observation and experi-

ence to the lecture-room on Morningside Heights. And
he has other qualifications fully as important. His sol-

dierly poise and straight glance indicate a sincerity of

purpose and directness of thought that will exert that

moral influence without which the mere lecturer cannot

be a real teacher. At a time when several professorships

of mining are vacant and suitable selections are notor-

iously difficult to make, we congratulate our friends at

Columbia on a choice so sagacious. We wish Professor

Raymond every success in his new departure.

"C^ORECASTS are more interesting than retrospects;

-*- perhaps on account of their hazard. The early days

of this new year have brought us many opinions as t

the future course of business and industry in the United

States. One psychological fact is noteworthy: all the

vaticinations assume the proximate ending of the War.

The problem of the quidnuncs is as to what will happen

"after the War." That is not a little remarkable at a

time when there is no visible slackening in the intensity

of the European conflict. Among so many optimistic

statements, the warning issued by Judge Gary is not

unwelcome. Danger is always near when everybody

unites in prophesying smooth things. It is well that i'

should be realized that no precedents exist for any con-

fident prediction as to the sequel of Armageddon. His-
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tory furiiislu>.s iu> staiulanl. Kvcn tlio Napolcoiiif iU'lia«U'

aiTonU no aditiuatc fxpiTiciice. Credit has bivii ex-

t«'iidi"d to tin- fourth ditni-nsioii. Tho wa-stitp- «>f iiu'ii

tuid material is stiipotuloiis. Our own trade has uiuier'

(Toiio an expiuiaion that is altogotiior almnrinal. The

laniltiiarks are p>ne : we are sailing; in uiieharted sens.

Thervfore ««• welcome tlie eautious tone of the memo-

randuni publislied by the Seeretnry of Commoreo niid his

insistence upon the nee«l for better or^ani/.ittion. The

review issued by the National tity Hiuik of New York

likewise conveys some sound itieas, while emphasizing

the eluvk upon normal i>ro>;ress as the i-hief eonse(|uenee

of the War. To niidce ival gains, the I'nited States must

use its productive powers juid n-.sourees "with a new

aud cxtraonlinary degrvc of coordination and efli-

ciency." The AniutJiiit, another sagacious obscr\er, be-

lieves that the adoption of the Federal Reserve biuiking

system came most opportunely, that the I'niled States

had just begun to look with increasing eons^-iousness of

power to busine.ss opportunities in fon'ign countries, and

that the War has but accelerated that development. The

wastage of war and the reconstruction in Europe will

fiiniish an opportunity to the I'nited States for extend-

ing help and s«"i making a return for the assistajiee for-

merly given by the older countries in developing the

natural resounes of this country. In short, it is believed

that the United States will emerge from the War period

as a great creditor nation prepared to play the part that

formerlv centred at London, Paris, and Berlin.

Another Mexican Outrage

The latest performance of Mexican brigandage has

created a keen feeling of resentment on the Pacific Coa.st.

where the \nctims were well known aud highly regarded.

The demoralization of government on the south side of

the Rio Grande has been brought home to the friends of

Charles A. Pringle. "W. J. Wallace, and the other Ameri-

cans that have been killed under conditions of particular

brutality. It appears that on January 10 a party of 19

men, including the staflf of the Cusihuiriachic Mining

Company, operating in western Chihuahua, was on its

way from the city of Chihuahua to the mines by rail

when the train was attacked at Santa Ysabel by a force

of bandits led by Jose Rodriguez. These ruffians are

reported to have stripped their captives naked and then

shot them. The train carried a st<lck of supplies and

silver currency to be used in the resumption of mining

operations. It is stated that the party wa.s traveling

under the military protection of the de facto Govern-

ment. One man escaped, Mr. Thomas M. Holmes, and

from him the details of the atrocity have been obtained.

The Cusihuiriachic company was one of the first to accept

the promises of protection made by the Carranza govern-

ment, and it remains to be seen what amount of respon-

sibility is accepted by the Government and what steps

are taken to cateh the murderers. It is pitiable to read

accounts of 'General' Jose Rodriguez, one of Villa's

lieutenants. These military titles tend to cloak brutal

iis,s«.ssinali(ins under tlic guiNc ul' warlurc, giving lliciii a

dignity that is monstrouK. \Vi- do no( wonder tiial u

ninulMf (if mining men iil Kl I'nso sent a Iclfgrani to

Washington, rcatling. ''i'lu' iiia.s.sjicre of fifteen more
American citizens in Mexico shows the result of a \\.ilih-

Inl waiting policy." It may not be logical, liiil il is in-

tclligililc. The Prcsiilcnt may reply properly lliiit the

men tlnis killed look their own lives in their hands by

going to the mines at tiiis time ami the American gov-

erniiii'nt cannot lie licld rc.si>onMi)lc for their unl'orlunatc

fate. Hut this will be jxhu- solace to their friends and
relatives, who had the idea that the rccMignition of the

</< fa<lo Mexican government involved an obligaliim to

protect American citizens in the conduct of peaceful

business.

Mining Education

Three pronounccuients on this subject have been made
recently: by Mr. Wiiliani H. Phillips, the new President

of the Colorado School of Jlines, by Mr. .lolin R. Allen.

Profes.sor of Mechanic;ii Kngincering in the University

of Jlichigan, and by .Mr. Cliiiilis F. Willis, Director of

the Arizona State Bureau of Mines. In these discus-sions

of the subject there is an evident struggle liitwccn the

broad idea of a training tiiat shall develop an effci'live

citizen and the narrower concept of a specialized in-

struction that shall fit a young man to win bread and

butter, and eventually wealth, in the competitive arena

of an industrial civilization. Even the least expansive

of profe.s.sors understands, however, that no mining

school can graduate either mine managers or smelter

superintendents. Professor Allen (|uotes a wise saying:

"No engineer w-as ever educated in a university, but the

university has given many a man an excellent opi)or-

tunity to educate himself." The motto of the school to

whirh the present writer went as a boy was a saying in

Latin that can he translated: "We do not learn for

school but for life." Professor Phillips expresses the

same idea when he .says that "the training in sncli liighly

specialized matters as mining, ore dri'.ssing. and metal-

lurgy is largely of a prophetic nature." It is impossible

to foresee what the teehnical requirements of the future

may be. The teacher can only elucidate principles by

means of methods and processes that may be discarded

by the time the student has barely started on his career.

Professor Willis recognizes the rapidity with which

conditions have changed in mining and metallurgical

practice; he complains that the schools have lagged be-

hind, retaining curricula that are largely obsolete. The

theoretical mining engineer of an earlier era is no longer

wanted, the commercial element now dominates the

technical, so that science without business insight is quite

ineffective. As industry becomes organized on scientific

lines, it calls for technically educated men for every

position of responsibility ; not the captains alone, but

even the corporals, must be properly equipped. We con-

clude then that to be effective the education must not be

too specialized ; what is needed is not so much the civil.
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mechanical, or mining engineer, but an engineer tout

simple, ready to adapt himself to conditions as they

arise and to train himself for opportunities as they be-

come evident. The European criticism is that the

American is superficial but imaginative ; he lacks thor^

oughness, but he is rich in adaptability. Part of this

characterization is acceptable; the question ai-ises

whether some of the deficiencies cannot be corrected.

In this, as in many other matters, Europe and America

go to extremes both of which are faulty. Yet, in the

end, all the efforts to reconcile divergent ideals will fail.

You cannot eat your cake and have it. One ideal must

be sacrificed to the other. A sane compromise is the

only practical solution. The man who pursues the shekel

unremittingly must not complain if his appreciation of

sundry other good things becomes atrophied, as Darwin

found his taste for music left him when he concentrated

his days to gi-inding generalizations out of facts. So also

the man of generous mind and philosophic temperament

nuist not be sui-prised if he does not become a forceful

driver of men or a successful collector of coins of stand-

ard value. Each presumably finds Ids happiness and

each his usefulness. The genuine product of each school

is better than the simulation of either.

The foregoing may seem an unsatisfactory answer to

the question at issuf. No reply can be completely satis-

factory. Our own observation of men has taught us that

they are too varied in their natural gifts and defects to

respond to the same system of culture. To learn any-

thing thoroughly is a mental training, to half-learn a

dozen things tends to enfeeble the mind. A sound

knowledge of Greek is a better preparation for engineer-

ing than an unsound schooling in electricity.

We find ourselves in quick agreement with Professor

Phillips in attributing defective technical training in

large part to the lack of a thorough teaching in mathe-

matics and English. The one contributes to logical

thinking and tlie other to clear expression ; they react

on each other, so as to combine in developing good habits

of mind. Of course, the growth of the reasoning faculty

is stimulated and developed by mathematics, but good

teachers of this subject are rare. A firm hold of mathe-

matics is essential to the engineer in obtaining a sound

grasp of mechanics, just as a thorough understanding of

the principles of chemistry is requisite to the intelligent

development of metallurgical skill. As for the acquisi-

tion of a knowledge of the language, we can hardly lay

too much stress on the importance of a control of, rather

than a facility in, the expression of scientific thought.

To know the English, or any other, language thoroughly

is a liberal education. Not to be able to command the

vehicle of ideas is to be handicapped in acquiring in-

formation for ourselves, no less than in giving it to

others. While yielding to none in recognizing the para-

mount importance of a scientific training, we realize that

the empha.sis placed on the sciences has tended to cause

a neglect of adequate schooling in English, the result

being not only a lack of skill in writing and speaking

but a loss of ability in the acquirement of technical

knowledge. Much of what we learn comes to us in the

form of the printed word, therefore the young man who
has not learned thoroughly the language in which that

printed word is given is handicapped in his effort to

assimilate the knowledge that is provided by the litera-

ture of the period. The sooner it is acquired the better.

It is the vehicle of thought in which all the other forces

of written knowledge are conveyed.

Thus, the final conclusion is that no schooling is

good that spoils sincerity of purpose. Inaccuracy of

observation and statement is the dominant curse of- a

half-educated community and the mark of the half-baked

engineer. No man can '

' see life sanely, see it whole '

' who
deals in make-believe ; none is worthy the name of engi-

neer who has not learned that "there is no alleviation

for tlie sufferings of mankind except veracity of thought

and of action.
'

'

Individualism and Co-operation

The editorial under this title in our issue of December
4 has provoked an opinion as to the preservation of in-

dividuality in great organizations from no less a person

than Mr. L. D. Ricketts himself. The ideas of a mine

manager and consulting engineer of such wide experi-

ence on a subject so pertinent cannot help but be a mat-

ter of interest to both young and old members of the

profession. Where is the corporation unit who does not

at times chafe at the clumsy inertia of action ajid thought

tliat characterizes large mas,ses; in what mine staff" or

city office does not the question of the man versus the

company pla.y a constant and critical part? Yet all of

us realize that co-operation is the secret of the success

of American development in 'big business.' The special-

ization of useful effort, the co-ordination of unusual

faculties, the utilization of spontaneous ability for the

serving of the common good have come in this great un-

developed country to mean the binding together of di-

verse minds and varied capacities for an organization

more than competent to compete on even terms with the

industries of older and less well-paid peoples. We take

pleasure in quoting herewith from the letter received

from Dr. Ricketts, as he is generally known in the West

:

"In my opinion any organization that aims to prevent

the expression of individuality will injure itself. My
view-point is that an organization of large size requires

a great many men in different capacities ; that it is

essential from top to bottom that a certain amount of

personal effort be allowed to the employee, and that the

more important the man the greater leeway should be

allowed him. In taking up a study of a new process or

the application of an experiment in commercial work,

it has always been my practice to select a number of

men, if necessary, to work out the details and the process.

Each man should be given full swing, should be allowed

credit for his work, and should be required to report his

opinion. You must remember, however, that there are

few men who have the qualities required for investiga-

tion and development, and at the same time possess
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ImlHiicc. As n ooliMHiuonct*, miiiooiu' with IwUaiuv iniiitt

n-vu-w tlu' work of tho mi>n uinliT him. niui, to I hi' lu-st of

his iiliilitv. sort the |ir)ii-liciili|<- from thf im|irnfti<*nlili'

Hint S(>t> that tlio priu-licnlilv |M>iiit8 Hn> (icrclopcd ; hut

if the work tftH'S no furtlu-r, Imth the iiivcsliijntor and tin-

n>vi»'w«T jin> apt to jtct in a nil w> lictp that Ihi-y cannot

«>e over the c«^J^^ nn«i as a tH>ns«>qiU'not> otln-r nu-n must

(omc in with fn-sh mintis to discnss the pniliicm. ami

thmw siilf'li^hts upon it. Thi-n thi-n- must Ix- soim-onr

with (iiH*iKinn to adopt the |>hin ami i-arry it out. 1 niosi

thoroughly aKn-t- with you as to the tn-mendous impor-

tant'<> of individualism luid you appear to aKree with me
in the tn'meiidous importniieo of orpinixatiou and eoni-

mittee work. When, then'fon-. then> are two view-points

there nui.st Ih> a eompn)nus«>. mnl the only eonipn)mis»- is

the value of an ofiioient orgiuiixation halaiiced in si/.e to

i-ompare with the nut^nitinle of the operation. When'
individualism is eurl>ed to a slipht extent, antl the or-

paiii/^ition evolves a final plan, the result of individiud-

ism nuiy he appan-ntly eoneealed. hut if a well nuitur<-d

prnetieal plan is studied in detail in all its liran<-li>'s. thi-

iudividualism is Iwund to beoonio apparent."

The statement of Mr. Kieketts nerds no )-nd)ellisliment.

lie In'lieves in the pnieticahility of organization ; he also

l»olieves in the genius of individualism. As lie states:

"When theri* arv two view-i)oints. there nnist he a eom-

proinis»>."' Any eonipromise to attain the great<-st degree

of suceess—as measured in all its aspects—must be a

earefid halaueing of the diseipline. helpfulne.ss. and big-

ness of orgimization with the inwigination, originality,

and personality of individuals. Corporations are giants

in stn-nplh and system, but tln-y deteriorate rapidl.v

when deprived of that ability to think whieli nuist be

supplied to them by individual intellects subject to all

the play of liiunan eharaeter. The problem is to harmon-

ize individualism and co-operation.

The Everson Myth

On another page we give the salient facts in the life of

Mrs. Everson. as recorded in a letter from her son to a

committee of the Colorado Scientific Society. Appar-

ently a belated desire had been expressed at Denver to

learn something concerning the Carrie J. Everson whose

name has been so prominently identified with a famous

flotation patent. The melancholy result was to discover

that the lady, whose experimental work had been quoted

freely in recent litigation, although neithei- litigant had
dared to subpoena her as a witness, had died a year be-

fore the enquir>' was set afoot. Another consequence

is to shatter the romantic story of the alleged invention

of the oil-flotation process. It was about time to ascer-

tain the truth. We have been told that Carrie J. Ever-

son of U. S. patent No. 348.157 was a Miss Everson. a

school-teacher, the sister of an assayer, in whose labora-

tory at Denver she had discovered the flotative power of

oil by washing some greasy ore-sacks containing concen-

trate, and that therefrom had resulted the invention of

an epoch-making process for treating sulphide ores.

Indeed, one authoritative uriier gave n linnl louili ici ih.'

pietun- in lhe.se words: 'Wlnii she had llie gn-asy .nii

eenlnilr .vji.ks in the wa.sh Inh and gave Ihem such agitii

tiim as was incident to the operation of washing, it only

requiriil the customary acnleriess id' ol)Hervati<Hi of the

W.stern lady sehoid-leaeher to grasp the essential facts

td" sulphiile fiotation." Alas, our hold (ui those es.sentiMl

faets is slippery enough even :i(l years after I he dnle
of the suppOK<'d dis4M)Very, The exeelhwit lady liersell'

pnivis to have been a Mrs. Kverson, the wife of ii Cjii-

eago doctor, with no brother awuiyer and no lidi.iriilipiy

for washing oresjieks or other seientilie re.seareh. Sev-
eral .vears after the patent limi been obtained she beeaiiie

ji nurse and lat<>r still, twenty years Kubsj'quenl lo ihe

liling of that patent, she was for a short lime a lenejier

in a school for girls. The roinancist is welcome to that

scrap of fact, even if it comes at the u long place in t hi-

story. In short. Mrs. Everson was an intclligeni earnest

wonmn who hapi)ened to touch the fringe of a iiietjd-

liirgical enigma. We do not ridicii!.' Urr. nor lier elTurl

to investigate a problcni that remained entirely nn-
.solved for many long years after she made her amateur
experiments: but we pennit ourselves a buigh at tliosi-

who have exaggerated her inelTcctivc atteni|)t into a

great invention, in order to belittle the work of real

metallurgists and in order to de.strcTy the ot-iginalily ol

much later and far more scientific research. The Ever-
.son patent describes no wufkablc i)roi-css: it wa.s for-

gotten until patent litigation brought it into fictitious

prondnence. Posthumous demoiist rat ions of tlic ])rior

art made in court do not iiiiin-css the detached onlooker.

If Mrs. Everson had never recorded her experiments the

flotation process would have lost nothing. Flotation was
not descended from her. That oil would adhere to me-
tallic particles and float them was known to Herodotus,
it has been a matter of encyclopedic infonnation ever

since. Mrs. Everson tried to apply the old fact to the

concentration of ore, and failed. The flotation of today
comes to us through the Elmore brothers, wlio got tlieir

idea from Ccorge Kobson. at the Glasdir mine, in Wales;
where Robson got his idea we do not know, but we hope
to find out before the chapter is closed. No reason

exists for believing that he got it from the U. S. patent

reiords, for his method bore no resemblance to that of

Carrie Everson. From the Elmores the flotation pedi-

gree continues to Alcide Froment. who saw the Elmore
bulk-oil process in Italy, and from Froment to H. L.

Sulman and II. F. K. Picard. It is only the distortion

of scientific vision created by the mia.sma of litigation

that has caused the Everson patent to loom so large

against the later investigations and developments of the

process. One myth has been swept away; in course of

time others may follow it, so that ultimately the scien-

tific truth ma.v stand out dear. Meanwhile we con-

gratulate the Colorado Scientific Society on its eour.se of

action and hope that it will not abate in its intention to

do honor to a woman who was an investigator, a nurse,

a teacher, a good wife, and a devoted mother. That is

more than being a bubble in the froth of litigation.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use tliis department for the discussion of k'clmiail and other matters per-

taining to mining and metallurfiy. The Editor uvlcomes (he expression of vieii's contrary to /lis own, be-

lit-c'iMj! that carejul crilicism is more I'aliiabie ()ian casual compliment.

The Electrical Theory of Flotation

The Editor

:

Sir—I liave read with much interest Mr. Bains' article

in yovir issue of the 27th iilt. on this subject. I believe

he is right in his theory and that electrification plays a

very important part in the phenomena of the new metal-

lurgy. The slime problem—the great difficulty mill-men

attribute to 'colloids'—is a manifestation of the electri-

fication of the particles causing them to form into flakes

and to interfere profoundly with the effect of gravity

as utilized in water-concentration methods. I have

noticed that dry 'dust' classified by transportation in

air is similarly affected and will retain large percentages

of air in the mass and will 'run' on a slight grade.

Studying the effect of 'colloids' in gravity work on

slime three years ago I noted that some force was causing

the extremely fine particles to be attracted to each other

with system, and in a manner to suggest that the phe-

nomenon was due to electrification. I assumed, how-

ever, that the aluminous and earthy particles were the

only ones charged, and that the crystalline sulphide

particles which I was trying to separate from the mass

were not subject to the queer behavior noted in the

'colloids.' In connection with an application for a

patent on a 'colloid separator,' I wrote a description of

what was to my mind happening, from which I quote

:

By 'slime' is meant, for the purpose of this discussion,

a mixture of water with ore and mineral so finely com-

minuted as to be impalpable. The losses (by gravity

concentration) in these sizes are very largely caused by

the fact that the slime contains a very large percentage

of so-called 'colloids.' In the language of the mill metal-

lurgist, 'colloids' is pulverized ore, affording a great deal

of material that contains more than an ordinary amount

of combined water, and when in an impalpable state ap-

parently carries a static 'charge' and has the peculiar

property of quickly forming into flakes, being then

known as 'flocculent slime.'

When greatly diluted with water, that is, -when the

amount of 'solid' matter in suspension is a very small

percentage of the whole and the mass is at the same time

in a state of agitation, the formation of flakes is pre-

vented. As the mass of water comes to a state of rest and

the solids present begin to fall under the influence of

gravity, the crystalloids (more or less cubical particles)

go rapidly toward the bottom of the vessel. The col-

loidal, or clay-making 'solids' also commence to fall,

and at the same time begin to migrate toward each other

and form themselves into flakes or strings, which be-

have in water much like fine feathers of fluffy down in

air. While the flakes are widely sepai-ated the particles

of non-electrified, non-hydrous, crystalline material fall

readily in paths between them.

When the flakes have settled into a mass touching

each other at their extremities, their movement under

gravity is interfered with and when in this state they are

no longer free-settling particles, but are a mass of flakes

resting upon each other with clear water filling their in-

terstices. When they fall farther the mass formation is

condensed and the process is one of re-adjustment of the

flakes among themselves, in which the water in their in-

terstices is displaced, and on account of the greater

degree of impediment as the mass becomes more dense,

they require longer periods to fall a given distance or

crowd into less space. Thus, each stage of the condensa-

tion or thickening process is a successively slower one and

one which greatly embarrasses 'gravity' processes of

separation.

When I take a long glass cylinder, say of li in. diam.,

fill it with 100 to 5 slime-feed, as found in average mill

conditions (in which all of the mass would pass a 240-

mesh screen) and allow the cylinder to stand perpendicu-

larly a short time for the slime to settle and commence the

cycle referred to above, I find that by the time approxi-

mately 10% of the water is supernatent, that is, clear

water on top of slime, then the colloids have migrated

under this system of attraction and have become flakes

large enough to be seen and have settled until they touch

each other. Looking through the glass, 1 note that the

water between the flakes is clear and that the process of

re-arrangement among them in process of 'thickening' is

visible. The passage of the water upward from among

them is made instantly apparent by inclining the tube

about 15°. Observing the upper side of the incline 1 find

the water racing along the glass, in the path of least re-

sistance, causing wavelets among the flakes and carry-

ing them upward ; and on the under side of the cylinder

the movement is downward but in a more uniform

manner, that is, a larger section of the mass is moving

downward with less speed. When I reverse the inclina-

tion of the cylinder the direction of movement is re-

versed in a surprisingly short interval, with a very short

period of rest before starting in the opposite direction.

This demonstrates visually the action noted in the re-

adjustment of the flakes mentioned, and demonstrates

that the water is being squeezed, .so to speak, out from
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the inter«tict« Wlwwii llu- rtnk.-H as tlu«y n-arnmK'-'l

llioinst'lv<>« ill n iiion- ••oiiipnot mass in tlu- lu-t of falliiiK

If I take a Mrwii" of i-loaii, water sjitiiraird, slim.d

sulpliitlo. wliioli 1 liavo previously si'parat.-.l from n

similar iiiixtiirv on a oonvfiitioiial sliiiu-r' ami <ln>p ^40ln^•

of it fnim a plass rwl into my oyliiulor. I oan wat.ii ihr

«ulpliiih>s pass ilownwani timuiph the mass. Wli.-n tli<'

ap«>rtun'S lM>t\vtM'ii the tlakfs an- lanre enough, a inajoriiy

of the little Mack erystals an« able to reach th.' l>«Uoni.

hut if I i-oHtinue this from time to time as the iin.s*:

thiekeiis 1 Hiiil that the siilphiile crystals an- l"int:

arr«<ted. Tlie liner ones tirst hejiiii to he luiil up ami

may »h' s.>eii suspended upon the flakes even when the

majvs liwks very thin and extremely fluid-like Hy the

time the -eolloids' have excluded the wal.r milil the

prxiportion in the mass is 100:10. all si/.es of the so-

ealled •slime-sulphide' concentrate are hel.l np on il

like wal-dust or sand supported upon down.

When the 'eolloids' first hegin to settle and eombiiic

into flaki«s they are feathery in appearance in the water.

espeeiaJly towani the surface of -slime.' hut as the mass

becomes more dense and less fn>e to move, it assumes a

eream-like consistence. When I pour the clear water

off from the top and the slime begins to also go over, the

appearance by reflected light suggests cream or syrup

and vis.'wity. In very fact I realize that 1 am dealing

with fluid clay.

I think it is entirely obvious that the thickening of

slimes in preparation for feeding on .so-called 'sliming

machines.' as now practised, is entirely wrong in prin-

ciple. In the absence of the peculiar 'colloids' this would

1h? quite correct and the results upon the machine would

U- what is intended, but we have the eolloids all of the

time in all ores (though in varying proportions) and this

part of the tonnage is not only )wt amenable to the con-

centrating action of any machine or device used for

water-concentration by the gra\-ity method and cannot be

concentrated by these machines, but it prevents the crys-

talline particles (which, when clean of eolloids. are easily

separated ' from having a chance to reach the concentrat-

ing surface and be saved. We use pointed boxes, spitz-

kasten. Callow tanks, pulp-thickeners, etc., the object of

which is to "thicken the feed." and these devices are

admirably adapted to make material so dense that a con-

centrating unit may handle a larger and more satis-

faetorj- tonnage of it. but. for reasons that have been

explained, the unit will concentrate the valuable portions

with very poor success.

Here ends the quotation from my former notes.

Considering what Mr. Bains' experiments and experi-

ence have shown I now see that the wliole ma.ss of solids

was 'charged' and that the effect was misunderstood as

far as the coarse particle was concerned, because it was

too large to 'migrate' and collect into masses governed

by the 'charge,' but as the particles earrjing the charge

became finer they could migrate and assemble so as to

become -v-isible. The sulphide particles were not exempt

from the influence as I had supposed. Their suspension

in the mass of colloids was not a mechanical proposition

iiltogillicr or HO much as it was one of altracli<in diic to

the charge of cleclrii-ily present in the masN. ami liic

supcrlinc sulphide particle eonlaincd iii llie imuns m'

flakes was just as much an electrically eliaii;ed ciilloiil

as any other part of the mass, and that is where the tiiMiii

loss«'s, the unavoidable los.ses, were, and where llie up-

paivnily easy and most notalile saving by flotation coiiieK

into pla.v.

Now comes flotation with its peculiar and unexplained

inflm-uce upon the lolloid condition, and 1 am satislierl

that the new theory points the way to a better umlcr-

stamliiig and realization of what is taking place in con-

nection with the burden-carrying bubble. Oil evidently

docs not belong at tlu- head of the class and has been

enjoying a measure of i)opnlarity that does not belong to

il. Verily, much is yet to be leuriicd alimil lio\v, aii<l why.

and what, is flotation.

1 am sending herewith a small .siimi>le <if Anaconda

eonccntrate which seems to have peculiar ]troperties. It

is not a sample of the average concent rale of its size, but

is a ela.ss of i)ynle wliieh selects itself out of the feed in

passing over the table and floats off on the surface of the

water. Note its relatively coarse size (2()-mesh). Il is

plentiful at times and scarce at other times, evidently

depending upon where the ore comes from for that day.

It has not been oiled either purposely or by accident, but

it will float pei-sistently. as y<)\i will note if .vou put the

dry material in a pan and allow a tongue or wedge of

water to crawl tuider it. As soon as it is drained, the

film of water will peel off from this material like it does

from a duck's back and it advertises that it wants to float

by doing so at every opportunity. This material won't

stay drowned, and the fim-slion naturally arises as to

what is peculiar about it and what can be learned by

studying its peculiarities. I am sending some of it to

Mr. I'.ains with a copy of this letter.

David Cole.

El I'iLso. December 14, 1915.

Trade in South America

The Editor:

Sir—Your remarks on this subject are very good. You

should enlarge upon it and while doing this, refer to some

particular line of trade. It is not possible to say nnicli

in general terms without making mistakes.

I take it that your readers are more interested in the

machinery trade with South America than with simply

'trade.' And the 'machinery trade' should be again

limited to machinerj' trade other tliaii agricultural. The

reason for this is that there is no similarity between agri-

cultural machinerj- business and mining, power, or

nitrate machinery business.

Agricultural machinery is sold by l)ig houses that give

a year or two of credit, based on crops, which are in

turn often contracted for when machinery purcha.ses are

made. This makes it difficult for the American manu-

facturer of agricultural machinery to retail for cash.

Electrical machinery is usually sold on long terms to
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lighting and power companies by the European manu-

facturer that takes an interest in the business. I should

say this tvas the way this business was done. None is

being done in this line now.

Jlining machinery is sold here, as in other parts of the

world, for cash. There are occasional exceptions to this,

but the results of giving time on mining sales are not

such as to inspire imitation.

In other lines, such as shirts, shoes, and shelf goods in

general, longer terms were granted by European hoxises

than by American, but there are two ways of looking at

this question of tenns. The American manufacturer can

either hold out for his terms of cash, or he can give away

and allow credits, or he and his customer can compromise.

If there was just one American numufaeturer, this could

be settled easily, but there are many, and American

goods are appearing on the market, so the terms finally

arranged must be satisfactor.y to both sides.

Personally, I think that the allowing of a special dis-

count for cash is a better way for the buyer than giving

him a long credit and covering it in the price ; and ap-

parently the buyer here thinks so also. Anyway, why

should it be necessary for the American shipper to

change his methods if they are better than the European,

as he thinks ?

Dollar exchange is appearing in the financial circles

with much greater frequency, lately. The Bradeu and

Chuquicaraata companies try to obtain all the money re-

quired for their operations by selling 90-day New York

exchange. So far their arrangements for doing this

are not convenient. That is, it is easier for me to go to

the bank and buy the exchange on New York than it is to

call up the Braden Copper Co. at Rancagiia, get a quota-

tion, send them the money, and wait for the draft, even

though their rate of exchange is better than that of the

bank. It is stated that this condition will be changed,

and then we will have an American bank to all intents

and purposes, except as regards lending money.

I think you lay too much stress on the importance of

speaking Spanish. We have, among the American colony,

men who have been here a score of years without learning

much about Spanish—and there are Englishmen who

could be here centuries without learning the subjunctive

any better than I have. Yet the Englishmen do most of

the business in Chile. If the men sent to South America

to do banking know banking the task of learning enough

Spanish is only a question of a short time.

So far, any sales of New York drafts are based on the

rate of exchange between pesos and pounds sterling. As

soon as we have an exchange rate quoted in dollars, trad-

ing in New York exchange will be much easier. Not long

ago the first sale of nitrate in dollars was effected in Val-

paraiso. Not long ago the first sale of tin concentrate

was contracted in dollars. A number of locally repre-

sented American companies have given instructions that

hereafter quotations must be made only in dollars, and

not in pounds, pesos, marks, or francs. These are straws

that show that the importance of the dollar is increasing.

Occasionally my customers wish to pay accounis with

90-day sterling exchange. Our account will be in dollars

at sight in New York, so this means figuring the ex-

change. In order to be able to remit dollars, 1 must go

to a bank here in Santiago and ask what the rate is.

They in turn must ask Valparaiso, because the rate of

exchange is based on the sale of drafts at Valparaiso. I

return to the bank in the afternoon and they give me a

rate. From this I figure the '•alue of a dollar in pounds

and get the draft from my customer for the right amount.

This draft must be used to purchase between 2 and 4 p.m.

of the same day New York exchange, or I am liable; to

loose or gain b,y the fluctuation of exchange, because a

new rate must be obtained on the next day. You can see

what trouble this entails. Another difficulty is that the

rate is not the same at all the banks, so that it becomes

necessary to ask several in order to know which is the best

rate. Their rates depend upon whether they wish to sell

or buy on that particular day. So it is that at times 1

have been asked, "Are you sure going to buy?" before I

have lieen quoted a rate.

My company remits funds for current expenses in

drafts on New York, and it is in such cases that I am
keen on getting the best possible rate. When the draft

is such that any bank will accept it, the difference in

price offered is sometimes as much as 2%. Even in cases

where the draft is drawn directly on a given bank here,

it is possible to obtain a better rate than is originally

ciuoted if one is independent and in a position to send

the draft back to New York if the price is not right.

This is not like banking elsewhere, but the condition

is not to be charged to the banks so much as to the un-

certainty of the value of Chilean money from day to day.

Nevertheless, it is to be hoped that if an American bank

is ever established here, it will not quote different rates

to different people.

Mark R. Lamb.

Santiago, December 4, 1915.

The Weedon copper mine in the Eastern Townships

of Quebec has produced in five years 174,000 tons of

cupriferous pyrite ore. According to a recent report on

the 'Copper Deposits of the Eastern Townships of

Quebec' by the Provincial Department of Mines, the

main orebody of the Weedon is a lense 570 ft. long, 40 to

45 ft. in maximum thickness, striking north-east and

dipping 40° to the south-east. The ore averages 3.6%

copper, 40.7% sulphur, with traces of zinc, lead, silver.

and gold ; it has been sold for about $9 per ton. On Sep-

tember 1, 1914, about 200,000 tons of ore was known to

be in reserve. The mine is Si miles from the railroad to

which transportation of the ore is effected by an aerial

tramway ; the cost of this transportation by tramway is

under 7 cents per ton. John McDonald of Sheibrooke.

Quebec, bought the property for a small sum in 1908, on

account of its rusty showing of schist. He sujik several

pits and finally a shaft in the bottom of a grass-covered

depression, penetrating 25 ft. of ore. The property was

leased under option to P. de P. Ricketts of New York,

who transfeiTcd it to the East Canada Smelting Co.
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Tlu> C'oiorado SfiiMUilio Sofii'ly n-cfiilly stnrti-il an in

uniry into tho work of I'arrio .Iiuic Kvornon. who »liil

sonu- onrlv work in ooniuftion willi tlio llulntion jinM-ess

in ("olorailo. Tlu- committee of invi'stiRiilion consisted

of II. C. I'lirm.lcc. the sttM-n-tury of the Society. I'liilip

Argnll. lUiii (.Jwrpi- K. Collins; the last njentioned beinc

chairman of the committee. The chief re.sult wa.s t.>

elicit MX authoritative nccount of Mrs. Kverson's life

fmm her .son. John L. Everson. of San Ans«-lniii. I'ali

fornia. Knuu this account it appears that many of tin-

details circulated in the literature of tiotation are quite

ineornH't.

Her maiden name was Billings. She was horn at

Sharon. Massachu.setts. in 1S42. and in 1851, when only

nine years old. went with her partMits to Illinois,

where ux 1S64 she married AVilliam K. Evei-son. a

physician and surgeon practising at Chicairo. Through

her husband she beeanie intemsted in chemistry. In

1S78 Dr. Everson lost money in one of Hriek Pomeroy's

wild-eat mining schemes, causing his wife to seek ii

means of adding to their livelihood. She studied mincr-

alog>- and chemist r>-, and. as her son states, "discovered

what she termed the chemical affinity of oils and fatty

substances for mineral particles. She later qualified this

theorj- whe'i she learned by further experiments that

other substances would accomplish the same results,

notably wheat-gluten, lamp-black, soot, etc." Her hus-

band became interested in these experiments and aided

her in obtaining the celebrated patent, No. 348,157.

of August 20. 1885. Two years later the family moved

to Denver, where Dr. Everson tried vainly to get min-

ing men interested in the process. He died in 1889.

Thereupon his widow, being in financial straits, took

to obstetrical nursing. At this time she met Thomas

F. Criley, who tried to get some people at Baker City,

Oregon, to interest themselves in the process. Criley

lied shortly aftenvard. Then, in 1891, :Mrs. Everson

net Charles B. Hebron, who had a little knowledge of

i>ncentrating plants and arranged to aid her in me-

hanical details. The .ioint patent No. 471.174 of 1891.

was a result of this association. A ^Ir. Pischel of Denver

is also mentioned by her son as having become interested

to the extent of furnishing funds for the erection of a

demonstration plant. One or two trials were made in

this experimental plant, but a disagreement between

Hebron and Pischel caused the abandonment of the

scheme and a final cessation of her courageous effort to

make something out of her patents. Thereupon, in 1892.

Mrs. Everson became visiting nurse of the Denver

Flower Mission and was employed in this capacity until

1906. when failing health caused her to accept a position

as teacher of physiologj- and hygiene in the State School

for Girls at Morrison, Colorado. In 1909 she joined her

son in San Franei.sco. and later at their joint home at

San Anselmo, where she died on November 3, 1914, being

then 72 years of age.

As is generally known, iiinlylulenum is in ureal (leiiiMiici

at present as a siibsliiiite fur lunnslcn in llie makiiit; ol'

tool sleel. The jirilieipal ore, niolylMleiiile (MoSJ nilieli

resembles graphite in appi'iiimu'e. having, however, a

little bluer color and giving ii «! n streak on fractiireil

|tiirci'lain. Molybdenite occurs <'iiMiniercially in narrow

veins in granite anil erystjilline rneks. Th meenli'M-

tion of tlie ore, eonlainiiig from ]'/, to 10 or 2lt'; of

MoSj, to a luen-liiiiii.ililr prdiluct of 80 or 90%. is re-

ceiving attention in vai-i(i\is jiarts of this country and

Canatla. The Canailian Deiiarlirieiit of Mines, at Ot

tawa. lijus been experimenting along these lines, an<l has

lately obtained one of the flotation iiiaehines of lliiny

Wood of Denver for its testing lalxiratory. Mr, WimmI

has concentrated molybdenite ores from several localities

in the Western slates and British ('(ilunibia. and claims

that his inaeliine will .separate iniilylpilenite fnnri gangiie

without preliminary sizing, yielding a merchantable

concentrate, and n'covering 80 to 90^; of the molybden-

ite. The .Mines l)ei)arlinent at Ottawa a])i)arently favors

preliminary sizing and in some cases a roasting operation.

According to the Caiioiliiut Mininf/ Journal the proc-

ess suggested by the Mines Department as devised from

treating 2^% ore containing other sulphides and mica

from the Chisholm mine, in Ontario, is as follows:

Crush to inch size. Dry in a cyliiidrieal drier that does

not allow the furnace-gases to come in contact with tlie

ore. Pa.ss to i-in. rolls; thence to a Newago screen that

gives material over \-'m. to a picking-belt, material over

iS-in. going to another picking-belt, and under ^-in. to a

Keedy sizer. The picking-belts carry the product to }-in.

rolls, thence it pas.ses over a Newago screen, from which

over J-in. size goes to J[-in. rolls, and under il-in. to a

Keedy sizer. All the ore (finally under l-in. size) goes to

a Keedy sizer, which is simply a large Hour-bolter made

exceptionally strong. This makes ten sizes, each of which

goes to its own water-flotation machine; the dust passing

to an oil-flotation machine or to wa-ste, depending on its

content of molybdenum. The tailing from the water-

flotation goes to waste. The concentrate, containing 20

to 30% molybdenite, goes to a Wilfley roaster that sub-

jects it to a slightly oxidizing roast at about 1000° F.

Careful roasting is necessary to obviate any partial oxi-

dation of molybdenite. The roasted concentrate, now

containing oxidized pyrite and pyrrhotite as well as some

mica and gangue. is again concentrated by water-flota-

tion machines, giving a product of about 80% molyb-

denite. The tailing from the roasted ore can be ground

and treated in oil-flotation units or can be dried and re-

turned to the Keedy sizer. On the ore tested, 507c- of

the molybdenite was recovered by crushing in steps and

picking out the coarse flake that yields material coarser

than 6-mesh.

Prices for molybdenum remain around $1 .50 per pound

for a product containing 90% MoS,. Frequent reports

are published regarding the discovery of new deposits,

and the 1916 output should be of fair quantity.
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By T. ^ ^iekas(S

•The noii-persisteuce of ore in depth has disconcerted

the miner from time immemorial. The geologist did

little to explain the difficulty until the effects of oxy-

genated water within the vadose zone were elucidated

by Posepny, and the water-level became recognized as a

factor in the distribution of rich ore. When Emmons^ and

Weed- brought forward an explanation for the second-

ary enrichment of copper lodes, and others, including

myself,'' followed suit with a discussion of the condi-

tions affecting concentrations of gold in veins, then the

miner sat up and took notice, as it were, for the geolo-

gist began to touch upon the one subject most important

to him, namely, the ascertainment of the factors favor-

ing the making of those extraordinary concentrations

of metal for which he has sought since first a pick

struck the earth. The miner does not seek merely for

gold in quartz, galena in limestone, or cinnabar in ser-

pentine, for example ; he seeks for those few spots where

the gold, the lead, or the mercury is in a form or in

a mass so concentrated as to yield him a handsome

profit. Mining is the art of exploiting enrichments,

not universal disseminations. There is gold in sea-

water, what profits that?

So when theories of secondary enrichment, with all

the deductions arising therefrom, began to made head-

way, they, being true, prevailed over the old generaliza-

tion, being untrue. One of the fii-st systematic state-

ments on the subject was tendered, most fitly, by that

keen observer and effective teacher, Waldemar Lindgren,

in 1905. In the first volume of Economic Geology* he

wrote an article entitled 'Ore Deposition and Deep Min-

ing.' That article summarizes current theory on the

subject we are discussing. Turning to what Mr. Lind-

gren has to say concerning
'

' deposits in which tlie metal

is of later origin than the surrounding rock," we find

that he considers contact-metamorphic deposits to be

non-persistent. "Slight changes of composition and

texture of the rock influence their susceptibility to con-

tact metamorphism to a very surprising degree. Few

*From 'Persistence of Ore in Depth,' a paper presented to

the Inst. M. & M., London, November 19, with additions. See

the Muling and Scientific Press, December 19 and 26, 1914.

I'The Secondary Enrichment of Ore Deposits.' S. P. Em-
mons. Trans. A. I. M. E., Vol. XXX, pp. 177-217.

^'Enrichment of Mineral Veins by Later Metallic Sulphides.'

W. H. Weed. Bulletin Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. 11, pp. 176-206.

3'The Formation of Bonanzas in the Upper Portions of Gold

Veins.' T. A. Rickard. Trans. A. I. M. E., Vol. XXI, pp. 198-

220.

<Vol 1, pp. 34-36, October-November, 1905.

mines on contact deposits have been worked at a greater

depth than a few hundred feet."

Concerning the deposits "in which the ores have

CROSS-SECTION OF TUE .JUMIJO VEIN, IN THE ENTlllU'KI.'Sli

MINE, KICO, COLORADO.
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lt«*i*n itepo&iteil either )iy tilling or rcpliu-i'inoiit aluiii;

tissiires or other pntlis for inu]i>r(;n)\iiul watere." he

states that the views now jfeiierally aeeepteil ajfree in

siipptvKiiif; the metallic contents to have heen "tiepositcd

hy as<-i-niliii(; hot s<iliitions— in fad. ast-eiidin); hoi

sprinj:^: ami miKst ol>s«>rvers also ajrrcc that tlic metals

were taken np in solution by the water at some point

I'onsiderahly Ih'Iow tiie point of precipitatlDn." He
allows tliat "the conditions for deposition \:vow less

favorahle as depth increases, but the chanpc takes place

slowly. The richest on's arc tluxsc near to their original

apex." Mere he is refcrrinjr t») the erosion of the upper

portion of the vein as originally formed. Finally, he

concludes, on theoretical >rroun<ls. that "ores de|>osited

by ascending hot waters are more likely to show a de-

crease than an increase in value when developed by

deep mining."

However, this is not all that he has to say. It is

importajit to note his suggestion that in some cases

erosion may have renioved so much of the vein or lode

that the present outerop "may be thousands of feet

l>elow the point where the fissure reached the surface

during the vein-forming epoch." Applying this idea,

he distinguishes between veins traversing volcanic rocks

of relatively recent geological age and those penetrating

older intrusive rocks known to have consolidated at

great depth. He argues therefrom that "the date of

vein formation" in the latter case "is likely to be re-

mote," as compared with the former. He places the

veins of the Southern Appalachian region, of the Cali-

fornia gold belt, and of Australia under the first cate-

gory, while he mentions the mining districts of western

Nevada, the Hauraki peninsula in New Zealand. Owyhee
county in Idaho, the San Juan region and the Cripple

Creek district, both in Colorado, as in the younger class

of deposits. Mr. Lindgren argues, for example, that

because "the thickness of crust removed by erosion in

the foot-hill region" of California is 3000 ft., and the

most persistent orebody as yet discovered has been

mined to 3000 ft. vertically, therefore "deposition of

free gold ores in the California veins has proceeded to

depths from the surface of about 6000 feet."

This argument assumes that the ore as now found is

much the same in character and richness as it was at

the time when the vein was first formed : it infers the

geological age of the orebody from that of the vein in

which it lies. To this I demur. The vein, of course,

cannot be older than the rock by which it is encased,

but it may be much younger: moreover, the ore as now
found by the miner in the vein may be considerably

younger than the fissure or other receptacle in which

it lies. Furthermore. I am discussing the vertical dis-

tribution of enrichments, not of the mere vein-filling,

for the orebodjes exploited by man represent the selected

parts of a lode, not the whole of it, and certainly not

its poorer portions. I submit that these rich parts may
be the result of later chemical reactions long post-dating

the waters that first circulated along the fissure and pre-

cipitated the primary ore. In short, I submit that most

oreboiiii'.s, tiwit is. the ricli imrt.s nl' a lodi', nrc gcoliig

ically Vdung.

The suggestion luade by .Mr. Lindgren, thai Ihc pres-

ent veins nuiy be only the slum|>s, as it were, of those

that at one time, i)rcvi(iiis to eroNJciii, ri'aclicd to a

fornuT surface .several Ihiuisand feel higlicr than their

pivsent outcrops, has been advocated with S(Mne enthusi-

asm iiy ])crson8 of less acknowii'diri'd autiiorily in mat-

ters of this kind. A good e.vamplc is alTordeil hy Ihc

lilcratiuT on \\u- goldfields of Nova Scotia. In tli.il

( 'aiiadiaii province liie small veins of goldbcariiig (|iiarlz

t'ojlow liiin beds of slate iielonging to an cxlcnsive

.series of slates and sandstones of ])re-CamKriiiii jige.

Tiiis sedimentary formation lias not oidy been mela-

morphoscd, but it has also been siilijectcd to violent

plication resulting in sliarp .inliiliiiMl I'olil.s. so tliat

Ihc (|uart/. veins assume the siuipc of saddles, which

by the further action of cros.s-fohls, become domes."

Apart from iju'se structiiral features, it is ;i nmark-

jible fad that this .sedimentary formal ion has a known
tiiickiiess of 30,000 ft., of which IM.OOO f1. constitutes

the division characterized by gold veins. It is istimaled

by E. R. Faribault. .1. E. "Woodiiuin, and other geolo-

gists who have studied the .scries, that erosion has re-

moved overlying rock several miles thick. Mr. Fari-

bault writes" of the veins having lieen "truncated by

extensive denudation." Again he says: "Some of the

sharpest and highest folds have been truncated to. a

depth, as far as we know, of over eight miles, exposing

at the surface a section of gold-measures of over five

miles in thickness." This means that 8 miles has been

denuded, and that the gold veins persist through the

underlying and surviving 5 miles of rock. Ilis dia-

grams express the same idea. Several less-known

writers on the geology of the Nova Seotian goldfields

have argued likewise: that the little quartz veins to be

seen nowadays at the surface are the stumps of veins

that once reached three or four miles to the surface

of a former period, and therefore, that these same little

veins may persist a few miles deeper, thus arriving at

the cheerful conclusion that gold mining in Nova Scotia

is "in its infancy."

This reminds me of the cynic's definitioii of faith

as believing things you know' to be untrue. It is a

brutal fact that of the gold veins that are supposed,

on a geological diagram, to have continued several miles

overhead and to persist yet for several miles underfoot,

not one has been exploited profitably to a vertical depth

of more than 1100 ft.^ Mo.st of the little mines in Nova

^'Tlie Domes of Nova Scotia.' By T. A. Rickard. Trans.

Inst. M. M.. Vol. XXI, pp. 506-566.

o'Tlie Gold Measures of Nova Scotia and Deep Mining.' By
E. R. Faribault. Mining Society of Nova Scotia, 1899.

'The deepest gold mine in Nova Scotia is tlie Libbey prop-

erty at Broolitield, Queen's county. This was worked to a

vertical depth of 1062 ft., following the oreIx)dy on its pitch

by means of an incline. The Lake lode, at Caribou, in Halifax

county, was mined to a vertical depth of 1000 ft. Not more

than a couple of dozen mines were exploited to a depth greater

than 500 ft. vertical.
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Scotia that have given good results were abandoned

when they were 200 to 300 ft. deep. When a man tells

ine that a 6-ineh quartz vein once penetrated rock, now
eroded, for several miles, either way, up and down, from

the spot where I now see it, I marvel at his imagina-

tion : and when I find that a prospect-hole, or at most

a shaft only a couple of hundred feet deep, suffices to

follow that vein to its vanishing point, I turn to him

and say to him that he has stated something that is

scientifically untrue.

Even if the actual story of mining in Nova Scotia

had not given the laugh to any such assumption of per-

sistence on quasi-geological grounds, we should be war-

ranted in rejecting the theory of continuity on such

knowledge as is extant concerning the origin of ore

deposits in general. jMr. Faribault and others assume

that the granite, of Silurian age, was extruded after

the gold veins had been formed, "for granite dikes and

veins have been observed to always cut the inter-strati-

SuT-i'^<: e. — -

SECTION lLLrSTR.\TIXG SUPPOSED PERSISTENCE OF VEI.\S IN

NOVA SCOTIA.

fied quartz veins wherever they come in contact with

them." This is open to doubt. At Forest Hill the

quartz of a vein can be seen penetrating into the granite,

and gold is visible both in this quartz and in that of

a vein near-t)y.* Mineralization is usually the sequel to

eruptive activity. In Colorado, almost without excep-

tion, the deposition of ore over a wide region of great

geological diversity is known to have taken place in

post-Cretaeeous time, and in most eases it can be proved

that the orebodies hitherto discovered were formed after

the extraordinary eruptive activity of the early Tertiary

period." I could quote scores of other examples indi-

cating the geological recency of the agencies that may

«Trans. I7ist. M. M., Vol. XXI, pp. 565, 566.

9'Geological Distribution of the Precious Metals in Colo-

rado." T. A. Rickard. Mining and Scientific Press, January S,

15, and 23, 1910.

be connected justifiably with the deposition of ore, not

of the precious metals only, but of the base ones as well.

Even if the evidence indicates that a vein was formed

at an early date in geological history, before erosion

had removed thousands of feet of younger rock, it still

remains to be proved that the metals enriching that

particular vein were precipitated at so early a period

where we now find them ; and even then it is incumbent

on those who argue persistence of ore on the basis of the

THE S.\DOLE-REEES IN THE 1 iSO :WINE. AT IlEMUGO.

geologic antiquity of the veins, to prove that the richest

portions, namely, the orebodies, were not the product

of activities belonging to a much later time. AVe are

entitled to make this last stipulation, because, as I have

said, and have elsewhere proved, so many orebodies are

definitely known to be the products of the thermal and

igneous activities that came into play at a period long

subsequent to that in which the veins themselves were
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Hrst formed. Let lue nuoto the enso of the lloiiu-stuke.

Tlui ilod lodf, ill SoHlli Diikotn, eojisists of a

niiiii"i\ no ill st'liist. kiiuwii lu lu' of prcl'ainliriiiii

age. In the overlying Cambrian conglomerntc are found

Iwuldcrs ! "''lo as emdod franiiiont.s of tlie lode-

schist. '1

!

'iiieratc is a liiuikol' ileposit, for it

eontaius enough gold to be exploited as ore. So here,

it has Wen said, we have proof of a gold-lH-ariiig lode

of pre-Canibriiui age. for is not the ileliris of it and

the gold of it found as a constituent of a Cambrian con-

glomerate T

As early as 1S82 \V. B. Devereu.x indicated tiiat part

of Uie gold in the overlying Potsdam conglomerate was

not of mechanical origin, derived from the erosion of

the llomestake outcrop, but had been deposited as a

chemical precipitate, for he found it as a film between

the folia of the schist and in the overlying quart/.itc.'"

In 18S0, F. R. Carpenter, long resident in the locality as

a mine manager, t«stified that the vicinity of intrusive

rook is favorable to the rii'lincss of the ore ; he concluded

thai 'poi-phyry' produced "either an eurichment of the

deposit or a further concentration of what gold origin-

ally existed in it." In the neighboring district he ascer-

tained that the silver-bearing galena ores, in Cambrian

quartzite, are found "only in connection with the

igneous intrusions." In the overlying Carboniferous

limestone, ore of similar character is found "adjoining

the porphyry, where it cuts through the limestone."

He then expressed the opinion that the ore-bearing rocks

of the region are "co-extensive with the intruded

igneous rocks."" In 1897, F. C. Smith>= stated that

neither the Potsdam quartzites "nor those of the Car-

boniferous are ever sufficiently mineralized with the

precious metals to be called ores, except in certain locali-

ties where thej' are cut by dikes, covered by flows, or

intercalated with sheets of igneous rocks."

In 1S96 I had an opportunity of going underground

in the Homestake mine and of visiting neighboring

workings : in 1S99 I examined the Hawkeye-PIuraa mine,

which is in the gold-bearing conglomerate overlying the

Homestake lode. I formed an opinion then that the

richer portions—that is, the orebodies—of the Home-

stake schist are associated with the dikes of rhyolite that

penetrate not only the overljang Cambrian strata but

transgress a formation of shale belonging to a period so

late as the Cretaceous. In other words, it seemed likely

that the enrichment of the lode was consequent upon

thermal action of post-Cretaceous age.

In 1903, J. D. Irving published a paper on the sub-

ject.^^ He stated that the fact of the Homestake lode

lOThe Occurrence of Gold in the Potsdam Formation, Black

Hills, Dakota.' By Walter B. Devereux. Trans. A. I. M. E.,

Vol. V, pp. 465-475.

ii'Ore Deposits of the Black Hills of Dakota.' By Franklin

R. Carpenter. Trans. A. I. il. E., Vol. XVH, pp. 570-599.

is'The Potsdam Gold Ores of the Black Hills of South Da-

kota.' By Frank Clemes Smith. Tran^. A. I. M. E., Vol.

XXVII, p. 405.

i3'Contributions to Economic Geologj-,' U. S. Geol. Survey,

1903, p. 12S.

being "mineralized and gold-beiiring" in Cambrian

time "is proved by the iircsciicc of gold in llie basal or

lowest rocks of tile sodiniciilary scries wiiicli lie in llie

isolated patches about tlu' outcroj) of llic orcliody."

However. Mr. Irving also says, in rrgard to tlic llome-

stake lode: "It njipears, (irsi, that there have iiceii sev-

eral difTereiil jieriods of mineralization, at least one of

which has preceded the deposition of the Cambrian

rocks, as is distinctly shown by the presence of placer

gold in the lowermost gravel beds of the Cambrian

scries; second, that there have been periods of mineral-

ization which followed the entire deposition of tlie sedi-

mentary rocks and were later tlian the intrusion of llie

dikes and bodies of rhyolite. It is probable that this

belt has been the seat of much fracturing and crushing

from very early geological time nntil the present, <'on-

stituting a line of weakness along which mineralizing

waters were permitted to circulate more freely else-

where."

Ill 1!I(I4. .1 11. Irvinir. S. I-'. Kiiiiiioiis, iiml T. A. Jaggar

])ublishcil a paper on tlic ccorioiiiic geology of llic dis-

trict." They concluded tiiat while .some of the gold in

tlic Potsdam conglomerate is detrital, tlic liigli-grade por-

tions of it are indebted to secondary eiiriclimonl. This

enrichment was contemporaneous witii the introduction

of the pyrite, which was not an original constituent of

the pebliles, but serves now to distinguish the ricli parts

of the deposit. The pyrite occupies fissures and cavities

in the pebbles. Barren conglomerate is cemented by

quartzite or by calcite free from pyrite. He refers to

the films of gold in the schist.

It is noteworthy that Irving considers the increase

from a grade of 1 dwt. gold to the higher average of 10

dwt. per ton to be due to secondary eurichment. In

other words, the formation of that part of the deposit

that has an economic value—and is therefore 'ore'—is

ascribed to the later processes whereby the original

detrital deposit was enriched by secondary precipitation.

In short, the Cambrian conglomerate became an orebody

by reason of chemical precipitation associated with post-

Cretaceous, or Tertiary, thermal circulation.

In regard to the Homestake lode, Emmons ascertained

that intrusive bodies of rhyolite, of Eocene age, dip and

strike with the orebodies, through which they also pass.

The breccia formed along their contact with the schist is

gold-bearing and pyritic, showing that the "mineraliz-

ing solutions must have entered along the channels pro-

duced by these movements," which, be it noted, took

place in the Eocene period. Thus the gold-bearing ore

of the Homestake, once supposed to be wholly of pre-

Cambrian age, proves to be largely of Tertiary age ;
in

other words, the enrichment or concentration that

changed a zone of crushing into an orebody was not

ancient, but young, geologically.

An interesting example of ore deposits undoubtedly

due to more than one period of formation is afforded by

the copper veins of Butte, in which chalcoeite has orig-

"Professional Paper No. 26, U. S. Geol. Survey.
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iiiated'^ in at least tlu-ee ways, and at three different

periods

:

(1) As a primary deposit from ascending solutions;

(2) As a secondary deposit from ascending solu-

tions; and

(3) As a secondary deposit from descending solutions.

Indeed, the idea that ore deposits as now found came

into being at one moment of geological time and have

survived unaltered through the continual interplay of

natural forces, operating for periods during which the

Alps and Andes might come and go like a child's sand-

castles before the encroaching tide, is contrary to all the

teachings of geology. On the contrary, the evidence,

especially that gathered during recent years in connec-

tion with secondary enrichment, all goes to show that

the orebodies found by man today represent the tem-

porary balance between solution and precipitation, be-

tween dissemination and concentration. Man, by re-

moving the ore and subjecting it to his own processes,

interrupts the work of Nature, who otherwise would

continue to modify her handiwork indefinitely. The

idea of fixity in the composition of an orebody is as

i>NV| SCHIST |*V°;.| C0fttGl.OW£ft^TC [>';.. ::| Ot/JtKTZiTE

Fig. 3.

the gold-bearing conglomerate in the hawkeye-pluila mine.

After .T. D. Irving.

repellant geologically as the notion that the present face

of the earth is permanent.

Among those that have demurred to the conclusion I

am seeking to establish is J. Malcolm Maclaren. Two
years ago, in discussion of a couple of articles'" on this

subject written by me, he objected^' to one generaliza-

tion being replaced by another; that is, while he could

not support the old idea of general persistence, he con-

sidered my sweeping contradiction to be a "pernicious

doctrine, if universally applied." He makes a big ex-

ception for ore deposits in Archean and Paleozoic rocks,

and even several in Mesozoic rocks. Imputing the ore-

bearing character of such lodes to a favorable country-

rock, he concludes that the richness will continue down-

ward until the lode passes out of the favorable rock. He
instances the Mother lode in California, the Treadwell

lode in Alaska, and the Champion vein in India to sup-

port his conclusion. He endeavors to make a point of

isAustin F. Rogers. Economic Geology, Vol. VIII, No. 8,

p. 794.

i«'Persistence of Ore in Depth,' Mining and Scientific Press,

August 24 and 31, 1912.

'^iMining and Scientific Press, October 26, 1912.

differentiating between geologic structure and depth
per se.

Having regard to Dr. Maclaren 's knowledge of eco-

nomic geology, this may be considered the best argument
yet advanced in favor of an idea that I consider ripe for

final sepulture. The argument is ingenious, but it

amounts only to a red herring across the trail we are

trying to foUow. Suppose we accept geologic structure

as more decisive than depth, does that falsify the argu-

ment from world-wide experience? Of course not. In-

crease of depth involves change of geologic structure.

It is most unlikely that a mine opening can be extended

downward for many thousand feet without exposing a

change of rock or of rock-structure. The probability of

change is implicit in the idea of depth.

He refers to the Champion lode, in the Kolar gold-

field, and says that "if it should fail at greater depths,

it will fail not on account of the depth, but because the

fissure has passed from hornblende-schist into the gran-

"^TjirTjTTTTpTTTnnA riiii'ifU/ ii/TTT^ 'iii'^~^

"7 .

i/.

Fig. 4.

ite, and so far as I [Dr. Maclaren] know, there is no evi-

dence to indicate such a change is likely to take place."

To this I reply that the Champion lode, without marked

change of geologic encasement, has become impoverished

in depth.

That impoverishment or even abrupt cessation of ore

may ensue from a change in the structure or composi-

tion of the wall-rocks is true, of course. This is an ex-

planation, not a rebuttal, of my argument. We are all

aware that ore-shoots have a pitch that takes them be-

yond one line of vertical descent and may bring them

across another line of descent, as is illustrated in Fig. 4,

where shaft B is started in the ore-shoot and goes out of

it in depth. On the other hand shaft A starts in a bar-

ren poi'tion of the lode and does not strike ore until a

depth of several hundred feet has been gained. It would

be as illogical to conclude, from B, that the ore peters

out at, say, 300 ft., as it would be to assume, from A,

that enrichment with depth has been proved at 3.50 ft.

At Oatman, Arizona, at the present time, we have more

than one illustration of the conditions typified bj' shaft

A; it is highly probable that the explanation will be

similar in kind. One reason for missing the outcrop of

an orebody and starting to prospect in a relatively poor
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portion of the vi-in is th«> fiu't tluit, \\Iut»' tho on- is soft

or oasily (KH-ompoM't!. tlu> on'-slunit oxliiliils no outcrop;

on till- fontniry. it is oowrvd witli a ninntlc of di-trilus

surtiiiontiy thick to onnsc the pnwpiM'tor to miss it.

AV»' niinfrsi an' nls«i nwjiro tliat a 'I'onjjcnini' iMcii ex-

cn'iscs an iniportiuit intliicnoc on tlio tlisirihutioti of ort\

CornishiMon have known titat since tlic (hiys wlu-n the

IMioenicians oanie to the Cnssiteriths In Kijr. "i a Rrovip

£J GRANITE \^iLIKte.

Pio. 5.

that haii fed the Ko-callcd coiilactN he round Ihni liny

hi-eainc iiiipoveriKlied at a shnrt disliiiii'i' licluw Ihi' ore-

hearih); iiori/.on.

Anoiiier type of contact is sliowri in l-'i^r. 7, where ii

pciiphyritc adjoins a linieNlone. Siieh igneous conlaeiN

with soiul)h' i-ocks liave proved K<»'d ])hices for the lind

int; of ores, holli those of h-ad and of <'opper, as at Lead

viUe and at Clifton. The nelKldiorhood of dikes and

intereahitions of irniptive rock lias proved favoralile in

the s<>arch for p)ld and silver also, in nnrnlierless locali-

ties all over the world.

Kinally. 1 may instance llu' erossin^: of veins as a struc

^-^/^"Z* A ^ K K .< . '

= K ^ '.\-'.'' ."^ ," ^^ ."^ ,." -V^.J'

Fig. 7.

• I veins is .shown passing fi-oiu slate into granite. I inlei-

such eouditious no ore may be found in the veins ui.til

they penetrate the granite, or else they carry copper

when in the slate and tin when in the granite, as has

l>een the ease at Doleoath and other Cornish mines.

Another good example of a congi>nial rock is illustrated

by Fig. 6, where a vein, itself of minor consequence as

an ore-carrier, is capped by a rich mass of ore in a bed

of dolomite. Such conditions exist in the Black Hills of

South Dakota. The flat orebodies of Newman hill, at

Rico, Colorado, also belong to this type, only there the

tin-id eoiiditioM ai^preejatcd by the miner as a jilaee likely

to be marked by an eni-iclniienl. See Fig. 8.

Other examples td' the luealization of ore by rca.son of

structural rclationsliii)S niiij;lit be cited, but those given

will suffice. Such favorable conditions may recur in

dejitli. and tbcy are found at varying distances from the

surface, but the effect of them in jjromotiiig the dejHJsi-

tion of ore becomes modified in depth by the increase of

temperature and of pressure Moreover. Ilic tightening

of the ground, as the miner phrases it, tends to decrease

the multiplicity and continuity of fracturing, thereby

impeding the circulation of miiierali/ing watiT-s and

Fig. 6.

favorable horizon is marked by a bed of gypsum. In

both cases, however, the roof or upper limit of enrich-

ment is shale, which appears to have been relatively im-

pervious to the mineralizing waters that impregnated

the soluble dolomite and gypsum. Here also the miner

was compelled, in most cases, to sink several hundred

feet, or to drive a long adit into a hill, in order to reach

the place of enrichment, yet when he followed the veins

Fig. 8.

checking those exchanges and reactions between solu-

tions of diverse composition to which the precipitation

of ore is largely due.

M.VNGANESE Ore from the Cauea.sian region of Russia

was produced to the amount of 730,310 short tons in 1914,

which is 338,415 tons less than in 1913. Practically all

of the annual production is customarily exported ; before

the War, Germany and Belgium were the best customers,

while Great Britain, United States, Austria, and France

took smaller quantities.

White .a^rsenic production of the United States in

1915 was 5195 tons, worth at the smelters 2c. per pound,

or a total of .$207,780. This is 11% over 1914, and 65%
over 1913.
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T'
HE milling districts of the Province of Ontario

may lie divided into two classes : tlie precious-

metal, gold and silver, producing areas; and the

other mineral-producing districts, .such as copper, nickel,

iron, and the commercial earths. At present productive

mines of the former class helong to the northern part,

WINTKK I'liUSPKCTIXd.

tween the two, since gold rarely occurs in any consider-

alile cpiantity with the silver oi-es, wliile silver, although

found to some extent in the gold-bearing veins, is a by-

product only. The chief reason for this is to be found

in the fact that the veins of the two groups, though all

in rocks of pre-Cambrian age, were formed under dif-

ferent geological and chemical

conditions, and at different pe-

riods.

The silver deposits are all in,

or associated with, the rocks

now named from the district

which contains the most impor-

tant deposits, the Cobalt Series.

This series is of Iluronian age,

with later intrusions of diabase,

and overlies unconformably a

base of complex rock consisting

of greenstones, altered slates

and porphyries of the Keewatin

age. The Keewatin rocks are

not properly of the series, but

important silver veins existing

in this formation were affected

hy the same geological condi-

tions as those responsible for

and of the latter to the southern

part of the Province. This,

however, is a general statement

only, as deposits of the precious

metals have been known and

worked for many years in the

older southern districts, while

considerable deposits of the

ba.ser metals are known, and at

lea.st one profitable deposit of

nickel is being worked in tlie

north. Still, the division is

correct for the purpose of this

article, which is to describe in

general terms the gold and sil-

ver districts, and the conditions

of mining in them.

The precious-metal mining

districts may again be divided into two distinct groups:

gold and silver; for unlike most of the Western mining

districts, there is a very clear line of demarcation be-

*Manager of the Kerr Lake Mining Co., Cobalt, Ontario.

tRe-printed from the November, 1915, issue of The Tech-

nology/ Monthly nnri Harvard Entiineering Journal. Protected

by copyright.

THE CO.XIAGAS MINE.

the depo.sition of the silver ores in the Iluronian. The

Cobalt series proper consists mainly of .slate, pebble con-

glomerate, and graywacke. It was originally depo,sited

by sedimentary action on the uneven Keewatin floor, and

subsequently tilted, faulted, and eroded, so that its thick-

ness varies greatly, and its former horizontal bedding-

planes are rarely maintained in that position. Its sedi-
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mentary olmnu-ttT is oK-nrly kIiowii in tho wntiTwuni
!>•

" - the oongloiiuTutc unci tlio ovcm slruliru-alion

i>\i\tsnHnwut to the InyiiiK ilown of the llnn)niaii

measures tlu-rt' was a prt'at intriisinii nr criiittioii (if

iiinl)a.st>, whirli in llif form of a luijri- shfct or sill cut

through or spn-atl ovt-r the entire wries as well as tlu»

unilorlyinp Kwwatin. This sill has hoon pntvod to lie

ov«T ThH) ft. thii'k. Tlu' pi'norally ai-fi-plod llu'ory is that

the shattering ami lissuring of the n>ek that opened the

way for the on'-ln-arinp veins took place hy i-ontraetion

when this eruptive eooled, anil that the iliahaso it.self was

the souree of the silver. Some enpiniH'rs of iv|)ii(<' h«il«l

that the lissnrinjr was siihsi-qnent to the eruptive How,

and not diri'<'tly duf to it, and that the silver was de-

positetl from deep-seateil solutions, in one or the otlur

formation aecortlinir to the favorahle ehemieal conditions

of the wall meks. Faults are quite numerous, varyinir

from mere steps in the bedding-planes to throws of

many feet. These seem in some ca.ses to have influenced

the deposition of the ore in the veins, notaMy in the

ieiiiity of the great fault under Cobalt lake, and in the

South Lorain district, where the oreliodies have usually

lH>en found near the faulted contact between the diabase

and the Keewatin. The faults themselves, however,

rarely form ore-zones.

The veins occur in all three formations: the basal

Keewatin. the more recent Huronian. and the intrusive

diabase. Tliey are far more numerous in the Huronian

than in the other formations, so much .so that it has been

he custom to measure the probable life of the district

by the known areas of Huronian rocks. That this is not

entirely the case is shown by the fai:t that important

deposits in both diabase and Keewatin, which have

added largely to the total production, have been worked

since the early days of the district, and discoveries are

still being made in these formations. In fact, since the

Huronian terrain is distinctly limited both in area and

depth, the best hopes for the future lie in exploration

of these deeper-seated rocks.

In general it may be said that the veins occurring in

the Huronian are far more dependable than those in

other formations, and one fact is universally recog-

nized, that a vein which carries ore in one of the three

principal rock-series named, will carry it in that series

alone, and though the vein itself may continue in

strength for some distance, it will rarely contain ore for

more than a few feet in a different series..

The silver occurs in several forms; native silver, in

sheets, masses, and in fine combination with other min-

erals being the most common form. Proustite, argentite,

and dyscrasite are also common. Closelj' associated

Avith the silver are the cobalt compounds, smaltite and

cobaltite. It is from this mineral that the camp takes its

name, as the prominent outcroppings of cobalt bloom at-

tracted the first notice to the veins. Xiccolite is nearly

as common as smaltite, and is usually an ore-bearing

mineral. The commoner minerals, galena, pyrite, and

ehalcopyrite are frequent in occurrence, but are never

good indications of ore. The vein-filling is almost in-

variably ealeite and dolomite. Where quart/, oi-euis it is

a sign that no silver will be found.

In eoMJunetioii with the vein there is usually an im-

pregnation of the wall-rocks with silver, extending front

a few inches to wi<lths of many fi-el fnmi the veins. In

the early days little attention was paid to this fealnre,

both for lack of methods for trealnient. and lieeause the

highgraile ore was .so easily won: lint with the approaeli

ing exhaustion of the liigli-gratle. the low-graiie mill ore

has become of increasing importance, ami today a very

large tonnage is treated in the modern plants tliiit have

been erected as conditions wairanted.

ICrosion has i)laye(l an inip'irlaiit piii-l in the physical

t'eatnrcs of the country, due to the intense glacial action

of past age.s. rnrortiniately for the miner it has not

worked entirely to his atlvantage, for undoubtedly enor-

nmns thicknes-ses of ore-bearing rock have been elimin-

ated. Still, it has not been all one-sided, for just as

])robably. ore- formations formerly capped or concealed

by barren rock have been expo.sed to view by this agency.

The j)liysical asjjcct of the Cobalt country is one ol' low,

rounded, rocky bills, rarely exceeding 200 ft. in height,

formerly forest -clad, but now unsightly with stumps and

brush. Xuiiierons lakes make up a large pai-t of the

surface area, and often overlie parts of tiie mines. The

altitude is about 1000 ft., and the climate dry and luae

ing. The winters are long and cold.

The Cobalt silver district so far overshadows the other

silver-producing areas of Ontario that a description of its

main features covers the whole sulijed. The Cobalt dis-

trict proper includes an area some five miles long by two

wide. "While other productive localities, such as the

Casey-Cobalt mine on the north and the South Lorrain

district on the south, extend its limits for over twenty

miles, the mines of both the last-mentioned places are

simply isolated ca.ses of ore deposition, to which the .same

features apply as to the parent district.

The district is served by the Temiskaming & Northern

Ontario Railway, a government line that gives excellent

service to the whole North country. This road, in fact,

is the prime reason for the discover^' of Cobalt. It was

onginally projected by tlie Ontario government to open

up for settlement the fertile clay-lands known to lie to

the north and west of lake Temiskaming. reaching far

north over the height-of-land toward Hudson's Bay.

The first ore was found on the shores of Cobalt lake, then

known as Long lake, in 190.3. by employees of the railway.

Not until 1904 was the importance of the deposits recog-

nized, but when it was, a rush set in, and scenes of excite-

ment and 'wild-catting' usual to new finds prevailed. A
strange combination of remoteness and accessibility was

this rich silver camp in the heart of the northern wilder-

ness, separated by many miles of untracked forest, yet

to be reached in one night from the great city of Toronto

by comfortable Pullman car. Today, only ten years

after the time when none but the timber cruiser, the

Indian, or trapper traversed the wilds by canoe and por-

tage, a town of thousands of people, with good build-

ings of brick and stone, with electric cars and automo-

biles passing along its streets, stands on the site of the
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old forest. So swift is the progress of a prosperous iiiiu-

ing community.

Cobalt lias produced in the ten years of its existence

more than 210,000,000 ounces of silver, and has paid

over $60,000,000 in dividends. For the last five years

the production has been maintained at nearly 30,000,000

oz. annually, and although there are signs that this yield

is decreasing, the output is still maintained at not far

THE DRAINED BASIX OF KESS LAKE.

however, extremely rich, probably the richest silver veins

ever uncovered. It is not unusual for carload shipments

to contain four, five, or six thousand ounces per ton.

The characteristics of the veins make it exceedingly hard

to estimate their future productivity. This uncertainty

has hurt many of the properties from an investment

point of view, and economically speaking, has operated

against initial installment of efficient equipment, and

use of long-sighted mining

methods proper to mines of

more assured future. In the

course of years, greater famili-

arity with the 'habits' of the ore

has enabled engineers to make
much more comprehensive esti-

mates of the reserves, so that

with the confidence of experi-

ence, many of the early mistakes

have been set right, and mining

and treatment methods brought

thoroughly up to date.

The mining practice of Cobalt

is not complicated. The wall-

rocks are solid and on the whole

little timbering is required. The

ground is easily broken ; and

the ore is hoisted to the surface

for sorting, where the high-

grade is picked on belts or

^

from its high mark. There are

at the present time no less than

16 producing and dividend-pay-

ing mines in an area five miles

long. In normal times there are

5000 men employed in and

around the mines, and probably

10,000 people in the district and

neighboring towns are depend-

ent directly or indirectly upon

the industry.

There are three main groups

of mines : those near and sur-

rounding Cobalt lake, where the

town stands and where the first

discoveries were made; those in

the Kerr Lake district two and

a half miles south ; and those

two miles farther south near the

granite contact, known as the

Temiskaming Beaver mines.

Of these, the first now derives its ore almost entirely

from the Huronian formation, and i.s by far the largest

in number of mines and productive area; the second

takes a large production from the Huronian, but also has

had veins of great richness in both diabase and Keewatin

rocks; the third, and smallest, has depended upon the

Keewatin for its production imtil recently.

The Cobalt veins are narrow, rarely exceeding a foot

in width, and are irregular in all dimensions. They are.

THE TEMI.SKAMING MINE.

bumping-tables, the fine jigged for smaller pieces of high-

grade, and the reject sent to the mills. About the only

engineering difficulties underground have been those

where the valuable deposits lay under water, necessi-

tating greater care in stoping and supporting the ground.

At Kerr lake, a body of water some 40 acres in area, and

100 ft. deep had to be considered. The managements of

the two companies, parts of whose property lay under it,

undertook to drain the lake by mounting powerful pumps
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on H Stow, luul puinpiiiK the 400,(HH),(X)() rhIIoiis of imul

ami WBttT it wjui I'stiiiuitcil to fOiUnin. out of the Imsiii.

This has Uvii ai'i-oinplislnHi. ami lias tliitiwii llio formiTly

suhmorst'tl t«Tritory o|M'n to pn»sp»M-liiip aiul miiiintr.

Tlu- inaiiap-iiicnt of the ('ol)alt Lako mim-. whifli lies

(iml«'r thf lak«' of tlu> saim* naim-. Iiiw instalU-tl apparatus

of similar natun* ami has oommi-m'i'«l tiniiiiiun tJuil lake

also.

Surfaof pnvspcctiiiv has always U-cu a uoiissary part

of the operations, sim-e so many small rich veins lie ir-

' regularly over it. whieh would In- iliflicult ami expen.sive

to fiml underpround. This has usually been doiie by

trenehini; tlinniph the drift material, hut the Nipissiiip

Mining Co.. whieh has a large surface an-a. has trii-il the

inten>stinp and .sueee.ssful e.xperiment of installing a

powerful hydraulie plant, whieh strips large surfaces

bare of overburilen at a minimum of ex]>ense.

Cobalt is not a 'deep' district. Two hundred feet is

considerfd a sjitisfaetory thickness for the Iluroniaii

rocks, and the average is still less. The great number of

veins and their richness have, however, compensated for

the lack of ilepth. since if ore is concentrated by nature

on the surface it is that much more easily mined than

lower-grade ores that must be hoisted from greater depth

at greater expense in equipment and elaboration of min-

ing methods. This fact is too apt to be overlooked by

the investor or engineer, who has always had impressed

upon him the desirability of persistence in depth, and

the reputation of Cobalt has in the past suffered accord-

ingly. The continued productiveness of the district,

however, has gone far toward re-establishing the con-

lidence lost when its shallowness was first recognized.

Naturally, depth of ore deposits is highly desirable, for

lateral extension of the veins is obviously limited, and in

the long run the continuity of industry depends upon the

depth to which the ore will go. Signs are not lacking

that this factor has still to be determined, as ore has been

discovered and mined at quite respectable depths in the

Keewatin and diabase. Up to the present, however, all

discoveries are well within the 1000-ft. mark.

Almost all of the mining companies treat their low-

grade ore in either their own or custom mills. The mill-

ing practice varies between simple amalgamation with

concentration, and straight cyanidation. The concen-

trating advocates claim that though a less extraction is

made, the loss is offset by the smaller cost of treatment.

Those who uphold cyanidation alone say that the higher

extraction far more than balances the e.xtra cost. With

the operation of the 240-tou low-grade mill of the Nipis.s-

ing Mining Co., whieh does away with concentration en-

tirely, and depends upon fine grinding with direct cy-

anidation. the latter practice has become generally recog-

nized to he the best, and most of the mills are now using

cyanide in their scheme of treatment.

Most of the mines have their ovm steam-driven power-

plants, but these are used simply for heating or for

auxiliary supply during occa.sional shortages due to

vicissitudes of climate. The main supply is bought from

a company that controls the huge water-power on the

Montreal and Matabitchouan rivers, and fumislips both

eleelrit' and eouiprewwd-air power tn the wlmlc lli^l^ic•t.

!,Hl»'r, on the whole, is dlicicut, and nf a good class.

The rank and tile of llic men an- of all natinnalilics, with

the native-born in the umjority. The Nova Scotian gold

minei-s wen- at Iii-hI the only cxpcrieiieed imieliinemen.

but of late their pliici's have been lilled partly bv I'onign-

born who have jiroved theniKclvcs ailcpt. Finns and

.\\i>lriaii I'tilcs are strong in iniiiibers. and inueli to the

credit of the Cahadiaii temper. Die latter have been per-

mitted to eontiniic at work williniil iinileslatinn. in spile

of their natioiijilily. Wages, in eoniparisun with West-

ern, and with ullicr camps of Northern Ontario, are not

higii. ranging from .$2.25 to $8.25 per day. Iml <cindi

tions of living are easy and working hmirs are not long.

Smelting im i-iJ. I

.\s a result of tlie War. tlie I'.n.ken Hill Associated

Smelters l'ni|)rictary Co. was formed by three com-

l.anics operating at Broken Hill to acquire the Broken

Hill Proprietary Co.'s plant at Port Pirie, South

Australia, connected by rail with the mines and mills, a

distance of 2")() miles. The weekly capacity of four Uopp

roasting-furnaces, seven Dwight-Lloyd sintering ma-

chines. 16 Iluntington-llcberlcin converters, and four

blast-furnaces with nieclianical feeders, was :J200 tons of

60% lead concentrate per week, and the lead refinery

2000 tons of bullion per week. The zinc smelter works

consisted of one .Alatthicsoii-llegcler roa.sting-fnrnace and

10 zinc-distillatinn furnaces, with a total capacity of 350

tons of zinc concentrate, and an output of 100 Ions of

spelter and blue powder per week. The output is to be

increased to 5000 tons of lead concentrate per week, at a

cost of about .$500,000. The area of the property is 136

acres, also a wharf 1200 ft. long. There are coke-works

at Belambi, New South Wales, with a weekly ou1i)ut of

1100 tons for the smelter. The companies at present

sending their products to the works are the Proprietary,

North, South, and Zinc Corporation. When extensions

are completed, the number of contributors will be in-

creased. During the four weeks ended September 22 the

following work was reported : concentrate smelted, 11,-

847 tons; slime smelted. 1210 tons: and silicious ores,

3000 tons, a total of 16,057 tons; refinery products con-

sisted of 6975 tons lead, 59 tons antimonial lead, 296,023

oz. silver, and 372 tons spelter.

At the Pax-Americ.\n financial congress, held in

Washington in ilay 1915, the following measures were

advocated: two-cent letter postage between Latin-

American countries and the United States; the adoption

of the gold standard in all Latin-American countries;

increase and simplification of banking and exchange

facilities between the United States and Latin-America

;

more and faster steamer service ; extension of the parcel-

post service ; better understanding as to tariffs, taxes on

shipping, and free zones; publication of commercial

laws in English. Spanish, and Portuguese; protection of

foreign patents and trade-marks in South America.
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By Thomas T. 7i@si;dl

COIXCIDENTLY with the development of the elec-

trical industry, the consumption of copper has in-

creased at an extraordinarily rapid rate, and is

now at its maximum. It is of interest to consider (1)

whether this increase will continue
; (2) whether resources

are available to permit the continued production of con-

stantly increasing amounts of copper. As

sub-topics under (1), there are the questions:

(a) whether substitutes may not be devised

to take the place of copper; (])) whether

changes in industry may not be brought about

that will perhaps decrease the use of those

materials in which copper is now used : (e)

whether new uses for copper may not be de-

vised that will increase its consumption. As

sub-topics under (2), it is necessary (a) to

review the known and probable resources of

the world's copper deposits, and (b) to an-

alyze the world's trade in copper in so far as

it bears on the economic factors governing the

exploitation of these deposits.

(la) Probability of Substitute.s for

Copper. The electrical industry absorbs 60

to 70% of the present production of copper,

the larger part of it in the form of wire.

Aluminum is a strong competitor of copper

for long-distance transmission-lines, or wher-

ever aluminum can be stranded with a wire

of steel to af?ord the tensile strength that the

aluminum itself lacks. Aluminum is more

easily attacked than copper by corrosive

agencies of the atmosphere, but as long trans-

mission-lines are most in use in the Rocky
Mountain region, where the air is compara-

tively pure and dry, the importance of this

factor is lessened. For telephone and tele-

graph lines, copper seems likely to hold its

own, especially in the Eastern States, since it

is resistant to corrosion, and the smaller cop-

per wire is less swayed by the wind and holds

a smaller load of snow and ice in the occa-

sional severe storms that are so destructive.

It has been suggested that steel wires coated with cop-

per would have greater tensile sti-ength and equal con-

ductivity, but it is difficult to make such a coating suffi-

ciently homogeneous and adherent so that rusting will

not take place beneath it, and it is also difficult to pro-

duce compound wires at a low cost. Where small wires

are necessary, as in winding dynamos and motors, or

for electric-light cord, there appears no possibility that

*Abstracted from a paper presented before the International

Engineering Congress, in San Francisco, September 20, 1915.

copper can be displaced, and the competition of alumi-

num must be confined to heavy wire.

(lb) Possible Changes in Industry. For the pres-

ent at least, there seems no reason to suppose that the

electrical industry will demand smaller quantities of

copper, while in a hundred fields of industry the grow-

er; I Deve/oomenfs

1 1 S. § § § 5
5 ? $ * 5 5 «j
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not only to inori'ase tlio n>covt*r.v from oro, but also to

yiflil lai-jrt' ninoiints of oopper from old luiliiivr.

llwovci;il>le coppiT

MIno. 111.

Ahm«.k 290.000.000

MolKiwK 176.000.000

Wolvorlno SO.000.000

Osc'oln ConsolldBtod .
:!00.ooo.ooo

Allouei HO.OOO.OOO

Calumet « Hecla TOL'.tiiiii.ooii

08c«>ola nnirRdnloiil :.' omi.ooo

Qulnr.v jn, ,000.000

Isle Roynle 112.000.000

Superior • 75.000,000

Baltic .
110.000,000

Trlmountalii IC.000.000

t-hniupion 110.000.000

l^ke 40.000,000

Total. July. 1911 2.681.000,000

Deduct production to January 1, 1915.

Add estimated recovery from tailing 150,000,000

This table includes only those mines that, in 1011.

were producing copper at a protit. There &rv other

mines that produce (or have produced) considerable

amounts without making any profit. A decrca.se in

working costs or an increase in the price of coi)p« r would

therefore increase the reserves given above.

Only a few of the other copper companies have pub-

lished any statement of their ore reserves, but fortu-

nately among these are several of the largest, as shown in

the table below:
Ore In Copper Copper in

tons. % lb.

Utah Copper 332.500,000 1.47 9,642,500,000

Ray 78,380,966 2.20 3,228,800,000

Chino 94,000,000 1.80 3,384,000.000

Inspiration Consolidated 45,000.000 2.00 1.800.000,000

(20,300,000 2.45 995,000,000

6,000,000 2.00 240,000,000

17.200,000 1.21 413.000,000

Nevada Consolidated 41,020,296 1.68 1,374,180,000

Figures for the Anaconda and Phelps-Dodge com-

panies are not available; otherwise, a fair estimate of

the known copper resources of the United States might

be made.

For foreign companies, even less authentic data are

available. The list below gives most of those at hand

:

Ore Copper Copper

Mine. Reserves Content Content

Short ton. % lb.

Chile Copper Co., Chile .... 280,855,000 2.13 11.936,337,500

Braden Copper Co.. Chile . . 78,000,000 2.8 • 4,368,000,000

Mount Morgan. Australia . . 3,125,000 2.55 1,572,500,000

Kvshtim Corporation, Ltd.,

Russia 356,000 3.00 21,360,000

Spassky Coiiper Mine, Ltd.,

Siberia 12,643 20.00 5,057,200

Mount Lyell, Tasmania .... 2,202,335 0.531 23,500,000

1,086,112 6.00 130,300,000

These figures are useful only as hints, since the really

significant factors are the large deposits that have never

heen thoroughly explored. Thus the immense copper de-

posits of the Belgian Congo have never been appraised,

since under present conditions no profit can be made,

except in working the higlicrgrade on-, linpnivod

facilities for mining and rcdiictinn, a new jiroces.s. or

highi'P pricea for the nn'tui may render iiiinirnNc (|iiiin'

iilics from these depo.Kits available lor industry. It is

signitii'ant that the largest reserve in tlif table abovr.

that 111' the Chile Copper Co., was unknown a d-w yciirs

ago. Large copper deposits exist in soulliwesleni (liinii

and are only worked to a limited extent. The ligiiiis

given for the two Kussiaii coitipanies iindoubti'illy rrpre-

.sent only a modicum of the coppir whicli iluil I'loinliy

will eventually iiroduce.

(2b) W0UI,d'.S COIM'KR TkAUIC. 'I'lir I llilrd Slates

liriMhicc's mon- lliari half the world's supjily of eoppiT.

.laimii. with the next largest ouli)iit. producing li'sa than

one-si'venth of the C S. output. Of (oir yield iiltout

one-half is used in this country and onr Imir exported,

chii'fly to Europe, Cirniaiiy having been our l)est cus-

tomer. Japan uses a largi' part of its output and sells

the rest in China and Europe. Much of the Australasian

]>ro<lui'tioii goes to Europe, and the same may be said of

llie Mexican and Chilean cojiiier. The copper out])ul of

]{ussia is absorbed in that country ; in time Russia may

become an exporter. Spain and Canada are also impor-

tant producers of copper: the output of the other coun-

tries is small. It may be said th.it ll;e general move-

ment of copper, the world over, is toward regions of

dense population. Manufactures of copper, on the other

hand, tend to flow outward from the densely populated

regions. In general, it may be said that such fluctuations

in the price of copper as occur in the near future will be

due to the relations between demand and immediate sup-

ply, and not to any scarcity of copper ores.

Copper and its alloy, lironze, were known and used

by prehistoric men. Co|)])er was known before the time

of Menes, the first Egyjitian King, who reigned at a

period possibly as early as 5500 B. C. It is believed

that copper was used unalloyed for many centuries be-

fore the discovery of the use of tin as an alloy for pro-

ducing bronze, which came into use on account of its

greater hardness. At the beginning of the 18th century,

Great Britain was making three-quarters of the world's

copper—possibly 5000 tons. One hundred years ago the

mines of the United States. Spain, Chile, Mexico, Canada.

South Africa, Australia, mid Tasmania, which now pro-

duce 90% of the world's copper, were undeveloped. In

the United States, copper was discovered in Massachu-

setts as early as 1632, and in 1709 a company was in-

corporated in Connecticut for the purpose of working

copper ores. The copper deposits of New Jersey were

exploited in 1719. The copper mines of Vermont date

from the 18th century. These were the principal sources

of American copper until the opening of the Lake Su-

perior mines in 1844. Really important copper mining

in the United States dates from 1844, with the opening

of a vein near Copper Harbor, in Keweenaw county.

Michigan. In 1882 Montana produced its first copper.

The copper industry of Arizona was started a decade

later.
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TIIP] Franklin mine is trying a circular picking-

table in its shaft-house where hand-picking of the

ore is being done. Close picking of the ore at the

shaft is an innovation in the Copper Country.

Steel is now being manufactured at Dulutli in the new

plant of the U. S. Steel Corporation. Ilibbing. Minn.,

continues to have troubles: together with several neigh-

boring towns, its saloons have been closed by an old

Indian law of 1855.

The Calumet & Hecla group of companies is using

J-inch hollow steel for most ordinary drilling. With the

longer steels now emplo.ved, a 16-ft. length of J-in. steel

appears, a.s one miner expressed it, "as springy as a

whip."

The Wolverine mine, which was such a steady profit-

able producer for so long, was reported a few years ago

to have its ore practically exhausted. Then the policy of

seeking for copper in the foot-wall by drilling with small

sinker-drills was adopted with such success that it is now

announced that the mine has 15 or 20 years of life ahead,

much of which time will be consumed in working from

the bottom back to surface, prospecting the foot-wall in

the old stopes. The report that the Stanton interests,

who control the Wolverine and Mohawk, intend to con-

solidate the White Pine Extension with the Wolverine

is officially denied, although Theodoi-e Dengler will serve

as manager of the three mines.

Calumet township has shown such an increase in births

recently that for the year 1915 it registered approx-

imately one-tenth of the total number of births in the

State of Michigan. It is axiomatic that the statistics for

marriages and births in the Copper Country rise and

fall in the wake of the price of copper.

A mine-superintendent in the Copper Country recent-

ly remarked :

'

' Our output hinges on the speed of tram-

ming, yet if we put an extra man on each car, two men

would work while the third loafed." In many of the

copper mines the tramming is so scattered on twenty

or thirty levels that close supervision is difficult. Mule

or electric haulage never obtained much popularity in

this region, such as the latter has on the Iron Ranges,

becau.se of the difficulty of concentrating the tramming;

the Winor.a mine i-eeently put in mules for undergrouiul

haulage.

E. W. Walker, who returned to Michigan from Arizona

several years ago and made a record at cutting costs and

producing copper at the Mass Consolidated, is now in

charge of the Lake mine. Six or seven years ago Lake

was the sensation of the stock speculators in the Copper
Country, partly because of spectacular showings of cop-

per and i)artly because of the connection of the Pryor
family with the company. Mr. Walker's plan of cam-
paign to rehatiilitate the Lake mine will be bijsed upon
the same mixture of progressiveness and conservatism

as characterized his management of Ma.ss.

The White Pine mine down in the wilderness of the

Porcupine mountains used to be more difficult to reach

from Houghton than was Chicago or Milwaukee. With
the recent completion of the branch railway, coal and
supplies are being shipped to the locality and a settle-

ment is springing up near-by ; the company is also taking

advantage of the rail-transportation to improve the

equipment at the mine.

The Kitchigami Gold Development Co. is a recent

venture of Lake Superior people to operate in the Kirk-

land Lake district of northern Ontario. The directorate

includes John Daniell, Dr. John McRae, Chas. Chyno-

weth, James T. Fisher, and Edwin J. Hall, all of Calu-

met, Henry Baer of Hancock and John A. Doelle of

Houghton. C. W. Botsford, a geologist of experience,

is in direct charge of the work, which will consist at first

of diamond-drilling to cut extensions of neighboring

gold-bearing veins. The company was organized under

the laws of the State of Arizona with a capital of $300,-

000 divided into 150,000 shares of $2 each
;
public partic-

ipation in the stock holding was invited. Four mining

claims, approximating 160 acres, have been secured in

the part of the Kirkland lake district adjoining the Fost-

er-Costello group. Every once in a while Lake Superior

people take a chance on ventures in the West or North,

and have picked some notable winners.

The year 1915 was an extraordinary one for the Cop-

per Country, the output of copper being 259,352,000 lb.

Thi.s was the largest production of copper that Michigan

ever made, exceeding the great years of 1905 and 1909.

As compared to the copper yield of Arizona in 1915,

which was the enormous figure of 450,000.000 lb., ]\Iich-

igan's figure seems small, but the State of Arizona is

nmny times larger than Keweenaw peninsula, and em-

braces several copper mining regions. Montana's out-

put of copper in 1915 was 275,000,000 lb. Of Michigan's

production the Calumet & Hecla Co. furnished 72,000,-

000 lb. or less than one-fourth, which was the company's

biggest output in six years. It is interesting to note that

the so-called Calumet & Hecla subsidiaries, produced

slightly more than the Calumet & Hecla. Evidently the

policy of expansion adopted by the C. & H. several years

ago will be profitable. It should be remembered, how-

ever, that only a portion of the stock of the subsidiary

companies is held by C. & II. Dividends from the Lake

mines had dwindled a good deal since the happy days of

ti'u years ago, and the large returns of the last year are

all the more deserved when the lean months of \\\o strike

are considered.
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Mink h\>i'.si>KU>; slmiiKl lu' well vciiiilatcil in iiv\ n<i oi

the ilvist. stcHin. luul siuoke timt nlwuys lUMompanits

iiioKiiiif; ojul oa-sting inetnls. SmiUl furiiiifcs sliouhl liuvo

hoods nttni'lied.

ACiNGANom STKhX HAl.i^ uiid lining Imvo boon found In

W tlio most ofTicii'nt for llardinpo ro-prindinp mills nl

tho Winona mine, Miohi(ran. Tlu-y aro siiporior to (he

tlint and silex imported from Europe.

WoRX-oiT TiBE-Miix IJNERS of tlio Oshom type on the

Rand are being successfully used as linei-s for launders,

ore-bins, feeder-chutes, and morlar-boxes. also as (ire-

bars for assjiy ami incllinir riirnaces.

Joi-RNAiJ* an- best lubrieated by having the rubbing

surfaces constantly submerged in a bath of oil; it is not

necessary that the whole surface be submerged. The

same result is accomplished by chains and rings en-

circling the journals and dipping into oil-pockets.

Fly-wheels are commonly made of east iron as it is

cheap. With high speed this material is not safe. Some

heavy fly-wheels are made of steel-plates (perhaps a

dozen, each i in. thick) securely riveted together; such a

fly-wheel might be used on a motor-generator set.

The waste of heat supplied an open-hearth furnace

as fuel gas and combustible elements of the charge is

4-5%. Boilers placed in the flues will reduce this loss by

50 or 60%, by the generation of steam for power. An
85-ton furnace will produce 386 b.hp. There are several

difficulties in the operation of a boiler in this way.

The basic-lined copper converter is now well estab-

lished. It gives splendid service. At the Old Dominion

smelter, at Globe, Arizona, a converter of this kind was

taken off the stand, early in December, after having been

in continuous use since July 1913—a run of 30 months.

During that time it had produced 70,000,000 pounds of

copper.

SiRFACES of machinery' that are subject to heavy work

and wear should be case-hardened. This is done by

penetrating the surface of the steel by carbon. The best

natural carbonizers are granulated bone, charred hoofs,

leather, beet-sugar pulp, and crude raw sugar. Artificial

carbonizers are made, but their effect is not considered

equal to the natural ones.

is II (> iiiul ll.SO,. in (be upper KCN Noliiticii. and by

means of a pump (lie ret|uir<'d tjuantily of Nohiliun is

forced into (he acid, goneraling gas inNlanlly Tliis is

sprayi'd on(o (he (rees.

So.MK enoineers consider ball and roller bearingN nol

successful or eonniierciaily practicable for licnvy siuif(-

ing. Tliis (ypc of bearing shows good rcsiills in low-

fricdon losses when new and when kep( in good cdndi

(ion. bu( give (rouble if mil ri-e(iuenlly exaniiiuMl. .\

wcll-(lcsij,nic(l bnlihitlc'd self oiliiit: licMriiig with chain or

ring, is eonsidered very nlialilc. It is simple, has low

lirst cost. li((le wear, siii.ill oil ciiiisuiii|itinii. .'iiid llic

iiiclal lasts for years.

Specii-'IC gravity of melals is of inlcrcs( at (his (iiiu' of

dis(urbance and new adaptations in metal economics.

Tungsten's speeilie gravi(y is niiusnally high, lieiiig 17.3.

which is nearly equal to gold of 1!>.3, and wiiicii exceeds

(hat of mercury, 13.6. Magnesium, which Clerman

sciendsts are said to be advocating as a siibsliliite for

aluniinuin, is only 1.75, compared to 2.7 for ainniiinim,

wilicil in (urn is three times lighter than copper with 8.H.

Cobalt and nickel are close to co])per. ("hroniinni at .'J is

lighter than steel at 7.8; while zinc at 7 is nearly equal

(o (in at 7.3, but lighter than h-ad a1 lit. .Manganese

is from 7 to 8 ; silver is 10.5.

A.MV(.[)Ai.oiD, BAXKKT, conglomcial c and iiMcldin;,'-

stonc are terms closely allied. The first is given to an

igneous rock containing rounded cavities, cau.sed by

bubbles of steam in the original lava, now filled with

secondary minerals, such as quartz or calcite, or lined

with zeolites. Amygdaloid comes from amygdale, the

Greek for almond. Banket is the Boer word for almond

cake, and was given by them to the conglomerate on the

Rand. Conglomerate comes from the Latin conghmcr-

atus, heaped together, which is derived from cum, with,

and glomus, a ball. It is the more scientific equivalent

of pudding-stone, given in the early days of geology to a

rock formed of consolidated pebbles.

Htdroctaxic acid gas is used for fumigating various

things, largely fruit trees. The gas is made in the

orchard in a machine on wheels. The cyanofumer con-

sists of two tanks, one above the other : in the lower one

A 'possum/ as used in the oilfields of California is

intended to prevent wear on both the cable and casing, by

keeping the cable from rubbing or striking the sides of

the casing. They are especially effective wlu^re the hole

takes a considerable turn from the perpendicular. These

possums are usually from 1^ to 2 in. thick, and from 12

to 14 in. long, tapered at each end to allow a rope knife

to be run over them when necessary. The wrapping or

material of which they are constructed is usually rope-

yam, but tarred marlin is better; electric tape can also

he used. The number put on a cable, and the distance

between them, depends upon the conditions existing at

each well. The pos.sums should be kept oilei or 'doped'

with some lubricfint. This idea came into use in Cali-

fornia about 10 years ago, and it is gradually spreading

to other oilfields. As pos.sums will run over the crown-

pulley and wind on the bull-wheel shaft, there are no

bad features in connection with their use.
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TUCSON, ARIZONA
Flotation Tests on Arizona Ores.

It is officially stated that a considerable amount of ex-

perimental work in oil flotation is being done this year at the

University of Arizona, at Tucson, using the machine as shown
in the accompanying illustration. The machine used is of

the modified Hoover type, having an agitation chamber and

spitzkasten, with a suction created by the agitator arms re-

turning a portion of the pulp for re-treatment. The machine

is in a series of three chambers, connected by glass tubes, and

is arranged tor mechanical agitation in varying speeds, as

well as air agitation, where the air is forced through a 200-

mesh screen, or a combination of both. The machine is ar-

ranged for continuous action, or any chamber may be oper-

ated separately. The chambers have glass fronts and glass

connecting tubes, in order to observe the action. So far,

molybdenum ores have received special attention, and very

E. \V. AniLS, under the direction of the Arizona State Bureau
of Mines.

The Arizona State Bureau of Mines at Tucson has so far

published 10 bulletins dealing with the mining industry of

Arizona; these should be of interest to those engaged in min-
ing, and the Bureau will be pleased to send them to anyone
desiring the same. The following bulletins are now in process
of preparation: 'Tungsten,' 'Mercury,' 'Magnesite,' 'Working-
man's Compensation," 'How to Sell Ores.' The February
Safety Bulletin, Safety series No. 1, is to hand.

E.XPEKI.MENTAL FLOTATION PLANT AT ARIZONA SCHOOL OF MINES

satisfactory results with selective flotation, in the separation

of molybdenite from copper and iron sulphides, have been

obtained with eucalyptus and creosote oils. Good results have

been obtained with as low mixtures as 0.05% oil.

A large part of the experimental work is being done on

mixtures made up from pure oils, in order to determine, if

possible, some relation between the oils used and the mineral

character of the ore. Experimental work is also going on in

an effort to determine whether or not there is any relation

between the mineral faces, as determined by varying the crush-

ing. Over 80 oils are being used in the experimental work.

The whole group of experiments is designed with a view to

determining 'why is flotation?' The greater part of the work
is being done by H. J. Stander, assisted by P. E. Joseph and

JOPLIN, MISSOURI
Brief Review of the Past Year in the Zinc-Lead Area.—

Work of State Mine Inspector Effective.—New Plant.s
OF South Cartebville District.—Zinc and Lead Notes.

With an aggregate value of $26,000,000 for zinc and lead

ores shipped from the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahonia region in

1915, all previous records were easily broken, the

best year prior to 1915 being 1912, when the

total output was $18,043,479.

Zinc sulphide concentrate constituted the larger

part of the tonnage, and commanded the highest

price per ton of any of the ores shipped, the high-

est price having been reached in the week ending
June 12 when $135, basis of 60% metallic zinc,

prevailed for a greater part of the high-grade.

Shipments of the various ores from the district

for the year were 286,000 tons of blende, 21,000

tons of calamine, and 45,000 tons of galena, the

average price per ton for blende being $76 for

the year, compared with $51 in 1912, the previous

high year. Lead averaged $55 per ton.

The new year dawns with 60% blende worth $85

to $115 a ton, compared with $48 to $52.50, cala-

mine at $60 to $75, basis of 40% zinc, compared
with $22 to $25, and $70 for galena, compared
with $47 at the beginning of 1915. During the

early months of the year the market displayed

remarkable fluctuations. The rises and falls of

the ore market uniformly reflect the movements
in spelter.

The prosperity in the zinc-smelting industry

throughout the United States has been reflected

to a great extent in the mining industry of the

local district, although the greatest margins of

lirofits have been reaped by the smelters. For
instance: the smelter procures for an average of $100 a ton,

ores that yield metal valued at $170. Much of the metal
made from Joplin ores realize more than the quoted price

on prime Western grades; hence the margin of profit to the

smelter is even greater than would appear at first glance.

Following in the wake of the higher and steadier ore

prices, the local mining field has enjoyed an epoch of activit.v

never before equaled. Not only have new mills 'sprung up'

in all parts, but new towns have sprung up from nothing;

and where, a year ago, there was was no sign of human
habitation nor activity save, perhaps, a caravan of prospect-

ing drills, prosperous, thriving and busy communities now
exist. Picher and Cardin. Okla.. are striking examples, the

former being the 'baby' camp of the north-eastern Oklahoma
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rliK- anil Inul tu-lils. (.'oiiiini ror. DKlii . now lumsin m mi.'

of (»<•• Ix-tf w.-.'kly nt>wsiui|H>n> ill Okluliomn. InrKo foiimlrii-n.
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All thi'Bf lltlU' iiluci'8 tlot llu' prulrloH In

the pxtrvnie norih-onsicrn piirt of ilio Hiiiit' nnd rauKiltiii)'

what Is known as ibo Miami (tlHtrict, iltie to tho furl that

Miuinl Iti the InntesI town thprp, nnil was iht> only town

ihore when tho flmi nilnlnR was done about i-litht years siko.

Other portions of the illstricl, rearhinK as far a» Aurora.

Ijiwrvnce county, on the east, down to Oranby, in Newton

county, on tho south-east. Alba and Neck CUy on tho norili.

(alena. Kan., on the west and Miami on the south-wcsl show

evidences of the wave of prosiwrlly thai Is swceiiint; throu^h

the district. Foundries and machine-shops of all cities in

the district are unable to meet the demand for equipment.

and supply houses are doing the biggest business they ever

did. Mine labor is at a premium, and workmen by the

thousands are getting wages of $3.50 to $4 a day, while

some are making more than this.

Efforts of the mine inspectors for this district of Missouri

have been devoted not only to improving the working condi-

tions in the mines and making work generally less hazardous,

but also to making the surroundings of the workmen more

elevating and to improving the sanitary features. In their

reiHjrt to the chief slate mine inspector. Geo. Hill, the three

insi)ectors of this district will set forth the work they have

accomplished during the year just closed. The local inspector.-;

are I. L. Burch of Joplin. C. M. Harlan of Carterville. and \V.

W. Holmes of Webb City. They played a prominent part in

the organization of the Southwest Missouri Mine Safety and

Sanitation Association, consisting of mine operators who meet

every Thursday at a noon dinner at Webb City. Much good

has been done by the Association during the few months that

it has been in existence. Mine owners, almost without excei)-

tion. have shown a desire to co-operate with the inspectors in

the enforcement of State laws. One result is that in nearly all

the hard sheet-ground mines water-pipes have been fitted up to

all headings, and holes are sprayed to prevent the circulation

of rock dust through the drifts, thus greatly eliminating one of

the principal causes of miners" consumption. The building of

better 'dog-houses' has been started by many of the larger com-

panies, while others are to follow suit. At the American Zinc.

Lead & Smelting Co.'s property at Carterville a new dog-house

has just been finished. It is 112 ft. long by 30 ft. wide, heated

with steam, and has 24S ventilated lockers. The building is

floored with concrete, while at one end is a bath department

equipped with numerous showers. At the Scott mine, Duen-

weg. Mo., the company has provided for the comfort of its men

to an exceptional extent, a large swimming-pool in which the

water is changed every 24 hours having been constructed In the

dog-house. The mine inspectors have put the ban on boulder

•popping' during working hours, and stress has been laid on

the importance of having all roofs properly trimmed and ex-

amined regularly each day to eliminate the probability of

accident from falling slabs.

Two new mills in the South Carterville district will be work-

ing before the end of January. Both are being constructed by

Mattes Bros., who have two separate leases' of 20 acres each

on property of the Zinc Corporation of Missouri, of which T. J.

Franks is president. One mill will be on what is known as the

Carey lease, a tract of land that was only recently drilled

and opened with shafts and drifts. Disseminated ore was en-

countered at a depth of 110 ft., and continued down to 165 ft.,

while beneath this two shoots of sheet-ground, each 10 ft. thick,

liave been blocked out. The ore will yield about 3% blende and

galena. The mill on this property will be of 300-ton capacity

per shift, and will be ready before the other plant which is on

what is known as the McGregor tract, where only a sheet-

formation is to be w-orked. The Kirkwood, a 300-ton mill, is

a recent one to begin work on the same land, while on the

•Connor land to the west the new plant of the Googie Mining

I'd., wliii'li was recently sold to the National head & Zinc Co., of

lloslon. for $liKl.ii(iO caHh. Is now producing .steadily. A number

of other new mills have recently begun opi'iationH in (he

South Carterville diHtrlel. and as most of llieni are of largi-

cHpailty the developmeni In IIiIh Held is couHlderod of nuuh
importance.

The Ueeds. Mo., centre In the easlern jiiirt of the dlslrlct Is

being heard from again ihrough the actlvllluH of the I'nitud

Slates Smelling company, which recently look over the old

Uavenswood lease of the Cornell land, and coiiBlriicli'd lluMoon

a lOticenlrallliK-planl thai ranks well up willi llie largesl of

the illslrlcl. having a reported capacity of r>Oi) tons per shift.

The ore in llial Held occurs In disHi'miiialed bodies, liolh In

hard and soft ground. No blanket formalions have been

blocked out. Another mine at Heeds to be started In the near

future is the .Jack Rabbit, which was a small producer some

years ago. Improvements include the construction of a large

concentraling-plani If prospects are satisfactory.

The Anna Lee mill of 20n-lon capacity is i)eing moved from

the Spring City, Mo., to the Lincolnvllle district, where II will

be re-bnill on a lease of the Old Abe Mining Co., the fee to

wliicli was purchased recently by S. W. Van Dyne, who was

operator of the Anna Lee mine. New development on I he Old

Abe tract is reported to have revealed a sheet formation at a

depth of 70 to 90 ft., the ore being milled easily, due to the fact

that it does not have a tendency to l)e 'chatty.'

Prospect work on city lots on North .lackson avenue, .loplin.

within a stone's throw of some of the finest dwellings In the

city, is revealing 'pay-dirt' at a depth of 70 to !Kl fl. in soft

ground. One shaft is already into ore, a hand-Jig plant is at

work, and steady turn-ins of concentrate are being made. A

drill-rig is now working even closer to the residences than

any of the previous work, and new strikes are reported. The

work is on iiroperty of G. S. Clemens, a .Joplin dentist, who was

holding the land for residences. Its value was materially

decreased recently when several acres of mining land caved

in. the brink of the pit coming to within a few feet of his

choicest lots. Thereupon he decided to mine the property in

preference to holding it for sale. His royalties already have

more than compensated him for his decision.

The price of zinc-blende at the beginning of the new year is

$S0 to $110, basis of 60'a metal, compared with $48 to $52.50

at the beginning of 1915. Every indication points to con-

tinued strength of the market.

PLATTEVILLE, 'WISCONSIN

CONOITIOX OF THE ZlXC IXUUSTBV IS DECEMBER.—ZiNC, LEAD,

AND Pybite Productios I.N 1915.

—

New Plant.

In spite of bad weather during the latter part of December,

uns|)eakable wagon-roads, intermittent electric-power supply

in the southern districts, production and deliveries were large.

There was no lull during the Christmas season, something un-

known here. Building continued, while drill-rigs and labor to

operate them were almost impossible to obtain. Zinc ore

maintained a high price. Top grades of refinery products were

the subject of keen competition among the more prominent

buying concerns, the base range fluctuating between $110 to

$115 per ton, 60% metal, an increase of $30 to $35 during the

month. All grades were in constant demand. When good

roads are constructed, and motor-trucks used for haulage, the

outlying districts will be able to reach the market promptly.

Producers of lead ore had advanced offerings, sales being made

near the close of the year at $72 per ton. Sales were light, as

zinc is now the ranking ore of the field, and miners every-

where are devoting their energy to the recovery of zinc ore

exclusively. Shippers of iron pyrite continued deliveries of

fines from separating-plants, but the turn-in was light, some

product being carried over. While the crude-ore producers

had been curtailing production, the loss in deliveries was
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made up from sales from refineries, and the figures at tlie

close of the year will compare favorably with the output re-

ported for 1914. Carljonate of zinc ore jiroducers observed

rather wistfully that quotations during the month had mounted

to a high price, yet found little demand. As previously men-

tioned, the New Jersey Zinc Co. practically controls the dis-

tricts in which this class of ore occurs, and it is not dis-

posed to pay abnormal prices for ore to make a cheap com-

modity like oxide zinc. Competing compounds in the metal

branch of the smelting industry are chary of invading these

districts for fear of the reprisals that may be made at other

points. The Lanyon Zinc Co. and the Picher Lead Co. have

both displayed temerity in picliing up some choice ore but

the yield for the season is being carried over. In the Joplin

district sales were reported at $S5 per ton and as low as $65

for less desirable production; these figures generally govern

quotations for the Wisconsin field, where the miner practic-

ally starved out would be willing to accept a much lower

standard for a steady outlet for his labor and investment.

Ore deliveries during December were as follows:

Zinc

Districts. pounds.

Benton 15,124,000

Mifflin 7,860,000

Galena 4,346,000

Cuba 3,363,000

Hazel Green 3,162,000

Platteville 2,900,000

Linden 2,816,000

Shullsburg 1,298,000

Highland 826,000

Montfort 248,000

Potosi 150,000

Mineral Point 110,000

Lead Pyrite

pounds. pounds.

458,900 80,000

222,000

162,200

50,000

3,376,000

696,000

Total 42,203,000 893,100 4.152,000

The gross yield of crude concentrates from all mines for the

month totaled 35,515,600 lb.: net refined ores from sepanting-

plants and from mine to smelter direct for the month, 22,-

712,000 lb. As usual, the Mineral Point Zinc Co. led in the

amount of zinc concentrate handled and shipped to smelter

at DePue, Illinois, 4,153,000 lb. of 60% 'jack.'

Summing up operations for 1915 in this region there was

produced a total of 331,741,540 lb. of crude concentrate, against

261,594,330 lb. in 1914. Shipments of ore out of the field, the

true barometer by which the value must be ascertained for the

past year, aggregated 212,355,750 lb., compared with 168,136.300

lb. in 1914, or 23,110 tons more than in 1914. This gain is all

the more to be appreciated since more high-grade ore reached

smelters from Wisconsin mines than ever before, due to the ex-

tensive additions of electrolytic zinc ore-separating plants

built during the second half of the year. Twelve are now at

work, against four at the beginning of 1915.

Lead production in 1915 was 8,320,000 lb., against 4,970,270

lb. in 1914.

Shipments of iron pyrite were under the figures published for

1914, which reached a total of 31,520,110 lb. A gain was made

in value, however, since nearly all of the product sold last year

came from separating-plants as fines recovered in electro-

static separation, which command a higher figure than crude

pyrite. The Wilkinson mine, the largest single in-oducer of

pyrite in the Benton district suspended production when its

big surface equipment was destroyed by fii'e early in the year.

The profit in handling the crude ore was so small that the

owners of the mine concluded to give up the lease.

The building program during the year brought into active

co-operation with old establishments 15 new power, mining,

and milling plants. Seven others are in various stages of

construction, four of them coming into active service soon

after the first of 1916.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PROfiUK.SS OF MiM.NG L.WV CoilII- K ATIO.N IN CONOKES.S.

While the codification of the Federal mining laws remains
in a favorable position, a marked change as to how it is to be

done is manifesting itself, and is likely to go through Congress.

All previous bills have contemplated the creation of a com-
mission on codification independent of Congress and appointed

by the President, this commission to be composed of experts

in mining law and other mining matters, and to take evidencr

in various parts of the country and make its recommendations
to Congress. The bill of Representative Taylor of Colorado

proposes the appointment of a commission of five members
having knowledge and experience in mining law and the in-

dustry, with $25,000 at their disposal for expenses; that of

Senator Smoot of Utah, which has been favorably reported by

the Senate committee on mines and mining, proposes a com-

mission of three members, two of whom shall be lawyers of

considerable mining experience and one a mining engineer,

the commissioners to receive $500 per month while at work,

and having at their disposal $25,000 extra for expenses. A bill

has also been suggested for a commission more representative

of the mining industry, as recently recommended by mining

men assembled at Washington. It appears that none of these

bills are satisfactory to men of influence in the House, and

they are declaring decided opposition to them, proposing that

the commission to be appointed shall consist of no one not

connected in Congress; in fact be made up of members of the

Senate and the House familiar with Federal mining law. It

is asserted that Congress contains great mining lawyers, such

as Senators Walsh of Montana and Thomas of Colorado, and

Representative Taylor of Colorado. While such talent is avail-

able in Congress, it is asserted, it would be foolish for Congress

to go outside to form a commission, which, after all, could only

make recommendations that Congress would have to review-

before enacting them into law. Besides it would all be more

direct. As a matter of legal fact Congress would have to codify

the laws. It can reject in toto the recommendations of any

commission. It is even suggested that no commission be ap-

pointed at all, but that a joint committee of both Houses, com-

posed of the two mining committees, be authorized to codify

the laws and report to Congress. All salaries would be saved

thereby, and little incurred. There could be nothing more

direct in the codification of the laws. It is isserted that under

such auspices the work of revision and of having hearings

could be started at once. The mining committees have noth-

ing much to do anyway. All the best legal talent in mining

in Congress could be put on the committee. It is thought that

such an appeal would carry more weight in Congress than any

other that might be made. It is the method Congress ordi-

narily employs in revising the laws of the country. For some

years it has had a joint commission of members of both

Houses revising and codifying the general laws of the land, and

good work has been done. The same arrangement of com-

mittee has also revised the printing laws of Congress. The

committee could have its hearing, if any were needed, in the

summer, going about the country, but the necessity of such

hearings is doubted, but if expedient, everything could be got

out of the way by December next. It is asserted that even a

commission of independent men could not report its work any

earlier. It is said that the mining laws are not so very

voluminous. It seems as if this is the course the legislation

is likely to take. Since Congress re-assembled in .Tamiary.

hearings have been held by the House committee on mining

at which Senator Walsh, Van H. Manning, director of the U. S.

Bureau of Mines, and J. F. Callbreath, secretary of the

American Mining Congress sjjoke at length on the need to

codify the laws. It is the House committee that is expected

to report favorably the new kind of bill discussed above. In

the opinion of Washington, it is not so much the personnel of

the committee or commission that matters, so long as some
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EL PASO. TEXAS
Din-Aii.s or TiiK Reckxt Outrage in Mexux).

On January 10 n iwriy of Aniorlrnn iiilnlni; niiMi on itif

way from Chlhiinhun to the CiiHihiilrlut'liii' MlniuK Co.'s prop-

erty was altiickod and niurdorod liy Villa hundlls. Tho only

survivor was Thomas 1). Holmi-x, who prepared the fullowinK

statement for transmission to WashluKion:

"Our train left Chihuahua City Monday mornliiK, January
10, at about 11 o'flock. Train was stopped at or about ilie

raurh Uaesa, a |>olnt about live miles west of Santa Ysabel.

iH-tween 1:30 and 2 o'clock that afternoon. While the train

was standln.c at the station of Santa Ysaliel two armed Mixl-

MAP SHOWI?iG SITUATION OF Et, PASO AMI CIIIIIlAmA.

cans rode by and scrutinized the train. The Mexican pas-

sengers at Santa Ysabel told me afterward that the riders

had inquired if there were any soldiers on the train. At the

l>oint of the massacre our train was stopped in a cut so that

the last car was just inside of the cut. We were stopped by

another train—the front trucks of one coal car being off

the track. This was the first we knew of a train preceding us.

There was nobody to be seen around the train in front. When
our train stopped, Newman and I were sitting together, and
Evans came up and looked out of our window. Evans. New-
man. MacHatton and I then got off the train. Watson was
either getting off or about to do so, behind us, when I looked

back and saw him. Just after alighting I heard a volley of

rifle shots from a point on the other side of the cut and just

above the train. Looking around, I could see a bunch of about

12 or 15 men standing in a solid line, shoulder to shoulder,

shooting directly at us. They were 50 to 75 feet away. The
coach cut off my view, so I could not see how many bandits

there were. The depth of the cut on the side near the Santa
Tsabel river at that point was about 12 ft. On the other side

it was much greater. To the rear of the train was' an embank-
ment declining toward the river. Watson, after getting oft.

ran toward the river. Macllalton and I follow, il. Mh. Il.iiioii

(ell. 1 do not know whether In- wan klll.'d or Irlppiil, WalMon
Ui'iil runnlUK and they ».n Htlll HtiootlnK at hliu wli.ti I

luril.'d and lan down Krade. where 1 fell in Home ImuhIi, prob-

ably liMI ft. from the rear of lln- train. I lay llu're perfi'dly

quiet and looked around and could Hi'e Itie Mi'xliaUH shuollnK

In the direction at which WalMin waH runnliiK. I xaw that

they were iml shoollnK at me and. thlnkinK they believed mo
already dead. I took n chance and crawled Into some thicker

buslie.x. I crawled throuKh thi- InmheH until I reached tin- luink

of the stream. 1 then made my way to a point probably 100

yards from the train. There 1 lay under the bank for half an
hour and heard Bhots by ones and twos and (liriH>g. 1 did not

hear any son of KroaUH or yellH or crii's from the AmericaUH.

1 then continued farther under the bank, wadiiiK the stream

part of the time until I reached a point probably 200 yd. from
the train. There I remained a half or Ihree-quarters of an
hour. I..ater. after going to several ranch liouseH and picking

my way cautiously for several miles, I met up with an un-

known Mexican, who directed me to Chihuahua City. I

reached Chihuahua City Tuesday niorning at about 7:.'!0. The
foregoing fads are of my personal knowledge."

The previous story of Ihe party being ihii'd up naked

liefore being shot Is not conflrmed by Molmes.

The following are the victims:

PuiNij.K. C. A., San Francisco.

Wat.son, C. R., El Paso.

Wallace, W. J., El Paso.

Ander.son. Mairick, Chihuahua City.

CoY. B. W'., El Paso.

CoicH. A., Chihuahua City.

Evans, T. M., Chihuahua City.

ExoEits. Joe, Hayden. Arizona.

Hall, Alexaxdeb O., Douglas, Arizona.

Hasse, E. C, Miami, Arizona.

Joiix.soN, Thomas, address unknown.
MacHatton, R. P., El Paso.

Newman, G. W., El Paso.

Peauce. W. D., Los Angeles.

Robinson. E. L., El Paso.

Romero, M. B.. El Paso.

Sl.MMONS, R. S.

Wadleioh. Charles, Bisbee, Arizona.

WooM. J. W., El Paso.

Romero was a Mexican, Couch a Canadian, and Robinson an

Englishman.

AUSTIN, TEXAS
Mineral Rights.—Cocpeb Deposits.

It is thought that under the recent construction of ihe

State mining law by the Attorney-General's Department, in

which it was held that areas purchased under the land law of

1S83 carry the mineral rights with them, and that such lands

are not subject to being prospected under the mining law of

1913, promises to have the effect of retarding mineral develop-

ment of such ground in the mining district of west Texas. A
great number of tracts were sold under this law, classified

as agricultural and grazing, and unconditional patents were

issued covering many of them, but recently the State Land
Commissioner has received many requests for the leasing of

the mineral rights on the land in question, but under the rul-

ing of the Attorney-General's Department applications to pros-

pect this land for minerals cannot be granted.

The copper deposits in the 'red beds' of Hardeman, Knox,

King, Haskell. Fisher, Baylor, Throckmorton, Jones, Wilbarger,

Taylor, Wichita, Archer, and Clay counties, north-central

Texas, are discussed by Louis M. Richard in Economic Geology

for November-December, 1915. The area is composed of beds of

limestone, gypsum, sandstone, shale, and clay, the surface

being at an elevation of ISOO ft. above sea-level.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The" iic'ii's of (lit' week as told by our spt'ciiil correspondents and compiled from (he local press.

ALASKA
Faikbanks

Antimony lu'oduction of this district is to be aided next

season by the Northern Commercial Co., which has arranged

to act as agents for shipments to the United States, from

Fairbanks to the market. $20 per ton will be advanced on ore

at the point of shipment to help finance producers. George

Coleman is agent at Fairbanks.

ARIZONA
COt'in.SE COLNTY

Six feet of $44 ore has been cut at 220 ft. in the Common-
wealth Extension at Pearce. The shaft is being sunk two feet

per eight-hour shift.

Greenlee County

A parade of over 1000 miners took place at Clifton on

January 6; there was no disturbance. Assessment work has

been completed at the Detroit claims. Some correspondence

has passed between the companies' managers at El Paso and

the strikers' committee, but without result.

It was reported on January 12 that the strikers had broken

away from the Western Federation of Miners.

Mohave County

In the Big Jim mine the 400-ft. level cross-cut has passed

through 50 ft. of formation, 22 ft. of which is good ore.

A station is being cut at 900 ft. in the Gold Road, while a

winze is to be sunk to 1400 feet.

Drilling at the Copperfield Porphyry mine has passed

I h rough 33 ft. of good copper ore.

Yu:irA County

'A Reconnaissance in the Kofa Mountains, Arizona.' is the

title of Bulletin 620-H of the U. S. Geological Survey, by

Edward L. Jones, Jr. This isolated range is in the centre of

the county. It covers an area of 200 square miles. The
Kofa mining district is in the southern part of the range.

The shipping point for two of the mines is Mohawk station.

45 miles distant on the Southern Pacific line, but since they

were closed, Dome, 50 miles away, is more accessible. The
ore deposits consist of gold-bearing brecciated zones and veins

in andesite, copper replacements along sheer-zones in granite,

disseminated galena in nionzonite porphyry dikes, and placer

deposits. In the Kofa district are the King of Arizona and

North Star mines. The former, up to closing in 1910. produced

bullion worth $3,500,000. A 225-ton mill was operated. Up
to 1911 the North Star yielded $1,100,000 from milling and

cyaniding. In both cases the ore became too low-grade to be

profitable. Only assessment is being done around Ocotillo. In

the Alamo district, in the north part of the range, prospects

are considered encouraging.

CALIFORNIA
Nevad.v County

Owing to snow in the ditch system of the Pacific Gas &
Electric Co., the water supply of the Grass Valley district has

been cut off, resulting in shut-downs.

The old Phoenix mine on Gold flat, one mile south of Nevada
City, is to be re-opened by J. A. McKennie of Los Angeles,

lonnerly of Cripple Creek. Colorado.

San Bernakdi.no County

With a capital of 500,000 $2 shares the Mojave Tungsten Co.

has been incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware,

with head office at 165 Broadway, New York. The engineer is

Foster S. Naething and assistant superintendent L. L. Draper.

The company is to develop 12 tungsten claims in this county,

19 miles from Roach, Nevada, on the railroad. A good deal

of work has been done, opening high-grade ore. Between No.

1 and 2 shafts is 1500 ft. of ore, as exposed by trenching. The
ore will average 49f tungstic trioxide. The present equip-

ment is satisfactory. A concentrating-plant of 25-ton capacity

per eight-hour shift is to be erected at once. With an ex-

penditure of $10,000 to $12,000, 300 tons of 4% and 5 tons of

20% ore can be extracted monthly; this would yield 20 tons

of 60% concentrate. One hundred and twenty tons of low-

grade unconcentrated ore has been sold, yielding enough to

pay for the new plant, etc. The company will lease parts of

its property.

Near Blythe junction on the Santa Fe railroad, 30 miles

from the Colorado river, on the branch between Los Angeles

and Phoenix, Arizona, is the Arica property of the Assets

Realizing Mines Corporation, of Los Angeles. The main shaft

is down 508 ft. Ore developed and on dumps is estimated to

be worth $629,331. Probably large bodies of copper-gold ore

will be oiiened. A 100-ton mill, consisting of a crusher, rolls,

Hardinge mill, and a continuous-decantation plant is being

erected.

Santa Clara County

A new deposit of cinnabar is reported by E. O. Waldron and

A. E. Eaton near San Jose. A 25 or 30-ton furnace will be

erected in the spring. About 10 men will find employment.

Sha.sta County

Four zinc claims up Cedar creek from Ingot, have been sold

to F. L. Harrington of Oakland and W. H. Frickilton of San

Francisco. The propert.v is known as the Macumber.

With a capital of $100,000 the California Chrome Co. has

been organized by M. F. Hurlbut, Duncan A. McLeod, S. W.
Molkenbuhr, Thomas W. Firby, and Charles F. Ryan, of San

Francisco and Oakland. The mine is near Castella.

The owners of the Golden Jubilee mine, eight mines from

Carrville on Coffee creek, are to employ over 40 men within

the next two months, according to the superintendent, J. C.

Boddiker.

Sierra County

On January 9 two large snowslides came off the Sierra

Buttes mountains above Sierra City, and swept away the com-

pressor-house, part of the stamp-mill, and other equipment of

the Sierra Buttes Mining Company.

COLORADO
'The Colorado Workmen's Compensation Act' was the subject

of an address delivered by Wayne C. Williams, of the Colorado

State Industrial Commission, at the Colorado School of Mines

at Golden on November 5, 1915. The Act became law in April

last, and Mr. Williams considers it the most salutary and im-

portant piece of legislation ever enacted into law in the State.

Accidents, benefits, compensation, and insurance were well

discussed. The Golden Cycle and Portland comjianles at

Cripple Creek have made admiraljle arrangements for com-

pensation.
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Hoi uii:m Cov ntv

Al ihf lowiiK of Ni'tl(>rliind, I^iki-wood. SlcvcnH cnmp. Hiini-

mvr Rulch, and BoiiUlcr KItlU tlifr«< nro huiulrrdit of nioii iii

work In thi> tunKstrn nilno*. and (hrro is n toiiHtiuu Hiri'iiin

of |iros|HH-(ors and niliilni: nu<ii oxiiniinUiK and ui'KotliitlnK for

|iraiH>r(v. Trnn8|)ortnllon nf iwsMMiKi'rs is i-mallor tlmii two
months nco. but tlu-n- Is a inntrrlnl Inrrrnsp in fivlKlU shtii-

meats. It is riimort>d on Kood niithority that tlu' railroiitl

romiwinr will build a branrh down to the inillii at Nfdorland

8 soon as |>o(«iblo. The line inny be extended to Ijtkewood

and thus secure n |)art of the frriclit betwocn llio niliu's and
the mills of the district.

Cl.KAR Crkkk COI'XTY

DurinK ISIn the Imperial Consolidated company shipped

1125 tons of snieltini; ore and concentrate, assayini; $.sr> and
$30 per ton respectively. The sampllng-plnnt at Georgetown
received most of It.

Coni|>any and lessee work in the Mineral Chief mine Is re-

poiled to be satisfactory.

An Important development Is reported by the J. D. L. Leas-

ing Co. at Bellevue mountain, where a drift from a winze
below the Big Five tunnel has opened two feet of $125 gold-

silver ore. Two shifts are working.

CiSTEB COINTV

The Marion Mining & Mills Co. of Denver has erected a

flotation-plant in the Greenhorn range, 27 miles from the

D. ft R. G. line. The plant will treat 100 tons of failing from
concentrators. The ore contains IS^y zinc, the fables making
a 4S to SSCr concentrate.

Lake County (Leadville)

The Iron-Silver Mining Co.'s Moyer mine is shipping 1500
tons of zinc, lead, and iron sulphide ores per month; its

Tucson mine produces 1600 tons of zine-Iond sulphide. Lessees

are mining zinc carbonate. G. 0. Argall is general manager.
The Carbonate Chronicle gives the following figures as the

output of Leadville in 1915:

Classes of ore. Tons.

Carbonate 27.75fi

Iron and manganese 43,714

Sulphide 219,763

Zinc carbonate and sulphide 196,890

Silicious 44,094

Total 532,217

Total in 1914 502,617

Product. Quantity. Value.

Gold, ounces 115,121 $2,379,551

Silver, ounces 2,733,646 1,361,355

Lead, pounds 18.534,052 865,540

Copper, pounds 2,254,268 387,059

Spelter, pounds 74,208,015 10,276,725

Manganese, tons 6,250 625,000

Total $15,895,230

Total in 1914 $9,087,628

The grand total is $431,433,918.

OcEAY County

Bids are being received for driving the Camp Bird's 9000-ft.

adit from the mill to the mine. One of the bidders is J. P.

Kams, who has devised a tunneling machine of large capacity,

and which was tried recently in Utah.

Telleb County (Cripple Creek)

The annual number of The Cripple Creek Times consists of

52 pages, mostly devoted to mining, edited by Sam W. Vidler,

from which the following data are taken:

The December output was $1,352,000 from 83,750 tons of ore.

The- MMii'lti IS iivi-rage wkh $611 per Ion, nil InricaHr m $<'>.

The total piodiullon in I'.tir. was $16,IS!i,7'J7 from '.IS2,S97

toiiH of ore. The largeHl mmitli wmm March, with $l,9sc,.t',l3

from 76,filS tons, when llu" Cichhoii mine Khlppi-d no iniu li

rich ore, lis ouljiut last yi'iir \\nn $l,<.)S:i,2()() from i:o,fiilil loim

of ore. The Cripple Creek dlHtricI haH prodiin-d $3.M,764,iiri;t

to date.

The approxliiiiile outpiils lust viiir were aH rollown:

Mills. ToUB. Vuliiiv

(foldcii Cycle (own mine and cuhIuiii ore) . .407,950 $9,179,650

Porllaiid (Cripple Creek) 211,415 IM2.179

Poriland (Colorado Springs) 128,000 2,600,00(1

I'orllaiid (Strallon's) 66.700 lfi5,2S4

Stralton's Independence 66,256 169,755

Colburn-AJax 16.235 105.577

Gay lord 9.700 26.7(10

NevllleFree Coinage . 8,152 2S,22S

Kavanaufih-Jo Dandy 6.800 i:!,600

Wild Horse 3,730 15,105

Isabella 1,500 :!,000

Caley 4,917 1 9.064

Smelters 52,692 2,944,250

Dividends paid by listed corporations were as follows:

Golden Cycle Mining Co $3,495,000

Portland Gold Jllning Co 360,000

Vindicator Consolidated Gold Mining Co 225,000

Klkton Consolidaled Mining & .Milling Co ,50,ooO

El Paso Consolidated Gold .Mining Co .50,001)

.Mary McKinney Mining Co 20.185

.$4,206,185Total

Dividends of close corporations were as follows:

Cresson Consolidated Mining & Milling Co $1,000,000

Stratton's Cripple Creek Ltd. (sale of property, esti-

mated ) 500. oou

Strong Gold Mining Co. (estimated) 2.50,000

Stratton's Cripple Creek Mining & Development Co.,

the Stratton Estate, (estimated ) 50,000

Gold King Mining Co 10,000

Total $1,810,000

Profits of leasing companies and lessees, closely esti-

mated $ 500,000

Grand total of dividends and lease profits $6,516,185

In 10 months the Roosevelt drainage-tunnel was extended

1920 ft.; since August 1 the monthly rate has been 300 ft. The
heading is within 250 ft. of the Elkton main shaft. Fifty-two

men are employed in charge of C. Fuller. The total subsidence

of water was 149 ft. The total water discharged last year was
5.550,000,000 gal., equal to 37,000,000 gal. per vertical foot,

according to T. R. Countryman. The water has a temijerature

of 70° F.

There are now four producing mines on the recently-opened

Tenderfoot hill, namely the Ella W., Queen Bess, Black

Diamond, and the Hickman lease. Prospects are good.

Mill employees of the Golden Cycle and Portland companies

at Colorado Springs have been given an advance of 25c. per

day. This applies to those receiving less than $3 per day.

As Colorado went 'dry' on January 1, 30 saloons closed their

doors in the district.

On .January 10 the Golden Cycle Mining & Reduction Co.

paid dividend No. 105, amounting to 2c. per share, equal

to $30,000. With this distribution the shareholders will have

received a total of $7,338,000.

IDAHO
Shoshone County (Cout:b d'Ai-ene)

An extensive deposit of scheelite has been opened in the
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Golden Chest mine at Murray, and shipments of rich ore are

being made. Fifteen men are \vorl<ing three shifts. Three
saclvs, worth $C75, were stolen last week.

An IngersoU-Rand compressor of 2000-cii. ft. capacity, cost-

ing $11,000, to be driven by a 250-hp. General Electric motor,

is being installed at the Red Monarch in Missoula gulch. Ore-

cars, pumps, pipes, steel, etc., has also been purchased.

MICHIGAN
The Copper Country-

From January 1 to July 1, 1916, the Calumet & Hecla and its

subsidiaries will pay all employees a premium of 10% on their

monthly wages. Twelve thousand men will be affected, receiv-

ing at least $500,000 over the normal amount for the period.

This voluntary gift does not bear out the accusations made
against these companies during the strike of two years ago.

opened is valued at $1,000,000. Wide stopes have been opened.
G. T. Hansen in manager.

Lewis and Clark Codnty

On February 1 the Scratch Gravel Gold Mining Co. will pay
2c. per share, or $20,000, the first monthly. Some excellent
ore is ready for the mill all the time.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

The property of the Savanna Copper Co., in the Burro
Mountain district, has been sold for $700,000 cash, tC; it is

reported, the Burro Mountain Copper Co., a Phelps-Dodge sub-

sidiary.

Other large mining transactions in this State of recent date

are the sale of the Carlisle mine, Steeplerock district, for

*-^'
I

'lIlMlllll'tllltl trtilWW H

THE B0>'.\EY MINE, LORDSBURC. NEW IIEXKO.

The Copper Range company, controlling the Baltic, Cham-
pion, and Trimountain, will also pay a bonus to employees,

amounting to 15%. for January and February, .\bout 3000

men will benefit.

MISSOURI

Jasper County

An indication of the great amount of work done in the zinc-

lead region is shown by a comparison of electricity sold by the

Empire District Electric and Ozark Power &. Water comjianies

during the four weeks ended December 4. 1915, and that i)priod

of 1914:

1915 1914

Company. kilowatt-hours, kilowatt-hours.

Empire 6,621,830 4.301,710

Ozark 2,946,600 353,100

During this period of 1915 the net increase in load actually

connected to the lines, after allowing for disconnections, was

1496i hp. The power department secured 1815 hp. in new
contracts and additions to existing contracts during this

period, most of the business being of the latter character.

MONTANA
Beaverhead County

The new owners of the Bannack gold mine. J. H. McClement
and F. G. Corning of New York, have paid the first installment

of $40,000, out of the sale price of $240,000. About $125,000

has been spent by them in development and a new mill. Ore

$300,000; the Mogollon Gold & Copper mine, Cooney district,

for $100,000; and the Bonney mine at Lordsburg for $25,000.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

The estimated production of the Goldfield Consolidated com-

pany in December is as follows;

Ore mined, tons 35,000

Gross extraction $212,000

Operating expenses 161,000

Net realization $51,000

An area of 900 acres of copper claims in the Cuprite dis-

trict, 13 miles south of Goldfield, has been purchased by

ex-Senator W. A. Clark of Montana, from Ellsworth Oldt, a

pioneer of that district. A good deal of ore has been developed.

Work has been started in charge of H. Evans. The Rea
mine, several miles west, was recently sold to large copper

interests. Its prospects are also good.

Humboldt County

Since work was started by the Rochester Mines Co. early

in 1913, the output by the company and lessees totaled $1,015,-

345 from 52,282 tons of ore to the end of 1915. Mine openings

amount to 18,000 feet.

Supposed barren ground of the Nevada Packard is now show-

ing $52.70 ore; this is in the south drift off the D. adit.

Good results are reported from the Packard North Exten-

sion; more men have been started.
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DuiiiiK I9l» ih«- SfV«>n TroiiRlis CoiilUlon i-omimny iniiiliici'il

IU0.0S4 Kold mill ttllvor froiii 4.'>0*) ioiim u( on*, iiiiil intld flvu

dlvldt>nd8 aiuoiintlni; (o $lSO,:tTS. Toliil dlslrilniitoiiH nrc <2H>.'

493. Thp orv tn'utt-d. wliloh cnnip (roiii ;ill i.m-i nf ih,' mlii'

iivcraKPd about $93 |>rr (on.

Nvs County

Fivt" roMi|i;inn's :iiid losfir<>8 nt Tono|>nli \»»{ »i-« i> prodiiocc'

994S toni* of onp worth $204,934. The Tonoimh KxtoiiHlon f.

Wosi Knd Consolldntcd iiiinrn'l has Kono a slop fnrthiT. in lh;it

iho plaintiff wisht's tho dt-fendiini rostmlnod from crosiaruttlnt;

awny from tlio aron i)i^".i4TllH'd in tho niodin>»d ord«'r of .Iiulur

.Vvorlll on Htn^nilKT 7. 1915. Tho Court wb.h to hear thi- fnsr

on January 7. and In ihp nipantime the drfondant was rc-

strictpd in Its work in the disputed sround.

Stokky Cor.NTV

The Mexican Gold ft Sliver Mining Co. has levied an asscHS-

nient. No lO."?, of 10c. per share. The directors state that the

last assessment levied on Mexican stocli was on Decemher t>.

1910. Since that time the ore discovered on the L'.'iOO-ft. level,

in what was sup|>osed to be barren ground, has enabled them

to pay $171,360 in dividends: to build a modern mill at a cost

of over $100,000; and to contribute heavily toward the puini>-

ing of the Comstock lode, and toward the present equipment

of the North Knd mines in general. At no time during the

past 20 years have the mines at the north end been so admir-

ably equlpi>ed and harmoniously managed, and the discovery

of the ore In I'nion and Sierra Nevada. Is but additional proof

of the possibilities in depth. The discovery of the ore in the

I'nion and Sierra Nevada mines on what is known as the main

Comstock or foot-wall fracture has doubly affected the Mexican.

In the first place its mill, which has been comparatively idle,

now becomes an asset of the first Importance, since it is the

only efficient and modern plant on the ground; in the second

place it opens possibilities in that same fracture to the Mex-

ican, as a large section of the vein in its property on the

2500-ft. level and below has never been explored. This ex-

ploration has now begun, and there is. in addition to the great

possibilities existing at 2700 ft. and below, in the east vein,

equal or even greater possibilities in the main Comstock. The

mill is now treating all the ore produced by the Union and

Sierra Nevada mines at a good profit but it was necessary to

secure large supplies of cyanide and zinc-dust in order to

insure continuous operation. On account of the War, these

articles had risen greatly in price, and in fact it was with the

greatest difficulty that they were obtained at all in sufficient

quantities. To defray the expenses of exploration and mill

equipment, therefore, the present management levies its first

assessment, and can only assure the stockholders that every

effort is being made to uncover ore. and that of the ultimate

success of these efforts the management has no reason to doubt.

OREGON
Bakeb Coustt

Work has been resumed at the Iron Dyke copper mine at

Homestead, after years of idleness. The lessees are shipping

two cars of ore a day to Huntington, then to Colorado. They

are erecting a bunk and boarding-house for 150 men.

The Cornucopia company has a number of men developing

its Wilson claims.

The revival along the Snake river is of interest.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrexce County

The Wasp No. 2 mill is treating up to 175 tons of gold ore

per day, or 30% of capacity, but better ore has been opened

lately. The new tungsten concentrator is at work. The last

shipment of this ore was 26 tons worth $54,000. instead of

$48,000, as previously published.

UTAH
.li m; I \n \ t\

ShIpmontH from the TIntli diHlrlct Inol yi>ai tulaliil i>l.'iS

i-artt, the principal conlrlbulms liriiiK as lullowi-:

I'hU'f Consolidiilcd. IHK.t; lion Dlossom. 10117; t'cniciiulul

Kureltn, lOOG; Sioux mill dump, OM); lOaglc & Illuc Hell, riiilt;

Mammoth, r>23; (Icminl, 279; (liiind Central, 209; Driinoii

Consolidated. ISl; May Day, 130; Hold Chain, lOr.; and Lower

Mammoth. 97. There were 27 other piodiin rt» ranging 'iciii

79 to 1 car.

The new plant of the TInllc- Mlllliij; Co. will lie loiupielrd

In a few weeks.

The low-grade dump at the May May, 50.000 Ions, Is lo be

treated by the Utah Minerals Conccnlrallng Co., whose plant

is kept busy on ore from various mines of the district, i'urt

of this dump was cyanided.

S.M.T L.VKK CoiM V

The new copper shoot in the Hingham-New Haven section

of the Utah Metal iiroperty Is 400 ft. lower than any ore

found iireviously. On the S50-ft. level two feet assaya f'/r,

copper iind 10.5 oz. sliver per ton. The mill Is treating MO tons

a day. learnings in December were $50,000.

During the year ended August 31, 1915, the Utiili Apex eoni-

panys revenue was $S48,821, of which $271,497 was
i
rofit.

. Owing to peculiar conditions large ore reserves cannot be

opened, so continuous development Is necessary. A process

Is being tried to separate the lead and zinc.

The Sells mine in the Little Cottonwood district bent out

its first car of ore from the recent development. It settled

for $41. 7G per ton. The moisture was 21 per cent.

Sf.M.MiT County

Owing to the cold weather and shortage of water, the Big

Four mill, treating tailing below Park City, is closed. Tln'

Daly West mill may also be stopped for a time.

The Snake Creek tunnel was advanced 341 ft. in Decemljer,

and 3273 ft. in 10 months. The last 50 ft. was in dlorite. The

flow of water was 19 second-feet on .January 2, nearly double

that of a year ago. The Iifjidini; is in in,721 feet.

WASHINGTON
Stevkns Cou.ntv

A 100-ton electro-chemical plant is to be erected by the

Bimetallic Milling Co. at Turk, 25 miles west of Springdale.

E. O. Weston of Spokane is president of the concern. Contracts

have already been made for treatment of ore from several

mines. The Fields' process is to be used. The plant will be

either driven by steam or gas engines.

Two zinc furnaces are to be erected at the Northport

smelter, in addition to the copper and lead furnaces. Zinc

ore from the Coeur d'Alene of Idaho will probably suijply the

new plant.

By the installation of an Oliver filter the United Copper Co.

at Chewelah expects to reduce expenses by $2000 per month.

CANADA
Ontakio

The mining industry of this Province in 1915 is briefly dis-

cussed by Thos. W. Gibson in the .January Bulletin of the

Canadian Mining Institute. He estimates the production as

follows:

Metal. 1915. 1914.

Copper $2,700,000 $2,081,332

Gold 8,000,000 5,529,767

Nickel 7,200,000 5,109,088

Silver 10,750,000 12.795,214

Copper and nickel were in great demand, hence the increase;

the Porcupine district is responsible for the larger gold out-

put: low prices affected silver production at Cobalt.
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MEXICO

According to Wilbert L. Bonney, U. S. Consul at San Luis

Potosi. for tlie first time in months there appears to be a ix)ssi-

hility of a gradual and part resumption of mining and ore

treatment in the San Luis Potosi district. The operation

of these industries depends on so many diverse factors that

it is impossible to set any date for resumption, but conditions

are now more favorable and the problems of operation are

heing taken up for solution. The mines cannot work until

the smelters can take care of their product, and the smelters

require regular transportation and the use of 60 to SO cars

per day continuall.v for their o])erations. It is further neces-

sary to assemble foreign employees from various parts of

the United States and to have a stock on hand and a con-

tinuous inflow of supplies, such as dynamite, cyanide, coke,

oil, chemicals, and repair parts that have become entirely

exhausted. For the operation of the lead smelter it is neces-

sary to purchase lead, copper, limestone, and other ores

for making the necessary combinations, and some of these

ingredients ni\ist be brought from distant parts.

For the financing of all these operations it is necessary that

the product be exported and sold promptly, and in order to

avoid an expensive shut-down all the processes must be

continuous. San Luis Potosi depends upon the Tampico rail-

way for nearly all of its heavy freight, and that line must
he kept open if the lead smelter is to operate. The minimum
steamer load of coke arriving at Tampico for the smelter is

3000 tons, or about 150 carloads.

The experience of the smelters has been unfortunate for

the last two years, and attempts to operate in other districts

"have served to discourage the San Luis Potosi companies. The
Monterrey smelter No. 3, which has the advantage of proximity

to the frontier and to the Coahuila coalfields, attempted to

resume in July. After about three weeks, during which
•stocks on hand were used up, it was found impossible to

continue by reason of failure of transportation. The smelting

company bought and paid for 25 cars of oil in Tampico, but

was able to secure delivery of only 5 cars. In San Luis Potosi

the cost of coke and other heavy material by rail from the

frontier Is prohibitive; they must come by water to Tamiaco.

In addition to the necessities already named, the smelter

must have a constant supply of water in its dams. The 1915

season has been dry, and there is not at present sufficient

"water for use of the smelter. Considerable local difliculty is

experienced on account of new and increased wage demands,

and careful negotiation in this respect will be necessar.v.

Difficulties are also experienced by reason of the fluctuation

•of the paper money in which labor is paid.

In these circumstances individuals operating small mines

will find it practicable to begin taking out ore while the large

organized companies are discussing the solution of their

various problems. The conditions herein described apply to

the mining and smelting of silver, lead, copper, antimony,

and sulphur.

According to Thomas H. Bevan, U. S. Consul at Tampico,

the attention of the oil interests during the week of December
10 centred on the well of the Pan American Oil Co.. at Panuco,

which was brought in on the first of the month and has been

conservatively estimated to have a jjroduction of 2000 bbl. per

day. Oil was first struck at a depth of 1760 ft., and drilling was
immediately suspended.

There has been considerable leasing of oil lands in the south-

ern fields during the past two months. A number of com-

panies that now have production in the Panuco field have

taken up leases in the Tuxpani fields where a lighter gravity

of oil is found. The Compania Mexicana de Petroleo "El

Aguila" S. A., is now making ])reparations to commence drill-

ing again in the State of San Luis Potosi near Valles. The
company drilled three wells in this territory over two years

:ago, which are the deepest oil wells in Mexico.

PERSONAL
Luther Wagoneb has gone to Havana, Cuba.
R. B. Lamb, of New York, is at Oatman.
S. J. Speak has returned to London from South Africa.

William Y. Westervelt has returned to New York from
Cuba.

Ralph Stokes has been promoted to captain in the Royal
Engineers.

T. P. McNamara is superintendent of the Dome mine near

Porcupine.

F. DoRRiON is manager for the Corocoro United Copper
mines, Peru.

Harry James passed through San Francisco on his way from

Denver to Honolulu.

K. P. SwEXSEN, of the F. W. Home Co. of Tokyo, returned

to Japan on January 8.

A. A. Cole of Cobalt has been nominated for president of the

Canadian Mining Institute.

B. M. McAtee is now foreman in charge of flotation at the

Inspiration mine, near Miami, Arizona.

L. W. Orvxski is superintendent of the Skidoo Mines Co.,

California, L. S. Prestox resigning on December 31.

C. E. Gri'xsky, Jr., has been elected secretar.v-treasurer for

the San Francisco section of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers.

O. G. Exgelder, formerly in the geological department of the

Calumet & Arizona company at Bisbee is in Rosas, Sardinia,

Italy.

L. E. YouxG, professor of mining in the University of Illinois,

has been giving a series of lectures on the 'Economics of Min-

ing' at the University of California.

Howla.nd Bancroft has just returned to Denver from several

months' absence in South America and leaves within a few

days to make his headquarters in Chile during the next two
years.

Roswell H. Johxsox, Professor of Geology in the University

of Pittsburg, attended the second Pan-American Scientific

Congress at Washington, D. C, and read a paper upon 'The

Conservation of Oil and Gas.'

Associated with William J. Cox, general manager of the

Camp Bird at Ouray, Colorado, are J. B. Glasser, assistant

manager; Jo.s. H. Scott, mine superintendent; and Thomas H.

Woods, mills superintendent, according to the recently-issued

annual report.

Edwin Higgins, mining engineer of the Bureau of Miues,

has been appointed Chief Mine Inspector for the Industrial

.Vccident Commission in California, in succession to H. M.

WoLFLiN, who has been promoted to the post of Mine Safety

Engineer in the Bureau of Mines, with headquarters at

Pittsburg.

According to the recently-issued annual report of the Con-

solidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada, operating in

British Columbia, the present staff is as follows: R. H. Stew-

art, general manager; S. G. Blaylo( k. assistant general man-
ager; T. W. Bingay, comptroller; Jame.s Buchanan, superin-

tendent of smelter; M. H. Sullivan, assistant superintendent

of smelter; J. F. Miller, superintendent of refinery; F. W.
GUERN.SEY, in charge of zinc experimental work; C. H. Mc-

DouGALL, engineer in charge of construction at smelter; M. E.

PuRCELL. superintendent Centre Star group of mines; E. G.

Montgomery, assistant superintendent; F. S. Peters, superin-

tendent Le Roi mine; J. K. Cram. St. Eugene and Sullivan

mines; W. M. Auciiieald. mining engineer in charge of Ain.s-

worth and Slocan properties.
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San Frnnclcco, January IS.

Vntlmony
Klectrolytk ...(.j...

riic l.a>l

Qiilckullver (par na«k i

Sp.'U.-r

Tin
Zinc-dual. lOO-kff. sinc-lincd caaeii.

Ccnm ptT pnuiul.

ti

25

6.1S— 7.30

$166
20

4E
30

ORG TRICES

San Kraiu'lsro. January 13.

\ Dtlmony : alrongcr: hOTt product, por unit |2.2.i

iirome: 40"* and over, f.o.b. cara Calltornia, per ton IB—18

.Masncslte: crude, according to quality and quantity, per

ton. f.o.b (.50—10

Mni;n<<aito: plastic, no Iron and lime, calcined, per ton.... 50

Maicnoslte: refractory, up to TCr Iron, calcined, per ion... 30—40

MnnKunese: oO'-V metal. S^r silica, per ton. f.o.b. cors. S. F. 12

TiiMK.'<ten: minimum SSrV Vt'Ch. per unit for spot 40—50

Till' foUowlnir prices were paid for one lot of tungsten con-

cntrate at Houlder. Colorado, last week: SO.Sr'r. $17.50; 49.77r.

Jit :.m: 13.1',. }i: tO; iS.S-^r. $35; and li.S-^r. $29 per unit.

Now York. January 7.

per unit $2.00— 2.10

} 80'> metal, f.o.b. New York, per ton.... 70.00

.\1,.,M. .,.,, lie: 95<:i, per lb 1.50

TunfTSten: according to position 40.00—50.00

E.*STER>" >IET.*I. >f.*RKF.T

(By wire from New York.)

NEW YORK. January 13.—Copper producers are firm, re-

sellers are cutting; lead Is easier and unsettled: zinc is quiet

but Arm.
SILVER

Below are gl\-en the average New Y'ork quotations, in cents

per ounce, of flne silver.

Date.
I

Jan. S 56.62 Dec.
7 56.62 1

S 56.25
[

9 Sunday
•• 10 56.50

;

" 11 56.75 Jan.
•• 1? 57.00 I

Average week ending
1 56.27
S 55.54

15 55.66
22 54.23
29 54.05
5 55.67

12 56.62

Monthly averages.

1914. 1915.
Jan 57.58 48.85
Feb 57.53 48.45
Mch 58.01 50.61
.\pr 58.52 50.25
Mav 58.21 49.87
June 56.43 49.03

1914.

July 54.90
Aug 54.35
Sept 53.75
Oct 51.12
Nov 49.12
Dec 49.27

1915.
47.52
47.11.
48.77
49.40
51.88
55.34

A strong undertone and steady rise about sums up the silver

market.
Three companies at Tonopah shipped about 350,000 oz. bullion

last week: this is worth 70c. per oz. The Jim Butler pays 10c.

per share, or $171 852.

Bullion shipments from Cobalt last year wel-e 9.13.'>.177 nz
.

not including ore and concentrates.

COPPER

Prices of electrolytic in New York, in cents per pound.

Date.
Jan. 6... .23.50

23.62
8 23.75
9 Sunday

10 23.87
11 23.87
12 23.50

Average week ending
Dec. 1 19.77

8 19.60
'• 15 19.54
•' 22 .20.06
" 29 21.55

Jan. 5 22.85
" 12 23.68

Monthly averages.

1914. 1915.

Jan ,..14.21 13.60
Feb 14.46 14.38
Mch 14.11 14.80
Apr 14.19 16.64
Mav 13.97 18.71
June 13.60 19.75

1914.

July 13.26
Aug 12.34
Sept 12.02
Oct 11.10
Nov 11.75
Dec 12.75

1915.
19.09
17.27
17.69
17.90
18. 8S
20.67

I'J.vpiutH ilinliiK th< wi'i'k • n<l<'d I >i'i'<'iMlii'r 2r< ti>taU<il !i.S(ll.n:t

Ml, valued iit $1,907,520. KuKland tixik r>,177,iriS Ih.; I''iiinri',

3.1105,538 lb.: nnd Italy, 1,205,332 ll>. linportn amoiinled to

10,481.249 lb., worth $1,824,213. Clille Kent 5.NU«,«27 ll>., and
Peru, 3,4 78,204 pounds.
The A. S. & It. Co. In 1915 had a balance of ISC'c for the iiini-

inon stock. Calumet & Arl/.ona nuido $10 per share net hiNt

year; and Ray $3.10.

The TeiineHsee Copper Co.'s acid plant Is rinsed lnd<-llnltely.

Tills will affect earnings considerably.

LEAD
Lead Is quoted in cents per pound. Now York delivery.

Date.
Jan. 6.

7.
8.
9

• 10.
•• 11 .

" 12.

Sunday

Average wcca ending
6.75
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Eastern Metal Market

New York. January 7.

As might be expected after the recent heavy purchases,

domestic inquiry for copper is quieter, but the export inquiry

continues very heavy, and probably will support the market
for a time at its present level of 23 to 24c. Zinc has not moved
in sympathy with copper, but its quotations are fairly well

maintained. Lead is extremely strong, three advances having
been announced within the week, all of which is principally

due to foreign activity. Tin has had its ups and downs be-

cause of unconfirmed rumors. Antimony is scarcer than ever

for spot delivery, and is quoted up to 43c. Aluminum is

easier.

The prospects before the iron and steel trade are unprece-

dented. Heavy specifications continued to come out to the

very end of 1915, and began promptly again with the first

working day of the new year. Steel capacity in 1916 will be

increased 4,265,000 tons by new furnaces now under construc-

tion or planned. The pig-iron output in December made a

further gain, although the season is usually one of slower

operations; the month's production was 3,203,322 tons, or

103,333 tons per day. Pig-iron is now being made at the rate

of 38,000,000 tons per year. The 'fly in the ointment' is labor

trouble, which has broken out virulently at Youngstown. Ohio,

while farther East there are minor strikes at steel plants. The
Steel Corporation, and most of the independents, iiave volun-

tarily agreed to increase the wages of common labor lO^i, and
of other labor proportionately.

COPPER
Both here and in London copper shows great strength, and

in regard to prices both markets seem to have got beyond
control. The New York quotation for prompt electrolytic,

January 6, was 23.50c., cash, while the quotation in London on

that day was £114. Lake was nominal on the same day at the

same price. The features of the present situation are these:

electrolytic producers are well sold up to April, while makers
of Lake are booked until June: spot electrolytic is scarce and
current trading is principally in positions one or two months
off; consumers are well covered as a result of their recent

activity, but there is a great foreign demand which has not

yet been satisfied. As a matter of fact, it is the foreign de-

mand that is supporting the market. A representative of one

of the large copper companies said early this week that export

inquiry was pouring in on his company, but that it had not.

up to that time, resulted in a projiortionate amount of actual

business. In view of their sold-up condition, many of the pro-

ducers would be pleased if there came a general lull in buying,

for they have taken on heavy commitments to supply, not

what they have, but what they must make, and some are be-

coming a little uneasy. The entire atmosphere is most bul-

lish, and predictions of copper at 25c. or higher, are freely

made. As the quotations go up consumers become more
frightened and more inclined to buy ahead. Exports in De-

cember reached the comparatively large total of 32,936 tons,

making the month the record one of the year, the largest pre-

vious monthly total having been 30,148 tons in March. The
base price of sheet copper was advanced this week to 30c.

The summary of December exports shows that the United

Kingdom received 8590 tons; France, 14,501 tons; Holland. 398

tons; Italy, 5154 tons; Denmark, 300 tons; Sweden, 2867

tons; Russia, 400 tons; and others, 726 tons. Electrolytic at

London is quoted at £114.

ZINC
In strange contrast with copper, zinc has been quiet, almost

dull, and continuously so for several days. Quotations have
changed but little, but that little has been downward, the

New York quotation during the greater part of this week
standing at 17.30c., for prompt delivery metal. Today the New
York quotation is 17.50c. Practically the only interest shown
has been in spot or nearby, and the indifference of the con-
sumers has brought out some p-essure to sell. The report of

the U. S. Geological Survey on January 3 stated that stocks in

producers' hands on December 15, 1915, amounted to 20,758

tons, against 5884 tons on June 30. It had the effect of making
some sellers a little more ready to part with their holdings,

and business was done the following day at or near 17.15c..

St. Louis, for spot, 17c. for January, 16.15c. for February, and
15.50c. for March. Exports in December totaled 6103 tons.

LEAD
The A. S. & R. Co. advanced its New York quotation on De-

cember 31 to 5.50c., an increase of $2 per ton; on January 4,

it announced another advance of $5 per ton, or to 5.75c., New-
York, and on the 7th its quotation went to 5.90c., New York.
All of these were expected. A great quantity of lead has been
purchased in the past week or ten days, and export require-

ments promise a continuance of demand. Russia has been a

very heavy buyer, both directly and through agents, while
others, both at home and abroad, have been eager buyers also.

To a considerable extent the situation is much the same as

exists in copper, though not so acute. The December exports

totaled 6775 tons. The London market is strong at £31 15s.,

an advance of £2 15s. in about 10 days.

TIN

This metal has been most unsettled. On various days there

has been a fair amount of business in tin afloat, or for ship-

ment from the Far East, but prompt and nearby has been
scarce and to a large extent inactive. Considerable excitement

was created on January 3 by a report that a Japanese steamer,

the Kenkon Maru, en route from the Straits to London, had
been sunk in the Mediterranean with a large quantity of tin,

but up to the present time it has not been entirely cleared up
as to whether the vessel lost really had tin among its cargo.

It appears that there are several ships bearing the name
Kenkon Maru. In the excitement occasioned by the report,

which had it that probably 1000 tons of tin had been lost, the

spot quotation advanced 2c., or from 40.50 to 42.50c. On the

4th the furor had not subsided, and spot tin went to 45c.; on
the 5th the quotation dropped to 44.75c., and the 6th to 42.50c.

Deliveries into consumption in December reached the excel-

lent total of 5200 tons. Total deliveries in 1915 were 47,835

tons, against 41,700 tons in 1914. In stock and landing at the

end of the month was 1371 tons, and afloat there was S125 tons.

The total visible supply on December 31, 1915, was 16,216 tons,

against 13,396 tons on the same date of 1914.

ALUMINUM
No. 1 virgin aluminum, 98 to 997r pure, is quoted at 54 to

56c., in a dull and uninteresting market.

ANTIMONY
The supply of spot antimony is so limited that the quotation

is nominal. The price quoted is 43c., duty paid, for Chinese or

Japanese grades. There are some arrivals in prospect, but

they are stated to have been sold and will not relieve the

situation.

The U. S. Geological Survey and the Mint report that the

gold output of the country in 1915, including Alaska, the

Philippines, and Porto Rico, was $98,891,100, an increase of

$4,359,300. Save one, all States showed advances.

The silver output was 67,485,600 oz. averaging 51c. per oz.

Montana was probably first, having overtaken Nevada.
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Metal Protluclion m 1915

LKAl)

The lead Induslry in 1913 nmclc Ki>"tl Kiilns In oiilput. lioth In

nilning and siiiellinK. The lond-contont of oro nilnod In the

I'nttcd Stat«'« was appan-utly over 600,000 short tons, couiimrcd

with 522.S64 tons In 1914. an Inrroasie of 15-
',. With the hiKhcr

prices prevalllUR the iH>rcenliu!e of Increano In value of the

U'lTi outpiil was even cn'atiM- when rompared with other years.

The foUowlnn estimates havr lu-en compiled by C. 10. Sleltenthal

from rei>ort8 to the Survey l>y all the lead retlnerles ami soft-

lead smelters in oiKratlon diirlni; the year, except two sn\eltirs

in the Joplin district, for which estimates have been made.

The production of refined lead, desilverized .tiuI soft, from

domestic and foreign ores in 1915 was approximately 565,001)

tons, worth at the aveniKe New York price $53,110,000. com-

pared with .=it2.122 tons, worth $42.2S5..=;00. In 1914. and with

462.460 tons in 1913. The figures for 1915 do not Include an

estimated output of 20.550 tons of anilmonlal-lcad. worth

$1.SS6.000. against 16.667 tons in 1914 and 16.665 Ions in 1913.

Of the total production, desilverized lead of domestic origin,

exclusive of desilverized soft lead, is estimated at 306.682 tons,

against 311.069 tons in 1914 and 250.578 tons in 1913: and de-

silverized lead of foreign origin at 48.318 tons, compared with

29.32S tons in 1914 and 50,582 tons in 1913. The production of

soft lead, mainly from Mississippi Valley ores, is estimated at

210.000 tons, compared with 201.725 tons in 1914 and 161.300

tons in 1913. The total production of lead, desilverized and

soft, from domestic ores, was thus about 516.682 tons, com-

Itared with 512.794 tons in 1914.

Imports of lead are estimated at 9625 tons of lead in ore.

valued at $653,000: 50.825 tons of lead in base bullion, valued

at $3,496,000: and 400 tons of refined and old lead, valued at

$28.000—a total of 60.850 tons, valued at $4,177,000. compared

with 2S.338 tons in 1914. Of the imports in 1915 about 58.000

tons came from Mexico, against 23.141 tons in 1914. These

imporU from Mexico are to be compared with an average of

over 100,000 tons before the civil strife in that country. The

remaining imports of lead came mostly from Chile.

Exports of lead of foreign origin smelted or refined in the

United States again show an increase, being estimated at 43.-

000 tons, against 31.051 tons in 1914 and 54,301 tons in 1913.

For the last two years, on the other hand, notable quantities

of domestic lead have been exported to Europe, and the total

for 1915 is estimated at 76.000 tons, valued at $6,650,000, com-

pared to 58,722 tons, valued at $4,501,674 in 1914.

The average New York price for the year was 4.7 cents a

pound, compared with 3.9 cents in 1914 and 4.4 cents in 1913.

ZINC

Both the zinc smelting and the zinc mining industries of

the United States enjoyed a year of unparalleled prosperity in

1915. According to the best information obtainable at this

time the recoverable zinc-content of zinc ores mined was over

560.000 short tons, compared with 407.000 tons in 1914 and

418.000 tons in 1913. With a continuance of high price for

spelter during 1916 the output will be greatly ausmented. for

the very high prices did not begin until April and May and it

was naturally some time before much additional zinc mining

could get under way. Production during the last quarter of

the year was at a much higher rate than during the first

quarter.

There was a large increase in smelting capacity during the

last half of the year, the total number of retorts at the end of

the year being 154.S98. compared with 130.642 at the midyear,

and with 113,914 at the beginning. In addition. 20,758 retorts

were under construction or planned.

It KoeniH certain that the /.inr rriluiilun capacity of ilw

Unlled States will 80<in be equal to every conceiviilile ( .ill ii|iiin

it.

The following linures have been roiiiiilled witlioul iliangc liy

C. K. Slebenthal, from reports fiirnlKlied by all opcrulInK

smelters of zinc ores except one, kIiowIiik their output for the

first II months of the year and their eHtlmnted prodiicllon for

necember.

The production of primary spelter from domestic ore In

1915 is estimated at 460,000 short tons, and from foreign ore

at 30,000 Ions, H total of 490,000 tons, worth at the average

St. Kouls price, $i:!9,li;0,0(IO. compared to a total of 3,"i:!.or.) tons

in 1914. worth $36,010,'J9S, iuul made up 343,418 tons of domestic

origin, and 9631 tons of foreign origin. This was a gain of

137.000 tons and of more than $103,000,000 in value. As noted

above, however, the gain in value was considerably more than

this amount. The production of spelter from both donioBtic

and foreign ores, apportioned according to the States in which

it was smelted, by six-months jieriods, was ns follows, in tons:

1914 i;nr,

State. First Second l''irst Second

half. half. half. half.

Illinois 62,062 65,884 74,982 85,348

Kansas 23,737 20,773 35,247 65,398

Oklahoma 45,443 45,924 51.172 57,532

Other States 43,816 45.410 55,131 65,190

Total 175,058 177,991 216,532 273,468

Yearly total 353,049 490,000

The zinc-smelting capacity was as follows:

Total re- Retorts to

State. torts end be added

of 1915. in 1916.

Illinois 38.424 4,840

Kansas 4^,366 ....

Oklahoma 39.212 7.710

Other States 36.896 8,208

Total 154,898 20,758

Imports of zinc ore in 1915 were approximately 135,000 shoi't

tons, containing about 48,000 tons of zinc, and worth about

$4,000,000, compared with 31,962 tons of ore. containing 12.132

tons of zinc, in 1914. The zinc imports for the first 10 months

of 1915 were as follows, in tons:

Country. Ore. Zinc- Value.

content.

Australia 45.972 16.700 $1,273,431

Canada 8,907 3,494 148.636

China and Japan 7,572 3,213 193,604

Italy..; 5,312 2,125 , 153,388

Mexico 49,694 14,521 l.f;iO,270

Exports of spelter and sheets made from domestic ore are

estimated at 115.000 tons, worth $25,530,000. compared with

64,807 tons in 1914. Exports of spelter made from foreign ore

are estimated at 13,000 tons, valued at $2,250,000. compared

with 5580 tons in 1914. Exports of brass are estimated at

33.500 tons, valued at $12,200,000, compared with 3558 tons in

1914. Manufactures of brass were exported to the value of

about $30,000,000, compared with $3,756,888 in 1914.

Exports of domestic zinc ore were about 900 short tons,

valued at $45,000, compared with 11,110 tons in 1914. Foreign

zinc ore containing 609 tons of zinc and valued at $24,270 was

re-exported. Imports of siielter (probably mostly scrap) are
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estimated at 863 short tons, valued at about $122,358, com-
pared with 880 tons in 1914.

The apparent domestic consumption of spelter in 1915 may
be computed as follows: The sum of the stock on hand at

smelters at the beginning of the year, 20,095 tons, plus the

imports, 863 tons, and the production, 490,000 tons, gives the

total available supply—511,000 tons. From this are to be sub-

tracted the exports of domestic spelter, 115,000 tons, the exports

of foreign si)elter, 13,000 tons, the exports under drawiiack, 255

tons, and the stock on hand at smelters at the end of the year

(to be exact, on December 15). 20,758 tons, or a total of 149,000

tons, leaving a balance of 362,000 tons as the apparent domestic
consumption. This calculation takes no account of the stocks

of spelter held by dealers or consumers. On comparing the

consumption in 1915 with the 299,130 tons consumed in 1914,

the 295,370 tons in 1913, and the 340.341 tons in 1912, it appears
that the indicated consumption is not large when the larger

exports of brass and manufactures of brass are considered.

The average price for the year of ])rime western spelter at

St. Louis was 14.2 cents per pound.

^iriiiii iiimMiimniiimjirimiiiMmiiiiiiiiii<iiiii[|iiiitiiijiiriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiituiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiti(iiiiiiiiiii

COMPANY REPORTS

at an average cost of 8.7Sc. per pound. October costs were
7.36c. Future charges are estimated at $1.85 per ton of ore,
and 6.5e. per pound of copper.
The profit and loss account shows revenue of $4,126,040 from

metal, $1,258,170 profit, $806,676 for interest, and a balance of
$537,535. S. S. Sorensen is general manager in Chile.

BRADEN COPPER CO.

This company's report covers the year ended August 31, 1915.

and is mostly taken up by the report of the consulting engi-

neer. Pope Yeatman, who recommended that the capacity of

the plant be increased to 10.000 tons of ore per day, at a cost

of $7,500,000. The mill can treat 4500 tons at present.

The property has an area of 2362 acres. The labor situation

has greatly improved from several causes.

A great deal of work has been done in developing- the ore-

bodies, and in preparing them for mining. The crater, about

two miles in circumference, around which the ore occurs, has
been completely circled, and in this circle have been proved

five distinct orebodies, namely, the Fortuna, Regimiento No.

2. Teniente, Centinela, and Bornite. Sloping operations are

now being carried on in Fortuna, Centinela, and Bornite, min-

ing on the Fortuna largely predominating. No work has yet

been done on the Regimiento No. 2 to prepare it for stoping,

but on the Teniente, the largest and richest deposit, No. 1 and
3 levels are being put in shape to supply the large tonnages

of ore to be extracted, and level C is being prepared for active

stoping. Strictly speaking, the five orebodies are the richer

or commercially profitable portions of the deposit completely

surrounding the crater. In July, 1911, reserves amounted to

10,074,616 tons, averaging 2.7% copper; on January 1, 1915, the

quantity of developed, probable and possible ore was 113,694,-

880 tons of 2.5% ore. Further work assures a greatly in-

creased tonnage. On Teniente No. 1 level, the Teniente shoot

is 4800 ft. long, with an average width of 300 ft., and a depth

of 840 ft. The method of mining is like that at the Ray in

Arizona, namely, caving and shrinkage stoping. Ore is taken

out of the mine by adits, no shafts being necessary for this.

Up to October 31, 1915, the ore mined totaled 3,204,484 tons,

averaging 2.25%. Openings to April 1, 1915, amounted to 198,-

970 ft., nearly 38 miles.

The electric railway between mine and mill is working
well. Extraction in the mill is improving, being 77%, with

80% expected. The sulphuric-acid plant supplying acid for

flotation is making 20 tons a day.

Smelting has been the cause of much difliculty and experi-

menting. The blast-furnaces and converters gave good results

under the conditions.

The hydro-electric plant has now a capacit.v of four 2000-kw.

Pelton wheels and generators.

During the year under review 1,106,420 tons of ore was
treated, assaying 2.09% copper, yielding 16,367 tons of metal.

CAMP BIRD, LIMITED

This company's report deals with the year ended June 30,
1915. The directors' statement shows that of the available
profit of £123,291, £100,476 was paid in dividends. The balance
carried forward is £6590. From April 30, 1903, to June 30, 1915,
the output was 795,129 tons of ore yielding £4,615,389, with a
profit of £2,885,418. The revenue was $27.86 and expenditure
$10.44 per ton during this period. The company holds con-
siderable interest in the Imogene Basin Gold Mines Co., Santa
Gertrudis, Messina (Transvaal) Development Co., and the
Central American Goldfields Syndicate.

The general manager at Ouray, Colorado. William J. Cox,
reported as follows: Ore was derived from seven levels of the
mine. Development was confined mostly to the ground reached
through No. 3 shaft. Reserves are estimated at 14,800 tons of

broken, and 1100 tons of unbroken ore, containing a profit of

$275,000.

The mills treated 32,313 tons of ore, yielding $952,288, an
average of $29.47 per ton. This is an increase of $151,209 com-
pared with the previous period. The combined gold and
silver recovery was 94.31%. Of the total value, amalgamation
gave 58.48%, concentration, 36.59%, and cyanidation, 4.93%.

The cyanide-plant treated 20,655 tons of tailing. The profit

at the mine was $583,700.

SANTA GERTRUDIS CO., LTD.

This company operates in the State of Hidalgo, Mexico, and
the report covers the year ended June 30. 1915. The general
manager. Hugh Rose, and advisory engineer, William J. Cox,
both made reports.

Development amounted to 15,838 ft., the last half of the
term being at double the rate of the first half. An important
orebody was opened on No. 1 and 3 levels. Its probable dimen-
sions are 380 ft. long and 10 ft. wide, assaying $7.92 per ton.

Not much was done on No. 20 level. Development of the hang-
ing-wall bodies was satisfactory. Reserves are estimated as

1,287,000 tons, containing 81,086 oz. gold, and 16,217,296 oz.

silver.

The rate of production varied from 85 to 40% of normal
capacity, with an average of 52.7%. The local revolution and
European war were responsible for this. The mill treated

221.596 tons of ore, worth $6.28 per ton, with 90.31% extrac-

tion. The bullion contained 10,727 oz. gold and 2,000,856 oz.

silver. The profit was $139,500. From the previous year

there was a balance of $625,000. This made $764,500 availaWe.

of which $360,000 was paid in dividends.

CHAMPION REEF GOLD MINING CO. OF INDIA, LTD.

This company operates one of the world's great mines, situ-

ated in the Kolar district. State of Mysore, India. The year
ended September 30. 1915 with a yield of 140.S95 oz. gold from
211,368 tons of ore. and $720,000 in dividends. The total to date

is 3,607.487 tons. 3.006.454 oz., and $20,650,000 respectively.

The superintendent, H. J. Gifford, reported a number of in-

teresting results in the mine and plants. Reserves amount
to 495.015 tons, an increase of 17,631 tons. Between Glen and
Garland shafts, drifts have been driven 2000 ft. on the shoot

from No. 43 to 46 level. Development totaled 15,111 ft.

(From 91 to 103 machine-drills were operated.) Some inter-

esting work was done in the cyanide-plants on current and old

tailing. A total of 6620 people were employed, 131 being

Europeans, and 102 Eurasians.
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BOOK REVIEWS
i

1 ,,• "'K. By Wllllnni

Koiu. Ninth cdHlon. ihorouKhly rvviwd with the niwlstaiioo of

K. T. Kent. H. U.2ii. III., liidox. John Wllfv & Sons, Inc..

1916. For sale by thi' Mimno ano SiiKNTiru I'iuj<s. Prlri*. jr.

•Kent" ni>«ds no Introduction to enKlneore and Blndenis; the

work Is always consulted: thf ai>|>o:irnnoi> of n now edition

(the Inst was In laiot will be welcomed. There have been

ninny chnnKes ai\d advances In eUKlneerlnn standards and prac-

tice during tlve yeni-»; this nwessltated changlnR over 400

ixagefl of the last edition, and an addition of over I.^o imnes of

new matter. Many subjects previously discussed at length

have been condensed. Materials, mechanics, blowers, heating

and ventilation, fuel, steam-boilers and engines, and steani-

lurbln»>s have been extensively revised. Machine-shop practice

received considerable attention. Klectrlcnl enslneerlni; will be

found up to date. A number of new tables are Riven. Internal-

i-ombusiion engines are well treated. The variety of subjects

included Is too great to detail: they range from air to zinc.

lNORti.\Mc CiiKMisTRV. Edited by J. Newton Friend. Vol.

VIII. The Hologens and Their Allies," by Geoffrey Martin and

K. A. Dancaster. P. ZM. III.. Index. Charles Griffin & Co..

London. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. 1915. For sale by

the MiMNii .\>n Scientiku Prkss. Price, $3.

The editor of this work states that the science of chemistry

may be divided roughly into organic, physical, inorganic, and

analytical branches. No single text-book can contain a thor-

ough treatment of any one of these branches, therefore a series

of works covering certain sections of chemistry are better.

The work under review has been prepared from a scheme of

l>eriodic classifications with slight alterations. The elements

of the seventh group of the periodic table (Mendeleett"s law).

comprising the halogens and manganese together with those of

their compounds, are discussed from a chemical and physical

point of view. The elements fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and

iodine form a natural group of closely allied bodies known as

"the halogens." Manganese is quite dissimilar in its properties.

The halogens are of great interest to the chemist, and

enormous industries have been developed in their manufacture.

the periodic cIhhmI Ileal Ion are new: so Is lliut on vapiir preii-

Hure. ("ryHlalllxalion in Ingots IIUewiHe U dlKi-UHSed on the

btuds of recent InveHllKatlonK. The gold alloys are now ile-

ncrlbid In a separate chapter of :ir> (lageH, all of llii'ni bJKlily

Interesling. The chenilHtry and occurrence of gold in nature

constitute two cha|iters of particular IntereHl to mInliiK en-

gineers, and the value of them Is heightened by n scholarly

bibliography. The two chapters on pl;icer oix'ralioiis are a

suiinnary of current Kniiwledge and are reinarkalile tiol ho

much for originality of oliservailoii as lor conccnl ration of lu-

forinalion from a great varlely of sources. The same niiiy be

said of the author's trealnienl of anuilganuitlon and the

crushing machinery associated with that ancient met hod of

gold extraction. Tube-mills and their linings come undi'r the

heading of "Fine Grinding," which is discussed admirably.

The chapter on 'Concentration' Is noteworthy for containing

only 10 lines on flotation, undoulilediy the most remarkable

process of concentration as yet devised. In the next eillllon

of this book we shall exi)ecl a large and (b-eply Interesting

chapter on this branch of the subject. Hut we llnd that this

seriatim treatment of the various chapters will lengthen this

review beyond reasonable liniils; so we skip some parts. In

Chlorination,' Sir Thomas returns to an old love, for he was

metallurgist in a chlorination i)lant near Denver in 18S7. The

chemistry of the cyanide process' Is worthy of the Chemist. of

the Mint. Next the cyanide process itself is given adequate

treatment, and immediately afterward the author stands on his

hearth-rug, as it were, while he writes on the refining and

parting of gold bullion. Then come chai)ters on the assay of

gold ores and of bullion, followed by a short chapter of statis-

tics, closing with a bibliography. This book represents the

conscientious labor of a keen scholar and a practical metal-

lurgist. It does credit to its well known publisher and confirms

the repuation of its distinguished author.—T. A. It.

Metallirgy or Gou>. By Sir Thomas K. Rose. Sixth Edi-

tion. P. 601. III., plans, index. Charles Griffin & Co., London;

J. B. Lippincott Co.. Philadelphia. 1915. For sale by the

Mixing anp SciENTrFic Pre.ss. Price $6.50.

This is the revised and enlarged edition of a standard work.

•Rose on gold" needs no introduction to our readers. It will

be noted that since the date of the previous edition, in 1905.

the author has been knighted, in recognition of his scientific

work as chemist of the Mint. He is now the president of the

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy. Both of these marks

of distinction indicate that he is a prophet not without honor

in his own country. It is also manifest, from the world-wide

distribution of his treatise on the metallurgj- of gold, that his

exposition of a great subject is appreciated far outside the

confines of the British Isles. Indeed, he has won much more

than a prefix to his name.

The edition of 1905 was issued at a time when notable

changes were taking place in the treatment of gold and silver

ores; these changes were mechanical, rather than chemical,

and they have continued during the decade since. Hence a

new addition was amply warranted. The work has undergone

no sham revision: it has been increased by 68 pages; most of

the chapters have been re-written, and the contents as a whole

have been so re-arranged as to constitute a new book. In the

chapter on the physical properties of gold, the information

concerning the spark spectra and the position of the metal in

Text-Book OF Geology. Parts I and II. By Louis V. Pirsson.

and Charles Schuchert respectively. Complete in one volume.

P. 1051. 111., plates, map, index. .John Wiley & Sons, Inc, 1915.

For sale by the Mining and Scientific Pke.ss. Price, $4.

This text-book has been compiled for use in technical schools

and colleges by men of wide practical experience in their re-

spective branches of the science and intimate knowledge of the

requirements of the student to prepare him for more advanced

study. It presents in connected, though elaborated form, the

lectures given by the authors on physical and historical

geology at the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University. It

is a welcome, instructive, and valuable addition to technical

literature, and will supplant the more voluminous text-books

of other writers, in that it gives in well balanced form, all the

essentials of a comprehensive elementary knowledge of geology.

The interest of the reader or student is maintained by the

lucid descri|)tion and logical sequence of contributory factors

to the 'make' of the earth as known today. A discussion of

the natural forces which find topographic expression in the

earth's crust is augmented by the chemical and physical

analysis of the structure developed. Economic geology re-

ceives only passing comment in comparison with the number

of pages devoted to physiography and paleontology; but the

study of ore deposits is a more advanced course.

The text is profusely illustrated with excellent photographs

from the field, and descriptive drawings. This is commendable,

as it enlivens interest and clarifies what might otherwise be

more or less ambiguous statement, although in casual criticism

the reviewer would question the advisability of insc-rtiug

photographs of the great masters of geological and biological

science, with pictures of fossils of past geologic ages. Adam

Sedgwick, at the age of forty-seven, does not look well with the

Ordovician graptolites, nor will the student appreciate the fine

features of Huxley, when standing on the shoals of the evolu-

tionary theory before plunging into the depths of palseontolog-

ical record. Generally the work is excellent.—F. H. P.
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EDITORIAL f
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

UR readers must not assume that wc had no photo-

graphs of the late Mrs. Everson. We have them

still.

c OPPER has been sold ahead at New York to the ex-

tent of the first half of the current year's pro-

duction.

TN a recent issue we mentioned the new explosive

-* ammonal, made from aluminum dust and ammonium
nitrate. We publish this week a timely article on this

new use for aluminum, written by Mr. G. H. Clevenger,

Professor of Metallurgy in Stanford University.

T>ASSAGE of the mineral-land leasing bill througli

-*• the House of Representatives presages the correc-

tion of an injury done to oil-operators in California by

the withdrawal of public lands under the Taft admin-

istration. Approval by the Senate is assured.

"W/'E publish a letter from Jlr. F. ('. Brown, the in-

^^ ventor of the Pachuca tank, which is more correctly

called the Brown agitator. We divulge no secret when

we mention the fact that Mr. Brown, instead of trying

to collect an irritating royalty from users of his inven-

tion, has had the good sense to ask only for a reasonable

lump payment based on tank capacity. We are glad to

add that his tactful treatment of the problem of getting

some recompense for his valuable invention has been

frankly recognized by mine operators in this country.

p REAT MINES die slowly. The Camp Bird, in Colo-

^^ rado, has been described as 'exhausted' for three

years successively. Last year the company's report said

that the reserve remaining would still yield a profit of

.$307,600; now it is stated that during the past year a

profit of $566,500 was won, or $258,900 more than the

estimate made the year before ; and yet the ore left or,

June 30 last is expected to yield about $275,000 more.

Since then we have heard news of further promising

developments, so we shall refuse to consider the mine

even moriliund.

pjOSTON appears to be in danger of losing prestige

-'-' as a milling centre. Several companies managed

from Boston have lieen listed recently on the New York

Stock Exchange. Among them we may mention tin'

Butte & Superior and American Zinc, which are to be

followed by the Old Dominion and United States Smelt-

ing companies. It is suggested that the reason for the

decrease of share activity at Boston is the meagreness

of the information vouchsafed to shareholders. In that

regard the New York companies are not pre-eminent.

Annual or semi-annual reports are of no consequence

from the speculator's standpoint. They are too infre-

quent. To the insiders belongs the game, so long as

.shareholdei-s are like "dumb driven cattle."

T> EMARKABLY good metallurgical work is being
*-* done by the technical men on the staff of the Sul-

phide Corporation, which owns the Central mine at

Broken Hill, in Australia. At the recent annual meet-

ing of the company it was stated that the recovery of

silver was 90.6%, of lead 93.79i. and of zinc 92.8%.

The operations include wet concentration, flotation, and

smelting. Our compliments to Mr. Charles F. Courtney,

the general manager, and to Messrs. James Hebbard and

H. A. Evans, the superintendents of works.

A DVICES from Yokohama indicate that the mining
•^*- industry of Japan has been favored by the War.

The exploitation of precious-metal deposits has been in-

creased considerably. Exports of copper are being made

to England and Russia. The mining of zinc has l)een

stimulated, and zinc ore from China is being imported

for treatment at Japanese smelters. When the War
ends, it is likely that Japan will produce a supply of

zinc sufficient for the domestic consumption. Lead ore

is being imported from Australia. W^e publi.sh an ex-

cerpt from a Japanese official report.

WAR is not often akin to humor, so that the following

story will be forgiven. When hostilities began

some of the people at Johannesburg wanted to help the

cause that they favored. Mayor Dalrymple of the

Anglo-French group presented the Chamber of Mines

with a plan to equip a contingent to be sent to the front

at the expense of the mines. This scheme was popular

locally and would have been put through if some of the

German directors and shareholders in London, Johan-

nesburg, and elsewhere had not kicked against it. A
eounter-.suggestion was made that a hospital ship lie sub-

stituted for fighting men, "as this would be fairer to

the enemy shareholders"! So a hospital ship it was;

l)ut Sir Joseph Robinson, an old curmudgeon not par-

ticularly popular in the financial set, because of his pre-

dilection for playing a lone hand, sent his contrilnition

of €5000 direct to General Botha to be used for fighting

purposes.

ON June 26, 1915, we published an article on the Altai

mining region in Siberia by Mr. II. W. Turner.

It seemed worth while to draw attention to the introduc-

tion of fresh capital and modern methods to a part of the

world th;it offers an inviting field to Anglo-American
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ciitiTpriM-, Sii i;ii- lilt' iiiiist iiu|iiirtiiiit uork luis liccii

done hy tl\e HussoAsiHtif ('iirporatiiiii. altlu>iit;li tlic

Kussiiin Mining Corporntinii lin.s played a (^xnl scooiul.

As n-pirds tlu> fornu-r. wo note from tin- iiifnrinatinn

givt'ii at tlie oompany's rin-ent aiiiuial iiu>etin|; in IjoikIoii

that the on* nircndy pn>vf»l aiiunints to 3,174.000 tons,

avorapiip T.S'^; K-ad. 14*",' r.iiu-. 0,(54 oz. jrold. and 4.1

oz. silver, with 0.8',' copper, from whieli n prolit of $">0.-

000.01X1 is oxpecteti. Mr II II Knox, of New York.

Minde the nnderlyiiij; istiniale. Kxjiloralory dianioml

drilling is still in pn)pn's,s. A railway has ln'cn huill

from the Irtish river to the Ekilmstiis eoaltield. helonp-

jiip to the Corporation, and another railway is just heiiip

eonipletetl frt)ni the sjinie river to the mines. A zinc-lead

concentration plant is iH-ing erected at the Riddcr mine

and a zine smelter at Ekiha.stns. so that the entiTiirisi'

will reach a highly pnidiictive .stage at an early date.

The technical work is in the hands of one Russian and

three American engineei*s. iianiel>'. Messrs. A. P.

Ivanoff. R. Itilman Hniwn, Thomas .1. Jones, and Deanc

P. Mitchell. The Russian government is proving most

sympathetic and the Corporation has made sy.stcmatic

provision for the comfort of its work-people, including

the building of churches, schools, and clubs. Altogether

this promises to be the nucleus of a highly organized ;iiiil

most pnifitalilc undertaking.

TN another paragraph we refer to the longevity of the
* Camp Rird nniie. We learn now, from London, that

it is the intention of the company, acting on the advice

of Mr. John A. Agnew, to proceed with systematic ex-

ploration in depth by means of a low-level adit. This

adit, which is to be 10,700 feet long, is to strike the lode

450 feet deeper than any existing workings and 800 feet

below the main ore-bearing ground. The choice lay be-

tween the driving of this adit and the sinking of No. 3

shaft, after it had been supplied with a heavier equip-

ment, and the pumping of a heavy inflow of w ater. The
method chosen for testing the question of deeper per-

sistence is undoubtedly the wiser of the two alternatives.

"What the chances are of discovering valuable orebodies

is another matter. Mr. Agnew is an engineer of ripe

experience, and he will have had the friendly assistance

of ilr. W. J. Cox. long familiar with local conditions, in

arriving at a conclusion. The opinion used to prevail in

the San Juan region that the gold-silver veins became
impoverished as they passed out of the ande.site breccia

into the underlying sedimentary rocks. In that part of

Colorado a great thickness—10.000 feet at its maximum
—of lava flows and breccias lies tipon the sedimentar.v

series, the highest member of which is a Tertiary con-

glomerate, next to which come the limestone and sand-

stone beds of the Jurassic and Tria.ssie. AVhile some pro-

ductive mines have been developed along lodes enclosed

within the sedimentary rocks, it has been proved by ex-

perience that the much richer veins in the great covering

of breccia do not continue into the sedimentary terrain

and become impoverished before they reach that horizon.

Our recollection is that the lower adit of the Camp Bird

IS I'lilly "JOOO feci alu'vc llic congloiucralc, so that llici'c is

an ample margin of safely, say, IdOil fed, liclwi'cn this

low-level adit and llic limit of possililc iniMJiictix ily. .\

iiuiiil>cr of veins should be iiitcr.scclcd ami a large ler

rilory prospected willioiit gri'al i-osl, having rcganl to

the value of the oivbodies already cxploilci! in llic cx-

isliiig upper workings. It is a rca.siiiialijc vrnliiic mid

well worth while.

O'r.X'riSTK 'S can be made to ]>rovc iiiiytliiiig, simply

^ because any sort of vague dat^i can he given slalis-

tical form. For example, the mineral statistics puli

lislicd at the bcgiiniiiig of each year arc iMitorioiisl.\''iii-

accurate. Even those of tlic (ici)lo",:ic!il Survey have

to undergo iikIIcmI revisimi liet'oi-e tlic y i;iii lie accepted as

part of the historical record. While it. is coiiiparativel.v

easy to collect the figures of ilomcslic mineral ])roduc-

tion, it is much more diflieiill to get at those of foreign

countries, for the simple reason that in most easels no

ligures are issued by the various govcrnmenls and min-

ing bureaus until late in the ensuing year, il' llieii.

Yet this does not deter the Enqinctring and Mining

Journal from giving a detailed tabulated statement of

the world's gold production. Such a statement is farcical.

Only the output of gold in the United States and the

British dominions is obtainable, even estimable, with any

accuracy, in the first w'cek of the year. In making such

an estimate, it should be indicated that T) out of tiie 17

items are mere guesses, some of them bad. The idea

that the gold production of China, Europe, or South

America during 1915 can be estimated within .$5000 on

Januarv' 1, 2, or 3 of 1916 by an arithmetician in New
York is preposterous. As Disraeli said long ago:

"There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and

statistics."

The Mexican Crisis

In our last issue we recorded the killing, by Villa

bandits, of 18 Americans on their way to the Cusihuir-

iachie mines in Chihuahua. The party included several

mining engineers well known in the West, notably C. R.

Watson, Charles A. Pringle, William J. Wallace, and

Thomas W. Evans. The news of the murder has excited

keen indignation, which, after a lull, has been re-

awakened by the arrival of the bodies of the victims at

their home communities. At El Paso a riot liroke out

soon after the news was received there, and talk arose of

mobilizing a force of a thousand men to exact reprisals.

A number of prominent ^lexicans had to be deported to

California in order to prevent a lynching. But the first

feeling of resentment has been calmed, so that thoughtful

men can put the question: "What is to be done?" A
crime such as that perpetrated at Santa Ysabel on Jan-

uary 10 excites the emotions first, and then arouses the

intellect to logical effort. Something has been done al-

ready. Jose Rodriguez has been captured and shot.

Sundry legislators in Congress have availed themselves

of the chance to attack the President's policy, which is
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vulnerable; Mr. Theodore Roosevelt has delivered himself

of a forceful denunciation, which is easy; Mr. William

Randolph Hearst has mobilized his manj'-headed reptile

press to stir the country into intem]>erate action, \Yhich is

not surprising ; and all the while thoughtful men have

recognized that in this affair, as in that of the Italians

at New Orleans, it is necessary to give the Government

of the country a chance to punish its own criminals

before we can take action in behalf of the victims of the

atrocity. Let us examine the facts, as far as they are

known. The statement that the murdered men were "too

previous" in going to the mines is negatived by the

assertion that General Alvaro Obregon, for the Carranza

government, invited Americans to return to their mining

properties and accompanied the invitation with ajssur-

ances of their safety. They were duly authorized by the

authorities at Juarez and at Chihuahua to proceed to

their destination at Cusi, as it is generally known among
mining men. So no blame attaches to the unfortunate

victims on the ground of foolhardiness. At the same

time it should be recorded that the State Department at

Wa.sliington had not withdrawn its urgent warning to

its own nationals against endangering themselves b.v

going into parts of Mexico where guerilla warfare was in

progress. Next, it appears that the deed was done by

Villa's men, suggesting that, apart from his predatory

tactics, he would be glad to embroil the United States

with the Mexican people, for thereby he would get a

chance to appeal to national prejudice and patriotic im-

pulse. If this country were to intervene forcibly, Villa

would be a military asset to the Mexicans, for, thrice

damned brute as he is, he is a natural soldier and could

not be shelved by a Mexican president in time of national

need. Thus the crime was partly political, we think.

For that reason alone the de facto Government has cause

to regret the incident and, we believe, will be particularly

anxious to placate American sentiment by punishing the

murderers. The killing of this party in Chihuahua is a

denial of Carranza 's claim to having secured control in

tliat part of Mexico. His government is disgraced liy tlie

act and must be anxious to prove itself able to enforce

punishment. The recognition of Carranza pre-supposed

his ability to maintain order; it was a long shot perhaps,

and unless he moves quickly in this affair his claim will

be stultified. We must give him a chance to make good.

IMeanwhile military intervention is no more warranted

now than a mouth ago or a year ago ; we do not see that

tliis horrible crime should cause a change in the deliber-

ate policy of the administration at Washington, any

more than any one of a dozen other crimes pei'petrated

against American life and property during the last three

years. The moment for forcible inteiwention was when
General Funston and his troops were at Vera Cruz, and
in a position to stand astride the railway to Mexico City.

The President 's policy lias beeu termed consistent, which

it is; it has also been called 'heroic,' which is a satire,

even in days when heroic is a word much over-worked

;

hut it may be sagacious. Anxious as we are to see Mexico

pacified and mining operations resumed in that great

nuueral region, we believe that the solution of the

problem must now be left to the Mexicans. This country
is committed to that policy. If it succeeds, the historian

will call it wise; if it fails, and armed intervention is

finally necessitated, the historian will condemn it in

strong language, as many people are doing already. It re-

mains for all good citizens to support the national policy

until Congress refuses any longer to sanction it. Hence
we regret the violent language of an ex-President like Mr.

Roosevelt. It smacks too much of politics. In any case,

the endorsement by him of an editorial in the New York
American is greatly to be deplored. No good can come
from applauding the efforts of a prostituted journalism

or supporting the diatribes of a publisher not remarkable

for high principle. Remember McKinley. The man
whose string of yellow papers reaches across this contin-

ent is trying to drive Mr. Wilson, as he drove William

McKinley, into war. Has Mr. Roosevelt forgotten what

he himself said soon after the assassination of McKinley ?

While never anything but a dangerous leader of opinion,

in this case Mr. Hearst is particularly suspect on account

of liis large holding of lands and ranches in northern

Mexico. No, the friends of the murdered dead do not

wish, we venture to say, that their loss should be used bj"

reckless politicians or a pestilent press to hurry this

people into a war in a fit of resentment against the

crime perpetrated by a beaten revolutionary desperado.

Wherever Mr. Hearst leads, it is well to hang a red

lamp.

Learning to he a Metallurgist

In this issue we publish another of our series of inter-

views. The subject ihis time is Mr. Philip Argall, an

engineer particularly associated in recent years with

metallurgical work in Colorado. Our readers will find

the interview deeply interesting ; it is the record of a keen

student, a hard-working man, and a resourceful man-

ager. The term 'self-made' has been used too much, like

the adjective 'practical,' as an excuse for the uneducated

and the uncouth, so that it has lost its real significance,

but if ever there was a man that hewed his way to suc-

cess, that found the carricre ouverte aux talents, that

owed little to good fortune and much to earnest en-

deavor, then Philip Argall is» the man. Consider the

beginning: the small boy that rummaged among the

sluice-boxes and found a little nugget of gold, and in the

act became infected by the longing to seek and to find,

by that call of the mineral explorer that takes the ad-

venturous to the ends of the earth and to the waters

under the earth. The boy had an education that was not

conventional ; indeed, the shallow-minded might be in-

clined to say that if he had gone through the regular

preparation of school and university he would have done

better. We doubt it. Of education it may be said, as of

many other things, that we get out oP it what we pul

into it. To be among mines and smelters, to work in a

concentrating mill, and to be in close touch with those

actually engaged in winning the metals from nr('< is not
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iuv«>.ssjinly a iiiiiiiiiii; .(lin-ation. n' tliv itMipifiit is la/v

or iiiioKvrvanl. I>iit to nii alert iiiiiiil ratrcr In li-ani aiid

anxious to In'ooine »>ffit'ii'iit. it is a v»Tilal>if sfluMil of

mines. Apparently tlie Im\v Pliilip liad llie liappv j;ift

of arousing; tlie personal inten'st of his oliier aei|uaiiit'

luices, some of whom tiwik pains to help him hy the loan

of liooks or apparatus. That Mow-pipe of which he tells

ns was the key to a whole worKl of rudimentary nielal-

lurpy. for a hlow-pipe and a piece of charcoal constitute

a hlast-funiHce in miniature. And then came the "com-

plete lal)oratory'" found in an ahandoned mine. That

was the luek of the miner, of course: of the encrjretic

seeker and intelligent exploiter. Thus the awakened

faculties were trained and «lcveloiied. What could he a

wider eye-opener to the mind of a keenly observant hoy

than the plienomena of kernel-roasting and the leaching

of copper ore? The fonuation of a nucleus of copper

sulphide in a lump of mixed sulphide (U-c is one of llu-

most subtle of metallurgical operations, while the leach-

ing of copper ore atTnrds a typical example of the impact

In^tween chemical and economic factors.

With adolescence eame hard work in a mine, the learn-

ing of practical details underground, and the compara-

tively rapid winning of a post of rcspoiisibility. At 19

the Iwy Philip became the man Argall. for at that age he

was appointed a shift-boss in the ("ronclmnc mine. But

routine work was not allowed to interfere with further

study. Witness the detection of hydrogen as the cause of

underground explosions due to gas arising from the pre-

cipitation of copper in the mine-water. Then came the

designing of a brake on a whim: his first application of

mechanical ingenuity, to be evinced during later years

in the invention of a classifier and a roasting furnace.

And then, after 25 years in Ireland. Mr. Argall went to

Swansea, which at that time was the Anaconda of Eu-

rope, as a centre of copper-smelting industrv. But

Swansea was reactionary and unprogressive, and in that

respect wholly unlike the Wa.shoe works: for that fault

it has paid the penalty of becoming a melancholy has

been.' However, in 1880 Swansea was yet in its glory

as the recipient of all kinds of ores from every quarter of

the world. And what was more important to the sub-

ject of our story, it was the locality chosen by Parnell

for several ingenious methods of his own devising, in-

cluding a complex copper process of the Hunt & Douglas

type, now only of academic interest. One of Parnell 's

ventures was the treatment of tin-scrap, in which oper-

ation the young Irish-Cornishman from Wicklow had a

chance to discover that sulphur rendered tin unfit for

plating, and so to remedy a defect in the process. Other

experiences followed, including zinc mining and anti-

mony smelting, after which a wider horizon was opened

by a journey to New Zealand and Australia, with visits

to France and to Mexico. Shortly afterward his appoint-

ment as manager of an important smelting enterprise at

Leadville. when Mr. Argall was 33 years of age, brought

him to the West, with which he has been identified ever

since. The La Plata episode was no picnic, for the cut-

throat competition between the Leadville, or 'mountain,'

siinliii> and those of the 'valley.' at Puclilo and Denver,

called forth all the resourccfulncKs of a Nlrmig chanicii-r.

His story nl' the decision lo shut dcnvn is lull of luiiiuiu

interest. Kivc years later came his (ii-sl <'i>Mlact with

cyanidation, in the technology of which process .Mr.

.\rgall has written his name enduringly. hi ilic cunlro

vcrsics between dry and wet criishiuj;. between roasting

and non-roasting, lictwccn sliiiiiug and luuisliniing, he

played a prominent and iiscrul part. Tlic treatment of

the tclluridc gold ores ul' Cripple ('reck gave him a con-

genial problem, which he attacked with all the inlciiNity

of the Celtic temperament, incidentally waning a tech-

nical war of ciuisidcrable vigor with the advocates of both

bromination and chlorinalion in Colorado. The logic of

events has proved his judgment to have been right. Kin-

ally, as first consulting engineer and then manager of

the celebrated lndi'])cndenc.c Tuinc. at Crii)i)lc Creek, he

was able to put all of his ideas into effi-ct in the const r\ii'-

tion of a large cyaniiir niill thai made a remarkable

record. A cost of .$l..")l pci- ton and an avi'ragc extrac-

tion of 74.57^ on dump ore speaks for itself, at least to

those conversant with similar problems. And then, as

if to prove his up-to-dateness. Mr. Argall became in-

volved in the use of flotation, achieving a noteworthy

technical success so quietly that the mention of tlir fad

in this interview is the first publication of it. l-'m- three

years at Magdalena, New Mexico, he has liccn winning

95% on a mixed zinc ore, by the use of a film-suspension

process of the Wood type. And so wc bring this sum-

mary to the present time, when Mr. .\rgall is engaged

in consulting practice with two of his sons at Denver.

Having fought single-handed for in.struetion in science,

he has given his sons the best education available, in-

cluding a university training, thus affording them oppor-

luiiities foreign to his own youth. Surely the Fnited

States has a good citizen in the m;in that has done .so

much to develop its mining industry and then contrib-

utes five sturdy intelligent sons to the community, not

omitting the capable (laughters, who being voters in

Colorado, are also citizens in good standing.

We like the choice of a "best achievement." Mr.

Argall says it was the introduction of the 8-hour work-

ing day in the cyanide mills of Colorado. There speaks

sympathy with his fellow-men ; such a manager can get

more etl^'cetive work in 8 hours than the small-minded

autocrat who thinks the manual laborer is only a slave

to be driven to his toil for 12 hours. But the dominant

note in this fine career is expressed in the carl.y part of

our interview, where ilr. Argall acknowledges that he

has been a student throughout his life. "Modem min-

ing and metallurgy keeps one a continuous student, how-

ever humble his part." Yes, indeed; and not only in

order to keep at the head of the proees,sion but to enjoy

that sense of useful power that comes to him who is gain-

ing persistently in his understanding of the diverse oper-

ations of Nature. When John Richard Oreen, the his-

torian, was dying, he a.sked that his epitaph should be:

"He died learning." To be able to learn until the last

summons is the wish of all thoughtful men.
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DISCUSSION
Oiir readers are iiirid'd (o use this department for the discussion of tecltiiieal and other matters per-

tiiinmii to Hiiiiin^ «ii<i metallurgy. T/ie Editor H'ffcoiiU's the expression of views contrary to his own, be-
lieving that carefnl criticism is more valuable than casual compliment.

Why Is Flotation

The Editor

Sir—I have read, in your issue of January 1, Mr.

Huston's interesting discussion of this subject. Mr.

Huston 's article shows close observation of flotation

phenomena, but I am by no means ready to admit the

correctness of the preferential affinity theory of flotation,

and since he has opened the discu.ssion, I shall take this

opportunity to present some further evidence in support

of the electro-.static theoi-y.

It is undoubtedly true that oils, in general, have a

gi-eater adhesiveness for dry sulphidi'S than for dry

gangue-minerals, but I cannot see how this in any way
proves that water will displace oil films from the gangues

and not from tlie sulphides, or even that these films will

be pi-esent to be displaced. Some of the transcript of

the case of Minerals Separation v. Miami Copper Co. is

now available, and it was certainly shown that unoiled

particles could attach themselves to air bubbles. En-

tirely apart from this, Mr. Huston pre-supposes the

presence of oil in the pulp. I have myself carried out

flotation tests with a fair degree of recovery in a satu-

rated brine without the use of any oil whatever. While
the use of small amounts of oil improved the results, it

was certainly true that there was a marked selective

action in the brine alone.

Such work as I have done along this line would show

that the main function of the oil is to lower the surface

tension, and to form a surface film that is flexible, and at

tlie same time coherent enoiigh to get in contact with

more of the sulphide surface than the tightly stretched

film of a bubble in plain water. There have been several

articles in the Pres.s lately, in which theoretical and
experimental proof has been presented showing that

gangue-minerals possess negative electro-static charges,

and that sulphide minerals possess positive (diarges.

This explains why the flotable minerals will adhere to

the fl('xit)le bubble-film, while the gangue-minerals will

not. In other words, it explains the selectiveness of the

]ii'ncess. The other details, it would seem to me, are

largely mechanical. The oil may cause the sulphide

particles, after they are in contact with the bubble, to

adhere together in a coherent armor. Other mechanical

effects, with various oils and various processes may be

noticed, but the question "Why is Flotation?" must be

answered by telling why one portion of the ore floats

while the other does not. To determine this we must,

of course, study differences in physical properties which

parallel the flotation properties. It uiay be perfectly

true that galena and the common sulphide-minerals

difi'er from the gangue-minerals in their air-water con-

tact angles and in their adhesiveness for oil, but so far

as my information goes, the electro-static parallelism is

the only one that explains the flotation properties of bad
gangues and artificial sulphides.

Salt Lake City, January 8.

Jame.s a. Block.

Precipitation With Zinc

The Editor:

Sir—In your issue of Decemlier 11 there appeared an
article on zinc precipitation, by J. A. Carpenter, which
is of timely interest, for, as Mr. Carpenter states, the

present high price of zinc has driven metallurgists to a

closer con.sideration of precipitation methods. In the

course of his careful comparison of figures, Mr. Carpen-
ter advocates the use of zinc-thread by inference, al-

though admitting the efl:'ective results obtained by the

use of zinc-dust.

The interesting and essential feature to workers in the

field of eyanidatiou, developed in this article, is that the

saving in the cost of treatment was effected by a change
in the regulation of solution contents, in lime and cya-

nide, rather than by the character of the precipitant, or

the method of using it.

Had zinc-dust been employed, I believe that the re-

sults would have been substantially the same as those

noted in the article in question. Not every ore will yield

an equally satisfactory extraction within as wide limits

of cyanide and lime contents in solution ; hence it is clear

that the reduced zinc consumption noted by Mr. Carpen-
ter cannot be attained similarly in other plants by the

use of the same tactics as those found practicable with

the West End ore, unless the whole set of conditions were
found to be parallel.

Mr. Carpenter's point is well taken, that the precipita-

tion-presses are costly, and the less expense of operation

with zinc-dust must hold for a considerable period, to

offset the high initial outlay as compared with zinc-

boxes, which are relatively cheap. On the other hand, he

makes reference to "an occasional bad cask of zinc-dust"

and the trouble it will entail.

Moist and caked zinc-dust is generally thought to have

become entirely unfit for a precipitant, but this is not

neces.sarily the ease. In cases known to me. caked zinc-

dust, which had been wetted in transit, was east aside as

woi'thless, or unsafe to use, and later, when force of cir-
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ouiustaiices requinil using it, it was dried ami lin«k.ii up

to as iii-ar a powilin-d stato as i-ould he, ami then fed into

the stihilioM in nuaiitities of some Inuidreds of pounds.

No bad rt'sults ensued, cither in pnvipitalion or cxtrae-

tioii; altlioujrli it WHS feared that the former would he se-

riously alTeeted, in aeeord with the p-nerally a.eepled

belief about wet zino-dust.

Although no "short zine' ti-ouhies the operator wlio

uses zine-dusl. a zinky preeijiitate may lie iiautlled as fol-

lows: assume two prccipitatioji circuits, in which the

richer s.>lution is incompletely preeipitateil. piviii^r a

high-grade prin-ipitate luid a nominally iiarrcn' eflhient

solution. The poorer solution is precipitated in most

cases to O.tVJ-0.04 oz. silver; the question of precipitating

to a 'trace' being puivly a commercial one.

The stH.'ond precipitate will contain more zine than the

one from the richer circuit.

With adequate solution-storage capacity, the zinky

precipitate from the poorer solution may he raised in

fineness prior to clean-up by pumping' the richer solution

through the press, and returning the effluent solution

from the press to the stock-solution circuit. This paral-

lels the return of short zine to the head of tlie boxes, but

has the advantage that no handling or preparation of

material is required.

Naturally, it is preferable to avoid an excessive feed of

zmc-dust, rather than to remove it afterward. With

this point in view, a satisfactorj- method of avoiding ex-

cess of zine and one atTording a closer regulation than

daily assays in a silver cyanide plant, is that of colon

-

metric titration of solutions at suitable intervals.

A titration scheme may be devised so that it can be

run quickly through with a miniinuin niaiiipulation and

sufficient accuracy.

As Mr. Carpenter pointedly states, the best reason for

choice of zinc-thread precipitation is found in the ques-

tion of capital outlay in equipping plants when the

duration of mining operations is a matter of more than

the customary uncertainty. Donald F. Irvtn.

Pasadena. December 13, 1915.

Pachuca Tanks

The Editor:

Sir_In your issue of December 11 there is an article

on -Precipitation with Zinc Thread' by Jay A. Carpen-

ter, in which he gives very interesting and valuable

data regarding the use of this precipitant -. but in the

preamble of the article Mr. Carpenter, in using a

simile to give force to an argument, makes what I

consider an unfair criticism of the Pachuca agitator.

The passage I refer to is as follows: "At the time of

the growing popularity of the Pachuca agitator, it would

have been heresy to publish the fact that they filled

gradually with solidified pulp, and it was not until

their popularity was on the wane that this was asserted

in print."

If, instead of using the sweeping expression "they

fiUed graduaUy -with solidified pulp." the writer had

.sjiiil thai "some tilled grailiialiy" I woiili! ha\i' no

eomplaint to make, as I am \M'I1 iiwiiif that wli.ii »

Pachuca is not correctly installed ami |>ropiTly oprr^iird

there may be trouble; but this ajiplicK eqinilly to all our

modern mill nuiehinery, and there are "Home" tiilie

mills that do not grind properly, "some" vacuum-filtei-K

that do not tiller sueeesKfidly, and "some" /ine

]ircciiiitatioii arrangeiiu'iits llint do not seem to lake

llie precious metal out of the solulion. aiitl even "some"

eyiuiidc plants that won't work.

It seems to me that the use of sudi a bioad and

inclusive statement is, first, not fair I" tiie agitator

itself, which is now in service all <'\i\- the world, and

secondly, a se\-ere refleetion on liie inteliitreiH'e and

liiisiness ability of those in charge of the laiu'e plants

where Pachucas are in operation. If I'aeliin'a agitators

"till gradually with solidified pulp" tliey woidd soon

be on the serai)-hcai). as unlrcaleil |iiilp is of more

concern than the apparatus used for treating il.

Some incidents in connection with the early history

111' the Pachuca may be of interest to your readers. I

was in San Francisco in 1904, and, having letters of

inlroduetioii to one of the leading mining men there,

I showed him drawings of the ai)paratus, since called

the i'aelinea tank. He looked at it in a c-urimis way,

and asked if I really meant that in sueh a device a

charge of 50 tons of settled ])ulp could be started up

and kept in agitation, and when I answered in the

affirmative, he brushed tlie drawings a.side as though

the interview were concluded, and remarked: "Why
dynamite wouldn't shift it in such a vessel." After

informing him that the apparatus was no longer an

experiment, but that over lOOO tons of sand had been

treated in it. he again looked at the drawings and

asked me to explain the operation, and suddenly said

"Why of course it will work ; I think you have a valuable

idea."

In inOo I was at a mine where they shipped their

concentrate across the ocean to smelters, and although

fairly high-grade, there was little, if any, profit. The

managing director approached me regarding local treat-

ment, and it was decided to install a Pachuca, and one

of 7 ft. 6 in. diameter by 37 ft. high was purchased

from a neighboring mine and installed without delay.

A 50-ton charge was immediately pumped into it, but

owing to a break-do^vn of some machinery, it had to

stand for 10 days. When thinfjs were running again

I was told to start up the Paeliuca, and the men in

the mill had a grin on their faces as I climbed to the

top of the tank to operate the valves. In three-quarters

of an hour it was all loosened up and a heavy lead

weight, lowered into the tank by means of a cord,

struck metal whenever it was bumped on the cone

bottom, showing that there was no lodged concentrate.

I think the late Albert Grothe, of Mexico City, named

the agitator the Pachuca. In 1904 I sent him drawings

of the tank, and in 1905 he built a small one for testing

purposes, and when he had his first charge in agitation,

he threw a handful of buck-shot into the tank and wa.s
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astonished to find them lifted up and discliarged from

the central pipe. He said that an agitator that would

handle buck-shot would suit his ore all right.

For simplicity and low cost of erection there is

nothing to equal the Paehuca; no belts, no shafting,

and nothing moving except the compressor; and when

a tank is put in right, the quantity of air necessary to

perform the mechanical work is just about what is

wanted for the chemical requirements. Such a tank

is especially suitable for cold climates, as it occupies

so little space and can easily be kept warm.

An objection I have heard raised here to Paehucas

is that it is difficult to raise the pulp to them owing

to their height, as belt-elevators and centrifugal pumps
are costly to operate. I always use a plunger-pump

of the same design as is so successfully used in the clay-

working industry to pump gritty clay into filter-presses

against pressures of 80 lb. or more. At one mine I

used such a pump for 12 years until the mine closed-

down, and the pump was still perfectly good.

Boise, Idaho, December 29, 1915.

The Air-Lift in Leaching

The Editor:

Sir—While leaching seems an old-fashioned subject,

there are a great many plants in which the leaching of

^-- Air Inlet

AX AIR-LIFT IN .A SOLUTIOX-DI.SCHARGE T.A.NK.

the sand is carried on with the agitation of the slime,

so even at this late date, it seems to me, suggestions on
the improvement of this phase of cyaniding are not out

of place.

The Zopilote mill in Tepic, Mexico, was of this type.

In order to increase the capacity of tliis mill, witliout

additional equipment, it was necessary to increase the

proportion of sand to slime in the crushing department
and, to handle this increased tonnage of sand, the time
of leaching had to be cut down. I accomplished this

by the introduction of air-lifts in the solution-discharge

of the tanks, as is shown in the sketch. In this way the

solutions were kept in constant motion in the tanks and
a freshly aerated solution was continuously supplied

to the ore with a surprisingly small consumption of air,

the lift being less than a foot and the total length of the

column being less than seven feet.

This simple arrangement cut down the time of treat-

ment 33% with an increased extraction and, at the same
time, cut down materially the zinc consumption, as the

solutions were not precipitated until they were nuich

richer than under the old system.

mr J XT J T o Clarke Sullivan.
Wonder, Nevada, January 3.

[This idea was adopted at Kalgoorlie as far back as

1900; however, everybody may not know it.

—

Editor.]

Prohibition in the West

The Editor:

Sir—When a section of the country that particularly

prides itself on its virile manhood and untramnieled

liberty for the individual passes prohibition laws, such

as the states of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, and
Washington have done, it is time to discuss the matter.

Not the least interesting part of Mr. Probert's article

on Oatman in the first number of the year was his com-

ment on the dry condition of that lively district. It is

axiomatic and scarcely worth mentioning that copious

experiences of North American communities with the

prohibition experiment, from the Black Belt of the

southern states to Canadian mining districts, have shown
results so vicious as not to stand comparison with the

public drinking in Western saloons. Little details like

'squirrel-whiskey,' tons of broken bottles behind the

bushes, and enormous growth of the drug liabit are

scarcely in the same class as the direct masculine atmos-

phere of a saloon. Undoubtedly some temporary ad-

vantage to industry is anticipated, or such laws as pro-

hibition could not find serious support. It is rather

humorous to think that anyone who knows anything

should believe that a law prohibiting drinking in saloons

will persist after the novelty of the experiment has

grown flat; a reaction against these Sunday-school re-

forms will undoubtedly come. The American people,

particularly in the West, need prohibition about as much
as they need a law forbidding the eating of pancakes or

red pepper, both of which are surely bad habits. At-

tempts by cranks and faddists to limit the individual

liberty of a people having the traditions of the United

States can never achieve any lasting success. It begins

to look as though there was a tendency to an unihinkiug

exaggeration of such matters as temperance, sanitation,

safety-fii'st. efficiency, purity, etc., all of which are prob-

ably good in moderation.
P. B. McDonald.

Berkeley, January 4.
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fXiuiiilTLinTn !DTist

By O. fiU Cl«T«ng«r

AMMIM .M ilust is iliii'riy of intfivsl tci tin- iiiiii

\t\g iiiiiii oil Hfcoiint of its use as n pit'cipitHiil ol'

llu> pn'rious inotiils in tlic cymiitli' pmci'ss. It is

jils«i »s«'(l ns a rtHliii-iii); api'iit wlu'rcvcr ji poxvcrriil

iiit'tHJIio ifdiu-iii^ a^fciil is rc(|uir('il. as, lor rxaiiipli'. in

tlif prtuliictioii of i'arl)oii-fr»'f iiu'tals. pailiculnrl.v tliosi'

ilifficiilt to rctliifi'. or in tin' (ioldscliiiiidt process of weld-

ing (tlu-riiiit> for prodiieing in situ siiper-lieated molten

iron or stwl. Another iis»' is as a hronzi' powder* in tiie

pn'paration of aluininuni paint. I'eriiaps the most im-

portant ust' at the present tiim- is in the maiinfaetme of

various explosives. This was first proposed hy Kseales of

^liinieh in 18!t}t, and. in lOOIl. von Daiimen patented tiie

use-of aluminuni. magnesium, or otiier light metal mixed

wit!) an oxidizing agent. Animoninm nitrate was among
the tii-st us«>d of such oxidi/.ing agents. This explosive.

ealled 'ammonal.' has given good results in nuning and

as a higii explosive in shells. It has the advantage of

being ins»>nsitive and very stal)le. as indicated l)y the

fact that, in Austria-Hungary, shells tilled with it were

found good after ten yeai-s. The reaction taking place

when ammonal explodes is prohahly represented hy the

equation

•INII.NO, + 2AI = Al,,0, + 6H,,0 + 3N,

Recently aluminum dust has been addiil to many
other explosives. (Ither metallic powtlers, as. for ex-

ample, magnesium, copper, zinc, iron, silicon, ferro-

silieou. certain of the rare metals, and various alloys

are now used for a similar purpose. An example of the

composition of a modern explosive using aluminuni dust

is as follows:

Ammonium nitrate 45 parts

Di or tri-nitrotoluene 1905

Aluminum dust .

.

22

Below are given two representative aiudyses of good
srades iif ahiiiiiiniiii dust:

A.
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PjilBp i\j:^ij2iil^ mid M^hMmr^^l Pi'oxj^

Asa aaater^e'Wu 'Hy a'. j-\, j:il^Jsa^il

Ml-. Ari/aU. ijoitr iiiiiiic suggests that ijou are of Cornish

origin.

3[y father was Coruish, my mother Scotch-Irish. I

was born in Newtownards, county Down, Ireland, in

1854, and was 25 years old before leaving the country.

I used to call myself an Irishman until I became an

American by naturalization, iu 1889.

^Vas your father engaged in mining f

Mj' father, Philip Argall, descended from a Cornish

mining family, spent his lifetime in the mining business,

commencing with tin, lead, and copper mining in Corn-

wall, leading to lead and coal mining in Wales, and, I

believe, lead mining in the Isle-of-Man. At the time of

my birth father was at the Conlig mine, near Bangor.

this mine being at that time the greatest lead-producer

in Ireland and possibly in the British Isles; the family

moved to the Wicklow copper mining district in 1858,

and a year later my earliest recollection of mining be-

gins. Father left Ovoca in 1872 to engage in coal min-

ing in county Tyrone; he died in Dungannon in 1887, in

his 72nd year.

Have you any personal knowledge of tlie Conlig mine?

I vi.sited the locality in 1911 and saw the ruined tower

of the famous wind-mill that operated the crushing

machinery in the early 'fifties. The large dumps of jig-

tailing adjoining bore ample testimony to the power de-

veloped by this huge wind-mill, of which I heard father

speak so often. In average weather it ran the whole

dressing-works, but as a local wit remarked to father,

"she had her off days, and in that respect was more
human than the steam pumping-engine that was never

affected by the weather."

The architecture indicates the work of Cornishmen?

Yes, the engine-house is typically Cornish ; indeed,

everything except the wind-mill would pass as an old-

time Cornish mining scene. The general manager was

Silas Evans, one of the foremost lead miners of his day

;

he too worked his way up from Cornwall through Wales
to the Isle-of-Man lead mines and thence to Conlig.

/ suppose the mine ivas abandoned after exhausting the

ore?

Yes, father often said he considered the mine l)()t-

tomed except at the bog shaft, and there the ore occurred

in barite gangue, and they failed in raising the lead to

marketable grade. I saw much barite in the dumps in

1911; also some evidence that recent attempts had been

made at re-working them, evidently with unsatisfactory

results.

^Vhat is your earliest recollection of mining?

Strange to say, it is closely connected with this great

State of California. It was an attempt at gold mining
on the Aughrim river, a tributary of the Ovoca river,

county Wicklow. I remember a Califomian miner ,in a

red-flannel shirt ; he was boss of the New Diggings. It

was the first red shirt I ever saw. In the land of the

'sleeved waistcoat' he wore no vest; his hat had the
widest brim it had been my privilege to gaze upon. For
a year he was the hero of my childliood, and to this day
nothing in my early life stands out so clear cut and so

vivid as that Californian gold miner in 1859, with his

red shirt, sleeves rolled up, hat tilted back. I see him
yet, prominently posed on tlie bank shouting orders to

the workmen below.

8o you can recollect gold mining in Ireland; what he-

came of this venture?

I remember the sluicing operation distinctly and also

that in rummaging in the sluice after work was over I

found something yellow one day, about the .size of a

wheat grain. They told me it was a gold nugget, the

first found at that place. I date my mining career from
that event. The placer mining did not prove profitable,

and not finding veins, they collected the float-quartz from
the hillsides and treated it in a stamp-mill erected to

crush it. The stems were of oak and the hard quartz
got the best of the east-iron heads.

The next move consisted in roasting the quartz in a
sort of lime-kiln, and quenclnug it with water, before

stamping. The roasted quartz went through the battery

without incident, that I can recall; then came the clean-

up, and, as I learned afterward, no amalgam, so the

mercury was finally volatilized in an iron ladle over the

forge-fire and "like the baseless fabric of a vision left not

a wrack behind." That process I saw, and realized some
of the disappointment. The Irish quartz-rock proved
too much for my red-shirt hero, who went out of my life,

as it were, in mercurial vapor.

Can you recall any further gold mining in Wickhw?
Nothing of importance. In 1875 I assisted G. Henry

Kiuahan of H. M. Geological Survey, in looking over
the placer workings; some three or four men were at

that time eking out a scant existence with pick and
pan. I re-visited the place in 1901 and heard that one
old gold-miner was still active in the district.

What was the source of the gold?

Mr. Kinahan believed the gold came from the oxida-

tion and disintegration of the pyritie lodes, and my sub-

sequent experience in other countries inclines me to sup-

port that view.

Do the Wicklotv copper lodes contain gold?

Yes, in minute quantity ; it was only in the gos.san that

visible gold occurred, or immcdiatelv below it, in what is
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MOW iiiUril tl\t> zone of M'Cdiuliiry i-nrii-hiiu-iit ; assays of

M'Vi-ral oimct's of ^joM por ton liavo Iwoii obtained in

tliat zom-.

l>i(l you have any regutar inininij tdiication.'

Not of tlio oollopc typo; hofoi-o n-aclun^: my Itilli year

1 tinislied tJie grainniar-scliool work, and olitaimd a

grounding in Latin, luul siioh familiarity with Mai-aulay.

Shakospoare. and tlio Enplisli \V\hU\ as lias stood l)y me

cvor sinoo. Sliaixcspoaiv 1 disliked until I reaelied the

years of maturity. Init he has long sinec been my favorite

.lutlior.

/ spuki of mining tducation.

1 am eoming to that : when 16 1 was laboring U) hours

per day in the divssing works of the Tigroney mine and

rei'eiving a penny per hour as eompen.sation. 1 soon

learned about all that was then known regarding jigs,

builtlles. nn<l eopjier-ore dre.>vsing. as well as the method

then used in preeii>itating eopper from mine-waters. I

also studied three evenings per week willi a tutcir. At

17 I worked S hours \m-v day in the mine and took two

hours instruction daily from Capt. Chamley, an ex-

oflBcer of the Ordnance Department of the British army,

on mathematics and surveying. "We had at that time a

sort of mining college on Stephens Green, in Dublin. I

believe it was called the Royal College of Science for

Ireland. The AVieklow mines were but 40 miles from

Dublin and we saw much of the professors; they were

verv- kind to me, giving me books to study and directing

my reading in chemistry. I particularly recall Prof.

J. P. O'Reilly, Prof. Robert Galloway, also, whose 'Qual-

itative Analysis' was mj' chemical 'horn book.' I owe

much to these men and perhaps most to a scientist whose

name I cannot now recall. I had shown this gentleman

through the mines, and we were lunching together, when

he asked me about the blow-pipe. I knew nothing about

it. His conversation greatly interested me ; he went out

and scraped some of the mud off the road, explaining

that the minute pieces of hoof and hair in the mud

should react for ammonia in the closed tube. To my
astonishment it did. He fixed me up with a blow-pipe

and a list of books. These I procured, and set to work.

He insisted on checking over my notes and within six

months I was quite handy with the blow-pipe. To this

scientist I am also indebted for notes, how to record the

essential information in brief form, arranged for ready

reference. I only regret he did not impress on me the

importance of dates. In 25 years past I have on every

available occasion told my assistants and younger friends

that the date is often as valuable as the other data, some-

times more so. and should always form the first notation

on every sheet.

Boic did you manage experimental chemistry?

I purchased some few pieces of apparatus and some

reagents to putter along with, but at 20 I was fortunate

in being able to pick up a complete laboratory appar-

atus, reagents and all, at a defunct mine. The equip-

ment came from Germany at the time elaborate experi-

ments were made by German metallurgists on the Con-

narv ores.

In connection willi tin [(aching of coit/n r, I ,s-i(/(/»(i.v' .'

Yes, kernel-roasting and eo|)pei--leaeliing. I visited

the plant almost ever\' iia\ on my way lioiin' I'nnii

school; the laboratory always eoniiiiamli'd iny admira

tioii, and years jillcrw ard when 1 oiilaiiiril pussi'ssion of

it I was a jiroucl \h\\ iiuli'i-d. Ilimi^'li I liad liiii'i'owni

more than lialf the money 1 paid for it. Some :!0 years

latiT I met the late (ieorge \V. Mayiiar-d in New Mexico,

ami on comparing notes fonml lie was in i-iiarge of the

t'onnary mine wiien kcrnel-i-oasling was li'ied in Istiti-K,

Wi' then exchanged mueii information of mutual interest

and renuiined fa.st friends thereafter. I made good use

of this laboratory and soon got out of di'l)t liy making

sulphui" and copper determinations; previously the for-

mer had been sent to Dublin and the latter to Swansea

or Cornwall for assay. In Die year lH7!t I took a i-oui-si'

in met;dlurgj' at Swan.sea, AVales, then the metallurgical

centre of the world as regards copper. Such was my
milling education, ni- I'atlier the basis of it. I grew up

among mines and metallurgical works, al)sorbing prac-

tical details as I grew, and learning the scientific details

later.

YoK ntn<iiii(d a .student always?

Yes, throughout my active life. ^Modi-rn niininir :ind

metallurgy keeps one—if he expects to nmain in tlic

procession—a co)itinunus student, however liuniliji' his

part.

You were subsequently connected icilli I In \Virl>low

copper mines, were you not?

Yes, I worked at all kinds of mining, driving, raising,

sinking, stoi>ing in both hard and timber ground. Jn

1873 I was promoted to shift-boss in the Cronebane mine,

and two years later was as.sistant-maiiager with title nf

Captain, as Cornish customs prevailed there.

You have written about copper precipitation under-

ground at that property?

The Cronebane mine did not command the mouth of

the main adit. I knew from repeated analysis of the

waters that our mine was furnishing its principal cop-

per content. When the manager was fully convinced that

the copper came from our property and that it could be

precipitated from the mine-waters underground, a de-

mand was made on the Tigroney company for a share

of the profit and was turned down hard. My people

still had an obsession that precipitation in the mine

might lead to sfune complication, so I was first instructed

to place 100 ft. only of launders; these were filled with

tin-plate scrap, the precipitation was simply wonderful,

the precipitate assaving nearly 90% copper. The result

I soon learned was due to the clear warm water that was

collected near its source in the mine, as compared with

the cold muddy w^ater, often laden with ochre, that fed

the surface precipitation plant. "Well, the full plant was

then ordered in and in a few months was operating satis-

factorily.

So copper precipitation in the mine was an unqualified

success?

Not completely so. we had two setbacks that I recall.
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What were theyf

We had to use all the available space in the mine for

precipitation. One unventilated cross-cut 600 ft. long

caused the first trouble ; following a triple holiday, an

explosion took place, burning two men rather painfully.

An explosion in a metal mine so alarmed the chief Min-

ing Inspector that he wired us to leave everything as it

was, pending his inspection. We did. I, however,

started an investigation on my own account. I had often

noticed gas bubbles rise through the clear water, in the

launders, so I collected and tested this gas, which proved

to be hydrogen. That night I crawled without a light

into the cross-cut to where a hole went up in the roof and

there collected a wash-bottle full of the air. On reach-

ing my lalioratory I began and ended my investigation

COXLIG MINE, COUNTY DOWN, IREL.4ND.

by holding a light to the mouth of the flask, I had a real

first-class explosive mixture in it.

When the Chief Inspector arrived he was placed in

my charge ; I told him it was hydrogen gas that caused

the explosion, showed him the gas bubbles, collected

some, and tested them for him. We then entered the

cross-cut with Clanny lamps provided by the inspector,

Mr. Dickenson of Pendelton, Manchester, who gave me

my first instructions in the use of safety-lamps, and

formulated rules for the daily inspection of the 600 ft.

of cross-cut before the men were allowed to enter. Mr.

Dickenson was greatly impressed with my work on the

cause of this explosion and the remedy applied. He gave

me prominent mention in his dispatches and antuial re-

port, and later when I left for Cornwall he wrote the

Inspector for that district. R. J. Frecheville, to look me

up.

What was the other incident you referred to?

At one point on the upper adit a Cornish horse-whim,

with two buckets, was utilized to lower the cast-iron used

in precipitating. I saw that if a brake was applied the

liorses might be eliminated. I got out a design for a

brake on the top of the vertical whim 22 ft. from the

grounti, with rods and levers to the shaft-collar. The
inaniiger finally approved the design, but discarded the

lugs I had provided to keep the brake-band from rising.

The brake worked nicely on the evening it was finished.

The next morning we had snow and ice, and in lowering

the first bucket of iron, a lump of ice caused the brake-

band to lift and slip off the friction-blocks, with the re-

sult that the bucket and 1200 ft. of steel-wire rope, the

second I ever saw, went down the shaft, I believe it took

a week to clean up the wreck. Afterward this apparatus

gave great satisfaction.

You wrote some papers on the Ovoca mines?

Yes, two, one describing the geologj' and ore desposits,

the second in collaboration with G. A. Kinahan, on cop-

per precipitation. Both were published by the Royal

Dublin Society. The plan

and section in the former pa-

per were awarded the first

prize for the best plan and

section of any mining dis-

trict at the Cornish Poly-

technic Society 's exhibition

in 1878.

/ remember an article of

yours describing the pre-

cipitation of copper from

the tvater of the Ovoca

mines and the introduc-

tion of the mono-rail un-

derground.

I wrote one paper describ-

ing the mono-rail, in connec-

tion with the precipitation of

copper, in a drift where two

lines of launders were estab-

lished: car-tracks could not be used, so the mono-rail

was devised for transporting the heavy cast-iron and the

copper precipitate, and proved a great success. It is

described in the Mining and Scientific Press of July

28, 1906.

A revival of the copper industry in Wickhw was at-

tempted in later years?

Yes, but nothing came of it. Some friends induced

capitalists to re-open the zone under the gossan explored

in 1875-8. I had the records of hundreds of assays I

made during that period, as well as my original surveys.

Several pits were sunk at places I selected under promise

of 3% copper; the ore found, however, averaged nearly

4% copper, about one quarter of which was soluble. In-

stead of mining the ore in mass (it was about 40 ft. wide)

and treating it by some modern process, the new oper-

ators followed the practice of the previous centuries, in

attempting to dig out the fine seams and stringers of

higli-grade in the shale and sending the ore to Swansea

for reduction. On that basis the enterprise proved un-

])rofitable. A steam-shovel proposition was tackled with

pick and timber, and the result was inevitable.

TJinr lo)ifi icrrr you at these copper mines?
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1 oanif there us a iliiUl aiui loll in my 2.")tli yvar In

take charge of tlu- Stannii' works at Swaiisi-a, Sonlh
Wjiles.

ir/i«^ kind of biisiiiiss ims thai.'

The priiu-ipal Inisiiiess was reinoviiifj ilic (in liom tin-

plate scrap; tin ami copper nuittc-sineltini; was also car-

ried on to st>nu' extent: pnddliiiir funia< cs and a steam
hammer lormeil another i>jirt ol' the i)lant. The I'arnell

process used tlien contomplatcd the i-cnioval of the tin

fmm the scrap in a hot stdution of sodinm sulphide,

evaporating the spent litiuor. i-oastin>r to produce tin

oxide and sodium sulphate, smelting the tin oxide, in

Cornish furnaces. The iron scrap was hi'atcd in the

puddling-furnaccs ajul beaten out into blooms under the

steam-hammer. In a word. Mr. Parnell intended to sell

block tin and tin-plate blooms to the tin-jilatc works
across the valley, so that both the tin and the iron might
enter the channel of trade a second time in the form of

tin-plate.

Did he succeed in this?

No, both the tin and the iron proved to be 'cold short'

;

the former could only be sold for some £15 per ton below
standard tin, and the iron was unsaleable except for de-

sulphurizing in lead-smelting. At the time I took charge
of the works no one had ascertained what was the exact

trouble with the tin, though considerable monej' had
been spent in complete analysis of the refined tin : the

iron had up to that time been forced into a mold under
the steam-hammer and the compact balls sold to the lead-

smelters. On entering the refinery one day our Cornish
refiner was struggling witli what looked like a very tough
slag: I said. '"What is that you are trj-ing to pull out of

the furnace?" He said. "I don't know; I have been 30
years smelting tin and never saw no such stuff before";
he continued, '"if I was them there chemists I'd assay

this devilish stuff and not fool with the block tin." I

took the hint, secured good samples, chilled them, and set

to work, and soon found that the metallic sub.stanee was
mostly tin sulphide reduced from the sidphate left iu our
tin oxide. I then determined the sulphate present in the

batch of oxide we had ready for smelting, added lime to

correct it, and smelted, I believe, a dozen samples, testing

each button and finding everj' one best-grade tin. But
I -wanted John Uren's opinion; I had worked through
the night and our refiner was late in arriving. I placed
all the buttons in a ladle and poured several test-bars on
the marble slab : when John arrived he nicked and tested

each bar and said "It's best Banka, where did you get

him." I replied. "It is our tin scientifically smelted."
I had obtained this, my first independent job. on four

months trial ; the time was about up. so I repaired, after

breakfast, to the head oflSee and emerged from a direc-

tors' meeting an hour later with a year's contract in my
hand and 50% advance in wages, provided I kept the

tin up to the grade of Banka in the future. "With the

assistance of John Uren. the Cornish refiner, this happy
result was maintained, and John, too. who gave me the

'stuff' to work on, was duly rewarded.

VThat quantity of sulphur will render tin 'cold short'?

.\bout (1.02',; sulphur will render tin iiiilil lor tin-

plating. 0.0;{ to 0.04', will rrnilcr the tin (|iiilf liriltle; in

testing a bar containing, .sjiy. 0.04'/;. .sulplmr liy mrkiiig
and licnding. the 'cry" will be dull. Ilie lilire does not

dev.'lop. and till' bar breaks iifter slight bending. How-
ever, after ,so imuiy y.jirs. I ;iiii rmt positive as to the

exact percentage of sulphur.

/>/'/ V"" experiment with III is inni-srraii.'

Ves. 1 started the furnaces an<l iiuidc .iImhiI Ihrci- tmis

<d' blooms one d.-iy. 'I'lir inni Wdrkrd lic.-iul il'iilly iiiidcr

the hannner, and being at thai lime short ol' ralihlr. heads
we forged a score or so. The next iiioriiing. on entering
the forge, 1 saw several broken nililij.^ hcids ; they were
.so brittle that they broke in several pieces in being

dropi)ed on the i-a.st-iron fiooi--j)lates.

Was that due In tin in tin iron?

Yes. in rolling the tin-plates after dipping, to remove
the sui)erHuous tin. a doid)le or i)erhai)s treble lliieknes.s

forms on one eiige of the pliite. Thai thickened edge was
our undoing; if we left the lin-plate scrap in the solvent

long enough to dis.solvc the extra thickness of tin on (he

edge. sul])hide of tin was i)reeii)itated on the larger por-
tion of the plate, greatly reducing our tin recovery;
furthennore, there appeared to be a sort of tin-iron

alloy ill the jiores of the plates that could not be removed.
This tin rendered the iron 'cold short.'

Did you try other means to remove the (in from the

scrap?

Yes, and succeeded liy using a weak .solution of lime

chloride as a dip, before feeding the de-tinned scrap to

the puddling furnace. This gave us a higher recovery of

iron ill blooms and quite free from tin, which latter was
volatilized as chloride. We ran a batch of five tons of

blooms, sold them to the tin-plate works, where the.y were
lolled into i)lates and covered with our refined tin, thus

realizing .Mr. I'urneirs ideal, but the blooming process

would not pay.

What did you do with the iron after that?

The rabble-heads we made proved much superior to

common iron in skimming furnace-changes, and we sup-

plied the copper-smelters with rabble-heads at good
profit. Later, w^e sold tliem ladles of the same iron-tin

alloy, beaten out under the steam-hammers and pressed

into form in molds by the same hammer.

Toil spoke of hlust-furnace smelting?

We smelted several thousand tons of tin-slag in our

blast-furnace and did very well, using puddliiig-fumace

cinders to break up the tin .silicate and incidentally ac-

cumulated quite a bit of 'hard head,' a tin-alloy, the

subsequent treatment of which caused more trouble than

anything else about the plant. I left considerable of it

for my successor to work up.

What about copper-matte smelting?

The business was controlled by a large firm of ship-

owners who picked up cargo in various places and sent

it to the Stannic works for reduction. I recall a large

cargo from Algeria, containing gold, silver, zinc, and
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2% copper. It was my first experience with zinc, and

I had a very bad time of it with 12% in the charge. In

the midst of my troubles j^our uncle. Richard White

Rickard, dropped in ; I believe the ore came from his

mine ; we became good friends and he proved a great

help to me later; permit me to say he was a splendid

engineer, one of the best informed men I had met and an

all-aroiuid good fellow.

Did you remmn long at Swansea?

After a year and a half my health suffered from the

ever-present sulphur fume, .so I left with the good wishes

of the board, and a handsome testimonial from Mr. Par-

nell for "improving and completing his process." I

boyish questions. I remember also that the mine was
exceedingly hot, and of being awakened to an appre-

ciation of the heat generated by chemical decomposi-

tion. If I remember correctly, you went soon after-

ward to New Zealand, on the recommendation of my
father?

1 did, but first I spent a year in London as manager
of the Barking Metal Works. Antimony smelting and
refining.

How did you like that position?

Very much, it was extremely interesting and instruct-

ive work. The smelting was done in crucibles, using

salt cake, and rich slag, with tin-plate scrap for desul-
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returned to mining, accepting the management of the

Glenariff Iron Ore & Harbor Co., in county Antrim,

Ireland. The supervision of extensive mines of alumin-

ous iron ore, pisolitic, below the basaltic plateau, ten

miles of railway, and the fascinating geology of the Glen

kept me busy for a year, during which I published a

paper on 'The Tertiary Iron Ores of Antrim.' JMr.

R-ickard next offered me the management of the Duchy
Peru mine in Cornwall, of which he was then consulting

engineer; so in 1881 I found myself mining zinc-blende

with siderite gangue, hand-sorting the coarse ore and
wondering what I would do with the fine, of which ray

predecessor left a large tonnage for good measure.

In what part of Cornwall was that?

The great Perran iron lode in the parish of Perranza-

bulo, about six miles from Newquay. Perhaps, IMr.

Editor, j'ou will recall that I fii-st met you at that mine

Indeed I do, and lioiv kind' you icere in answering all iiin

phurizing; the product from the first smelting, called

'singles,' was re-smelted with alkaline flux and excess

of antimony sulphides, two buttons 'single' formed a

crucible charge, the product was called 'doubles' or

'star bowls.' The 'doubles' were melted, and refined,

with a special so-called secret flux, which was allowed

to cover the plates in the mold to develop the "star.'

Our product was sold as French star antimony, and so

far as I could .see, it mattered little what the composition

of the metal was, so long as it had a good crystallization

on the surface—the much-desired 'star.' The refiner

was a secretive, independent, and in his cups, insolent

man. As he was inimical to proper discipline, I dis-

missed him, but befoi-e leaving he tampered with the

refining flux. I promoted the man on the "doubling'

furnace to refiner, but he could not produce the 'star;'

together we tried all sorts of mixtures of pearl-ash, add-

ing vni'inus salts, including tin. which was believed to
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liflp tlu- sitnrriiiK proofss, lioiu'o tlu- usi- of tin-pliili'

sorap in the lirst sim-ltini;. Tho tliinl ilay «<• tlin-w

Hwav \\w old rtux and hejiaii expcrinu-ntinj: witli Ircsli

salts, anil with tho knowli-dKi' and assistance of the new

r«>Hnor simui pn)dui'»>il the nmoli di-sircd "star.*

Diil you intro<luc( orij/ iinproveincnis in the plant?

No. AVo \ven> dosi);nin}; furnaces to smelt the ore in

quantity and preparintj to put in a lead stack for silver

ores \vlu>n the sudden failure of Hichnrds I'ower & Co..

in 18S;<. closed up the works. Lord Pen/.aJice had liic

largest holding, but having been mislead by H. 1*. & Co..

refused to continue operations. 1 reali/ed on the stocks,

the company was wound up. and 1 went back to Cornwall

to pump oiit the Old Duchy Tcru mine, just piiri-hascd

by lirown Bros., of St. Austell.

^Vhal was your next nwvcf

Your fatlier. Mr. Thomas Rickard. kindl.v recommend-

ed nie to the Kapanga tlold Mining Co.. and 1 obtained

the management of their mines at Coninuuulcl, across

the Hauraki Gulf from Auckland, in New Zealand. The

Kapanga was a specimen-gold mine and the most dis-

appointing 1 have ever operated ; I got the tail end of one

small pocket and insufficient funds to find another. The

only iueideut worth recalling is the discovery of aurifer-

ous native arsenic, the collection of. I believe, 350 lb..

of this metal from the dumps, and extracting about 50

oz. of gold from it. The pin I am wearing is native

arsenic fi-om Kapanga.

You were not long in Xew Zealand?

About a .vear. I traveled a good deal, called at all the

principal ports, saw some of the best mines, visited the

hot springs and volcanic district, and greatly increased

my knowledge of geology and mining. I spent a few

weeks in Australia, on my way back to England.

"What was your next move?

Some mine examinations in France: then I met one

of the Brown Bros., who offered me the superintendency

of a group of mines in Sonora, Mexico. The Los Bronees

and Animas mines in the Barranca district.

In what year was that?

In 1886.

How long were you in Mexico?

Almost one year. The company operated under the

name of The Silver Queen United. I found a concen-

trating raiU under erection, and no water with which to

operate it. and indeed very little ore either. I procured

boilers, steam-pumps, and about three miles of pipe, un-

watering three or four mines \vithout filling the reservoir,

but we finally got started and made very irregular runs,

because of the many shortages of ore and water. The
last Kittinger percussion tables I saw in use were in this

mill: we had. I believe, four of them. At Bronees the

company had a dry-stamp mill and hyposulphite leach-

ing plant. Realizing that the company had not obtained

title to the property, and that its finances were in poor

condition. I left at the first convenient opportunity and
returned to London before the crash came.

Whiil was your next posilion .'

Consulting engineer to Ilic Mnuiilciislicj lion die Cd..

in Antrim. Ireland. 1 Imilt a concentrating mill of 20i)

tons ilaily capacity lo recover llie lieniatile pisolites from

the aliiniinons gangne. The plant was <|nile a snccess.

In the siinie year (1886) 1 wa.s Mppninlcil (onsllllln^' en-

gineer to the Soci<'«t<'* Anonyme di' I'ltmili D' .\speni'i-es,

operating on the river Lot. lu'ar Capdi'nai'. Avevron,

France. A large eoncentralur lind Ih'cu erected against

my prcviotis advice to the eoinivany. aii<l it did not treat

the ore .satisfactorily. The silver-lead, carrying an ounce

of silver i>er unit of lead, was as soft as graphite and was

enelos4'd in (piart/ of the very hardest type; slime tr-oulile

was I'vcr present and was never eon(|nered, allhoiigii the

largest fixed Linkenliin'li laliles I iiail I'ver sri^n liail Keen

jiut into commission to save tiie silver-lead in the slime.

It was not nnu'h of a success. To crush the (juartz line

enough to liberate the galenn so tiiiii a 60% lead product

could be made meant enormous l()s.ses. hence hand-sort-

ing was ])ushed to the limit and a jig and table i)n)duct

sold running high in silica.

So that did not last long?

It did. The English people struggled along for about

three years with it. when a clever AVelslinian. one lliMiry

E. Fry, managed to sell it to the French, who operated

it for several more .vears: but I doubt if aiiynne mudc it

pay. 1 was in the midst of my work improving the

plant when I was offered the po.sition of manager of the

La Plata smelter at Leadviilc. succeeding Williimi

Hanson.

He was a man of high chdrarli r, I Inn w him well. Tic

died in San Francisco in February last, having

been for many years the manager of the California

Wine Association. When did you succeed him, Mr.

Argall?

In March, 1887.

What was the cotidition of the smelling business in Colo-

rado at that time?

Very bad indeed ; keen competition between the valley

smelters and those at Leadville, and not ore enough to

go around. Sulphide ores were coming in .strong and the

La Plata had no roasters, the blast-furnaces were small

and obsolete, ore and charges were all handled by shovel

and wheelbarrow. A large custom business was being

handled at a loss. I piloted the old smelter along for a

couple of months and, having worked out the smelting

conditions carefully, I cabled my company, to cither

furnish $250,000 to re-build the furnaces, put in roast-

ers, and generally modernize the plant or go out of busi-

nes.s. The conditions were .such that I could oidy i^romise

10% net earnings on the new investment, not on the

entire capital. I confess to a feeling of relief when the

directors decided to close-down the smelter and cut their

loss; nevertheless the night we blew down the furnaces

was a trying one for me. It seemed like a metallurgical

funeral. I patroled the dump the whole night long,

wondering if I had terminated a great industry that in

other hands might have been profitable, or if I had
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rightly advised m.y coiiipanj-. A few days later this

depression passed away with the full conviction that I

had taken the proper course, and I have never since re-

gretted my action. In the course of a few years other

and better equipped Leadville smelters went out of

business and for yeara past there has lieen but one smelter

at Leadville.

The survical of the fittest?

Undoubtedly, the largest, most modern, and best plant

sunived. the Arkansas Valley plant now operated by

the American Smelting & Refining Co.

What became of the La Plata smelter?

I sold it to D. H. Moffat and associates. Pyritic

smelting was introduced under the direction of W. L.

Austin and was successfully continued under the man-

agement of the late Franklin Ballon, for several years. I

had an opportunity of follow-

ing the results during the

trial-runs. The dust-loss at

first was enormous; I was

called in consultation, and

designed dust-flues and con-

densing-towers in which the

fume was wa.shed with water,

and thereafter the plant op-

erated at considerable profit.

Later, in as.sociation with Mr.

Austin. I endeavored, with-

out success, to introduce p.v-

ritie smelting elsewhere in

Colorado. The La Plata

smelter, partly re-built a7ul

enlarged, was afterward pur-

chased by the American

Smelting & Refining Co., and

dismantled.

It was in 1887, if I j-emember
correctly, that you ex-

eimineel the Rathjen mine in Calaveras county, Cali-

fornia, and were good enoxtgh to give me my first

job as manager?

You refer to the Union Gold. Yes, I remember quite

distinctly examining that property and later placing

you in charge there, but the rest has passed like a dream,

I can scarcely recall the developments.

V)'hen did you first become acquainted tvith cyanida-

tion .'

After leaving Leadville I had my first dip into the

cyanide process, I had of course heard and read much

about it, but for some time I considered it one of the

humbugs. It was in the hands of people who did not

inspire confidence, and who advertised the requii'ements

of the process as a few old tubs, some mill-tailing, a

chunk or two of cyanide, and a handful of zinc shav-

ings. Strange to say. you yourself were the first man
to place in my hands actual results obtained from the

treatment of sulphide ores in Arizona.

/ had ejuite forgotten that. The results lo which you

refer were those obtained on a pyritic gold ore from
the Hillside mine near Prescott, then being worked

by a flamboyant person called U. H. Warner, of

'Safe Cure' fame. But, Mr. Argall, you became

connected with the MacArthur-Forrest people, did

you not?

Yes, when the late Thomas W. Goad olitained the

management of the American MacArthur-Forrest Co.,

he virtually forced me to act in the capacity of consult-

ing metallurgist to that company. My first task was to

rectify the failure of the first plant erected in the Black

Hills; I can't recall the name of the mill Imt it was built

at Deadwood by men from the Hill City tin mines. I

believe it was in the winter of 1903 . The ore could not

be leaehed, because dust and sand were treated together

in the tanks and there was too much dust. Those in

charge Imd imported a patent pulverizer from Grenoble.

FURNACE IN WHICH THE FIRST TELLl'BIDE ROA.STING WA.S CONDUCTED.

France, believing slime—I should say "fine dust," for

it was a dry-crushing machine—essential to good extrac-

tion. I had rolls substituted for the pulverizers, and

with a few other changes, the plant operated successfully.

However, I reached the conclusion that slime and sand

should be treated separately, so I designed a special

machine for separating the dust from the sand in dry

crushing, and used V-boxes to efllcct the same object in

wet crushing.

What was the name of the dust-separating machine?

It had no particular name, but I patented it in 1904

;

also crushing in alkaline solutions, separating the slime

or dust from the sand and treating each separately.

The dust-separator has since been widely used in West-

ern Australia and elsewliere.

You anticipated what later became standard practice,

but how did you treat the dust?

This was my practice in 1894: the dust was moi.stened

au<l nm tln-ougli a briquetting machine, the bricks

stackcil. dried, and roasted in the same wav as common
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buiUliii^-lirifk are nuuio, tlicii Imikcii up and cyaiiidcil.

TIk' I'xtriU'tioii oblaiiiiMl l'n>ni liit> niiistcil brick was so

vtTv iiuii'li UMti'i- tliiui tiiat olitaiiu'd fnim tlic sjuul, that

it load to ail iiivi'siiualioii wliicli snl>s«'(montly caused nic

to iiitrtnlucc ivastiiig as n pivliniinary step to cyanida-

tion. Tlic expcriiucut made on tlio <lust Inmi Dcadwood
ore gave extractions of 96 to t)S',' , ami those on ("rippir

Croek ores yielded similar results.

The briqucitiiig ami roaslinrj had the effccl of giving

you a porous: material, I nk/i/xi.n-c .*

Yes. and setfinp free the pold fi\>in telluriuin: the

bricks were so pomus that I have often obtained 'JO'i

extraction from aji unbn>ken brick.

lV/if»i (/i(/ i/ou coiiK to fripplc Creek?

In Jajuiary 1S94, to investigate the failure of the lirst

cyauide plant in that district, afterward called the Brodie

mill. Here the trouble was pnx-isely similar to tliat at

Deadwood. Tlie charges in the tanks could scarcely be

wetted, there was so much tale and clay in the dry-

enishcd ore. I pointed out the cause of the trouble and
rectitied it when enlarging the plant, which operated

successfully for a year or two and was again enlarged.

What teas the capacity of the Brodie mill in 1894. and
what was the treatment charge at that date'

I left the Brodie mill with a capacity of 25 tons per

day. The treatment charge on ounce ore was $15 per

ton and we needed every cent of it.

You next tic" '/" Metallic works at Florence, I pre-

sume f

Yes. that was my next effort. The iloffat interests

were building the Florence & Cripple Creek railroad

and desired to have a large reduction plant near it.s

terminal. I was sent for and found the directors preju-

diced against cyanidation. because "the ore would not

leach." On the following day, I made a stack of bri-

quettes in a cupel-mold from the slime of Cripple Creek

ore. roasted them, and repaired to the First National

Bank with a pocketful of the roasted cupels, a small

plate, and a bottle of water. I poured water on the plate

and set the cupels in it : in a few minutes the water was
all soaked up by the briquettes and 1 added more ; when
the water rose to the rim of the briquettes and began to

fill the bowls, the directors were satisfied, and a week

later the iletaUie Extraction Co. was incorporated, and

by June 1895 we were treating 3000 tons of ore per

month.

That wa^ the first large custom plant to -treat Cripple

Creek ore by cyanidation, tvas it not?

Yes.

Hoiv much of the ore purchased at that time underwent

briquetting?

From 15 to 20%, depending, of course, on the crush-

ing qualities of the ore, or the amount of clay or talc

in it.

When did you begin roasting Cripple Creek ores?

During the winter of 1895, I modified one of my
multitubiilar driers and roasted and leached several

lots of 2') tons each. \Vc iic\t purclia.s<'(l a l\'i>p|) roast

ing-rurnacc. the invention nf Hanm .Ml'rcd dc Kojip,

lormcrly nianagi'r of the Sclby smelter. I believe ours

wius the lii-st "Koiq)' used outside Stiby ; lit any rati', it

was the lirst in Colorado. Afterward I used multi-

lulmlar roa.stci-s of my own tle.sign. We then iMii.liased

all the oxidizcil ores available and treated tlinn direct,

hut the recovery of gold from tlic roasted pidduft was
so superior that the roa.sting facilities wi re rji|)idly in-

creiused. and by the do.sc of 1897 wc had a capacity of

10.(100 tons jH'r month. This was a pioneer plant in the

diii'ct treatment of .sulpho-telluride ores. Engine, is .ind

metallurgists came from various countries to study our

methods, more pari iculai-ly the roa.sting feature. Wc
had several visitoi-s from Kalgoorlie, notably Inini lln-

(reat Boulder Perseverance mine.

But you modified this method Inter?

By the time the roasting process was fully developed,

it became apparent that we were placing the cart before

the horse. In roa.sting the telluride, coarse gold, in shots

and grains, was formed coiiiniensurate with tlii' si/.e of

the telluride particles in the feed, pieces often too large

to be .soluble in the time available for the leaching

process; to avoid large i)arliclcs we enislied liner, also

placed riffles in the tailing-sluice. These riffles wnv very

etfective in collecting the 'melallics' and also some of

the unroasted sulpho-lellurides, hut obviously the better

method under our conditions was to grind still finer;

that resulted in more dust, an enlarged bag-house, and
general increa,se in the treatment cost. I tlien jumped
experimentally to the other extreme, with the object of

making all the coarse gold possible during the roasting

process and recover this coarse gold by amalgamation.

Cripple Creek ore at that time contained about 2%
sulphur, and I was able to make good extractions on

]-ineh roasted cubes, but found that ore crushed to pa.ss

i-in. idiMid-hole screen when roasted gave almost per-

fect extractions by amalgamation .and cyanide. Several

tests on o-ton lots were placed before the directors and
a complete new plant decided on, embodying thfese fea-

tures: cru.shing to pa.ss :J-in. round hole, i-oasting the

ore at that size, fine enishing, and amalgamating the

roasted ore in Chilean mills using weak cyanide solu-

tions in place of water. Drying of the ore was elimin-

ated, also dry-enishing and dust-loss, hence a bag-house

w'as not required. A site for the new plant was chosen

at Canon City and a branch of the Florence & Cripple

Creek railroad was built to Canon City to accommodate

the new plant.

In what year?

I believe work was begun on the branch in 1898 or

early in 1899, but w^as suspended when the iloffat in-

terests optioned their railway and the Metallic plant to

those controlling the Midland Terminal railway, a rival

line for Cripple Creek traffic.

Was the option taken up?

Yes. and the Metallic works passed into other hands.

but I remained in charge until the close of 1900, in ful-
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fillment of my contract. Tlie new people naturally did

not care to build a new works and scrap or remove the

plant they had just purchased for $600,000, so I refused

to renew my contract.

Was it your purpose to scrap the Metallic plant?

Not exactly ; the directors decided to erect a new plant

at Canon City of 15,000 tons per month capacity, and

when that was in successful operation, remove the ma-

chinery from the Metallic, and ultimately have a plant

capacity of 25,000 tons per month under the new process

at Canon City at an estimated treatment cost 50% be-

low our cost at the Metallic plant.

What was the cost of treating a ton of ore in the Metallic

plant?

About $3.50, all-roasting, at 9000 tons monthly ca-

pacity.

Chihuahua, and other Mexican mines, the ores of which

I tested before outlining their pi'oper treatment. I

urged consistently that cyanide was bound to win as

against chlorination in the treatment of Cripple Creek

ores; cyaniding was so much simpler, so much cheaper,

and with the many improvements introduced through-

out the vast regions tributary to cyanidation, the process

would yearly become simpler, more certain, and cheaper.

Did you make any bromination experiments?

Only on a laboratory scale. The late H. R. Cassel

was the bromine protagonist and a most remarkable

man. I first met him in 1887 when he was building the

Nelly Bly mill to exploit his bromine process in Boulder

county. We next met at the Telluride mill, at Colorado

City, afterward called the Golden Cycle mill. This was

erected to treat Cripple Creek ores by leaching with

bromine solution in open vats, displacing the bromine

THE METALLIC WORKS AT FLORENCE, COLORADO, 1S96.

How did you treat the 'metallics' caught in the sluice?

We first sold the heads to the smelters and sent the

lower-gi-ade back through the plant. Then I put in a

small Chilean mill, amalgamating plates, etc., and ground

fine, amalgamating the entire product. In this test-mill

I also made my fii'st experiments in amalgamating and

cyaniding the coarse roasted Cripple Creek ore.

What became of the Metallic mill?

It was operated for about six months after I left ; the

new owners helped to form the mill 'ti-ust' or 'combine,'

in which chlorination was the dominant feature. The

Metallic mill was sold to this group, closed-down, took

fire while being dismantled in 1904, and burned to the

ground. Financial affairs often upset the best-laid

plans of metallurgists, so through financial backing, and

not because of merit, the chlorination process reigned

supreme for about six years.

But that did not end your connection with cyanidation,

Mr. Argall?

No, I maintained my interest in cyanidation by fre-

quent contributions to the technical press, by lectures,

and in consultation work; such as the Dolores mine, in

in the filtrate with chlorine and recovering the bromine

for re-use. The evolution was from open vats to covered

vats, covered vats to revolving barrels similar to those

used at that time in the chlorination mills, and, lastly,

to straight chlorination in the revolving barrels. J. T.

Milliken, of St. Louis, having secured an option on a

block of Telluride Reduction Co. stock, employed me to

look into the process at the time of the trial run. I

pointed out in a letter what I considered the weak points

and advised him to not exercise his option. He followed

my advice. A few years later, 1904, the plant went into

the hands of a receiver and at Goldfield, Nevada, an

urgent telegram reached me, requesting that I come at

once to New York for a consiiltation. I did, and found

that Mr. IMilliken had handed my letter on the process

to the company; that it had been discovered by the re-

ceiver, and found a fairly accurate forecast of the short-

comings of the Cassel bromine process, so much so thrft

the directors desired my advice. I examined and re-

ported on the plant, placed a valuation on it, and ad-

vised that cyanidation be introduced. The large share-

holders held some meetings and finally decided that they

had had enough. I believe the money lost in that ven-
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uiic v\ii.s jii'oiit .-jiSlH).!!!)*). Towiinl tlio t-liist' of opcnitioiiN

^Ir. Cassfl \v)us working km an oK'cln)-i'l»loriiiatit)ii sclu'iiic

soiiu'whut Minilar to tlu' (.'It'rii'i-lVliitnii. in which sjilt

was eK'clriili/iMl in cyaniiie solution. Imt the apparatus

liad not boon s<'t up.

Bui you ff-dcsifined attd ffrealhi i iilanjcd llii.t mill lolt if

Yps. in l!U)()-7. after Mr. Millikcn had puirluiscd the

old Tolhiride mill. I had the opporlunity of intiH)ducin»!

tlic methods 1 luul intended usinn at Canon City in

1899 with, of eourse. sueh impmvements as had di'-

veioped iu the interval. The old roaster-huildin>r wns

enlarged, a new sampling and tine-ernshing mill added

also a large leaehing jdant ami storage-l>ins. Tiie .scheuie

was to erush the ore without drying, to .somewhat less

than i inch. iXJasting. crushing tine, and amalgamating

iu Chilean mills: separating the slime from the sand

and treating each separately. I never operated the

plant, however. After a set-liaek through tire the plant

gradually foi-ged to the front and dmve ehlorination from

the field, so that for the last three yeare eyanidation

reigned supreme in the treatment of Cripple Creek ores.

What is the present capacity of the Golden Cycle mill

and the coat of tnalmcnt?

The mill is reported to he treating about 40,000 tons

per month and is paying $30,000 per month iu dividends

on a capital of .$1 ..500.000 or 2Ar[ per annum. The total

gold production is in the neighborhood of .$50,000,000.

five times the total production of the INIetallic Extraction

Company. I have not seen any recent treatment cost.

What was your next impoi'tant work?

I was very busy between 1903 and 1907, apart from

the work noted, traveling extensively in Mexico on con-

sultation work. One case of importance was at a cyanide

plant where old tailing would neither leach, filter in a

press, or settle for a decantation. It proved to be a

surface-tension phenomenon, cured by the addition of 2

pounds of sulphuric acid per ton of dry slime. An
agitated charge, after 12 hours standing, gave less than

1 inch of dear solution; after acid was added, over six

feet of clear solution could be drawn off under like con-

ditions of time and charge. That was one of my best

day's work: on leaving. I told the superintendent to cut

down the acid after everything was running nicely; a

year later I wrote to know how much acid he was using,

he replied "Two pounds per ton of slime. I tried to

reduce the acid on various occasions, but the settling

rate decreased, as did also the extraction." So in this

case of arrastra tailing, acid increased the extraction and

made decantation possible.

In the fall of 1905 I had charge of the field-work of

the Zinc Commission appointed by the Government of

Canada to investigate the zinc resources of British Co-

lumbia and test the ores to determine the best commer-

cial process for beneficiating them. It took the greater

part of 1906 to complete these ore-tests and prepare the

report and maps. That work has been well received, and

may be said to have stood the test of time, though the

field-work was greatly rushed in an endeavor to get it

finished before snow-fall.

Will n and how diti you bcronic runnrrlKl willi SInil-

tun '.< I ndt pi ndtncc'

III N'ovemlier 1!MM!. wliili' in llii- .\ii/oiiii ijcserl. I iv

ceived a ealilegraiii fniiii liCUKJcin nlViriiig me the posilimi

of eoiisiilliiig engineer, with special rei|iii'st lo make

jiroiupt iiivesligatioii ot' the liest means lor treating the

big dumps at Stratlnn's I nijipcniji'iiec iiiiiic. at ('ripple

Creek.

//(/(/ liny prir lolls inirk hi i n done on lln ihini/i.'

Ves, Cassel had Imilt .i small testing-plant, iiil rodueiMl

his electro-cyanide jirocess and llie Cassel lilter process,

in which latter the old Strat Ion's Independence comjiany

had an interest. (Jodfrey Dovetnn and others investi-

gated this, the last of the ('a.s,sel jiroecs-ses, and turned

it down. Over .$(jO,000 had been sjiciit and nothing ])ar-

ticular accomplished, except sam])ling the dump, hence

the directors were very anxious for me to gel bii.sy and

report. I started concentration tests in .Tannary IIKIT.

and determined the recovery available liy that met hod.

Next, the recovery by cyanide from the tailing. I then

fell back on long yeai-s of experience in arriving at the

cost of the various operations, such as mining the ore

from the dump, delivery of it to the mill, ernsliing, con-

centrating, cyaniding. treating the coiieeiitrate, and

marketing the bullion. 1 cabled my results in March

1907, claiming a working cost of $1.52 on a basis of mill

ing 10,000 tons per month. This, mind you, at a time

when custom mills were charging $5.50 to treat a ton of

low-grade ore. Of course, I laid myself open to criticism

by stating that such ore could be treated on the mine for

about one-fourth that cost, and I certainly received my
fidl share of attention from the people that fail to ad-

vance with the times. It was a new problem, anyhow

;

it cost us $3.50 to treat a ton of ore at the Metallic works

;

liere a profit had to be made from $3 ore.

7 hiujw you worked within your estimate for some years,

but how did cost and extraction average over the

milling period?

The milling of 671,665 tons in 6 years shows an av-

erage treatment cost per ton of $1.5138, and an average

extraction of 74.57%, against my estimate of $1.52 and

laboratory extraction of 74.22%.

The agreement between the figures is almost uncanny?

Perhaps it's a coincidence ; the cost during the six

years varied with the tonnage, the lowest annual cost

being $1.38 on 133,875 tons; the highest, $1.79 on 68,711

tons.

You have had a long and aitive experience in the metal-

lurgy of Cripple Creek ores?

It has been my privilege to see the cost of treating

these ores by wet methods, reduced from $15 per ton in

1893 to $3.50 in 1898 and to $1.38 in 1913.

Have you had anything to do with flotation?

Yes, quite a little. I was familiar with Henry E.

Wood's experiments and had read about the Elmore

vacuum process. In 1907 I had an Elmore expert test a

line of samples from the Independence dump. The re-
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suits were very erratic and on tlie wlioie littie better

tliaii water concentration gave. I liad sufficient tests

made to lead me to tlie eouclusion tiiat tlie Elmore pro-

cess was of no use in treating that particular dump,

which contained much oxidized stuff; furthermore, cya-

nide treatment of the flotation tailing was equally un-

certain and invariably' low. At first I attributed poor

extraction to the acid, and later to oil, which I concluded

interfei'ed with the solvent action of the cyanide ; so I

dropped the matter in disgust.

Just what recovery did you obtain by the Elmore

vacuum-oil flotation process?

Taking the more regular of the tests:

But you have used fl.otalion since

f

Certainly, we have been floating these very ores for

almost three years now, and I assure you we have one of

the most complicated mixtures ever encountered, con-

sisting of sphalerite, intimately blended with magnetite,

pyrite, pyrrhotite, specularite, galenite, and chalcopyrite

in a lime and tremolite gangue.

What mine is it?

The old Graphic, now the property of tlie Ozark

Smelting & Mining Company.

What phase of flotation do you employ?

Surface tension or 'film flotation.' as I prefer to call

THE INDEPENDENCE MINE AND MILL. CRIPPLE CHEEK.

Ore reduced to 20 mesh 34% recovery

" 40 " 50
" 60 " 51

In the same year, 1907, I was investigating the ores of

the Graphic mine, at Magdalena, in New Mexico, a very

bad mixture of sulphides and iron oxides. Again I had

tests made by the Elmore vacuum process, and the results

were extremely erratic, l)ut two tests gave a concentrate

exceeding 40% zinc, one a 46% zinc concentrate, the

highest-grade product secured up to that time. Several

other tests gave only a 30 to 40% zinc concentrate with a

very poor recovery. It appeared that the specularite in

the ore became oiled under average conditions in the

vacuum process and floated readily ; on the other hand,

much of the zinc failed to oil ; consequently the ma.iority

of the tests gave unfavorable results. Still I believed that

flotation offered the l)est solution, and advised the com-

pany to erect a small testing-plant, seven years ago.

it, in distinction from the 'scum' or 'froth' tliat is al-

lowed to accumulate in a thick layer by other methods.

I understand that you use oil?

Yes, we use mineral oil, and that is, perhaps, one of

the chief points of departure. We are pretty well out

in the desert there and use Diesel engines for generating

power, and have gotten the oil question down to the

point where we use the same oil in the Diesel engine that

we use in the miU for flotation purposes.

But I itnderstood you to say that the result of the use of

oil with agitation is to give a film rather than a froth?

Precisely, crude oil, or residuum, can scarcely be

clas.sed among the good frotli-producers.

Do you make a froth?

No, the ore is agitated with oil and acid and i)resented

in large open vats to a surface of briskly moving hot

water, nn which the oiled particles float away rapidly as'
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a tliiii lilm, uiui the ituoiUil partii'Ics sink. 'I'liciv is ii>>

fmtli to be st'oii on tlic vats at any time.

ir/ifl/ btcomes of the matltr that dnks in the vatsf

It pa.sst^s to otluT mixoi-s aiid is nivmi a seooiul, third.

and, if nccessai-y, fourtli opportunity to oil and Hoat.

UVuii tht inixlurt of »ri\ acid, and oil in dischanjtd

upon the nurfact of the hot water in the rat, the

oiled mineral forms a fdw. I pregumcf

Yes, n eontiimoiis lilni of eonsiderable eolu'sion, but

very Uiin. 1 nusilil add tbat owing to the intimate mix-

ture of complex minerals we crush very fine, over 50%
of the pulp will pass 200-mesh.

ir/iic/i of the sulphides arc found in the film on the hoi

watcrf

Mostly the sphalerite, with some pyrite. Pyrriiotite

often favors sinking unless excess of oil is present.

Does that suggest that the sphnli rile lias a greater sc-

hctivcness for the eiil than pyrrhotitef

I believe it does.

.-Is you arc crushing so finely, I presume that slime offers

no obstacle to the operation of this process?

None whatever, the most marvelous recoveries are

made despite the fineness of the pulp, botli the highest-

grade zinc and the highest recovery are obtained frnm

minus 200-mesh pulp.

Can you give me any figures of actual extra^tionf

You scarcely expect a full answer to that question. I

can, however, answer it in part without giving away any

secrets. We make no recovery of zinc carbonates or

oxides, but of the sulphides that are minus 200-mesh.

Our recovery is around 95%, making a 45% zinc concen-

trate from 16% zinc ore in one operation. I have been

astounded at the recoveries that it is possible to make
from slime, by flotation methods. In slime treatment, I

feel assured, the future of flotation lies.

Do I understand you to say pyrite, pyrrhotite, and other

sulphides, except the zinc sulphide, sink ivith the

gangue mineraU?

I do not wish to convey that idea; pyrite is always

troublesome, pyrrhotite less so, yet when the minimum
amount of oil is used we do sink some of the pyrite and

much of the pyrrhotite. Under certain conditions there

appears to be a selective action for the sulphides in the

order given. The ore is delivered from the mine to a

breaking and sorting plant, where pyrite, other sul-

phides, and waste are sorted out as closely as possible on

a picking-belt. The sorted ore is then conveyed to the

mill, one mile distant over an aerial tram and the re-

maining sulphides treated by flotation.

Do you have to re-treat your first film-concentrate?

No, just dewater it. The concentrate-overflow from

all the vats is pumped direct to an Ovoca classifier, the

overflow from which consists of dilute gangue-slime, all

of which will pass 200-mesh and assaying about 3% zinc,

while the concentrate discharged from the screws will

average about 45% zinc.

//.•»• (/(> i/(ii( remore the speculiirih ?

\\\ strict adherence to lilm flotation, in tlic ICIniure

flotation s])i'cularite wa« talicn up with tlie s])iialerito in

tlu' mineral 'scum' or 'frotii.' perliapK on account ot" its

high lust re. Spi'ciilai'ilc. thiiwgli an o\itli'. is ciiNily

floated, liiiiry Iv Wood Icslcd (lie (;i'ii|iiiii' ore I'or me
on his maciiini' in 1!U)7, using water only ; tlu' spi'iMdarite

floati'd beautifully, witli some of the sphalcrilr. .Mr.

Wood said at the time that specularite was iIh' only

oxide he knew tiial would float in his process. Why we

sink this mineral in our jjroccss is dilTicult to cxpiiiiii,

but it is done.

What do you call Uie pmccssf

The Ozark Flotation I'mccss. woi-ked out especially

for these ores, and patented by \V. Sydney Stevens of

Magdalena. My firm is responsible for the deiailed de-

sign of the jilaiit and geiiei'al supervision of its opera-

tion.

I recall your article on Un occurrriicc of siderilc in the

Leadville ore, published in the Mining and S(,'ikn-

TiFic Press of July 11 and 5.1, 1914; has the dis-

covery proved of economic importance?

There is yet no market for siderite carrying 20%
manganese and 25%i iron; siderile, however, is of great

importance in prospecting for sul])liide ores and occa-

sionally for zinc carbonate ores, "no siderite. no sul-

phide" is now a recognized guide in i)rosi)ei-ting in the

White Limestone horizon.

The much debated and vexed question of the origin of

the manganese in the oxidized ore, or "black iron." of

Leailvillc is finally .settled. My reference to siderile as

the source of the manganese in the Mining Magazine of

April, 1914, was not fully convincing, but the second

paper 'Siderite and Sulphide' has proved incoiiti'stalile ;

furthermore I have recently found what I call the

Rosetta stone of Leadville; a piece of siderite colorless

and unaltei-ed at one end, pa.ssing into '})laek iron' at

the otliei-. 1lii-(ingli the oxidation of the siderite.

Have you made further researches on wliat you call

'vein' siderite?

I have, and find in every ease that vein siderites carry

high value in manganese, specimens from Mullan, Idaho,

show as much as 25% manganese in siderite associated

with chalcopyrite, magnetite, and (luartz. The fact I

endeavored to establish, that vein siderite is invariabl.y

manganiferous, may have wide economic importance.

Mr. Argall, you are now in consulting practice in Den-

ver. I believe your sons are following in your

footsteps? By the way, v'hen were you married?

Some few years ago I formed a partnership with two

of my five sons. The two partners are Philij) Henry,

who is a gi-aduate of the University of Colorado and has

practised in metallurgy for several years, four years at

the Selby plant, part of the time as assistant-superin-

tendent; and George, a graduate of the Columliia School

of Mines, and now general manager for the Iron Silver

Mining Co. at Leadville. We are consulting engineers

to the latter company, Stratton's Independence, and the
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Ozark Smelting & JMiiiing Co. I was married on August

31, 1876, in the sweet Vale of Ovoea. j\Iy wife, who died

in 1903, was the daughter of Capt. George Gates, a Cor-

nishman with a long ancestry of miners, a man to whom
I am indebted for much of my early training in engi-

neering and ethics.

You consider that our profession is still one that offers

good opportunity to young men?

I consider that mining and metallurgy offer the very

best opening to talented energetic young men, and the

openings in the future will be far better than they have

ever been in the past.

I remember that you received the gold medal of The

Consolidated Gold Fields of South Afnca, through

the Institution of Mining & Metallurgy in 1903.

Yes, the medal and iO guineas was unanimously

awarded to me by the council of the Institution for my
paper on 'Sampling and Dry Cnxshing in Colorado,' in

other words, the mechanical treatment of ore by the dry

process.

What do you consider your best achievement

f

The introduction of the 8-hour working-day in Colo-

rado mills, in the spring of 1899, at the Metallic works,

without consulting my directors. It led to better work,

in time, to a better class of workmen, and a greater ton-

nage handled per man, in a word, to the elevation of

our workmen and the lowering of the working cost.

TyJ i^'iii], IVIliiliicj '111 JiifjiiJi

TuxGSTEX discoveries are being made in the Black

Hills, South Dakota, as described in our issue of Novem-

ber 27. Three areas are known, the Lead-Flatiron, Tin-

ton, and Harney Peak pegmatite districts. At the Wasp
No. 2 gold mine at Flatiron the ore appears to be a re-

placement of dolomite at and near the top of the Cam-

brian quartzite ; the deposits are nearly horizontal, about

a foot thick, 4 or 5 ft. wide, and at times several hundred

feet long. The Wasp company recently shipped 26 tons

to the Crucible Steel Co. at Pittsburg ; the lot was

valued at $54,000. The low-grade ore has been put on a

dump, for the concentration of which a plant of 25 to

30 tons daily capacity will be operated as soon as ma-

chinerj' arrives. The company's profit from wolframite

appears likely to be larger than the net realization from

its cyanide plant. The ore is fine-grained, hard, and

tough, requiring grinding to not coarser than 30-mesh

in order to make a good recovery. The ore is mostly

wolframite, scheelite occurring only in small grains.

In the Harney Peak area, wolframite and ferberite occur

in quartz veins and pegmatite dikes, although so far no

production has been made from the latter. The veins are

generally less than a foot thick, with walls of schist,

granite, or pegmatite ; their direction is usually parallel

with the schistosity of the wall-rock. In other localities

small veins have been discovered ; the quartz veins as a

rule produce clean ferberite, with occasional scheelite,

and since the ores contain no pyrite, tantalite, columbite,

or other heavy interfering mineral, a good product is

made. In the Tinton district the placer deposits yielding

wolframite and scheelite are low-grade.

According to a report issued recently by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture and Commerce, the mining industry

in Japan has in general been favored by the War.
Gold and Silver. Mining of these two metals has

been favored more than others. New gold mines have

been recently opened, and the output from those in the

province of Idzu has increased. Their ores are being

sent for refining to the Kuhara Mining Co. in Ilita-chi

province. The output of refined gold in Kushikino, in

Kashima prefecture, owned by the Mitsui Mining Co.

and in the Matsuoka mine, in Akita prefecture, owned
by the Fujita Gumi, has also improved. The amount of

gold recovered to the end of September 1915 shows an in-

crease of 24%, compared with the amount in the cor-

responding period of 1914.

Copper. Japanese copper has in the past been mostly

in demand in China, but the decrease of coinage in that

country in recent years caused a depression in this trade

last year. The outbreak of war, however, saw the sud-

den growth of demand for war use toward the end of

last year. Since then, the metal has been supplied to

England and Russia in large quantities.

Zinc. The zinc-refining indu.stry in Japan is of recent

origin. In 1913 the Mitsui Mining Co. started zinc re-

fining in its Miike mine, and the Osaka Zinc Co. in the

Kamishima refining works, Okayama. The management

has had to overcome various technical and economic

difficulties lo push on the work in the earlier stage, but

the AVar has cut off the supply from Germany and Bel-

gium, and has encouraged the new industry in Japan.

The amount of refining is steadily increasing. At pres-

ent, the metal is even being exported to Russia. Judged

from the present conditions, it would seem possible that

Japan will establish permanent independence in the sup-

ply of zinc after the restoration of peace. Besides the

above mentioned refiLneries, there are also the Yasojima,

Niigata, Takachiho, Yamaguchi, and Shikama, Hyogo.

Zinc ores are supplied partly from Chosen, the coast

province of Siberia, and Australia, and partly from home

mines.

The superintendent of the Mint at San Francisco,

T. W. II. Shanahan, repoi-fs the following receipts for

the calendar year 1915 :

Fine ounces. Value.

Gold 5,798,686.341 $119,869,484.97

Silver 2,120,595.240 1,058,711.50

Coin, bullion, etc., on hand at close of business on Decem-

ber 31, 1915 was a.s follows:

Gfold coin $6,293,507.50

Silver coin CI .607,187.18

Minor coin 26,680.26

Checking balance Treasurer U. S 3,721,834.94

Gold certificate bars 176,717,272.59

Gold bullion 110,330,121.40

Silver bullion 1,174,956.67

Total $359,871,560.54
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Ml i,ii T/iiHJi

By X^ O. Howard

Til K past year has si-cii llu- niiiiiii>; imlustry oi I lali

ivtuni to a foiuiitmn as jii-hsjutous as lliat prt'cod-

iiig tlie ooUiipse of 1!)07. ami aimomu'cnu-iits inadr

noar tlie eiul of tlu" year pitsajrc i-veii moif iirosporily.

The devilopuu-nt of u potash industry in Itali lias Im-cu

widely noted. The phuit of the Mineral Prodia-ts (Jo. at

Mnnsvale has heen pi-odm-iii!! 2.") tons of i)otasli sjdts

daily for some time past. It has been decided to trel)li'

this capaeity, and plans are being drafted for the exten-

sion of the aerial tramway to hrintr the iinulmt of the

mine nearer the mill, there being a wagon-hanl of about

four miles from the present terminus of the tramway

to the mill. It is als<-i announced by officials of llio com-

pany that some progi-ess has been made toward the ex-

traction of aluminum from the by-product alumina.

Other possibilities suggested are the manufacture of re-

fractory materials from the by-products of the potash

extraction.

Another company, the Utflli Potash Co.. of which F.

A. Fitzpatrick of Philadelphia is the active head, has

announced its intention to erect a mill at Marysvale, and

is receiving bids for an 8-mile tramway to connect mine

and mill. F. K. Cameron, formerly of the U. S. Bureau

of Soils, is the company's chief chemist. In addition to

the holdings of these two companies there are said to be

many other promising alunite veins in the district;

these have been located by others.

Efforts to produce potash have not been confined to

the alunite district. A strong organization is building

a plant near Great Salf Lake with the expectation of

recovering potash from the brine of the lake. The con-

tent of the brine in potash is so low, however, that many

regard this attempt as likely to succeed only during the

period of high prices. Little doubt is expressed as to the

operation being profitable while war prices prevail, and

it is decidedly possible that the costly experience gained

during the period of high prices may enable the company

to remain in business when the market again becomes

normal.

The Promontory zinc district continues to maintain its

excellent rate of production. Successful development

has ^ven great impetus to the search for zinc ore. It

has been distinctly a poor man's opportunity. Little

initial capital was required and the dividends within a

year of the first development have exceeded, I believe,

the money invested in the district. The Lakeview Min-

ing Co.. the principal operator. ha.s paid dividends of

over $4.5.000 on an original investment said to be less

than $4000. Minnesota capital has recently come into

the Santaquin-Nebo district, where large bodies of low-

grade lead and zinc carbonate ores have been known for

some time to exist, and it is likely that the coming sura-

iMir will SIT the removal of the liaiidicap umlir \\lii''h

this district lias labored llirongh lack of caiiital.

Ill two bi-aiiclirs of metallurgy gnat advances are

expected in litltj. At Murray, tlu' American Smelting

& Heliiiing Co. has been making electrolytic /iiic at the

rate of about two tons i)er day. There is a i)ossil)ility

that this experiiiii'iit will warrant the coiistruction of a

plant of coniiiicrcial size. iMiidi uiirk is being done

looking IdwanI tlii' extraction of ziiK- liy liydro-metal-

lurgical iiietliods, in order to I'dicvc tlic smelters of the

necessity of discarding valuable zinc from tlicir mixed

lead-zinc ores, ami In avniil imt mily lliis waste liiil the

accoiiqiaiiyiiig ii)s.scs in ziiK'V slags. With the aid of

liotalion in the making of a high recovery of the lead and

zinc .sulphides, roasting in furnaces of the McDougall

or Wedge type and leacbing. it is ex])ected that the zinc

can be recovered as a valuable product and the residue

utilized U)V its Icad-silvei- eoiileiit. with lii'ltei- results

tlian now obtained where a lead ore high in zinc must

be charged to the furnaces. The local station of the U.

S. Bureau of Mines reports gratifying progress in the

treatment of mixed carbonate ores also. Great advances

in the metallurgy of lead and zinc are indicated in the

current j'ear.

War prices have also induced the final drafting of

plans for the manufacture of sulphuric acid. A plant is

to be erected to be operated in connection with the Gar-

field smelter, the first unit of which is to have a capacity

of 100 tons of acid daily. Here, also, a loss of the past,

is expected to be converted into the gain of the future.

Operations in the Cottonwood districts have been

greatly hampered by the heavy snow-fall of the last few

weeks, but are being advanced with a vigor not seen

since the early days of the districts. Tlie output for the

past year has been estimated at 25,000 tons, double that

of the previous year. It is likely that this increase can be

accounted for in the production of the Cardiff mine.

Shipments will be increased as soon as tlie .snow lias

packed enough to make hauling easier. Every little

prospect has two or three men at work, either driving

tunnels on contract or leasing in old workings.

On the Big Cottonwood side of the district the follow-

ing companies have from two to six men working: Reeds

Peak, Branberg, East Carbonate, Big Cottonwood Con-

solidated, Tar Baby, Price, Monte Cristo, American

Con. Copper. Kennebec. Last Chance, Baker, Copper

King, Swastika Copper, Woodlawn, Logger, Alta Tunnel

& Transportation. Mines Development, Big Cottonwood

Coalition, Giles, Alta-Cottonwood, and the Antelope and

Prince of Wales lease. In Little Cottonwood the follow-

ing are active. Sells, Albion, South Hecla, Alta Consoli-

dated, West Toledo, Columbus Extension, Jlicliigan
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Utah, Emma Copper, Alta-Tiger, and Wasatch Miues.

In addition the Cardiff employs about 100 men, and the

Maxfield something less than half that number. Activity

extends from the extreme eastern to the extreme western

edge of these twin districts. One small mill is in oper-

ation jigging the old stope-fillings of the Prince of Wales,

which are stated to average $8 per ton in lead and silver.

Other companies are known to be planning extensive

development as soon as weather conditions will permit

it in the spring. Indications point to a heavy produc-

tion next summer, as a result of the large amount of work

PJ9/C£^ / (

\ / ^/

C
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The Chuqnlcamata BIIn« Preparation of Tongittc Metals

By Pop* Taataun

•The Chiuniii'iuiiiitH niiiu' is siluuti'ii iit CliiKpiirii-

inata. in tin- arvui and repion of nortlu'iii riiilf. It is.

as rt-jjaiiis toiinnjri' aiul content of its valuablo metal,

the givatest known eopper ilepo.sit in the world, ll is

uuique in that its jirineipal mineral, broehantite. is

mineil on a eomnien-ial seale in no other loeality. liahor

eomlitions are good. The Chileans are strong and aetivc

and make good minei-s and moehanies.

The on' onteivps over a length of al)ont SOOO ft. ;iim1

an average width of about 554 ft. The ore deposit repre-

sents a section of great dynamic disturl)ance. which

allowed the deposition later of primary metallic min-

erals, brought in by solutions from below. Taking a

eross-section through the deposit, five zones are repre-

sented, which, beginning at the surface, are as follows:

1. Leached zone or capping.

2. O.xidized ore or zone of brochantit''. canyinjj ox-

idized minerals of copper.

3. Mixed oxide and secondary sulphide minerals,

representing the transition between the oxide and sul-

phide ores.

4. Secondarily enriched sulphide zone.

5. Primar>" ore. This is represented by iron pyrite,

ehalcopyrite. enargite. and bornite. which were depositcil

from hot solutions introduced from below.

Drill-holes and shafts have so far shown a thickness

of 361.3 ft. of oxidized ore. 116.3 ft. of mixed oxide and

sulphide ore. and 58.6 ft. of straight sulphide ore.

The value of the deposit is due primarily to secondary

minerals, resulting in the concentration of values and

in oxidation of such secondaries as sulphate. These

latter, instead of being removed entirely, owing to the

remarkable aridity of the district, were not carried ofiE

by surface water, and hence produced, even in the zone

of oxidation, commercial ore.

Ore reserves, as of April 25, 1915, amounted to over

300,000.000 tons, containing better than 2% copper.

Alining is done by means of steam-shovels. They load

into broad-gauge cars of 60 tons capacity, which will

transport the ore to the plant.

The ore is crushed to a maximum size of one-half inch

and leached in vats of about 10,000 tons capacity each.

Copper in the solutions from the dechloridizers is de-

posited eleetrolytically and the cathodes melted into

commercial bars.

Power for operating the machinery at the plant and

for the electrolytic deposition of copper is generated at

TocopiUa. in a plant of 40,000 kilowat capacity. The

generators are operated by steam-turbines, and the cur-

rent is conducted from TocopiUa to Chuquicamata over

a transmission line 140 kilometres in length, carrying a

current of 110,000 volts.

Abstract of paper read before the Pan-Ainerican Scientific

Congress, Washington. December 1915.

*Tiic iiicljil is prcpari'cl in two forms, namely powder

and ferrolungslcn alloy. Mueji tjiseiission has arisen

ifgariling their rcspeelive advinilages. es|)iiMally uilli

reference to the relative waste incurred dnrinir iiilroduc-

tion of each form into the steel lialh. Ap|iaren(ly, no

decision has been reached, since both foims are niiinn-

facfured. although about S.")^,', of the limjzslen is niadi-

into ferro-alloy. Powdered tungsten is fnl into tiie hath

li.v means of an enelnsui-e in sleel tnlirs, in (inler lo pre-

vent oxidation of the tuni^'sten. The niainiraeture of

powdered tungsten first demands a prei)jira(ion of tung-

stic trioxide (WO.,) from tlie ore. This is accomplished

by grinding the concentrate very fine in tube-mills, fol-

lowed by fusion on a revcrberatory hearlli with sodium

carbonate in the form of soda-ash and a small |>ii)|iiirtioM

of .sodium nitrate. The hand-ralililed nia.ss is drawn,

crushed, and leached with hot water. The ,s<jdium tung-

state so formed is readily soluble, while the iron remains

as insoluble ferric oxide and the silica as insoluble sodium

silicate. Loss from formation of iusolu))le sodium nieta-

tungstate may be largely overcome by treatment of the

iiisolul)le residue with a solution of caustic soda, which

transforms the 'meta' into the normal tungstate. In-

deed, a method is published whereby the mineral tung-

state is purposely converted by careful addition of acid

into the insoluble meta-tungstatc, which is tlien filtered,

washed, and decomposed by hydrochloric acid. The

rather concentrated solution containing the sodium

tungstate is heated and poured into hydrochloric acid,

wliich precipitates the yellow tungstic acid. The latter

is filtered and w'ashed in acid-proof presses, and then

dried.

Reduction of the oxide is accomplished by mixing in-

timately some pure form of carbon, such as charcoal or

petroleum coke, and the charge is pressed into graphite

crucibles, which are heated in coke furnaces to a high

temperature. A rather coarse, steel-gray dense tungsten

results, which, with care, may have its carbon contents

kept within 1%.
Ferro-tungsten, the second product, is made mostly

from the concentrate direct by electric-furnace treat-

7nent. It contains from 50 to 80% tungsten. Many
different reducing materials are recommended. Carbon,

in the form of coke, is the common reducing agent. Lime

and .silica are added to form a suitable slag, and some-

times fluorspar is added to aid liquifaetion. Hematite is

used subsequently as a de-carbonizer. Other procedures

call for silicon, ferro-silicon, aluminum, and even titan-

ium as agents to reduce the carbon contents of the metal.

Bagdad, which is just now in the public eye, was once

the centre of the known world and a city of over two

million people, ranking in size with Paris or Chicago.

Bagdad has now about a hundred thousand inhabitants.

Abstract from paper by Herman Fleck before the Colorado

Scientific Society.
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WE are indebted to Mr. Benjamin B. liawrence

for the following notes.

The Cuba Copper Co., operating the old

Cobre mine near Santiago in Cuba, was among the first to

experiment with flotation, using the methods introduced

by the Minerals Separation company. A little over two

years ago an experimental plant with a capacity of 50

tons was erected, and as a result of the experience gained,

a 600-ton plant was put into operation and lias been

running since I\rarch 1914.

The development of tlie Minerals Separation process

has been so rapid that it has been difficult to keep track

of the many improvements, largely mechanical, which

are constantly being made. One distinguishing feature

of the process is the necessity for adapting it to the

particular class of ore to be treated. In the case of the

i,r. ( onRE .mi.m; a.mi jin.i..

Cobre the problem is complicated. In the upper work-

ings the ore is largely oxidized. With depth we have a

good deal of semi-oxidized or tarnished ore, while in our

deeper workings, we have the untarnished chalcopyrite,

which, in combination with pyrite, forms the bulk of the

material that the mill is now treating.

The treatment of tarnished ore has been difficult, or

rather, the mixture of tarnished with unaltered ore.

Variations in the character of the ore and the difficulty

of obtaining uniform composition have aggravated our

troubles. We have, however, sucx'eeded in solving most

of our difficulties, as the results given by Edward H.

Emerson, the manager, will show. Under his direction

the process has developed into a pronounced success.

Mr. Emerson desci'il)es the treatment of the ore liriefly

as follows:

"The ore is cru.slied dry by rolls, screened through 8-

mesh and conveyed to the storage-bin. Four Hardinge

and two ordinary tuV)e-mills are fed from the stoi-age-l)in

liy individual Challenge feeders to insure e()ual distribu-

tion of feed. Each is fitted witli an electric alarm to give

warning the moment anything goes wrong. It is inter-

esting to note that one man's life has been saved hy these

signals. The man fell into the storage-bin and blocked

a feeder. He was taken out and resuscitated with groat

•difficulty. Failure of instant notification would have

cost his life. However, the main ob.iect is to insure regu-

lar feed, as the ratio of oil to ore is most important.

Cresylie acid, carbolic acid, Mexican crude, and light

asphalt oil are fed into the tube-mills by special ma-
chines. Grinding is done on a thick pulp, 25 to 30%
moisture, until 65% will pass 60-mesh. The pulp goes

to the M. S. box without clas.sification or rc-grinding.

Fourteen stirrers with 13 spitz-boxes are used. Direct

concentrate is taken from as many boxes as .show a good

concentrate, the poorer froth being returned to the first

box. Number of boxes treated varies with tliis and is

changed by the operator who judges by eye. All the

coarse tailing is rouglied over Wilfleys to recover the

coarse pyrite carrying copper. Caustic soda and fuel-

oil are added as needed in the stirring-boxes. The va-

rious concentrates go to the classifier, the coarser product

pa.ssing direct to the bins with about 8% moisture. The
overflow is tliickened and drained by an Oliver filter,

giving about 20% moisture. Tlie plant handles 600 tons

per day and gives about 85% extraction of the insoluble

copper in a 3% feed. It is interesting to note tliat with

El Co])re ores using a cold neutral solution wood-prod-

ucts have not given any satisfaction. The concentrate

carries 16% copper, 35% iron, 40% sulphur, and 9%
silica."

Now that we have finally succeeded in unwatering the

Cobre mine, we find that tlie old workings reach to a

depth of 1120 ft. The mine had been under water for

some 80 years, and the final unwatering was completed in

April of this year. The work was made doubly diifieult

by the underliand .stoping of the earlier operators. The
old slopes in the lower workings contained a large quan-
tity of silt, and the tapping of these stopes resulted in a

flow of fiiie mud (which, by the way, we suspect of being

a precipitate), that greatly aggravated the danger of

the unwatering of the mine. The final completion of

this task, which has been in progress since 1907, is a

great tribute to the skill of the engineer and manager,
Mr. Emerson.

Nicaragua has an area of 49,200 square miles, which

is greater than that of Pennsylvania, and a population

of 600,000, of which 40,000 is in jManagua, tlie capital.

The Panama Canal has helped transportation by allow-

ing coast-to-coast trade, the country having both a Carib-

bean and a Pacific shore ; and it is hoped -that channel-

ling and dredging of the rivers will be undertaken to

alleviate still further the serious lack of communication.

Nicaragua has suffered from being exploited by un-

scrupulous politicians and adventurers. A third of the

foreign trade is with the United States, and 51% of the

stock of the National Bank of Nicaragua is held by
Americans. Monetary conditions have been liad for

years tint are improving.

W.vshixgton's production of coal has grown gradu-

ally from 5374 tons in 1860 to 3,877,891 tons in 1913.

Califoi-nia oil is hurting the coal business of Washington.

The counties of Kittitas, King, and Pierce in west-central

Wasliington contain important mines.
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Education is a fuudaiuontal of tin- safety-tirsl inovo-

llUMlf.

TiTNGSTEN is usi'd for phoiioprnphic record needles,

spark plugs, eontaets. aiid X-ray tiirgets, as well as for

tixil-steel.

Pentlandite is a mineral occurring in the Worthiug-

ton mine, Sudbury district, Ontario, and consists of

30.68fi. iron. 3-1.48 ^^ nickel, 1.28^0 cobalt, and 32.74%

sulphur.

Jaw-crl'SUERS are not so satisfactorj- as gyratories

when the rock fed them consists of flat slabs, these drop-

l>ing straight tlirough the jaws. This is an experience in

Western Australia.

"Water-holding tkees and plants in the Paiiaiua Canal

zone have been found to be breeding plaous for mosqui-

toes. One banana tree had five pockets, some holding

several gallons of water. Such trees are to be destroyed.

Laboratory porcelaix, used in ignition work, may be

reliably marked by a very dilute solution of cobalt

nitrate. The utensil is warmed and the mark made.

This is heated strongly for a few minutes, resulting in a

black mark.

Gold recovered from 11,000,000 tons of silicious ores

treated in the United States in 1914 averaged $5.53 per

ton. The average recovery of gold per ton from the

Alaskan quartz mines was $2.78, from California $5.46,

from South Dakota $3.63.

Platinum is now worth over $80 per ounce. A great

deal of the metal is used in incandescent lamps. B. E.

Eldred of the General Electric Co. has devised a com-

bination of nickel-steel, a jacket of copper, and a jacket

of platinum as a substitute for all platinum.

Tests between ordinary carbon-steel and tungsten-

steel tools in a lathe showed that the former failed at a

cutting speed of 15 ft. per minute, while the latter with-

stood 90 ft., its edge becoming dull red in diffused day-

light. High-speed tool steel contains 5 to 17% tungsten,

0.15 to 0.35% manganese, 1 to 3.5% chronuum, and 0.4

to 0.85% carbon.

If the front wheels of a steam-shovel are off of the

track, fill the dipper with rock or other heavy material,

loosen up one jack-arm and swing the dipper over this

side. This will raise the other side of the shovel. Put a

number of men on the up-side jack, and tighten it down

as hard as possible. Swing dipper over high side, and

screw down loose-side jack. Continue this operation

until the shovel is off the centre-bearing. If there is a

key ill till- kingbolt, the tnu-ks will be raised oil' the

track. If the i-ear trucks are derailed, lay blocks in

usual manner in order to assist the wheels to clinili on

the rails. If this is nnsncccssfnl, droji the iii|i|ii r iiml

boost by means of the Ihrusting-engincs.

Rkmovai. of liroken ore from slopes on veins, such lis

at the Kaiid, having dips from 2.") to 33", is considered

very incflicienl hv .M. \V( iiilniii. This is especially so

when kaflir lalior is cinploycd .sliovcliiig tlie ore, regu-

lation and supervision being diniriilt. If excessive

shoveling can be eliiniii.itrd, tlic cHicicni'v will lie ^rcaiciv

To this end a new .system was devised. A pcriiianent

line of eliutes was laid down at a safe distance from tlie

slope faces. The cinites were \vcll anchored. A water

ta]i was fitted at the top of each cluilc-liiic. Tracks of

12-in. gauge were laid down every 50 ft. along the dip

of the slopes, and running from the faces to the chutes.

A special ore-ear was designed, having a capacity of five

cubic feet. It was 18 in. above the rails, and cost $12.

The number of shovelers was reduced by 50%. Several

advantages are claimed for this system, incliuling the

aid of gravity and better supervision.

Alloys possess properties not combined in any single

metal. Practical substitutes for gold, platinum, and

other precious metals are not yet satisfactory in the

form of alloys, yet it is hoped to find something, accord-

ing to F. A. Fahrenwald. in Bulletin 109 of the A. I. M.

E. Experiments proved that: (1) Metals or alloys of

metals outside of the precious-inetal groups, are un-

suitable as sul)stitutes for platinum. The gold and sil-

ver alloys of palladium have been found to be excellent

substitutes for platinum in its softer forms, and while

not so chemicall.v resistant, fill all requirements where

conditions are not too rigid. (2) Except in two respects,

pure ductile tungsten, and. to a lesser degree, molyb-

denum, meet all of the specifications of a practical sub-

stitute for platinum and its alloys. These two defects

are its ease of oxidation, and the difficulty with which

it can be soldered ; and they have been overcome by

coating with a precious metal or alloy, the resultant ma-

terial being in many ways far superior to platinum or its

alloys. This material has met with instant demand, is

in many cases replacing the best platinuin-iridium alloys,

and permits the performance of w^ork which has been im-

possible with the materials hitherto available. And (3)

wrought tungsten and molybdenum were produced on a

laboratory scale, but no success attended the attempted

production of alloys of tungsten with gold and pal-

ladium; while, on the other hand, the alloys of the

tungsten-molybdenum series were produced in wrought

form. These operations were governed entirely by

metallographic control, and their success suggests the

po.ssible application of a similar method in a treatment

of such metals as iridium, tantalum, rhodium, osmium.

etc., in combination with each other, or with tungsten

or molybdenum, which may result in the production of

alloys pos-sessing properties far superior to those of any

material now available.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our oivn correspondents.

CRIPPLE CREEK, COLORADO
Deainage-Tukxel.—Obe Transport.—A 'Dry' Town.—El Paso.

—Portland.—Litigation.

The report of T. R. Countryman shows that the Roosevelt

drainage-tunnel was advanced 290 ft. during December. The

character of the rock traversed has not changed of late, ac-

cordingly there has been no increase in the flow of water from

the portal. Toward the end of January it is expected that

the main Elkton vein will be intersected. This should result

in a large increase of water.

Petition has been made to the Public Utilities Commission to

order the Short Line railroad to accept shipments of ore over

S1T0ATION OF CRIPPLE CREEK IN RELATION TO COLORADO SPRINGS.

COLORADO CITY, AND CANON CITY.

the Midland line. The Colorado Midland & Midland Terminal

tracks are leased by the Short Line. The Midland has a direct

route from the district to the mills at Colorado Springs. By
the Short Line extra switching of cars is necessary at the

Springs, thus causing extra expense to the shipper.

The new schedule for treatment and freight on Cripple Creek

district ores has been announced by the Golden Cycle company

at Colorado City as follows: under and including ?10 per ton,

the charge is $4; over $10 and including $15 per ton, $5.2ij; over

$15 and including $20, $6; over $20 and including $25. $G.50:

over $25 and including $30, $7; over $30 and including $40.

$7.50; over $40 and including $G0, $S.50: over $60 and including

$100. $8.75; over $100 and including $150, $9.75; over $1.50 and

including $200, $10.75; over $200 and including $30ii, $12.75;

and on all grades above $300, $12.75 per ton plus I'/c of the

value in excess of $300. It is expected that the Portland com-

pany will make a similar announcement. Both milling com-

panies are busy engaging ore supplies and signing up con-

tracts, and the belief is expressed in some circles that the

lowering of rates and the efforts to secure contracts are due to

anxiety concerning the success of the numerous flotation in-

vestigations being conducted by large mining companies.

The first day of 1916 the Cripple Creek district had no open

saloons for the sale of intoxicating drinks. Owing to the pro-

hibition laws in effect, more than 30 saloons were forced to

go out of business. It is to be hoped that they will be closed

for many years to come.

At the recent meeting of the directors of the Portland Gold

Mining Co. the regular quarterly dividend of 3c. per share

was declared, amounting to $90,000. and payable January 20.

The total, including this one, is $10,267,080. The annual share-

holders' meeting of the company has been called for Febru-

ary 21.

The December production from the El Paso mines is re-

ported as being 2200 tons, worth $50,000.

The threatened apex suit between the El Paso company and

the Katinka company has been settled out of court. The ore

from the ground in dispute will be mined by lessees as for-

merly. All royalties paid on such ore will be equally divided

between the two companies.

The building that was formerly the main office of Stratton's

Independence has been moved to a point south of the railroad

to make room for the new sampler which the Portland com-

pany will erect as soon as possible. Grading for foundations

is already in progress. Through this sampler will pass all

ores going to the Independence mill of the Portland company.

At its generating-plant at Canon City, which has a capacity

of 5500 hp., the Arkansas Valley Railway, Light & Power Co.

Is to add 10,000 hp. The transmission-lines to Cripple Creek

will be improved.

It has been published in Colorado Springs that the Vin-

dicator company is to erect a 1000-ton flotation plant to treat

dump ore at Cripple Creek.

ATOLIA, CALIFORNIA

Rush to New Tungsten Area.—Float Tungsten.—High-

Gbading.

Work in this important tungsten district is increasing each

week. Rich 'float' ore continues to be found in numerous

places adjacent to Atolia, and it seems as if the producing area

would eventually cover 150 square miles of San Bernardino

and Kern counties. During the two weeks following the holi-

days tungsten deposits were discovered about three miles west

from the Rand mountains, toward Kane Springs. A regular

stampede took place to the new area last week, horses, autos,

and even trucks being commandeered to make the trip. The

weather was fierce, and all through the night of a blinding

blizzard the stampeders worked amid snow and slush to get a

location somewhere near the latest tungsten discovery. Since

the excitement, reports seem to verify the occurrence of a

good vein of high-grade scheelite, which runs east and west,

similarly to the deposits in the Atolia district. The lode seems

to lie across the valley toward Jawbone canyon, the outcrop
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belDB wUhln thrt'o lulUw of ttu- Southern I'nclflc line to Owona

river.

A number o( new Kw.., i working iiiljncont to iho

liurvhlU workluK*. west of Atolln, while the usimi produc-

lion of placer sche^llte from the StrlUKer district Is shipped

every week to the East. Al t'owoll's Hand Mountain Hcheellte

elatnis are being oiH-mted asnln by two Ala.Hkan mlneiu nnined

DeBerry. who are now iniUHiH^rllnK their ore by |i!u-klralii

to the JohanneeburB mills for reduction and concentration.

On the 'potato patch" near Atolla alwut ."lO miners are work

ias for the Atolla company, while Individual claims adjacent

to the coini>any"s are being operated for placers by their own-

ers, or lessees, who all seem to bo doing unusually well. In-

stances arc mentioned where some arc m.aklng over $100 jicr

day in digging scheellte float.

While moving a drilling outfit from Hawes to Atolla. some

tloiU was found near Fremont peak that contained fully CO'e

iingsten. At the west end of the tungsten-producing belt, in

ihe production of scheellte ore .Mayhood and Fellman approxi-

mate about four tons per week. This comes from Kelsey creek,

and Is situated on the homestead of J. H. Robinson, who also

has turned his attention to tungsten mining Instead ot farming.

Then" arc several buyers of high-grade tungsten here who

are i>aying cash for the ore. aiid prices are still from $1 to $4

per pound for the proper quality. 'Hlgh-sraders' iire keeping

up their usual activity, and the ap|)oinlnient of a constable

and justice of the peace has been found necessary to keep the

community properly protected from the marauders who are

indiscriminately operating throughout the district. One in-

dividual was caught on January 14 with a sack ot high-grade

on his shoulder and his pockets loaded as he emerged from

he shaft of Churchill No. 1.

LEWISTON, MONTANA
AcTr\rrv \t Maiden.—Gypscm.—Coal.—Gold.—Oil.

Development and mining Is active around the old district

of Maiden in the Judith mountains.—The Cumberland, which

contains zinc ore, is being operated under lease, after bein.g

closed for several years.—The new Spotted Horse mill erected

by E. B. Coolidge is working successfully after minor changes

were made; a good supply of ore continues to be developed

in this famous old producer. The Mount Grassy claims

have been thoroughly sampled, and a mill is promised it

sufficient profitable ore is found. Some high-grade ore has

been found, but most of the assays are said to be from $6

to $10 per ton.

The Hanover Gypsum Co. has recently been incorporated.

It owns 200 acres of land eight miles west of Lewistown,

and within 600 ft of both the Great Northern and the

C. M. and S. P. railroads. It is proposed to build a gypsum

mill next summer. The property is estimated to contain

i.000.000 tons of gypsum, and the company contemplates

marketing 30.000 tons yearly. There is only one gypsum mill

in Montana at present, and much gypsum for stucco and

plaster is imported, so there should be a good market.

O. U. Miricle and Dan R. Brown are at the head of the company.

The Cottonwood Coal Co. at Lehigh is now iJroducing about

SOO tons of coal dally. Over 200 men are employed. When
present development has been completed the company will

be capable of producing 3000 tons a day.

The Ruby Gulch Gold Mining Co. ot Zortman, Blaine county,

in the Little Rocky mountains, has purchased the steam

power-plant of the old Gebo coal mine on Spring creek in

South Lewistown. The plant is now being installed at the

company's coal mines on the Missouri river, and will increase

the capacity ot the power-plant there to 1000 hp. The power

is transmitted 30 miles to the 600-ton cyanide-plant of the

Ruby Gulch company in the Little Rockies, which is pro-

ducing gold at a rate of about $25,000 per month from low-

grade ores.

Drilling for oil will soon In' .Hturled In MuHiu<lHhell cduiily

iO miles HOiilh of I.ewlHlown. Oil and giiH are re|"irli'd to

have boeu found in Hhallow wells near GraHM nitige eiiHt of

LewlBlown, and near Denton north of here, nl ii dciitli of

BOO ft.

SONORA, CALIFORNIA

Nkw WiiiiK i.N iiii.s Ti 111. I .MM. I'm .N n DiMnilcr.

file new live-stamp mill at the Mope mine, near Sonora,

whlrli was under lemporary i-over, Is now housed In a HUb-

stautlal building. Other buildings have also been erected on

the property, and a powerful gasoline engine and an alr-coni-

pressor Installed. The Hope vein Is what Is con\monly

designated a 'pocket-mllling lend," and recently over $25,000

was taken out in a few days' work.

The opening of large orobodles In the Expi'rlniental mine,

above Columbia, during recent months has been followed by

the erection of a flve-slamp mill. It la understood that the new
mill will be started when rain has reijlenlshed the deplcliil

water supiily. The adit in which the orcbodles were developed

is in 2,S00 ft., and will have to be driven 200 ft. more to reach

the shoot that made the mine famous years a.;;o. The last two

months' work with the old two-stamp mill returned api)roxl-

mately $1500 In gold.

Operations will shortly be resumed at the Atlas mine, near

Tuttletown, which recently was bonded to a new company.

Preparations for the resumption ot mining activities have

begun.

At the property of the Mammoth Mining Co.. at Jacksonville,

between 30 and 40 men are employed, and the mill is running

steadily. Important surface improvements have lately been

made.

Approximately 100 tons ot ore from the Louisiana mine,

near Tuolumne, is about to be treated at the Coiumbus, an

adjacent property. The Louisiana, idle for many years, is

being operated under lease by Richard McGhee, William

Heath, and A. Layman. Good returns are expected from the

ore to be milled.

The erection ot new buildings and a head-frame, the instal-

lation of a hoist and other machinery, and the repairing of the

collar ot the shaft are among the most important things that

have kept a crew ot 15 or 20 men busy at the Rawhide mine the

past two months. A large rotary pump and an electric motor

were received last week, and It Is understood that the un-

watering of the mine will begin soon.

The South American Development Co., of whioh J. W.

Mercer is general manager, has re-opened the Poison Oak mine,

near Tuolumne, and development work has begun under the

direction of W. H. Knowles. At present the men are d.rivins a

cross-cut from the bottom ot the 300-ft. shaft. Former oper-

ators erected a five-stamp mill and crushed considerable good

ore, but in the meantime development revealed no new ore-

bodies and the mine was closed several years ago.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

POBCIXPI.NE AND KiRKLAND LAKE NEWS.

—

TeLLUBI-CII AND

PLATINUM.

The leading Porcupine mines continue to increase their gold

yields. During December the Dome produced $160,950 from

30,120 tons of ore, an average yield of $5.39 per ton.—The

Hollinger return for the four weeks ended December 2 showed

a large advance over any previous output, the gross profit was

$210,559, from 29,448 tons, averaging $10.99 per ton. Working

costs were $3.34 per ton. The mill also treated 11,214 tons of

ore from the Acme. The surplus on hand is $1,525,130.

The West Dome Consolidated, which has taken over the West

Dome, will shortly begin development. Instead of deepening

the old shaft, which is down 120 ft., a new shaft will be sunk
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nearer the Doroe, with a view to cutting an extension of some
of its side veins. The claims of the Porcupine Mines Syndi-

cate, adjoining the Foley-O'Brien, are being developed by
trenching and stripping the principal vein, which is thought

to be an extension of the Foley-O'Brien vein. R. Hamilton,
who was formerly engaged in mining In Chihuahua, Mexico,

is in charge.—Diamond-drilling is being started on the Dome
Consolidated, a property of 120 acres situated north-east of the

Dome.

At the Croesus, formerly the Leyson-Dobie in Munro town-

ship, the main dome has been cut at 200 ft., where the high
gold content of the ore on the upper levels is well maintained.

At the Tough-Oakes mine. Kirkland Lake, a telluride not

previously known to occur in Canada, kalgoorlite has been

found on the 400-ft. level. It contains more silver than gold,

with some mercury. With it is associated calaverite more
abundant and noticeable than the kalgoorlite. The Lake
Shore, in the Goodflsh Lake area of the Kirkland Lake dis-

trict, which has been extracting good ore at the 200-ft. level,

has sunk to the 300-ft. level, where a station has been cut.

During assessment work at the Quinn claims, in Munro
township, one mile east of the Croesus mine, owned by George

Quinn, Archibald Burton, and P. S. Haviston, platinum was
discovered in commercial quantities. About three months ago

the men employed discovered a mineral which was not recog-

nized by them, and the importance of it was not realized until

recently, when one of the owners had some samples assayed.

The ore, of which the principal constituent was iron, was
found to be rich in platinum. Five assays were made of ore

taken at different places, the platinum content being stated

to run between $180 and $1800 per ton. Traces of platinum

have previously been found in the locality, but this is the first

occasion in which it has been discovered in paying quantities.

The country, which has been all staked out as gold locations,

will be closely prospected in the hope of finding further iilati-

num deposits.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Further Notes on the Mining Law Revision Bill.—Le.\sing.

The Senate has passed the bill of Senator Smoot of Utah

creating a commission to codify the mining laws of the United

States, and the bill has gone to the House of Representatives.

There was no opposition whatever to the bill in the Senate,

where it was passed in less than five "minutes when called up

by Senator Walsh of Montana, chairman of the Senate's com-

mittee on mines.

This was quick action, as was promised. The bill calls for the

appointment of a commission of three members, two of them
shall be lawyers of large experience in mining law, and a min-

ing engineer who has had practical experience in mine oper-

ations. Alaska is included in the scope of the commission's

work. Hearings are authorized to be held in the principal

mining centres, and the work must be done in a year after the

appointment of the commission by the President. $500 per

month is allowed to each member of the commission, and

$25,000 for other expenses.

Great opposition has arisen to the bill in the House, as

previously indicated. The House committee on mining is

still giving hearings, and among others lately heard have
been J. Parke Channing. Henry B. Winchell, and W. R. Ingalls,

and Senator Smoot and Congressmen Howell of Utah and
Evans of Montana. Delegate Wickersham of Alaska has been
heard, and he offered much opposition to any revision of the

mining laws of Alaska, indeed of the whole branch of mining •

law. He was personal as well as caustic in his remarks,
In the House committee on mining it is now said that lean-

ings are against the recommendation and passage of any
codification commission at all, and that a plan is gaining
favor whereby the revision will be done in Congress by
members of Congress, and that even the House committee on

mines and mining may begin this work at once and send it up
to the Senate when completed for action. The growth of this
sentiment is quite unexpected and has been combated, the
claim in answer being that the work of codification cannot be
done adequately except by experts with plenty of time at their

disposal and who shall he able to go about the country and
come Into touch with the views of practical mining men. who
will he accessible only near their places of operation and who
cannot come to Washington in any large numbers.
The leasing bills, so called, still occupy Congress. 'I'lie

House has passed the bill permitting the leasing of water-
power sites on Government land still owned. A vigorous re'port

has been filed on behalf of the minority on the committee on
public lands, w-ritten by Congressman Taylor of Colorado.

MAGALIA, CALIFORNIA
NOTE.S ON AN Old Drift-Mining District.

Drift-mining operations in this district have been more active

than usual this winter, as a number of new operators have
taken the field. The drift mines in Butte county have proved

to be rich in the past, and should respond to further develop-

ment. The question arises, why have these mines been dormant
during the past few years? There are several answers: the

BUTTE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, SHOWING POSITION OF MAGALIA.

two most important are adverse mining legislation, and the

taking of nearly all available water by power companies.

Water is very important in this class of mining, but the

days are gone when the miner may take what water he wants
to wash the gravel. Under favorable conditions drift mining
may flourish. It is now a question of storing all the water and
washing intermittently, except in some cases where the main
workings of the mine may be near plenty of it.

The Oro Fino has come again to the production stage lately,

under the experienced management of W. F. Anderson. Eight

men are working. The property is near DeSabla.

George C. Allen and associates are opening the old Williams

claim near Appleton. Three men are working, and an incline

is being sunk on the contact to reach the gravel.

Henderson brothers have driven their adit into gravel near

Magalia, and have four men workin.g.

J. F. Littleficld has six men driving an adit from Little
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'Uiltc crofk to n tributary rlinmu-l of tlu' Muiiiinulh. An In-

line was drivi'ii for 80iui> dUlauev, but had to bi> almndoncd

u account of swoIUuk crvuiid, an uncommon occurrt'nco In

ilils district. This |)roi«'rly is well f<]Ul|>|H>d. and may yol be

heard of as a producer.

The Lucky John mine, nearby, is beint: opened l>y 1". J. Dunne

and others. This is a promlsiiif; property, as a consideralile

amount of gold has been extracted from adJolnluK claiiuit. The
.Mtner.il Slide, now idle, has produced over $1,000,000 since It

was first opened. It still has possibilities, but will take a con-

siderable sum of money to put In shape for resumption of work.

It Is not likely to remain Idle long.

The Kirby mine, near DeSabla, Is to n^sunie shortly, as soon

as a settlement has been made with Mushrush & Co. This mine

Is opened by a shaft to the gravel and is near the famous

Indian Springs mine which has produce<l over $2,000,000.

J. Allen Veatch is employing S to 10 men on the lloyal Prift

.nnd Robinson Orlft mines on Big Butte ridge. This Is :i .strong

omi>any. and development on a good scale is planned.

It is likely that other drift mines will be re-opened in the

spring. It is time that these deposits received more attention,

especially when one considers that since the early days they

hove yielded approximately $300,000,000. or an average of

$1,000,000 iier mile of channel worked. According to maps of

the Geological Survey, there is an enormous length of ancient

riverK^taannels remaining In this State.

DEADWOOD, SOUTH DAKOTA
WOLFR-VM PBODICTIOX.—PBOSPECT.S OK THE OkER.—S( XDBV NOTES.

With a production of $147,000 of hand-sorted wolframite ore

shipped to market in the past six months, and the accumulation

of a low-grade dump estimated to contain $100,000, net, the

Wasp No. 2 company, in the Flatiron district, occupies an en-

viable position both as a producer of first magnitude of this

class of ore. and as a profitable concern as well. The last car

of the ore. shipped in December, consisted of 26.25 tons of 40%
product, sold to the Crucible Steel Co. tor $47.50 per unit, the

carload realizing $54,000. Production of this high-grade ore

continues, meanwhile the new plant is at work concentrating

the low-grade dump. The concentrating equipment, installed

at a cost of $5000, includes a Davis roll, 5 by 4-ft. ball-mill,

Richards jig, horizontal jig. classifier, elevator, Wilfley table,

etc. It has a capacity of about 25 tons daily, and is expected

to make a product containing 60% tungstic acid. During 1915

the company paid dividends of 16Jc per share, making the

total distribution $82,500, and from present indications 1916

should be even more profitable.

With a production of over 50 tons daily, and the certainty

that this quantity will be considerably increased within the

next few weeks, the Ofer Gold Mining Co. has taken an en-

viable position among Black Hills producers. It is the old

story of a mine supposedly worked out, showing, under devel-

opment in adjoining ground, orebodies not known to exist

Most of the output, from 40 to 50 tons per day, is being ex-

tracted by the Mogul company, which has the Ofer's Burling-

ton and Apex group under lease. This ore is of good milling

grade, and there is a considerable quantity of it. It is a con-

tinuation of a shoot which the Mogul discovered in the North
Lode—its own property—and from which a large tonnage was
taken last year. The Mogul worked this shoot up to its

boundary lines on both the north-west and south-east of the

North Lode. On the south-east the shoot extends into the

Burlington and Apex group, and on the opposite side, into the

Monday-Reindeer group, both belonging to the Ofer company.
And, as has been stated, the Mogul secured a lease on the Bur-

lington and Apex, and is negotiating for an agreement whereby
the ores of the Monday-Reindeer group may also be secured.

While terms have not been definitely agreed upon, it is prac-

tically assured that the Mogul will treat the latter ores, either

by least" or working nKreemenl. ThiH will bring llie Ofer's

oul|)ut up to probably 100 ions ilally froiii I his ontt ore-Hlioot,

and Hliould it prove as exteiiKlve and valuable In Ofer territory

UH it was In .Mogul Krouiid, will net the company a splendid

profit. Schllplln and Moore have been grunted a lease on the

Ofer's l.,ncknwaniui frac.lloii, and production will linnicdlat«>ly

comnienre from that gniiind, as on' Ih known to exist In pay-

ing ciuanlilles. On the American Kxpress group, also Ofer

territory, on KlncUtall and Sheeptall gulches, lessees I'hllllps

and Caretio are taking a narrow-gauge carload— 15 Ions

—

dally from the old dumps. This ore Is being treated at the

New Reliance mill, and good profits earned. Underground
conditions are favorable at this property for a large future

production, as there apiiears to be a large quantity of $5 to $8

ore developed, ore which would not pay to work at the lime the

properly was operated, some 15 years ago. IMans are also

maturing for unwalering the Imperial shaft, In Dlacktall

gulch, where considerable $(> ore was found some years ago

—

likewise at a time when that grade would not pay to work.

The Ofer company has idans for a comprehensive development

of its estate, and the present production and earnings indicate

that It will have sufficient funds to proceed along broad Hues

of development and firmly establish another big mining enter-

prise in the Bald Mountain district.

Sinking is again under way at Ihe Hidden Treasure shaft,

in Deadwood gulch. The work will be carried to the 400-ft.

level. 200 ft. below the present bottom. Operations are being

conducted steadily at the Rattlesnake .Jack mine, near Galena,

where, since the installation of Wilfley tables, a better saving is

being made. Concentrates assaying $160 to $200 per "ton are

being saved. Cyanidation is also yielding good returns. A
10 by 12-ft. Portland filter is being installed in the Mogul mill

at Terry, supplementing the continuous-deranlation process.

The machine will be particularly valuable in the saving of

cyanide, although some dissolved gold will probably be recov-

ered that now goes to the dump. Lateral woiii continues on

the 600-ft. level of the North Homestake, and the 200-ft. level

of the Echo, both at Maitland.

AUSTIN, TEXAS
SULPurit, IBO.N Okk. Zi.M- l.Mi-ours, QcicKsir.vEU.

The Freeport Suli)hur Co. of Freeport, is preparing to build

a loading-dock on the west side of the Brazos river near its

sulphur mines. The dock will be 300 ft. long, and equipped

with modern loading m'achinery. The company is arranging

to increase its sulphur output considerably. A new boiler-

plant is being erected to increase the output from 10,000 to

about 22,000 hp. It is estimated that this additional power

will enable doubling the sulphur output of the wells.

A. G. Elliott, Jr., and associates of Dallas are perfecting

plans for the extensive development of their iron-ore deposits

in east Texas. They control beds in Cass and Marion counties

that are estimated to contain a minimum of 100,000,000 tons.

The Bailey Mining Co. has been organized with oflices at

Burnet and Lometa. It has a capital of $40,000.

The British steamer, Chalister, arrived at Galveston on

December IS from Australia with a cargo of 7500 tons of zinc

concentrate for the smelters at Bartlesville, Oklahoma. It is

the fifth vessel to bring this product during the past six

months. It is stated that two other steamers, the Toromeo and

the Conargo, are now on the way to Galveston with similar

material.

It is interesting to note that the Terlingua quicksilver dis-

trict continues to expand. Two old mines are to be unwaterod.

The territory adjacent to Terlingua across the Rio Grande in

Mexico is again attracting attention.

The tungsten mine of T. Owens and E. Kiam, 30 miles north

of Van Horn, promises to be extensive.

Machinery has been installed at the molybdenum mine of

E. Kiam and W. J. Badu near Llano.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The iieii's of the week us (oJii i).v our special correspondents and compiled from the local press.

ALASKA

Juneau

The Alaska Gold Mines Co. is to issue monthly statements;

that for December is now available. The mill treated 114,183

tons of $1.36 ore.

Two men were killed above the 1450-tt. level ot the Alaska

Treadwell mine on January 4. They were bulldozing large

boulders. A quantity of giant powder exploded near-by.

ARIZONA
Bulletin No. 10 of the State Bureau of Mines is entitled

'Gold Placers of Arizona,' by Frank G. McClure. A table gives

the gold output from these deposits from 1903 to 1912, in-

clusive. Yavapai county has one of the large areas, in the

south-central part, 60 miles north of Phoenix, along the Hassa-

yampa river. One problem is that of water supply. Pima
county has three important districts, while those in Yuma are

of value.

Mohave County

It is considered probable at Oatman that the Tom Reed-

United Eastern merger will not be consummated. Negofia-

OATMAN OlSTmcT
MOHAVe COUNTY

ARIZOf^A .

tions continue. Erection of machinery at the latter is making
good headway.

Tonopah and Goldfield people have acquired an interest in

the Times property, about four miles from Oatman, where
some good ore was opened recently. Charles E. Knox and Ben
S. Revett are mentioned as new shareholders.

About 100 men are working at the Tennessee mine, 28 miles

north of Kingman. The daily output of zinc-lead ore is. 150

tons, concentrated at Needles, and the product smelted at

Bartlesville, Oklahoma, and Midvale, Utah. A wide vein is

being developed at 400, SOO, and 1170 ft. The main shaft is

being sunk from 1200 to 1400 ft. Work at the Schuykill, Pay-

roll, and Minnesota, near the Tennessee, is giving encouraging
results.

The Pittsburg mine has been sold to Eastern people for

$300,000. This is one of the most important transactions in

the Oatman district.

A line body of tungsten ore has been opened at 40 ft. depth

in the property of J. C. Wichmann, 12 miles east of Yucca. A
mill is soon to be in operation.

The Arizona Venture Corporation shipped last week, through

its agent at Kingman, W. D. Grannis, 256 ci-ystals of lenzenite.

These are used in wireless telegraphy.

Yavapai Countt

It is reported that at 1400 ft. in the United Verde Extension

at Jerome the cross-cut has passed through two 0-ft. veins of

20% ore, and one S-ft. of 23% copper. The new machinery and

tramway from the mine to the United Verde smelter at Clark-

dale are ready for work.

ARKANSAS
According to Reuben Willett of Yellville, who buys most of

the zinc ore from the North Arkansas field, and supplies the

U. S. Geological Survey with production figures, he estimates

that the output in 1915 was 15,429,010 lb., worth $1,000,000, an

increase of 400%. This yield was from 87 mines. Carbonate

and silicate ores amounted to 14,064,315 lb., of which 6,841,325

lb. was shipped without milling. Many mills are in course of

erection. The output in 1916 should be 30,000,000 lb. The
counties are Boone, Baxter, Marion, Newton, and Searcy.

Grading has been started on the new railroad between Yell-

ville and Rush. The line will be ready in July, and should be

of great benefit to the mining industry of north Arkansas.

CALIFORNIA
Considerable snow has fallen in all the mountain counties,

which, while it will be of great value later on in the year, has

considerably interfered with mining operations.

Amador County

The following is the preliminary report of the Plymouth

Consolidated tor December:

Ore milled, tons 11,650

Value of gold $58,490

Working expense 26,324

Development charge 5,215

Surplus 26,951

Other capital expended 206

During the six months ended December 31, 1915, the Key-

stone company at Amador City produced $86,167 from 38,663

tons of ore, equal to $2.23 per ton. The 40-stamp mill only lost

about 5i days during the period. Most of the ore came from a

depth of 900, 1000, and 1200 ft. Work at 1400 ft. is highly en-

couraging. The balance on hand is $6465. Carlton R. Downs
is manager.

A mill may be erected at the Treasure mine in the spring.

The property is between the Bunker Hill and Fremont mines.

Calavebas County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Pioneer Chief Gold Mining

Co., with offices in San Francisco, and whose property is situ-

ated about two miles south of San Andreas, on the foot-wall'

belt of the Mother Lode, has installed electrical equipment

consisting of hoist and air-compressor of sufficient capacity to

meet requirements for some time to come, and to operate to a

depth of 1000 ft. A full two-compartment shaft is being sunk,

and is down 320 ft., showing a five-foot shoot of high-grade

milling ore. Sinking is under way on three shifts, using ma-
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ohin»-drlll«. U-veU will be cut at 3&0 unit uUO ft. Tho ;:2ort.

level has b<>en extended ITS n. south, und 1C& rt. north. The
ore now belni; di>velo|H'd assays from $G to |10 per ion, al-

though some lutrts of tho shoot yield U|> to $oO and $50. The
n- '>'d, and prellnilniiry plans are bolnif

tl: St unit to |.i. l4Mi.toii r«i>iiclty. The
I' lie mine with

I'; iiy from the

Ktocim i>ower-plant of the I'nclflc IJiis & Klectrlc Co. J. K.

King Is litral 8U|>ortniondent.

&kn Francisco, January 17.

Inyo Coi.nty

iSivouii lor; ..'.)—A heavy anowstonn at the be-

ginnini: of the . d a break In the pipeline, leaving

Skidoo to subsist on united snow for live days.

Many pros|>ccting outfits have passed through here lately.

Stibnite and |>ossible scheellte deposits along the western side

of Death valley arc the attraction.

Skidoo. January 9.

XEVAIIA COfNTY

A -IVo-gol. per minute putnp, driven by a lOhp. motor, has
been added to those already lifting 1100 gal. at the Golden
Center mine. Water froiu NVolfe creek seeps Into the workings.
At the eighth annual meeting of the Le Due Mining Co. it

was decided to continue development in charge of B. A. Pen-
hall. Over 3400 ft. of adits has been driven, but no commercial
orebody has been developed.

The recent storms considerably upset work around Grass
Valley, mainly through a shortage of water.

Placer County

Owing to a legal tangle over title to three areas of ground
at Forest Hill, the Grey Eagle company has suspended opera-
tions, probably for several months.

Plumas County

Developments in the Walker copper mine continue very satis-
factory, a wide body of good ore being recently opened. Dia-
mond-drilling is to be started soon.

Xeii-ada and California people constituting the Lucky Strike
company, headed by H. O. Howard of Lovelock, have acquired
the King Solomon claims. Men will start work in March.

Shast.k County
To obviate litigation concerning the Peterson-Lutman prop-

erty on Clear creek, the partly completed dredge of Lawrence
Gardella was moved 200 yards in 40 minutes by 11 men on
January 14. A temporary canal was cut for the boat.
Ground left by the Shasta Dredging Co. at Horsetown is

being sluiced by J. G. Andree and C. O. Silversten. Dynamite
is used to loosen the gravel. Two clean-ups were satisfactory.

Sierra County
At the North Fork mine, at Forest, the shaft is being sunk

to 200 ft. depth. Some rich arsenical pyrite was extracted at
185 ft. G. L. Stone is in charge.
At Alleghany the Kendricks Consolidated is to operate some

claims in charge of C. 0. Jackson.

Tuolumne County
The Buchanan gravel channel has been cut by the 200-ft. adit

driver, by the Springfield Tunnel & Development company.

COLORADO
Cleab Cbeek County

(Special Correspondence).—The Argo mill, which has the
largest cyanide-plant in this county, is being provided with
flotation equipment. It will consist of six cells, making it pos-
sible to treat 200 tons of ore daily. Only tailings from the
mills will be treated, but it is hoped to increase the recovery
considerably, no effort having been previously made to extract

the silver anil lead euntentu of the oren. i \ I'ean-e Ik In

charite of the mill.

The Oneida mill at Freeland Is \wU\n i>|» laii-d full time,

trentliiK an averuKe of r>U tons dally. TIiIh plant liaH a lloialloii

plant. It 1h olhelally announced that the cost of oil U :ti-, per

ton.

Work will III- started in a few days on the Lord llyroii prop-

erty, near Lower Fall river. The Stanley adil will he ex-

tended 600 ft. to Intersect the l»rd Uyron vein at liirreaseil

depth. 1). J. McDonald Is mauuser.
The discovery recently mode In the Albro mine on .Mbr'j

mountain is developlnx Into n bonan/.ii. The vein Ik two feet

wide, and from a shipment of 'M) tons made last week the

lessees. Dingle, Swaiison, and Shaffer, received a cheek for

12200. It is stated that the output will be at the nite of otie

carload per week.

Mosher and associates, leasing at the KaKt Lake, liavu oinii. a

another orebody that Is three feet wide, and the initial Hhip-

ment returned a settlement of 3.25 oz. gold per ton.

The Argo O. R. & P. Co. purchased In 1915 a total of $125,000

in gold and $19,000 in silver, while the Chamberlain Ore Co.

paid out $350,000. Shipments made to the Sallda smelter

brought the production for the Idaho Springs dlslrlet to

$718,000.

Idaho Springs, January 9.

Lake County (Leadvii.lk)

The pumps at the Penrose shaft are now below 740 ft., lilting

the water with ease. There is about 135 ft. more to unwater.

Some old workings are being cleaned out.

Extensive development is promised for the Iowa Gulch area;

some of which is to be examined in the spring. Lessees in the

upper workings of the Lilian are shipping gold-bearing oxide

and carbonate of zinc.

Summit County

Two of the Tonopah Placers Co.'s dredges were stopped for

the season on December :'A; the third will continue through

the winter as usual. The French company's boat is closed also.

Both the mills of the Wellington Mines Co. are working full

lime.

Lessees at the Dunkin, near Breckenridge, recently sent

another lot of ore direct to the Mint at Denver. This was
worth $12,000, making $40,000 from the pocket.

Teller County (Cripple Creek)

Extraordinary rich ore is reported as having been found in

the Vindicator, even better than that extracted from the

Cresson. About 70 tons of 25-oz. ore was shipped from the

Cresson mine last week to the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado

City.

Lessees at the United (Jold Mines Co.'s Bull Hill claims pro-

duced 800 tons of ore in December.

IDAHO
Shoshone Cou.nty (Coeub d'Alene)

The Highland-Surprise Consolidated company, operating in

the Pine Creek district, has overhauled and added to its plant,

and since November 16 has treated 2500 tons of ore, producing

concentrates assaying 55% zinc and 38% lead. More machinery

will give 80% and 85% recovery of the zinc and lead re-

spectively. Ore worth $105,000 has been shipped from No. 1

stope in the Surprise mine. No. 2 stope produces the present

mill feed, and it is different from the other, requiring finer

grinding and flotation. Development generally is very satis-

factory. Bad roads, nine miles to the railway, hinder work,

and a railroad is wanted.

On January 23 the Success company will jiay 3c. per share,

equal to $45,000. Net earnings in December were $90,000.

On the lOOft. level of the East Caledonia 30 in. of 15% lead

ore has been opened. The main workings begin on the level of

the principal street of Wardner.
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MICHIGAN
The Copper Couktrt

(Special Correspondence.)—The Calumet & Hecla smelter at

Hubbell is producing 440,000 lb. ot copper daily. The metal

goes East by rail. Work on furnace No. 23 is making good

progress. The plant at Dollar Bay treats most of the 'mineral'

from the company's subsidiaries.

Mass copper of considerable quantity is being opened in the

north section of the Ahmeek mine.

The increased assessed valuation of the Copper Range Con-

solidated properties for taxation is the subject of protest from

the owners, the manager of the Baltic, F. W. Denton, paying

taxes in Adams township under protest.

Discussion has arisen over the greater speculation in copper

stocks in New York than in Boston. Several Lake Superior

companies are to be listed on the New York exchange. Boston

capital is entirely responsible for the development of the

Michigan copper deposits.

Houghton, January 10.

According to James MacNaughton, general manager of the

Calumet & Hecla, the past year was one of notable achieve-

ments for the Michigan copper mines. The properties were

never so efficiently operated. Ore has been mined and milled

for $1 per ton in several instances. The C. & H. re-grinding

plant is treating from 1200 to 1400 tons of tailing daily. The
leaching plant will not be ready for six months. The outlook

for the region this year is most encouraging.

MISSOURI

Jasper County

Cold weather last week considerably affected mining oper-

ations in the Joplin district. The street-car service was inter-

rupted, preventing miners from getting to work. Water-pipes

burst in many places.

The production of ore last year was as follows in tons:

State. Blende. Calamine. Lead. Value.

Kansas 28,089 1,649 $2,10.5,912

Missouri 232,097 21,411 33,993 21,307,176

Oklahoma 27,955 84 9,675 2,625,556

The output in 1914 totaled $11,922,837.

MONTANA
Fergus County

A dividend of 7^c. per share, the first, has been declared by

the Barnes-King Development Co. A monthly output of $100,-

000 is expected before the end of 1916.

Granite County

A revival is reported from the Henderson district near

Philipsburg. The Henderson company has 40 men at work,

and is shipping copper ore. The Coyote mine is a gold pro-

ducer, with a 10-stamp mill. Other properties are considered

promising.

Lewis and Clark County

The Anaconda company's bond on the Porphyry Dyke mine,

west of Rimini, has been extended for further develojjment and
mill tests.

SiLVERBOw County

Work is to be resumed at the Butte & Zenith mine, according

to word from Duluth, where the directors recently met. John
D. Pope is to be consulting engineer, with W. D. Gibson as

mine foreman. The Montana Power Co. is to supply electricity.

A good flow of water must be pumped. The property is four

miles west of Butte.

In the suit of Peter Geddes and others, minority shareholders

in the Alice Gold & Silver Mining Co. v. the Anaconda Copper
Co., an appeal has been taken to the Circuit Court of Appeals

at San Francisco, to try and set aside the order for re-sale of

the property, held at Butte on November 10, 1915. The
Anaconda company, which bought the Alice, a zinc mine, for

over $1,000,000, has a large number of men at work.

The east Coeur d'Alene region of this State, an area of 20 sq.

miles, extending three miles into the eastern part of Idaho, has

attracted considerable notice during the past year. Saltese

is the centre. Two main railroads run through the area.

There are two large mineralized zones, probably an extension

of the lead and copper belts of the Idaho Coeur d'Alene. Some

CA/VADA

the coeur D ALENE region of IDAHO AND MONTANA.

of the most promising mines are the Hemlock, Last Chance,

Tarbox, United States, Bryan, Silver Cable, Richmond, St.

Lawrence, and Monitor.

The Montana Silver-Lead Mining Co. has developed a large

quantity of ore on Leigh creek, near Libby, and will erect a

mill next summer. Joseph Williams is manager.

NEVADA

According to Frank M. Manson, general manager of the Utah

Ore Sampling Co., Nevada is at present employing more miners

and shipping more ore than at any time in the past few years,

there are more prospective shippers being developed, and a

more optimistic feeling prevails relative to the mining in-

dustry than in years.

According to a bulletin of the Mackay School of Mines at

Reno, antimony in the form of stibnite, the sulphide, occurs

widely distributed in Nevada. Stibnite is the principal ore

of antimony, containing when pure 71.4% of the metal. It is

a soft, lead-grey, metallic mineral having a high lustre, and

usually occurring in aggregates of bladed crystals and in

radiating groups, while more rarely it is found in massive or

granular form. Near the surface, the Nevada antimony de-

posits contain cervantite, an oxide of antimony, which has

been derived from stibnite by oxidaticn, and appears as a

pale yellow earthy mineral. Other minerals containing anti-

mony which occur in Nevada are pyrargyrite, poly-basite, and

stephanite, which are of more value for their silver than for

their antimony; jamesonite and its derivative bindheimite,

which are not valuable as antimony ores because of their lead

content; famatinite, a variety of which occurs in the rich gold

ores of Goldfield, and is called goldfleldite, and tetrahedrite,

also a copper-antimony sulphide frequently of value for its

gold and silver output. None of these minerals are of value

as ores of antimony.

The known occurrences of stibnite in Nevada are as fol-
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lows: Chiirrhhlll o«>uiUy. IlurnoH niiJ lloyrr dlKtrlriB, Klko

county, Columbia and Ciootl Ho|>e; Kurokn coiiniy, SiiilTord:

liunibotdl county, Antolo|>o SprinKM. Uloojly rmiyoii, JiirkHon

Cauyon, Juniiier Mouutain, lx>volock, llvd Uultf, KohoIkuI,

Seven TrouKhs, Star Cnuyou. and Wlnm-niucoa; lender

county, Bnttlo Mountain and HIk Cn-vk Canyon; MlniTuI

county. Aurora; Nyo county. Hot Crt-ok district.

At Coluntbln, In Klko county, and In the Stafford diHlrlcl

of Euroka county, tlie stlbnllp was nilnt'd for ll« silver con-

tent, while at the other locnllllcs naine<l. It has beon oxplolti'd

for antimony. Before the outbreak of the War, all of Iho

Nevada antimony dei>osits were shut down on account of the

low price of the metal, which was only SJc. per pound. Since

then the price has risen to 37c.. and a number of the proper-

ties are now working. Among these may be mentioned Ante-

loi>e Springs, In Huml>oldt county, where the ore Is said to be

chiefly a hlgh-Krade oxide, but aa yet a depth of only SO or 40

ft. has been reached. In the llrd Butte district, mining op-

erations were begun last summer, and as in the preceding

case, the ore was mainly high-grade oxide. Here, however,

stlbnite l>egan to appear at a depth of a few feet. The Suther-

land mine near Lovelock was worked last summer by the Mag-

nolia Metals Co. of New York, which also operated the prospect

near Red Butte. The deposits at Bernlce are said to be work-

ing now. and there are doubtless a number of deposits In the

State which are working at the present time. Anyone inter-

ested In an antimony deposit should attempt to get out as

much ore as possible in as short lime as possible, because it is

practically certain that as soon as the War is over, the price

of antimony will again drop back to the normal level of SJc.

It Is probable that many of the deposits mentioned In the

above list, and not In operation at the present time, could be

made to produce antimony at a profit with the present price

of the metal, and it is to be hoped that their owners will

take advantage of the opportunity.

ESMERAU1.\ COINTY

During December the Jumbo Extension produced 293S tons of

ore worth $110,000. Sampling, freight, and treatment cost

$2S.OOO; smelter losses, $12,500; and working costs, $16,500,

leaving $53,000 net. The total output in 1915 was 22,508 tons

for $921,780. yielding $403,827 net, of which $3,13,750 was paid

in dividends.

In the January issue of Leschen's Hercules. A. Leschen &
Sons Rope Co. of St. Louis, describes the electrically operated

Lidgenvood cable-way of 1790-ft. span for carrying old tailing

from dumps to the Goldfield Consolidated mill. The capacity

in 16 hours is 1000 tons.

The Reorganized Kewanas Mining Co.'s annual report h:is

been issued: including the remarks of the general manager
A. I. D'.\rcy. The area of the two claims is 34 acres, adjoining

the Laguna mine of the Goldfield Consolidated. The shaft and
equipment of the Laguna are used for development of the

Kewanas property at 700 ft. depth. Some encouraging results

were obtained, although enough high-grade ore was not found
to warrant shipments. There is a lot of unexplored territory

in the property yet, and treatment of the gold-copper ore is

soon to be possible.

The Reorganized Booth Mining Co. has also issued its

annual report, including one from A. I. D'Arcy. The cash

balance at December i was $197,458. The company realized the

sum of $187,316 from the sale of 135,400 Jumbo Extension
shares, and received $19,275 in dividends on stock owned
during the year. Development amounted to 2239 ft. The
report discusses the extra-lateral aspect of the Booth vein and
the Jumbo Extension property, which dispute was settled by

the Jumbo Extension company giving $15,000 cash and 300,-

000 shares, in return for that portion of the Booth vein lying

within vertical planes drawn through the exterior boundaries

of the Jumbo Extension. The vein was thoroughly pros-

pected during the suit, but no commercial ore was found. The

mine wim cloned until Aukuhi. UMfi, (ti uwiili lindiir drvi'lop-

MicntH In the diHlrlcl. An upex diHpule with the (lolillleld

t'uiiHolldaled, Iti'oiKiinli'.ril KewiiniiH, and .Merger rompanU'H

was ulso sultlcd, on u Hhiire IiiihIh.

Ht'Miioijir County

At 1500 ft. In the Seven Troughs Coalition 8 In. of $1200 ore

is being driven on. The mine is a veritable bonanza.

Recent developmeniK at the ('olllgan leiuie of the Weaver

No. 2 claim, prove the extension of llie ore-zone of Hochester

hill by several hundred feet.

Nye County

The Kansas City-Nevada ("oMsoll<lated Mines Co., operating

at Uruner. has issued a circular to the shareholders of the

Phonollte Paymaster Mining Co., and the Plionollte Silent

Friend Mining Co., whose properties, with others, were recently

examined by C. M. Heron. A consolidation of all the claims

was agreed upon, the above company being organized with a

capital of 6.000,000 $1 shares, which have been distributed as

necessary. The president is E. C. Sooy of Kansas City, vice-

president of the Lucky Tiger company, operating at El TIgre,

Sonora, Mexico. H. W. Bruner is general manager.

Tonopah companies and lessees last week produced 8597

tons of ore worth $180,006. All the properties continue their

usual operations, on which there Is nothing of special im-

portance to chronicle. The Belmont company has examined

the Bull Moose claims near Realty. Judge Averill made a

decision in the Extension-West End suit, defining where the

latter may work, and fining it $10 and costs for inadvertant

contempt.

UTAH
Bkaveb Col'.nty

(Si)ecial Correspondence.)—According to William Farish,

who has examined the Newton district surrounding Fortuna,

a general connected gold belt extends from a point west of

Fortuna east past the Sheep Rock mine on to the Annie Laurie

mine at Kimberly, a distance of at least 10 miles by air line.

If such is the case, the gold-bearing area extends fully 10 miles

east and west and 10 miles north and south, so far as is known.

The general formation is made up of different kinds of por-

phyry. The veins are numerous, running north and south.

They vary greatly in size. This series of veins is cut by east

and west veins, which occur at frequent intervals, say 100 to

1000 ft. apart. In many instances there is a slight faulting of

the north and south veins at the intersection. The east and

west veins are generally smaller than the others. Several

north and south veins are fault fissures. These in many in-

stances fault the east and west veins from 100 to 200 ft. Both

series of veins are gold bearing. There are said to be many
veins from 100 to over 200 ft. in width that carry from $3 to $6

per ton their entire width. Generally Mr. Farish considers the

district of much promise, and worth the attention of capital.

Fortuna, January 10.

Ju.\B County

Attention is being directed to the large mineralized area

west of the Tintic district. Several properties are developing

favorably.

Property owned by the Chief Consolidated company at the

east and north ends of the district is to be developed as soon

as possible.

On January 25 the Iron Blossom company will distribute 5c.

per share, equal to $50,000. The property is in splendid con-

dition.

Summit County

On January 16 W. R. Elliott became manager of the Three

Kings company, with Joseph Kemp as superintendent. The
main shaft is down 500 ft., where a drift has been driven 450 ft,

lately in favorable ground.

To overcome the shortage of water the Daly West company
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has ordered pumps to be installed at 1200 ft. in the mine. The

water will supply the mill.

WASHINGTON
A review of mining conditions in Washington, Idaho,

Oregon, and Montana during 1915 has been issued by F. A.

Thomson, head of the mining department of the Washington

State college at Pullman. Discussing the Tacoma smelter he

says that the old lead and copper plant has been virtually

re-constructed, and is rapidly becoming one of the most com-

plete copper plants in the country. The lead furnaces were

taken out several years ago, and this year has seen the com-

pletion of the most modern electrolytic copper refinery in the

West, having a capacity of 6000 tons of copper a month, which

with the old refinery gives a total of 8000 tons. A ICO-tt.

oil-fired reverberatory is under construction. This is to take

care of the Britannia concentrate. A Cottrell fume plant is

to be built early in the year. Alaska, British Columbia, and

South America are the main sources from which the Tacoma

smelter draws its ore supply.

CANADA
British Columbia

A new contract has been secured by the Lucky Jim company

at Zincton for its zinc ore and concentrate; for 1000 tons the

net return will be $3 per ton more than the previous arrange-

ment. The mine is looking well.

A barge on Slocan lake, carrying concentrate worth $12,000,

the property of the Standard Silver-Lead company, lost this

product during a storm two weeks ago.

Zinc ore and concentrate from Kootenai mines last year

totaled 13,058 tons, an increase of 2869 tons over 1914. All

was sent to United States smelters. Twelve mines contributed.

On February 29 the Hedley Gold Mining Co. will pay 3c., and

an extra of 7c., making a total of $120,000.

Ontario

(Special Correspondence.)—The current year opens full of

promise and increasing activity, 35 properties showing signs

of renewed work. When construction at the Hollinger and

Dome are complete the gold output will be greatly augmented.

The surface plant at the Success has been thoroughly over-

hauled, and the new owners are ready for extensive develop-

ment.- The Apex plant is also being prepared for resumption

of development. Many rumors are heard regarding renewed

work at the Moneta. The Standard has been optioned to

Boston interests, who are to commence at an early date. In

the north cross-cut at the 100-ft. level 40 ft. from the shaft,

the Hayden company cut the orebody that dipped out of the

shaft at a depth of about 60 ft. The cross-cut is through 21 ft.

of ore worth from $12 to $48 per ton, with the face still in ore.

The Jamieson claims in Robb township have been optioned

to people represented by Duncan Chisholm of Toronto, for a

price said to be $175,000. A small payment has been made and

work has been commenced. The owners of the McLean
claims in Turnbull, are soon to commence some further devel-

opment of their holdings. It is rumored that the McAuIay-
Bridge claims In Bristol township have been optioned to

Toronto financiers.

Permission has been granted by the Ontario government to

some of the owners of claims in the Tashola Lake district to go

ahead with their assessment work. Permission had not been

granted previously because it was thought that the Nipiyon

Forest Reserve covered most of the district. Excellent dis-

coveries have been made on several properties, notably the

Devaney and Brennan Kline groups: the Green claims all have

yielded good results in panning and sampling.

Work is proceeding on the molybdenite property owned by

Smith and House near mileage 77 on the T. & N. O. railway.

Camps are being erected, and preparation being made for con-

tinuous shipment of ore. Interesting discoveries of tungsten

ore have been made near North bay; the situation is a secret

and is occasioning local excitement.

Porcupine, January 4.

During 1915 the Dome mine produced 317,873 tons of ore

averaging $4.68 per ton. The first Hardinge mill is at work.

Worn out stamp batteries will be replaced by these machines.

Work has been started at the La Belle Kirkland Lake Gold

Mines property. The new plant cost $20,000. Sinking is under

way. Prospects are considered good.

During December the Nipissing high and low-grade mills

treated 71 and 6754 tons of ore respectively, yielding bullion

worth $112,907. With this and custom products the refinery

produced 681,213 oz. Underground work was favorable. Equip-

ment is finished at shaft 81, which is 90 ft. deep, and is to be

continued to 480 feet.

Some 3000-oz. ore is being extracted from the Chambers-

Ferland.

KOREA
The Seoul Mining Co., operating the Suan concession, reports

the following results for December:

Ore treated, tons 16,880

Mill operated, days 28

Bullion recovered $ 72,250

Concentrate 50,420

Total $122,670

Expenses $ 65,000

Net $ 57,670

Received by adjustment of smelter returns on concen-

trate shipped during 1915, due chiefly to increased

price of copper, an excess over estimated value of. .$ 55,000

Total tor month $112,670

MEXICO
Large shipments of coke tor the plants of the American

Smelting & Refining Co. at Monterrey, Chihuahua, Matehuala,

and Velardena are going into Mexico from Birmingham, Ala.

Three furnaces have been blown-in at Monterrey. The Mate-

huala smelter treats only copper ore, and that at Velardena is

equipped to reduce copper as well as lead. Work at Chihuahua

will be delayed by the recent murder?. The smelter at Aguas-

calientes is also to be re-started.

El Org

During the annual meeting of the El Oro Mining & Railway

Co., held at London late in December, the chairman, R. T.

Bayliss, made the following remarlvs regarding operations in

Mexico:

"Since we were compelled to close down in February last

(1915), the main object has been to keep the mines free from

water. Should we fail in this, considerable damage would be

done to the lower workings, and much delay would occur when
we were able to resume operations. The other work which was

done since February has been done partly from motives of

common humanity and partly from prudence. That is to say,

the native population of the camp, when the works were

closed down, was in danger of starvation; and we have been

employing from 500 to 000 men to avoid this calamity. A
starving Mexican population is a dangerous element: and it

has only been by the co-operation of the mining companies in

the El Oro district that a very serious situation has thus been

avoided. Incidentally, this policy has enabled us to maintain

the mine workings in good order and to do a small amount of

development. The interruption which has thus occurred in

our operations is exasperating to a degree, for I do not think

the prospects of the El Oro company were ever brighter tlian

they were IS months ago. The development of the Ofir claim.
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«l.l.h wn» |<ir ^ . 1, l".>i:. Imil. Ill- to tllr (lino

I lint work w.i I nil fXiH-otnltoim. niul w:i»

pluoUiK us In •>' » I'lnto n'S«>rvp of ort> whirli. for

tho El Oro dl»i; f liiKli Krndc. Tlio d»>v.-loi.ui<'iU of iIk-

PERSONAL
various voln* In tho Sonora clnlni wn« bIm) fully Justlfyl'ij; all

forecasts, and the dln^ctors wore looklnfc forward lo a ihmIoiI

of i>ro«|H>rlty. MjunllluK nnythlni; the Bl Oro company had

experlencod In tho iwist. So lonK as no physical dainaso U t'ono

lo tho proiH>rty—and I nni pliasod to bo ahlo to !«;i.v H>i>t »"

far no oxtcnslvc or matorlal Injury has lioon dono—wo slmll

bo ablo to tako up this work on rosiiniptlon whoro It was lolt

off. When wc do roaunio wo shall l>o confrontod by many

dltncultios. There will probably bo a consldorablo Incroaso In

taxation on output, and a higher cost for labor, supplies, and

so forth: and the general cost of operations will be increased

by this sum. whatever It may be. On tho othor hand. It Is con-

fldenlly oxpwtod that when tranquil conditions arc once more

established, several advantases will tend to offset these In-

creases.

Just when we shall be able to resume It Is. at present, quite

impossible to predict. While for the time being there is a lull

In the military activities among the various factions in the

Republic, those best able to advise the directors cannot foresee

any immediate prospects of a recovery in the political and

economic conditions of the country which would warrant us

Ib re-commencing operations at an early date. It is. moreover,

the determination of the directors that they will not. if they

can help it. jeopardise the interests of the company by attempt-

ing to re-start operations unless, and until, we have a reason-

able assurance that we can continue the work unmolested for

an Indefinite period. It is a matter of great regret that we

cannot tell that shareholders" troubles are at an end. They art

not, and I should be misleading you if I pretended they were."

Jalisco

The Cinco Minas Co. has operated about 60% of the time

during the last two years. It started operation again at full

capacity on November 30. 1915. and at present remains at that

pace. The company experienced no great difficulty through

revolutionary trouble, except that transportation for the past

six months has been greatly demoralized. At present there ia

six months' supplies on hand, and steady work is contemplated.

Bullion and concentrate has been shipped from the property

via Manzanillo and San Francisco. The mill is treating 340

metric tons per day in a plant designed for 250 short tons. A
contemplated increase to 500 metric tons will be made in the

near future, and a few additions will give this capacity. The

plant has been giving about 93% extraction. It was designed

bv thp late Godfrey Doveton.

SoNORA

Cananea is suffering from a shortage of Mexican labor.

Nacozari is busier than usual.

Schools and Societies

The Bulletin of the Massachcsetts Isstitcte of Technology

for December consists of 597 pages. It includes a catalogue

of officers and students, with requirements for admission, and

notes on the courses of instruction. The laboratories are

described, and prizes o£[ered are discussed. The second term

of the school-year 1915-1916 begins on February 7.

The U. S. Cnn, Service Commission announces an open

competitive examination for physical metallurgists on Febru-

ary 2, 1916. From the register of eligibles resulting from this

examination certification will be made to fill a vacancy in this

position in the Navy Yard, Boston. Massachusetts, at a salary-

ranging from $4 to |6 per diem, and vacancies as they may
occur in positions requiring similar qualifications, unless it

is found to be in the interest of the service to fill any vacancy

by reinstatement, transfer, or promotion.

O. B. jAOKii has arrived from I'erii.

W. SrKMKU lIliTllllNHO.N, of llOKtOll, Ih lUTO.

A. 1". HoiiKiix Is on hU way to Oruro, Dollvlu.

1,. U. SrKNCKB Is here from lluwihorne, Nevada.

J. H. FiuMK of New York Is at the Palace Hotel.

Bt.AMKY St>A'KN8 Is vlsltlng New York from .Mi xii

o

T. Skkwks Saundebs Is In New York on his wiiy from Mexico

to London.

Georoe Watkin Kvans, of Seattle, is on Ills way to Wash-

ington, D. C.

Lot IS A. Wkigiit has gone to Chile for the American Metal

Co., of New Y^ork.

W. E. Ui-iiAM. Michigan College of Mines, 1895, Is in San

Francisco, at 1451 Taylor street.

J. R. FiNLAY has been elected president of the Mining and

Metallurgical Society of America.

R. M. Raymond is making a visit to Mexico, before com-

mencing his lectures at Columbia.

Norman C. Stines sails from New Y'ork on February 1, re-

turning to Russia by way of London.

W. A. Karri-Davies, so honorably known In South Africa,

is at the Hotel Claremont, Berkeley.

Haromi Whittingham, Michigan College of Mines, 1911, is

a captain of British artillery in France.

N. 0. Lawton Is at Sneedville, Tennessee, where he will for

several months conduct explorations in Hancock county.

Frank M. Leland has resigned as manager for the Empire

Copper Co., at Mackay, Idaho, becoming consulting engineer to

the same company.

John G. Kibchen, general manager of the Tonopah Exten-

sion Mining Co., has been elected president of the Nevada Mine

Operators Association.

W'. J. IX)RiNG has not left the firm of Bewick, Moreing & Co.

His taking of an office in San Francisco simply marks his

firm's interest in Pacific Coast mining.

F. G. Clapp, managing geologist of the Associated Geological

Engineers, has returned from the Oklahoma fields, and may be

addressed in Pittsburg for the next few days.

R. T. Bayliss, chairman of the El Oro Mining & Railway

Co. of El Oro, Mexico, at the recent annual meeting, made the

following statement: "Six of the younger men of the staff re-

cently employed at El Oro joined the colors, and have been

engaged in active service in France. One of these, Mr. Lacy,

was awarded the Distinguished Service Order;, and it is a

pitiful reflection that the announcement of this award, and

his promotion, should have been received upon the day on

which he was killed in action. Two of the others, O. D. Filley

and G. A. Syme, have received the Military Cross for con-

spicuous gallantry, and I think the fact that three out of the

six men who volunteered from El Oro should have earned

these distinctions gives an accurate impression of the char-

acter of the men whom you have in your employ."

William J. Wallace, formerly superintendent of the Cusi

Mining Co. at Cusihuiriachic, was among those killed by Mexi-

can bandits last week. Wallace was from Houghton, Michigan,

a graduate of the Michigan College of Mines, 1905, and a mem-

ber of Sigma Rho fraternity. He leaves a wife at Tombstone,

Arizona.
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THE METAL MARKET
METAL PRICES

San Francisco, January 20.

Cents per pound.
44Antimony

Electrolytic copper 25

Pig lead 6.15— 7.10

Quicksilver (per flask) $225
Spelter 21

Tin 43

Zinc-dust, 100-kg. zinc-lined cases 30

ORE PRICES

San Francisco, January 20.

Antimony: lower, 50% product, per unit $2

Chrome: 40% and over, t.o.b. cars California, per ton 15—IS

Magnesite: crude, per ton, f.o.b 7.50—10

Magnesite: plastic, no iron and lime, calcined, per ton.... 50

Magnesite; refractory, up to 7% iron, calcined, per ton... 30—40

Manganese: 50% metal, S% silica, per ton. f.o.b. cars, S. F. 12

Tungsten: minimum 65% WOa, per unit for spot 40—50

For 26.25 tons of 40% product (wolframite) sold in December
to the Crucible Steel Co., the Wasp No. 2 company of South
Dakota realized $47.50 per unit.

The United States output of tungsten concentrate in 1915 was
2165 tons, worth $2,000,000.

New York, January 14.

Antimony: per unit $2.20

Molybdenite: per lb 1.40

Tungsten is exceedingly firm at $60 for spot, that price hav-
ing been paid for several lots for immediate delivery. Con-
tracts covering eight or nine months of this year have been

made at over $40. Dealers and buyers are unwilling to give

«xact figures.

EASTERN METAL, MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

NEW YORK, January 20.—Copper is quiet, though fairly

strong; lead is quiet, but becoming firmer; zinc is active and
rising.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Jan. 13 56.87 Dec.

'• 14 57.00
" 15 56.87

16 Sunday
17 56.37 Jan.

•• 18 56.37
19 56.62

Average week ending
s
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Eastern Metal Market

Now York. Jiiuuai J 1 I.

Taken us a whole, the nmrkel shows a soiiu'whni lrn'Kiil"r

tendency. The biK biiylnR of ropper has cfiuuul, for ll>-

tliue Ih'Ihk at least. The niurkel l8 adversely uffnled by

Gn<at Urltulns evident Intention to protect Its Interest.'*,

and curb 8|)eculation. The wuue Is true of lead, which has

been quiet In New York, despite offerings at concessions.

Spelter has been fairly steady, but not active. althouKh spot

and prompt metal has been taken. Tin has been dull, not

only because consumers have lacked Interest, but because of

difficulty in pelting licenses to ship from Kngland. and un-

usual delays In cable communication. Antimony is dull.

scarce, and firm. Aluminum continues to grow easier for

no apiuirent reason.

As for domestic business In general, so far as meial work-

ing lines are concerned, a betterment is indicated on all

sides by the steady and diversifled demand for machine-

tools. The ship-yards have orders aggregating $100,000,000

on their books, calling for some 700.000 gross tons of mer-

chant vessels, to say nothing of Government work. Several

vessels cannot be delivered for three years, and many author-

ities believe the yards will be busy for five years. The

Seattle Dry Dock & Construction Co. will build two vessels

for the Atlantic coast trade because it can deliver them rcore

quickly than can any yard on the Atlantic seaboard. In the

East, the railroad freight embargoes continue to hamper busi-

ness, especially the foundry trade. The steel trade continues

to boom. In December the Steel Corporation's unfilled orders

Increased 610.000 tons, making the total 7.800,000 tons, the

largest since early in 1913. The Coriwration, and most of

the independents, have advanced the wages of common labor

10%. Mills are asking up to 2.50c., Pittsburg, for plates.

COPPER
In the past few days the copper market has been somewhat

uncertain, and in many minds there is a belief that quotations

have gone as high as they are likely to go for the present.

The producers are asking from 24 to 24.25c., 30 days, deliv-

ered. Some of them say business is still fair, while others

say there is but little doing. Second-hands, in the early part

of this week, offered substantial concessions to get business,

but succeeded in placing only a few hundred tons. On Jan-

uary 13, the London quotation for standard advanced £2 2s.

6d., to £87, whereas in the past few days it had been losing

strength and had declined £6. After the advance, second-

hands thought better of the market and their offerings were

withdrawn. It was said they had sold down to 23.12ic. cash.

New York, but their minimum quotation January 13 was

23.50c. Not much was taken at cut prices. The London

quotation for electrolytic has stood fast at £114, although

Great Britain has fixed £100 as the maximum price which

munition makers should pay, its intention being to curb

speculation. France has been a good buyer recently. A short

time ago when the recent movement was at its height the wire-

drawers and other domestic consumers were heavy purchasers,

but since that time the buying has been entirely on the account

of the munition makers. In this connection the fact will bear

repetition that many of the War bu.vers know little or nothing

about the working of copper. Some of them already have met
with costly troubles in the execution of their orders, and some
of the contracts are being turned over to other concerns to

complete. Certain users of copper are expecting that consider-

able metal, originally Intended for War purposes, will find

its way to the general market. One large concern which had

orders for shells valued at millions has practically collapsed,

and it is no secret that others are having their troubles. Re-

liable enKlniiiiiiK flnuH will nuikc a Kreiil dial i>i nioiiry out

of War orders, but the Inexperienced IndlvlilualH I hut ruHbed

into (he game. derlarliiK that with an ordi'r In hand they could

raise any amount of money, and that will) nioney they could

buy all the brains (hat were needed, also do anything, no

matter how short the tliiie, are not quite so enlhuslaBtlc.

European stocks have continued to dlmlnlHli, as Indlcateil by

the following statenieni of Henry 11. Merton & Co.. Lttl.,

London, under dale of December 17: "The European visible

supplies on December 15 amounted to 2;!,4!)3 tons, as against

26.0t!S tons, on November 30, thereby showhig a decrease of

2575 tons. The actual stocks In England and France shrunk

2550 tons, and now lunount to only 12.4!(5 tons (December
15)." Exports in (he first M days of .laniuirv tolalcd ll.O.-.l

tons.

ZINC

Except for spurts of demand for sjiot and niarby deliveries

the zinc market has been continuously dull and uninteresting.

Sellei-s do not appear to have much early melal to offer,, but

what conies out Is taken steadily. ConsldiTable surprise has

been expressed because the market did not beronu" more active

in sympathy with copper, and the only explanation Is that

consumers filled up a few weeks ago. At no time has thi'

quotation been far from 17.50c., New York, though a stronger

tendency developed late this week. The galvanizing trade is

staying out of the market to a great extent, and its absence

was accentuated by two or three violent strikes at steel plants

at Youngstown, Ohio. There was fear that the strikes would

become widespread, but a wholesale advance of 10% In the

wages of laborers apjiears to have quelled the trouble. Prompt

metal was quoted X)n January 13 at 17.50c., New York, for spot:

16.55c. for February; 15.75c. for March, and 14 to 14.50c. for

second quarter. Exports in 14 days of January totaled 1929

tons.

LEAD

The most important development in lead since the last

report, is the announced intention of Great Britain to halt

speculation which is working to the detriment of her munition

makers, and to the disadvantage of the Government itself.

This news caused the London quotation for spot to decline on

January 12 from £31 to £29 5s. (off £1 15s.) The New York

and St. Louis markets quickly reflected the weakness abroad,

paillcularly at St. Louis, and although the leading interest

adhered to its quotations of 5.90c., New York, and 5.82}c., SI.

Louis, second-hands were willing to sacrifice a few points to

get business. For some days the domestic market has been

very dull and unsettled. The exports in fourteen days of Jan-

uary totaled 3245 tons.

TIN

The market has been dull to a point of stagnancy for several

days. Not only have domestic consumers shown' little interest,

but trading has been hampered by events abroad News comes

that licenses to ship from England are obtained with difficulty

by firms in whom the British government does not seem to

have complete confidence. Again, cable messages have been

subject to unusual delays, frequently arriving too late for

action to be taken on them. Tfie spot quotation on January

6 was 42.25c., and January 12, 41c. Up to January 14, 3075

tons had arrived in the month, and there was 5365 tons afloat.

ANTIMONY
The market has been extremely dull, but the scarcity of

nearby supplies has been a sustaining influence, and quotations

range from 41.50 to 42c. for Chinese and Japanese grades.

The American product is quoted at the same figure.
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MINING DECISIONS COMPANY REPORTS

Oil Lease Held a Mere License

An agreement in the form of a lease for a term of years

granted the right to explore for oil and gas. and provided that

unless a well were drilled within a year, a rental of $2.50 per

acre per year should be paid thereafter. Held, such an agree-

ment is more like a license than an estate in land, and may

under its terms include a forfeiture without notice, if the

rental is not paid or the well drilled in the specified time. In

the case of an option, time is of the essence of the contract,

unless the contract expressly provides it shall not be.

Mitchell V. Probst (Oklahoma) 152 Pacific, 597. October

19, 1915.

Miner's Liens—Prior to Mortgage

A mortgagee in a mortgage executed subsequent to the statute

giving laborers and material men a preference lien, is not

deprived of his property right without due process of law,

because the liens of mine laborers and material men attaching

subsequent in date to the date of his mortgage are given

preference over the mortgage. When the liens are attached by

reason of obligations incurred in the mining operations of a

lessee, no personal judgment can be entered against the owner.

Haines Commercial Co. v. Grabill, et al. (Oregon), 152

Pacific, S77. November 16, 1915.

Oil-Wells—-Draining Adjacent Land

Where oil-wells are driven in such close proximity to the

divisfDn line that they drain oil from the adjoining land, such

operations, in the absence of special circumstances or relations

between the parties, afford no basis for a claim to a share in

or accounting for the oil so produced, or for a receivership

thereof.

Gain v. South Penn Oil Co. (West Virginia), 86 South-

eastern, 883. October 19, 1915.

Oil Lease—Additional Royalty Clause

Where in a deed conveying oil and gas privileges on a

stated consideration, it is further provided that the grantee

is to pay the grantor additional consideration "within 90 days

after a well for oil and gas is drilled on the land and oil pro-

duced in pipe-line in paying quantities," there is no obligation

for payment of the additional consideration if a well is drilled

and gas alone produced.

Ball V. Freeman (West Virginia), 87 Southeastern, 91.

November 16, 1915.

Oil Corporation—Not to Own Railroad

Statutory authority to erect, build and own tank-cars does

not authorize an oil company to build and operate a railroad

even though such railroad be used in the operation of its

business.

Continental Trust Co. v. Brown (Texas), 179 Southeastern.

939. November 17, 1915.

Injury to Miner—Liability of Owner

An employee of a tunnel contractor was killed by coming in

contact with a defectively insulated electric cable in an air

shaft where he was not supposed or required to go. Held, that

no liability attached to the mine-owner who had contracted

with the employer of the deceased to drive the tunnel.

Patterson v. Alabama Fuel & Iron Co. (Alabama), 69

Southern, 952. November IS, 1915.

Note: This decision would have no weight in those States

which have adopted compensation acts.

TONGKAH HARBOUR TIN DREDGING CO., N. L.

This company's report for the year ended September 30, 1915,

is of much interest. The head office is at Hobart, Tasmania,

and the field of operations is at Puket, Siam. The title

explains the metal produced and the method of extraction.

The general manager is Eliot T. Lewis, with G. H. Symons

as assistant.

As No. 1 dredge sank and was of no further use, only five

boats were operated. They worked a total of 27,369 hours,

digging 2,968,600 cu. ft., yielding 0.953 lb. tin oxide per yard,

at a working cost of 8.926c. per yard. The time was less,

yardage more, yield less, and costs less than in the previous

year. The tin-dredging plant returned 1262.3 tons of oxide

averaging 72.5% metal.

The net profit was $195,000, of which $110,000 was paid in

dividends. Adding the previous balance, the credit is now
$340,000. Dividends to date amount to $1,090,000, equal to

$7.92 per share.

ASHANTI GOLDFIELDS CORPORATION, LTD.

This company operates in West Africa, and its report is for

the year ended ^June 30, 1915. The ores mined have been the

subject of considerable discussion, on account of the graphite

contained, and its effect on cyanidation.

The consulting engineer reported as follows: The Ashanti.

Ayeinni, Old Chief, and Tom Collins mines produced a total

of 138,316 tons of ore. Reserves amount to 433,900 tons aver-

aging $21.55 per ton, an increase of $860,000 in value. Ventila-

tion of the Ashanti is not solved yet. The Old Chief and Tom
Collins are about exhausted. Labor and fuel supplies were

plentiful. The gas-electric sets are working well, the cost per

horse-power day being 44 cents.

The central mill treated 109,287 tons by dry crushing, roast-

ing, and cyanidation, for a yield of $1,930,000, with 93.1%

recovery; the Cote d'Or mill treated 29,029 tons, yielding

$217,000, with 83.9% extraction. A variety of processes are

used in the latter.

The year's profit was $770,000, of which $720,000 was paid

in dividends. The credit balance is $340,000.

Mining cost $2.46; treatment, $3.24; and general expenses.

$1.12, a total of $6.82 per ton.

CONSOLIDATED MINING & SMELTING CO. OF
CANADA, LTD.

The report of this British Columbian company covers the

year ended September 30, 1915. The general manager. R. H.

Stewart, briefly gave the result of operations.

Development in nine mines totaled 21,067 ft. of narrow

work, and 26,415 ft. of diamond-drilling. Ore reserves remain

practically as before. Work is underway at 2400 ft. depth in

the War Eagle mine, by means of a cross-cut from the Center

Star shaft. Some small properties were purchased.

New plant cost $334,909, mostly at the Trail smelter. Con-

siderable testing was done on the production of electrolytic

zinc, and a 25 to 35-ton plant is about complete. The Sullivan

mine can supply the ore for this process.

Custom ore received was 57,251 tons, against 72,098 tons in

the previous year. The smelter treated 447,064 tons of ore,

yielding 148,891 oz. gold, 2,230,500 oz. silver, 40,177,910 lb.

lead, and 5,306,184 lb. copper, valued at $6,898,744. After

writing-off $192,479 for depreciation, the profit was $795,411.

Four dividends absorbed $464,398. Adding this and last

year's surplus the balance is $2,058,300.

Since 1894 the output is 4,372,886 tons ore, 1,610.903 oz. .gold,

22,247,832 oz. silver, 374,091,124 lb. lead, and 63,196,978 lb.

copper, valued at $73,402,078.
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RECENT PUBLICA riONS

Mi.xK Safktt Ri'LCS. iMiied by tlip IndiiHtrlnl Accldpiii rotii

miiwlon of Callfornln. P. 123. III., Iiiili-x. Stnto Priiillim

Ofllce. Sarrninonto, 1915. Those rules were ptfpctlve on Jan-

uary I. 1916. Tho book was noted In tlip T>H»i<4 of PccpnilH*!- STi

MklllUIH >\>R IIIK KX.VMINATIO.N OK HlTlMIMll'S Ito.VIl .M.\rl:ll'

i-vij>. Oy Pn^vost Hubbard und Charles S. Reeve. BulU'tln

3U. P. 4$. niustmied. U. S. Deimrtnient of AKrlrulturc.

WashlnRton. O. C. 191S. Of practtcul value to rond engineers.

ANMAr KKiMirr of the Superintendent, I'. S. Const and

Oeodetti- Survey, to the Secretary of Commerce, for the llaoal

yeor ended .lune .10. liMo. P. 156. Maps, Index. Wnshinslon.

U. C, 1915. There Is a lot of Interesting matter In this report,

a good deal covering work done in and proposed for Alaska.

Extraction and Rkcoveby ok Raiuvm. I'KAMf.M. ANn Van-

ADii-M FROM Carnotite, By Chofles L. Parsons, K. B. Moore,

S. C. LInd. and O. C. Schaefer. Bulletin 104; mineral technol-

ogy 12. P. 124. III., plans. Index. U. S. Bureau of Mines,

Washington. D. C, 1915. A brief outline of this iirocess was

given In the Press of December 2S.

Axmai. Report of the Director of the Mint' for the fiscal

year ended June r.O. 1915; also report on the production of the

precious metals In the calendar year 1914. P. 304. III., index.

Washington. D. C, 1915. This publication deals with gold and

silver work at the Mints, foreign gold, money, consumption of

precious metals, output of the principal countries, etc.

Mineral RiT.soiRCES ok Cai.iforsia. .\dvance chapters on

Amador. Calaveras, and Tuolumne; Colusa. Glenn, Lake, Marin.

Napa. Solano. Sonoma, and Yolo; Del Norte. Humboldt, and

Mendocino: Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Mariposa. Merced,

San Joaquin, and Stanislaus; and Shasta, Siskiyou, and Trinity

counties, by various authors, field assistants with the California

State Mining Bureau. Total pages, 9S0, with illustrations and

indexes. By writing to the Bureau at the Ferrj- building, San

Francisco, these publications may be procured at from 25 to

50c. each. In the Pbes.s of January 1 they were given con-

siderable space.

Origin ok the Zinc and Lead Deposits ok the Joplin Rk(;ion.

(Missouri. Kansas, and Oklahoma). By E. Siebenthal. Bul-

letin 606. P. 2S3. 111., maps, index. U. S. Geological Survey,

Washington, D. C, 1915. The region, generally known as the

Joplin district, has l>een the subject of a number of geological

investigations. In studying the ore deposits of this area, Mr.

Siebenthal reached certain conclusions regarding the genesis

of the ores which are somewhat at variance with those reached

by some other investigators, but are in general confirmatory

of the findings of the U. S. Geological Survey's earlier work.

In these investigations, the original source of the metals has

generally been the subject of much speculation and study.

Analyses of large quantities of material have shown the gen-

eral presence of measurable quantities of lead, zinc, and copper

In the pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks, in the Cambrian and
Ordovician limestones, and in the Mississippian limestones,

and it is also known that the Pennsylvanian shale in a few-

places carries appreciable quantities of lead and zinc. These

rocks comprise all the geologic groups that make up the Ozark

uplift, and each group has been considered the immediate
source of the metals by one or more writers on the geologj- of

the ores. The present report, the result of several years"

study, likewise holds that the ores were deposited by ascending

artesian solutions which derived the metals chiefly from the

Cambrian and Ordovician limestones.

Coninicrcial Paragraphs

The Fort Wayni- Klei'lrlc Worko of the Oknkhai Ki i:< inn-

Co., Fort Wavne, Indiana, Iiiih Innui'iI two IhiIIi'IImh (li'iirrililiig

ilH type II and .M-2 dcinuud indlcaturs.

At Denver, Colorado, the SirroN, Stkki.k & Sieki.i; Maniikac-

II HIM'., .Mii.i.iMi & .MiMMi Cii. hiiH IlH new (li'iiioiiHlriitliiK null

ready to receive all kiiiilH of roninioii und rule ori'H. SliiniKe-

blns have a capacity of 700 toiiK. The mill Ih entlnly auto-

niuitc. The patented machines concentrate dry.

Snyokr Ki.EtTKic FfUNACK Co., Chicago, Illinois, Iiiih leci-nlly

liubllshed an iiltriictlvc illiistnili'd ImoUlet on the applliatlon

of electric fiirniu'es to the iiuiniiracliirc of Hteel. The apiilleii-

tion of the electric furnace Is finding favor In a great many
localities, and many advantages are rlalmcd for the Snyder
furnace over other types of furnaces.

Ilulletin No. 9 of the ICi.icrTUU' Wkuiiiinu Co., New York,

whose Western agents are the Mine & Smelter Supjily Co. of

Salt Lake City, Denver, and EI Paso, describes the Mcsslter

conveyor scales. This machine has been tested under working

conditions for over three years. It weighs material while being

carried on belt, pan, or burketronveyors. Weights and |irl<('8

are given.

The January Issue of Mine and Quarry, published by the

Sii.i.ivAN Macuinkbv Co., Chicago, contains several interest-

ing items, including 'Rapid Sinking at the Newport Mine,

Michigan,' 'American Drills in an Italian Tunnel,' 'A .Mechan-

ical Drill Smith,' 'Deep Mining with Ironclad C;oal-Cutler8,'

'The Dorchester Tunnel Under Boston Harbor.' The All-Feed

Drifter,' and 'Core-Drilling at the Hollinger,' Ontario. These

are authoritative articles.

The Utah Karns Tunnki.ing Machine Co. of Salt Lake City,

recently perfected a heading machine for rock tunnel work.

The machine puts in a 12-in. cut hole 15 ft. into the heading,

and eases the ground so that 15 ft. can be broken down in a

round in any size heading in an 8-hour shift. Small drills arc

used in connection with the machine, all holes being drilled

the 15 ft. No powder is used in the 12-in. hole, but is put in

the small drill holes and the whole m.iss breaks into the relief

hole.

In its flotation oil Circular No. 11, the Pknsacoi.a Tab &
Turpentine Co., of Gull Point, Florida, states that the list of

oils has been greatly reduced. It is considered that there are

too many oils, and most of the business will be done on one

abundantly jjroduced medium-priced oil, such as No. .350. which

contains most of the other oils. This is a special crude wood
oil, costing 24c. per gal. in tank-cars, or 27.5c. in barrels. The
No. 80, a crude pine oil, 3:5c. in bulk, is a useful flotation

medium. No. 1580 is suitable for lead, silver, zinc, and other

complex ores. Doped oils are briefly discussed. One apparently

good oil consisted of a skillful mixture of mineral oil, turpen-

tine, and rosin. Plain distillation tests are useless for analysis

of such material.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. has placed an order for

six more 10-ft. diam. by 4-ft. cylindrical length Hardinge ball-

pebble mills, making a total of 56 conical mills for the new
plant, 48 of which are already in operation. The Hardinge

company reports that the 10-ft. mills are direct connected

herring-bone gear driven, operating with less than 75% of the

power which was orisiinally estimated to be necessary,

V. A. Stout, San Francisco representative of the Hardinge

Conical Mn.t Co., announces the following sales of Hardinge

mills for 1916: Natomas Co. of California, six 4J-ft. diam. by

16-in. pebble-mills for re-grinding concentrate on the various

dredges; Treasure Mining Co., one 4J-ft. diam. by 16-in. ball-

mill, and two of the same size as pebble mills for its new plant

near Amador City.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

INDEX to our Volume 111, coveriug July to December,

1915, is now ready. Copies will be mailed to sub-

scribers upon application.

PRICES of metals continue to rise, as will be seen by

reference to the interesting letter from our New

York correspondent. Copper at 25.37, zinc at 19.25, and

lead at 6.10 are figures to warm the miners' heart.

FORTUNATELY pan-amalgamation has been super-

seded at most of our mines, otherwise the present

price of quicksilver, at $275 per flask, would be dis-

tressing to the miner. In pan-amalgamation an average

of about 1:^ pound of quicksilver is used per ton of ore;

at present prices that means $4.65 per ton.

T7 LOTATION is to be applied to the low-grade copper

^ ore of the Spassky mine, in Siberia. Mineral oil is

to be used. Some changes will be made in the smelter to

prepare for the treatment of the concentrate. We note

a decided interest in flotation at Cobalt, where the process

is likely to be applied to low-grade .silver ore and tailing.

jl/TISSOURIANS complain that the big zinc output of

^'-'- their State, notably from the Joplin region, is

treated at smelters in other States. Now that acid leach-

ing and electrolytic precipitation have proved an

economic process, why should not the Missouri zinc con-

centrate be treated in domestic reduction works? They

have the water-power.

A CCORDING to statistical evidence, the total foreign^ trade of the United States in 1915 was only l.l'yi of

the domestic commerce of the country. The actual in-

crea.se in external trade last year, extraordinary as it

was, shrinks by comparison with the internal growth,

for the foreign increase was $1,450,000,000 as against a

gain of $58,000,000,000 in the home trade.

TN the course of a recent interview in Paris the French
•*• economist ]\I. Paul Leroy Beaulieu expressed the

opinion that the War will not plunge the belligerent

nations into bankruptcy, or anything like it. Undoubt-

edly the pauperizing effect of the Great Calamity has

been exaggerated by failure to realize how much of the

abnormal expenditure is distributed among the people

of the respective countries at war; moreover, the rich-

ness of these countries and their powere of recuperation

are vastly greater than is generally assumed, on the basis

of precedent wars in periods of early industrial develop-

ment. M. Beaulieu predicts remarkable manufacturing

activity at the close of the War, about a year hence, ^nd

commercial rivah\y among the nations, leading to pro-

tective tariff's, even in England, and yet higher tariff's

in the United States.

DECISION in the case of the Elm Orlu Mining Com-

pany against the Butte & Superior Copper Company

has been handed down by Judge Bourquin at Butte in

favor of the plaintiff, although the decree is in the nature

of a compromise, out of which the Elm Orlu gets a recog-

nition of priority of location over the Black Rock claim.

As our readei-s are aware, Mr. W. A. Clark controls the

one company and Mr. D. C. Jackling the other.

RESUMPTION of work at the three big copper mines

in tlie Clifton-Morenci district of Arizona is an-

nounced, the men on sti-ike having decided on January

24 to accept the higher wages based upon the rise in the

price of copper. We congratulate the companies and

the miners both on the adjustment of their quarrel and

more particularly on having eliminated the Western

Federation of Miners as a factor in their economic con-

ditions.

A RECENT issue of the Saturday Evening Post con-

-^ tains an article describing the underground work-

ings of a copper mine. We quote from it: "This mael-

strom in the stone, its vortex lost in shadow, appeared

yawning like an open throat. 1 was struck dumb on the

vei-y rim of that ominous cavity. It seemed to me as if

this rift was a sort of heartless niin caused by a land-

slip or by some disaster unforeseen. It was nothing more

or less than a stope." We are reminded of the young

woman who called the weather "absolutely revolting"

and found a potted-ham sandwich "positively divine."

ON January 24 we received the news of the sudden

death of John A. Hill, the publisher of a group of

trade papers, including the Engineering and Mining

Journal, the American Machinist, Poiver, the Engineer-

ing News, and the Coal Age. John Alexander Hill was

a commanding personality, rough and forceful, honest

and honorable, with all the superb initiative that marks

a captain of industry. Starting life with no education

save the ordinary schooling obtained by a boy up to 14

years of age, he entered a printing office and employed

his spare time to equip himself for a useful career. By

sheer force of industry and character he won a way not

only to fortune but to a position of great influence. He

used that influence well, although we think he might have
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einployod it t>v»>i» morv to tlu* piililii- jrtM>ii if he had it

ot>ivi>il H inon> (fiMiorous tuontal trainiii);. That may ho;

it is cortnin that iiumi of his ilyiininii' ty|)i< an- ri-s|Hiiisi))lt'

for tho toohiiioal niul iiuliistrial (h'Vi'ii)piiniit of our

time juiil pi'iH-ration ; thoy do a sph-iidid slinn* of tho

worhi's work, and tlu> world is iiii|>ovi>rislu>d wlion tlioir

activitios ct-aso. Wi- desire to honor tlic memory of a

strong, useful, and hoii«rahle man.

'T'lX is now iHMnp smelted in tiie I'nited States, in tlie

-' smelter just huilt hy the Amerii-an Smelling & He-

fining Company at I'erth Amboy. New Jersey. Tiiis

plant is intended mainly to treat Holivian tin eoneentrate,

at the rate of ~i>0 tons per month. In order to ]ntuluee

a metal suitable for the tin-plating industry tiie i>roduet

of the smelter will be refined electrolytieally. To assure

an adequate ore-supply, the company will make liberal

advjuiees on shipments from the mines. Unfortunately

the bloek in the Pjuiama Canal has interfered with the

transport of Bolivian eoneentrate, but this is temporary.

A moi-e serious diuiger is the threat of a differential

tariff in Bolivia as between barilla, or 60% concentrate,

and bars of metal. Such a step may be taken by the

Bolivian government with the hope of encouraging the

domestic reduction of the ore. If this happens, the

smelter at Perth Amboy will be the victim of the same

ill fate that befell the tin smelter built at Bayoune in

1903. The latter was intended to treat tin concentrate

from the ilalay peninsula, and it was just ready to start

when the government of the Federated Malay States im-

posed a duty of $-30 per picul, or 1-33 J pounds, on all tin

ore exported. This impost, plus an older tax equal to

12% of the value of the tin. killed the export and at the

same time put a quietus on tin smelting at Bayonne.

The plant was dismantled. According to information

coming from La Paz an effort is being made to induce the

Boli\-ian government to sub.sidize a domestic tin smelter,

thus saving the freight on the 40% of impurities in the

concentrate, but the affair appears to be half-baked. We
hope nothing may arise to disturb the success of the new

smelter at Perth Amboy, and we conclude that the Gug-

genheim directors ascertained the intentions of the

Boli\-ian government before committing themselves to

the scheme. Bolivia produces about 40.000 tons of 60%
tin-stuff per annum, while the United States imports

about 44.000 tons of metallic tin annually, this being

equal to 40% of the world's consumption.

available. The ri'fereiiee U^ syndienliNin and the Ca.sa del

Obrero Mundial, or lloustt of liie Wurlil's WorkerH. in

timely, more particularly if nad in c junction willi

fui article by Sr. Carlo de Kornatio on the 'dn-at

iMexiean Hevolulion' in the Forum of .November lasl.

Evidently thiH representative of the I. \V. W. is an or-

ganization that represents the most radical I'lements in

the revolutionary j)arty. As hucIi it is likely lo become

less violent in its |)rogram when the Oarran/.islaH find

that government cannot be ('ondueted on vaporous jiro-

nouncements, and that their ]>romiscH to make a new
world for the peon require time for fulfillment ; in short,

that evolution from ])oliti<'al chaos is not don(> in a hurry,

any more than dcvelo))ment from clcniciitiil I'liaos. In-

deed the most liberal-minded man may \\i\] lie disnmyed

at the jirospect of changing a peoimgc dominated liy

military adventurers into a self-reliant dcmoci-acy dis-

ri|)lincd by representative government. The prol)lcin

in Mexico is much the ssime as that in China : an effort to

effect a tnu,' political revolution under the shock of im-

pact with nations several centuries more advanced in

the complex art of living. What Mexico and China both

need is a benevolent despotism pending tlu' echicaiion

of the peojile and their adjustment to modern conditions.

Unfortunately despots, even if benevolent at first, do

not remain so long, causing struggles for power amid

which the delicate fruits of humanitarian ideals are

crushed under-foot, to make room for brute force, cor-

ruption, nnd tliiiily dissruisi'd slavery.

WE publish an extremely interesting letter from

Mexico City in which an observant correspondent

expres-ses himself frankly concerning present conditions

in Mexico and the causes leading thereto. While we do

not agree with all the conclusions stated, it is obvious that

the writer knows what he is talking about and is well

qualified to state his own point of view—one by no means

optimistic. It is not likely that any American long

resident in the country can be other than depressed by

the persistence of political chaos. What he says is

largely in accord with the best information previously

To Those in the Trenches

It will interest our readers to know that the group of

American mining engineers resident in London joined

in sending a box of Havana cigars to ca<-li of 08 British

mining engineers in the trenches. This was ilonc as a

New Year greeting. Witli Die gift tlie follouinsr noli- was

transmitted

:

Jan. 1, 1916.

To the British Mining Engineers

at the Front.

Dear Fellow Engineers,

Please accept this as a small token of our earnest

sympathy and our admiration of the fine .spirit with

which yon are meeting the sui)reme need of the hour.

The War may disarrange, hut it cannot break the bonds

of our common profession; and our sincere hope is that

whatever sacrifices the New Year may exact, you person-

ally may come through safe, and that long before the

year be ended, you may be able to return to the regular

duties from which you can so ill be spared.

American Mining Engineers

Resident in London.

In addition a verse was attached:

"It's the same sort of honest devotion

That's always stood by you before

;

When you solved metallurgical problems.

When you put down the deep-level bore.

When you fought with disease in the Tropics,

Won out in the strike at the mines.

It's the same sort of honest devotion

That blows up the enemies' lines."
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To the first the initials H. P. B. niiglit have been

signed, and to the latter those of E. R.

The act and the manner of it render comment almost

supertluons. Even those 'whose sympathies are enlisted

on the other side will appreciate the incident. For our-

selves, although we do not like hyphens, it seems that

when the hyphen takes the shape of a real cigar, the link

between Anglo and American is one to which even the

most doctrinaire neutral cannot object. "In the far

savannahs a talisman grows that makes all men broth-

ers," and for that reason a fragrant smoke serves as the

"best expression of the mutual understanding and good-

fellowship that exists between the mining engineers who
•share the same language, the same technical literature,

and some of those great imponderables on which our

notions of life and happiness depend.

Flotation Litigation

In our issue of December 18 we outlined the present

;status of the litigation over the flotation patents, refer-

ring to the two principal suits, but we failed to note a

third suit, arising from the Butte & Superior ease.

The first suit was brought by Minerals Separation

.against Mr. James M. Hyde personally, although his

operations were conducted on behalf of the Butte &
Superior Copper Company. After Minerals Separation

had obtained a decision in their favor from Judge

Bourquin in the District Court at Butte, they brought

.a suit against the Butte & Superior, and asked the

Court to grant a preliminary injunction enjoining that

company from continuing the use of flotation. As our

readers probably are aware, a preliminary injunction

is one granted in advance of the trial of a case, and

is granted upon a preliminary showing, generally in

the form of affidavits. In this country a preliminary

injunction is rarely granted in favor of a patent that

has not previously been adjudicated. In other words,

ihe presumption of validity arising from the mere grant

of a patent by the Patent Office is not strong enough

to warrant a court in granting a preliminary injunction,

that is, granting the injunction without having a regular

trial and giving the defendant full opportunity to pre-

:sent his case. In the suit against the Butte & Superior

company. Minerals Separation proceeded upon the theory

that a full trial had previously been had in the Hyde
ease as a result of which the Court had found patent

3^0. 835,120 valid and infringed by the Hyde operations,

which operations were in reality the operations of the

Butte & Superior. There was some force in this position

•assumed by Minerals Separation. But when the applica-

tion for preliminary injunction came before Judge Bour-
quin for argument, the defendant made a series of

demonstrations before the Court showing the forma-
tion of a froth with large quantities of oil. that is,

•quantities considerably larger than 1%. As a restilt

of these demonstrations. Judge Bourquin refused to

•grant a preliminary injunction, thus seeming to indi-

<cate a lack of certainty on his part as to the correctness

of his decision in the Hyde case. The Judge made a

sort of compromise decision. He decided that if the

Butte & Superior company would furnish a bond in

the amount of $75,000, said bond running to Minerals
Separation, and payable in the event that the decision

was finally in their favor, he would not grant any
preliminary injunction. In ease Butte & Superior failed

to file such a bond, the Judge decided that he would
grant a preliminary injunction, provided Minerals

Separation tiled a bond in the sum of $125,000, payable

to Butte & Superior in case that company was finally

successful in the suit, as indemnity against the loss

arising from having the mill shut-down. In other words,

the Judge decided that he would not grant a preliminary

injunction if Butte & Superior filed a bond, and even

if that company did not file a bond, he still would not

grant an injunction unless Minerals Separation filed a

still larger bond to protect Butte & Superior against

injury resulting from the mill being closed-down, and
the final decision being in their favor. The Butte &
Superior company did file a bond in the amount of

$75,000, and. in compliance with a further provision

of the Court's rilling, has since filed monthly reports

of its operations in Court. After the above proceed-

ings the Court of Appeals at San Francisco reversed

the decision of Judge Bourquin in the Hyde case,

holding the patent invalid. Apparently this would
have warranted, if not compelled, the lower court to

cancel its ruling in the Butte & Superior ca.se, inasmuch
as the bond in that case was filed upon the presumption

that was upset by the Court of Appeals. However, no
action was taken in the Butte & Superior case along

this line, the company being willing to let the matter

rest and to leave its bond in force until the Hyde case

is finallv decided.

Patents

A patent is the grant by a Government of the exclu-

sive privilege, for a limited period, to make, use, or

sell an invention, or to authorize others to do so. In

order to record this right, and to warn others from in-

fringing it, the inventor pi-epares a description of his

invention and specifies his claims of originality in a
*

written statement that is lodged at the Patent Office.

Right to a patent can be based either upon originality

of apparatus or originality of use. In practice, how-

ever, the inventor usually discloses only so much of the

design of his machine or of the use to which he puts it

as will justify his request for a monopoly. In conse-

quence, the language of a patent description or of its

claims is often cryptic intentionally, so as to give the

minimum of information to possible infringei'S. More-

over, the tendency to regard patents as an unnecessary

interference with indu.strial initiative and to look uj)on

the royalties imposed by patentees as an irritating ex-

action has caused them to be classed with vexatious

monopolies to evade which is not culpable, if indeed it is

not creditable. In short, the use and abuse of this form
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of |>nviliK^' '>"•'' pnuiiiiiil n l»w slatf of i>ul>lu- moiiililN .

tho blaiiu" for whiih is widi-ly tiislriliutalilc.

Two iispeots of the prohloiii pri'Si'iU tlu'in8t>lvi»8 to iiiiy

one wisliiiit; to W fair. On tli«' o\w hand it is siiiil tlial

tho patentw iloos not iiis«"K>.si' frankly wliat it is hv lias

ilisiovin-d or what nst> he inliiuls to make of his ilis

covery, tliereby iiflfoniing the infringer an exeuso for

elaiining inniH-enee of any trespass. On the other side

the inventor ean ivply that the ineouijileteness of the

diselosuro is nc<'essitated hy self-protection, having re-

gard to the flagrant disnjranl of i>roperly riRhts evineed

by the public »uid applauded by the press. As between

these opposite statements the onkxiker will observe that

the pranting of patents has not done away with trade

socn-ts, and it is often a nice question wii.tlier an in-

ventor shall patent his process, disclosing his method,

or keep his pi-oeess secret and pn>tect hini.self iiy a copy-

right name. If he be a manufacturer himself, this may

prove tlie wiser course. 'Ilis blaster's Voice' is worth

mon> than the Victor patent. A middle course may be

followed, disclosing enough to procure the es.sential i)at-

ent and then copyrighting a label for commercial

identity.

Again, it is said that the effort to protect himself is

made increasingly costly to the patentee, who is often

deprived of his profit by sheer financial inability to de-

fend himself, so that he has to submit to being robbed

of the privilege obtained by him legally from the Gov-

ernment. To that the reply is made that the whole

world is much iu the same fix; the patentee is like the

rest of us. who have to arrange for the necessary capital

as best we ean. Not until the millenium will a poor man

be able to compete successfully iu business with the rich.

As they say in Mexico: las minas son para Ics ricos, if

you are a poor man you have no business with a mine.

This nftn possumus, of course, is an evasion of the prob-

lem, for the end in view is the rewarding of the inventor

without creating an incubus upon industry. It has been

suggested, for example, that the Government, having re-

warded the inventor with a privilege, should protect him

in the exercise of it; but that is untenable, one might a.s

well ask the Government to protect a man in the owner-

ship of a homestead. Not until paternalism has been

raised to the nth degree will anything of the kind be

possible. So we come to the patentee who is unable to

exploit his patent commercially and feels compelled to

sell his rights for a relatively small sum to an individual

or a corporation ha^-ing adequate funds for the exploita-

tion of the patent, whereupon the monopoly passes into

the hands of persons who may proceed to exact royalties

of an exorbitant character or to impose wnditions that

render the use of the invention prohibitive. Thus, it is

claimed, a proper reward rarely comes to the inventor

himself, but to a patent-owning corporation, which waxes

rich on royalties. It may be objected that the royalties

are not paid by the ultimate consumer, but as a matter

of fact, they add to the cost of the article, and in that

way he does bear the freight. In the ease of metal-

lurgical patents, such as, of course, we have in mind, the

roMilly I'ome.s out of llie ininerN isell liinciil for Ins ores

iind out of lilt' dividends of the mine owner. Kill, if the

royalties are excessive, they, like iiMirious rules for

money, will ereali' dangers from wbieli iiioderale lie

iiiandK ait* e\eiii|il. Ill ihe end, a law is ino|ii'nitive

against a iiiiiiniiiious public Hcntiment. Tli:it |M>iiit Im.s

not been reached, but it is true that the Ntinlicd oliKcnrily

of patent specilieationK, the confusing cliarjieter of

judicial deeiKioiiH. and the exeesHive ilemaiids. mil of in

ventors themselves, but of patent-owning corporations,

have awakened a keen feeling of protest againsl the

whole syslem. causing a set of conditions del riinental lo

iiietallurgieal initiative, for example.

It has been (|uestioned whether the mono|)oly iiiijilieiL

in a ])alent is in the public interest. Divided as we may
lie in our ojiinions on this matter, we answer in tin-

alVirinative. because we recognize the advantage of iuiv-

iiig ingeiii(nis men on the alert to discover improvemeiils

to their benefit, much of which accrues to the conimunily

in a mea.surc outweighing all the discomforts and scan-

dals incideiilal lo jiateiit .squalibles and legal lias<;08,

which represent the froth on top of the inter-actions be-

tween divei-se activities. Comparatively few patents re-

siill in liligation. while tlii' iiope of a patent spurs many

iiirii Id work llinl proiiiotes the develo|iiiien1 of ideas and

the iiiii)roveiiient of apparatus. To abolish the granting

of patents because one or two patentees are unrca.sonablc

would be on a par with the abolition of marriage be-

cause divorces happen. We may trust public sentiment

and the adjustments of business to act as a corrective.

The conclusion is thai im oilier nietlioij is available, jiml

no other is needed, as j'et.

America is a nation of inventors : we must have a liberal

patent law. The typical Yankee boy is Darius Green

with bis flying-machine. Every lad who works in a fac-

tory fancies himself an inventor and exercis(-s his wits to

analyze the operations in the factory. Ilis spare time is

spent in the w-ood-shed working at a model. Even if his

invention come to nothing, he has improved his quality

as a workman and made himself more valuable both to

his employer and to himself. The nation gains thereby,-

the conditions of life are aineliorated by tlie inventor's:

ambition to better himself. If we do not travel in an.

ox-cart by the light of a pine torch, we owe the improve-

ment to the inventor: to Winans, Westiughou.se, Edison,.

Tesla, and a host of others who took out their patents and!

did their work for what there was in it. Morse. Field,

Bell, and -Marconi perfected their methods for the trans-

mission of thought in order to gain an honorable profit.

Harbed-wire, gang-plows, grain-headers, well-drills, tur-

bines, and other patent machinery have populated the.

land with progressive agricultural people, who are not

peasants. He who makes two blades of grass grow wherc-

but one grew before is declared to be a benefactor of his

race, but he who does this doubles his crop of hay. Let

the man who would abolish the Patent Office pack his

blankets, his frying-pan, and his tallow candle, and,

calling his dog, take to his log cabin in the tall timber of"

the Sierras.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited (o use (liis depiirdiu'iil for the discussion of technical and other matters per-

taining to iniiiiiij; and metaUur^y. Tfif Editor u't'lcoiiu's (lit- f.vprcssion of vitni's contrary to (lis own, be-

lieving that careful crilicism is morf I'liliiable (liaii casual compliment.

American Potash

The Editor:

Sir—Referring to the article iu your issue of Novem-

ber 27, to which my attention has been drawn, I beg

to say that while others have been advancing various

theories for the production of potash on this Coast, its

actual manufacture has been established by the Inyo

Development Co., at Keeler, California. The con-

stituents of the water of Owen's lake render it one of

the most interesting chemical problems in California.

Its peculiar composition has long attracted the attention

of scientists and chemists. For 30 years, before there

was any chemical industry to speak of in California,

crude carbonate of soda was manufactured by this

company on the borders of the lake near the little town

of Keeler. Then about 20 years ago followed the making

of soda-ash, which is now one of the most important

industries in this part of the state.

The chemical composition of the solids of the water

of Owen's lake is. according to a Government bulletin

:

%
Silica 0.28

Alumina, lime, and magnesia 0.13

Sodium borates 0-63

Potassium chloride 4.07

(Other analyses show from 2.80-4.25%,

average 3% KCl.)

Sodium chloride 38.16

Sodium sulphate 14.38

Sodium carbonate 34.95

Sodium bicarbonate 7.40

The lake-water contains approximately 8% of solids,

but the contents vary considerably according to the

season.

Solar heat is used for the evaporation of the brine

to crystalUze the carbonate of soda. To manufacture it

more than 96% Na.COj pure, much experience is

required.

If the evaporating is properly conducted, a great part

of the carbonate of soda can be produced as a crystallized

salt of the above-named standard. This ^^•ill serve to

furnish, by melting and grinding, a high-grade soda-

ash, while the rest of the soda remains in liquid. After

all the carbonate has been precipitated, the remaining

liquor is termed 'spent water.' This spent water has

hitherto been wasted by returning it into the lake, but

will now be used for the manufacture of pota.sh manure

salt.

The chemical analyses of water samples taken from

the different vats at different times vary considerably in

the proi^ortion of their components. A test of the solids

of this water showed the following results:

Specific gravity of the water 1.3249 at 20° C.

Solution distinctly alkaline, total residue on evapora-

tion 505.2 grams per litre.

The solids contain

:

%
Sodium chloride 47.84

Potassium chloride 3.41

(between 3.20-5.50% KCl.)

Sodium tetraborate 2.83

Sodium sulphate 16.42

Sodium carbonate 29.21

Silica and alumina 0.24

Calcium carbonate 0.13

Magnesium carbonate 0.07

As a rule there is about 50 to 100% more KCl in this

'spent water' than in the lake water.

In warm weather and under good supervision, the

crystallizing of the soda takes place in such a way that

the spent water will contain more chloride of sodium

and potash, and less carbonate, than indicated by this

analysis.

Solar heat is used to concentrate the liquor, to pro-

duce a potash salt of a higher percentage and to remove

the main part of the other constituents.

It might be mentioned that the extraction of potash

can be profitably done only as a by-product where soda

is made as the main product, otherwise it would not pay.

To save fuel, the spent water is therefore run in vats

or ponds, exactly like those used for concentrating the

lake-water and crystallizing soda, or for manufacturing

ciiide sea-salt. In these vats, it is exposed in layers of

a few inches to over one foot to the heat of the sun

and the drjoiess of the air prevailing around the lake.

There is a system of vats, arranged in such a way that

the liquid after partial evaporation can be withdrawn

from the crystallized salt crusts. This fractionizing

or working in phases is very important, as, with changing

temperatures and other conditions, the liquid may act

again on the salt crusts and may even cause a loss of

potash. The purpose of the evaporating and ci-ystalliz-

ing process is to enrich the mother liquor with potash

as much as possible, and to get out the other salts as

free from potash as possible. Artificial heat is not neces-

sary for this evaporation, and the only running expenses

are a part of the wages paid to an employee attending

to the vats in connection with the supervision with the

soda-crystallization, and for pumping.

The first fraction of crystallization of the spent water
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is an iiii|>iir<' •arlxiiiait' <>l' smla and t)\o liquor is allow <'d

tu rviiiuin on tlu* soda onists until oulu<s of Midniin

chloriiie tinit lH>^iii to cr.vstnlli/o out. Tlu>i-o is no

diniciilty lit nil to note tlu< i>nd of tliis phase, ami the

liquor is thou i-onduotod to unothor vat. The rt'inainiuK

carbonato onists oan Ik? re-orystalli/.oil us thoy iire com-

parativoly pun-. nltlion(;h hardly roadiin^ a niiniinuiu

of 'M'l Na-CDj aftor ({rinding and hoating- Tho solids

of this liquid ooiitain at this point almut ti% and oven

more potash .«itdts. and tho li(|uid s|)iiidl<'s aliont '^'>\ H.

Then tho crystallization of sodium oliloridi' sets in

aud thiok crusts of this salt, very often in big beautiful

eubie crystals, aro formed on the iHittoin. This sjdt. of

oourst*. oontains .some oarlH)nate and a little iiorato of

soda, whioh. however, oan l>e easily reuiovod, if it is

desired to purify the salt. When the sidl preeipitations,

as far as tho conolusion of this phase, cease, the appear-

aiieo of the vat l>eooiues different. The liquid nnisl

be drawn off again, as s<ion as tine silky crystallizations,

oonsisting of carbonate, sulphate, and some imrate begin

to float on the surface.

In colder weather more sulphate is preci|)itated than

in warm : as a rule, it might be said that this salt mixture

contains between 6(1 and 70% of .sodium carbonate on

a dry basis. Sometimes small precipitations of sodium

chloride occur and the Beaume hydrometer indicates

the changing specific gravity of the brine during this

evaporation. As a nde. the highest density is 39-39J° B.,

and then the liquid becomes lighter, sometimes sud-

denly several degrees, then heavier again, however

keeping under the high mark. To follow the varying

degrees of aggregation of ionic dissociation in this solu-

tion, and the var>-ing degives of ionic concentration

in the brine, indicated by the varying composition of

the separating salts, is ver.v interesting. Sudden pre-

cipitations from over-saturated solutions make this

process theoretically rather a complicated one. This

might cause difficulties in separating the potash from

other natural brines.

A chemical control, of course, is necessary to see that

no potash precipitates. Under the conditions prevailing

at Owen's lake, there is no danger of losing potash

from the liquid by crj-stallizing out, until the solids

of the liquid contain at least 40% potash salts, when
the process is conducted with skill.

The solution that contains sulphuric, carbonic, some

boric, chlorine, potassium, and sodium ions must then

be evaporated to dryness in a separate vat. The salt

crusts thus obtained are now completely dried out by

artificial heat and then ground. Of course, by more

complicated processes the potash salts can be purified

further.

The whitish potash manure salt represents a mixture

of the carbonates, sulphates, and chlorides of potash

and soda in varying proportions; it is free from the

chloride and the sulphate of magnesium, an important

advantage against some of the Stassfurt products.

When employed by the Inyo Development Co. as their

consulting chemical engineer, I, having had a long

c\|>criciii-c III the Stiissrurl ((li niiiiiiy i potash iiiincN

and faclorioM, as well a.s an agriculliiral chemist, sug-

gested taking up tho manufaeturing of |»>tiisli inaiiure

salt.s. Despite many I'aiiurcs of other ciincenis to create

a jiotash industry in llic I'nited Stales, .\. H. Davis,

general nmnager of llic lii\<i Developnu'iit ('o., tonk

up my proposition, and lie dcsc'rvcs the credit of pro

moling Ihe first manufactory of polasli sidls in America

from luitural brines. .\ii cxperimenl.il planl w.is erected

this year, the results being ciilirely siil istactur.v
. The

tirsi run ]>ro<lucc(l pnlasli sjills ruMning L'll ) )

' , imlas-

sium chloride, the Keeoml run 2i)A0'/,, and the lliird

run '.H.Oa%. These runs were made late in Ihe season

after the weather began lo get cool; if they hail liei

n

nuido when it was warm, the results uoulil \\H\f I ii

nuich higher. This I'XjK'rimeiital plant will now lie

extended, and the making of this Aiiieriean potash, on

a commercial basis, will take place on a larger scale.

PiLssibly llie mannfactiire of ]>urer potash sails will

follow later.

('m<i, Ki,SCIIN!5R.

1469 Geary street, San Francisco, January 8.

Small Machinery

The K.litor:

Sir—1 think the articles in your issue of October 23

last, on the 'Psychology of Advertising,' are timely, and

your stress upon the importance of the liuyer's side is

much to the point.

It is nearly 40 years since I entered a copper smelter

to hold a vcrj' junior position, and nearly 30 years since

I took a hand in the management of a mine, and all that

time I have been reading advertisements and, directly or

indirectly, purchasing mine .supplies; so 1 have had a

little experience. What I have found is that advertisers

do not advertise what I want, which is something filled

for a small mine.

The bidk of the examples illustrated and described are

the latest and largest of their kind. One would think,

from reading advertisements, that no mine exists who.se

output is less than 1000 tons per week. The big winding-

engine to hoist from 5000 ft., the big crusher to put

through 250 tons per hour, and the big locomotives are

very interesting to hear about and to see, but there are

not many men who are likely to want them.

It is the same when one writes for quotations: ten to

one, the replies are all for huge machines, and when one

asks for something smaller, the curt reply makes one

feel a verj' small potato indeed.

Some time ago I had occasion to investigate two new

technical processes, and asked for estimates, etc. One

made no reply—evidently we were beneath notice—tlie

other sent an estimate for an output of 20,000 tons per

month.

Now. putting America aside (where. I presume, there

is nothing small even among mines) our country, Aus-

tralia, is a big place, with famous and widespread min-

eral deposits, but how many mines are working whose
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output is a regular 1000 tous per week? I venture to

say, very few; and yet there are hundreds of mines

needing machinery and supplies.

The average man is still somewhere about 5 ft. 8 in.

in height, and about 140 lb. in weight, and the present

War shows he is still the main factor, and not the 16-in.

howitzer with its 20-mile i-ange, and surely the day of

the small mine is not gone? If it has, as our advertise-

ments would lead us to think, then we have far too many
colleges of mines, institutes of engineers, and technical

journals, especially the latter.

But I venture to predict that the small miner is still

worth the machinery-maker's courtesy and attention.

Instead of always putting the big machines in the front,

I would suggest that the small machines be the regular

exhibit, and that the big fellows be used only for an

occasional show, as the pride of the factory.

Edgae Hall.

Silverspur, Queensland, December 14, 1915.

[We like to have opinions such as tliis, from buyers of

mine supplies. As to the criticism that America has

time onlj' for big things, we are pleased to state that this

megalomaniac tendency is fast decreasing, and our

business timis are rapidly recognizing the desirability of

courteous treatment for all customers. The small buyer
of today may be the big buyer of tomorrow ; furthermore,

the small man talks more than the big buyer, and is at

once a strong friend of the firm that treats him well and

a vindictive disparager of the company that is inclined

to be contemptuous of an order for a couple of rock-

drills or a half-dozen cases of dynamite. Large mining

companies, accustomed to being pointed to as typifying

standard practice, are apt to buy machinery at cut-

throat prices, because so many dealers are anxious to

have their name-plate at the big plant. Generally speak-

ing, a dozen orders at $1000 each from small operators

^\^ll bring more profit than a $15,000 order from a large

company.

—

Editor.]

An Unusual Head-Frame

The Editor:

Sir—Relative to P. B. McDonald's article on head-

frames in your issue of December 25, the enclosed photo-

graph of a head- frame that I erected for the Fremont
gold mine in Amador county, may be of interest.

It is seen that the shaft is an incline and that the

cable, as it leaves the sheave, goes to a hoisting-engine

situated on the hanging wall. As a matter of fact the

hoist is on a hill at a relatively high elevation above the

collar of the shaft. The resultant of the pull on the

sheave, being between the two lines indicated, lies at a

difficult angle to counteract. The pull tends to tip the

head-frame over. As it was impossible to provide against
this pull by the back-brace, on account of the flat angle of

the resultant. I resorted to the expedient, now not un-
common in the building of high head-frames, of anchor-
ing the front legs securely to heavy concrete foundations.

The front legs of the structure, that is the two legs on the

foot-wall, are in tension when hoisting takes place. The
head-frame is of the so-called A type, and all four legs

are battered. It is entirely of steel, although the central

structure containing the ore-bin, waste-bin, and crush-

ing plant, is of wood. However this w-ooden tower is

THE FREMO.NT IIKAIJ-I' RAMI-:.

entirely separate from the head-frame, so that vibration

or settlement of the structure does not affect the steel.

The head-frame was designed on the basis of being able

to withstand a load equal to the breaking strength of

1^-inch plow-steel cable; it is 92 ft, high from the

collar of the shaft to the centre of the sheave.

J. R. Cahill.

San Francisco, January lo.

Another, and Earlier, Ball-Mill

The Editor:

Sir—As a furtlier eontriliiition to your "ancient his-

tory" communications relating to the genesis of the

more modern forms of macliinery for ore reduction, I

beg to submit the following:

In 1863 I designed and superintended the erection of

a mill at Black Hawk. Gilpin county, Colorado, for the

treatment of gold-bearing sulpliide ores of that region by

pulverizing and roasting, followed by amalgamation.

The ores were broken l)v a Blake crusher, and then
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liii lo u Howill null, iiaiinii iiftor its pairntcc. Uriitly

iU'stTilH.'il. it wiis a stmiijfly liuilt ruii-lilowiT, with sltcl

sIwhI ariiw to the rotor. It had heavy rwinovable eorni-

gated oa.st-iiMH rim witliiii tlu- tii-sinj: of the mai-hiiu'. I<>

n-ccivo the iinpaet of tlio ore tlimwii ajiiiiii.'it it liy llic

rotor. This mill received the ore from the Hlake eruslu r

at the open eentn*. i'i>rii'S]>i>iidiiiir to the iiilft of a faii-

hlower. Tiie rapidly mo\iiijr rotor iirm.s lu-at tiie on'

back oud forth within the casing: and a.s it heeamc suf

lieiently tine it was carried from the mill l>y the air cur-

rent caused by the rotor, as would be the case willi a Ian-

blower; with this exception: the rotor moved the reverse

way from that of a fan.

This was, as far as I now know, the first of the type of

'hammer' or 'beater' mills, now in some considerable

use in dry pulverization of mincriUs softer than the gen-

eral run of ores.

While the rapidly revolving steel-shod arms ]nilvcr-

ized the ore satisfactorily as to size, quantity, and power,

the wear and tear and delays due to rcplaccnu nt of worn

parts made their operation too expensive.

So, in 1S65, I set my wits to work txi devise sonietliini;

better. I had heard of a drum, containing iron balls,

which was charged with a batch of ore aiid run until the

ore was sufficiently tine; and then it was emptied and

charged again. Whether this was the Lundgreu pul-

verizer, described by J. Ross Browne in 1868, I do not

know ; the name having passed from my memory.

I liked the principle of the machine, but not its appli-

cation to requirements. I needed something to work

continuously, not intermittently. Kcmcmber that Black

Hawk was then over 600 miles from any railroad, and

that all freight was mule or ox-drawn. But the foundi-y

and machine-shop of Langford & Marshall, at Black

Hawk, had scrap-iron from poorly designed and un-

necessary machinery, bought and sometimes erected to

treat supposititious ores from 10-ft. shafts of so-called

mines. Those were times that tried the miner's soul.

Failures were constantly calling for other devices to be

substituted as makeshifts. Something had to be done.

The mill was idle because the last 'Howell' had finished

its windy howl and beaten itself to dissolution. But the

remains were sold for scrap—from which to make other

things.

"With the active co-operation of John W. Nesmith, then

the superintendent of the Langford & Marshall foundry,

and afterward president of the Colorado Iron AVorks, of

Denver, the ball-mill was constructed as follows: Two

circular cast-iron discs, four feet in diameter, for the

heads, were mounted, three feet apart, on a steel shaft.

For staves for this drum, or barrel, wrought-iron bars i

by 2i inches were used. Each bar was spread by forging

at the ends and in the middle, for the length of an inch,

to measure at those points 2? inches. They were then

bound on the heads and at the middle by three hoops of

iron. Thus there were openings of | inch between the

staves.

One end had a circular opening around the shaft

through which the ore could be fed. The other head

was closed ; hut each head had a IimikIIioIc with a suitable

cover, which could be rcniovctl at will, lo give aciMss to

the interior of the drum. The ilnim \mi.s iiioiiiiti<l in

suitable bearings for the shat'l. and on a wooden frame.

provided with a woodi'n easing tn eotitiiu' diisl. A gear

wheel on the dnnn-Kliafl. ami |>iijinn ujiMiiiled on n

conntt'r-shaft with a pulley, rnrnislied inefins to drive

the drum at the speed of about '2i r.p.iii.

When this inNtallation wa.s completed, about 1000 lb.

of chilled east-iron balls was put into the drum, ami llie

trial began. The ore so ground flowed from the inill

through the sjiaees between the staves, l-'roni llie bolloin

of the casing, wliieh wiis liop])ershaped, a serew con-

veyor moved the crushed and ground ore to a revolving

screen of IK)-mcsh wire-cloth. That which |)as,sed through

the screen went to the roasting-furnace, ami the coarse

material flowed back with the feed (o the drum.

This device ai>parently worked perfectly from llie

start, to the extent of grinding one Ion per iionr for a

few da.vs. Then we observerl that its hourly output

decreased da.v by day until but one-quarter of a ton

hourly was all we could produce. Examination showed

that the staves had been worn until they were so smooth

that the.v slipped under the charge of ore and balls, in-

stead of being lifted so as to cause the balls lo fall to

impact the ore.

We overcame this defect by removing .some of tlie Hat

staves, and placing about 12 of them at regular intervals

between the other staves at right angles thereto: so they

pro.jected from the inner sides of the staves i-adiall.y

toward the shaft. These formed liarriers to prevent slid-

ing of the drum under the load; and, further, lo lift the

balls and ore to a height that they might beat upon each

other as they moved downward on the ascending part of

staves. The mill then was more efficient than at the

start.

But another trouble arose: The chilled east iron balls

proved too brittle for the work, and broke rapidly.

After trying ca.st-steel balls, wrought-iron balls forged

from old shafting by hand and sledge-hammers, and

swages, proved successful ; and wore to 1-in. diameter,

keeping their spherical form up to the periodical times

for their removal from the drum. These small balls

were mixed with pebbles of flinty quartz and used in a

lengthy rotating cylinder to pulverize the roasted ore.

But that is another story.

N. S. Keith.

Philadelphia, December 21, 1915.

Costa Rica has an area of 23,000 square miles, which

is a little less than that of West Virginia. The popula-

tion is 411,000, of which 55,200 are in San Jose, the

capital. The total debt of the country is $17,000,000, of

which nearly half is held by English interests and the

remainder mostly French. Monej^-order and parcel-

po.st ser\-icc exist; the custom regulations give facilities

to imports; foreign patents and trade-marks are well

protected.
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IXTKODUCTOKY. How often we hear a mioing en-

gineer remark that he has certain theories about

certain phases of some partienlar branch of his pro-

fession and that some time he will investigate. Time

passes and the theories are never tested, while so many

young men in the mining schools are wondering where

they will get the problems for their thesis.^

If all unfinished problems were made public some one

might find something among them that would make a

special appeal and by a further investigation be able to

produce results that would be a contribution to science, if

not of commercial value. It is with this in mind that I

submit the following ' near processes.

'

Wet Desulphueization and Flotation. To my
knowledge, outside the work of the Nipissing. very little

has been written regarding wet desulphurization.

About the effectiveness of the nascent hydrogen liber-

ated by the caustic soda and aluminum in decomposing

silver minerals there is no question. But other min-

erals are included in the category. And here is where

the process may be baulked entirely. It is very likely

that in making the maiden attempts with wet desulphur-

ization at the Nipissing they happened to hit upon the

most fortunate sample possible. I tried it on an oil-flota-

tion tailing. After 10 minutes of agitation the sheets of

aluminum were covered with a nasty black paste. The

natural inference was that this was caused by the oil

that had remained in the tailing. In order to force the

test to completion aluminum impellers were used on

vertical revolving shafts for agitators. The same deposit

formed. Coai-se sand was then placed in the bottom of

the containers to act as a scouring agent, and, after con-

iPossibly the fourth-year man in the mining school should

not do a thesis. For my part I would like to see the thesis

thrown out of the curriculum of the fourth year. The ideal

research problem is the one that the investigator has met

'face to face' on his own initiative, and it is only under such

circumstances that he gets the proper inspiration for original

thinking. The parent spends about $500 for the son's fourth

year in school only to have him thrown on his own resources,

when, in tact, he has none and cannot be expected to have, and

he flounders around for weeks to do work that should be done

in a few days; and in the end he is deceived into thinking

that he is qualified to go out and take a 'position' when in

fact he should have only a 'job.' On the job he will have plenty

of opportunity to develop initiative, and it will be more likely

to develop if the instructor will take the thesis period and

give him careful instruction on the 'known' instead of pushing

him out into the 'unknown.' So often we hear that the pre-

scribed course has not room for this and that. It the thesis

period were eliminated there would be more time. Of course,

the man learns something while on his thesis, but I believe he

would learn more in school and be better prepared to step from

a 'job' to a 'position' if the instructor gave him more of his

time in the fourth year.

siderable effort, the test was put through, and it was

found that the silver, which was otherwise refractory to

cyanide, dissolved readily after desulphurization. The

black deposit was then collected and tested. No tt-ace

of oil could be found, but a large percentage of lead in its

stead. As some sulphur was also present, the first im-

pression was that it w'as a sulphide or sub-sulphide of

lead. Galena was present in the tailing but if native

PbS were converted into artificial PbS in one step it

meant a new bit of chemistry. That was hardly prob-

able. After a lapse of several months wet desulphuriza-

tion w^as again tried; this time on a slightly oxidized

lead-zinc ore. The same black mess appeared in large

quantities. This ore had not yielded its lead freely to

oil-flotation.

About this time I had a stock of galena on hand that

had been given a sulphate coating by roasting. Directed

by something other than scientific reasoning. I put some

of this into a caustic soda solution with sheet aluminum.

A thick deposit formed on the alumimim and the solution

was soon clouded with a dark-brown colloidal substance.

The dilemma had passed. Of course PIjSO^ is decom-

posed, forming Pb, H.O, Na„S. This was corroborated

at once by pure PbS04 giving a mass of spongy lead.

The sulphated galena had not floated easily by oil-flota-

tion, but after brightening it by wet desulphurization

it floated freely.

Cerussite (PbCOa) is readily decomposed by this proc-

ess and spongy lead is deposited on the foil (these tests

can best be made in test-tube). I think anglesite

(PbSOJ acts in the same way, though I could not get a

good specimen to test. My impression is that by this

method one can detect the slightest amount of oxidation

of galena (fresh galena is not decomposed), and that if

in flotation work, galena is escaping, the tailing should

be panned and the galena tested for a sulphate coating.

I used galena that was very slightly oxidized by dilute

sulphuric acid, and got a distinct reaction. Aside from

being an aid in determining the character of an ore it is

not impossible that some day wet desulphurization might

be worked into the flow-sheet of a flotation plant. The

Nipissing^ charges off 0.54c. per ton to desulphurization

and gives a 12-hour treatment. Oxidized galena could

probably be brightened in two hours with the same

strength of solution if the deposit of lead on the alum-

inum did not prove to be a nuisance. I thought at one

time that I had a method worked out that would prevent

the deposition of sponge lead on the aluminum, but have

never concluded the experiments.

2J. .T. Denny, Mining and SriENTii-ic Prkss. Sept. 27, 1913.

Page 488.
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Hyi'\)si Li'iiiTiNO. I picki'il up tin- stntt'iiiciit in tnu-

of the old volumes of tlio tnmsiietiotiR of the A. I. M. K.

that freslilv pnvipitiileil silvtr siilpliide dissolves in

stantly in the Hussell extra mlulion (XCuS.O,- YNn..

SjOjK This seemed to .sni;);est a way out on an ore that

had proved n-fnu-tory toward eyanide on aeeount of the

copper and silver being ohemieally eomhined. Knowinjf

that wet desulphurizntion would deeompose the copper-

silver miiural. thn>winp down eement silver, niul heiiiR

aware also of the aviility with whieh sodium sulphitle

attacks silver, making silver sulphide, it seemed quite

possilile then to dissolve this freshly formed Ap-S in

extra solution upon a few minutes agitation. Fully

awan' that the extra solution is awkward to handle as

eompartul with a eyiuiide solution, the idea of a nearly

instantaneous dissolution of the silver, where the eopper

could not interfere, s«MMned attractive.

A specimen of pyrargyrite was therefore selected,

cruslieti through 200-niesh. and mixed with sand to make

an on^ nssjiying 24 oz. silver. It was given the wet de-

sulphurization treatment, washed, luul then an hour's

agitation in a closed jar with a 1% solution of Na^S.

After washing, it was agitated in the same manner with

a 1'7 extra solution. Tlie periods of agitation in hypo-

sulphite varied from five minutes to two hours, and the

percentage extracted varied from 25 to 40; the five-min-

ute treatment in some castas being as effective as any.

The probabilities are that all of the Ag„S that was

formed did dis.solve instantly according to the original

premise, but that it existed oidy as a coating on the par-

ticles of cement silver, and as soon as the coating was

dissolved the dissolution ceased. Or. on the other hand,

it is possible that the copper which replaced the silver

when the silver went into solution formed an impervious

coating on the sulphidized silver. If the latter portion

of the silver had proved as solul)le as the former the dis-

solution of the silver would have been as simple as the

old style trough-lixiviation. but, under the circumstances,

the scheme had to be shelved.

Carbox IX Ctaxide Solutiox. I read with a great

deal of interest the articles of ile.ssi-s. Feldtmann and

Ralston^ on the precipitating power of charcoal and

graphite in cyanide solutions. They concurred in the

opinion that "an explanation of how and why the gold

is precipitated by charcoal will throw light on the

action of graphitic schist," and that "the gold-bearing

ions are doubtless adsorbed in the charcoal;" and also

that it was pretty thoroughly demonstrated that gold

entered "the pores of the charcoal." Whether a solu-

tion enters capillarj- tubes or cleavage-planes or planes of

fracture caused by crushing, the phenomenon is plainly

one of capillary action (capillary action can be demon-

strated as well by two plain plates of glass set close

-together, as by a capillary tube).

Now. the capillarv^ rise in a tube is merely one of the

manifestations of the forces acting in the surface of a

3W. R. Feldtmann. Mining axd Scientific Press, May 22,

1915, page 791: 0. C. Ralston, Mining asd Scientitic Press.

July 17, 1915, page 77.

liquid and known as 'nui-faee tension.' We can there-

I'ore attnl)\ite (he penetration of the pores of the char-

coal to surface t(>nHion. If the pores arc penetrated liy

a solution containing gold-hearing ions, and if by reason

of some elicMiical reaction (the writem discussed the re-

actions) the.s*' ions ceiuse to exist as such, others would

t'ollow at once, as the eonse(|Uence of dilTusion, So I

rea.soned that in order to che<'k precipitation of gohl by

charcoal one wouhl have to reduce the surface lensimi of

the solution. Amyl alcohol was ehosi'n as the auxiliary

reagent on aeeount of its phenomenal efrect in this re-

gard. I duplicated l''i'l(itiuann's experinienls as nearly

as possible, using 200 cc. of solution, titrating 2 lb. KCN,
0.5 lb. CaO and as.saying O.GIl mg. gold per 100 cc. The

charcoal was crushed to 10-mesh and 10 gni. was used in

each test. For the first trial two tests were allowed to

stand for 24 hours side by side, one with and one without

amyl alcohol. The alcohol was added to make a 2.4%

solution, which, disregarding the effect of cyanide and

lime, would reduce the surface tension of the solution

from 71 to 26.* The amount of gold precipitated per 100

cc. was 9.23 and 7.88 mg. in the non-alcoholic and alco-

holic solutions, respectively. The difference was not

great, but suflicient to give encouni|?nient. From llie

amount precipitated, it seemed that the tests had stood

too long, .and since beakers were used which probably

allowed a great evaporation of the alcohol, the tests

were repeated in closed flasks and allowed to stand only

14 hours. Gold was precipitated to the extent of 8.91

and 5.:j6 mg. or 93 and 58%, respectively. The approxi-

mate surface tensions in the same order were 71 and 26.

(I took the precaution to compare the dissolving rates of

the alcoholic and non-alcoliolic solutions on gold foil and

found that there was no difference).

The results make me feel that my theory—that the

precipitation of gold on carbon can be controlle<l by the

control of the surface tension of the .solution—was cor-

rect, though I realize fully that I have not prrsenled

enough evidence to claim a proof.

Probably the largest repair .iob by means of oxy-

acetylene was recently made at Chicago by the Oxweld

Acetylene Co., when a gyratory-crusher spider weighing

40 tons was mended. A piece weighing 10 tons broke off,

and a new spider would have cost $2,300. The break

was chipped out and 900 lb. of new metal had to be

welded in. This work occupied two men per shift for

60 hours continuously. The hub was kept warm in a

fire during this period to take care of expansion and con-

traction. After the job was finished the repaired spider

was covered with sheet asbestos and allowed to cool

gradually, iluch expense and time was saved by this

weld.

—

The Excavating Engineer.

Okegox has an area of 96.030 srpiare miles, which is

over twice that of Pennsylvania. Its population is 800.-

000. having doubled since 1900. Baker county produced

$1,500,000 in gold in 1915.

^Morgan and Neidle, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc, Dec. 20, 1913.
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Minim§ am Il(g\!iiii(m(G

By J. W. Bierees:

INTRODUCTION. It is difficult to write on this

subject when there is, in all of the Republic, but

one mining enterprise in actual operation, namely,

the gold mines of Zarumain the southernmost province.

It has been said that Ecuador is poor in minerals.

True, it is almost undeveloped and not at all known, but

there are many evidences of mineral wealth. How can a

country he explored and developed without roads, to say

nothing of railroads? Senators from the extreme east-

em provinces, wishing to attend the session of Congress

at Quito, instead of ascending the rivers and crossing

the mountains, deem it preferable to take steamer down

the Amazon to the Atlantic ocean, travel by steamship

to Buenos Aires, thence across country and high moun-

tains to Valparaiso, up the Pacific to Guayaquil, and

thence by rail to the capital.

The Country. Ecuador extends north and south

along the Pacific more than 300 miles, and eastward

about 500 miles across the Andes to the tributaries of

the Amazon, an area of 116,000 square miles. The

population is estimated at 1,500,000, but there has been

no census. In the larger cities and the coastal region a

mixed race predominates, the Spanish-Indian, but in the

inter-mountain region the population is almost entirely

native Indian. Of course, there are many direct de-

scendants from the Spanish, and also foreigners from

other countries.

The seaports are Guayaquil, Bahia de Caraquez.

Manta, Esmeraldas, and Puerto Bolivar, in order of im-

portance. Guayaquil, situated 830 miles south from

Panama, on the west bank of the Guayas, 35 miles north

from the Pacific ocean, claims a population of 75,000.

Quito, the capital, in the mountains, 300 miles north-

east from Guayaquil, has about 60,000 people.

Ecuador is served by three steamship lines running

between Valparaiso and Panama, one of which conducts

a coasting service between Guayaquil and Panama.

River-steamei*s ply on all the large rivers, connecting

the small towns and plantations with Guayaquil. The

Panama Canal puts Guayaquil within eight days of New-

York.

The Guayaquil and Quito narrow-gauge railway (a

New Jersey corporation) is the only railroad of any ex-

tent being operated. A number of other railway projects

are under consideration, and some xinder construction.

The greater part of Ecuador is inaccessible and unde-

veloped, because it lacks not only railroads but wagon-

roads.

Tributary to the coast and extending 50 miles inland

Contributed by the author. A paper also read before the

Pan-American Scientific Congress, Washington. December 1915.

from the ocean to the foothills lies the richest part of the

country. The river Guayas, flowing from the north

through the bottom-lands, empties into the large bay of

Guayaquil and furnishes convenient transpoi-fation.

These river-lands are rich and can grow all tropical

products. Ecuador's great wealth is in cacao (choco-

late) ; the total weight of this material har^'ested in 1914

was approximately 100,000,000 pounds. The lowlands

i:)roduce many other articles of commerce, but next in

value is the tagua (ivory-nut) and the toquilla (panama-

hat fibre). Ecuador also produces coffee, rubber, sugar,

tobacco, rice, coco-nuts, bananas, oranges, and pine-

apples. Aside from the coastal lowlands the country is

mountainous and little developed, yet the many fertile

valleys yield all the temperate-zone cereals, vegetables,

and meats; excellent potatoes, wheat, rye, barley, beans,

peas, alfalfa, cattle, sheep, and hogs. Altitude compen-

sates in climate for what the country lacks in latitude.

The timber of Ecuador is not well known. It is

claimed that there are many varieties of useful hard-

woods within the coastal lands, but in the interior it is

scarce. The gold mines at Zaruma obtain many varie-

ties of soft woods, including cedar, cinnamon, etc., but

they do not endure long. Hardwoods are scarce and

far away. The soft woods may endure if kept from the

air, but if subjected to air and moisture, they decay

rapidly. Mine-timbers last only from one to two years.

Boring insects play havoc in the wood-work of buildings.

The timber from the coast cannot be used owing to lack

of transportation.

In the matter of industries there is little to say. Every

large city has a brewery and there are a number of small

businesses in various places, such as flour and cotton

mills; the manufacture of panama-hats is an extensive

industry, it being done by hand; also there are a number

of important sugar-mills.

Geology and Minerals. The immense uplift of the

Andes throughout the entire length of Ecuador has fur-

nished a vast area for the prospector, but for many

reasons the country is diiBcult of access. Lack of roads

and railroads leaves the inter-mountain region remote

and inaccessible, and the fact that the north-central part

is covered with volcanic ash and that a large area in the

south and east is covered by a dense growth of trees and

jungle makes it almost impossible of exploration. The

vicinity of Mt. Cotopaxi offers an interesting exhibit of

various periods of eruption. In many places where the

soil has been deeply cut by rivers and railwaA-grades

there are several layers of volcanic ash alternating with

layers of black loam. In places the ash is 6 ft. and the

black loam 3 ft. deep. It is noticeable that the thickest
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beds of ash are o|>p«>sito tin* volcano, while 2a inili'S nwiiy

the layors thin to a few inclu-s nn«l an- nuu-h liner in

texture. In the tropieal and s«-nii-tn>i»ioal n-aelns of the

mountains, the rapid oxidation, disinleijralioM, ami

erosion, followed by dens*- rtoral jrrowth, have so elian^teii

the faee of the earth that it is impossible to know wiiat

lies lH*neath. Even in the vicinity of ancient mine work

ings it is seldom possible to (ind the Iwttoms of the ix-

•avations exposed.

I iH'lievc there has not bwn any geological study since

that of Dr. Teodoro Wolf, therefoiv little can be said

alMUit the mineral po.ssibilitics of Iv-uador. Iron ore in

workable quantity has not been dis^-overcd, neither have

any important deposits of lead, zinc, or copper, although

the latter is known to exist in several places.

Oil is now Innng found in the lantls along the coast

west from Guayaquil, in the district colled Santa Elena.

It was disi-oven-d by the earliest voyagers, and Dr.

Wolf in 1892. made a report on it to the Govcrnincnl.

Since then a small extraction has been made from the

superficial capping. In 1012. an exploratory bore

reached a depth of 2000 ft. with negative results except

in the superficial area. In 1913 the production was at

the rate of 10.000 to 20.00<') bbl. for the year, being used

locally as fuel for furnishing power. There are two

grades reported by recent analyses: (o) Green oil, 24-28°

B. (h') Black oil. 18-in'B at GOT. Both are low in

asphalti?ra. gasoline, and kerosene, and high in fuel and

lubricating stock.

Coal exists in various places, a low-grade lignite, high

in ash and volatile matter. In the provinces of Azuay

and Loja some wide scams have been discovered, but as

yet they have not been tested adequately.

Mercury has been discovered in tlie pro\-ince of Azuay.

Silver was mined by the ancients and particularly in the

district of Pillsiim. province of Caiiar. In 1891- '94 an

attempt was made to explore these mines, and some ore

was shipped to foreign markets, but they were aban-

doned, probably for lack of capital and means of com-

munication.

Gold is the only metal being produced in any quantity.

I am unable to procure close figures as to the amount

produced from the small placer work of the Indians, but

I am supplied with the figures for the vein mining, and I

believe we may estimate the total annual production at

$600,000.

Gold probably exists in all the rivers on both sides of

the mountains. The Indians wash the gravels in many

places and bring it in small quantities, to be sold to the

merchants and banks. Particularly do they come from

the mountain tributaries of the big rivers on the east

side of the main watershed. I believe the Napo river

and its tributaries at present contribute a small amount

and that not far from the city of Cuenca, in the di.strict

known as Sigsig, the Indians wash out coarse gold and

sell it in the large towns, but it is said that the whites

are not permitted to enter that district. Again, in tlie

extreme south-east some small amount of gravel- washing

is done. Also near the north-west coast in the pro\'inee

of EKUicraldns a Tiiilcd ."^lilies cnrpuinlimi conducted

KOMI"' plac.T development iibnul ten yciirs ago, but this

work was discontinued: il was said thai the gold I'ouhl

not be recovered. I'laliiimn has linii icpoilcil in liic

gravels of s<ime of the rivers in I he iiorlli wisl. In llic

Itnivinee of El Oro, in lln- dislrict of Zanima, tlic river

gravels contain small (pumtities of gold, but it is usually

Haky and light ami the gravel extremely shallow.

Tradition has it that in many parts of this couiilry,

the veins contain gold in fabulously rich jiockets. This

has been a.sstimed because of the vasi (pmiitilies nf [)|jilc,

inuigcs, aiul ornaments of gold foinid in Ihe piiss<',ssiiin cif

the natives by the Sjianish contiuerors. However, it is

not likely that Ihere existed great Ircasure-honses when

the gold could be chiseled out in chunks, but it ]irobal)ly

canu^ from a long period of small gains. The SpHiiiar<ls

operated haciendas and employed their slaves, when not

engaged in agriculture, in working the mines, and also

no doubt there were nmny in(le])eiident natives washing

the ores and gravels for small returns. The va.st quan-

tity of gold possessed by the natives at the time of the

Conquest, used as plate and for ornaments and temple

decorations, probably came from sniull aeeuMiiibilions

over centuries.

Gold-bearing quart;c veins exist in Ihe mounlains in

many parts of Ecuador, but the only ones now being de-

veloped are those in the district of Zaruma in the prov-

ince of El Oro. History tells us that soon after the Ton-

quest the Spaniards discovered the natives working im-

portant gold mines, and founded several towns because

of the mines. The principal ones were Zaruma. in the

soutli in tlie province of El Oro; Zainora, in tlie south-

east in the province of Lo.ia; Sevilla del Oro and

Logrona del Oro. both in the central part of the Re-

public.

After the Spaniards founded the towns of Zamora

and Sevilla del Oro, the native Indians joined together

in great numbers, overpowered and ma.s.sacrod all the

foreigners except the women and children, whom they

carried away into captivity. In various histories it is

stated that the Spanish governors were exacting ex-

orbitant taxes, requiring the Indians to bring in large

quantities of their gold, presumably to be sent to the

Spanish Crown ; after this had gone to a point where

they would not longer endure it, the Indians organized

and swept in one night upon the sleeping Spaniards.

One account is that to punish the Spanish Governor-

General they killed him by pouring molten gold down

his throat, stating that they hoped he would be satisfied.

We often hear of discoveries in the ea.stern provinces

among the big rivers that help to form the Amazon, but

that entire region ea.st of the Andes is without adetiuate

roads. A north American prospector recently reported

the discovery of a large quartz vein which he estimated

would assay 1 oz. in gold per ton. This was on the

lower Napo river, and in order to reach Quito he had

traveled three weeks, mostly afoot.

MixixG. The mining laws of Ecuador are fairly lib-

eral. A pertenencia or lode mining-claim is 200 by 600
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metres, containing twelve hectares, or thirty acres. It

is acquired by location and held by the payment, in ad-

vance, of an annual tax. This is equal to $5 in United

States money for claims not in exploitation, and $25 for

claims in exploitation. If the posses.sor should fail to

pay his taxes during the month of January he may still

redeem the property by paying a double tax the month

following. If he should cease to pay taxes for any length

of time, the property becomes subject to auction-sale for

the benefit of the Government, at which time the original

owner is allowed the first opportunity to buy in, by pay-

ing the back taxes and the penalty. Mining machinery

and .supplies are admitted into the country free of duty.

Likewise the product of the mines is not charged any

export duty. There are no smelting works or mints, and

at present Ecuador has no

means for the purchase and

coinage of gold bullion.

Gold MiNrNG at Z-Uiuma.

This district is in the extreme

south in the province of El Oro,

150 miles from Guayaquil. The

latitude is 3°45' south, the

longitude 82° west, the altitude

from 2000 to 5000 ft. above sea-

level. It is reached by steamer

to Santa Rosa, thence by mule-

back for 45 miles.

It was just before the middle

of the 16th century when Fran-

cisco Pizarro and his associates

went by boats from Panama to

Ecuador. After discovering the

Gulf of Guayaquil, and con-

quering some 50,000 Indians

on the island of Puna (now with

a population of only 100), the

first headquarters was made at

a point where now is situated the town of Tumbez, at the

mouth of the river of the .same name, near the boundary

between Ecuador and Peru. This river empties into the

gulf near its southern end, its source being 125 miles east.

Amid these rivers and hills lies the mineral district of

Zaruma. During the first years after the Conquest the

adventurous Spaniard ascended the river in search of

the origin of the gold found in the gravels, until, ar-

riving at the heart of the Zaruma district, he found

native Indians engaged in washing gold from the out-

crops of large quartz veins. Here, in 1549- '50. he

founded the town of Zaruma, the present seat of the

canton, now a village of 800. The famous road built

under the rule of the Inca passes not far from Zaruma,

and here may still be seen stretches of the original stone

pavement. Here they began mining for gold, and subse-

quently explored and worked veins over a large area not

now defined in extent, but at least 15 miles long north

and south by 5 miles wide. One may still see the marks

of eaves denoting a vast number of old workings, now

filled with water or covered with a tropical growth.

Entrance and exit wei-e by shaft, adit, and incline, and

the ore was carried out on men's backs. They probably

took out the rich streak and left standing the low-grade

quartz, filling back under-foot the broken waste, oc-

casionally leaving a pillar of vein-matter. Seldom is

high-grade ore found standing, and it is impossible to

sample the bottom of the workings because of the accu-

mulation of filling and mud. Work evidently ceased at

the water-level, where oxidation ended. The bottom of

the oxidized zone is usually 100 ft. beneath the .surface,

but the greatest of tiie ancient mines undoubtedly

reached a depth of 300 ft. The only tools of metal ever

found are some soft-iron bars. The ore was treated by

grinding and washing. A vast sy.stem of ditches and

reservoirs spread over the district and many a large out-

MAP OF PART OF SOUTH A5IERICA.

crop shows signs of wasliing. Hundreds of stone shoes

and dies of the little two-stamp mills have been found

in the soil, and there are also visible the beds of old

arra.stras. The stamp-mill consisted of two stamps ; the

mortar was a wooden box of the size of the modern

candle-box ; the die an oval boulder having on its upper

side two cupped-out wells, into which dropped the stone

shoes, smaller boulders with the upper end sharpened to

a neck. This neck was driven into a wooden boss-head,

tapered to form a stem on which was a wooden spike to

serve as tappet. The earn was operated by an overshot

water-wheel. The principle is that employed today in

our gravity stamps, with steel replacing the stone. After

stamping they probably panned the free gold.

In 1815 Spain sent an agent to Ecuador, who reported

that many mines were being worked, but after the War

of Independence it almost ceased for a long time. In

1876 Dr. Wolf made a study of the district and pub-

lished a short description in 1879.. In 1878 mining men

came from Chile and Peru to make the first denounce-

ments (locations), and in 1880 the Great Zaruma Gold
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Miiiiii); I'oiiipany was or^aiii/fil in l.oiiilnn. Two ycai-s

wore s|u>iit in rtmd ctuist ruction and attonipl.s to intro-

duce Uxtfiv nuu'liinory. luit not having linislicd tin- mad,

and tlio ntafliinory luinj? tiw lioavy for nudebark. it lias

lain aluuulonotl at tidowator ovor sinoo. In ISSIJ tlu'

Knplish company's manager joined the Sala/ar revolu-

tion and was killed at tlie pates of Quito. Metwcen lSS:t

and 18ST the Hnglish company raised additional capital,

workmi the mines, and made .siune shipments of Rold.

In 1SS7 it wiLs liijuidated and a new corporation, callini;

itself the Zanuna (JoKl Mining Company, was orpani/cd

to continue tlevelopntenf. In 1889 French capital in-

vestigated the district, hut di.scontinued work the fol-

lowing year. In 18!V") the Knglish comjiany ahandoned

the district entirely, their failure licinp dm' probably to

lack of improved metallurgical methods and adequate

means of eommunieation with the eoa.st. In 1897 a com-

pany organized in the I'nited States, took over the prop-

erties and is still operating.

The geological structure of the district lias not been

accurately determined, but it consists mainly of large

flows of andesite. dacite. rhyolite (some porphyritic and

some l>recciated\ lying on the miea-sehist that appear

at the south end. This area has been extensively faulted

and intersected by veins of quartz and ealcite, all of

which probably contain some gold. In the country-rock

a few pyrite crystals are found, while near the veins

this mineral is more plentiful, and within the veins there

is often a heavy mineralization by pyrite. chalcopyrite.

blende, and galena. The quartz veins often reach a thick-

ness of more than 15 ft. and in some places many large

veins lie parallel, fomiing a great mountain of quartz

and country-rock, with here and there ancient workings.

On the surface the country-rock decomposes rapidly, re-

sulting in yellow and red clay. Ridges often indicate

quartz and many of the canyons arc worn deep by de-

composition and water. The area described is literally

peppered with ancient workings and in most places

where recent development has penetrated beneath an-

cient mines, workable ore has been found.

As already explained, the country is andesitic and is

cut by several large north and south faults and numerous

cross-faults. One large fault passes through the centre

of the district, having a course a few degrees west of

nortli and dipping 70° east. It maj' be traced for sev-

eral miles with ancient mine-workings along it. This

fault frequently makes orebodies composed of quartz and

ealcite. Coming into, but not found to cross it, are large

quartz veins with a strike north-east by south-west and a

dip to the east of 70° or steeper. Large orebodies make

at the junctions. Numerous cross-faultings occur, caus-

ing a slight otfset in the veins. The walls of the main

fault are often loose, but those of the true veins are firm.

Ore-shoots are irregular in the fault and regular in the

veins. In character the veins are of quartz, sometimes

containing mineralized country, and in the vicinity of

the fault wiU also contain large quantities of ealcite.

The sulphide minerals, pyrite, chalcopyrite, blende, and

galena, are also present. The entire vein-matter contains

line pai'lii'Ic.s of free gold. M) .scattered and .Miiall .i.> lo lie

invisible to the eye, and it is proliablc that the gold is

mechanically lockeil in the quartz ami Ktdphid)*. Occu-

sioiially an cxcccilinply I'icli .streak is founil, iiniilc up of

a black mineral, pmliably tctrahcdrilc, cniitiiininp line

particles of free gold. The mines are opcnc-.l by iidils

and .shafls. l*ii(spcctinp drifts usually lollow I he vein,

but if the walls arc loose, laterals arc run. Several vein-

systems have been develojied anil partly niineil. Ilic

shoots ranging in si/e from 'A to If) ft. thiek. ;irid in gold

ju'r ton U]i to .+1(0. In silver the ore avci-agcs .+ 1 per Ion.

Of course, there have been developed hesidcN iminy

shoots too low-grade to be worked liy snnill-.scale opera-

tions. The ore, as milled is a mixture of ipiarl/. and

ealcite, containing sulphides to the amount of lO'/J of

the total weight. Weekly devclopnieiit sani]>les are taken

from the various faces and after the ground lia.s br-en

opeiu'd, systematic sampling is completed. Several

methods of sloping are employed. Where the walls are

loose, close iilling is dotic. In vcin.s having firm walls,

box-chutes are put in and the shrinkage system em-

ployed, while in some of the tight narrow veins the

slopes are left open and in some cases pillars of vein-

matter are left over the level run-way. Underground

drilling is almost entirely by air, there being employed

the one-man hammcr-stoper, the jack-hammer for sink-

ing, and both the mounted jack-hammer and the regular

drifter for development.

By long experience in milling upuralious and numer-

ous experiments, it has been determined that the metal-

lurgical methods so far most satisfactory for tin- treat-

ment of these ores is—after crushing—re-grinding in

tube-mills, followed by agitation in cyanide solution.

As there is neither smelter nor mint in Ecuador, all

bullion must be shipped to foreign countries. The prin-

cipal water-power installation is a 60-in. concrete tube,

2i miles long, delivering 6000 cu. ft. of water per minute

under a vertical head of 150 ft. The 40-stamp mill has

an 8-ft. Pelton wheel on the line-shaft. In a like manner

the crushers are direct-driven, while the hoisting-engine

is operated by a 9-in. Francis-type turbine, reducing the

speed through gears. From a low-head power another

line drives three air-compressors by means of Pelton

wheels, direct-connected. Concrete is employed for the

tube instead of conducting the water in an open ditch,

because of the fractured condition of the mountain and

the certainty of land-slides.

The distance is 45 miles from tide-water. The trail is

difficult of grade and during the rainy season almo.st im-

passable. All machinery and supplies must be section-

alized for transportation by small mules, ilule-freight

ranges from a cent per pound in the time of good roads

to 20 cents in time of bad roads.

The available workman is a mixture of Spanish and

Indian, the type found in most of the towns and cities.

.The full-blood native in the higher altitudes lives by cul-

tivation of the soil ; he seldom comes to the low country

and does not care to enter the mines. But in the few

cases where they have become familiar with mining, they
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prove exceptionally good workers. The native need not

come to the mines because he can live on rice and bana-

nas ; as in all parts of the world where Nature drops the

ripe fruit into the mouths of her beloved children, they

seldom work. But these Ecuadorians usually show abil-

ity and eagerness to learn and become good workmen as

miners, drilling both by hand and by machine. They
also become good meelianics. Since there are no other

mines in the Republic, they must learn here. The com-

mon laborer is considered unreliable, but those who do

important work, such as mechanics, carpenters, drill-

runners, timber-men, mill-helpers, and clerks, are steady,

especially since they have obtained food free. The wages
range from 50c. per day, in United States equivalent, for

common labor, to $1 per day up for the miners, the latter

based upon the depth of hole drilled ; many miners make
$3 per day? All labor receives free food. Over a long

period the drilling speed has averaged two metres per

shift per man for single-hand work and 14 metres per

shift per man for the machine-stoper. There are at

present employed 500 native Ecuadorians and 40 for-

eigners.

Because of extraordinary overhead expenses, such as

traveling agencies, attorneys, hospitals, management,

etc., with also excessive repairs and high transportation,

costs must always be considerably higher than in similar

operations in settled countries, and because of this it is

all the more important in such an enterpi-ise to attain to

a large tonnage basis of operations, and that again calls

for adequate transportation.

Isolation and lack of railroads cause difficulties un-

usual at similar operations in well-developed countries.

The possibility of steamship delays and the bad condition

of trails require that machinery and siipplies be antici-

pated long in advance. Another hardship and expense,

often causing delaj' and grief, is the necessity to section-

alize all machinery to a maximum load of 300 pounds.

Of this necessity it is often difficult to convince the out-

side manufacturer. Foreign manufacturers desiring

business with these republics should send representatives

that know the language and customs, and then endeavor

to grasp their point of view and requirements. All this

will come in time, and with the other much-needed aid

of banking and steamship connections there will build

up a large interchange of commerce of great mutual ad-

vantage.

The Zaruma mining district ranges in elevation above

sea-level from 2000 to 5000 ft. The climate is equable

and agreeable. During the 17 years the thermometer

has ranged from 51° to 93°F. ; the averages for each day
are with almost no variation, minimum 63°, maximum
83°, average 8 p.m. 70'. The rainy season begins in

December and ends in April, the remaining seven months
being without heavy rains. The average annual rainfall

is 60 inches. It is always cool in the shade, and at night

one needs at least one blanket throughout the year.

During the rainy season brush and vines grow to the

height of a man, but by the end of the dry season all is

destroved.

Rice is the staple cereal and is planted on the steep

sides of the mountains, toward the end of the dry season.

With machetes the natives cut all the dry brush and
allow it some weeks in which to dry, after which it i.s

burned ; and then, with iron bars, holes are punclied into

the hard-baked clay soil and the rice grains dropped.

When the heavy rains begin, it soon sprouts and by the

beginning of the next dry season is harvested by dipping

oft' the heads. Trees and garden vegetables grow rapidly

during the rainy season, but slowly by irrigation in the

dry season. Flour is imported from the outside, pota-

toes and all temperate-zone cereals are brought in from

the higher altitudes. Coffee, bananas, oranges, pine-

apples, and avocados grow in the district. All classes of

fowl flourish in the district, and sheep and goats may be

brought in from the higher altitudes. Excellent beef

may be had from the high altitudes to the east and south-

east, but cattle do not thrive on the grasses of the low-

laud; therefore a number sufficient for two weeks is

brought in, killed, dressed and hung in the refrigerator.

Hogs are raised in the district.

Distilled or boiled water is provided at all times, as

the river-water is dangerous during the first excessive

rains, when all the world is being washed into spring and

I'iver. A medical staff is maintained and a constant fight

conducted to prevent illness and to better the conditions

of hygiene. The methods employed at Panama have

been followed and an energetic tight instituted against

malaria, the hook-worm, and other ills of the tropics;

but yellow fever and bubonic plague have not been

known. The surface is drained and kept clean ; the

brush is cut; rubbish and garbage are removed daily,

and dwellings are provided with screened quartere and

water-works. A community can be brought to a high

state of sanitation by proper care and prevention, but

it is difficult to secure the co-operation and assistance of

the less intelligent native population.

The mining company has introduced several welfare

improvements : it has voluntarily given free food to all

the workmen, deeming that this makes for health,

strength, and steadiness; the company provides schools

free to all children in the district ; it operates a boarding-

house for feeding the staff and runs a garden where most

of the temperate-zone vegetables and local fruits are

grown for their benefit; large refrigerating rooms have

been installed where meats may be hung and all cereals

kept in full strength and free from insects ; the company

provides a building used as a miners' club, a club for the

staff, and a chapel. The latest dwelling u.sed by em-

ployees is made of concrete ; floor, walls, and ceiling are

all reinforced-conerete, the roof is of local tile, the win-

dows and doors are screened. These are practicall.y in-

sect-proof and sluiceable, so that roaches and fleas can-

not harbor therein. This type of building is permanent,

whereas those first built of ordinary lumber rapidly de-

cayed from boring insects and rot. The native village

and all staff dwellings are equipped with water, bath

and sewer. For diversion, baseball, tennis, swimming,

riding, and dancing are popular.
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Coneentratloii of Tnngsteii Ore

In 11 papor iH'fon' tlu' Tolonulo SiMPUtitk" Saoioly

till' pnu'tiro of oiv (In'ssini; in HoiiKUt ciMiuly. ('oIdduIo.

was ili.vusscil rwi-ntly by Mr. Ilcrinnii Kli-ik.

Tlu« hn^'oiateil nature of inuoli of tho oiv otTi-roil ilif-

tieultics that wort' <ivirlm>kc(l in oarly tlays. luTiuittinR

about lialf tlio tunpitatf of iron. iVrborite, to i)ass into

the tailinp-pomls. Tlic problem is uflfeeteLl l)y a two-

fold difliiMilty. namely, the rrialiilily of iVrlxiilc, wliose

perfeet eleavajte iin!> Ikh-u noted, and whieh pnnluees tliin

plates of mineral all too readily slimed by tho action of

stamps. Ill a measun-. this has Ix-en overeonie by a bet-

ter demand for eoneentrates eontaining from 2'i to 40%
and by apparatus devised to tn>at the slime rejected in

older practice. In the one case the incrca.sed density of

the honi-stone. due to enclosed ferberite. allows coarser

crushing, and subsequent separation from the gangue.

In the other, modern slime-tables and canviis-tables pre-

vent much of the ferl>erite. unavoidably slimed, from

going to waste. Again, with the first instance in view,

still coarser crushing, sizing, and jigging, followed by

full use of present practice, have V)ecn suggested ; but

apparently without producing a change of general

method. As it is. with increased use of the expedients

mentioned, a reeoven- of 65% is made possible on more

refractory ores, and recoveries of 85% are common. Two
examples will suffice to describe current practice.

1. The ore is passed over a 2-in. grizzly, from which

the undersize is fed to stamps and the oversize to a 7 by

10-in. Gates crusher, thence to the mill. The latter con-

sists of 20 stamps of 1000 lb. each with a six-inch drop

from which the ore. crushed to 20-mesh, passes to a

special classifier, which delivers the coarse to two No. 5

Wilfley tables, middling to one No. .3, and the slime to

two No. 3 tables. The coarse concentrate forms one prod-

uct, while concentrate from the middling and slime are

combined into a second product. Tailings from all the

tables are tanked and distributed to four ^Vilfley slime-

tables, from which the tailings are rejected, the concen-

trates being combined to make a third product and the

middlings sent to an additional Wilfley slime-table where

a final concentrate is collected. The capacity is 25 tons

per 12 hours, the average concentrate being 15:1.

2. The ore is passed over a 2-in. grizzly, the undersize

going to stamps, while the oversize goes through a 7 I)y

10-in. Gates crusher into a battery of 10 stamps, 760 lb.

each, making an 8-in. drop 6-4 times per minute, and

through a 12-mesh screen. Two No. 5 Wilfley tables re-

ceive the pulp, yielding a high-grade concentrate, the

tailing going to a settling-tank, thence to classifiers. The

coarse is sent to a 4 by 12-ft. Frue vanner, the middling

and slime to two 6 by 12-ft. Frue vanners. The concen-

trates from middlings and slimes are combined. The

tailing from the coarse vanner is run through a Hunting-

ton mill with a 60-mesh screen and then to canvas tables.

The tailings from the other two vanners go to a Y-set-

tling tank, from which the pulp is treated by four van-

ners and liie overflow goes to caiivaK tabli's. 'i'hr billi r,

two sets 12 by 40-ft. eacii, have a slope of 1 in 12.

A typical analysis of liighgrade c(mi'cntrate is ns

follows

:

'/r

TllllKHlll- OXiilr . . .r)9.99

Iron oxiilc 'Vi.r>~

Snlphiir 0.00

MnnRnnese oxide 1.02

I'lioHphoriiB .... trace

Slllcii 8.32

It will lie noli'ii tliat llii- iiiincr.il luiipci- •(PMstiliitcN

nearly !•()';<' of llir product.

Nearly all the mills do custom wnrl;. iiiicl .srllli'iiicnl

varies from purchase of on' oulrigiil on a Klidiiig-scah'

to a fixed price of $3 to $1 per Ion for concent ration,

and purchase of the resulting ((ineentrate a1 the market

price. A sliding scale is gra<lii.Me(l Irnin ! lo 4%; 5 to

9%, etc., and in terms of cents per pound of tiingNtic

oxide present in the ore or concentrate up to 00%.

Miignetic separation has been tried with some success.

Where the ore contains arscno-pyrite. or pyrife, or both,

experiments on direct treatment with electro-static ma-

chine have proved successful. In practice wet concen-

tration is usually first employed, and the dried mixed

concentrate is roa.sted to make it magnetic, after which

the contaminating minerals are withdrawn in the mag-

netic field of a separator. Such is the case with Nova

Scotia scheelite. With wolframite and tin ore a difT'cren-

tial separation by magnetic fields of varying intensity

may be used. The Cornwall tung.sten ores are thus treat-

ed, making a separation of the above from iron oxide, and

then from one another.

Among record mill-runs, i^ i> ..ntly related by a

mining engineer of wide experience, was a notable i)cr-

formaiiee in 1878 at the mill of the old Syndicate gold

mine at Bodie, in Mono county, California. A million

dollars was produced in six weeks from a 20-stamp mill

when the suppl.y of ore was only sufficient to supply an

average of 7 stamps. During the six weeks a total of

1600 tons of ore was crushed, making the recovery over

$600, or .30 ounces, per ton. On one occasion the en-

gineer in charge reported a yield of 900 pounds of gold

amalgam in one day ; the general office thought this must

be a mistake and that he meant 900 ounces. "To one

familiar with the sound of the stamps when in regular

operation," he relates, "it is interesting to state that

occasionally tlie free gold filled the inside of the mortar

so that a peculiar soft impact was heard instead of the

customary pounding of the stamps. No amalgamation

was attempted in the mortar, but the pans sometimes got

choked with amalgam so as to hinder operation ; the

amalgam accumulated on the side-wings of the pans so

as to jam the mullers and slow-down the mill-engine. So

much retorting was done that for days at a time the re-

tort had no chance to get cold." The choking of a mor-

tar-box with amalgam occurred several times at the old

Caledonia mine on the Thames. New Zealand, 40 years

ago. This mine yielded 10 tons of gold in a year.
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AX EXTEMPOKIZEU STAMP-MILL. A CLOSE VIEW OF THE MOBTAR-UOX.

^ IE®(gl^<:^Sjfffl ll^amp^MiiJ

M
By C F.

[ANY a mine superiiiteudent has felt the need of a

more thorough method of prospecting orebodies

he is opening than by the assaying and panning

of marked samples, before it is advisable to build even a

small mill of the regular type. This need has been met

by the South Fork Gold Mining Co. at Forest, Sierra

county, California in the following manner. The com-

pany had purchased a Temple-Ingersoll electric air-

drill, for the purpose of extending the hard-rock tunnel

for gravel, and did 400 ft. of work along that line. Since

then attention has been given to developing one of the

lodes where the rock is not hard or solid enough to staml

a power-drill. The drill not being in use, it was thought

that it could be made serviceable as a one-stamp mill

;

on account of the heavj' blow that it strikes and because

of the low cost of operation, it has answered the pur-

pose exceptionally well. Working in this capacity, the

drill uses 2^ hp. and crushes a ton of hard quartz

through a No. 1 screen in 14 hours, striking 220 times per

minute with the motor operating at half-speed, which is

iiot the regulation rate, but the motor does not show any

ill effect of continuously running at half speed. The
•drill is mounted on a tripod that in turn is held by heavy

timbers, which are anchored to the solid rock. The con-

stniction of the mortar is simple as well as substantial.

It is composed of a 30-in. length of 6-in. standard

pipe shrunk on a soft-iron casting with a square base

having four holes for anchor-bolts. The casting and the

hard-cast die. which is 4 in. diameter and 6 in. high,

were ca.st at the foundry, and with these exceptions, the

entire mill was constructed in the blacksmith-shop of the

company, which is in no way exceptional in equipment.

The stamp is made from a piece of l.}-in. drill-steel upset

to 4 in. at one end and shanked for the drill-chuck at

the other. The screen-opening is 8 in. high and cuts out

half of the mortar. The screen-frame is built of iron in

such a manner as to place the screen on a 2-in. offset at

the top and an inch at the bottom. The feed-chute is

connected directly at the back of the mortar and is made
of 20-gauge galvanized ii'on and fastened with screws to

the mortar in which the opening is 3-in. square and on a

level with the discharge. The lip of the mortar is also

of 20-gauge galvanized iron and is securely screwed and

clamped. The mill is equipped with the ordinary type

of jar-feeder, which is easily constructed and is efficient

when properly adjusted. Then follow second-hand

silver-plated copper plates, a foot wide, 8 ft. long, with a

half-inch drop per foot. Owing to the fact that the

clearance of the stamp in the mortar is small, as com-

pared with the usual type of mill, the crushing capacity

is exceptionally large, while for the same reason inside

amalgamation is pooi-. This, of course, could be rem-

edied by increasing the size of the mortar, and so allow-

ing more chance for amalgam to settle. But when the

gold is readily amalgamated as is the case here, this type

of mill gives excellent results.

BRAZTh has an area of 3,292,000 square miles, which is

greater than the United States exclusive of Alaska, and

a population of 24,000,000, which is one-quarter of that

of the United States; Rio de Janeiro, the capital, has

1,500,000. Portuguese is the national language. Ocean-

going steamers can ascend the Amazon to Manaos, a

thousand miles inland. Shipments of iron and steel, ma-

chinery, and oils from the United States is increasing

rapidly.
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TrMitm«iit of HlBMTt' Injuries

By T. C. Wltl\«rspooBt

•Every woiiiul. wliothor it is l«r>;o i>r smnll, is oi

interest to the sutTorer. In every wound, tliat is. wlu-ic

the skin or mucous membrnne of the body has been

broken, there lies the possibility of un inllanmiation

whieit may become serious. On this aeeounl no iii.iiiry

of this sort, whether it be a simple abraded skin, i

elean cut. or a jajrped. extensive opening into tlic

tissues, sliouKI be neijlected.

Treatment of open wounds is simvlo, l>Mt must be

done with some intelliiience. Nature is the chief

physician whose aid never fails if due attention is

paid to her laws. When a wound is made there is

an immediate oozin;: or bleeding from its surface, and

in this blood, or serum, there is nature's first applica-

tion of an antiseptic. The living blood has a certain

resistance to intlammation-prodiu-in^' grerms. but the

dying blood, such as that which escapes from a wound

and clots upon its surface, is many times more

destructive of perm life than the living: therefore,

this blood which is being exuded on the surface of

the wound is the first great antiseptic application,

washing away infection directly from within outward.

and helping to destroy the germs that may have been

implanted by the injun*.

To this should be added the surgeon's aid. It was

a practice in olden times, and even until recent date,

to immediately wash these wounds with a solution

containing carbolic acid, corrosive sublimate, lysol.

iodine, or some antiseptic agent. The idea was that

in washing the wound it was cleansed, and in the

application of a dilute antiseptic the germs present

were killed. Prom much experience and tedious

experiment the medical profession has definitely

proved that, instead of cleansing the wound, washing

more often carries germs into it. and the antiseptics

nsed are so dilute that instead of destroying germs

they are practically useless. On this account wounds

that were washed most carefull.v were often the

wounds which inflamed and developed pus shortly

afterward. Through this knowledge it became

apparent that the best way to treat a wound was

simply to protect it.

Sometimes when wounds result from in.struraents

probably holding highly poisonous germs, or in places

where such poisonous germs are likely to be found,

it is neeessarj- to use some measure to destroy such

as might have been carried into the wound. To do

this two agents are best used : one a coneentrated

tincture of iodine, and the other pure carbolic acid.

In a woimd where infection is suspected, it is a good

plan to drop into it some tincture of iodine. If, how-

ever, there is good reason to believe that the wound

tDoctor at the Murray hospital, Butte, Montana.

Abstract from The Anode.

is seriously infected, the surgeon usually niakcN an

application of pure carbolic acid to its entire surface.

then wipes it <lry of all excesN. This, wlicii ilonc

immediately or shoi'tiy after the injury is received,

will i)racticaliy always prevent germs I'l-oin growing

in the wounds.

One other hindrance to the healing of wounds is

the |U"esenec of some foreign nuitter like rock, splin-

ters, or small fragments of metal. .\s a rule, these

l>articles <lo not carry serious infection in with lliein,

but in all cases they should be rcnu)ved if this e.iii lie

aeeom)>lislied without too much furtln-r in.jury \n tin-

already wounded ti.ssue. They enu never be washed

out well, therefore, here again water or antiseptic

solutions arc out of idace. Snuill forceps or dry pieces

of gauze are used to remove these foreign bodies,

jiurely b.v mechanical means.

The use of jieroxide of hydrogen in or on wounded

surfaces has been often iidvocatcd. This will Ik^

found to be a mistake. It diminishes the antiseptic

action of the blofid on the wouinled surface, and does

not offer a better antiseptic or even oin- in-arly so

good in its place.

It must be especia!i.\' I'eineniliei'ecl lliat wnuinis

through skin that is blackened by coal dust or dirt

from working about engines, arc certain to be made

worse by any effort to cleanse the skin about the

wounds. Such a wound should lie most carefully

dressed dry. without washing, usually in a<ldition to

the application of iodine or the mild cauterizing

of its surface with carbolic acid.

In summarizing, it may be said that siinjile wounds

dressed dry and unwashed, or toiichod with carbolic

acid or iodine, heal better than when they are washed

with any solution whatever. Larger wounds must be

treated the .same way, cleansed of foreign bodies

mechanically and dressed dry. If these wounds are

washed they always suppurate or have matter formed

in them. This knowledge of the conduct of wounds

has led to the present day simple first-aid package

that everv' soldier carries with him into battle.

Regardless of the nature of a wound he receives, it is

dressed w^ith a dry piece of gauze and usually left

untouched for several days. By this system results

have become much better in warfare, and soldiers are

returned to the front in mnch shorter time.

Oil i'roim-ction figures of the different states for 1915

show that California ranked first with 89,000.000 bar-

rels, Oklahoma was second with 80,000,000, while Texas,

Illinois, and Louisiana follow in the order named. The

old oil-producing State of Pennsylvania produced nearly

9,000,000 barrels, ranking seventh between West Vir-

ginia and Ohio ; Wyoming is ninth, and Kansas tenth.

The .\lta-cottoxwood area of Utah now has 70 oper-

ating mines employing 700 men, as compared to a year

ago when there were 17 mines employing 100 men.
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C MoTse

THE Bureau of Miues and Geology of Oregon for-

merly issued a moiithlj' publication describing the

State's mineral resources. The districts touched

upon included the mines of Jackson and Josephine coun-

ties in southern Oregon ; north-eastern Oregon, with its

Virtue mine and its production record of $3,000,000 near

Baker City; the old mines along the Mother Lode near

Bourne in the same county comprising the North Pole,

and the Excelsior and Eureka, better known as the

E. & E. ; the Columbia and the Golconda mines, with

an aggregate production of over $8,000,000; the suc-

cessful dredging operations of the Yuba Construction

interests (Powder River company) near Sumpter; the

modern mining and milling plants of Mormon Basin

and Cornucopia; the possibilities of the Susanville dis-

trict; the dredging opportunities along John Day and

Burnt rivers. The Bureau did not continue this work

during 1915, probably because of a shortage of funds,

and did not describe the porphyry dikes of the Cascade

mountains in Clackamas, Marion, or Lane counties, the

cinnabar prospects near Prineville, nor the lava-capped

gold-bearing sand deposits along the Deschutes river.

A description of these porphyry deposits is the chief

purpose of the present article.

The mines of the Bohemia district were paying good

dividends about 15 yeare ago. The Chamj^ion, Music,

Helena, and Noonday were the principal groups; each

had a 10-stamp mill. The Helena produced some

bonanza ore and is supposed to have ore of about $6

grade still in reserve. The Champion and Music also

had rich shoots or chimneys and made profits with their

small reduction plants as long as they continued to

mine in the oxidized zone and the gold could be recovered

liy simple amalgamation. When they became deeper

the ore proved refractory and low-grade sulphides

appeared containing iron pyrite, arsenopyrite, galena,

blende, and some chalcopyrite. The metallurgical prob-

lems were then beyond the pioneer operators, who sold

their holdings to an Eastern syndicate, which consoli-

dated the three leading groups, the Champion, the

Music, and the Helena, the resulting corporation becom-

ing known as the Oregon Securities Co. A hydro-electric

]>lant wa.s erected and the three 10-stamp mills were com-

bined into one 30-stamp mill, a central hoisting-works

was built, and a subsidiary company extended the local

railroad from Cottage Grove to within a few miles of

the property. But no serious effort was made to over-

come metallurgical difficulties; so the concern failed.

Later a group of lumber-men from Kelso, "Washington,

operated the Champion mine under lease and made
a profit. At present the West Coast Mines Co. is

re-opening the mines: this company is ri>p(irteil to

have opened up shoots of oxidized ore and to be shipping

concentrate from the sulphide zone. The management
is improving the equipment, putting the stamps on

concrete foundations, adding modern concenti'ators, and

expects to be in full swing shortly.

The Lucky Boy mine has an interesting history, and

also a promise of profitable production if properly

equipped. It may be roughly described as a group of

chimneys and shear-zones in an altered dike of porphyry

within an andesite country. It paid good profits while

operations were confined to the oxidized zone with a

NORTH-WESTERN OREGON.

15-stamp mill. In several places in the oxidized zone

it was stoped for a width of 40 ft. and yielded gold on

the plates at from $4 to $6 per ton. About 12 years

ago a 40-stamp mill with a full outfit of Wilfley tables

and Union vanners was installed on the property. There

was also developed a good hydro-electric power with

a double LefiEell tui-bine and a Westinghouse 250-kw.

generator. The power was developed on the McKenzie

river several miles above the village of Blue River.

About the time this plant was put in operation, the

ore changed with depth from a free to a sulphide

character, yielding a bulky low-grade concentrate that

would not stand the expense of the 50-mile wagon-haul

necessary to reach the railroad at Eugene or Springfield.

So the project failed. Before the attempt was aban-

doned, an effort was made to recover the precious metals

in the concentrate by a so-called secret process, including

re-grinding in an old Crawford mill, treatment of the
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pulvfrixed conofiilruti' with ii "si'fri'l' liolutioii, lunl tlu'

amnlRuiiuttioii of tlu- Rolil luui silviT oontonts on sliak-

um tlivtrio pliitos, Ntvilloss to >ui.v tlio wlu'iiu- \vu8

not a suoi'ossi.

In inos I built a snxdl cyiuiitlo plant to tivat tlic

ai>*uniulati>d coni'»>ntrat<>. The pliuit consisted of tlu-

I'rawford mill aln'ady ntentioned, sonu« small Paciiut-a

tanks, a tiller of the llolderman type, and a /ine-shavini;

jiiveipitation equipment. The experiment Wiis not a

complete suecess, owing to the inadeqinite grinding facil-

ities, which wen> unsatisfactory not only l>y rea.son of not

pmperly releasing the gold and silver contents for

cyanide contact, but also in leaving n heavy j>roduct

difTicult to agitate. During this test special runs were

made; these demonstrated that more than a iW^/c extrac-

tion was possible whenever the material was pulverized

fine enougli and good agitation accomplislicd.

Neither the quantity of concentrate on hand, nor tlw

condition of the mine justified going farther at that

time. The deeper ore of the Lucky Boy mine is for

the most part altered porphyry containing stre.iks of

spar and about W/c of i>yrite with large lenses of

galena luid blende and some chalcopyrite. The ore is

undoubtedly suited to the modern process of gravity

concentration and flotation. A lead-silver, zinc, and

possibly a copper product can be made rich enough to

ship to the smelter, while the low-grade iron-sulphide

concentrate can be ground to 200-mesh and cyanided

on the gi-ouiid. There are places where crude ore can

be mined rich enough for shipment. The old company

hardly tested the deeper ore before ceasing to operate.

The present owner, the Consolidated Lucky Boy Mines

Co., has spent a small amount of money on two adits,

one about 300 ft. below the lowest former operations

and another about 600 ft. deeper than the old workings.

The latter has not yet reached the zone or dike. The

former has exposed ore of low grade and some good

lenses of galena. One cross-cut contains concentrating

ore for a width of 40 ft. with a strong galena showing

on one wall. This adit has not yet reached the ore-

shoot that yielded the good ore in the upper workings

and will have to be driven several hundred feet to reacli

the Daisy Creek intersection, where the best ore was

found. Dri\nng this 'tunnel' through to the Daisy

Creek intersection would be a good speculation for a

development company.

The Ogle mountain mine is situated in Clackamas

county near the line with Marion county, and is about

40 miles east of Salem in the foot-hills of the Cascade

mountains, not far from the ba.se of Mt. Jefferson,

between the Molalla and North fork of the Santiam

rivers, two tributaries of the Willamette. By the road

used at present, by way of Jit. Angel and Scott's Mills,

the mine is 40 miles from a railroad. When the road

by way of Gates is available, the distance from railroad

transportation will be 12 miles. A fair mountain road

is possible by this route.

Work has been conducted at this property by an asso-

ciation of local people. The mine has been opened by

tlin-e croNseul atlils. Tlie tirst eroKses the (like at a ilcptli

of fid ft., tile second ul ;i(KI ft., tiic thin! at about !MIU It.

PrifiN have been extemled on all these IcvcIk. ,\ mini

bi'r of shear-/oneH and veins have been ciirounlcriMJ

and the main dike averages about fit) ft. in width. The

lower adit crosws six veins or /.oni-s witii assayviilin's

of interest in most of the dike-matter, willi I'lirii'linietitN

in the form of lenses. This 'tunnel' is 1 Mill ft. long.

There is i)yrile all througii the lower orebody, this

when reduced to a clean concentrate will assay ^Tf) per

ton. (Jalena occurs in lcns<'s mm-ii as in the Lin-ky

Boy, but it I'arricK a liigiicr gold and silver value. In

the upper workings considerable free gold is present,

generail.v in the same form .-is the gali'iia ; ciiri<'lim('ii1s

occur in the lower workings.

There was formerly a 10-stamp mill that saved tiie

free gold only, and a fair showing was made witii it.

Later a cyanide jilant was built ; tiiis includes a stcain

power-plant, a new rock-crusher of the Trayior roil-.jaw

type, a Trayior 5 ft. by. 22 ft. tul)e-mill, three agitators

of the Sjialiling type, each 20 ft. diam. by 20 ft. deep.

They w'cre intended to be hydraulic agitators witli ;in

arrangement similar to the Parral tank, except thai il

was meant to lie actuated by a 2-in. centrifugal piiiiii>

for each tank instead of by compressed air.

Botii pumps and compressors were insufficient in

capacity and the agitators never worked in a satisfactory

manner on ilie heavy sulphide contents. This material

should have been separated by concentration for separate

treatment. All the iron sulphide contents as well as

the finer gold, after the coarse gold had been removed,

are adapted to cyanidation when the iiialei'ial lias been

properly prepared.

The company was the victim of an inventor with

a theory. Unfortunately when building the cyanide

plant the stamjjs and phites were di.smaiiljed, leaving

no facilities for catching the coarse gold. The omission

of the 10 stamps also rendered the coarse-crushing

capacity inadequate. These mistakes could have been

easily corrected liad the company not exhausted its

financial resources before it realized its position. The

outbreak of the European war made it impossible to

raise money. An attempt is being made at present to

resume operations on an adequate scale. Some galena

has recentl.y been exposed in the No. 2 vein in the lower

adit. An effort is being made to connect the upper

workings with the lower adit by a raise, to determine

the continuitj' of the orebody as well as to improve the

way of getting ore from the upper workings to the mill.

Aliout a year ago some excitement was created in

Portland by the announcement of the discovery that

vast bodies of partly-cemented sand, much of it lava-

capped, along the Deschutes river contained gold

that could be recovered by a combination process, using

concentration followed by cyanidation. Experienced

mining men have been skeptical, but a mining engineer

of experience who made an examination of the deposit

has reached the conclusion that it is at least wortliy

of an investigation.
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By cii&E&®s F. wam^s

A RECORD of production was reached in 1915, the

aggregate output of gold, silver, copper, lead,

and ziue amounting to a value of about $90,000,-

000, as compared with $60,000,000 in 1914. Yet there

are still brighter prospects ahead.

During the past year the Old Dominion mine was

curtailed in its isroduction for two mouths by a flood,

which drowned the lower workings, and prevented the

operation of the plant and the production of 5,000,000

pounds of copper. The loss of about 28,000,000 lb. of

copper was incurred by the shutting-down of the mines

in the Clifton-Morenci district, because of labor troubles.

The International .Smelting & Refining Co. started to

produce copper in the month of June, and has not yet

reached its normal capacity of 150,000,000 lb. annually,

as the Inspiration mill, whose concentrate it is to handle,

is not entirely completed." Twenty-five per cent of the

copper produced in Arizona will come from this plant.

The smelter of the United Verde Copper Co. was blown

in during the year, and although its capacity is double

that of the old plant, it has been gradually increasing to

its full capacity, but has not yet reached that point.

During the year the Miami Copper Co. has gradually

increased its tonnage from 3500 tons dail.v to 4200. The

experimental work of this company has proved the feasi-

bility of treating their low-grade ores, whirh inn 1.21%

copper, and it is believed that this plant will also re-

handle the main tailing-piles that have been made by

the Miami mill. The New Cornelia at Ajo has completed

its railroad, and work will now be rushed on the con-

struction of a leaching plant using the Greenway process,

where 4000 tons per day will be treated. This and its

sister property, the A.jo Consolidated, will prove great

additions to the copper production of the State.

While copper in 1915 reached 450,000,000 lb., or al-

most 25% of the production of the United States, it

should reach over 600,000,000 lb. in 1916. This alone

will increase the gold and silver production, as most of

the copper ores contain small amounts of the precious

metals.

This, however, is but the beginning. Publicity has

been the key-note of Arizona's progress for the past few
months and wiU continue to be so during the next year.

For many years it has been known that the Oatman dis-

trict contained gold ore in large enough quantities to

make profitable mines, and that there were large veins

traversing the district. For many years two companies,
the Tom Reed and the Gold Road, consistently developed,

mined, milled, and earned profits, but the develojunent

of the district did not follow in the footsteps of these

producers. It was known that the orebodies of the dis-

trict were wide and long, and that the ore was free-

milling and cyaniding, but the knowledge of these facts

alone did not mean the development of the district, in

spite of the fact that there are many lodes existing under

as promi-sing conditions. Consistent, truthful, and per-

sistent publicity told the world of the Oatman district,

and in one year more development has been done, more

mines have been found, more propei-ties have changed

hands, and more men have been put to work than would

have taken place in several decades in the ordinary

course of events. Hundreds of carpenters are at work

building a town ; shafts are being sunk everywhere, all

with the idea that development must go at least 500 feet.

Many operators are complaining that they cannot get

their head-frames, hoists, and compressors. It is a real

boom, with four mines, the Tom Reed, Gold Road,

United Eastern, and Big Jim assured.

Following in the footsteps of Oatman comes the notice

of publicity work on the same lines from Yavapai and
Pima counties. The advertising of their resources will

bring to the attention of the investing world the possi-

liilities of these districts. The boom at Oatman, and the

fact that it has called attention to Arizona, is going to

assist in the development of the wonderful resources of

both Pima and Yavapai counties.

Copper and gold are not the greatest of (he State's

activities, however. The tungsten fever is raging, and

the past few months has seen an extensive development

of new properties. The old dumps of the early-day
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silvt*r-chloride luincs iirv iKniig invi'Mtipitnl, uiul in iiiaii\

casrs the tungsten oliarm-tor of the prtniuet has resultiil

in ro-locntions. The niiuiy stunples being siMit to tliu Ari-

zona State Htin-au of Mines for iiientilii-iitiou iiulieate

that therv are a nunilHT of pmspeetors KHtkini; for tung-

sten, aiul many of tlient tinding it. Heeords show tliiil

therv are 26 producers of tungsten on>8 in Arizona, most

of them in th'posils of eonsiderahle si/.i'. alllonuh some

will undouhtodly have to stop mining when tiio priee of

the metal dmps. The Arivaea. Dragoon, and (iloln- dis

triets an> the largest proilueers.

Molybdenum is also coming in for its share of atten-

tion, and is In-ing produceil from many loealities, al-

though the greater part of the pnxhietion has lieen from

the Mammoth district, from which 30 tons of 24%
wulfenite concentrate is being shipped montjdy. for

which a remarkably high priee i.s being paid. Through-

out the State are scattered many large deposits of

molybdenite, associated with copper, ajid in the Copper

Basin district a new pmcess is being installed to woi'k

the ores of the Copper Hill mine. The flotation re-

sean-h work of the State Bureau of Mines, by II. J.

Stander. has shown remarkably good results in selective

flotation in separating molybdenite from the copper sul-

phides, using as low as 0.0025% fusel-oil.

In addition to the deposits of quicksilver that arc

already known in northern Gila county and at Ehrcn-

burg. a new deposit has been found in thr ("oppf r Basin

district. Yavapai county, by Messrs. Ross, Hall, and ilc-

Nary. This find has created considerable excitement in

Yavapai county, and has started a score of prospectors

in search of mercurj'.

Tungsten hunters have found other things, notably a

deposit of stibnite in the Turkey Creek district by

ilessrs. Kyau and Rogers of Mayer. It is reported that

the pay-streak is fully two feet wide, and may be traced

for over a mile. This is the only deposit of commercial

antimony that has been found in the State.

Much placer exploration is going on in various lo-

calities, including the Lynx Creek, Dos Cabezas, Quartz-

ite, Hassayampa. Le Paz, Old Hat, San Domingo, and

Arivaea districts. There are manj' deposits of placer

gold in Arizona that would be considered rich if water

were available, and the one who can devise a method of

working the great quantities of material in these areas

cheaply and using little water will be rewarded by

much gold.

"With the stimulation of the industry in tungsten,

molybdenum, quicksilver, antimony, and asbestos, Ari-

zona is coming forward in the rare-metal production.

The present high price of copper and the change in the

sliding scale of wages at the larger camps to include

25-cent copper, has greatly increased general prosperity.

Copper and llMirxninuiii

As is generally known, copper is a beiler eifclrieal

conductor than aluminum: an>l iin'i'liiiiiiially. it is much
slri>nger; for eqmd cross .st'cl ion aliiiiiiiiuin lian aliout

half the slrt-ngth of eo])i>er; and for the siimc ch'ctrical

conductivity the bn-aking |>oint of aliiiiniiuiii wire is

about SO'i that of cojjix'r wire. This means that on a

])(iW('r-transmissii>n line, the aluniinum wire would

iireak from 80% of the strain rc(piired to break tin |)

jx'r wire, a.s.suming that neither wire was Ncratchcd iii-

nicked. Aluminum, iieing (piite soft, is more lialilr to

slight ineclwuiical injuries from erecting or handling.

Sudden breaking of aluiiiiMuia wires occurs from lime to

time by reason of injuries sulVered during ci'cction. An
arc, due to a short circuit oi- t" wires momentarily swing-

ing tngetlier, may cause serious damage to an aluiiiinuiii

line on account of the low fusing jjoint of aluiiUMUiii,

thus burning and pitting the wire, and reducing the

nicelianical strength. With eoi)per. however, the arc

has little or no ctrcct. Alumiinim is cheaper than copper

when the two are compared merely on the basis of con-

ductivity, and will furnisli more conduetivity for a dol-

lar than copper. For the same comiuclivity alumiinim is

considerably lighter than copper, "the ratio being 2 to 1.

This might indicate that lighter towers could be used.

Experience shows that the reverse is the case, because it

is not the dead-weight of the line that determines the

necessaiy strength of the tower, but the strains <-auHed

by winds. Aluminum has a cross-section 64% larger

than the equivalent copper wire, therefore offers more

resistance to the wind and causes a greater side pull.

Under sleet conditions a greater area of sleet will col-

lect on aluniinum than on copper, and at such times

there are generally strong winds. Aluminum, on ac-

count of its greater coefficient of e.\pansion and low ten-

sile strength, requires higher towers, or towers placed

closer together. Aluminum is not suita])lc when there is

abrasive action on a wire, such as trolley wire, nor is it

suitable for smaller sizes of wire, such as telephone wire,

which is invariably of copper. Copper is better suited

for cables and insulated wires on account of its smaller

diameter and equal capacity.

Spain, it is reported by Ingenieria, an engineering

periodical of Madrid, is to produce platinum from de-

posits discovered in the southern province of Malaga.

The report states that Domingo de Oructa, a Spanish

engineer, made the discovery in the Ronda mountains

where he had noticed a similarity to the great platinum-

producing areas of the Ural mountains.

Copper prices in New York in the summer of 1861

were between 17 and 20 cents per pound. That was at

the beginning of the Civil War; prices gradually rose to

50 cents per pound in 1864-5, then declined until in 1870

they were again about 20 cents.

"Misdirected optimism," said the manager of a large

successful mining company who was in the office recently,

"has been the cause of most of the mistakes in judgment

made at our mines." Intelligent criticism, it should he

recognized, is not pessimism; it constitutes a valuable

contribution to the rewarding of real merit.
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CONCENTRATES
Readers of the MINING and Scientific PRESS are invited to ask questions

and give infortnation dcalini xcidr /cchnictil and other matters pertai'.iin^ to the

practice of mining, milling, and smelling.

Tungsten melts at 3540°C.

Diamonds have been t'oimd in the banket of the Sim-

mer Deep mine, on the Rand. They ax-e also found in the

iiiortar-boxes in the Klerksdorp district mills.

An aeri^vl tramway at the Weedon copper mine

near Weedon, Quebec, transports ore 19,500 ft. to the

railroad at a cost of 6.7 cents per ton. About 10.000 tons

is moved per month.

A SQUARE acre of land measures 208.7 ft. on each side

and contains 43,560 sq. ft. In a mining claim 600 by

1500 ft. there are 20.66 acres; in a square area of ^ mile

on a side there are 40 acres.

Concrete tests at the Sheffield Scientific School as to

the best proportion of water in concrete showed that a

1:2:4 mixture, tested after a set of 30 days, was strong-

est when it had been mixed with 27^% of water.

A PLAYA is a shallow, flat-floored depression character-

istic of valleys having no regular drainage to the sea, in

whicli storm-waters collect and evaporate^a wet and dry

lake. It may be a shallow lake or a salt-inerusted mud
flat.

Aluminum has the property of withstanding the

action of nitric acid and sulphuric acid, either separ-

ately or combined, making the metal valuable in the

manufacture of high explosives. Hydrochloric acid,

however, attacks aluminum readily.

Use of oil in generating power is much more ett'ective

when applied to internal-combustion engines than when

consumed as fuel under boilers. In the one case a

barrel of oil gives power for crushing 14 to 15 tons of

ore ; in the other only for If to 2 tons.

Colloids is a term now used by many chemists, espe-

cially those uncomfortable amid tlie complex physical

problems underlying flotation, when they are at a loss

to explain tliemselves. Much in the same way the

'geyser' was tlie last resort of the perplexed geologist in

an earlier decade.

I''iKF.-BRicKs at siiii'lt(M-s become impregnated with cop-

per sul])liide, lead sulphide, metallic zinc, and zinc oxide,

and according to N. B. Davis in Economic Geology, the

blast-fnrnace may be adapted to an experimental method
oil a large scale for the elucidating of problems of ore

tleposits of several important types.

The compression of air develops heat, and if a mass
of air is compressed to one-fourth of its original volume,

its temperature will be raised to 376''F.. if no heat is

allowed to escape. Since the air thus compressed is

allowed to cool to the temperature of the surrounding

atmosphere before it is used, the mechanical equivalent

of this dissipated heat is work lost.

The amount of gold that a strong man could carry

would probably not exceed 360 lb. avoirdupois, which in

fact he would not want to carry any great distance.

This amount of gold represents about $100,000 and if

formed in a solid sphere would be but 10 inches in

diameter. A ton of gold (2000 lb.) is worth $602,861.

Hardening of concrete is accelerated by the use of

calcium chloride, according to the U. S. Bureau of

Standards. It was found that 4%. of calcium chloride

added to the mixing-water increased the strength of the

concrete, at the age of one day, 100% or more. In some

cases the strength of two-day old concrete mixed with

calcium chloride was as much as 75% of the strength of

ordinary-mixed concrete at the end of a month.

The nitrate industry of Chile is of the greatest im-

portance to that country. The aggregate exports up to

1915 were valued at $1,702,574,394. During the last

three years, the respective outputs were: 58,751,291;

.52.070,714; and 46,000,000 quintals of 101.445 lb. The
export duty is now 56c. per quintal. The selling price

at the vessels is $1.81 per quintal. It is said that the cost

of production can be reduced. When the War started

the nitrate business was afl'ected considerably ; but now
there is a large demand for the product.

Enormous quantities of natural gas have been wasted

in the past, large quantities still are being wasted, but a

reduction of this waste is taking place owing to the

proper capping of wells. Probably the most novel way
of conserving gas is that by the Standard Oil Co. in the

Midway oilfield, California, where two wells are yielding

more gas than is needed for fuel or domestic purposes

in the field, so instead of permitting the gas to go to

waste it is carried by pipe-lines to a hole that was drilled

for oil several years ago. Under natural pressure the

gas finds an outlet at about 500 ft., and apparently is

being stored away in undergrouiul reservoirs at that

depth.

Slippery metal floors, stair-treads, elevator-landings,

and manhole-covers are so dangerous that casualty in-

surance companies are now making extra charges for

such hazards, according to The Anode. Owing to the

nature of operations at smelters it is necesssiry that

metal floors, stairways, etc., be used. It is, however, pos-

sible to greatly reduce the slipping hazard by roughen-

ing the metal surfaces, or by using some of the sliji-proof

surface materials that have lately come into use. Engi-

neers engaged in smelter construction seem to have a

weakness for designing stairways that have a steep in-

clination and have so far paid little attention to the

matter of making them safelv and comfortably usable.
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BUTTE, MONTANA
WAiiK Im.iu_v>»..— NuKiu Urru. IClh laii. Huim.—Tiommnk,

Baixaklava. and Butte.—Atjcx Sforr.

—

Anai-oxha's New

Zinc Misk.—EU.u Oiu.i--BnTE A Sti't.KioR IIkhsion.

WoKce of niinora workin!; in the Butte district have beta

raised 25c. (ht day. "Muckers.' miners, and tlmliermen are

imid the same amount, and ali underground men now receive

$4.25 i>er day. There had been an ugrcenunt lietw.-cn thp

oiH^rating companies and tlio Western Federation of .Miners

that wages should he $3.50 i«>r day when the average price of

copper was below l.^c. from 15 to 17c. the scale wns to be

$3.75. and above 17c.. $4. The contract was cancelled during

the union troubles here, but the companies have voluntarily

adhered to the terms of the old agreement. $4 was the maxi-

mum under the old scale, but since it appears that the price

of copi>er may be over 20c. per lb. for several months the

companies agreed among themselves to share their large jirolit

with their employees, and wages were raised to $4.25. When
copper drops below 20c. wages will again become $4. The in-

crease affects about 19.500 men at Butte, and raises the

monthly pay-roll of the mining companies to $2,150,000. The
men working for the Anaconda company at Anaconda and

Great Falls will also receive a raise of 25c. per day.

The motor of the new electric hoist at the Granite Mountain

shaft of the North Butte has burned out. It was of 1750 hi).,

and was thought to be powerful enough for the work, but

experience has shown that it could not sustain the trying con-

ditions that a hoist of this nature is subjected to. It will

require at least a month to re-wind the motor and have the

hoist in working order. The old steam hoist at the Speculator

shaft is again in commission, and ore is being hoisted at

nearly normal capacity. Some shareholders have expressed

dissatisfaction with the high costs at North Butte during the

past year. Those can be attributed largely to the extraordi-

nary expense incurred in connecting all the levels of the

Speculator mine with the Granite Mountain shaft. This gives

the company two fully-equipped operating shafts, and in case

of accident to one, nearly full capacity can be hoisted through

the other. The wisdom of the expenditure is shown clearly

when one considers what the company would lose from a shut-

down of a month during the prevailing high price of copper.

The Tuolumne did not meet expenses during December, and

it was rumored that the mine would be shut down. However,

the ore is now of a better grade, and the directors have decided

to keep the property in operation until (he annual meeting of

shareholders held in March. The Tuolumne is a fractional

claim with an area of only six acres. It is surrounded by

ground of the North Butte and Anaconda companies. Negotia-

tions have been opened for the sale of the Tuolumne, and if

the price fixed by the stockholders is low enough, a sale is

possible to either of the larger companies. Because of their

better facilities they would be in a position to make a profit

from ore that will not pay expenses under the prevailing con-

ditions.

A cross-cut from the bottom of a winze on the 1800-ft. level

of the Ballaklava has cut a vein that averages 3% copper for

a width of 24 ft. The new orebody will be blocked out as

rapidly as possible, and when it is in shape production will be

increased from 150 to 350 tons per day. The shaft will be

sunk liiirr to l>()(i II.. but r<ir llic iirc-iiMH llic dii' will Im

hauled through the winxe.

The Alcx-Si-ott will probably be sold to llir Anaconda <omi

puny. The directors of the two companieH have ngrecd on the

terms of the siiie, and the propoHlllon will be |iul up to iIh-

stockholders of the Ilutle-Alex Scott for rulitleallon. The
Anaconda company offers $50,000 cash for the property, which
is a fractional claim surrounded by claims of the Anaconda.
The Butte-Alex Scott owns the Kdilh May vein, and the

Anaconda owns the Colusa vein. The veins intersect, and
there are stringers running from one to the other, so that the

cueslion of ownership Is difficult to decide. The wile will make
unnecessary a law-suit that would be Inevitable if Ibi' Hutte-

Alex Scott continued to operate as an independeni (oiiipanj.

PLAN SHOWING BLACK ROCK CLAI.M, THK SlIUKCT OF DISPl'TF;.

On .January 22 at Butte, Judge George M. Bourquin gave his

decision in the Clark-Montana Realty Co. and others (the Elm
Orlu Mining Co.) v. the Butte & Superior Copper Co. extra-

lateral suit. The finding briefly was as follows, the full de-

cision covering two pages of The Butte Miner:

1. That the Elm Orlu claim was located before the Black

Rock claim was located.

2. That the north wall of the Rainbow vein apex crosses the

common side-line between said claims 190 ft. from the south-

west corner of the Black Rock claim, and that the south wall

of said vein apex so crosses .301 ft. from said corner.

3. That the Pyle strand of the Rainbow vein diverges from

.the south side of the latter vein in the Elm Orlu claim, and

there and for some indefinite distance easterly has its apex in

the Elm Orlu claim.

4. That the Jersey Blue vein apexes in the Black Rock claim,

does not unite with the Rainbow vein, and crosses on strikf

and dip the Rainbow vein on strike east of the Rainbow apex

crossing of the common side-line.

5. That the Creden vein diverges from the north side of the

Rainbow vein in the Elm Orlu claim and has its apex in both

the Elm Orlu and Black Rock claims.

6. That the apex of the easterly strand of the Rainbow vein

in the Black Rock claim terminates at a point within said

claim east of the Elm Orlu east end-line projected and about

250 ft. west of the Black Rock east end-line.
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7. That prior to the Black Rock location and patent entry

both the Rainbow vein and the Jersey Blue vein at their

apices were discovered, and known within the Black Rock

claim, and at their apices appeared as a continuous east-west

vein.

8. That each party has mined the orebodies of the other in

the claims involved.

Therefore the court concludes:

1. That plaintiff owns all orebodies in the Rainbow vein

between the Elm Orlu west end-line and a parallel line pro-

jected from where the south wall apex of said vein crosses the

common side-line, or about 9S0 ft. of said vein.

2. That defendant owns all orebodies in the Rainbow vein

between the projected Elm Orlu end-line at the south wall

apex crossing of the common side-line by said vein and the

east end-line of the Black Rock claim, or about 1200 ft. of

said vein.

3. That plaintiff owns all orebodies in the Pyle strand from

its divergence at its west end from the Rainbow vein in the

Elm Orlu claim easterly as far as the apex of said strand is

within said claim and between Elm Orlu end-lines projected,

and defendant owns all thereof east of the projected

end-line last aforesaid.

4. That defendant owns all orebodies in the Jersey

blue vein between the points where the apex departs

from defendant's premises across end-lines as laid or

projected, throughout depth, save at its intersection or

crossing of the Rainbow vein between Elm Orlu end-

lines as laid and projected.

4-2. That plaintiff owns all orebodies in the Creden

vein from its divergence at its east end from the Rain-

bow vein westerly as far as the Creden apex is within

the Elm Orlu claim, between Elm Orlu end-lines there

projected, and defendant owns all thereof west of the

projected west end-line last aforesaid.

5. That accounting in damages be had.

6. That each party pay its own costs, and the de-

cision herein is made a part hereof. An appropriate

decree will be entered.

The Anaconda company has taken a three-year bond

on the Douglas mine in the Pine Creek district of the

Coeur d'Alene. 15 miles from Kellogg. An initial pay-

ment of $1000 has been made and $10,000 is due in

nine months, after that $50,000 will be paid every six

months until a total of $361,000 has been paid. The new

owner will also pay a royalty of $3 per ton of ore mined, the

royalties to apply on the purchase price. The ore is a com-

plex, containing 17% zinc and 6% lead. Previous efforts

to treat the ore were not successful. Flotation failed to

make a good separation because the sulphides are intimately

mixed, and even fine-grinding will not put the ore in such a

condition that the zinc and lead can be floated separately.

The Anaconda company proposes to leach it with sulphuric acid

and precipitate electrolytically at its new plant at Great

Falls.

A mill will be erected at the mine to give the ore a rough

concentration. The concentrate will have to be hauled 15 miles

to the railroad, auto-trucks will probably be used for this

purpose. The Douglas had 40,000 tons of ore blocked out for

years, but nothing could be done with the property because of

metallurgical difficulties. There are several other mines that

will be able to operate at a profit when the company is ready

to accept shipments of zinc ore. Heretofore a small miner

has been unable to sell his product because the smelters

usually insist on a 50% zinc content, and there is no custom

mill to which he could send his ore for concentration. The
company expects to have its zinc plant in operation this year,

and will no doubt accejit shipments at its sampler in Butte.

During December the Butte & Superior company produced

16,031,000 lb. zinc in concentrate from 50,500 tons of ore. The
recovery was the highest, namely, 95.77%. Re-treatment of

tailing is now under way, increasing the yield.

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
The Situation in Mexico.—The Future.

The political situation, which is of secondary interest to

American miners, is still the all-absorbing topic in Mexico, as

it has been since 1911. After the circulation among the

Mexican chiefs, in July, 1915, of the invitation to the peace

convention of the A.B.C. conference, it was thought here

that the United States government had at last awakened to its

duty, and was about to undertake the pacification of Mexico.

What was the surprise in September at the announcement of

the recognition of Carranza, the contestant who had not onlj'

refused to attend the proposed peace convention, but had re-

pudiated the right of any foreign power to interfere in Mexico,,

no matter whose rights were being violated. Perhaps the fail-

ure of the plans for the convention might have been expected

when the United States invited the A.B.C. powers to sit on

the case of Mexico, a country in which none of them had

either investments or resident citizens, and whose coercion

would set a dangerous precedent in the event of their own
future misbehavior. Though the Carranza faction had become

MAP OF JIEXICO.

the strongest and best-behaved of the Mexican contestants,

its recognition offers little hope for the speedy restoration of

normal conditions. There are too many obstacles, among which

may be mentioned: inflated currency, famine, pestilence, race

prejudice, railroad and bank paralysis, Zapatism, and Syndic-

alism.

Inflated currency takes its place as the most serious obstacle

to the alleviation of Mexico's economic woes. The decline in

value of the legal-tender or paper peso from 30 cents in July

1914 to 6 cents in July 1915, was a heavy blow to the middle

class, as it practically ruined everyone whose fortune was in

money, such as loans, mortgages, bank credits, or currency.

The fall completely upset the labor market, and caused misery

and starvation to thousands of laborers' families, whose wages,

advanced much slower than the decline in the purchasing

power of money. Importation of clothing, drugs, and hardware,

for which Mexico depends on the United States and Europe, has

almost ceased, while the equipment of new mines or factories

with foreign machinery would now be impossible, except by

companies financed from abroad.

The famine, caused last spring by the wholesale exportation

of food in exchange for guns and cartridges, was little allevi-

ated by the autumn harvest, which was far below normal in

quantity, because of lack of field hands and of seasonal rains.

The natural scarcity has all along been aggravated by the

diversion of the railroad rolling-stock for fighting purposes,

and by the extortions of the military leader w-ho in many cases

refused to pass food trains until paid huge sums as toll.
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Starvation lu Mexico CUy wiut klllliiK Iim Jnlly luiiulri>Uii ii>

July, under (he Za|>ntl»(ii n'Klnio. nn<t thouKh fooil Imk-iiiiip n

Utile more plentlftil when the rnrrnnilittnH oiiliTcd In AiikunI.

the iM'i-sliili'nl fninliio »oau liroiidit on an oiiltlemlr of lypliiiH.

of whli-h thert" are now tuild to l>»> SO.OOO raocK lu the rupltal

ulouf. without lurhulInK the i>i>ldoiiilc8 at I'lU'bla and varlouN

other cItleR. As an Indication of th<> slncritv of Ihi" n'vohi

llonary huniano professlouB, It may l>o nionlloned that Car-

ranxa refuges to admit the I*. S. Red Cro«t sorlety lulo Mexico

for the relief of its famine and itestilence.

The anti-forolRn group was quite influential In the Miidpro

regime, and its flrat crtMit vlitory was the lilsmissal of all

the ensineers and conductors on the National nillwnys In the

summer of 1911*. Hut the rapid physical decline of the rail-

roads did not bcKln until the discharRo of all the Amcilcan

su|>erlnteudents and master mechanics on the seizure of Vera

Cruz in 1914. The final collapse of reKular train service camo

with the 'intervention" of the English-owned 'Moxicano" rail-

way by the Carrnnta Bovernment a year ago. and the whole-

sale destruction of rolling-stock and stations by the Zapatistas

during 1915. At present the railways are entirely In the hands

of Mexicans, and are conducted as might be expected in a

country where the working-classes have no education and the

educated classes are too proud to work. At present the sliip-

ment of freight has almost ceased, and even charcoal fuel nas

risen to unheard-of prices.

In the autumn of 1914 the banks first refused to sell drafts

on other cities: in early 1915 they stopped receiving new-

deposits, and later in the year they refused to receive even

their own checks for deposit. Since the express companies

and post-offlce suspended the shipment of paper money or the

precious metals a year ago. the only practical way to now shiii

such articles is by private messenger. To add to the monetary

chaos the Federal treasury has just declared void the charters

of most of the ^eat banks.

The Zapatista faction, which has functioned since 1910 as a

medley of reform, reaction, and rapine, has recently thrown

aside the first "R" and devoted itself mostly to the last. The

plan of Ayala. which declares for the division of the great

estates among the peons, has finally resulted in the concen-

tration of the 26 former estates of Morelos into four, and these

principalities are the personal property of Emiliano Zapata

and three of his friends, who rule as despotically and ruth-

lessly as ever did Persian satraps.

Always the worst disciplined of the revolutionary armies,

the Zai)atistas have now thrown off the little restraint they

showed during their short alliance last year with the Villistas.

Besides their destruction of railroad property and the looting

of defenseless villages, they have ruined scores of factories and

mines. Sometimes they wreck for profit, as when they destroy

vacuum-pans and alcohol-stills in order to separate the copper

as junk: often they smash from sheer wantoness. as when they

blow up a hoist with dynamite or sprag the fly-wheel of a mov-

ing Corliss engine with a log. As Zapatism has long made

mining impossible in most of the rural districts of southern

Mexico, so the rise of Syndicalism may soon hamstring pro-

duction of all kinds in even such hithjerto-favored cities as

Pachuca. Actively preached in Mexico since 1910, the mission-

ary centres for the Syndicalist propaganda have been located

at Barcelona. Spain: Paris. France: and Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. In the summer of 1914, when the Carranzistas first

entered Mexico City, the local Syndicalists, called the 'Casa del

Obrero Mundial' were given a centrally located convent for

their meetings, and in February, 1915, when General Obregon

re-captured the capital, they numbered 25.000 local members.

By the help of the clever Dr. .\tl. Obregon was able to cajole

the Syndicalist leaders into a public support of Carranza, and

the first fruits of this operation was the enlistment of 5000 of

their followers in the ranks of his army.

The leaders themselves, who were orators, were then organ-

ized into the 'Revolutionary Committee' and have since been

iirilvciv ongaKi'd. at aovi-rnmeiii expeuM', In prenchliiK the

Syndicalist doctrines iimoMK the workmen of the cIiIck. The
1. \V. \V. Ih the Unlti'd Slates branch of SyMdlcullsni, and Us
plun tor Mexico wan published lui early as 1911 In Its Koh
Ani;eleK paper /f<'j;''H<T(i<i»iii. This plan Is lis simple us It Is

bold and merely involves the connsciillon of all the productive

properly in Mexico by the peons, and Ms future adniliiislralion

by n cDiiiMiuiilsllc S.\ndlcallst ccunmlsslon.

The method of the propos«-d conflscallon was not explaliieil

In lifpencraHon. but evidently an effective Bchemo would be

to make the operation of their properties bo unprofltabb- tor

present owners that they would bo forced to shut down, and
then the properties could be 'Intervened' by the (loverninent

and iiresented to the Syndicalists. How far the latter now
control the Government policy It Ik. dltncult to slalo, but llii'

Inllallon of the currency, the minlniuin wage and S-hour laws

for labor, the maximum price law lor commodilies, the laws

forcing employers to provide free schools and homes for their

laborers, etc., are all steps toward realizing the idan of

lifprncracion.

It may not be generally known that Syndicalism Is not

merely an Integration of 'syndicates' or Industrial unions for

economic belternient, bu( Is basically a revolul binary political

movement foinided on the niaxini of I'loudbon "all property Is

robbery." and on the iirogram of Bakenilii, "all existing Instl-

(utlons must be destroyed." It rejects all prevailing ethical

standards, dubbing them "slave morality." only tolerates em-

ployees tmtil they can be despoiled, and advocates "direct

action" which menaces employers with sabotage and society

with the general strike. Anyone familiar with the ignorance of

the Mexican masses and the dishonr'sly, disloyalty, and viclous-

ness of large sections of the workmen must view with the

direst foreboding the preaching of the destructive doctrines of

Syndicalism. If mining oiierations have been difllcult in the

past on account of the degraded labor, what can be done when
the same miners are taught to regard their employer as their

natural enemy, and are waiting only for a good chance in order

to dispossess him entirely?

Of interest to mining men is the plight of Oaxaca. Declaring

itself sovereign last April, this State seceded from Carranza's

rule, and ever since has been cut off from the outside world,

for Carranza controls the seaports and the only exit to the

north, the Southern railway. On its withdrawal Oaxaca issued

its own paper money and organized a State army of 4000 men
under the direction of Higinio Aguilar, Mezquiero, and various

ex-Federal officers. The secession did not save Oaxaca from

the prevailing famine, and it is now suffering, too. from the

typhus ei)idemic. Mining is paralyzed completely, as there

is now no way of exporting either mineral or bullion.

The existing woes of Mexico are really all results of the same

cause, the attempt to super-impose modern industrialism upon

a barbarous and medieval population and government. Not

only is the bulk (80%) of the population illiterate, but it is

almost identical in race and customs with the Aztec barbarians

as first discovered by Europeans. Of the educated class the

majority are Spaniards or Spanish inestizos and these are

medieval in sentiment, consider work degrading, and treated

the peons of the ranches and the free Indians of the communal

villages so badly during the last 30 years as to bring on the

present revolution. As a rule the American and English

owners of the mines and railroads treated their peons liberally,

but their fair-dealing was unable to prevent the catastrophe in

the face of the Spanish slave-drivers and the scandalously-

corrupt and oppressive government of Porfirio Diaz.

If one will survey the earth, he will discover that there are

few countries where much outside capital has been invested,

except in civilized nations or their colonies. Why Mexico was

made an exception and succeeded in attracting a billion dollars

from the United States, and as much more from Europe,

between 1880 and 1910, is one of the mysteries of financial

historv. The Chinese are far more civilized than the Mexicans.
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yet they have secured scarcely a tithe of the foreign capital

obtained by Mexico, even though they harbor ex-territorial

courts for its jjrotection. The only parallel to Mexico, as a

beneficiary of foreign capital, is Argentina, but its population

is almost exclusively of the white race and contains more of

Italians than Spaniards.

Can Mexico develop a native government sufflciently com-

petent and honest to quell the existing anarchy and satisfy the

just claims of foreigners for indemnity and future protection?

Though prophesy may be rash, the outlook now indicates a

negative answer. It is not a question of forw, of government

—

the heterogeneous and ignorant populace can only be ruled

from above—but of its personnel. It is certain that no colonial

power, except possibly Spain, would have given Mexico as a

colony as bad a government, viewed either from the standpoint

of civilization or of justice to the proletariat, as she has almost

continuously had to endure for the past century under her

native tyrants satirically called 'presidents.' From Iturbide

and Santa Anna to Diaz and Huerta, Mexico has had a list of

oppressors whose crimes might make even Abdul Hamid blush.

The propping of these despotic thrones by the ostensibly

democratic Monroe doctrine has been one of the queerest

anomalies of history.

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

Burro Mount.mn. Hanover, Carpenter, Mogollo.x. OW:\y.

Steeplerock, and Lordsburg Districts' Developments in

Copper, Zinc, Silver, and Tungsten.

Mining activity in New Mexico has shown no exceiitionally

visible increase during the past quarter, save for the openiug

of several copper properties, the operation of which has been

warranted by the high price of copper.

Chino continues with renewed vigor. At Tyrone the Burro

Mountain Copper Co. proceeds with its work preliminary to

beginning production by the middle of the year. At the com-

pany's mill-site all preparations are completed for the opening

of the new 1000-ton mill. It is possible that by April 15 this

plant will be treating ore from the mines five miles west of

the mill. The Thomas Parker hospital is completed and near-

by work is being expedited on the erection of brick houses for

employees. The houses will rent for $4 per room per month.

Development is being carried on in the mines, and additional

units have been ordered for the Deisel engine generating

plant near the Niagara haulage-adit. Tyrone has not advanced

in any noticeable manner within a year's time, but with the

coming spring it is stated that the management will put on

additional forces, and soon improve things. It has been re-

ported that the company has purchased the holdings of the

Savanna Copper Co. for $700,000, but further verification of

this rumor has not been given out. The Savanna company

owns 150 claims, or 2557 acres of ground in the Burro Moun-

tain district, among which is some very valuable mineral

ground.

At Hanover the Empire Zinc Co. is preparing for the opera-

tion of its electro-static zinc-ore concentrating plant. A Snov,--

Deisel engine has been installed at the Empire iK)wer-house,

and the electric generating plant put in operating order. Ores

from the Thunderbolt property will be milled together with

some custom ore. Work at the Nason adit and the zinc car-

bonate claims will continue as heretofore. Mining of zinc

ores is being done by the Republic Mining & Milling Co. on

the Welsh property. Hotchkiss and Gilchrist are also doing

some mining in the Hanover area. At Fierro the Colorado

Fuel & Iron Co. is shipping from 10 to 12 carloads of magnetic

iron ore daily from the Snow Flake and Jim Fair open-cuts.

Owens Bros, of Santa Rita are doing extensive development

at the Grand Central mine in the Carpenter district. It is

their intention to erect a concentrating plant near the mine.

Visitors to the Grand Central report that the ojierators are

blocking out immense bodies of high-grade zinc sulphide ore.

Stimulated by the high price of silver, work in the MogoUon

district is being extended, and it is reported that there has

been a resumption of operations at the Deadwood mill and

also the Alberta mine. Road work from Magdalena to the

Mogollons is progressing rapidly, and before many months an

excellent road will have been constructed into the camp,

eliminating Silver City and Gila from the route.

In the Organ district of Dona Ana county the Black Prince

zinc mine has been bonded to William T. Swoyer, who will

begin work at once. General Dunwoody, owner of the Oregon

mines in the same district, is supervising the installation of

P.iVRT OF NEW MEXICO.

mining machinery, and will again operate the mines south of

the Modoc claims.

The Calumet & New Mexico Co. at Phillipsburg is doing de-

velopment under the management of U. G. Wolfe.

The White Oaks Mines Consolidated is mining, milling, and

shipping tungsten ore from the old Abe property. Five tons

of concentrate was recently shipped by the company.

Activity in the Steeplerock district of southern Grant

county, has taken a new lease on life with the new year.

Manager Duvall of the Carlisle mine has begun unwatering the

shaft, and has opened workings to a depth of 300 ft. below

water-level, revealing commercial ore in good quantity. A
sale has been made of property adjoining the Utter mines, and

much patenting is going on throughout the district.

Heavy shipments of silicious copper, gold, and silver ores

are being made from Lordsburg. Wells and Sholly are leasing

the No. 2 property of the Bonney Mining Co. and have re-

ceived encouraging smelter returns. The Silver City and

Santa Rita people who took over the Bonney mine are pushing

development, and are getting the mine in condition for

operation. The 85 Mining Co. is shipping over 400 tons of ore

daily to smelters in Douglas, Hayden, and El Paso. Electric

haulage is proposed for the mine. Spence and Huntington

are extracting an excellent grade of ore on the Nevada lease

from the 85 company. Ore is being shipped from the Nellie

Bly, and also the Robert E. Lee mines in the Leidendorf part

of the Lordslnirg district.
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SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO
NorK-S ON TIIK l'l>0,s Al TtVi OlSrRIlT Ml>KS AM) MlU>.

Till' iiossltillltirs of the IMno« Altos district nn- roimldiTiililf.

»nd In nddttlon to the |iro|K>rtU-8 di>M-rllK>d liolow tlirrf Ih an

«xtrn«lTi< Ki^no-dlorile di>|>oii|t, Inti'rsoctfd by »lioot» of IiIkIi-

irr»de copiht-bIIvop oro. from which shlpniontH hnvo bwu innde.

Tho Clevolnnd nilno of the Ktuplre Zinc Co. Is sltimti-d on

the Kouth Hido of tho inounlaln. from which n lino view Ih hiid

of tho count ry s»)Uth. InrlndUiK Stiver City.

Tho comixmy evidently \m» cront fnlth In Its r.inc deposit,

JiidKini: from tho substantial bulldlUKS oricted for Its oni-

ployocs, Includinf; chanRo-room and niosshous*'. In tho mine

and milt UW men are emi>loyod; they are well snilslleil with

their treatment

The xlnc oro contains some gold. cop|>or. and Iron. It is

mined from a 90tVft. adit. The output Is lOo tons per day.

Tho mill Is well constructed and equipped with the latest

machinery for separatinR a complex ore. Klpht magnetic

separators produce a dlfforont size concentrate. TaiiinR Is

belns; conserved, and proUibly the company will install a

flotation-plant before lone, saving from 10 to 12' r more of (he

metal than at present. The company also has large holdings

in the Hanover district, and Is completing a mill there similar

to the Cleveland plant.

The Pinos Altos Mining & Milling Co.'s plant, known as the

Wright and Staulier mill, is two miles south-wt-st from Pinos

Altos. The mill and mine are both working, employing about

50 men. The company has IS claims under lease and bond

from the Savannah Copper Co., extending into the town; all

produce good ore. At present, and for some time past, the

company has been working on the Pacific No. 2 or the Skill-

acorn vein, belonging to the Paciflc group. The holdings were

secured two years ago. During this time it is reported that

the output was $125,000 of ore. The ore is complex, and con-

tains copper, gold silver, lead, and zinc. Some rich gold ore

has been taken from shoots near the surface to 200 ft. depth.

Water conditions are reported to have prevented further work-

ing, but the company expects to deal with this effectively soon,

when sinking on the high-grade will be resumed. The com-

pany will shortly begin work on the Gillette shaft, within a

short distance of the mill, which is now down 900 ft. This

company's mill is the only one of its kind in the south-west

using the Huff electro-static machine. From the Wilfley tables

the product is dried and then elevated to a series of screens.

Each size is deposited in a steel storage-tank, from which It is

piped to the two Huff machines. These deal with their re-

spective size concentrate. They occupy a space of 10 ft. wide

by 14 ft. high. Two products are made, namely, copper and

iron, containing gold and silver, which go direct to a shipping

bin; and zinc, barite. manganese, and waste. The latter goes

to a wooden vat. and is thoroughly wetted with an 0.5% copper

sulphate solution. In this solution a thin film of copper sul-

phide is precipitated on the zinc sulphide only. This makes

the zinc particle an electric conductor. This concentrate is

again put through the drier, the sizing-screens, and the Huff

machine, the zinc being coated with the (!opper sulphide being

pulled away by the current as it slides over the 'toboggans.'

This gives a high-grade zinc concentrate, which is sent direct

to a separate shipping bin. The tailing is conserved for future

treatment, probably flotation. There are three bins of con-

centrates: first, lead with gold and silver, which comes direct

from the second series of Wilfley tables, worth ?60 per ton;

second, a copper-iron, worth $60 per ton; and third, zinc con-

centrate, valued at $50 per ton. The final recovery is from

60 to 6.5'% of the original value of the ore. Shipments of con-

centrates total one car of lead, one of zinc, and two of copper

each month. All but the zinc is shipped to El Paso, this going

to Altoona, Kansas.

The Langston company, which owns an interest in the mill.

and whose property adjoins that of the Stauber and Wright,

rooontly concontrntod Its oro. and mado a Hhlpmont of !I0 iomk

of /Inc. 40 tons of load, and fiO tou» of coppor concent ralon.

Owar I.oiiK and .1. K. Trottor. prm-tlcal cimconlnilor and

IlotalioM moll, at prosont al llurloy. ari> conti'inplHlliiK liiUInu

ovor th<> old .Mammoth mill iil I'lnos AIIoh. llu'lr inlintlon

boiiiK to oporalo It aH a niHtiini plant. This l.t KootI iiowh and

will moan much to tho Hniall iiiino owner in tliiil dlKliicl. They

have tpstod tho ores of tho district and couBldor thoin amen-

able lo notation, but thoy will also Inxlall an oleclro-»(allc

machine. A recovery of 9B% U poBsiblo. Tho mill will hi-

equipped to treat 200 tona per day. Tlu" tranHaclion may bo

consniiimatod within tho next CO days.

J. A. MichaolB. of tho firm of llyman MIcliaols Co., of Clil

cago, arrived in Silver City on .laniiary 7. Ho is hero to load

and ship tho old nariowgaugo rallniad ii|iil|inii'nt of tlio

Silver City. Pinos Altos & Mogollon Uallroad Co.. which eight

years ago operated between Silver City and Pinos AIIob. 'I'lioro

are about 30 carloads of material, besides locomotivcH, <tarH.

etc. The line was operated only a few months when tho

owners, the Comanche Mining & Smelting Co., wont Into bank-

ruptcy. The smolter and the mining properties wore taken

over by the Savannah Copjior Co. This was about eight years

ago. Three years ago the Hynian-Michaels Co. took ovor the

railroad equipment.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

NOTKS ON TIIK LKASIN(i Bll.l..

Tlie bill authorizing the exploration for and dispoBltion

in the public domain of coal, oil, i)hosphate, gas, potassium or

sodium, commonly known as the Leasing Bill, and which is

not a little disapproved of in the West, where It effects the

public domain, has passed the House of Representatives, and •

is now in the Senate where it has been sent to the Committee

on public lands. The passage of the measure in the House

took only a few days, and while thoroughly discussed and

dissented from by Western members, it had such largo support

that it was deemed not even necessary to have a roll-tall on

the bill. It is expected that the bill will meet with more

vigorous opposition in the Senate, which was the case last

year when the bill was up and prevented from passing; but it

remains to be seen if the bill can this year find so convenient

a jam of legislation as happened last winter. The bill is one

of the conservation measures before Congress. If it ever

reaches the President it will be signed by him. The measure

does not effect metal mining, but it is feared it may set a

precedent thereto. In its general provisions as to coal it

imposes a minimum royalty of two cents a ton, the Department

of the Interior to adjust each lease according to conditions that

are present. To insure development a rental of at least 25c.

per acre will be required for the first year, and 50c. for the

second, third, fourth, and fifth years, and $1 thereafter during

the life of the lease, except that the rental for any year shall

be credited against the royalties as they accrue for that year.

Railroads may acquire leases, but only for the production of

coal for their own use. In the oil and gas sections of the bill

the Secretary of the Interior is authorized fo issue a pros-

pector's permit for two years, and if any prospector discovers

oil he may secure a patent to one-fourth of the area of the

prospector's limit. No well shall be drilled within 200 ft. of the

exterior boundaries of the lease when adjacent lands are in

The Government lease or in complete government ownership.

Rentals and royalties are to be charged. Mining of phosphates

by means of leases is to be through competitive bidding or by

other regulations. General provisions on the bill forbid any

person, association, or corporation from holding more than one

lease of each of the classes of deposits named in the bill, nor

shall any corporation hold any interest as a stockholder of

another corporation in more than one lease, nor can any

stockholder in a corporation acquire interests in leases beyond

the maximum fixed.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The news of (he week as told by our special correspondents and compiled from the local press.

ALASKA
Cordova

Ore has been cut by the main cross-cut at 700 ft. in the

Kennecott company's Jumbo mine. In the Bonanza a new

shoot has been opened at 600 feet.

Juneau

The Alaska Gold Mines Co. is to issue $1,500,000 6% deben-

tures, convertible Into stocli at $30 per share at any time.

The debentures are to be Ivnown as "series B,' callable at 110

after three years from date of bonds, March 1, 191G. The

directors state that the issue is necessary to complete mine

developments, mill and power construction, etc. D. C. Jackling,

on January 12 prepared a brief outline of results in 1915, most

of which has been published in this journal.

ARIZONA
Heavy rain and snowstorms have considerably hampered

mining and treatment operations in this State during the past

week or more.

Cochise County

The daily ore output of the Calumet & Arizona is 3000 tons,

producing 200,000 lb. of copper. The roof of the flue-dust

chamber from the roasting plant is being repaired without

stoppage.

Gila County

In December the Old Dominion produced 2,495,000 lb. of

copper. On February 1 a further extension of the sliding-

scale for wages at this property will become effective ; also by

the Miami and Inspiration companies. The latest is based on

copper from 22 to 25c. per pound. All classes of labor share

in the advance. Miners receiving $4.40 per shift on 20-cent

copper will get $4.50 on 21c., $4.C5 on 22c., $4.75 on 23c., $4.90

on 24c., and $5 on 25-cent.

At the Inspiration mill 14 of the 18 units are in operation,

with a capacity of 10,000 tons per day. Nine units in December

produced 6,000,000 lb. of copper.

Greenlee County

On January 24 the strikers at Clifton, Metcalf, and Morenci,

voted to return to work under the offer made by the managers

of the Arizona. Detroit, and Shannon companies on the Sth.

A sliding-scale of wages is to be in force, but no union is to

be recognized.

Mohave County

(Special Correspondence.)—There are about 100 companies

in the Oatman-Kingman district either developing properties

or rushing equipment for extensive development. The com-

panies that are most advanced in their work are the Black

Range, Boundary Cone, Gold Ore, Carter, United Western, Oai-

man Gold Mining & Milling, Big Jim, and Ivanhoe. Through

their work the proving of a number of the principal vein

systems is approaching an interesting stage, and within the

next four months this work should verity how correct are the

theories relative to the district which have been advanced by

a number of prominent mining engineers and geologists. In

fact, the Oatnian district seems at this time to be entering the

most interesting epoch of its history.

Oatman. January 18.

The following remarks were made by Charles E. Knox of

Tonopah, Nevada:

"Oatman will in a short time be known as the greatest gold

camp in America. Oatman has five well-marked ore zones.

There are three mines in the Tom Reed zone, namely, the

United Eastern, Tom Reed, and Big Jim. The Big Jim with a

46-ft. vein of good-grade ore now leaves the prospect class and

takes its place in the mining column. The owners of the Big

Jim may well feel gratified at the remarkable showing and

the accuracy with which this work was projected to make this

development. Superintendent Keating is to be congratulated

not only upon the realization of his geological theories, but

the accomplishment of such a great piece of work in such a

remarkably short time. I am told that work was started in

July, since which time the property has been equipped, the

shaft sunk 400 ft., and the cross-cut driven to and through

the vein for a distance of 205 ft. This demonstrates that min-

ing conditions in this part are most favorable for cheap and

efficient work. I have been shown a number of other very

promising properties in the district, some of which have ex-

cellent showings even for the small amount of work done at

the present time. The best surface showing that I have seen

in this, and I might add in any district, is the Times property,

some distance north-west from the United Eastern. This

property, with a 30-ft. vein, shows at the present time a body

of ore for 50 ft. in length, all of a high grade milling character,

and in places several feet, the value of which approaches the

sensational. Never have I seen better preparations for pros-

pecting and development in a new camp. Fully 25 properties

have been well equipped or have that equipment in transit,

with well-supplied treasuries which ensure thorough develop-

ment and will undoubtedly in the near future result in the

discovery of other United Easterns and Big Jims. There is

every evidence that the East, particularly New York, is becom-

ing deeply interested in Oatman."

The Cerbat Range region, north of Kingman and extending

beyond Chloride, has been a great metal producer, and is still

considered to have splendid prospects. The previous principal

output was silver, but now copper and zinc are being pro-

duced; some of the mines being the Copperfield Porphyry,

Tennessee, Golconda, Golconda Extension, Payroll, and Rain-

bow.
Pima County

The New Cornelia Copper Co.'s railroad was completed on

January 18. Regular service from Gila Bend to Cornelia will

commence in two weeks.

CALIFORNIA
Operations in the oilfields as reported to the State Mining

Bureau during the w-eek ending January 15 show a sharp fall-

ing-off in the number of new wells proposed. There were only

five reported as against nearly a dozen each week tor the last

two months. Other work such as deepening or re-drilling wells

was also slightly below the average, but as these are more in

the line of routine matters affecting the upkeep of a property

less attention is attracted by them. Recent damage by storms

will retard production for a few weeks in some of the fields.

The work of testing water shut-off, which is carried on directly

under the inspection of the Bureau engineers, maintains its

usual volume. The importance of inspection is now very gen-

erally recognized by operators and the Bureau is taking steps
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(o iiiuIiKaIii Its Htunilnrits of (horotiKl>>i<'«H lii (IiIb iiiiillfr wUli'

out Rivliii; tho putln> time of Itii onKiix^ni In thnt brniirli of

the work. The most liii|)or(an( work thnt tho Oil IH>|mrtni«'iii

of tho Hurt-Au has iindorinKfti Is tho siuily of uii<l<'r(;roiiml

condttlous l(<ndiiii; to roroiiiniondutloiiH iik io whiit sjuiiIh

should bo dovoloiH'd and what fonniitlons inny Ih properly left

ex|>o«('d to water. Ij»ck o( uulforniUy of dopilic. .it which

various wellii hiive Ih'ou proti-cted liy ra.«lnK has \n thr pncst

be*n a croator rause of dainaKO than has poor worknuinBhlp

on tho i>Brt of drtlUnR and cementing crews.

Am.mhib COI'STV

The old Zolla mine at .lackson Ih UoIuk ro-opeucd by the

Kennedy coinimny. A new shaft Is being sunk. The Kennedy

mine shaft Is o900 ft. deep vertical; It Is to sink to 4400 ft.

where the two principal veins are expected to Junction. The

lOO-stamp mill continues steady work.

The Arponaut Incline shaft Is down nearly 4600 ft. The

monthly output Is around $60,000.

The South Kureka continues Its develo|>ment In the Oneida

mine. Good ore Is being mined from 3200 ft. In the Central

Eureka.
Colusa Covntv

Owing to the high price of quicksilver It Is probable that

the old mines near Sulphur creek will be re-opened. .1. \V.

Cuthbert of Willow Springs is Interested In some property

there.

El Dorado Cocstv

(Special Corresiwndence.)—A 3J-ft. vein of ribbon-rock'

quartz assaying $44 per ton has been opened at a depth of 130

ft. In the Teddy-Bear claim, situated on the Mother Lode be-

tween the old Church-Union and the Laus Padre gold mines.

The vein was cut last week while sinking a winze next to the

hanging wall in the bottom of a cross-cut adit about 240 ft. in

from the iwrtal. Alden D. Fraser. manager for John W. Cover,

of Seattle, was i)resent watching sinking operations. The

Teddy-Bear property, which was acquired by Mr. Cover about

three weeks ago, consists of the Teddy-Bear, St. Croix, Hot-

spur, Hotspur-Extension, and the Oidinna, situated about five

miles south of El Dorado railroad station. Mr. Fraser states

that deeivlevel development will be pushed in a modern

manner.

Placerville. .January 15.

Kebx Coustv

At a meeting of the directorate of the Yellow Aster Mining

& Milling Co.. held at Los Angeles on .January 21, E. D.

Mooers, second vice-president was elected first vice-president,

to succeed C. G. A. M. de Pauw, who has ceased to be con-

nected with the concern in an official capacity. Mr. Mooers

is the son of the original locator of the Yellow Aster mine,

and has had many years experience in the mining business.

The officials are as follows: Albert Ancker, president; E. D.

Mooers. vice-president: R. L. Burchani. secretary; Carl H.

Fry, superintendent; W. J. Cotton, managing director: and

Ward Chapman, attorney.

NtT.NDA COfNTV

(Special Correspondence.)—The Mineral Hill raining district

is experiencing a good revival as the result of work done

during the past two years by the Queen Regent Merger Mines

Co. of San Francisco. The company has contracted for a com-

plete treatment-plant to be in full operation by February 15, to

treat its ore at the mine at $3.50 per ton. A percentage of

profits applies on the purchase price until the plant is paid

for in full, after which it will be taken over and operated by

the Queen Regent company. The engineer for the parties in-

terested in the deal reports sufficient high-grade ore developed

to pay for the plant in 90 days, as the ore averages $50 per ton

in copper, gold, and silver. The activity of the company has

aroused much interest in the district, and properties have

chnuKod hands on which iicllve dcvi'lopiiK'nt will In- Hiiirii'd .il

once.

Sponcervllle, January \U.

Tho new riNliiinp mill of the lien Krunklin nilue will soon li<'

nnlHlicd. V. .1. Hryiint Is (o be In chiirKo. New York pi'opb'

own the propi-rly. and arc hIbo developing llie AliiHku adjoin

Ing. J. L. Claghorn Ik nM'reHenlnllve.

.Sai lt,\.\lKNTO CoiNTV

At Natoma the Nalomas Company of Calll'ornia ban con-

sirucled a dredge for leveling and re-soillng the lalllng. This

is done by means of a double slacker; one for boulders and

gravel, the other for soil. The boat Is 100 ft. long, 56 fl.

wide, and 12 fl. deep. The buckelH are of ir>-cu. ft. capaelly,

and will illg to a depth of 35 feet.

San Dikgo Cot ntv

Bulletin r,2ii.p of the U. S. Geological Survey, by Waldeuiar

T. Sclialler, discusses cassilerite In this county. The tin-lieai-

Ing area Is in an arid region. The elaimownrrs are II. Carson,

T. L. Harvey, and D. 11. A. Fiske, of Pasadena; they ho|)e lo

Index map .showinK position of casslterlte locality In San Dlt-^n

county. The rectangle indicates the gem tourmaline field of

southern California, throughout which are found pegmatlli-

dikes similar to the one described In the bulU-tln.

do some more work this year. The handful of crystals found

in the spring of 1915 was extracted from a single pocket in a

flat-lying pegmatitie dike, and an examination has failed to

offer any hope of finding more in large quantities, although

the quantity found exceeds all the occurrences of tin ore in

place previously known in the county.

Shasta Cou.ntv

(Special Correspondence.)—Mining on the east side of the

copper district is fairly active. The drift from the lower adit

at the Shasta Belmont has entered promising ore, and is

expected to soon cut the vein that yielded rich ore near surface.

The adit is being extended 100 ft. The management expects

to start shipments in the spring. William Arps is supervising

work. The property lies near Copper City. The Greenhorn.

near Tower House, is undergoing vigorous developments, with

M. E. Dittmar manager. Driving of the main adit is proceed-

ing quickly to open promising ground beyond the main work-

ings. A good deal of ore is blocked out, and it is probable a

concentrating plant will be erected next summer. C. L.

Wilson and associates are working the Arps property, a short

distance from the Shasta Belmont. Ore containing copper and

manganese has been opened, and development of the lower

copper deposits will be done as soon as weather conditions

improve. Numerous prospects in this part will be worked next

summer, according to owner's statements.

It is rumored the Bully Hill Copper Co. has definitely

decided on the building of a zinc smelter near Copi)er City,

and that an offer has been made to the Afterthought Copper

Co. with a view to treatment of Afterthought ores at the
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plant. The Afterthought mine is near Ingot, and contains

large reserves of copper-zinc ore. The company has been con-

templating installation of a concentrating plant.

Driving of No. G adit is progressing steadily at the Mammoth
mine, near Kennett. Production of zinc ore at the rate of

$S0,000 to ?90,000 per month continues, and a large quantity is

exposed. The Kennett smelter is producing over 1,600,000 lb.

of copper per month, including the ore smelted for the Balak-

lala company.

The vein recently encountered on the 1300-ft. level of the

Gladstone mine, at French Gulch, is said to be developing well.

The 30-stamp mill is running steadily, and a normal force is

employed. Development of much new ground is proceeding.

E. Young is superintendent.

Redding, January 24.

According to F. H. Dakin, Jr., the Virginia Mining Co..

which owns the Uncle Sam mine, has 10 stamps working, and

proposes to install a tube or ball-mill of large capacity, also

probably a Deister slime-table and a flotation plant.

Sierra CoruTT

The annual meeting of the Tightner company w'as held at

Grass Valley on January 22. No details of results are avail-

able, but prospects for continued large profits are good.

Trinity County

The Alta Bert Dredging Co.'s property near Trinity Center

has been acquii-ed by the Trinity Development Co. A large

dredge may probably be constructed. Other dredging com-

panies along the Trinity river are meeting with good results.

Yuba County

At Hammonton and Marigold the Yuba Consolidated Gold

Fields Co. is constructing a dredge at each place, employing

about 125 men on each, resulting in considerable activity.

COLORADO

People who have never wintered in the Rocky Mountains

often wonder why some mines suspend operations when
winter comes, according to The Daily Mining Record. Share-

holders in some of these mines are inclined to criticise such

action on the assumption that a mine should operate during

all seasons. A winter spent in the mountains by these critics

would materially change their views. There is no more bleak,

lonely and forbidding site than is occupied by the mine, far

up in the mountains, that is remote from a town or railway-

station. With the thermometer often registering as low as

40° F. below zero, while the narrow roads are hidden under

great masses of snow, the transportation of ore becomes im-

possible. The mine is completely snowed in pending the

arrival of spring, and man is helpless to alter the conditions.

The occasional miner who ventures from the camp on snow-

shoes risks his life, although slow to concede the fact. Like

many of his kind in the past he may fall a victim to aval-

anches or snow-slides. Even the mine buildings, in some

places, are in danger from this source, as the record of mining
disasters bears testimony. Bitter cold, danger, and storms

ever surround those who do whatever they can at the mine.

It is safer to affirm that any unacclimated Easterner who
managed to survive a winter amid such surroundings would

acquire an added respect for the miner and fully comiuehend
why some mines are not operated in the icy winter months.

Clkar Creek County

The Hudson mill, using flotation, is at full capacity, treat-

ing 80 tons per day, yielding 20 tons of concentrate. The
Newton mill is treating ui) to 100 tons per day, producing 20

tons of $.30 concentrate.

Lake County (Leadvii.le)

Progress at the Anderson adit into Prospect mountain is

reported to be good, the face being in 1400 ft., in fairly hard

ground. Machine-drills are employed.

Within two months the Fortune mine will be producing 1500

tons of carbonate of zinc and gold-silver sulphide ore. A good

tonnage is ready for extraction. High-grade zinc carbonate

is being shipped from the Ruby in the Weston Pass district.

The Matchless on Fryer hill is sending 16% carbonate to

the Western Zinc Oxide plant, which is improving its metal-

lurgical results.

A storm in the Lackawanna district interfered with work
at the Mt. Champion; the aerial tram was damaged somewhat.

On January IS a great snowslide from Mt. Elbert in Lake
county, on mile above Twin Lakes, killed two men, and did

$50,000 damage to the Gordon mine.

San Juan County

According to F. C. Gilbert, manager of the A. S. & R. smelter

at Durango, in a letter to the Silverton Weekly Miner, San
Juan, San Miguel, La Plata, and Dolores county mines sent

the following ore to the plant; an increase in quantity, but

practically the same value:

County. Tons. Value.

San Juan 19,672 $915,523

San Miguel 25,577 1,398,696

La Plata 3,041 92,213

Dolores 13,169 241,211

Total 61,459 $2,647,643

This smelter is favorably situated to receive ore from La
Plata, Ophir, Red Mountain, Rico, Silverton, and Telluride.

San Miguel County

A violent storm in the Telluride district last week did an
immense amount of damage to mining, power, and railroad

companies, especially the Camp Bird, Tomboy, Smuggler-
Union, Liberty Bell, Black Bear, Western Colorado Power,

and Rio Grande Southern.

Teller County (Cripple Creek)

(Special Correspondence.)—On January 13 a new water-

course was cut by the Cripple Creek deep-drainage Tunnel in

Elkton ground, not far from the point where the Elkton shaft

will connect with the Tunnel when the shaft has been sunk
to that level. This resulted in a large increase In the flow of

water, equal according to T. R. Countryman, to 2300 gal., mak-
ing the flow from the portal at the present time about 14,630

gal. per minute. Just previous to cutting the last water-

course a strong vein was intersected at a place about 250 ft.

from a point directly under the Elkton shaft. This vein was
reported to be seven feet wide. Where cut, vein matter was
too poor to make It profitable to explore It at present. Later

on, however, Its development may open ore of commercial

grade.

Victor, January 19.

A joint shipment of ore was made over the Short Line to

Colorado Springs under armed guard last week by the Cresson,

Portland, and Vindicator companies; the total was 175 tons,

namely, 50, 25, and 100 tons respectively, averaging $1430

per ton.

IDAHO
Shoshone County (Coeur d"Alene)

In spite of bad weather prospecting for tungsten ores is

being done in old placer ground near Murray. Several develop-

ments are reported.

The National copper mine and mill are employing 50 men.

Working a trifle over one shift daily the plant is producing

four cars of concentrate per month. The product realizes

$90 per ton. Silver is increasing with depth in the mine.

The company has acquired 90% of the Homestake company's

stock, adjacent property.
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Or« production of thp Pln«> Crook nn<ik Inrroaiu'K. niul ii rnll-

way Ih badly no»>d<>d. If the rIpiuii ronil» do not iimki< iiii cffori.

ihf nilnr owiifm nmy mdciivor to hnv«< nii «>lorlrlr lln<> ooii-

slrurtt'd. Anllniony. load, mid liiir on-i) nri> pmdiiriMl.

ILLINOIS

Jo ll.VMt-SA Col .M\

(S|>ectiil Corr»f<|iondence. >—At Pny SUIIiik ilii' \Vlm•on^lll

Zinc Co. |8 dovoIopInK n nt"w niino ou the UlrkliiH-k lonw. A

100-ton mill and iiowit pliiiit Is boint; ixuistnirli-d.

At MIUbrlR a new r.tnr ntlne is boInK dcvolopt'd on thi>

Rrab.-un land for the VlnoRiir Hill Co. Now aoO-ton cqiilpniont

|8 undor conslrurtlon. tho plant to be roady by April 1.

At Oalonii tho Croat Wostorn Mining Co. Is oporatlnn with

an Indopondont r.lno oro roflnory. Tho Galonii UonninK Co. has

a now ilnr plant roady to ko Into commission. Sfvi'n acres of

land has In-en purchased for a more elaborate estalilishmont.

should new procojisos now beinR tried prove successful.

Galena, January 20.

MICHIGAN
HoroHTOs County (Thk Copper Cor.NTBYi

(Special Correspondence.)—For 17 days steadily the district

has been flghtinK one of the old time Lake Superior blizzards,

with a continuous wind of hurricane force, a steady fall of

snow and the thermometer below zero. With railways it is

quite impossible to maintain steady service. Snow-piles 25

and 40 ft. high on either side of the deep cuts are common.

The railway men who know how to fight these storms, from ex-

perience, say that this has been the worst in 20 years. Keeping

the main lines open is not such a difficult task, but getting

into the sidings that run cars under the shaft-houses causes

great difficulties. The stomi is preventing the shipment of

ore to the mills. Ordinarily it would necessitate shutting

down stamp-mills, and a storm of a few days can be cleared up

in a day, but this continuous cold, with snow and wind has

caused a great deal of trouble. On January 22 there was sign

of abatement, but some mills will have to shut down entirely

if it keeps up a few days longer. Hence the copper output in

January will be fully 2.000,000 lb. short.

There is every reason to believe that the Onondaga has

entered the Nonesuch formation—or the White Pine as it now

generally is called—the result of the seventh diamond-drill

hole indicates the 'swing' of the lode, and this verifies the

geological theory on which the president of the Onondaga,

R. C. Pryor, presumed when he commenced the work.

South of the Quincy No. 7 shaft, operated jointly with the

Hancock, the latter has opened its best ground on No. 68, 69,

and 70 levels. Over 300 men are employed at the mine, pro-

ducing 400 tons daily.

On No. 32 level of the Franklin the shoot of rich ore is

TOO ft. long. This lode has been opened at a lower level also.

It is rumored that the Ojibway and Oneco mines are to be

re-opened; but nothing definite has been announced.

Houghton. Januarj- 22.

It is said that the Calumet & Hecla will probably commence
issuing quarterly reports, similar to the great porphyry com-

panies: also an estimate of production for each month.

At the present rate of production the Wolverine is esti-

mated to have 20 years' life.

In 1915 the Mohawk yielded 15.800,000 lb. an increase of

4.700.000 lb. Profits were $1,000,000 more than in 1914. equal

to $14 per share, against $4.31.

Owing to a fire in some old workings at combination shaft

No. 5 and 6 of the Calumet & Hecla, a U. S. Bureau of Mines

rescue-car is at Calumet giving aid. The fire is not considered

dangerous.

The New Arcadian company is to sell some if its land to the

New Baltic company for $40,000 cash and 14.000 shares in the

latter.

On Kobruary 1 most of (In- Iroii'minlnK ccuiipunii'M In IhlH

Slule will ralHO waKoH 10',. TIiIh will iiIho he cfTix-tlvi' In

MInnoBotn. A lolnl of over 30,(i(l0 men will beneflt.

MISSOURI

.I.VSl'Kll ClllNTY

Tho '.Mining lOdlllon' of ihr ./o/i/iii (lUilir for .liininiry lit

covers "(I p«Ki'8. liicliidlnn hIiiIIh||c», progress, and pliolonrapliK

of llie /Inc-lead region. The onlput of zinc conn-ntnitPH In

18 years tolulH 4.K.'iK.n23 tons, worlh $194,5:<ri,4IO, and 6TG.82S

tons lend valued at $:t7,025.76K.

There was not much clinnKo In ore prices during the week

ended January lt>. The output was 4576 Ions blende. 187 tons

calamine, and 77S tons lead, averaging |9;i. $73, and $72 |m r

ton rc8pe<'llvely. The lolul value wiiH $49S.619.

Hand-Jigging opcralions on some laml near Spring (Mty has

been stopped by an order of the Court, nnlll anungcnicntK are

made to prevent the sludge flowing on i" l:iiiil of agrlculliiiul

value.

To drain Its land the Missouri I/ead & Zinc Co. nmy Install

a modern pumping idant costing $8000 or $10,000 at lis new

PiLxton shaft at Joplin. A Diesel engine would be part of the

equipment.

MONTANA
Pahk ColNlV

The tungsten claims of N. K. Franklin. H. Sclinitzd, and

F. R. Baldwin at .lardliie are to be developed.

SlI.VKIlUOW COI'.NTY

While copper remains at 20c. per pound or over, about

20,000 men eni|)loyed by the Butte companies will receive $4.25

per day. an advance of 25c. The new rise was effective on

January 15. The pay-rolls are now at the rate of $2,100,000

per month.

The Anaconda company has purchased the Butte-Alex Scott

mine for $750,000. The present output is 180 tons of ore daily.

It is likely that the Tuolumne will be closed, as the present

daily output of 125 tons of 2.5'>t ore is not i)rofitable. Absorp-

tion by the Anaconda or North Butte is possible.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

Recent development in the Jumbo Extension has given great

satisfaction. The Velvet shaft is down 900 ft. New ground

is yielding most of the ore. Raise 555-A is producing $60 to

$180 ore. Within 180 ft. of the Merger boundary drifts are

opening rich ore between 900 and 975 ft. The new vein, opened

by a cross-cut from old workings on No. 3 level, assays $63

per ton.

East and west cross-cuts are still being driven from the

bottom of the winze from the oOO-ft. level in the Sandstorm-

Kendall. Fifty tons of $22 to $30 ore every other day is the

Atlanta's output, mostly from 1580 ft. depth. Water has in-

terrupted work in the winze below 1750 ft., where good ore is

showing. Development at the Kewanas is reported to be

satisfactory.

HuJtBOLDT County

The late development In the Colligan workings on the

Weaver No. 2 of the Rochester Mines Co. is considered by the

management one of the most important since the beginning

of Rochester. The vein now discloses 4 ft. of $70 ore. It

proves the extension of the west vein of the Crown Point No. 1

more than 600 ft. to the south, or an entire distance of 1400 ft.

through which this vein has been opened along a strike in

Rochester Mines ground. A new vein has been cut in the raise

from the Friedman adit of the company, which is now showing

5 ft. of $25 ore. It was found 100 ft. above the adit. Its extent

is not known because the raise is still in ore.
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Shipments are to be started from the Sheepherder's Dream

mine at Willard, under lease to L. J. Kaiser.

Prom April 1 to December 31, 1915, the Rochester Mines

Co.'s mill treated 23,090 tons of ore averaging $14.75 per ton.

Bullion recovered was 3131 oz. gold, and 545,959 oz. silver,

worth $332,818. Out of the 203 days' work there were interrui)-

tions on 72 days.

Li.NcoLN County

During 1915 the Pioche district shipped 92,000 tons of gold,

silver, lead, copper, and zinc ores to Utah smelters, a record.

The Prince Consolidated produced most of this, followed by

the Amalgamated Pioche, and Bristol. Freight to Utah is

$1.75 per ton. The current year will show a considerable in-

crease.

On .January 20 the new mill of the Yuba Leasing & Devel-

opment Co. at Pioche was destroyed by fire. The loss is $40,000.

Arson is suspected as the cause. The plant will probably be re-

built, according to the president, A. C. Smith. Two men were

recently killed in the mine.

Regular shipments of 50 to 60% lead and 20 to 25-oz. silver

ore continue to be sent from the Groom mines, in the south-

west of this county, to Utah smelters. Teams haul the ore

to the Las Vegas & Tonopah line, 57 miles.

Nte County

Six companies and lessees at Tonopah last week produced

S520 tons of ore worth $178,620. The Extension and West

End shipped 83,835 and 52.196 oz. bullion respectively. In

the former great importance is attached to the winze being

sunk from 1350 to 1540 ft. It is 19 ft. wide and 10 to 12 ft.

across the vein. It is intended to make this a three-compart-

ment winze for deeper work.

Some December returns were as follows:

Belmont, 12,706 tons averaging $12.15 per ton, with $80,135

profit: Jim Butler, profit of $22,006 from 3981 tons; and

Tonopah Mining, 12,225 tons averaging $12.45, with $56,025

profit. The last named treated ore worth $492,637 in its last

quarter, of which $201,048 was net. Other income was $123,210.

On .Tanuary 21, $150,000 was distributed.

White Pine County

According to G. L. Sheldon in the White Pine News of Ely.

tungsten was discovered in this county 17 years ago by Charles

Gaby. This was on ground of the present United States Tung-

sten Co., in the Snake range, 12 miles south of Osceola. De-

velopments now consist of a 1700-ft. adit, obtaining a vertical

depth of 700 ft. on one vein. An upper adit has opened a 400-

ft continuous shoot. The formation is granite, and the ore

mostly hiibnerite. A mill is in operation. Six years ago

G. G. Sims found hiibnerite 40 miles north of Osceola. An

extensive deposit has been traced. A mill is working. A 20-

ton plant is crushing scheelite on another property, 8 miles

west of Garrison, Utah, over the line in Nevada. Scheelite has

been recently found in other districts, probably the best near

Mt. Washington, at an elevation of 9500 ft. The veins are

small, but high grade.

NEW MEXICO
Gk.\nt County

(Special Correspondence. 1—The Royal John Mining Co.,

which has taken over the old Grand Central zinc and lead

property, 28 miles east of Santa Rita in the Black range, is now
employing 100 men. Work at present consists in developing

the orebodies, re-modeling the old mill, (the jigs being re-

placed by concentrating tables) and constructing a ten-mile

road from the mine to the Mimbres Hot Springs road. This

company has just blown-in a smelter at Pittsburg, Kansas, for

the treatment of concentrates from the Royal John mine.

George E. Coxe is geologist, and A. 0. Ihlseng is metallurgist

for the company.
Santa Rita, January 10.

OKLAHOMA
Washington County

The Bartlesville Zinc, Lanyon Starr, and National Zinc com-

panies, operating smelters at Bartlesville, and employing 1200

men, increased wages by 25c. per shift on January 17. Wages
vary from $2.35 to $4.50 per day. One reason for this raise

was to avert any possible strike, as there has been labor trouble

at the smelters at Caney, Kansas, a tew miles north. These

Bartlesville plants were described in the Press of July 11 and

25, and August 8, 1914.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Laweence County

From isolated pockets in the Hidden Fortune ground the

Homestake company has nearly extracted another car of

wolframite. The B. & M. hoist and other machinery is ex-

pected to be ready in April.

TEXAS
Zapata County

(Special Correspondence.)—A new natural gas field is being

developed near the Rio Grande, 50 miles from Laredo. The

Boredr Gas Co.'s well has a flow of 30,000,000 cu. ft. per day.

There are indications of oil. The gas is to be piped to Reiser,

18 miles, then connected with the line that already goes to

Laredo.

A large gas-well was recently brought-in near Corpus Christ!

by the Guffey Petroleum Co. Gas was struck at 2700 ft., and

the pressure is tremendous. The well is 'wild' at present.

The gas fields of north and central Texas were recently in-

vestigated by G. C. Matson and E. W. Shaw of the Federal

government. They reported that the Petrolia field is 40% ex-

hausted. The Lone Star Gas Co. supplies Fort Worth and

Dallas from this field.

Other gas areas are being explored.

Austin, January 10.

UTAH
Juab County

The heaviest fall of snow ever recorded is reported from the

Tintic district during the first three weeks of January, and it

is with difficulty that the railroads are operated.

As long as lead is 4.5c. per lb. and silver 56c. per oz. or over,

the Chief Consolidated will pay its 300 men an increase of

25c. per day.

Continued interest is taken in the important shoot of copper

at 1000 ft. in the Iron Blossom.

The Utah Minerals Concentrating Co. at Tintic is in the

market for tungsten ores. At the plant of the Utah Ore Sam-

pling Co. at Murray the former will pay $22 per ton for 2%,

$39 for 3%, $85 for 4%, and $108 for 5% ore.

Salt Lake County

The Utah Copper and other companies at Bingham have ad-

vanced wages from 15 to 25c. per day, the former effective on

January 1 and the latter on February 1, to remain in effect as

long as copper is 20c. or over a pound. The principal com-

panies affected by the increase in wages are the Utah Copper,

the United States, Utah Consolidated, Utah-Apex, Utah Metals.

Bingham Mines, and Ohio Copper.

According to the manager of the Cedar-Talisman Consoli-

dated Mines Co., S. S. Pond, a great deal of 11% zinc ore has

been developed, apart from the richer ore. An electrolytic

plant of 10-ton capacity, costing $10,000, is proposed for ex-

periments. Sales of zinc and lead ores in 1915 realized $9326.

Operations left a loss of $2468. Cash amounts to $1877.

Lessees at the Michigan-Utah at Alta last year mined 4036

tons of dry ore averaging $9.83 per ton, a large decrease com-

pared with 1914.
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Sl'MMIT CorxTV

Wheit U*ail la 5.!h*. |N>r lt>. and ullvcr &5r. jnt ot. or nvrr. llic

OaJr-Judgp. Diily West. Ontario, and Silver Kins ConHolldad-d.

.inlo« at Park City will lnrn<ni)0 wacoii 25c. iw-r day.

'. load rtviMli's to 5c., and silver rlwn to 70c. or over, the

iiurt'a.4<>tl ttiiKfs will rtintlniio In force. When price* of both

metal* are 1o,h.h than thew, wnses will revert to the old Hcale.

The Silver KInK I'oiilltlon Is expected to offer the same ratea.

In the I'ark City district at prewnt miners luid 'inuckei-H' are

pnld $3: machine-men, $3.25: shaft-men. $4: cnr-meii, %3;

motor-men. $3.25: mlU-nieu. $3; aud bolstlnR enKlneers tl per

shift.

PERSONAL

Schools and Soaelies

The r.MVKRsiTv OK C.\i.iFflHM.v has Issued Us ReBlstcr for

1914-'15 with announcements for 1915-'16. It covere 93G paKes

In the various divisions, wherein are given the faculty,

courses, colleges, names of students, etc. The second half-year

In the academic colleges commenced on .January .".. The pub-

lication was prepared by the V. of C. press at Berkeley.

The Southern California section of the A. I. M. K. meets at

Los Angeles on February 1. The feature of the evening will

be the reading of a group of valuable papers on "Petroleum, its

Geology and Technology.' The contributoi-s will be Ralph

Arnold. William F. Staunton. Robert B. Moran, and W. R.

Hamilton. A full attendance is urged.

The Colorado School of Mines at Golden announces that as

its first prospectors' course early In 1915 was so successful, an

enlarged course will be held from January 31 to March 4, 1916,

Instruction is to include 50 hours in prospecting geology, 30

in chemistry. 5 in metallurgy, 5 in placer mining, 10 in lode

mining 10 in mining claim law, and mine-rescue and flrst-aid

work. The full course costs only $2.

Thirty-three mining men, with experience varying from 1 to

25 years, have enrolled in the 19th annual three months' short

session of the College of Mines, U.mvf.rsity of Wa.siiingto.n,

Seattle. -At the annual smoker tendered the short session

miners by the student branch of the A. M. I. E., R. H. Stretch

of the Alaska Bureau, Seattle Chamber of Commerce, gave an

address on 'The Mineral Belts of Alaska.'

The Colorado School of Mines at Golden is starting to do

a good deal of work on flotation, based on the laboratory nsa-

chines, up to installations that will handle from five to eight

tons per day investigation work. The board of trustees has

just established a new department, that of research and test-

ing, and all such matters will hereafter be referred to that de-

partment and publications made from time to time.

The .Mkxic.\x M.\ss.\cre

The following resolution w^as passed at the meeting of the

board of directors of the A. I. M. E. on January 21:

Resolved. That this Board has learned with indignation

and sorrow of the unprovoked and brutal murder of 18 Amer-

ican citizens on January 10 in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico,

and laments especially the death of C. R. Watson, C. A. Pringle.

H. C. Hase, and W. J. Walla'ce. who were members of the

Institute. As these men and their companions were engaged

in the lawful prosecution of their work, we trust that nothing

will be allowed to prevent or delay appropriate action by our

Government concerning the outrage by which they lost their

lives.

Resoh-ed, That the sincere sympathy of this Board and of

all members of the Institute is extended to the families and

friends of C. R. Watson, C. A. Pringle, H. C. Hase. and W. J.

Wallace. And be it further

ResoJved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the

Secretary of State of the United States, be published in the

Institute's Bulletin, in the press, and be sent to the families

of the deceased members.

C. W. MoHMK |8 at K\ Pnao,

Wll.l.lAM UllAIIK.N Is Oil hlH Way to ('bill'.

Fkank H. Piiiihiut was Ml Oatiiiau this week.

J. II. TvKiiKi I. Is leaving 'rorDiiiu Hlmrtly to n» lo lOnghincl.

(iKoiiiiK U. Cllimil has returned hum AliiHka to New York.

I>. F. S. Holland Is examlnlnK mines at I'atiigonia, Ari/.oiui.

SiiKRWoon AumiixiK of New York is at the St. Francis hntyl.

KiKSAii RicKAitii Is due lo arrive al New York loday on ilm

Rollcrdam.

G. G. S. LiNDSKV Is expected shortly ai Toronli) mi liU

return from China.

H. Y. Walkkii, manager of I lie Taeoma smelter, was in Sim

Francisco this week.

Wii.lifR H. Grant has returiieil from e\aiiiining a molyb-

denum property at Shultz, Arizona.

Joii.N W. FiMii is in New York; he is i.hiiiinni; lo t:iKi' .i

voyage for his health in the Orient.

RoiisiiN T. WniTK, manager for the raiuasus Copper Co..

has arrived in New York from Batoum.

Bk.n B. Tiiavi:r and L. IJ. RicKKrrH expect to ."Uiil from New

Y'ork lo Valparaiso, Chile, in a few days,

William Haouk succeeds A, D, Footk as manager of the

Tiglitner Mines Co. of Sierra county, California.

K. SiiicKNO left Yokohama on January S to come lo lliis

country to investigate the conditions of the copper market.

Charles W. Moh.sf, has been promoted to concentration en-

gineer, a newly created position at the Washoe plant of the

Anaconda company.

W. G. .MiLLKR and T. W. Giiisun of the Ontario Nickel Com-

mission are in Cuba. G. T. Hollowav. chairman of the Com-

mission, has returned to Loudon.

M. P. Braffet, member of the executive committee of the

American Mining Congress, has l)een elected president of the

Salt Lake Stock and Mining Exchange.

E. L. S. Wra.mpelmkikr, formerly superintendent of the Ki.ie

mine at Gaston, Nevada county, California, has taken an office

in the First National Bank Bdg., San Francisco.

Georce S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the U. S. Bureau

of Mines, advises that his official headquarters will be at

Washington, D. C, after January 15, and not at Pittsburg.

Pennsylvania.

T. A. Richard will deliver a series of lectures on the appli-

cation of geology to mining at the College of Mining of the

University of California, at the following times: 4 p.m. on

Januai-y 31, February 2 and 4. and 5 p.m. on February 1 and 3.

H. A. J. Wilkens and W. B. Dcterelx, Jr., have formed a

partnership to carry on the general business of consulting

mining engineers and mine managers under the name of

Wilkens and Devereux, with offices at 120 Broadway, New

York. They will be represented by O, F. Westlund at Mexico

Citv and G. S. Duncan in London.

Edw-akd N. Magxeb, president of the Aurora Mines Co.,

Nevada, died at Los Angeles, January 1. He was born at Paris,

Illinois, June 4, 1858. He went to LeadviUe, and later to

Creede, in the early days of those districts, and was prominent

in their early development. Later he operated at Silver City,

New Mexico, for 15 years, and from there he went to Salmon

City, Idaho, remaining nine years. He was married at Butte,

in 1897. His widow survives him.

The Idaho Mining Association met at Boise on January 25.

Mining law revision, leasing, and prospecting were discussed.
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THE METAL MARKET
MBTAL PRICBS

San Francisco, January 26.

Cents per pound.
.\ntimony 44

Electrolytic copper 26

Pig lead 6.33— 7.30

Quicksilver (per flask) $275

Spelter 21

Tin -43

Zinc-dust, 100-kg. zinc-lined cases 30

ORE PRICES
San Francisco, January 26.

Antimony. 50% product, per unit i-

Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton 15—18

Magnesite: crude, per ton, f.o.b 7.50—10

Magnesite: plastic, no iron and lime, calcined, per ton.... 50

Magnesite: refractory, up to 7% iron, calcined, per ton... 30—40

Manganese: 50% metal, 8% silica, per ton, f.o.b. cars, S. F. 12

Tungsten: minimum 65% WO3, per unit for spot 40—50

Tungsten production will be less on account of the Atolia,

California, mill being burned, as noted on the last page of this

issue.

New York, January 21.

Antimony: per unit $2.20

Molybdenite: per lb 1.40

Indian manganese ore, suitable for the production of 80%
ferro-manganese. is quoted at 75c. per unit, Baltimore.

EASTERN METAL MARKET
(By wire from Nevr York.)

NKW YORK. January 27.—Copper is firm owing to e.-cports;

there is a heavy export enquiry for lead; zinc is active and
sti'ong.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Jan. 20 56.75

•• 21 56.87
•• 22 57.25

23 Sunday
•• 24 57.62
•• 25 57.37
•• 26 57.00

Average week ending
Dec. 15 55.66

•• 22 54.23
•• 29 54.05

Jan. 5 55.67
•• 12 56.62
" 19 56. 6S
•• 26 57.14

Jan
Feb
Mch
.\pr
May
June 56.43

1914.
.57.58
.57.53
.58.01
.58.52
58.21

Monthly averages,
1915.
48.85
48.45
50.61
50.25
49.87
19.03

1914.

July 54.90
Aug 54.35
Sept 53.75
Oct 51.12
Nov 49.12
Dec 49.27

1915.

47.52
47.11
48.77
49.40
51.88
55.34

The above quotations speak for themselves, a strong and
rising market. On January 22 silver worth $370,491 left San
Francisco for China. Exports from England during 1915 totaled

C3,781,500 to India and £7000 to China, against £5.219,500 and
£42,000, respectively, in 1914.

Samuel Montagu & Co.'s 'Annual Bullion Letter' has been
issued. We will abstract from it in an early issue.

-According to 'The Financial Times,' London, the most striking
feature of last year in silver is the fact th.at for the first time
for a long period the normal laws of supply and demand domi-
nated the situation, no forward business preventing speculation.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic in New York, in cents per pound.

Average week endirgDate.
Jan. 20 V 24 12

"
21 24.50
22 24.87"
23 Sundav'
24 25.37" 25 25.37"
26 25.37

Dec. 15 19.54
" 22 20.06

29 21.55
Jan. 5 22.85

" 12 23.68
" 19 23.70
•' 26 24.93

1914.
Jan 14.21
Feb 14.46
Mch 14.11
Apr 14.19
May 13.97
June 13.60

Monthly averages.
1915
13.60
14.38
14.80
16.64
18.71
19.75

1914. 1915.

July 13.26 19.09
Aug 12.34 17.27
Sept 12.02 17.69
Oct 11.10 17.90
Nov 11.75 18.88
Dec 12.75 20.67

Exports during the week ended January 8 totaled 18,932,168
lb., worth $3,888,980. England secured 2,457,288 lb., and France
15,957,697 lb. Imports amounted to 3,944,438 lb., valued at $563,-
194. Chile sent 1,586,803 lb., and Japan 826,671 pounds.
The Anaconda company has acquired mines and a railway i^

Chile and organized the Andes Copper Mining Co., and Potter-
rellos Railway Co. to operate them, with a capital of $50,000,000
and $5,000,000 respectively.

LEAD
Lead is quoted in cents per pound, New York delivery.

Date.
Jan. 20

21
22
23 Sunday
24
25
26

1914.
Jan 4.11
Feb 4.02
Mch 3.94
Apr 3.86
May 3.90
June 3.90

5.90
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Eastern Metal Market

Nrw York, Jiimiary 21.

In ihi> i>aiit wcfk activity lins Ix-oii moiiopuliKcd by /.liir, (or

which ihi-n' hiiB biM'ii n ^o<ul tlcnuiiul for both xpot iiiul llml

qunrter di-livorios. I'ricos lmvi> iidvanccd day by day. t'oiipcr

is hicbor. althoiiKli the niarkol haM lioi-n vory dull. Uo-tuilo

niptal has bot-n oliniinatod (roiii thp market and (ho pruducors

control the situation. For spot copper 25 to 26c. Is asked. The
market was Hooded January 21 with wild reports, some of these

to the effect that 30c. had been offered and refused for siwt

electrolytic. The reports were quickly denied, but there Is no

question about the market being extremely strouK. l^ondon

Is exceptionally strong, despite the plan of the Ciovernment

to fix the price at a certain figure. I>?ad has strengthened at

London, likewise In the New York market, and while the

domestic trade is quiet, some big export orders are understood

to be pending. Tin Is almost without features of Interest In

a fairly strong market- Antimony is higher because of the

scarcity. Aluminum is unchanged.

The steel mills are wrestling with delivery problems grow-

ing out of the pressure of demand and the railroad freight

congestion. Three boiler-shops in the State of New York have

been coini>elled to shut-down because they cannot get plates,

a product for which the ship-yards have created an enormous

demand. Structural material is selling at 2c. and over, Pitts-

burg, and in view of the further fact that the prices of brick

and cement have advanced, building operations are being re-

stricted. Agents for the Allies have placed an order for 30,000

tons of steel-rounds for shells, delivery to be made after the

first of July. The price of such rounds ranges from 3 to 4c.

per lb. Pig-iron was quiet following the holidays, but is becom-

ing active again. Considering the present rate of steel produc-

tion there is every prospect of a shortage of ferro-manganese.

ZINC

The dullness referred to last week gave way to an excellent

demand, especially for prompt and first quarter deliveries,

and quotations have moved steadily upward. Prompt is quoted

today at about IS. 75c., New York, and IS. 50c., St. Louis. An
influence which led to the greater activity was the freight con-

gestion in New England, which caused the New York, New
Haven and Hartford railroad to declare an embargo on all save

perishable freight. Connecting railroads did the same, with

the result that shipments from the West were seriously inter-

fered with. Some mills were in such distress that they had

considerable quantities shipped to them by express. This week

following the good demand for spot and first quarter, there

developed a lively market for second-quarter deliveries, and

sales were made at 15.50 to 15.75c.. St. I^uis. February is

quoted at about 19.371c., New York, and March at about 17.75c.

But little of the buying is attributed to the galvanizing

interests. Exports from January 1 to 20 total 3262 tons.

Sheet-zinc, car-load lots, is quoted at 23c. f.o.b., mill, S'/r off

for cash.

COPPER

The producers of copper have a firm hold on the situation,

and while business is quiet quotations are stronger at higher

levels than prevailed a week ago. Spot electrolytic is held at

25 to 26c., 30 days, delivered, and Lake Is quoted at the same

range but is entirely nominal. There is little or no re-sale

metal offered, either Lake or electrolytic. The situation at

London is strong, but peculiar, as the electrolytic quotation

January 20 reached £117, despite the announcement that Great

Britain had fixed £100 as the maximum price for refined copper.

Since the announcement appeared there have been three ad-

vances in electrolytic. Information as to what the British

Kovernmont Ih doInK Is mcitKre. Tho quiet (hat now provallh

in the domestic market is no cause for Burprise In view of the

vast quantllies which were taken by conHunuMH up to tin end

of December, and well lulo Jnntiary. .Meanwlille the produnT^
art> In a most coinfortabh- position, and cjin iifford to inalnluiii

prices and await the devi-lopment of fuilln-r n'qulreiiu mIm. .\ii

interesting aMuoiiiiei'ment is that the DepnrtmeMl of Com-
merce will dlsconlinue, at the end of the present month, Hh
weekly announcements as to the exports and Imports of

copper. It Is explained that business Is now more settlnd, and

that the reports are not as useful or lni|iorlnnl as I hey were.

Stocks of refined copi)er In Great Drilalu and France ciintiune

to decline. Their total on January 15 was 11,6X1 tons, agalnsl

12,341 tons at the end of IJecember. Exports up to January 20

totaled 14,230 tons. Exports in 1915, ;is compiled by C .Mayer

secretary of the New York Metal Exchange, totaled 270,704

tons, against 360,229 tons in 1914, 382,910 tons in 191", 327,965

tons in 1912, and 336,801 tons in 1911. Mr. Mayer apportions

the exports In 1915 and 1914 as follows, in tons of 2240 lb.'

1915. 1914.

United Kingdom 79,585 S7,.556

France 98,200 66,326

Germany 88,452

Holland 1,678 58,940

Belgium 2,876

Austria 13,S0!i

Italy 44,705 26,06S

Denmark 2,426 3,950

Norway and Sweden 19,958 8,649

Russia 20,456 425

China and Japan 119 1,910

Sundries 3,577 1,268

Total 270,704 360.229

LEAD
A week ago the market was weak because of the announce-

ment that Great Britain would undertake the regulation of

both buying and selling lead in England. The tone of the

market became weak, but prices did not suffer much. Since

then London has gathered strength, the quotation for spot on

December 20 being £31 15s., and the better tone has been re-

flected here. The principal interest adhered to 5.90c., New York,

until January 21, then advanced its quotation to 6.10c., an

advance of $4 per ton. St. Louis stood January 20 at 5.82Jc.,

but in the week has been as low as 5.70c. The domestic

demand has been quiet, but there are continued reports of

large export inquiries. If business has resulted from these

it has gone to the few larger producers. Exports from January

1 to 20 totaled 3355 tons.

TIN

The trouble with delayed cables from Ixindon lasted until

the end of last week and demoralized business at New York.

This week messages have come through more promptly, and

on one or two days a good business has been done. The cable

delays are attributed to the severity of the censor which

created a congestion. Spot-tin was quoted yesterday at 41.50c.

The arrivals this month total 3100 tons, and there is 6000 tons:

afloat, so there would appear to be no reason for consumers to

worry over the sufiBcIency of the supply.

ANTIMONY
The market is without feature except for the continued

scarcity of spot metal which has caused quotations to become

still stronger. Both American antimony and Chinese and

Japanese grades are quoted at 42 to 42.50 cents.
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Ore and Spelter Price Comparison

The accompanying chart, from the Joplin Globe, shows the

prices for zinc concentrate (60% metal), and zinc in the Mis-

souri-Kansas-Oklahoma region during the past two years. The

generally close agreement in market movements is easily

Jon Feb. Mar Apr May June. July. Aug- Sept Oct. Nov. Dec.

Zinc Concentra-te Prices at Joplin In 1915 and 1914.

Jan Feb. Mar Apr May. June July. Aug. Sept. Oct Nov. Dec.

Spelter Prices In 1915 and 1914.

observed, although at two periods the two commodities did

not move together as much as ore producers would have liked.

The average for concentrate in 1915 was $77.84 per ton. and

spelter 14.16c. per pound.

Antimony in 1915

Antimony prices in 1915 were probably the highest known

since the metal became a regular article of commerce. The

high prices led to the largest production the United States has

made, and probably the same statement is true for the world's

production. According to preliminary figures collected for the

U. S. Geological Survey by Frank L. Hess, the production of

antimony ores in the United States is estimated to have been

about 5000 tons containing 2000 tons of antimony, valued at

about $325,000. The largest previous domestic production was

in 1S92, when 150 tons of metal was produced in San Francisco

from Nevada ores, and 380 tons of ore containing 55% of anti-

mony was exported. Practically all operations of the pa.sr

year were new, most were small, and they were widely

scattered so that it is difficult to obtain close figures immedi-

ately after the close of the year.

Antimony, which in July 1914 had been down to a monthly

average price of 7.11c. for Cookson's, and from 5.44 upwards

tor other brands, rose gradually though unsteadily, to the end

of 1915 when Chinese, Japanese, and American antimony were

quoted at about 40c. a pound. Quotations for Cookson's anti-

mony ceased in May, 1915, some time after an embargo had

been declared against the shipment of antimony metal or

ores from the British possessions, and 50c. a" pound is said to

have been paid for it about June 1, when Chinese was selling

for about 35c. or less. In the fall, American antimony ap-

peared on the market for the first time in many years. At

first it sold slightly below Chinese and Japanese, but was soon

quoted at the same price. Miners and smelters, apparently

thinking that the high prices would be temporary, did not

begin production as quickly as they otherwise might have

done, but before the close of the year properties in Alaska.

California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Washington

were producing. Prices for ores ranged from $1 to $2.10 per

unit of antimony. At first, only ores carrying 50% or more

antimony were in demand, but before the close of the year

20% ores were being shipped from Nevada.

From Alaska, according to data collected by Alfred H.

Brooks, about 685 tons of stibnite ore carrying 5S7c metal was

produced in the Fairbanks district from properties on Eva,

Vault, Treasure, and Chatham creeks. It is reported that 132

tons was shipped from Nome, but it seems probable that more

was mined.

The largest production was made from deposits near Wild

Rose springs, on the north-west slope of Telescope peak in the

Panamint range, California. These deposits have been known

for many years, but have been too far from railroads for

profitable exploitation until the past year when prices were

high and a branch railroad was built to Trona on Borax lake,

within about 25 miles of them. The deposits contained con-

siderable antimony ocher as well as stibnite, and were mined

by the Merchants Finance Co. (Western Metals Co.) The same

company operated deposits 30 miles north-east of Mojave,

which are 10 miles from the S. P. R. R. at Neuralia, in Kern

county. Other deposits were mined in California at many

points in Kern county, in the eastern end of San Benito county,

and on Moore's Flat near Grass Valley. In Nevada consid-

erable quantities were mined at many points mostly in the

north-west quarter of the State with Lovelock as a centre, but

ranging from Pass canyon in the Pine Forest range southwani

to the vicinity of Tonopah and eastward to Joy.

Oregon, Washington and Idaho produced small quantities

of ore, and in Arkansas a company was organized to work old

properties west of Gilham.

The Chapman Smelting Co. of San Francisco which had been

idle for a number of years again started the smelting of anti-

mony ores. The company mined ore at Bernice, 60 miles east

of Fallon, Nevada, and brought ores from other points in the

Western States, Alaska, and British Columbia.

The Merchants Finance Co. built an antimony smelter at

Industrial Harbor, Los Angeles. Besides operating California

mines the company operated mines in Nevada and brought ores

from the Western States, Alaska, and foreign countries.

The Antimony Smelting & Refining Co. of Seattle started i

plant at Van Asselt the last of the year and made oxide, but

metal is to be smelted also.

The International Smelting Co. bought ores to be smelted at

its South Chicago plant. The Great Western Smelting &

Refining Co., of Chicago, and the Pennsylvania Smelting Co.

of Pittsburg, have also smelted some ores. The Magnolia

Metals Co. found so much difficulty in obtaining needed sup-

plies of antimony at a reasonable price that it bought and

mined ores in Nevada, smelting them at Brooklyn.

Harshaw, Fuller & Goodwin Co., of Cleveland were in the

market for pure ores from which to make antimony salts.
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hetviotorv Hindi" (roni I'liliimc rnulo itiilliiuiii> . INoIi-b on

antlniom i.i.>.Im. li.m In I'liinn will npiM'ur itmiii In ilu- I'lciut.—

Kpitob. 1

The trim. 11. T u,.^ iKt>n for aomo rom|«nti>M to co lo iin i-\

onsf (or inino itovt'loinnpni. mnrhlncry, nnd nillli*. not wlioll.\

wurrnntcd by tlio ctiTuni»luno«». Tlu> prftn-nt lileli prlcoB urc

nociTisiiirlly tom|>omry. Tin- ChluoKp di-poslln nrc cxii-uslvr,

nnd worked hy very flioai> liilior. and othor ilopoitltn an- Ix-Imk

dovolojH'd In other iwirta o( tho world, and an soon »« tlir War

tB over, and iKMwfhly bt-fore. prices will prolmhly drop to u

level with or cIom' <•• <Un<-- nf l'il4.

Tungsten in 1^15

The production of tunssten ores In the United States durhiK

1915 broke the record, nnd was apimrently equivalent to about

2165 short tons of concentrates, carrying GCr of tungsten

trioxide (WOi). and was valued at more than J2.000.000.

These IlKures are based on preliminary returns to the U. S.

t^eolOKlinl Survey. The larpest previous output of tunRsten

ore was in 1910. when 1S21 tons was produced.

Conditions and prices in the tungsten market were unsettled

and somewhat anomalous. Although the price in the latter

l>art of 1914 was $9 or more a unit, Gi.Kc ore was sold in the

early part of 1915 as low as $5.80 a unit, so that tungsten

mining did not start very briskly. Early In the summer,

however, floods of orders for munitions of war caused a great

demand for high-speed steels, to be used In cutting shells,

rifle-barrels, etc.: an embargo was declared by the British

government on the ejcport of tungsten ores from any part

of the British possessions, and there was soon a country-wide

scramble for tungsten ores. Probably no one foresaw the

height to which the price of tungsten would rise, and some

operators contracted for ores at prices which in ordinary years

would be high, but which were soon exceeded by several

hundred per cent. Tungsten metal was also contracted tor

at prices much below those afterward reached. In the fall the

prices of tungsten reached unheard-of heights: $48 per unit

was paid for numerous lots. $50 for some, and even higher

prices were reported. The prices moved upward so rapidly

and unexpectedly that strenuous tungsten prospecting did not

follow at once, but early in the fall a large number of men

were in the field looking for deposits.

The mining activities are described by Frank L. Hess in

some detail. The output of the Boulder (Colorado) field was

for various reasons not increased as had been hoped. Many

properties had been worked by leasing, so that there was no

development of orebodies. for the ore had been removed as

fast as It was exposed, and it is reported that in the Conger

mine, whose shaft was sunk below the 800-ft. level, develop-

ment was disappointing. Sinking is said to have been

continued. The output of the district was estimated by the

Boulder County Metal Miners' Association as equivalent to

960 tons of 60<yc concentrate.

In the Atolia (California) field there were great develop-

ments. The Atolia Mining Co. is reported to have employed

more than 300 men. and many men worked the desert sands

In the vicinity for float scheelite. P. J. Osdick discovered

rich ore east of the Atolia Mining Co.'s property and made

large profits. On and near the Baltic claim a number of men

worked the gravel of a shallow gulch for scheelite and the

sands on the Sunshine and other claims are also reported

to have been worked at a profit. Several gold mines also

produced scheelite. The Consolidated Gold Mines, in Rands-

burg, had found water at a depth of about 500 ft., and this

has been piped to the Atolia company's mill, about five miles

distant. Formerly water was hauled on the railroad for a

distance of about 50 miles. The company is reported to have

erected a new mill to treat its tailing.

Several discoveries of tungsten ores were reiwrted from

lillpln >'uuu(>. Culomdo. but the luoHt exIeUHlve dlHcovericH,

an liidU-iitt'd liy the number of uutcruiiH. were niiide In White

Pine county. Nevada. Veins of Hcheellle were rmnid at Hevrral

pliiieH between the Minerva diHlrlct. HO inlleK Houth of OHceolii.

and Cherry creek, 50 inlleH north of the Betlleinent. Sonio ol

the velna were formerly proBpected for preeiouB metalH, but

the Bcheellto wnH not recoKnl'/.<'d. The hiibiierlte mine unci

mill 12 miles Koulli of ()H<'eolH were arllvely operated lownid

the cloHi< of the season: the mill at Cain|i llonita, on the

PBHt side of the Snake range, was operated iiail of the year,

and iuIIIb were erecli'd or started by the Si. Anibony Mines Co.

at Toy (Browns). Ilunilioldl county, by A. H. Shepanl iind

associates In the Uengan district, and by the Doyle .MImIiik

Co. In Sacramento Pass, White Pine county. Some hiil)nerll<'

was dry washed from desert sands at Koiiiid Mounlulti !ini!

Spanish S|)rlnK8, Nevada.

The dumps of gold mines at White Oaks. New .Mexlio.

were worked over for hiibnerlle and yielded a couHlilenible

quantity of concentrates, and at Tip Top, Arizona, a mill w«h

under construction to work the l.illing and dumps of the old

Tip Top silver mine for the wolfranille they contained.

Mills were erected by the Primos Chemical Co. at Dragoon

and by the National Tungsten Co. at Arlvaca, Arizona, for

treating the tungsten ores, and tungsten was produced at

these places and at Camp Wood, Yucca, Oracle, and other

l>oints.

At Lead, South Dakota, the Homestake gold mine produced

wolframite from the claims west of the great oi)en-cut, and

the Wa.sp No. 2 mine, two mlle.s south, produced a considerable

quantity of ore. It has erected a concentration plant. Only

a little ore was produced in the southern Black Hills.

Small quantities of tungsten were produced in Idaho and

at Silverton, Colorado, and a few hundred pounds was saved

from the old concentrates of the gold placers at Nome, Alaska.

The wolframite deposits on Tungsten jicak, near Cathedral

peak, 45 miles northwest of Orovllle, Washington, became

the property of the Tungsten Mines Co., and the new owners

produced some ferro-tungsten in an electric furnace at Tacoma.

The price of tungsten as metal or ferro-tungsten rose from

$1 a pound in ,Tanuary to $8 in December. In the same

period tungsten steels increased in price from 60 or 75c. to

$:; a pound.

(Special Correspondence.)—The new mill and ef)iii|)nienl of

the Atolia Mining Co., which was only recently coniiileted.

was partly destroyed by fire today. The plant was the only

one for producing tungsten concentrate on the Pacific Coast.

Atkins, KroU & Co. of San Francisco were its managers, with

Charles Taylor as superintendent. The mill began operating

at full capacity of 100 tons per day about .lanuary 1, and had

not stopped since then. The disaster means about 40 days'

shut-down, which will affect 400 employees and every resident

of Atolia, nearly 600 people. The cause is said to have been

back-firing in the gasoline engine in the hoisting room, where

the flames spread by contact with distillate leakage to the

whole structure. There was $56,000 insurance, and the loss is

said to be $40,000.

Atolia. California, January 24.

Ma.N(;.\xesh production of the United States in 1910 was

nearly 6000 tons, compared with 2635 tons in 1914. Prices rose

from $12 to $22.50 per ton for 50% ore. It is not likely that

domestic deposits will make more important contributions to

the supply. Imports from India were one-twelfth normal:

from Russia, negligible; and from Brazil, over twice the

average for the three preceding years.

Carnotite ores produced in Colorado last year contained

2.'5.4 tons uranium oxide and 6 grams radium, and 635 tons of

vanadium, against 87.2, 22.3, and 435 tons, respectively, in

1914.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD. Editor

A RECOVERY of ^)o.n% zinc is clainied for the

Butte & Superior coneeiitrating mill in Deceniher

last. This is iiiucli tlie highest extraetion recorded at

this flotation jilant. At the Bradeii, in Chile, the eopper

recovery even now is only 17%.

A NACONDA is synonymous with progressive metal-

-^*- lurgy and the courage to scrap plant when neces-

sary. We take pleasure in publishing the first of a series

of articles on the Washoe reduction works by our friend.

Professor L. S. Austin, now resident at Salt Lake City.

V7"UK0N yield of gold in 1915 is estimated at .$4,750,-

-*- 000. The most notable event was the working of

claim No. 21 on Eldorado by one of the Yukon Gold

Company's dredges. As this ground was virgin, the

clean-up is reported to liave amounted to $500.000 in

gold.

"pvTSPATCHES from New York state that the financial

-*-^ groups have notified the administration at Washing-

ton that they "positively decline to finance the Carranza

government in Mexico." This is important, if true, and

will embarra.ss the Administration in its effort to

strengthen the df facta government of Mexico.

TT'ALrATION of mines is a subject that must be dis-

cussed periodically. The mathematical basis of it

may not always seem vital to work in the field, but any

line of reasoning on such matters should be checked

occasionally by the logic of mathematics. We take

pleasure in publishing a careful article by Jlr. F. Som-

iiier Schmidt on this subject.

O I'NDRY people have awakened recently to find them-

^ selves rich. Among them are the operators of quick-

silver mines. Thus the New Idria company which in

1911. 1912. and 1913 earned from .$.50,000 to $65,000

per annum, ran behind $45,000 in 1914, when quicksilver

was $48 per flask, made $100,000 in 1915 when the price

averaged $85.80, and will make nearly a million dollars

in 1916 with the metal ranging from $130 to $300 per

flask.

/^ OLD was produced in the Transvaal in the year 1915
^^ to the amount of 9,093,671 ounces, worth £38,620,461

or $187,946,473. This compares with 8.394,322 ounces

in 1914, and 8,798,335 ounces in 1913. The record out-

put was made in 1912, when it was 9.113,476 ounces.

The dividends for 1915 amount to £7.617.561. which is

£455,875 less than the total in 1914, but this decrease is

largely due to the large bonuses distributed in the lattei-

year by the Robin.son and Ferreira companies, as against

one bonus by the Meyer & Charlton last year.

"W/"E note that the Mining and Metallurgical Society
~*

has awarded its annual gold medal to Mr. James
F. Kemp, Professor of Geology in Columbia University.

The medal will have appreciated much in value thereby.

As our readers are aware. Professor Kemp has had to

take a I'est for several months in consequence of the

effects of overwork. We hope that he may convalesce

rapidly and soon resume duties of great usefulness. He
is the kind of man to be missed.

/^ATMAN has been cheered by the dis(-overy of
^-^ another important orebody on the 400-ft. level

of the Big Jim mine. This apparently is one of a series

of bonanza ore-shoots along the main fracture of the

district, now exposed in the United Eastern, Tom
Reed, Big Jim, and Black Eagle properties, a dis-

tance on the strike of two miles. The Big Jim, we
hear, is under thoroughly competent management and

will be developed systematically and intelligently.

nnEXAS covers an area of one-eleventh of the United
-- States, omitting Alaska and the islands, yet Texas

is big enough to contain the whole of Germany and

England. The foreign trade of Germany in an average

year, such as 1913, was 149! larger than that of the

United States, and that of the United Kingdom was

59% larger. In short, the United States "has been

living commercially as well as politicall.v largely within

itself." The development of a continent has taxed its

energies and created a domestic commerce that, until

recently, has eclipsed its foreign trade.

T T may not l)e known generally to the mining public

that all the publications of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, including profes,sional papers, bulletins, and water-

supply papers, are available for distribution at the local

office of the Survey, at 303-305 Custom House building,

San Francisco. Moreover, the complete library of all

the publications is,sued by the Survey from its founda-

tion is on file and is available for reference. A full

set of the .separate pamphlets on the commercial minerals

of the entire country is issued annually, and copies of

these may be obtained gratis. In connection with such

subjects a complete bibliography is available for con-
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•sultalioii. All llu* lunps of tho ciitin- riiitoil SlaU-s.

pit.vfniphii- ami topoprapliio. oovi'rinjt rvory Stato in tin-

lUioii lunl llu' distrii't of Alaska, oaii In- wvii at tlu" kiuih'

olVu'c. Hi'siiK's tliis vast amount of iniuiiinalc inattrr, the

visitor will als«) W privili'Ufil to incol Mr. t'liarlis (t.

Y:il.'. statistii-inii in rharp'.

kiMiNKS.s lias Us reward, as wronii lias its Nemesis.

We have ht-ard iiion- than om- story of csiapf from

death in Mexioo hy rfa.st>n of a jrratoful remi-mhram-t'

on the part of an exeentioner. The lale.st is that of an

Amerioiui who, with .»U'Ven others, was lined >ip against

a wall ready to jro the lonjr journey on the volley from a

tirinp squatl of htuidit.s. Suddenly one of the latter

points at our friend and ealls out : •"Don't kill thai man ;

he is a gootl man ; I worked for him as a foreman in a

mine, and he tivated me well !" The eaittain of th.' tirinf;

squad eomiujuids him to step forward from the e.l^'e of

the grave aJid he is released.

WITH its fatal facility for faking information, the

local press has published a eoek and hull story

alleging that ammunition is being manufaetured at the

Butters labonitory. This is only excused by the fact

that Mr. Charles Butters is making aluminum dust, by

use of the method described in our is.sue of January 22.

this product being employed by him as a precipitant for

gold and silver in cyanide solutions. It happens that

aluminum dust is now being combined—in Europe

—

with ammonium nitrate to form the new and powerful

explosive ammonal, as explained in our issue of January

8. Agents for the Rus.sian goveniment. bein^ wide

awake, read our paper and learned that Mr. Butters was

making aluminum dust ; whereupon they bought 10 tons

of that substance for shipment to Russia, in order to

make ammonal. These are the facts. If the Morning

Scream and the Evening Hotel read the Mining and

Scientific Press they would be better informed on

technical matters in their home territory'.

CYANIDE consumption in the United States at the

present time amounts to about 2200 tons, of which

Nevada alone requires 1600 tons. The price is 16 cents

per pound for 100% KCN at New York. Thus the War
has caused a rise of about 2 cents per pound. The retail

price in San Francisco is 30 to 32 cents. La.st year the

consumption was a little lai^er than it is now. The

whole supply comes through the Rocssler & Hasslacher

Chemical Company of New York, to whom, we are in-

formed, the mine operators have the most kindly feeling,

because that firm did not take advantage of them in the

times of stress created by the War. A large tonnage of

cyanide is reported as having been interned in Holland,

when on its way from Germany to New York. As most

of our readers are aware, the cyanide requirements of

the mines under the British flag are being met by the

Cassel Cyanide Company, of Glasgow, with whom the

British government made an agreement soon after hos-

tilfties began, to furnish cyanide at 8i pence per pound.

with an antoiiialic ridiiclion in the prii'c ^i-adiially so

thai at the beginning of 1!I17 it will be bii'k 1o the price.

7 pence, prevailing before I lie \V,ii- I'liis jirningciiicnl

has provi'il ellicacions. the Ca.ssd wiuks having bci'ii cii

larged ill eapacily so as to provide llu' (|iiiiiilily rcqiiin il.

l-'orlunatcly foi' I lie supply of this necessary cliciiiiciil,

the deniand from Mexico has 1 ii small, otherwise llic

closure of (ierinaii sources of supply would have been

felt more keenly. Oii average, a silver ore rci|iiiiis four

times the (|iiaiilily of cyaiii<lc coiiKumcd in llic Icjidiiiitr

of a gold (U'c.

A Professional Matter

Anything lliiit concerns the wellarc of iIm' iiiining pro-

fession is our business. This journal endeavoi-s to be a

chronicle of professional activities and an exponent of

professional clliii-s. Therefore we publish a copy of the

contract made by tlic AiucricMii symlicate reprcs(;nting

the Minerals Scparalioii c()iiii)aiiy with metallurgists in

the employ of its licensees in llie u.se of a palcntcd

method of treating ores by flotation. We have no quarrel

with the gentlemen of the Minerals Separation company

except as to their efforts to stifle iiifdniiatioii concerning

the teclinii|Ue of a liraneli of Mic(:illnri.'y now .>!' u'ri'iil

iin]K>rtance to all those engaged in iniiiing. That jjoiicy

on their part causes us to be prejudiced against tliriii.

but it does not make us unfair to them. With this pre-

amble, we proceed to a.sk our readers to read the copy

of a contract with a metallurgist and then the li-gal

opinion of an accomplished meinlHi- of the S;iii l-"i"iiiiisct)

bar. AVhen we heard that such contracts were being

enforced, we inquired into the terms and inferred that

they were invalid, but before coming to a definite con-

clusion we decided to obtain a trust worthy legal o])iiiion.

As will be seen. Mr. C. Irving Wright is of the opinion

that the agreement is "without valuahh- consideration

and unconscionable." The rea.sons are clearly stated: a

quid pro quo is lacking. The Syndicate does not bind

itself to teach the metallurgist anything e.ssenli;il <-oi)-

ceming its technical operations, for it will afford him

merely "an opportunity of accpiiring teclmical knowl-

edge." and it can keep him "on its staff" for only just

so long as it pleases; and in practice, it pleas<-s to keep

him for a very short time and to show him very

little indeed. The metallurgist likewise is free both

to quit this pseudo-instruction whenever he pleases

and also to resign his employment with the licensee

whenever it suits him. This pretense of giving

an insight into the process and of 1)inding the metal-

lurgist not to divailge what he has learned is childish in

its unreality, but the seriously objectionable feature of

the whole arrangement is the obligation of honor placed

upon the metallurgist not to divulge wliat he has seen

or learned while in the laboratory either of the process-

company or of its licensee. That obligation is without

limit of time and therefore shackles his professional

freedom indefinitely. To a careless or dishonorable man,

the agreement is a scrap of paper: to an lionnnible man
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—ami we are only eoiiceriuHl witli such—the signing ol'

this agreement involves loss of freedom in tlie exercise

of his knowledge and skill. He cannot go elsewhere and

use what he has learned, he cannot accept a retainer

from another client, beeavise he has bound himself not

to disclose any improvements even imagined by him or

ideas suggesting themselves to him while under employ-

ment with the Syndicate or its licensee ; he has also

obligated himself for the rest of his life not to divulge

or communicate any facts concerning the metallurgical

operations of the Syndicate. And this professional sub-

serviency is to be the consequence of having been placed

temporarily on the staff of the Syndicate "for such a

period as it [not he] deems advisable." In short, the

metallurgist sells himself for a mess of pottage. What-

ever the legal value of the document, and as to that we

give the decision of one qualified to pass upon it, we

venture to express our opinion on the professional aspect

of the matter, namely, that the signing of such an agree-

ment is unprofessional because it cannot be fulfilled

vrithout either the loss of professional efficiency or the

sseritice of professional honor.

Getting a Job

In a recent issue of the Colorado School of Mines

Magazine the youthful editor writes feelingly on the

difficulty of getting "jobs,' not 'positions,' the latter

being regarded as lielouging to an order of things be-

yond the graduate's immediate horizon. According to

our Golden contemporary, the chances of employment

improved enormously during the second half of 1915,

nearly as many engagements resulting in those six

months as during the preceding eighteen. The improve-

ment in the technical-labor market is imputed to the

demands of the chemical aiul powder companies, which

relieved the congestion due to the closing dow^n of mines

in Mexico. At this School of Mines there is a Capability

Exchange, where the graduates register their experience,

accpiirements, and specialties. For each job obtained the

recipient pays a fee. which, we presume, pays for the

inaint^anee of the bureau. That is one way—and a

good one—of obtaining employment. The subject, how'-

ever, is a wide one and worthy of attention. Our own

experience is that a young man should arrange that when

he begins his career he will have a benevolent uncle en-

gaged in the profession for which he has been trained.

That is an excellent way of getting first aid in profes-

sional prefennent. The next best thing to do is to cul-

tivate the acquaintance of kindly elderly gentlemen who
may stand in statu avunculi and take suiBcient interest in

the budding engineer to give him employment or speak

favorably of him to some friend at the club that has

invested' in a mine. Another method for throwing

bread upon the waters in the hope that it nuiy retui-u

buttci'ed after many days is for the j'oung graduate to

call upon or otherwise obtain an introduction to the

mining engineers sufficiently bis seniors to be patrons as

regards employment. ]Most older men will give a few

nnnutes willingly to a youngster who approaches them

with proper courtesy ; for the senior, unless he be a bear

or other brute, will remember his own troubles in the

days before his career had gathered momentum. In

short, we advise young men to know as many of those

engaged in mining as possible. To know men is to be

known of them. The knowledge of men is capital no less,

if not more, than the knowledge of things. That does

not mean making a nuisance of oneself by bothering busy
men inopportunely. Not to be known is better than to be

remembered unpleasantly. If he be in a mining com--

munity, let the youngster call on the senior members of

the profession when a reasonable excuse offers. Above
all. let him be willing, at any time or place, to prove him-

.self useful. The present writer remembers making a

map of a smelter gratuitously for an old and kindly

dufifer who reported him subsequently as a highly in-

telligent young man. On another occasion he gave a pre-

tentious expert some data on the local geology without

seeming to appreciate the elder's ignorance of essentials.

In a third instance he took pains to show' a visiting en-

gineer through the mine and was remembered in later

years by the offer of a superintendency. Much of the

success of life depends upon apparently fortuitous cir-

cumstances; to them, plus the readiness to make the most

of them, we owe the opening of those doors on which is

written on one .side PUSH and on the other PULL. In

this flux of phenomena called life, as Tyndall phrased it,

the chief requisite is to have the qualities best adapted

to usefulness at a given time ajid place. A young man
must be ready to tackle anything. He who specifies the

few^ things he cares to do and raises frivolous objections

to trying this or that is likely to be sidetracked. Tlie

proper way is to state clearly the work in which you have

had experience or consider yourself qualified to per-

form, following that with a cheerful expression of wil-

lingness to help in any way. The employer, if sensible,

will not put a young man to doing something for which

he is unfitted, but will either ascertain his strong points

or give him a chance to acquire proficiency. One thing

the recently fledged graduate should remendier, and that

is that his first 'job' is largely a gift, the chance to make
himself worth his pay after a while, but not a commercial

exchange between labor or brains or lioth and capital.

Apart from purely manual work, in which immature
men are not proficient at the outset, the first employ-

ment that comes to the graduate represents the offer of a

chance to learn ; in short, the young man is paid for

more thaji he gives, at first; later he may give more than

he is paid ; finally he reaches a point where engagements

are on a basis of fair exchange. The moral is that if in

his third or fourth year he gets too little, he should re-

member that in his first and second year he was over-

jiaid. After all, to a starter in life the pay is a secondary

matter, unless he has untimely burdened himself with

the responsibilities of a mate ; the main thing is to learn,

to amass knowledge, not money; to accumulate exper-

ience, not shekels: as against the day when both the

knowledge and the experience can be capitalized to
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|>n<titiil>li- iiiivuiitJur'" *'»'" ««»'".l iiuirc: ii viuiiij; iiiaii

fiistiiiu ul>«>iit lor H ihiuicf to iilitic his tVot on I In- lirsl

runt: of tin- IntMtT of mlv«uu>«'im'iit is likoly to moot with

itiN*-ourat;oiiioiit. soiiiotimos in iio|tnssiiijr s»'<ni«'noo. Suoh

nil «'xporioiioo lilts htoii shnnii t>y most of us. Lot him

keop 11 stout lu'Hrt. for suoh ohooks an- oftoii MossiiiKs i"

«listn>is»'. if ho will usi- thom to luiviuitaKo. as. for ox

ampio. hy utili/ini; tho opportunity to study .iurinjf

porimis of non-<'iuploymoiit. Evon a hluiulor or m fail

un- at first may pn>vo p>oil ilis.-iplino as ajrainst liio timo

whon, as Mr. WikkIim" Wilsmi lins plirasid it. ii man

"ooHios to himsolf
"

Elm Orlu V. Butte and Superior

On aiiollu-r pngo wo give our readors sonio oxoorpts

from tho opinion in this oaso as hiuidod down hy Judgo

Mouripiin on .laiiuary 2'2 Wo would havo iikod to ro-

prtiduoo tho whole of it verhatim, hut tho exigeneios of

spaoo ilid not permit. The ease, in its ovidonoo, argu-

ment, and dooisitm. affords a timely ii>mmoiit on the

anomalies of the extra-lateral idea of mineral ownership

implioit ill the mining law. The .ludpo himself had heeii

a hoist-engineer at one time on one of the iiro])erties in

controversj- and he was not without ae(iuaintance with

the g.H>logio .strueture of the mining distriet iu which

he lives. During the course of the trial he decided to

go underground himself aud see the evidence concerning

tho main points at issue, namely, whether tho two veins

united or crossed each other. As the preponderance of

evidence did not support the idea of union, he finds that

they do not unite. He concludes that the circumstances

are such that reasonahle and learned men may honestly

differ in their interpretation of geological phenomena on

account of the internal slips in the larger lode and the

complexity of the faulting that iias confused the roc-k-

structure. With this conclusion most of us will sympa-

thize. Wo marvel often how the learned gentlemen em-

ployed as skilled advocates in these cases can be so positive

in regard to the meaning of evidence that may seem to us

to he at iiest inadequate, contradictory, or confusing.

We wonder also how half-a-dozen s<ientific men on one

side can differ so radically from an equal number equally

scientific on the other side when both have had access to

the same facts. Apparently it is not good form on the

stand to express the natural hesitation of the .scien-

tific obst-rver when called upon to deliver an opinion

upon insufficient evidence: that type of philosophic

modesty is out of place ; instead it is usual to assert con-

elusions with the eonfidenee of one who was present on

the occasion when the Great Architect made the veins or

lodes in question. A geologist whose diagno.sis left him

doubtful as between a crossing and a union of veins

would be considered a poor witness; .vet we are frank

to say that such doubt would obtrude itself into tiie

minds of the ma.iority of intelligent observers detached

from litigation. Such observers also would confess that

to define the limits of generous mineralization with a

view to placing a finger on the boundaries of a lode is a

task inoapahlo ul si'iniliiir Iroatmont. Inrauso the liinil

is drawn on ooonomi<' rather than sc-icnlilio lines, that is.

it is Imsi'ii on tho a.ssav ratlhT than Iho miorosoopi' Tho

.ludgo shows rospocl for Iho group of oiovoi' moii oncagod

as \\ilnos.sos or 'exports' in this c'as<' and givi's llu'iii

ori'dit for a dosiro to oluoidali' thi' ti'iith. lint ho is I'lilly

alive to the warping of si'iontilio vision when snli.joct 1o

the distortion of jiartisanship. A toni-h of hiiiiior is in

joctod by his remark that Imlli parties seem In Inivo

halted dovolopmont at points ap|)arently vital to Iho

elnoidalion of Iho chief problem, "as though foarfnl ol'

results damaging to their theories." rndoiililodly a

llioory can bo handioappod li.v a siipci-lhiily of facts.

I'l-obably Iho need of Ciirllior dcvolopiui'iil al spoc-ilic

|>i)iiits was more ovidoni after, than liclnro. I he iri.ij.

Inoidonlall.v, we may remark thai among Iho dislin

guishoil exports wore one or two tri'oiogists promiiionl in

the pnipaganda for a revision of Iho mining law, and \\r

do not doubt that this suit will strengthen their lniic I'

that the interi)retatioii of the extra-laloral right in ooiii

plex cases of faulting and vein-crossings is lioyoiMl lli''

ability of an.v .iudge, or even the most skillful mining

geologist. Indeed the little knowledge that the con it

may have of practical niini,ng and of the elements of

geology may easily prove, in tin- i-asr of a man loss

sagacious than Judge Bouniuin. an obstaclo ratlioi- Ihan

an aid to a correct decision, meaning thereby, onr in

accord with all the facts if they were know^n, which, of

cour.se, they never are. A recent ca.se al Tonopah, where

the ,judge likewise knew something alioiit milling, af-

forded a good example of the undesirable introduction

of geologic theory on the part of the court itself. In

this ea.se a far-fetched interpretation of the evidence on

the part, of the litigants was supplemented by a ipiasi-

scientific theor>- contributed by the .judge, who. noillioi'

by training nor by knowledge, was competcnl tn tako

part in the scientific di.scu,ssion, however competent to

pa.ss upon the evidence on such a subject when submitterl

by others. As a matter of fact the effort to arrive at

the truth in a case like the one at Butte is a solemn farce,

for not sufficient data are available for a clear-cut de-

cision, as is proved by the fact that the labors of a good

.judge and ten clever geologists terminate in an obvious

compromise. "We need a revision of the mining law, and

we m-ed quite as much a change in the method of elicit-

ing the facts on which a judicial decision can be based.

Instead of ten experts, five on a side, it should be pos-

sible for the court to select three as his advisers in re-

gard to the geologic factors. Then instead of being

.skilled advocates the three geologists would become real

w'itiie.s.ses—.scientific in the true sense. Such a procedure

would in course of time lead to the selection of men

known to be keen observ'ers, lucid expositors, and nn-

bia.sed witnesses. Employment for such duties would

become highly honorable, and equally useful. Litiga-

tion would be abbreviated and rendered less costly.

Law-suits would become less hajjliazard in their results

and justice would more nearly prevail, within the limits

of human fallibility.
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"We give lierewitli a. copy of a contract enforced ui)on

a metallurgist in the employ of a licensee of Minerals

Separation, Limited. We follow it with a legal opinion.

The matter is discussed on our editorial pages.

THIS AGREEMENT made this — day of ,

A.D. 1915. between MINERALS SEPARATION AMER-
ICAN SYNDICATE (1913) LIMITED, whose register-

ed office is at 62 London Wall, London, E. C, England,

hereinafter called the Syndicate, and which expression

shall be deemed to include not only the Syndicate, party

hereto, its succes.sors and assigns, but also any company
or firm which may be affiliated with the Syndicate or

which may take over any part of its business, of the one

part, and John Doe of , of the other part,

whereby it is agreed as follows:

The Syndicate shall afford said John Doe an oppor-

tunity of acquiring technical knowledge and training

relative to the processes and apparatus for the concen-

tration of ores and tailings known to and exploited by

the Syndicate by temporarily placing him upon its metal-

lurgical staff' for such period as it deems advisable to

that end: in consideration whereof the said John Doe
agrees to disclose and assign to the Syndicate all inven-

tions, improvements and discoveries made, conceived,

developed or completed by him while thus employed re-

lating to the treatment of ores or tailings or to the busi-

ness of the Syndicate, and that he will IVom time to tiine,

ii|ion refjuest of the Syndicate, make application through

the patent attorneys of the Syndicate for letters patent

of the United States and any and all other countries for

such inventions, improvements anil discoveries, and

assign forthwith all such applications and the letters

patent theron to the S.vndicate or to any such person or

persons as it shall designate, and he herebv authorizes

the Syndicate to take out foreign patents upon its own
application or the application of such pei'son or persons

as it shall designate for .said ijiventions, improvements

and discoveries, should the S.vndicate elect so to do, in

any country or countries where such procedure is law-

ful, all necessary costs and expenses of making such ap-

plications and assignments and procuring sneh letters

patent to be borne and paid by the Syndicate; and the

said John Doe agrees to give the Syndicate and its at-

torneys all reasonable assistance in preparing said ap-

Iilications and in drawing the claims thereof, and from

time to time, on request, to execute all papers and do all

things that may reasonably be i-equired in order to pro-

tect the rights of the Syndicate and vest in it or its

assigns the inventions, improvements, discoveries, ai)pli-

cations and letters patent herein provided and give to

the Syndicate the full benefit thereof. And the said

John Doe further agrees that be will not at any time,

either while upon the metallurgical staff of the Syndicate

or thereafter, divulge or communicate to any person or

persons, corporation or corporations, other than the

directors or the general manager or the chief engineer

of the Syndicate or any agent or attorney authorized or

appointed by it, any trade or business secrets, operations

or processes of the Syndicate, or any of the afTairs of the

Syndicate or matters relating thereto which have or may
come to his knowledge in pursuance of such employment.

Signed, .sealed and delivered by tlie said MINERALS
SEPARATION AMERICAN SYNDICATE (1913)

LIMITED, and the said John Doe, the day and year first

above written.

(Signed) Edward H. Nutter, Chief Engineer,

MINERALS SEPARATION
AMERICAN SYNDICATE (1913) Ltd.

(Signed) John Doe.

The Editor

:

Sir—You ask my opinion as to the legal effect and
validity of the attached form of agreement imposed by
Minerals Separation American Syndicate (1913) Lim-
ited upon engineers in the employ of licensees using its

patented process.

By the contract the engineer "agrees to disclose and
assign to the syndicate all inventions, improvements

and discoveries made, conceived, developed, or com-

pleted by him while thus employed relating to the treat-

ment of ores or tailings or to the business of the Syndi-

cate," and that "lie will not at any time, either while

upon the metallurgical staff" of the Syndicate or there-

after, divulge or communicate to any person or per.sons,

corporation or corporations, other than the directors or

the general manager or the chief engineer of the syndi-

cate or any agent or attorney authorized or appointed by

it, any trade or business secrets, operations or processes

of the syndicate, or any of the affairs of the Syndicate or

matters relating thereto which have or may come to his

knowledge in pursuance of such employment."

The consideration for these agreements of the engineer

is stated to be the agreement of the Syndicate that it

"shall afford said" engineer "an opportunity of acquir-

ing technical knowledge and training relative to the

processes and apparatus for the concentration of ores and

tailings known to and exploited by the Syndicate by tem-

porarily placing him upon its metallurgical staff' foi- such

period as it deems advi.sable to that end."

It is needless to point out the embarrassment to which

an engineer who signs this agreement may. if it be en-

forceable, be subjected during the future practice of his

profession. It wotild always be open to the Syndicate to

contend that any iiiveiition relating to the .subject matter

of the agreement, and lirought forward bv the engineer

in his subsequent career, was in fact made or "con-
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i'»-iv('.i" l>v liim wliilf "oil it.s iiu'tallur(;ifiil .sialV." 'riu-

I'liiriintT woulil. «l.s»>. iilwitys ln' siispcct if lie slu.iilil iifl.r

ward give advii-o coiu-crniiii!, or Ik- engaged in. w.nk tlmt

iHjuld be consideri'd as involving "any trade or business

seerets. operations or proeesses of the Synclieiit.'. or iiiiy

of the affairs of tli.- Syn.lieate or mattiTs relntin^

thereto."

The general piMliilnii.in against eoMinuiiiicatiiig any

"operations or pmee-tses of the Syndieate. or any of the

affairs of the Syndieate or matters relating thereto," is

ineffiH-tive. and ean inipos*' no ivstraint.s upon tli.- .'ugi

neer. Only st-eret pn>eess«'s of a valuaM.- eliaraeter will

be reganleil by the eourts. and these only so long as the

Syndieate ean prevent publieation. See Aiiu-rican Stay

Co. v. Delaney (Mass.) 97 N.E. Jill. With respeet to

such processes as the Syndicate may .successfully keeji

concealed. aJid while concealed, there would be an un-

doubted right to an injunction prohibiting ]>ul)lieatioM

by the engineer who enlei-s into the relation conti'ni-

plated by the contract, extraordinary and oppressive

though the relation is: but. as intimated, the duty of the

engineer in this regard would cease as soon as informa-

tion respecting the particular process should have leaked

into public channels.

The provisions of the agreement covering the case of

inventions by the engineer rest on a different principle,

nowhere better stated than by Mr. Justice Bradley in

Aspinwall Manufacturing Co. c. Gill. -VZ F'ed. 697. as

follows

:

"A naked assignment or agreement to assign, in grcss,

a man's future labors as an author or inventor,—in

other words, a mortgage on a man's brain, to bind all

its future products.—does not address itself favorably

to our consideration • • • Where the inventor is con-

nected in business with the party making such stipula-

tion, or is interested in the profits arising from the

business in which the invention is used, the arrangement

seems to be altogether unobjectionable. But such a

connection or interest does not seem to be necessary to

the validity of such bargains. If ba.sed upon a valuable

consideration, they are sustained as collateral or inci-

dental stipulations connected with the conveyances of

a principal subject."

The present form of contract pretends that the prin-

cipal subject is an employment of the engineer, and that

the pro\i.sions as to a.ssignment of inventions are col-

lateral and incidental to such emptoyment and for the

proper protection of the employer. When, however, the

agreement is scrutinized it is seen that the Syndicate

need only keep the engineer "on its staff" "for such

period as it deems advisable." Of course, the engineer

can quit at any moment. There is no obligation on the

part of either that the so-called employment .shall last

even for an hour. There is no salary provided, nor any
agreed recompense. Yet. if the words of the contract

be credited, in exchange for an illusory consideration

named "knowledge and training" acquirable during

"such period as" the Syndieate "deems advisable to

that .11.1." an. I .if wlii.'h, if nn.l wli.-n ai'.|iiire.i, no

ben.'tieial us.- will li.- p.rinitle.l, III.' .•iigiii.tr un.l.'rIakcH

on.-rous obligations mul fiu-f.-ilK the free.l.dii .if his

]>r.ifessi.inal life.

It is my conelusion that, in this r.'Kp.'et. tli.' iigreeiiient

w.iul.l be held to be willioiit vmIuiiIiIc ..niNiit.-nil inn an.

I

utieonseionable.
<' IliMM. Wlll.ill'l'.

."^an l''nin.'is.'i>. I l.-e.-iiili.T IS.

Lrv>... and Silver Production of
the United States

Th.' Bureau .if tli.' .Mint jimi liie liiMilofii

liav.' issued tile following joint stiiteliieilt lis

liiniiiary estimate of the iirii.lui'tiiiii ol' gold

ill til." I'nited States during the calendar yciii

State or

territory.

Alabiiiiia

Alaska .

Arizona

Gold. •

Fine oz.

247

.S()4,:n7

l!)H,(J!).'i

California 1,112.906

Colorado 1,(17:5.499

Georgia 1.176

Idaho 50.726

Illinois

.Maryland 19

Michigan

Mis.souri

Montana 2.30.415

Nevada 547,:H9

New Mexico 69.176

North Carolina . . . 7.416

Oregon 84.144

Philippine Islands. 62.259

Porto Rico 4

South Carolina. .

.

101

South Dakota -357.850

Tennessee 406

Texas 1-35.000

Utah 169.061

Virginia 53

Washington 12.926

Wyoming 977

Value.

.$ 5.1110

1 11.626.700

4,107.400

23.005.H0O

22.191.200

24,3(»0

1 .048,600

400

4.763.100

11.314.700

1 .430,000

15-3.300

1 .739,400

1 ,287,000

100

2.100

7,397,400

8,400

2,800

3.494,800

1,100

267.200

20,200

ill Survey

to the pre-

and silver

• 1915:

Silv.-r.

I''inc oz.

838,100

5.078,100

2.110,900

7,-395.100

100

10..595..300

2.200

100

495.400

56,400

1 2.690.200

1 .3.793.000

1.907.100

1.400

126,.500

1 4,-500

195.400

141,000

720.400

1 1 .1 68.500

1,100

154.000

700

Total 4,783,8-57 $98,891,100 67.485.500

These figures compare willi tin- production of 1914:

.$94,531,8,00 in gold and 72.455,100 fine ounces of silver,

being a gain in the gold i)roduction of $4,359,300 and a

loss in the silver product of 4,969,500 fine ounces.

At a LU.MBER CAMP in the Northwest, it was suggested

that a lot of sanitary drinking-cups be ordered. "Good
idee," said the camp boss, "we'll git some o' thim kind o'

cups right away, and wOiilc we're aliout it we'll git a

gross o' medicine-droppers so's the niin kin use 'em to

spit on their hands."
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By £>.

This great metallurgical establislimeut, kuown locally

as "the smelter on the hill," is 2^ miles from the neat

and compact town of Anaconda, where everyone lives,

since there is no settlement near the works. The com-

pany's street-car line transports most of its 3600 men
I lay and night, tluis providing for the transfer of the

three shifts to and fro, between the town and the smelter.

The site containing the w'orks is on a side-hill sloping

in eonoidal form from the main brick stack at the ape.x

of the hill to the north and north-east. The main flue

may be regarded as its back-bone, while the high-line

and main-line tracks follow the contour of the hill, thus

revealing its shape. The base of the main stack is 780 ft.

above the floor of the lowest structure, the converter

building, and this in turn is 100 ft. above the railroad

.situated on the flat below. It is this flat that has afforded

a dumping-ground for the last 13 years and will clearly

.serve for another generation. Already the nearby

ground is piled high and the main-line railroad runs

through it as through a cut. The tailing and the slag

(all granulated) are laundered to the dump.

When the works were first constructed in 1902, the

general plan of treatment was thus elaborated

:

The ore, a complex sulphide, was divided into 'first-

class' and 'concentrating,' principally the latter. The

concentrating mill yielded a coarse concentrate, w'liich

was sent to the blast-furnace, and a fine product for

roasting and reverberatory smelting. The first-class ore

wa.s screened to give a coarse product suitable for the

lilast-furnaees, while the first-class fine, mi.xed with pond-

siime, was briquetted, and also delivered to the blast.

Both blast and reverberatory furnaces yielded a matte

of 40% and over in copper, and this was blown to Jilistei'

I'opper at the converter plant.

Tlie general plan has been altered in detail, for the

following reasons

:

At the beginning, the first-class ore contained 8% or

more of copper and the concentrating ore 4%. But, as

smelting was cheapened by improved practice, a lowm--

grade ore became pi-ofitable. Thus great masses of ore,

formerly left in the stopes, or revealed by development,

became available ; and it was seen that the life of the

mines could be indefinitely extended. The first-class ore

was lowered to 5%, the concentrating oi-e to -V/,. in

copper. Nor was this all : progress had been made in

cheapening operating methods until it seemed that these

had been cut to the minimum. But, for the purpose of

obtaining high recoveries, new methods are constantl.y

being introduced. Where before a 75% recovery in

ore-dressing w^as painfully attained, now, thanks to

round-table work, and particularly to leaching and flota-

tion methods, this is approaching 85 to 90% of the cop-

per entering the mill. To Ix' sure this has called for

the investment of millions in new installations and the

cost of more operating ecjuipment, but, on the other

hand, it has been justified by the greater savings and

the increased capacity of the works.

Referring to tlie general plan, it will be noted that the

high-line tracks coming from Butte enter the north

corner and follow the contour of the hill. Branches from

this line are carried on a higli trestle to connect both the

sampling-mill and the concentrator, the latter being hung

upon the steep hill-side, so that the ore may proceed from

machine to machine by gravity. Trains of 75 cars, each

of 50 tons, deliver the ore from the mines at Butte.

The main-line tracks enter from the same direction,

the cars delivering ore, limestone, and fuel to the blast-

furnace storage-bins. Brick, machinery, sand, lime,

acid, and other supplies from the flat below enter by

these same tracks. Altogether this railroad sy.stem sup-

plies 20,000 tons of material daily.

Besides this there is the yard system for moving ma-

terials from point to point. It is handling fully 16,000

tons daily. The blast-furnace charges, the concentrate

from the concentrate-dew^atering plant to the roasters,

the calcine for the reverberatories, the matte to the con-

verter plant are moved about by compressed-air loco-

motives in trains of 5-ton cars and the matte in 10-ton

ladles.

The .supply of water comes from Warm Springs creek

and is carried 7 miles by flume to the smelter. Part of

the supply in winter is pumped over a ridge to the creek

from the Silver Lake storage-reservoir, 15 miles west of

Anaconda. At the flume-house movable screens are pro-

vided to remove leaves, etc., before the water goes to the

supply-tanks. This means that a man is on guard on

each of three shifts.

The concentrator plant has eight units, four in each

building, but the lower portion adjoining the tank-house

is l)eing altered, unit by unit, for re-grinding and flota-

tion treatment. The difference of level between the high-

line track to the concentrator and the main-track into the

works is about 125 ft. Below- the concentrator, and ad-

joining the main track, nine new buildings are situated.

Elsewhere arc the ore-driers at the east end of the

roaster building, tlu^ coal-pulvei-izing plant and its ad-

juncts at the end of the reverberatory building and the

boilers and stack for No. 9 reverberatory furnace at the

west end of the converter building. Besides the office-

buildings are the supply buildings and several repair

shops.

A mile away from the works and toward town the

company has erected its acid plant and a new- bi-ick plant.

In the same locality the company has a large foundry
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ami luaehinc-shop, where now parts iiiul soiim' n-pairs siiiijU' Ihu- willi i(« Inisses, llio (loul)l«' Hue, ami the atack

an* mailc Inttli for tlu' Waslux- works ami for llii- mim-s. an' ahowii in llic pli.tt(iprai)li, Kift. 2. 'riu- Inisst-s arc

Just at pn'St'nt tlu- original material cntiTinn tlio •arrifii in.lcpi-mlinll.v of tin- siilf-walls upon latliiiMl

works im>hides 13,500 tons of ore, 500 tons of coke. 550 posts tliat just cirar tlii" wail outsiilf. Tin- IriiHNcs snp

tons of ooal. and 1450 tons of lime rock; in all, Ifi.OtXl jtort lonfjitudinal flianncls, wlii«'li. in tnrn, an- lii'd to

tons. With all the new const rm-t ion, the payroll in- the Iransvcrs*- rails. 'I'Iicnc rails serve as skew hacks for

ehidos '3600 men, of whom 2100 arc now actually en-

)rnpi>d in the operation of the works, on S-hour shifts.

QiicK Hep.vir ok Mmn Fi.i i:

In I'Jll some SO ft. of the sinjrle flue collapsed at

jack-arches of .'1-ft. span.

'rm: Nil. '2 l{«i\sii;i( 1'i,.\n'|'

To mast the increased tonnage of Milpiiidis, diif lo the

installiilioii of (Inliilimi iiH'tlinds nl' c'iumchI rat imi. a new

'/ ,,»-^"

w\

3 )^m

GENERAL. PLAN
OF

WASHOE FLAN 7
Anaconda Morrtana

Fig. 1.

4 p.m. The works were shut-down and the repair-gang

worked interruptedly until 8 p.m. the following night,

when the furnaces were again started. This involved

the speedy ventilation of the flue, the removal of the

ruined structural steel and brick-work, the re-building of

the upper portion of the brick side-walls, the placing of

new beams and of the brick roof over an area of 60 by

80 ft. The acetylene flame was used in cutting the steel

beams for speedy removal. To prevent the recurrence of

such a disaster the single flue is held up from end to

«nd by transverse trusses spaced on 20-ft. intervals. The

roaster plant is being built rapidly with a view lo its

completion by the end of the year 1915. At the same

time the smaller reverberatory furnaces are being en-

larged, other 20-ft. converters installed, and No. 9 re-

verberatory added at the end of the converter building,

all to take care of the expected increased production of

concentrate.

This No. 2 roaster plant is close to the ' concentrate de-

watering plant' and parallel with the main trackage of

this part of the works (see Fig. 1). It contains four

rows of roasting-fumaces, seven in a row, or 28 in all.
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Tlu«8e hnvf a sli«-lltlinnu't«»r of 25 ft. Hint an- 2M.J ft.

insitlc (liuinctor. oncli nxustor linving novcii liciirtlis.

Ill F\g. 3 is (fivfii H tninsvot^t* eU'vatinn of tin-

luiiliiiiii;. wliioli is TJi' ft. wiilc l>y 270 ft. lum;. Tlif

(Iraft-piscs from eaeli nest of t-ipht fnriwu'cs ar»' mrried

off l>y H tniiisvcrs*' tliu\ of wliii-li tlu-n- art' fortr in

all. Tlu's.- Hii.s. 8 ft. W\g\\ by U> ft. wiiii-, will .l.liviT

to n tluc 28 ft. wide liy 24 ft. Iii|;li and this nKain

leads to till' ftMit of tin- main flue of the works. A

row of liopp»T-lKittoiii storanc-liins, si't transvcrsi'ly at

the south end of the liuildiiif;. Imt not shown in Fig. :{.

n'ci'ives eoiicentrate fn>iii i'ai"s on a trai'k that runs over

tluMu. The eoin'i'iit rate may lie drawn from any storage-

bin upon a 24-in. eonveying-belt. theiiee west by an in-

elined eonveyiiid-belt to a ehute at the other end. This

eliuto delivei-s to another inelined eonveyor traveling the

oppt^site way. and running horizontally aeross the

roaster building within the roof-.stnietiirc. and high

enough to deliver its loail to either of the longitudinal

troughed lielt-coiivoyors shown in Fig. A. Eaeli of these

eonveyors has its own tripper, so that the eoneentrate

ojui be delivered to any roaster-hopjicr desired. Con-

trast this with the method pursued at the older. No. 1

roaster building, where the same material is brought in

by train-load upon an overhead track, so that a heavy

stnieture is needed to sustain the train.

Roth the eross-flues ami the roa.ster-flue have hopper-

liottoms. Pipes carry the flue-dust from the cross-flues

to the furnace-discharge hoppers while the contents of

the roa.ster-flue are drawn off periodically into cars.

Studying the roaster itself, which is of a ^lacDougall-

Wedge type,* one notes that the top of the furnace is a

dr>"ing-hearth. while there are seven others with central

and side drop-holes or openings in accord with the

Wedge system. The draft passes away at the side by

four off-takes at No. 1 hearth-level, rather than at the

top as in the ^lacDougall furnace. These liberal exits

tend to lessen flue-dust loss.

The arms and the 5-ft. central shaft may be cooled

by either air or water. This central shaft is entered

by a man-hole at the side. The outside of the shaft,

to protect it from the heat, is lined with tile as in

the Wedge roaster. The shaft with its stirrcr-arms is

carried by four rollei-s. and is driven with spur-gear

and pinion by an electric motor.

A novel feature of the building is that the four work-

ing-floors are carried outside the sides of the liuilding

and around the furnaces, so that access to any furnace

is obtained by a well ventilated passage. Coal is raised

in an elevator to the upper floor (and distributed to the

different furnaces by means of a larry) for use in start-

ing or in warming up as may lie needed, though the con-

centrate has enough sulphur to be self-burning.

Altogether the building, flues, and furnaces show-

good design and thorough construction, the result of

long experience in the older part of the plant.

•The rights for the use of the patented features of the

Wedge roaster have been purchased by the companj- for a

lump sum, and these have been incorporated into this furnace.

CiiM. |)l sT Fnii:i> b'lM lilll.UATtlUIKS

Ucfcrriiig to the general plan of I lie works. \''\n 1.

the ivverberatory plant contaiim eight furnaces, nnni

bcrcd const-cut ively from the west to the ca.sl nl Ihc

building. The large revcrberatory a) I lie wcsl end of

the converter-building is called No. '.). .Number H fur-

iiai-c was the lii-st one altered to coal-dust firing, being

extended to 124 ft. long, but retaining the old width of

2(1 ft. Kevcrbcratories No. 1 to 7 iiu'lusive have been,

or are being, altered lo approximately 144 ft. long li\

2.'1 ft. wide. and. in part, are now in siu ssful opcr

at ion.

Keverberatory No. 7 (see Fig. 7* is typical of tin'

new furnaces, the plans having been conijilclcd after

the testing of No. S on coal-dust firing. It is 14:! fl. 2

ill. long by 2:J ft. 4 in. wide. The roof, f) ft. C in. high

at the tire-end, maintains that height half-way along

the furnace, then slopes gradually to 6 ft. G in, at tlic

front. The arch has a rise of 2 ft. 5 in. (H in. jicr fl. i

It is a f|iiestion whether the roof in the hottest /.one should

not be .still higher, both as lessening the thnist on the

skew-backs and of removing it from the close contact of

the flame. This was an idea on which Siemens insisted

in the construction of the open-hearth furnace. The

spring of the arch is supported by a built-up channel

wide enough to receive the skew-brick. These channels

also serve as longitudinal ties. At the firing-end tlip

arch-bricks are 25 in. at the spring, and 20 in. at the

crown of the arch. This arraiigcincnt continues for

one fourth the length of the furnace, dropjiing then to

20 in., and finally to 15 in. for the thickness at the

front. Transverse joints in the roof, 3 in. wide and

every 20 ft., allow for expansion as tlic fmiiacc is

heated. The last .ioiiit is but 5 ft. from tlic end of the

roof at the verb, and makes, with the horizontal arched

front edge, a .structural feature worthy of note. See

Fig. 5.

At the front, -i ft. A in. to the left of the centre line,

comes the matte-tap placed at tlie hearth-level, and 24

in. above at 2 ft. S in. to the riglit is the dain-])late of

the slag-tap. On an output for the furnace of 600 to 700

tons per day there results a steady flow of slag over the

dam-plate. Matte is tapped on an average a])out once in

two hours, but actually, according to the demands of

the converting department, which may withdraw several

ladlesful in succes,sion. The flue-bottoms converge to

the tap-holes. There are two flues, each 6 ft. by 8 ft..

dampered in order to regulate the draff exactly. Thus

the gases may be thrown to either of the waste-heat

boilers, right or left. Each stack of boilers consists of

two, each 300 hp., placed in series. No. 9 furnace at the

converter building has its boilers in parallel, thus ob-

structing the draft less, and either of them may be by-

passed while the other still operates ; but then the gases

pass to an independent steel stack 200 ft. high.

At the firing-end are the five coal-dust burners fed

from a hopper-bottom bin of 6:5 tons capacity (Fig. 4).

The coal-dust withdrawn from the bin is fed by a

screw to four 1-in. drop-pipes, and falls into the burner-
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Fig. 2. the main flue and stack. the single or 60-KT. flue in the F01{E(iI{()UNl) HAS A THUSSEll HOOF.

FLUE HAS A PLATE-IRON ROOF. THE STACK IS 30 FT. DIAM. BY 300 FT. HIGH.

IIOUIM.F OH 120-FT.

Fir.. 4. THE COAL-DUST liURNERS. AT THE LKF 1 Tllh HOi'l'KK llOTTOM PI LVERIZEI) COAL FEED-BIN. KKO.M IT LEAD FIVF. BLOW-PIPES,

WHICH ENTER THE BACK WALL OF THE REVERHERATORY FURNACE. ABOVE THESE PIPES ARE SEEN THE SCREW-FEEDERS. ONE TO

EACH PIPE, BY WHICH THE COAL DUST IS FED.
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pi)>(', \vlu'n> it is iiijivlcd into the furiiiu-r l>y nifiiiis ol'

pn-ssun* of nir from tlio :U)-iii. nir-|iip«> iitrninst tli<> north

wall of till- l>uili!iii|;. Tlu-rt' is n Kot-vi's varialtlospi-iHl

iK^lt-ilrive liy whielj liii« i-onl supply can lie r<>};iilati>(l.

To suppli-iiii'iit tlu- injei'tor-snpply. tlicro is a s<'iMin(iary

air-ailiiiissioii at the <lnip-]<ipi'S. aiiotlior at tli<> tapiMvil

injtH'tor. ami u tliinl rt-jjiilatcil l>y a slido on cafli siiio of

the burnor-pipi' wlu're it onlers tlu' furiiaci'. Thus, l»otli

coal anil air. conjoined to ilanipcr rc^^iilation. ciisuro

oflifiont linrnin^r of the ooal. The draft pressure is

wntelii'd. luid constant pas-analyses made to innke sure

of complete cond)\istion.

There are two feetl-hins, one on cncli side ; also a

transverse feed-l»in at tlie tiring-end. From these hins

come down the feed-i>ipes .set at 26-in. centres. Each

feed-pipe has its own slide-valve. The pipe hends just

iiefon> it enters tiic furnace: and here a peei>-lioli' enables

the condition and heipht of the charge within tiic fur-

nace to \w known. Alwve the funiace are two p.-irallel

tracks when^ tiie trains of charge-ears enter. It is at

the first and imttest half of the furnace that most of the

charge is smelted, and it is accordingly at this point of

the furimee that the hoppers must be most frequently

replenished. The feed-pipes near the front deliver

silicious ore from the hoppers into tlie furnace for

fettling purposes only.

Fig. 6 gives a longitudinal section and the heat-

intensity curves progressively from the firing end, taken

in February Iflla. It will be seen that a properly

regulated supply of air lengthens the smelting zone

and slightly increases the final temperature of the fur-

nace. It is possible, by increasing the supply of fuel and

air. to urge the furnace .so that the roof will be melted.

and this is one of the limitations to capacity. If we take

the formation temperature of slag at 1100° C, the final

furnace-temperature is well aliove it. There is no fear

of the slag setting or solidifying as in a grate-fired fur-

nace using natural draft. AVhere. using solid coal, a

draft of 1.7 in. water was required under coal-firing,

0.10 to 0.15 in. is now enough, that is, to remove the pro-

ducts of combustion. Corrosion of the brick-work takes

place chiefly in the hottest zone, that is from 20 to 60 ft.

from the firing-end. both roof and side-wall being in-

vaded. At the side-wall the bricks may be driven in and

the opening newly bricked up. Once in about seven

months a more serious repair is needed, since the roof

near its spring has been eaten away.

Diamond\-ille coal, dried and powdered, is used. It

has the following composition

:

%
Moisture 1

Volatile combustible matter 40

Fixed carbon 48

Ash 11

Calorific power 6775 Cal.

"With the air 52'^;', in excess, the intensity of the flame

was more localized and the CO, was lower, indicating

less perfect combustion. "When the air exceeded the

theoretical amount by 15% onlj', then the heat-zone was

more extended, the CO^ going to 16%, but this was done

with a liighcr draft. In present praeliee (he average of

the gas<-s gives: CO,. l!t.2';; ; VO, :\'/, ; an<l O, only 0.2',;.

(hydiiigen is not determined.) The gas analyses are

constantly nuide, and the working of the rurniu'i-N ciin

trolled by them; besides the regular delerminations. ii

Sinnnons-Abady apparatus automat ieall\' registers I lie

aiiionnt of CO^, in the ga.ses. A eoiiHlanl gas supply is

drawn fnnii near th<' fiiiiit end, a few inches lielow I he

roof, through a laboralory-si/e eeiitrifiignl fan, and I'roiii

this the apparatus lakes what il needs. It will be .seen

from the analysis that the eomliiislion is nearly pei-reet

aiicl that liieri' can be hut little excess air.

To give an idea of the ])erformanee of these I'liniaecs.

let us take an onliniiry '21 hour record:

TonB.

Smelt.'il oaliliie 57!>.8

McDoumill flue-dust 6.7

M.Tin-nu.'. flue-dust 46.2

Blast furnact' fliiedust 43.6

Total cliai-Be smelted 670.3

Total pulverized coal used 103.1

Ratio, one of coal to 6.54 of cliarge. equivalent lo

10.."]%. One may note the large amount of Hih' -dust.

which is less easily smelted than the hot ( aliiuc.

Tin; Xit. !l CoAL-DiST Kiki:ii Ricverber.vtmkv

This furnace is situalcii at tlie west end of the con-

verter-plant and has its own lilowcrs. waste-heat boilers.

flue, and iii(lc|)eii(leiit slack.

Inside iliimnsions of llie I'lirnai-e aic ]'>') I't. liv 2il ft.

6 in., siiKillcr Hum the rcKiiJar tyi)e, but large eiioiigli for

its special duty. It is inlended for smelling .some 1200

tons of molten converter-slag daily, besides calcine, and

also raw sti]i)liides for cleaning the etipper out of the

.slag. Pieces of ladle-sknlls, .sweepings, sfjilled slag, re-

fining-furnace slag, matte, and other material troin the

converter-plant are treated. It is jirobable. iiowever.

that the solid material may liave to be crushed and fed

from the side-hoppers. I may add th;it this furnace

has two rows of side-lioppers for charging calcine and

ore, also a centre row to be used in the same way. when

found advisable. The large amount of molten slag

should create so large a batli that central (-barging can

be performed, especially with fine calcine, which spreads

when dropped, flowing like water on the molten .surface

of the slag. In No. 8, the 20 by 124-ft. furnace, this was

tried, but owing to the piling up of calcine at the walls

and the leaving of a trough in the centre, this central

space was obstructed, and so the matte wa.s dammed back

from the tap-hole. Between the two sections of central

hoppers is a 3-ft. diam. opening intended for charging

ladle-skulls and other pieces, this hole being closed by a

brick cover.

The furnace is so placed that there is plenty of room

on the converter side for charging cranes and handling

ladles. There are two tap-holes for the matte, respec-

tively 25 and 30 ft. from the front, with launders leading

to the ladle in the pit. For charging on the same side

there are provided three slag-openings having brick-lined

lifting-doors, situated respectively 21. 30. and 39 ft. from
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Fig. 5. front end of No. 6 revekbkbatoby kuknace. the i.ndki'exdent verb arch is shown, separated hv a 4-i.Ncn .ioint

FROM THE REST OF THE ROOF. THIS .lOI.NT CLOSES BY EXPANSION WHEN THE FURNACE IS HOT. BETWEEN THE .MEN I.S THE SLAG-

HOLE OR SKIMMING-HOLE.

<l.ZOOO

^0 dO 60 80 100

?ee.i from back of furnace.

Fig. 6. temperatdres and gas analyses in No. 8 reverbeuaiory furnace.
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tlic liriiiK-ciid. SliiK iti l<> III' <'liiir);i-il iIh-diikIi itiiy om-

of tli<'N«> iipi'iiiii^'s liv iiii'iiiis of liny niii' of llii'i'i' fiiiiiii'l

carriiiifos inoiinti'il on wln'cls, iiml shown in ili'liiil in \''\k.

8. Tliis fourwliccli'il cMiTiiiuc nni\ lu' mh iinri'il or

williilrawn as dcsiriMl on a sliorl stamlai'ii ^'an^'i' track,

so that iniiuc-iliatrlv after rhai'^in^, it can he run hack

anil the iloor of the sluK-<)p<''ii'*K doHcd. it carries a

cast-iron lineil fniinel of .'> ft. iliaui. with a ciirvcil sjioni

for directing' the stream of slaj; into the fnrnacc when

in char(;in)f position. Molten shif; from tlic con\c'rler is

|ioured into the fnnnel from the crane-ladle. Two o|)en-

injfs are provided at the front of the fnrnacc. the higher

oni' Ih'Imk the sliiK-openiii^j with its skim-platr. lln' oijur

a tap-hole at the floor either for drainint; the lurnaic

or, if desired, to lie used as another matte-lap.

'i'hc fi-ont end is tied centrally to the skew-hack sidc-

- '4'r f j 1. 4V/rare/
vr-Y—-J. fj^—

Fig. 8.

I—

fi

•J:^'r

channels, which also tie the ad.jaeeiit sides, as shown in

the longitudinal plan. At the firing end is an inclined

channel that ties the skew-back channel strongly to that

end. The side-walls have concrete foundations, and the

bottom will be of crushed quartz melted in. The roof

has the same substantial construction as the standard

furnace, being 25 in. thick at the haunches at the firing-

end, 20 in. thick at the centre, and thinning to 15 in. at

the front.

Since this furnace has never been thoroughly tested,

openings have been jnade, so that any desired procedure

may be adapted, until experience has shown the best

methods of operation. The furnace seems to have many

judiciously-planned and convenient features.

The flue itself is 8 by 6 ft. wide, enlarging toward tin-

two boilers of 300 hp., each set in parallel, so as to afford

less resistance to draft. It cannot be seen that provision

for damper has been made. Older practice with a single

stack places it at the top of the stack. The stack itself

(unlined) is 8 ft. diam. by 200 ft. high.

The Co.vl-Pulverizing Pl.vnt

To supply 100 tons per day of pulverized coal to each

of nine reverberatory furnaces requires a large equip-
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mcnt. The plant is placed, as may be seen, ou the map.

Fig. 1, at the east end of the reverberatory-huildiug.

A gallery, extending the whole length of the north

side of the building, shelters the long conveyor that

delivers the coal-dust to the bins of each furnace. A
hritlge from the coal-pulverizing house northward per-

forms the same duty for the conveyor to No. 9 rever-

beratory at the west end of the converter Iniilding.

Brietly, the ruu-o£-miue coal to be pulverized is coarse-

crushed, dried, pulverized, and delivered to the feed-

hoppers of the reverberatories. Use is made of the

conveying-belt at first, but the screw-conveyor is the

principal method of transfer.

The coal comes in hopper-bottom cars by overhead

track above a 60-ton steel receiving-bin. From this

it is drawn into a Blake crusher, then by a vertical

elevator and a 36-in. horizontal belt-conveyor to any

desired part of a 1000-ton storage-bin. When wanted

for use this stored coal can be drawn off upon a

2-l:-in. conveying-belt, thence by another belt-conveyor

into the plant. Often coal from the crusher drops at

once on this conveyor. The head end of the conveyor has

a Dings magnetic pulley, which removes any iron or

steel particles from the coal.

At this point a vertical elevator delivers by chute

into No. 1 dryer, and by a 11-in. horizontal helieoid

conveyor into No. 2 and 3 dryers. The dryers are

of the Ruggles-Coles type, 6 ft. diam. by -tO ft. long,

with inner and outer concentric cylinders, and at the fire-

box end a suction-fan for the removal of the tire-gases,

and incidentally a little coal-dust. The dried coal, con-

taining less than 1% moisture, falls from the drier upon

disintegrating rolls, where it is reduced to grain size.

This time it is sent back to the higher 'No. 2 Elevator'

for delivery to what may be termed a main-line con-

veyor leading over into the Raymond pulverizer-build-

ing. Transverse to this and extending the length of the

pulverizer-building are two horizontal helieoid con-

veyors, right-hand from the main conveyor in one direc-

tion, left-hand in the other. Thus there is delivery to

any of the 10 feed-hoppers on both sides of the building,

these feed-hoppers supplying the ten 5-roller Raymond
mills. This type of mill has its rollers hung on vertical

sliafts that carry the rollers around in contact with a

die-ring as in a Huntington mill. The finely pulverized

coal becomes so light that, .separating from the coarser

product, it can be drawn upward by an exhaust-fan, the

material from any mill entering its own 7-ft. cyclone

collector. In this collector the pipe enters tangentially

and the dust, striking the walls, falls into the cone-

shaped bottom, while the air, now ineasurably free from

dust, is returned to the mill, thus completing its closed

circuit. From the cui-ved summits of the return air-

pipes vertical branches rise to the 4ft. auxiliary collect-

ors, affording relief to the air drawn in at various joints

of the Raymond mills. From the outlet-pipes of the

auxiliary collectoi-s may be noticed a thin cloud of coal-

dust too fine for settlement. It is at the point of the

7-ft. cones that we have another helieoid conveyor, this

time transferring the dust to the west end of the build-

ing, and another transverse one taking the dust north to

the gallery of the reverberatory-building already men-

tioned. It is along this gallery that extends a final

helieoid conveyor supplying the reverberatory hoppers.

Counting to the fourth collector from the east end,

there is a 6-in. right-hand helieoid conveyor, which can

get its coal-dust from the 14 in. one above it, simply by

opening a slide. The 6-in. conveyor moves the dust to

the east end of the building, where it drops into another

transverse one running along the wall. Thus at will

coal-dust can be supplied to any of the drier fire-boxes,

though at present those boxes are fired by hand with

run-of-mine coal.

loppmw Fri
'Kam's<§'B Miln.

The following table, from the Boston News Bureau,

.shows the increased yield of some of the great mines of

this country during the past year, figures for 191.5 being

in nearly every ease the official estimate, and for 1914

they represent actual production (in pounds) :

1915. 1914.

Ahmeek 22,000,000 13,634,605

Allouez 10,000.000 6,056,548

Anaconda 234,000,000 207,000,000

Arizona Commercial 3.500,000

Braden 35,444,000 28,223,000

Calumet & Arizona 62,500.000 52,667,929

Calumet & Hecia 71,000,000 53,691.562

Centennial 2,500,000 2,287,130

Chino 60,000,000 53,999,908

Copper Range* 55.000,000 27,800,000

East Butte 12,668,800 9,175,579

Granby 42,239,734 22,080,005

Greene-Cananea 16,347,000 21,858,920

Inspirationt 20.012,073

Isle Royale 10,000,000 6,601,235

Kennecott 63,000,000 20,000,000

Lake 967,642

Mass Cons 4,650.000 2.955,952

Miami 41,350,000 33,296,010

Mohawk 15,500,000 11,094,859

Nevada Consolidated 58.000,000 49,244,056

North Butte 20,000,000 18,421,761

Old Dominion 27,860.000 30,438,000

Osceola 20,000,000 14,970,737

Phelps, Dodge & Co 139,432,000 139.500,000

Quincy 21,750,000 15,356,380

Ray Consolidated 62,621,947 57,004,281

Shannon 5,705,800 9,003.169

Shattuck-Arizona 15,000,000 10,846,918

Superior 4,500,000 3,217,635

Tamarack 4,100,000 1,074,808

Tennessee 12.900,000 12.871,000

United States Smelting 22,500,000 17,946,659

United Verde 36,000,000 32,449.116

Utah Copper 158.000.000 115,690,445

Winona 1,500,000

Wolverine 7,400,000 6,055,000

Total 1,399,948,996 1.106,513,197

•Including St. Mary's 50% interest in Champion output.

tFrom start of new plant.
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-.Tif^ n titive M ichinery

By H. C. Cutiar*

"If coKl-mill optTntors nro prcpaivil to mIhiiuIoh the

us«> of tlu> stamp iis an niiialtfaiiintiiig ilevicf, ami will

M'lul the stainp-iiiill pulp ilinvtly to the tiilicmills, pass-

ing the tiilto-inill iiis«.'liai'g»' over aiiialganialcil platt's bo-

fore sending it to the cyanide plant, the qiiostion may be

raised as to whothor it is necossjiry to retain slami>s for

(he prvliminnry erusliing of the tube-mill ffed. The

verdict of experience seems to be that the tube-mill is an

excellent crushing device to free gold fi-om its adlicriiig

ganguc. the impact of the pebbles furnishing a sufli-

ciently heavy blow for the comparatively small particles

with which the tube-mill is fed. The logic of the situa-

tion would then seem to be that the crushing of tlie tube-

mill feed should be done by the most efficient machine or

machines, n^gardless of their principle of crusliing action.

This scheme of milling is about to be put into practice

in the new large mills of the Alaska Gold Mines and

publication of the results of operations there will he

awaited with the keenest interest by mill ojxrators else-

where."

The above extract from an editorial in the Mi.vinc

AND Scientific Pres.s, October 3, 1914, is indicative of

the situation that has confronted the milling fraternity

for some time past. In the course of a trip during the

past summer to some of the large copper-concentrating

plants. I could not help but be impressed with the meth-

ods and costs of reducing ore from mine-run size to tube-

mill feed. Without doubt the copper metallurgists have

something of an edge on the precious-metal mill-men in

this stage of the crushing operation, and it occasions no

surprise that when a metallurgist conversant with these

methods goes into gold-milling on a large scale, as has

D. C. .Tackling at the Alaska Gold Jlines, he should use

the methods by which he has been able to obtain such

small costs in the reduction of copper ores. Just why

the gold and silver mill-men have adhered to the use of

stamps as a means of comminution in st-age-reduction,

especially when used to produce a product as large as

4-mesh. is hard to see, in the face of a comparison of costs

with other methods. Granting that it is done, stamps

must possess some advantage over other tji^es of ma-

chinery to warrant their continued use, unless we are to

make the claim that it is all a matter of prejudice. The

main claims for preference as given by one operator who

stiU persists in using stamps are as follows:

"Stamps are flexible: By a change of scrfeens, height

of discharge, and other adjustments, the product can be

varied from verj' fine material to as coarse as desired.

Stamps are obtainable in small units, each unit as efB-

cient as another, so that the total capacity can be in-

•Mining Engineer, Reno, Nevada,

crca.scd I'licaply an<i easily liy llic addition nl' miilN.

Stamps ari' practically rmil proof, simpli' in ili'si^ii iind

operation, and ca.sy to transport, 'I'lici'c arc plenty of

men .skilled in their i>|)erali(iii. lupaii's are easy. In

repairing it is neces.sary lo sliiildnwn onlx luic null iil

a time, thus not interfering with tiie (i])i'i-ation of otlier

portions of the mill. Stamps will operate on any kind of

ore, wet, clayey, lianl or Sdl't. with ver\' little eliiin}.'e or

ad.jiistmcnt. In additinn, liiere is a certain advantage

when used as an amalgamating devi<'e :ind es|)eeially

when amalgamating inside the mortar "

In a ninnbcr of ]ilac-cs. doubtless, tiu' advantages as

outlined above would outweigh the claims of an.v other

style of crusher. For a small mill, of, say, 50-ton capac-

ity per day, using cither straight amalgamation or a com-

bination of processes, especially where first cost is an

item, there is probably no other single machine as effi-

cient, but in larger units than this, even where amalgam-

ation is used, and in mills where stamps are em])loyed

as intermediate cru.shers, their cost of operation is higher

and their efficiency less than several other machines on

the market.

Stamps were among the earliest of machines used in

America for the reduction of gold and .silver ores and

they did the work without trouble. At first, however,

the ores handled were u.sually of high grade so that a few

cents more in the co.st of reduction made but little differ-

ence, and in the ca.se of a question as to the choice of

crushing machinery, it is a matter of common knowledge

that operators generally stick to what they arc accustom-

ed and know will do the work. This accounts for a good

many installations of stamps.

With the development of the 'porphyry' copper mines,

with their hugh bodies of low-grade ore, the reduction of

a large tonnage at a minimum co.st became imperative.

Better and cheaper methods of reduction had to be used

to make any profit at all, and stamps would not stand

the competition. Cheaper methods were devised. As the

number of mines containing bodies of high-grade gold

and silver ores lessened, the lower-grade ores began to

create more interest and the matter of costs of metal pro-

duction assumed importance. At the present time a few

cents difference in crushing costs is an item scrutinized

with great care, and for this cla.ss of crushing, stamps are

falling behind and will be used less and less.

In the work of coarse crushing that precedes stamps the

cost has apparently reached a minimum without much

chance of reduction. Run-of-raine ore has been crushed

to 5-in. size for less than three cents per ton with gyra-

tories and disc-crushers, which is so low that the saving

in costs must be made from this stage forward.
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The fineness required dejiends to a large degree ujiou

the metalhirgical process adopted in the extraction of the

metals contained; again, upon the fineness required de-

pends largely the choice of crushing machinery. The

problem is to reduce the product of the coarse-crushing

plant, say, a maximum of 1^-in. material, to the fineness

best suited to metallurgical treatment.

For concentration of copper ores the size of this final

product may vary, depending upon the size and char-

acter of the particles of mineral in the rock, and whether

water concentration, oil flotation, leaching, or a combina-

tion of two or all is to be used. The same thing is true

of gold and silver ores, the product desired depending

almost entirely upon the character of the ore and the

metallurgical process to be used. Before the introduc-

tion of the cyanide process, fine grinding was not in

vogue, a 40-mesh product was considered adequate and

it was for this class of work that the stamp-mill secured

such a commanding position. This held true to a large

extent during the time that the cyanide process was

limited to percolation. When agitation with all-sliming

was introduced, further grinding became necessary, and

the tube-mill, which had been an efficient machine in the

cement industry, was added as a finisher.

The 600-ton test-mill erected and run by the Inspira-

tion Copper Co. attempted to solve some of the questions

involved. The results desired were slightly different from

those of most gold and silver mills. An ultimate pro-

duct, all of which would pass 4S-mesh was most suitable

for subsequent treatment by flotation, while in cyanide

work the finer the ultimate product the better, a product

all of which approaches 200-mesh being desirable. H.

Kenyon Burch had charge of the testing ; he had an idea

of obtaining a machine that would make the reduction

from f-in. material to the desired 48-mesh in one opera-

tion, thus reducing floor-space, elevation, and subse-

quent attendance. A large number of machines of va-

rious kinds were tried and it appeared impossible to

obtain one machine that would do this; so stage-crushing

was adopted. The Symons horizontal 48-in. fine-disc

was installed early and was a great success in reducing a

maximum of 2|-in. material to 6-mesh. This feed was

tried in Hardinge machines and tube-mills, but it seemed

to increase their work out of proportion ; hence inter-

mediate crushers of various kinds were introduced in the

circuit, taking the disc-discharge and efi'ecting a re-

duction to 16-mesh, which seemed to be the best feed for

the tube-mills. None of these intermediate machines

was successful, and it appeared for a time as if the work

would finally be done by the use of the Symons fine-disc

and Hardinge pebble-mills. Almost at the last moment
the Marey ball-mill was installed, taking the product of

the coarse-crusher plant and reducing to 48-mesh in the

one mill, using a classifier and closed circuit. That this

mill and its operation proved to be the most economical

of the machines tested is evidenced by the fact that

Marcy ball-mills were installed in the 10,000-ton mill.

It is claimed that the most desirable feed for the ball-

mill is a mixed one, coarse and fine, the coarse material

filhng the spaces between the balls, thus reducing the

grinding action of ball on ball, and lessening the con-

sumption of iron.

It would appear from the Inspiration experiments

with the ball-mill that one-stage reduction is cheaper

than multiple-stage reduction. Judging from this, the

logical design for an all-sliming plant would include

nothing but ball-mills working on closed circuit with

classifiers, thus eliminating stamps, tube-mills, and in-

termediate crushers, such as Chilean mills, rolls, etc.

Whether or not the ball-mill would operate as efficiently

when producing a 200-mesh product, as it does when
producing a 48-mesh product, is a ciuestion still open to

experiment. It is quite possible that the tube-mill could

be used to advantage as the final-crushing device. The
question of the proper size for tube-mill feed is still un-

decided and probably always will be as long as the

character of ores varies. The Mines Trials Committee at

Johannesburg decided that from 3 to 4-mesh feed gave

the best results on their ore.

In his article on the operation of the Goldfield Con-

solidated mill, J. W. Hutchinson says that 16-mesh feed

gives the best results on that ore. In the experiments

at the Inspiration, the best results were obtained on a

feed that passed 8-mesh. All of the mills at Tonopah

use a finer feed than 4-mesh. The reason for the dif-

ference is this: at Johannesburg an all-slime product is

not absolutely necessary ; at Goldfield and Tonopah it is.

Therefore it seems reasonable to believe that where an

all-slime product is desired, the tube-mill feed should be

finer than 8-mesh, so that, disregarding for the moment
any machine that promises to perform the whole op-

eration of reducing from coarse-crusher product to slime

in one operation, the jjroblem resolves itself into re-

ducing a maximum of 1^-in. material to at least 8-mesh

at the smallest possible cost.

This can be done in one operation or by stage-reduc-

tion consisting of two or more successive reductions.

The most preferable is the cheapest. The following ma-

chines will accomplish this reduction in one operation

:

stamps, baU-mills, Huntington mills, roller-mills, Chilean

mills, and various forms of centrifugal crushers.

With the exception of the ball-mill, all of these ma-

chines have been thoroughly tested in competition with

stamps for one-stage reduction and the consensus of

opinion is that stamps are preferable. But Mr. Hutchin-

son has shown in his opei'ation of the Goldfield Consoli-

dated mill that even with stamps a greater economy can

be obtained in the preparation of the tube-mill feed b.y a

two-stage reduction. By using the stamps as inter-

mediate crushers and re-grinding the product in Chilean

mills he saves enough in the tube-milling operation to

enable him to save on the whole operation. There are

few mills that have had an opportunity to try the two

methods in competition on the same ore, but it is reason-

able to suppose that the theory would hold true on other

classes of ore.

The deductions made by Mr. Hutchinson are as fol-

lows:
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1st, t)r»' uiHV Ik- n'»Uu*»'d .to 4-iiu>hIi in tin- staiiiplinl-

tery inon- tvoiunnicnlly tlutii to 12-iiu>hIi.

2iul. For tlu> n-iluction of partioloH to lli-iiicKli, wln-n'

all-sliiiu' is n-quiri'ii, stamps followod liy ('liilciiii mills

«r»> nion' fftii-iciit tlum stamps aioiu'.

3ril. On- may ho n-iliucd to 2(M).mfsii in the tubr-mill

inort> woiiomically wlicn the mill is tVii with Ki-iiifsli

tlioJi witli 4-mfsli.

The qiu'stioii now arises, i-nn this rciliuMion lu- necom-

pliskeil hy aiiy otlu>r set of maehiiies tiiaii stamps and

Cliilenn mills? In eoneentratiiip plants it lias hccn eus-

touuiry for yeai-s to use ii>lls t'or this intermediate erush-

ing. Their effieieney over any other eiass or kind of

enisher. with the possible exee|>tion of the Symon's dise

has never In^en questioned. As the tendeney of most

modern mills using stamps, with the exeeption of those

l>raetisinir amaliramatiou in the hntteries, is to erusli

coarse, using the stamp merely as an intermediate

cnisher. therefore there is uo doubt tlmt rolls in the

nia.jority of eiuses would do this work at a lower cost.

liut rolls, unlike stamps, are not adapted to all kinds of

ore. If the ore is wet or talcose, considerable diflficulty

is experienced in petting capacity per horse-power.

When the ore is suitable for the use of rolls, the cost of

reduction from U to i inch should not exceed half the

cost of doing the sjune work with stamps. As to the

resultant product it has been clearly provcil that the

amount of tine is greater in the stamp-mill product than

in the product from rolls. This fact, in \'icw of subse-

quent classitication and further reduction, would coun-

teract to some degree, but not entirely, the difference in

cost of the two operations.

After nearly a year of testing by the Inspiration com-

pany and before the installation of the Marey ball-mill,

it appeared as if the Symons horizontal disc (called

their fine disc) would be the machine adopted to per-

form this first stage of reduction of the product from

the coarse-crushing plant. In the operation one 48-in.

fine disc crusher was used ; with an impact screen ahead

of the disc to remove all undersize it was found that

35 to .50 tons per hour could be handled, cnishing from

a maximum size of 2^ in. to i or about 4-mesh. The

power consumed varied from 30 to 55 hp. and the total

cost, including attendance, would not exceed 3 cents per

ton with power at ^ cents per kw-hour, charging the

crusher with the time of one man.

One of these machines would do the entire work of

the 100 stamps at the Goldfield Consolidated, taking

the product of the coarse-cnishing plant and reducing it

to 4-mesh at a cost not to exceed 3.4c. per ton under

their present conditions of power and labor. With no

change in the operation from this point onward, using

Chilean mills and tube-mills for re-grinding, at the

same figures as furnished by ilr. Hutchinson, the total

cost of this three-stage reduction would be 30.6c. or a

saving of 10c. per ton over the present system of using

stamps for the first stage.

Of course, it is impossible to give any general figure as

to the cost of operating stamps; various conditions.

eosi of power, charai'li-r of ore. ami labor var.v lo such

an extent. Tin' publisheil costs raiijfe fi'iiin !l lo (Idc. per

ton, and it is onl.v when eomparlKoiis arc iiiiide liclvvei'ii

two KVKlemK on the same ore, as .Mr. I liileliiiiMin lias

done, that the relative ellieieney can be ijett riiiiiied ; but

1 believe 1 am safe on the eNtimate for I he use of the

Symons di.se on (ioldtield Consolidated ore, which is not

as ditlieult to crush as that of (he Inspiration. No doubt

c(|uall,v a.s good results could be obtained on lliis in-e by

the use of ball-mills.

Up to the time of the lirst inKtailatioii ol' tin' .Mmi'i-v

machine, the ball-mill, whih- in exlensivc' use ;i.s a diy

crusher, was not considered generall.v tis a wet-cruKliing

mill. 11. W. llardingc has been an advocate of the use

of ball-mills in place of stamps for a niimlicr of years,

and in a conversation with him in .\ri/(iiiii in l!M I he

predicted the gradual abatidoiniicnl <il' llie slMiri|i in

fav(M" of the wet-crushing ball-mill. 'I'lie jidoplion of

ball-mills b.v the Ins|)iration compan.v after a .vear of

testing on all cla.sses of crushing macliincr.v. and the re-

cent decision by one of the large mining companies of

Alaska to use ball-mills in preference to stamps would

indicate that tlie results obtained by this machine are

bi'ttcr than anything el.sc on the market, both as to low-

ness of cost and general efificiency, considering ball-mills

rather as a t.vpe and making no distinction lutwccn the

different makes.

The great capacity of the Marc.v ball-mill is obtained

by the use of the peripheral discharge and a jirojjcr con-

sistence of the pulp. The peripheral discharge attains a

point long desired b.v the tube-mill, that is. a raj)id dis-

charge of particles alread.v crusiied to the desired fine-

ness, the retention of which b.y the tube-mill causes a

sort of mush to form from about the centre of the mill

to the discharge end. furnishing a cushion for the peb-

bles and retarding grinding. It is also claimed that the

proper consistence of the pulp effects a saving in the

amount of iron consumed. A publication of the results

obtained b.v the Inspiration company in the operation of

the various machines used by them in their test-mill

would be a contribution to the art well worth receiving.

Whether or not the ball-mill will replace the stamp-

mill in the future, its development will be watched with

much interest. One manufacturer is making a mill with

a baffle back of the .screen, by means of which the height

of the discharge can be regulated from a straight peri-

pheral discharge to a complete centre-discharge. The

benefits claimed are a better regulation of the product,

making in one operation whatever is required from 40-

mesh to all-slime material.

Whether it is cheaper to make a slime product in one

operation or classify and treat the oversize in a tube-

mill is still a matter of experiment. With the improve-

ment in balls, a reduction in their cost, and the better

methods of using them, it is claimed by some operators

that they are cheaper than pebbles. A number of ex-

periments are now being made bv several companies in

the use of balls in tube-mills, cutting down the size of

tube-mills by the use of sereen-bafBes.
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'^y -r. linssf SeBuEiidt

The question of determiuing the 'present value' of an

annuity yiekling dividends at R% and replacing capital

by a sinking fund at t% is one that arises occasionally in

valuing a mining stock. When such an occasion does

arise, few engineers are sufficiently conversant with this

phase of mathematics to solve problems at all out of the

ordinary, and then only when armed to the teeth with

various tables.

Having recently been thrown against a problem of

this nature that could not be solved by a simple use of

tables, I was forced to originate a formula of my own.

In so doing, I became interested in the question and de-

cided that many of my colleagues would welcome such a

statement of mathematical relationship as would enable

them to solve these problems with the use of logarithmic

tables, or compound-interest tables, or sinking-fund

tables, or present-value tables, as the case might be.

In the following I use the word 'dividend' to represent

the total net profit available for distribution, 'interest'

to represent the annual income expected from the in-

vestment, which item is considered separate and apart

fi-om the 'sinking fund' that must replace capital.

Tlierefore dividend= interest + sinking fund.

Let us assume that we have a table of the present

value of an anntuty that yields interest at B% and re-

])laces capital by a sinking fund at ^% in n years, Irat

tliat the range of the table is not great enough, or that

tiiere are not sufficient decimal places. Our table is

limited to \Q% and 4% for 50 years, and we desire lO^;

and 5% for 100 years.

If we have a sinking-fund table the problem is simpli-

fied. Such tables are easily procured, reading to 10%

for 100 years to 6 decimal places. Then we can figure

as follows

:

From our sinking-fund tables we find that we nuist

put aside $0.000383 each year to have $1 at the end

of the required 100 years at the required i)%. If our

investment must also pay interest of 10% on the dollar

each year, it is necessary to earn $0.000383 + $0.10=
$0.100383 or an annuity of .$0.100383 = $! in 100

years under the conditions, and the value of an annuity

of $1:
0.100383

= 9.9618, which is the P.V. (preseni

value) of $1 per annum yielding 10%- interest and re-

placing itself at 5% in 100 years.

To prove this, we have 10% interest on our invest-

ment of 9.9618, or 0.99618, to be paid out of the $1

annuity, leaving 0.00382 for the sinking fund each year.

Now from the interest tables $1 per annum for 100 years

at 5% =2610.02.3, which multiplied by 0.00382 gives

$9,970, which is the replacement of o\ir capitrd of

9.9618.

To solve this same problem without sinking-fund

tables, we note that the sinking fund is simply the re-

ciprocal of the $1 per annum amount under the same

conditions, which can be obtained from an interest table.

Instead of simply taking the factor 0.000383 from the

sinking-fund table, we note that the amount of $1 per

annum at 5% for 100 years is 2610.025, the reciprocal of

which is 0.000383.

To solve this same problem with only a logarithmic

table, we note

:

(1 -f i )
" - 1

The amount of $1 per annum , in which

t is the interest rate, n the number of years. (1 -)- t)"

is the amount of $1 at compound interest in n years.

To apply this formula in our example, t= 0.05,

^nn K ^ 4- j i
(l + 0.05)'°°-l

H. ^100. Amount of $1 per annum^ ^-^

= 2610, which checks against 2610.025 as found from

the tables.

We are now ready to make up a formula of our own

for determining the present value of an annuity to pay

interest at -1% and replace capital by sinking fund at

/% in /( years, which can be solved by using only a log

table, is applicable under universal conditions, and is

simpler than any other I know.

If
(1 + t)

is the amount of $1 per annum and we

multiply this by the annual amount available for sink-

ing-fund purposes, after interest has been sutitracted

from dividends, the product will be the total accumula-

tion of the sinking fund, and this is what we consider

the replacement of our capital and can therefore be

placed in equality with the present value. Now to

express this factor of 'sinking fund available' in terms

of one unknown L,aantity we note that h is D - R X P,

in which D is the dividend that furnishes the interest

and sinking fund, R is the rate of interest expected

from the investment, and P is the present value or total

accumulation of the sinking fund.

whichHence P= (D - R X P)
(
^^^/'"'^

)

P is the only unknown quantity.

As an example : find the present value of an annual

dividend of $1 to yield interest on the investment at 8%
and replacing capital at 4% in 80 years.

D= l. 7?= 0.08. t=--OM. 11=80.

(1 + 0.04)80-P= (1-0.087^) (- 0.04 ^)
= (1-0.08P) 551.24 .-. 45.099P= 551.240.

P= 12.2228, which checks against 12.2228 in Inwood's

tables.

As this is the fador for a dividend of $1. it would be
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uiultiplii'il Ity the ui'ltial iniiiilK>i' of ilollars in csiiiiiHti'il

(lividoiuls.

\Vt- can iitiw attai-k tlu> pmblcin of liiuliii); tlit- prosi-nl

value of a slix'k that will oarii a wrtain aiiKUint j)i»r

tuiiium for H c'lTtain miml>t>r i»f y»>ai-s and tlu'n incrcaw

or (U'tTt-a.v its oarninns for tin- n-nniinili-r nl" tin- lif<'.

There art- no tables I'OverinK these comiitions, and I otTrr

the following; formula as my solution:

Let P —
- prt>sent value

D = dividends jvr share 1st period

/)' = dividends per share 2nd period

R = rate of interest expceted

( = rate of interest of sinking fuml

Y = numl>er of years of 1st juTiod

¥'= number of years of 2nd piTiml

P z= {D-RX P) (anjount sj!! per year for Y years

@ t%) X (nmount *1 in V y.ars (n l</,) + (D'-RX
P) X (amount $1 per year in V years (n (%).

In this formula D - R X P "= anwnux ;ivailal)le for

sinkinir fund each vi-ar in the first pci-iod. Tiiis multi-

plied by amount of $1 per year in 1' years Ui t% is the

accumulated sinking fund to end of the first period, but

Jis this amount will stand at compound interest (n i%

in the sinking fund for the whole of the second period,

we multiply this by the amount of $1 in Y' yeare @ t%.

We have now taken care of this first ]icriod and add to it

the amount annually available for sinking fund during

the second period multiplied by amount of $1 per annum

in Y' yeai-s (a /%, which thus makes the sum total of

sinking fund expressed in terms of one unknown quan-

tity and must equal the present value.

From the same line of reasoning we would have for

three stages of earnings,

P= {D-R X P) (amount $1 per annum Y years

t%) X (amount •$! in Y' + Y" years t%) + (/>' - R X
P) (amount $1 per annum Y' years t%) X (amount $1

in Y" years t%) + [D" - R X P) (amount $1 per

annum Y" years /%), in which D, D'. D" represent the

di%-idends of three periods, and Y, Y'. Y" represent the

number of years of the three periods.

As an example, take a stock that will earn .$2 per

share for 20 years and then $2.50 for 15 years. What is

the present value if we expect 10% interest and a re-

placement of capital at 4% ?

From the interest tables we note that

The amount of $1 per annum @ 47c for 20 j-ears z= $29,778

The amount of $1 per annum @ 4% for 1.5 years= 20.024

The amount of $1 @ 4% for 20 years = 1.801

Substituting D= 2. D'= 2..50. 7? = 0.10. f = 0.i)4

r= 20. r'= 15.

P=(2-0.10P) (29.778 X 1.801 -f (2..50-0.1(iP)

20.024.

P + 5.363P -f 2.002P= 107.260 + 50.060.

P= 18.807.

Our last equation can be put into the form

:

P (1 + 5.363 + 2.002) = 107.260 + 50.060, in which

the parenthesis is 1 -{- accumulated value @ #% of the

interest (a R%. and the right-hand member is the accum-

ulated value @ t% of the dividends for total life.

\Vc could thcrctorc make ii iiim-c cunclNc slnli'iin'iil (if

the I'ornuila as follows:

., m-ciniiiilH lt tl viiliic (Qp t% of dlvh li'iHls li>r (oliil llfp

1 + aecumulntcti value W f/, of tlio liitcreBl 0> It'/r

I am indebted to Charles Carpcnler of the Metro-

pulilan Life lnsunin<-e Co.. for this cuncise form, but

unfortuiuitely the same steps and figures li:i\e In lie used

as given in my detaileii fnnnula.

To ciici-k our result nl' ;);1.S,,S()7 ;is given iiImac we ligure

that 10^; interest or I.SM is tci In. sulist raeled lidiii divi-

dends of $2 leaving (1. 1 111 Id the sinking I'lind lor eii])ital

redemjition. This U.l !!• i)er annum (u t'; for 20 ye;irs

= 0.119 X 29.778= 3.543 ac'emnuiated in sinking liind

in the fii"st 20 years which amount \w\\ sl;inds at interest

4% for 15 years or 3.543 X l.Ht)0 = (i.ltTT tnlal aceinnu-

lation from dividends of the first inriod.

The second period interest re(|uiremcnts being the

same, lO'/J. of 18.807. leavi's as a balance from tiie new

dividends of 2.50 the amount of 0.619 per aniniin for

sinking fund, wliicli in 15 years is 0.619x20.023 =
12.394 contribution from the 2nd jieriod

6.377 as figured for the 1st period

18.771 Total capital redeemed

18.807 Present value.

The discrepancy is simply a matter of insnflicicnt

decimal places. For simplicity, coniixiundiiig tjf interest

has been assumed to be annual.

For the benefit of those who may consult the excellent

book of J. K. Finlay entitled "Cost of Mining' (1909) on

this subject, 1 would like to draw attention to what I con-

sider an error, on i)age 16. which deiils with tlie deriva-

tion of a 'present value' formula.

y= annual sinking fund.

£) :^ rate -r 1 at which sinking fund is iiivestcil.

X= number of years life.

The statement is then inade iluil pn'senl valni- = Y
(£) 4- 7)2 4- 2)3

-I-
!>' D'j, with which I do

not agree. We have not earned our annual sinking fund

Y till the end of the first year, so that we cannot count

our first year's sinking fund as YD and the second year's

as YD-, but rather that our first year's sinking fund is Y
and the second year's YD, the third YD'^, etc., giving us

:

Present value= T (1 + D + Z)= + Z>^ + Z>'

y(D'-n , yo(D"-i)
D""'), which 18 reduced to

—

^—^— and not —^JTi

Therefore when an example is solved on page 17 in-

volving this error, the value of *? includes one superfluous

factor, 1 .04, giving 30.97 instead of 29.778. When sub-

stituting this former value and solving for Y the result

is 0.994 instead of 1.02 as the annual sinking fund: giv-

ing the final result of 30.78 for the present value, instead

of the correct one 30.39. The result obtained by Mr.

Finlay does not cheek with the tables on his page 46.

Excellent books on this .sub.ject are: 'Inwood's Tables

for the Purchasing of Estates,' revised and extended by

Schooling, now in its 30th edition, published by Crosby

Loekwood & Son, London: 'Cost of Mining' by J. K.

Finlay: and 'Principles of Mining' by II. C. IFonver.
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On page 174 of our issue of January 29 we gave a summary
of the decision of Judge George M. Bourquin in the suit of

the Clark-Montana Realty Co., which controls the Elm Orlu

Mining Co.. against the Butte & Superior Copper Co., both

important zinc producers at Butte, Montana. The following

are interesting abstracts from the Judge's opinion;

Plaintiff alleges that the Elm Orlu is the older location,

and defendant alleges the Black Rock is. Plaintiff alleges

that the apex of the Pyle strand is in the Elm Orlu and crosses

the Elm Orlu east end-line, and that the vein on strike and

dip unites with the Rainbow vein: and defendant denies all

thereof at points east of the Rainbow apex crossing of the

common side-line that would give extra-lateral rights to

plaintiff. Defendant alleges that the Rainbow and Jersey

Blue unite on strike and dip, and plaintiff denies it and

alleges that on strike and dip the latter crosses the Rainbow.

Defendant alleges the eastei-ly strand of the Rainbow crosses

JERSEY BLUE T
.o^<.

1°°^'

\ BLACH ^'f;^- ROCf<

the Black Rock east end-line, and plaintiff denies it. Defend-

ant asserts some ownership of orebodies under both claims by

virtue of estoppel by deed executed by plaintiff to defendant's

predecessor in interest, and plaintiff denies estoppel. Both

parties allege and deny trespass and damages and accounting

is desired. Appropriate legal consequences and rights are

asserted by both parties. The trial consumed IC days. There

are nearly 1600 pages of testimony, and 30 exhibits. Maps

and models are duplicated, save in more or less theoretical

geology from w'hich unwarranted impressions are to be

avoided. The testimony is of five experts for each party, all

men of eminence in geology or mining engineering or both.

For plaintiff are Greene of Butte, Irving of Yale, Weed of New-

York. Searls of Nevada, and Winchell of Minneapolis. For

defendant are Finch of Denver, Emmons of Minnesota, Salis-

bury of Chicago, and Burch and Wiley of California. There

is some conflict of facts and more of argument, opinions, and

conclusions. Most of it can be imputed to the complex

geological and other problems, conditions underground, diffi-

culties of observation, and honest differences of interpretation

by reasonable and learned men. But in instances partizanship

apparently impaired judgment. As a whole, however, the

testimony inspires confidence and deserves careful considera-

tion. The judge gave two days to inspection of the premises,

but since some places in evidence had been stoped and others

obscured by fallen ground or timbering, with intermittent

crevices and small openings through which to peer and dis-

tinguish granite, altered and otherwise, slips, faults, gouges,

aplite, quartz, seams, and veins, he has not been greatly aided

to determine what evidence is more credible and weighty.

A location and its record are different things. The Federal
and most State statutes distinguish between them, the former
even in authorizing local rules "governing the location" and
"manner of recording." The statutory object is to protect and
reward discoveries of mines. Discovery with intent to claim is

the principal thing, and vests an estate—an immediate fixed

right of present and exclusive enjoyment in the discoverer.****** * * * ******
If the Montana statute made recording of the nature of

conditions-subsequent (of feudal origin) at common law such

conditions are to be but substantially performed, and no

assignee of part of the premises to which the conditions

attach can take advantage of tlieir breach: and the owners of

the Black Rock securing the conflict area were at most as-

signees of but part of the Elm Orlu premises. The United

States forfeited neither claim for defective verification—if a

breach of conditions-subsequent. The estate in neither, if

voidable, was avoided. Both were confirmed and patented.

Where Congress intended forfeiture of mining and other public

land claims for breach of conditions-subsequent it plainly

said so: vide forfeiture for failure to perform or contribute to

annual labor. Recording acts that expressly provide forfeiture

for failure to comply with them do so in favor of only sub-

sequent bona fide claimants. Forfeitures are odious and not to

be implied. Prior to patent entry of these claims, a Montana

statute provided that all ambiguous statutes should be con-

strued "in favor of natural right:" and it would not have been

too far-fetched to apply it to the statute directing recordation

of mining claims. In 1875 Montana was indeed primitive.

Those learned in the law were few. It is doubtful if there

was a lawyer in Butte. The prospectors, pioneers, and found-

ers of this wonderful West, seeking in good faith to comply

with the recordation law, for mere technical failures therein

should not have been subjected to so harsh a construction of

that statute and deprived, as many of them were, of their

discoveries. And deprived for whom? Subsequent bona fide

discoverers and locators? No: as a rule for those unspeakable

creatures who search public records to discover and take ad-

vantage of defects in their neighbors' titles.

These statutes are of no more force and effect than miners'

rules. Both are authorized by the one Federal statute. The

better if not prevailing rule always has been that if the recor-

dation law does not expressly provide forfeitures for failure

to record, the location is valid though not recorded. Last

Chance Mining Co. v. Bunker Hill Mining Co. 131 Fed. .5.S.5.***** * * ** *,;.****
For plaintiff the testimony is that the latter crossing is

"about" 308—"rather the extreme and indefinite limit of the

mineralization which accompanies the vein"—to 314 ft.; for

defendant, "about" 300 to 301 ft. All agree there is no defined

wall, that it is indefinite and leaves much to judgment. Con-

sidering the evidence in light of inspection and that the burden

of proof is upon plaintiff, it is believed that the concession

of defendant is more nearly right and as favorable to plaintiff

as the facts warrant. The exposure is in a surface trench.

and it is difficult to distinguish vein matter in place from

mere seepage effect in adjacent country, whether of vein solu-

tions or surface waters, and perhaps mushrooming beyond the

limits of the vein proper below. A shaft might have con-

tributed to accuracy. Finch testified that within the limits of

the 300 he included 15 ft. to the extreme limit of rock altera-

tion, with a few little seams in it, "to be consistent with the

interpretation of a vein at other points." This is admirable

frankness, but imports that at vital points and to indefinite

extent he characterized that as vein which in his judgment is

not vein, to serve his client and avoid hazard of comparison.

The difficulty is (hat when an expert shades his testimony
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upon the principle of rfo Ml drM. t>nr(lMn»)ilp Ih ItkPly, If not

cprlatn. to favor hlH client, itnd the court cnnnot il<>tfriiiln<> to

what extent: Inevltnlily tletnictlnR fmin ilu' wtIkIii ot liln

opinion.

Whether the Jor»oy Blue unites with the Uniiiliow \» the

moat co'nteste<l Issue. In view of the flndlUK Ih.il llie Klni

Orlu Is the older locution, ench pnrty contiMulH iiKiilnHl Uh

own Interest. During the trial and arKUiiient for the defi-nd-

ant. It was admitted that the Rainbow upex cro.-Jiifs the KIni

Orlu west end line and the common sldc-llne; that from Its

apex In the Kim Orlu on Its dip It extends under the Dlack

Ro«-k: and that the great orebody In dispute west of the iipex

crosslni; at the common side-line, under both claims and In

places bisected on strike by said sideline. Is In said vein; and

that It extends downward to the ulterniost doplhs. These

facts are conclusively proved as well. This iidmisalon over-

comes the common-law presumption that defendaiil owns the

part of that orebody under the Black Rock west of the apex

crossing, and lnii>oses upon defendant the burden of proving

by a prei>onderance of the evidence ( 1 ) that the Black Rock

Is the older location. (2> that the Jersey Blue united with the

Rainbow above any part of that orebody by defendant claimed.

The whole Is a slnple orebody under both claims, the a|.ex of

the whole belns In the Elm Orlu. To avoid the otherwise in-

evitable legal consequences, the defendant must prove the

union of veins even as it must prove the esto))pel by deed it

alleges. And this burden cannot be sustained by leaving the

issue In doubt or balance. This Is clear in respect to (1) that

jiart of the orebody above the alleged union and under both

claims. (2) that part of it below the union and under the Elm

Orlu. And so is it in respect to that part of the same orebody

below the union and under the Black Rock, nefendant con-

fesses and avoids. In equity, as at law if a fact is adniitted

and another fact is averred to avoid it. the fact admitted is

proved, with all Its consequences, and stands as though the

fact In avoidance had not been averred, unless the latter also

is proved. See Clement r. Nicholson. 6 Wall, 315.,»••• • • •• »»»•••
This mineralization outside of and between the veins is

of little extent and consequence. It doubtless at some places

extends from vein to vein, and some thereof in transverse

fissures. But little of it is commercial value, and it by no

means merges the veins. Both, as Emmons testified, retain

their identity by reason of a "pretty definite limiting zone

outside the two master fractures" of the two veins. It is

not near as extensive as painted by defendant; otherwise,

and if Finch's theory is correct (all the Assuring here is steep

and seems normal—of tension), it ought to also appear where

it does not, north of the veins at depth, where the north

countrj- is the hanging-wall side. The fracturing may be

there, but not the mineralized "horse-tail" structure; and it

is fair to infer that the mineralization between the veins came

in connection with the great mineralization of the Rainbow

and little from the barren Jersey Blue. These two veins have

points of resemblance, but more of difference. The Jersey

Blue more approximates to the "Blue" vein than to the Rain-

bow. Defendant's witnesses are of the opinion the Rainbow

and Jersey Blue are of the same age and unite, the latter a

strand of the former. Plaintiff's witnesses are of contrary

opinion. The latter definitely describe places where the

Jersey Blue crosses the Rainbow, from observation. But it is

difficult to determine whether the testimony of defendant's

witnesses unite; is theory, inference from or reflection of de-

fendant's maps or actual underground observation. Close

scrutiny of the testimony disclosed that none of defendant's

witnesses testified that he actually saw in the ground a union

or merger of the veins, save Finch, who was evidently put

forward for the specific purpose, and in every instance, and

they are but three or four, that Finch testified to a "definite

junction" of the vi'Iiih, or where "Been In unite." hi' not only

did not dcKirllie the iniiiiMrr of the union, Mive In (iiii> InHlano-

tliiil It wuH not aloUK kouki-, but In a "nuiHH of ore," bin he

placed It In uihIi'vcIoihmI trrrltoiy oi- in the ' liorw tall" hi rue-

ture and noilh ot the l<:iliiliow IuiukIiik wall; and he ho polnled

It out and measured dlHlunceu on defendant'H maps. Con-

verging strike and dip are no more permuiHlve of union than

are crossing of veins. In thew premNcs veins are hIiowii io

cross as often If not oftcm-r than they unite. It Is a I'lrcuni-

stance to be noti-d that In tcHtimony and argument It Is liiMlHted

In dcfi iidanl's behalf that Its nuips arc evldi'iice, Intcnilcd to

speak for themselves, and to Illustrate faults, ore, and ore

structure In the veins. This may be allowed In so far as they

conform to proved facts or are not self-serving. And looking

to these maps, they show the Jersey Blue ore-structure at an

angle to and not merging In the Rainbow Htructure, and abut-

ting against faults or gouge and not against R;ilnliow ore.

But this is largely theory. It Is surprising. In vir'w of what

Is involved, that so little development has been done at the

points of first contact between these veins and where union

or non-union or crossing ought to he more o|)en to determina-

tion than elsewhere. It is realized development Is expensive.

The grmmd is heavy and dlfflcult to liold. Each party did

some develo|)ment work for the other.

Their workings unite at many points. But in instanc'cs

both parties halted development at seeming vital points, as

though fearful of results damaging to their theories. To
briefly review this development, it is largely post litigation.

In all the years subsequent to location of the Black Rock and

until this litigation threatened, no workings from Ihe dis-

covery shaft were on the Jersey Blue.

• •••* • • •* *•••«•
In view of all the circumstances and that reasonable and

learned men may honestly differ in their interpretation of

geological phenomena in these premises, the Court is con-

strained to say the evidence is in equipoise; and so the de-

termination is dictated by the burden of proof. Even as

defendant fails to prove the veins unite, so would plaintiff

fail to prove they cross, if the burden of proof was upon it. A
principle of law, however, demands that the Court shall find

that the veins do cross. Defendant alleges they unite, and

claims an estate by reason of it. Plaintiff denies they unite,

and alleges they cross and admits a different estate in defend-

ant by reason of it. The defendant falls to prove the union and

the estate it claims, the law is it must be awarded the estate

that plaintiff admits or concedes to it. And accordingly the

finding is that the veins cross, and, save at the intersection,

defendant is entitled to all orebodies in the Jersey Bine south

of the Rainl)ow and wherever it goes or where plaintiff admits

it goes if not otherwise found. The Rainbow strand easterly

from the Black Rock discovery shaft extends about 400 ft.

east and to within 250 ft. of the Black Rock east end-line,

where it is cut off by a north-west fault. Even at the discovery

shaft it is east of any extra-lateral rights of plaintiff. No-

discovery shaft was required when the Black Rock was located.

Both the Jersey Blue and the Rainbow were discovered when

the location was made, or at least before the i)atent entry.

Evidently, the cropping of the two veins gave the appearance

of one continuous east-west vein, and the location was made

accordingly. Neither the Jersey Blue nor the Rainbow is a

secondary vein. Both are primary. The Jersey Blue overlaps

the Rainbow. Extra-lateral rights based on it extend east

beyond where the like rights based on the Rainbow begin.

Indeed, taking the course of the Jersey Blue where fixed by

plaintiff south of the Rainbow, it is proljable it crosses the

Black Rock south side-line east of the Elm Orlu east end-line.

That the Rainbow crosses both side-lines is not controlling.

There can be but one set of end-lines, and it the located end

lines fix extra-lateral rights upon ore-vein, as they do upon the

Jersey Blue, they fix them upon all veins.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our own correspondents.

LONDON

Shabemarket Situation.—Minerals Separation Tonnage and

Contracts.

The new year opened here with a notably more hopeful

spirit prevailing. Renewed confidence is making its influence

distinctly felt in all the markets. In the London mining
market there was the usual rise of shares in anticipation of

dividend disbursements at the first of the year, with a few

notable advances due to special causes. Orsk shares, for ex-

ample, have responded to the natural anticipation of a divi-

dend incident to well sustained production with greatly re-

duced working costs. The East Rand is attracting much at-

tention and the financing of Daggafontein has produced a good

effect. One curious result has been American buying of South

African shares. A number of orders for Geduld and other

Rand shares have been executed for American clients and at

one time 'Tanks' was in such demand as to start rumors of

impending American purchase of control of either Tanganyika

Concessions or Union Miniere. Actual buying in the market

proved to be small and sporadic, as would have been antici-

I)ated by anyone familiar with American methods of business.

Whatever negotiations, if any, were under way between prin-

cipals, evidently came to nothing. Union Miniere Is doing

well, as are indeed all the Belgian companies in the Congo,

but the shares are closely held in Brussels. The Belgians are a

wealthy people, despite war losses, and are likely to hold on

to what they have. After the War there will undoubtedly be

re-adjustments of business relations, but bargain-hunters must

not count too much upon the results of the temporary occupa-

tion of Belgium by the Germans.

Minerals Separation, despite many law-suits, is doing very

well and the report presented to the shareholders by Mr. .John

Ballot, managing director, on December 29, showed the com-

pany to be in good condition, though the final value of its

holdings will be largely conditioned on the outcome of the

litigation in the United States and the length of the War.

The company was incorporated ten years ago, and directly or

through subsidiaries has spent £340,598 in developing, main-

taining, and perfecting its patents, and in defending them in

the courts. The original paid-in capital was £86,036. The re-

mainder of the expenditure, plus investments with the cash

surplus in the stock of the Australian and American com-

panies came from royalties and represents use of the com-

panies' patents. At the end of the year the various licensees

of the company were treating about 4,500,000 tons of ore per

annum by flotation and early in 1916, plants capable of treat-

ing 13,000,000 tons per annum are to be in operation. Mr.

Ballot paid a high compliment to the Anaconda staff on the

rapidity with which the reconstruction of the Washoe plant

was carried out, and he gave his shareholders interesting de-

tails regarding the contract between Minerals Separation and

Anaconda. Briefly, the Anaconda company, which acts for the

Inspiration and the others, agreed to pay a minimum royalty

of $300,000 between February 1, 1915, and within five days

after decision by the U. S. Supreme Court of Appeals in the

Hyde case. After such decision is announced, it may return

its license or may continue to work under it. Tn case the

latter be elected, it guarantees to pay royalties upon a mini-

mum of 25,000,000 tons of ore on or before November 6, 1923.

Arizona Copper is one of the three companies which comes
under the terms of this contract ; the fourth has not been

announced. In the new Washoe plant four standard Minerals

Separation machines of 600 tons per day capacity each (thre»

active and one spare) were allotted to each of the eight units

of the mill. The recovery, it was announced, has been raised

from 78 to 96% since the introduction of flotation, and tailing

now contains but 2 lb. copper per ton. Anaconda is building

an 'all flotation' plant to treat 1200 tons per day of zinc ore.

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Metal Production in 1915.

—

Principal Producers.—Dividends.

—Metallurgical Improvements.—Safety Movement.

The total value of the mineral production of British

Columbia in 1915 is estimated at $29,879,000, as follows: placer

gold, $690,000; lode gold, $5,326,000: silver, $1,734,000; lead,

$1,903,000; copper, $9,909,000; zinc, $1,395,000; coal, $5,432,000;

coke, $1,490,000; and miscellaneous products $2,000,000. This

total is $3,490,175 higher thau that for 1914. In quantities of

the various minerals produced there were the following

changes: increases of 6250 oz. placer gold, 10,330 oz. lode gold.

97.820 oz. silver, 12,390,301 lb. copper, 4,133,533 lb. zinc, and
13,923 long tons coke; decreases of 5,319,048 lb. lead, 258,867

long tons coal, and miscellaneous products equivalent in value

to $852,917.

Gold was produced in largest quantity by Rossland mines,

the Centre Star group and the Le Roi; other notable i)roducera

of gold were the Granby company's mines at Phoenix, and the

Nickel Plate group at Hedl'?y. Silver came mostly from Slocan

mines, with the Standard far in the lead with 850,000 oz.. and
the Hewitt and Surprise next with from 200,000 to 300,000 oz.

each. The Sullivan mine. East Kootenay, produced more than

500,000 oz. The Sullivan also made a comparatively large

output of lead—about 26,000,000 lb., while of a total of 14,-

000,000 lb. from Slocan mines the Standard produced 8.481,000

lb. The copper output was from the Granby company's mines,

nearly 22,000 000 lb. from its Hidden Creek mine. Observatory

inlet, and 16,000,000 lb. from its Phoenix mines: while the

Britannia added about 10,000,000 lb. to the total. Zinc was
in greatest quantity from Slocan mines, the output of the

Standard having been 3.789,000 lb., and that of the Surprise

estimated at 2,358,000 lb. Vancouver Island mines i)roduced

956,000 long tons of coal, and in addition slack that yielded

9300 tons of coke; Crowsnest district collieries made a net out-

put of 495,000 tons of coal, besides the slack producing nearly

2L40,000 tons of coke. Miscellaneous minerals, chiefly stone,

clay products, and Portland cement, came in largest proportion

from the Coast district.

The total amount paid in 1915 in dividends by metalliferous

mining companies operating in British Columbia was $1,522,-

353. The amounts distributed by the several companies were

as follows: Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co., $464,398;

Granby Consolidated, $449,955: Hedley Gold Mining, $300,000:

Le Roi No. 2, $58,000; and Standard Silver-Lead Mining Co..

$250,000.

There was little change at gold-treatment mills, except that

the Hedley company made additions to the machinery and

plant at its 40-stamp mill at Hedley, Similkameen. These

included a 24 by 36-in. Traylor jaw-crusher, a second 5 by 22-ft,
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of good ore, and the mine is reported to be in excellent condi-

tion.

Operations on tlie Addis, Moore, and Burns property, near

Soulsbyville, will soon be commenced. C. W. Hopkins of the

Black Oak mine, and Mr. Sweitzer of San Francisco are inter-

ested in the development of this property.

The California Gold Mining & Development Co., organized

to acquire six unpatented quartz claims in this county and

an option to purchase the Chapparel patented quartz mine for

$10,000, has been permited to issue 34,000 shares to E. Bennett

and P. A. Ellis in exchange for the claims, and an option to sell

10,000 shares at par, $1 per share, to net not less than 80c., the

proceeds to be used in development and in meeting the pay-

ments, the 34,000 shares to be held in escrow pending the

financing of the company.

The Springfield Mining & Development Co. last week started

milling high-grade gravel. It is said that the gravel Is of such

value that the mill is running to capacity, which is several

hundred tons per day. The management states that this is the

deposit it has been looking for in the past two years. A. L.

Horner is manager, and Joe. Cardamatori superintendent.

The shoot of ore that is being stoped in the Experimental

mine at Columbia, is 105 ft.'long with 550 ft. of backs, and will

yield from $8 to $15 per ton. Forty feet beyond there is

another shoot of the same character, though only about 40 ft.

in length. Farther south, about 150 ft. from the face of the

2S50 ft. adit, through which the property is worked, is the main
shoot, which is 150 ft. long. This orebody, uncovered from the

shaft on the surface, is rich, and it was to cut this at depth

that the long adit was driven. The intervening shoots were un-

expected. The adit was started in 1906, and with the exception

of two seasons, has been steadily extended. The two-stamp mill

has been discarded, and five modern stamps erected.

An electric pump has been installed at the Rawhide mine,

and is doing good work. Water is being lowered at the rate

of from 10 to 15 ft. per day, it now being below the 200-ft.

level. J. Mocine is in charge.

The Hope mine near Sonora, is working its five-stamp mill

on good ore. Last month No. 1 dividend was declared. New
machinery has been installed, and the general outlook for the

mine is promising.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
FUBTHEE Nickel Inve,stigations.—Porcupine Field.—Nipissi.ng.

Independently of the work of the Ontario Nickel Commission,

which is actively pursuing its investigations as to the feasibil-

ity of refining nickel in Canada, the Dominion Government is

taking action in the same direction. Experts are now studying

the question, and it is not unlikely that some steps will be

taken during the present session of Parliament for the estab-

lishment of this industry. The question has entered on an

entirely different phase to that presented a year ago, when the

principal object in view was to prevent Germany from secur-

ing a supply of the refined metal from the United States. The
main objection then brought forward to the proposition to

prohibit the exportation of nickel matte was the fact that the

principal market was in the United States, the domestic re-

quirements being limited. With the growth of a heavy demand
at high prices for the manufacture of war munitions, the

situation is considerably altered, and even if an embargo on

matte and ore is considered as too drastic a proposition, the

encouragement of nickel refining by similar measures to

those which have resulted in the establishment of the zinc

and copper-refining industries may be anticipated, provided

the report of the Government exports is of a favorable

character.

The International Nickel Co. has decided to erect a nickel

refinery in Canada. In this respect it is stated that the com-

pany wishes to co-operate with the Canadian government in

its desire to have some of the nickel ore mined in the Sudliin>'

district refined in the Dominion. During the last quarter of

1915 the company's earnings were 6.8% on the common stock.

After paying the common and preferred dividends the quarter's

surplus will be $733,122. The general balance-sheet at the end

of 1915 was highly satisfactory, much better than previously.

This is according to the Boston Newn Bureau.

During December the Alexo mine shipped 12S3 tons of nickel

ore to the Mond plant at Corniston.

The recent visit of a representative of one of the large

English mining firms, largely interested in South African

mines, to Porcupine, has given currency to a widespread report

that this firm has made an offer of $25,000,000 to the Canadian

Mining & Finance Co. for its Porcupine holdings, including

51% of the HoUinger stock, and the Acme-Millerton and

Hollinger Extension properties, which was refused. Whether

this statement is correct or not, there is a strong feeling among
mining men that Porcupine is likely before long to attract

British capital on a large scale, in view of the increasing cost

of deep mining on the Rand, compared with the comparatively

small outlay and large profits to be made in the Porcupine

field. In the earlier days here there were many engineers from

British investors, which had little practical result; but it is

pointed out that conditions have radically changed, as the

value of the field has been proved, and undeveloped properties

can now be had at much more reasonable prices than those

formerly asked. The total production of the Dome for

1915 was $1,468,272 from 317,873 tons, or $4.56 per ton, com-

pared with $1,058,629 from 219,609 tons, averaging S4.99 per

ton in 1914. The Hardinge ball and pebble section of the mill

will be in operation by March, which with an increase in the

cyanide capacity is expected to increase the quantity to over

40,000 tons per month. The main shaft is now down over 600

ft. The quarterly statement of the Mclntyre for the three

months ended December 31 shows 26,160 tons milled averaging

$7.39 per ton, with a recovery of $184,233, or 95.42%. Operat-

ing costs were $4.16 per ton. and working profits $75,485.

No. 4 shaft, now down 600 ft., will be sunk to a greater depth,

and No. 5 shaft is down 700 ft. Diamond-drilling from thi.j

has cut an orebody at a vertical depth of 750 ft., which is 19

ft. wide, and valued at $18 per ton. It is expected that the

unit of the mill will be ready to operate about the middle of

February, making a capacity of 450 tons per day. At ihe

Schumacher, driving has been started at the 600-ft. level, and

ore is being stoped from the upper levels. The mill is treating

about 100 tons per day. The Standard property, adjoining

the Dome Lake, has been purchased by the Porcupine Premier

company, capitalized at $1,000,000. No. 1 shaft will be sunk

to 500 ft. The Dome Extension is being unwatered. The

vein system exposed just before the mine was closed three

years ago will be thoroughly explored, diamond-drilling will be

undertaken to cut the Dome veins at depth.

The new plant of the La Belle Kirkland in the Goodfish Lake

area, which cost $20,000, is in operation. A. M. Scott, J. P.

Bickell, and associates, have purchased a claim at Boston

creek, where a discovery was made showing rich sulphide ore.

Developments that promise to be important have been made

at the Nipissing at Cobalt. A winze sunk on vein 490, below

the fourth level of the Meyer vein system, when about 30 ft.

down cut a shoot 8 in. wide assaying 7000 oz. per ton. It

dipped out of the winze In a short distance. Geological in-

vestigations indicate that a fault has lowered the formation

about 100 ft., and the winze will be continued down, with the

expectation that the vein can be cross-cut at depth.

Ore and concentrate shipments from Cobalt last year totaled

16,156 tons, against 18,221, 20,916, 21,632, 24.922, and 33.P77 tons

in the previous years respectively. This shows that the dis-

trict is increasingly becoming more dependent on its own

mills than sending the ore and products away for treatment.

Diamond-drilling is shortly to be started by the La Rose

company at Cobalt, on ground adjoining the Chambers-Fer-

land.
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ARIZONA
Mohave CofNTY

The Time* MIninK Co. has increased its cni>lnil from 1,000.-

(MX) to 1.500.000 $1 shares. A 25-hi>. Kasollni- hoist. SOhp.

Kasoline engine and aOO-cu. ft. coiupressor, and drill-shnrponor

are belnR iustalled. Cross-ciittlnK Is under way at 150 ft.

dojith. The Oatnian UIk I-ode shaft Is down 40 ft. A 25-hp.

hoist has been ordered. The Times mine will suppl.v air for

machine-drills.

At the BIr Jim samples taken every five feet across the

•16-ft. lode at 400 ft. average $7.44 i>er ton. Six feet near the

foot-wall assays (15.

Shafts at the Iviuihoe. Merry Widow. Fesscndon, I>azy Boy.

Gilt Edge, and Carter mines are down 40. 100. 200, 60. 55. and

250 ft. deep respectively.

At the 300 ft. In the Tom Reed mine a three-foot shoot is

reported to assay up to $1750 per ton.

ARKANSAS
Final figures of the output oi ihe north Arkansas field show-

that it was 1.226.314 lb. blende. 6.S41.325 lb. lump silicate.

7.222.990 lb. milled silicate, and 13S.375 lb. lead, valued at a

total of $1,082,790. This is equal to about one week's produc-

tion of the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region.

Drew Coi-ntv

Since commencing work six months ago, the Yellow Rose

mine at Rush has produced 450 tons of zinc ore worth $30,000,

by pick and shovel work. A large pile of loTJ ore is ready

for the new mill, soon to be ready. From the dump worth

$30,000 a profit of $15,000 is expected. $11,000 for the plant,

and $4000 for treatment.

CALIFORNIA

Oil production in December amounted to 7.397,478 bbl.. a

small decrease. There were 2 rigs completed, 172 wells drill-

ing. 24 completed. 4 abandoned, and 6196 producing. Stocks

are down to 55.977.1S0 barrels. This large reserve is of con-

Slar. accordiUK I" 111" Hiiperintendeiit. II. CliirU. 'I'hr Mliiift is

In lie sunli ill ciiice. Uleclric motors are belni; InHliilled.

HirrK C'or.NTV

An olil prospector named A, Oanind IdimkI a nunKel woilli

$1200 at the Ited Hill mine near .MaKalla last week. The old

Wlllani claim there yielded a 54-lb. nugKel niiiny years ano.

Cai.avkkas Col'.NTV

Calaveras Coi)lier shareholders met on .lanuary 31 lo ;i|i

prove of a jilan for refinancing, designed to preserve without

assessment the equity In the property. This Is with a view to

showing If earnings may ultimately l)e developed on the 375,-

750 outstanding shares. II was ' jiropostnl to extend at 6%
Interest debts totaling alioiil $7.^)|i.iio(p. provided the company

agrees to pay no dividends until iill Indebtedness Is liquidated.

Holders of the bonds and of such debenlures as may be Issued

in the extension will be given the right lo vote.

The Gravel Deposits Mining Co. of San Francisco is oper-

ating a property in the Mokehimne Hill district called the

Veith Pelletlon placer mine. An old adit Is being re-opened,

and some machinery will be Installed In the spring.

El.DOIlADO Coi NIV

In a cross-cut driven from near the face of the old main

cross-cut in the Pre-volcanic gravel mine, 18 miles east of

Placerville, at about 1350 ft. In from the portal of the adit

and 100 ft. vertical depth from the surface, gravel on bed-

rock Is yielding $1 to $3 |)er pan. J. H. Zimmerman had

leased the mine to a Mr. Alexander of Los Angeles. Owing to

snow work has been suspended.

Pi.r.MAs County

Good progress is reported from the Walker mine near

Portola in mill construction, and before long the 100-ton

plant will be at work.

Shasta County

Along the river on the east side of Redding the El Oro

Dredging Co. of Oroville is prospecting with a Keystone drill.

The company has an option on 400 acres.

TYPICAL CALIFOBXIAX OII.FIKI.n.

siderable importance at present, as the violent storms of

January 16 and 27 blew down several hundred derricks in

the Bakersfield and Coalinga fields, besides doing an immense

amount of other damage.

Amadob Couxtt

The Retta mine near Plymouth is now called the Amador

Tbi.mty County

In our issue of last week it was stated that the Alta Bert

company's property had been sold; this is not so.

When the Crown Reserve company of Cobalt. Ontario, ac-

quired the Globe Consolidated property near Dedrick, the

Globe Consolidated Lease Incorporated was organized to oper-
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ate it. The mill is treating 125 tons of |9 ore per day. Deeper

exploration is showing a good deal of ore.

COLORADO
CUAKFEK COLNTY

At Salida. a plant to treat complex zinc ore from the North

Fork Power & Mines Co.'s property is being installed in the

Stiver's factory building on Front street, by J. W. Emerson,

and will be under the supervision of S. V. V. Zabriskie,

formerly with the New .Jersey Zinc Co. Ores from other mines

will be treated later. A new patented process, claimed to be

better than flotation, is to be used.

GiLPIX COTJNTY

Lessees and tributers in Gilpin county are said to be com-

plaining about the unreasonable rates of the Chamberlain

Sampling Co. at Black Hawk; sampling, freight, and treat-

ment are considered to be much too high.

The Pittsburg mine in Russell gulch continues to produce

rich ore; recent shipments settled for up to 9.43 oz. gold, 11.5

oz. silver, and ISCc copper.

L.\ Plata County

Snow-slides practically buried the town of La Plata on Jan-

uary 29.

OuBAY County

The Mt. Hayden Mining & Milling Co. has been organized to

operate the Thistledown Mining & Milling Co.'s property at

Mt. Hayden, sold last spring at a sheriff's sale.

The new experimental flotation plant of C. R. Wilfley is in

operation at Ouray. It includes crushers, vibrating screens of

different mesh, a No. 5 Wilfley table. Minerals Separation

flotation machine, and accessories.

San Juan County

Prospectors along Cement creek last week found a boulder

10-ft. diameter that had been carried down by a snow-slide

and had split, showing a wide black streak which proved to be

very high-grade tungsten ore. A rush to locate the source of

this ore has set in, in spite of danger.

Summit County

The Tonopah Placers Co., operating three dredges near

Breckenridge, reports net earnings of $90,961 in the quarter

ended November 30.

A 50-ton Dorr continuous system cyanide plant is to be

erected at the Jessie mine at Gold Run in conjunction with the

40-stanip mill. The partly oxidized gold ores will be tested.

The mine also produces some lead and zinc ores.

Teller Couxty (Cripple Creek)

At the Johnson-Mack lease of the Ella W. claim on Tender-

foot hill, a large body of rich ore has been opened In an adit.

The daily output is a carload of good ore. This area Is con-

siderably active just now. in spite of cold weather.

IDAHO
Shoshone County (Coeur d'Alene)

I Special Correspondence.)—Regular shipments from the

property of the Coeur d'Alene Antimony Mining Co., known
locally as the Antimony mine, situated on Pine Creek, about

five miles west of Kellogg, are now being made. The present

output is one car of concentrate and sorted ore each five or

six days, but soon this will be increased to about three car-

loads of antimony ore per week, containing between 40 and

50Sr antimony metal. The ore is about as pure a stibnite as

can be found, as proved by the fact that the ore has never been

penalized for any impurity by the smelters. The ore-shoot, as

far as opened up, is over 430 ft. long, and from 1 to 5 ft. wide.

Pine Creek, January 25.

Last week the Star Antimony Co. shipped its first carload,

30 tons, of 50% antimony ore from the Brown-Finnell mine on

Pine Creek. This was hand sorted and jigged.

It is reported at Wallace that the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

smelter will be built at Kellogg. Also that the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul railroad will be extended from Coeur

d'Alene into the Wallace district. Another important bearing

on the region is the suit of the Washington Water Power Co. v.

the Montana Power Co., the plaintiff alleging that the defend-

ant is doing business here in violation of the laws of Idaho.

A large number of attorneys and witnesses were called to the

trial, which is adjourned for 15 days.

In the Hecla mine the second ore-shoot is now 1200 ft. in

depth and 800 ft. long at 900 ft. On the 1600-ft. level it is

2000 ft. long. Ten cents per share, or $100,000, was distributed

recently.

During 1915 the Success Mining Co.'s income was $1,255,802,

profit, $898,936, and dividends, $555,000. The surplus on

December 31 was $251,111. The mine is in fine condition. On

the 1200-ft. level there is 7 ft. of 25% zinc ore.

From the Golden Chest at Murray 3737 tons of hand-jigged

tungsten (scheelite) concentrate was shipped two weeks ago.

Some rich ore has been found by A. Rosander on Butte creek.

The Coeur d'Alene region has been visited by severe weather,

including much snow, interrupting railway service and mining

operations. Snow-slides are reported from several !)oints.

MICHIGAN
Houghton County (The Copper Country)

(Special Correspondence.)—The Winona is making a small

profit at present capacity, but costs are nearly 16c. per lb., and

the output is not increasing much. The ore is different to

other in the district, and some additional process is necessary

to save the fine copper.

Good progress is being made with the new furnace at the

Calumet & Hecla's Dollar Bay plant. The absorption of the

Tamarack by the C. & H. has apparently been dropped tor

the present.

Two heads of stamps are under construction at the Ahmeek's

mill; by July there should be eight dropping. The ore is

yielding 24 lb. metal per ton. The future for many years is

good.

At the Hancock 300 men are employed. The first ore to come

from No. 7 shaft of the Quincy, under the joint arrangement,

went to the Quincy mill last week.

The Seneca is a mine with a promising future. Ore was

opened on the Kearsarge lode in 1910. The company owes

nearly $200,000 to the C. & H. The Gratiot owes the C. & H.

over $400,000. It has shallow possibilities on the Kearsarge

lode. These two and other properties nearby could be consol-

idated to advantage.

Ore from the Lake mine is averaging 30 lb. per ton. The

output in 1915 was 3,000.000 lb. Work is confined to a few

levels, no ore being extracted from below No. 10.

Houghton, January 25.

MONTANA
Severe storms passed over this State last week, considerably

hampering mining, transport, and ore-treatment operations.

SiLVERBOvv County

The Butte & Superior company's Black Rock shaft is down

2000 ft. Two new three-compartment shafts will be ready for

operation by the end of the year. Part of the decision in the

Elm Orlu-Butte & Superior suit appears on page 220 of this

issue. On January 27 a skip containing five tons of ore fell

from the SOO to the 1600-tt. level, doing considerable damage

to the Black Rock shaft.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

Final figures of the Goldfield Consolidated for December

show that from the treatment of 35,610 tons of ore the profit

was $53,029. Costs were $4.48 per ton. Development amounted
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10 2MI rt. at tS.37 |H<r foot. In llir UihI Tu|>-UiKunii. :(°iO ((

levrl. TOU fl. north of tlio Khaft, 30S-S sill produrtMl LTiti toiiM

of $113. :T or*. LdwtH'n ihIiuhI 70t> tonii worth 91*74: ;'i; loim

WAS tn-ntt><l lot'iilly nml Ihr l>nlittu'<> ><lil|>tH><l to Hiiicllcr.

MlNriLVI. COI'NTY

Atklnii. KroU ti Co.'» ttitiKKton |>roiM>rty, 12 nillrii from Soilii

vllle. tti |>ro<l(iclnK iO tons of ort> dully. This Ih concontrnlrd

at a plant nonr LuniiiK. Ovor 40 men nro pmployoil.

UlMtH.N ColNTV

WaKOfl hnvo boon advanced 25o. |>or day at the I'rlnco Con-

soltdatod at Hiocho. bas<-d on !i.5-r. load nnd r>r>'(-. Mllvor. The

diillr output Is 400 tons.

N\K COINTV

Tonopah mines Inst week yielded n total of SUflO ton« of orf

worth $176,2S0. The Belmont shipped 116.214 or. bullion.

Tho Kxtonslon Is to enlarge Its 40-8tamp mill by adding in

more, a tube-mill, thickener, agitator, etc., to bring the monthly

total to 10.000 tons.

The r»>port of the Monarch Pittsburg Mining Co. for 1915

shows that 1806 ft. of development was done at a cost of $9.91

per foot, on the ><.">i>-ft. level in rhyolite. A vein was cut early

in Januan.-, 1916. two feet assaying $36.68 per ton. Cash on

hand amounts to $1350.

At Manhattan there has been some bad weather, yet Im-

portant work was commenced l^cently.

The While Caps shaft is being deepened 100 ft. from 210 ft.

The output to this depth is 19.909 tons worth $.'?S1.054. and

reserves are placed at 14.2S5 tons of $14 ore. J. A. Cole is

superintendent.

The Union Amalgamated mill has been overhauled, but

heavy snow Interferes with hauling ore from the mine to the

plant. The assay-offlce was burned on January 9.

Opeu-cut mining at the Big Pine has been curtailed by the

weather. The ore Is of belter grade lately. A new type of con-

cave has been designed for crushing the schist ore. The
Union mine water shaft caught fire, and after many schemes

for pulling it out failed chemical extinguishers w^ere success-

ful.

White Pine Colxty

Mill-men and mechanics at McGill have been given an in-

crease of 35c. per day by the Nevada Consolidated, and 20c.

for common labor. This is dependent on 20-c. copper; higher

piices mean a further rise. The mines are producing 12,000

tons of ore daily, employinc "Onn men in all departments.

TENNESSEE
Polk Coixtv

Following a demand for increased wages the Tennessee

Copper Co.'s mines are closed. The acid-plant is still in opera-

tion. According to Utley Wedge, the president, the men made
their demands on January IS. and struck the following morn-

ing.

UTAH
Juab Couxty

Following the rise in wages at the Chief Consolidated, the

other companies at Tintic followed suit with a 2oc. increase.

Over 1300 men will benefit.

So far the shoot at 1000 ft. in the Iron Blossom has been

opened for 25 ft. in width, averaging 20% copper. Some ore is

being shipped, also silicious lead-silver ore, totaling 150 tons

daily.

The Lower Mammoth Mining Co.'s report for 1915 has been

issued. Mine development has been encouraging, and a large

quantity of low-grade zinc ore has been opened. According to

the general manager, J. C. Dick, 150 tons of zinc ore will be

shipped per month during 1916. The output of silver-lead,

zinc, and copper ore was 377. 1621, and 1113 tons respectively,

worth $54,849. A dividend of $10,000 was paid, and the bal-

ance is $5578.

S M 1 I.AKK Col M V

The picMldi'UI of iIh' Alln ConHolldilted Mining Co., A. O.

Jurobmin, biiM ImhuimI a HlHli'niciit ubntit IiihI yciir'H work. A<lll.«,

ralM'H. and rroHKculH lci(al<'d 11.MI ft. A Hliiiri waH HunU luri

ft., and (IrirtM drlvt-n brlow tlii' adit Icvi-l dm Ibi- Brain llxHun-.

A InrKi' i|uantlly of lowmade oii' wan drvelopi'd. wlildi will

net n good pnillt when the nrw i'.illwa\ Ih conipleliv I'Ih

company Is free of di'bt.

Bad weather has Interfered with Khlpmenl and reduction

of the Utah Copper Co.'h concentrate at the (iarfleld Hnielt<>r.

The Ulab-Aiii'X company Ih expected to nuike a profit of

$70.00(1 In January, ecimil to $1.50 per Kharo per annum Tin-

nulpiil Is rsri.noO.OOO lb. lead at 3.6r. per lb. cost.

Summit County

During' tlu' week ended January 28 the Park City diHlrlcl

shipped lo:!9 tons of ore. A severe storm visited the place on

that day. resiilling In general nirtallinent for the time.

rnwalering the Ontario mine, from 1500 to 17ii() fl.. Ih under

way. Tho shaft at this depth has been full since March 1905.

TOOEI.E Cotl.NTY

At an alilludc of 5600 ft., 18 miles west of Mercur. ami half-

way between West Tintic and OranlsvlUe. Ih the O. K. silver

mine, where ore was opened at a dei)tli of Go fl. In November

last. This has been followed to 125 fl., Ihe value Increasing

with depth. Thirty-four tons recently settled at 488 oz. silver,

0.235 oz. gold, and 0.15% copper. More Is ready for the smelter.

WASHINGTON
The Knob Hill Mining Co.. oi>erating at Kepublic. paid an

indebtedness of about $i:!,00n during 1915 and closed the year

with cash on hand anioiinling to $5746, in addition lo about

$2100 due for ore already shijiped but not settled for by the

smelter, according to reports submitted to the annual share-

holders' meeting in Spokane last week. The year's shipments

of ore amounted to approximately 3500 tons with a gross

value of $SO.nOO. Smelter returns amounted to $62,000. The

gross value of the 1914 tonnage was about $75,000. During

the year the directors followed the imlicy of develoi)ing new

ore reserves and preparing the property to increase shipments

at a future time, expending $7795 on develoi)nient and $1500

on improvements.

Spokaxe County

So far for January, companies in the North-west in which

Spokane people are interested, have paid $628,850 in dividends,

or $377,100 more than in that period of last year.

Stkvens County

The present rate of shipments of the United Copjier mine

at Chewelah is 1000 tons of crude ore and 500 tons of concen-

trate, averaging 4.42% copper and 16 oz. silver and 13.38% and

42 oz.. respectively, per month. Profits in January are ex-

pected to be over $25,000.

WISCONSIN
Grant County

(Special Correspondence.)—At Platteville the Empire Sepa-

rators, working here for six years, are being removed. The

Wilson mine at Potosi, is making 60% wet concentrate, and

new bodies of ore have been opened, enhancing the value of

the property. Two local separating-plants restored during the

summer of 1915 are working steadily on crude ore. Many

drilling outfits are engaged with good results.

At Cuba the National Separating Works is handling 700 to

800 tons of raw ore per week, and shipments of refined ore

are from 7 to 10 cars. Strikes with drill were made on the

Dall tract, where a few years ago a big dividend payer was

operating and suspended, having lost the ore. Three borings,

1000 ft. west of the old Dall mine, show massive formations

of zinc ore. Exploration continues.

Platteville, January 20.
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Lafayette County

(Special Correspondence.)—Benton continues to lead the

field in production, shipping weekly from 35 to 50 cars zinc

products of all grades. The Hird is a new mine developed in

1915, and a complete new 500-ton mill and power-plant is

being erected. Serious complaints are filed by all leading

operators in this section of the field against the power service

being supplied by H. M. Byllesby & Co. of Chicago, station at

Galena, 111. The New .Jersey Zinc Co. has drilled the

Meloy lease and a complete power and milling plant will be

supplied at once.

The New Diggings district. little known early in 1915, now

bids fair to become the leading producer of this region. A
great deal of new work is under way. while production in-

creases.

Benton, .January 20,

WYOMING
Among the undeveloped resources of the State of Wyoming,

the U. S. Geological Survey reports, are bituminous shale,

volcanic ash, graphite, asphaltum, manganese ores, bentonite

(a clay), tin, salt, bismuth and, perhaps most important, phos-

phate rock, on which the future of American agriculture may
largely depend. It is estimated that more than 1,250,000 acres

in Wyoming are underlain by workable phosphate deposits, a

phosphate area greater than that of any other State. Its coal-

fields cover about 41,500 sq. miles—two-fifths of the State's

area—and contained originally an estimated 670,723,000,000

tons. Of this quantity only 178,000,000 tons, or about one-

fortieth of 1%, has been exhausted.

CANADA
British Columbi.\

Gold-bullion deposits at the Vancouver assay office in 1915

were 7S9 more than during the previous year, with an in-

creased value of over $700,000. Of this British Columbia con-

tributed $13,000,000, Yukon $1,150,000, and Alberta, $2000.

Sixteen mines, including the Centre Star and Le Roi, and'

several in Washington, sent 8766 tons of ore to the Trail

smelter last week. The Lead Queen, in the Windermere region

of East Kootenai, IS miles from Frisco, sent a car of ore to the

smelter.

The Spokane, Washington, Mining Men's club is to visit

Rossland early in February.

The Slocan Star Mining Co., operating at Sandon, has issued

$100,000 first-mortgage bonds to improve the mine and mill

and give the company a reserve. A recent sale of zinc con-

centrate liquidated all debts. The mine is opening satis-

factorily.

MEXICO
SONOK.^.

The great drawback to resumption of mining in this State

is that of transport of ore to shipping points on the railroads.

Labor is not as plentiful as desired. Burros and mules are in

great demand for packing, but the revolution has used up many
of these animals.

According to James Malcolmson of the Tigre Mining Co.,

conditions are normal again at EI Tigre. On account of

poverty in the Bavispe River towns there is plenty of labor

available. There is plenty of pack animals.

NuEvo Leon

At the A. S. & R. smelter at Monterrey five furnaces are in

blast.

The annual convention of the American Concrete Institute

win be held at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, February 14 to

18. Among the membership of the Institute are included some

of the foremost names in the United States of engineers and

architects. A large number of papers are to be read. -

Seeley^ W. Mudd is taking a holiday in Florida.

C. W. Merrill and Albert Burch are in New York.

Charles E. Bacon has gone to south-eastern Alaska.

W. Spencer Hutchinson, of Boston, is at the Palace hotel.

H. C. Anchor is at the Dome Extension mine. Porcupine.

C. S. Hebzig has been visiting the Joplin district, Missouri.

James M. Hyde has joined Charles Butters in flotation

work.

H. S. Lee has moved from Haileybury. Ontario, to Leadville,

Colorado.

W. B. Dennis, of the Black Butte quicksilver mine, is in

San Francisco.

J. K. Turner was in San Francisco on his return from Oat-

man to Goldfield.

R. E. Tremoubeux, of the North Star Mines, was in San

.Francisco this week.

Edgar A. Collins has resigned as manager for the Common-
wealth Mining Co., at Pearce, Arizona.

L. F. LeBrun is engineer-in-charge of re-modeling the Jerry

Johnson cyanide mill, at Cripple Creek.

Hudson H. Nicholson is returning to Lincoln. Nebraska,

from an inspection in Plumas county, California.

Charles F. Rand was elected president of the United En-

gineering Society at the annual meeting on January 27.

Frederick Bradshaw, of the Tonopah Belmont, is at the com-

pany's Surf Inlet mine on Princess Royal island, British

Columbia.

Robt. F. Wood, formerly chemist at the Quincy Smelting

Works, Hancock, Michigan, is with the Sandusky Foundry &

Machine Co., of Ohio.

J. B. Tyrrell of Toronto, Canada, is sailing for England on

the Baltic on February 9. His address while in England will

be 208 Salisbury House, London, E.C.

David H. Ladd, of Houghton, Michigan, lately metallurgist

and manager for the Wallaroo Smelting Works of South

Australia, is secretary, treasurer, and general manager for the

Sandusky Foundry & Machine Co., of Ohio.

J. W. Bennie, Norman Carmichael, and M. H. McLean, man-

agers of the Shannon, Arizona, and Detroit copper companies,

respectively, have returned to resume charge of the properties,

now that the strike in the Clifton-Morenci district, Arizona, is

over.

W. T. Burns has been promoted to be superintendent of elec-

trolytic refineries, and will have charge of the electrolytic

copper refinery and the electrolytic zinc plant, which is in

course of construction for the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at

Great Falls, Montana. E. E. Brownson, formerly chief

chemist, has been promoted to be assistant superintendent of

the electrolytic copper refinery.

Robert W. Conklin, New York representative of the Granby

Mining & Smelting Co., St. Louis, died January 10, after an

illness of ten days. Pneumonia was the cause.

The Mackay School of Mines at Reno has issued a bulletin

describing the work and benefits of the State Mining Labora-

tory. During 1915, 1085 individuals sent in 2058 samples of

ores from 172 localities, resulting in 7830 determinations, an

increase of 25% over the number of persons and samples in

1914. Since 1895 a total of 6003 people have sent in U,589

samples from 1835 localities, requiring 44,792 determinations.

Instructions are given in the bulletin as to how to send

specimens.

The American Association of Engineers of Chicago, has

issued the first number of its monthly called 'The Monad.'
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THE METAL MARKET
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8nn I'riiiiclHco. K.-lir<mr.v .'.

CcnlB per pounil.

44

26

6.S5— 7.30

1290—SOO
21

43

30

Antimony
Klpcirolyllc copper
PlB li-ad

«jiiu-k«llver (per nai>t>

Spelter
Tin
ZInc-dusi, 100-kr. ilnc-llned cases

ORR PRICBS
San Frniu lm-.>. I-'fliruary 2.

Antimony: downward tr<-nd. SO-'r product, per unit |2

Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton IB—18

MaKDesltc: crude, per ton. f.o.b 7.50—10

UaKnesltc: plastic, no Iron and Urae, calcined, per ton 50

Magncsite: refractory, up to 7":^ Iron, calcined, per ton... 30—40

Manganese: SOTc metal. S^e silica, per ton, f.o.b. cars, S. F.

Tungsten: minimum 65'~'r WOi. per unit for spot

EASTKnX METAl. MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

February 3.—Copper Is active and slronK: lead la (Irm owlnK

to export demand; zinc Is quiet and easier.

SILVER

Below are given the average New York quotations. In cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

.40-

Date.
Jan

Feb.

56.75 Dec,
8 57.3

_9 57.12 Jan.
30 Sunday
31 57.12
1 56.87

56.87 Feb.
Monthly averages

1915. 1916

Average week ending
22 51.23
29 54.05
5 55.67

12 56.62
19 56.68
26 57.14

2 57.02

Jan.
Feb.

1914.

. .57.58

. . 57.53
Mch 58.01
Apr. 58.52
May 58.21
June 56.43

48.85
48.45
50.61
50.25
49.87
49.03

56.76
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, January 28.

Interest in copper, lead, and zinc is largely confined to the

foreign situation. In all three, domestic buying has to a great

extent subsided, but the London quotations are strong, and

the demand heavy. With lead, especially, it may be said,

Watch London." Russia and France have been heavy buyers

of copper. The price of electrolytic continues to advance at

London, and was quoted at £122 on January 27. The rail-

road freight embargoes that hampered consumers have been

Iiartly raised, and some large deliveries have been made, one

train for New England delivery consisting of 45 cars of copper.

Until the New York quotation exceeded 19c., an active business

was done in zinc tor domestic delivery, but the galvanizers are

not heavy buyers. Business in tin has been confined to futures,

consumers having learned to protect themselves. Antimony

and aluminum are unchanged.

The prices of steel products continue to advance, and some

eastern Pennsylvania plate-makers, where they will take busi-

ness at all, are asking 3c., mill. In the last quarter of 1915

the earnings of the United States Steel Coroporation were

$51,232,788, and the total earnings of the year $130,351,296.

Those in 1914 were $71,663,615, indicating a gain of about

820r. Russian interests are inquiring for great quantities of

metal-working machinery in this market, one representative

alone enquiring for 3265 tools. Every branch of industry is

active, and prosperity should soon permeate every part of the

country, if it has not already done so.

COPPER

The market continues inactive so far as domestic buyers

are concerned, and interest is largely centred in conditions

abroad, especially at London, where the quotation for electro-

lytic advanced on January 27 to £122. The trend of the

English market is confusing in view of the reported action

of the British government in fixing a maximum price of £100.

Prance and Russia have been heavy buyers of the metal, one

enquiry from the French government calling for 10,000 tons

for delivery throughout the next eight months. Exports in

January, including the 27th, total 19,600 tons. The New York

quotation for electrolytic touched 25.37Jc., cash, on the 24th,

for delivery in the next two or three months. Spot metal, of

which little seems to be available, was quoted up to 26c., cash,

New York, on that day. Lake was nominal at about the same

figures. There is some evidence of easiness in quotations, but

in the absence of business it is difficult to tell precisely where

the market stands. It is certain, however, that the producers

still control, and that any considerable show of interest on the

part of consumers will quickly send the market higher. The

entire trade is inclined to be bullish in sentiment. There is,

temporarily at least, a betterment in the railroad-freight con-

gestion, and some of the lines have raised their embargoes.

The New York. New Haven & Hartford did so last Sunday

night, and the following morning a record-breaking shipment

of 45 carloads of refined copper was started from Perth Amboy
to supply the needs of consumers in New England, some of

whom had been in distress. Many of the rolling-mills have

their copper delivered in special shapes instead of in ordinary

1 ingot form, and the inability to ship these shapes almost halted

operations in some of the mills. In several directions it is

urged that the copper producers resume the publications of

production statistics, such as were issued formerly by the

Copper Producers" Association. The National Conduit &

Cable Co., in its Copper Gossip, under date of January 20 says:

"Sales during the last 30 days make up an imjiressive total,

and it is these substantial transactions which have given ap-

parent justification to the hardening movement of i)rices.

There is, however, danger of carrying the upward tendency

forward too aggressively. There is no doubt that 1916 will

witness redoubled activity at producing centres. It confusion

and unsettlement are to be avoided it will be absolutely neces-

sary to give persistent attention to maintaining a healthy

equilibrium between supply and demand. Since the former

custom of making monthly reports of production and stocks

on hand has gone out of fashion, the trade is without this

official data upon which some intelligent opinion of the situa-

tion might be based. We venture to suggest that the present

time is an especially favorable psychological moment for re-

suming that practice."

ZINC

Until two or three days ago the market was active, both sixit

and first-half deliveries moving well, but since then the market

has become quieter, probably because of the higher prices

which developed with the better demand. On January 27

prompt spelter was obtainable at 19c., New York, and 18.75c.,

St. Louis, but there was little interest shown. Futures were

easier also, and on that day the minimum quotations were

about 18.25c. for February, 17.75c. for March, and 15.50c. for

second-quarter deliveries. It is notable that the galvanizers are

buying little spelter, and they are the principal consumers of

prime Western. The heavy business in brass-mill grades,

which sell at around 21c., has been largely shared by two large

producers. According to the trade the producers of prime

Western are proceeding on the theory that it Is better for them

to limit their sales and get high prices, rather than sell several

times the quantity and get much lower prices. London inter-

ests report that the English galvanizing trade is going from

"bad to worse." Exports in January, including the 27th, total

4240 tons, but yet American sellers are reported to be behind

in their export shipments.

The base price of sheet-zinc was advanced on January 26

to 24c., f.o.b. mill, carload lots, 8% off for cash.

LEAD

The market is strong at 6.10c., New York, and 6c. to 6.02*c..

St. Louis. The foreign demand has been heavy, which is

largely accountable for the strong market here. Up to the

21st, when the leading interest advanced its price to 6.10c.

(from 5.90c.) the market had been growing easier, but there

came a change at London, and the market here followed. Six)t

lead at London stood at £32 5s. on the 27th. London appeai-s

to dominate the lead situation. One reason for the strength

abroad, and the great demand for American lead, is that the

tight ocean-freight situation stands in the way of getting

supplies from Spain and Australia. It is expected that large

purchases on foreign account will continue to be made. Ex-

ports of this month, including the 27th, total 3355 tons.

TIN

Business has been almost entirely confined to futures, either

tin afloat or tor shipment from the Far East, as has been the

case for some months. In fact the character of tin buying

has been greatly changed. The uncertainties of war times

has caused practically all consumers to provide for their future

requirements as far as they can, and therefore, while the

arrivals are of generous size at the present time, almost all

of the metal is the property of consumers when it arrives,

and there is little left for spot trading. Spot metal was quoted

on .January 22 at 42c., 26th at 41.87c., and 27th at 41.75c.

Arrivals of the month, up to and including the 27th. totaled

4155 tons, and there was afloat 5125 tons.
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Silver in 1915

•Tho sllvrr nuirko( diirliiK iyi'> wiis Bfffcti'cl l>y tin- cxo'i)-

llonal coiidltlnnn which nttnch to ii sinlc of »iir. It Ih then'-

for»> ri'iiuirkiililo that for lh«> flrsi 10 iiioiithK. tho tonor of

l>rlr«'8 sliould hnvi' Im-ph so even In dplto of i-vonls, which. In

normal circumstances, would have left conMlilonihlo Imprcs-

slon. Throughout that |>erlod. the price allowed Rrcat slend-

InosK. and violent tluctuatlons were practically absent. This

Is the more worthy of comment when It Is remenihered that

a quotation for forward delivery has not been miule since the

outbreak of war. because such a quotation forms a sleudyInK

factor by affording opemtors an alternative method of deal-

ing. The demand was by no means the same ius In pre-war

times. Trade enquiry languished, and the Indian Bazaars

for a long i>erlod abstained from purchases in Ix>ndon owing

to the high rates of insurance and other causes.

An unusual portion of the buying derived from coinage

orders on account of the British and foreign mints. As these

orders were launched in order to meet urgent requirements

for currency, the question of price had little weight, for the

profit was ample. On the other hand, sales were almost con-

fined to the United States. Canada, and Mexico. Europe being

more a buyer than a seller. The uncertainty as to things

financial practically eliminated the speculative element during

the period mentioned, as purch.ises had to be made on a cash

basis in the absence of a forward quotation. Bear sales

presented difficulty for the same reason. At the beginning of

the year. Eastern business, both for the Indian Bazaars and

China, figured fairly largely, but the buying on the part of the

former was not robust, and fell off as the year advanced.

The scantiness of supplies from Mexico, owing to internal

difficulties, prevented the price from easing to any great extent.

Threats of submarine interference with merchant shipping,

and a falling-off in sales from the United States, owing to ris-

ing insurance rates, had the effect of lifting the price to a

somewhat higher level in March. Under the stress of compet-

ing coinage orders, there was a rise, but the upward move-

ment proved too tempting to China, and selling set-in from that

quarter. Throughout April the market was healthy, being

supported by the Indian Bazaars and a fair amount of coinage

demand. In May shipments from the United States moderated

and some Indian speculators bought for a rise. This move-

ment, however, proved short-lived and unprofitable, and prices

acquired a sagging tendency: the limited extent of Continental

and other demand did not provide the stimulus of competition,

while China was a frequent seller. A downward course was

pursued until the lowest price of the year, was reached on

July 29, 46.87 cents.

A contributory cause to the weakness about this period was
anxiety felt as to the course of the monsoon in India, while

Mexico was able occasionally to export silver which had to be

disposed of on a somewhat unwilling inarket. On August 9 the

United States Treasury commenced to make purchases and

continued to buy with some freedom, until the price rose to a

higher level. The rise was assisted by the exchange with

Ameinca moving unfavorably for sellers of silver from that

country.

As autumn set in the French coinage demand became in-

sistent, and an important factor in the price. Almost from

the beginning of the War complaints were made from all

parts of France, including the capital itself, that the amount
of 2-frane. 1-franc. and 5-centime coins in circulation was in-

sufficient for commercial transactions. Toward the end of

August a mint was established at Castel-Sarrasin.

Abstract from the 'Annual Bullion Letter' of Samuel
Montagu & Co.. London.

Till' result of the purchase of between fnin' ;iiid live nilllliiii

oiiliceK for the Ulillecl Slates Mini, hefori' alluded In. ami the

fre<|iieiil ileiiiaiid for oilier mints, was to ralsf Ibe prici- by llie

end of Sepleiiilier, iKil wlllistaiidliig that tlic Indian ila/.aars

abstained almost altogether from operating In thiH niarki'l,

and China reduced its holding considerably on this side of tlie

water. In October and Hiicceediiig niontliH the almnsl continual

pressure on account of Kiiglish coinage Imparled a veiy

steady tone, while a certain scarcity of supplies became mani-

fest, entailing a gradual advance In tho price.

In the middle of Niivembir a careful liiveHtlgation of the

stock In London revealed that previous estimates had been

placed too high. The ascertained total—only £750.000 ($;i,-

600,000) in all—proved a great surprise to the East, and the

Indian Bazaars, who had been inactive for many months,

bought actively, and Chinese speculators were caught un-

awares. Buying for the usual coinage orders continued along-

side the new competition, and Ibe market got lively.

Within seven working days, November 20 to 27, the price

juuilied considerably. At these favorable rates the London

stock was reduced further by sales on account of China, an.i

the price became more effective as supplies became less. The

rise was accompanied by a certain amount of speculative pur-

chases by outside oiierators.

After the first week of December the market became some-

what dejjressed owing to China sales, and the price fell away.

The English Mint bought largely during a large part of the

year, and acquired nearly 28,000,000 ounces.

Apparent stocks of silver at the close of 1915 as closely as

can be ascertained, together with the corresponding figures

for the three preceding years are shown below:

1915. 1914. 1913. 1912.

Shanghai 720,000 500,000 2,f.r,0,000 1,700,000

Bombay 6,900,000 5,000,000 1,320,000 12,000,000

At sea 3,125,000 1.500,000 2,000,000 5,700,000

London 6,800,000 11,000,000 15,800,000 15,000,000

Total, in oz. ..17,545,000 18,000,000 21,780,000 34,400,000

Sycee (60-oz. shoe-shaped bars) at Shanghai for the four

periods were as follows:

Ounces.

1915 ; . • 62,100,000

1914 68,000,000

1913 .50,300,000

1912 22,500,000

Imports and exports of bar silver at London were as follows:

Imports. Ounces. Exports. Ounces.

U. S. and Mexico . .80,062,000 British India 36,300,000

Canada 11,681,000 France 10,200,000

Spain and colonies. 494,000 Holland and colo-

Australia 475.000 nies 6,050,000

Other American Russia 4,525,000

states 270,000 Sweden 1,200,000

Egypt 238,000 Portugal and colo-

Other countries 129,000 nies 325,000

Denmark 300,000

Total 93,349,000 Other countries ... 1,725,000

Total 60,625,000

The future of silver is very difficult to foresee owing to un-

precedented existing circumstances, and that may arise. There

is no reason to think that the addition to silver coinage has

been excessive, so much has gold been diverted from its

ordinary functions.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

/~^ OPPER shares are not nearly as high now as they

^ were in 1907, but after the boom of that year came a

collapse that proved disastrous to many speculators.

They don't ring a bell on the Stock Exchange when the

rise stops.

'yONOPAH mine-owners think they ought to get 60

-*- cents per ounce for their silver, to compensate for

a price of 23 cents per pound on sheet-zinc. The War is

playing strange tricks with metals and chemicals. What
the miner gains in one direction, he loses in the other,

like higher wages and increased cost of living.

"TVESTRUCTIVE use of alcohol in the War has caused
^-^ a rise in the price of that chemical. To some of

our readers the lethal use of alcohol will seem most ap-

propriate ; for example, to those who have written pro-

testing against some recent remarks made by Mr. P. B.

McDonald on the subject of prohibition. In this matter,

as in others, use and abuse are in constant contrast. One

man's food is another's poison, just as alcohol can be

used to feed the burner of a Bunsen or blow the liomb

of a Buelow.

"T^LOTATION is to be one of the principal topics of

-*- discussion at the forthcoming annual meeting of the

Canadian Mining Institute, which is convened for March

1, 2. and .3. Mr. E. P. Mathewson is to read a paper on

the frothing process as used at Anaconda and Mr. H. E.

Wood is to describe the concentration of Canadian

molybdenite ores by his method of film-suspension. Mr.

H. W. DuBois is down for a paper on 'The Flotation

of Boniite,' and ilr. T. A. Rickard is expected to con-

tribute a general paper on "The Flotation Process.' In-

cidentally, we note with pleasure that Mr. Arthur A.

Cole has been nominated for the presidency of this

Institute.

C AFETY in mines is a subject to which we are always

^ willing to give space. In this issue we publish an

interesting letter from Mr. Edwin Higgins, mining engi-

neer to the Industrial Accident Commission, in which he

bespeaks the friendly co-operation of operators and man-

agers of mines in California. As to that, we feel assured

that there will be no lack of willingness to give a help-

ing hand, for the members of the Commission have shown

notable good sense and sagacity in their treatment of the

problem so far as they have proceeded. Mr. Higgins

makes an excellent point in emphasizing the need of co-

operation by the miners themselves. You cannot save

either the life or health of miners who proceed to expose

both reeklesslv. We commend the matter to the friendly

attention of the superintendents, foremen, and shift-

bosses in the mines of California.

yvrE note that the February bulletin of the American
' ' Institute of Mining Engineers contains two papers

that are copyrighted by their authors. Neither of them

are we anxious to re-publish in this periodical. The

matter is bigger than that. Surely the acceptance of a

paper under such conditions is a new departure? It

used to be the custom of the Institute not only to permit

re-publication, but to encourage it. We remember that

articles have been reproduced in monthly technical

magazines with the scantiest acknowledgment, and yet

the distingiiished editor who is now Secretary Emeritus

used to raise no objection. This copyrighting of papers

by contributors to the Transactions smacks too much of

plain commercialism and accentuates unduly an ap-

pai-ent tendency of the Institute's policy. First came

the advertising annex, then the publication of sundi-y

obvious write-ups by machinery manufacturers, and

now this irruption of an author's copyright on top of

the copyright regularly obtained by the Institute itself

for its bulletins as a whole.

TJRICES for quicksilver exhibit what may be called a

-*- mercurial temperament. From $139 at the end of

December the cjuotation has risen to $300 per flask.

Part of this is, we believe, fictitious, but $27-5 has been

paid and is being paid for quicksilver in San Francisco.

The price in London is about $150, which is a dis-

crepancy explained by differences of time and transport.

In regard to the increased quotation, we believe it to be

due largely to the demand for the fulminate of mercury,

which is required for the manufacture of caps and de-

tonators in shells and cartridges. Even in normal times

nearly one-third, say, 5000 flasks of mercury, goes to

the manufacturers of the blasting-caps used in mining

and quarrying. Another use is in floating mines, to

establish an electric contact when the mine leans to one

side, as when struck by a vessel. Some of the material

is required for electric appliances, but the use with

which the miner chiefly associates quicksilver, namely,

amalgamation, has decreased greatly, in consequence of

the introduction of other processes and the greater

economy in the use of quicksilver in such amalgamation

as .sui-vives. Nowadays only 85,000 to 87,000 pounds,

say, 1200 flasks, is diverted to this purpose. For silver-

ing mirrors it is usual now to employ the nitrates of

silver in preference to mercury. An intensified eon-

sumption of the bi-chloride of mercury as an antiseptic

is another consequence of the War. We hope to ascer-
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tiiiit ill I;iil> I'liiu'iriimir tin- |iri's<-iil ilciiuiiiil, xvliirli. ii.-i

yet, luis liotlu-nMi tlii> inaiiut'acturi-r aixl tlic iiiilliiian

iiinn' tliHii it has iM-iictitcd tli«- iiiiiiinK of inctal.

IN inir last issup wo puhliKli a ri'vicw of llu' silvir

iiuirkft in 1!»1"). Lnst vi-nr. as ri'jranls silvi-r, was

cliarai-liTi/fil l<y an infii'as*>(l ili'inaml nf tin' inclal fur

loinaK"' |>urpi»sfK. Iiy reason of llu> willulrawal of tfold

ma from oirfululion. In Kn^lanil tin- Kt-sliiiiinjf note

was expivtoil to n'placc tin" lialfsov«'rt'i>rn. I>ut in jinii-

tir«' silviT I'urriMU'v proved luori' attrai'tivi-. It is esti-

nw»tt'»l that $ir>.(T<K).0(H) wortii of silver was niinlrd in

TiOndon for i-oinajrc tlio amount aelually issued reju-e-

sentinp .i;;{7.ir)4.(i(>."i. an inereas«< of $6.r):{7.SOO. Wlial

happened in Londiui was repeated in the eapitnis of the

other prineijial helllKerents. notahly Franee and Russia.

The highest prii-e for silver in ini") was one eent helow

the hest quotation in IJtH. while the hottom (piotation

was a fraetion alune that of 1914. hut lower than tiie

miniinuni in any other year sinee 1008. It is antici-

pated hy authorities that the priee will not deeline in

I'lUi; the demand is likely to increase, while the output

of metal in Canada and the I'nited States will remain

steady. A general resumption of mining in Mexico

would depress the price, hut not until pniduction from

that country had grown to its former pro()ortions.

Europe will require more silver for coinage and the

Orient will heeome a purchaser. On the wlinle. tlic out-

look for the silver miner is good.

OUR London correspondent referred last week to the

recent annual meeting of the Minerals Separation

company and quoted some interesting statements made

hy the chairman. Mr. John Ballot, who said, among

other things, that 4.500.000 tons of ore was being treated

under the Minerals Separation iiateiits in 191o. and that

early in 1!>16 the total tonnage would he increased to

13.000.000. This is a modest estimate; indeed it per-

plexes us. for the tonnage treated at the present time hy

Minerals Separation licensees in the United States alone

is fully double the maximum figure given by Mr. Ballot.

At the end of 1915 the Anaconda was treating 12,000

tons daily and the Inspiration 8000 tons; thus these two

companies alone account for 7.200,000 tons per annum.

The Inspiration has increased to 10.000 tons capacity

and will soon augment its flotation tonnage to 15,000;

the Anaconda in a few months will be treating 14.400

tons daily: so that these two licensees of Minerals Sep-

aration will be treating fully 10.000,000 tons per annum.

A big tonnage—about 7000—is being treated in the lead

and zinc regions of Missouri, partly under ^1. S. bene-

diction, besides which there are fairly large flotation

plants distributed over Arizona. California, Colorado,

New Mexico, and the Coeur d'Alene region in Idaho.

The two zinc mines at Butte—the Elm Orlu and Butte

& Superior—are treating 2300 tons per diem between

them. The Arizona Copper is treating 700 tons, to be

increased forthwith to 3000. The Humboldt treats 600

tons per day, the Miami about 4000 tons, and the Jack-

ling group of copper companies about 20,000 tons. In-

ili'i'd ihose nutsiile tlii' pale of Minerals Si'|iaral inii. and

regarded liy that enmpany as infringing its patents, arc

treating fully 25.0(10 tons per day. Altogether wi' esti

unite that at the eml of 191.'» almnt 50,000 Inns was being

tiTaled per day l>y tliitalion in the Cnili'd States alone,

a half of this being done hy lieenst-es of Minerals Sep-

aration. By the middle of the current year the tonnage

treated will be 75.00(» tons daily, equivalent to 27,00(1,(1(1(1

tons, of which nmrc liiaii liall' will !" I rilmtaiy Id .Min

erals Separation. 'I'lius our last esliiiiate would appeal-

to apprnai'li thai of .M iv Ballot, but it dues not, 1 ause

he includes ojicratioiis all over the world, notably Alls

India, Canada, ami ('liilc. while we cdiiliiic niir csliiiialc

to the rnited States alone.

Changing the Mining Law

liOeation 111' iniiiih!.' ilaiins is llic siiIp.Jcc-I of a hill,

iiitroduceil by Seiiatiir SiiKiot, wlnTi'hy Ini'ators arc given

"the exclusive ri^rlit oi' pussrssion and cn.joyiiicnt of all

the surface incliKlril witliin the lines of their locations

and of such veins, lodes, led^'es. Mild deposits of mineral

or minerals in place as lie within llic block of groiinil

bounded by vertical planes pa.s.sing through such surl'ai'c

lines, and im sueli IncMlnr. Iiis heirs or a.ssigns. shall have

the right under such location to follow any vein, lode,

ledge, or otiier deposit outside of the limits of .such

claim."

This l)ill. S. 3762. has been read twice in the Senate

and referred to the Coininittee on Public Lands. IT

pas.sed. of course, it withdraws the extradateral right

from all future locations. But it looks like a ha.sty

bit of legislation, for it leaves the .size and shape of loca-

tions the same as before, namely, 600 by 1500 feet. This

is putting new wine into old bottles. Obvioii.sly. if ver-

tical boundaries are to be the rule, the locator should be

able to take as mueii or as little of his area on the dii>

as geologic conditions require. Since the i>rcsent claim

represents 900,000 stpiarc feet, why should not the new

claim be 1,000,000 square feet, that is. loiio feet square?

Whether the locator sliould be able to vary the propor-

tion while not exceeding the superficies is another in-

teresting point. This bill of the Senator from Utah war-

rants the apprehension of the mining pulilic. It seems to

anticipate and prejudice the work of the commission

that Congress has been a.sked to appoint with a view to

a systematic revision of the mining law. The bill creat-

ing the commission has pa.s,sed the Senate, but, we under-

stand that it is likely to meet unfriendly treatment in

the House; although it is an administration mea.sure,

and much desired by the Department of the Interior, it

is by no means certain to pass. If it does not. aiul this

bill of Senator Smoot should survive, the mining law

will remain an excavated anachronism. If vertical side-

lines are to supersede the extra-lateral right, then the

pre-requisite of discovery .should be abolislied. That has

not met with as much condemnation as the apex idea,

but it is equally unscientific. If discovery must con-

tinue to be made from the surface, the practical result
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iiiifiht lie to withdraw from mining tliat i)art of the vein

ill liepth which is beyond the vertical phmes of the

man wiio has the top of it. Thus confusion will be worse

ron founded. The subject is much too complex for piece-

meal legislation and w'e hope therefore that Senator

Smoot's activity will be restrained pending the passage

of the bill creating the commission, the members of

which will be fitted to attack the whole subject in a

scientific manner, and with a sincerity of purpose likely

to command the confidence of the mining jiublii-.

Checking Fraud

Our compliments to the Commissioner of Corpora-

tions ! In California, in Arizona, and in other States the

passing of laws to check fraudulent promotion, by re-

strictions upon the grant of a charter to companies newly

organized, is operating beneficially in protecting mining

from many of the performances that injure its good

name. We note that the other day Mr. H. L. Carnahan,

the Commissioner of Corporations in this State, refused

to pass the incorporation of a mining enterprise in which

it was clear that the promoters were offering a large

block of shares in a venture to which they themselves

had contributed very little of their own money. The

promoters of a company wanted to sell 20,000 shares at

75 cents per share ; but they themselves had taken 12.5,-

000 shares in return for an investment of .$13,200, and

had declined to deposit their stock in escrow pending

the financing of the company. The Commissioner in-

formed them that "if the enterprise is sufficiently

sound or affords such speculative inducements as to

justify the sale of shares to the public, there should not

be such reluctance on the part of the promoters to share

the risk with the investors whom they ask to pay in cash

more than one-half the total investment for less than one-

seventh of the property and profits. Neither should they

hesitate to give a reasonable as-surance that it is not their

purpose to unload their private holdings, either in com-

petition with the company itself or to purchasers who

may assume that they are securing treasury stock."

This is sound doctrine. In another case, Mr. Carnahan

laid it down as a rule that henceforth all reading matter

issued by a stock-selling corporation must be submitted

to him prior to pul)lication. This will hinder mis-

representation of facts for the purpose of beguilement.

In the ease last cited, the promoters had published

a display advertisement clearly misrepresenting the

condition of the company and the character of its

property. The Commissioner threatened to revoke the

permit previou.sly granted to the promoters unless they

published a display advertisement in the same news-

paper correcting the misstatements and advising the

public to disregard them. This was done, the misde-

meanor being attriiiuted to "the enthusiasm of our

advertising writi-r. " In tiiese matters the Commis-

sioner is enforcing the provisions of the Investment Com-

panies Act and the Blue Sky Law. So far as we know,

the interference with the business of promotion has, as

yet, only proved irksome to the organizers of illegitinmte

entei-prise. In the hands of a fair-minded official the

operation of the law will subserve the best interests of

mining, for it should be the aim to render wrong dealings

difficult and right dealings easy. Legitimate mining

suffers continually by the diversion of capital from

modest and reasonable ventures to impudent and impos-

sible schemes. All business that is not mutually jirotit-

able is bad business.

Opportunities in Siberia

One of the consequences of the War has been an in-

tensified study of geography, a .sul>jeet in which our

people are deficient, chiefl.y because the American con-

tinent hitherto has afforded more than enough scope for

the exercise of intelligent curiosity. However, there is

a geography that is parochial in its limitation and there

is one that is equatorial and inter-polar in its amplitude.

With the blockading of sundry trade-routes, and the di-

version of commerce resulting therefrom, there has

arisen a lively interest in regions outside our common
ken, leading to intelligent inquiry into the character-

istics and products of localities that until recently were

not much more than names on maps or spots at which

the globe-trotter sampled hotels. To those who live on

this coast, particularly to the dwellers beside the Golden

Gate, it is natural to look westward and to anticipate

the possibility of improving the trade relations already

existing with the opposite shore of Asia. To us, there-

fore, Vladivostok is more than a name, it is the portal

to a continental area rich in resources; to a mining

region made known to lis during recent years by the

professional travels of engineers educated in the uni-

versities of this State. We sense the possibilities of a

larger business between our manufactories and the

gold, copper, and zinc-lead mines of the Altai, the

Bodaibo, and the Ural regions. Most opportunely,

therefore, we are enabled to give our readers a graphic

description of industrial opportunities in Siberia by a

mining engineer requiring no introduction. Mr. Chester

W. Purington is as well known at Boston as in Alaska,

at Denver as in California. He writes frankly and

freely on a subject concerning which his professional

work in Siberia permits him to speak with a.ssurance.

We desire to second his appeal to the American manu-

facturer. Many of our people still retain the impression

left by lurid melodramas of the 'Michael Strogoft"' type,

wherein Siberia is depicted as a land of perpetual snow

and ice, populated chiefly by convicts, police, and wolves,

where the knout rather than the alarm-clock spurs the

laggard to productive activity. Mr. Purington supplies

the corrective to this nightmare. He gives a picture of

a genial land, rich in agricultural and mineral resources,

a region of big per.spective but not lacking an attractive

foreground. As yet the products of Siberia are those

of the soil, not of the factory ; it is a country where hides

are plentiful and shoes scarce, where furry animals

abound but fur-coats are few. It is a country of uuful-
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tilliucnt. l><-i'k<>iiiiiv; ii>r lu-lp m-russ tin- Pacitic In tlu'

i-iili-r])risiii^ aiiuuit; us. That tin* iiivilatit>ii sliouM liavc

l)ecu disrvganicd s«i loii|; iiotnls no nuiiitialHXit t'Xplana

lion; our roailcrs know ilial nolliin^ l>ul llir spur o(

noi-essity, tlic inaliility lo win i-n<>ui;li dollars at lionu'.

will oniise the nvorajrc* AuH-riciui to sun-k a foreiirn nuir

ket or to po al>rimd to create ono. Ilis own country lias

atTonlcd ample opportunity iicri'tofortv Hut now the

perturbation of War and the sundering of old linos of

luisiness has caus«'d him to stand up and look beyond the

immediate horizon. He hears voices from afar, and

pives heed to them. Quite ivcently we have had several

visitors coming to San Fraiieist-o from Petrograd to

pun'hase mining machinery and supplies. Some of these

have r«'i»resented bit; mining companies in Siberia. The

signs of new business are gratifying, but it has also been

ma«le evident how much is to be learned on both sides

before such business can be expedited and rendered

nnitually satisfactory. One of the first blocks of stum-

bling is the question of credit. As in his dealings with

South America. s<i in his business with liussia. the

American manufaetui-er must learn lo grant credits.

The Russian is not accustomed to cash payments. Of

course, the American can insist on his own way of doing

things, and close the door, but we are assuming a real

desire to transact business with a solvent customer. In

this cjise. as in South America, the first step is the estab-

lishment of banking relations, if not branch-banks, in

Russia, followed by the acquirement of some knowledge

concerning affaire in that couutrj'. For a representative

of the Leuskoie, for instance, to have to explain to an

American manufacturer of machineiy where and what

his mines are is as absurd as for a Japanese to have to

tell a Califomian merchant what the Mitsu Bishi is.

Another error is that of filling orders in accordance

with the ideas of the manufacturer, not to please the

foreign customer, particularly as regards the handling

of shipments. For instance, an order was placed with a

hardware jobber for some thousands of bolts, of assorted

sizes, for shipment to Korea. The instructions specified

that all goods were to be packed in ca.ses made of li-inch

lumber, banded with heavy strap-iron, endwise and

lengthwise. The cases, in addition to having the usual

mark, were to be striped with red paint, on the ends

and on all four sides. "Wlien the order was sent to the

shipping department, everybody had a good laugh at

the 'foolishness' of the instructions. They had never

shipped bolts that way before, so whj' should they begin

now? Consequently the bolts were tied with bale-rope

in bundles, not even wired ; ordinary tags were attached

and the shipment was started on its long journey. In

the coarse of a month or two the hardware company
received a letter from the purchasers informing it

politely that in future they would place their orders

elsewhere. Thus an account worth .$50,000 per annum
was lost. And this is what happened to the shipment

:

the loosely tied bundles of bolts were first chucked into

the hold of a Pacific ilail steamer alongside the dock in

San Francisco. They were discharged at Kobe and

trans-shipped to Ohinampho. From thai pimi ilic.\

wrvi- sent up the river in native boats, again disi'luiigcil.

linally reaching their destination in o.\-<-artN. Tlie fate

of those liiiiidles of bolls call be guessed; the eiiliri' lot

was dislriliiited along the trail of the .setting sun. Tlie

object of the heavy ca.ses .'iiid (lie siniiig liands is obvious.

The red stripes wi'rc iin'aiil lo enable the water-rroiil

coolies lo pick out the freight readily, for the natives do

noi read Knglisli, much less the i-ryplic marks iidorniiig

shipping-cases. It is just as imiiorlaiit for goods to

arrive in good condition as it is for them to leave in

that condition. We have recited this case in some delail

ill ortler to emphasi/e a mislakc comiiioiily made To

those who have no desire for foreign trade, it fiiriiislics

a method for ending such uiiiieccs.sary e.xlension of

business, but to those on the look-out for new markets

the tale bears a moral not to be disregarded. In Mexico

they like green, red, and yellow jjaiiils on shipments; in

.Silicria they prefer other colors. Let them have wiial

they want. ALso credit. Also such sympathy and UMilcr

staiuliiig as comes from better ac(|iiaiiitaiifc. The inaiiii-

facturers on this coast, if prepared to open trade willi

the Siberian mining cnnipanies, need go to no great

trouble or expense to oiitaiii the necessarj'' preliminary

information. Among the managers of mines ami super-

intendents of smelters in Siberia are several of our own

countrymen; most of these come to San Francisco ]>(

riodically ; it is for the manufacturer to make proper

use of the opportunity to obtain liiiils and ideas directly

applicable to the conduct of his business, if he desires

any, with the Russi:iii iiiinintr I'linip.-iiiirs. In jiis arlicle

Jlr. Purington makes a iiUMihei- of sensible suggestions.

In a recent i)aper issued l).y the Federal Trade (Commis-

sion we note the recommendation that manufacturers co-

operate in taking the initial steps intended to develop

trade with any particular region, as is done Ijy the cartels

in Germany and the comptoirs in France. Such co-

operation will diminish the selling cost. Tliat is why

the so-called German rings have obtained so large a hold

upon Oriental business. Such an organization facilitates

scientific study and the assiduous cultivation of (•oinmer-

cial relations, besides the establishment of complete bank-

ing connections, prepared to finance local enterprise and

so win a strong position in the foreign coninuinity. The

Japanese have done much the same tiling in Korea and

in China. We do not see why a number of manufactur-

ers of mining machinery and supfijics. each covering a

separate branch of the business, should not co-operate

to this end and be prepared either to meet the buyer

from Russia or send their agents to Russia, and make

all the banking arrangements likely to facilitate quick

and safe dealings. Having some knowledge of Siberia

ourselves, we can lay stress on the attractiveness of the

opportunity offered to our people on this coa.st to de-

velop business opportunities and professional openings

in that enormous country, rich with a great diversity of

mineral products, and affording a scenery and a climate

that reminds one of the plains of Dakota, the valleys of

Oregon, and the parks of Colorado.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are iiii'itoi tu uxe this deparUnenl jor the discussion of technical and other matters per-

taining to milling <i>id metalhirgy. The Editor welcomes the expression of vieu'S contrary to his own. be-

litt'ing (ha ( curefII I trificisni is more valuable (han casual compliment.

Extra-Lateral Right

The Editor:

Sir—The article on this subject in your issue oi'

December 18 agrees in general with opinions that I

have stated when asked about the rights in specific cases,

but there are a couple of questions relating to the cases

-^
Fig. 5.

given which either you or the author may be willing to

answer.

A. Where the vein cuts both side-lines, are there

any limits to the application of the rule that the original

side-lines become the end-lines that limit the extra-lateral

rights? Suppose in Fig. 5, the vein crossed line AB
near B and the line D C near D and dipped north, that

is, parallel to the line EC; then if the rule held, the

extra-lateral rights would be nearly ou the strike and

also the width of the claim might exceed the maximum
of 600 ft. provided by the U. S. law.

B. Where there is a conflict between two claims, the

rule given by Lindley in the next to the last paragraph

seems reasonable. If Fig. 6 is drawn with the boundary

lines extended, as per sketiih herewith, in accordance

with the rule given, there is a triangle M L G on the

vein, with its apex L far underground which has no

owner. How can ownership be acquired to this piece?

My idea is that, additional claims would have to be

located along the outcrop of the vein adjoining the Last

Chance with their end-lines parallel to the line L M

;

these might have no surface rights and their extra-

lateral rights would not commence until the vein had

passed beyond the rights of the New York claim.

E. B. Durham.

Berkeley, January 26.

A distinguished lawyer replies, on our behalf, as fol-

lows:

Replying to Case A propounded by your correspond-

ent : the courts have not as yet placed any limitation on

the application of the side-end line doctrine illustrated

in Fig. 5 of the article contained in the issue of Decem-

ber 18. 1915. The enclosed diagram illustrates the hypo-

thetical case suggested by your correspondent. The

courts have not as yet been required to pass on an ex-

treme situation of this sort. It is conceded that it would

place a severe test on the side-end line doctrine ; in fact,

tliere are many who believe that the King-Amy Silver-

smith case announcing this doctrine was an unwarranted

piece of judicial legislation, placing upon the Mining Act

an interpretation which certainly was not contemplated

by its framers.

It has been suggested* that "Where the vein crosses

the location in such a way as to cut the side-lines at an

angle of less than 45 degrees, the regular end-lines re-

main the end-lines."

There is no authority, however, for placing such an

arliitrary liiiiitation upon the side-end line doctrine.

Case B. While the junior claimant might exercise

rights up to the plane L M, according to the so-called

'steniwinder doctrine.' there is good authority to the

contrary, which would limit the extra-lateral right of the

junior claim to the plane F E. However, for the pur-

pose of answering the query of your correspondent, it is

*.Tohn M. Zane, 'A Problem in Mining Law,' 16 Harvard

Law Review, page 94. See Costigan on Mining Law, page 424.
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iiiiiimtcriiil wlu'tlu-r tlu- cxtraliiliTHl iKiumliirv |ilimi' of

tlu» junior clniin U« tlu* piniic t' II m- /. )/. Tlu' owner-

ship of tli»' iiiitiorvrtuiiiii \Vftlj»f nl" voin /> .1/ (i or // I"' '»

I wliiclu'Vi'r intcrpri'talion of the junior rlaiin's cxlra-

lnti>ral ri(flit.s he oorrt'i-tK cannot lit" iittaclu-d to any I'rcr

apex, aiui it wuuiti Ik> unavailing to locate additional

clniius on the outcrop, for the i-ourls have never ffone

Ml far a.s to award an extni-lateral rijfht to a claim thai

ilid not own at lea.st some length of free apex. It iiiis

been sunp'sted that loi-ation.s made eoveriiijr the cdne.s

of the weilp' L (i M minlit he I'onsidcrcd as including a

'theoretieal' apex or 'conventional" iipex. Imt ilic courts

have been disinclined to jrrant extraiatcrii! rijrhts liasi'd

on such eonstnicted apices, and the su^riJestion lias not

met witli favor. The courts have, however, many times

held that tlii.s wedpe would fall by gravity to the ovcr-

lyinp surface owner, who woulii. according to well-

known principles of law, own all mineral vertically be-

neath his surface, which is not inclinlcd within a vali<l

extra-lateral right asserted by an owner of a portion of

the apex.

may work ciTectivc rcldrms, just as it already \\ii-i lione

in l<ns.sia.

.Salt l-aki' (it v. .lanuarv 2!l.
L. S. .\i >ii.\.

Prohibition in the West

The Editor:

Sir—The question of proiiibition has been an extensive

one. discussed for two or three generations, and it seems

to me that Jlr. McDonald's attemi)t to summarize bis

ideas upon it is nnich like teaching a system of theology

at a sitting, learning French in twelve easy lessons, or

telling us all about cyaniding in a column article. Prob-

ably, however, his intention rather was to draw out a

wise discussion than to give a balanced idea of the merits

or demerits of this important matter.

We have heard of the imperfect application of pro-

hibition laws in some places, the better ob.ser\'anee of

them in others; but at least these laws, imperfect as they

are. are better than no attempt at all, and, as experience

indicates, conditions improve when such laws back up a

healthy public opinion. One may always have advocates

of the continuance of our most deplorable conditions.

That the influence of the saloon is pernicious, in spite

of its being the "poor man's club" will be conceded by

any fair-minded obsen-er when he reflects upon its ruin

of manhood and the distress brought upon the innocent.

Mr. McDonald's simile regarding the eating of pan-

cakes or red pepper is hardly convincing, since Fletcher

will tell him that the first are harmless if not gobbled

down, and our Mexican neighbors appreciate the second.

I agree with him that there is a tendency to exaggerate

various social reforms, and to set them ahead of the

eternal realities, but in order to carry out reforms, the

leaders must have enthusiasm, and so will exaggerate

that with which they are most deeply impressed. As
respects individual liberty, has not Mr. McDonald found

out that in a social community, even in the United States,

we are all circumscribed, and are not altogether free,

that we have mutual obligations which tie us? Be not

therefore discouraged : no doubt nation-wide prohibition

Tlic Editor:

Sir—Mr. .Miltdiiiild's letter eoneeniiiij; iiicilnliiiiiiu

has interested me conKideralily. although I think that to

advocate moderation in the use of tem|>eranee shows an

excess of caution. His experience with 's(|nirrel-\viiiski'y '

.seems to me to iiiive lieeii uimsnally luil'ortunati'. Per-

.sonally I have always been alile to ^ret just as good

whiskey in a 'dry' town as in ,i wit ' unc.

(iciierally sjieaking. conniMiniticK have been voted dr.y,

mil because the majority of the citizens disapproved of

drinking in itself, but because the saloons have thus far

been either iiiialile or unwilling to free tlu'iiisclves from

association with 'tin-horn' gamblers ami othi-r social

jiarasilcs. In addition, many voters have come to resent

the domineering attitude a.ssumed by the saloon elemriit

in the political affairs of most lic-ense communities. In

fact, as a method of dealiiig with the liiiuor pr.olilem. the

saloon has been a flat failure, morally and ecmiomicallv.

It is doubtfid whether there is any genei'al solution of

the problem that can be ap|)lied to all cases. Kai-li com-

munity. or edllcction of c-nirinuinilies must timl I'nr itsi'lf

what is the best .solution for its particular hx'al condi-

tions. ]\Ieanwhilc. 1 notice that Mr. McDonald has

chosen to reside in the largest dry town in ( ';ililiirnia.

and the only one nf any size near San Francisco.

A. T. P.MiSO.NS.

San F'rancisco, Februar.v 2.

Safety in Mining

The Editor

:

Sir^C'opies of '.Mine Safety Rules.' adopted Ijv tin-

Industrial Accident Commission of the State of Cali-

fornia, have been mailed recently to C'alifornian mine

operators. Included with these rules were sufficient

copies of 'Miscellaneous Rules for ITndergronml .Men'

to supply those cmplo.yed underground.

Mr. H. M. Wolflin, the former mining eiigineei' of the

Connnission, spent about two years investigating the

mines in this State and laying the foundation for the

Mine Safety Rules through co-operation with the I'. S.

Bureau of Mines, the California Metal Producers' Associ-

ation, mine operators, miners, and others [jromiiient in

the mining industry. On January 1. Mr. Woltiin. who

had been working in co-operation with the Federal Gov-

ernment and the State of California, was promoted to the

position of Mine Safety Engineer of the I'. S. Bureau

of Mines, with headquarters at Pittsburg. At that time,

I was a.ssigned to the California co-operative work under

the title of Chief Jline Inspector.

As to the duties of the Chief Mine Inspector, and the

method of performing those duties, I am in hearty ac-

cord with the policy established by the California In-

dustrial Accident Commission, namely, that every effort

should be made to les,sen the dangers connected with all
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classes of mining work, and that no pains should be

spared in lending assistance to mine operators in the

carrying out of the Mine Safety Rules. It is believed

that an aj)preciable reduction in the hazards of mining

in t'alifornia can be brought about by equitable admin-

i.stration of the rules, and a continuation of the co-opera-

tion of operators and miners, which has already laid the

foundation for effective safety-work.

There has been collected in the office of the inspector a

vast number of data referring to safety niethod.s and

devices. This is being classified and tiled, and will be

augmented from many and varied sources. These data

include many suggestions, with working sketches, for the

cheap and efficient construction of safety-devices for all

branches of work in and about the mines. It is pur-

posed to send out, at intervals, to the operators in this

State, the most interesting and valuable of these sug-

gestions in bulletin form.

It is my belief that the equipment of mines with

safety-devices is only a small part of the work of re-

ducing the number of accidents. Co-operation of mine

operators, mine officials, and above all, of the miner him-

self, are absolute essentials of a successful safety cam-

paign. Assuming that this office has the co-operation of

mine operators and officials and that the mines are

1 roperly equipped with safety-devices, little can be ac-.

complished unless the miners themselves will put their

shoulders to the safety-wheel and aid in turning it. It

is the belief of those engaged in safety-work in mines

that the co-operation of the miner is the all-importaait

factor. A mine without safety-devices, but worked by

men who are careful and who are constantly on the

look-out to avoid mishaps will have far less accidents

than the mine fully equipped with safety-devices but

worked by careless miners.

This is intended as an appeal to the miner to lend his

assistance in the work of lessening the hazards of mining

in the State of California. Possibly it has never occurred

to him that the establishment of the Mining Division by

the Industrial Accident Commission was brought about

solely to protect him ; that the expense of operating this

division is incurred by the State for his benefit ; and that

the money which operators must spend in complying with

the Mine Safety Rules will bring about better conditions

for him. In view of the activities of the State and Fed-

eral governments, mine operators, and others to protect

tiie life and limb of the miner, it is believed that the

miner will respond to this effort with an equal amount of

interest.

The miner might ask: "What can I do to increase

safety in the mines?" There are a great many things

that the miner can do to help in this work.

He can lie on his guard to prevent injury to himself

and to his fellow workman.

He can use his knowledge and experience in prevent-

ing a greenhorn from doing something that will result in

an accident.

He can lend a helping hand to his fellow workman
who has a job that is too heavy for one man.

He can familiarize himself with his working-place, and

with the conditions in and about the mine in which he

works, so that he can intelligently avoid accidents.

Remembering that the greatest number of accidents

are caused by falls of rock and ore, by falling down or

into unprotected open places, and through haulage and

tramming, he can be continually on his guard against

such accidents.

By doing these things the miner will not only benefit

himself and those dependent upon him, but he will per-

form what is due of every man toward his fellow.

Edwin Higgins.

San Francisco, February 2.

Libraries in IVIining Towns

The Editor:

Sir—This is an appeal on behalf of the traveling en-

gineer to his more fortunate brother whose home is some-

where besides the particular place where he happens to

hang his hat.

Those of us who travel can carry few technical liooks

with us. Frequently we wish to look up some point, and

naturally have recourse to the public library of the city

in which we happen to be staying. I have been much
.surprised to find that very few, in fact practically none

of the libraries in the mining towns have any books, to

speak of, of technical interest to a mining engineer. The

same is true of mining magazines.

Recently I went into a library which had an unusually

large number of books on its shelves and a building that

would have been a credit to a town three times its size,

and asked for Lindgren's 'Tertiary Gravels.' I knew

from the way the librarian answered me that she had

never heard of the book, and when I explained what it

was, she referred me to their books on geology and min-

ing, not over 10 volumes all told. And this was in the

largest gold-producing county in California and the

town that has probably shipped more placer gold thati

any other in the world.

The visitor usually seeks local information, the kind

that is embodied in the reports of the Geological Survey

and State Mining Bureaus. Most of the.se can lie obtained

without cost or at a nominal figure. I have no doubt that

the liJiraries would be glad to put these books on their

shelves if the matter were brought to their attention.

Cannot some of the engineers living in the different

mining centres take this up witli the librarians and assist

them in preparing a list of the geological reports and

water-supply pajiers of local importance?

Leroy a. Palmer.

San Francisco, January 24.

I

We second this appeal, having had almo.st exactly

similar experience in the i)ublic libraries of mining

towns that sliould know Ijetter. On occasion we have not

been able to obtain even copies of the better mining or

technical weeklies, although the reading-tables would be

littered with lugubrious magazines on social topics.

—

Editor. 1
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Vvi.V is jiowiliMYil ore nuxc.l with water.

Film. A eonting or Inyor. a tliiii mombrano.

AnstMUt. To liriiik in. s\ii-k up. likv n spoiijT''

MooiFY To »-hjuini' >»> I'liaraut.r or i>n>|>irli.s.

Contaminate. To make impure by eontaet or ad-

mixture.

Skin. Au outside layer. <;>n\. or eoverinc. From

A. S. scinn, ice.

N.vscENT. Coniinp into heiiiit. begiuniuir to develop.

From L. tiasceus. being l)orn.

OccLi-PE. To shut or close pores or other openings.

From L. 06, before, claudo, close.

Pine-oil is a derivative of woodtar. ,is plienol :iim1

oresol are derivatives of coal-tar.

Levitatiox. The act of n'udering light or buoyant.

L. Ui-itas. lightness, from hvis, light.

Froth. A collection of bubbles resulting from fer-

mentation, effervescence, or agitation.

Oangi-e. The non-metalliferous or non-valuabh' imtnl-

liferous minerals in the ore ; veinstone.

Gre.\se. Animal fat when soft. Also anything oily

or unctuous. From the French {iraisxc.

Si RFACE tension is the contractile force at the surface

of a liquid whereby resistance is oiTered to nijiture.

Graxi-lation is the state or process of being foriued

into grains or small particles. From L. granum, a grain.

Flotation is the act or state of floating, from the

French foitaison. water-line, and flottcr, to float, to waft.

Adsorb. To condense and hold a gas on the surface

of a solid, particularly metals. From L. ad, to. and

sorbeo. suck in.

Vesicle. A small bladder-like cavity or hollow sphere

of liquid. From L. vesicuU, diminutive from vesica,

bladder.

CoAGi-LATioN. The state of a liquid resulting from

clotting or curdling, the act of changing to a curd-like

condition.

Oily and Greasy are substantially equivalent terms.

All oils are greasy. Greasiness suggests more viscidity

than oiliness.

Baffle. That which defeats or frustrates, hence the

projections or wings that divert pr interrupt the flow

of pulp in a vessel.

Bi-BBLE. A globule of air or other gas rising in a

liquid: also a vesicle of water or other liquid inflated

with air or other gas.

Agitation is the act or state of being shaken, stirred.

or moved with violence. From L. agitatus, agito, the

frequent of ago, to drive.

Sapontficatiox. Conversion into soap ; the process in

which fatty substances form soap, by combination with

an alkali. From L. sapo (n-), soap.

Oil includes (1) fatty oils and acids, (2) essential oils,

mostly of vegetal origin, such as eucalyptus and turpen-

tine, (."{) mineral oils, such as |pii lolium |>iniliiiis, in

eluding lubricating oils.

Os.mose. The tfiidcnry to mix of two liqiiiils or gjisis

by pa.ssing through a iiieniliraiic or porous wall separ-

ating tliiin. I-'roin (i. nsmos, ])\isliiiit:.

SciM. Iinpui-c or extraneous nialtcr thai rises nr idl

lects at I lie .surface of liquids, as vegetation on stagnaiil

water, or dross on a bath of molten metal.

Metallic. Of or belonging to metals, containing

metals, more particularly the valuable metals that an-

the ob.iect of mining. From L. mrtaJlum, ore.

C0AT,-TAU is a thick, black, viscid, and opa(|ue li(iiii(i

condeii.sed when gas is distilled from coal. Sueii prmi

nets consist of soluble iiini insoluble substances.

Fi.occi'LF.NT means resembling wool, therefore wo(tlly.

Coalescing and adhering in flocks. A cloud-like mass of

precipitate in a solution. From L. floccus, a lock of wool.

Coxcentrate. To draw or gather together to a com-

mon centre. To reduce to a purer state by the removal

of non-es,sential iii;itlei\ Knun T,. nui or cum, witli. :incl

centrum, a centre.

E-Mi-Lsiox. Milkification. A lifiiiid mixture in wliieh

a fatty or resinous substance is suspended in minute

globules. From L. cmulgro, to drain out. in turn from

(', out, and mulgco, milk.

Viscosity is the pi-np'riy of liquids that causes them

to resist instantaneous change of their shape or of the

arrangements of their parts: iutenial friction; gumini-

ness. From L. viscum, birdlime.

Fat is a white or yellowish substance fonning the

chief part of adipose tissue. It may be solid or liquid:

it is insoluble in water; when treated witli an alkali, the

fatty acid unites witli the alkaline base to make soap.

Molecule. The smalli-st part of a substance tliat can

exist separately and still retain its compo.sition and

characteristic jiroportics: the smallest combination of

atoms that will form a given chemical compound. From

F. molecule, diminutive from L. moles, ma.ss.

Oleic acid is fatty acid contained in olive oil combined

with eresoline. Although called 'acid' it is an oily sub-

stance and functions as oil in flotation operations; it is

contained in most mixed oils and fats, from which it is

obtained by saponification with an alkali. From L.

ohuin, oil.

MiNEFJAT.. Inorganic constituent of the earth's crust.

As used in flotation the terms 'mineral' or 'metallic'

particles hark back to the French [minerai, ore) and

Spanish (mMal, ore) meanings. Both terms refer to

those valuable constituents in the ore that it is the ob.iect

of the process to separate from the non-valuable con-

stituents, or gangue. Sometimes ' metallic ' has reference

to metallic lustre, one of the chief characteristics of

metals and more particularly of those metallic sulphides

that are especially amenable to flotation.
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T'HE subject allotted to me is a big one; in order

to treat it with an.y hope of success I must re-

strict my scope to the journalism that concerns

itself with the mining of minerals other than coal antl

to the metallurgy of minerals other than iron. The
industry of coal and iron covers a wide range of human
effort, quite apart from ordinary metal mining.

Under technical journalism are included the periodical

publications—usually weeklj^, rarely monthly—that fur-

nish articles on current technolog.y, accompanied by

editorial comment and supplemented by news concern-

ing the progress of the mining and metallurgical indus-

tries. In order to understand the relations of this phase

of the publishing business to the work of mining it is

necessary to recognize, in the first place, that it is done

for gain : it is supported by the advertisements of the

manufacturers engaged in supplying tlie needs of an

industry to the scientific and ethical sides of which the

journal is supposed to minister. Success in this form of

business depends not upon the number of subsci-ibers,

but the number of actual readers connected directly or

indirectly with the selection and purchase of the ma-

chinery and supplies offered for sale on the advertising

pages. The proceedings of the technical societies do not

come under the heading of journalism, because they fur-

nish neither comment nor news concerning current

events, they are bound volumes or paper-covered bulle-

tins composed of essays on technical sul)jeets. Those

that attach advertisements to their bulletins are neither

amateur nor professional; they are hybrids. Journalism

is a profession, just as much as mining engineering.

The two professions flourish best when each is kept true

to its function.

In the United States the journalism of mining has

been co-existent with the application of science to the

exploitation of minerals. The Mining and Scientific

Press was founded at San Francisco in I860: the En-
gineering and Mining Journal at New York in 1866.

While others have come into existence, and gone out of

it. during the la.st half-century, these two represent such

educative factors as journalism has given to the mining
industry in the United States.

An educative effect was barely possible 25 years ago

when the best technical journals consiisted of a dozen

pages of heterogeneous information, including one tech-

nical article, and editorial comment so brief as to fail in

creating any mental impression. It may not be gracious

to say so. but it is encouraging, at least, to realize that

*A paper read before the Pan-American Scientific Congress,
Washington, D. C, December 1915.

in this field of human activity, as in otiiers, there has

been progressive development. To this may be added
the postscript that the best of existing technical papers

is so far behind the ideal that there remains unlimited

scope for further endeavor. When some neai-er ap-

proach to that ideal has been made, then indeed tech-

nical journalism may be powerfully educative; at pres-

ent it is content usually to be intensely instructive.

Education is the 'drawing out' of the best faculties of

the mind; iuistruction is the conveyance of knowledge.

The French distinguish between these two words much
more closely than we do. We use them almost as

synonyms. The technical journal sets itself to give in-

formation to those engaged in the application of science

to industiw. It also furnishes news concerning actual

progress in the operations of the particular industry to

which it is devoted. It chronicles events of technical

importance and comments upon them. All of which is

usually instructive, and but rarely educative.

The foregoing characterization is true, but I hope to

provoke a demurrer. In so far as journalism is scien-

tific it is also educative. The two great commandments
of Science are (1) Thou shalt observe carefully; (2)

Thou shalt state accurately. In so far as technical

journalism respects or inculcates, by example or by pre-

cept, the fundamental principle of science, namely,

truthfulness, it cannot but be an instrument of educa-

tion to the human intelligence. Indubitably the recog-

nition of the verities of fact in nature promotes a respect

for veracity of thought and deed throughout human
affairs. There be those that play tricks with their arith-

metic as with their conscience, but, in the main, the ways
of science tend to the development of intellectual

honesty. And that is a gift of transcendent value to

mankind. Beyond all other men, the engineer must per-

form his work with intellectual honesty ; without it, not

only does he stultify his mind but he destroys his work.

The dilettante of Science may please himself with in-

correct deductions without manifest injurj' to himself

or others, but the engineer applies his reasoning to

physical facts, and any blunder in the logic entails a

failure in visible achievement. Therefore engineering,

whether of mines or railways, is based on devotion to

the truths of Nature as ascertained and systematized by

Science. Hence the technical journalism that is devoted

to mining engineering must, in a measure, spread scien-

tific principles among the mining population and thereby

prove educative through the inculcation of es.sential

truth. Of course, there are some mining papers that

have so sacred a regard for truth as rarely to use it. but
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tlit'Sf vlo not iMHii' within tho purvit-w of our pitstiit

disoiissioii. On tlio whole, we may coiu-huli' tlial Iho

exploitation of technology by journaliKin iimst contribnte

to the development of sueh a mental altitude, tuwanl

both man junl nature, as is favorable to edueation.

So far we have considered an eflfeet that is uneon.scious.

Technical journalism lias not posed as an educator. The

intention has been to interest tlinse dircetinp or takiiiR

part in mininjr or metallurgical opiratious, with a view

to securing them as habitual readers. If these are won,

then the journal becomes an etTcctive medium for pub-

licity to manufacturers havinp nuicbinory or supplies

for sale. This practical basis of the business of journal-

ism must be kept in mind if the iliscussiou of the higher

function of such periodical publications is to be anything

more than academic. While the basis may be earthy,

that is. commen-ial. it leaves mom for a large measure of

independence in the editorial sanctum. A water-tight

partition is possible between the business end, which

looks to the advertiser only, and the editorial end, which

Itxiks to the reader only. So long as the editor prints

matter that is interesting to those engaged in mining, he

is free to print what he likes, for his immediate duty,

unexpressed, is to publish matter that will catch the eye

and hold the attention of that particular public, mainly

professional, which uses the machinerj' and supplies pic-

tured on the advertising pages. With these he himself

has nothing to do. In order to be interesting, that is, to

merit confidence in what is written, the editor and his

staff must be as detached as possible from the buying and

selling of machinery, as also of mines or shares in mines

—in short, aloof from anything that may undermine the

intellectual honesty and the consequent trustworthiness

of the reading matter, more particularly the editorial

comment. In this respect the journalism of mining is

more free and independent, I believe, than the daily

press. The big bias of polities is largely eliminated as a

factor of error. Appeal is made to a public of more than

average intelligence. Independence of attitude is facili-

tated by the fact that subservience to any particular in-

terest is so quickly detected and resented by the readers

as to endanger the value of the paper as a medium of

publicity. This tends to give the successful technical

journal a character that may fit it eventually to a.s.sume

the function of education consciously. As yet. its effect

in this direction is incidental.

Technical descriptions of metho.ds and processes, to-

gether with accounts of current operations, are instruc-

tive only. Except in their respect for truth, they are

not educative. That function devolves upon the editorial

comment and upon the discussion—in the form of cor-

respondence—that it may evoke. When the editor's

remarks were limited to short paragraphs there was

little chance for the ventilation of those more subtle

questions of professional conduct, civic duty, or economic

insight that lie at the base of a mining engineer's educa-

tion. But as the business of mining grows, the success-

ful mining periodical expands into more pages of read-

ing matter and reaches a size furnishing adequate space

lor the reasoned I'diisiclrratinn ami dismissinn not only

of the technology ot' the ])hysiral upcration.s, but uIsh thi'

I)hiloNoi>hy of mining, including the ideals of ennduel

obtaining among all those engaged in sueh operalinris,

the relations of ea|)ital and labor, the ethics of the en

gincers, the duties of the directors, the vagaries of the

si)eeulalive public, and the other liunuui aspeels of a

worhlwide indu.stry. This, of course, is truly edneative.

As yet, however, these delicate luid knotty problems,

and the whole subjective side o'f the industry, cannot be

said to furnish the frequent topic of teehnieal journal-

ism. The reasons for such infrequeney or disfavor are

fairly obvious: in the first place, the average readef asks

for information rather than opinions, he wants the facts

and data that he can use in his daily w'ork as a ennsult-

ing engineer, manager of mines, appraiser of mines,

metallurgist, superintendent of mills or smellers, assaycr,

surveyor, economic geologist, prospector, and so forth.

Just as the man who goes to the theatre expects to be

amused fir.st of all, .and may accept a moral lesson inci-

dentally, if it does not kill his annisemeid, .so the average

reader wants useful information first, and then, if the

editor has space and the reader has time, the latter may
give his attention to 'the great imponderables' as dis-

cussed on the editorial page. In short, a paper must

succeed in giving valuable information on the concrete

affairs of the mine, mill, and smelter before it can hope

successfully to discourse on the abstract matter of human
relationships. Moreover, such subjects provoke antagon-

ism, which is good proof that they touch interests that

are vital, both commercially and intellectuall.v. They

are controversial because the readers of the technical

press are to be found on both sides of the chief issues

involved, those of the buyer as well as the seller of mines,

those of the shareholder as well as the director of mining

companies, those of both employer and employee, those

of the engineer and of his client. It is impossible to dis-

cuss the complexities arising from such relationships

without oifending some, that is, if it is done frankly and

fearlessly—and if done in any other way it is offensive

to everybody. Yet it is done, and my own belief is that

it can be done not only so as to increase the usefulness

and prestige of the mining press as an organ of public

opinion, but also in such a manner as to advance the

financial interest of the publisher, if it be assumed, as

we may do confidently, that those in control of the

complex activities of mining are serious and thoughtful

men. Man does not live by bread alone. The men of

most consequence, the capable and the successful, recog-

nize that the more interesting and the more important

aspects of engineering are beyond the scope of the slide-

rule. Sueh men, when the day's work is done, may not

desii-e a dose of techno]og>'; they are more likely to find

satisfaction in a discussion of the principles that give

life to the dry bones of fact and of the ideas that give

direction to the lives of men.

Thus we come to the conclusion that the educative

function of technical journalism is, as yet, sub-conscious,

if not wholly unconscious; it reflects the spread of real
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education among the larger part of the population en-

gaged in mining and its related professional or indus-

trial activities. The tremendous growth of technical

training as given in the mining schools and colleges oC

this country is the consequence, of course, of the extraor-

dinary increase in the production of metals, itself the

result of a demand created by the rapid development of

our material civilization. The increase in the metal pi-o-

duction of the United States during 20 years is shown

by the following figures

:

1894. 1914.

Gold, in ounces 1,923,619 4,440,904

Silver, in ounces 49,846,875 67,929,700

Copper,. in short tons 176,752 546,442

Lead, in short tons 156,530 512,794

Zinc, in short tons 74,004 353,049

Complete statistics of attendance at the Schools of

Mines are not available, largely because many new

schools have been started during the last two decades,

but judging from the records available to me, I conclude

that instruction for mining was being given to more than

twice as many young men in 1914 as was the case in

1894. Thus it is readily understood why technical

journalism is finding a larger and more discriminating

pulilic, and has arrived at a point when it may begin

consciously to perform its educational function.

If this function is to be performed effectively, it will

be not by the printing of chronicles and comments only,

but by the furnishing of criticism and ideas. Literature

is a criticism of life : journalism is a criticism of daily

life; technical journalism must become a thoughtful

criticism of all that concerns the technical man—the man
who does things, the engineer, the exploiter, and the ex-

I)lorer. The mere compilation of descriptive articles and

the recording of detailed results will be left to the tech-

nical societies, the publication of which are now so

voluminous as to insure mental dyspepsia to the man
who tries to assimilate them onniivorously. Even such

intermittent opportunities for the exchange of ideas as

are furnished 1)y congresses and conventions cannot per-

form the function of journalism because they are too

sporadic and too ephemeral. An educative effect can be

achieved best by iterative effort. A public meeting may
be stimulating momentarily, but to exert persistent in-

fluence it is necessary to use persistent methods, to pre-

sent the same idea many times in various guise, to

awaken interest and to hold it until a given idea has

been grasped, considered, received, or rejected in favor

of others that are better.

Technical publications today suffer from being too

numerous and too voluminous. Twenty-five years ago a

man of active mind could read all that was written on his

branch of technolog>' and could keep in touch with the

allied subjects, but today the output of the technical

societies, congresses, and press is beyond the compass of

any indi\-idual. We shall agree that the quantity of

printed matter on technical subjects is enough, and to

spare. Not much of it is educative, because so little of

it is critical. What is needed henceforth is to ensure

that the output of new facts, new records, and new ideas

shall be accompanied, checked, and disciplined by whole-

some criticism. That is the duty of journalism and in

the performing of that duty journalism will render the

truest service to the cause of education.

Antimony claims have been patented in Wild Rose
canyon, on the north side of Panamint range, Inyo

county, California. The vein of ore, stibnite, is said to
,

be 3 ft. wide, and to have been developed by open cut

for 1000 ft. Estimates of ore in sight have varied from

10,000 tons of 30% to 5000 tons of 50% ore ; one author-

ity claims to see a resemblance to the well-known deposit

near Wadley, San Luis Potosi, Mexico. A disadvantage

to the commercial development of this Californian de-

])osit is that the nearest railroad station is 72 miles away
at Searles. However, a good wagon road is said to exist

and a railroad to borax deposits nearby will reduce the

haul, so that the cost of transporting the ore to rail-

road will be less than $10 per ton. There is an antimony

smelter at Los Angeles, as well as at San Francisco.

Production of antimony in the United States has been

almost entirely from antimonial-lead. New uses are

being found for antimony, such as a proportion of anti-

mony sulphide in match-heads and in the smear on

match-boxes. Antimony ores imported into this country

are subject to a duty of a cent per pound, and antimony

metal li cent per pound.

The economics op shoveling was the subject of a

recent lecture by L. E. Young, professor of mining in

the University of Illinois delivered before the mining

students of the University of California. In the Flat

River lead-mining district of Missouri, said Mr. Young,

the men receive a bonus of 10 cents per ton for each ton

over 20. A case is on record of one man who shoveled

over 55 tons per day for a week. In the Homestake gold

mine, practically every ton of ore produced is shoveled

by hand. A shovel deteriorates rapidly in mining work,

particularly when used on a rough .surface rather than

on a smooth plate. After two or three weeks of hard use

a shovel will be worn so much that the efficiency of the

shoveler is lowered, for instance from 24 tons to 20 tons.

In money value, this may be worth 50 cents, wliicli loss,

it is evident, would nearly pay for a new shovel in on&

.shift. Claude T. Rice pointed out several years ago that

in western mining districts long-handled shovels are the

rule, where a man saws off the handle to suit liimself,

while in the Lake Superior region the short D-handled

shovel prevails. He contended that the use of the long-

handled shovel permitted a man to utilize his legs in

shoveling, thus distributing the work among a innnber

of muscles. Tiie short-handled shovel, he maintainsd,

throws the strain almost entirely on the back, making

the movements slower and more laborious. Mechanical

shovelers, belt-conveyors, and electric steam-shovels are

being adapted increasingly for underground use in

drifts and stopes.
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Mul Forces in Flotation

Morris

AT tlio nu'i-tinu' "1 tlif IkciiI momlnrsliip of tlie

Amerii'tiu Instituto of Miniiif; Knjriiners on

December 14 last the question was asked !>>

wuc *>f the speakers: "Why does the prcased iicedlo

float on the surfnee of a tumbler of water and the wetted

nee»Ue sink?" Did cue or another of the experts

present rise and say that it was due to 'surface ten-

sion" and then in a few well chosen words explain just

exactly what 'surface tension' is? Xothiufr of the sort

happened. The question was not only not answered,

but it was unanimonsly avoided. It is a fair question,

however, and deserves an answer.

The fact is that 'surface tension' is a misnomer.

Teii.sion is a stretching, whereas the phenomena in

question are those of compression. In 'surface tension,'

a bubble of air or a drop of water is pictured to the

imafrination as being actually of the form that it would

have if it were contained in a film like tliat of a soap-

bubble or a toy-balloon. That grasped, the substance

of tiie bubble or of the drop is ignored and we are

asked to occupy our minds onl.v with the imaginary

film. The reasoning appears to be: "There might be

such a film, there must be. there is. Other\nse, we are

not able to explain it at all." In what follows, I shall

attempt to explain the phenomena discussed in terms

of molecular attraction and of heat.

If you will till a tumbler with water or other liquid

and then continue carefully to pour in more; instead

of running over the side, there will be a heaping up
of the liquid in the tumber and a rounding of the

surface, the centre of the liquid being as much as a

sixteenth or even an eighth of an inch higher than the

rim of the tumbler. That is the phenomenon of j^our

surface tension' pure and undefiled. The same phe-

nomenon is seen when mercury is contained in a glass

vessel, even when the vessel is only partly filled. Aler-

ury does not wet glass and where the liquid metal

meets the side of the glass ve.ssel the mercury is convex.

"Where, however, the tumbler is only partlj' filled with

water the surface of the water is concave where it meets

the inside of the tumbler, and the glass is wetted.

In the Miami flotation ease it was stated that surface

tension is a force existing in the surface of a liquid

that tends to draw the liquid into the form of a sphere,

this being the most compact form that a given volume

can assume and the form in which it presents the least

surface. This is a lovely specimen of the logical fallacy

known as post hoc ergo propter hoc. In short it was

said in the Sliami ease, that because the most compact

form that a driven volume can a.s.suiiu' and Ihc l'(irm

in wliicii it presents Ihc least surface is a sphere, there

fore the volume assumes that form and does so at the

behest of surface tension; hut as to tiie why ami how,

nothing was siiid, nor can they be imagined. It reads

as if there had been a mass-meeting of the molecules

looking to 'preparedness.' The molecule acting as chair-

man states tlie business before the a.s.seiiil)lc(l molecules:

"Owing to the war in Europe and a hard winter coming

on, the molecules must decide on some form that will

be the most compact and which will present the least

possible surface to an unsympathetic world. 'J'lie

sphere comes highly recommended. It is moved and
seconded therefore that the molecules form a sphere.

So ordered."

The calculus proposition that two homogeneous spheres

attract each other as if their masses were collected at

their centres of gravity is as true as anything human
can be. It is also true that in a single homogeneous

sphere, if acted on bj' no out.side force, the cohesive

attraction of its molecules for each other will act radially

toward the centre and form a sphere; and it is this

radial attraction and not an ima^nary film or a non-

existent tension, that causes the phenomena and it is

probably some similar molecular attraction fliat causes

mineral flotation.

In James Clerk Maxwell's article on capillary action,

in the Encyclopedia Britannica (11th edition), vol. 5,

p. 258, he says: "Plateau, who made an elaborate study

of the phenomena of surface tension, adopted the fol-

lowing method of getting rid of the effects of gravity.

He formed a mixture of alcohol and water, of the same

density as olive oil, and then introduced a quantit.y of

oil into the mixture. It assumes the form of a sphere

under the action of surface tension alone." That it

assumes the form of a sphere is granted. That surface

tension does it is denied.

The toy-balloon has a place in a rational exj)lanation

of the phenomena under discussion ; but the alleged film

around a drop of water or around a bubble of air, or

as the top layer of a body of water, like the film of

a toj'-balloon, has no existence in nature. The vendor

of toy balloons has each one of his gayly colored stock

fastened by a string, which serves the doiible purpose

of keeping the gas in the balloons and of keeping the

balloons themselves down to earth. The free ends of

the strings are brought to a common knot. There is

a puU on each string along the hypothenuse of a right-

angle triangle: this can be resolved into a vertical
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compoiient, tending to make the balloou float otf, and

a horizontal component, tending to crowd the balloons

together.

The same thing happens in surface compression. The

water in the tumbler is subject to the cohesive attraction

of its molecules, to the attraction of gravitation, and

to heat. The water, if free from the attraction of

gravitation, would tend to form a sphere, but gravita-

tion causes it to conform to the shape of the containing

vessel. Heat, by tending to drive the molecules apart,

acts counter to the attraction of cohesion and their

equilibrium fixes the specific gravity of the water, its

bulk, and its state of aggregation—making it solid,

liquid, or gaseous as the case may be. If gravitation

be neutralized or be not opposed, the water takes a

spherical form under the influence of cohesion, as is

shown in raindrops, in Plateau's experiment, and in

drops of water on a hot stove, in conformity with the

rule of homogeneous spheres.

Let us suppose each molecule of water in the tumbler

and rain-fall, of hydraulic and of steam powers, and
of the irresistible force of freezing, are caused by the

molecular activities existing in a drop of water.

One reason for lack of a clearer understanding ol

these phenomena is the failure to perceive the fact

that tbe tendency of the water in the tumbler to form
a sphere is incessant, whether the attraction of gravi-

tation acts on the mass of the water freely, as in falling

;

is warded off, as in Plateau's experiment; or is super-

imposed upon the attraction of cohesion, compelling

the water to conform to the interior shape of the tumbb-r

and rendering the ever-present cohesion inconspicuous.

The action of water from the higher degrees of tem-

perature, through 4° C. to ice is shown by the accom-

panying drawings. A molecule of water, composed of

three atoms, is jjlausibly represented by a triangle. Two
such molecules are separated a certain distance by a

corresponding amount of heat and this distance fixes

the volume of the mass of water, which increases and

diminishes as the degree of heat is raised or lowered.

At 4° the volume of water is at a minimum and it is

a fair inference that the molecules of water are at that

point nearer to each other than at any other point.

Below 4° C. the molecular forces react in such a manner

Centre o/ Gravity

FORCES AFFECTING SURFACE OF WATER. VOLUME ABOVE 4° C. VOLUME AT 4° C. VOLUME AS ICE.

to be free from the attraction of gravitation and in

the form of a sphere, then the vertical section of the

surface layer would look like this:

There you liave the stock of toy-balloons with the

strings connecting each with a common central point.

C is the centre of gravity of the water in the glass.

The lines diverging from C show the directions of the

forces of cohesion. The short vertical lines downward
from each molecule indicate the lines of the force of

gravity and the arrowheads on the cohesion lines mark
the opposing forces of heat and cohesion. In the

triangle. Gad, for example, the hypothenuse Cd rep-

resents the total force of cohesion; Ca is its vertical

component, and ad its horizontal component. The
resultant of all these horizontal components, ad, ac, ab,

etc., is a force effecting a compression of the surface

of the water. A good idea of the structure of surface

compression is shown by the ripe seed-tuft of the common
dandelion.

Oh, but water is not compressible. True enough,

to any sensible degree by an exterior force; but the

interior forces at work in water do many wonderful

things. For instance, they cause water to expand on

cooling and to contract on heating, between 0° C. and
4° C, and all the water phenomena of oceans, rivers.

as to cause a change in the relations of the molecules

themselves, causing them to turn and—in the state of

ice—to assume the positions shown in the third figure,

with a lower specific gravity than the water had before

freezing. No other forces are necessary to the causation

of the phenomena indicated than those of cohesion and

heat.

Here, then, is the answer to the question asked at

the meeting: By reason of the horizontal components

of the attractions of cohesion which draw each molecule

of water toward the centre of gravity of its mass, the

surface of the water is compressed, made more dense,

and offers a resistance to the needle greater than the

weight of the needle. That weight is not sufficient to

break apart the surface molecules but only makes a

slight indentation on the surface. When the needle

is wetted, capillary attraction raises the compressed

surface above the needle which, no longer resting upon

the denser .surface, but in water not under surface com-

pression, obe.ys the atti-action of gravitation and sinks.

Attention was called above to the two cases of simple

surface compression where the entire surface of both

liquids, the water in the brim-full tumbler and the

mercury in the partly filled glass vessel, are convex,

whereas in the tumbler partly filled with water, the
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<>(Ikp uf the wnter, wlicn* it meets the ftlass eoinposiiiK

the tuinhlor, is coiienve ami the water wets the plass.

T' ^ - Mf«l a lU'w foree whieh moililu's tlie

sir .
~- 'II (»r tlie water aiul draws the water

at the edge upward on the glass, forming a eojieavity

t«Jig«Mit to l)otlj the snrfaee of tlie water and llie inside

•if the tumbler. It makes no ditTei*enee here and now

iiat this force is called, whether cohesion or adhesion

:

whether it is the same moleeular attraetinn that exists

lietween the molecules of the water or whether it is the

cohesion of the gla.ss acting at sensible distances, or

neither, or Iwth. The water is drawn np, not jiuslied

up. and any drawing u|> is attraction, and acting on

molecules it is molecular attraction.

In a tumbler 2i inches in diameter the horizontal

concavity against the gla.ss seemed to be about -^ of

an inch wide, perhaps a little more, leaving about 2^ in.

of convexity to } in. total concavity, out of the diameter

of 2J in. The vertical concavity seemed also about -^ of

an inch along the inside of the gla.ss. With gla.ss tubes

of smaller diameter the horizontal concavity seemed

to remain about the same, but the vertical concavity

increased as the diameter diminished. The convexity

at the centre of the surface decreased with the diameter

of the circle and in a tube of | in. diameter the surface

of the water was an inverted hollow .sphere with no

convexity at all and its height above the level of the

water in the tumbler was } of an inch. With a tube

of iV in. diameter the water came up ^ inch.

The surface compression at the edge of the w^ater in

the tumbler is less than nearer the centre, being prac-

tically zero, and offering no resistance to the upward

attraction upon the water. If a glass tube be partly

immersed in the water in the tumbler, the water in

the txibe. even if open at the lower end. forms a separate

cohesive mass, independent of the rest of the liquid witli

all the phenomena of capillarity.

It has been said above that the cohesion of the water

varies inversely as the temperature, being greater at

the lower than at the higher temperatures, and at the

boiling point there is no cohesion. With the same
changes in temperature the attraction between the water

and the glass sides of the tumbler varies exactly as the

cohesion varies, and there is every reason to believe

that the forces elevating the liquid are those of cohesion

of the water and the glass acting at sensible distances.

These phenomena between the water and the mercury
on one hand and glass on the other are, of course, those

of capillarity. They seem to fit in with the above theory

of surface compression.

Then what is there left of true surface tension ? Well,

there is the soap-bubble. I made some experiments in

this direction a few days ago with 50 or 60 soap-bubbles

from 4 to 6i inches in diameter. These were burst over

a dark hardwood table about 30 inches square, so that

the resulting wet spots on the surface of the table

could be examined. Care was taken in every ease in

blowing the bubbles to remove the usual drop of water

at the south pole of the bubble, so that all the wet spots

came from the wreck of the distended lilin. .Ml. r .iuli

bubble burst the table was wiped diy lor llic mxl
one. When inflation eea.sed. one liiihlili- .""i inclii's in

diameter shrank an ineli before it burst ; another shraiiU

from fij to 5 inches. In Im.iIi eases the air was exp>-lli(i

by a real .snrfaee tension of the buiiliU-'s lilni. iMosI

of tiie bubbles were blown until they burst, al rnim

1 inch to 2 feet above the taiile. The ones at 1 incli

sjiread wet spots in circles from 7 to "['i inelies in

diameter. Of the bubbles that burst al greati^r distances

from the table, at 6 inches above the table the wet

spots extended to the edge of a circle 1.') inelies in

diameter; at 12 inches above, 20 inches; at 20 inches,

24 inches; and at 24 inches, 30 inches. (Counting a

quarter circle, tliere were from ITfi to 260 wet spots,

or 700 to 1000 for each bubble.

It was evident that the force tlirowing these drojis

of water such great distances was not llie air pressure

inside the bubble. When the bubble liurst the attrac-

tion of cohesion of the water composing the film acted

to rc-unite the distended watery molecules and, as the

shortest distance between two points on the circum-

ference of a sphere is measured on the great circle that

joins tliera, the re-uniting molecules took that route,

traveling over the spherical surface of the bubble, and

when a number of them met and formed a drop, all

the molecules were attracted with a certain force. The

tangential components of these cohesive forces, acting

in the substance of the spherical film and at right angles

to the bul)bles' radii, neutralized each other, while the

centrifugal components united to shoot the drops away

from the centre of the late bubble, in the direetion of

the prolongation of the bubble's radii, and they fell

in a wide circle, as already stated.

This is a true statement of the phenomena of the

effect of surface tension on a soap-bubble. By what

stretch, by what torture, of the imagination can these

phenomena be lirought into identity or even the least

resemblance with those of the placid floating of the

greased needle upon the compressed surface of the water

in the tumbler?

Mr. Charles T. Durell in an article in the Mining

AND Scientific Prkss of September 18, 1915, entitled

'Why Is Flotation?', discusses the ri,sing of a bubble

through a liquid and says: "Surface tension causes

the molecules of the liquid to form a film around the

bubble and remain with it to the exclusion of like mole-

cules during the time the bubble remains in the liquid.

To all intents and purposes, this film is seen to be the

same as if it were a membrane of some solid. The air

in these bubbles can no more come in contact with

the liquid through which it is passing than it could

were it inside a toy-balloon, for instance. The bubble

may be said to be enclosed in a 'liquid skin'." As a

proof of his argument he cites in a footnote the fol-

lowing: "A striking experiment to show these liquid

films is as follows: To a beaker partly filled with a

colorless oil, add a small quantity of permanganate

solution. Blow air through a finely drawn-out glass
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tube into the permanganate solution now on the bottom

of the beaker. Air bubbles enclosed in the colored

liquid film rise through the oil and break at the surface,

because of the expansive force of the gas. The colored

water drops back through the oil exactly in the same

manner that a balloon, bursting, drops to the earth."

With these instructions the following experiments

were made : A layer of water, half an inch thick,

colored dark blue with a dye not soluble in kerosene,

was put into a tumbler and three inches of white kero-

sene poured upon it. With a medicine dropper having

a rubber bulb and a iV-in- hole in the end of the

glass tube, bubbles of air wei-e blown into the blue

water, the end of the glass rod resting on the bottom

of the tumbler. At first the pressure on the bulb was

made very gentle, the idea being to have the bubbles

as small as possible. As many as 200 of these tiny

bubbles were blown and they rose to the surface and

formed a group. Some burst, some were incorporated

with others, and finally, of course, they all burst. Every

one of these 200 bubbles burst within a circle of half

an inch, and that circle from the time of the first bubble

until the la.st one. was not free from l)ubbles. one touch-

ing another and all forming a single compact gi-oup

;

but at no time, in the strong sunlight, was there the

slightest trace of blue in the circle nor anywhere in

the kerosene. The upward bound bubbles were perfectly

white and there were no return passengers. The bubbles

had no films but were simply holes in the water. When
they came to the joint surface of blue water and kero-

sene, they slipped into the kerosene, made holes in that,

and burst at the surface with no trace of a film.

Then, with greater pressure on the bulb, larger bubbles

were blown, and with them, small quantities of the blue

water were forced up into the kerosene. When these

came separately the air rose to the surface and the

water dropped back but where they came together the

air buoyed the water up to the surface where the air

escaped and the blue water sank through the kerosene

and disappeared. With greater pressure the bubbles

became still larger, as did also the size of the drops of

water forced out ^\'ith the air. Where trapped together

the larger masses of air and blue water joined and rose

to the surface, as a single entity, sometimes very rapidly

and sometimes very slowly. But in no case, whatever

the size of the constituent parts, was the air-bubble

blue. There were never any water-films. The rising

combined air and blue-water drops in the cases of

the larger bubbles were in shape as if the bubble were

sitting on a tiny blue feather bed. In every case the

blue water was below and the white bubble above and

the bubble was pulling the drop to the surface. Some-

times the drop was too heavy for the bubble to float

and both sank to the water layer and remained sta-

tionary until the drop merged in the blue water and

the bubble was released.

When the smaller bubbles rose to the surface of

the kerosene they did not break as quickly as in water

biit seemed to strike against the under side of the

surface stratum and rebound downward and moving

over to the edge of the tumbler. On nearing the glass

they seemed to rise as if attracted upwardly, like the

part of the surface stratum around the edge under

capillary attraction.

Some other interesting phenomena of capillarity were

noticed. In the blue-drop-kerosene experiment the sides

of the glass were wetted bj' the kerosene, even below

the joint surface of the liquid ; but notwithstanding this

fact there was observed the concavity of the blue 'water

under the oil, seemingly warranting the belief that the

attractions between the water and the glass took place

through the intermediate film of oil.

With a body of mercury, a glass tube pushed below

the surface showed a rounded surface of mercury within

the tube, with no capillarity, the rounded surface being

due solely to surface compression. With the tube float-

ing in the mercury the level of the outside mercury

was exactly the same as the top of the rounded contents

of the tube; but when the tube was pressed down

into the mercury the level of the mercury in the tube

was lowered. It seems likely that the indentation of

the floating needle, and the lowering of the level of

mercury in the glass tube are both due to the resistance

of the surface compression to the entrance of foreign

bodies.

In the experiment of the blue water, the bubbles,

and the kerosene, we come most unexpectedly upon

flotation, or its counterfeit. If it is flotation, like the

mineral flotation, how is it to be accounted for? If it

is different, what is the difference? Will an explana-

tion of the blue drop-kerosene flotation be that of

mineral flotation, or will it help in that direction?

There is surely an attraction between the air-bubble

and the blue drop, or why should they stick together?

The blue drop is heavier than the kerosene and the

bubble of air lighter. One pulls up and the other pulls

down. Why do they not separate imless there is a

positive molecular attraction between them? Wliy does

the bubble, resting upon the blue drop, buoy both to

the surface of the kerosene, except for some molecular

attraction between blue di-op and bubble? ^^^lere this

attraction is manifested, even slightly, it is helped by

the static pressure of the liquid medium in which the

flotation takes place.

The great unsolved problem in flotation is the identity

of the forces that do the floating. Some say that it is

surface tension, some electricity, and some molecular

attraction between the air-bubbles and the metallic

particles; and there is always the mystery as to exactly

the part played by the oil. In this article it is intended

to show that there are certain molecular attractions

between widely different substances which would seem

to be nothing more or less than the force of cohesion

acting at sensible distances, but for the circumstance

that such an interpretation runs counter to our pre-

conceived opinions as to molecular attractions; but these

attractions are shown in this article to exist between

glass and oil. between glass and water, directly and
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tlimtigli III) iiitorvi'iiiiiK lilm of oil, l>vt\vifn plass and

air. ami bt'tweoii wntt-r niul air. Tin* iinpi-is.sioii

remains tliat a llioroiiKli cxaiiiiiiatioii of our pre

I'oiii-eivoii opinions may show liiat tlu'V aiv fallacious.

Then> art? strong roa»)ns for believing that the state

of si'ionee today is not unlike tliat of U-ariiiiig at llie

end of the 12th eentury. at the time of tlie great

awttkeniug, when the world droppeii tiie seholastieism

of Koine luul went haek to the philosophy of aiieieiit

tJreeee. We have lust tlu- I'aeulty of studying plieiioiii-

eiia, we are ignomiit of the first principles of logic, and

we have degenerated into mere juggling with names.

Proof of this indictment is found in Vol. XXIV of

the Eneyelopedin Hritnniiica. at page 4l)l-2, where it

is stated that the i>assage of electricity through liquids

had been explaiue«l as a transference of a succession of

electric charges carried by moving particles of matter

or 'ions.' Then it was discovered that the moving
particles that carried the electric current were much
smaller than the atoms of hydrogen, and thoy were
re-named 'corpuscles.' They enter into the structure

of all matter. The only known properties of these

corpuscles are their mass and their electric charge.

There is reason to believe that the whole apparent mass
is an effect of the electric charge. "The idea of a

material particle thus disappears and the corpuscle

becomes an isolated unit of electricity—an electron."

This is a tj-pical 'scientific explanation.' It starts out

inventiug the word 'ion', which it immediately re-

ehristens 'corpuscle' and then 'electron,' and the only

meaning that can be extracted from the argument is

that electricity is supposed to be made up of units,

a purely gratuitous assumption. Here is another on
the same page 402: "Maxwell and Hertz showed that

the velocity of propagation of light and eleetro-magnetie

waves was identical and that their other properties

differed only in degree. Thus light becomes an electro-

magnetic phenomenon. But light is started by some
form of atomic vibration and to start an electro-magnetic

wave requires a moving electric charge." Here are three

sentences all fallacious.

The peculiar tendency of the human mind which
substitutes empty names for real phenomena and then

plays with the names is the same that makes religious

peoples worship idols instead of fixing their minds on
principles. It is easier. A pilgrimage to a shrine

where one may worship a rag. a bone,' or a hank of

hair, and be absolved, is less trouble than leading an
exemplary life. So that when the question is a.sked

"Why does a drop of water that falls upon dust take

the form of a sphere?" it is easier to say "Oh, surface

tension" and let it go at that than to think about it.

It is all very well to say that a snark is a boojum,

if you first define your boojum; but when you scratch

the boojum and find the same old snark the pursuit of

knowledge seems in vain.

The general subject will be continued with a discus-

sion of electricity and magnetism, explaining their

phenomena in terms of molecular attraction and the

uiidiilatory theory of liglil with the liiqic that sonic

real and a<lc(|uatc solution may be found aa to the

pnililciii (if the identity of the forces that clTcct tlotution.

BififerentHal Flotation at
Broken

•The new zinc ]>l(iiit crcclcil liy liu- Siii|)iiicie Cor-

poration at its Central mine, Broken Hill, is now at

work. The i)rincipal feature of the works, wliieli has

a capacity of almiit 4000 tuns jier week, is the adoption

of the lleliliard-IIarvcy uiulcr-drive machine in plaei;

of the original Minerals Separation apparatus. The

plant treats tailing from IIk" lead mill, and the aim

is to extract the lead reiiiaining in the tailing after

table concentration. The pulp is brought by elevators

from the mill to tiie zinc-plant boxes, into which a

small quantity of eucalyptus or other .suitable oil is

introduced. These boxes are fitted with special stirrers

to agitate and aerate the pulp, creating a froth wliich

is really a lead concentrate. Having removed all the

lead possible by this means, the pulp passes to other

boxes where sulphuric acid and oil are added. Agita-

tion and aeration take place as before, and the zinc

blende is recovered. There are 10 boxes, three for li-ad

and seven for zinc.

The feed averages about 4.2% lead and Ls% zinc,

while the lead concentrate assays 57% metal. The

residue from the first three boxes assays 3% lead ami

18.5% zinc. The zinc concentrate assays 6% lead and

47.5% zinc. The residue assays 1% lead and 2% zinc.

The mill superintendent, R. J. Harvey, states that

not only is the process worked in the cold, that is,

the use of steam has been discarded altogether, but

that it is possible to extract an additional 15% of lead

and silver as compared with the process previously in

use. Before, there was about 10% more lead mixed with

the zinc than is the case now.

There is also another not unimportant factor to be

borne in mind: the new plant will probably enable the

fine tabling in the lead mill to be discarded. The rho-

donite forms the chief difficulty in tabling, as its gravity

is about midway between zinc-blende and galena. Flota-

tion gets rid of all gangue, including rhodonite, and

there is, therefore, a clear-cut issue between the two

sulphides in the subsequent tabling operations.

Dlking January the Mint at San Francisco received

221,392 oz. gold and 237,440 oz. silver in various forms.

Coinage amounted to .$6,140,000 in double eagles. Coin,

bullion, etc., on hand at the end of the month totaled

.$365,017,927.87.

Spitzkasten. a pointed box or inverted pyramidal

vessel, with an outlet at its point for the separation of

the components of an ore by gravity. German, spitze,

point, Jiastcn, chest.

Abstract from Min. and Eng. Review, Melbourne.
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0.\ THE BODAIBO RIVER. GOING DOWN THE LENA.

Hsi^iiagiSiraiill ©ip|)©iniiQmal^a^g m lalb^iraii

My C 'W^ Pu'jfiiigi'Sai

O'
^NE of those literary gems found in the old-time

school-books relates that four blind men at-

tempted to describe an elephant after having

become familiar with this animal solely by the sense of

touch. As nearly as I can remember, one referred to it

as a tree, one a blanket, one a rope, and the fourth a wall.

The anecdote may serve to illustrate what impression

four tourists from a foreign land, having no previous

knowledge of the Russian empire, its customs or lan-

guage, might derive from visits respectively to the

Chukotsk penin.sula opposite Alaska, to the cities of

Petrograd and Warsaw, to the Russian Ri^'iera in the

Crimea, and to the eotton-tields of Russian Turkestan.

One characteristic explains some of the otherwise

incomprehensible features of that hitherto mysterious

land of Russia. The spirit of the Russian empire has

been developed in the flat lands. The Russian does not

understand the mountains. Neither does he understand
the sea. As the Spaniard builds his village on the

hillside, so the Russian builds his settlement on the

river-tlat. Trekking east on his never-ending trail, the

Russian finally reached the Pacifie. Two hundred years

ago he made an attempt to cross it, but it finally bafSed

him. I give full credit to those intrepid men of the

17th and 18th centuries who carried and maintained

the Russian flag in Alaska, even on the Yukon river,

and established a Russian colony at Fort Ross in Cali-

fornia before the days of '49.

Daring Russian traders built and outfitted their tiny

ships at Petropavlovsk on the peninsula of Kamchatka
two hundred years ago, and made voyages of two years'

duration to the Alaskan shore after the sea-otter. Rus-

sian axe-heads have been found on the beach of Resur-

rection bay, the terminus of the Alaska railway, and

•Abstract of an address before the Boston City Club.

it is said that Russian brass ikons, or sacred images, of

antique manufacture have been cleaned up on the tables

of the gold-dredges in the Klondike. But those ikons

probably antedate the discovery of gold in the Ural, in

the middle of the 18th century, and the gold of the

Klondike was to await its allotted time.

Baranof and the Russian-American Company re-

mained the dictators of Alaska until the sale to

America. The Alaska Commercial Company succeeded

to the trade. The Russian retired, leaving only the lone

churches and the desolate hamlets on the Alaskan coast,

and on the shores of the Anadir, Kamchatka, and the

Ochotsk seas.

But if the Russian retired commercially, he still kept

up his exploration of the Pacific border of Asia, and

the pioneer Muravief Amursky succeeded in acquiring

from China those vast and fertile regions known today

as the Pacific Coast and Amur provinces. Nikolaievsk,

Habarovsk, and Vladivostok were founded about the

time of the discovery of gold in California, but remained

villages until the coming of the railway. The most

modern and prophetic monument I have ever seen is

the colossal bronze statue of Muravief Amursky on the

palisades of the city of Habarovsk facing that mighty

river, the Amur. Behind him is Manchuria, and before

him lies the Ussuri province, nearly as large as Cali-

fornia, and rich in timber, grain lands, and minerals.

At his feet is being constructed a steel railway-bridge

two miles long, and every day the Amur railway is

coming, coming from the north from Blagoveshensk to

join the railway that connects with Vladivostok, 400

miles to the south.

Each year more ships of the Volunteer Commercial

fleet carrj'ing the Russian flag are to be seen on the

Pacific, bringing goods from Odessa, and carrying them
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ns far north ns Atimlir. li-ss than "JfjO uiil»'s from I'ape

Noiuf. Thus it appt'tu-s that tlio Kussian is ho^imiint;

to take notice of Uiis tliousaiuls of miles of sea-coast on

the Paoitie. aiul so far as possible tlie (lovernmeiit is

assisting ilevi-lopment hy lenii-nt eustiims rejrulations.

No duties are imposed on machinery entering; any Pacific

SiWrian port, and at pn'Sent all articles are free of

duty that enter Siiiorian ports nortii of Lat. r>4°. Thus

a Havana cigar entering Silveria through Oiliotsk and

transported 5(X> miles on sleds may he houglit today

at Yakutsk on the Lena river at a less priee than in

Boston.

I have said that Riissians do not like tlie mountains,

and this fact to some extent accounts for the lack of

the development of the gold-quartz mining industn'

in Siberia. But we must not forget tiiat tliose long-

distance adventurers, the Siberian plaeer-mincrs, were

mining gold at the rate of over $5,000,000 annually in

the Yenesei forest at 5S' north latitude before the dis-

covery of gold in California : nor should it be forgotten

that a gold stamp-mill was operating at Bereozovsk in

the Ural mountains at the time of the American Revo-

lution.

The industries commenced in Siberia are mainly those

of a pastoral and agricultural character. The butter

export business from Omsk. Novo-Nikolaievsk. and Bar-

naul in "West Siberia now amounts to $20,000,000

annually. Much of this butter goes to England by

way of Denmark. This business has apparently only

commenced. It has all developed within the past 10

years. It is said that this butter is already beginning

to find its way as far as Mexico. I can bear evidence

that it is of excellent quality, as I have used it for

the past two seasons, in one-pound tins. Under ordinary

conditions the butter is transported to Riga on the

Baltic sea in refrigerator-cars, a distance from Omsk
of 2000 miles.

My friend August Heid of Chicago has been at work

for several years as manager of the business of the

International Har\-ester Co. in East Siberia, building

up a business in agricultural machinery. This ma-

chinery is shipped from Portland, Oregon, to Kobe and

thence to Vladivostok, to be there distributed to

various centres such as Harbin. Blagoveshensk, Haba-

rovsk. and the Trans-Baikal region, as far as Irkutsk.

There it comes in competition with freight-rates from

New Y'ork and Libau. It is a common sight in traveling

on the Vlatlivostok-Habarovsk branch of the Trans-

Siberian railway through the fertile Ussuri valley to

see American reapers, harvesters, traction-engines, and

mowing-machines used by the small peasant-farmers.

Please do not, however, get the idea that this business

was started without difiBeulty. The Har^-ester company

sends no young Americans into that country who can-

not speak the Russian language. That is the first step.

In addition to this accomplishment, these young sales-

men must have infinite patience, must be able to take

long roiigh journeys by Siberian cart and sledge, must

be able to live largely on tea, black bread, milk, eggs,

eueuiuiiel-s, and soup. They must lie aiiie to sleep and

pass days at a tiuu' in vermin-infeKled huts, without

fresh air in winter lime. These, after nil. arc mere

I)ei-sonal dillieiilties and arc Nurmounlnble. What
ujipears nearly insuriiiounlnble are the dillieullies of

convincing the people of their need of a new article.

I eidarge on this feature here, as the Harvester eoni-

j)any has initiated its biisiiicNs by estalijishiiig actual

working exhibils of its iiiachiiury. Small traveling

shows, similar to a country eirc\is, were sent, from

village to village both in European Russia and Siberia,

with a full equipment of tents, wagons, etc., and types

of tlic machinery useful to the people. Working tests

were nmdc before the asscudjlcd villagers until the |)co])le

were convinced that such machinery would be useful

to them.

The Siberian peasant is cmphalically "from -Mis-

.souri." He must be shown. The only way to sell liim

your wares is to .show him how they work. Curiously

enough the best purchasers hitherto of American agri-

cultural machinery have been what may be called the

outside religious sects who. or who.se ancestors, were

exiled to Siberia. Of these the ISIalakans, who live in

the great grain region of the Zeya valley surrounding

Blagoveshensk on the Amur river, are the most notable.

A more curious sect are the Skopsi, who live in an

extremely fertile region suiTounding the town of

Yakutsk. Y'akutsk is on the Lena river, some 1200 miles

in a straight line north-east of Irkutsk, the nearest rail-

way point, and as the traveler goes, nearly 2000 miles.

It is in the latitude of the Great Slave lake of Canada.

In October 1914 I met two Englishmen who had just

come from Yalnitsk, where they had purcha-sed a large

quantity of mammoth ivory. They informed me that

the Skopsi are able farmers and almost without excep-

tion use modern agricultural machiner\\

I do not think it an exaggeration to say that the grain

resources of Siberia are beyond comprehension. Parallel

with these resources are the live-stock pos,sibilities. The

number of horses in the Russian empire is estimated

at -35 millions as against 2-i millions in the United

States, sheep at 80 millions as against our 50 millions,

and cattle at 51 millions as against our 59 millions. I

am safe in saying that a considerable proportion of

the cattle enumerated are in Siberia. One must bear

in mind that Siberia po.s.sesses numerous pa.storal tribes,

such as the Kirghose and Bashkirs of West Siberia,

the Kalmucks and Bui-iats of Central Siberia. The sole

subsistence of some of these people comes from their

flocks and herds. The Kirghese are perhaps the nearest

modern representative of the pa.storal peoples of the

Bible. Wliile coming from the Lena in the fall of

1913 my automobile was stopped for some time to

allow the passage of the herd of several hundred cattle

from Mongolia, 1000 miles away, that were being driven

to the river to be transported by barges a distance of

another 1000 miles to Bodaibo, the centre of the Lena

gold mining district.

The Lenskoi company, with which I happen to be
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connected at the present time, operating 1000 miles

north of the railway at Irkutsk, sells annually from
3 to 4 million pounds of beef to its workmen, about
7000 in number. This beef on the hoof comes by barges
in summer to Bodaibo from Yakutsk, several hundred
miles to the north, and in smaller quantity from Mon-
golia. It may be mentioned that frozen meat sells at

Bodaibo at about 9 cents per pound in winter and fresh

meat at lOe. in summer.

During the year 1907 and following I was engaged
in conducting a small mining enterprise near Niko-

laievsk on the Amur river. An average catch of

10,000,000 salmon of 10 lb. each is taken at this point

annually. For 30 miles above and below the town on

both banks of the river nets are extended across the

water for about 1000 ft., and about September 1, when
the short salmon-run is on, the river presents a lively

sight. I have never been fortunate enough to be in

town when the actual run happened, but it is said that

the five-mile width of the river is transformed from
the black water to a shining plate of silver from the

flashing of the millions of salmon-backs.

Pi-aetically no canning is done; the fish are either

bought by Japanese schooners, which bring their own
salt from Hakodate, or frozen and shipped to Europe
in refrigerator-steamers. Some 40 graceful Japanese
boats lie at anchor off the town at this time, and several

big freighters from Hull and Hamliurg are near-by.

Previous to the War I understand that cargoes of salt

were even brought from Germany to Nikolaievsk, such

was the demand for this commodity.
You will see by the map that Siberia possesses nearly

6000 miles of coast-line bordering the Pacific and its

niland seas. This coast is comprised between the

Korean boundary and Behring Strait. Many rivers,

the Anuu-, the Ud, the Lantar, the Okhot, the Kam-
chatka, and the Anadir, and himdreds of small creeks

and streams, debouch on this coast. Three of these

exceed 1000 miles in length, and the Amur 2000. Sal-

mon, sturgeon, porpoise, herring, and a multitude of

other fish swarm in these waters. I have no need to

tell New England men of the whaling industry of the

Ochotsk sea, celebrated in New Bedford legends. But

if the whales are largely gone, the salmon are hardly

touelied and one may look for great canning industries

eventually on the Ochotsk shore of Kamchatka, to say

nothing of the herring fisheries of Chukotsk. But you

will say that this is a frozen coast and useless. In this you

will be entirely wrong. The coast extends from 42° to

67° north latitude, or, let us say, from the northern

boundary of California to Behring Strait. Any house

dealing in mining supplies will tell you that they will

deliver 10-ton castings at Nome, in an open roadstead,

by lighters through the surf during July, August, and

September. There is no worse sea exposure in the world

than Nome beach, surely nothing worse on the Siberian

coast to which I have referred. So much for the north-

em end of it.

On the southern end you may walk through fields of

poppies and tobacco, bordering the shore. You may
pluck orchids amid groves of cork and black walnut

trees. "Within 30 miles of Vladivostok on the shores of

American Bay, you may sit at night in camp listening

to the droning of serai-tropical insects, and fascinated

by the indescribable beauty of the glow-worm's lantern.

Russia's finest harbor on the Pacific, as yet practically

undeveloped, lies 300 miles north of Vladivostok, namely

Imperial. For the past six years the Oriental Timber

Company of Australia has been shipping tamarack and

spiiice lumber to Australia from this harbor. Naviga-

tion the year round can easily be maintained from both

Vladivostok and Imperial harbors. Men like Capt.

Bartlett, who tells me that he would hesitate to take a

cargo from San Francisco to the mouth of the Lena

through the Behring Sea, would probably consider it a

pleasant excursion to take a steamer from Boston to

Vladivostok in the month of December. Mail service

by the Russian boats, Riazan and Simhirsk, and the

Japanese boat Uozan Maru is maintained all the year

round in connection with the Trans-Siberian express,

from Vladivostok to Tsuruga, in Japan. To saj', there-

fore, that Siberia does not possess all-the-year-round

ports is incorrect.

The Russian government, ordinarily a slowly-moving

body, occasionally acts with unparalleled suddenness.

It has reeentlv done so. It has transformed a drink-
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sotliii'ii ju'iisiuilry into ii virilo ami wiitchl'iil prnpK'. Tlie

flowor ot" Kussin is in Siboria. Its population of ;U>,CHK),-

000 is steadily iiu-ix^asiiig;. ll is always the experience

flint the iH'st nn-n ami women jri> to the frontier. Tlie8»>

people ueeil your eoinmodities, they need your saw-mill

mnehiner>' to eut their vast forests of tamaraek, your

Studehaker wapons, your motor-oars and motor-lorries

to get aliout and to haul their goods. Siberia with its

lo.tHXI miles of navigable river-ways needs your flat

steamers, and your steel plates for barges. Your ma-

ehine-tools, your eement-making mnehinery, your ten

thousiuid meehanienl eoutrivani-es. your excavating and

conveying machinery to dig ditches, to deepen rivers

and harlnirs. to eomiiete with haml-lalior in building

automobile roads thmugh the interminnlile forests.

Silieria needs your concentrating machinery to work the

lead and zinc ores of the Trans-Baikal, the Altai, and the

vast low-grade copper deposits of the Sayan ranges on

the border of Mongolia. Your rough and practical

clothes for frontier life, rubber boots, leather boots and

shoe-packs, your Levi Strauss overalls, your ^Mackinaw

shirts, even your fur-coats, sleeping-bag, and reefers.

Strange is it not ? You cannot buy a decent fur-coat in

Siberia, or a practical one for work. This, in Siberia

the home of the bear, of the fox, and the millions of

sheep and horses. Siberia has the furs, but she has not

yet made the clothes. Absurd as it may seem, the only

two American commodities, outside of agricultural ma-

chinerj-, in general use in eastern Siberia are Taylor's

fly-paper and Carnation condensed cream. What has

Siberia—in fact, what has the whole of the Russian Em-

pire, to drop into the vernacular of the moment, been

up against ? She has been up against the German. And
she has been up against the German good and hard.

Russia was Germany's best commercial colony.

In my various trips through the Siberian communi-

ties I have frequently inspected small steam and electric

installations, and have found the electric ones almost

without exception of German manufacture, while the

steam units are usually of the German locomobile type.

In the city of Vladivostok a large and handsome build-

ing stands facing the harbor on one of the main streets.

The entire building was occupied by a great electrical

firm of Berlin. From this office the company directed

not only the civil installations throughout the Primorsk

or Coast province of Siberia, but also the principal

electric installations of the Russian government. In

order to install a 4.50-kw. American generator at Nikol-

aievsk in 1910, special permission was necessary from a

firm of German manufacturers. Is this incident likely

to be repeated ? I tliink not. The building of that Ger-

man company to which I refer is, I have no doubt,

boarded up as tight as the German embassy at Petro-

grad and the German staff of the company are in safe-

keeping until the close of the "War.

I can give one example of the former use of German
electric machinery by a gold-mining company using

some 20 generators and over 100 electric motors for

mining purposes in connection with five hydro-electric

phiiils lliat are aliiiost exchisiveiy of (iiTniaii iiiaiiii-

fa<'tur<-. This coiiipaiiy lias now dci'idcil not to piirclia.se

another imhiihI of German machinery of any shape or

description. ( 'cut rirngai pumps, dirci'l acting piiiiipH,

hoists, electric! and steam indiiKlriai loeomotivcH, ex-

cavating luid conveying machinery arc subjei^t to the

same eoniment. Fusi', cajis, (|uicUKilvcr. special slccls,

tools of all descriptions have been for years purchased

by the Siberian gold-mining companies from (ierniany.

The Kiissians say "Nevi'r again."

lict American manufacturers abandon now. once for

all, the idea that they can sell any more niaehiiu'ry to

Russia by means of German agents or German aflilia-

tions. Russia is finished with frcniiany. for a decade,

and perhajis for longer.

Ill .Vladivostok in 1008 I purchased a fi-w tools that

looked as if they were American : claw-hammers, railway-

lanterns, monkey-wrenches, small .iacks, etc. A .sujicr-

fieial inspection showed that these were not of American

manufacture, but imitations. They all proved almost

worthless. These were the celebrated 'Hamburg sec-

onds'; rememlier that name, good enough for the Far

East and for South America, where the American manu-

facturer does not penetrate but where his goods are in

demand. The goods in this case were supposed to fool

the Chinese, but in reality they proved useful as models

by which I had similar tools made locally, roughly, but

of good material.

In the eastern cities of Vladivostok, ITabarovsk, Blago-

veshensk, and Nikolaicvsk on Amur, were the large de-

partment-stores of Kunst & Albers of Hamburg. This

firm, possessing many Russian shareholders, was prac-

tically in the same commercial relations to tlie Russian

Far East as the American trading companies to Alaska.

The Rickmers line of steamers from Hamburg, and boats

chartered by the firm itself, brought European goods

every year to stock for the needs of the country. The

firm maintained its own German club at Vladivostok.

The stores are closed, the club is closed, the staff is in

safe keeping. "When the War is over the firm will be

Russian in fact as well as in name, and will afford a

market for American goods.

The Russian firm of Churin. which is the succes.sor of

that pioneer of Siberian trade, the Cape Cod merchant,

Enoch Emery, has always been a powerful competitor of

Kunst & Albers, but the management of the former was

not so enterpri-sing. The goods were of the rougher sort,

and of good quality, for I have myself paid them many

thousands of rubles on behalf of mining companies. But

American goods they knew not, and apparently could

not obtain. Few of the employees of this great Siberian

firm, which has even stores at Anadir, opposite Cape

Nome, could speak anything but Rus,sian. Would that

we had today in America more men of the type of Enoch

Emery, that indefatigable pioneer, of the type of Cap-

tain Niebaura of San Francisco, and of the former New

England traders of Petropavlovsk, hustlers who are

willing to face the East and to learn its secrets, in place

of that self-satisfied and small-scale individual whose
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ideal of foreign commerce is limited to correspondence

with foreign agents whose faces he has probably never

seen, whose language he cannot speak, and of whose

business methods he is ignorant.

The Keystone Driller Co., of Beaver Falls, the Allis-

Chalmers Co. of Milwaukee, the Sullivan Machinery Co.,

A SLBEEIAJi HORSE-WHIJI.

and the Bueyrus Steam-Shovel Co. have, it is true, found

a good agency at Petrograd, a Russian iirm whose man-

ager was for several years in America. But these agen-

cies are difficult to find. The Singer Sewing Machine

Co. is probably the most notable example of a firm that

has established itself in Russia, and

others that may be mentioned as

having their own organizations are

the Westinghouse Air Brake, the

Eastman Kodak, and the Walkover

Shoe companies.

Typewriters, phonographs, scales,

office fixtures, small machinery, and

supplies of all kinds of American
origin are sold by agents, when
they are sold at all. Competition

is severe, and the European having

his representatives in the country,

his Russian office established, his

banking- correspondents close at

hand who thoroughly understand
the long credit system, and who
are ready to make him advances,

this European, I say, gets the busi-

ness.

I would here say a word about

England. England, like our own
country, has been asleep. It is true she has banking

arrangements with Russia, whereas we have none.

I believe that her banks will greatly extend their

operations in the Russian Empire after the present war,

and long credits will be easv to arrange. The commer-

cial arrangements of English houses have, however, been

far inferior in Russia to those of German, Danish,

French, and Swedish firms. But the England of after

the War will be a far different one commercially from

the England before the War, and she will offer a keen

competition with America for Russian and Siberian

business. Moreover, she has the in-

estimable advantage of possessing

ships, which we have not.

At the National Convention' for

Foreign Trade held at St. Louis on

January 21, John J. Arnold, vice-

president of the First National

Bank of Chicago, said that there

.should be an amendment to the

Federal Reserve Law which would
give the banks of the United States

authority to use 5% of their capi-

tal stock in forming banks in for-

eign countries. In connection with

this, Mr. Arnold spoke of the de-

sirability of subscribing to loans

issued in these countries. Not
only the Government of Russia, but

the municipalities of that country,

sucli as Moscow, Kief, Ekaterinos-

lav, Baku, Harkof, Saratof, Odessa,

cities in the midst of a great agricultural district,

in some of the finest coal and petroleum districts

of the world, have issued loans of from one to five mil-

lion dollars and even more which have been plentifully

subscribed in London during the past five years. Even

AT HEAUglAKTKR.S.

these cities in the old part of Russia, must continue to

build, and to extend railway, tramways, city improve-

ments, water and drainage systems, and they will need

foreign money. Wh.y should not these loans be sub-

scribed in New York and in Boston as well as in London?
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Like Ihf oKl Si-oti-li liuiy who n-l'iisoil In show tlio I'oii-

iluetor hiT tiekot btH-ause she liiil not wish liiiii to know

where slie was gtnng, tiic Atnerioan Itniikcr tiiul tlic

Americnji mcn-hnnt hnvo nppiirontly onrrii'd tlii'ir onu-

tion t>f (ioin^r husiiuss witli Hussia to the extent of eliiUl-

ishness. The erodit of the Hitssiiui Kinpin' needs no

apolojry fn>n» nie. Tlie estaMislinieiit of tlu- Ivii.ssiaii

Ainerieaii Hank at l*etn)grad. witli liraneln-s in the

prineipal Kussiun and Siberinu eities, offers one of the

world's fjreat banking oi>portunitii's. and would be of

unquestionable assistance in tlie establisiiiiieiit of Ameri-

can trade on a permanent basis.

As i-epards stoi'k-excluinpe traiisaetions. tlic Russian

Ivourse labors under legal disadvantages, as ollicinl deal-

ings are limited to Russian securities exclusively. I

have, however, rea.son to believe that a eliange in these

restrictions is under consideration, and one may look

forward to the day when shares of international stand-

ing may be dealt in as freely at Petrograd as at London.

1 have got nither away from Siberia, in trying to im-

press on you that you are not dealing, so far as getting

yoxir money from the Russians, with a frontier country,

with a wilderness, not with wild men dressed in skins,

but with a country far advanced in development and in

finance, pi-obably farther in what pertains to interna-

tional finance and exchange than you are yourselves.

By the trade-routes that T have pointed out, it is likely

that yon can supply Eastern Siberia with commodities

at a cheaper freight-rate than they can obtain them at

Petrograd. Moscow, or from western Europe. The dif-

ference is that between a rail haul of at least .")000 miles

and an ocean freight of Ti"t nuitr- i)i,nn ilnuMi' tlio dis-

tance.

I have been responsible for the importation of some

.$200,000 worth of American machinery into East Si-

beria, including gold dredges, machine-shop equipment,

wagons, motor-vehicles, and boats, excavating machinery,

wagons, harness, clothes, etc., and I am compelled to say

that the knowledge possessed by American manufactur-

ers of how to pack goods for foreign shipment, and their

knowledge of foreign shipping routes and shipping rates

is primitive in the extreme. There is a crying need in

this country of school-courses, not only in Rus.sian,

Spanish. French, and German languages, but also to

teach commercial geography, and the commercial meth-

ods used by our world competitors.

"When I was a boy in Boston I used to take delight in

frequenting an establishment known as the Windsor

theatre, celebrated for the hair-raising dramas there per-

formed. One of these, as I remember, was called 'In

Darkest Siberia,' or words to that effect. I am afraid

that most of us derived our impression of that country

from the information afforded by similar productions.

I cannot give you impressions of Siberian prisons, as I

have never been in one. excepting one that I gave orders

to have built to confine certain obstreperous workmen
while they awaited the arrival of a steamer to take them

to the nearest police-station. I have been at the Govern-

ment mines in the Nerchinsk districts where convicts are

employed, ajul beyond a certain iVcblcne.ss of adivily,

which wouhl not Ik* permitted on a privately-owned gold

mine, 1 did not nolii-c any special difTcrencc between llw

treatment of these men and of oilier laborers. This was

a gold-gravel drift mine, wli<'re the convicts workcil im

derground and most of the surface-men were Chiiii'se.

The most evident feature was apparently an uiidersland-

ing between the convicts and the Chinese business man
on the hoist by which the latlei- purcha.scd gold panned

surreptitiously by the convicts in the drifts on the night-

shift. Ti\o fact is that convict labor does not jiay in

Siberia, and although convicts are sometimes offered tx)

the mine-owncre at a normal wage by the (Joverriment,.

free miners ai-e always preferred at a considerably

higher wage.

Our good friend Kipling i-ct'crs in the 'Kiuu' ni' the

Three Sealers' to Siberian "mines of mereur.v, that loose

the teeth in yer jaw." If Mr. Kipling can find a quick-

silver mine in Siberia and get an option on it, T shall be

glad if he will communicate with me. But if Siberia has

no quicksilver, so far as known, it has other inelals in

abundance, and it may be mentioned that the mining

world is now looking to Siberia as perhaps the greatest

untouched field for gold, for copper, lead, and zinc.

Rus.sia gives the copper miner a bounty of five cents per

pound over the market price outside the Empire, and

within a few years it is expected that the mines of the

Ural and Southern Siberia will add a considerable quan-

tity to the world's output of copper. The simple intro-

duction of the process of pyritic smelting in the copper

mines of the Ural by Americans has transferred un-

profitable deposits into important producers. Deposits

of the disseminated copper type and other low-grade de-

posits that can be mined in open-cuts by the steam-

shovel are being investigated. Figure to yourselves a

mineral-bearing mountain system with peaks up to

12,000 ft. in height, three times as long as the entire

north and south extent of the states of Utah, Arizona,

and Sonora, and you will get an idea of the extent of

territory in the Alatau, Altai, and Sayan ranges of

Siberia, which remain to be explored. That entire belt

is mineral-bearing, with volcanic rock as.sociations: and

history shows that the ba.se metals have been worked by

primitive peoples throughout this backbone, so to speak,

of Asia for a period commensurate with the age of the

Buddhist religion.

The Russian Empire comprises one-seventh of the

land area of the globe. Russia in Europe has 2,000.000

square miles, wiiile Siberia exceeds 6,000,000 sf|uare

miles, a total of over 8,000,000 as compared to the 3.025,-

600 square miles in the T'nited States. The population

of the Rus.sian Empire is estimated at 170,000,000. The

topography is that of great undulating plains, diversified

by broad plateaus and mountain ranges. A number of

large rivers drain the country, and there are extensive

areas of fertile black soil, highly productive where

tilled. There is an American consul at Vladivostok, and

at a half-dozen eities in European Ru.ssia.
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IN
the November issue of Teniente Topics, the monthly

publication of the Braden Copper Co., Chile, a

member of the staff briefly outlines the development

of the smelter from 1909 to the present time. Metal-

lurgical difficulties have been many, hut wei'e overcome,

in spite of being 6000 miles from the base of supplies.

The plant now treats 3.50 tons of concentrate daily,

yielding 60 tons of copper, during which operation

60 tons of coke and 10 tons of fuel-oil are burned,

employing 350 men and 1500 hp. This quantity of

concentrate is recovered from 4000 tons of ore crushed

per day. The concentrate consists of 19% copper, 17%
silica, 23% iron, 2% lime, 8% alumina, and 28%
sulphur. It is sandy and slimy, and contains 20% water.

Of the 350 tons of concentrate, about 215 tons is dumped
from V-shaped steel cars into bins, which supply the

nodulizing kilns. This concentrate is then fed to con-

veyor-belts, thence into kilns, heated by oil-burners to

a temperature of 1750°F. In the kibis, the sandy con-

centrate is quickly heated by the burning of the oil,

and also by the combustion of a part of the sulphur

content, to a sticky consistence, in which state the

rolling motion tends to ball it into nodules of varying

size. The kilns are sloped an inch per foot toward the

discharge-end, out of which the red-hot nodules pour

onto an endless chain of cast-iron pans, which convey

the product to hoppers ready to charge into the blast-

furnaces. The nodules have about the same chemical

content as the original concentrate, except that the

proportion of sulphur has been reduced from 28 to 18%,
and, of course, the moisture has been evaporated.

A by-product of the nodulizers is flue-dust, that is, a

small proportion of the concentrate blown out by the

draft in the kilns and caught in dust-chambers, removed,

and hauled to the bins for re-treatment.

Another 50 tons of the original concentrate is sent

to bins that discharge to the sinter-plant, of four units.

Each unit is a concrete box, 4 ft. wide by 50 ft. long.

In place of a top there is a cast-iron grate similar to

that of a stationary boiler, but with smaller air-holes.

An exhaust-fan is connected to the box, creating a

strong down-draft of air through the grate. A 4-in.

layer of raw concentrate is spread on the grate with

an inch layer of saw-dust ignited with kerosene or gaso-

line torches, after the fan has been started. The saw-

dust starts the combustion of the sulphur in the con-

centrate. This then continues to roast for an hour,

when the sulphur is reduced to 12% and the loose

layers are reduced to hard cake. The cake is broken

into pieces six to eight inches in diameter and raked

into cars that go to the blast-furnaces.

The remaining 85 tons of concentrate received daily

is discharged into bins, thence fed by conveyors into cars

directly to the blast-furnaces ; this amount being smelted

raw. Thus 62%, is noduUzed, 14% sintered, and 24%
of the concentrate is reduced direct.

The two blast-furnaces are 25 and 30 ft. long, respec-

tively, 4 ft. wide, and 9 ft. deep, with hollow-steel water-

jackets. The furnaces are fed with a charge consisting

of varying proportions of nodulized, sintered, and raw
concentrates, together with converter-slag (containing

60% iron) as a flux, and coke as fuel. The proportion

of coke to concentrates averages about 15%, and is

dependent directly on the amount of raw and nodulized

concentrates. This mixture gradually sinks in the fur-

nace, becoming hotter and continually melting, until

in the bottom it is liquid at a temperatui'e of 2500°F.,

and runs into the settler. The matte, containing 45%
copper, 30% iron, and 25% sulphur, remains in the

settler until removed through a hole near the bottom and

poured into the converters through a brick-lined

launder.

The converters are of the Pierce-Smith basic-lined

type. Each consists of a horizontal cylindrical sheet-

steel shell 25 ft. long by 10 ft. diameter, inside of which

is a lining 18 in. thick of magnesite brick. This material

is not attacked by the chemical reactions in the con-

verter, and consequently lasts for a long time, unless

allowed to over-heat. The cylindrical converter-shell

rests on heavy rollers, and can be revolved around its

axis so as to empty its contents through a hole in the

side when necessary. The converter is pierced by a

horizontal row of blast-pipes through the steel shell and
lining, for the entrance of compressed air. These holes

are in a line parallel with the axis of the cylinder some-

what below the centre-line, and point down toward the

bottom of the converter. A large hole in the top receives

the charge of matte, and serves as a chimney for the

escape of gases.

When ready to receive a charge, the converter is

revolved until the mouth is under the end of the matte-

launder leading from the settler mentioned ; this position

places the tuyeres at about the centre-line of the cylinder,

A stream of matte is run by gravity into the mouth,

until the converter is filled almost to the level of the

tuyeres. There is also added a small amount of quartz.

Compressed air at 10 to 12 lb. pressure is then forced

through the tuyeres and the converter is revolved until

the tuyeres are submerged about 12 in. under liquid

matte.

The elimination of the iron and sulphur leaves prac-

tically pure copper as the only remaining constituent

of the matte; after 12 hours of alternate blowing-in

air and pouring-off slag a bath remains of 25 to 30 tons

of molten copper. This goes into ladle-cars and is

hauled to a receiver, which is simply a huge brick-lined

kettle capable of lifting and pouring its contents into

a line of moving cast-iron molds.
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Queer Mine Accidents

By p. B. McDonald

In the Mixixo and Scientific Tkfsvs of Oi'tol«>r 23,

Iiisl ft ptvuliar Miistiiif; luviiK'iit wius r«'ooriU"il in tin-

l>t>a«i\viH)(J iifws-li'ttcr. Tlm-c men in tin- Oro Hoiuio

shiifl liHiI lit tlie fiisps of a round of ir> holes, and ilinibi'tl

into the bueket. Owing to n delay in stftrtinji tlie iioist-

en^tie which was on dead-eentre one man liccamo ex-

eited, jumped from the buekit. his light wont out. and

the bueket was hoisted. His companions missed iiini.

and prabWd the bell-cord, giving the signal to stop: hut

the man in the shaft, not knowing that, started to dind)

the liell-cord. tiuis giving another signal which carried

the !>ucket and two men to sjifety on the 1500-ft. lcvt>l.

Of course the hell-eord broke, leaving tlie man iu the

midst of 15 holes, loaded heavily and about to explode.

Getting in a comer he barricaded himself with planks

and lieanl eight of the holes lired ; he says he heard no

more until his companions dug him out intending to

take his remains to the undertaker. Aside from a few

slight bruises, and a nervous shock, he was not harmed

and in a few days was as before. The fault, in this case,

was carelessness in not having kept the ladder extended

to the bottom of the shaft. A somewhat similar case

occurred in a gold mine at Grass Valley. The hoist re-

fused to work. leaWng several miners in a shaft among a

round of holes with lit fuses. All but one of the men
tried to climb the timbered sides of the shaft. That one,

with a praiseworthy coolness, cut all the fuses with his

knife, and succeeded in beating the round.

In another instance in the Lake Superior iron region,

during the sinking of a vertical shaft, the bucket had

been removed to enable the cable to lower timbers, etc.,

held with a chain. On one occasion when the empty cable

was being hoisted, a miner caught hold of it, foolishly

thinking to ride up the shaft by hanging from the end of

the chain. Of course the cable swayed so much that he

was dashed against the timbers, killing him.

At the Tioga mine. Bodie, Mono county, California,

iu 1879, a man escaped death in a remarkable manner.

The story as told by a prominent mining engineer of

New York, and verified by the man who was his foreman

at the time of the accident, is as follows: Nine men of

the night shift were being lowered, in the cage down a

vertical shaft ; contrary to orders the hoistman in the

engine-room did not throw in the clutch of the hoist in

advance, but began to lower the cage holding it merely

by the brakes, probably intending to throw in the clutch

later. The cage fell rapidly, so that the hoist-man could

not stop it : the amount of friction he was able to give it

only served to keep the cable taut so that the safety-

catches did not work. In fact, it would have been better

had the cable broken, as in that case the safety-catches

would have caught and stopped the cage. Tlie cage

and men fell 520 ft., went through a bulkhead of 8-in.

square timber, and dropped 20 ft. into a dry siimp. Six

of the men were killed, two were mangled and crippled.

so iliat they snlise<|ntiitly died of the injnricK, but the

ninth man in .some miraculous way received only a few

insignilicant abrasions. When rcscuetl he was Npeech-

Icss but not nnconscioiis.

The sjiuic autiiorilics vomli f.u' thi' Iriilh of llic follow

ing efinally marvelous escape. In early days on tiw

t'omstock liOtle, a miner named Tom Oliver fell 170 ft.

in the Yellow tiacket shaft, went through a 2 in. wooden

platform into a sump of water, and was uninjured.

At a mine in Colorado, another engineer was being

lowered in a bucket down a rough exploration shaft in-

clined at 75°. Ice had formed in the shaft, particularly

on the peeled poles along which the bucket slid, to such

a degree jus to constrict the opening. The bucktit caught

and stopped, the cable jiiling \ip there. No one was

within sight or hearing, and quick action was necessary.

The engineer jumjicd out, clung to the timbers, kicked

the bucket loose, slid down the rope into the bucket and

rode on with nothing worse than torn hands. In a re-

cent blast of n tons of powder at a gravel mine in Sierra

county, California, the fume .spread about so widely that

four men were a.sphyxiatcd ; and the smell of the fume

was noticeable several miles away. Ten tons of the

charge was black powder and one ton, the primer, was

40% dynamite.

Similarly a great many queer accidents take place

around a mine; accidents in the hoisting, to engineers

carrying transits underground, from electric trolley-

wires, during roof-scaling, on ladders, in sumps, around

steam, air and water lines, at loading-chutes, etc. Some

are seemingly unavoidable, but others if better under-

stood would not happen again.

Man is a social animal ; is he also essentially a gam-

bling animal? Is it ti-ue, as many allege, that fewer

things would be done, fewer things ventured upon, were

it not for the gambling chance of profit? Speculation,

gambling, is looked upon as the risking of a little on the

chance of making much. Without such an incentive, it is

often argued, enterprise would languish and material

civilization would forthwith decline. Is all tliis so 1 Does

not the argument arise from a confusion of ideas? The

spirit of enterprise is not quite the same thing as the

gambling spirit. Properly viewed, enterprise is not the

risking of little to make much. It is something better

than that. The man who lays down a dollar hoping that

the turn of the wheel will give him a hundred is risking

a little on the chance of making much—he is gambling.

If he got the hundred he would have done nothing for it.

The man who spends his little on some invention, who

puts his all in some business venture, who prospects for

gold—none of these is gambling in the real meaning of

that word. AU of these devote to their task their labor

and their intelligence—man cannot give more. The

gambler despises labor: he seeks only, if by chance he

may, to divert to him.self the fruits of the labor of others.

The gambler in whatever field he operates is but a para-

site; he need not delude himself into believing that he is

a useful member of the community.

—

The Annalist.
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1,161,886.

—

Removing Cadmium fbom Zinc Ore. Gilbert Rigg,

Palmerton, Pa., assignor to The New Jersey Zinc Company.
New York, N. Y., a corporation of New Jersey. Filed July 27,

1915.

1. The method of removing cadmium from roasted or

naturally oxidized zinc ore, which comprises superposing, the

one upon the other, a layer of fuel and a layer of cadmium-
containing zinc ore, igniting the fuel and passing a body of

air through the fuel and then through the ore until the ore is

raised to the reduction temperature of cadmium but not of

zinc, and continuing the passage of air through the fuel and
ore, for the removal of the cadmium, without substantial re-

moval of the zinc; substantially as described.

1,160,621.

—

Process of Smelting Ores. John H. Klepinger,

Milo W. Krejci, and Charles R. Kuzell, Great Falls, Mont.
Filed January 21, 1915.

1. In the treatment of metallic oxids, the process of spray-
ing a charge of the oxids in a finely divided state into a treat-

ment chamber, surrounding the particles while in the chamber
with a gaseous reducing medium, maintaining the temperature
of the mixture in the chamber to effect a reduction of the oxids
and a smelting of the metallic constituents of the charge while
still in a finely divided state, precipitating the fused particles.
causing the precipitated particles to advance under agitation
and in the presence of a reducing medium to a suitable set-

tling chamber, and finally removing the same from said last
mentioned chamber.

Ore-Separating Process. Arthur J. Moxham, Wilmington.
Delaware. Filed April 6, 1912, serial No. 6S9,03S. Renewed
January 22, 1915, serial No. 3S36.

1- In the process of separating solid constituents of differ-
ent specific gravities, first treating the solids by coating them
with a definite percentage of material adapted to reduce the
specific gravity of each of the solid constituents to a prede-
termined degree, and then immersing them in a liquid sep-
arating medium.

2. In the process of separating solid constituents of dif-

ferent specific gravities in a heavy liquid, first treating the
solids to reduce the specific gravity of each of the solid con-
stituents to the extent required to cause the separating liquid
to have the desired specific gravity relative to the specific
gravity of each of the solid constituents, and then effecting the
separation of the solid constituents in such separating liquid.

1,160,550.

—

Gold-Saving Machine. John T.

mond Beach, Wash. Filed October 22, 1914.

Voigt, Rich-

1. In apparatus of the class described, a drum rotatable on
a horizontal axis and having intermediate its length a cylin-
drical portion formed of an amalgamable material and cir-

cumferentially unobstructed, said drum being closed at one
end and with an opening at the other end of less diameter
than the aforesaid cylindrical portion, and means extending
into the open end of the drum adapted to feed auriferous ma-
terial directly to the inner peripheral surface of the drum,
said means being at all times unconnected with respect to the
drum and removable therefrom for cleaning the interior of the
drum while the same is rotating or otherwise.

1,166,142.

—

Calcining, Desulfubizing, and Agglomerating
Ores, &c. Franz Meyer, Englewood, N. J., assignor to Dwight
& Lloyd Metallurgical Company, New Y'ork, N. Y., a corpora-
tion of New Jersey. Filed November 9, 1907.

1. Apparatus for the metallurgical treatment of ores and
the like, consisting of a receiving grate for supporting the
charge, means for revolving the grate bodily about an upright
axis, means for feeding the charge to the grate in a uniform
layer, means for causing aeriform fluid to traverse the charge,
and means for automatically removing the treated charge from
the grate as it passes a predetermined point in the grate's
revolution, said means consisting of a scraper located at said
point and having a plow front which detaches the charge
from the grate and a diverting abutment in the rear of the
plow front: substantially as described.

1,166,067.

—

Process for Separating Cobalt From Ores or
BY-PRonrcTs. Philip M. McKenna, Washington. D. C assignor
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to Chemical Troduct* Oomimny. WnnhliiRton, I). I'., n corporii

tloii of WoKt VlfBlnln. KIUhI Sfptrnili.T IR. 19M.

1. Till' pnH-os» of ttciMirnlUiK coluilt from ii apolsa rontiUiiinR

the MUiic. which ron»l8t8 In pfTtK'tlnK frnctlonntlon by ftiMlng

the Hpolw with boron-trloxid.

3. The procMis of actmniiInK roliali from n b|>(>I(w oontiilnInK

colutli nnil nickel, which consists In fuHlnc tho bih-Irb and

boronirloxld and cnuBlng the nickol umcnld Kpolwi to sj-purnto

from the iKjrIc cobalt slau by reason of the dlfferencr In Ihclr

ii|H'cinc Ktavlty.

1.167.076.—ORt-CoMKMB-KTlNO AlTAR-VTlS.

ney. Garfield. Utah. Filed August 10. I9M.

Thomas A. Jun-

1. In a device of the class described, an agitation vessel, a

seiiarating box having admission and discharge chambers

provided with admission and discharge pons respectively,

admission chamber and discharge chamber circulation ports

connecting said chambers respectively with the lower part ot

said agitation vessel, and means for moving an ore pulp

upwardly in said vessel and into said box.

2. In a device of the class described, an agitation vessel, a

separating box having admission and discharge chambers

provided with admission and discharge ports respectively,

admission chamber and discharge chamber circulation ports

connecting said chambers respectively with the lower part of

said agitation vessel, said separating box having an overflow

lip. a duct connecting said vessel and box at a jjoint above

said overflow lip. and means for impelling an ore pulp u|)-

wardlv in said vessel.

1,162,532.

—

Metallurgicax, Ftrnace. Vtley Wedge, Ard-

more. Pa. Original application filed May 3, 1911, Serial No.

624.792. Divided and this application filed .Tuly 11. 1912; re-

newed July 1, 1915.

•^^r '' *" "^"'r'^^-Cj' -Sj I't't i.ir'^ 'I iV.

A furnace having superposed annular hearths some provided

with discharge openings both at their inner and outer portions

while alternate hearths are provided with discharge openings

midway of the widths of the same, and a central rotating

shaft having thereon rabble carrying arms projecting over

the hearths, the rabbles on those arms which project over the

hrurlliH liiivInK Inner anil outer dlm-hnrRe openlnRM boliiK ho

diNpoHi'd iiH to move till' inati'riul from the middle of llie

hnirth towaril the inner luul outer porllonH of the Manir, iiixl

the rabbles over those hearllis which have the oponlnKS mid-

way of their widths beluK so dlspuBcd as to move the material

from the Inner and outer portions of the hearth toward the

middle of the sami-.

l,Ui3,.'<'l4.—COMK.MBATOK. .loliu K. Isliell, l.OH AnneleM, ("ul,.

asslKUor to Orren Allen. Oenver. f'olo. Klled Seplemlier S, lilKt.

1. In a concentrator, the comblnulion with a coiiceiilrator

table, of a cut-out device thereon, coni|>ri8lng a casing with a

chamber, discharge means leading from said chamber, said

ehanilier having an inlet at one end, a horizontal separator

I)latc extending forwardly from the Inlet of .sjild chaniber to

direct the material passing below said separator plate into

said casing, a supplementary horizontal plale extending above

said separator plate and spaced therefrom to serve as a guide

for the fluid passing over said separator plate, side walls

extending divergently rearward from said cut-out casing

beneath said separator plate, and side walls extending diver-

gently rearward beneath said supplementary plale and spaced

from the casing to form pjissages between the said plates, the

casing, and the said last named walls.

1,160,502.

—

Obk-Jig. Frank Franz and Eugene R. Day, Wal-

lace, Idaho. Filed May 8, 1914.

1. The combination with a clutch having a series of inde-

pendent transverse compartments, a screen hung over the said

compartments, the said screen being formed in sections of

progressively different mesh, one of the said sections being

provided for each of the said compartments, the said screen

including slats on their under face that incline diagonally

toward the receiving end ot the screen, vibratory hanger

devices from which the screen is suspended, and means for

imparting reciprocating motion to the screen in a plane

parallel with the diagonal angle of the screen slats.

1,165,692.

—

Process of Extracting Va.naiuum, Uramu.m. a.ni>

Radium From Ores. Richard Bishop Moore, Denver, Colo.

Filed October 7, 1913. (Dedicated to the public.)

1. The herein described process of extracting values from

ores containing vanadium, uranium and radium, which con-

sists in leaching the ore with a solution containing an alkali

carbonate and an alkali hydrate, recovering vanadium from

the solution, leaching the residue with an acid solution and

recovering uranium and radium from the solution.

2. The herein described process of extracting values from

ores containing vanadium, uranium and radium, which con-

sists in leaching the ore with a solution containing sodium

carbonate and sodium hydrate, recovering vanadium from the

solution, leaching the residue with a hydrochloric acid solu-

tion, and recovering uranium and radium from the solution.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our oisn correspondents.

CRIPPLE CREEK, COLORADO
Mills Operating and Output.—Delmonico, El Paso, Isabella.

Only three treatment plants were In operation on low-grade

ore in January, all of the other mills being closed on account

of repairs, change in method of treatment, or experiments

being conducted to determine the best way to extract the gold.

The production in .Tanuary, as reported by the mills and
smelters, is as follows:

Plant and location. Tons.

Smelters, Denver and Pueblo 4,500

Golden Cycle, Colorado City 32,500

Portland, Colorado City 12,000

Portland, Colorado City 18,419

Portland, Independence 11,925

Caley-.Jerry Johnson 450

A strike of rich ore is reported from No. 15 level of the Lee
shaft of the Isabella. In three rounds of driving the content

increased from 12 to 800 oz. per ton. The stock immediately

responded to the reported discovery, and sold at a higher price

than for many months.

79,794

\verage
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HoIIId mid il. A. Mutiit'. of l.uiilKvUIr, Kcnlticky. unit Kiilitia^

Cliy |M>ople HIT uMx-latrd with the Short conumiiy In thin

derelo|iniPUI. A Kiin(t Ik Into orp. nnd ilrlvhiK IwiH xlnrti'd.

Work on the new plant o( l!00-lon raiuiclty Ik In licKiti wltlilu

a month. The InrKifl mill <xuili-ni|>lii(ed l>v llie roiiipiiny will

hnvi- n cnimrlly of 3r<D toUK a xhlft. nnil will lie Klliintcd on it

40-ncre lens«> of the Jiinu-s I.iike land, we8t of Joplln. The

leA»e llet) sotilh of the MusklnKiini mine, whirh Ik n Mk pro

durer. nnd north of the A. \V. C. Kroup of three mlllK. with ii

fourth now under course of c-onslrurtlon near the proponed new

plant of the Short com|>any. Two shafts are Into ore, the

extent of which has been fairly well lilooked out In H drill-

holes. The roni|>any has ni>pr«prlnted $3ii,oiiii for developnieut

work and mill constriirtlon.

Koundiiiions are In for two conrentratlne plants to be ron-

strncted by the Admiralty Zinc Co., five miles north-east of

Miami. Oklahoma, In a dlgtrlcl that only recently has BiiruuK

Into prominence as a producing area. Mining will be con-

ducted in a disseminated formation at a depth of KiO ft., al-

though drilllni; has shown deeper ore. The mills will have a

capacity of 250 tons each. They are situated near the Welsh

Minini; Co.'s plant, where new work Is under way, and at

which place a heavy flow of water is encountered below a depth

of ISO ft. .M the Welsh mine, pumps have been lifting ."loOU

gal. per minute for the past three months. Other new work

In this district consists of plant construction at Picher, where

two mills are now completed, a third is well under way, and a

fourth has been started. The Blue Goose mine, some distance

west of Picher Is also a new property that is attracting

attention because of the extreme richness of the ore now-

being milled. All these properties are on lands owned by

Quapaw Indians, who usually receive o'^'c royalty.

The Warren Brewer Mining Co., on a lease of the Rox

Mining A Smelting Co., In the east part of Joplin. has begun

construction of a 100-ton concentrating plant on a lease that

has been productive for some time. The poor custom-milling

facilities in that part of the district necessitated the con-

struction of the new plant. Drifts are heading into some

good lead and zinc ore at a depth of 110 ft. Tarrant and Gill,

also on the Rex land, are building a .=jO-ton plant to treat

calamine that they are mining at a depth of 73 ft., and which

they have been cleaning on hand-jigs. The new mill of the

Little John Mining Co., on the Rex land, is nearlng comple-

tion. It has a capacity of 150 tons.

D. D. Dewing has completed the construction of a 250-ton

concentrating plant on a lease of the Zinc Corporation of Mis-

souri property at Webb City, Missouri. Sheet-ore is mined

from a depth of 220 ft. Two shafts will supply ore to the mill.

Not far distant is the new plant of the National Lead & Zinc

Co., now Hearing completion.

AUSTIN, TEXAS

DiFFEBESCE OF OpISIOS OS THE STATE MiXISO LAWS.

Precious metal, oil, and all other mineral substances that

have been found on land sold by the State of Texas since 1882

belong to the Government of the commonwealth, according to

the ofiBcial decision of J. T. Robinson, state land commissioner.

A contrary view is held by B. F. Looney, attorney-general, who

in a recent opinion stated that it is only on land that had been

classed, prior to sale, by the State land department as mineral-

bearing that the minerals are reserved to the State. In west-

ern Texas much of the former public domain was classed as

grazing and agricultural, and on parts of these areas, valuable

minerals and oil have been discovered. If Mr. Robinson's

opinion holds good, the resources that are found upon privately-

owned lands revert to the State. In order to determine the

controverted question a test-case is to be made in the Courts.

The attitude of Mr. Robinson as to the State's reservation of

minerals on all lands that formerly belonged to the public

domain has been adhered to for many years, and has caused

Ihe devclopnifiit of thcBc rcHourccH to be Ki'catly retiiiilrd. If

Mr. l.ooney'B Inlerprelntlon of the law U uphold by the (\iurlH.

it will mi-un n larKc Incroaw of ininlnK and oil operutloiiH. II

Ih slated thai many men own land on hIiIcIi llicy have found
iniueralH, but they do not ciirc to make the farl public for Hie
reason that the Slate would derive the beinlll of Hie dlHcoveiy,

and Ihe property would be open lo tlliiig by anybody.

ATLANTA, IDAHO

llnnAi. OK .Mi.MMi AM> .MniiMi in an Oil) Disiiinr.

Mining nnd metallurgical oiieralionu in iIiIh part ni lilabo

(KImore county) show conHlderalily more activity llian a year

ago. There are some notable old iiroducers in the dlHlrlrt; a

year ago they were iiractically all idle. Ah a rehult of the

active imllcy started, iirincipaliy by the lloiHe-Uoiheiiter

Mining Co., a revival has set In, and new life has been Infused

into the little town of Atlanta, the centre of busincHH. .Mining

conditions are favorable, excepting transportation facilities.

For six months of the year heavy traflic with outside points

is suspended on account of the roads over the mounlalns be-

coming impassable. During the other six months freight

charges are excessively high. A year ago an effort was made
to construct a road along the river valley (ommunlcallng with

Boise, the nearest supply base. This road would have been

available for any kind of traffic the whole year, and Kufllclciit

money was raised from various sources for its construction.

As a result of bad Judgment in laying It out, portions were

subsequently carried away by floods and the cotumunltbs and

mining companies most Interested continue lo suffer cDiiijjlete

Isolation for at least half of the year. Consi(lerlng the known
and prosiiective resources of this region that Is a state of

things which should be rectified in the near future.

The Boise-Rochester company, with headquarters at lioisje,

of which Leo J. Falk is president, is the principal operating

company. It recently took over the property and lOstamp

mill formerly owned by the Bagdad-Chase Gold Mining Co.

Work was started on the claims in the fall of 1&15, and Is being

advanced on an increasing scale as the winter advances. A
Bleichert aerial tram, capable of carrying 120 Ions in eight

hours, now connects the lower workings of the mine with the

mill. Recent development in the mine has oiiened a consider-

able quantity of ore worth from $10 to $20 per ton. At the

present time 20 stamps are dropping continuously on this

grade of ore. Under the former owner's management the

method of extracting ore was by the caving system, but this

proved unsuitable under the conditions prevailing, resulting

in an excessive quantity of waste being mixed with the ore

sent to the mill. The vein material is exceedingly soft and

friable, and the country rock swells whenever it is left ex-

posed. These conditions necessitate heavy timbering and con-

tinued working of the ground, and it was probably to avoid

expenditure under these heads that the former system was

adopted.

Another obstacle to successful operations heretofore was the

difficulty of treatment. Amalgamation was followed by fine

grinding, and an elalwrate system of classification and con-

centration extracted a fairly high percentage of the bullion,

but trouble was experienced in handling the concentrate.

Transport charges preclude the shipment of anything but very

high-grade product, and local treatment by roasting followed

by cyanidation was only partly successful. An auxiliary plant

has now been installed, and is ready to commence operations.

In it the concentrate will be ground fine in tube-mills, agitated

with cyanide solution in a Pachuca tank, and the gold pre-

cipitated from solution by zinc-dust. It is confidently antici-

pated that this treatment will be a complete commercial suc-

cess, in which case it is intended to re-model the main plant

with a vein treatment of the whole ore by a similar process.

R. H. Richardson is superintendent.
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The property ot the Monarch Gold Mining Co., adjoining the

Boise-Rochester on the west, is under lease. The lessees have
been engaged during the late summer and fall treating the

dump ore by tine grinding in Huntington mills, amalgamation,
and concentration. A recent clean-up is reported to be satis-

factory.

The Overlook Gold Mining Co. at Black Warrior, some 14

miles from Atlanta, is busy. Ten additional stamps were
sent in while the roads were still open, and these are in course

of erection. An aerial tram has also been erected. Mr. Work
is superintendent.

LEADVILLE, COLORADO
Results of Dredging in Thi.s District

The Derry Ranch Gold Dredging Co. has under lease 2000
acres of ground, known as the Derry ranch, which is situated

12 miles south of Leadville and in the Arkansas valley, at

an altitude of about 10,000 ft. The ground was originally

drilled by W. H. Radford, and about 150 acres has been

proved to contain profitable gi-avel, and subsequent dredging is

indicating that these esti-

mated values are being ex-

ceeded by about 50%. The
dredge has operated just

two months and handled a

total of 143,000 yards. How-
ever, the first 15,000 yards

consisted of clay, with no

gold, thereby reducing the

actual gravel yardage to

128,000, from which was ex-

tracted 169,291. Operating

costs for this period

amounted to $6953, which is

less than 5c. per yard for

all the yardage handled.

This working cost is claimed

to be as low as any boat of

the same size, especially

when one considers that the

local cost of electric power
is rather high, 1.65c. per

kw-hour. The ground is

also difficult. containing
many large boulders.

One thing that tended to keep the working cost down was
the small amount of power consumed and it is interesting
to note that the dredge only required on an average a total

of rfl)out 155 hp., whereas formerly this dredge, when operating
in Montana, required over 250 hp. The saving was caused
by the re-modeling and re-designing, and the many changes
made by the New York Engineering Co. with a view to

reducing the power consumption and securing large yardage.

The dredge was shut-down on January 10, on account of

the severe climatic conditions, which would have increased
operating expenses unduly, and rather than do this, it was
decided to wait until spring. The total cost for building the
new hull and reconstructing the entire dredge was just about

$100,000, so that with one more month's operation, this amount
of money will be won back, and the rest will be all velvet.

The good work done by this dredge is due largely to the
efforts of Robert F. Lafferty, vice-president and general man-
ager, who was formerly an Oroville dredge operator, and
whose experience has stood him well in the management
of this enterprise. A. C. Ludlum is the president and
principal owner of the Derry Ranch Gold Dredging Co., as
well as the sole owner of the New York Engineering Company.

After several months' shut-down the Castle View mine on
Carbonate hill is being re-worked. A large quantity of 22%
zinc carbonate is available, but a peculiar market made it

difficult to secure a contract. This has been arranged, and
the output Is 50 tons per day.

ATOLIA, CALIFORNIA
Latest from the Tung.sten Region

Notwithstanding the fire which destroyed the new mill of
the Atolia Mining Co. on January 25, causing a temporary
suspension of nearly all mining operations by that company,
work has been resumed, and the old Huntington mill is again
crushing night and day. There has been a resumption of

work in the mines, relieving the situation. Already the
frame-work, super-structure, and roof-timbers are in position

for another and much better mill than the one destroyed.

Production of scheelite is increasing from lessees and op-

erators of claims that adjoin the Atolia company's property.

Most of this product is derived from placer ground. A num-
ber of discoveries of scheelite in quartz are reported from
the west slope of the Rand mountains. On the road between
Atolia and Randsburg, the main gulch is cut-up by placer

workers with every manner of contrivance, both wet and dry.

dredging near leadville. COLORADO.

for saving the gold, tungsten, and black-sand concentrates.

There are ten ore-buyers here who take ore from 29c WOj
up. The ruling prices are $2 to $2.50 per pound cash on the
ground, or about double that if money is not available until

returns come from shipments outside. High-grading con-

tinues, as detection and conviction are difficult.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Progress of the Mining Law Bill.

Legislation in Congress on the codification of the mining
laws has simmered down to the point that it is to be done,

not by a commission, as mining men had hoped and proposed,

but by a sub-committee of the committee on mines and min-
ing of the House of Representatives. Action to that effect has

been taken by the committee, which, at a recent meeting by

the close vote of seven to six, decided not to report out any of

the bills before the committee on the codification. The bills

were those of Representative Taylor of Colorado and that of

Senator Smoot of Utah, which latter had come to the House on

being passed by the Senate, where there had been no opposition

whatever. The committee at the same time voted to have the

revision and codification done in the committee itself, by a sub-

committee composed of its own members.
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ALASKA
I'lili II M..'t

The ChiclinKof Mining Co. Is Inslalling a llolatloii plant In

its 2tv-stKni|> mill and concontrntor.

CORIIOVA

According to George W. Slas of Boston, the Valdez Creek

Placer Mines Co. will 8i>end $125.ono this year for supplies

and eqnipnient. This includes 139 tons of Bouery steel

ritOes for HOO ft.. 1000 ft. of 15-in. and 1000 ft. of 18-in. pipe

and fittings, derrick and l>ooin with hoist and motor, and

three No. « double-jointed. Ijall-l>eariiig giants with no/.zles

and deflectors. Supplies already purchased at Seattle are on

their way to the proiM?rty. The new equipniont should be

erected by May 20. when there will be plenty of water for

sluicing. Two Pelton wheels will drive a generator for power,

saw-mill. etc. while an Ingersoll-Rand conipresser will supply

air for nine jackhamers. A Keystone drill is used for pros-

pecting. The company's property covers 5000 acres. It will be

an imiiortant producer this season. The new Governnienl rail-

road will go through Broad Pass, 30 miles from Valdez creek.

The ditch for water-supply is 6200 ft. long. 8 ft. wide at the

bottom. 15 ft. at the top, and 3 ft. deep. The main pipe is

•1000 ft. long, with a 5-ft. intake, and brunches 1000 ft. long.

In the season of 100 days a profit of between $200,000 and

J300.000 is expected from $1 gravel. Pierre Bouery, for 15

years at the Lagrange mine. California, is manager.

In connection with the supplies mentioned above, it may be

stated that they are paid for. the freight paid for. and 40 horses.

68 bob-sleds, and 20 men are almost at the property with

about 450 tons of freight.

F.*IRB.*>"KS

If the work proposed, and that being started on Goldstreani.

is continued, that area will be very busy next season, there

being more plants than during last year.

JPSEAU

Juneau has been suffering from storms and cold weather,

but little damage is reported.

December returns "of the mines on . Douglas island are as

follows:
' Alaska Alaska Alaska

Operations. Mexican. Treadwell. United.

Stamps dropping 120 540 300

Ore crushed, tons 19,425 S0,G93 28.510

Gold yield $29,750 • $141,866 $91,881

Average per ton 1.53 1.76 1.90

Exnenses 25,931 99,112 70.t;C6

Construction 10,728 10,476 24.310

Profit $30,859

Loss $7,207 $4,014

A certain amount of development was done by the com-

panies for one another in accordance with the general scheme

of operations.

The owner of the Jersey City claim, M. .1. O'Connor, states

that his property, under option to the Alaska Treadwell two

rears ago. is almost bonded to an Eastern syndicate.

In the suit of certain bondholders of the Alaska-Ebner

Gold Mines Co. v. the United States Smelting, Refining &

Mining Exploration Co. and others, Judge J. M. Mayer in the

Krdi-ral IMslrlil Court of New York dnldcd timl tin- ilfp'>«H

uKiTcniiMilK niudi' on June 'M and Dcrcniln'r 30, I!M:i. rnni-

plainod of iis iiKurloiis, are void. Certain shari'H of the lioiiil

holders' coiiiiiiitli'e ai'f siibji'il to a lli-n of dofciiiIaiitH of $170.-

072. but the latter iiuml not sril ilicni until Kiveii pernilHKion

by the Court.

ARIZONA
COCIIISB Cof.NTV

During 1915 the Copper Queen properties produced alioul

774.000 tons of ore. yielding S3,00(l.(l()il lb. copper, exclusive ol

lessees' and other supplies. Develoinuenl amounted to 70,-

013 ft. There has been an increase in the suliihlde content of

the ores, resulting in changes at the smelter. I'yrlte miiellliig

tests are under way. Churn-drilling on Sacramento hill added

considerably to the oxidized reserves; more Is to be done. In-

creased cfnciency underground Is reiiorted by the use of differ-

ent rounds in different ground, better stemming, and water-

drills. Steel-sharpening charges were reduced in the central

plant. At the Sacramento shaft 350 ft. of concreting v-as

accomplished from October 4 to December 31. Fifteen sets of

lessees are at work. Larger fans greatly improved ventila-

tion. The safety-flrst department is satisfied with the year's

accident results.

From the Shattuck the daily output is 450 tons of copper ore,

and 100 tons of lead ore; these go to Douglas and El Paso

respectively. Development generally is very satisfactory.

At 200 ft. depth is high-grade silver-lead ore; at 300 ft. rich

copper glance; and at 600 ft., 2% vanadium and some lead ore.

Gii.A Cor.NT

V

During 1915 the Globe-Miami district's production of copper

was approximately as follows, in pounds:

Miami 42,000,000

Old Dominion 27,731,272

Inspi ration 22,000,000

Arizona Commercial 3,500.0iio

Iron Cap l.4Zi;.im

Warrior 3,800,000

Gibson l-20».000

Superior & Boston ^.r.O.oOO

Other sources 200,000

Total 102,417,272

All these mines had busy periods with splendid results. The

new Inspiration mill gradually came into commission, while

the International smelter was completed late in May It pro-

duced 51.718.845 lb. of copper, 31,912,916 lb. from the Miami,

18,783,450 lb. from the Inspiration, the remainder from custom

ores. The district is expected to make a much larger output

in 1916, largely from the completed Inspiration mill and the

many lessees and small syndicates extracting ore.

Gbeenlee Cousty

In discussing the late strike. The Copper Era of Clifton

makes the following remarks:

"After a loss of approximately $2,000,000 in wages to the

employees, to say nothing of the heavy losses sustained by the

mining companies, the unauthorized strike in this district

called by Guy E. Miller, organizer of the Western Federation

of Miners, is at an end. By an almost unanimous vote of the
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men involved, a decision was reached on January 24 to return

to work on the proposition submitted by the mine managers on

the Sth through Henry Hill and R. R. Webster of Clifton, who
lor the past two weeks have been acting as mediators. In their

efforts to secure an acceptance by the men of the proposition

the mediators have received the assistance of the Sheriff, local

labor leaders, and the Federal investigators, and to all of those

who assisted in bringing about the termination of the deplor-

able conditions, which have existed in this district for the

past four months, the thanks of the community at large is

due. Lack of financial support from labor organizations

throughout the country played an important part in the term-

ination of the strike. It became known towards the end of the

struggle that Guy Miller never was authorized to start a

strike in this district. In this particular the strike was
illegal, and was not recognized as entitled to support through

assessments, although the strikers received liberal contribu-

tions from various parts of Arizona, notably from Miami. The
strike is over and everybody is happy. The Era believes in

letting the dead bury its dead. This is not a time for re-

criminations on either side, and we believe good for all con-

cerned will be the outgrowth of the disturbed conditions

through which we have just passed, and that we are now
entering upon an era of better feeling and general prosperity

than ever known before in the Clifton-Morenci district."

Mohave County

Aft^r two years' idleness the Frisco Gold Mines, 24 miles

west of Kingman, in the Union Pass district, has resumed

work in charge of S. Brethour. A 50-ton mill was previously

operated. Finances were the cause of shutting-down.

At a depth of 665 ft. in the United Eastern the cross-cut has

opened the vein, where it is of high value.

The following remarks were made by J. K. Turner of Gold-

field. Nevada, concerning the Oatman region:

"The district is vastly greater than Goldfield. where all the

area of attractive production was included within 250 acres.

In the Tom Reed-Gold Road district there is a margin of two

miles from the Times group, where ore was recently en-

countered, to a point west of the Tom Reed, where all develop-

ment is encouraging. There are more than a dozen properties

in the district which should make good, in addition to those

that have already been mentioned. Their success is based, of

course, on efficient management and continued development.

Along the central or main vein it probably will be necessary

to go to a depth of from 400 to 500 ft., but there has been more

erosion in the southern section, and here the gold may be

expected much nearer the surface."

The Tom Reed-United Eastern merger has fallen through.

The Chloride district is considered, by people who have

recently been there, to be worthy of the interest of caintal.

Some good mines are already large producers.

CALIFORNIA
Amadob County

It is definitely announced that the old Eureka mine at

Sutter Creek has been sold by Mrs. Hettie Green to a strong

group of mining men. The transfer was made formally in

San Francisco on February 7. The consummation of this

important business is due to the initiative and energy of T.

Walter Beam, of Denver, who has been working on it since

1912. The new management consists of Mr. Beam as presi-

dent and general manager, .T. B. Mackie as vice-president, and
Frank Swed as secretary. The board of directors includes the

tliree foregoing, together with J. C. Gorrie and John B. Parish.

^Ir. Beam is proceeding to Sutter Creek to commence the work
of rehabilitation and equipment. A suitable plant will be

erected at once, including new shaft-house and hoisting-en-

gine, mill, and tramway. In regard to the sale-price, the actual

figure is not known. Init it is over $500,000. The deal has

created a great deal of interest, for it indicates the confidence

shown in the productiveness of this part of the Mother Lode.

Calaveras County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Royal Gold Mines Co., oper-

ating the Royal mines, is now treating 140 tons of ore daily,

and employs 100 men. The managing director, F. N. Page, is

now planning to make Important changes. Twenty of the

present 50 stamps will be taken out, and re-grinding machines

for fine grinding used in their place. Oil flotation will take

the place of present tables and vanners. It is also expected

that some process—cyanidation or chlorination—will treat the

concentrate on the ground, and avoid the present shipment to

smelters.

Hodson, February 1.

The new o50-ton mill of the Calaveras Copper Co. is ex-

pected to be ready within 60 days. Flotation will be part of

the process. According to F. W. Royer ore reserves available

at once amount to 149.220 tons, averaging 39r copper, also

151,200 tons of a lower grade; this is down to No. 6 level.

Some good ore is said to have been opened on No. 10 level.

Crude ore and concentrate was shipped during 1915, paying

for many expenses. The finances are now being re-arranged.

Eldorado County

A nugget worth $590 was found last week in the well-known

Jones pocket-mine, five miles south of Placerville. A good

deal of development has been done, and a two-stamp mill is

kept busy.

SiEBBA County'

(Special Correspondence.)—The vein on the 200-ft. level of

the Monarch Con. has been opened for over 300 ft. by the west

drift. It averages seven feet in width and is of milling grade.

The shaft is to be deepened to 400 ft., and a main working adit

will be driven later. Twenty stamps are dropping, with most

of the ore coming from the 200-ft. level. A rock-crusher and

other machinery is being installed. Forty men are on the

pay-roll. Tailing is being stored in a recently constructed

pond for future treatment. At the Cleveland mine, con-

trolled by the same people, shaft-sinking has reached 350 ft.,

and is progressing rapidly. The 10-stamp mill is working one

shift. An Ingersoll-Rand compressor is being installed to

facilitate more rapid shaft work. Twenty-five men are em-

ployed. Dan McGonigal is manager of both mines.

Ore averaging $10 per ton is going through the Keystone

mill, which is running one shift per day; 10 stamps are

dropping. Mine developments continue to open fair-grade ore.

The property is operated on a lease by Bigelow and Gil-

breath.

Snow-slides have caused some damage in this district, but

many of the reports recently published have been grossly ex-

aggerated. The Phoenix mill has not been damaged, although

recent reports were to the effect that the plant had been swept

into the canyon. Repairs to the Sierra Butte mill will I)e made

as soon as weather conditions allow.

Sierra City, February 7.

Siskiyou County

Yreka people expect that the coming season will be a busy

one for this county, as many engineers have been examining

properties. The copper mines on the Klamath river and

Clear creek will continue their work. On Greenhorn creek

the EI Oro Dredging Co. moved 994,742 cu. yd. in 16 months.

The ground is somewhat difficult to dig.

Tuinity County

A long adit, to open the orebody at a vertical depth of 900 ft..

has been started at the Golden Jubilee, near Carrville. A
large treatment-plant is to be erected. Other properties in

this and the Trinity Center district are preparing to resume

work in the spring.
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COLORADO
rij;vK I'lui K ("ill s i\

(SiH'cinl rorr«'»iKin<l<'Hrr. t^Tho proiHTly of the Doric Tni8l

(Ltd. I of lx>udoii, liUunlod on Saxuii moiintuln, JuhI Im>Iow tlx-

de|K>( at Ooorsetown. will iMtits to the Riilpr MIiiIiir Co. on

April 1; ni-KOtl»tlons for imnsfiT uro nearly ••onipU'to. Tlu"

Doric adit han boon driven MOV ((.. and It Is iiroiHiHcd to extend

It to lnters»H-t at depth the mines In what Is known as the

Mlt:hland Park iw'cllon.

Six Inchee of ore containing IS ot. gold per ton has been

opened for a length of 35 ft. in the Crockett vein. Just above

Idaho Springs. A sliipnient of 15 tons was made last week.

The Argo mill has resumed work after a 10 days' shut-down

to (ternilt Installing a flotation annex. It Is reported that a

high recovery is being made on the by-products, consisting of

silver. line, and cop|H>r. J. A. Pearce is superintendent.

Ijirge shipments are being made from the Conislock mine on

Seaton mountain to the Combination mill. The product Is

low grade.

Idaho Springs. January 24.

Lake Cov.nty (Leadvili.eI

Higher prices for silver have stimulated ore extraction at

several properties..

The Penrose shaft pumps gained eight feet last week. At

750 ft. a drift connects the shaft with the Star workings, which

hold a large quantity of water. In the General Eteclric

Reviexr for February. W. H. Horton. .Ir.. describes the >in-

—
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new cars and equiijnient are being made for the Mineral Range,
Copper Range, Calumet & Hecla, and other lines.

Improvements to the Mohawk and Wolverine mill at Gay
will not be started until spring. The Wolverine produced
7,194,015 lb. copper in 1915, a fair increase. The average
yield was 17.79 lb. per ton.

The Champion company has declared $2 per share, making
J5 for the current year.

MISSOURI

Jasper County

What is thought to be a record zinc-content in concentrate

is reported from the 1915 company's Missouri Standard mine
at Klondike, a carload recently assaying 64.70% metal. Pure
blende contains 66.66% zinc. This company also had a record

settlement for concentrate at $139.90 per ton.

The Granby district is mainly a calamine producer, but the

Golden Rule company recently sold 700 tons of blende at a

base price of $105 per ton, the largest sale, in value, for that

district.

The National Lead & Zinc Co. is increasing its output from
the Google and Lucky Tom mines: its new mill is nearly

complete.

Twenty-five tons of high-grade concentrate daily is the

Bradley Lead & Zinc Co.'s output from the A. B. C. ground at

Chitwood. At its Lincolnville property another mill will soon

be working.

Owing to a fire that destroyed the bag-house of the Galena
smelter, an old smelter at Webb City has been re-started. The
Picher Lead Co. owns both plants, also a large one at .Joplin.

The Galena plant will be repaired.

MONTANA
Gbanite CorxTT

After being idle for many years, the Montana-Frisco mine
at Tower is to be unwatered. Prospects are considered good.

Jefferson County

The Boston & Corbin company has resumed work at its

Bertha mine, one mile from Corbin. Pi-evious work was un-

profitable with low copper prices, and the mill did not recover

a high percentage. The mine has to be unwatered first.

Lincoln County

The Snowstorm Mining Co. of Idaho has acquired the

Banner and Bangle lead-zinc mine near Troy, from the

Greenough estate. Leo Greenough is manager of the Snow-
storm. The 250-ton copper mill at Larson, Idaho, will be

moved to Troy in March. Few changes will be required in

treating the new ore. The Banner and Bangle is already em-

ploying 200 men.

SiLVERBOw County

Owing to ore freezing in storage-bins at Butte mines, blast-

ing had to be resorted to last week.

After completing work between 1700 and 1900 ft., work has

been resumed at 1400, 1500. and 1700 ft. in the Davis-Daly. A
new hoist, costing $50,000. has been ordered. The company
has $5000 cash at Butte, and $20.0iiO due on ores sent to the

smelter.

Butte & Superior is employing 1S50 men, the pay-roll in

January being $240,000.

NEVADA
EsMER.^^LDA County

The estimated production of the Goldfield Consolidated com-
pany for January is as follows:

Ore mined, tons 31,000

Gross extraction $209,000

Operating expenses 1 49,000

Net realization 60,000

Stoping at 1580 ft. in the Atlanta shows considerable im-

provement and 4i ft. of ore now assays $158 per ton. mostly
in copper, so that it must be sent to the smelter.

Copper produced by the Jumbo Extension in 1915 amounted
to 1,259,388 lb., from 22,562 tons of ore, which also contained

30,480 oz. gold and 99,459 oz. silver. The mine is in fine con-

dition, yielding 100 tons daily.

Humboldt County^

At the St. Anthony tungsten mill at Toy, 18 miles south-

west of Lovelock, new rolls have been installed. The daily

output is 50 tons of ore. A wide vein is being opened down to

100 ft. depth, averaging 4% W0,_. Fifty-five men are em-
ployed in the mine, mill, and transport.

Owing to deep snow the Nevada Packard company is having
difficulty in hauling its bullion between the mill and the

Nevada Short Line, a distance of four miles occupying seven

hours. The town of Packard, about J-mile from the mine and
mill, and inhabited exclusively by employees of the company,
is the only mining camp in Nevada that has no saloon.

Neither are there dance-halls or other places of ill-repute.

Gambling is not tolerated. The town has a population of

almost 100 men. women, and children. It is electric lighted,

and has water from the mountains piped to each house. It

is the intention of the company to build a club-house for its

employees. It will be placed under the immediate control of

the men. and the profits will be divided among them in ratio

to the length of service. During the recent storms Packard

was isolated for about two weeks, and fuel was brought in

with much difficulty from Lovelock, just as the last had been

consumed.

Mineral County

Renewed activity is reported from the quicksilver deposits

east of Mina. A furnace has been ordered for the Pepper and
Keough mine, and one is contemplated for the Red Devil.

Nye County

Eight mines at Tonopah last week produced a total of 8445

tons of ore worth $177,270. Raise No. 5 above 800 ft. in the

Belmont is up 106 ft. in 4 ft. of rich ore: this is considered

of importance. Work generally on this level is highly satis-

factory. None of the other mines have anything new to

chronicle, save that development continues as good as desired.

Lessees at the Montana are extracting good ore for the

West End mill.

White Pine County

In its statement to the county assessor, the Nevada Con-

solidated announced that during the last quarter of 1915 it

mined 831,944 tons of ore yielding $3,904,890. This gave $1,-

837,022 net, on which the tax was $26,271. The Giroux, whose

ore is treated by the Nevada Con., mined 22,027 tons, for a

profit of $23,158. The tax was $3,312.

The Aurum district promises to have an active season when
the snow clears: many minerals occur there.

NEW MEXICO
S.\NT.\ Fe COIMV

During seven months ended December 31, 1915, the Santa

Fe Gold & Copper Mining Co. produced 3,376,246 lb. matte,

assaying 51.75% copper, containing 2104 oz. gold, and 24.570 oz.

silver. The profit was $141,430, against a loss of $279,592 in

1914.

OKLAHOMA
Ottawa County

Near Commerce the Acme Mining & Development Co.. con-

trolled by W. S. Pate of Joplin, has leases on 2000 acres of

land, which is to be drilled and sub-leased. The Luella and

Henderson lead and zinc companies, under the same control,

are to drill, and the former will erect a mill.
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UTAH
Br-\\l:H Col'STT

(Special Corn<«|K)iidtMicf. 1—The Beaver Cioldxoiie MliiiiiK Co.

u that It U iii-RollalliiK with Ixm Aiiki'Iok |ico|>Ii> for ii

f H» i>ro|H>rty.

At lh<> Wlinlon loiiM- thf Hnvln loatM> vi-lii has lift-ii cut in nil

icllt a( t'«i>fl (Ifptli. Thon- l» six tet-t of qtiarli: niul oiii- foot

)f iiinngniii-s<\ and ?\i> ft of foi^iatlon.

Owiicre of the Nevada Wonder oHd lIoUuiulu Kxli'iislou

lalius have sold an Interest to J. M. Murdock of Beaver.

Development has been resumed nt the lattiT property.

The l>nvl» lenae, the original rich discovery at Fortuna, Is to

H' developo<l with .Krenlrr siwed from now on in both the

ipiH>r aiid lower leveln. The l". S. Smelting comimny hiis

iecured the rlRht to work and mine the ores below the 12r)fl.

evel of the Havls lease shaft. providinR It will pernill the use

(f Its own shaft as an exit for the lease ores between ihe

>0 and 12ii-ft. levels.

Portiin.t ofierators and promoters. G. A. Kernlck. E. 1). Dart,

ind C. W. WhaJen. figure in a recent transaction in the western

vart of this county. They have asreed to lake over the White
'Ine ropper-sllver-lend pro|>erty adjoinini; the St. Mary mine
n the Star district, near Milford. on a bond for $2.").O0O, Ore of

1 good shipping grade is ex|>osed in three places in an adit

ind wlnr.e. and the new operators have already put men at

vork developing these orebodles and extracting ore.

At the Copper Granite mine, five miles west of Fortuna, the

esaee has cut four feet of good silver-lead ore.

Six companies are busy near the Sheep Rock mine, five

niles east of Fortuna.

Surface veins at the Magnolia are five feet wide, and assay

rom J11.57 to $30 per ton in gold and silver. A shaft is being

^unk on ore.

Fortuna, January 26.

At the Whalen lease on the Davis vein a six-foot shoot of

ich ore has been opened at 60 ft. depth. This is the fourtli

hoot opened in this vein. It occurs at a junction.

JTAB CorSTY

Only 76 cars of ore were shipped from Tintic last week, due
o snow-s'orms.

Summit County

1 Minns .lanuary Park City mines shipped 7370 tons of ore.

KOREA
The Seoul Mining Co.. operating the Suan concession in

iVhanghai province. Chosen, reports the following results for

anuao"

:

)re treated, tons .

.

16,74.5

ilill operating, days 28
lecovered

:

Bullion . $ S3,250

Concentrate 77,809

Total $161,059
Expenses .50.000

Operating profit $111,059
Copper is calculated at 12c. per pound.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington. D. C,
nnounces an open competitive examination for chief of

ditorial division. From the register of eligibles resulting

rom this examination, certifications will be made to fill a
acancy in this position in the Bureau of Foreign and Do-

aestic Commerce. Department of Commerce, at Washington,
.t a salary of $2500 per year, and vacancies as they may occur

n positions requiring similar qualifications. Applications

Qust be in by March 7.

PERSONAL
II, K. lliisTWUK Ih at Denver.

W. MiiTiiKKWK.l.i, Is at Victor. Colorado.

CiiK.sTKii A. Fn.TON Is exaniliiinK mlucH in Cuba.
W. H. I,,am»:hh Ih examinliig (piickHllver luiiicH In On-Kon.
.loiiN W. FiMii Is ill with typhoid in a N.'W York li<mpilal.

K. .1. hlow.Miii WiiKMir bus reliirMcd from I.onilou to llollvia,

V. H. Ilt'iiii»:s has returiird lo Tulsa. OUbilnuna, from :i Irip

to Tamplco, Mexico.

T, W.M.TKR l)K.\M has gone lo Sutler Creek as numuger of

the old Kureka mine.

C. H. .I,\MK,s has opened offices in KIngnmn. Mohave county.

Arizona, for general conauliing pra<'tlre.

Ai.KX. .1. M. Koss has been appolnlcrl gi^ncral luliw loriMiiaii

for the Momeslake Mining Co.. South Dakota,

H. G. Rkynomi.s, chemist with the Old Donilnioii <()nipany at

Globe, Arizona, has accepted a position in SilxTla,

AKTiii'it R. Wkio.m.i. has been at Anaconda, Butte, and Sail

Lake City. He is expected shortly in San Francisco.

Loiis WKnn succeeds Pikiuik Boukry as superintendent of

the Lagrange hydraulic mine. Trinity county, CalifoiiiiM. Iln'

latter going to the Vaklez Creek mines In Alaska.

ArtiiiuC. Coi.k, recently superintendent of the (^ananea Con-

solidated Copper Co.'s smelter. Sonora, Mexico, has been ap-

l)ointed manager of the It, .\I. Sicni' Mines Co., Phoenix,

Arizona.

H. H. Stokk, head of the department of mining engineering

of the University of Illinois. h.Ts been apiiointed by Governor

Dunne as a member of the State Mining Investigation Com-
mission.

Wii.LUM Gallagher, formerly mechanical engineer with the

Cleveland-ClifTs Iron Co. at Ishpeming. Mich., is now In charge

of the mechanical and electrical work of Ihe Mohawk and

Wolverine mines, at Calumet.

Fka.nk H. Proubrt is to lecture to mining students at the

University of California on February 21, 23, 24, and 25, at

4 p.m. each day. The subject will be 'Outcrops and the Zone

of Oxidation.' Lecture 1 will discuss the Anatomy of the

Earth's Crust. Physical Forces at Work. No. 2. Life History

of the Outcrop. Contributory Catises to the Constant Change.

No. 3. Chemical Forces at Work. Migration of the Metals.

No. 4. Significance of Surface Signs. Types. These lectures

are open to the public.

W. H. RiGG lost his life when the Persia was sunk in the

Mediterranean; he was on his way to Burma.

Schools and Societies

The eighteenth annual meeting of the Canadian Mining

Institute will be held at Ottawa on March 1, 2, and 3. Appli-

cation is to be made for a royal charter. A. A. Cole Is nomi-

nated for president. Nineteen papers, including four on flota-

tion, are to be read. Visits will be made to the Mint, ore-

dressing laboratories, etc.

The United Engineering Society of New York has issued

the annual report of the Library Board for 1915. The revenue

was $17,445, and expenditure $16,380. There were 12,820

visitors. Periodicals received totaled 17,591. The equipment

was increased, and gifts were received. Some interesting

library notes are given.

The committee of management of the International En-

gineering Congress, 1915, announces that the volume on 'Me-

chanical Engineering' is ready for distribution, and members

who have subscribed to this volume will soon receive it. The

other volumes will be issued as quickly as possible. W. A.

Cattell is secretary, at 425 Foxcroft building, San Francisco.
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THE METAL MARKET
METAL PRICES

San Francisco, February 9.

Antimony 44
Electrolytic copper 27.75
Molybdenum: dull, 90% MoS;, per pound $1.40
Pig lead t5..50— 7.45

Platinum; soft metal, per ounce $85
Platinum: hard metal (containing iridium), per ounce $89
Quicksilver: per flask $290—300
Spelter 21
Tin 43
Zinc-dust, 100-kg. zinc-lined cases 30

ORB PRICES
San Francisco, February 9.

Antimony; stronger, 50% product, per unit $2.25

Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton 15—18

Magnesite; crude, per ton, f.o.b 7.50—10
Magnesite: plastic, no iron and lime, calcined, per ton.... 50
Magnesite: refractory, up to 7% iron, calcined, per ton... 30—40
Manganese: 50% metal, 8% silica, per ton, f.o.b. cars, S. F. 12
Tungsten: minimum 65% WOs, per unit for spot 40—50

So many operators of chrome, tungsten, molybdenum, and
other properties T\'rite to use asking where they may dispose
of their ores that we call attention to the 'Buyers' Guide' on the
last page of each issue. Under 'Metal Buyers and Dealers' are
listed the firms with which we recommend that mine operators
open negotiations. These dealers buy, or will refer you to
buyers, of practically all ores at present in increasing' demand.

EASTERN METAL. MARKET
(By wire from New Tork.)

February 10.—There is a strong upward move in copper,
prompt metal is scarce; lead is likely to become scarce; zinc is

strong.

SILVER

Below are given the average New Tork quotations, in cents
per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Feb. 3 56.75

4 57.00
5 57.00
6 Sunday
7 56.75
8 56.62 Feb.
9 56.62

Monthly averages.

Dec.
Jan.

Average week ending
29 51.0.-.

5 55.67
12 56.62
19 56.68
26 57.14
2 57.02
9 56.79
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Eastern Metal Market

Now York. Kfliruiiiy I.

Copper U at pr»»*iil hold at 26 to 27c.: producors nre sold up

or montlm to conu>: nnd It smmiib ivrolmbU- thnt 30c. niny yet be

Viu-lu'd. df.s>lte the fact thnt n pnrt of the tmdo deplores

ihnt renlly are famine priees. ForelRn sloeks nre dlniinlshlnK.

ind the demand from abroad Is henvy. Zinc hns had a unlet,

ineventfiil wook. but nfter nn ensler trend In prices. Is taklnR

in more strentrth in symi>athy with copper. The lead mnrket

s strong, largel.v because of the heavy demand from abroad,

rin Is easier In price, nnd the large delh'orles Into con8umi>-

Ion Indicate the extent to which consumers bouKht for their

'utvir«> ne«>ds. .\ntlmony is scarce and firm at higher levels.

Mumlnuni has continued quiet and unchanged as to price.

The Iron and steel Industry continues to break records both

n production and jirices. Some eastern Pennsylvania mills

ire asking and getting 3c. for steel-plates, and are so busy

:hat they declined to consider an order for TiWO tons from the

Pacific Coast, despite the fact that plates of but one size were

:'alled for. and that such an order would ordinarily he con-

sidered most desirable. In .January. 3.1SS..'544 tons of pig iron

U02.S50 tons per day) was made. The number of furnaces in

hlast Is being Increased. In some steel products certain of the

mills are sold up for the year. Prompt S(y'r ferro-manganese

tused in the manufacture of steel) commands about $200 per

ton. and material running less In manganese has been sold at

$2.50 per unit of manganese.

COPPER

With the producers of electrolytic sold up until April, and

deliveries in that month becoming more scarce; with the Lake

producers sold up to June, 30e. copper seems not far off.

Practically no re-sale lots are offered, at the market or under

it. and it can be repeated that the producers have things in

their own hands. Late last week, and up to February 2. the

market was quiet, but nevertheless steadily growing firmer,

and on that date a flurry of activity sent the price of nearby

deliveries to 26c.. 30 days, delivered, or 25.S7JC., cash, New-

York. Since then May copper has reached 26.50c. full terms.

Most of the inquiry was for February and March positions.

Buying for export has been active, and some particularly

heavy inquiries have come from Italy. One producer was

forced to turn down an inquiry for 9.000.000 lb. of electrolytic,

inasmuch as immediate delivery was wanted. The London

market has advanced almost from day to day. despite the effort

of the British Minister of Munitions to keep electrolytic down

to £100. To this end circulars were issued to the consuming

trades requesting them to refrain from making purchases of

electrolytic amounting to anything over 50 tons, and at not

above £100. without reference to the Ministry. The effort has

been futile, however, probably because of the great need of

the metal for munitions work, and the fact that stocks abroad

continue to dwindle. The New York Metal Exchange cables

reported the total stock of fine copper in Great Britain and

FVance, on February 1 to be 17,523 tons, a decrease of 1833

tons as compared with January 15. Electrolytic was quoted

at London on February 4 at £128. Exports in January totaled

21,863 tons. The railroad-freight embargoes continue to make

it difficult to ship into New England where immense quantities

of copper are used. When the embargo was raised a few days

ago there was such a rush on the part of shippers that the rail-

roads were forced to again stop acceptances of freight. It

now looks as if the embargoes will be alternately lifted and

lowered for some time to come. One wire-mill in the Nauga-

tuck valley was compelled to shut-down for a few days, and

other mills were near the danger-line because of low stocks.

Keverting to domestic prices again, it can be said that not all

of the trade is plrasi-d with \hr way prices are Hoarlng. They

renllr-e thnt the higher prices go. the greater will be thi> drop

when the slump comes, nnd they remember the year l!t(i7 when

( opper exceeded LTic. but dropped In the course of a few wim-Us

til about 13c. Such declines arc denmrallzlng.

ZINC

While some interest hns been shown lii nearby deliveries

the market has lieeii (piiet for the past wi-ek. Inlll Keliruaiy 2

quotations ea.-ied off until lS..'iOc.. New York, could have been

done on that day. With the greater strength In coppi-r. bow

ever, the spelter market showed more strength, and prompt

was quoted on the 3rd at about 18.75c.. New York. February

was obtainable at about IS. 50c., March at about 18c.. nnd

second qu:uter at 17.75 to 17.87}c. Prime Western Is to be

had easily enough at the ruling prices, but brass-mill special

and the higher grades are scarce. January exports totaled

4812 tons.

Sheet-zinc is quoted at 24c.. base, carload lots, f.o.b. mill.

8% off for cash.

LEAD

The lead market has been ruled l>y the strong foreign

demand. WTiile the New York price stood at C.lOc. New York,

on February 3. sales for export were made at over this figure,

and the trade was expecting an advance by the leading pro-

ducer. Shipments against contracts are heavy, both foreign

and domestic munition makers taking all they can get. The

British munitions' authorities have tried to curb speculation

in the metal and a slightly easier feeling has been created in

London, where the spot quotation on February 3 was £31.

All the producers are well sold ahead. January exports totaled

4210 tons.

TIN

Except for fair activity on one or two days the tin market

has been quiet, and the trend of quotations has been down-

ward. For spot tin 41.25c. was quoted on the 3rd. The situa-

tion is one where consumers' needs are covered. January

deliveries totaled 4452 tons, and there was in stock and land-

ing on the 3l8t 2401 tons; deliveries in January, 1915,

amounted to 2480 tons. Of the January. 1916. arrivals. 1052

tons came via Pacific ports. On February 3 there was afloat

Tf;7n tons. The British trade is quiet, and while there is a good

demand in Europe, shipments to French and Italian ports is

difficult because of the lack of ocean-freight room.

ANTIMONY

The market has gained considerably in strength because of

the scarcity of prompt-delivery metal and occasional activity.

At the beginning of February quotations were advanced to

43.50 to 44c.. duty paid, for Chinese and Japanese grades.

ALUMINUM

In a quiet market, quotations are unchanged at 53 to 55c.

for No. 1 virgin aluminum, 98 to 99% pure.

ZINC AND LEAD ORE PRICES

Prices for zinc-blende at Joplin last week were stronger,

sales being up to $118.50, basis 60% metal. Production of the

Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region was 6650 tons blende. 196

tons calamine, and 918 tons lead, averaging $110, $61. and $78

per ton, respectively. The total value was $.S19,062. For the

first five weeks of 1915 the value is $3,802,045. A total of over

$38,000,000 is expected for the current year, against $26,000,000

in 1915.
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COMPANY REPORTS
Freight and treatment (company) 446,647
Gross proceeds tor company 1,718,022
Net royalties from leasing 251,624

VINDICATOR CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINING CO.

The report of this Cripple Creek company for 1915 is of con-

siderable interest, which is increased by the plans and photo-

graphs. An important transaction was completed in March
whereby the company purchased the mining property of the

Golden Cycle Mining Co., of 43.5 acres, adjoining Vindicator

ground, which now totals 130 acres, for $1,300,000. The assay,

mine office, and engineering staffs were consolidated, also the

air-compressing plants, while the machine-shops, boiler-plants,

etc., will be, resulting in reduction of charges. Improvements

at the ore-house enabled an average of 10,527 tons of ore to be

handled monthly against 635S tons before. Early in 1915 the

new concentratiug-plant, to handle reject from the ore-house

and make a shipping product, was at full capacity; it is a

complete success, treating 250 tons per 8-hour shift. Concen-

tration is 11 to 1; the recovery from $2 ore was 55%. Proiits

from this plant are double what was expected from tests.

Costs are 20c. per ton according to the report of Irving T.

Snyder, vice-president and general manager.

The usual development and sloping operations were con-

Total revenue at mine $1,969,646
Mining, development, mill, etc 703,784

Profit from mining $1,265,862
Sundry receipts 84,302

Total profit $1,350,164

Paid on account of Golden Cycle purchase ($960,000)
and other charges 1,046,939

Balance $303,225

Cash on January 1, 1915 208,270

Total available 511,495

Dividends paid 225,000

^^

Cash on January 1, 1916 $286,495

Liabilities include $340,000 Golden Cycle purchase notes
outstanding.

Not less than 2,000,000 tons of $2 ore remains on the dumps,
also large blocks of low-grade material in the

mine, all profitable if a process for treatment

can be devised. Since July two metallurgists

have been experimenting with flotation and
cyanidation. A 10-ton flotation plant is in

operation. The tests resulted in the recom-

mendation that the old Golden Cycle plant at

the mine be re-modeled into a 300-ton flotation

plant, sufficient to treat all the reject material

from the Golden Cycle ore-house, as well as

to experiment on all grades of ores. A re-

covery of 90% at a cost of less than $1 per ton

is expected. Later a 1000-ton mill will be

erected.

Workmen's compensation, a new law, has

been carefully studied, and additional bene-

fits were offered and accepted by the em-

ployees.

tinned, with uniformly satisfactory results. Stoping on the

large orebodies at 1600 ft. was vigorously prosecuted. The
middle vein at this depth is 400 ft. long and 35 ft. wide. It

is in ground previously regarded as barren. Its position is

shown in the accompanying plan. So far at 1500 ft. this lode

is 225 ft. long of good value.

The Golden Cycle shaft was sunk from No. 18 to 20 level, a

depth of 2210 ft. The principal orebody, the Ready Money,

was cut on No. 18 in April. On this level it is larger than on

No. 17, but not so wide or high in grade. Since acquiring this

mine the company has done a great deal of exploratory work.

Lessees in both mines have done several thousand feet of de-

velopment. The extension of the Roosevelt drainage-tunnel

will cut the Golden Cycle shaft 65 ft. below No. 18 level. This

will relieve the pumps at No. 18 and 20. A heading will be

started froni No. 20 to meet the drainage-tunnel. Pumping
cost $41,273 last year.

Twelve months at the Vindicator and ten months at the

Golden Cycle resulted as follows:

Crude ore extracted, tons 218,487

Shipping ore from above, tons 125,397

Average gold-content, per ton $23.73

Company's share (76,209 tons) $2,164,669

Lessees' share (49,188 tons) 815,183

Total $2,979,852

SHATTUCK ARIZONA COPPER CO.

This company operates at Bisbee, Arizona, and the report

covers 1915. Development aggregated 14,978 ft. The orebody

opened in the Southwest claim was the most important work:

the shoot is 400 ft. long, 12 ft. wide, assaying 6% copper. The

silicious gold-silver ore, with a small value in copper, is of

importance, and is required at the Calumet & Arizona smelter.

Large bodies of lead ore, distinct from the copper, have been

opened also. Tests on the lead-copper-vanadium ores show-

good results.

The output was 11,154,211 lb. copper, 3151 oz. gold, and

201,869 oz. silver, a little higher than in 1914. The cost of

copper was 8.45c., and average price 17.31c. per pound. The

revenue was $2,368,548; profit, $1,174,028; dividends $875,000:

and surplus, $267,664, compared with $1,660,573, $587,497.

$525,000, and $31,865, respectively, in 1914.

The present monthly yield is 1,500,000 pounds.

PREMIER (TRANSVAAL) DIAMOND MINING CO.

Owing to the War this great diamond producer remained

closed during 1915. An improved but limited demand set in

early in the year, and some stones on hand were disposed of.

It has been decided to resume washing operations on a small

scale. During the year ended October 31, 1913, a normal year,

there was 10,434,680 loads (1600 lb.) of ground washed, yield-

ing diamonds worth 78 cents, at a cost of 60 cents per load.
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L BOOK REVIEWS
The Conaoiiio.-f or I«on, By L. C. WIIboii. J*. IT.s. Iiidi'X.

The KnglniMTliiK MaKtizliic Co.. Now York. I'JIS. For snli- by

MlM>o ANn SciKNTiHi' Pr»>s Prlri'. |2.

In recont years ronslderable Invt'sdKatlon hiui been dlrcctptl

to trouble from corronlon. Iiivolvliiu chemical research of no

simple chnnicler. Rcsultn of these tests have been imbllshed

by technical Joiirnatii and societies, and are therefore diincult

to obtain. This book contains a collection of the more Iniporlant

facts connected with the corro.ilon of Iron and steel, and their

protection from It. The rust problem Is of sreat liniiortance

to constnictlttK enfrtneers and others. The three iirliiclpal

theories of corrosion are the hydrogen i)eroxi(Ie. carlionlc arid.

and electrolytic; lhes«> are well discussed. Various elements

added to Iron help to prevent corrosion, so do the many proc-

esses of coating with metals and paints Engineers of all

professions will find this volume of practical value.

iNDCSTRi.vi, Vsf:s OF FiFX OlL, By F. B. Dunn. P. 232. 111..

index. Technical Publlshini; Co.. San Francisco. For sale by

Wining a.nd Scientific Piuijs. San Francisco. Price, $3.

The use of petroleum as a commercial fuel is still a com-

paratively new thing and there is but little technical literature

upon the subject. The first chapter of the present volume dis-

cusses the heating value and other physical properties of fuel

oil. comparing it especially with coal. The next chapters con-

sider general arrangements and devices for oil burning, in-

cluding pumping and storage systems, arrangement of fur-

naces, oil burners, strainers, and heaters. The use of oil in

particular industries is then discussed, the clay, lime, cement,

sugar, gas, rubber, and steel industries are taken up in turn,

besides the use of oil in smelting and other metallurgical work,

for locomotives, steamships, and for domestic purposes. The

use of crude oil In Diesel engines is not considered. Con-

siderable data are given regarding comparative costs of the

use of oil and other fuels, and there are directions given for

tests and reports on fuels.

Engineering .\s a Career. Edited by F. H. Newell and C. E.

Drayer. P. 214. D. Van Xostrand Co. New York. 1916. For

sale by Mining and Scientific Press. Price, $1.

This is a symposium on a much discussed subject, the con-

tributors being A. J. Hines, Franklin De R. Furman. Worcester

R. Warner. A. W. Johnston, Chester W. Larner. J. H. Herron,

W. H. Abbott, M. C. Whitaker, S. T. Wellman. J. C. Workman.

R. Winthrop Pratt, Robert Hoffmann, Rudolph Blankenburg,

Frank C. Osburn. Benjamin S. Hubbell, F. B. Richards, Henry

S. Munroe. Ernest McCullough. James F. Barker. Waldemar

Kaempffert. David Edgar Rice, and John Ritchie, Jr., who

discuss the engineer, boys becoming engineers, mechanical, rail-

way, hydraulic, metallurgical, electrical, chemical, marine,

sanitary, municipal, bridge, architectural, and mining engi-

neering, also iron and steel opportunities for mining engineers,

the lure of private practice, vocational guidance, income of

technically trained men. and the technical man in business.

Most of these articles were published in the Cleveland Plain

Dealer and Scientific American. The inspiration for the book

came in response to numerous inquiries from high school

teachers and others who are frequently called upon to advise

young men in their choice and preparation for a professional

life. It was found from experience that many youths who

planned to study engineering had only the most hazy ideas of

what is involved, nor were their teachers and parents much

better informed. The book should prove of special value to

professional advisers in vocational guidance work and to

parents who have the opportunity of continued observation and

intimate acquaintance from which may be learned the apti-

tudes of their sons.

INi:)USrRlAL NOTES
Tile Amkkii AN Manoankhk Stkki. Co.. of ClilcaKo. llHH opened

an offlre nt 202 Oliver bulldlnR, PltmburR.

The TnuiY SiKAM 'riiiiiiNK Co.. of liarlfonl, ('oiini'clliiil,

announct'H Ihnl .MMVimrd li. CMiunh Iiiih Iu'I'm iipiioliiti'il ilili-f

engineer.

Bulletin No. 49,200. from the Sprague electric workH m ilii>

CiENEiiAi. Eij:ithic Co.. dlscuHHes eleclrlcal thciitrliiil (b-vlcos,

equipment, and accoHsorles.

Catalog I), unis of the Brown Hoisting Maciiinkiiv Co..

Cleveland, Ohio, describes tram-rail systemH, trolleyH, and

electric hoists, made by the firm. In the 64 pages of llluHtrated

matter there Is a lot of useful Information.

A 2<Mi-ft. thickener for the Inspiration mill, Arizona: hoihp

50-ft. acid-proof thickeners for the Anaconda coniii.iny, .Mon-

ana: and six Ifl-ft. thickeners for the New .Moddi-rfonti'ln mill.

Transvaal, are being made l)y the Dnmt Cvanijik MAinrMin
Co., Denver.

In Bulletin No. 00. the Denver Rock Dkm.i. Manufactihimi

Co. describes its model No. 60. Denver 'Dreadnaught' driving

drill. This is a machine weighing S3 lb. unmounted, and

140 lb. mounted, and suitable for one-man operation. It has

a number of interesting devices to ensure good work. A ft w
notes are given on the Waugh valveless stoper.

At the Whoeler copper mine of the Queen Regent Mines

Merger Cor|)oration. two miles north of Spenceville, Nevada

county. California, Allen R. Partridge and M. M. Johnson are

erecting a 11 by 18-in. new Partridge smelting furnace made

by the Pacific Foundry Co., of San Franci.sco. The dally

capacity is 12 tons of ore, to yield 1.5 tons high-grade matte.

At Apollo. Pennsylvania, the Apollo Electric Steel Co. has

been organized with a capital of $.500,000 to make steel. Two
Snvder Ei.^tric Furnace Co."s Chicago furnaces are to be

installed, each of 12 tons holding capacity, and with a daily

output of 100 net tons each per full day. They will be basic

lined. The Snyder company has opened a branch in England.

The New Cornelia Copper Co., at Ajo, Arizona, has recently

placed an order with Chalmer.s & Williams, of Chicago, for

twelve 48-in. Symons fine-reduction disc-crushers, which will

be the only crushers used in its plant to reduce 4000 tons per

day from 4 to i in. The firm also has on order one of the

same kind of crushers for each of the following concerns:

Chile Exploration Co.; HoUinger Gold Mines, Timmins. On-

tario: and C. S. Christensen, Kristiania, Norway.

The Veteran Employees' Association of the Westin(iiii)isi-:

Electric & Mf<;. Co., at its third annual banquet, held on Janu-

ary 29, at Pittsburg, presented to the company a handsome

bronze memorial tablet of the late George W-estinghouse.

founder of the numerous industries bearing his name. Though

only three years old, this organization, composed of those

who have been in the employ of the company for 20 y^rs or

more, is one of the most active of the numerous Westing-

house organizations. About 450 veterans were present, and

officers and men from the shop mingled freely with each other

and discussed old times when the electrical industry was in

its infancy. The tablet is 3 by 4 ft., of solid cast bronze,

weighing 300 lb., showing in true bas-relief a likeness of the

late master workman, inventor, founder, and organizer, from

1846 to 1914.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

IVrOW that tungsteu is in such demand, the scheelite

^ ' tliat used to annoy the gold diggers on Snow and
Glacier creeks, in the hills behind Nome, ought to be ex-

ploited to advantage.

/^ OST of producing copper in the mines of North
^-^ America may be taken at about 11 cents per pound
of refined metal, including the expense of development.

The cost ranges from 7 to 20 cents.

/^ARRANZA'S de facto government is being flouted
^-* every day that Villa remains on the rampage. Min-

ing in Chihuahua continues to be menaced by Villa and
his band. It would seem proper for Secretary Lansing

to remind Senor Don Venustiano of his duty in tlie

matter.

\ T Cripple Creek the Vindicator Consolidated Com-
-^*- pauy is to erect a flotation plant of 300 tons daily

capacity, to be increased later to 1000 tons, for the treat-

ment of the reject from the Golden Cycle ore-house. It

is worth noting that the cost of this larger plant will Ke

$200,000, as against $750,000 for a cyanide mill of equal

capacity.

/^UR friend The Mining Magazine has made the
^^ mistake—so it seems to us—of changing the name
of its Precis of Technology to 'Mining Digest.' Of the

latter there are many, and most of them furnish in-

digestible scraps of technical information highly provo-

cative of mental dyspepsia, while the Precis of Tech-

nology prepared by Mr. Edward Walker for the pages

of our London contemporary always seemed to us to he

so peptonized as to permit of easy mental assimilation.

Indeed, as we have said before, it represents an effort or

good and sincere journalism, which it is a pity to label

with a name so little distinctive as that which has now
been substituted.

QUICKSILVER is a metal much in demand just now
and the search for it is being stimulated in Cali-

foniia by the abnormal price. We take pleasure in pul)-

lishiug a timely article by Mr. W. H. Landers, resident

manager for the New Almaden Company, which is op-

erating the famous old group of mines in Santa Clara

county. He lays stress on the backwardness of mercury
nietallurgj- and the lack of interest in the technique of

the subject. Undoubtedly the stimulus given lately to

the production of the metal will induce greater interest

in the matter, for many deposits hitlierto too low-grade

to be mined will now attract exploitation. In this con-

nection we may mention that cinnabar is one of the non-

lustrous minerals that are amenable to flotation, so that

we shall expect to hear of notable results. Our news
columns this week make several references to the re-

opening of quicksilver mines.

A NOTHER uncommon mineral that has come into
-^*- prominence by reason of the War is ozokerite or

'mineral wax.' As noted by Mr. L. 0. Howard, in his

Utah correspondence, the only two districts where ozoker-

ite is mined in noteworthy quantity are Boryslaw in

Galicia and Utah county in Utah. The devastation of

Galieia, and the absence of exports from that province,

has caused the price of the mineral to rise to 45 cents per

pound. A mill for treating the Utah ore is to be erected

at the Soldier Summit mine. In 1913 the quantity im-

ported was 7,141,540 pounds valued at $549,990, or

slightly over 7 cents per pound. Ozokerite is used

largely for the manufacture of phonographic records.

TI/TETAL MARKETS continue to rise. Our corre-
^'-'- spondent at New York emphasizes the intensified

demand for copper, and the reckless buying of this metal.

A price of 30 cents is likely soon. Zinc also is soaring to

new records. Lead is higher. Antimony is scarce. The
tin smelter of the American Smelting & Refining Com-
pany at Perth Amboy has started to work, but operations

are crippled by the interruption to shipments from
Bolivia owing to the blocking of the Panama Canal. As
we have said before, any mining company selling metals

on the quotations of our New York contemporary should,

at lea.st, protect himself by taking heed to the prices we
quote. Our .source of infonnation is wholly independent

of the metal-selling agencies at New York.

T EGISLATION likely to injure the Bureau of Mines
-*-' is threatened by the bill H. R. 153, which seeks to

create a Bureau of Labor Safety in the Department of

Labor, and by H. R. 9420, which aims to transfer the

Bureau of Mines bodily from the Department of the

Interior to the Department of Labor. We urge the

friends of the U. S. Bureau of Mines not to overlook the

danger of a hasty change that will end or cripple all the

good work now under way. Important legislative meas-

ures do occasionally slip through owing to mere oversight

on the part of those having real interest in the subject.

The Mann bill, H. R. 153, passed the House on January

19, after it had been amended by a provision stating

that "nothing in this act shall be held to repeal, modify,

or affect any other Act of Congress" already in force.

This proviso is supposed to save to the Bureau of Mines

its labor-safety work, but it would not prevent the Bu-

reau of Labor Safety from duplicating a great deal of
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which hns won the cordial esteem of the mining public

and deserves to be upheld in every way possilili'. Write

to your Senators ami ( 'oniircssmen luul tdl I hem what

you think alwut it,

i MONCi the ailments to which the miner is subject is^ hookworm. In brinping about an invest if;at ion of

this disease in Californian mines the Industrial Accident

Commission is giving further proof of its great useful-

ness. Thanks to the Commission, the State Board of

Health and the Federal Government have been prevailed

upon to join hands in an eflfort to stamp out this disease

in the mining camps of this State. The Board of II. all

h

has assigned Dr. J. G. Cumming. of the Bureau of Com-

municable Diseases. He will have eharge of the medical

part of the work, which will eonsLst largely of making

diagnoses and working out the system of treatment. The

r. S. Bureau of Mines has assigned Mr. Joseph H. White,

sanitary engineer, whose work will be chiefly that of ex-

amining mines with a \-iew to devising means for com-

bating insanitary evils. Mr. "White arrived in San

Francisco some days ago and is now at work in the

ilother Lode region. Dr. Cumming recently made a

short trip through several of the larger Mother Lode

mines for the purpose of determining if hookworm in-

fection existed. "VHiile the report on this preliminary in-

vestigation has not been published, it appears that at one

large mine 40% of the miners were found to be infected.

Should this percentage hold elsewhere, obviously it will

be a most serious matter. The cause, effect, and cure of

the hookworm disease are no longer obscure or hidden

from the scientific eye. During recent years the subject

has received a great deal of attention from various

sources, the Rockefeller Institute having spent in the

neighborhood of a million dollars in its work of investi-

gating and eradicating the disease. The cure is well

known and is quite inexpensive.

accepted as lny(ind cavil, lint it is well in thew* mailers

of internal ionid usage to take pains In olitain a cnnseiisuN

of responsible opinion. In the Dceendicr issue of Thr.

Miitimi }fo;i(uiiii\ Mr. Waller .McDenuntl writes sug-

gesting that the .Mining and Melailurgieal Society con-

sult with llie Institution before eommitling itself to Ihe

adoption of a new .scale of wire I'loth screening. The

choice of a standard by Ihe Institution followed a ballot

of its membership after consultation willi llie re|>re-

.sentatives of other societies abroad, and il lias been

found most useful in practice. In short, if any i-liiingc is

to be made, it should he nuide deliberately and consider-

ately, with the view to general adoption in all llie

Knglish-speaking mining regions. We venture to express

dis.sent from a suggestion appearing in the Canadian

^Mining Tiislitute bidletin. that the two engineeritig or-

ganizations inentioned above are "the two representa-

tive societies of the mining profession in the Knglisli-

speaking world." This is a pardonable error. The 250

members of the M. & M. Society are gentlemen of un-

usual intelligence and distinction, but to assume that

any group of 2r)0 men rei)reseiits or expros,ses the activi-

ties of the mining and metallurgical profes.sion in the

United States, let alone the not inconsiderable remainder

of this continent, is a gasconade. The American Insti-

tute with its membership of oOOO may be too inclusive to

be select; certainly the M. & M. Society with its 250 is

too exclusive to be representative.

STANDARDIZATION of screens has not been accom-

plished as yet. apparentl.v. Among the reforms

brought forward for discussion by the ^lining and

Metallurgical Society of America hy its committee on

standardization is that of a scale for measuring screen-

openings. At the recent meeting of the local section of

that small but energetic society, it was voted to adopt

the suggestion brought forward by Professor E. A.

Hersam. of the University of California. "We publish a

letter from him on the subject, so that it may he prop-

erly ventilated. Hasty action is to be deprecated, for

the adoption of any new standard means the upsetting

of the good work done by the Institution of ilining and

Metallurgy. Not that the decisions of the latter are to be

Physics of Flotation

A notable tuni of interest has been manifested during

the last six months in regard to this subject. It remains

a remarkable omi-ssion on the part of the International

Engineering Congress and the American Institute of

Mining Engineers that the meetings of these organiza-

tions in San Francisco last August should have passed

without the presentaticm of any paper on the particular

metallurgical process that then, as now, commanded the

attention of wide-awake technicians. However, that

curious omission has been remedied since then. We have

done a little ourselves, but the more important fact is

that the local sections of the American Institute have

shown commendable initiative in bringing the subject

forward. Our friends at Salt Lake City did something

worth while in Decemher, the Arizona section is to fol-

low suit, while the San Francisco division has devoted

three meetings to discussions and demonstrations on the

same topic On the evening of the 15th instant. Dr. Joel

H. Hildebrand. of the University of California, gave us

a lecture on the 'Physical Phenomena Underlying Flota-

tion,' accompanying his speaking by lantern exhibits.

This was followed by a general discussion, in the course

of which many interesting questions were asked and

answered. The latter method of ehciting information is

most to be commended, especially when it relates to a

scientific study that is so far from being crystallized.

This meeting was also noteworthy in being a joint

session of the 'miners' and the 'chemicals.' the local sec-
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tioii of the American Chemical Society having joined

with the American Institute membership for the occa-

sion. It is well for those who exploit one branch of

science to go for help to the specialists in another de-

partment of knowledge. Just now the metallurgist hap-

pens to be in trouble ; he has been called upon suddenly
to face problems outside his ken. Hitherto his work has

been based mainly on a knowledge of chemistry, but in

flotation he faces phenomena the understanding of which
involves such a familiarity w'ith physics as he does not

possess. Here we suggest that in the schools of mining,

it will be well if the students make use of the instruction

and laboratory facilities afforded by the physics depart-

ment, and do not attempt to study flotation problems

under the direction of professors of geology, mining, or

metallurgy alone. We also commend to them, and to

their seniors, a serious attempt to understand the ter-

minology of the subject. The first step in any intelli-

gent grasp of a scientific problem is the definition of

tei"ms. A phenomenon is an unusual appearance, and in-

ferentially one hard to explain. When we don't know
what a thing is, we are too apt to call it a 'phenomenon'

and think that in so doing we have settled the matter.

These Greeeo-Latin terms are the mere smoke of intel-

lectual exchange. We need, for instance, to understand

clearly what is surface-tension, what is emulsification,

even what is oil. The test of our knowledge will be the

ability to explain any of these in Anglo-Saxon words of

not more than two syllables.

Stoping Methods

No part of technical literature is so incomplete and

unsatisfactory as that relating to the actual mining of

ore underground. Siich work is usually done by men not

given to writing and it involves procedures not lending

themselves easily to description. Moreover, it is a part

of the operations that is apt to escape criticism because

so few are equipped by knowledge or experience to pa.ss

judgment. The average director and mine-owner can see

for himself if the books are kept properly, if the assay-

office is clean, and if the mill is running smoothly, but

when he goes underground he becomes merel.v a passen-

ger. On the other hand, the actual conditions modifying

the extraction of ore vary so much, both as regards lode-

stnicture and metal-contents, as to check a hasty opinion

on the part of any intelligent visitor, no matter how
experienced he may be. Wliile the simpler methods of

attacking a plain problem in mining are well under-

stood, it is recognized by the initiated that the larger

and more complicated systems of excavation involve a

variety of considerations far beyond the scope of an.y

text-book knowledge or even conventional practice. It is

dififieult to depict or describe an elaborate scheme of

.stoping because all the phases of it cannot be seen at any
given date in any single mine. The element of time is

involved. Thus the technology of the subject is un-

avoidably incomplete. Yet it is one that should be

brought forward for discussion at intervals. We are

glad therefore to be able to publish an article by Mr. F.

W. Sperr, Professor of Mining in the Michigan College

of Mines. As will be seen, we give the information in the

form of question and answer, believing that thereby it is

possible to get more quickly at the root of the matter. It

is proper that this article should emanate from Michigan,

for in the iron and copper regions of that State have

been evolved most of the methods of big-scale stoping

that are now in vogue. The Professor divides stoping

methods into three classes, according as whether (1)

the stope is kept open, (2) filled with broken material on
which the miner can stand, or (3) caused to cave. This

is a logical classification. It is true also, as he contends,

that several variations of open-stope methods are as-

sumed incorrectly to belong to the much-abused 'caving'

type. Such an idea frequently prevails in regard to sub-

level stoping. Other points made clear in the article are

the real significance of the term 'shrinkage' and the

essentials of block-caving. This last system of stoping

has the excellent characteristic of grinding a big orebody
of medium-hard ore into small fragments and so entail-

ing the consumption of a minimum amount of explosive,

because, when it is under-cut, on the bottom and one or

more sides, a block of ore several hundred feet square
will crush itself by force of its own weight so as to be
ready for shoveling. This process of grinding into small

fragments requires an interval of several months after

the under-cutting has been done, during which time this

part of the orebody is let alone, while operations are be-

ing pushed in some other part of the mine. Incidentally,

these big-scale methods demand enormous orebodies for

their effective application, as the units of space and time
are large. Just how the self-reduction of a block of cav-

ing ground is accomplished automatically is not entirely

understood, for it is dangerous for the inquisitive to

watch Nature in the art of mining. It is only known that

in the sequel, when the ore is drawn, the crushed material

settles down fairly uniformly.

The square-set system was introduced in the Ophir
mine, on the Comstock lode, by Philip Deidesheiraer in

1860, but this method of holding ground, like many other

extravagances adopted at Virginia City in the boom days
of an early decade in Western mining, has been super-

seded by the better methods evolved out of Lake Super-
ior practice in tlie big iron and copper mines of Michigan
and Minnesota. From the Lake country they have been
borrowed by those exploiting the disseminated copper
type of ore deposit in Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico.

What the German or the Cornish miners gave to the

American superintendent has been covered long ago by
later accretions of knowledge. Big-scale mining methods
are now truly American. They represent a scientific

effort to exploit huge orebodies of irregular shape but

relatively uniform composition so a.s to avoid the use of

timber and shovel. No finality of procedure has been

reached and every new problem has to be tackled on its

merits, so that the subject continues to be one well

worthy of frank discussion. We hope that some of our

readers will contribute comment and criticism.
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The Designation of Screen Sizes

Tlu- K.lll.il-:

Sir—The aotiou that is being taken b.v tho .Milling aiul

Mitallurgical Society of America for the betterment of

pniotice. ami tlie adoption of staiulnnls, is desenedly

drawing attention to the proper use of screens for sizing.

The activity of this Society will be welcomed by many

who have undertaken to use screens for exact purposes.

All those who have attempted to compare and check

their o\vn results upon sized products with like results

obtained by other men, will find the appeal of the Society

a timely one. The outcome of the movement should be

a clearer understanding and better agreement in every-

thing that relates to the sizing of products.

To disturb present fi.xed practices, however, is un-

warranted, if there cannot be seen a way clear to an end

that will be satisfactory and permanent when attained.

The inconveniences which people are now experiencing

in the use of screens are not restricted to a single item,

but are general and varied. There is doubt if many are

aware of the benefits, in detail, to be secured by a move-

ment in which many men are to take a part. Wlien all

is done, much will still be left to common-sense in the use

and selection of screens, and much left to personal pref-

erence.

The method of manipulating screens in sizing, the

choice of the metal composing them, the preference for

type and make, and many minor matters in selection and

operation that a locality might require or an individual

prefer are not details to be prescribed off-hand. The

understanding of terms, however, and the general use of

such designations as can be understood are advantages

to be secured by public interest at this time, and these

alone will justifj- the movement.

"We are at present using specifications and terms that

are indefinite. Many of us are unaware of the inac-

curacy of the screens that we employ. Some of us have

never properly taken into account the diversity there is

in the size of particles when separated by the best of

screens in the best possible way. Some of us would con-

sider inaccurate the results of tests properly qualified

by the percentage of error that work with screens actu-

ally demands. Our attention to the arrangement of a

graded series, in great detail, must not lead us to forget

that a limited degree, only, of accuracy is possible in the

use of screens, nor lead us to suppose that we have ful-

filled all that requires to be done in perfecting and desig-

nating screens when we have adopted a standard. In

order to know of thi' degrees of accurary, ami In liavc

metlioils of gradiitinii and coiii])arison capabli' of adiiptii-

tioii and ini|)r()Vi'inriil, we need resulls, not in tlie cni-

l)iri<-al nimiliers of screens, but in ttTins of the diiiicii

sions of orifices. In such terms as give results in actual

orifice dimensions, and only in such ti-niis. can a taiigibli-

and compreliensible expres.sion of tiic coarsciu'ss of a

sized product be obtained.

We describe loosely, at present, a material as iicing,

for exaiiiide, of the coai-seness of 80-inesli. The statement

is simple : It carries to most people a definite idea. The

idea, however, is not <lefiiiite in any malerial result it

represents. It is true tliat 'SO nn-sli' suggests a screen in

which there are 80 openings per linear inch. No mic now

grades his screens by the openings numbered in a sfjiiare

area. General usage, moreover, would prompt one to

interpret the statement as implying that there are 80

openings to the linear incli measured in a direction par-

allel with the wires.

Whether the material understood as sized by this so-

called 80-mesh screen would barely pass the screen, or

whether this screen on the other hand would obstruct the

material after it had passed the next coarser size, we are

not so certain. We generally infer that the material

could pass an '80-mesh screen,' but that by the 90-mesh

it would be retained. There is, however, always the pos-

sibility of misunderstanding in designating sizes in this

way.

While we are sure that the openings of the screen are

not larger than one-cightietli of an inch, since there are

80 of these openings to the linear inch, \Ve do not know-

how much smaller than one-eightieth of an inch such

openings may be. The space for the wire must be de-

ducted to show this dimension. The size of the wire thus

becomes a factor in designating the coarseness of a sized

product or of a crushed ore.

Wire must be large for strong screens, for rough ser-

vice, or for the weaker metals. Thus it is not suitable to

adopt one size of wire for .screens universally, nor for

screens of one mesh or coarseness. Knowing the number

of meshes to the inch and the size of the wire, it is pos-

sible to divide and subtract, and finally to arrive at the

real dimension of the openings. The operation neces-

sary in order to find the dimensions of the openings, of a

screen one is contemplating, becomes a distraction froin

the real purpose. It is a troublesome and needless detail,

and should be so dealt with as to be avoided. It is the

opening, and not the wire, that is the real and important

feature of the screen. The effect of the size of the wire
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throws the critical and essential feature of the screen into

a secondary consideration. The apertures of the sci-een

become repositories for errors ; and the essential dimen-

sions become distorted to suit the possibility in coml)ina-

tions.

Knowing the size of the openings of the screens that

are used for sizing, and designating the coarseness of

sized products by these sizes is, without question, the

most exact, adaptable, and direct means of expressing

sizes. An attempt to measure particles under the micro-

scope, or to weigh numbers of separate particles, and to

average the weights, leads to error in corresponding ways

as great as is met by sizing with good screens.

Angular pieces of crushed material are generally con-

siderably smaller than a theoi-etical cube would be of a

given dimension. The variation of the actual mass from

the size of this cube depends upon many conditions into

which the establishment of standards can never enter.

Among many of the conditions influencing these sizes will

be the dampness of the material, the cohesion, and the

angularity ; and when results come from questional ile

sources allowance must be made for the possible in-

completeness of manipulation upon the screen, for the

spread of wires, and for the imperfect condition of the

screen.

The universal expression of the coarseness of material,

as time goes on, will come to be in terms of the coarseness

of the screens that were used in sizing it. To number

such screens in any way other than in the dimensions of

their openings will therefore be found needlessly in-

direct. Numbers arranged for any special series or

limited to any special trade interpretation will be found

without convenience or justification. The expression of

screen sizes by the dimensions of the aperture is simple,

direct, and sufficient, and the establishment of a general

custom of so representing screens should be the prime

object in the present movement.

Our present standards are under the English system,

and common agreement appears to have adopted the

units of this system for trade and common measurements.

The unit of the thousandth of the inch is convenient in

magnitude for the measurement of fine screen-openings.

Upon this basis, all results of work with screens, all tabu-

lations of their sizes, all designations of any series of

screens, and all specifications of screen sizes should be ex-

pressed in whole numbers representing the thousandth

of the inch, adding, if desired, or if necessary, any needed

fraction of the thousandth thereto in the same manner

in which use is made of inches and quarter-inches in

larger measurement. It is desirable, permanently, to

discontinue allusion to the number of openings to the

inch as an expression of the coarseness of the screen.

Allusion to the size of the wire properly should be foi-

reference to the strength, or the wear, or the metal, or the

ratio of discharge-area to structural substance, but not

to the coarseness. A screen having openings 0.050

inch in dimensions, as thus considered, would be one

designated by the number 50. This number being the

dimension of the opening in standard units commensur-

ate with the magnitude of the openings to be considered.

With these numbers, and with the variety of screens the

trade now supplies, we can secure such a series of screens

as may be desired. Our idea of the coarseness of pro-

ducts will then rapidly take form in terms of these

dimensions.

Eenest a. Hersam.

Berkeley, January 10.

Simple Problems in Flotation

The Reader

:

Sir—On another page Mr. Durell objects to a state-

ment of mine in regard to the floating of an ungreased

needle on water. He is measurably right. An un-

greased needle will float, but not nearly so easily as the

greased one. The latter will float if placed on the water

mthout special care, but if the former is handled in the

same way it will sink. My reference to the matter was

quoted from the 'prior art,' which in this regard, as in

many others, I know now to be a dangerous guide. Some

time ago, but since my first writing on flotation, last

summer, I made several experiments to find out for my-

self what happens. To be certain that the needle was

free from grease, I dipped it in a hot solution of wash-

ing-soda and then dried it, taking care to use a clean

cloth and to not touch it with my fingers. Then I placed

a piece of tissue-paper on the water in a cup and laid the

needle upon it by aid of a pair of pincers. The tissue-

paper was depressed into the water, becoming wetted

gradually, until it was all soggy and finally sank, leav-

ing the needle floating. "Without such care T could not

make the needle float.

Next I used the camphor test to ascertain if the water

had been contaminated by grease. If camphor is whittled

with a knife above the water, the shavings will dance on

the water in a life-like manner suggesting insects in a

fit. This phenomenon, as shown by Marangoni, is due to

the dissolving of the camphor, preferably at its pointed

end, where a maximum surface is presented to the water.

The solution decreases the surface tension of the water

in contact and thereby causes the uncontaminated water,

with its stronger tension, to pull away from the spot

affected by the camphor. In order to produce this activ-

ity of the camphor, the surface tension of the liquid must

be greater than that of the camphor solution. Hence if

grease be introduced into the water, thereby lowering its

surface tension, the camphor becomes inert. If, while

the camphor particles are active, the water is touched by

a greasy finger (all fingers are a little greasy) the cam-

phor becomes quiet immediately. This furnishes a good

test for the presence of even a trace of grease. No ordi-

nary 'clean' cooking utensil is sufficiently free from

grease to allow an exhibition of the camphor dance.

To return to the floating ungreascd needle. I intro-

duced some camphor shavings, and they were lively.

Then I repeated the experiment with a needle that was

slightly greased, and the camphor seemed to be un-

affected thereby. Finally, I smeared the needle with

olive oil : an iridescence on the surface of the water
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iiuliontoil (lifTusion of the oil. This tiiiic the ramplmr

chips (v\\ ilcnd on tin- wntor, hikI nMiiaiiu'd wholly iiiort.

AppnriMitly then-fon; tlu" lu-tdlc will hnUI to itsi-lf a

liiuitoil ainoiint of oil or gri'jus«-, which nilhcn's so selec-

tively ns not to contaiiiiiiate tiie water. Hut any cxccs-s of

oil. more than the ncetlle eiui hold, will he set fi*ee to

moiiify the water ami lower its surface tension.

Of course, there is a limit to the size of needle that can

1h» floated. When the needle is floatiuR it lies in a dimple

or depression; if the needle is so heavy as to oveivome

the surface cohesion, the sides of the depression meet,

and the needle is enpulfed in the water. Huhhles of air

can 1h> seen attachctl to the needle when tioatinp. The

film of air is not continuous. Apparently the flotation

is due to the resistance of the water surface to ruptun-,

this resistance being caused by an elastic force that per-

mits the water tn yield in the fonn of a dimple. More-

over the air bubbles adil to the buoyancy, both by their

less specific gravity and by preventinp tlic curved walls

of the dimple from meeting overhead, that is, by widen-

ing the angle of contact. As the proverb says, "oil and

water will not mix": the adhesion of air to a metallic

surface is matched by the molecular repulsion between

the oil and the water.

As Mr. Durell suggests, the fact that grease is not

essential to the floating of the needle is symptomatic of

the trend of the flotation process. The oil is important

chiefly as a means of lessening the surface tension of the

water and so yielding air bubbles that will last long

enough for the work of buoying the mineral particles.

In regard to the experiment described and discus,sed

by Messrs. Durell and Norris. I have tried it ami T

recommend everj' student of flotation to try it, watch it.

and cogitate on it. If kerosene oil is poured over colored

water and air is blown into the lower liquid, a number of

interesting phenomena can be obser\-ed. Mr. Durell sees

bubbles enclosed in a film of the colored water rising

through the oil and breaking at the surface, while the

colored water of the bubble-film drops back through the

oil exactly as a balloon on bursting drops to the earth.

Mr. Norris conducts the experiment in two stages : in the

first, he blows air gently and sees colorless bubbles ris-

ing through the colored water to the surface of the over-

hang oil: he says that these bubbles show no trace of

color, and they are unaccompanied by a return passenger

of colored water. He concludes that the bubbles have no

film, but are simply holes in the water and oil succes-

sively. In the second stage of his experiment, he injects

air with greater pressure, making larger bubble-s, which

pull the colored water to the surface of the oil. The

bubbles are not colored, but they take with them flat

portions of the colored water, which fall back when the

bubble reaches the surface of the oil.

I have conducted the experiment many times, and my
report is as follows: when the air is injected into the oil.

the bubbles are short-lived, but they last long enough to

prove, as we know already, that the oil is not a pure and

perfectly homogeneous liquid. In such a liquid bubbles

would not survive. The fact that two bubbles can touch

witlunil coalcwing iuomn thai tiicri' is a lilm or niciii

iiranc scparnliiig nuti surrounding llimi. When I lilow

air gently into llu- colored water, the rising liulililes are

colorless. They aeeumulali- at the surface of the oil. iui<l

show an altrnetion for eaeh other, and for the sides of

the gla.ss vcs.sel. These Imlibles appear lo last liuiger

than those blown in the oil. Next, when I inject air

more ra|)idly into lln' water, a biilible appears at the

point of a cone or mound, as if it were dragging llie

water-surface with it. This bubble will remain jtoised

for awhile at the peak of the mound of water before

breaking away, and ri.sing. while the waliM- falls back.

If the air lie injected still more rapidly. Hie IniKlilc

liri-aks lliroiiirli tlic watcr-surfac-e. appearing lo Iciir il.

and takes willi it a portion of wali'r. 'I'liis is altaclnil

to the south pole of the bublili' ainj piimv accompany it lo

the surface, where, on arrival, it drops away in a curious

crescent form. If I introduce air still more rapidly, the

water-surface is torn into pieces of odd shape.

The bubbles in oil arc round or si)lierical ; those gen-

erated in the water, as seen in their i)iissfigc ui)ward

through the oil, are flattened ; they are oblately spher-

oidal. The colored-water drop that leaves the south jiole

of the bubble, on its arrival at the surface, is also flat-

tened; if small, it is crescent-.shaped ; if bn-gcr, it is

oblately spheroidal.

It will be noted that I have said tliat this and that

"appears" to take place. The difference in description

by various observers indicates how difficult it is to see

correctly. These are truly 'phenomena.' or appearances

that are unusual and hard to explain.

As to Jlr. Norris's idea that the bubble is sim|)ly a

hole in the liquid. 1 would suggest that a globule of air

takes to itself a film when in an impure liquid, that film

consisting of some impurity or contaminant in eoncen-

tratable form. Thus the hole becomes a sac. As the

colored water and the kerosene are both impure liquids,

we may infer the existence of a film on the globule of air,

as indeed is proved on its arrival at the .surface, where

bubbles remain in contact without coalescing. The next

question arising is as to what change the film of the

bubble undergoes in the pa.s.sage of the bubble from one

liquid into the other. The watery film would, I suj)-

pose, be affected by coming in contact with the oil, and

it would .seem to me a priori that the bubble would ar-

rive with a film of the liquid having the lower surface

tension. This is a point I would like to refer to our

friends, Mes.srs. Ralston, Durell, Norris, and Coghill, all

of whom have contributed so generously and so usefully

on the theor>' of the subject. That theorj' is no mere

academic exercise ; it is at the very base of any reasoned

understanding of the flotation process.

T. A. RiCKARD.

San Francisco, Februarj^ 11.

RuTiLE (titanium dioxide) production of the Amer-

ican Rutile Co.. the oidy producer in the United States,

was 250 tons in 1915. worth between $25,000 and $.30,000.

It is mined in Virginia.
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^^jiDilii

By 5°. W. Sp®ra

[Descriptions of methods of stoping are usually dry

and involved ; it is frequently the ease that a reader

starting to read such an article abandons his good inten-

tion and decides to leave the perusal of the weighty

treatise until he has more time—which never comes. Yet

stoping methods are a matter of great importance.

More than one mine manager has casually assumed that

such-and-such a sj'stem of ore extraction would work out

satisfactorily (perhaps the only method with which he

was acquainted) only to face the fact later that the

method is not practicable to the conditions, and that

perhaps large blocks of ore have been lost through get-

ting irremediably mixed with sand or waste. Then it

is necessary to adapt another method of stoping to an

underground development that was intended for some

other system ; the changing of stoping methods at an

operating mine resembles "swapping horses while cross-

fcj..-.. iwmrnm
•Cavco CAi'r.na • • I

Longitudinal Section. End Section

TOP-SLICING IN THE HUMBOLDT MINE, ARIZON.\.

(From P. B. Scotland's paper, Bulletin A. I. M. E., Feb. 1915.)

ing a stream." The difficulty in disseminating knowl-

edge about sloping methods lies in putting it in shape

so that someone will read it. To bring out a few essen-

tial points about methods of stoping, we invited Mr. F.

W. Sperr, the Professor of Mining in the ]\Ii(?higan

College of Mines and an acknowledged authority on the

subject, to answer several questions. The questions with
the answers are as follows.

—

Editor.]

To what kind of an ore deposit is mining on square-

sets most applicable?

Square-sets are competent to form a skeleton-work in

an open slope for the purpose of preventing fragments
of rock falling out of the walls and back; and also to

serve as an index in case any heavy movement of rock
is likely to set in. As to what kind of an ore deposit min-
ing on square-sets is most applicable, I would say a

deposit which can best be mined in open slope, except

for danger of falling fragments, and which is too wide
for the use of props or slulls ; or a wide deposit under a
strong and clean hanging-wall or capping, which be-
comes dangerous soon after it begins to 'take weight,'
when the timber merely indicates what is coming. Some-
times such walls or cappings settle gradually without
danger and no timber is used under them.

Do you consider that the square-set system or method
of mining is being used more than is umrranted; that is,

where some less expensive method would seem to be
better adapted?

The square-set system has been crowded out of many

;
/. Caved - : Capping '.

'.

Sub 'level

I Sub-level

Sub-level

rirsi- level

'^Drawing OiT 'level

i< 50- A SO' >'< SO' >'

AN EARLY STOPE AT TIIE MIAMI.

mines by better systems, and undoubtedly needs to be
ei-owded out of many more. But a change of any
system usually means a change of supervision, because
the underground foreman knows what to expect from the
method in use, and very naturally dislikes to try a new
method with the behavior of which he is unfamiliar, un-
less the new method is one which he has thoroughly
worked out for his own.

Should a distinction be made bettveen the terms, 'slop-

ing method' and 'mining method'?

Yes, properly speaking. For example, we have the

block-caving method of mining by cave-stoping ; the

top-slicing method of mining by cave-sloping; the top-

slicing method of mining by open-slope ; the sub-stoping

method of mining by open-slope; the sub-sloping or sub-

slicing method of mining by cave-stoping; the square-

set method of mining by open-stope or filled-.stope; the
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rtHim-ajuJ-pillnr iii.ili^"! "f mining by any of tin- iiioiIuhIs

of stopiiig, etc.

// irouhl appear that the use of the turn 'corinii' ap-

plied to mining is much overdone. What is the proper

meaning of caving as used in mining?

The term 'caving' is nlwut ns ilistinotive ns the term

^ -inp.' and perliaps it may as well ivnmin so. It is

parativoly new. to Ik* sure; hut people will soon

learn that when they say "the mine is worked hy the

eavinp method" they have not expres.s»'d themselves

detinitely. The term now eovcrs every method by wliieli

the overburden, or the ore, or even the filling in the

stopes. is made to move downwnr4l hy means of cuttinp

the support from underneath. In 'top-slieinp' we have

the eaving of the overburden; in 'sub-slieing' we have

the cavinp of thi> ore and overburden; in Milock-eavinp'

we have the caving of the ore with or without cnvinp tlie

over-burden: and in 'back-filling on floor-pillars' we

have eaving the tilling when the floor-pillni-s are being

mined out. Roomand-pillar stoping. followed by cav-

ing the pillars and overburden, is recognized as caving.

Does that mean that you divide underground methods

of stoping into three classes based on whether: (1) the

slope is open.; (2) partly filled iviih broken ore or rock

on which the miners stand to reach the back; (3) filhd

by rock or ore that folhws or caves as extraction pro-

ceeds f

In that case we would have the 'open stope,' full

stope.' and 'caving' as the primary subdivisions of

stoping methods. But what shall we do with the 'full-

stope-and-caving-the-filling' method? There always will

be hybrid methods that cannot be distinctively classified.

Perhaps, however, you should add a fourth class, depend-

ing on whether the stope is di\ided into chambers by

pillars of ere ; and let it go under the designation of the

• room-and-pillar ' method. This should include the meth-

od of mining the Treadwell lode, as described by T. A.

Riekard:' the methods of mining at Jliami. described by

R. L. Herrick;= the method of mining at Ray, as de-

scribed by Lester A. Blackner:^ and many other meth-

ods. Properly speaking, however, the 'room-and-pillar'

sj-stem is a 'msthod of mining' in which any or all of the

methods of stoping may be employed. In reality there

are but three methods of stoping (1) the open stope

(21 the filled stope and (3) the caved stope.

What is the significance of the term 'shrinkage' as

applied to stoping methods and to ivhat variety of ore-

body do you consider a shrinkage system be.^t adapted?

The term 'shrinkage' has been invented to signify what

was long known as 'overhand stoping on broken ore' or

simply as ' back-stoping on ore.' I prefer the older ex-

pression, because its significance is at once obvious to

mining men. The newer term has led to such expressions

as "we are mining the ore by shrinking it." and "we are

shrinking the stopes." which. I think, are absolutely in-

iMnasG AXD SciEXTmc Press, Vol. 97, p. 85.

^Mines and Minerals, Vol. 30, p. 751.

sBulletin of the A. I. M. E., June, 1915.

defensible. What eould be more lueidly expresKive than

"we are baek-stoping on ore!" (The evolution of terms

is often interesting; iiiid right here I woiilil liki' to r >ril

one whieh is just now in tlie making: the use of the triui

'hanging wall' has been well establisheii. Iml il is in

danger of iieing displaced by a new term. For siiort, it

is called the 'hanging;' the Cornish miner calls il the

• 'angin';' our Italian miners, not (piite catching the lull

enunciation of their English speaking fellow-workmen

call it the 'angle-wall,' and already now anil then, one

will hear a ("oniish miner call it the 'hanple.' Tiie

method of back-stoping on ore is best a<lai)tecl to ore-

bodies with strong walls, tough backs, and eimnpli dip to

allow the broken ore to follow down freely when drawn

off at the bottom. The terra 'shrinkage' to designate

overhand stoiiing. or back-stoping, on broken ore, I be-

lieve, was lirsl )iscd by P. Percy liolfe in a paper pre-

sented to the Institution of Mining and Metalhirgy and

published in Rnllefin r,r,. February 11. lOOf). It may

have been .suggesteil i)y the nuners' explanation that they

'shrunk' the pile of ore when it got too high in the stopes

for their convenience. In the di.scus,sion of the paper

Edward Hooper regrets that the subject ha.s not been

dealt with by some one with more intimate knowledge

of methods, but admits that the paper is a most credit-

able one to have been written by a student; and jiroceeds

to apply the term 'shrinkage' to the method in use at the

Alaska-Treadwell mine as described by Robert A. Kinzie

in a paper presented to the New York meeting of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers in October,

1903. But we note that Mr. Kinzie had not yet learned

that he was describing the 'shrinkage' method. In all

the discussion there appears one protest against the use

of the term; Henry Louis points out that the method

differs but slightly from the one he has described an

'magazine mining.' It is truly wonderful how generally

the old hands fell in with ('fell for' to be more modern)

the use of Mr. Rolfe's term. It is a pleasure to see a

student get his dues. Le Neve Foster, in his excellent

book, 'Ore and Stone Mining.' 1894, page 330, and in

subsequent editions, refers briefly to the method as the

obvious thing to do in overhand stoping when there is

nothing except broken OBe conveniently at hand to stand

on. But it was left for a student to whom it was new

(and no doubt wonderful) to make an elaborate descrip-

tion and give it a name in literature. Of course, 'mag-

azine mining' could hardly hope to meet- with popular

favor; but every English-speaking miner catches the

idea when he hears such an expression as. for instance,

"we b'long to shrink the pile." In the Lake Superior

region, the term 'shrinkage' has come a little into use

among practical mining men. but apparently it has come

in 'from the surface' through some of the men who read

technical mining literature.

What common systems of mining would you classify

-under the open-stope metlwd?

Back-stoping on timbers, and without timber where

the dip is not too great to allow the miners to work up-
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Fig. 1. THE EFFECT OF PROMISCUOUS CAVING. Pig. 2. block-caving coerectly done.

ward on the foot-wall, which is commonly called "back-

stoping on the foot;' underhand stoping; sub-stoping;

top-slicing and sub-slicing without caving the over-

burden.

Although it is impossible to generalize rigidly for

hypothetical orehodies, ivhat ivould be probably the most

satisfactory method of stoping for a vertical orebody 100

ft. ivide with firm walls considering that the ore is firm

and homogeneous with no 'horses' of rock and that no

underground sorting is necessary?

Either room-and-pillar or block-caving, or possibly

sub-stoping, depending upon the texture of the ore.

Block-caving would be given the preference if the ore

would break fine enough in the process of caving and

settling in the time that could be allowed between eutting-

off and drawing-off. The sub-stoping method would be

preferred if the ore is free from slips, rather tough, not

so hard as to make the sub-drifts too expensive, and if

the walls and capping are strong enough to allow large

panels to be stoped. The room-and-pillar method permits

of going through the orebody and breaking it up as fine

as may be desired with drill and powder, provided that

the backs are safe. The Miami system as originally laid

out, was an elaborate room-and-pillar system where block-

caving would probably have served to better advantage,

see sketch. The Zimmerman mine in the Iron River dis-

trict of Michigan, attempted block-caving without proper

preparation, with the result something as illustrated in

Fig. 1. The Ray system is room-and-pillar stoping, fol-

lowed by caving pillars, broken ore and overburden.

CAVING of the sum ace at ray, ARIZONA.
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wlior*' the l>I^M•k(•avill^ >.>>iriii inii;l(t liavi' fouiul inost

oxo'lli'iit aiinptntion witliout any |ir<'|iaratit)|i of timluT

Hint iiiuItT tlu> oappiiiK-

With thf saiitt n si rratum as lo i/i if niltznlinii uliul

H'ouhl be probiihlii llu hi si nulhinl for <i siniiliir oci /kh/i;

10 ft. \ridet

Maokstoping on ore. Either on arv'lu's or on si nils and

lapping.

// the 100-ft. orcbntiy were composed of soft wet ore of

HO firmness at all and the walh were not much better,

what would bi firobahlfi the best si/stcmT

lUock-caving. pn'cedod by liniinago and propi r pivi)a-

ration. and accompanied by skillful supervision; see Fig.

1 and Fig. 2.

What are the sigiiifieani features of bloek-cai-iiig which

ijf generally understood to be a comparatively new

method f

Tile bKx'k-cavinp iiu'lliod of niiniiip was introduced

alxmt t^renty years ago in the I'ewabic iron-ore mine at

Iron Mountain, Michigan. The method was described

l«y E. F. Brown at the meeting of the Lake Superior

Milling Institute at Iron ilountain in 1898, under tiie

title of "A System of Mining Orebodies of Uniform

(^rade." It may be said, however, that uniform grade

of ore is not essential, but ratiier that a close selection

of grades is impossible. The method soon became known

as block-caving. It is distinguished from other caving

methods by the depth of ore caved to the undercut.

This depth of ore caved grades from zero in top-slicing,

through sub-slicing, to the full depth from level to level

in bloek-caving.

Block-ca%ing methods may again be distinguished

from each other by the different methods of making the

undercut. In the Pewabic mine the conditions were

favorable for making the undercut on the sill floor with-

out timber; but timbered drifts through the caved ma-

terial were used for the drawing-oflf. The capping was

a strong, hard sand-rock that gave no trouble in be-

coming mixed ^vith the ore. Under a different type of

capping with a similar texture of ore. it has been found

better to make the undercut on an arch above the

haulage level in much the same manner as it is made in

the other case on the sill floor.' The caved material is

then drawn uniformly from all parts of the block

through chutes closely spaced in the arch over the drifts

and cross-cuts on the level. If the capping is of a cer-

tain texture like hardpan, it may follow downward with-

out mixing with the ore; but if it is loose material like

sand or gravel, a top slice of ore is removed and the

space filled with timber to form a mat between the ore

and the capping.

The difficult part of the operation, when the undercut

is made on the sill floor, comes in the opening and main-

tenance of the timbered drifts through the caved ma-

terial, for drawing off the ore. The chief difficulties in

the operation when the undercut is made on a sub-level,

^Described by F. C. Roberts at the meeting of the Lake
Superior Mining Institute In 1911.

1-..11I1- III iiiiiiiiitiiiiiii^' ilic haiiliigc Mays and in biciiking

llic large pieces that block the chutcN. For reiiioviiig a

block of ore tiiat liaa been eaved to tlie sill floor, iioiliing

belter bus been devised to take tile place of the timlieied

drifts that liave been used in the I'ewaliic mine from the

beginning of block-caving. Hut for removing tiie caved

ore thiiiiigli ehuti's. some moditications iiave I n niade,

botli for breaking the large pieces of ore and for iiiiiiii

faining tiie haulage ways. At (irsi it was tlie i-uslom to

break the eiiniiks in tiie chutes iiy attacking IIhiii

tlirough tiie gates. Tiiis jirocess iias been facMlilaled in

.some of the mines by nicaiis of the doulile-deck tiiiiliered

drift, and in otiiers iiy means of 8ui)-drifts between the

haulage level and tlie under cut, tlius giving access to

file sides of tlie mills and allowing iimeh of tlie lirenking

to be done witli hammers wiiich would otiierwise have to

be done with drill and powder at greater expense, loss of

time, and oft^n danger to tlie miner as well as 1o the

chute.

The ordinary rigid method of timliering liy means of

legs, caps and stiiddlcs, requires a great deal of repair

work in heavy ground. To alleviate this difficulty, a

system of timbering has been devised on the theory of

yielding supports. Instead of legs with tlie weight com-

ing on the end-timber, blocking is used with the weight

coming on the side-timber, with the result that a con-

siderable downward movement can take place witiiout

destroying the drift. Instead of supporting caps ami

chute-gates by the same .set of legs, the llirust on the caps

is transmitted to tiie floor througli iii<lepciiilent sets of

compressible blocking, preventing tlic lip of the eliiitc

being pre.s.sed below the top of the tram-car.

Furthermore, the method of timbering the drawing-

off drifts on the yielding principle, not only reduces the

cost of repairs, but also makes pos,sible the maintenaiii'c

of the drifts in heavier ground. Thereliy a wider field

is opened for the bloek-caving of orebodies that are too

soft to stand undercutting without timber and are cov-

ered by a capping that does not permit the use of the

Pewabic method of drawing the ore. I'nder an unfavor-

able capping that rerpiires the ore to be drawn iiiiifonnly

from all parts of the block, this method of timl)cring

makes it possible to provide and maintain chutes in suf-

ficiently close proximity to each other under the whole

block, provided tliat excavations in the soft ore in its

original, undisturbed position, will stand open in suf-

ficient dimensions for a length of time to permit placing

the timber. The existence of such a condition will he

indicated by the manner in which the drifts stand witii-

out support when a level is first opened. Before move-

ment sets in. an excavation in many soft-ore bodies will

stand open for a long time without artificial support.

On first impression it appears that an excessive amount

of timber is required for the yielding supports, but in

fact the repair work is so little that the total consump-

tion of timber is ultimately less by this method than by

any other. The method of timbering described makes

it possible to provide and maintain chutes in sufficiently

close proximity to each other. It then becomes only a

I
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THE UPPER BENT IN TIMBERIXG FOB BLOCK-CAVING.

matter of finishing tlie undercut near the top of the

timbers by barring operations through holes provided for

the purpose ; after caving begins, the ore must be drawn

off fast enough to keep excessive weight off the timbers.

Soft orebodies in their natural position are often able to

hold in place without movement until they are almost

completely undercut. By the block-caving method there

is greater safety, greater production per man per day,

a higher possible percentage of extraction, and the ventil-

ation is better, beyond all comparison, than with any of

the slicing methods.

What would be the prolxihle best methud for a similar

orcbody 10 ft. wide?

Top-slicing.

To what variety of orebody do you consider the dry-

wall method as practised on the Soidli Range of the

Copper Country best adapted?

In the first place, there must be available .suitable

waste-rock for building dry walls. Then the orebody

should be 15 ft. or more wide and steep enough to allow

the selected ore to run readily through the chutes that are

built upward from the dry-wall and surrounded witii
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Refining Cuprif^TOUS Pi^dpltste

By Jficiuon A. P«krc«

TilE ArKi> inill, Idaho Spriiips. Colorailo, isa lustoiu vats, filter, and furnace. The sludge from liic zinc-

mill trfating ores assnviiig from a traee to as high boxes is treated witli an exeess of aeid until aet.ion ceases,

as ;< or 4', eopper. In the eyanidalion of these Pulverized inrolusite then is added, in ]in(]i()rlion to the

on»s much eopper is tjiken into solution, and later pre- amount of eopper to be removed. I find that with this

oipitated along with the gold and silver in the zinc-boxes, precipitate, 4 to fi pounds of pyrolusite removes one

While the eopper has been no obstacle to sjitisfaetory pound of copper. A rough estimate is made of the

precipitation, it has gn-atly interfered with the refining amount of copper to be removed, and a quantity of pyro-

of the pret-'ipitate. lusite considerably less than the estimated amount re-

in the ordinary method of refining, namely by treat- (piiretl is added to the ciiarge. The charge is kejjt (Us-

ing ^vith aeid. drying, aiid melting, the bullion is never tiuctly acid and in agitation. Evolution of oxygen pro-

better than 750 tine in gold and silver, and frequently as cecds iniinediately upon the addition of the dioxide to the

low as 550. copper constituting the greater part of the acid. The nascent oxygen at once oxidizes the finely-

450 of base metals. The accompanying analysis of a divided copper, which, being oxidized, is immediately

sample of the untn'ated precipitate shows the high per- dissolved by the excess of sulphuric acid. Equations

eentage of eopper. and the normal ratio of the silver to representing these reactions may be written as follows:

the gold ; the percentage of copper is not uniform, vary- II,SO^ -1- MnO,= MnSOi + H^O -{-

ing from 15 to 307c. Cu + = CuO
% CuO + H,SO,= CuSO, -f ll.,0

Gold 4.3
'

"
. ,

gjjyg^ 13 g Inasmuch as silver is analogous to copper, iii that it is

Copper 21.6 easily exidized and the oxide is readily soluble in sul-

m • 1 • , .• c -1 1 1 ti „ i;„„ phuric acid, we should expect to have an appreciable
This high proportion of silver precludes the applica- ' ' ..,-,,, i-

f ., 1 *!. J * *i ^ e t\ amount of the silver oxidized and sub.sequently dis-
tion of the usual methods for the removal of the eopper. .^. ,,.,,,,
T,, c *• •»!. 1- ill,- c iu„ solved. Doubtless the oxidation and dis.solution or the
The process of roasting wnth subsequent leaching of the ^ . , , , •

i

oxidized copper is not onlv a tedious operation, but one silver are among the many chemical changes taking place

in which the loss by dusting and by volatilization is
^^ *»»« ^^t' ^"t- owing to the presence in suspension of

, -
, T,, e • -I- . « I the finely-divided electro-positive eopper, tlie silver at

high. The use of oxidizing agents, for example, man- """ """^v -^ " ,,. ., a,, , /.

ganese dioxide or nitre, for the purpose of slagging the
«"«« 's re-preeipitat^d as metallic silver. The cycle of

copper is not applicable, since an appreciable amount of the silver may be expres.sed in this way:

the silver is likewise oxidized and dissolved by the slag. 2Ag + = Ag^O

Copper can be, and frequently is, removed as a matte, -Ag^O + H2SO4= AgjOUj + H3U

but as copper matte is an excellent solvent for gold and Ag^SO, + Cu= CuSO, + 2Ag

silver, the formation of suflBcient matte to remove the Accompanjang a continuous evolution of oxygen there

15 to 30% copper of the precipitate would remove a is a constant oxidation and dissolution of both copper

prohibitive amount of the gold and silver. Occasionally and silver with a continuous replacement of the dis-

matte is formed in spite of efforts to prevent it, and the silved silver by the copper, until the metallic copper has

prevalent practice of converting it to an iron matte by been removed from the sphere of action. With the re-

the addition of scrap-iron would remove a large pro- moval of the copper, the silver makes its permanent ap-

portion of not only the gold and silver-, but of the cop- pearance in the solution and constitutes an end-point,

per as well. so to speak, of the process.

For 18 months I have been using successfully a wet I'sually the first addition of manganese di-oxide is not

method for the elimination of the copper. It consists sufficient to oxidize all the copper. If the manganese

essentially of the oxidation of the copper with the subse- di-oxide is finely powdered and the solution hot and dis-

quent dissolution of the copper oxide by sulphuric aeid. tinctly acid, the reactions are complete within a few

For oxidation I am at present making use of the time- minutes. When all action has ceased, the solution is

honored action of sulphuric acid on manganese dioxide, tested for silver, using bromine water. With a precipi-

Commercial manganese dioxide fpjTolusite) is used on tate containing as much as 20% copper the solution

account of its convenience and cheapness, although sev- should be strongly colored with copper sulphate. If

eral of the higher oxides, including hydrogen peroxide, there is no indication of silver in solution, another, but

have given good results on an experimental scale. smaller, portion of manganese di-oxide is added together

The equipment necessary for the operation of the with sufficient acid to maintain the acidity of the solu-

proeess is common to nearly all the refineries, namely, tion. A few applications of the chemicals in this manner
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are usually sufficient to bring the silver into solution.

All the copper now, except the few coarse massive par-

ticles that are generally found in the sludge, together

with some of the silver, is in solution. Gold will not dis-

solve under these circumstances, notwithstanding the

ease with which the silver dissolves. A solution assaying

as high as 64 oz. silver per ton shows only a trace of gold.

It is now a matter of importance to remove this silver

from the solution before removing the solution from the

sludge. Continued agitation of the charge would bring

the coarse particles of copper to react with the silver

sulphate, and in due time would precipitate the silver.

But time is an object in refining, and, as this action re-

quires more time than can be spared conveniently, it is

better to use some other method for the precipitation of

the silver. A small amount of hydrochloric acid, salt, or

other soluble chloride may be added to precipitate the

silver as a chloride, or a small amount of zinc-dust may
be used. A portion of the original cupriferous sludge

may be employed. Usually I set aside a small portion

of the sludge, taken before the addition of the oxidizing

agent, to be used as a silver precipitant.

The use of chlorides to effect the precipitation of the

silver is open to the objection that a chloride, sulphuric

acid, and manganese di-oxide generate chlorine, and

that chlorine speedily attacks the gold. This is true

except when the oxygen generated is in large excess of

the chlorine, or when there are sufficient silver ions

present to remove the chlorine ions thus formed. As a

matter of interest it may be noted that a mixture of salt

with a large excess of manganese di-oxide and sulphuric

acid does not dissolve gold, but, on the contrary, is an

active gold precipitant. The explanation of this ap-

parent anomaly lies in the mutual or auto-reduction of

two oxidizing agents, gold chloride on the one hand, and

hydrogen peroxide or nascent oxygen on the other.

Equations representing these reductions probabl.y would

be as given here. With gold chloride and hydrogen

peroxide

:

2AUCI3 -f 3H„0, = 2Au + 6HC1 -f 30,

And in the case of atomic or nascent oxygen

:

2AUCI3 -f 3H,0 + 30 = 2Au + 6HC1 + 30,

As the object in adding the chloride is to remove the

silver, and as the generous evolution of oxygen has

ceased, the two safeguards against the dissolution of the

gold are absent, so that extreme care should be exercised

in tlie use of the ehloride as a precipitant. It is safer

practice to use a small amount of zinc-dust, or, even bet-

ter, a small quantity of the cupriferous sludge.

Having precipitated the silver by some convenient

method, the charge is drawn into the filter, washed,

dried, and melted. Some precaution should be taken

against the solution coming in contact with the iron of

the press, pumps, etc., as the iron precipitates the cop-

per, and in the course of a short time the machinery will

be destroyed. Ti-iplex pump-cylinders quickly deteri-

orate, and any iron parts of the stirring mechanism are

soon destroyed. Lead-lined or wooden tanks should bo

used, and where necessary to pump the solution, lead-

lined centrifugal pumps with brass runners should be

used ; also lead-lined pipes. For a filter we are employ-

ing a rectangular wooden vacuum-pan, 3 ft. wide by 6

ft. long, with a sludge compartment 15 inches deep and

a filtrate compartment 20 in. deep. A 4 by 6-in. triplex

pump serves as a vacuum-pump. This pump is attached

to the filtrate compartment immediately below the filter-

bed, by which arrangement it is possible to filter the

sludge without drawing the filtrate into the pump. To

maintain a wet vacuum the pump is allowed to draw a

small amount of water from an independent source.

The filtrate assaying 0.005 oz. gold, 0.03 oz. silver per

ton, and from 3 to 4% copper is treated with scrap-iron

for the removal of the copper, and is discharged to waste.

The filtrate compartment of the vacuum-pan contains

scrap-iron upon which the copper is precipitated. The

solution being hot, precipitation proceeds rapidly.

Formerly I removed the zinc sulphate solution by de-

cantation, filtration, and washing previous to applying

the copper treatment, but as the results are equally as

good by treating for copper without i-emoving the zinc

sulphate, and as considerable time is saved thereby,

treatment for copper follows immediately upon the acid

treatment. The time consumed by this extra refining

operation is from one to two hours.

A 20-30% copper sludge is reduced to 2-4% copper

within a couple of hours. The bullion that formerly as-

sayed 550-750 fine now assays better than 900. The

saving in fluxes, crucibles, and time of melting is appre-

ciable, but the greatest saving is in transportation and

mint charges. Whereas formerly the mint charge on

bullion containing 1000 oz. gold and silver was from

$75 to 85, it is now less than $25.

To show the effect of this oxidation process on the

quality of the bullion, I am here giving the assays of

two bars, bar No. 25 refined in the ordinary way, and

bar No. 31 refined with the aid of oxidation

:

Bar No. 25 B.\r No. 31

Gold 207.35 fine Gold 29S.5 fine

Silver 561.84 " Silver 624.5 "

Copper 22.1% Copper 0.6%

The particular method of applying the oxidizing agent

is of small consequence, since the copper is attacked with

avidity. Results obtained by adding the powdered

manganese di-oxide to the sludge with an excess of dilute

acid are as good as when it is added to the thickened

sludge from which the excess solution has been decanted.

provided only that sufficient water is present to dissolve

the copper sulphate formed. Good results may also be

obtained by incorporating the oxidizing agent with the

sludge-cake from the press and leaching it with an acid

solution. The temperature should be high to accelerate

the action, otherwise it works well in a cold solution. It

should be borne in mind that the rapidity of the action

depends al.so upon the fineness of the manganese di-oxide.

The mineral pyrolusite is ground for commerce and

sometimes contains an appreciable amount of coaree ma-

terial. The dissolution of this coai-se material by sul-

phuric acid may not take place within 24 hours. AD
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that is nut dissolvi-il witliiii tJie tiiiic of tirutiiiriit imist

Ih> slnfrgvti off ill the melt. If it is not t1ooninpos*>(l in

tlio pnK'Oss of ilryinjr it is availiiMc in the nu-lt to oxidizi-

st>nio of tho rfintiinint; i-oppcr. also sonio of tlif silver.

This resicIiiRl ninng:nnt\S(> di-nxide ninkes dnnjfi'rous tin-

tis«' of chloride for the prwipitntioji of the silver «s has

Ihhmj noted elst>\vhere. It is nion^ quiekly aeted uiion hy

hydrtn-hiorie aei»l thiui by snlplnirie aeid. Wen^ there

no residual oxidi/in^ agent the chlorides eonld he usi>d

with impunity.

An interesting point in the process is the aiiioiuit of

rinc dissolved aside fmm that dissolved hy the ai-id

treatment. Four separate lal>orator>-tests showed tlial

almost twice as nuieh zine was removed as copper. Some

of the sludpi> direct fn>m the zine-hoxes was treated for

three days with several chnnpes of acid both hot and

cold, of varying concentration, and the residue washed

until the wash-water showed no zine hy the ferro-cyanido

test. The treatment for copper was then applicil miuI

The Sons oi

Wcste:ii
Cr v^7aUa Mill,
V 11 "/''r"-!."'I'-l

•To a depth of 3100 ft. the ore in this mine, situated

150 miles north-east of Kalgoorlie. consists of 68.4%

silica. 9.71% alumina. 1.85% ferric oxide. 3.61% calcium

oxide. 11.04% calcium carbonate, 2.15% magnesium

oxide, and 3.15% iron pyrite. Its specific gravity is

s.7e

4BO

*32

3-36

j> zas

240

J 92

144

096

0-48

Scldr-,
\
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IN
attempting' to start a discussion on flotation by

setting forth my osmotic hypothesis, the main

objects were (1) to firmly establish fundamental

laws and definitions and (2) to bring out and classifj'

new phenomena. Flotation terms have been misused

and jumbled in the same way that the so-called expert

makes a mining report ridiculous by the use of geological

terms. Litigation has made the subject more confusing,

and it is still an indefinite cloud to most people. Now
that first principles and definitions are being agreed

upon, concerted effort is starting experimentation along

definite lines that will lead to far-reaching results

instead of the heretofore duplication of efforts leading

to nothing. Before the final solution of a problem can

be accomplished, the problem must be stated properly.

It is therefore quite gratifying to see that the discussion

is fulfilling the two main purposes and that the flotation

problem now stands out more clearly.

A man can never learn from one who agrees with

him entirely. For this reason I was pleased to see

exceptions taken to my article 'Wliy Is Flotation?'

0. C. Ralston thinks I used rather loosely the two

words 'nascent' and 'occlusion.' It took me a long

time to realize the prime essential for an effective froth.

This can only be described clearly by the word 'nascent.'

It also required several years of patient effort to con-

vince myself that the whole subject depends on gas

'occlusion.'

Being unable to learn anything more in this country

concerning flotation, some foi;r years ago I made a

trip to Australia, the home of flotation. There I saw

for the first time copper concentrate won by flotation.

At the Lake View, in the Kalgoorlie district, I saw

one of the old bulk-oil flotation plants.

It was at Broken Hill, however, that I had plenty

of time and opportunity to study flotation. Companies

using different processes were naturally adverse to enter-

taining a stranger who might be gathering information

to be used against them in one of the various law-suits.

As soon as the managers or officials in charge were

assured that I was not there for that purpose, they

afforded me ample opportunity to learn everything con-

cerning flotation, giving me access to figures and data.

In this country, it is seldom that a comparative stranger

receives such courteous treatment as was shown me by

the cordial company officials there.

At the Proprietary mine, where the Delprat process

was in operation, no oil was being used, yet there was

practically the same persistent froth as at other plants

using the Minerals Separation process. This fact then

eliminates the two hypotheses for flotation advanced

by Mr. Ralston\ who says that "The first hypothesis is

based on some academic work done by Reinders, who

deduced the following inequalities as applying to a

case where a powder, or the particles of a colloid, is

suspended in a liquid to which is added a second liquid

that is immiscible with the first." There at the Pro-

prietary mine, where 500 tons per day was being treated

by a single 'cell,' no such liquid was used. Therefore,

according to Mr. Ralston 's hypothesis, froth-flotation

could not take place. Yet the records show that thou-

sands of tons of zinc concentrate have been recovered

by froth where no oil was used. I quite agree with

Mr. Ralston when he says "It hardly needs to be said

that here we find something very close to the conditions

obtained in the flotation process." "In fact, the old

Elmore bulk-oil flotation method fulfills exactly the con-

ditions that Reinders had in mind." By basing the

whole subject of flotation on gas occlusion, as I have

done in my article, 'Why Is Flotation?' in Mixing and

Scientific Press of September 18, 1915, all flotation

processes ma.y readily be explained.

On seeing for the first time a single spitzkasten being

fed 700 lb. of ore per minute by means of a 'push-feeder'

as is done at the Proprietary, one can but marvel at the

simplicity and rapidity of action of this froth-flotation

process, which makes a marketable zinc concentrate with

high recovery without re-treating. As no oil was used,

I sununed up as follows the essential elements: gas,

acid, and heat, in addition to ore and water. There

is nothing else essential to this treatment. Studying

the conditions there, I soon became convinced that the

function of the acid was not only to produce bubbles

for froth-formation, but also for the creation of selective

action. Since the solution was kept as near the critical

temperature of 80° C. as possible, no air from the

solution could aid in froth-formation because the solu-

tion was under a hydrostatic head and was admitted

at the bottom of the spitzkasten instead of by means

of a jet above the surface. It was easily seen that the

function of gas was for froth-formation and that the

persistence of the bubbles was mainly due to the envelop-

ing net of mineral particles. What then was the func-

tion of the heat? The cold ore dropping into this hot

solution carried some air with it which the heat expelled.

This was not the essential factor. The heat expelled

enough of the occluded gas from the ore particles to

form nuclei for the attachment of nascent gas to form

flotation bubbles.

Studying the Elmore vacuum process at the British

I 'Why Do Minerals Float?' by O. C. Ralston, M. <.(: S. P.,

Oct. 23, 1915.
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l{rv>k«'ii Hill pliuit at a lator liatc. 1 siiiiiinoil up (lu>

i-sseiitial eli'iuoiits tluTo jus follows: vacuiiiii ^ti> lilicralc

the air), acid. oil. tuui alknli. At a first ^laiici' it was

soon that hcrv was another inotluui of inakiiit; Imhlilt's

aiul fn»th. This froth wiiii perhaps mon- pcrsistoiil. as

the envelope for the buhhies seemed toujjher. The
(lifTi'MMioe was so slipht tliat it is hesl deserihoil iis that

In'tween the froth formetl duriii); the early sliijje of

the eleaii-up in the acid or 'cuttinp-down' lank of a

oyiuiide plant and the fnith formed diiriiii; the later

stages. It was natunil. then>fore. to lussiiiiie that the

principle or eanse of this Elmore process <^f flotation

was identieal with that of the Delprnt at the Proprietary.

1 was told there, and have been rejieatedly told sinee.

that the oil was the cause of the selective action. I

never will believe this, with nil the evidence against it.

although on account of adsorption—not occhision—of

gases by the ore particles, they are more easily wetted

with oil than with water. The residts at these two mines

were praetieally the same. The grade of the concentrate

at the British plant was higher, by reason of mechanical

refinements, niid not the difference in i>rneess. There-

fore the oil could not be the essential element for selective

action, because no oil was used at the Proprietary. The
oil was an essential element only in that it toughened

the froth. Owing to mechanical means of operation, the

froth could not be removed so quickly nor could it be

carried in such a deep layer. Therefore oil was added

to toughen it. I'sing Jlr. Scott's words\ "This froth

rises and floats much the same as a board would" while

the Delprat bubbles "float over, if we get tlieni over

before they break"; and "if they do break, the mineral

drops and is caught by the bubbles below." Oil, then,

can be eliminated in making the following comparison

between the essential elements of these two processes.

Acid creates the selective action as in the Delprat

method : lime is then added to neutralize it, because the

vacuum machines are of cast-iron. Acid was found to

be necessary in the Delprat process to create the bubbles.

It was necessary for these bubbles to form as they
'

' came
into being"' on mineral particles as nuclei. Nascent

babbles of air are formed in the same way, so that the

vacuum of the Elmore process takes the place of the

acid in the Delprat.

At the British plant, in making a froth, the solutions

were not heated, for the reason that the vacuum which

drew the dissolved air from the liquid, in accordance

with the law of Henry, also drew a sufficiency of oc-

cluded air from the mineral particles to form nuclei for

the air "coming into being" from the liquid. The acid

had already acted as pre%'iously described. The small

slow-speed mixer, just ahead of the vacuum machines,

used for stirring oil into the thickened pulp, could in

no way supersaturate the mass with air as is the case

with a ilinerals Separation machine, which process will

be taken up later.

When I began the study of the De Bavay process at

2 Walter A. Scott, counsel for defendants in the case of

Minerals Separation v. Miami.

the Amalgamated /im- plant. 1 was at a loss, at liist, to

see how till' same principles iimlcrlying llie other two

processes just mentioned conM appl.v llu'rc. 'I'lic rcijlow

ing essential elements were separated out: gas (in llic

form of air), acid, and oil. Mr. Meredilh told im- the

object of the iicid was to clean the mineral p.-irl icics.

AVhile it undoubte<lly does this, my contention is that it

acts as an electrolyte, as I have describcil, to create the

selective action afterward manifest during the oiling and

aerating .stages of the ]»rocess.

Oiling of the mineral |>artic|cs is the next stage and

can only take place in liijuid pulj), a« 1 have cxplaincii,

when particles themselves contain gas. It required a

careful study of the a])])aratus at the Amalgamated

plant before 1 was able to understand that the same

underlying principles applied here. Air was necessary;

yet where and how was it introduced? This is best de-

scribed in T. J. Hoover's' words: "Throughout this

manipulation, including the acid-washing, the oiling, the

raising with compressed air, and the flowing over the

corrugated cone, the sulphide j)ar1iclcs arc repeatedly

aerated, and as a result, especially after the oiling, take

up their adhesive air-films and float." They were not

using corrugated cones when I was there. Instead, the

cones w'ere covered with concentric rows of staggered

triangular obstructions. These were made by bending

the triangular burrs from holes punched in galvanized

sheet-iron cones until they were perpendicular to the

surface. These cones were then fitted down tightly over

similar cones not punched. A montejus was used to lift

the prepared pulp to these cones. As Mr. Hoover says,

"The subjecting of the oil pulp to compressed air may

be an essential part of the operation." It undoubtedly

is, and this method is patented by Dudley H. Norris,^

although opposed by Minerals Separation Ltd. when

application for patent was made in England.

The De Bavay float is caused by air. Why is it not a

froth ? Norris turns his super-saturated liquid directly

into the pulp-mass and a froth is formed. The pulp-

mass at the Amalgamated Zinc plant, super-saturated

with air, was turned on to the top one of each series of

four cones. There was no chance for froth to form while

spreading in a thin stream over the surface of a cone.

This float, however, is entirely different from the un-

stable float on the Henry Wood type of machine, which

depends on surface tension entirely. It is best described

in the words quoted from De Bavay: "When the con-

tents of the receptacle were emptied into a beaker, a

thick clean layer of 'black-jack' sprang to the surface of

the liquid, while the white clean gangue was precipitated

to the bottom.
"=

Upon studying several plants using the Minerals Sep-

aration proees.s, the following essential elements of flota-

3 'Concentrating Ores by Flotation,' by Theodore J. Hoover.

Second edition, page 117.

* U. S. Patent No. 864,856, Nov. 19, 1906.

5 'Flotation in Australia," by Charles S. Galbraith, M. d S. P..

July 17, 1915, page 85.
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tioii were easily recognizable: air (beat in l)y stirrers to

siipei'-saturation), acid, oil, and heat.

It is to be noted that these are the same as described

in the other processes. Practically the only difference

is that the froth is more persistent, because there is nioi-e

slime with which to armor the bubbles. Tlie violent agi-

tation coagulates the exceedingly fine metallic particles

in the same way that butter forms in a churn. These

coagules are then taken up in the froth the same as

larger metallic particles. As Mr. Hoover" states, "Large
quantities of air are beaten into the pulp. Bj- running

the machine for a few minutes on water alone, it will be

observed that the quantity of air so beaten into the pulp

is enormous, for the clean water will lie milk-white."

This air. a.s it "comes into being," uses the mineral par-

ticles as nuclei from which to grow into bubbles.

The resume of these commercial processes is to show

that nascent gas is necessary. The only explanation of

single selective action for all processes is that gas is

held in the solid particles.

A theoi-y that will not explain all of these processes

is of no value whatever. Both of Mr. Ralston 's hy-

potheses depend upon the use of oil, which is not an

essential element to flotation, as was shown above. Also

these hypotheses assume that bvibbles, existing as such

in a liquid pulp, can then have mineral particles at-

tached to them. If this be so, and it is not necessary to

grow, a.s it were, the bubbles from the nascent gas in the

liquid, why is it necessary to beat air into solution be-

yond the saturation point as is done in all froth-flotation

machines using air as an adjunct except in the Callow

machine ? It would be much simpler to turn in a stream

from a compressor or blower. If electrification is then

all that is needed to produce attachment of the mineral

particles, surely there are plenty of ways to electrify the

bubbles. Thomas M. Bains' says, "It would seem easier,

therefore, to electrify a bubble than to keep it from being

electrified. " No ; something more than electrification is

required of the bubble, as all who have tried to produce

a float in this manner well know. James A. Block,^= in

his criticism on my article says: "I cannot see how the

water in a Callow or other pneumatic machine can be-

come greatly super-saturated." This is best answered

by Mr. Callow* himself: "The bubbles composing the

froth are generated under a hydraulic pressure varying

from 15 to 40 in." It matters not whether the water be

saturated "with air at a pressure of several atmos-

pheres," as was done by Norris, or under a hydraulic

pressure of 15 inches, because, as I pointed out, it is not

the air that is held dissolved, but it is the air that

comes out, which is available for mineral attachment.

A hypothesis based on nascent and occluded gas explains

all kinds of flotation as well as all flotation machines.

More flotation experiments have been carried out in

« 'Concentrating Ores by Flotation,' 2nd ed., p. 136.

" 'The Electrical Theory of Flotation,' by Thomas M. Bains,
Jr., M. & 8. P., Nov. 27, 1915, page 824.

s 'Notes on Flotation,' by J. M. Callow, M. <( S. P., Dec. 4,

1915, page 852.

Australia than in any other country. No publication of

systematic experiments to learn the reasons for flota-

tion is so complete as that in the proceedings of the

Royal Society of Victoria, by Kenneth A. Mickle." His

experiments (many of which I have verified in the lab-

oratoi-ies of the Colorado School of Mines while experi-

menting in the new testing plant there some three years

ago with the Horwood process) showed nascent gas

necessary and also that the particles must contain gas.

He showed by experiments that (1) heat or reduction of

pressure to liberate gas, that (2) generation of gas by

means of acid, or that (3) super-saturation of solutions

with gas, will cause minerals to float or tend to float

without the aid of oil. He showed the effect of gases

occluded by minerals to be (1) the particles are not

wholly wetted when immersed in water; (2) the particles

tend to float when sprinkled on water; (3) the particles

when immersed collect bubbles as the solution is heated

or exposed to vacuum and float or tend to float; and

(4) the particles in gas-saturated solutions collect the

bubbles evolved. He says, "In my earlier paper, it was

shown that mineral particles absorb gases to an extent

not previously suspected and that they retain the gas

adsorptions with such persistency that they could neither

be easily separated by mechanical means nor much af-

fected by gravity and gas expansion." He also says,

"In previous investigations, I found that carbon dioxide

was obtained from all sulphides by the aid of heat and
exhaustion in the presence of water. It is probable that

the gas film can be expanded for removal in appreciable

quantities only in the presence of water and that ex-

haustion in the dry state does not remove all the gas

present."

With a view to further investigating the gas held by

solids, he conducted the following experiments:

1. Copper and silver foil were cleaned with sodium

hydrate and distilled water and dried. These and un-

cleaned pieces were treated in a vacuum-flask. Few
bubbles formed on cleaned foil with distilled and air-

free distilled water, but more on the uncleaned. All

foil floated in tap-water.

2. Six steel needles were cleaned in the same way as

the foil and allowed to stand one half-hour in alcohol

and then dried in a desiccator. The.v would not float on

distilled water until it had been exposed for some time

to the air. Another set of needles and iron wire were

similarly cleaned, but would not float until allowed to

stand in a desiccator for two days. The same results

were obtained with sulphides cleaned with sulphuric

acid.

"These experiments show that perfectly cleaned

needles and iron wire will float on the surface under the

following conditions: (a) if the w'ater is allowed to

stand for some time in contact with the air; (b) if the

needles and wire are allowed to remain exposed to the

air for sufficient time."

9 Vol. XXIII and XXIV (N. S.) Part 2, 1911. Abstracted in

Eng. rf Min. Jour., p. 307, Aug. 12, 1911 (vol. 92), and p. 71,

July 13, 1912 (vol. 94).
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;{. I'ltjuu'il mill uiuK'niu'ii piotts »if inui wik'. on

I'oing iiiiiucrscil in a swituralod SKlutioii ol' i-ailmii ilioxiilf

sliowotl the following results: (a) oU-nJi pieoi'S i-ollocted

vory tVw luiMiics. \vhiU< {h) unclejuu'il pi»'»'i\s wi-rt' i-ov-

erctl with n fnwt of bubbles.

I have confirmed these cxperinionts. tluii-fur.' I am

positive of the inoorrvotni'ss of Mr. Hii'kard'.s stnto-

nu'nt. "If you phuv an oniinary nt'itllv. say, a la«o

ntvdlo suitable for use with No. 80 thread on tlu' surface

of a liowl of water, it .finks at onee to tlic bottom, in

obedienee to the hiw of gravity. If. howcv.-r. you pass

the needle tJirough your hair, so that it becomes greased.

It will tloat on the water."'" This is the siuno old false

a.ssumptiou tliai oil is ii ncccivsity instead of an aid to

flotation.

Swinburne luid Kiuiorf" say. "A way of demon-

strating the presence of gaseous envelopes is to sift some

powdered substjuice which easily sinks, such as sand or

ferrous sulphides, upon the surface of hot water, pre-

viously freed from gas by boiling. Bubbles of gas ri.se

frvuu the surface of solid particles." "It seems neces-

s«ry that the gas should be produced at the surface of

the particles themselves." '"The air-tilm always plays

an important part ; and if the ore is thoroughly washed

or boiled in water to remove the air-film, it cannot be

concentrated with acid."

There are many other references all showing the same

thing: that the mineral particles to be floated must eon-

tain gas so as to act as nuclei for the gas as it "comes

into being" from the liquid. Therefore, in my former

article, I did not present this evidence to prove my state-

ment, which seemed a self-evident fact in view of the

present knowledge of the subject.

Miekle collected gases from concentrate made from

Broken Hill material some of which gas contained

:

(1) (2)

N 72% N 82%

O 2 O 2

COj 26 COj 16

It is seen that these gases obey Henry's law, each

existing independent of the others and not displacing

the others as Jlr. Block^- says undoubtedly would be the

case. An analysis of a sample from the Horwood process

gave:
N 95%
O 1

CO, 4

These three samples of gas became disengaged from

three samples of concentrate which were allowed to

stand. Afterward a vacuum applied to No. 1 sample

(70 gm. sulphide) gave a further amount of 1.7 e.c. gas

analyzing

:

N 27%
O 14.1

COj 58.8

10 'What Is Flotation?' by T. A. Rickard, M. d S. P.. Sept. 11,

1915, page 384.

11 Paper read before the Faraday Society, Dec. 12, 1905, by

J. Swinburne and G. Rudorf. Abstracted in Eng. <t Min. Jour..

Feb. 10, 1906.

On raising' iln- |i'iii|m rature to tlic lioiling point iiml

Nul)jecling this sanipir to vai'Uiiiii. tlirn' wiis Ihcii ^ivcn

olT 8.!l c.e. of gas, which was I'oiind to lir pnn'lic'all\ Jill

carbon dioxide.

Kroni the No. 2 sainpif he olitnimd 18. f) c.e. gas of

wliich practically all was CO.^. On Kubjeeting minerals

to reiluccd prcssiiic and heal, he found that iw could

obtain nioi-c gas from calcitc and (inarlz. This was

mostly ("()_,. Ill' |)ni\iil ill iill these ca-si-s that tlic CO,

obtaiiii-d was not from tlic decomposition of i-arlioiiates.

This shows that inincralK in geiuTal oi'i-ludi- gas,

alihongli Mr. Kalston' says that "gooil ca.scs of oiclnsion

lia\c tifcii found lliiis far only in amorphous siilistaiK-cs,"

Mr. Block is (jiiilc right when he says: "that it would

be liberated with sufTieient rapidity to float tlic i)ar-

ticlcs docs not sccin i)r()bable."''- Also Mr. Kalston' is

correct in «iying "How the liglitly-lidd gas could be

liberated fast enough to compare with the exceedingly

short time which it takes to accomplish flotation of a

suli>liide particle is dinicwit to ex|)laiii ])liysically, " T

simply stated that "if this gas be expelled from tliem.

when they arc in a lirjuid, at a time when the gas is ex-

pelled from the liquid, they become the nuclei for the

formation of gas bubbles." On thr otiicr liand. if Imli-

bles are not formed from na.scent gas of the liquid in

contact with the mineral particle there can he no ad-

hesion because the bubbles are surrounded \>y \'i<\\i\i]

films: or. if the particles contain no occluded gas, there

can be no adhesion because the particles arc surrounded

by liquid films.

That these two words 'na.scent' and 'occlusion' were

objected to shows the necessity of extreme care in the

choice of terms, and I am glad that Mr. Ralston brought

up this point. 'Nascent' is defined in Welister's New

International dictionary (3rd), 1915, as follows: "Being

born ; coming into existence ; beginning to grow ; com-

mencing, or in process of, development." The Century

dictionary. 5th edition, 1911, gives practically the .same

definition as follows: "Beginning to exist or to grow;

commencing development; coming into being; incip-

ient." The following usage is given: "Wiping away

the nascent moisture from my brow: Barham, 'Ingolds-

by Legends'." Available gas of any kind for flotation

must "come into being" in this way. Mr. Bains'' ex-

cellently describes this, as follows: "If powdered galena

ore, with a limestone gangue, be dropped into jiure

water, most of the powder will immediately sink to the

bottom. As the air eneloi?ed by the particles is expelled

gradually, one sees the fonnation of 'armored' hubbies,

some of which may last for days. Here is flotation with-

out oil or acid. If nitric acid be added, the gas bubbles

formed by the action of the acid on the gangue. will

carry up particles of galena." I have placed ^-inch

pieces of quartz, galena, and other minerals in a beaker

filled with water saturated with air at atmospheric pres-

sure. The purpose was to watch the formation of the

1= .lames A. Block, M. & S. P., Oct. 30, 1915, page C59.

13 'The Electrical Theory of Flotation,' by Thomas M. Bains.

il. ct S. P.. Nov. 27, 1915, page 824.
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l)ubl)les. More small hubliles formed on the metallic

zniiierals wheu heat was applied. The bubbles formed

on all minerals apparently in the same way that moisture

forms on one's brow. I wish to describe this. There is

only one single word in the English language that can be

used to do it
—

'nascent.' This is not "the dissolved gas

tliat can be liberated," but it is the dissolved gas at the

instant of liberation.

Regarding occlusion, Mr. Ralston has been kind

enough to mention three ways by \\hich gases can be

held in solids, and I should have used more care in the

choice of these terms. I used the word 'occluded' as a

general term to denote either surface adsorption or solid

solution. As Mr. Ralston says, "this is a term the mean-

ing of which has been much disputed." Trying to show

that the gas in the mineral obeys the same laws as the

gas in the liquid, as proved by Mickle. I spoke of the gas

being dissolved in the solid and thus led up to the term

'occlusion,' having in mind the following: "The amount

of gas which dissolves in a given quantity of water is

proportional to the pressure, and from this experi-

mental result, Van't Hoff showed mathematically by the

principle of thermo-dynamics that, when in sohition, this

same gas must exert an osmotic pressure";" and that

"Substances dissolved by solids have an osmotic pres-

sure as shown by Van't Hoif, so we can speak of solid

solutions";'" also that "the greater the pressure to

which the gas is subjected, the larger the quantity which

will be adsorbed by the solid."'"

Viscosity is another word that has been incorrectly

used in connection with tiotation. Mr. RickarcF" in his

article, 'What is Flotation?' states: "The combination

of low tension and high viscosity enables a bubble of gas,

rising throiigli the liquid, to lift the surface film of the

liquid, which the tension of the bubble-film is not strong

enough to break, so the bubble endui-es"; and cites 'A

Text Book of the Principles of Physics,' by Alfred

Danniell, 1911. Also Mr. Rickard states: "Pure water

has great surface tension, it also has no superficial vis-

cosity.
'

'

Viscosity as known today is an entirely diiferent

property of matter from that which Danniell in 1885

•confused with surface tension.

Perhaps the best definition of viscosity is by Harry

C. Jones,'' as follows: "We need simply mention here

the works of Poisenille, Pagliani and Battelli, Slotte.

Gartenmeister, and Traube" * * * "The monumental

works of Thoipe & Rodger merit more careful atten-

tion." * * * "They prove conclusively, what has been

hinted at before, that * * * viscosity may be taken as

the sum of the attractive forces in play between the

molecules ;
* * * It is, therefore, made evident that

viscosity or inter-molecular attraction is in reality a

n 'The Recent Development of Physical Science,' by W. C.

Dampier Whetham, page 113, 2nd ed., 1904.

15 'Zeit. Phys. Chem.: 1S90, 5, 322.

16 'Elements of Physical Chemistrj',' by Harry C. Jones, 1902,

page 267.

1' 'Conductivity and Viscosity in Mixed Solvents.' Carnegie

Institute, Publication No. 80, 1907, page 19.

property of the atoms of which the molecules are com-

posed." This '.superficial viscosity' is well explained in

the Encyclopedia Britanniea,"* as follows: "The vary-

ing of contamination to which a water surface is sub-

ject are the causes of many curious phenomena. Among
these is the 'superficial viscosity' of Plateau." * * *

'

' Plateau attributes these differences to a special quality

of the liquids named by him 'superficial viscosity.' It

has been proved, however, that the question is one of

contamination and that a water surface may be prepared

so as to behave in the same manner as alcohol." Mr.

Rickard, in his second article, page 517, Mining and
Scientific Press, October 2, 1915, says: "To make
bubbles, the surface tension of water in the flotation-

cell must be decreased by a contaminant and at the same
time the viscosity of the liquid must be strengthened."

As shown above, it is not the viscosity but the general

surface tension effect that must be strengthened. As I

pointed out, a soluble or partly soluble oil will decrease

the surface tension of water because it dilutes the water,

which has the greater surface tension. By reason of this

cause alone, the tendency to float is decreased and the

bubbles burst more easily. Using a volatile oil in a

M. S. machine, I have had the bubbles burst so violently

that the cement floor was blackened with zinc sulphide at

a distance of several feet from the machine. At the

same time I was making a very clean zinc concentrate

from Leadville mixed sulphides after a Horwood roast.

As no other contaminant was used, this was only made
possible by having the mineral particles well oiled with

the thinnest possible film to aid cohesion in armoring the

bubbles well with the zinc sulphide particles. In this

case the surface tension was still further reduced by the

sulphuric-acid electrolyte.

Most oils, however, aid modern flotation in three ways,

as I tried to point out in my former article, by (1)

decreasing the force of adhesion of water for mineral

particles by forming films around them, (2) increasing

the cohesive force of the mineral particles for each other

to aid in the formation of a network of mineral particles

around the bubbles to toughen them, and (3) toughen-

ing the bubbles ))y forming films of oil around the bub-

bles in addition to those of the water. 'Toughen' is not

a good word whereby to express the meaning. Mr.

Ralston explains this very well and at length on page

624, Mining and Scientific Press of October 23, 1915,

under his inter-facial tension hypothesis. He claims,

however, "It is doubtful if the air bubbles could be com-

pletely mantled by oil." This is contrary to the experi-

ence of others. The colors on the bubbles indicate that

they are mantled." This shows that Mr. Callow is

right when he says "The bubble-mantles in a flotation-

machine are undoubtedly composed of oil, or oil emul-

sion."" The sum of these tension effects cause persist-

ent bubbles, even though the surface tension of the

water has been reduced. These undoubtedly are ex-

18 11th edition, under 'Capillary Action.'

If 'Notes on Flotation,' by .1. M. Callow, M. d S. P., Dec. 4,

1915, page 854.
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tn-imly tliiii tilins. at Icjust n|>pr""*'l>>'>B "»»" moWulo in

thii'kiii'ss.

Therefore inolovulnr forvts imi.st he tjiki-n iiit» lu-oouiit

in (loolin^ with thoni; as Mr. Kalslun siiys, "Thi' iindi-r-

lying i-ause of tlie tonsions and of clwtric ohaort'S is thi-

sjiino tiling—sonio strange nioK'ouhir. utoinic. or otlier

foree uiaiiifested in •adhesion,' 'eohesion,' or even 'gravi-

tation.' if you pleasi'." In dealing with these inter-

faeial tensions, the drop-weight method cited l>y Mr.

I'oghill-' for determining surface tension is of ni> vjilii«>

to flotation.

The interfaeial hypothesis of Mr. Ralston txplains

very well indeed the persistency of bubbles, but I am

not so easily satislied as is Mr. Block," who says, "T. J.

HiKtver, for instance, in his book, 'Concentrating Ores

by Flotation.' presents a consistent theoi-y." ^Ir. Hoover

{'2nd edition, page 72) says: "There has been no satis-

factory theory yet propounded as to why acid docs pro-

mote the preferential adhesion of water to gangue par-

ticles." Even the late electrical theory fails to answer

all the questions asked by Mr. Hoover, on page 100 of

his lH>ok. I answered the above question in my article

by showing that an acid or any electrolyte creates os-

motic pressure, by trj-ing to enter the solid particles, of

which their surfaces act as septums. If this pressure be

sufficient to drive most of the gas out from the gangue

particles, the metallic particles can be floated, for the

reason that there is still left sufficient gas in them to be-

come nuclei for bubble formation by the nascent gas of

the liquid.

As shown by Mickle's experiments, mentioned above,

there is more gas in sulphides than in other minerals and

it is held more persistently in the sulphides. Thus a

selective flotation is created. I have confirmed those

tests.

Everyone who has experimented with flotation has

seen how too much acid will 'kill' the float. That is, the

greater osmotic pressure drives the air from the metallic

particles as well as from the gangue particles.

This effect is not to be confused with that caused by

substances such as tannin or saponin mentioned by Mr.

Callow" as colloidal impurities or volatile oils and the

like, which destroy bubbles by reducing the surface ten-

sion to the extent that the gas pressure from within

breaks or even explodes them. This weakening of the

surface tension by a colloid is an entirely different phe-

nomenon from that shown when the osmotic pressure is

increased by a crystalloid.

"The crystalloids when dissolved in water change in a

marked degree its properties ; for example, they diminish

the vapor pressure, lower the freezing point, and reduce

the boiling point.""

And as Dr. Lupke- states, the four laws in speaking of

=0 'Surface Tension," by Will H. Coghill, M. d S. P., Oct 9,

1915, page 543.

21 'Text Book of Physics," by J. H. Poynting & J. J. Thomp-

son, 3rd edition, 1905, page 1S6.

=2 'The Elements of Electro-Chemistry,' by Robert Lupke, 2nd

edition, 1903, page 119.

dilute Nolulions, are " K(|uinioK'('uliir suiulioiis nf any

sub.stanees, prepared by using equal weights of the same

solvent, exhibit etjual osmotic preivsurc, eciual relative de-

pressions of vapourprrN.sure, <'i|iial rising's of linilint;

point, and ecpnil lowerings of freezing puinl."

In maintaining that osmotic pri'ssurc o( an cici'l rulylc

is the cause of sfh'ctive Mutation, it is well 1" look into tin-

motive power of osmosis. Kahlenbcrg"'' states it "lies

ill the specitic allraetions or allinilii's bctwei'ii the licjiiiils

used and also between the latter and lln' .septum em-

jilDyed. These affinities have also nt limes Imch iiTiiicd

the potential energy of solution, etc.; Iliey are, lo niv

mind. e.s.senlially the same as what is termed 'elii'iiiieal

artinity'." Or. as I-'. II. (iarrison' put Taube's theory

:

"The driving force in osmosis is a superficial Cor inter-

faeial) pres.sure oblained by siilit raetjni; tlie surl'aee

tension of one tliiiil t'niin the tension ol' the fluid into

which it diffuses." Or again as \'airt llolf and his fol-

lowers contend "Tke molecules of a dissolved siiljsfanee

exert the same pressure against a semi-permeable meni-

brane. during osmotic proce.s.ses, as they would e.xert

against the walls of an ordinary vessel were they in the

gaseous state at the same temperature and the same con-

centration."-- Since these authorities do not agree on

the motive force of osmosis, investigation iiuist rest for

want of further data.

However, all tlieories of flotation, he they electrical or

otherwise, must come to osmosis for their solution. This

is not to question the fact shown by electrolysis that

every atom of matter is capable of uniting with a definite

quantity of electricity. Nor is it to question that cor-

puscles (later termed electrons by Dr. Stoney) do nof

revolve around atoms which are thousands of times

larger. But it is to question any hypothesis that does not

take into account th« fact that particles will not float

when all the gas is driven from them. Osmotic pres,sure

can free particles of their occluded gas. Whether osmosis

is caused by electricity or whether a current of electricity

is caused by osmosis has no bearing on flotation. How-

ever, in passing, it may be of interest to mention that

Dr. Robert Lupke, in his book 'Elements of Electro-

Chemistry' devotes Part III to 'The Osmotic Theory of

the Current of Galvanic Cells.'

As mentioned above, extreme dilution of the electrolyte

affects the osmotic pres.sure and selective flotation. With

complete dissociation, as Arrhenius has shown, the

ionized molecules are free to obey electric forces. It may

be freely granted that air driven from a particle by-

osmosis may effect a change in the 'contact-film' men-

tioned by Mr. Callow and leave the particle negatively

charged, so that it would sink as described by him. Also

it is granted that the mineral particles are all either

negatively or positively (?) charged. Assuming the

electric charges, there then enters the important question

mentioned by Mr. Callow in stating his theory that "the-

23 Jour. Phys. Chem., 1906, 10, page 208.

2< 'A Note on the Taube's Theory of Osmosis and Attraction

Pressure," by P. H. Garrison, Army Medical Museum, Science^

vol. 32, 1910, page 283.
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particles possessing them will migrate when placed in an

electric field." There is no question but that with an

electric field, flotation can be produced in such a manner
as described by Bothe Sehwerin in his 'Electro-Osmotic

Process -' as follows: "My invention consists of adding

electrolytes to the liquids containing the substances to be

separated, the nature of the electrolyte depending upon
the character of the substance. If the latter is of such

a character that they would be deposited by the electric

current on the cathode, electrolytes of acid character are

employed; and if the substances would be deposited on

the anode, electrolytes of basic character are used."

Speaking of finely-divided substances, sometimes indif-

ferent to the action of an electric current, he continues

:

'

' I have found that such substances can be made electric-

ally active by causing them to adsorb [here used as de-

fined by Mr. Ralston] colloidal substances of a strong

electro-positive or electro-negative character." Of the

recent electrical theories advanced, none explains how
tills important electrical field, mentioned as necessary

by Mr. Callow, is created by any flotation machine. Mr.

Block-" shows this on a clay machine.

After selective flotation is created by osmosis, it mat-

ters not whether the particles be spoken of as being held

together or to the bubbles by electric charges or by co-

hesion and adliesiou in the way I mentioned. Sir Oliver

Lodge,-' after saying that "the force of chemical affinity

has long been known to be electrical" goes on to say that

"there is another kind of adhesion or cohesion of mole-

cules, not chemical, but what is called molecular. This

occurs between atoms not possessing ionic or extra

charges, but each quite neutral, consisting of paired-off

groups of electrons." However great this attraction

may be, the mineral particles will not adhere to bubbles

already formed, as was shown above ; but, using them as

nuclei, the nascent gas will form into bubbles to float

them. Such gas formation is excellently described by

Duhem-* as follows: "From this, a bubble of vapor will

never be formed in a region whei-e the liquid is continu-

ous; in fact, if such a bubble could begin to form, its

radius would be at first infinitely small—less than the

limiting radius of which we have spoken ; whence, in-

stead of continuing to grow, it would collapse.
'

' On the

next page he continues :

'

' These considerations do not

apply merely to boiling ; they completely explain a great

number of phenomena."

The electrically-charged mineral particles may aid in

bubble formation although they cannot eifect attachment

of mineral particles to bubbles already formed. Regard-

ing this. Dr. Thompson-" says that "the charged par-

25 U. S. Patent No. 993,888.

2« 'Notes on Flotation.' Discussion. Bulletin A. I. M. E.,

Dec, 1915, page 2337.

27 Chapter 16, 'Nature of Cohesion.' in book 'Electrons.' by

Sir Oliver Lodge, Principal of the University of Birmingham.
28 'Thermodynamics and Chemistry,' by P. Duhem, 1903.

Art. 275, page 366.

2!' 'The Atomic Structure of Electricity,' Chapter 4, 'Elec-

tricity and Matter.' By J. J. Thompson. Lectures at Yale,

May, 1903.

tides act as nuclei around which small drops of water

condense, when the particles are surrounded by damp
air cooled below the saturation point." "Experiments
were made with air, hydrogen, and carbonic acid and it

was found that the ions had the same charge in all the

gases." Also, "Thus by suitably choosing the super-

saturation, we can get the cloud deposited on the negative

ions alone so that each drop in the cloud is negatively

charged." Electricity may manifest itself in various

ways, but flotation cannot take place without nascent or

occluded gas.

California, like several other states, has had a work-

men's compensation law for about two years. The law

in this State provides that liability for compensation

shall exist against an employer for any injury received

by workmen without regard to negligence, providing the

accident is not due to intoxication or wilful misconduct.

Compensation is usually on a basis of 65% of the wages

of the workman. The measure was opposed by em-

ployers, particularly by the gold-mine operators who con-

tended that, unlike other lines of industry, they oould

not add the cost of their insurance directly to the selling

price of their product.

The report of the Industrial Accident Commission for

the last fiscal year indicates that a total of 6858 em-

ployers had accepted the compensation provisions of the

law. A change of sentiment is apparent, as the em-

ployers realize the benefits of the system.

An important decision was rendered in the case of the

appeal of the Great Western Power Company against

the decision of the Industrial Accident Commission. It

was held that James Mayfield met his death as a result

of wilful mi.sconduct and the court laid down this rule

:

"it cannot be doubted that a workman who violates a

reasonable rule made for his own protection from serious

bodil}^ injury Or death is guilty of misconduct and that

where the workman deliberately violates the rule, with

knowledge of its existence and of the dangers accom-

panying its violation, he is guilty of wilful misconduct."

The success of the State Compensation Insurance

Fund has been noteworthy. At the close of the first

year, 1914, the fund had written $547,161 in net com-

pensation insurance premiums, approximately $144,000

in excess of the writings of its nearest competitor. A
refund to policy-holders of 15% of earned premiums

was allowed as policies expired and actual payroll ex-

penditures of insured employers were ascertained. The

total amount of this refund was approximately $75,000.

It is estimated that an additional refund of 28% will

be returned to policy-holders, or a total dividend of

43%. At the end of the first year (1914) the rate sched-

ule was readjusted, resulting in an average reduction

of 10%.
The Industrial Accident Commission of California

has issued a pamphlet of 'Mine Safety Rules' effective

January 1, 1916.
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By Xo O. Howard

MMN(i has Ikvii i-oiulucli-d iiiulfr uimswal tiilli

iilti.'.s ilurinij tlio past iiumtli. a lii-avy snow-fall

iiamptriiip o|H'rations in ilistriots formerly free

fn>in st-rioiis intorniption to trnlVu-. At Tark City tlif

lianlinp of on' Inus Inn-n suspondi-d si-vcnil times. Slides

have bloeked roadways aiul damaged snrfaec equipment.

The train sorviee from Salt Lake has been intermittent.

Ivrtilroad transportation in the Tintie ilistriet has been

suspended for days at a time, U'nding to keep ship-

ments down. In Beaver eounty pmspeeting has been

diffieult. and aetivity diminished. Even in the desert

eountry in Grand. Emery, and San Juaii counties there

has been a heavy fall of snow, foal shipments from

the eastern part of the State have been infrequent,

owing to the eongestion of freight at Soldier Sunnnit.

The Cottonwoods have been iuaccessible at times. Slides

began to run early in numerous places that have for-

merly been immune. Big Cottonwood was blocked to

ore-teams during the first week of February and at this

time of writing no ore is coming out. In Little Cotton-

wood occasional shipments are being made. The Max-

field in Big Cottonwood has been flooded for the second

time this year, owing to the loss of power. This time a

slide took out the line. A new line is being run up the

canyon, so as to ensure continuous service.

Increasing metal prices continue to favor a rise of

wages in the three principal districts, where most of

the companies have adopted a sliding scale that en-

ables employees to share the good fortune of the op-

erators. Seven thousand men will be affected and about

$600,000 added to the pay-roll.

Park City shipments fell from 9746 tons in December

to 7370 tons in January, the Silver King Coalition, Daly-

Judge. Daly West, Ontario, Silver King Consolidated,

and Naildriver contributing. The Three Kings Silver

continues dri%-ing in an effort to cut the fi.ssures known

in adjoining properties. It is reported that the Silver

King Consolidated will drive a 14.000-ft. adit, erect a

100-ton mill, and build an aerial tramway. The mill-

site chosen is at the mouth of Thaynes canyon. The

Ontario is -well up in the shipping list, being in third

place. This mine was idle for many years.

At Bingham the recently consolidated Utah iletals-

Bingham New Haven properties are producing 400 tons

of silver-lead ore per day, and must henceforth be count-

ed among Bingham's big mines. The Utah-Apex, which

paid its first di'i'idend last year, is producing 100.000

lb. of lead monthly and the profit for January reached

$70,000. The company has an efiScient mill combining

gravity concentration with flotation. Utah Copper has

announced its production for December as 14.497.485

lb. of copper, compared with 6,795,567 lb. a year ago.

liringiiig the total for r.i|."( to \^>Ct.20~ MH. againKt

1^1,779,716 in 1914. Since Miiy. proihn'lion has been

at the rale of 176,0U(»,()0() lb. anmiiilly.

The Tintie district is witnessing a revival; several

old and new i)n)pcrties are being (levelopi-d. Siii|iiiienls

average 100 to 120 cars per week, or 25.00(1 tons per

month. The ore is of foui- kinds, lead suli)lii(ie. silvei'-

lead carbonates, zinc carbonate, ami c()pper-silv<'r ore.

THK MINKS OF TISTIC.

Regular shippers include, in order of tonnage, Chief

Consolidated, Iron Blos.som, Centennial-Eureka, Mam-

moth, Grand Central, Eagle & Blue Bell, Dragon Con-

solidated, Beck Tunnel, Colorado, Gemini, East Tintie,

Bullion Beck, Lower IManimoth, Victoria, May Day,

Carisa lease, Uncle Sam, and Ridge & Valley. In the

eastern part of the district, the Tintie Central and the

Tintie Standard are developing; the Crown Point, Ea.st

Crown Point, Utah Con., Iron King, and United Tintie

are planning extended exploration. The Gold Chain,

Seranton, Diamond Queen, and Golden Sunset are also

being worked. The Utah [Minerals Concentrating Co. is

treating low-grade ore from the Bullion Beck, Chief

Con., and the May Day dump, the latter averaging $4

to $5 per ton. Some of this tailing has had two pre-

vious treatments. The mill is also treating tungsten ore

from California, Nevada, and Utah, and is in the market

for ore as low as 2%.

Deep Creek is attracting attention as a producer of

tungsten. It is reported that 8000 lb. of 72% ore has
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lioeii shipped by parcel-post. The disti-ict has a number

of developed properties, with large low-grade deposits

of lead, silver, and copper, but lack of transportation

keeps it from realizing its possibilities. Occasional siiij)-

ments of liigh-grade ore ai-e made.

From the district about Luciu, in the north-west of

tlie State, shipments of low-grade tungsten ore are re-

ported.

In the West Tintie district, between Tintie and Deep

Creek, there is renewed activity. The 0. K.. Scotia, and

Sharp properties are attracting favorable notice. They,

too, are handicapped by poor transportation facilities.

Tlie Scotia is expected soon to ship a car of ore per day.

It is held under bond and lease by the Chief Consoli-

dated, now the leading producer of the Tintie district.

With the payment of another dividend early in Febru-

ary, the record of the Lake View at Promontory reaches

$75,000 ; it is a property that was unknown a year ago.

Several districts in Beaver county are active. In the

Star district, the Cedar-Talisman has realized enough on

shipments of zinc ore to pay off all indebtedness, install

electrical equipment, and accumulate a large reserve.

The Moscow, another shipper, is sinking to 1000 ft.,

after completing the installation of an electric hoist.

Among the other companies developing are the Monzon-

ite. Cedar Extension, Paloma, Silver Gulch, Ma.jestic

Leonora, Wild Bill, Rough Rider, Red Warrior, and

Salt Lake groups. In the Lincoln district, the Creole

and Croff are now well equipped, and ready to begin

shipments. In the new Fortuna-Sheep Rock district,

development is in strong hands. The U. S. S. R. & M.

Co. is working its property, and occasional discoveries

of high-grade ore are reported from neighboring leases.

Other properties being developed in the Sheep Rock end

of the district are the Beaver Butte, Keystone, Gold

Hill, Beaver Gold, and Rob Roy. At Fortuna work is

being done on the Gold Queen Fraction, Mohawk, and

Copper Granite.

The War has resulted in direct benefit to another

Utah industry, the mining of ozokerite, commonly called

'mineral wax.' Only two districts where ozokerite may
be mined are known. That of Boryslaw in Galieia

ceased to produce on the outbreak of the War, leaving

the market to the Utah district about Colton and Summit
in Utah county. The price has risen from 15 to 45 cents

per pound. Two years of experimental work have I'e-

snlted in the perfection of a simple process for extract-

ing the ozokerite, former difficulties in profitable opera-

tion being due to the unsatisfactory methods used. A
mill has been assembled and will be shipped to the

Soldier Summit property of the Wasatch Ozokerite Co.

Production is to start on a large scale early in spring.

Tt is expected that other properties in the same belt will

be exploited.

field of the State of Mysore. December outputs were as

follows

:

Mine. Tons. Ounces.

Balaghat 3,002 1,992

Champion Reef 17,36(1 10.S3.5

Anantainir 2,900 797

Mysore 26,500 20,609

North Anantapur 2,600 1,066

Nundydroog 8,000 7,260

Ooregum 12,850 8,100

A Eim^pM Byiiaiiilt@-Tliai^@s'

The following convenient method of thawing dynamite

was written by J. H. Carse from the experience of ten

yeai-s in thawing frozen dynamite. The excerjit is from
the Du Pont Magazine. Take an old barrel, bore one or

two |-inch holes in the bottom, place a little straw, hay,

sawdust, or anything that will allow water to filter

through easily, to a depth of about two or three inches.

Secure an old oil-can, eapal)le of holding at least five

gallons, fill this can with boiling water and place it in

the centre of the barrel on top of the filling. The pur-

pose of the half-inch auger-holes in the bottom of the

barrel is to allow any water to drain out that might

G()i,D PRODUCTION of India in 1915 totaled 602,359 oz.,

the largest since 1905. and compared with 602.006 oz. in

1914. 589..353 oz. in 1913, .584,838 oz. in 1912, and 573,-

525 oz. in 1911. Most of the vield is from the Kohir

riLLlNG

AUGER HOLEU
accidentally be spilled. In filling the can with boiling

water, it is a good plan to leave an air-space of about

two inches for the steam that will arise. In case the

weather is not very cold, the can of hot water should be

wrapped in a sack to prevent the dynamite from coming

in direct contact with it. Place the dynamite around the

can in .sucli a manner that the heat will circulate about

the cartridges; fill the rest of the barrel with sacks, or

anything convenient to retain the heat. If the weather

is exceedingly cold, sink the barrel in the ground. In

this way the dynamite will keep thawed for at least 48

hours. A 5-gal. can of boiling water is sufficient to thaw

at least 50 pounds of dynamite. This plan of thawing

has proved safe, for the i-eason that it requires 356°F.

to explode pure nitroglycerine, while by this method it

is impossible for the heat to exceed 212° F. Tests that

have been made have shown the highest temperature in

the l)arrel not to exceed 80 degrees.
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Quicksll^e? Mining in California

By W. I>aad«ni

TIIK \\'\\fh jirioe for tiuirksilviT, nt pn-sfiit soiiu-

lliing oviT $.'UX) por Hask. has ilrnwn nttontioii to

its proihu'tion. So iiiiuli has hocii wriltiiit on tlic

(H'ourn'iu'e aiul piKilony of the quicksilver lii'posits of the

I'liitoil States that it s^'eins a waste of pood time to dis-

eiiss the peohnie features. Suffiee it to sjjy tiiat ein-

nabar, tiie principal ore of mercury, is found as a rule

at or near tlie contact of sandstone or soi-jientine, tlie

most notable dept>sits in the I'nited States heinp in t.iie

Coast range of California. Cinnabar ores are distrilnited

far more widely than is pencrnlly supposed : hut the low

price in recent yeai-s naturally has removed the stinnilns

to prospecting. This explains the decline in the Ameri-

can production. Present prices have caused a renewal

of activity in mining, and it is my belief that they will

never reach as low a level as that obtaining before the

War checked the importation of this metal into the

I'nited States.

The mining of quicksilver ore does not differ ma-

terially from that of any other contact deposit. Much

the sam? conditions of hard and soft rock are offered

and the same questions arise as to handling of water, the

timbering of the drifts and stopes. the economic break-

ing, and the tran.sportation of the product.

Cinnabar ore is generally rated in terms of mercury

percentage, and this in itself is not calculated to excite

interest as much as if the value were quoted in terms

of dollars and cents per ton of ore. Statistics indicate

that the average ore mined in California for the last

three or four years contains 0.6% mercur>-. It is quite

true that such ore may be considered low-grade in com-

parison with that formerly mined or from a money

standpoint. 0.6 '^ just prior to the outbreak of the War
being worth only .$6 per ton. However, the present price

of .$300 per flask means that the same yield is now- worth

$48 per ton. Compare this with the value of a com-

paratively rich gold mine, and the reason for the pres-

ent public interest is evident. It is surprising what a

number of promising surface showings of cinnabar ore

exist in certain districts, and more surpri.sing still that

after a year of high prices, most of them remain un-

developed. It is hard to believe that any other form of

mining could have attracted so little interest. This may
be explained locally by the fact that there is no market

for cinnabar ores as such, and that to convert even high-

grade cinnabar ore into money, it is necessary to have

access to a furnace. Pew, if any, of the larger com-

•llanager for the New Almaden Company.

tG€orge F. Becker. V. S. G. S. Monograph. XIII. 18SS.

'Quicksilver Resources of California,' hy William Forstner.

J. W. C. Maxwell, Charles G. Yale, and E. P. Preston, California

State Mining Bureau Bulletin No. 27. 1908.

panics i)urchasc outside ores. Another niison i.s that,

as far as most of California is concerned. <|iiicksilvei ores

arc found only on agricultural iialeiilcd land, no IIiiiI

the pi-ospector, the forerinnicr of any new mining in-

dustry, is not permitted to se;ircli lor iniiieral nn sueii

,\i

Jburn

V At .C\ \

..y

aP

Sonto Roeo v

Anareos

''^ *Moaesto >L 10

:Quicksilver Districts <an Luts Obispo

MAP SHOWING (^L'lCKSII.VKR IlKl'OSITS OF CAI.IKOKNIA. AND THE

BEA.SO.N WHY .SA.V FBA.NCI.SCO IS THK CKINdl'AL MARKET FOB

THE METAL IN THE UNITED 8TATE.S.

land, nor could he, should he find a valuable deposit,

gain any of the advantages of which he eontiiuially

dreams, and which are necessary \a keep him on his

quest. An advantage enjoyed by most of the Pacific

Coast operators is that their mines are in localities where

weather, labor, and supplies are satisfactory.

Cinnabar ores are reduced by a process of distillation,

that is. the ore is heated to such a temperature (about

625°F.) as is necessary for the oxidation of the sulphur
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OUTCBOPS OF QUICKSILVER LODE AT NEW ALMADEN.

and the vaporization of the remaining mercury. These

vapors must then be cooled below the boiling point of

mercury and condensed in an apparatus that is both

costlj^ and inefScient. The method of treating cinnabar

ores as at present practised has undergone practically

no change or improvement since 1871, when Robert Scott

and his co-workers developed what is known as the tile

furnace at New Almaden. Prior to that, only coarse

ore, larger than a hen's egg, could be successfully re-

duced in the various types of furnace, it being necessary.

in order to handle the fine, to press it into bricks and

burn these in the coarse-ore furnace. The Scott furnace

permitted the treatment of material the largest of which

did not exceed two inches, and has made possible the per-

sistence of the quicksilver industry. Modifications of

the Scott furnace have been attempted, but no really

new type of furnace has been developed beyond the ex-

perimental stage. The small operator has favored the

retort-furnace, on account of its low first cost; but the

small capacity, together with the high fuel consumption

and the danger to the workmen has caused them to be

abandoned by all of the larger operators, with the pos-

sible exception of those who still use some sort of retort

for treating mercurial soot.

It would seem to be an easy matter to heat an ore to

the proper temperature, reducing the sulphide and dis-

tilling the resulting metal, but a little investigation will

indicate that while the theory is simple, the many me-

chanical difficulties tend to make the final result un-

satisfactory. The bringing of the ore up to the proper

temperature does not offer any particular difficulties,

and, as it is not necessary to add any additional reduc-

ing agents or fluxes, the process is further simplified, but

the resulting vapor gets into crevices in the brick-work

about the furnace and condensers ; in fact, it will escape

through the pores of the apparatus. It is one of the most
penetrating vapors kno^\^^. and after being cooled below

its condensing point, it exists as a fog, extremely heavy
to move by ordinary draft. Wliile hot, it will penetrate

even concrete until it reaches so near the outside of liw

wall that it is sufficiently cooled to condense its mercury.

I have even known it to penetrate to the centre of the

walls of vitrified tile-pipe without apparently destroying

the glazed surface. The mortar-joints in the brick-work

become literally saturated, and it can be readily im-

agined the enormous value that is locked up in the

modern furnace and condenser, where 400,000 to 500,000

bricks are used. Like all furnaces, it is necessary to have

a dust-chamber either connected with the furnace or

immediately adjacent; this chamber will confine a large

amount of mercury vapor in the dust, which on being

cooled is either lost in the atmosphere or condensed into

mici'oscopie globules of mercury difificult to separate

from the dust.

As to the gases escaping from the furnace, the.y con-

sist of products of combustion with the usual hydro-

carbons derived from the burning of wood or oil, namely.

N, NH3. CO,, SO,, SO,, H,0, CO, and lastly the vapor

of mercury. The sulphurous gases attack any material

of which furnaces or condensers can be made, and the

soot deposit from the burning of the fuel mechanically

holds most of the condensed mercury. Crude oil, as

burned in many of tlie large furnaces, makes a particu-

larly greasy soot that prevents the small globules of

mercui-y from coalescing and must be handled in a dif-

ferent way from the soot resulting from the burning of

wood for fuel. As soon as the furnace-gases are cooled

below the boiling point of water, the SO., becomes sul-

phuric acid and quickly eats out any of the metal-work

with which it comes in contact. Such mercury as col-

lects in the bottom of the condensers, on account of its

extraordinarily high specific gravity, is forever seeking a

crevice in which to hide, and it is not uncommon to find

a condenser-bottom consisting of several feet of appar-

ently solid masonry or concrete allowing the quicksilver

to escape while retaining the water that is condensed

with the quicksilver. Attempts have been made to pre-

vent the ultimate loss of this mercury by putting iron

plates across the entire top of the foundations on which

the condensers and furnaces are built, and this method
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is siiivfShful up to tho tiiiu* that tlu« Kluft inui is .alcn

away by tin- ai'iil waters. Wlu-n' ores coiilaiiiiiin a >oni-

parHtivt'ly low pcrvcntaRo of siilpluir ari' tn-ateil, oast-

in»n even in nioilerato tliicknossi-s lasts v«iy will and a

ftiHul j{ra»le of retlw(K>il or pitch -piiir is ap|ianiitly re-

sistauit to aciil. but tho difticulty of fiusteninp sueh woo<l

without the ust> of metal nails, holts or .serews is ohvious.

Most eonilensers have heen built out of hriek or masonry.

and it will bo immediately realized that tho non-conduc-

tivity of such material tends to pn-vent tho very ohjeet

for which it is erected, that is, tlie carrying away of the

heat irom the enclosed vapors mid their consequent con-

densation. Cast-iron condensers have been trit-d and in

most cases are ideal when properly designed for this

purpose. The high cost of cast-inMi j>revcnts its gen-

eral us.

.

Condensoi-s built of ordinary win.iow-gla.ss have been

employed, and it is ditlicult to undei-stand why tho use

of them was discontinued. Water-backs of iron have

been tried, and while they assist in cooling tho gases, this

very fact results in their being rapidly corroded by acid

waters. Vitrified tile-pipe makes a successful condenser,

and should be more generally employed. The difficulty

of cleauiug many pipes of comparatively small <lianiotcr.

no doubt, has prevented a more extensive use of such de-

signs. Mercurial vapors will stick to the walls of a con-

denser to such an extent that it is neces.sar>-. in order to

secure an adequate clean-up, to brush or wash these

walls. This suggests immediately the difficulty of trans-

porting the liquid mercury and condensed waters to the

point where they are collected, and brings prominently

to the front one of the sources of considerable loss.

namely, the question of the finely divided mercury,

which insists on floating on the water.

Even the largest companies seldom make any attempt

to determine the efficiency of their operations. Assaying

and sampling of ores, or of the cinder going over the

dump, are seldom practised, it being usually deemed

sufficient to estimate roughly the number of tons of ore

'burned,' and figure its value from the resulting number

of flasks of quicksilver cleaned \ip at the end of a given

period. The use of such metallurgical devices as py-

rometers and gas analysis is practically unknown, and

sampling of the material discarded from the furnace is

usually done by means of an ordinary' miner's pan.

When panning the cinder or tailing, it is customary to

take a random sample, discarding all of the coarser

lumps after a casual inspection, and panning out the

remaining fine to see if any cinnabar or metallic mer-

cury is being lost. No doubt, there are many times when

larger pieces are not thoroughly 'cooked' and the op-

erator remains in ignorance of the fact that his furnace

is not doing all that is required of it. simply because on

panning the fine, little or no cinnabar or mercury is

found. This haphazard method was all very well when

quicksilver was worth 50 cents per pound, but when each

pound is worth $-1, the question of -recovery becomes in-

sistent. The New Almaden company is making a careful

study of this problem. We have found it necessary to

discard many c-visting methods and atlaik (he pioposi

tioii on an entirely dilTcrent basis When cxperiiiienis

now licing tried an- comple(i'<i. a furthiT coiil libul mn In

the sniiject will bo niudu.

W
The local .Mint's liusincss showed an ini'rease of $72,-

000.000 in 1915 compan-d with that of Ihc previoiis year,

according to the superintendent. T. W. 11. Shaiiahan.

The souii'c of the gold was as follows:

Britlsti Columbia

Northwest territory

Mexico

Ci-ntrnl .\mprlcB

Soiiili Aiiiorlca, exclusive of Peru

China 9.573,342.01

Rus8i:i 1.921.r.l«

New Zealand 3,:!7S,f.l 4.7(1

Japan ^ 19,408,110.75

Other countries 1 83.487.56

Australia •
35,00C,29O.55

Peru

$1S,(;S!».24

4:i'.l.!t!t

4«8,975.!t.''.

218,121.22

12.293.35

1.398.74

Total foreign coin and bullion $68.291,685. f>8

United States. Including Alaska and California . .
51.577,S23.9!t

Total receipts $n9.8fi9,509.67

The supennlcn.lciit. T. W. II. Shaiiahan, reports that

from its organization to Dcceinl)er .'51, H)15, Iherc has

been executed at the United States Mint at San Fnin-

cisco, coinage niiioniiting to $2.0nn..''>01 .286.87. <>\' \\\>-

following deiioininations:

Gold

Double eagles $1,443,920,520.00

Eagles 141,974,0(;O.0O

Half eagles 138.940.040.0(1

1.861.255.00

186.300.00

90,232.00

75,450.0(1

75,500.00

25,042.50

25,034.00

Quarter eagles

Three dollars

One dollar

P. P. I. E. octagonal $50.

P. P. I. E. round $50

P. P. I. E. quarter eagle.

P. P. I. E. one dollar. . .

Total gold coinage to end of 1915 $1,727,

SiLVKR

Dollars *1''9

Trade dollars 26

Half dollars '2

P. P. I. E. half dollars

Quarter dollars }^

Twenty cents

Dimes ^

Half dimes

173,433.50

523,

647,

,587,

30

,465

231

,637

119

073,00

OOO.Oo

445.50

,000.00

,534.25

,000.00

218.90

100.00

Total silver coinage to end of 1915 $189,240,371.05

Minor

Five cents $426,350.00

One cent 333,060.00

Total minor coinage to end of 19H $759,410.00

Total U. S. coinage to end of 1915 $1,917,173,215.15

Total foreign coinage to end of 1915 S3,418.071.72

Grand total coinage to December 31, 1915. . .$2,000,591,286.87
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great ruining caitres by our own correspondents.

LEADVILLE, COLORADO
Drai.nage and De:\elop-MEXt of Another IiiroRTANT Area, That

OF FBYEB Hill. This, With the Down Town Siheme,

Will Make Available a Large Area.

Fryer hill, the scene of the most famous ore-shoot of Lead-

ville's early days, is again to be exploited on a large scale.

The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., well

known in North America, is behind the enterprise. The en-

trance of this company into the Leadville district marks its

first venture in Colorado, and the Fryer Hill undertaking,

which will be in the direct control of the United States Smelt-

ing, Refining & Exploration Co., a subsidiary of the U. S. S.

R. & M. Co., will be known as the Leadville Unit. This com-

pany has for its particular object the examination and pur-

chase of metal mines, and the operation of properties which it

controls under lease or by option.

Two of the company's engineers, Messrs. Funston and Enos,

came to Leadville in December to investigate the Fryer Hill

territory, and on receipt of their report C. W. Van Law, vice-

president and general manager of the Exploration company,

and A. P. Anderson, general manager of the Pacific Coast hold-

PABT OF the LBL\DVILLE DISTRICT.

ings of the company, visited Leadville for several days and de-

cided to undertake the exploration of the property. Mr. Van
Law spent several days studying the situation, and its excep-

tional possibilities appealed to him. The first work is the

draining of the area included in the Fryer Hill basin. Ma-
chinery for unwatering the ground was ordered, preparations
were made for the erection of new surface buildings, and re-

pair of the old ones at the Harvard shaft, through which the

water will be pumped. The company has opened offices at

leadville in the Vendome, in charge of H. S. Lee, resident

manager of the Leadville Unit. Mr. Lee has been with the

company for the past eight years and is a mining engineer
of wide experience. So rapidly and well were the plans

effected that a large electric hoist, one of several that will be
used by the company, has already arrived here, awaiting re-

moval to the Harvard shaft.

The mechanical and construction work is under the super-

vision of E. A. Hamilton, also of considerable experience, who
has recently been associated with Mr. Lee in mining operations

in Oregon.

The successful promotion of the Fryer Hill enterprise is

the fruit of a long, concerted, and determined effort on the

part of two Leadville mining and business men to bring the

undertaking to a head. Several previous attempts to operate

the territory failed, as the promoters were unable to secure all

of the ground included in the Fryer Hill basin, without which

the scheme could not succeed. These repeated failures served

to impress mining men who were most familiar with the situa-

tion with the exceptional possibilities and the immediate re-

sources of the area. Over a year ago, John Harvey and Nor-

man H. Estey outlined a plan for obtaining leases on the de-

sirable properties in the Fryer Hill basin. Mr. Harvey en-

joyed a wide acquaintance in mining and business circles, and

was able to make such rapid headway that by the end of the

year he had most of the territory controlled: Mr. Estey had

operated several large properties on Fryer hill, and with his

father, the late Robert B. Estey. derived an intimate knowl-

edge of the geology of the area. The data he was thus able

to give enabled the partners in promoting the enterprise to

present the facts with accuracy and completeness. The en-

tire area comprising the Fryer Hill basin was secured under

lease early in January. In the meantime the promoters were

busy endeavoring to interest people in the scheme for the

purpose of financing it. Not until six weeks ago was this

question settled, when Mr. Harvey came in touch with some of

the prominent mining men identified with the U. S. S. R. &

M. Co. The result is as described above.

The Harvard shaft, on the north-west slope of Fryer hill, is

the scene of the present operations of the company. This is

a 4i by 14-ft. three-compartment shaft 407 ft. deep. It is

flooded from the 250-ft. level, and the work now underway is

preliminary to the unwatering of the property and surround-

ing territory.

Pumping equipment will consist of one seven-stage, deep-

well, electricall.v-driven centrifugal pump by a 7.5-hp. motor.

The deep-well or 'shoe-string' pump discharges directly into

the suctions of two five-stage Krogh centrifugal station-pumps,

which will lift the water to the surface. The pumps are manu-

factured in California, and have been used with great success

by the company in its operations at Pachuca, Mexico. They

are expected to lift from 1200 to 1300 gal. per minute. In order

to expedite drainage, bailers will be used, working in counter-

balance, in two compartments of the shaft. These will haul

an additional 500 gallons.

It is estimated that the installation of machinery and the

complete equipping of the surface-plant will require a month.

Three months is the time that has been set for the drainage

of the ground, so that by the first of July active mining should

be underway. This will consist largely of exploration work at

the 400-ft. level, which is in the upper or blue limestone con-

tact. The first step will be the sinking of the shaft a distance

of 300 ft. through the parting quartzite into the white lime, a

zone that has proved remarkably productive on Carbonate

hill, but which has never been explored on Fryer hill. Other

shafts controlled by the company will be put into operation as

they are needed. Drill-holes will be put down at certain

points and a thorough campaign of prospecting will be carried

out during the rest of the year.

The territory controlled by the company comprises 200 acres

of the choicest mineral ground in the Leadville district. In

the past it has produced millions of dollars by development

that went no deejier than the parting quartzite. The possi-
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billies of tho lono under (his ilivUlon wnll riinnot Ih* I'atl

ninlod.

However, the developnieiK of Kiyer hill Is not the K>'<'iituKl

factor or the most iiniiortnnt rcntiire In the eutriinoe of (he

r. S. S. K * M. Co. Into the l.endville dislrict; (ho policy of

the coni|>any Is one of eximniilon. It itlnns nn exhuustlve

InstM-ction of niininK (crrKory not only In (he U-iidvllle dis-

trict, but aliwi in the other Inrce mining; centres of the Stale.

It conteniplntes the development of large enterprises like the

one now underway (hroiichout Colomdo. KollowlnR the cam-

IUiIkh of exploration, the company has outlined pliins for the

erection nnd oi>emllon of lnri;e mills and smelters for the

ireatmeni of all ores taken from its holdings. I.eadville Is

looked on ns the site for the first of the smellrrs to lie built

in Colorado, nnd it will come ns a part of the work now in

progress. Should the orebodles that are to !>« uncovered in

Fryer hill prove as extensive as is aniicipnted, the smelter

will be erected as soon as the company flnishes the work of

prospectlUR the territory.

Mining men look for biR things in the l.eadville district

during the coming summer. The Down Town b>»sin is being

drained through the Penrose shaft, where very satisfactory

progress is being made. Fryer hill, considered by experienced

miners the richest piece of territory here, is assured of drain-

ing and extensive development. There are bright prospects

for the unwatering of East Carbonate hill, the only large area

yet to be drained. Following the pumping of water from these

areas there will be an extensive campaign for deep mining
throughout the district. All of this gives an optimistic feeling

at Leadville.

WASHINGTON. D. C.

MisiXG Law Re\-ision.—New Safety BraEAr Proposed.

Legislation in Congress over the proposed revision and codi-

fication of the mining laws proceeds slowly. The latest in-

formation is that Representative Foster, chairman of the com-
mittee on mines and mining of the House, is preparing a bill

revising and codifying the mining laws, which he will com-
plete with all speed and introduce into Congress, probably
before March 1. The bill is to be wholly tentative, and it is

intended to be the nucleus out of which shall grow the true

bill the House committee will recommend for passage to the

House of Representatives, and which shall comprise the codi-

fication Congress will enact, subject to such changes as the

Senate may decide to make, if any.

A piece of legislation that has passed the House and is now
before the Senate, creates a Bureau of Labor Safety. It is of

importance to mining men. It was introduced l)y Representa-
tive Mann, the Republican floor leader of the House. Mining
men have fought it on the ground that, written as it is, it

would supplant the department of safety now in the Bureau of

Mines, or at least establish a superior direction of that Bureau,
thus robbing it of its present independence. It is declared

that, while it is true that the bill carries wording that its con-

tents shall not be held to repeal any previous legislation ai>

pertaining to labor safety, the safety provision in the Bureau
of Mines being thus seemingly attended to. the provision does

not cover the situation, and that left as it is it means trouble

for the Bureau In its enforcement of its own will regarding
the safety of labor in mines. It looks as if a dual field was
being created with all its attendant rivalry, to say nothing of

expense. Mining men want explicit declaration in the bill

that the existing safety of labor laws appertaining to the

Bureau of Mines shall be excepted from the purview of the

Bureau of Labor Safety bill. Mining men are for co-operation

with that Bureau, but want the present establishment in the

Bureau of Mines to be absolutely independent. In the Senate
the Mann bill is known as the Kern bill, and it is thought that

it will be passed there; but mining men still hope to have it

amended in accordance with their desires.

BUTTE, MONTANA
Kl|ll/» \ ()ll>: TlllH III I s ZlM. .\NA((1M1\ I.N Sol 111 Ammuca.—

Ki.M Ori.i' Ki.k< mil Hoist.—SiNKiNU TiiK Coi.oiimki Mink.

—Piix)T-ni'TrE.

—

Alex Scott Sale.

The Anaconda company's copper production dccroiisiMl 2(»'/{-

during January on account of the excoKsivo cold weather at

Uulto. The ore froze In the bins and railroad-cars, and the

thnwing facilities at llir smelti'r proved to bo lniidi'<|iiali'.

These have been improvud, and Hid addlllonal slcelhopper

earn have been ordered, so Ihf coiiipaiiy Is brllcr prciiaml lo

operate through a loni; cDld scuhoii If tlic ncccKHlly again

arises.

The old lycxinglon shaft at WalkcrvlUo has been pumped out

lo a depth of 1000 ft. The upi)er levels are being prepared

and 100 tons per day of zinc ore is being hoisted. At the

Alice, which is near the Lexington, a large number of men arc

at work in spile of the appeal of the minority stockholders

who allenipted to have the sale to the Anaconda comiiany set

aside. The water is down to SOO ft., nnd the shaft is being

re-timbered.

The Kast Colusa, at Meaderville, will soon begin operations

as a zinc mine. It Is an old copper producer, and has been

shut-down while the shaft was being re-tlmbered. Its output

will be shipped lo the leaching plant at Anaconda.

It is planned to have the new zinc concentrator at the

Washoe plant completed by .Inly 1. It will have an Initial

capacity of 2000 Ions per day. and will treat ore from the

Lexington. Alice. East Colusa. Nettie, Emma, East Gray Rock,

and Poulin mines. An oil-flotation process will l)e used on the

slime, and the concentrate will be shipped to the leaching

plant that is now under construction at Great Falls.

The Anaconda company's new operations in South America

have attracted considerable attention. Through subsidiaries it

has undertaken the development of the PotrerlUos copper

property in Chile. Three companies have been organized to

continue the work, namely, the Andes Copper Co., with a

capital of $50,000,000; the Andes Copper Mining Co., with a

capital of $50,000,000; and the Potrerillos Railway Co., with a

capital of $5,000,000. The preliminary work has been done

through the medium of the Andes Exploration Co., which has

a nominal capital controlled by Anaconda. An 80-mile rail-

way will be constructed by the Potrerillos company from

Pueblo. Hundida, on the Government railway in Chile, to the

side of the projiosed reduction-works and mines. Actual

ownership and operations of the mining proporties will be

vested in the Andes Copper Mining Co.. while the Andes Cop-

per Co. will hold stock of l)oth the railway and mining com-

panies. The Anaconda Cojjper Mining Co. will hold the ma-

jority stock of the Andes Copper Co., while the minority In-

terests is held by William Braden and associates, who brought

the property to Anaconda's attention. It is understood that

75.000.000 tons of ore averaging L8% copper has been de-

veloped so far, with indications of far greater quantities.

Mill tests have been made to demonstrate the best methods of

treatment, and it is probable that flotation will be employed.

Surveys for the railroad and reduction plant have been made,

but it will be several years before Potrerillos enters the pro-

ducing ranks.

The new hoist ordered for the Elm Orlu will have an 1800-

hp. direct-current motor driven from a fly-wheel motor-gen-

erator set. It will hoist five tons of ore in counter-balance

from an ultimate depth of 3500 gt. at the rate of 2500 ft. per

minute. The hoist can haul the same load out of balance at

about half this speed. In case the main line switch opens

from an ultimate depth of 3500 ft. at the rate of 2500 ft. per

hoisting by using the energy stored in the fly-wheel.

The Butte & London shaft is down below the 1300-ft. level:

it will be sunk 200 ft. more, and the cross-cuts will be driven

on the 1500-ft. level.

The Colorado mine of the Davis-Daly now has a three-corn-
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partment shaft from the surface to the 2500-ft. level. While it

was being sunk, a sinking engine was used at 1500 ft., and a

solid rock bulkhead was left in two, compartments between

1700 and 1900 ft. to protect the miners working in the bottom.

From 1900 ft. the shaft was carried down full size to 2500 ft.

The removal of the rock bulkhead interfered with hoisting op-

erations, and the production had to be curtailed until the work

in the shaft Is completed. Full shifts have been resumed and

production is again normal. A recent rumor to the effect that

another assessment would be called caused shares to drop from

$2 to $1.25: the rumor is officially denied and sufficient working

capital is on hand for all needs. A new hoist will be installed,

as the old one is not large enough to hoist from a depth of

2500 ft. The company's Hibernia claim is one of the most

promising of the old silver mines that are being prospected

for zinc. It adjoins the Nettie of the Anaconda company,

which has been unwatered to a depth of 500 ft., and it is prob-

able that arrangements will be made to explore the Hibernia

from the Nettie shaft.

At the Pilot Butte about 60 tons of ore per day is being

mined that will average about 5% copper. From this the

company is receiving sufficient to pay for not only mining

expenses, but also the cost of the development now being car-

ried on in the lower levels. Driving at 2500 ft. has opened

an orebody that will materially add to the ore reserves. The

property is on a paying basis, in spite of the fact that no ore

is being taken from any of the disputed orebodies that were

tied up by litigation with the Anaconda company.

The sale of the Butte-Alex Scott mine to the Anaconda com-

pany has been ratified by the stockholders of the smaller com-

pany. The purchase includes the little Annie claim, and the

east 500 ft. of the Alex Scott claim. The Alex Scott adjoins

the "West Colusa, which is owned by the Anaconda company.

The consideration was $750,000 cash. This sum, together with

the money in the treasury, will make each of the 79,311 issued

worth about $10.

PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN
COXDITIONS IN THE ZiNC REGION DURING J.\NUARV.

Severe winter weather made milling operations extremely

difficult, and free delivery of ore to rail sometimes impossible

during January, resulting in a considerable tonnage of zinc

concentrate piling-up at some points, and a curtailed output

at others. Recent work in refining crude concentrate is re-

sulting in high efficiency at times, 62% zinc concentrate now
being regular at three of the new plants started within the

last 90 days.

Blende of all grades continued in excellent demand during

the month, except in the closing week. The base then had

receded to a point under $100 per ton, the highest going at

$110; $55%, $80 to $90; 50%, $70 to $80; 45%, $50 to $55; 40%,

$45 to $50; and 35%, $35 to $40. Less than two years ago zinc

producers said that fair profits were realized with 'jack' on a

basis of $40 per ton for 007o metal content. This price was
easily obtained for the lowest grade now recognized in the

current quotations on graded stuff.

Regarding the future status of zinc ore the Pkes.s corre-

spondent secured interviews with leading officials, east and
west. One prominent man of the New Jersey Zinc Co. con-

fidently expressed the opinion that zinc-ore prices will be

maintained for the next two years. Another smelter of na-

tional reputation observed that prices would be well main-
tained until well along into the autumn of 1916, when they

would weaken; but he did not think the low standards prior

to .\ugust 1914 would come for several years. A third, repre-

senting a large eastern mining syndicate, largely engaged in

the production of zinc ore in both the Wisconsin and Missouri

fields, and an ore-buyer of no small pretense, pointed with

satisfaction to the situation in the galvanizing trades, declar-

ing that about 60% of capacity was idle, and that a forward

buying movement must soon take place in volume, since much
dissatisfaction exists in sheets and painted materials offered

as substitutes for galvanized material. This last mentioned

source of information conveyed encouragement to all pro-

ducers predicting higher prices for blende. The end of the

month saw the range widened, running from $85 to $105 per

ton, and giving buyers wider latitude in submitting bids. The

reserve in the field at the close of the month exceeded 3000

tons, but this newly-accumulated output was not due to prices

so much as to bad roads, which at times entirely isolated out-

lying producers.

The lead-ore demand was good, opening at $72 to $78, and

receding, only to gain the ground lost quickly and coming back

stronger than before when the high price of $82.50 was

reached. This is near the high mark of 1906, when the price

reached $90 per ton.

Producers of pyrite experienced slight advances in the price

of fines, recovered at separating plants. Deliveries were made

under contract, but statements from buyers showed that sales

were made uniformly on a basis of $4 per ton, 30% basis.

Miners in the northern section of the field suffered more on

account of weather and roads than did those in the south halt

of the field; the former are farther removed from rail. Pro-

ducers of carbonate zinc ore are at a greater disadvantage than

jack miners, since milling is confined more to open-air wash-

places. Prices for zinc carbonate ore ruled high, rising

steadily at $70 to $80 per ton, 40%, base. Several hundred tons

of ore was carried over. Shipments were light, on the whole,

and prices sadly out of tune with .the ruling quotations.

Building operations at all points in the field suffered no set-

backs during January. Several new producers with entire

modern equipment were ushered into active existence. Drill-

ing operations were given impetus at several points in the

field by the introduction of new drilling outfits brought-in from

other parts of the country. Road building in the southern dis-

tricts made substantial gains. New capital came into the field,

several cash transactions being responsible for the transfers of

newly-developed properties. The gross turn-in of crude con-

centrates for the month was 27,012,000 lb., and net deliveries

to smelters 15,310.000 pounds.

For the first time in the history of this mining region,

strikes of a rather serious nature developed. Shovelers re-

ceiving 8c. per can per shift record of 50 cans or more, walked

out in three districts, demanding a uniform rate of Sc. per

can. Operators not only refused to meet the demand, but

promptly shut-down their mines and plants. New gangs of

men were hastily recruited, and operations resumed under

police surveillance. Trouble was brewing, but no disturbances

were manifest aside from individual encounters, two resulting

in stabbing affrays. The foreign element of miner is princi-

pally involved.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

Silver ano Mixing Surri.iES.

—

Quebec Mining Law.

Notwithstanding the recent increase in the price of silver,

profits of the Cobalt companies have been lessened owing to the

considerable increase in the cost of mining supplies. Since

the beginning of the War, blasting-powder has about doubled

in price and all steel products have advanced considerably. In

fact, prices all round have risen so that the question of keep-

ing down operating costs has become a serious problem. At

some of the mines drastic measures of economy are being

enforced.

The Quebec mining law is being amended to facilitate opera-

tions by small prospectors. The minimum size of a mining

concession will be reduced from 100 to 40 acres. The price of

lots on the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where

blacksand deposits hold out good prospects for iron mining,

will be reduced.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
Ilif- nrut of (III- nttk >is loM !•>• uiir spiviiil rorri'spoiiilrnl.i <iiul coiiipilril (roiii 111.' Ii>i <il pr<'««.

ALASKA

In Jiiuunry (ho Alnska dnstlnpau mill imtti'tl li;i.;U4 ions

of ore nveriiKlng $1.ST per ton. n^nlnst ll4,1^3 of $1.3fi In

I"i*oen>b«r.

ABKANSAS
Bad weather reduced zinc production In north Arkansas In

JanuarA-. the rends lunween Hush and Yellvlllc licing consider-

nlilv rill Mil Tlio output from 12 miius was 4IP carloads.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

Tombstone is considerably busier than for a long time. At

its Bunker Hill proi)erty Phelps. Dodge & Co. are employing

400 men. The old mill is working at part capacity. A good

deal of manganese ores is being shipped. Wages were in-

creased l(Kr on February 1§. Emil Grebe is superintendent.

After over a two years' lease, the property worked by the

Higgins I.#iising Co. in the Warren district, has reverted to the

owner. Thomas Higgins of Los Angeles. During the lease a

considerable quantity of copper ore was e.\tra<tpil. and cood

dividends were paid.

Gila Cocsty

At the Inspiration mill 17 units are in operation. Additional

men have been taken on underground. On account of trouble

with the railway, -shipments of silicious ore from the Live

^-
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Dien are employed. The output in 1915 was 4,440,666 lb. zinc.

121.510 lb. copper, 748,952 lb. lead, 126 oz. gold, and 112,541

oz. silver. Old workings and dumps contain a large quantity

of material for treatment.

Lake Count

y

Efforts are being made to finance the Abbott quicksilver mine

in the Sulphur Creek district. The mine has been extensively

opened, and has produced a good deal of mercury. A Scott

furnace forms part of the equipment. Dumps contain a good

quantity of ore.

S.\XTA Clab.*. County

The old Guadalupe quicksilver mine, 10 miles south of San

Jose, has been purchased by H. C. Davey and others for a high

price. They were lessees from the Coleman estate, and bought

the property when the lease expired. A complete reduction

plant is in full working condition.

At New Almaden a considerable amount of new work is

under way, especially metallurglcally.

Shasta County

As long as copper is 20c. or over, the Mammoth, Mountain

Copper, and Balaklala companies will pay their men 25c. per

shift extra. A total of 1S30 men are affected.

It is proposed to enlarge the Uncle Sam mill and try flota-

tion. The ore is mostly gold-bearing.

The U. S. S. R. & M. Co. has acquired 2000 acres on Big

Backbone creek, adjoining the Mammoth holdings, from

Charles Butters and others for $75,000.

Yolo County

The old Reed quicksilver mine, in the western part of this

county, has been sold to Breed and Bancroft of Oakland for

$5000. The adits and plant are in bad order, and must be

renewed at considerable cost. The mine has produced several

thousand flasks of mercury.

COLORADO
CoNEjcs County

(Special Correspondence.)—The old Summitville-PIatoro

mining district in southern Colorado is on the eve of a great

revival. The large orebodies opened years ago, too low grade

to ship from this isolated district, and too refractory for treat-

ment by cyanidation, are now being tested by flotation proc-

esses from several of the old properties. Preliminary tests

show a far better recovery of metals by flotation than by any
other method. It is reasonably certain that flotation is espe-

cially adapted to these ores, and that mills employing this

process will be installed on some of the most developed prop-

erties this year. There are a number of undeveloped claims in

the district showing good bodies of low-grade milling ore on

the surface, that only need development to open a large ton-

nage of good-grade ore. The greatest need of this district at

the present time, is the erection of a custom-mill to treat the

ores from these smaller properties at reasonable charge.

Platoro, February 5.

IDAHO
Shoshone County (Coeur d'Axenk)

Following the increase of wages announced by the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan and other companies at Kellogg and Wardner
last week, all of the other companies in the Coeur d'Altne have
adopted the sliding-scale. About 5000 men will benefit, while
metals are high, making a total increased pavroU of over
$1,000,000.

High-grade tungsten ore (scheelite) continues to be shipped
from the Golden Chest mine near Murray.

MICHIGAN
The Coppee Country

(Special Correspondence.)—Owing to the blizzards during
January, the worst for 30 years, the copper output of the

region was 7,000,000 lb. below the yield of December, and 9,-

000,000 lb. under what was anticipated, the total being 20,-

000,000 lb. February also started badly.

The White Pine mill is working two shifts daily, yielding

equal to 6,000,000 lb. of copper per year. The ore contains 30

lb. per ton. -At the White Pine Extension 75 men are em-

ployed. Recent diamond-drilling shows rich ore, the best

being in shale. Other companies are busy in the area ad-

jacent to White Pine.

Houghton, February 12.

Owing to the water of Lake Linden freezing around the

suction-pipe of the Calumet & Hecla dredge, there has been

considerable trouble in lifting sand for the re-grinding plant.

A 1250-hp. pump has replaced that of 750 hp. The sand nearest

the shore is of better grade than that farther out.

By the increased bonus of 5 to 10% monthly, 1500 men at the

Wolverine and Mohawk mines will benefit.

MONTANA
Stlvebbow County

(Telegraphic Correspondence.)—Fire broke out near air-

shaft of 1200-ft. level of the Anaconda company's Pennsylvania

mine on February 14, where 220 men were working. Gas and

smoke quickly filled the upper levels. Fourteen men were

asphyxiated; seven are missing. Station-men and foremen

quickly hoisted the shift, saving 200 lives. Mine rescuers with

helmets did good work: pulmotors revived many. Water was
iwured down air-shaft. The big exhaust-fan installed makes'

the air-shaft upcast, hoisting shaft is downcast. It is ex-

pected to clear the mine of smoke and gas to permit of an ex-

amination. The fire is burning fiercely. Openings to adjoin-

ing propei'ties are bulkheaded. Many deeds of heroism are

recorded. Assistant-foreman wearing helmet and one member
of helmet squad are dead. Helmet-men are working 10-minute

shifts.

Butte, February 16.

A cross-cut at 2600 ft. in the Anaconda company's High Ore

mine has reached the boundary of the Butte-Ballaklava, equal

to the latter's 2200 ft. level, showing 4 ft. of i<% copper ore. A
cross-cut from the Ballaklava winze below 1600 ft. has opened

24 ft. of 2% ore.

NEVADA
Clark County'

According to the U. S. Geological Survey a massive deposit

of magnesite of unusual character has been identified in the

valley of the Muddy river, a few miles above the town of St.

Thomas. Railroad service is available three miles away at

Kaolin. The mineral has been known as kaolin for sometime.

The deposit is included between tilted beds of conglomerate

and sandstone below and shale above. It is not a vein.

Analysis show 36.72% magnesium oxide, 5.36% lime, 11.12%;

silica, 44.15% carbonic acid gas. and 0.98% alumina and iron

oxide.

Esmeralda County

On March 6 the Reorganized Booth Mining Co. will pay 5c.

a share, equal to $50,000.

The Pittsburg Silver Peak Gold Mining Co. has dismantled

its mill near Blair. The company is examining the Rawhide

mine at Sonora, California.

The Jumbo Extension company reports as follows fc- Jan-

uary: Ore shipped was 3123 dry tons, with a gross value of $81,-

500; freight, treatment, and sampling cost $28,250; smelting

losses were $12,500: and operating costs $17,500, leaving a net

realization of $23,250.

Elko County

Since January 1 the Clover Mining Co., near Wells, has

shipped 24 cars of zinc carbonate assaying from 28 to ?6%
metal.
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At a depth of l&UO ft. in tho Spvon TroiiKlm (.'onliiloii inliu-

the shoot hitH wlitcnrd to \6 and 30 In. of tSnO nr«.

Nye Cof ntv

TonoiMjh niliioii last wt-ek produced S'lS* Iohb of oro worth

$177,452. SlIv.T and cDiu-entnitc Hhiptnents nniountt-d to

»;:4r.,s67.

OREGON
"Mlnornls of On-con' Ik llu- litU- of ii rnlviTsliy of Oregon

bulletin by Graham John Mltohell. The pulillratloti roiislsm

of 60 iMRes. and was prepared to KJve Btudenls In erononilr

ReoloK.v as complete a list as |K>H8ible of the minerals found

In the State. toRether with their situation: and to give the

IHHiple cenerally some Idea of the minerals found In OreRon.

The minerals are arranged aiphnl>etloally. Prospectors and

others should secure a copy of this bulletin.

UTAH
Jl .Vli l.\)l M V

Better weather allowed Increased shipments from Tlntic last

week, the total being 123 carloads.

SfMMIT COINTY

Park City shipments last week amounted to 1075 tons.

During January the Snake Creek tunnel at Park City was

extended 410 ft., 90 ft. of which was had ground. The total

length is 14.122 ft., a depth of S7S0 ft. from the surface. The

Daly-Judge proi)erty will be entered in a few weeks. The flow

of water Is 9000 gal. per minute.

MEXICO
The Department of State at Washington. D. C. has issued

under date of February 7. 1916. the following notice relative to

the shipment of munitions of war into Mexico:

"In order to avoid confusion and delay in submitting to the

Department of State applications for permission to ship muni-

tions of war into Sonora. Chihuahua, and Lower California.

the following mode of procedure is stated for the benefit of

those who contemplate making such shipments: No munitions

of war. such as powder, dynamite, blasting caps, mining fuse.

guns, and ammunitions, etc.. will be permitted to enter any

of the sections mentioned without specific authorization of the

President. Those desiring to take or ship munitions into any

of the territory s|)ecified must make application directly to the

Department of State, except that persons making shipments of

munitions for the de facto Government of Mexico should sub-

mit their applications to the Washington representative of

General Carranza. Full details as to amount, destination.

American border port through which the shipment is to be

sent, purpose for which intended, and names of shipper and

consignee should be given with all applications." Mining com-

panies should make note of this regulation.

.El Obo

Fergus Allan and Alfred F. Main of the El Oro Mining &

Railway Co. recently had an interview with Pablo Gonzalez

in Mexico City, the result of which was a decree from General

Obregon repudiating overt acts of El Oro strikers, which will

probably put an end to strikes there. The Esperanza company

has received enough cyanide and other supplies to last a year,

and it is rumored it will resume on February 15. The other

companies will probably soon follow. Dos Estrellas is also

receiving some supplies.

Hidalgo

During December the Santa Gertrudis mine produced 19,841

tons of ore with a profit of $67,000.

SONORA.

In order to prevent poor people entering this State without

means, the Carranza government states that with the pass-

ports issued, everybody must have $50 in cash.

H. C. BoHwoKTii has reHirned to Mexico City.

M.MiK 1.. lU:gi'A has relumed from New York.

A. K. Dull KKK Ik Htlll ill l.a Salada, Coloinbla.

H. Vim KNT W.M.i.M K Ih now living in Ni'W York.

llciH \iii> I). Smiiii liuH returned from New York.

II. W. lOiiMDMisoN Ik in MadlHon county, MiKHOurl.

W. J. l.niiiMi has returned to town from Tuolumne.

Scott Ti'knkk has returned from London to LanslnK.

R. M. Okitkht Is at the Esperan/.a mine, Kl Oro, Mexli-o.

J. H. Faukki.i., of I^s Angeles, is at .Maniuetle, Ml<hlgiin.

A. J. EvKi.A.NK. recently »' I'arliiica. has gone to South

America.

S. S. RoDOKHS is superlnti'iiiliMl ol' llir ,\ii:ii()n(la coiniiiiny's

zinc concentrator.

D'Ariv WK.\TiiKiinK crossed in the Ailrialti to New York on

his way to Cobalt.

FiiKi) Hki.l.mann. manager of the C'buqiilcamata, has arrived

in New York from Chile.

WiiiiA.M FoiisTNKR is investigating quicksilver deposits in

Siskiyou county, California.

EDT.Ait liK K.Mti) spent the week in San Francisco, and i.s now

returning to Ixindon, by way of New York.

BfRR J. F'rkncii is engineer for the Cinco Minas, Magdalena,

Jalisco. These mines have o|)erated steadily during the past

year.

Thomas N. Miller has resigned from the staff of the Oriental

Consolidated Mining Co.. Unsan, Korea, to go to the Philip|)ine

Islands.

Regi.nam) E. Callow is at El Tigre, Sonora. He reports

that all the mines and mills in that part of Mexico are resum-

ing operations.

GEORfiE A. Cami'iiiis. of the firm of Camphuis & Rives of El

Paso, is operating copper proiierties for Eastern interests In

Pima county, Arizona.

L. D. Gordo.n. well known at Cerro Gordo. California, has

been elected president and general manager of the Round

Mountain Mining Co., Nevada.

Wallace E. Pratt, chief. Division of Mines. Bureau of

Science, Manila. P. I., has resigned and has been engaged in

private work in Mexico since February 15.

Abthub B. Foote read a paper on Engineering Features of

the North Star Mines' before the local section of the American

Society of Civil Engineers at the Palace Hotel on February 18.

Frank M. Pastes, manager of the Creston-Colorada mines.

Minas Prietas, Sonora. has re-opened that property for the

Mines Company of America. A full staff accompanied him to

the mines.

Frank H. Probert is to lecture to mining students at the

University of California on February 21, 2.3, 24, and 25, at

4 p.m. each day. The subject will be 'Outcrops and the Zone

of Oxidation.' Lecture 1 will discuss the Anatomy of the

Earth's Crust. Physical Forces at Work. No. 2. Life History

of the Outcrop. Contributory Causes to the Constant Change.

No. 3. Chemical Forces at Work. Migration of the Metals.

No. 4. Significance of Surface Signs. Types. These lectures

are open to the public.

The Colorado School of Mines announces that the f. S.

Bureau of Mines will move its laboratory from Denver to

Golden early in June. The two institutions will co-operate

in investigation work. R. B. Moore and 10 assistants comprise

the Bureau staff.
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THE METAL MARKET
METAL PRICES

San Francisco, February 16.

Antimony, cents per pound 44

Electrolytic copper, cents per pound 27.75

Molybdenum: dull, 90% MoS:, per pound $1.40

Pig lead, cents per pound 6.55— 7.50

Platinum: soft metal, per ounce
Platinum: hard metal, 10% iridium, per ounce
Quicksilver: per flask

Spelter, cents per pound
Tin, cents per pound
Zinc-dust, 100-kg. zinc-lined cases, cents per pound..

ORB PRICES
San Francisco, February 16

Antimony: 50% product, per unit
Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton
Magnesite: crude, per ton, f.o.b

Magnesite: plastic, no iron and lime, calcined, per ton....
Magnesite: refractory, 11% iron, dead-burned, per ton...
Manganese: 50% metal, S% silica, per ton, f.o.b. cars, S. F.
Tungsten: minimum 65% WO3, per unit of 20 lb. for spot.

Tungsten ore has advanced $12 per unit in Colorado. $5

unit being paid.

So many of those mining chrome, tungsten, molybdenum
other ores write to us asking where they may dispose of their

products that we call attention to the 'Buyers' Guide' on the

last page of each issue. Under 'Metal Buyers and Dealers' are

listed the firms iMth which we recommend that mine operators

open negotiations. These dealers buy, or will refer you to

buyers, of practically all ores at present in increasing demand.

EASTERN METAL. MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

February 16.—Copper has a runaway tendency: lead is firm

owing to foreign buying; zinc is active, there being a great

scarcity of spot metal.
SILVER

Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

$85

$39
$300
21

43

30

$2.L'.T

11

8

30

35

12

45

per

and

Date.
Feb. 10 56.62

" 11 56.62
•• 12 56.62
••

13 Sunday
"

14 56.62" 15 56.50
16 56.75

Average week ending
Jan. D 55.67

" 12 56.62
" 19 56.68
" 26 57.14

Feb. 2 57.02
9 56.79

" 16 56.62

Monthly averages.
1915.
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Eastern Metal Market

N<'» York, l-'fliiuiuy II.

Si>ot i-oii|>«'r lm» sold nt 2Sr.; June ghlpmonia nre quotcJ at

I'c. and July. August, and ScptomlKT at Ifi.GHc. The nmrkci

to-day deals i>rlnrlpnlly with forward dollvorlos. I»udon

shows fpverUh slrouKth. and haa advanood to £1.'?4 for electro-

lytic, Tho situation Is duo to the enorinoiis demand for copper

to be worked Into munitions of war. the mnnufaoture of which

Is now at Its helKht. The trade Is simply licwildi-ied hy the

extent to which the metal Is beluR consumed, and at the In-

illfference to hish prices. No other period In the history of

trade offers comparislons. Zinc has been In good demand in

the past few days, and Its quotations are steadily rising. Lead

has gone up $3 per ton. following pood export and domestic

buying, in which premiums were paid. The tin market has

t>een uneventful, despite i>erilou8 shiiiping conditions. The

metal is arriving in generous quantities. Antimony is scarce

and higher, and small consumers are in a quandary because

of the guarantees exacted by the Britli^h government. Alum-

inum quotations are on the upward trend. Exports of the

metals appear to be somewhat smaller than they have been, but

this is because they are now going abroad in manufactured

form more than in the raw state.

The steel situation may be summed up with the statement

that many mills, both in the East and West are sold up for the

year, with consumers looking into 1917. Shii)-yards especially

have sought to cover their needs for 1917. as well they might.

with two and three years' work in their yards. The French

government has purchased steel-rounds in the past few days.

amounting to over 250,000 tons. Some mills have gone iu so

heavily for the War business that they cannot properly take

care of their domestic customers; others have kept the inter-

ests of their regular trade in mind. The quotations of finished

products vary so with deliveries that it is difficult to keep track

of them.

COPPER

Both in the United States and abroad a most extraordinary

situation exists in copper. In both New York and London

prompt and nearby deliveries are difficult to obtain, and prices

are soaring. Their level is entirely determined by the deliv-

erj- specified. The real market is almost entirely in future

positions. June shipments of electrolytic are quoted at 27c.,

while for a few carloads of spot metal 28c. has been paid. For

July, August, and September 26.50c., 30 days, delivered, or

26.37c, cash. New York, is asked. Lake prices range about

the same. Day after day the London market for electrolytic

has advanced, demonstrating the futility of the effort of the

Government to control prices there. By February 10 the

London quotation had mounted to £1.34. The explanation of

the whole situation is the tremendous consumption of copper

in the manufacture of munitions of war. Millions of pounds

are being worked into one form or another by consumers, new

and old. Perhaps the two heaviest uses are in the production

of cartridge brass, and in the extrusion of large rods from

which the nose pieces and timing devices of shells are made.

With practically all of the war contractors, price seems no

object, and for the following reason: when they figure on a war

inquirj- involving copper, their first move is to ascertain what

the copper will cost. They then base their estimate on the

cost of material and manufacture, adding, of course, a gener-

ous profit. A producer of copper recently said in a quiet way.

which carried conviction: "We can get almost any price for

copper." However that may be, the 30c. level is near. France

has been an especially heavy buyer. Canada is using great

quantities as might be expected. Sheet-copper is quoted at

33c. base, and high sheet-brass 36 to 38c., and brass rods and

will' III till' Hiiiiic inKi's. Ill ilii- wiriv I'liili (I .liinuiuy J'.i. iiiaiiU'

fiicturod brBBB was the hirgpst item of export, amoiiiitinK to

$l..'i97,ii29, according to llgures roinpili'd by the export ileparl-

mt-nt of the National ("lly HimU of New York. ICxportH. up

lo and Inclmlliii; I'elinuiiy 111. totaled ri3:il Ions.

ZINC

All this week there has been a steady and Btrong demand for

zinc, and quotatloiis have advanced from day to day. The

qnolation on February 10 was about lO.fiOc. St. Louis, ami

19.7r)C.. New York. The scarcity of prompt metal lends

strength to the market, and it is made stronger by reports

of serious floods In the Joplln district, MIsHourl, which

threaten to reduce the production of ore. The London tnarkct

is strong. It was quoted yesterday at £92 for spot, an advance

of £1 over the' preceding day. Export up to and Including tlii'

10th totaled 990 ton.s.

The base price of sheet-zinc is unchanged i February 10) al

24c., carload lots, f.o.b. mill, S';;- off for cash.

LEAD
The expected advance in the A. S. & R. Co. quotation for lead

at New York came late on the afternoon of February 9. when

the price was put up $3 per ton. or to f>.2T>c. iier lb. (from G.lOc.)

The advance was no surprise to anyone, in view of the fact that

the independents had been getting premiums for the metal,

especially where sales for export were made. Both the

domestic and foreign demand has been good. The St. Louis

quotation, following the advance, went uji to r,.i7*c.. a figure

which the outsiders shaded a cou|)le of points. Lead is rapidly

approaching the situation which exists in copper, and should

the heavy demand be sustained it will not be long before a

shortage will develop. The London supply is none too large.

Exports this month up to and Including the intb tot.ileii ni21

tons.

TIN

The quotation for spot tin has not varied far from 41.25c.

this week, in a market that has been quiet and easy. Buyers

are well covered, at lea.st for the near future, and this fact,

with the large arrivals and easy market at London, makes

conditions dull. Up to and including the 10th. 2455 tons

arrived this month, and there was afloat on that day 5870 tons.

The total visible supply on January 31 was 17.041 tons, against

13,901 tons, on that date of 1915. The Welsh tin-plate mills

are working far under their capacity. Great Britain needing

the steel for other purposes, consequently there i.s a surplus

of tin for export from England.

The A. S. & R. Co. reports that it has just started its tin

smelter at Perth Amboy, N. J., and that three months probably

will elapse before any definite results can be announced.

Delay in receiving the first shipment of Bolivian concentrate,

held up by the failure of the Panama Canal, has' hindered oper-

ations. The brokers importing Straits tin regard the project

most seriously, as they have faith in the outcome of what the

A. S. & R. Co. undertakes.

ANTIMONY
Prompt Chinese and Japanese grades are scarce, and quota-

tions range from 43.50 to 45c., duty paid. The British anti-

mony regulations, similar to those prevailing in tin, are now

effective, and antimony which arrives in British ships and

consigned to the British Consul is not released until the dealer

who seeks to get the metal gives a guarantee from the ultimate

consumer.
ALUMINUM

The demand has quickened and quotations are higher at 55

to 58c. for No. 1 virgin aluminum, 98 to 99% pure.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

/^BRECON is reported to have been married at Iler-

^-^ mosillo and General Carranza is said to have given

him away on that auspicious occasion. The talk of

friction between them, is thus negatived. We note also

that the increased taxes on mining property must be

paid until the end of Juh-, by which time it is to be

hoped that more genial conditions will supervene both

in the political and fiscal departments of Mexican ad-

ministration.

TV7ITH the completion of the 18 sections of the mill,

" the Inspiration Consolidated Copper Company will

he treating 14,000 tons daily by flotation at Miami.
Arizona. As one of the pleasant featui-es of flotation

plants is that they exceed their estimated capacity, it is

expected that 15,000 tons will be treated daily in this

mill, making it the largest copper-flotation plant in

America. The metallurgical extraction is not nearly so

complete as at Anaconda because a part of the ore

subjected to flotation at Miami is oxidized. Published

statements give the recovery as 83 per cent.

CEVERAL months ago we hazarded the opinion that

^ the prices of the chief base metals would continue

to benefit from the intensified demand created by the

War, and that when hostilities ceased there would come
a supplementary demand for the work of reconstruction

and rehabilitation in the countries devastated by war-

fare. We note with satisfaction that an authority so

likely to be well informed as Mr. John D. Ryan, the

I)resident of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company,
has stated recently that it is the belief of himself and his

co-directors that "during the continuance of the War,
the consumption [of copper] will at least maintain its

present level, and that peace in Europe will bring an
enormous demand for copper in all the countries now at

war, to replace depleted stocks and restore industries in

which the metal is indispensable." It is said that while
the German Chancellor was asserting that the supplies
ot copper in Germany were ample, his speech was nearly
drowned by the noise made by workmen engaged in re-

moving the copper roofing of the Reichstag. This, of
course, is apocryphal, but many a true word is said in

.]est. There is the other story that Gennau i)urehases
of copper in large amount have been made in New York
during the past six months with a view to storage until

shipment becomes possible. As to that also we do not
know, but such action would be quite in accord with
Gennan foresight. The Japanese also are reported to

lie storing copper. It does seem highly prol)alile. almost
certain, that the withdrawal of copper from necessary

use and the destruction of metal during the War,
whether in ships, machinery, munitions, or utensils, will

require to be replaced, while at the same time the re-

sumption of industry will renew a large part of the

normal consumption.

T^ VIDENTLY the recent meeting of the American
-'-' Institute of Mining Engineers at New York was
most successful, thanks in large measure to Mr. D. H.
Browne, the chairman of the local section, who made
arrangements that promoted better acquaintance and
good fellowship among those in attendance. Mr. W. L.

Saunders, in retiring from the presidency, was able to

announce a gain of 546 in membership, bringing the

total to 5221. He spoke with pardonable pride con-

cerning the co-operation of the Institute with the Naval
Consulting Board to which it contributed two members,
the president and an ex-president, Mr. Ben. B. Thayer.

This innovation has proved so successful as to cause the

Government to ask the Institute to nominate a member
from each state in the Union to collaborate with the

representatives of other engineering .societies in a cam-
paign of industrial preparedness. The new president

of the Institute, Mr. L D. Ricketts, is on a professional

journe.v to South America, so he was not able to accept

his honorable responsibilities in pei'son, but that did n«t

prevent a general expression of satisfaction that ha

should have .succeeded to the titular leadership of the

profession in America.

TOURING recent weeks we have been glad to record
^-^ the increase in wages granted to miners in the

West. Some of these concessions, consequent upon the

greater gains being won by the mining companies, have
been in the form of bonuses, a method suggesting un-

usual conditions and recognizing the possibly ephemeral
character of the high metal-prices now obtainable; but,

whatever their form, they represent a wise, because just,

policy on the part of the mine and smelter managers.

Last week our news columns recorded the profit-sharing

bonus distributed to employees of the principal group of

mines at Kellogg, Idaho. This is arranged on a sliding

scale based on the price of lead at 5 cents per pound and
going up to a price of 6 cents, the maximum bonus or in-

creased wages being 75 cents per shift. We note that

the Federal Mining & Smelting Compan.y promises a

dollar extra when lead is above $6.50 per huiulred

pounds, l)ut this savors of the theatrical, for $6.50 is a

liighl.v improbable quotation, having regard to the fact

that the price of lead is fixed largely by the Guggenheim
group, wliich controls the Federal company. However,
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we Miun' « In 11 ur -viN II Our n'nilcrs will lie iiitcrcslfii

to »•<• H i>ompiirisi>ii ht'twcoii tlu' cupprr imd Icntl

sohodulos.

Coprn I>K.M>

Metal prirr Ijtbor (tonus. MoliU price. Ijklior tiontiH,

Cenla. CtMits. CentB. Corns.

1^17 .26 5 -51 2r.

K-20 .60 5J 6 .11

Over 2i' 76 Over 6 76

Tlif avcrapi* price of lead (lurin^r the last .'lO yeni-s liius

beoii 4.2"2 i-fiits at Now York, iis oompaivii with an av-

ompi' prioo of l;V84 ci'iits for copper during the same

period. Thus the Rutfe base is 8A'", above the nvorape

price of copper, and the corn'spoiulinp lead base would
be 4.57 at Kcllogp or 5.86 at New York. The 17-ccnt

basis for copper would correspond with lead at 5.18

cents, wliich would require a New York quotation of

7.08 cents. In short, the lend miners in the Coeur
d'Alene start 10% better than their comrades at Rutt«,

but it is fair to add that the prospects of bonuses ba.sed

on rising prices of metal are more favorable for the men
digging copper than tho.sc digsrinp lead ore. Moreover,

the Iwinises to the latter apply to all the workers, while

those in Montana are variously distributed among the

different kinds of employment. These, however, are

petty details; the point that we desire to emphasize is the

good sense of the mining compani<'s in recognizing the

propriety and fairness of gi^'ing their employees some
share of the abnormal profits the.v are making just now.

"Whether at Butte or Kellogg, in California or Arizona,

the increased payment to miners has been made, not as a

belated concession, but as a frank acknowledgment of the

fact that the higher cost of living and the booming metal
markets alike .iustify a higher pay to employees. We
trust that the idea will be applied to the members of the

technical staffs also. It is a rank fallacy to assume that

manual labor is the only kind of work worthy of con-

sideration in times like these.

Pyritic Copper Deposits

Current technical literature has been enriched by a

paper on 'The Pyritic Copper Deposits of Kyshtim,
Russia.' by Mr. A. "W. Stiekney. appearing in Economic
Geology. Profitable mining in that part of the Ural
region is based upon the exploitation of pyritic copper
orebodies in a belt of schist resiilting from the metamor-
phism of a basic igneous rock, intrusive among Devonian
sediments, also highly metamorphosed, and appearing
now as limestone, schist, and quartzite. This complex
series of older rocks has been further modified by more
recent intrusions of peridotite or pyroxenite, now largely

altered to serpentine, itself also foliated. All these are

cut by dikes, which, however, are nowhere found in

association with the pyritic orebodies. themselves eon-

fined to one of the belts of uralite-sehist where that rock

has been changed to a highly fi.ssile chlorite- and epidote-

schist. The orebodies are found in series, arranged en

echeloyi. with inten-als of one-fourth to two miles sepa-

rating thi'iii. It would Mill III' niircaNiiiiiihli' in rr^'iinl this

loMgiliuiiiial siicc<'s.sioii of nri'liDilics in the scIuhI as a Iml''

eight miles long. In di pih, a.s I'nr as yd awertained, the

iiias.ses of ore lu'cninc narniwir and a]i|ii'ar to be short-

ened, as is not unusual in this type of deposit. The
largest orebody has been exposed for a niaxiiniini width

of !»(• feet, a depth of 400 feet, and a length of IfiOO feet.

A bore-hole has proved it to 1)20 feet ileiii. The ore

consists of a hoiiiogi'neoUN nniss of graiiuliir jiyrili-,

containing :J8% iron, 2.5% zinc, ;}.5% eojjpcr, 0.12 oz.

gold and 1.2 oz. silver per ton. Mr. Slii-km-y lias

made clear the changes occurring between llic niitiTiip

and the piiiiiiiry sulphide ore. ami iiiiplin.sizis llic rela-

tion of these to the level of grouniiwater. 'I'lic gossan

ends .just short of this level and the primary siil|)liiiiis

do not appear until 25 to 95 feet lower. A remarkable
feature is the liaritic sand, consisting of loose grains of

harite and quartz, stained by liinonitc: this sand has

been leached of its copper, zinc, sulpliur. and Mi'.irJy all

its iron, and forms a zone between the I rue gi)s.sin and
the loose impoverished sulphides capjiing the prinidi-y

ore. These impoverished sulphides appear as an in

coherent aggregate of jjyritic grains, with grains of

barite and quartz, increasing in richness with copjicr in

the approach to the primary ore. It is noteworthy that

the impoverished sulphides persist .slightly deeper along

the walls of the lode than in the medial portion of the

orebodies. In the unaltered ore the massive pyrite near

the walls of the lode carries most copper, zinc, gold, and

silver; and the longitudinal extremities of the orebodies

likewise show a concentration of valuable contents. All

of the.se observations are highly suggestive. The gold

maintiiins a definite ratio to the barite and in this respect

reminds us of the ore-shoots of pyritic copper in the

Red Mountain district of Colorado. No defined zone of

secondary-sulpliidc! enrichment hy descending water is

evident. Apparently the rate of denudation caused the

groundwater-level to be deprcs.sed so fast that the oxy-

genated surface-water was unable to create economically

important secondarj' enrichments by dissolving at a

higher level and precipitating at a lower level ; instead,

the copper sulphate became diffused in the body of

groundwater and into the relatively permeable wall-

roek enclosing the lode. Such secondary enrichments as

Mr. Stiekney records have the form of veinlets and film-

like coatings of sooty chaleocite and covellite. These,

however, are significant bv their insignificance. We
commend this study of Kyshtim to mining engineers as

the work of a careful observer. We are reminded thereby

of the paper by Mr. A. M. Finlayson in the June 1910

issue of Eco^wmic Geology and of the second paper by

the same author in the transactions of the Institution of

Mining and Metallurgy. In both of these papers Mr.

Finlayson described the significance of secondary enrich-

ment on the famous masses of pyrite in the Rio Tinto

mines, in the province of Iluelva, Spain. He showed that

in this case the economic value of the orebodies was due

directly to secondary processes, without which the pyrite

would have been too poor in copper to be minr 1 for that
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metal. The primary ore contains only li%, while the

average content of that being exploited in 1910 was

2.26%. There appears to be no doubt that the thin zone

of enrichment immediately nnder the gossan was the

object of the mining operations conducted by the

Romans. In one of the ancient stopes there was found

a <l('posit. about a foot thick, of iron ore overlying solid

unaltered pyrite, indicating the rate of oxidation during

tlie two thousand years that had elapsed since the pyrite

had been stripped of its oxidized crust. As the workings

at Rio Tinto are deepened the content of the secondary

and of the primary ore decreases until the pyrite becomes

valuable only as a source of sulphur. Another interest-

ing example is afforded by the gossan outcrops of cuprif-

erous pyrite in the Urals, described by Mr. H. W. Turner

in the Mining Magazine of November 1912. Mr. Turner

shows how limonite outcrops, mined in the first instance

as a source of iron ore, were then exploited for their gold,

by cyanidation of the silieious ironstone, and finally were

proved in depth to be chiefly valuable for their copper.

At Ky.shtim. as at Rio Tinto, the paragenesis of the

sulphides, that is, their order of original deposition, was

pyrite. chalcopyrite, blende, and galena, exhibiting a

sequence that has been proved in the laboratory to follow

their relative solubility. The distribution of the ore and
the shape of the orebody have been determined by the

nature of the fracture along which the mineral solutions

have circulated and the permeability of the wall-rock.

The leaching of the latter has enlarged the orebody,

sometimes to a lowering of its average contents, but

apparently aiding the deposition of the precious metals,

with quartz. In these mines, when once well opened to

the drainage from surface, the presence of copper in the

mine-water to the extent of economic value, as at Kalata.

and as at Butte, suggests a process complementary to

that by which they were formed, just as the acid-leaching

methods simulate other natural reactions. Nevertheless

there remains a curious discrepancy between the form-

ulae of the metallurgist and those of the economic geolo-

gist, proving that there are many dark places yet to be

illumined in this branch of geology.

Anaconda

In this issue we publish another of the series of

articles by Professor Austin on the Washoe reduction

works of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company. All

Americans are proud of this plant as an expression of

commercial enterprise and metallurgical progressiveness.

As.suredly the editor of a technical periodical is apt
to say kind things about it, not only because they would
be true but because the management has been singularly
generous in giving information useful to the profession,
while, of course, always reserving the right to withhold
details such as it may be imdesirable, for business
reasons, to publish. These necessary resers'ations, how-
ever, have not served to impose any serious embargo on
knowledge. In consequence, a great deal of suggestive
and in.structive technical information has been forth-

coming, from time to time, from this great metallurgical

centre. The goodwill manifested has been further em-

phasized by the personal courtesy and mental hospitality

accorded to properly accredited visitors. Metallurgical

students and teachers—for the latter must also be the

former—who have visited Montana, whether from New
York or London, Berlin or Tolrio, will have grateful

memories of their vi-sits to Anaconda, as the establish-

ment above all others where they were permitted to en-

rich themselves by collecting up-to-date information on

the concentration and smelting of copper ores. We
envy Mr. E. P. Mathewson, the resident manager, the

friends he must have made in many countrii's during the

14 years of his association with the Washoe works.

In 1915 the Anaconda smelter turned out 254,800,000

pounds, equal to 127,400 short tons of blister copper,

say, about 126,300 tons of refined copper, from the

treatment of 4:| million tons of ore. This output com-

pares with 225,400,000 pounds in 1914 and 272,300,000

pounds in 1913. The year just ended was important to

the Anaconda because in 1915 this company succeeded

to the assets of the Amalgamated Copper Company, and
thereby took first rank among the industrial enter-

prises of North America. During the same period the

company also extended its operations outside the United

States in the form of exploratory work in Chile, under

the name of the Andes Exploration Company, which is

reported to have opened up 75,000,000 tons of copper ore

in the Potrerillos mine. Previously, in 1906, the

Anaconda company had acquired a large interest in the

Greene Cananea copper mines, which are just over the

American border in the Mexican state of 8onora. An-
other impoi'tant feature of 1915 was the beginning of a

large zinc reduction plant at Great Falls, where opera-

tions involving leaching and electrolytic precipitation

are to be conducted on a scale of 6,000,000 pounds

monthly, equal to 35,000 tons of spelter per annum.
This plant is expected to cost .$2,000,000 and to be com-

pleted by September next.

The descriptive articles of Professor Austin indicate

three principal lines of development. The first is the

burning of coal-dust in reverberatory furnaces, accom-

panied by longitudinal charging. For this purpose the

coal is dried to less than 1% moisture and then finely

pulverized by rolls, before being passed to a burner sus-

ceptible of delicate adjustment and control. At the

burner it is mixed with the proportion of air required

to et¥ect efficient combustion, resulting in a high tem-

perature at the point where it is most needed. The
burning of this kind of fuel resembles that of producer-

gas. With the introduction of coal-dust as a fuel the

blast-furnace, in which department Anaconda has done

wonders, has been superseded by the reverberatory. The

old furnaces of this type have been enlarged and re-

modeled to enormous dimensions, being aiow 23 by 143

feet inside, and from 8| feet high at the back to 5| feet

high at the skimming-end, giving a capacity of 700

tons per day when burning 100 tons of coal-dust. Longi-

tudinal hoppers permit of banking the charge and ex-
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|k>.sul^ 11 iii.'iMiiiiiiii Mii't'acr to llio nctioii (if (lie liot

jfas«"s. «liiU' prxtttvtiiiK the walls of tln' t'liniaci- from

iHirivsivt' ai'tioii. KoruuTly the furiiacf wnulil siiu-il

41 t«>iis of on- |uT toil of lump coal; now it tniils us

iinu'li as 7J tons jht ton of coal-dust. This tMilar(j«'nit'nl

of eapaoity has »wl tlio need oroated hy the making of a

continually iiu-irasinp quantity of tine conccntfate. due

to the success of the flotation process. So long as the

smelting was done in the blast -furnaee. it was obvious

that the adoption of flotation would yield an unsuitable

product, which had to be sintered, agglomerated, or

briquetted in order to render it tit for the pjissage of

the draft es-sential to blast-furnaee smeltinjr. I'n-

dotibtedly the extending use of flotation and the conse-

quent production of a steadily increasing proportion of

flnc-grained concentrate will have a powerful eflfect on

the development of smelting, as lias been anticipated

apparently by the wide-awake staff at Anaconda.

In reganl to flotation, the tirst experiments with this

process at Anaconda were made in 1913 and the first

trial plant was erected in 1914. At the present time

11.100 tons of copper ore is being treated daily by

flotation, and within a month an additional 1000 tons of

dump-slime will be treated, besides 300 tons of slime at

Great Falls. This refers to copper ore only ; to it must

be added the zinc ore being subjected to flotation. Of

this 100 tons is being treated and a concentrator to treat

2000 tons more is being erected, so that the grand total

undergoing flotation treatment will shortly be 14.400

tons daily. In our issue of August 28 we published an

article by Mr. JIathewson himself describing the flota-

tion equipment, and Mr. Austin in his second article

gives further details, including a flow-sheet, which will

be studied with keen interest. Formerly the tailing

from the wet-concentration mill assayed about 0.62%

copper: now the residue assays only 0.15%, that is, out

of the 60 pounds of copper per ton of ore only 3 pounds

goes to waste, as against 12.4 pounds formerl.v. The

recovery by milling therefore is 9.5%.

The flotation concentrate is drained by Oliver filters

before passing to the roasters, which have been devel-

oped from well-known types of furnaee, the latest modi-

fication being the "Wedge-McDougall, which combines the

best features of two familiar designs. Each of the seven

super-imposed hearths is 25 feet in diameter, these being

rabbled by water-cooled arras radiating from a central

shaft. From these furnaces the calcine goes to the

reverberatories, fired by coal-dust, as already described.

Another salient feature is the zinc plant. Butte is

becoming an important source of spelter, the Butte &
Superior Copper Company being one of the leading

zinc producers of the country despite its name, which

now merely records the metal it was originally intended

to exploit. Anaconda is up to date in this respect also,

that is, the Washoe works provide for the treatment of

zinc ore. At present only 100 tons of such ore is being

treated daily, but a flotation concentrator to treat 2000

tons daily is being erected. The original small unit was

started for experimental purposes, to discover a prac-

tical method of extracting the zinc from the eoiieeiil rale,

by leaching and elcelit)lylic ]>rccipitalioii. Tliis lia.s

been successfully elaborated liy .Messrs. Laist aiiij P'ricli,

as mentioned in our issue of Deeeinber 2"), (leiitle ruasl

ing of the /ine oi-e is followed by leaeliimr with (iilnte

sulphuric ueid, made on llie |ir<'iiiises. Iiii|iiirilii's in llii>

resulting solution an' eliniiiialed by preeipilaling llie

iron by means of limestone, and doing the same Id the

copper and cadmium by means of zinc. The purilied

solution of /.ine siilpliale is eleelrolized, using insoliilile

lead for the anode and eilber alwiniiiiini or starting

sheets of zinc—strippi-d I'roni ileposilion on aiiiminuin—
as the cathode. This experimental work, on a s<'alc of

10 tons of zinc daily, has been .so successful lus to justify

the erection of a big plant, on similar lines, at (licat

Falls, as already mentioned. Needless to say this new
departure is of the greatest signideance. for it means
the discarding of the old distillation process of smelting

zinc, with its small units in the .shape of retorts and its

relatively impure metallic product. Thus in the coal-

dust firing of reverberatories, in the jirompt recognition

of the usefulness of the flotation process, and in llie

development of a wet method of zinc extraction, the

Anaconda staff has shown all the initiative and resource-

fulness that has given it honorable fame in the world

of technology. It remains to add that normally .'J200

men are employed, at a monthly pay-roll of $400,000,

to treat 16,000 tons of ore per day, the net recovery

being about 90^/{. Besides the copper and zinc, the

plant yields 12.000.000 ounces of silver an<l .^l .500.000

in gold as by-products.

What such metallurgical resourcefulness will accom-

jdisli is indicated further in the annual report of Mi'.

John D. Ryan, the president of the company. He states

that by reason of the improvements made during the

past year the company will be enabled to inereasi; its

annual production of copper by 55,000,000 pounds

"without increasing the tonnage or grade of ore that lia.s

been mined in the pa.st." We give this deeply signili-

cant and most interesting statement in Mr. Ryan's own

words. Further he states that "approximately 40.000.-

000 pounds of this increa.sed production will be made

without adding to the cost per ton of ore treated." The

more experienced metallurgists and engineers will ap-

preciate with what proper pride sucli an a.s.sertion must

be made. This 40 million pounds of copper is equivalent

roughly to the annual output of such splendid mines

as the Miami, the Braden, or the United Verde. The

slight increase in the cost of concentration at Anaconda,

due to the interposition of flotation in the general

scheme of treatment, will be offset by a decrease in tin-

cost of smelting, so that the additional yield of copper

will be 'on velvet.' The amount of metal thus won will

represent a profit that under previous conditions could

have been secured only by increasing the tonnage mined

by nearly 50%. This is a magnificent achievement. It

gives us keen pleasure to record it. and to express the

hope that good luck may be joined to skill in bringing

the plans of the management to complete fruition.
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DISCUSSION
Oiir readers are inviiej to use this department for the discussion of technical and other matters per-

taininfi to mining and metallurgy. The Editor welcomes the expression of views contrary to his own, be-
lieinng that careful criticism is more valuable than casual compliment.

Mill-Men's Mistakes

The Editor:

Sir—The mistakes of mill-nien, when they occur, some-

times prove costly and should serve as a warning to

others who might err in the same way. While I believe

that not many mill-men would make the mistake I am
about to record, yet there are a few who seem to believe

in a liberal use of potassium cyanide in the ordinary

free-gold amalgamation in a stamp-mill. To these the

following incident may be useful and instructive:

I was once called to investigate a ease where a 10-

stamp mill was being run on free-gold ore, without any
concentration after the plates. The ore assayed $10 per

ton, and the tailing around $1, showing apparently a

good percentage of saving, but the bullion won did not

cheek this estimate by a considerable amount. It looked

as though the mill-man was allowing some of it to stick

to his fingers, yet the superintendent was loath to be-

lieve this, though he coiild not otherwise account for the

discrepancy in the yield of bullion.

A friendly interview with the mill-man revealed the

fact that he was using potassium cyanide in the mortar
and on the apron-plates, apparently on the principle that

if a little was good, more would be correspondingly bet-

ter. In fact he was feeding it in the mortar in pieces as

large as a man's two fingers every half-hour. As a re-

sult, he was eyaniding so much of the gold that his repu-

tation for honesty was being dissolved as well as part

of the gold. The latter, being in solution, escaped

sampling of the tailing, and so the source of the lo.ss had
not been discovered.

We gathered all the cyanide iu the mill, locked it up.

and proceeded to demonstrate that the mill could be run
without any at all. even as a wash for the plates. This

seemed impossible to the mill-man, but when the bullion

began materializing to the right amount, he was com-
pelled to admit that it could be done. His reputation
for honesty was also saved, which seemed to please him
most. During the remainder of the season's run. the
bullion continued to check all right ; in fact, the super-
intendent stated that he had never known a case where
It checked so closely with the assays, and it had been
demonstrated that it could be done without tlie use of

cyanide. In. this case cyanide had proved an expensive
method of keeping the plates bright and clean. As most
mill-men know, and the rest should know, its continued
use will make the plates so hard that they will not absorb
and hold the mercury properly, to say nothing of the

.solvent effect upon the gold and silver-plating on the

plates as well. Some years ago I tested the results of its

use, by dividing a plain copper apron-plate lengthwise,

by means of a wooden strip, using cyanide solution for

dressing one side of the plate, and none on the other

side. The results, after a run of two weeks showed a

marked difference. On the side on which cyanide was
used, the copper oxide persisted in showing through the

mercui-y, except for a small space near the head of the

plate, and but little gold amalgam had formed as a per-

manent coating. The clean bright appearance of this

side of the plate, after having been dressed with the

cyanide solution, was soon followed by a reaction of

copper oxide that seemed to have been intensified by the

cyanide wash, when compared with the other side where
none had been used. On this side, the plate was in better

condition to hold the mercury, and it had gained a per-

manent coating of gold amalgam that kept the copper
oxide down completely. It had actually saved more
gold than the other side, where the cyanide had been used

in moderate quantity.

San Francisco, January 31. "W. H. Washburn.

Mine Accidents

The Editor

:

Sir—In your issue of November 27 I note a letter on
'Mine Accidents.' We have been much interested in

this phase of the subject from this angle : Are there any
accidents in the mines due to a not-understanding of

the orders given? We have quite a number of men
working in the mines who cannot speak or readily under-

stand the English language. Does an accident ever

occur because the miner did not understand the order

given by captain or shift-boss because he (the miner)

does not know English? If so, can you give me an

idea as to the percentage of such accidents?

Gwinn. Michigan, January G. S. Adler.

The Editor:

Sir—There are no statistics that precisely emphasize

the occurrence of accidents in mines, due to a misunder-

standing of the orders given. In the nature of the case,

it would seem that if orders serve any purpose at all

they must be understood by those who are expected to

perform the specific functions regarding which they have

been is.sued. If that were not the case it would obviously

be useless to publish and disseminate definite instruc-

tions regarding conformity to precisely defined rules
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iuul ^t'^rulati^llls. Then' im' no I'oin'lusivc still islifs. how

t'VtT, as fur ns I know, ooiu-oriiiiip tJiis iniittcr. ronuiors'

iiu|Ufsts ur\' notoriously suporlioinl oiul tiu- iletails luv

rnr»ly mini.' puMio. It would ivquin- lui cxtiMiditl study

of tho nvailahlf information to nuiko aiiswor to your

iiu|uiry by reference to spocitic instaiioes of aw-idenl.-*

duo to ipnoranco of rules or niistindorstandiuR of orders.

I'hiotly on aooouut of the cniployiv's inaliility to readily

undorstjiud the English lauffuafire. It is not necessary,

however, that tho eniployeo should he able to tluontl>'

converse in English. It is. however, absolutely essential

that he sliould uudorstaud in English the usual short

orders or detinito din>etious whieli apply to his own

safety and the «ifegiuirding of the mine. Some experi-

ments have been made to develop a concise teaching plan

of English, having refortMiee chiefly to the work done

and the ndes and regulations to be obeyed. Discipline

cannot lie enforced where there is ignorance of rules and

regidations based upon past experieiiee and an intelligent

understanding of inherent hazards and safety require-

ments.

Newark. X. J.. January 23. F. L. Hoffman.

Employer and Employee

The Editor:

Sir—In your issue for Jaiuiary 8 you publish an

address by John P. Irish on 'The Relation of Employer

and Employee.' After reading the address one has the

impression that nearly every word of it is true. If you

are an employer you sense a halo hovering above your

head and remark: "That man knows what he's talking

about." If you are a union man you frown, "All very

true, but there's something wrong somewhere."

The trouble lies in the fact that Mr. Irish cited a single

instance of abuse by unionism and let that stand before

his audience as a true example of all organized labor a.s

practised at the present time. He carefully refrains

from citing any examples where the employer has abused

his power over his employees, although if he read the

reports of the California State Labor Commission he

would find many. Probably it is to such oversights that

he owes his present success?

The speaker was somewhat premature in his statement

that unions cannot be reached by process of law. The

"Wilkes-Barre. Pa., railway is even now suing the union

of its employees for .$200,000 for dainages caused by

'picketing.' the Claj-ton Act notwithstanding.

It is true that many abuses are perpetrated in the

name of organized labor. But are they made better by

spreading the impression that all unions are bad ? Only

bitterness on the one hand and intolerance on the other

result from such propaganda. Would it not be far l)et-

ter in speaking of the abuses by unions to mention also

some of their good features? Ask any union man who

has been sick and unable to support his family for a

time, and he will tell you how his 'local' kept his family

and himself. Or, if the treasury happened to be depleted,

how his fellow-members dug down into their scantily-

filled pockets and kept him going until able to work.

Il is also true tlinl those who are in power in llie

\arious labiu- organi/alions often alm.se thi' power in

vested in them, and for wliieli the orgmiizalion is more
or les.H rightly lilame.l. TJic mendiers an' tisiially aware
of the harm done IIkmii liy their ollieers. but lM<inise they

•ire lin.sy making a living, the ehangea for ihe liettur

come slowly anil are not generally noticed.

An instance uf liistrnsl of union ofljeialH may be eiled

of the Western P'ederation of Miners. In November
liM:"). the striking miners at Morenei and Clifton sent

out an npi)eal for help to the 'h)eals' of the We.slern

Federation. Nearly every 'local' gave generous re-

sponse. In Deeend>er the oflieers of the Federation sent

out a resolution to a.sse.ss every member two dollare to

help the .same strikei-s. The resolution was voted down
by the 'locals,' beeause the money was to be lunidji'il by

the head office, instead of going direct to the strikers.

Such a condition cannot exist for long, and a change in

this union is alrejidy overdue.

A man of Mi-. Irish's long experience must certainly

know that the responsibility for the controversy between

employers and organized labor does not lie wholly witli

the unions, any more than it does with the employers.

Both sides must make concessions and a feeling of mutual

understanding cultivated. Since the eniplr)ycr nsMally

has the higher education and broader understanding,

this spirit must start from the office. Mutual under

standing will be easiest attained by making the employee

feel that he has an interest in the firm. Each firm should

have a minimum wage—for an employee has no capital

or credit to fall liack on in time of a non-living wage

—

and the employer should voluntarily raise wages in pro-

portion to a rise in profits. The sliding-scale system of

wages, as used in many American metal mines, is a stc])

in the right direction.

Once the employees attain confidence in the square-

dealing of their employer, the unions will exist only as

recreation clubs and the walking delegate will die of

starvation.

Skidoo, Cal.. January 18. A Union Man.

Shrinkage Stoping

The Editor:

Sir—I observe that Professor Sperr credits F. Percy

Rolfe with having first employed the term 'shrinkage

.stoping' to designate overhand stoping, or,baf;k-stoping

on broken ore, in a paper presented to the In.stitution

of Mining and Metallurgj' and published in Bulletin

55. February 11, 1909.

I am of the opinion that this term originated in West-

em Australia; you will find the term used and the

method of working described in a series of articles

entitled, 'West Australian Mining Practice,' by E.

Davenport Cleland, and published in the Monthly

Journal of the Chamber of Mines of Western Australia.

February- 29, 1908, and in the issue of March 31. 1908.

in which latter the method is described at length.

Berkeley, February 19. W. H. Storms.
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By Charles F. WilUs

THE L'liief evrnt has liei'ii the settlement ot" the

Clifton-Morenci strike. This strike of 5000 em-

ployees, of whom 75% were Mexicans, caused a

loss in production of 30,000,000 lb. copper. The main

contention was the recognition of the Western Federation

of Miners. It was evident that the companies had de-

termined to fight to a tinish ; fortunately both sides feel

that they have won. The high price of copper allows

the companies to pay higher wages, which, however, are

not greater than they would have been had the men

continued work. Much dissatisfaction among the strik-

ers ensued from the losing of this benefit of high copper.

They agreed to give up the Western Fedei-ation of

Miners, although retaining affiliation with the State

organization, and returned to work for a period of 15

days, during which time conferences were to be held

relative to their grievances. No concessions were made

by the companies previous to the men returning to

work.

A very few days after the opening of the mines two

non-union workei-s were threatened by union men if

they did not secure union cards. This was reported to

the company and caused the discharge of the union

men, which precipitated a walk-out at the Detroit Cop-

per mines. The fact that this lasted but 21 hours is in

itself evidence of the fact that disagreements will be

settled by conference. During the time of the strike,

the companies maintained what was known as the

' refuge camp ' at Duncan, 40 miles from the strike zone,

where faithful employees were housed and fed, awaiting

the return to work. As negotiations for the settlement

of the strike neared an end, one of the principal pleas

seemed to be that the 'refugees' be not allowed to re-

turn in a body, as it was evident that the strikers did

not wish to feel the humiliation. While the companies

have undoubtedly gained more points in the strike than

the employees, it will probably mean better conditions

and a better understanding between employers and

employees in the Clifton district.

The general rise in the scale of wages broke all records

for Arizona mining, when, with 25-cent copper, the

larger companies announced $4.85 per day for shovelers

and $5.10 for miners. This was followed liy an an-

nouncement by Phelps, Dodge & Co. of a general in-

crea.se of 10%, at all their mines.

Interest has been created by the Arizona Venture Cor-

poration's shipment of the so-called wireless-crystals of

'lenzite' to England, from its Waldron mine in the

Cedar Valley district, 56 miles south-east of Kingman.
This shipment of 400 crystals packed in an ordinary
match-box wa.s reported to be valued at $4000. Tliese

crystals are said to be superior to any previously used

by tlie British government in its wireless telegraph sta-

tions. 'Leuzite' is reported to be an intimate mixture

of molybdenite, zincite, stibnite, and other minerals,

in such propoi'tion as to make good wireless cohera.

According to the Arizona State Bureau of Mines it

is not very generally known that within the boundaries

of the State are some of the largest and richest gold

placers in the country. The early prospector discovered

them, and worked the richest spots with his pan and
rocker. Considerable sums of money have been spent

LEGEND
1 Anvzxco,
2. Big B ug
3. ChemehuevisaaOldHd^.
A Dos Cabezas lo Plomoso
5, Greaterville ii.Q,ua.rtzite
6 h»,ssayampa te.QuijotOB,
7 Laguna 13 Rich Hill

8 La, Paz 14.Walker
•5 San Domingo

crTuz_| ."^Ssfr^MC-

J

Placer Districts

ARIZONA
in attempts to develop certain deposits, but througli

various causes few of these ventures have been profitable.

In the exploitation of placer ground the question of an

easily available supply of water is important ; it is pre-

eminently the great problem in the development of

Arizona placers where there is so little rainfall and so

few permanent streams.

In 1915 the Copper Queen had one of its largest out-

puts, despite the fact that during the first few months
of the year production was reduced approximately one-

third. This was due to the company's inability to re-

cover its stride after the curtailing of production in

1914. In addition, the company produced the largest

tonnage of lead ore in its history. A notalile change at

the Copper Queen is the decrease of oxidized ore and an

increase in sulphides. This nece.s.sitates changes in the
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siui'lttT. Sfvcu .M('l)oii);all nia.Nlcrs liavi' ln-cii addcil.

and exporiiiuMits in pyritic sinoltint; an> lifiiic coiuluctiHl

in an i-flfurl to take can- of the cxccssivi' siilpliiilc. I)i'

Vflupiiii'iit for the yoar itu-liidcd 44.t>HT t"i, of drifts mid

25.376 ft. of raises, a total of 70,()i;{ ft. NO laic*' oir

l>odi«'.s \vt'n> ilisi'ovpivd. l>ut coiitiiiiiatioiis of kiinwn dc-

posiits were ooiitiiuioiisly iiiu-oveivd. Cliiini-drilliiiK on

Sacramento hill lias added several million tons of por-

phyry ore. The output of eopper hy the Copper (^ueeii

and the rtilumet jc Arizona smelters in l)oii(;las I'or

•lanuary amounted to 2tK(XHl.(^K1 Ih. The Copper Queen

produeed 12.i>0(l.(HHl lli.. an ineri'asi' over the moiitli pre

vious. while the Calumet & Arizona produeeil f^.OOO.UlH)

IW.. the same as for Deeemher. In this total is ineluded

ores received hy the Copper Queen from its own mines,

the concentrate from the Moctezuma Copper company

at Nacozari. ilexico. and custom ores. The output from

the C. & A. includes custom ores and the ore from the

Shattuck mine.

Increased prosperity is indicated in the gift by thi'

mining companies to the University of Arizona of

$1(X>.000. to he applied with the $75,000 appropriated

by the legislature for the erection of the Mining En-

gineering building. The contributions were apportioned

according to the annual production of the companies.

After two years of exploration and the spending of

$200,000 for development. Young Bros, of the Great

Western Copper Co.. who have been exploring the Mam-
moth-Collins gold mine at Schultz. have decided to quit.

While much ore was found, it is understood to be too

poor to justify milling. The Old Mfimmoth mine has

been known not alone for its gold, but for its excellent

specimens of wulfeuite. Lessees on the dumps at the

Old Mammoth mill have been supplying a large propor-

tion of the wulfenite produced in the United States for

two years. It is reported that a representative of the

United States Smelting & Refining Co. has been investi-

gating the Mammoth properties.

Oatman is much alive, and now that the proposed

merger of the Tom Reed and the I'nited Eastern has

definitely failed, the United Eastern will erect a mill

with an initial eapaeitj- of 200 tons of ore daily, to t)e

the first unit of a larger plant. The Big Jim encoun-

tered much water below the -lOO-ft. level, and, pending

the installation of a pumping plant, a drift was run in

the foot-wall of the vein recently cut. showing 46 ft. of

good ore.

Some interest is being directed to Yavapai county be-

cause of its adequate railroad facilities, and mines that

made history in the day of Geronimo are being re-

opened.

The Tucson. Gila Bend & Cornelia railroad is now

completed to the Ajo mine of the Calumet & Arizona

Co., and train service was started on Februarj- 20. This

will mean the rapid construction of the 4000-ton leach-

ing-plant to produce commercial electrolytic copper di-

rectly. Experiments niade during the last two years

have evolved the 'Greenway' process of leaching and

precipitation for low-gi-ade copper ore.

Tomhstoiie, wiiieii iia.> a history lypieal of (he early

days of the West, is again active. In 1H7H a detach-

iiieiit of United ."^tati's soldiei"s Were marching from
Wii'keiibnrg to I-'ort lliiaehiii'ii, a iiipiinied hy a

pn)speetor named Kil. ShielTclin. While croHsing the

San Ucdi-o valley. ShielTelin look his Inirros aii<l vMiit

into the hills to the east. By day hi' liid fnun I lie

Aiiaehes and hy night he prospeeted K'rl iiniiiiK to

Globe, he showed his sinii]iles to a lirolhcf and :i partner,

and they secun>d a grub-stake. Sjiielfelin was told of

his recklessness in going into the ,\|>aclie i-ounlry, and
was warned that he would find a tomhstone ratiier than

a mine. lie did both. In the HO's a heavy iiithix of

water drove the miners from the workings, and for seven

years the ow'iiers made efforts to tleveloj) the properties

on an adequate scale. Later most of the larger mines

were acquired hy the Tomhstone Consolidated Coi)i)er

Co. The early work of this company, a sulisidiary of

the Development Company of America, was highly

liroMtable. and for many years Tombstone was the big

camp of the territory. The Development Co. siijiplied

nearly $2,500,000 to its Tombstone subsidiary in addi-

tion to funds realized by the sale of l)()nds before it came

to the end of its resources. Then, with $1,670,000 of its

notes protested, and water again in command of the

situation, the collateral seeiii-ity for these notes was sold

at auction. This caused the downfall of the Develop-

ment Company of America. Years of litigation ensued

and the town of Tombstone, with its wide streets, large

bu.sine.ss-houses, and neat residences, declined to a popu-

lation of a few hundred. Finally the mines w'cre offered

at bankruptcy sale. On June 2;{. 1914. when the trustee.

Col. A. L. Grow, asked for bids on the property, a pro-

found silence prevailed until in the midst of the large

crowd a voice called out, "I bid .$500,000." This was

Walter Douglas, of the Phelps-Dodge interests, to whom
the property was sold. Work was started by Phelps,

Dodge & Co. in July 1914. Prospecting proceeded in

the upper levels, houses were built, and pumping ma-

chinery installed. Dr. Emil Grebe was put in charge;

he had lieen a.s.so(iated with the geological and engineer-

ing division of the Copper Queen for years. His slogan

seems to be 'Make haste slowly.' for the work is going

on consistently and with a constantly increasing nnmher

of employees. Four hundred men are now employed,

and ore valued at $4 per ton is to be treated. Tomh-

stone has come back.

The chief sources of accidents in Rand mines in 1914

were as follows

:

Separate Persons

accidents. Killed. Injured.

Explosives 188 14C 167

Falls of rock 451 204 371

Traveling in shafts 61 38 27

Machinery 114 19 95

Various (surface) 193 27 168

Various (underground ) 982 174 887

Total 1989 608 1715
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@7 Sdwraffd M. '^weh.smsi*

INTRODUCTORY. The usual milling process along

the Mother Lode in Amador county, briefly stated, is

(1) to screen the run-of-mine ore on grizzlies at the

head-frame; (2) reduce the coarse ore in a jaw or gyra-

tory crusher; (3) tram the fine from the grizzlies and
the product from the ciiisher to the mill-bins; (4) feed

the mixed crushed and fine ore to stamp-batteries, where
it is crushed to pass a screen of about 20-mesh (mer-

cury is usually added in the mortar to amalgamate the

free gold, but no inside plates are used) ; (5) pass the

of San Francisco. I found the plant operating prac-

tically as he described it.

A gyratory crusher at the shaft takes the run-of-mine
ore, coarse-crushes it and delivers it to a series of belt-

conveyors which deposit it in the mill-bins< from these

it goes to 30 stamps and is crushed through a coarse

screen at the rate of 300 to 350 tons per day. The
stamp product is split by cone classifiers, the coarse is

ground in two Hardinge mills and, uniting with the

overflow of the cone-classifiers, passes over amalgamating

THE KENNEDY SHAFT, 100-ST.\MP MILL, AND TAILING-DISPOSAL n.ANT.

pulp over outside amalgamating plates, which catch
the amalgam discharged from the l)attery and any pos-

sible free gold; (6) concentrate the sulphides on van-
ners; (7) sack and ship the concentrate to sjnelters.

A review of the 'Metallurgy of the California Mother
Lode' was given by M. W. von Bemewitz in the Mining
AND Scientific Press of January 3, 1914, covering the
process in use at that time at each mill. The present
article covers the changes that have occurred since Mr.
von Bemewitz wrote. E. S. Pettis has al.so written
on this subject in the issue of September 18. 1915.
The Plymouth Consolidated, five miles north of

Amador City, is operating the northernmost active mine
on the Mother Lode in Amador county. A new mill

was erected during 1914 and was described in the Press
of October 31, 1914, by the designer, Gelasio Caetani

Mining engineer, 2227 Ward St.. Berkeley, California.

plates. The pulp is then chissified, the overflow is treated

on 30 vanners and the bottom product is concentrated
on two Wilfley tables and their middlings are i-eturned

to the Hardinge mills to be re-ground. Mr. Caetani

gave a flow-sheet and a detail discussion of the operations

in his paper.

The characteristic features of the plant are: (1) the

use of the belt-conveyors to carry the crushed ore from
the shaft to the mill ; elsewhere in this district the ore

is moved in cars by man or by mule power; (2) the

use of stamps as an intermediate crusher to prepai-e the

ore for the IIardiiig(> mills and tlie omission of amal-

gamation in tlie batteries; (3) the use of ela.ssifiers to

remove the coarse sand and deliver a uniform pulp to

the vanners. Tlie concentrate is shoveled from the bo.xes

at the vanners into an iron car. At tlie .sacking-room,

the concentrate is settled in this car bv rmining it over
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an airliuinini-r stopin^-drill. sltuidiiit; v<-rlifiilly in ii

pit botwecn tlu- mils uiul arniii^fd to liainiiii-r iiKiii»st

till' lioavy pliitf on the lKittt)in of tlip oar. Tlio tattoo

settles the concontrato and i-nusM's tlic wiidr to rise to

the top. wlu'nee it is rt'iuovi-d.

TiiK Kkkmont Mink, about two niilfs north of Amador

City, is the next mine south of Plymoutli. Thf iiiillinj?

follows the usual practice of the district, but the

tailing fmm the vamicrs is rc-trcati'd in a separate plant

operated by W. K. Harrow and P. T. lijunbric. The

Tailing fhom Fremont Mi/I.
\

Hydraulic Cone Oassifiers

BottomSand Overflow.

Tube Mill.

SandWheel

Classifier.

Bottom Sand. Over flow

r
T

Rotary Concentrators.

Fbns coveredwithroofing
paintedar?dsanded

Concentrate. Tailing.

Lime.
1

—

ffotary Concentrators.

Fbins covered with felt.

Concentrate. Tailing to waste

Pachuca Tank.

filled: Overflow usedtbr wash wateron Cdncentrators

/iaitated: tVithairandKCy solution introduced

simultaneously

.

Settled: Decanted

Solutions.

F/ltered

7inc Boxes

.

Sand:
Re-agitated witfi KCy solution

.

Washed;d/scharged to waste.

Cola precipitate

Fig. 1.

principle of their process is shown in the flow-sheet,

Fig. 1.

The tube-mill for grinding the coarse portion of the

tailing was being installed at the time of my visit and

was not an active part of the process, the plant was

running with the bottom product of a thickening cone

going directly to the first pair of 'rotary' concentrators.

These concentrators consist of tiers of slightly inclined

pans held by radial arms from a central shaft. The

number of pans in one tier depends on the diameter of

the machine, each machine ha^-ing 10 tiers. The pans

are approximately 2 ft. wide by 6 to 8 ft. long, they

are ri^iiily attailied to liie shaft and Hlope outwiird.

The shaft with the attached pans revoivcK slowly; the

pulp is fed to the pans during' a halfrevohition ; the

siuid collecting' on their snrfai'e is washed willi elemi

water during a ijinirter i-evuhition, and the eoneentrale

is washed otT during' the reiiiJiiiider of the I'evohilicin.

The tailing and the emieenl i-nli' fall on a eeiiietil lloni'.

wiiieh is so sloped that i'»c-li runs to appropriate chan-

nels. The pans on the lii-st |)air of inaeliines are covered

with asphalt roo(ing-pai)er, which is i)ainled an<l sanded ;

those on the second i)air of tiiachincs are envcred with

felt, which catches the coarse sand that escapes tin-

trays on the first machines. Tlie niiiltailinK is said to

carry gi>ld amounting to iilioiit 50 cents per ton and

the concentration system builds this up to $r) to $10

per ton. The gold is extracted by cyanidation.

TiiK RrNKKH llii.i. C'ONSoi-iPATKi) is Wdi-king lesH than

a mile north of Anmdor (.'ity. The milling is in accord

with local practice. The tailing from the mill goes to

a re-treating plant, run by Wv. Darrow. at which the

process is said to be different from that used in treating

the Fremont tailing; I did not visit it.

The Origin.ai, A.m.\dor Consolirated is operating at

Amador fity. The old mill was described by Mr. von

Bcmewitz in the article previously mentioned, in which

he noted that the mill was handling !)0 tons of ore per

day. The mill was rc-modeled in the spring of 1915;

the new process of milling was briefl.v descrilied in the

Mixing and Scientific Pres.s of June 19, 1915, and

a complete description with flow-sheet was given by

the superintendent. T. S. O'Brien, in the Engineering

and Mining Journal of August 14, 1915.

The crushed ore is screened in four trommels with

§-in. openings; the oversize goes to 20 .stamps, which

discharge thro>i}ili } to l-'m. openings, depending on

the hardness of the ore. (The fine screen is used with

the harder ore so as not to overload the Hardinge mills

which follow.) The fine ore from the trommels and

the discharge from the stamps is cla.ssificd in two Dorr

machines; the coarse sand goes to two Hardinge mills

with amalgamating drums attached to their discharge;

the ground pulp pa.sses over amalgamating plates to two

hydraulic cla.ssifiers with three spigots each
;
the product

of each of the six spigots goes to a separate double-

decked table made by the Deister Concentrator Co. ;
the

various concentrates are passed over amalgamating

plates, de-watered, and transferred to the cyanide plant

for further treatment. The overflow from the two

Dorr clas.sifiers and from the two hydraulic classifiers

below the Hardinge mills goes to a thickening-tank, thi'

overflow of which is used for mill-water and the thick

pulp passes to four double-decked Deister slime-tables

and their concentrates are united with those from the

other tables for cyanide treatment.

The advantage of using some other type of crusher

than stamps for the intermediate crushing was apparent,

and later I learned that the management proposed to

do so. The cyanide plant is described in Mr. O'Brien's

article but was not visited by me. The re-modeled mill
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is expected to handle 300 tons of ore per day. The
20 stamps are the same as in the old mill where only

90 tons of ore was crushed per day.

The Keystoxe Mine is also situated at Amador City.

The run-of-miue ore is dumped on a grizzly ; the under-

size is treated at the 'old mill' by 20 light stamps; the

oversize is crushed in a gyratory crusher and is treated

in the 'new mill' by 20 heavy stamps. In both mills,

the stamps are followed by amalgamation and the col-

lection of the sulphides on vanners, as is usual in tins

district.

The Central Eureka is the next active mine to

the south, along the Mother Lode. It is about midway
between Sutter creek and Martell. The mill has 40

stamps and 16 vanners, but only half of the equipment
is in use. The process is the one customary in this

district. The tailing from the mill is carried across

is being used to raise water by means of two tanks

working in balance; it is equipped with flat ropes. The
mill is idle.

The Kennedy is over the hill to the south of the

Oneida or about f of a mile from Martell and near the

road to Jackson. The mill is situated near the East

shaft, which is the main opening. It has 100 .stamps

and the process is the usual one. The tailing is carried

across the valley by a flume and then is raised by four

sand-wheels in series until it passes over the ridge to a

ravine to be impounded; see photograph. The wheels

are each housed in a separate building; I estimated them
to be 60 ft. in diameter and to have a net lift of about

45 ft. each. The canvas plant mentioned by Mr. von

Bernewitz is idle and apparently abandoned. The
sulphide concentrate from the vanners is chlorinated

in a separate plant, as noted by Mr. von Bernewitz.

THK ARGONAUT MAIN SHAIT.

the main road in a flume on a high trestle and
impounded in a ravine where it cannot get into tiie

streams.

TuE South Eureka property lies a little farther south.

The milling process is the usual one but the mill is

divided into four units of 20 stamps each and their

product goes to 12 Frue vanners (each battery supply-
ing three vanners) and each unit of the mill is driven
by a .50-hp. motor placed in a separate room back of
tlie ore-bins. The arrangement of the driving machinery
and the launders is unusually neat. The mill is well
lighted with skylight, is roomy and orderly and pre-
sents a pleasing appearance. The tailing is conducted
by a flume through the top of an adjacent hill and
impounded in a ravine beyond.
The Oneida Mine is situated a little east of Martell;

it belongs to the South Eureka ]\Iining Co. The work-
ings of the two mines are connected. The Oneida hoist

The Argonaut plant is distributed on both sides oi'

the road leading from Martell to Jackson; see above.

The milling process is the usual one, with rock-crushers,

stamps, plates, and vanners. The tailing from the van-
ners is classified, the bottom sand goes to the pond, the

overflow is concentrated on a Darrow rotary concen-

trator about 20 ft. in diameter. The concentrate from
this is further concentrated on three vanners. The sul-

phides collected in this way from the mill-tailing are

very fine and the amount appears to be small.

The Zeila Mine to the south-east of Jackson, idle for

some time, is now being re-opened by the Kennedy
Mining & Milling Company.

Am.vdor county ill 1914 had 23 mines producing

630,993 short tons of ore from which !t;3,0S2,002 in gold

was recovered, an average of $4.87 per ton. Silver con-

tent averaged only 2i cents per ton.
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.By Im S. Austin

TllK I'Kiicfniriitor iMiitaiiis ."^ iimt.s, ciicli ot" 200(t

tons daily capacity, iii two l.uiliiiiijjrs. with a

power-house between. The power-house, witli its

oiigiiii'S juid Iwilors, is no h)ngor in operation, steam

having been suppUmted by eh-etrieity. so that individual

oiotor-drives jvre eoinnion tliroughout the mill.

From the Anaeonda elassifiers down, the mill is being

altered tor flotation. Above, the system consists of

graded crushing with jig concentration for the removal

of coarse concentrates, and a tailing that is progressively

crushed, no part of the tailing being wasted, but all of it

finally re-crushed for flotation. In the process of con-

centrating of 2000 tons. 500 tons is removed as coarse

concentrate, including all over IJ mm. and 400 tons

overflow, leaving 1100 tons for re-crushing.

Beginning now with the second-class or run-of-mine

ore: this comes by the train-load in hopper-bottom cars.

just now at the rate of 13,000 tons daily. One car in ten

is dropped into hopper-bottom bins at the sampling-

mill, where it is crushed coarsely and raised by a big

elevator to an overhead belt-conveyor, whence it joins

the nine cars that have been directly distributed into

the ore-supply bins as indicated on the flow-sheet.

Fig. 2.

From the ore-bin a chute with regulating slide de-

livers onto the perforated feed-shoes, these taking out

fine of less than 2-in. size, while a 12 by 24-iu. Blake

crusher breaks the coarse lumps. These go to 2-in. trom-

mels, the oversize from which is crushed, and then pass-

ing over a trommel having inch-holes. This furnishes a

product between 2 and 1 in. diameter for a couple of

two-compartment Ilartz jigs. These jneld per day 20

tons of coarse concentrate, 665 tons of middling, and a

fine-hutch product of.15 tons going to Hancock jigs in

the Mig division.' It is the middling that chiefly

concerns us; this, after passing over a dew^atering

screen, is crushed in 5-t by 24-in. rolls to yield an under-

size for the already mentioned 1-in. round-hole trommel.

Here then we have a total product of 2520 tons (more

than the original ore) all of which must be screened

through four trommels having f-in. holes. These trom-

mels yield an oversize of 800 tons, being all between 1 in.

and f size, for the fine Hartz jigs and an undersize of

1720 tons now going to eight trommels having slotted

holes of li by 12 mm. It is the 1020 tons oversize,

namely, all between f in. and li mm. that is treated on

the Hancock jigs while the undersize. some 700 tons.

goes to the Anaeonda classifiers. The Hancock jigs give

185 tons of concentrate, a quantity of middling to be re-

turned to the machine but principally a middling product

of 1050 tons. This is dewatered and raised to trommels

having U by 12 nnii. slots, yielding an limier.si/e suited

to the cla.ssiliers, and an oversi/.e of no less tlian 210(1

tons in weight, all of which must be crushed in tlic 54

by 24-in. rolls until line enough to go to the classifiers.

Let us now go Imek to the line llartz jigs, which had

taken a i)roduct 1 to g inch in si/.e. These jigs yield 45

tons of concentrate; 200 tons of a hut('h-product sent

to the Hiuicock jigs, and finally 550 tons of a middling,

which, after dewatering, is crushed by 54 by 24-in. rolls,

returned to the 1-in. round-hole trommel to travel

through the system largely by way of the Hancock jigs.

Finally, at the classifiers, we note that the Wilfley

tables, provided with Butchart riffles, remove what con-

centrate they can, some 250 tons that settles in tiic de-

watering bins, situated, as may be seen on the general

plan, immediately lielow and adjoining the concentrator,

and where the other concentrates are unwatered and

stored. It is the middling (really tailing) from these

tables, some 1100 tons daily, that pa.sses to the flotation

system.

One may notice, by the rounded appearance of the

coarse concentrate, that it has been subjected to much
wear in the operations of crushing, elevating, and jig-

ging. It is sad to think what would happen were the

slime, consequent upon this wear, turned over to the

tender mercies of w-ater concentration. Oil flotation is

indeed its guardian angel.

In 1906, I find by mj' notes that the output per sec-

tion was 900 tons. As above stated, it has risen to 2000

tons. This is due in part to the speeding up of the

machines, in part to the replacement of 42x1 5-in. rolls

by those of 54.\24-in. face.

The treatment of the sand from the Wilfley tables by

flotation is described herewith.

Slime Treatment at the Kound-Table Plant

The overflow from the Anaconda classifier in the mid-

dling division of the concentrator still retained 2 to

2.5% copper, but owing to its fineness (approximating

200-mesh) and to the accompanying colloids, it could

not be practically treated by the water-concentration

method then employed. Accordingly, in despair it was

run to waste, being impounded in slime-ponds on the

flat below the works for future possible recovery.

Of all the tables used in the treatment of slime the

round table, in which the pulp is spread out in a film

and then washed to remove its gangue, has been the most

successful. But to treat the large quantity of slime

made in this plant it was necessarj' to use a more com-

pact machine than a singledeck or even a quadruiilc-

deck table. This was accomplished by the u.se of U\i-
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2l>-il«<'k iiuK'liiiifs. tlic ili'fks lu'iriK IS ft. diaiii. Ilin'. in

H iuoiit>rHti> sized luiildiii);, foiiM he iimljillfd -0 of those

iiiarliiiii's or 4(M) lUn-ks in idl. atTonliiiK u iiiiiti-il an-ii

equal to two acres.

The overflow l"r»>m the Aiiacoiula ehissi tiers liiis been

thinned to 29r solitls. due to the use of the hiiidered-

settliiit; water, so tiiat it must he tliiekeiieii Ix'tore treat-

ment on tile round tahles. This is done at the Dorr

thiekener phint (see the ^nentl map. Fig. 1). The

plant eontains \iiO thiekener tanks, eaeli 2S ft. diam.

by 3 ft. higli. To place so manv tanks in a build-

ing of reasonable size it was neee.ssary to j)ile them

in tiers four high, each taking its share of the flow from

all the mill luid giving a thiekened inidortlow of 10%
solids suited to round-table work, while from the peri-

pheral overflow launder the nearly clear water runs to

waste.

Fig. 4 shows in elevation the round table building.

275 ft. by 57 ft. in area, which receives its feed from the

Dorr thiekener division. This, delivered to a revolving

general distributer at the top of the building, is dis-

tributed equally to each of the 20 machines. A similar.

ImiI stiialler. distriiiwter delivers iM|mill> lo eacjl of llie

2(1 ileeks of each machine.

The patented diHtributer is tpiite siMi|>li' and efTcclive.

It consists of a circ\dar Irougli divided by 20 radial

partitions, each partition taking olV iiy pipe to one of

the 20 machines. The whole launder-fiow to tho ]>lant

discbargi's into ilic bi'iit distribiil iiig pipe i-evolving on

its axis and s|)illing into the cells of the annular trough

as it revolves. Kach 20-deck machine has a similar dis-

tributer, also .shown in Fig. 5.

The 20-deck machinir has no cenlral shaft, but is

carried by eight wheels that travel smoothly ii|>iin

the circidar Irai'k. Sini'c no central shaft, is needed,

a cenlral cin-iilar o|ieiiing of 4 ft. diamet<'r is left

through each deck. I'p and down llirough them the

operator <'aii ea.sily move in order to inspect and regu-

late the flow of wash-water. The; lad(l(;r is a square

frame with transverse bars for steps and the 20 flows, as

well as the clear water, are carried down to the indi-

vidual decks just outside the ladder-frame. The space

is also illuminated by electric light.

The products from the tables are three, each delivcretl

II i< ;

-JJ. iLX. ^
G^jm±

Ta,/.na launder gj ''^Mlings launder

A ^Concentrate launder

Drain far round tabepits

LjJ U.

Fig. 4. bocxd-table pl.\xt.
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Pifi. 6. HARDIXGE MILLS. BEGRIXDIXG DIVISIOX

Fig. 7. Oliver filters, the canv.vs ulter-ci.oth ii.\.s not been pit ox the xearejst filteb-i
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li> ii.s iiwn hiiiiiiirr, iiniuely, i-i>iii'i'nli-iili'. luiildlili^. aiid

tiiiliiii;. The I'oiicnilratf is run outside tlic liuildin^ to

a sottlintr-tniik. the nuddliiig product is |>uin]H>il to the

tVt'd-lauiitli-r. tlu' tniliiip descends by lauudfr to the

sliino-poiid, whore it is itt present impounded in the

hope that it may, some day. pay to rr-tn>at by flotation.

The lu'ads or feed to the tables eontain 2'', eoi'i'i-r,

the coneentnite 7.2ri''i with ofi'J insohibh', the tiiiliuK

1% copper, wpiivalent to a recovery of r)3%.

For jiartieuhirs of the 20-ih>ek round-tnbh\ see paper

liy Messi-s. Laist and Wijruin. Trans. A. 1. M. K.. \'til.

XI.IX. page 470.

Capacity oftacfi eomparfman*
atxxjf I Cubic net ,

Fig. ROUSD-TABLE DISTBIBUTEB.

The FLOTATION' I'LANT occupies the lower part of the

concentrator building, which is being dismantled, unit

by unit, and the space thus cleared being replaced by

machines for re-grinding and making flotation concen-

trate.

Adjoining the Dorr thickener plant (see general plan,

Fig. 1) is the concentrate-dewatering plant and the

Oliver filters, all parts of the flotation system.

In brief, the process consists in finely grinding the

concentrator-tailing, adding oil and acid to the pulp,

agitating this mechanically (finally with the aid of air),

skimming the mineral-bearing froth produced (this

being the concentrate), settling it out in Dorr thickeners,

and from them removing the thickened underflow for

filtration by the Oliver filters. The resultant product,

still retaining; Id'i niniNliiii' and iiiiitainin^ (i' , loppei',

is s«'nt to till- smeller.

On the riKlit-hand bay of ilie iiiidilliM^' division'

of the eoneentrator are leu Tfl. .\naiMinila ila.ssitiers.

whieii lake I lie screened unih-i'si/.e fi-oiii Iromnicls of 12

liv !..'> mm. opening (Fig. 2). Tiiis is really llii- colleeted

lailin^r from all the waler-eoneeiilralioii operations. Il

aniounls to l.T.'iO Ions, Ihe 2r)(l tons oiil of llie 20(10 tons

eapaeity having been already removed as eoarsc roncen-

trate. ('la.ssilieation gives two produi'is, a slime nvrflow

of 400 Ions of -200 mesh and a spigi)t-(liseluir^r<- "f l:i.'iO

tons, which would iix-luclc all sizes liitwccii l.'i min. and

-(-200 mesh, and is nearly slniiefree. Tlie (i\crt!ip\v is

now treated on round tables, but these will be eventually

discarded in favor of flotation. The spigot -discharge

pa.s.ses to Wilfley tables jjrovided with the curved

Hutchart rifili'S and these take out 2r)0 tons of concen-

trate, jeaxinj.' 1100 tons of so-called middling.

It is this miildlintr prn<luct that lias to hi' finely gi'ound

either in tube-mills or in Ilardinge mills. These are

situated in the 're-grinding division.' (Fig. 6.) One unit

is .sui)|)lied with tube-mills. 8 ft. diam. by 12 ft. long;

the other units are to have each six Ilardinge mills. 10

ft. diam. with the cylindrical part 4 ft. long and 11 ft.

between bearings. The middling product of the Wilfley

tallies flows by launder directly to these mills.

Alongside and parallel with each mill is a Dorr classi-

fier of the rake type, which receives the flow from the

mill, returning the coarser sand for re-grinding, while

the classifier-overflow, now sufficiently fine, passes to

the agitators. It is a inixture of sizes, mostly below

60-mesh, experience indicating that it is fine enough

to have released most of the imlndcd frrains of cop-

per sulphides. This mixture of sizes down to the

finest is regarded as being better than one in which the

grains are uniform. It is held that the fine particles fill

in spaces between grain and grain, so ihcrea.siiig the film

attraction. To each mill is fed a small amount of wood

creosote (^ lb, per ton), and this is ground into the

sand as it pa.s.ses through the mill, A mineral particle,

at the instant of fracture, and before it can be in any

w'ay oxidized, may be at once filmed with creosote, the

oil thus choosing the favorable instant when the freshly-

broken na.scent surface can receive it. At any rate it

has been practically found that this homeopathic dose

aids in the subsequent agitation. For grinding, not

only pebbles hut iron and steel balls have been tried.

Local pebbles and those from the Pacific coast have been

tested, but the imported selected Dani.sh pebbles have

proved to be the most satisfactory in .spite of their price.

Pebbles of a flattened spheroidal form do not la.st, .since

they wear thin and eventually break in two.

The Jeffrey Co. is furnishing a cast manganoid ball

of 1 to 3 in. diam. that serves quite well. It is made

from any scrap ca.st-iron, to which has been added ferro-

manganese to bring mininuim content to \.^% Mn. Cast

in a sand mold, if perchance venting is omitted, then a

bubble forms on the top of the sphere, and when the

thin' scale over the bubble breaks, the remaining de-

pression slowly wears in cup shape. Manganese-steel
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balls have also been tried, and owing to their toughness,

they are quite durable. As between the various metal

balls it is a question of price, or of cost per jxjund per

ton treated. Metal balls as compared with pebbles strike

more eifective blows. The metal liner is another feature

that is being tried. These are of the ribbed type bolted

to the shell of the mill. Between the ribs the pebbles or

balls are expected to lodge, thus protecting the liners

from wear. A type of liner, now being introduced, con-

sists of pieces of 4 to 6 in. long, sawn from 60-pound

rails. The cutting of the rails is done with a rapidly-

revolving cold saw, which will sever a piece in a few
seconds. These pieces are packed on end against the

shell of the mill and the intei'stices filled with cement
mortar.

In tlie tube-mill, at the discharge end, is placed a per-

forated-plate diaphragm to hold back the pebbles from
discharging. In the Hardinge mill, which has no such

diaphragm, by reason of selective action, small pebbles

(perhaps only sand) escape. Any such pieces, of course,

are returned to the feed-end by the Dorr classifier.

Turning to the flow-sheet, it will be seen that the

'flotation division' consists of four Minerals Separa-

tion agitators, each of 350 tons capacity. Two ma-

chines are placed back to back ; the other two are single.

Each machine has 14 divisions where the re-ground pulp

is treated in series. The Dorr classifier overflow is

brought by a distributing launder to the heads of the

four machines, a deflector sei-ving to cut oixt what is

needed at each. The pulp, with the addition of 5.5 11).

of 52°B. acid and 2.5 lb. of mineral-oil residue (sludge

from the oil-refinery) is agitated in the compartment in

series from No. 1 to No. 14. There results at each com-

partment a froth that is scraped into a launder, while

the unafl'ected tailing is drawn off at the bottom, to

enter the feed division of the next compartment. The
supply to any compartment is regulated by a flap-valve

actuated by a rod with a screwed end and a hand-wheel

at the front of the machine.

Referring to the flow-sheet, it will be seen that the

darker finished concentrate from the first three boxes

or compartments of the M. S. agitators is ready to send

away, that the rich middling from boxes No. 4 to 9, in-

clusive, goes to the Callow machines for further treat-

ment, that the product from boxes No. 10 to 14 (the dirty

middling) is to go through the M. S. agitator again, and
that the final clean tailing, the spigot-discharge, now con-

taining 0.10 to 0.12% copper can be sent to waste.

The Callow machine aerates the rich middling from
the M. S. machines, giving a mass of froth that joins

the other concentrate, but the tailing cannot be sent to

waste, and this goes l)ack to the primary machine to

again go through it in series.

We see then that the M. S. machines give a clean

tailing, the Callow machines a clean concentrate. The
two machines work in a closed circuit except that there
is a point of escape for the tailing in the first one. The
Callow machine may be regarded as affecting a further
saving of conc-ntrate due to aeration, such as the pri-

mary machine will not give.

"We now come to the question of how this final bulky

and light product is to be collected and brought into

solid form for smelting. This is effected at the concen-

trate-dewatering plant (see the general plan of the

works) where are are six 50-ft. Dorr thickening tanks,

each 14 ft. high.

In studying the flotation methods of this establishment

one must be careful to not become confused by the two

buildings interposed between the concentrator and the

concentrate-dewatering plant. These two are devoted to

other purposes independent of our present study.

If Dorr thickeners of the ordinary type were ns6d, the

frothed material, falling at the centre of the tank, would

float across to the overflow-launder that encircles the edge

of the tank and would be lost in part. To prevent this,

a frame 16 ft. square and about 4 ft. high, surrounds

the centre, its lower edge dipping into the liquid. This

holds back much of the froth. Another diving-board

encircles the tank two feet within its edge, also tending

to hold back the bulky product while permitting the

water to escape at the circular overflow-launder. The
froth thickens, gets heavier by standing, and eventually

sinks. One may note, though, that it sometimes mis-

behaves and manages to climb under the skimming edges

into the overflow-launder, causing some loss. How to

more speedily thicken the material is a practical ques-

tion. In a vacuum-pan I have seen the contents, when
they happen to foam, beaten down by the sudden admis-

sion of some air, which at the same time breaks the

vacuum.

The pulp has now sunk beneath the water and has

been ploughed by the bladed arms of the thickeners,

to the centre, to be discharged thence as a thickened

product by launder to the Oliver filter-machine. (Fig. 7.)

An addition of 125 lb. of quicklime per shift is made
here. It flows inside the filter-drum, thence finding its

way beneath to the hopper of the machine, where it is kept

stirred hy an agitator. The reader will remember that

this type of machine draws its supply of pulp from the

bath of pulp beneath, sucking it against the exterior

filter-surface of the revolving drum. By the time the

filter-surface begins to rise above the bath it has been

coated with a layer of material an inch thick, and this is

being sucked drier as the revolution continues. It is

not necessary, as in cyanide practice, to wash the layer,

since the object in this case is merely to remove the

water. "When the product has been scraped off on the

discharge side, not more than 10% of moisture is

left. The moist concentrate of the machine falls upon
a conveying-belt to be taken away by hopper-bottom

cars to the smelter.

American rock-drills were employed recently in

driving two tunnels in Tuscany, Italy. American air-

compres.sors were also used. It will be recalled that

power rock-drills were first introduced in America for

driving the Hoosac tunnel in Massachusetts, in conse-

quence of the results attained with similar machines in

the driving of the ]\font Cenis tunnel in the Alps. Then

they were introduced in the mines of Colorado.
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By A. W. AUan

Cl.AV is iiuiispi-iisahlo in brii-k iiiul potliiy iiiaiiu-

'.utnn>, wliilo in llif tivnfnuMit of oro it is geniT-

ally a niiisani-o. Some i-lays in on>s arc not

troublosonie. but others greatly himior filtration. In

»>nio fasi's st'ttloniont and (ii'watcrinfj of slinu' is only

possible in liiphly alkaline or aeid solutions. Old slime

allows di*eoinposition of pyritie and other minerals asso-

eiated with elay. resulting in deercasod eifieieney of the

eyanide solution.

There is a distiuet difference between eolloidal and

uon-eolloidal elay. the former beinir undesirable when

treating ore. The weathering of elay has a marked

effect on the physical properties of the mineral. Original

clay is praetieally non-absorbent, but the weathered

material is highly absorbent.

In its non-eoUoidal state it is completely unpla.stie.

whereas after decomposition it becomes highly plastic

and capable of intricate manipulation. These alterations

during weathering are fully utilized in the ceramic in-

dustry-, where pla.stieity is, at times, of considerable im-

portance in the manufacture of chinaware. The reten-

tive or absoi-ption powers of certain clays is well known.

Adsorption has been defined as the power that clay pos-

sesses of removing, from solutions, substances with which

it is in contact.

The adsorption of metallic gold is an improbability

when consideration is paid to the fact that the gold-

potassiuni-eyanide compound is dissociated in the pres-

ence of water into K ions and AuCN, ions. If the latter

act as electrol>-tes by which gold is deposited in placcof

calcium, then the action is the result of milling in gold-

bearing cyanide solution in place of alkaline water; and
may be suggested as an explanation to account for the

experience of J. "W. Hutehin.son.-r borne out by myself

and others, that treatment, after crushing in cj-anide

solution, necessitates a longer time for the recovery of

the gold than required when the ore is crushed in water

and given a preliminary alkaline treatment. It is also

interesting to note that the problem of clarification of

solutions after milling-in-eyanide is invariably obtrusive.

whereas after milling-in-water trouble is seldom experi-

enced in this direction. In other words, the electrolytic

value of gold-bearing cyanide solution is inferior to that

of lime water; and when once the slime particles are

charged with the former no addition of lime will ma-
terially hasten coagulation.

A further, and perfectly reasonable assumption may
be made, that the gold in the finest condition and as,so-

eiated with the ore may be in the colloidal state. Any
*Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Mining

and Metallurgy, London. December 16, 1915.

jE. ii il. ./.. July. 1912.

elay may ai'tiialiy alisurli gold rillnr iiiiiiiij.r '«' jiI'Iit llie

proees.s of water absorption. Mai-shail and WelkerJ

have shown that eolloidal aluminum hydroxide in the

form of a thin .ielly is eajjable of completely absorbing

gold from it.s colloidal solution. This aspect of gold

absorption may not need more than jjiinsing mention,

although it may have a greater bearing on gold reeovery

processes than we are inelineil to admit at present.

In the selective absorptive (|ualities of clay it is more

than likely that gold and silver compounds are absorbcil

into the structure of the colloid. Their complete re-

covery may be either impo.ssible or impraeticahle.

Theories regarding dissolved and >nidis.solvcd gold and

silver may have to be modified. ^letals that cannot be

rapidly washed from eolloidal elay may not necessarily

be undi.s.solved ; it is very likely that they were partly

dis.solved and later absorbed. Experiments have proved

this. When colloidal elay in emulsified form is milled

in lime-water, the colloid a.s.sumes a temporary equi-

librium as far as absorption of water and salts of water

is concerned and absorption and adsorption have oc-

curred. Any further interchange of solution will then

be a matter of slow dialysis. Hence, when this clay sub-

stance comes into contact with cyanide solution, it may
be less likely to abstract the dissolved or undissolved

metals associated with the ore during the limited time

of agitation and treatment.

On the other hand, if a clayey ore is milled in an alka-

line cyanide-solution carrying gold, or into which gold

immediately dis.solves, there is no reason to assume that

the colloid will exhibit any selective action to the ex-

clusion of the gold compounds. Absorption efiuilibrium

will then be reached with a gold-bearing solution which

can only be displaced with difficulty, or not at all.

Colloids may })e divided into suspension colloids and

emulsion colloids. The former may be coagulated by

mechanical means; they possess marked electrical prop-

erties; they can be precipitated by very small (piaiitities

of electrolyte; and they possess little or no viscosity in

solution. In emulsion colloids, on the other hand, the

hydrosols show an absence of electrical phenomena; they

form viscous solutions ; and are not coagulated until the

concentration of the electrolyte in the solution is com-

paratively high. The common action of emulsoid clay

is probably one of absorption. Colloids may be liberated

during ore reduction, but not produced ; actual observa-

tion at the iliami mine, Arizona, proves this.

In wet processes of ore reduction, and when clay com-

pounds are milled and treated in a eyanide solution con-

taining gold, it would seem probable that an absorption

tJour. Amer. Chem. Soc, 1913.
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of such solution occurs in the honeycomb cells of the

colloid, and that subsequent displacement of this metal

must necessarily occupy a much longer time than did its

absoiiJtion. The absorption is due to direct imbibition,

but displacement under normal conditions is probably

due to a slow-acting osmotic pressure when the colloid

slime is surrounded with wash solution or water. It is

also probable that any absorptive equilibrium is only

temporai-y under such conditions, and that cell content

varies with the composition of the surrounding medium.

The question arises as to the relative merits of a slow

decantation as compared with a rapid filtration process

for the removal of the dissolved metal. It would seem

that a combination of the two, in the order stated, would

he the most efficient.

It is generally recognized among metallurgists that a

considerable time of contact is necessaiy in washing

operations with certain classes of ores; and that theo-

retical displacement figures do not hold good in practice.

From what has already been said, it is apparent that

time of wash should not always be based on estimates

of gold in solution which is apparently dissolved, as

compared with gold associated with the ore whicli is ap-

parently undis-solved. In practical work it is generally

found that, although the metal which has been dissolved

may be apparently replaced fairly rapidly by ordinary

means, a further abstraction of metal from ore occurs

after prolonged contact with wash solution. This fact

would furnish additional evidence that the gold solution

so recovered is, in part at least, being drawn from the

cells of the colloid slime, and not merely washed of¥ the

surfaces of the slime particles.

At some of the Kalgoorlie mines the value of pro-

longed washing in filtration treatment is not so obvious,

and comparatively short washes are given that abstract

a high proportion of recoverable gold from tlie ore. In

this instance it may be assumed that previovis roasting

treatment has, in some cases, destroyed the colloidal en-

velope, thus reducing the possibility of absorption to a

minimum.

It is obvious that the absorption by clay of bases in

solution must affect density of sp. gr. estimations ; and the

water may contain water of combination that should not

bt' destroyed. Such water is part of the ore. The hygro-

scopic moisture, on the other hand, must be completely

displaced. It is almost impossible to calculate a true

hygroscopic moisture percentage in unground rock, or

to estimate the actual quantity of dry ore in a large

sample with any degree of accuracy. The correction for

such moisture in ca.ses where the ore is automatically

weighed, or calculated from mine-car content, are often

at fault.

He emphasizes the ill-effects on the efficiency of ela.s-

sificatior and concentration processes when colloid clay

forms a constituent of the pulp. To this I agreed in

the same journal of July 19. 1913, on the benefits of de-

sliming prior to classification ; and also with tlie question
of the accretion of viscous clay on the sides of classifiers.

settlers, and similar apparatus. As a remedy in the case

of settling-apparatus, I drew attention to the benefits

arising from the general adoption of vertical-sided

settlei-s in place of those of the spitzkasten type ; and of

vertical-sided classifiers in place of cones. Both these

types of apparatus are arranged for the mechanical dis-

placement of settled solids.

The viscous nature of settled colloidal clay is suffi-

ciently obvious, and any comparative illustrations would

be superfluous. On the other hand, the rapid decrease in

the fluidity of a pulp, which results from the inclusion

of clay in suspension, is considerable. A recent experi-

ence in connection with the settling of clay pulp may be

of interest to others as it was of anxiety to me at the

time. In this instance the amount of clay passing

through the mill delivered intimately associated with

the ore, and also in the form of pellets and balls of

plastic and highly decomposed material, on more than

one occasion caused an overload of the settling plant.

The result was that the thickening efficiency of the

settlers decreased as the amount of colloid material in-

creased, and as soon as the fine slime commenced to over-

flow from the thickener, practically all the de-watering

had stopped. The underflow then contained almost as

much water content as the feed into the thickeners.

A further effect of the viscosity of tlie pulp was then

noticeable. Classification became completely disorgan-

ized, and the fine sand escaping from the grinding plant

was so buoyed up by the \'iscosity of the pulp that it

traversed the radius of the settling tanks with apparent

ease, and overflowed at the edges.

Examination of the clay pulp showed that tlie par-

ticles were in the gel form ; that no addition or reduction

in the amount of lime added had any appreciable effect

in hastening settlement; and that the failure to settle

was due to the preponderance and accumulation of this

material which had absorbed large quantities of water

and swelled accordingly. Although the clay entered the

plant as unavoidable waste, it left on the residue car-

rying gold from which it could not be dissociated with

ordinary washing methods.

In conclusion it may be said that

:

1. The paper has been compiled to explain several

points that have obtruded themselves from time to time

in practical work. These include: (a) the fact that a

complete extraction of gold from even the finest slime

is impracticable; (6) the difficulty in the treatment of

clay ores, as well as of ores with which clay is associated ;

(c) the fact that the cyanidation of accumulated clay

slime often results in a lower extraction than would

have been the ease had it been treated direct from the

battery; and (d) the fact that the milling of clayey

ore in a gold-bearing cyanide solution invariably neces-

sitates a longer time for treatment, and results in a

higher residual metal content than would have been the

case had it been milled in alkaline water.

2. The facts adduced indicate the highly absorptive

properties of colloidal over non-colloidal clay, and show

the powers which clays possess of retaining liquids and

dissolved salts.
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By P. B. McDonald

TllK iiiaitt r of drill-stool sliaiiks is not cU'arly iituiiT-

stiHul by ninny niini'-snpt'rinlonilcnts. partii'iilarly

as applying to steel for the increasinply popular

mi'unted iinnnner-drill type of drills. Olnionsly it is not

possible to ust> the same sort of ehuek with a haniiner-drill

as is employed in a piston-drill, beenuse the pounding by

the hammer on a steel that is rigidly held wouUl only

waste the effort. The so-ealled 'standard Lcyner drill-

steel' is IJ or IJ-ineh round steel ; eaeh drill-steel has two

lugs on its shank, as shown in Fig 1. These lugs, when

the steel is shoved into the drill-ehuek and given a fra<-

tional turn. ser\e to hold the steel in the chuck, both to

facilitate rotation and in order that, if the steel gets

Iv .M. Weston, in (ii.scu.s,sing Smilii Afrii'an drilling

practice in the Miiiiiuj Miiga:iii<-, stated that "the whole

theorj' of the design of rock-drill bits as formerly ex-

pounded is wrong. The point most insisted on has been

the necessity for allowing ample clearance between the

wings of the bit for the ejection of cuttings." That is

why the four-point cross-bit has been the standard for so

long. It is now being demonstrated that tiie four-]ioint

cross-bit is by no means so efficient as more blunt bits

properly designed to drill a rounder and moi'c even hole

while liolding their gauge to better advantage. Hollow

steel, as now used with hammer-drill.s. effects satisfactory

removal of the rnrk chippings fir mtid by forcing water or

^ Rcfdiusr=^
-3" >i

,1"
-1^^-'4->\
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Pig. 1. A DRH-L-SHAXK O.V BOUND STEEL FOB SIOU.NTEI) HAMMER- Dill I.LS. NOTE THE TWO I.LU.S.

stuck in the hole, the cranking back of the machine will

extricate the drill. But some superintendents do not

like these lugs, which, they say, are difficult for the black-

smith to make. To avoid the use of lugs on drill-steel for

a mounted hammer-drill, hexagon drill-steel can be em-

ployed to insure rotation, as with stoper or sinker drills;

this, however, necessitates a chuck somewhat different

from the regular Leyner type. If the steel gets jammed

in the hole, it is pulled out with a wrench ; a sinker-drill,

like the 'Jackhamer,' has a special 'puller' attached to

it. being an ostentatious feature of that machine.

Drill-steel ^rithout lugs is likely to get pushed too far

into the machine, injuring the efficiency by shortening

the stroke of the hammer. To obviate this a collar is

made on the steel, as shown in Fig 2. This limits the

distance that a steel can be pushed into the machine.

However, one of the best methods is to use a tappet or

anvil-block between the steel and the hammer of the ma-

chine; an additional advantage is that the anvil-block

saves the hammer from becoming battered against the

drill-steel.

air against the bottom of the hole. As Mr. Weston points

out, "the more we make the bit into the shape of a piston

with small openings for the escape of w-ater and cuttings,

the more violent will be the ejection of cuttings, which

are thus not pounded up at all, greatly increasing the

drilling speed," and again, "it is quite feasible to use

1^-in. steel with a hollow core of i-in. diameter, or

li-steel with f-in. hollow core, such that the rock in the

centre of the hole would be drilled around to (orm a core

and broken off in large pieces, reducing the cutting neces-

sarj'.
'

'

It does not require much perspicacity to see that the

ordinary four-point cross-bit with its comparatively

fragile edges soon dulls and wears away. This is where

the new blunt-looking bits, such as the H and Carr, show

to advantage. They hold their gauge much better than a

cross-bit while drilling as fast or faster. The special

feature of the design of the H-bit is its two parallel

cutting edges, as compared to the one edge of the Carr

bit. In the course of trials at the Gastineau mine, near

Juneau, Alaska, two mounted water-hammer drills
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secured to a siugle cross-bar were tried with an H-bit

of the luteruatioual High Speed Steel Co. in competition

with an ordinary cross-bit. The results showed a small

advantage in the actual speed of drilling of the H-bit

over the cross-bit, and a much greater advantage in not

fitchering in bad ground. Furthermore the blunt and
dull-looking H-bit did not require sharpening nearly so

often, one set of steel out-drilling and out-lasting two
sets of the cross-pointed steel. Variations of the chisel

types of bits have their advocates, on account of the

room allowed for the escape of mud. In reality the
< 'arr bit is of the blunt-chisel variety, while the H-bit

bit ; any method of reinforcing the peripheral edges,

while not impairing the cutting speed or impeding the

ejection of cuttings, is salutary, and represents the goal

as at present recognized.

j2

\^ 2"

ist:

-^ -T-T"
:.,t^

^ ll/\

Fig. 2. COLLARED HEXAGO^JAL STEEL.

may be called a double-chisel type. However, while the

simple chisel-bit may be effective in some rocks with

hammer-drills, it has definite limitations particularly

with piston-drills. That the introduction of improved
drill-bits is a matter of no small consequence is indicated

by a statement by James MacNaughton, general manager
for the Calumet & Heela Co.; he said, "the use of the

one-man drill and Carr bit resulted in an increased out-

put per miner equivalent to his total production of a few
years ago."

Regarding the so-called flat cross-bit—or low-centre

cross-bit, which soon wears to the same shape—that is,

h;..::^=i
'^^
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On th ul 'd ^'^uiirl

By WUl H. CoghlU*

TllK pariijrnipli on tlu' clinrnitcr of fr\>lli in Mr. Cal-

low s artii-le in the Mixing .\ni> Scikntifio Tuiisis

of DoceinWr 4. 1915, pa«e 852, led n>e to refer to

some notes that liavc hoeii i>ipeon-lioleil for soiiu' niontlis.

I think that n littl.' iiuitli.inalics can lu- api>lii'il to good

ailvniitafte

Hefore taking up the niathoniatifs. liowtvcr. 1 wisli to

mention some prineiples that 1 think have not been

suffieieutly emphasized in the articles on flotation; tliut

is. 11 distinction between the properties of aqueous and

n'Mi-aqueous tilms.

The little book on 'Surface Tension and Surface

Energy.' by Willows & Hatschek. .shows how the elastic

film juialog>- in the study of froth will get one into no

end of trouble if not handled with care. It is the char-

acteristic of analogies to break down when pressed too

far. though they are useful up to a certain point. This

one is no exception. In the case of india-rubber it is

obvious that a given weight can only stretch this to a

definite extent. To further enlarge the rubber film, an

additional weight would be required ; while with a liquid

film this is not true. Reference to a recent article' shows

that the measure of surface tension is not when the film

breaks, but at the instant when the wire is pulled away

from AB. If the wire is pulled a great distance without

breaking the film, the total energy- of the surface is in-

creased, of course, but the energy per unit-area and sur-

face tension are unaffected. "Wliether or not the film

breaks, depends not upon the surface tension, but

whether or not there is enough liquid to supply the

added area. The difference between a non-aqueous sul)-

stance and a liquid film is, that in stretching the former

the molecules are distorted or separated while in stretch-

ing a liquid film molecules come from within the liquid

to occupy the new area. According to Devaux,= the sur-

face tension phenomenon disappears as soon as there is

no more liquid to come from within. The same laws

apply to surfaces that are allowed to contract. The rub-

ber has a constantly decreasing force of contraction as it

approaches its original dimensions, while a liquid film

always tends to contract with the same force independ-

ently of its size. Now, it is a common practice in demon-

strating physical prineiples to omit certain qualifying

conditions until the main features are outlined. This

method must be pursued here. The qualifying state-

ment is, that, in the case of a contaminated liquid, the

film may not "contract ^vith a force independently of its

•Professor of Mining and Metallurgy, Oregon Agricultural

College, Corvallls, Oregon.
iT. A. Rickard, Mining and Scientific Press. September 11.

1915, p. 383.

2Henri Devaux, 'Oil Films on Water and Mercury." Mining

and Scientific Press. July 31, 1915, p. 156.

size"; tiiat IS, after learning to Imik upon surlaiT li n-

sion as a constant force we must now view it a.s a variable

force. Take, for example, the exi)lanati(iii of ihr itVect

of oil on waves.-' When a small wave is foniicd mi thi'

surface of water the surface is stretdicil; fur. ojivioiisly,

the wavy surface has greater area than tlie plane sur

face. Owing to the stretching of the surface the oil film

is made thinner S4i that the eontaiiiiiiatiiin due to oil is

reduced, and hence the surface tension is increased ; this

increase in surface tension loiuliiig to npiinse tli(> pro-

duction of the wave.

Again, Edser* tlis<nisses variable surface tension uiuler

the heading 'Stability of a Liquid Film.' lie shows that

when a film is on a vertical rei-taiigle'' equilibriuni is im-

possible unless tile .surface tension is greater at the top

than at the bottom of the film. This is obviously due 1o

the weight of the film itself. For pure water, the siirfai'e

tension is nearly constant, and therefore, a water film

more than two or three millimetres in height cannot be

formed. A slight trace of grea.se will give the water a

variable surface tension ; if the surface tension at an.v

point on the film is insuflficient to produce equilibrium,

the film stretches at this point, and the concentration of

grease is diminished, so that the surface tension increases

automatically and equilibrium is maintained.

He eoiieludes liy .siiyiiig that the great stability of a

soap film is due to the wide variation in surface tension

between freshly formed and long exposed parts of the

surface and that any stretching of the film, tlue to in-

sufficient strength, immediately increases the surface

tension. Now it seems to me that it is time for us to get

away from the idea that low surface tension per se, is

neeessarj- for the formation of a froth, for Edser has made

it clear that the contamination of the film with something

that will give a variable surface tension is the essential.

To be sure, this amounts to reducing surface tension, be-

cause contamination of water, with some exceptions, has

this effect. The attorney who discoursed at great length

upon surface tension and said that the longevity of a

bubble was increased by dcerea.sing the contractile draw-

ing force of surface tension, was merely riding too far

the willing horse that many of us have ridden so freely.

It is quite ea.sy t« accept the statement that soap con-

taminates water enough to afford a variable surface ten-

sion, but it is not quite so clear how a very small frac-

tion of 1% of oil will give the same result.s, until we

have considered adsorption.

Adsorption has been described several times in the

3J. W, Watson, 'General Physics,' page 113,

<Edwin Edser, 'General Physics for Students,' page 348.

'The cut of the rectangle was shown in the article pre-

viously referred to in the Mining and Scientific Press, Septem-

ber 11, 1915.
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technical journals, but I believe I am justitieil in taking

it up again and quoting "Surface Tension and Surface

Energy,' because here we find the generalized statement

describing adsorption in a liquid and its effect on surface

tension. It says: "If the dissolved substanc^e dimin-

ishes the surface tension of the solution, an excess of con-

centration in the surface layer diminishes surface energy.

If, on the other hand, the solute increases the surface

tension, the surface energy will be reduced if the concen-

ti'ation in the surface layer is lower than that of the l)ulk

of the solution. This difference in concentration between

the surface layer and the bulk of the solution is called ad-

sorption and is a physical fact. The factoi-s tending to

produce adsorption are opposed to the factors tending to

establish uniform concentration. The final distribution

of a solute is the resultant of adsorption and two other

effects, namely, osmotic pressure and electric charge.

Important qualitative conclusions are drawn from theo-

retical considerations already developed. A small quan-

tity of dissolved substance may reduce the surface ten-

sion very considerably, but it can onlj' increase it slight-

ly. Thus, sodium chloride increases surface tension of

water to a small extent ; the concentration in the surface

layer is accordingly smaller than in the bulk, and the

effect of the solute is thus partly counteracted. On the

other hand, many organic salts reduce surface tension,

and therefore accumulate in the surface layer ; so that

in extreme cases, the whole of the solute may be collected

there and produce a considerable effect, although the

absolute quantity may be exceedingly slight."

Adsorption is of such unmistakable importance that

we will refer to 'The Chemistry of Colloids,' by W. W.
Taylor, for a different perspective of the same thing.

Here I quote freely, for I am not intending to advance

my own theories, but to bring out what seem to me to be

pertinent physical facts. And here I wish to state that

I fear that the premise for my recent calculation" of the

carrying capacity of the surface of a liquid is not cor-

rect. It was an attempt to elaborate on a weak statement

in a text-book, and hence the calculations themselves can-

not be credited.

Adsorption, in its most general sense, implies the un-

equal distribution of substances at the boundary between

two heterogeneous phases: solid-gas, solid-liquid, and

liquid-gas. We are concerned just now with only the

last.

The surface layer of a liquid is under great compres-

sion, due to the big difference of the molecular forces

on the two sides of the interface, and consequently the

concentration in the surface of a solution must be dif-

ferent from that in the bulk of the liquid. For just as

unequal temperatures in a dilute solution cause an un-

equal distribution of the solute, so from the same law

unequal pres,sures must also produce an unequal distri-

bution. This pressure (due to surface tension) always,

in time, adjusts itself to the minimum, for a component
which lowers surface ten.sion is always increased in the

"'Surface Tension,' Mining and Scientific Press, October 9.

191.^.

surface layer whether the component be present as

solvent or solute.

We now have a new princij)le to apply to a bubble, to

wit: on account of adsoi-ption a fresh surface always

has a greater surface tension than an old one ; thus if it

is stretched locally by conditions tending to break it, it

is automatically reinforced at that point.

It is now obvious that without adsorption it would be

impossible to realize a variable surface tension, for if

the .solution were contaminated unifonnly throughout, a

fresh surface exposed by the stretching of the iilm would
have the same energy as the old surface, and the ultimate

result would be identical with the case sited where pure

water was used.

In this argument I have assumed that the contaminat-

ing substance is soluble in water. I realize fully that

many of the flotation oils are said to be insoluble in

water, but I maintain that solubility is only relative, and
further, we known nothing about the multiplicity of

chemical reactions possible in a pulp which might release

contaminating substances that would produce the ad-

soi-ption phenomenon. If graphite, for instance, acts as

a frothing agent, it might have to be treated as a special

case and could not be taken as proof that the above argu-

ments are invalid. If the flotation oil is extremely in-

soluble in, and lighter than, water there would be an oil

film at the liquid-air interface and over the liquid film

containing adsorbed oil. It might be well at this point

to drop the subject of variable surface tension and un-

dertake to get a better idea of the absolute value of these

forces. One physicist has spoken of them as being enor-

mous.

As far as surface tension is concerned it is theoretically

possible to blow a soap bubble as big as a house.

Take the formula:

(1) p-V'
Where T= pull due to surface tension in grams of a

film of one surface and 1 cm. long.

P= excess pressure inside per unit-area, and r= the

I'adius of the sphere.

This formula takes into account the pull on both the

internal and external surfaces. It needs no demonstra-
tion, as it is derived in the same manner as the old fa-

miliar formula used in calculating the thickness of

boiler-shells, etc.

In case of a liquid drop or a bul)ble submerged in

water, the formula is

:

(2) P='f
Now let us use these formul.T to make a little study of

the mathematics of a bubble to see how much variation

of surface tension and external pressure amount to when
numerically expressed and see if Mr. Callow's argument
is good.

He states :" The bubbles * * * being generated under

hydraulic pressure varying from 15 to 40 inches, on

rising above the water * * * burst by reason of the

lower surrounding atmospheric pressure." This pic-

tures the emerging bubble as expanding like a bladder

when suddenlv inflated by increased internal, or de-
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rrvasu'd t'xtt'riinl. pn'ssuiv. iiiul is a luisi-oiuvption. 'l'«

ninko the stops morv siinplo wo wiU tirst slmly tlio luil)-

bio in tlio nir iiiul tlioii \vlii>it siilMiiorvod.

Assuiito 1 00. of fro<> air takoii in form of n splu'ii'.

(3) V= 4.2r»=l

r = 0.620 cm.

Now sup(>oso this nir to he enolos«'<l in a liquid Hhii in

air whor»' tho litpiiti-nir siirl'ai-o tonsion is ~0. 'I'ho now

ratlins oan ho oalonlatod liy tho applioation of Moylo'.s

law, whioh is. that tho prossuro varios inversely as tho

volume, whort- aKsoluto pi-o.'«nii' is of oonrso undor-

stood. Tho free air is. in nnuul nnmhors. under a jiris

sure of 1000 gm. per sq. cm. and a surfnoe tension of

70 dynes per em. oxorts a pull equivalent to a woifrht of

approxinmtoly 0.07 gm. per om. of Knfjth.

The pniportion used to ealonlate the new radius is:

1000 : (1000 + °/^i ::4.2r» : 1

(4) 4200^ + 1.176r== 1000

r =0.619

The second term of equation (4) is the only one that

contains a function of surface tension, and since it is of

such small numerical value, it is plain that any varia-

tion of surface tension has very little to do with the

radius cf an individual bubble in air. Even when the

surface tension varies between zero and a maximum, as

in (3) and (4), the change of radius is, in fact, too

slight to be calculated on the slide-rule—only from

0.620 to 0.619 cm. It is interesting to note that P has

a value of 0.453 gm. per sq. cm., which equals 0.006 lb.

per sq. in. This is the order of magnitude of the forces

that cause a spray above the froth.

Suppose again that the bubble is 1 cm. below surface.

We then have:

(5j 1000

r =0.618
(1001+-f')=4.2r'

P= = 0.226
O.filS

Total pressure 1 + 0.226= 1.226 (gauge)

Finally take a depth of 75 cm.

(6) 1000 : (1075 -f^J^) :: 4.2r= : 1

r =0.561

p=^ -o» =0 2.qn
r 0..561

Total pressure= 75 + 0.250= 75.250 (gauge i

.

These results are shown in the appended table

:

ONE CUBIC CEXTIMETBE FREE AIB

Gauge Absolute

No.
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CONCENTRATES
Readers of the Mi?<lis'G and Scientific PRESS are irii-if*^ti (o ask questions

and dive infonmition dealing v:Hh technical and other matters pertaining to the

practice of mining, milling, and smelting.

iiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiJiiimiiiiiiiiiiR

One ton of tungsten metal will make filaments for

18.000,000 electric incandescent globes.

In cutting rubber for gaskets the woi-k will go much

easier if the blade of the knife is kept wet.

Gypsum is soluble in 500 parts of water, and com-

pletely soluble in boiling hydrochloric acid.

SCHEELiTE is Soluble in nitric or hydroeldoric acid,

leaving a yellow residue that is soluble in ammonia.

Cinnabar is amenable to flotation. In fact, its ready

tendency to float was the cause of failure in treatment

bv water concentration.

TiiE BELT-coxvEYOR is an efficient method of transpor-

tation, requires little power, is relatively moderate in

cost, and needs few repairs.

The first piece of gold found in California by James

"W. Marshall was worth 50 cents, and the second, .$5.

They were paid out for provisions and all trace of them

was lost.

Drill-bits are improved, several authorities say, b.y

being hammered while sharpened. The advocates of

hammering claim that the steel is thereby toughened

and strengthened.

Abandonment op a mill-site results as follows: if

tlie required work is not performed upon a lode-location

it becomes forfeitable, following which the attached mill-

site is also forfeitable.

Bonuses to miners are frequently paid by a cheek

separate from the regular pay-cheek, in order to visualize

more conspicuously, to the men, that they are receiving

extra pay for extra effort.

A tram-car will hold more broken rock and take longer

to load when the rock is fine than when the pieces are

large and fewer. For that reason miners who tram their

own rock on I'ontract are likely to blast so that the rock

is not broken too fine.

Fatigue of drill-steel is worth providing again.st by

ha%dng on hand an amount considerably in excess of re-

quirements so that each steel will receive a longer rest

between drilling periods. The. same phenomenon is

common with razors or safety-razor blades for shaving.

The Braden was the first of the large low-grade copper

companies to introduce oil flotation on a complete scale,

being a pioneer in this direction. According to a recent

report by Pope Yeatman, in any new process difficulties

are encountered, the chief in this one being due to the

variability of the oils, especially of the wood-tar varieties.

Thus it may be mentioned that by reason of the low ex-

tractions in April and May last, caused by proper oils

not being available, recovery decreased to a little over

69%, and immediately on receipt of the correct oil, in

the latter part of May, it jumped to over 75%.

Enrichment of the upper or superficial parts of a

gold-quai-tz vein is often the result of simple concentra-

tion. The leaching and removal of the pyrite is efi:ected

without the shifting of the gold, which remains behind

in a honeycombed mass of ii'on-stained quartz. Thus

this part of the vein loses weight without reduction of

volume, so that the ore is so much the richer per ton.

In some cases the leaching of the upper portion of a

gold vein may produce solutions in which the gold is

soluble sufficiently to cause it to migrate downward and

to be precipitated near the water-level, which not in-

frequently coincides with the base of the zone of oxida-

tion.

Oxidation of the pyrite in the outcrop of a gold

vein renders it soluble in surface-water, while the gold,

which is relatively insoluble, survives to make 'specimen'

ore. In the cubes formerly occupied by the pyrite will

be found crumbly native sulphur and fine crystals of

gold that are easily shaken loose.

This applies also to gold when associated with copper

pyrite and other copper minerals. The superficial leach-

ing may so concentrate traces of gold in the vein as to

make the outcrop valuable for that metal, while the

leaching of the copper leaves a gossan, or sintery mass

of ironstone, enriched as to gold but impoverished as to

copper. This is exemplified by the early mining at

Butte.

Mine timber deteriorates from several causes, but per-

haps the most unique was an instance on the 1300-ft.

level of the Knights Deep mine on the Rand, where white

ants had bored into the caps of some sets. If these in-

sects should spread through the mines they might become

a menace to the timbering.
r

Rock-drilling by contract, with payment made per

foot of hole drilled, has not usually worked out satisfac-

torily. The miners place the holes where they are drilled

most easily rather than where the smallest number of

holes will break the greatest amount of ground. A price

of 6 or 8 cents per foot of hole drilled was paid in hard

limestone in Missouri.

Rutile and ilmenite are both used in the nianufac-

tu7"e of ferro-titanium, which is employed in making

steel and east iron. Both are used in making electrodes

for arc lamps. Rutile is the source of titanium for mak-

ing cupro-titanium for use in bra.ss and other copper-

bearing alloys, and for making pota.s.sium titanium oxal-

ate, used in dyeing leather and textiles. A little rutile

is also used in ceramics.
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BUTTE, MONTANA
Notes on tmk H»:i»:nt Fatal Fikk.— Ki.kitkk- Koios.

As mentioned In a telegraphic dispatch to the Pkkss, pub-

lished on page 2S9 of the Febninry 19 Issue, lire broke ovit on

the 1200-ft. level of the Anncondn ronipany's Pennsylvania

mine on Febnmr>- 14. Nineteen miners and two members of

the rescue jMirtles were asphyxiated. The Pennsylvania lin.s

two o|)enlngs. the main hoisting shaft, down 2800 ft., and an

air-shaft. ISOO ft. deep. The fire apparently started on the

1200-rt. station of the air-shaft. The station-tender was the

flrst to notice the fire, the place then being a mass of flames.

Quick work on the part of the station-tenders and foremen was

responsible for saving the lives of the 200 men who were

hoisted to safety. An old Are has been smoldering for many
years in some of the adjoining mines that are connected

underground with the Pennsylvania. When the alarm spread,

the Impression was given that one of these old fires had broken

out. This misapprehension no doubt was the cause of most

of the deaths, as the men in that part of the mine where the

smoke w.is thickest naturally ran toward the air-shaft, and

in doing so they ran right into the source of the gas and

smoke. The assistant foreman and a member of the first-aid

crew put on Draeger helmets and made several trips into the

smoky depths. A carbide lamp would not burn in the smoke
and electric flash-lights were used. Later an electric exten-

sion cord 50 ft. long was fitted with 20 globes, and it was im-

possible to see from one globe to the next. The last trip these

two men made was to the 60i>ft. level. They were in some

distance from the station when the first-aid man dropped.

Some hours later when the next rescue-party was able to get

off on the 600-ft. level they found the assistant foreman and

the first-aid man lying on the track near the station. Heroic

efforts were made to revive these men when they were brought

to the surface, but the gas has the effect of hardening the

lungs, and artificial respiration was tried for four hours with-

out effect. It is thought that in the dense smoke the first-aid

man unconsciously pulled at his goggles, as one will when
his vision is poor, and thus loosened his mask, which would

allow the helmet to fill with gas. The assistant foreman was

known to have a weak heart, and he had been warned not to

wear a helmet. He probably died of heart failure. Several

miners and some members of the rescue-parties who were

found shortly after being overcome, were brought to the

surface and revived without much trouble. A big exhaust

fan was quickly installed at the head of the air-shaft, in an

effort to clear the workings of smoke and gas. The timbers

in the air-shaft were on fire between the 1200 and the 1000-ft.

levels, and water was poured down the shaft in an effort to

extinguish the blaze. The fire weakened the timbers and the

shaft started to cave. Blocks of ground and timbers could be

heard falling through the shaft. As soon as all the bodies had

been brought to the surface, and it was certain that no one was

trying to escape through openings to adjoining mines, these

connections were sealed with concrete bulkheads. The gas

had already spread to some of the other mines, so that the

regular shifts could not work. Several of the men engaged

in building bulkheads were overcome, but they were all

revived. The origin of the fire is not known. There is a large

electrically-driven fan at the 1200-ft. air-shaft station, and

more or less oily waste and grease might have accumulated

heri', and tlif larcle.Hs use of a llnbleil (iiiidlc or a Hhort
circuit would have started a blaze. An effort Ik being nuide to

confine the fire to as small an area as posHllile with ImlkhcadH,
but it Is still burning tlcrrcly and the thick smolu- mal.OH all

operations (llfllcult. The mlnei-s had left their dinner bucUelK
and hats bihlnd in tlu'lr scramble for safety. Some of the

bodies bore marks tli;il iridU-ated llial llicy had been kicked by
the half-crazed horses running through the drifts. The Penn-
sylvania is one of the old mines of the Anaconda company,
and one of the few that has not been entirely equipped with

electric haulage. Eight horses perished. The removal of their

bloated carciisses was a difficult job. The fire has spread to

the drifts and stopcs, and the ore Is burning. The II. S.

Bureau of Mines telegraphed that it would send Its rescue-

cars If they would bo of assistance, but the rescue equipment
and organization of the company are so complete that help

was not needed. Ore will not be extracted from the Pennsyl-

vania for some time, but this will not curtail production, as

the other mines can Kui)ply all the ore needed for thi' smelters.

The electrified division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul railroad from Three Forks over the continental divide

to Deer Lodge, a distance of 11.5 miles, gave excellent results

during the recent cold weather that prevailed all over Montana.

The great electric locomotives had no difficulty in dragging

their loads over the mountain through the snow. Twenty-one

miles of this distance has a grade of 2%. Four hundred and

forty miles will eventually be electrified at a cost of $12,000,-

000. The electric energy is generated by water-power. The

new locomotives will operate over two of the old steam divi-

sions, and thus eliminate round-houses and yards at inter-

mediate points.

It is rumored that the Anaconda company will take over the

Pilot Butte holdings on a basis of $14 per share, or $1,400,00(1

for the property. The situation at the Pilot Butte is similar in

some respects to that which prevailed at the Butte-Alex'

Scott, previous to the sale of the latter to the Anaconda com-

pany. There has been considerable litigation, and as a result

ground belonging to both has been tied up, with resulting high

expense. The easiest way out of it is by an absolute sale of

the Pilot-Butte to the Anaconda, as the latter with its greater

facilities can operate the property to better advantage.

ATOLIA, CALIFORNIA
Smai.i, Tuxosten- Producebs and Laroe Company Clash.

The pent-up friction which has developed for nearly a year

between the Atolia Mining Co. and the outsiders who have

opened adjoining claims in the Atolia tungsten district, broke

out on February 1.3. A temporary truce was agreed upon by

the opposing factions.

Last year James M. Rice staked a claim adjoining the Atolia

company's holdings on the south side, at a point where another

claim, not owned by the same company and known as the

Toboggan, also meets the company's southerly side-line. The

Toboggan is being worked by its owner, Geo. B. Landers, of

Bakersfield, who has several lessees working, extracting rich

ore. Rice also has been working continuously since last

summer, and his rich finds have attracted much attention ever

since.

The rich float marketed by the lessees and workers of these

and other newly-developed claims in this district has found
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its way into Eastern marliets in competition with the Atolia's

product. The small miners are selling in small quantities,

for cash, to agents on the ground, at such prices as the ex-

igencies demand, in order to get funds to open their pvoper-

ties.

It is not, therefore, a very intricate problem to note the

causes leading to probable friction between the representatives

of the company which controls a hundred or so claims in one

blanket' location, and the many small individual miners who

have lately been responsible for the develoimient of what

means a promising centre in the tungsten industry.

On February 13 a surveyor is said to have re-located the

original lines of the Atolia company's boundaries, and what

portends an open row and, possibly, a big law-suit, become ap-

parent. The 'potato patch' has proved a wonderful producer

of high-grade scheelite. discovered as alluvial on top of bed-

rock. Pieces weighing over a 100 lb. have been found, and the

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Dome, Porcupine Cuow.n, Bkavkr Consolid.\teu.—Nickel

Refi.neky.

The new ball-mill at the Dome mill. Porcupine, is in full

swing, crushing 1200 tons per day. Another similar machine

is to be installed. The January output was $176,590. Recent

developments include a cross-cut through 27 ft. of ore averag-

•ing $9.60 per ton, in addition to 5S ft. of $4.30 ore.

The annual report of the Porcupine Crown for 1915 shows a

production of $615,537, with net profits of $299,116. The sur-

plus on hand was $209,977.

The Triumph Mining Co., which has taken over the Success,

has encountered a shear-zone in a cross-cut at the 100-ft. level.

At the Kirkland Lake, now worked by the Beaver Consoli-

dated, the vein with 4 to 6 in. of high-grade ore, that came
into the shaft at a depth of 110 ft., persists as sinking pro-

--0^ ^^^^f^ :^.

ATOLIA, CALIFORNIA.

company has over three score men digging for this float at

$3 per day, while the product is worth $2 to $6 per lb. in the

East.

The contention of the American miners—the company hires

mostly Italian miners—is that many of the company's claims

have been located not as placer but lode claims, describing a

certain lead, lode, or vein, and in many instances, it being 15

to nearly a 100 ft. to bedrock, there was no evidence of a lode

on the surface, it being requisite that a showing of mineral in

place is necessary to constitute a valid location of quartz

claims. It is also contended, that in the area of 2000 acres,

taken up and claimed by the Atolia company, many claims

have been patented as lode or quartz claims on which no
lodes or veins are manifest. The influx of new miners to the

district, who are thoroughly prospecting it, is apparently

responsible for increased development and an expose of these

conditions.

In the truce arranged, there is talk of the Atolia company
entering as a purchaser of the claims conflicting with its

rights. In the great area claimed by the company are many
individual claims lying like so many islands entirely sur-

rounded by it, which will ultimately bring about similar con-

ditions manifested by the complications of yesterday.
In the January Mining and Oil Bulletin of the Chamber of

Mines and Oil of Los Angeles. J. \V. Glasgow briefly describes
tungsten mining at Atolia. The mineral was discovered there
in 1910 by A. D. Ray. The town is a place of tents, as shown
by the accompanying photograph.
On account of the burning of the Atolia mill, tungsten ore

has risen throughout the United States to over $60 per unit.

gresses. The shaft will be sunk to 200 ft.; it is being put down
for prospecting purposes, and a main shaft will be sunk at a

point where it is expected that the Teck Hughes vein system

will be cut.

An important development has been made at the Patterson

shaft of the Adanac on the claim adjoining the Ophir, in a

winze put down from the 200-ft. level. The vein, which at

first was low in silver, became much richer at a depth of 265

ft., showing native silver.

At the Foster a number of stringers have been picked up

in the cross-cut which is being driven to cut the Lawson-

Bailey vein system.

The Seneca Superior has declared a 10% dividend and a

10% bonus, making a total of 225% on the capital.

The Dominion Reduction Co. has taken a six months' option

on the Big Master, Laurentian, and H. B. 298 properties in

the Manitou Lake gold area in the Lake of the Woods region.

The proi)erties, which have been closed down for many years,

are now being unwatered and sampled.

In pursuance of the policy of establishing the nickel re-

fining industry in Canada the Dominion government has made
an arrangement with the International Nickel Co., which now
refines most of the output of the Sudbury mines in New Jer-

sey, under which they will construct and operate a refinery at

some point on the Canadian seaboard, probably Cape Breton.

Some details yet remain to be settled. The plant will be op-

erated under Government supervision, and the British govern-

ment will have the first call on the output.

The Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada has in-

creased its capital stock from $7,.500,000 to $13,000,000.
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ALASKA
Bethel

iSiH-oliil Corres|>on(lenre. I—Tho Cunyoii ('rook placers

yielded a good deal of gold last stmunor from small si-ale

o|>enitlons. la the summer freight costs from 20 to 25c. per

lb.. In the winter. 5c. Bear creek contributed a quantify of

-;old to the output from this region on the few claims that

were operated. The best claims arc under bond. Miners on

.\ralik river near Gwinhasamut. got satisfactory results,

.lulian and other creeks near the George river, about 200 miles

from here up the Kuskokwim. are producers of coar.se gold.

Nuggets worth as much as $15 and over are found. New York

creek Is also a producer. Candle creek near Tacotna keeps

up its last summer's reputation of yielding a considerable

quantity of gold. Mone creek contributes its share. One or

two iMirties have been working on the Aniak river, but results

are not known yet. Good reports are received from pros-

I)ectors on other tributaries of Kuskokwim. especially from

Hohohitna. More interest is taken in quartz prospecting, as

some large veins containing gold, copper, and antimony have

been discovered. It Is reported that George J. Shoup of San

Francisco is interested In eight antimony claims at the head

of the Togiak river. Somewhere in the vicinity of Kwisluk

river. Mr. Keeler, an old-time miner and prospector from

Idaho, informed me that he has discovered a large lode of

high-grade copper, lying between slate and limestone.

There seems to be no doubt that there will be great activity

in auriferous lode mining on Kuskokwim in the near future,

as soon as transiwrtation facilities improve. With the bay

and river charted up to the Bethel, the most difficult problems

are overcome. On the gasoline schooner Bender Brothers.

which arrived from Seattle yesterday, is apparatus for a

Government wireless-station which will be established at

Tacotna, with sufficient power to make connection with

Seward. A wireless-station at this place certainly would be

a godsend for the population on the lower Kuskowim, as we

have had no mail service since the Bender Brothers left last

spring. Letters dated June 3, 1915. at San Francisco, arrived

October S; but we hope that this matter will improve when the

country develops.

Bethel. October 9, 1915.

(Special Correspondence.)—Windy creek, which was dis-

covered in the latter part of last winter, and which is about

five miles south from Canyon creek, is aI§o a tributary of the

Kwisluk river. Three claims have been prospected this

summer with encouraging results. Some gold was extracted

from one of the claims: it is coarse, and similar to that of

Canyon creek. This adds one more creek to the producing

list in this district, and as there is some prospecting going

on this winter, there may be some more discoveries made

before spring. A new strike is reported on the Aralik river

near Gwinhagamut. which is supposed to be better than any

previously made in this district. Aralik River placer mines

produced $40,000 or over, so there is a good chance for some

rich ground.

The boat Bender Brothers froze-in here this fall, and the

Abler, according to reports, was wrecked, so there is the same

old storj- of shortage of provision. At present writing there

is no bacon, lard, butter, or jxttatoes in town, so It does not

look very bright for the miners, who depend on the supply to

111' IHDUglU up in llic wlnler to the dUTc'iiMl iiiiiiiis. As miiiliig

Is sleiidily progressing, and llu- gold oulput incrcasi's con-

siderably, it seems Ih.'il there Hhould he komic one who wouhl
lake the opportunity to seiul In ii supply of provisions, which
would lie Kufflclent at least mil II navigation opens In the

spring, and double their Investment In six months time.

The town of Bethel Improves with the development of the

country, several new buildings having been erected this I'all.

Among the most noted Is the Goveriinu'iif public school build-

ing, which was built by the Miiroau of lOdiicatioii. W. Mc-

.Millan from the Kinak school is teacher.

Bethel. November 2i;, 1915.

Juneau

Information received at Juneau from Leonard l.ehlbach at

New York states that llie Alaska Taku mine, five miles down
Gastineau channel. Is practically bonded to Eastern iieople

for nearly $500,000.

On February 5 connection was made between 1600 and 1700

ft. in the new Ready Bullion shaft on Douglas island, making
the total depth 2450 ft. at 70°. The four-compartment shaft

will be finished within two months. A 100-ft. steel head-frame

and electric hoist are to be erected.

There is a surplus of labor at Treadwell. a notice being

posted to this effect.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

(Special Correspondence.)—Up to a year ago little attention

had been given to that portion of the Warren mining district

north-west of Bisbee. on the ?:;scabrosa ridge at the head of

Moore canyon. It was said to be out of the zone, and other

than a few assessment holes sunk mostly by miners of the

Warren district, little has been accomplished toward prospect-

ing and developing the area.

The -Mule Mountain Mining Co. started to sink in an aban-

oned shaft on its lease last Sejitember, but as gas was en-

countered o|)erations were slow and uncertain. The company

stopped work in the shaft until machinery could be installed.

This shaft is now 50 ft. deep with a 10-in. vein of $20 lea.l-

silver-gold ore in the face. Several stringers of ore have been

uncovered, assaying as high as 5.3% lead, 79 oz. silver, and $2

gold per ton. In a drift, lead, silver, and gold, have assayed

as high as that in the shaft, but in less quantity. A stringer of

sulphide was found in the drift, and a winze sunk on it eight

feet. The suliihide contained 0.5 to 1.5% copper, and widened

from 1 to 4 in. in fi ft. The company has installed machinery,

and at present is driving a lower adit which will give a depth

of about 350 ft. on the shaft workings.

The Blair and Grant projierty in Moore canyon is being

prospected, and shows splendid indications.

The Pinole Exploration Co. holds a group of claims in this

vicinity and will begin to develop them within fiO days.

Bisbee, February S.

Gti-a County

Work has been stopped at the Inspiration 600-ton test-mill,

which has been operating since early in 1914. The plant is

to be dismantled.

The Superior & Boston is to unwater its levels below SOO ft.

depth.

The Iron Cap company's shaft is to be enlarged from the
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surface to 600 ft., and then deepened to 1200 ft. The output of

copper ore in January was 28 carloads.

Mohave County

The Union Basin Mining Co. at Golconda has completed the

installation of a 100-ton addition to its mill. This will bring

the capacity up to 200 tons daily. Rolls, concentrators, tube-

mills, and oil flotation are being used. The shaft is nearing
1000-ft. depth; sinking will continue to 1200 feet.

At Chloride a 20-rooni hotel is being constructed.

The Tennessee company is still sinking its main vertical

shaft, four six-hour shifts being employed. Sinking will con-

tinue to the 1500-ft. level. The orebodies are larger and
better at the 1200-ft. level than in the upper levels.

The Tenneseee, Union Basin, and Kingman Zinc companies
continue to make their regular daily shipments. Many other

properties will soon be added to the shipping list.

The Golconda Consolidated Mines, operating the Gem claims
at Cerbat in the Wallapai district, 12 miles north of Kingman,
and the Fredonia property at Golconda, about 11 miles farther

north, is about to begin driving north on the 500-ft. level of the

Gem on a vein which is four feet wide of good value. The
drift will be advanced 200 ft. or more to catch the downward
extension of what is known as the Ayers ore-shoot, which
is credited with a past production of nearly $200,000 in the

upper levels. There still remains on these levels a large ton-

nage of milling ore, upon which successful mill tests have
recently been made, a total saving of from So to 87%, 80% by
amalgamation. The ore extracted on the new levels will be
treated in a reduction plant already on the ground, consisting

of a 20-ton Nissen mill and concentrators. It is the intention

of the management to increase the capacity of the plant to 50

tons daily as soon as conditions in the mines justify. It is also

the plan to install at an early date a large compressor and
machine-drills.

Y.\v.\PAi County

Twelve miles south of Prescott is the Big Pine Consolidated
company's property. Seven adits. No. 5 being in 1400 ft., have
opened 70,000 tons of gold ore. A 100-ton mill, including rolls,

tube-mill, and cyanide-plant is to be erected.

Yuma County

It is reported that for $1,000,000 cash, San Francisco people
acquired the manganese property of E. E. Schellenger at the
west end of the McCoy mountains. Estimates place reserves
at 50,000 tons of 70% ore. Roads are being constructed to

connect with the railway between Blythe and Blythe junction.

ARKANSAS
Seabcy County

The first electric-light plant in the north Arkansas field was
recently started at the Big Hurricane mine near Pindall.

The first shaft in the north Arkansas field is at the Bear
Hill company's mine, five miles west of Yellville. A 250-ton
mill is ready to crush the high-grade 'jack.'

CALIFORNIA
Operations in the San Joaquin Valley oilfields will for the

next few weeks be confined largely to repairing the damage
done by the recent wind-storms. The work of rehabilitation
has already been actively commenced, and the weekly report
of the State Mining Bureau clearly shows that it is going
forward at the expense of proposed new work which falls con-
siderably below the weekly average. Authentic reports of the
storm damage indicate that nearly 2000 derricks were blown
down, which is about 25% of the total number of producing
wells in the San Joaquin valley. A small portion of the
derricks were at idle or incompleted wells. February may
therefore be expected to show a shortage in oil production over
the entire State, amounting to possibly 40,000 bbl. per day, or

over 15% of the recent monthly totals. Derricks can probably
be replaced at a cost of about $400 each, or a total of about
$750,000, of which about one-third will be spent for labor.

There seems to be but little possibility of reconstructing the
derricks to avoid similar loss in the future, and operators
must find such comfort as they may in the fact that such
storms are unusual. Increased drilling activity is to be ex-

pected in the next few months.

Aii.\noB County'

Following are the preliminary figures of output and cos^s of

the Plymouth Consolidated company in January:

Ore milled, tons 10,350
Value of output $57,000
Working expenses 22,706
Development charge 7,465

Depreciation and construction 4,312

Surplus $22,517
Other capital expended no

Shast.\ County

(Special Correspondence.)—Some good ore has been opened
in the Bell Cow mine, on Arbuckle mountain, and arrange-
ments have been made to place the 10-stamp mill, formerly

SHAST.\ county, CALIFORNIA.

operated at the Gambrinus, near Stella, on the property.

Frank Green and associates of Ono are operating the Bell Cow.
It is reported that a rich discovery has been made in the

Midas mine, at Harrison Gulch. Good ore is going from the
Midas and Gold Hill workings to the 20-stamp mill. H. L.

Waste is superintendent.

Arrangements have been made to work the Sulphide group of

copper claims near Copper City. It lies on the east side of the
Shasta copper belt, and is controlled by W. T. Casson, of

Carson City, Nevada, who is operating the nearby Shasta
Belmont mine.

Redding, February 7.

Cal.\veras County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Columbia Mines Co. has
been operating here about a year. A two-compartment shaft

has been sunk to a depth of 250 ft. on an incline of 62°. At
the 100-ft. level a drift has been driven 80 ft. At the 200-ft.

level a drift is in 100 ft., and cross-cutting is now being done
on that level. The property is equipped with a five-stamp mill,

and compressor driven by electric power, also a gasoline hoist.

The mine is situated in a line between the Melones and Gold
Cliff properties.
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J. S. Konr of V;inroiivor. H. ('. Is protildoiii of tin- coiiiimiiy,

and K. M. WooiIr of Coloriiilo SprlUKs. vlre-inoBldciil.

AiiKels, February 15.

M.VDKKA Col-NTY

(Sfiectal Correspondonro. )—Tho Kroronilck MliitiiK & Snu'lt

ing Co., opemtliis the Texas Flat and Wutoiloo flnlms, lias

derided to Increase Its capital from $60,000 to $2'.0,000. tor

larger operations. All sliares are held h>' I'hillp Howe and

Maurice McMlcken of Seattle, and H. A. Krolin of Coarse

Gold, who have spent $100,000 In developnicut and Improve-

ment. Three new shafts are to be sunk, and the trealment-

phint will be overhauled.

Coarse Gold. February 1.

SlKRR-V CofNTV

The Gold Star and Younp America lode and gravel proper-

ties near AUeiihany and Forest have been consolidated by S.

L. Bright of San Francisco, and A. U. Foote, L. P. Larue. W.

Hague, C. F. Clinch, and A. H. Tickcll of Grass Valley. The
new comiMiny is called the Mugwump Mines Company.

YlBA COINTV

On February 16 the Marysville Dredging Co. launched its

No. 5 boat at Marigold on the Yuba river. 10 miles east of

Marysville. The dredge is generally similar to No. 14 of the

Yuba Consolidated, having 16-cu. ft. buckets. It will be en-

tirely motor driven. The Marysville company will soon have

three boats at work: No. 1 and 2 are out of commission.

COLORADO
Cl.t.AK CKKKK CdI.MV

(Special Correspondence.)—Work has been resumed at the

French Flag mine in Gilson gulch. The 200-ft. shaft is being

unwatered. C. H. Ripley has secured a working fund of $50,-

000, and extensive development is planned. A contract has

been awarded for the extension of the Wyoming Valley adit,

the present objective being the French Flag mine which lies

750 ft. distant.

The Friedman lease on the Edgar mine on Bellevue moun-

tain shows a 5-ft. shoot that averages a mill settlement of $50

per ton in gold, silver, and lead. The mine is now capable of

producing 100 tons daily. The Boston Leasing Co.. operat-

ing at the Edgar, and controlling ground l)elow that of Fried-

man and associates, has followed a shoot in the 100-ft. winze

that varies from 1 to 5 ft. width. Recent shipments have given

$40 per ton. The Hudson mill is treating 100 tons in three

S-hour shifts. A. H. Roller is manager.

The Jackson mill will probably pass over to J. P. Ruth within

the next 30 days, the consideration being given at $25,000.

Hawes and company, leasing at the Golden Edge mine
through tjie Argo adit, have cut a two-foot shoot of smelting

ore that is yielding $70 per ton in gold and silver.

Shipments of mill and smelting ore are going out from the

Lake mine operated under lease by the I. D. L. Co. G. K.

Kimball is manager. Shipments have 'been started from the

Black Eagle mine on Chicago mountain. The yield is $25 per

ton.

Idaho Springs, February 5.

Sax Jr.\x Cocxty

The Silverton district has been little heard of lately, but

this is due to the enormous fall of snow late in January, and

only recently were trains able to get to the town.

Summit Couxty

At 1000 ft. depth In the Wellington mine at Breckenridge

the Great Northern vein is 12 ft. wide, averaging 42% zinc.

Teixeb Cousty (Cripple Cbeek)

During 1915 the Doctor-Jack Pot Jlining Co. shipped 14.382

tons of ore worth $19.98 per ton. Including lessees' royalties

of $38,766, the profit was $47,271.

IDAHO
In his report for I'.lKi. iIh- Siulr inlni- Inspector, Uoberl N.

Hell, discusses the prosporouH condltloiiH of the industry,

wllh sperlal reference to the ("oeur d'Aleno region, the lend

distrlils of lillniore. Dome, ami Wood Ulvcr, the Seven DovIIh

copper diBtrlct, and the phoHphato duposllB.

( '1.K.\11WATK.II COINTY

Devclopiiieiil of the Ulclimond mine near Adair comIImmch at

a good rate, opening copper carbonate ore. A shipment of

450 tons averaged 8.87% copper and $4.SO per Ion In gold.

When the lower level is completed reserves will be increaiied

to 40.000 tons. A wagon-road is being coiiKlruclcd. but an

8000-ft. aerial tram is to be ordered.

SlIO.SIIOXE Col .NTV (COKia n'Al.KNK)

During January the Caledonia mill treated 3036 Ions of ore,

yielding .S94 tons of concent rale; 54S Ions of crude ore was
shipped. Metal contents were 8X5,740 lb. lead, 133,347 oz.

silver, and 79,402 lb. cop))er, worth a total of $149,315. The
net profit was $100,264.

MISSOURI
J.vsri:B CoL.NTV

On February 5 the A. W. C. Mining Co. sold Hioo ions of

zinc-blende to the Granby Mining & Smelting Co. at $117.50

per ton. As the concentrate assayed 63% metal, a total of

$121,000 is expected in settlement. The smelting company
also purchased 500 tons from the Carmean & Squires company

for about $55,000, The A, W. C. mine is on west 7th street,

Joi)Iin. It has three mills working, and the above product was

nine weeks' work. The Carmean & Sciuires has five mines in

sheet-ground around Webb City. Its out|)ut was from two

weeks' operations.

Remarkable activity is reported from the South Cartcrville

area. Five mills have been built since September, five others

are under construction, and others are proposed. The Zinc

Cori>oration of Missouri is the most important property.

For $125,000, the interests of C. R. Strong in the Dick Turpin

mine, west of Joplin, were purchased by Senator E. Wilkerson

of Kansas. Mining is done in sheet-ground from 180 to 200 ft.

deep. A new motor-driven 350-ton per shift mill is part of

the equipment.

The large flow of water in the north Webb City sheet-ground

district requires heavy pumping, although the mines continue

to operate.

MONTANA
F^:Rr.fs CotXTV

The January clean-up of the Barnes-King Development Co.

was $53,078.

Phillips Coi;xty

(Special Correspondence.)—The eastern half of Montana is

mostly level country and generally devoid of conspicuous topo-

graphic features. A numlier of small buttes rise above the

plains, and here and there rise small groups of mountains.

The Little Rocky mountains form such a group. They are in

Phillips county, between the Missouri and Milk rivers. They

are 10 miles long and S miles wide, the longer axis trending

north-east. The highest peaks are about 6G00 ft., while the

surrounding country is approximately 3000 ft. above sea-level.

The range is 35 miles south of the Great Northern railway,

and directly south of the Fort Belknap Indian reservation.

The principal mining centres are the Ruby Gulch at Zortman,

the August mine at Landusky, and the Beaver Creek on Beaver

creek.

The Ruby Gulch cyanide mill is in the heart of the Little

Rockies. Its capacity is 600 tons per day, and it was built in

1905. Electricity is employed to operate the machinery. An

adit has been driven into the mountain for a distance of about

two miles, and all hauling is done on this by electric locomo-
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lives. The power-plant of the Ruby Gulch is situated on the

bank of the Missouri river, 35 miles from the mill. One
hundred and forty men are employed. Mining and milling the

ore costs the low figure of 98c. per ton. The bullion is hauled

to either Malta or Dodson by autos; thence to Helena. The
shareholders of the Ruby Gulch mill, B. n. Phillips, B. M.

Phillips, Charles Whitcomb. A. L. Smith, and W. Woods are

contemplating doubling the capacity of both the power-jilant

and mill in the near future.

The August mill at Landusky is also working at capacity and
treating about 500 tons of ore daily, assaying from $4 to $20

per ton. The Beaver Creek mine, like many others in the

adjacent district is producing ore in commercial quantities.

Zortman, January 25.

SiLVEBBOw County

At the Pennsylvania mine at Butte, where the fatal fire

occurred last week, all of the victims have been found and

the fire is under control. Ten horses were asphyxiated. The
Anaconda company's loss will be heavy. Relatives of twenty-

one men will receive $4000 each, spread over 400 weeks, or

$33S0 in a lump sum. The damage to the mine will entail

a large expenditure.

The North Butte Mining Co. reports that during the last

quarter of 1915 development totaled 5224 ft. The principal

work was opening the Sioux Chief vein at 700 ft. Where
cut It was 4 ft. wide of 5.3% copper and 2.5 oz. silver, and 13

ft. of 2.97c copper and 2 oz. silver. The Granite Mountain
shaft was sunk 74 ft., and a large skip-chute cut at 3000 ft.

Results generally on the Edith May, Hancock, Jessie, South

and North Croesus veins was satisfactory. There was treated

123,555 tons of ore and 9.7 tons of copper precipitate, yielding

5,713,746 lb. copper, 366 oz. gold, and 256,695 oz. silver.

NEVADA
During 1915 the Nevada Industrial Insurance Commission

received $560,248. Compensation amounted to $134,071. Nye
County employers contribute 24% of the income, followed by

White Pine, Esmeralda, and Washoe.
During February and March dividends amounting to $463,-

050 will be paid by companies in this State, as follows: Jim
Butler, $171,802; Jumbo Extension, $116,250; Prince Consoli-

dated, $25,000; Reorganized Booth, $49,998; and Yellow Pine,

$100,000.

Clark County

Every mine at Goodsprings is being worked either by com-

panies or lessees; prosperity is evident on all sides. The
Yellow Pine company's mill produced zinc concentrate that

allowed of $450,000 being paid in dividends last year, making
$983,008 to date. There are also three 60-ton and one 30-ton

mills at work. Prospects at the Boss platinum mine are good.

Humboldt County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Rochester-Packard Annex
Mines Co. which was recently incorporated with W. P. Hart-

man, president and general manager; W. B. Moynagh, vice-

president, and superintendent; Alex. Egenes, .secretary and
treasurer, C. J. Abranis, consulting engineer; and M. Moynagh,
John E. McGovern, W. B. Borland, J. W. Kremer, and L. H.

McGarrah directors, owning seven full claims between the

property of the Rochester Mines Co. and the Nevada Packard
company, has been developing since December 9, 1915. Two
adits have been driven to cross-cut veins that assay well on the

surface. The A adit will give a vertical depth of more than
900 ft. on the veins. The B adit, intended pr!nci|)ally for

prospecting purposes, is 250 ft. above the floor of the canyon,
that cuts through the property. It has penetrated a 21-ft. vein

of mixed quartz and rhyolite of low-milling value. The adit

being continued through the rhyolite hanging wall to intersect

a large vein farther west which carries high silver content,

in bromide and chloride form on the surface, has cross-cut a

two-foot vein, which, according to assays at the Lovelock assay-

oflace carries $48.80 gold and $28.61 silver per ton. This was a

surprise to the management. It appears from its trend to be a

branch or spur connecting the veins mentioned. No driving

has been done on either vein, but when the objective point is

reached by the adit, driving will be started on all of them. •

All ore extracted is being saved, and will be treated at the

Nevada-Packard mill. The necepsary equipment is eith.er on

the ground or in transit, and development will be pushed as

rapidly as possible in order to block-out sufficient ore to justify

the construction of a mill.

Rochester, February 1.

Nye County

The Nevada Cinnabar Co. at lone is treating 50 tons of 2%
quicksilver ore daily.

Last week Tonopab mines produced 8700 tons of ore worth

$181,860.

During January the Belmont made a profit of $86,564 from

12,863 tons of ore. The Jim Butler's profit from 4682 tons

was $28,746. The Tonopah company's mill treated 7413 tons

for $27,270 profit, a large decrease. The Extension is to pay

10c. per share.

Certain ground of the MacNamara mine is to be developed

from the West End workings, an agreement having been made
to that effect. Good results are expected.

White Pine County

In the Pkess of January 29 it was stated that tungsten was

discovered in this county by Charles Gaby 17 years ago; also

that G. G. Sims found hiibnerite in the Eagle district 6 years

ago. According to M. E. Bassett of Aurum this discovery is a

re-discovery on the part of Sims, as Bassett discovered and

worked the principal claims credited to Sims in 1873, with

his brother. Sims did not at that time know of tungsten, but

claims that it was not his fault as samples were pronounced

by local assayers to contain zinc in place of tungsten. The ore

carried $50 silver, and some lead and still carries these metals.

TEXAS
Brewster County

(Special Correspondence.)—The old Marfa & Mariposa Min-

ing Co., a pioneer in the production of quicksilver in this

State, will re-open its properties about February 1, under the

management of Alfred A. Newell who was associated with the

company for several years prior to closing-down on account of

the low prices of metal then prevailing.

The Study-Butte Mining Co., which recently re-opened the

Big Bend quicksilver properties, has its furnace working,

and reiiorts the property is opening well.

There is some talk of other properties in the district re-

opening in the near future.

Terlingua. January 25.

UTAH
Beaver County

For some unknown reason the U. S. S. R. & M. Co. has

stopped work indefinitely at Fortuna. Gold-bearing ore has

been opened, but the two claims rather limit operations. The
McGarry-Hodges lease on the ground has 400 tons ready for

treatment at the Sheep Rock mill, five miles east.

BoxELDER County

On February 5 the I..akeview Mining Co., of Ogden, operat-

ing at Promontory, will probably pay 3c. per share, equal to

$15,000. The present output is a carload of zinc ore every

other day. The mine manager. Samuel S. Arentz, has made

a rejiort for the term August 1, 1915, to January 1, 1916. Pro-

duction has been from an area 200 ft. along the strike and

200 ft. on the dip. from the surface above No. 4 workings to

the bottom of shallow winzes below No. 3 adit. Development
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ux lUuu' lit iXluT I'oiiil*. Ore Ih Iiiit riiiiliiii'il 111 tlu" U|i|i<i

iiu^sliiilo rontai't. Ore Is exiKWoil In tho fiico o( No. •• iidll,

early 400 ft. from tho |iortal. In aboiil lo wofkK. wlion

rtuin work U tlnlsliotl. (Iio otitpnt of SOO tuiiH |H<r nionlli will

I' UuToiis«'il. 1a>s8»'ps luul iiiib'li>S8(><>8 liiivo ilono roriHldi'mbU'

ork. Geni-nilly. tho or»"lH)ille8 nrt> iiorslBlonl. hikI the fiiliiri'

1 good. AcconllnK to the business nmniiKer. \V. A. rerklne.

) July 31. 1915. 9S1 tons of or»> rt-turncd $2i;.S53 net. From
int date to the end of 1915 the company and Irs-nt'os shljiped

»H ton.-s clvlUK »117.i;si net. n total of $U4,,';37. Dividends

t)s<irbfd $57,000. and waKOS. $22,903. while other charces made
total of $I07,SS0. On Janunry 1 cash on hand amounted to

lfi,9s;l. The A. S. & R. Co. held an option on the property

)r $625,000. but this was not completed.

A preliminary survey Is under way for a llvenille narrow-

ftuue railway from Sallna. on the I'nlon Pacific, to the Lake-

lew mine.

Ji-.vn COINTY

The reiwrt of the Chief Consolidated Mining Co. for 1915 has

pen Issued. The sui>erlntendent. Cecil Filch, states that

evelopment totaled t:rt90 ft., down to ISOO ft. depth. Results

ere fair. The output was 36.412 tons of ore containing 4634

t. gold. 403.S54 oz. sliver. S.232.606 lb. lead. 564S lb. copper,

nd 622.465 lb. zinc. The average gross value was $20.55 per

jn. Sampling, freight, and treatment cost $10.59. The net

roflt was $122,414. Two dividends absorbed $8S,053. Cash
n hand at the beginning of 1916 was $210,034. an increase of

23.2S6.

The May Day company pays 3c. per share on February 26,

qual to $24,000.

Improvements to the Utah Minerals Concentrating Co.'s

lant have made a 250-ton capacity possible.

Good zinc ore is being extracted from the Bullion Beck, New
luUion. and East Tintic Development mines.

From its Homansville claims the Chief Consolidated coni-

any is to mine manganese ore which averages 43% metal.

Salt Lakk Cocxty

A Reconnaissance of the Cottonwood-American Fork Min-

ng Region. Utah,' is the title of U. S. Geological Survey
Julletin 62(>I. by B. S. Butler and G. F. Loughlin. with notes

n history and production by U. C. Heikes. A reproduction of

he geologic map will appear in an early issue of the Press.

'he altitude of the area is from 5000 to ll,.-iOO ft.: Alia, around
rhich are the principal mines in Little Cottonwood canyon, is

700 ft. high. Recent glaciation is strongly evident. Heavy
nowfall interferes with winter work. Snow-slides are a men-
,ce since the timber was cut Water is abundant for all pur-

loses. Ore was first discovered in Little Cottonwood in 1864.

Some early smelting was done, and a concentrating mill

forked at the Emma in 1874. The Big Cottonwood district

ras organized in 1870, as was also the American Fork. From
867 to 1913 inclusive, the Cottonwoods produced 21,474 oz.

;old, 10,778.917 oz. silver, 7,323,726 lb. copper, and 138,477,448

b. lead, worth a total of $20,652,910, from 302,159 tons of ore.

^arge dividends were paid. In the same years American Fork
ielded 12,869 oz. gold, 1,791,987 oz. silver, 104.663 lb. copper,

17,328.628 lb. lead, and 2712 lb. zinc, valued at $3,716,018. The
nain types of deposits are contact, fissure, and bedded, of com-
non origin, showing complete mineralogical gradation. At
leveral places contact deposits pass into fissure deposits.

The South Hecla Mining Co. has issued its report for 1915.

ilxploration covered 222 ft. of shaft-sinking and 1353 ft. of

iriving; the total is now nearly 25,000 ft. Development of

>re was mostly confined to the Wedge vein. Five blocks of

ground were let to lessees. Regular ore shipments commenced
n August. The company and lessees produced 3478 and 1306

ons respectively, containing a total of 161 oz. gold, 144,066 oz.

;ilver, 914.491 lb. lead. 507,842 lb. zinc, 33,151 lb. copper, and
199,905 lb. iron, yielding a profit of $39,206. Cash on hand

iiiiiountcd to $36. .'124 on .Inniuiry 1. 1916, with $r.Cils IiIIIh

payable.

The North Slur. South Star, Silver Star. an<l l.ucUv Sim
claims of 30 iicren, owned by .Moylan C. Fox. were punhiiwd
lust week by the ICniinii Copper Co.. which now biiK (i'.t mrpH.

i'osallile litlKUlUui has linn avulded liv tbis ti'iuiKaelloTi.

WASHINGTON
Mining compaiiioH operating In tli(> iiorthweHlein leirllory

tributary to Spokane, by March I will have jiaid $1.14(1,173 In

dividends for the current year, IncreaHing Ihe grand total of

the corporations now distrlhutiiiK dividends to $611,183,430. Of

this amount the Cocur d'Alcne concerns will have dlslrlbuled

$983,750 for 1916. making the total $51,.S75.896, and HrlllHli

Columbia will contribute $462,423 for Ihe year to that dale,

making the aggregate disbursements $14,307,534.

Stevens Cousty

While the Bunker Hill & Sullivan company will soon begin

shipping ore to the smelter at Northport, there is nothing In

this bearing on the company's smelter-construction plans,

according to word received In Spokane from Stanly A. Easton,

Crowe Nutjinip
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PABT OF MOXTASA, IDAHO, WA.SIII.NflTO.N, AND CANADA. SlioUIM.

SITUATION OF THE COEUR D'aLEXE REGION, THE NEW SMELT1;K

AT NORTHPORT, AND THE SMELTERS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

general manager at Kellogg. The material to be sent to

Northport is tor fluxing purposes, high in iron and containing

from 7 to 8% lead. Quantities of this grade have been dis-

patched to different smelters in the country for years, and it

in no way violates the contract with the American Smelting

& Refining Co.; in fact, it is a grade of ore this concern does

not want, and is a sort of waste product that the Bunker Hill

is glad to dispose of anywhere it can. At the request of the

Northport Smelting company it is to be sent to the new plant.

The smelter at Northport. being constructed by the North-

port Smelting & Refining Co., financed by the Hercules and

the Tamarack & Custer mining companies of Idaho, will be

ready to blow-in on March 1, according to H. V. Croll of

Allentown, Pennsylvania, sales engineer for the Traylor Engi-

neering Co., who was in Spokane recently after spending four

months at Northport superintending construction and installa-

tion of equipment. The plant, which will represent an ex-

I
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penditure of approximately $500,000 when completed, is of the

most modern type. It is provided with all labor-saving devices,

and should prove highly eiBcient. Practically nothing remains

of the old plant, and that part utilized in the new construction

has been entirely re-built. The equipment consists of two

lead furnaces 42 in. wide and IG ft. long, with a smelting

column 18 ft. high. Each has a capacity of 250 tons of ore

daily, or 15,000 tons per month, and it is thought that this

will be adequate to deal with the ores of the allied Coeur

d'Alene properties that will supply the material. In addition,

three of the six copper furnaces used in the former plant have

been renovated for operation at any time, but this may not be

for several months. Four Dwight-Lloyd sintering-machines

have been installed, an entirely new crushing and automatic

sampling-plant built, and a new charging system has been

devised, including pit, cars, trackage, and other accessories.

All the ore is carried by belt-conveyors. The changes in the

system have necessitated a re-arrangement of the railway-

tracks serving the plant, and this has caused delay in begin-

ning operations, as the furnaces are ready for their charges

as soon as the cars carrying the concentrate can be transferred

to the unloading bins. The cold weather has interfered with

constructing the new spurs and sidings, and it is not possible

to have the track connections completed in less than 30 days.

The material from the mines will reach the smelter in the

shape of concentrates, both coarse and fine, together with the

slimes as they come from the mills. The concentrates are

crushed to particles averaging one-fourth inch, and, when
mixed with the slimes, are sent to the sintering-machines.

Their product is broken into smaller pieces and sent in cars

to the charging-pits, where the sintered material is mixed
with coke, limestone, iron, and oxidized ores, drawn from

adjacent bins in which this is stored. A locomotive then is

attached to the car, pushing it into the top of the chargiug-

furnace, where it discharges its load, averaging four to five

tons. The resulting lead bullion will be molded into pigs,

averaging about 100 lb. each, sampled, and then loaded into

railway cars for transportation to the Pennsylvania Smelting

Co.'s refining plant at Carnegie, w-hich has been taken over

by the Northport company.

Pebey County

(Special Correspondence.)—The mill, machinery, and other

buildings of the North Washington Power & Reduction Co.

were recently sold by W. S. Bailey, trustee in bankruptcy, to

R. E. Clark, of Spokane, for $6500, to satisfy the claim of the

Chicago Title & Trust Co. This property had been previously

sold to the same buyer for $25,000 but reverted on default of

payments after about $8000 had been paid.

A 225-hp. Bessemer oil-burning engine has been installed at

the Surprise mine by the Republic Consolidated Mines Cor-

poration, which expects to operate on a more extensive scale

and sink to 1000-ft. depth. The shaft of the Lone Pine mine

will be sunk 100 ft. to 400 ft. depth.

In the San Poll district, W. E. Malm, engineer for the Walla

Walla Mining Co., operating at Keller, has finished surveys and

will soon Install machinery and a diamond-drill to prospect

the company's property.

High-grade scheelite is reported to have been found in the

Silver Leaf mine, situated 1* miles west of the Columbia river,

in the Troy district. The property is under bond to .lames

Keith, of Spokane, who is said to have shipped 15 tons of ore

to the Granby smelter, containing about 200 oz. silver per ton.

The report is confused by the statement that the smelter paid

$1 per pound as advance settlement.

Republic, February 10.

Pierce County

The duplicated refinery at the A. S. & R. smelter at Tacoma
Is complete at a cost of $750,000. Its capacity is 6000 tons of

metal per month. There was no increase in the smelting

capacity.

PERSONAL
WiiXET G. Mn-LEE is on his way to London.

F. W. Bradley is to visit Kellogg, Idaho, early in March.

A. J. EvELAND, recently at Pachuca, has gone to South

America.

H. W. TUBNEE has been examining quicksilver deposits in

Lake county.

John T. Reid has recently returned to Lovelock, Nevada,

from New York.

W. MoTHERWEix has gone to the Santa Gertrudis mine,

Pachuca, Mexico.

G. F. Trethewey is now manager of the West Dome mine.

Porcupine, Ontario.

Fred Seabl.s and Karl Hoffmann are accompanying W. W.

Mein on his professional journey to South Africa.

R. R. Leslie, manager of Butters Divisadero Co.. is ex-

pected to arrive in San Francisco early in March.

George E. Farish is now at Oatman, Arizona. He expects

to return to New York during the first week in March.

Clayton L. Kohlhaas, Michigan College of Mines, 1910, is

with the Denver Rock Drill Co., at Houghton, Michigan.

Robert M. Bett.s, manager of the Cornucopia Mines, has

been examining quicksilver properties in southern Oregon.

Robert E. Cranston has been placed in charge of the gold-

mining department of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., at

Butte.

C. H. Shoemaker, general superintendent for the Asbestos

& Asbestic, Ltd., has returned to Asbestos, Quebec, from

Arizona.

James Richards, superintendent of the Isle Royale mine,

Michigan, Is in Florida on an extended vacation for hi.s

health. A. H. Wohlrab is acting superintendent during Mr.

Richards' absence.

W. W. Mein sailed on February 26 by the New Amsterdam
for London, on his way to the Rand, where he will report on

some important mines.

Atkins, Kroll & Co. have resigned the management of the

Atolia Mining Co. E. C. Voorheis has been appointed general

manager with headquarters in the Humboldt Bank building.

San Francisco.

Schools and Societies

Copper companies operating in Arizona have contributed

$100,000 towards the construction of a school of mines at the

State university at Tucson. There is also available $75,000

appropriated by the last Legislature.

The Montana Section of the A. I. M. E. held its annual

meeting at Butte on February 4. There were 49 members and

guests present. The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: chairman, J. L. Bruce, manager of Butte &
Superior Copper Co.; vice-chairman, W. C. Siderfin, manager
W. A. Clark interests in Montana: secretary-treasurer, M. H.

Gidel, assistant geologist Anaconda Copper Mining Co.; and

executive committee, N. B. Braly, superintendent of mines of

the North Butte Mining Co., and W. T. Burns, superintendent

of electric refinery of the Boston & Montana reduction works.

Great Falls. Following the banquet, a paper entitled 'Present

Status of Oil Prospecting in Montana' was read by D. C. Bard,

who is joint author of the paper with Chester Steele. Fred-

erick Laist of the Anaconda company gave a talk on the

metallurgy of zinc, explaining briefly the method employed

by the company for the treatment of complex zinc ore from the

Butte district. The secretary's report shows 177 active

members in the State, an increase of 17 over that of last year.
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THE METAL MARKET
>ii:tai. riiuKs

San KraDclsco, February 23

Antimony, rents per pound 4 1

Klvctrolytic copper, cents per pound 27.7&

Molylulcnum; 90''r MoS;. per pound )1.40

PIS load, cent* per pound 8.5S— 7.BO

Platinum: soft iiu'tiil. per ounce )85

Platinum: hard metal, 10<:c Iridium, per ounce t$!)

Quicksilver: per Ilask }300

Speller, cents per pound --

Tin. cents per pound *3

Zinc-dust. lOO-k^. xinc-llncd cases, cents per pound.. 30

ORB PRICES
San Franclsro. February 23.

Antimony: SCI- product, per unit $2.25
11

8

30

35

12

60—65

Chrome: iO'~'r and over, f.o.b. cors California, per ton

Ma^neslte: crude, per ton. f.o.b

Matrnesite: plastic, no Iron and lime, calcined, per ton....

Maicneslte: refractory, liri Iron, dead-burned, per ton...

Manganese: SOTc metal. STt slUca, per ton, f.o.b. cars, S. F.
Ttiii);sten: minimum 607; WOj, per unit of 20 Hi

New York, February 18.

Antimony, per unit $2.50

TunKsten. per unit 70

Manganese: aO"?!. per ton 90

Carlisle & Company, 74 Broadway, New York, have prepared
for free distribution a booklet entitled 'Tungsten, Its Proper-

ties and Vses.' It Is very complete and contains extracts from
the U. S. Geological Sur\-ey.

The February Issue of The Pahasapa Quarterly' (South Da-
Mlnes) Is a tungsten number and wortli se-kota School

curing.
of

E.*STER> METAI. M.^RKET
(By wire from New York.)

February 24.—Copper Is quieter though strong, prompt metal
is scarce: lead is quieter; there is a good demand for zinc of

choice grades.
SILVER

Below are given the average New York quotations. In cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Feb. IT 56.62 Jan.

" 18 56.62
19 56.62

• 20 Sunday I Feb.
•• 21 56.75
• 22 Holiday
" 23 57.00

Average week ending
12 56.S2
19 56.68
26 57.14
2 57.02
9 56.79

16 56.62
23 56.86

Monthly averages.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, February 18.

Conditions in the metal market are such as never before

existed, especially with regard to copper. Prompt metal has

sold at 29.62JC., the highest in 43 years. There is a strong

and sustained demand for second-quarter deliveries, which

range from 27.25 to 27.50c., March also being in good request.

Conservative sellers fear that the price may go too high to be

healthy, if it is not there already. Never before, however,

was there such a demand to stimulate buying. London con-

tinues high and strong, and foreign stocks continue to de-

crease. Zinc is advancing under the stimulus of a good de-

mand which is calling more for future positions. Foreign

buying of lead is heavy, and explains an advance of |1 per

ton, despite comparative inactivity on the part of home con-

sumers. The tin market has pursued a serene course, de-

spite the dangers of the times. Supplies are arriving in good

volume, and business has been good in the past week. Anti-

mony is scarce and strong, the only feature being that plans

have been perfected to care for the requirements of jobbers.

Aluminum is again advancing because of Its scarcity.

There seems to be no end to the demand for steel, and in

numerous lines of products there have been further price

advances. The mills are turning-down business, even when it

is ottered at premium prices. The total of iron and steel ex-

ports for the calendar year 1915 was 3,513,453 gross tons, com-

pared with 1,540,574 tons in 1914, and 2,730,483 tons in 1913.

Machinery exports in December, 1915, totaled $13,228,450,

against $6,372,041 tons in the same month of 1914; and for

the calendar year 1915, totaled $134,128,862, compared with

$91,818,664 in the preceding year.

COPPER
Not since 1873—43 years ago—has copper been so high as it

is today; in that year the average price was 29c. per lb. In

the past week prompt electrolytic has been sold at 29.621c.,

New York, and there is nothing to indicate that the top notch

has been reached. The conservative element of the trade is

not only wondering when the advances will cease, but is

actually worried over the abnormal situation. They point

out that the greater the height, the greater will be the fall,

and they are afraid that men's minds may run away as well

as the market. The London market for electrolytic was

quoted on February 16 at £136 10s. Statistics cabled to the

New York Metal Exchange give the combined stocks of Great

Britain and France, as of February 15, as 8777 tons, against

9998 tons, January 31, a decrease of 1221 tons. In this market

spot and near-by is difficult to obtain even when fancy

premiums are offered. Most of the business continues to be

in second-quarter deliveries which can be had at about 27.25c.,

30 days, delivered. For prompt metal 29.62*c. appears to

have been the highest figure paid, while some has been taken

at 29.50c. The buying has been almost entirely of e'ectrolytic,

over which the price of Lake ranges slightly, but its quotation

is nominal. For deliveries to the end of the year, 27c. has

been quoted. Positions from prompt to June, range from

29.50 down to 27c. March and April electrolytic has sold at

28.50c., and May at 2Sc. The steady buying has been mostly

on account of the manufacturers of war munitions. Indus-

trial consumers have yet to come into the market to a con-

siderable extent. It is stated on good authority that the

largest producer of brass and copper goods is turning out its

products at the rate of 2,000.000 lb. every 24 hours, and it is

sate to assert that most of this is for war purposes. John D.

Ryan states that the demand up to the present time has been

such that the Anaconda company's product is sold ahead for

a longer period than ever before. Exports, February 1 to 17,

totaled S805 tons. Exports in January totaled 23,663 tons,

against 26,193 tons in that month of 1915.

ZINC

The market has been continuously firm, with an active de-

mand for February, March, and April metal. Seemingly there

are more buyers than sellers of these positions, and this has

had the effect of accentuating the demand. The London market

was strong, February 16 at £99, having advanced £6 the pre-

ceding day, and lending corresponding strength to the New
York market. Futures have been more active, a pleasing fact

to producers, inasmuch as some of them are entirely sold out

for the first quarter, and have been for some time. Second-

quarter deliveries now range from 18 to 18.25c., St. Louis.

Prompt metal was quoted on February 17 at 21c., New York.

With all the activity the operations of the sheet galvanizers

continues at low ebb, not much above 50% of capacity. John

D. Ryan states that the Anaconda company's new electrolytic

zinc plant is a success, and that its product has been sold tor

a year ahead at a profit of about $4,000,000, and that the com-

pany is erecting a plant with a capacity ot 10,000,000 lb. of

zinc per year, which probably will be in operation next fall.

Exports of zinc this month, including February 17, total 1806

tons. Sheet-zinc is unchanged at 24 cents.

LEAD
A strong demand from abroad, with buyers willing to pay

piemiums, preceded an advance ot $1 per ton, or to 6.30 per

lb.. New York, which was announced by the A. S. & R. Co. on

February 16. Russian interests have taken large quantities,

and other European countries have been good buyers as well.

The strange feature of the situation is that the domestic de-

mand has been almost dull, a phase which sellers are unable

to understand. They say it domestic consumers believe they

can cause the market to come down by remaining aloof from

it they are doomed to disappointment, as long as the present

heavy foreign demand continues. The St. Louis market is

strong at 6.22ic. The indications point to still higher prices.

Exports this month, including February 17, total 4109 tons.

TIN

Of this metal there is little to say, except that there has

been some heavy buying in the past week, various days having

seen aggregate sales of 250, 500, 600, and 800 tons. With the

activity, prices advanced, but in no abnormal way. From
41.12JC., on February 9, quotations gradually went up to

42.12AC., on the 16th. An interesting circumstance is that

the steamship Bolton Castle, which, with two other steamers,

was partly destroyed by fire while lying at a Brooklyn pier

this week, had but a short time previously discharged 1300

tons ot tin. Supplies continue to arrive freely, despite what

is now regarded as a precarious journey. Arrivals ot the

month, including the 16th, total 3567 tons, and there was

afloat on that day 5118 tons.

ANTIMONY
Since the last report a plan has been accepted whereby

jobbers in antimony can continue to do business. It provides

that stocks may be carried in public warehouses in the name
of the British Consul, and that these may be drawn upon in

any quantity when the jobber presents to the Consul a satis-

factory guarantee from his customer. The consumer must

stipulate that the antimony wanted is tor his own manufactur-

ing needs, that he will not re-sell, or ship products abroad

without the consent ot the Consul. The price is unchanged

at 43.50 to 45c., duty i)aid, for prompt, metal is scarce, despite

some rather large recent arrivals. These, however, had been

sold while afloat.
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m;vai)a consolidated copper co.

The r*i>ort of the Nevada Coiisolldnted Copiier Co. for tlio

last quarter of 1915 has been issued. The mill treated S:10,-

157 tons of 1.59';- ore. 92'; from the pits, and S' r from the

Ituth mine. In addition there was treated 22.027 tons from

the Giroux mine. The yield was 1S.2S7,930 lb. copper, at a

cost of ".15c. per lb. Metal was sold at 21.699c. per lb. Total

not famines were $2,739,196. Dividends absorbed $999,728.

depreciation. $142,724. and ore extlnguisbment $.S2.22S, leav-

ing a surplus of $1,514,516. .\s8ets include metals at all

points $4.99S.S29. and rash $341,120.

BITTE & SUPERIOR COPPER CO.

The last quarter's (1915) O|)eratlons of this zinc producer

show the following results:

Quarter. Year.

Ore treated, tons 150.150 522,300

Recovery, per cent 95.07 92.06

Zinc production, pounds 47,563,144 163,956,791

Cost of mining and milling, per ton . . $5.13

Net income $3,093,798 $9,125,942

Net per share $33.92

The output of metal for the year was an increase of 56.128,-

112 pounds, net income $7,708,814 more, and net per share

$28.71 greater. Ore reserves are approximately the same as

before.

CHINO COPPER CO.

The report of Chino Copper for the last quarter of 1915

contains the following data:

Overburden removed, cubic yards 833,695

Ore treated, tons 691,200

Average content, per cent 2.11

Extraction, per cent 66.92

Metal output, pounds 19,560,245

Cost per pound, cents 7.20

Average price received, cents 20.476

Profit $2,461,716

Dividends 869,980"

Surplus $1,591,736

Dividends increased $217,525, and the surplus $688,777.

RAY CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.

The report of Ray Consolidated for the last quarter of 1915

includes the following:

Ore treated, tons 797,102

.Average content, per cent 1.688

Metal from all sources, pounds 17,195,533

Cost per pound, cents 9.625

Price received, cents 20.213

Profit $1,807,983

Dividends 777,482

Surplus $1,001,085

The daily ore tonnage was 879 greater than in the previous

term, and the yield was 2,260,000 lb. more. The profit was
more than double. The year's total of 62,541,196 lb., was an
increase of 3,496,496 pounds.

MT. MORGAN GOLD MINING CO.

This Australian company has issued its report for the half-

year ended November 28, 1915. The general manager, A. A.

Boyd, states that the mine was worked for 155 days, during

which time 2m;.s n. <if develupnuMil whh doni', and 2ii:i.7(17

tons of ore cxlracted down to llic '.ifiO-ft. level. 'I'he aveniui"

Wttj» 1290 tons per day. There wan also mined 9K,202 Iohh of

wnslo for flllluc stopcs. kIIIih, HmetlInK on-, and (Ireclay.

UcsiMves are esllmiilcd al 999,393 tons of IiIkIi. and 1,723.:I64

Ions of iiiedliinimndc ohh.
Two blaHt-fiii'naci'H worked roiillmidiislv. hut dwImk Io IiIkIkt

silica content costs iiicreaupd. The plant Ireiitcd 119,051 tons

of ore. IS. 431 tons of roncenlratc, 25.197 Ions of pyillc ore.

and l.ss tons of other material, 162,867 tons In all. TIiIh

yielded 9,654,400 lb. of copper, and 62,779 oz. nold. The average

was 2.647% cop|)cr and $7.70 gold per ton. The coiicontralor

treated 83,985 tons of ore for 24,023 tons of concentrate, with

88.49'/r recovery of the copper, and 72.5S", of the gold.

Total working costs were $10.20 |)er ton. The rcveniit' was
$3,092,000, and i)ront $siiii.Oi»(). of which $720,000 was |)ald In

dividends. The surplus is $970,000.

1 lAII COI'IMOU CO.

The report of Utah Copper for the bisl quarter of 1915

shows the following:

Overburden removed, cubic yards 1,651,860

Ore treated, tons 2,384.364

Average content, per cent 1.1694

Extraction, per cent 63.11

Metal produced, pounds 44,224,715

Cost per pound, cents 6.10

Price received, cents 21.408

Profit from all sources (including Nevada Con. divi-

dends) $6,919,203

Dividends paid 2,4,36,735

Surplus $4,482,468

The output for the year was 156,207,376 lb., against 121,-

779,401 lb. The surplus is $1,692,395 greater.

JIM BUTLER TONOPAH MINING CO.

The report of this Nevada company is for the year ended

September 30, 1915. The general superintendent is Frederick

Bradshaw of the Tonopah Belmont Development Co., who
states that the iieriod was the most profitable of any, in spite

of lower-grade ore, which was mostly due to the lower price

for silver.

Mine development amounted to 8569 ft., of which 4460 ft.

was in the Desert Queen, and 4199 ft. in the Wandering Boy,

at an average cost of $7,482 per foot, a decrease of 42c. This

work resulted in the development of 45,424 tons of new ore.

Reserves are estimated at 40,310 tons, a decrease of nearly

10,000 tons, but future prospects are good. A considerable

amount of construction was done at the Wandering Boy shaft.

The Ophir King claims were purchased during the year for

$1750. They have an area of 92 acres.

The Belmont mill at Millers treated 48,146 tons averaging

0.301 oz. gold and 26.42 oz. silver per ton at a cost of $5.02.

The metal recovered was 13,544 oz. gold and 1,158,335 oz. silver.

A new and more favorable treatment contract has been

arranged.

The net revenue from all sources was $506,086; expenditure,

$319,365; dividend No. 1, $171,802; and cash at September 30,

1915, $250,698. The balance at the end of the previous term

was $235,780.

Operating costs were $10.40 per ton. a reduction of $1.87.

Mr. Pike is mine superintendent, and Mr. Robins, engineer.

The Isabella Mines Co.'s report for 1915 shows that develop-

ment totaled 17,289 ft., 1590 ft. by the company, S368 ft. by

company lessees, and 7331 ft. by royalty lessees, a large in-

crease. At 1275 ft. depth good ore is being extracted. Th6

output was 24,098 tons of ore worth $507,792. The company's

net earnings were $43,573, and surplus $85,999. Lessees are

operating the mill on dump ore.

(

t
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EDITORIAL
r. A. RICKARD, Editor

\ NNOUNCEMENT is made that the Northwest Min-
•^*- ing Convention will meet at Spokane on March 20

and the five days thereafter.

CC/^OPPER reaches £92," we read in The Financial

^ Tinus of February 1. This causes a mental jar,

until we realize that the London quotation, equivalent to

19.92 cents per pound, is for 'standard' copper, an im-

pure brand containing about 97% metal. The retention

of an obsolete term like 'standard' for low-grade copper

seems unnecessary and objectionable.

OTATISTICIANS have a hard time, when conscien-

^ tious: but most of them sleep easilj% having few

qualms. To the real student of figures we give a warn-

ing. At the present time Mexican pesos are being

brought into this country for sale as bullion and are

finding their way to the mints. Again, small lots of

bullion stolen from Mexican mines are being shipped

to American smelters, even as far from the border as

Pennsylvania. Any of these consignments of silver will

vitiate the statistics of domestic silver production unless

care is taken.

A T this sea.son of the year a great deal of mining ma-
-^*- chinery is bought for immediate use. It is required

for unwatering workings, for resuming work in open-

cuts, for starting new enterprises. We recognize the

timely interest of the subject by publishing comment and

criticism of various types of machinery, endeavoring al-

ways to obtain it from unprejudiced sources, neither

from the manufacturer nor from his rival, but from the

mine-managers who use the machinery and are willing

to give information useful to other managers. Such in-

formation is difficult to obtain for publication, although

freely circulated as gossip. A great deal of mining is

wasted for lack of detached criticism ; it will never be

possible to obtain much of it for publication, but such of

it as is made carefully and fairly is of inestimable value.

T N a recent issue we referred to the Mexican branch of

•'- the Industrial Workers of the World, commonly
known as the I. W. W., a socialistic, but anti-social, or-

ganization. This Mexican branch is called La Casa

Obrero Mundial; it has become obstreperous; a general

strike was threatened to begin on February 27 unless an

increa.se in wages equivalent to 60% gold was granted.

Whereupon the Government made it known through

General Fredo Rodriguez, at Mexico City, that any in-

terference with public order would be met l)y force. Tlie

workmen were warned against an attempt to paralyze

industry by a general strike and they were advised to

make their demand in a rational manner, in which case

the Government would prove not unfriendly. So far

no outbreak has been reported, from which we infer that

Seiior Carranza has observed the Mexican rule that the

first duty of tlie executive is to execute.

r^ OLD was being won by dredging in the Klondike
^^ valley during the coldest weather in January. Our
worthy contemporaiy the Dawson Weekly News, in its

issue of January 28, makes boast of the fact. And no

wonder; it is much to the credit of all concerned, par-

ticularly Mr. Joseph W. Boyle, the manager of the

dredge in question, known as No. 2 of the Canadian

Klondyke Company's fleet. When the alcohol ther-

mometer registered anywhere from 56 to 66 degrees

below zero, the No. 2 was in full action, digging vigor-

ously to a depth of 37 feet below the surface, and 32

feet under water. No artificial means is employed to

keep the pond warm, the dredge is her own ice-breaker,

but her interior is steam-heated. Steam-pipes warm the

entire mechanism, maintaining a temperature of 60° P.,

or 120 degrees warmer than outdoors. The gold produc-

tion of the Yukon is reported as $4,500,000 in 1915, but

if dredging can be conducted throughout the year, we
may expect a healthy increase for 1916.

pAPER-MAKING is another industry affected by the
-*- War. The production of white paper from wood-
pulp involves the use of bleach, or chlorine, of which
Germany produces one-third of the world's consump-
tion by the electrolysis of common salt. Bleach was
worth $28.50 per ton at New York before the War ; it is

now selling for more than ten times that price, namely
15 cents per pound. Most of the American supply is

made at Niagara Falls, in Michigan, and Pennsylvania.

Many new factories have Ijcen started to make it, but the

.supply is insufficient. Much of the chlorine is diverted

to the manufacture of explosives; therefore the paper-

makers find this chemical increasingly costly and arc

compelled to raise the price of white paper. Hence our
newspapei-s are becoming yellower and tend increasingly

to resemble the Hearst productions. Colors too, owing
to the scarcity of dyes, also mainly a German product,

are rising in price to the point of being prohibitive.

Unbleached wood-pulp has risen from $40 to $58 per

ton; bleached pulp from $55 to $100. The export of

pulp from Norway and Sweden is subject to embargo, al-

though some of it is allowed to go under restrictions,

but in this trade as in others the scarcity of shipping

renders the supply precarious. We ourselves have had

to pay rising prices for the paper we use. Perhaps out
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of this ovil stnuo Riioil will nrisc ; for iiistaiu-c. tlif cust

of pnpiT miiy curtail tJu- fiui^oitl i-Niilioraiiff of thi-

Suiuiay ctlitioiis of tlio iliiily pn-ss. wliii-li ri-prcsi'iil an

enormous waste of a useful ciMiiniotlity. 'I'lu' T)!*, till, 70.

or SO piigos of the Suiuiny paper consist of !)0% ruliliisli.

iuiii cnfon'cil thrift in the siiuandcriii); of pulp ami print

mipht s»'r\'e to discipline the purveyors of pitlle.

TT'Kli.M what we can learn, we infer that ("on(;res.sional

* s^metion is not likely to be given tlurint; this session

to the creation of a connuission to inidi-rtakc the system-

atic revision of the mining law. On the contrary, it is

likely that a direct blow at the extra-lateral ritrhl will

he delivered, by means of Senator Smoot's l)ill or, more

probably, by some lepislatioTi emanating from the sub-

eonniiittee of the House itself. This may result not only

in the killing of the extra-lateral right, but in eliminat-

ing the requirement of discovery, and in enlarging the

elaim-areji, say. to 1500 feet square. Then the enterpris-

ing prospector will plaster the landscape with a succes-

sion of claims, to protect the dip of possible veins, wliich

he is no longer required to discover. Thus the abrogation

of the much maligned 'apex law' will serve not to pro-

mote the search of ore. but to allow of a postponement of

such search pending leisurely digging and panning.

Frankly, we do not like the outlook. If after all the

sincere efforts made by a number of experienced en-

gineers and enlightened lawyers we are to have this lialf-

baked legislation, it would have been better to let the

'apex law' aloue.

660(") long Hetty" was one of the mottos inscribed on

^ the banners used to decorate the streets of the min-

ing settlement of Sutter Creek ou the occasion of a recent

celebration of the re-opening of Hayward's old Eureka

mine, Mrs. Hetty Green, an affluent lady residing in

New York, had owned this mining property unproduc-

tively for many years; in fact, it had lain idle for the

time of a generation. We echo the ' So long
!

' and hope to

see other idle owners of valuable mining property ad-

vised or compelled to end a policy of dog-in-the-raanger.

whereby so large a part of the public domain is alien-

ated to no useful purpose. We congratulate the citizens

of the little town in Amador county on the resumption of

operations at this famous Californian mine and felicitate

the community on the fact that the task of re-opening

the deeper workings, closed since the fire of 1875, shoul"!

be in the hands of so experienced a miner and manager

as Mr. T. Walter Beam, We shall all watch the disclos-

ure of the bottom levels and stopes with keen interest,

not only to see how much of truth there is in the stories

about the ore left in the mine but also to observe to what

extent the latest methods of mining and milling, con-

joined to the lower cost of supplies, will enable the new-

owners to treat veinstone that was unprofitable forty

years ago. It is a fine adventure and we hope it may
be rewarded abundantly. Incidentally this re-opening

of the old Eureka mine draws attention to the awakening

of interest in the Mother Lode region, from Sonora, in

Tuolumne, to Plymouth, in Amador county.

Chinese Mininii Reiiulations

Mining in China is llie siibjeel of an inlcresling article

in this issue. The author, Mr. A. S. Wlieler. knows his

subject well. Moreover, he is an cngineei- of exi)erience

in South .Africa and elsewhere. While the industry luiK

not been much developed as yet. it is a fai-t that at the

lire.sent moment the excited metal markets of the worlcl

look to China for a large |>ail ol' oni' inclallic proibn't.

namely, antimony. Even the le<-hnol()gy of iIm' sulijeil

finds its best exponent in a Chinese nielalliiri.'iNt, .Mr.

C. Y. Wang. What ha.s been done in ,i minor iirancli of

mining may yet be aeeomplished on a larger- .scale. I'or

the empire-republic dominated just now by His Kxc-d

lency Yuan Shih-K'ai covers an area of 4| million M|u;irc

miles, or a third more than the United States, and in-

cludes a number of mineral n'gions, of whii-li it I'an he

said that they have ore deposits of great variety. In a

recent paper on 'Chinese Mining Ijcgislation,' by Mr.

William F. Collins, read before the Institution of .Mining

and Metallurgy, w-e find it set forth llial the Chinese ;ire

beginning to realize that foreign mining enleritrise is

desirable. That idea is not so new as will be the attempt

to give it effect. Like many other pcoi)les. the Chinese

would like to have the stimulus of foreign enter])rise

without the alienation of their domestic resources. If

the old superstitions and necromancies have become less

potent, there still remains a lingering dislike against tin-

interference of the foreign 'devils.' We must look to llie

educated Chinese, to those who have been to Europe and

America as .students, and have absorbeil the |)rogressive

spirit of the age ; they are the natural leaders in any

friendly effort to join in exploring and exploiting the

mineral deposits of the Middle Kingdom. If these men

will act in good faith as between their own countrymen

and the foreign operator, it w'ill be possible to obtain

results .satisfactory to all concerned. To be satisfactory

an}' business venture must be mutually profitable. Any
other kind of business means imposition on one side.

rndoul)tedly, the good example set by Russia in encour-

aging Anglo-American enterprise to exploit Siberia is not

without effect, as Mr. Collins suggests. Again, the grant-

ing of mining rights to tlie Japanese in nine districts

in Manchuria may be, and ought to be, followed by the

ceding of similar privileges to other foreigners, under

('hinese regulations, of course. Of such regulations

there has been a succession, all of them giving with one

hand and taking back with the other, so as to be im-

practicable when not clearly absurd. Eor in.stanee, the

regulations of 1904 granted sundry rights but required

Chinese control of all mining companies and complete

subjection to Chinese company law. In 1907, after the

foreign ministers at Peking had made numerous repre-

sentations, a new set of 74 regtilations, with 73 supple-

mentary ones, was issued. These also failed to recognize

that modem large-scale mining is not performed by in-

dividuals, but by combinations in the form of companies.

They included a number of impracticable conditions,

some of them ludicrous. At about this time Jfr. Wallace
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Broad was retained as ininiiig atlvisor to the Chinese.

In 1914 a fresli series of rules, multitudinous and de-

tailed, was issued by the Government. We eommented
upon them in our issue of June 20, 1914, and described

them as the work of men unfamiliar both with the prac-

tice of mining and the legislation found jjracticable in

other countries. We reverted to the subject in these

columns again on April 17, 1915, describing the regula-

tions as having the appearance of being drawn "with
the purpose of leading to a maximum of official inter-

ference, with opportunities for graft, and a minimum
of work." They failed to afford that reasonable oppor-

tunity and requisite sense of security without which

capital is discouraged from speculative effort. On the

other hand, as Mr. Collins points out, the government
of the Malay States gives Chinese immigrants every

chance to prospect and to mine, the result being that

Chinese operators have done well for themselves, and for

the tin-mining industry, in the Malay peninsula. The
Chinese do not return the compliment. Their i-egula-

tions disbar the foreign adventurer. We trust that the

ministers representing the United States and England
at Peking will be moved to another effort to obtain

reasonable conditions and in doing so they will find an
excellent guide in the eminently fair and sensible sum-
mary of the subject presented by ]\Ir. Collins; above all.

we urge upon Chinese engineers familiar with raining in

this and other countries to use their goodwill in ad-

vLsing their own officials to a more sagacious attitude.

North Star-Empire Compromise

It gives us great pleasure to state that the final nego-

tiations for a settlement of the apex suit between the

North Star and Empire mines at Grass Valley have

been concluded amicably. As our readers are aware,

suit was brought by the North Star Mines Company
against its neighbor, the Empire Mines & Investment

Company, in June la-st. Three points of difl'orenee had
arisen, namely, the right of a junior location to claim

extra-lateral rights beneath a senior townsite location,

the question as to what extra-lateral rights accrued to a

claim having broken end-lines, and finally the geologic

continuity of a rich vein uncovered by the bottom work-

ings in both mines. This vein, called 'X' l)y the North

Star and 'Pennsylvania' by the Empire, has been cut

on the 63rd level (2500 feet vei-tically below the sur-

face) in the North Star and on the 46th level (2000 feet

deep vertically) in the Empire mine. Sufficient explora-

tory work has been done in both mines to prove the great

value of the ground in dispute, it being conceded that

it covers at least $2,000,000 worth of ore. At an early

stage it became evident that adjudication of the contro-

versy would involve the decipherment of mniiy intricate

prolilems in structural geologj' and the settling of sev-

eral obscure legal technicalities. Fortunately, the good
sense of both managements was fortified by the sagacious

advice of the attonieys and experts retained by the two
companies. The final basis of settlement is an equal

division of disputed territory, the ditt'erent areas being
weighted in accordance with the various geological and
legal factors pertaining to each. Undoubtedly the ex-

perience of the Pennsylvania-W. Y. 0. D. case served to

warn both parties against proceeding to the arbitrament
of the courts, for it had been demonstrated in that ca.se,

as in others, that the invoking of the extra-lateral right

leads to unsuspected complexities. By the settlement

the North Star can stope the disputed vein for 750 feet

above the 63rd level, several thousand feet south of the

main shaft, for 1000 feet north, and indefinitely in depth

south of this limit, while the Empire retains the right

to mine on the dip north of the point mentioned, within

the major length of the Pennsylvania claim. In short,

both mines are given a great extension of life and are

saved from the expense, anxiety, and uncertainty arising

from a protracted litigation. The credit for this honor-

able consummation is due to Messrs. Curtis H. Lindley

and William E. Colby on the one side and Mr. W. H.
Dixon on the other, while among the geological specialists

much is o\ring to Messrs. Fred Searls, Jr., and Ross E.

Browne, particularly, if we may say so, to the distin-

guished veteran. Of course, no man can foresee what is

contained in the areas apportioned to the two companies

:

at best, each receives a pig in a poke, but they are taking

equal chances and making an equally sagacious com-
promise with chance. Each becomes assured of a fair

share of profit from the disputed territory, instead of

running the risk of losing the whole of that share. The
example set by them is one that we hope will be followed

by other adjoining proprietaries, for we feel assured

that it is to the benefit of the mining industry.

The Psychology of Flotation

Any attempt to understand the scanty and contra-

dictory literature of the flotation process is bound to be

imsuccessful without the help of some knowledge of

those personal equations that have rendered the subject

so perplexing to the later student. Credit, for example.

was begrudged to the Elmore brothers for their early

work at the Glasdir mine, in Wales, in 1898, because it

was known that they had carried forward experiments

previously started by the late George Robson, in 1894.

Init it is a fact that Robson devised no workable process,

while the Elmores did. Again, the latter placed their

Australian rights under option in 1902 to Messrs. John
Ballot and W. W. Webster, by whom Messrs. H. L.

Sulman and H. F. K. Picard were employed as metal-

lurgists. The option was not exercised, the group that

declined it organized the Minerals Separation company
and proceeded to exploit a method of their own. Where-
upon, not unnaturally, there were heart-burnings and
ill-feelings, culminating in the lawsuit of 1907, which

decided nothing, but left a lot of acid in the freely flow-

ing pulp of competition. Later came the litigations and
rivalries of the various processes in Australia. leading

to many queer doings, such as the surreptitious addition

of oil to operations in which it w'as not supposed to be
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l>rvseiit, ftiid the ilnippiiijr of scrnp-in>ii into tlu* iiKil"-

loi-s juiil sumps i>f tho mill just to prove tliat tlii' process

ill use wjui not lis pood lus llu' other I'ellow's. Keiil proj{-

ress was made by Minerals Separation when that eoni-

pajiy engaped Mr. T. J. Hoover as its general manager

111 ISHHi. hut regrettable misundei-standings ensueil wlieii

he ri'signed in 1910. The publieation of his hook on

flotation, two yeai-s later, ineronsed the surt'aee tension.

Shortly afterward. Mr. J. M. Hyde, who had been in

the employ of Minerals Separation for one year, al.so

resigned and proceeded to Montana, where he erected a

flotation plant at the Butte & Superior mine during

l!'ll. in disregard of the Minerals Separation patents.

This led to the first important American suit for alleged

infringement and at the same time marked the begin-

ning of a revolution in the wet metallurgy of the base

metals in the United States. Again the irony of fate

eame into play when, in 1914, Mr. J. M. Callow patented

and introduced the inieumatic cell, with its porous bot-

tom, the idea of which, unknown to him, had been pat-

ented for Minerals Separation by Mr. Hoover in Eng-

land in miO. This device for frothing was adopted by

the Miami Copper Company in 1914 and provoked the

second important litigation, it being claimed by the J\Iin-

erals Separation company that the process at Miami is

an infringement on certain of their patents, while the

users of the Callow cell assert that it involves a pro-

cedure and a process radically different from the or-

dinary frothing method by mechanical agitation. At-

tempts were made to obviate litigation, but a lack of

concession prevented a compromise. The royalties asked

are not particularly excessive, but the forms of contract

Itrovoke natural resentment. The Miami opposition

represents not that compau.v alone, but a large group of

copper enterprises, notably those directed by Mr. D. C.

-Tackling and his as.soeiates.

No application of the bubble-lcvitation phase of flota-

tion to the concentration of ore was made in the United

States until long after the Minerals Separation basic

patent was registered. The patent was obtained in 1905.

but the first introduction of the process was not made

until 1912. Over six yeai-s elapsed. Yet it is claimed by

Minerals Separation that "if the directions of the patent

are followed, the operation of the process is inevitable.
'

'

Many years of trial and experimentation were required

before flotation became a practicable process in this

country. It is claimed that the Jackling companies

made siiceessful application of the process by aid of

their own research and persistent effort. Moreover, it

is a notable fact that up to 1911 the Minerals Separa-

tion metallurgists thought chalcoeite could not be treated

by flotation, and said so. In Mr. Hyde's report of

January 8, 1911, given as an exhibit by ilinerals Sep-

aration in their suit against Hyde, it is stated that the

tests made in the company's London laboratory proved

that "the copper ores of a good part of the South-west

and also of at least a portion of the Utah region contain

chalcoeite. which is not floatable by any of the methods

so far tested." This opinion epitomizes the experience

gained up to that time in the London Inlioratory of tin-

.Minerals Scpiiriit ion compaiiv. I'^vcn in flu- 1914 edition

of his book. Concciilratiiig diis liy I'Motatioii,' Mr.

Hoover mentions the |)ii'sence of linrniti' anil iluilcociii'

as likely to limit the successful oixTatioii of I lie process.

It is evident, therefore, that the piitciilccs did no! bring

any metallurgical revelation to tliosc exploiting the big

deposits of dissciiiinaled copper in l'l4ih, Nevada, Ari-

zona, and New Mexico. \Vc know now that chalcoeite is

easier to float than pyrite, and on this fact an enormous

iiictallurgical development is based. It is fair to add

that at a later date the representatives of Minerals Kei>-

aration learned that chalcoeite was amenable and pre-

vailed upon the Anaeon<la and liis[)iratioii managements

to try the jirocess, to the gain of all concerned. Who
first demonstrated that chalcoeite can be concentrated

by froth, we do not know. AVIiocvei- lie was. lie deserves

grateful remerabranee.

Another factor tending to confuse tin' understanding

of the relative values of the various patents is worthy of

mention. Experiments in court, and elsewhere, iiave

been used to prove that this or that patent will produce

cei'tain effects when the description of the patent is fol-

lowed. As a matter of fact the result of the experiment

depends largely upon the manipulation, performed

usually by an operator who knows a great deal not dis-

closed at the time the patent-dewriplion was written.

Moreover, the improvement in apparatus facilitates the

obtaining of results not contemplated by the followers

of the prior art. In short, by aid of Herodotus and a

slide machine the expert in a court-room can produce

performances that will perplex a philosopher, and a

judge. Thus undoulitedly the dexterity of clever tech-

nicians and the animus against Minerals Separation

have combined to glorify the Everson patent and to

credit the lady in Colorado with the discovery of a

workable process. In the same manner, the instructions

of AlcJde Froment have been misapplied in such a way

as to rob his contribution to the subject of its true sig-

nificance. To us Froment appears as the connecting

link, psychological if not metallurgical, between the

Elmore brothers and Messi-s. Sulinan mid Picai-d.

Another problem is presented by the claims to origin-

ality made after the event, when the importance of

priority has sharpened the imaginati(m. Much of the

misunderstanding of facts is quite unintentional and is

therefore most difficult to distinguish from calculated

misrepresentation. Prejudice has raised a fog through

which it is difficult to see. We sympathize with the

judges, having read much of the testimony submitted to

them. Indeed, the technology of flotation has .suffered

greatly from the fact that the litigation has dominated

it almost from the first. This has been <Tipplemented by

personal vendettas and factional fig' '

' bitter kind

causing many to see red rather than - itraight. In

consequence, the literature of the subject is deeply

vitiated by the distortion of scienti-f'' • ^
'• n, rendering

it most difficult for the student to • i the essential

truth.
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Thm Flotation "P^^^^m li 5S©^

By T. ^

IN
a. recent reminiscence my frieiul Ben Stanley

Kevett has recorded' how he bet "a l)ottle of bub-

bles" with that peripatetic philosopher Thomas F.

Ci'iley, the partner of Carrie Jane Everson in an oil

process of concentration whereby the vahiable sulphides

were made to float above the worthless gangue in a pulp

of crushed ore. Mr. Revett says that he bet his bubbles

against Criley's, but we suspect that in saying so he was
interpreting the prior art in terms of latter-day metal-

lurgj', for it is doubtful whether any of the persons con-

cerned in that early experiment at Baker City, Oregon,

had a clear understanding of the function of the bubbles

in assisting the oil to give buoyancy to the sulphides.

However, in staking liis bubbles of carbon dioxide dis-

solved under pressure in the vintage of Champagne
against the performance predicated by Criley, Mr.
Revett must be credited with successful anticipation, for

27 years after the incident we know that the key to the

flotation process is to be found not in the oil, the acid, or

the apparatus, but in the bubbles.

The man who understands the physics of a soap bub-

lile has mastered the chief mystery of flotation. The
small boy, who, as pictured by Millais, watches the birth,

ascent, and bursting of the iridescent sphere of his own
making, is the type of our modem metallurgist who
makes the multitudinous bubbles constituting a froth

and then wonders to what laws of physics this filmy

product owes its existence.

To put it briefly, the boy, having dissolved soap in

water, holds a little of it in the bowl of his clay pipe

while he blows through the stem. The soapy water

forms a film that is distended by the boy's warm breath

into a lovely sphere, which is lighter than the surround-

ing air and therefore rises, while the sunshine undergoes

refraction into the colors of the spectrum. When the

boy blows through his pipe into pure water, he makes
bubbles likewise, but they break instantly. It is the

soap that lengthens their life. In the language of

physics we say that high 'surface tension' cau.ses the

pure-water bubbles to burst immediately, while the ad-

dition of soap introduces a contaminant that lowers the

tension so as to enable the bul)bles to last longer.

The basic factor in the making of bubbles is surface

tension. This is the force that causes the surface of a

liquid to resist rupture. The particles at the surface

have a greater coherence than the similar particles

within the body of the liquid. In other words, each

molecule within the interior of the liquid may be pic-

*This article was presented as a paper at the March (1916)
meeting of the Canadian Mining Institute.

^Mining and Scientific Press. October 16, 1915.

tured as surrounded by molecules like itself in being

attracted toward each other equally in all directions;

while the molecules at the free surface of the liquid are

attracted only l)y those internal to themselves, the result

being to constrict the free surface to the lea.st area. In

consequence, the surface acts as if it were elastic. Hence
the attachment of water to the sides of a tube and the

drawing of that water upward—which is called 'capil-

larity' because it is most marked in a tube as small as

capillus, a hair.

Numerous manifestations of surface tension on water

could be cited. Fill a tumbler a little more than full

and the water will have a convex surface, indicating

that there is some force at work to prevent the water
from spilling. Note the cohesion between two plates that

have been wetted. Dip a camel's hair brush into water

and the hairs cling together; immerse the wet brush in

the water and the hairs separate. Watch the formation
of a drop of water and note that it behaves as if enveloped
by a stretched membrane. Water-spiders can be seen

running over the surface of a pond in summer, as small

boys run over a pond covered with ice in winter. The
ice bends under their weight without breaking; so also

the spider^ makes a visible dimple without wetting his

feet. The surface is not ruptured.

The force of surface tension has been measured by
ascertaining the weight that can be suspended from a
film of water in air.= It has been stated as 3^ grains
per inch* or 81 dynes per centimetre.^ The most recent
determination is that of Theodore AV. Richards and Les-
lie B. Coombs," who found it to be 72.62 dynes per centi-

metre at 20''C. Many disturbing factors enter into the

measurement of this force, so that divers figures, ranging
from 70.6 to 81, have been announced at dift'erent times.

Surface tension differs as between various liquids and
fluids in contact; for example, the tension separating
mercury from water amounts to 418 dynes per centi-

metre, while that separating olive oil from air is only
36.9 dynes. A drop of pure water will spread over the
surface of pure mercury as oil will spread over water.
The surface tension of an oil-water surface is only 14,

as comjiared with the 73 of an air-water surface at a
temperature of 18°C.' While the film of oil on water

2ln New England the boys call them 'skaters.'

3'A Text-Bool< of the Principles of Physics." By Alfred
Danniell, 1911.

<C. V. Boys in 'Soa)) Bubbles.'

'Clerk Maxwell in the Encyclapadia Britannica. under
'Capillarity.'

c'The Surface Tension of Water. Alcohols, etc." Jour. Amer.
Chem. Soc. .July 191.5.

"'A Text-Book of Physics." By J. H. Poynting and J. .T.

Thomson, 1913.
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may !>«• unly one luolo'ulc tliick. or one twcntv tivi'

millionth of an im-h, it will sulVui' to rodiuv tin- I'lTfttivc

pull of the water surface from 7;{ to 4.!. This lattrr

tipun- represi-nls the olTcctivf surfaii' tension of water

moditicd hy oil as useii in tlotation. It is the main factor

in the formation and persistomo of a bubble, lliat

lowers the surface tension of water, IMin'e jiowdered

sulphur on the surface of tiie water on a horizontal plate

of clean metal : apply heat locally ; the sulphur is pulled

away hy the cold liquid as apainst the feebler tension of

the wanner liquid.

This elastic force at the surface of a liquid tends to

draw it into the most compact form. That is why a

drop assumes the form of a sphere, in which shape it

pnsents the smallest surface in relation to its volume.

Surface tension is a contractile force. This is shown in

Fig. 1.

a simple wa\' by blowing a soap bubble on the large end

of a pipe and then holding the other end of the pipe to

a candle, when the air escaping from the .shrinking bag

of the bubble extinguishes the flame, as in Fig. 1.*

When water is spilled on a stove, it assumes a globular

form and dances on the hot iron until it flashes into

steam, ^^^len water is sprinkled on a dusty floor, the

dust forms a layer upon the drop of water, which draws

itself together into rolling spherules. The smallest

drops are the most nearly round : in the larger ones the

weight causes a flattening, because gravitj'' overcomes

the elasticity of the surface film. That is shown even

more clearly in the case of drops of mercury, and by the

beads of gold on an assayer's cupel.

This contractile force at the surface, whereby a por-

tion of liquid gathers itself together into spherical form,

explains why the pure-water bubble bursts so readily.

The high tension shatters it. It does not burst ex-

plosively, by expansion of the gas within the envelope,

but by lateral displacement of the substance of the

elastic film. It eoUapses because the surface tension

draws it together. To prevent such immediate collapse

it is necessary to lessen the tension, that is, diminish

the contractile force in the elastic membrane constitut-

ing the film of the bubble. This can be done by intro-

ducing an impurity or contaminant, which lowers the

8C. V. Boys in 'Soap Bubbles,' page 49.

surface tension, thiil is, diminishes (In- cuntrjictihilily nl'

the bulii)le liliii. W'.'iler iuis Ihc hi^'licst surlace tension

of any common liijuid exee|)| im rrm-y. so llial liie ad-

dition of another iiqiiiil usuiilly lnwei-s ils surfnce

tension.

Oil in eiiHilsiiiM and organic sulisl^inces in siilulidii can

lie used for this purpose. Soap will have the same ciTecl.

antl that is why a soap hul)i)le lasts longer than a jnire-

water bubble, the film of the former consisting ot' ualer

having some soap in solution. When water lias been

modilicil hy such a containinaiil. Ilie eomi>onenls of the

film can so dispose themselves thai the superficial forces

will be the same everywhere, that is, tend to remain in

equilibrium, including the force of gravity, which other-

wise would pull the film apart.

When two bubbles conic in contact they tend lo

coalesce because the two of them liave an aggregate area

greater than that required to include the .same amount

of air within a single bul)]ilc. In jnire water the buh

bles coalesce with a violence that is mutually destrue-

tive. Even when a survivor is left, the violence of

coalescence of such bubbles in a pulp unhorses any

mineral particles that may be riding the bubbles. When,

however, the water is modified by oil, the contractile

force of surface tension is diminished, the bubbles are

less fragile, and they .sun^ive long enough to perfonn

their metallurgical duty of buoying the metallic par-

ticles to the surface of the liquid pulp. In practice the

'modification' of the water is effected by emulsificalion or

miuTite subdivision (as in a mayonnaise) of an iii.sohihle

oil, such as cotton-seed and oleic ; or it Tiiay be done by

means of a soluble oil or derivative, such as ere.sol ami

amyl acetate.

The presence of a contaminant in water may also

affect its viscosity or internal fricttion, wliere1)y it offers

resistance to a change of shape. This .strengthens the

film of a bubble generated in such water. Moreover, it

has been asserted" that a concentration of the con-

taminant occurs in the surface of a liquid, cau.sing the

viscosity to be highly magnified as compared with the

body of the liquid. It is also known that the films made

of any defuiite liquid are of the same strength, irre-

spective of their thinness ; so that the attenuation of the

skin of a bubble does not decrease its strength. This

again follows from one of the most remarkable proper-

ties of a bubble: the ability, within small limits, of ad-

justing its tension to the load." Briefly, the tension at

the surface of a contaminated liquid is able to adjust

itself within fairly wide limits. Thus a film of such a

liquid can remain in equilibrium when a film of pure

liquid" would have to break.

»SamueI S. Sadtler in Minerals Separation v. Miami case.

lo'Thermodynamics,' by Willard Gibbs. Page 313. "In a

thick film, the increase of tension with the extension, which

is necessarj- for its stability with respect to extension, is con-

nected with an excess of soap (or some one of its components)

at the surface as compared with the interior of the film."

iiln a chemically pure liquid it is impossible to form froth

or multiple bubbling. Some differentiation of the components

of a liquid is required to make a film.
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In his book T. J. Hoover'- states how the presence of

a mere trace of saponine will kill the froth in the flota-

tion cell. He does not explain why. It hapj^eus that

saponine, which can be dissolved out of horse-chestnuts,

is an aid to the blowing of big bubbles. But they are

weak and tender. Why? Because saponine increases

the tension.'^ When a saponine bubble is brought into

contact with a soap bubble, the former contracts and
blows air into the soap bubble. Rayleigh proved that

the tension of the soap-film is only two-thirds of that

blown from a saponine solution of equal strength. One
part of saponine in 100,000 parts of water will suflice

to make a liberal froth. But the bubbles are flimsy.

They are so fragile as to render them of no use as

carriei-s of mineral. Hence they spoil the normal work-

ing of a flotation-cell, in Mhich it is necessary to

employ a contaminant that lowers the surface tension

so as to yield bubbles that are both persistent and sutS-

ciently robust to buoy mineral particles.

In approaching the rationale of the process under
discussion it may now be assumed that we are dealing

with a pulp consisting of ore and water, modified by

oil, the ore having been crushed sufficiently to separate

the metallic sulphides from the associated gangue in a

pulp consisting of minute particles of each. In ordinary

water-concentration the lower specific gravity of the

gangue permits the mill-man to wash it away from the

heavier metallic sulphides, but in the flotation process

this action is reversed, the metallic particles being lifted

above, and away from the gangue particles. Appar-
ently, it is a met^llurgic anomaly.''

To this crushed ore we have added oil. The oil serves

as a contaminant that lowers the surface tension ; also it

augments the viscosity of the liquid. These two effects

unite in facilitating the formation of strong and per-

sistent bubbles. The necessary air is introduced by
agitation or by direct injection. Sea-weed contaminates

sea-water and makes foam in the breakers, as oil makes
froth in fresh water that is agitated.

Air has a marked adhesiveness for metallic surfaces:

this attachment is supposed to be enhanced bj' the

presence of oil or grease on the metallic surface. In

other words, the metallic surface, such as that of a sul-

phide mineral, when in the presence of both oil and
water, will exhibit a preference for the oil. Hence the

sulphide is not wetted. This characteristic is less

marked on the part of the heavy silicates, such as rho-

donite or garnet, and still less evident in the case of the

lighter silicious minerals, such as quartz and ortho-

clase.'= The addition of acid lessens the oil attachment
to the gangue particles without decreasing the selective-

ness of the oil and the air for the sulphide particles.

i2'Concentrating Ores by Flotation.' Page 99, Second Edi-
tion.

i3'Soap Bubbles.' By C. V. Boys. Page 115.

'<Mr. Ingalls has called it 'concentration upside down'; Mr.
Norris has called it a 'paradox.'

'^Kenneth A. Mickle. Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Victoria. Vol. XXIV, part 2, 1911.

Thus we can understand wliy the Ijuljbles attach them-
selves to the metallic particles and buoy them to the top,

while ignoring the gangue particles, which sink to the

bottom of the vessel in which the pulp is undergoing
stirring or agitation. This preference of air for metals
and metallic surfaces must be emphasized. It is the

decisive factor in the process of flotation. Most min-
erals when pulverized, and then sprinkled on water, will

float, particularly if they are in flakes or plates, as gold

often is and as minerals with a highly developed cleav-

age usually are. Such flotation is due to air, which
forms a discontinuous film under the mineral particles.

Mickle proved this by taking a magnetic mineral, like

pyrrhotite, and pulling it out of the water by a magnet,
when it could be seen that the water was dragged up
with the mineral. These minerals float for the same
reason as an ungreased needle will float, namely, the re-

sistance to rupture of the surface of the water and the
aid of the air attached. It used to be supposed that the
needle must be greased in order that it may float. That
idea, like the general exaggeration of oil as a factor in

flotation, has been disproved by experiment.

If, to water in which mineral dust is floating, an ad-
dition of alcohol or caustic soda be made, or even the
vapor of alcohol be allowed to play on the surface of

the water, the mineral particles will sink." The cou-
tamination of the water has decreased its surface ten-

sion.

The bubbles collect the metallic particles, that is

agreed
; but whether the selection is dependent upon the

previous oiling is a disputed point. Apparently the
adhesiveness of air for metallic surfaces is greater than
that of oil, and it would appear probable that in the
flotation process the first phenomenon suffices without
the aid of the second. It used to be an accepted canon
of flotation that the oil coated the metallic particles,

which therefore were not 'wetted' and did not sink,

while the gangue particles were not oiled and therefore
were wetted, especially in acidulated water, so that they
sank. Testimony has been given by a keen observer
that "the distribution of the oil in the concentrate and
the gangue is entirely fortuitous. "'' It is even asserted
now that instead of the oil residing with the metallic
particles exclusively, and leaving the gangue untouched,
it is distributed througliout the mixture. When the
larger proportions of oil were employed, it is likely that
such promiscuous oiling of all the particles of the pulp
did take place, but now that the quantitj- has been re-

duced to a proportion so small that the presence of oil

on the concentrate is not discernible by the senses, we
may assume a preference for the metallic particles in

accordance with laboratory obsen'ation. This p.ppears
to be confirmed by experiments showing that in the case

of specific minerals, such as ehalcoeite, it is necessary to

•"Bertram Blount, testifying for Minerals Separation in the
Elmore appeal before the Privy Council. I might add that
'fortuitous' is a word that describes other things in the history
of flotation besides the oiling.
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oil the iiiinonU in order to lift it by aii air bulihle."'

When usinir tlie. at i>irsent. iiiiniimiin (luaiitity of

oil—say. one-third of ii poiiiul per ton of ore— it would

appear tliat the oil fonns n eoating of niierost-opie thin-

ness upon the nielallie partieles. Tiie niiMinnim lliick-

ness is the tiiiekness of a molecule.'"

Metallie surfaeos have a si'leetive adhesion foi- air- and

for oil, as we have seen. Therefore tin- nioii'ctdar forces

of the oil and of the metallic surfaces may lie siii>poscd

to unite in attraeting the bubbles. What the nature of

thost> forees may be is yet a matter of conjecture, al

though the idea that they aiv elect ro-st.atic is suggested

by the fact, among others, that the metallic sulphides

most anjenable to flotation are good conductors of

eleetrieity.-"

The foregoing statement of physical principles applies

more particularly to the frothing method. The history

of the "prior art.' as it is called in patent litigation.

shows that the first stage of the flotation process as now

in vogue was performed by the use of a large propor-

tion of thick oil. This is typified by the bulk-oil methoil

of the Elmore brothers. It depends upon the lower

specific gravity of oil as compared with water, so that

when mixed in a pulp of cnished ore the oil rises to the

top. dragging the metallic sulphides with it. This also

was explained formerly as due mainly to the sehctive

adhesiveuess of oil for metallic surfaces, which prevents

them from being wetted, while the lack of a similar

aflSuity on the part of the gangue particles enables them

to be so wetted as to cause them to sink to the bottom.

All of this is measurably true, but the underlying fact

seems to be that an excess of viscous oil causes the oiled

particles to adhere or stick together so that they are

rafted to the top. It is probable that when thus col-

lected in groups they are more readily floated on ac-

count of their ability to hold more oil. a.s compared with

individual particles, because the oil fills the spaces be-

tween the members of a group.

The lighter oils have a specific gravity ranging from

0.8 to 0.95, as compared with the 1.0 of water, so that

the margin for flotation is small. For instance, in tlie

case of a mixture of an oil having a specific gravity of

0.9 and of zinc-blende, having a specific gravity of 4, it

is necessary to use 6.7 parts by weight of oil to one part

by weight of blende in order that the mixture may have

a specific gravity equal to that of water. Thus an ore

containing 20% blende, or 400 lb. per ton, would require

the use of over 2680 lb. of oil in order to float all the

blende in the ore.

In true bulk-oil flotation, which, as a matter of fact,

was rarely performed, the phenomenon of surface ten-

sion does not play a prominent part. It is mainly a

question of raising a mineral heavier than water by aid

isExperiments of B. H. Dosenbach in the Minerals Separa-

tion V. Miami suit, at Wilmington, 1915.

i9'0il Films on Water and on Mercury.' By Henri Devaux.

M. & S. P.. July 31, 1915. page 156.

2o'The Electrical Theory of Flotation.' By Thomas M.

Bains, Jr. M. <t S. P., November 27 and December 11, 1915.

of a liquid lighter llian. and not soluble in. water 'i'lic

emulsilicalion of llic oil wa.s caiffully avoided liy \'A

more. In the later ])haNes of flotalion, in wliidi llic

proi)orlion of oil becomes steadily less, it is iiininl id

eimdsify the oil and air. The oil produces a 'micro-

emulsion of air,' as Lcverrier expres.sed it. Tims the

iiir is llinroii)j:hly dist riliiiled in tlir pulp .'iinl the oil is

lirouglit into intiiiiati' mixture with llie w.itei', which is

tliereliy niodilied and prejiared for the making of j)er-

sistent liuMiles,

IIkatki) cvanii)!': soi.fTiii.ss arc of consider.ilile lieiiefit

on the silver ores of Tiino|)jili and nllicr pla^'cs. Imt 1']. A.

Wraighl. in a jiapei- ri'ad before llie lnstituti<in of Min-

ing and .Melallurtry. eanie to the I'ollowing eoneliiMons:

(1) The effect of healini,' cyanide solutions is oj' very

doubtful benefit : the extraction may he increased for a

slioi-t period, liut this is more than compensated by the

in<-reased cyanide consinii])tion and llir subsequent de-

ci'case in the rate of dis-solution of gold. (2) Oxidizing

agents (ILOo excepted) are apparently of no valu<;, and

may even exercise a deleterious effect on the extraction.

(3"! The addition of oxygen in a more active form, either

as hydrogen peroxide or by means of heated air, in-

creases the solvent activity of cyanide solutions in a very

pronounced manner. The author stated that his experi-

ments were by no means complete, and that considerably

more work is needed before the results can be established

as absolutely definite. The work, however, occupied a

considerable length of time, as all the apparatus had to

be made and fitted together before any work was pos-

sible, and several breakdowns and failures were experi-

enced. The results are submitted to the Institution in

the hope that if the matter proves of sufficient interest

others who may have the oppoHunity will carry on these

investigations. The effect of difl'erent temperatures of

the air-blast, the comparative times required by hot and

cold air agitation to effect, say, a 98% extraction, the

pos.sibilities resulting from the use of ozone, are matters

whicli might be investigated with profit. The results

obtained by the author undeniably point to the proba-

bility of a better extraction, and in any case to the cer-

tainty of a more rapid extraction !)y the employment of

heated air. The advantage of this is apparent when

economy of space or plant is a matter for shareholders'

consideration, and in conclusion it may be pointed out

that the expense of testing the air is merely nominal, and

the wa.ste heat from boilers, etc.. would readily lend

itself to this purpose. In his paper the author does not

mention the results at Tonopah, nor the notes published

from there, as have appeared in the Press from time to

time. In the cyanide plants of this silver-producing

centre, heated solutions are of considerable benefit. Both

live and exhaust steam are used for the purpose. At

the mortar-boxes the temperature is from 60 to 70° F..

this being increased up to 120° in the agitators, the pulp

being warm throughout its treatment. Extraction is in-

crea,sed by 2%. The cost of heating may be as high as

30c. per ton, but the better recovery pays for this.
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INTRODUCTION. *The province of Hunan in China
is endowed with a variety of mineral deposits. With
the exception of the Shui-ko-shan property, the mines

are practically all worked in primitive Chinese fashion

which has been practised without material alteration for

centuries. A Chinese mine may be described as a ragged
hole in the ground off which numerous irregular excava-

tions have been made, following the ore and working it

out wherever found in sufficient cpiantity.

The result is a sort of bewildering rabbit-warren of

workings, usually none too safe, up and down which one

clambers on ladders and timbers affording a slippery and
precarious footing or grasp. Development work is rarely

undertaken, so that there is no reserve of ore to tide over

a rainy day ; hence when a poor zone is encountered the

mine has to be closed-down for lack of funds. Practically

all work is done on conti-act, whether mining, hoisting,

pumping, or ore treatment. The method of working and
the control and direction of the operations is left en-

tirely to the workmen ; it is extremely rare to tind a

manager who will venture underground or who has the

knowledge and experience to enable him to assume tech-

nical control. The mining is let to one or more under-

ground contractors and paid for at so much per pieul of

picked ore ; they engage the minerSj providing them with

the necessai-y tools and explosives. For the latter pur-

pose native-made black powder is used, the fuse being of

straw and touch-paper with powder filling. For illum-

ination, flare-lamps are employed; these consist of a

shallow iron saucer suspended at the end of an iron rod

and tilled with vegetal oil in which are immersed wicks

made of wood-pith. As ventilation is allowed to take

care of itself, the underground atmosphere resulting

from the fumes of the explosive, and the smoke of the

lamps, can be better imagined than described.

The pumps are quite ingenious. They are made of

bamboos 5 inches in diameter from which the inside rings

have been cut, thus forming the pump-barrel. The rod is

a long strip of bamboo to the end of which is fixed a disc

of hide of the same diameter as the bore of the bamboo.
This acts as a tiap-valve and is seated or supported on a

smaller disc of wood. A cross-piece fixed to the other

end of the strip sen'es as a handle. The coolie actuates

the plunger, and the discharge end of the bamboo
delivers the water into a small cistern or sump on which
he sits. The suction of a similar pump above him draws
from this cistern and raises the water to the one next
above, and so on. The method is crude but it answers
admirably for comparatively shallow workings, as labor

is cheap and the capital outlay a minimum.

•Abstract from The Far Eastern Review.

The broken ore is usually picked over roughly under-
ground to eliminate waste and is carried or dragged o'tit

of the mine in basket-loads of 80 lb. weight or more. In

the narrow tortuous workings of the average Chinese

mine this work is extremely arduous. The ore is then

cobbed and sorted before being subjected to treatment

for its valuable content.

Antimony. This is by far the most important mineral

product of the province: in fact. China is the world's

chief producer of antimony and the bulk of the output

comes from Hunan. It is marketed in various forms.

PART OF CHINA

Antimony regulus is the metal and the production of it

is the monopoly of the Hua Chang Company, granted
under the Manchu regime and recently extended by
presidential mandate. The Hua Chang Company owns
the French patent rights for China of the Herrenschmidt
furnace, which is especially adapted for the treatment

of low-grade sulphide ore. The process consists in mix-

ing the broken ore with charcoal and heating with regu-

lated admission of air. The sulphide is therebj^ con-

verted into oxide, which is volatile and is drawn off and
condensed in special chambers. The oxide is then mixed
with suitable fluxes and smelted in the ordinary rever-

beratory furnace. The molten metal is ladled into molds

and allowed to cool slowly and undisturbed beneath a

covering of slag. This produces the fern-like markings

on the surface of the ingot which is held to be a sign of
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freodum fruin impiiritios. but ns u innttor of fact is not

nooossHrily s«>. Chiiu'se re^iliis. Iiowcvit, coiiipiiri't* fav-

oniMy vvilli any on tlio market ami runs nvcr IVi.T)';.

metal.

Antimony i-nuli' is tiii* most usual form in wiiicli anti

mony is markotcd in t'liina. This consists of uonoon-

trntcd antimony sulphido. which is obtained by the proc-

ess known as liquation. The ore, in small lumps or dust.

is heated in a elay erueible or pot. The sulphide, beinj;

easily fusible, melts and percolates throuRli a hole into

a lower pot. wbenec it is ladled into molds, ("rude eon-

tains n>ughly TlKJ of antimony metal. Another form is

ash. which is the residue from liquation. This may run

as hiph as 30'~^ or moiv of antimony. It was formerly

regarded as waste but is now beinp roasted and smelted

locally for the production of regulus. Antimony ore is

shipped to Europe for treatment, and works have also

been recently established at Ilankow for tlic proiluetion

of crude and regulus. It must be mentioned that Hunan

ores are remarkably free from deleterious impurities sueli

as lead, copper, arsenic, zine. etc. The export figures

from Changsha for 1914 are
Tons.

Regrulus 3.955

Crude 13,792

Ore 8,859

Ash 2,150

Owing to the largely increased demand for the metal,

which is used in the manufacture of munitions of war,

and to the fact that other producing centres, such as

Mexico and France, are not in a position to maintain

their output, prices have soared to the highest level yet

reached.

Antimony ore is known to occur at numerous points,

but the principal mines are situated in central Hunan.

By far the most important field is Hsi-keng-shan, which

lies 21i miles east of Sinhua, on the Tzu river. The pre-

vailing geological formation is dolomitic limestone. An
abrupt scarp marks the line of the lode, which is over a

mile in length and honeycombed with the workings of 70

companies or owners. The ore is stibnite partly oxidized

above the water-level. It occurs in the form of seams,

pockets, and masses generously distributed throughout a

layer of limestone varying in thickness up to 40 feet.

The ore is sorted underground, carried to the surface,

cobbed, to remove adhering waste, and sorted closely.

The picked ore runs as high as 65% antimonj', and the

lower grades about 40%. The fine ore and dust is con-

centrated by hand-jigging in baskets. Owing to the high

prices now ruling all the old waste-heaps are being care-

fully sorted and the ore concentrated by cobbing, crush-

ing, and jigging. There are seven local smelting works in

which the bulk of the ore is converted into crude. The

oxide was being smelted to regulus in reverberatory

furnaces, but this is believed to have been stopped by

the monopoly-holders. The district produces 1000 tons

or more of crude per month, and it is estimated that fully

10,000 persons are directly employed.

The Panisi mines are situated 25 miles south of Chan-

hsi, a small town on the Tzu river 36 miles above Yiyang.

The sun-ounding country is mountainouH and eoniposi'd

of S(>dimeMliiry strata tilled and lieni by pranili(- iiitru

sion. but not nnieli allereil. l"\iur mines are being

wcirkid. The orebodies are of the lissure-vein type, the

ore oci-urring in siioots. These have been worked |o

depths varying from ir>() to 500 ft. mi'asured on the dip,

which ranges from 70° to vertical. Tlie vein-tilling is

c|nart/ or interlaminaled schist and (|iiiii-t/. and the stib-

iiile usually occurs as a narrow scam iiugging tlic fool-

wall. The average width of the veins probably docs not

exceed 15 inches, though very occiusionallx' they swell out

to live feet.

There is no dressing or sinclling ])l;inl ; llic ore is

(•ol)l)ed and sorted to .']0% grade and 400 tons is sliip|)ed

monthly to the llua Chang works at Changslia. l""rom

the mine it is carried 2J miles and then rafted down ii

small stream on bamboo rafts, each carrying half a ton

to a point on the Tzu river, where it is transslii|)pcd into

junks carrying 8 or 10 tons each. This ore supplies the

Tlcrrcnscbmidt furnaces and is converted into regulus. as

previou.sly described. Other mines of less importance are

Wu-hsi in Shenehowfu. Ilua-pan-hsi in Anhuahsien, and

Chiang-hsi-lung in Chiipu-hsien. These are geologically

similar to the Panhsi mines, the ore being, however, of

higher grade. The output from these is less than 100

tons per month ; and there are numerous other smaller

producers in various parts of the province.

Lead and Zinc. The vast slag-heaps found at Kwei-

yang-chow and south-east of Chenchow testify to the

existence of a considerable industry in the smelting of

argentiferous lead ore in pa.st times, and pieces of galena

recovered from ancient workings have assayed high in

silver. This industry is practically extinct, but there are

still a few small mines producing lead and zine ore and

by-products from associated minerals. The only one of

any importance, however, is the Shui-ko-shan, controlled

by the Ilunan Official Mining Board. This property, as

already mentioned, is run on foreign lines, and is prob-

ably the largest of its kind in China. It is well situated

as regards tran.sport and accessibility, and can be ap-

proached either overland from Hengchow, from which

town it lies 32 miles distant in a southerly direction, or

up the Siang river to Sungpo, the loading-station, just

above the confluence of the Kwei and the Siang. From
Sungpo a light railway 3 miles long connects with the

property.

An examination of the geological structure shows that

the ore-carrier is limestone covered to the north and west

by slightly unconformable red sandstone and shale. An
intrusion of syenite has tilted these into the form of an

anticline, the crest of which has since been denuded. The

ore deposit consists of large irregular bodies of mixed

galena, zinc-blende, and iron and copper pyrites, which

have been formed at or near the contact of the syenite

and the limestone, as a result of this intrusion. Official

records, covering the past 20 years, show that the mine

has produced during this period over 50,000 tons of lead

concentrate and over 126,000 tons of zine concentrate, but

there were extensive native workings prior to 1896, proli-
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ably dating back for centuries. A portion of the mine is still worked in native fashion, but the main workings con-
sist of an incline-shaft, sunk to a depth of over 600 ft., from which four levels have been driven, and of a small
vertical shaft 160 ft. deep below this point serving the fifth and sixth levels. The ore is sorted underground and
then cobbed and sorted again at surface. This yields clean high-grade lead and zinc ore, ready for shipment.
Tlie balance is a mixed product of varying size. The lumps are partly stacked as a reserve at surface and the
remainder together with the coarse goes to the foreign plant for treatment. The dust and small pieces are sent

to the Chinese dressing-

HHBHMHHHm^^Hi^HHIH

I

In the foreign plant,

the ore is first crushed

and sized and then fed

to mechanical jigs and
'^^ Wilfley tables which

produce a lead concen-

trate, a zinc concen-

trate, and intermediate

products ; the latter are

at present being stored

for future treatment.

The Chinese process

consists of repeated

hand-jigging in bask-

ets, which yields lead

and zinc concentrates

and a mixture. The lat-
*

ter is treated by wash-

ing down an inclined

])lane several times,

whereby lead concen-

trate is separated out,

the balance going to

waste. The capacity

of the foreign plant

is about 50 tons per

da.y and of the Chinese

M^B|^ "^^ ff^^tttifl plant rather less. A

I ^^^ * ' ^"^p^^^Twi ^^^^ foreign plant with
"
"^^

' a capacity of 100 tons

per day is in course of

erection. During 1914,

a total of nearly 56,000

tons of ore was treated

yielding 5000 tons of

lead concentrate ami

14. GOO tons of zinc con-

centrate. These re-

spective products ar.'

stated to average 70^,

of lead Mnth about 8^;

zinc, 30 to 40 oz. silver

per ton. and over SO*;,'

zuic with 5% to 10% lead impurity. The cost of producing a ton of concentrate is about $13, local
currency, excluding depreciation, amortization, etc. The concentrates are sold under contract to Messrs. Carlowitz
& Co., of Hankow, who re-treat them in their works at Wu-cliang, whence they are shijtped to Europe to be
smelted. An experimental lead and zinc smelting plant using native methods has been established by the Hunan
Board near Sungpo, where both these metals and also silver are being produced.

fix. The tin districts of Hunan are situated in the most soutJierly portion of the province close to the Kwan-
tung border. The An-yuan mines in the Icluing district show the largest output at present. A deposit of quite
exceptional nature is being worked here, and is of a type which, so far as the writer is aware, is known at only
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three or four plart's in tlie world. Tlie foriuiiliiui is

limestoiu' tilted mid niolumon>hosfd hy a jjrimilc mass.

A diki' lit' );riuiit<'. |>in>lial>ly of inon- rwciit dati- llian the

main mass, lia.s penetrated the limestone and alonp the

eourst> of this are found true ehimneys or pipes of tin

ore, assiH'iati'il willi ai-senieal pyrite. aelinolitc. and a

little eopper pyrite and fluorspar. The pipes are rouffidy

ein'ular or olilonp in eniss-seetion. \ar\inj; from 'JD ft.

downwaril in diameter. Tiie ina.xinnim di'ptli readied

is 400 ft. and the dip of the pipes ranges from horizontal

to vertieal.

The mineral eoiitents are arranged in eoneentric rings

or layers, usually sharply defined, and slightly oxidized

on the outer edge, the interior l)eing siil]iliidt' ore. One

pipe is a markeil exeeption to this, for it is oxidizeii to a

soft red earth aiid elay to a depth of 300 ft. The dress-

ing of the ore eonsists of eolihing and sortiiifr. the clean

arsenical ore being stacked for separate treatment. The

remainder is then roasted, the arsenious oxide ('arsenical

soot' of commerce^ being eolleeted hy eondensatien in

dome-shaped chambers built of rougli stone and plastered

with elay inside. This soot is placed in thin iron basins

over a fire, covered with a similar basin inverted, and sub-

jected to a prolonged second heating, when the arsenious

oxide is deposited as a 'glass' on the upper basin. It is

sold in this form for agricultural purposes. The roasted

ore is then crushed by water-driven Chinese stamps, after

which it undergoes a series of concentrations.

The first of these is affected by raking the ore over

from side to side in a shallow stone-paved pit into which

water is flowing. The 'heads' from this operation are

further concentrated by repeated washings down a con-

cave incline. The concentrate is then mixed with loam

and re-roasted to drive off the associated arsenic ; after

it undergoes a second crushing and concentration, as

above described. The smelting is conducted in a cylin-

drical furnace built of brick or stone bound with clay.

Blast is supplied by a double-acting Chinese bellows

through a two-inch opening pointing downward from

the back of the furnace. The furnace-door is stopped

with clay and a layer of live charcoal is placed on the

furnace-bottom and blown up to a good heat. About 70

lb. of concentrate mixed to a thick paste with 'incense-

wood' pulp is then charged and covered with a layer of

charcoal. The smelt lasts for 24 hours, charge and fuel

being added half-hourly, and the blast continued

throughout. Shortly after starting an iron rod is in-

serted in the furnace-door and through this tap-hole the

molten tin trickles out slowly into a clay-lined depression

where it is kept covered with live charcoal. When suffi-

cient has collected, it is ladled into sand molds forming

ingots of about 50 lb. each. The metal thus obtained

runs over 99% tin.

The Hsiang-hua-ling mines are situated in the Linwu-

hsien 18 miles north of Linwu, in wild, mountainous

country. Five companies are at work here, of which

the Hunan Official Mining Board is the most important.

The geological structure shows that the mineralization

is due to a granitic intrusion between quartzite and a

conl'ormalily overlying highly foKsilifenniK liiii«'sl(ine.

This has produced a diNplaeemenI and lisHuring of the

lalti-r, with however but little alteration. The liNHiircK

are numerous but apparnilly df Nlimt hileral extent,

though well defined. An intersect ion is iisiially marked

liy a good patch of ore. The associated inineralN are

arsenic, inni. and cnpiier sul|>hideK; with occasional

bunches of fluor-spar in big ciiliic crystals. Tiic

pro<'e.s.ses of (irc-<lrcs.siiig and smelting are precisely the

same as at tln' .Vnyiuin iiiiiics. A local custom, i)reva-

leiil in both (iclds, is to reckon a pieiil of ore as IHO

catties, a picul of concentrate as 11") catties, and a

pieul of smelted tin ;is the usual IdO catties. No expla-

nation was forthcoiniiig for these standards l)cyoii(l the

fact that it was the custom.

At Kianghwa, to the west of Linwn. there is an

extensive tin-field extending southward into Kwangsi

and Kwantung provinces, which has by no means yet

been tlioroughly investigated. Native operations have

been more or less confined to the jilluvial deposit which

is found on the tops and sides of tiic hills, being retained

in depressions in the eroded and rugged surface of the

limestone. The tin occurs in a.s.sociation with tourmaline,

iron, and arsenic, and when dressed contains from 50 to

70% metal. The output from the entire district is con-

siderably in excess of either of the two previously men-

tioned and would be greater but for flic fact that the

workers .suffer much interruption ami discouragement

by brigandage. There are a few small tin mines situated

in the mountainous country to the west of the Kiiei

river that produce a few tons of metal annually, but

they are of small importance. Arsenic is derived as a

by-product from the treatment of tin ore carrying arsen-

ical pyrite as previously explained.

Qi'iCKSiLVER. This occurs to the west of Feng-liuang-

ting in western Ilunan ad.joining the Kw'eichow border.

and forms the eastern end of a belt extending well into

Kweiehow province. The mines are reported to have

been worked intennittently for several centuries and

certainly the extent of the underground workings and

the size of the waste dumps lend truth to this state-

ment. The two mines at present operating are Hon-

tze-ping, situated 21 miles west of Fengehuang, and

Tatung-la, situated 28 miles south-west of that towji.

The cinnabar is found dis.seminated through a thick-

ness of about 100 ft. of horizontal dolomitic strata in

small crystals or blebs frequently associated with long

radiating cr>-stals of stibnite ; occasional rich pockets

of ore occur but the deposit is of lower average grade

than Hon-tze-ping. At both mines the richer picked

ore is crushed by hand and panned. This is sold direct

according to grade, as estimated by the eye, to buyers

from Tungjen in Kweiehow. The market price at the

beginning of the year varied from 110 to 170 strings

per picul and it maj' be remarked in passing that all

payments are made in copper coin. The poorer ore

and tailing from panning are retorted by crude native

methods.

Gold. Evidences of gold-washing of river sands are
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plentiful but the operations do not appear to have been

conducted with much profit, as only at two points was

work seen in actual progress. Only a few mines are

working a^ul it is doubtful if these are remunerative.

The chief of these is near Pingkiang in northeast Hunan
close to the Kiangsi border, and 120 miles northeast

of Changsha, the capital of the province. This com-
pany is controlled ])y the Hunan Official Mining Board,
and controls a number of mines scattered over a moun-
tainous district. The formation consists of a gray schist,

carrying veins of quartz. There are numerous small
workings dotted about the hillsides, most of which have
been abandoned as either profitless or on account of

inability to cope with the water. In most eases the

adits or tunnels from the creek-banks were driven down-
hill, with the result that the working was, of course,

flooded almost immediately.

The company is at present producing ore from six

different mines, at distances varying from a third to

3 miles from the dressing-floor. The average width
of the veins varies in the different mines from three

inches up to two feet; the wider being generally com-
posed of mixed schist and quartz. A small percentage

of iron pyrite and galena is present. The principal

mine, called the Kin T'ang is working two veins inter-

secting each other at an acute angle and dipping in

the same direction. The veins consist of mixed schist

and quartz and vary in width up to four feet, but the

stope-widths are generally two feet or more in excess

of this. This mine has been worked to a depth of about

650 ft. measured on the dip of 35 to 40°. The gold

occurs in shoots and patches that decrease in depth.

The mining is not run on contract ; the miners are paid

214 cash per 8-hour shift and all tools and explosives

are found by the company. The pump-men and ore-

carriers are paid 164 cash per shift.

The process of treatment consists of the usual cobbing

and sorting to eliminate the waste-rock. The sorted

ore is then crushed in a man-power stamp-mill. This

is built on similar lines to the old well-known rice-mill,

except that the face of the stamp, corresponding to

the shoe of the modem gravitation mill, shod with iron,

strikes on a cube of iron, which corresponds to the die.

The crushed ore is washed over two sets of rififle-tables,

each table consisting of three boards, stepped, of a

total length of 10 feet. The ore is fed by sprinkling on
the head-board. The tailing is passed over the tables

as often as is deemed necessary before going to waste

;

the concentrate is panned by hand and the free gold

thus obtained smelted into ingots of 12 ounces. The
remainder is fine-ground in small troughs in which an
iron disc is rotated backward and forward by coolies

rolling the axle on the soles of their feet. A similar

appliance is used by Chinese chemists for grinding

the ingredients of their medicines. After several con-

centrations by panning and re-grinding, the sulphides

are roasted in a small reverbcratory furnace and again

fine-ground and sent over the riffle-tables.

The Kin T'ang mine has its own dressing-floors, the

concentrate being sent over to the central mill only for

final treatment. The official returns for the closing

months of 1914 show that the grade of the sorted ore

was about 0.75 oz. gold per ton and that the output

averaged 120 oz. gold per month of a fineness of

about 920.

Other gold mines exist at Suo-sha-po, Liu-lin-cha,

and Huitung. The first named is situated 14 miles

north of the village of Ta-fu-hsi on the Yuan river, in

the Tao-yuan district. The deposit here consists of an

interbedded quartz vein in sedimentary strata com-

posed of quartzite and shale, much hardened and con-

torted in places. The method of working is by drifts

and open stopes, although adits suitably situated would

open several hundred feet of backs. The veins vary

up to a maximum of 30 inches; visible gold is found

but is mostly associated with pyrite, galena, and copper

sulphide. A 7-dwt. ore is considered to be of good

grade. The crushing appliance is a stone roller-mill

driven by water-power. The riffle-board is employed

as a concentrator and the concentrate is ground fine

by hand between stones; the tailings are re-treated

several times before going to waste. Until recently this

field was illegally worked and the output at present

is low.

The Liu-lin-cha mines lie some 7 miles distant from

the village of that name in the Shen-cbnw-fu. Two
companies are at work here on an auriferous mass
which is apparently akin to a 'stockwork' (or accumula-

tion of small veins and stringers) resulting from the

infilling of fractures produced by a strong fissure.

Neither company treats its own ore but sells it at the

pit's mouth to the highest bidder. It is reduced in

private mills of which there are fully 50 in the valley.

The method of treatment is the same as at Suo-sha-po.

The average grade probably does not exceed half an

ounce of gold per ton, and the total production for the

population of 3000 to 4000 is well below 100 oz. per

month. It will be realized that the valley does not

present a prosperous appearance. The Huitung mines

in the Huitung district, in the south-western quarter

of the province, were reported to have been closed-down

recently. The geology here is stated to be similar to

that at Ping-kiang.

"Chile has slightly over 3,600,000 people," writes a

reader in Valparaiso, correcting a note in our issue of

November 20. This is equivalent to 12.3 people per

square mile, being only exceeded in density among South

American countries by Uruguay. "The population of

Santiago is 400,000 and Valparaiso 150,000," says the

same authority. "In width Chile varies from 106 to 219

miles, while its length is 2578 miles. The shipment of

iron ore during 1914 was 63,500 metric tons, in 1915 it

was 154,000."

Copper production of Peru in 1915 totaled 31.890

long tons, compared with 25,070 in 1914, and 27,328 in

1913. Since August last year the Cerro de Pasco and

Hiickus & Johnson j)lants have been at full capacity.
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A Satety Trolley-Wlrtt Box
During tlio past few years tht're have been sovornl

aeoiili'iits in Hutto iniiics, i-ausoil by moii acoiiieiilly }?ot-

tiiip into eontaot witb the trolley wires ustnl in eoii-

neetioii with the elect rie-hnulajre system. Some dilli-

ciilty has Iwen encountereil in jirovidin^r satisfactory

protection a^inst such accidents. The guards gen-

erally used consisted of two boarils jilaccd in a ver-

tical position, one on each side of tlic wire. On ac-

count of the fact that the trolley-pole and trolley-wheel

were in a straight line and in a vertical position, it was

impossible to protect the win- from beneath, and there

was always the danger of a man carrying a drill on his

shoulder touching the end of the drill against the wire.

The trolley-wire box and trolley-pole which are shown

iu the accompanying illustration were devised at the

Steward mine for the purpose of eliminating this danger.

The main features are: a trolley-pole which supports liie

trolley-wheel by means of a horizontal offset plate, and
a horizontal board guard which prevents the wire from

being touched by any tiling pushed toward it from be-

neath. The use of this board is, of course, made possible

only by the use of the offset trolley-wheel.

As will be seen in the sketch, the side opening through

which the trolley-wheel is brought into contact with the

trolley-wire, should be placed opposite the near side of

the drift. It is then practically impossible for a man to

accidentally get an.vthing into contact with the wire.

In ease the trolley-wheel should .iump off the wire, the

horizontal offset piece will bear against the lower edge of

the side board nearest the trolley-pole, and will prevent

the trolley-wheel from doing any damage. "When using

the old type of guard the trolley-wheel sometimes jumped

Chart for Computing Gas-
Engine JJ. Power

(.ias engines and altitudes wciv discussed iiy lour en-

gineers in the Puic.s.s of November 13, and tlic I'ulliiwing

note should be nl" ruithcr value.
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N©t€s Fyoisi Grass "^till^y

By ]F. M. MeBoaaald

THE narrow-gauge railroad from the Southern

Pacific junction to Grass Valley indicates that the

product of the mines of that district is shipped iu

gold-bricks rather than by great ore-trains such as leave

Butte, the Lake Superior districts, or the Arizona cop-

per mines. The snug little town of Grass Valley has the

unmistakable atmosphere of American metal-mining

communities, the same type of buildings and muddy
roads, and the same quiet air of energj'.

This famous gold-mining district is seven hours from
San Francisco, at an elevation of half a mile. It is in

the foot-hill country. Farms for daily, fruit, and vege-

tables surround the mines, but in most respects these

look much the same as other mines. In the window of

the Chamber of Commerce is a gilded model, the size

of a steamer-trunk representing the district's annual

output of gold, U tons valued at .$2,500,000. Nevada

county has produced $250,000,000 in gold since 1850,

of which the quartz mines furnished over one-half.

The gold-bearing quartz veins are from a foot to four

or five feet thick, and the ores range from $4 per ton

in wide veins to $20 in narrow veins. The deepest

workings are 6400 ft. on a dip of 23°, this bringing them
to the sea-level. The North Star and Empire produce
each a million dollars annually. The Empire has been

operated for fifty years and is a close corporation; it

recently erected a 60-stamp mill in which are the heaviest

stamps in the district, 1350 lb., besides which it has 20

stamps at its Pennsylvania shaft. The North Star

operates two 40-stamp mills. Both mines have cyanide-

plants. The Golden Center is a rejuvenated little mine
in the heart of the town that had pumping trouble in

early times from a creek near the shaft. A 10-stamp mill

treats the ore by amalgamation and concentration ; devel-

$-mers for S^tavtS Boxes -,

Giraer

*^4AnchorBolts. /'Dram 3-0'/onq
\ mfh 8''8''i'mshers

iio"- ^

THE XEW STEEL HEAD-FRAME AT THE NORTH STAR CENTRAL SHAFT.
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>piiifiit lit doptli is prDiiiiitiiit;. iiiul ndditioiitil staiii|is will

iot>n Ih» requirotl.

Two miles oast ol" Inwii near the rii'li nM lilalin.Mary

luul viiii. n fniiious 1k>iuuizu of an carlii-r miioration, arc

lie Hninswiok ainl rnioii Hill mines. The former Iihk

>piTat('«l persist I'litly l"or 26 years ami i>ai<l tliviileiuls

"or the past two years; reoently it addeil a '-'(t-staiiip mill

>f I25O-II1. stamps, a steel heail-frame, and new niaehin-

ry at the vertii-al shaft elose to the railroad. This

•tinipinent siij^plemeMts the old plant nt the iiuline-shalt

donpside a 20-stamp mill of the oust«inary 1000-lh.

itainp. The I'nion Hill mine, adjoinintr the Hninswiek.

s helieved als*i to he on a hraneh of the Idaho-Maryland

.ein. The I'nion Hill has a 20-stamp mill and does not

'oneentrate. extnieting its pdd hy amalt;aiiiation : occa-

iional patches of seheelite have heen found and shipped

o htiyers in Colorado and San Fnmoisco.

The new mill at the Rninswiek has (loan-up pans of

r»'volvinp IkiwI and halls. The mill is driven eloitrioally

>vith s«>parato motors for the vannors. stamps, and crush-

ers: Wilrtoy tallies will ho added. When the oquipnient

It the new shaft is eomploto. the skips will (hunp directly

into the mill : there is no cyaiiide-plant. the concentrate

iHMnp shipped to a ohlorination works at Nevada City.

The two-post steel head-frame at the vertical shaft has

»n unusually short hase : hy reason of lack of room the

Imek-hrace is inclined at a steeper angle than ordinary

:

the centre of the sheave is 85 ft. ahove the collar while

the hack-hrace has a hase of only 30 ft. The head-frame

was huilt hy J. R. Cahill of San Francisco; the cost

being $,1500.

The North Star likewise has a new two-post st«el head-

frame, huilt hy the Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Co.

:

it is 100 ft. high to the sheaves, and contains 96.000 lb.

of steel. The accompanying sketch shows the design of

this head-frame. The back-hraee has a base of 55 ft.,

which is over half the distance to the centre of the

sheaves. The posts, back-brace, and horizontal members

are laced. As skips and cages have to be changed two

or three times daily, the cages are kept on a platform 25

ft. above the ground, where they are out of the way.

This is better than having them at the collar of the shaft

where space is at a premium.

The new hoist at this shaft is operated by compressed

air: it is a Nordberg duplex-engine with the elaborate

Nordberg devices; the cylinders are 28 by 48 in., each

skip weighs 5000 lb. and holds four tons. • At the hy-

draulic power-house, a half-mile from the mine, is a Laid-

law-Dunn-Gordon air-compressor direct-connected to an

18-ft. Pelton water-wheel. This large wheel is necessi-

tated by the low speed of the compressor to which it is

direct-connected.

Electric-power is used both for stamp-mills and min-

ing. At the Bruns^vick I noticed an electric hoist

;

incidentally, it was fitted with the increa-singly popular

herring-bone gears. There are several direct-connected

electric air-compressors of the type that make known
their presence in engine-rooms by the peculiar ' clucking

'

noise that accompanies the regulation for the varying

demiuids for tiir in the line. l')lei'tri<' pinii)iN nn' iiiiieli

UM'd, both the cent rifu^ral anil pliiii);er types. The North

Star has 11 lO-staKe eentrifn^'d that |iiiin|is a^'uiiiNl 11

head ol' 110(1 ft.; iis eapneity is 1(1(1 ^jalloriH per iiiiiinle,

and the etlieieney in tests haa stood at 65%.
.\t the vt-rlieal slinft of the Uruiiswiek I obsi-rvi'd a

two-sta^'e <'eiitri I'li^'id pump monnteil in a fniiiie lo run

on guides ill llie piiiiip t'oMipiirtiiienl n liaiidy iiietlioil

of haii^'iiig a )>iliii|> so tiiat it can be lowered or raised

easily. With a eeiilrifii^al pump liehl tlaUvise in the

frame no elbows arc needed in the inlet or iliseharKe at

the ])unip: for an incline-shaft the |)nmp would be

moiinled on a flat-car: this device is not new, but bad not

I n aili>|iti'd III siM.ill iiiiiics until bilclv.

At tile iiicliiie-sliat't of tlic Hninswiek there is :iii old

hoist driven by a Pelton waler-wlieel rc(.,'iibited by a

Chavanne needle-nozzle; it is I'riclioiidrivcn b\- a lilire

pinion and lioists 1250 ft. on the incline. .\t llie lop of

the incline head-frame at the lvii|iirc is a comiires.scd-air

safeguard against ovcr-wiiiding; lliis con.sists of two

cylinders eoinieeted to the eom|)rcs.scd-air line, with a

play of 4 ft. for reducing the shock in case the hoist-

engineer is careless and starts pulling the skip through

tlie top of the head-fraiiie. A trip fla.slics a litrlit in the

engine-room when the skip is ready to dump, and there is

a catch for automatically stopping the engine as soon

as half of the 4 ft. is exceeded.

The new engine-house at the North Star is economic-

ally constructed of corrugated-iron sheets covered with a

thin layer of a.sbestos on both sides and fastened by

'purlin-nails' (short wire hooks) to a light steel frame-

work, making a tight stnicture that does not rattle in

the wind. The al).sence of snow-load simplifies the roof

problem, the roof being of the same material as the sides.

Such a building, popular in mild climates, might not he

satisfactory in the rigorous winters of northern regions.

The roof-truss is shown In the sketch.

Some tendency is evident, as in several oibi-r Amer-

ican districts, to raise the grade of ore hy liMiid-picking

on surface and by decreasing the .stoping-width under-

ground. At the North Star during the three months

ended October 2, a total of 24,414 Umn of ore was hoisted

as compared with 25.325 tons during the previous

quarter, while the miners' shifts increased from 4133 to

5081. The tons per miner decreased from 6.14 to 4.81,

but the sticks of dynamite increased from 79,408 to

95,448, and the tons of ore hoisted per square foot of

stoping-area fell from 0.415 to 0.352. At first sight this

looks as though the underground efficiency had deterior-

ated, because, although more shifts were worked and

more dynamite was used, the output of ore decreased.

This was not the ca.se, but the decrease in output was due

to narrowing the stoping-width and to increased sorting

underground. This is one indication of the reaction now

evident against striving for tonnage while disregarding

the ultimate purpose—that of making money. Apropos

is the old story told at Lake Superior of a visiting engi-

neer who was watching the hoisting at a copper mine;

observing that the rock dumped was barren sandstone
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figures, the indication is that the grade of ore sent to the

mill will be raised abont $1.50 per ton by the picking. A
benefit already noticed is the increase of 10% in the

amount of ore crashed by reason of the greater ease with

which quartz, or mixed quartz, can be crushed in com-

parison to the less brittle waste-rock. The flattening of

the veins, almost to the horizontal at depth, tends to in-

crease costs. In flat stopes it becomes necessary to ex-

tract a wider portion of the vein to allow the miners room
to stand ; also tramming costs increase, and water settles

in the hollows. Mules are used for underground-haul-

age in the larger mines.

-J•< 49^0-

Section.

THE NEW ENGINE-HOUSE AT THE NORTH STAB MINE.

wall-rock instead of ore, he inquired of the foreman why
;sueh material was being hoisted ; the foreman replied

"We've got to keep those stamps going somehow." At
the North Star the average stoping-width has been de-

creased 18% or from 4.5 ft. to 3.7 feet.

An interesting innovation is the hand-picking at the

shaft. The ore, passing over the grizzlies spaced at IJ
in., is fed onto two shaking-tables at which six men, three

at a table, pick and cast behind them onto a conve.yor-

belt all rock that contains no quartz. The ore is fed for-

ward by shaking into two jaw-crushers. The picking is

aided by water sprayed on the ore ; this water is after-

ward piped to the mill for use there. Six men, working
on day-shift, are able to pick the accumulation in the

Ijins of the night before in addition to the day's hoist,

casting away as waste over 10 tons per man, or 60 to 70

tons that was formerly sent to the mill, where it cost 90

•cents per ton to treat. While it is early to give definite

Electric haulage in the Copper Queen mine is on al-

ternate levels, there being seven such haulage-levels.

The gauge of the track is 20 in., and the rails are 25 lb.

per yard. The heaviest locomotive weighs 14,000 lb. The
weight of a loaded car is rarely above 6000 lb. At the

larger stations sufficient double track is laid to hold 20

cars. Standard switches on curves of 40 to 80 ft. are

used. D.C. is of 250 volts; and trolley-wires are, as re-

quired by law, 7 ft. above the track. Several men have

been killed by coming in contact with the wire when
their shoes or hands were wet. Carrying tools on the

shoulder is against the rules. To reduce the breaking of

trolley-poles in turning in narrow drifts, a trolley-pole

with a knuckle in the centre was adopted. These notes

are abstracted from a paper by Gerald F. G. Sherman,
read at the San Francisco meeting of the A. I. M. E.

T. F. Cole, well known in copper mining circles, is

taking an interest in bis boyhood home in the copper

country of Michigan. In addition to his financing of

Keweenaw Copper Co. to explore a large area of old cop-

per-bearing territory, he recently bought the mineral

right under the town of Ahmeek, paying $4000 per acre

for 40 acres.
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T)l' L QjlllJ 111 Kli 'rc^f

By H. D. McCaak«7

TllK pnuiuotioii of p)ld by iln-dpiiivr in tho I'nitcd

Stnti'S ami Alaska from the i-omnuToial Ixjriii-

iiinp of the iiuiustrj- in 1896 to tlie rcoonl output

of 1914, inclusive, lias amounted, aeeordinp to best avail-

able data, to $94.6;i;l.48S. and the value will probably

have passed the $1(X>.0(X),(XH) mark by the middle of 1915.

Profitable dn-dginp for pold is first noted from Grass-

hopper puloh in the Hannoek district, Beaverhead
county, Montana, where a Bucyrus double-elevator

bueket-dredpe was opi^nited as early as 189:^ '94. Before

operations havf been eonlimioiiH in Montana Nirice, with
a total yield froin this source of uiore lliaii .>iitv')(IO,U(JU.

In Idaho, where the gravels of the Boise basiu have
been worked by this method, dredKini; has prodiieed

nearly .$;j.()0().(l()() and been contimion.s since 1.S97. In
Colorado dredging has been in vogue in the Breeken-
ridgo district. Summit county, since 1901, and liiis

produced over $2,700,000 in gold. In New Mexico, from
1902 to 1905, inclusive, a dredge was operated on Cimar-
ron river, near Elizabethtown, in Colfax county, and

Production of gold in the United Slata by dredges and numher of dredges producing, by Stales, 1R9G-I9t4-
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dredge alone had recovered more than $450,000 in less

than 2^ years to the end of 1914, and had paid 107%
interest on the original capitalization of $250,000.

There were eight dredges at work in 1914 in the Islands,

seven in this district and one in Tayabas, and they

produced altogether during the year about $515,000.

In California some of the earliest attempts at dredging

for gold were made, following the first successful work

of the kind with steam-driven bucket-elevator dredges

at Otago, in New Zealand, in 1882. But it was not until

1896 that the first commercial bucket-elevator dredge

of the California type was operated on the Yuba river.

It was later wrecked by floods, but it began the great

output of gold from California by this method which

had amounted to over $71,000,000 by the end of 1914,

in which year 60 boats altogether were at work in the

various fields. Much of the proved dredging ground

in California has now been worked out, and it is an

open question whether development of new ground will

in the future take the place of that worked out. In

the evolution of dredging apparatus from the small

steam-driven wooden machines with buckets of a

capacity of about three cubic feet each and capable of

raising 1200 cu. yd. daily to the great all-steel electric-

driven dredges with buckets raising 16 eu. ft. each,

and handling 10,000 cu. yd. daily, California has earned

first rank. It is becoming better known that a great

deal of dredging in various parts of the world has

been at a loss, and that many important factors enter

into the problem as to what ground can be worked at

a profit by this method. The industry has now developed

geologic, engineering, and constructing experts, and, in

view of the fact that even profitable dredging is

expensive in outlay, prospective investors would

seem to gain something by consulting the rich fund

of experience now available in the hands of these

specialists.

Brief details of dredging operations have been given

in 'Mineral Resources' in the mines' reports on gold,

silver, copper, lead, and zinc of the Western States,

and also in earlier reports of the Director of the Mint.

Further information is to be found in reports of geo-

logical suiweys or mining officials of different States. A
comprehensive and very useful report is contained in

Bulletin 57 of the California State Mining Bureau, 'Gold

Dredging in California,' by W. B. "Winston and Charles

Janin. Another valuable treatise is 'Dredging for Gold

in California,' by D'Arcy Weatherbe, published by the

Mining and Scientific Press; and additional informa-

tion is constantly furnished by the technical press.

The preceding table, compiled from best available

sources, gives the dredge production of gold in the

United States and Alaska (not including the Philippine

Islands) from 1896 to the end of 1914, inclusive, by

States.

/Al-Vii'j^ JM

*The native-silver ores of Chihuahua were known in

the seventeenth century, as soon as the Spanish settlers

occupied that part of the country. The special attraction

of these ores was that anyone could melt them in an

ordinary forge into cakes of silver, that seiwed as money.

The low-grade ores were considered of no commercial

value until 1880, when ex-governor Shepherd visited the

place, bought the San Miguel group of mines, and com-

menced to explore on a large scale. He lived in Batopilas

for over twenty years and died there in 1902.

The ores formerly were carefully hand-sorted. The
rich ores were pounded fine by hand, the native silver

sifted and washed out, and the remainder ground in

drag-mills with mercury. The amalgam was separated

by washing, packed in flasks and the mercury distilled,

leaving silver to be melted and refined in the vaso.

Nowadays the rich ores are separated. They are

cmshed in a special stamp-mill and the coarse silver is

taken out of the mortar and melted. The pulp passing

through the screen is treated in amalgamating-pans with

mercury, and the tailing is leached with cyanide solution

by agitation. The low-grade ores are crushed in a larger

mill also driven by water-power. The pulp is concen-

trated on shaking-tables, the tailing goes to the river,

and the concentrates are re-concentrated. The richer

part holding native silver is treated in the amalgamation-

pans like the high-grade ores, and the poorer part of the

concentrates is leached with cyanide solution by percola-

tion.

The native silver and argentite concentrate well. The
rate of concentration is 50 to 1. The fine black silver

in the concentrate and tailing is easily dissolved with a

cyanide solution. The low-grade ores have furnished in

late years one-third of the total production. The crude

silver from the stamp-mills, from the amalgamation,

and from the cyanide process is refined in a reverber-

atory furnace to total fineness.

Electro-statics. That branch of electrical science de-

voted to the phenomena of electricity at rest or of fric-

tional electricity.

New-style drill bits of the Carr type are being em-

ployed at the New Almaden quicksilver mines in Santa

Clara county, California. In this medium-hard rock

with occasional soft streaks, it is found advantageous to

punch a hole in the side of the hollow drill-steel an inch

or two from the end of the bit rather than depend on the

hole in the centre of the bit which is likely to become

clogged with muddy rock-chippings. As mentioned in

the article on drill-bits in our issue of November 6, this

is not an unusual practice with Carr bits for mounted

hammer-drills, and is done at Lake Superior mines where

varieties of iron ore are not unlike the California

cinnabar in drilling qualities.

Abstract from paper read before the Pan-American Con-

gress, "Washington, December, 1915
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CONCENTRATES
R«aJ<n ol ilw VIM.VC dud Sruniffic PRKSS an mWlni lo uik guraiHuu

QriOKSILVER DKI-OSITS of Calllollliu. Witll ffW iM.p

tioiis. nn> situated in tite Coast rnn);(>K.

CEXTRIFlVfAl. ITMl'S wlii juimp JtHttV \Vllt« T ami |>ili-

lilos. If 8p«virtl lilaiii's iin» proviiii'd, riwks as larjjc as a

man's tist eaii Ih> liiuullt'il.

A sTKAM-siiovKi. at tin> ('aluiiiot Ji: llcila iiiinc. .Midii

gall, was usoil to ailvanta^c in i-cinuvinir snow linrint;

the lieavy fall of January.

The shape of shovels is important. A small lomid-

pointeii shovel is Wst for tough soils; a large square-

pointed sijovel for handling san<l. ^rravcl. or foal. off

Ixiarils.

SHAhT-siNKiNO eost at Butte, in one instance, was re-

duced from $45 per foot to $36 per foot by putting the

miners on a bonus system; 106 ft. was sunk in '.^0 work-

ing days.

Bi.ACK SH.vLE, containing bituminous matter, pyrite,

and marcasit* stored on the edge of the Tennessee river,

near Hamburg, recently caught fire after several days

of rain. The pile of shale contained all the conditions

necessary for spontaneous combustion. Coal frequently

catches fire, but shale is rarely attacked in this way.

That a stealing bill payable on presentation in cnr-

rent and legal funds in London must be sold in New
York at from 18 to 36 cents discount in the pound

means merely that in London one cannot have the gold

for the bill—else the present rates of bank, freight, and

insurance charges could allow of a discount of not niori-

than 3 cents.

Gears cannot be operated safely at too high a speed,

or the liability to shock becomes dangerous and the

noise excessive. For ordinary cast-iron gears 1800 feet

per minute is high, for helical cast-iron gears 2-100 ft.,

for cast-steel gears '2400 ft, for special cast-iron ma-
chine-cut gears 3000 ft. Rawhide gearing, which op-

erates almost noiselessly, may be run satisfactorily up
to 3000 ft. per minute.

Shaft-sinking practice in the Lake Superior region

is exemplified by the rat« of advance made in the Wood-
bury vertical shaft of the Newport Mining Co. at Iron-

wood, Michigan, details of the method of sinking of

which were described in our issue of November 13. The
shaft is 13 by 21 ft. in size, has six compartments, and
much of the rock is granite. On December 1 a depth of

1664 ft. had been attained, making an average of 185 ft.

per month, or approximately 6 ft. per day, which is

noteworthy. Sinking wiU be continued to a depth of

2400 feet.

llhiii n(U"i->i for /ihi' arc rcsponsilili' for niucli ai'livil y

that is not always piiilitalilc. In tiic .loplin dislrii't of

.Mis,sonri pilhii-s of ore arc left to support niofN. In one

instance, a pillar S ft. high and 2.') fl. thick, conlaineil

itOd Ions of 2.5r;, ore, worth $750, aixi a prolK of $:i,')(l.

This pillar was mined, with the rrsull liial a slab of

waste. (i5 liy (i5 Uy .'tj ft,, weigliing 110(1 Ions, fell, cohI-

ing $200 to shovel it away, and $:!5() for other <-liargeH.

Mere Ihc operator risked losing $220 in (ndcr lo rci'ovcr

$350 i)rofit, not mentioning the risk to llu' lives of

ininei-s, ai'i'ording lo Waller Ilolnii's, a mine insijcclor.

( '(iM i'Ki;ssi;i)-AiK HOISTS are becoming popular at those

mines \vhere the use of steam has deeiined hy reason of

the substitution nl' eli'cli-irily. A hdisl a! llie ('i.ppcr

Queen mine that, had been di'ivi'n liy steam, was elianged

lo eonipres,se(l air without making any alleration in the

engine; compressed :iir w.-is found to he iMoi-e illirii'iit

than steam, as the sleani-niain was !I20 It. long. \iy em-

I)loying cold air in the cylinders for lu-akes an<l <dutches,

leakage and packing troiihlis lieeamc negligible!; how-

ever, the air for the engine is liealed to 2.50°. At one

hoist of the Cojjper Queen 1 .(lOd.OdO cu. ft. of free air,

compressed to H2 lli. pi-rssurc, is reipiircd daily.

Designations of various grades of cyanide, hiused on

sodium cyanide content, was described on page 74 of the

Press of January 8. As sodium cyanide has disj)laced

the potassium .salt, the previous 129% sodium salt, con-

taining 51-52% cyanogen, is now 96-98%, with the same

composition. To show the trend of use of the two salts,

the following figures, compiled hy the Survey, are of

interest

:

State. Potassium cyanide. Sodium cyanide.

]9i:!. 1914. 1913. 1914.

Colorado 659,.374 35,800 260,589 935,589

New Mexico 1,415 190,190 237,511

Soutli Dakota 113,727 89,649 388,961 425,397

Total 774,516 125,449 839,740 1,598,497

Explosives are stored underground in many mines, in

a room apart from the active working,s, preferably on a

level where mining has cea.sed. While objection is some-

times raised to the .storage of several days' supply of

dynamite underground, there is reason to believe; that

less danger exists in such cases when carefully conducted

and distributed by a capable 'powder-monger' than in a

system whereby dynamite is taken underground each

day by various miners or foremen, as the handling of it

is lessened. Charles E. Munroe recently pointed out in

a paper at the Second Pan-American Scientific Congress

at Washington, that in an underground magazine it is

well to arrange a 'safety-valve,' such as a lightly closed

shaft above the magazine that will provide a vent simi-

lar to the explosion-doors on blast-furnaces and stoves

in case of an explosion. He also spoke against the

storage of black powder with the dynamite, as one

tends to deteriorate the other by the absorbing of mois-

ture from a hydrated explosive by a dry explosive.
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By @eosrge X Ssimie^oSt

COLORADO increased its output of gold, silver,

lead, copper, and zinc from .$33,000,000 in 1914 to

.$43,000,000 in 191.5, a gain of $10,000,000. But

the major metals represent only a part of the State's

mining activity, Colorado leads in the production of rare

metals, the increase in the value of which was $2,700,000,

Tungsten increased from $293,.500 in 1914 to $1,785,000

in 1915; manganese increa.sed from nothing to $625,000;

radium decreased from $150,000 to $100,000: vanadium

increased from $100,000 to $600,000; molybdenum in-

creased from nothing to $400,000.

Colorado produces a variet.v of other minerals, as

follows

:

Marble : $ 1.000.,000

Coal 18,000,000

Chemicals 3,639,453

Fire-clay 50,000

Portland cement oJO.OOO

Petroleum 200,000

Hydro-carbons 100,000

Lime 80,000

Clay products 1,200,000

Total $25,069,453

This amount, added to the production of the common
and rare metals, shows that the mineral industry in all

its branches produced $71,500,000 last year.

The future of the State's mining looks to the diversity

of mineral output rather than to great increases in gold

and silver. For many years, Colorado was famed chiefl.y

for its production of the precious metals, I would say

that the gold and silver product of the State will soon he

a matter of relative secondary importance. Further-

more, I hazard the forecast that the metalliferous min-

ing will be secondary to the non-metalliferous mining.

Colorado has been known as the leading bi-metallic State.

It is now the leading multi-metallic State, and it bids

fair to soon become one of the leading nuilti-mineral

states.

A hopeful feature of the silver market has been given

publicity by Catlin & Powell Co. of New York, to the

effect that the cinematographs or "* movies' are now buy-

ing 15,000,000 ounces of silver annually. A salt of silver

is used to sensitize the films. It is evident that this film

business is destined to play an important part in the

future of the silver market.

An enterprise of much importance to the San Juan
has been started at the Camp Bird, namel.v the driving

of a 9000-ft. adit to work the famous vein at depth. This

enterprise has a great geologic interest. A nuinhcr of

the profitable San Juan mines are situated in tlie ande-

sitic overflows, which are underlain by a conglomerate

bed of Jliocene age. It is generally recognized that the

conglomerate is the lower boundary of mineral enrich-

ment, and even the beds immediately overlying, it are

considered unfavorable to orebodies.

Fresh discoveries of tungsten have been made in the

Cement Creek part of the San Juan region. Silverton

was shut off from the outside world for thirty days, but

in spite of this fact, important discoveries are reported.

In fact, one discovery is .said to be due to an unusually

heavy snow-slide that plowed the soil off a mountain-

side.

At Leadville, Jesse McDonald's famous pumping proj-

ect at the Penrose shaft is now one of three similar enter-

prises. Fryer hill and Carbonate hill are to be un-

watered. Fryer hill is to be unwatered by the United

States Smelting, Refining & Exploration Co., resident

manager H. S. Lee. The Hai-vard shaft will be used for

pumping, the maehinerj^ being already on the ground.

Centrifugal station-pumps of the Krogh type will be

used. The maximum lift will be 750 ft. and the capacity

700 gal. per minute. The U. S. S., R. & E. Co. recently

floated $12,000,000 in ten-year gold notes through Lee,

Higginson & Co. of Boston, which seems to indicate that

they will take over properties noiv under option. Car-

bonate hill is to be unwatered by a company organized

to develop the Pyrenees, R. A. M., Mikado, and Gallagher

mines under a five-year lease. Some of the money comes
from New York, which is also headquarters for the Iron

Silver ilining Co., capitalized at $10,000,000, managed
by George 0. Argall and prominent as a shipper of zinc-

lead ore. It pays dividends of $50,000 at least twice

per annum. From reports submitted by the engineers,

the compan}-- expects to pump an average of 2000 gal.

of water per minute from a depth of 1300 ft., a greater

distance from surface than is involved in either the Pen-

rose or Fryer hill enterprises. With capacity for 2000
gal. per min., the Carbonate pumps will rank third in

Colorado and next to the Smuggler at Aspen, which is

quoted at 2500 gal. and where incidentally the high piice

of lead, 50% above normal, has stimulated production.

The dredges are shut-down during the winter. A few
years ago the Reiling dredge at Breckenridge ran all

winter. Although it was proved that the winters do not

limit successful dredging, a dredge needs overhauling

once a year, so the boats stop work in the colder part of

the winter. This year promises to make a record in

placer mining.

Buyers of rare metal ores in Denver are thick as flies

in honey, and their main worry appears to be to obtain a

dependable supply for a long period. Price seems a

secondary matter with them. The prices of alloy-steel

are such that the cost of the small proportion of the rare

metal required is su.sceptible to considerable latitude.
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DEADWOOD, SOUTH DAKOTA

N»u> roB Custom Plast.—Tusostkx Pbohuctiox.—Homestakk

AniviTY.—Oro Hondo.—Rich Goi.ii Ore .\t Ratti.ksn.\kk

Jack Mine.

A customcyanlde plant for Deadwood is a topic of discussion

just now. and probably the mining conuniltee of the riead-

wood Business Club will investigate the matter fully: should

it make a favorable rei>ort the mill undoubttiily will be buili.

It is pointed out that there are a large number of small prop-

erties, capable of supplying 10 tons or luore of ore daily, not

large enough to support a mill of their own. but combined

could furnish a good quantity. Several such properties have

been oi>ened in the Blacklail district: others in Two Bit,

Spruce gulch, and Bald mountain section can always be

dei)ended on to yield a good tonnage. Deadwood would be aTi

ideal location for the mill. It has railroad connections, both

narrow and standard gauge, with the mining camps: any cue

of several mill-sites could be secured: labor and supplies are

plentiful. It is probable that the plant could be financed en-

tirely with local capital. Several of the smaller mining com-

panies would subscribe to the building fund, and local business

men and investors could take care of the remainder. It is

argued that the small mining companies would by this

arrangement have their ore treated in a modern mill, which

would be under the management of a first-class mill-man. at

a moderate cost—no more than the treatment charge made

at other plants—and that their dividends on the mill opera-

tions would still further reduce the net cost to them of treat-

ment of their ore.

Production of wolframite continues at the Homestake and

Wasp No. 2 mines. At the latter the concentrator is working

well, and the first consignment of concentrate will be shipped

aboiit the end of February. The Wasp No. 2 paid a dividend

of 5c. per share in January, and 21c. in February. It appears

that those who purchased the John Gray stock, sold by his

administrators at 35c. per share, are almost reasonably sure

to have their investment returned in dividends within the

year. The Homestake is now loading its second car, which

has been purchased by the Primes company.

The Homestake's Ellison shaft is to be continued to the

2000-ft. level: it is now 1920 ft. deep, or 70 ft. below the

1850-ft. station. From the new bottom a drift will be driven

to a point beneath the B. & M. shaft, and connection made with

that shaft, thus making it 2000 ft. deep also. .For the sinking

of the Ellison an auxiliary hoist will be installed at 1850 ft.,

and the compartments used for hoisting from that level to the

surface will be bulkheaded to protect the men in the bottom.

Work is progressing rapidly to completion on the installation

of the new equipment at the B. & M. shaft. The crushers and

conveying system were recently tested, and by the time the

boiler-plant is finished the new hoist will be ready to go into

commission. When this is done the boilers now In use at this

shaft will be torn-out. and the space they occupy given to hous-

ing an Immense air-compressor. Altogether the new equip-

ment will be as good as possible to procure. It is expected

that 1200 to 1500 tons daily will be hoisted here, or about

one-third of the ore supply for the mills. Edgar Huntley and

Ole Danlelson, general foreman and night foreman, respec-

tively, are no longer on the pay-roll. The former has resigned

on account of ill-health, and has been succeeded by A. J. M.

Robs, n member of the engineering corpK. Mr. DnMlelKon,

who recently died, has been succoodod by John Towusend.

All four of the men nu-nlioncd have been long-time emi'loycos.

and won their various |)r<>nioli()ns slricdy on their nicrllH.

THE III.ACK IIII.I.S REGIOS OF .SOUTH DAKOTA.

Mr. Ross, for instance, is a Lead product, leaving school to join

the engineering staff, and working his way upward by ability.

At the 2000-ft. level of the Oro Hondo shaft excavation is

now being made for a station. An extensive campaign of

lateral work is contemplated for this level.

Exceptionally high-grade ore continues to be mined from a

small streak in the Rattlesnake Jack property, near Galena.
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The seam is 12 in. wide, and assays as high as $2n00 gold per

ton. Much of it is specimen rocli. The mill is treating about

50 tons daily, by a combination of concentration and cyanida-

tion. The concentrate—pyrites—contain $150 gold per ton;

the last car shijiped comprised 27 tons and returned $3800 net.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

He.wy Wak Tax Worriks Mixing Compaxiks.—Nkw Mills,

Develop.mkxt. axd Returns.

The proposed new war tax bill presented to the Canadian

parliament on February 15 by Sir Thomas White, finance

minister, has created much dissatisfaction in mining circles,

as it hits the mining industry more than any other. The tax,

from which it is expected to raise at least $25,000,000, is levied

on the net profits of all classes of business, with the exception

of life insurance, farming, and stock-raising, with a capital of

$50,000 or more. Incorporated companies are taxed 25% on

all net profits over T%. and individuals, firms, and associations

not incorporated. 25',f on all net profits over 10%. The mini-

mum capital limitation does not apply to those having war

orders. The tax is made retroactive, covering a period of

three years from August 3, 1914. The obvious objection from

the standpoint of the mining investor is the injustice of

placing mines on the same basis as other productive indus-

tries, as the assets are steadily depleted in the course of pro-

duction, and the dividends largely consist of returns of capital.

A high rate of interest is necessary to make the enterprise

remunerative. Another objectionable feature is that under

the bill as it now stands, companies having large capitaliza-

tions, mainly representing watered stock, and consequently

yielding comi)aratively small dividends, will escape paying a

due share of taxation. The retroactive clause is also strongly

opposed on the ground that those companies which have al-

ready distributed their profits will be seriously embarrassed.

It is understood that a strong deputation of mining men will

shortly place its views before the Government. The finance

minister has intimated that the bill may be modified as

affecting mining companies.

A mill is to be erected at the North Thompson mine.

At Cobalt the Coniagas new cyanide plant for low-grade con-

centrate is in operation.

At the Chisholm Veteran claim near South Porcupine, five

drill-holes are to be put down 1000 ft. each.

The McKinley-Darragh-Savage company pays 3% on April 1.

The total is 199% equal to $4,471,890, or almost twice the

capital.

During .January the Mclntyre property at Porcupine pro-

duced gold worth $71,076 from 8950 tons of ore. The profit

was $38,400.

The new mill of the Schumacher is treating 110 tons of ore

daily, averaging $8 to $10 per ton. The plant cost $57,800. It

employs the Dorr counter-current decantation system.

During 1915 the Dome Lake Mining & Milling Co. of New
Liskeard produced 11,727 tons of $9.12 ore, at a cost of $3.83

for underground work, and $2.45 for treatment. The net

revenue was $80,659.

During 1915 the Trethewey Mining Co. of Cobalt only oper-

ated for the first two months. A fair amount of development

was done. Reserves are 26,774 tons, containing 507,339 oz

silver. Production from 6113 tons was 85,004 ounces.

During January the Nipissing hi.gh and low-grade mills

treated 81 and 5278 tons of ore respectively, for a yield of

$63,582 and $116,220. The refinery shipped 251.676 oz. silver.

Development generally was satisfactory. An extension of the

Trethewey vein was found, assaying 3000 oz. over 6 inches.

At the Tough Oakes, Kirkland Lake, the new compressor

will allow of 30 drills being worked, instead of 17 durin.g De-

cember. During that month the mill treated 3668 tons of ore

averaging $20 per ton. Development continues good.

KALGOORLIE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

AVOOU-C UTTERS ON STRIKE. CONTRACT TROUBLES.

—

WET MiXES.—
Mine Sale.—More Wage Disputes.—Yield oe Mixe.s.

During December, there appeared to be fairly general dis-

satisfaction among the wood-cutters, who supply the mines
with firewood and mining timber. The majority of these men
were Italians and Austrians, and, as the latter have been in-

terned, and many of the former have gone to fight in Italy.

and new men who are not used to the work have taken their

place and cannot make standard wages, they are asking for

higher rates. As none of the mining companies hold more
than one or two months' supply, a strike would be serious, and
this is what happened early in January, resulting in gradual
shutting-down of the mines and mills.

A largely attended meeting of the Miners' Union was held
in the third week of December, with the view of putting the
contract system of working on a uniform and more equitable
basis. The trouble has arisen owing to some of the companies
charging more than $11 a case for explosives, the maximum
rate stipulated. Another and more serious grievance is the

fact that contracts, except in name, are not really contracts at

all. No tenders are ever called for. The manager, or assistant,

merely gives the job at a price, picks out some men, and they
may take it or leave it. If one party refuses, another party is

generally found that 'scabs' their mates. Naturally this leads

to bad feeling. The system is intolerable, as really good work-
ers pay their car-men and shovelers a 25 to 50c. bonus, in

addition to the ruling rate paid by managers, whose em-
ployees the car-men are, and the remaining car-men are conse-

quently dissatisfied. This is a long-standing grievance.

At the Edna May mine, near Southern Cross, the three

electric pumps have an aggregate capacity of 1,400,000 gal. of

water per day, and the Cornish lift 100.000 gal., a total

of 1,500,000 gal. The adjoining mine, >he Edna Deep, makes
2,880,000 gal. per day. The latter's shaft down to 300 ft. is

practically dry; this was accomplished by means of plugging

the bore-holes which cut the lode and putting down new-

vertical bores in the bottom of the shaft, and filling them
with cement under high pressure.

The Associated Northern Blocks Co. has bought for $425,000

the Slippery Gimlet mine, almost adjoining its Victorious

leases at Ora Banda. This mine has been sloped in the oxi-

dized zone for a length of 480 ft. from 150 ft. to the surface,

and produced 30,100 tons for $340,900, an average of $11.32.

Telluride occurs both in the Victorious and Slippery Gimlet,

which are only 660 ft. apart.

The Meekathara Miners' Union has asked the Arbitration

Court for a revision of the award given in November 1910.

and the Court has agreed to reconsider the question, the new
agreement to date from January 1. 1916. The only two regular

producers and profit-earners in the district are the Fenian
and Ingliston Consols, both owned by private syndicates.

During November their profits were $31,900 and $20,200, re-

spectively. The Ingliston Extended, owned in London, has
never paid a dividend, and has merely been developing lately.

while the Queen of the Hills, owned by the Lake View &
Oroya Exi)loration Co., has depleted its oxidized reserves, and
has recently been altering its treatment plant. The other

mines in the district have only intermittent crushings of small

tonnage and are chiefly worked by their owners. Yet the total

output of the district is considerable.

During November the State's mines yielded gold worth

$2,124,000. The total to date is $624,000,000, and $128,000,000

in dividends. Some January returns were as follows: Horse-

Shoe, 7412 oz. from 16,416 tons, with $32,000 profit; Ivanhoe.

7289 oz. from 19,123 tons, with $43,000 profit; and South

Kalgurli, 2911 oz. from 10,022 tons, with $9600 profit. Costs at

the last were $4.32 per ton. Spare lathes at Kalgoorlie are

now used to turn shells for the army.
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ALASKA
The lotal trade ot the Territory In 1915 was $S2.S74,122.

an Increase of I12.36S.254. Kx|)orts amounted to J54.S56,S15,

IncliidlnK antUnon.v. $lS9.34r.. copiier ore and malle, $12,354.-

163; fish iind fish products. $I9,6.'i.';.239; gypsum. $65.S00; lead

ore and matte. $31.476: marble. $104.SSS; tin ore. $79,471: and

gold and silver. $16,090,411. Shipping amounted to 1609 ves-

sels of 1.OUT.727 tons.

.li NK.vr

On February 2S the Alaska Treadwell and Alaska Inited

companies paid 75o. and :'0c ver share, respectively.

AEIZONA
Cochise Coi-nty

During January the Shattuck-.\rizona mine produced 534

oz. gold, 30.369 oz. silver. 267.s.i3 lb. lead, and 1,565.224 Ih.

•copper.

In order to protect itself against possil)le lluctuations in

copper, the Copper Queen company has informed custom ore

producers In Mexico that new rates will be effective on

March 15.

GiL.V COVNTV

In its mining and livestock edition of 36 pages the Arizona

Record of Globe deals in an interesting way with the mining

industry of the district. The text is well illustrated.

Mohave Cocntv

Charles S. Sprague and associates, who have taken over the

3Ierritt, Yankee, and Dome properties, aggregating 150 acres

in the heart of the Oatman district, announce that they will

start active development at once with J. K. Turner, of the

Jumbo Extension company, as consulting engineer for this

merger, the Oatman United. Equipment which will be placed

upon the ground will be of capacity adequate for working

Jown to 1000 ft. depth.

Development has been started at the Oatman-Jumbo mine.

midway between the United Eastern and Gold Road. A good

«utcrop occurs near a rhyolite dike.

Pima Couxtv

On February 21 the new railway between Gila Bend aud

Ajo. 40 miles, at the New Cornelia copper mine, commenced a

Tegular schedule. Large quantities of structural material are

Arriving at the property. A machine-shop is being built.

At Gunsight, 15 miles south-east of Cornelia, an old centre,

lead-zinc-silver ore has been opened.

CALIFORNIA

Amadou Colxty

To celebrate resumption of work at the old Eureka mine,

between 2500 and 3000 people participated in the function at

Sutter Creek on February 24. The event is said to be the

neatest ever held in the county. Water Is being removed

from the old shaft to permit putting in the collar-sets.

BnTE COCSTT

The Woolley manganese mine at Clipper Mills will supply

ore for the smelter of the Noble Electric Steel Co. in Shasta

•county. The ore will be hauled in trucks to Oroville, and then

Tailed to Heroult.

.According to A. Duckbee of Utah the ForboBlown diKlrict will

be busy this Hummer, lint a nierKcr of propertlc-H Ih dosirablu

for prolltable work, llr ronnlders the ore Kullable for cyanl-

dallon,

Colusa CotiNTY

The first quicksilver that has arrived at Williams, pasHcd

through there last week from Williur Siirlngs on Its way to

San Francisco. This marks the reBunipllon of productlnii In

the Sulphur Creek district.

MaKII'OSA ColNTV

To take over a lease or option to purchase 900 acres of the

Fremont or Mariposa Grant, held by W. F. Deaner, the Eliza-

beth Mines was recently incorporated at Sacramento by

Edward F. Dalton. R. Miller, and C. M. Cofflng of Ihul city.

Edward M. Herberger of Sutter Creek, and Edward R. SoliiisUy

of San Francisco. Tlie capital is $5<l(i,i)i»ll.

The Mountain King .Mining Co.'s power-jilaiu on llic .Moncd

river is described in the Journal of KlrclrUity, Power it Gas

for February 12 by Rudolph W. Van Norden. A brief history

of the mine is also given. The dam is SS ft. high, averaging

6 ft. high on the down-stream side, and 3 ft. on the uiistreani

side. The flume is 3737 ft. long, costing $4.]2.S per linear foot.

It is semi-circular, 6 ft. 4 in. wide at the top. capable of carry-

ing 3280 miners' inches, or 82 cu. ft. per second, with a grade

of 5,28 ft. i)er mile. It was constructed in difficult count ry.

The power-house includes a 450-hp, Francis scroll-case turliine,

direct connected to a 350-kva. generator. The operating head

is from 63 to 50 ft., depending on the state of the canyon where

the plant is erected. The transmission-line is 8700 ft. long,

carrying 4000 volts. The current is transformed to 440 volts

for the motors, and 220 volts for the locomotive. At the mill

are 11 motors of from 3 to 100 hp. The total cost of the power-

plant was $35,169, or $88 per horse-power for 400 hp. delivered.

Nevaoa County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Orleans mine, adjoining the

Empire, is being operated with Albert Crase as sui)erlntendent.

The jiroperty was formerly a good inoducer, and is thought

to contain the extension of the Empire vein. Unwatering of

the 800-ft. shaft is proceeding, and sinking will continue to a

depth of 1000 ft. It is equipped with a good hoist and pumi>

ing plant.

At the Union Hill developments are i)roceeding from numer-

ous points, particularly at 600 ft., where good ore was un-

covered last fall. Water has recently caused considerable

trouble, but this annoyance is being rapidly overcome. Sev-

eral small shipments of tungsten-bearing ore have been made.

The North Star Mines Co. is preparing to erect a large office

building near the Central shaft, and to transfer its offices to

this point from the North Star mine. A large amount of new

work is going on below the 6000-ft. level, with ore of excellent

grade exposed at several faces.

Negotiations for the acquisition of the Oustomah mine, at

Nevada City, by Utah people are proceeding. The Utah inter-

ests are represented by F. M. Wichman, of the Utah Metals

Mining and Bingham-New Haven companies, and Charles T.

Law. The Oustomah has been a good producer and is well

equipped. It is operated by the Oustomah .Mining Company.

The new plant being erected near Spenceville for the Queen

Regent Merger Co. is rapidly nearing completion and will start

treatment of copper-gold ore before the end of March. A
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large amount of new underground work is proceeding, and

indications are good for a steady output. Several copper

claims in this district are being examined in the interests of

San Francisco people. The ore frequently ranges from $20 to

$50 per ton, with considerable gold present.

Grass Valley, February 20.

Although there is no shortage of men in the Grass Valley-

Nevada City district. It is rei)orted that a good number have

left tor the large copper centres where wages are now so high.

Development at the Golden Center mine at Grass Valley

continue to be good, and additions to the mill are contemplated.

Sacramento Coukty

An extensive deposit of chromic-iron ore, in the Negro Hill

district, 10 miles above Folsom, has been located by D. E.

Wiley and others of that town.

Sierra Coixty

In the issue of February 2G it was stated that W. Hague was

connected with the Mugwump Mines Co., operating near

Alleghany; this is not correct.

Siskiyou County

H. J. Barton of Yreka has re-opened an old quicksilver mine

in this county, which will be managed by W. Forstner.

The mineral returns for 1915 now coming to the statistical

division of the State Mining Bureau, under direction of

Fletcher Hamilton, state mineralogist, are beginning to show-

some interesting iigures relative to the production of the past

THE QUICKSILVER FURNACE BUILDINGS AT NEW ALMADEN

year. Replies have been received from a sufficient number of

the quicksilver mines of the State so that a fairly close

estimate of the output can be made. This Is placed at 12,450

flasks of 75 lb. each. The year's output was valued at $1,068,-

210, or nearly double that of 1914, which was $557,846 for

11,373 flasks.

Some interesting developments are taking place at the

present time as regards concentration of quicksilver ores,

particularly at the Oat Hill and Aetna mines in Napa county,

at the New Idria mine in San Benito county, the Kings in

King county, and at the Oceanic in San Luis Obispo county.

During a trip last week to the Napa County mines, the min-

ing statistician of the Bureau. W. W. Bradley, observed sev-

eral men with rockers concentrating cinnabar from the sand
and gravel in the ravines and creeks below Oat Hill. At the

present high price of quicksilver, they are making good wages.

The unprecedented demand for information on California's

quicksilver resources and particularly in regard to the metal-

lurgy has exhausted the Bureau's stock of Bulletin No. 27.

which was printed in 1908. It is the intention of the State

Mineralogist to revise that bulletin in the near future, and

bring it up to date. In this connection, an investigation is

now under way relative to the possibilities of concentration,

including also experiments on oil flotation of cinnabar. The
results of these investigations will form a chapter in the new
bulletin. Of importance to the metallurgy of quicksilver is

the work being done at New Almaden, as described in the

Press of February 19.

COLORADO
Boulder County

The old Caribou silver mine at Cardinal has been acquired

by the Caribou Mines and Mills Co., a Chicago corporation.

The property was operated by the Cariman Mining & Mill-

ing company. A large production of tungsten ore continues

from the county.

Clear Creek County

The partly-erected Malm mill at Georgetown is to be com-

pleted at once, $50,000 having been secured by Mrs. Brownlee,

of the Stanley mine at Idaho Springs. The first unit is of

50-ton capacity. The process is electrolytic.

Teller County (Cripple Creek)

(Special Correspondence.)—Several new water-courses have

been cut recently in the Roosevelt drainage-tunnel. For a few-

days the estimated flow from the

portal was over 20,000 gal. per

minute; however, the last official

measurement recorded the flow

of 16,000 gal., after the heavy

flow had subsided somewhat.

The annual report of the Mary
McKinney company shows the

total net income for 1915 as being

$27,517, with a cash balance on

hand at December 31 of $92,132.

Work on the concrete founda-

tions of the Dillon shaft has been

started. The Granite Gold Min-

ing Co. will shortly install a
powerful electric hoist and com-

pressor at the Dillon.

Cripple Creek, February 24.

IDAHO
Bonner County

Near Metaline Falls the Lead

& Zinc Co. is treating 100 tons of

ore daily, in charge of Lewis P.

Larson. Mining is by open cut. A
large quantity of ore has been developed. A 1000-ton mill is-

to be erected next summer.

Boundary County

The Idaho Continental mine, 26 miles north of Bonuers

Ferry, will soon have its new 300-toD mill completed. It will

replace the one burned in July, 1915. A 12-drill compressor

and ISOO-ft. aerial tram have also been erected. Shipments of

crude ore average two carloads per week, assaying 58% lead

and 25 oz. silver. This is hand-sorted. About 30,000 tons of

milling ore is ready for treatment. The mine is considered an

im]iortant one.

Lemiii County

At the Pittsburg-Idaho mine, near Gilmore, a .good .shoot of

gold ore has been opened for 150 ft. in length, an IS-in. streak

averaging over $700 per ton. The mine generally is in ex-

cellent condition.
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MICHIGAN

Dliuuond-drlllInK continues nt the White Pluc BxtvnHion.

rwont core« showUiK rich or«' with nne-flnky coimmt similar to

that In the Whlio I'liio nilno.

Thi> UiioikIhk.i l'oi>|H.>r Co. has Usiiod Its report for 1;M.'>, On

February 1. 1311. the comimny Htnrtod No. G diamond drill

hole with 174.675 cash. No. 6. 7. ,s. uiid 9 holes were liored.

the last on September 21. 1914. None of the lodes In the

section drilled contained copper in commercial quniitlttes.

Work wns stopi>ed for a time, then resumed In the Nonesuch

basin In July 1915. .\ hole In one corner jjassed through ii

barren lode at UiHl ft. Further work will be done. On Feb-

ruary 1. 1916. the balance wns $46.58.'!.

Haulage of ore in the repion is nijain noiiual, after a strenu-

ous fight against snow and bad weather. The Mineral Range

line is carrying or« from 14 mines, at the rate of over 500,000

tons jier month. The system covers 100 miles of track in

charge of T. W. Smith.

The Calumet & Hecla Mining Co. and subsidiaries report

their January output as follows:

Ahmeek. 1.230.669: Allouez. 490.09.^: Calumet & Hecla. 5,736.-

261; Centennial. 13S.061: Isle Royale. S51.270; La Salle. 150.-

469: Osceola. 1.223.4S4: Suiierior. 206,397: Tamarack. 505,789:

and White Pine, 377.616 i>oiin'is of copper.

MISSOURI

J.VSPKR Col NTY

The A. W. C. mine, west of Joplin, controlled by A. W.

Canada and W. O. Cragg. was sold last week to J. T. M.

Johnston oi St. Louis and A. Gibson of Joplin. for $300,000.

The transaction includes 40 acres, leases on 150 acres, three

mills, and one being erected. Four years ago the original

owners bought the 40 acres for $500. The ore is in sheet

formation at a depth of ISO ft. The sale is one of the most

important recorded in the district.

The February 20 issue of the Joplin News Herald is its 191G

mining and industrial number of 92 pages. In which is a mass

of illustrated information dealing with mining an9 milling in

the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahonia zino-lead region.

MONTANA
Blaise CotrsTY

(Special Correspondence.)—Gold mining at present is active

in the Little Rocky mountains. A 200-ton cyanide plant is in

operation at the August property near Landusky. Some ore

assaying $40 per ton has been found. The 600-ton cyanide

plant of the Rul)y Gulch company is working at capacity on

ores that usually assay only $2 to $3 per ton, but the large

orebody has permitted such low costs that the extraction of

the gold has proved profitable. The Beaver Creek company
has completed a 150-ton cyanide plant, but it is not yet in

operation. This company has developed a good orebody, and

has been bonded to Eastern people. Work is also being done

on other mines and prospects In the district. About 120 men
are now employed in these mines.

Landusky, February- 21.

Lincoln Countv

(Special Correspondence.)—Vanadium ore has been found

here under entirely new conditions, that is, in rock that was
never known to contain vanadium. A prospector who is devel-

oping what is known locally as the Rainy creek copper claims,

encountered a very tough rock that he could not break or name
until a member of the U. S. Geological Survey staff visited the

property and took samples of the rock to Washington. An-

alysis proved it to contain 4% vanadium, as well as other min-

erals. A geologist from Essen, Germany, came here, and made
thorough tests of the ore and reported assays from 0.14 to

7.07% metallic vanadium. The 7.07% ore was from a sulphide

ore not noticed or probably not Keen by the Aiiioilcim kcoIo-

gists. The ore occurs along both the foot and luiUKinKwallH of

each of the 10 dlfreroiit velim in the chiliim, and Ik from S to

36 in. wide. The oxidi/.ed ore Ih a brownlKhblack and the hiiI-

phide a Hllver-white. The ore Ik nbuiiiliint. and HiimctlmcH

apiK^ars In the copper ore nn well uk In the country-rock or

general foniiatlon. ilotli tin- oxide and Hulphldc of niolyli-

deiiite is also found In (|Unntlly In these clalins, wlilch are in

the foot-hills of the Cabinet mountains, about 2i nilloH from the

Great Northern railroa<l.

Libby, February fi.

Sii.VKunow ColNTV

During January the Hutle & Superior mill ircaicd l!i.42S

tons of ore, yielding 10.536 tons of concentrotc worili $lii|.(i

per ton, an Increase of $15, at a cost of $3.05 per ton.

Ore from the Bntle-Alex Scott mine, now owned by the

Anaconda, Is being treated at the Washoe works in place of

the East Butte smelter, where only one furnace is In blast.

East Butte's flotation plant is treating 600 tons per day. The
company may erect an acid jilaiit to treat Butle-Dululh ore.

Anaconda Is Increasing Its add plant by 50 tons per day. Its

Emma mine has been unwatered to 800 ft. Diamond-drilling

in the Czaromah mine has cut a wide vein of zinc ore.

NEVADA
Es.\ii.it.\i,[).\ County

During January the Goldfield Consolidated company iri alcd

31,000 tons for a profit of $59,061. Costs were $5.07 per ton.

Development covered 33.S7 ft., at $5.06 per foot, revealing little

of importance. The 50-ton flotation plant is almost ready for

work. The Nevada Metal Extraction Co.'s 150-ton flotation

plant is also nearly complete.

Lincoln Coi xty

To treat a large dump of gold-silver-lead tailing at Hullioii-

ville, worth $18.50 per ton, the Prince Consolidated company

of Pioche is to erect a 100-ton flotation plant. Anthony H.

Godbe is president.

Nye County

During the past week Tonopah mines produced 8307 tons of

ore worth $174,786. Bullion worth $91,741 was shipped. The

Extension will pay 10c. per share, or $127,280, and the Belmont

12ic., equal to $187, .500. The totals of these companies is

$1,209,853 and $8,018,022 respectively. During the second

half of 1915 the Jim Butler'^ net income was $141,703. Silver

stored amounts to $183,924, at 50c. per ounce.

Stokky County

Development at the north end of the Comstock continues to

give encouraging results. In sinking a winze below 2500 ft.

in the Sierra Nevada, three feet of $25 ore has been cut.

From 2400 and 2500 ft. the Union Con. extracted 436 tons worth

$10.000. Prospecting at 2500 and 2700 ft. in the Mexican

shows favorable pori)hyry and quartz. The mill treated 521

tons of custom ore averaging $23 per ton. Wo/k at 2700 ft.

in the Ophir and Con. Virginia continues. The Jacket-

Crown Point-Belcher Mines Co. sent 754 tons of dump-ore to

the mill. The usual work proceeded at the Pumping Associa-

tion's area.

NEW MEXICO

According to John H. Leavell of Salt Lake City, south-

western New Mexico is busier than ever and optimistic. Min-

ing centres dead for 20 years are making large profits, notably

at Demlng and Cook's Peak districts.

CoLKAX County

In Bulletin 620-N of the U. S. Geological Survey, Willis T.

Lee describes the Aztec gold mine at Baldy. In 1870, 1904, and

1910. it was described by R. W. Raymond, F. A. Jones, and

Waldemar Lindgren respectively. The mine was a famous
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producer 45 years ago. A large body of high-grade ore was

entered in August, 1914, and in the middle of 1915 the lO-stamp

mill was crushing $107.60 ore. Concentrate is sent to the

smelter. The property lies at an altitude of 10,000 ft., con-

nected by wagon-road with Ute Park, the terminus of a

branch of the Santa Fe railway. Placer mining was done ex-

tensively in 1867 on Willow creek, on the west slope of the

mountain, yielding $2,250,000. In 1868 the source of this .gold

was found, the outcrop of the Aztec mine. About $1,000,000

Raton formation

Pierre 5hale

SKETCH SHOWING OCCURKENCE OF GOLD ORE IN THE
BALDY MINE. NEW MEXICO.

was extracted in the first four years. As a result of its pro-

duction an English syndicate bought the Maxwell land grant

of 1,750,000 acres. The rich ore became exhausted. In 1872

litigation commenced, and for over 40 years efforts were made
to find other ore-shoots. In 1909 J. T. Sparks confined his at-

tention to the quartzite-slate contact, and later on E. U. Des-

hayes found the present rich shoot. Some of the ore is found

in small pockets and stringers in the conglomerate sandstone,

but most of it that is worked at present is in the underlying

shale, into which it extends for a few inches to five feet or

more. The richest and largest bodies occur on the down-slope

side of the crests of the minor folds, as shown in the sketch.

The ore is free-milling.

UTAH
Beaver County

The Leonora Mining & Milling Co., operating in the Star

district, has issued a report for 1915. Development amounted
to 1050 ft. at $5.25 per foot. The manager, John Matson, is

optimistic as to the future. Cash on hand amounts to $1747.

Juab County

The new plant of the Tintic Milling Co. is in operation. The

Dragon Consolidated and Iron Blossom mines are supplying

some ore. Storage-bins have a capacity of 2000 tons. The
crusher and rolls, of 500-ton capacity, reduce the ore to g in.

This is mixed with salt, etc., and further reduced. The fine ore

is chloridized roasted in three Holt-Dern and one Knight-

Christensen furnaces. The roasted product is then leached,

and the metals precipitated.

Salt Lake Counts'

Application has been made at Salt Lake City for a franchise

to construct an electric railway from 10th street south on 21st

east street, through Holiday, up Big Cottonwood canyon to the

mines and Brighton. The road would be principally for haul-

ing ore and supplies.

With the work under way and contemplated the Little

Cottonwood district will produce more ore this year than ever

before.

Tooele County

Another shiiiment of ore from the 0. K. Silver mine IS miles

west of Mercur settled for 405 oz. silver and 0.02 oz. gold per

ton.

VIRGINIA

Wytiie County

The Beaver Valley Mining Co. is shipping zinc carbonate

ore regularly from Ivanhoe, three carloads going out last week.

S. L. Boggs is manager.

WASHINGTON
Chelan County

(Special Coirespondence. )—The Holden Gold & Copper Min-

ing Co. has leased and bonded its large and extensively devel-

oped property near Lake Chelan to Californians. Work is to

be started on April 1. A larger compressor will be ordered

and eventually a railway and smelter. The property was form-

erly bonded to Jay P. Graves for the Granby company, of Grand

Forks, B. C. which did about 5000 ft. of development and

opened a considerable quantity of low-grade copper-gold ore,

but gave up its privileges when it started at the Hidden

Creek mine.

Chelan, February 10.

Lincoln County

(Special Correspondence.)—It is reported that the Old Re-

liable, Wisconsin, and Dakota claims in the Egypt district have

been sold to Salt Lake City people for $20,000. The ground

will be equipped with machinery as soon as the weather

permits. It is said that there is 50,000 tons of ore on the

dump, averaging $15 per ton.

Crystal, February 10.

Okanogan County'

(Special Correspondence.)—Tile Adirondack Mining Co. has

installed at Sheridan an air-compressor, to drive six machine-

drills, and a 75-hp. steam boiler and hoist. A dam is under

construction to conserve .3,000,000 gal. of water, and a mill

will be constructed in the spring. A contract has been

awarded to Laurie Brothers to cut 1,000.000 ft. of lumber

The mill is expected to cost about $8000. The company is

employing eight men on a 30-ft. vein of low-grade milling ore,

a 3000-lb. sample of which has been forwarded to Salt Lake

City, to be tested for a suitable process. The ore contains

about equal value in gold and silver.

A carload of antimony ore was shipped from the Gold Creek

mine, in the Methow district, to Chicago. The company is

preparing to build a small smelting plant this winter.

In a 4000 ft. adit which jjenetrates the northern slope of

Palmer mountain a 12-ft. body of high-grade silver-lead ore

was recently found at a depth of about 1600 ft. in the Ivanhoe

mine, and another similar shoot was cut a short distance

beyond it.

In the Myers Creek district work has been resumed at the

Grant mine, on Copper mountain.

At the Gold Ax, Recco, Copper Queen, Eagle, and Rebecca

mines in various districts a good deal of work is under way.

Sheridan, February 10.

Stevens County'

The newly-organized Loon Lake Copper Co. is to unwater and

develop the old Kemp-Komar mine near Loon Lake, 38 miles

north of Spokane. Machinery has been ordered. The Blue

Bird-Dupont claims adjoining are also to be developed.

CANADA
British Columbia

The preliminary review and estimate of mineral production

of this jirovince in 1915. compiled by Wm. Fleet Robertson,

has been issued as Bulletin No. 1. 1916, by the Bureau of Mines.

The publication covers 50 pages, which include some interest-

ing matter. The yield of $29,299,564 is an increase of $2,910,-

739, mostly in copper and zinc.

The Trail reduction works of the Consolidated Mining &

Smelting Co. is of considerable importance to this province,

as it treats ore from the company's own mines and a large

number of other companies, some in Washington. Copper,

gold, lead, and silver are pvoduced at present in the refineries,

while soon the new electrolytic zinc plant will turn out good

spelter. A great deal of electric power is used, and 1100 men
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are kepi bu&y. The coinpauy buA purcbttitoil tlio i-uiiimon Htuck

of the Wmi Koolciial TowtT «c t.iclit Co., $75 |inr valtio of

ConsulldattHi »UH'k for enrh $100 par vuliio of I'owor stock.

Iiiirlni; I'.Mn tlu- Tnill Rnielter treated 441.0^rl ions of ores

and ooiu-eiit rates, ;;«;•.•.US tons from the Canadian Consolidated

mine:!, -lO.yTl tons from eumoiu ore« In the Trovlnce, and
30.96i; tons from the I'nlted States, the liepnlilir distrli-l of

Wasiiington rontribntlng 1'S.409 tons. Metal output was n.-i

follows: 146,733 oz. gold. 2,900.639 or silver, 4t.217.66S lb.

load, and 5,573.965 lb. copper, also sonic zinc.

Accordlnp to O. B. Smith, general s\iperlnlcndcni of nilncs

for the Grnnby Consolidated company, there Is considerable

activity In several parts of the Province, especially on Alice

arm, a branch of Ob.-iorvatory Inlet, on which Is situated the

Hidden Creek mine and Anyox smelter. An auxiliary steam
power-plant Is to be erected at Anyox to prevent a recurrence

of reduced tonnage. In March the plant will treat 90,000 tons.

On March 1 wages of miners were raised to $4.25 per shift,

while copiwr is at 22c. The pay-roll Includes SOO men.
The British Columbia Metals Corporation has been organized

by G. Weaver lx)per of the l.ucky Jim Zinc Mines Co. to erect

reduction works for complex ores at Nelson. Ore containing

iorv line. KK'c lead, and a little copper, gold, and silver, will

be treated by the Malm process, in charge of Edward Dedolph
of Kaslo.

The Standard Silver-Lead company of Silverton pays 2Jc.,

or $50,000, on March 10. Bad weather is interfering with
operations.

YlKOX

Spring repair work is under way at the Canadian Klondyke
and Yukon Gold companies' dredges.

KOREA
The Oriental Consolidated reports its January clean-up as

$144.i<:!0.

MEXICO
(Special Correspondence.)—United States customs returns

at El Paso show the following shipments from Mexico during
1915:

Product. Tons. Value.
Gold $1,248,627

Gold ore 146,522
Silver 2,718,630

Silver ore 807,181
Copper ore 13,120 190,487
Copper matte 1,989 106,726
Copper bars 568 148,055
Lead 39,489 219,507
Lead bullion 165 10,071
Zinc 23,914 1,068,449

Imports during the first four months were heavy, then they
dropped largely toward the end of the year, when the revolu-
tion was at its height.

El Paso, February 4.

During 1915, 10.218.788 bbl. of crude oil was shipped from
Tamplco to United States ports, compared with 11,746,371 bbl.

In 1914.

SON'ORA

The Moctezuma company at Nacozari is to sink a new shaft;
the deepest at present is 1300 ft. Two electric hoists of 2500-

ft capacity are to be installed. Mill concentrate is being dried
to reduce freight on the railroad to Douglas. A third aerial

tram to dispose of tailing, 2900 ft. long, has been erected.

About 1500 men are employed. It is rumored that the com-
pany may erect a cyanide plant for Us Churunibabi mines.
Several mines in the Cumpas district are busy producing ore.

In spite of poor railroad facilities, shipments of products
through Agua Prieta during January- totaled 10,368 tons worth
1*2,250,300. From Nacozari came 9450 tons of copper worth
?1.387.900. Silver was valued at ?597,800, and gold P264.600.

CiKoiiiiK K. Fahihii Ih at Oatnuin.

F. A. Hiu., of Seattle, Ih In California.

Kli.Mi'Mi JiK.H.sKN has returned from New York.

C. S. Hkr/.iu is now at 27 William street. New York.

Lii iKN 8. RoMK, of Fairbanks, Is vlBltinn San Francisco.

W.M.Tiii l.VM.VN niu)\VN Is In the London onice of the llelKlaii

Relief CoinmLsslon.

L. 1). F.w, of Oaklanil. will ii-oiicii llic' Twin Peaks milcK

silver mine near Callsto^a.

K. CiYiiiioN Srii.siirjiv has been elected president of llie

Engineers Club, New York.

Si'KMKR C. BiiowNK is now Consulting minlnn engineer to

the MIdvale Steel Company.
Will C. Hkigins, editor of the Salt Lake Mining Jtcvieiv Ih

making a tour of California.

Loii.s A. WuiGiiT is on his way to Santiago, Chile, where
he expects to remain for two years.

E, C. VooKHEis Is president and J. II. MacKen/.ie is gen-

eral manager of the Atolla Mining Co.

Ciiabi.es T. Kibic, of Albuquerque. N. M.. has been examining

tungsten mines in Boulder county, Colorado.

W. L. Fbaskk hiis left the emjjloy of the North Star Mines

and is now with J. R. M< Kinnik. at Los Angeles.

Ott p. Heizeb, of Idaho Springs, Colorado, will be in

Tuolumne. California, for the next two months.

P. D. BvBTT, on his return to San Francisco from the Nevada

Packard mine, has gone to Inyo county, California.

J. F. MiTciiEt.L-RoBEBTS is in New York. He will sail from

San Francisco for Korea at the end of the current month.

W. J. McAtkk. formerly mill superintendent of the Nevada

Hills Mining Co.. is now with the Miami Copper Company.
Wir.i.iAM C. RissEi.i. has been appointed general manager

for the Caribou Mines and Mills Co., Boulder county, Colorado.

William A. Birr has been examining the Kroromiek mines

in Madera county. California. He will be going shortly to

China.

J. M. MiTriiEi.i., mining engineer, formerly of Flushing.

N. Y., is with the Homestake Mining Co. at Lead, South

Dakota.

Joiix W. Fixcii, in a New York hospital, is convalescing

from typhoid most satisfactorily, his many friends will be

glad to hear.

H. S. Weigall. formerly manager of the Kok Kang Kol

mine in Korea, has obtained a commission in the Artists Rifle

Corps, and will probably be attached to the engineering branch

of that corps.

H. J. Standkr. who is doing flotation experimental work for

the Arizona State Bureau of Mines, has been called to Bruns-

wick, Georgia, for consultation work with the Yaryan Oil &
Rosin Company.

C. W. Merrill will give five lectures at the Mining Building

of the University of California on 'Cyanidation.' The dates

and times are as follows: at 4 p.m. on Monday. Wednesday,

and Friday (March 6, 8, and 10), and at 5 p.m. on Tuesday

and Thursday (March 7 and 9).

Charles Willard Have.s, formerly chief geologist to the

U. S. Geological Survey, died on February 8, 1916, at the age

of 57. He left the Survey to become mining geologist to the

Mexican Aguila Oil Co. Previous to joining the Survey he

was principal of a high school in Ohio. His first appointment

on the Survey was in 1887 as an assistant and in 1902 he

became chief. He was a graduate of Oberlin College and

Johns Hopkins University, a member of the Geological Society

of America, the American Institute of Mining Engineers, and

the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America.
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THE METAL MARKET
METAL PRICES

San Francisco, March 1.

Antimony, cents per pound
Electrolytic copper, cents per pound
Molybdenum; 909f M0S2. per pound
Fig lead, cents per pound 6.55-

Platinum: soft met.al, per ounce
Platinum; hard metal, 10% iridium, per ounce
Quicksilver; per flask of 75 lb $27;

Spelter, cents per pound
Tin, cents per pound
Zinc-dust, cents per pound

ORE PRICES
San Francisco, March 1.

Antimony; 50% product, per unit, of 1%, or 20 lb....
Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton
Magnesite; crude, per ton, f.o.b

Magnesite; plastic, no iron and lime, calcined, ton..
Magnesite; refractory, 11% iron, dead-burned, ton..
Manganese; 50% metal, 8% silica, per ton
Tungsten; minimum 60% WO3, per unit of 20 lb.... 60.00-

At Boulder, Colorado, $60 per unit is being paid for tungsten
ore.

New York, February 25.

Antimony; 50%, per unit of 1%^, or 20 lb., in 100-ton lots.. $2.50

Tungsten: 60%:, per unit of 1%, or 20 lb 70.00

EASTERN METAI, MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

March 2.—Copper is quiet, but fundamentally strong; there
are few sellers of lead, independents getting premiums; zinc is

quiet, though London is strong.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

44

27.75

$1.40

-7.50
$SS

$92
—290

22

43

30

$2.25

11.00

8.00

.SO. 00

35.00

12.00

-65.00

Date.
Feb. 24 57.00

' 25 57.00
•' 26 56.87
" 27 Sunday
' 28 56.62
" 29 56.62

Mih. 1 56.62

Average week ending
Jan. 19 56.68

" 26 57.14
Feb. 2 57.02

9 56.79
" 16 56.62
" 23 56.86

Mch. 1 56.79

Jan.
1914.

. .57.58
Feb 57.53
Mch 58.01
Apr 58.52
May 58.21
June 56.43

1915.

48.85
48.45
50.61
50.25
49.87
49.03

Monthly averages.
1916,

56.76
56.74

1914.
Julv 54.90
Aug 54.35
Sept 53.75
Oct 51.12
Nov 49.12
Dec 49.27

1915.
47.52
47.11
48.77
49.40
51.88
55.34

1916.

Small shipments of metal from Cobalt and Tonopah seem to

indicate a desire to hold for higher prices. American silver
operators maintain a bullish tendency.
London advises a good undertone. Reduced stocks at Bombay

points to the necessity of fresh purchases, which should have a
sustaining influence on London prices. Europe is buying fit-

fully, making an oscillating market.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic in Ne'w York, in cents per pound.
Date.

Feb. 24
•• 25
" 26
' 27 Sunday

Mch.
29.
1.

.27.12

.27.12

.27.12

.27.12

.27.12

.2712

Average week ending
Jan. 19 23.70

" 26 24.93
Feb. 2 25.45

9 26.16
" 16 27.06
" 23 27.25

Mch. 1 27.12

Monthly averages.

Jan.
1914.

. .14.21
Feb 14.46
Mch 14.11
Apr 14.19
May 13.97
June 13.60

1915.
13.60
14.38
14.80
16.64
18.71
19.75

1916.
24.30

1914.
Julv 13.26
Aug 12.34
Sept 12.02
Oct 11.10
Nov 11.75
Dec 12.75

1915.
19.09
17.27
17.69
17.90
18.88
20.67

1916,

Predicted that the Inspiration directors will declare $1 per
share quarterly, and possibly something extra.—Wolverine di-
rectors may pay $5 per share.
Exports of copper products in January amounted to $7,932,531.
The Chile Copper Co. is treating 40.000 tons of ore per week.
A Michigan company has closed a contract with the German

government, for the following metal: 500 tons of cakes, bars.

and ingots, to be delivered to warehouse in New York each
month for five months, commencing in March, but not to be de-
livered until after the War, at 28c. per lb. This shows that
Germany considers that the price of copper will keep up after
the War.—The Mass company has sold copper for April de-
livery at 28.75 cents.

The 1915 output of the United Verde was 45,127,832 lb. copper,
902,880 oz. silver, and 28,221 oz. gold, against 32.449,116 lb.,

646,285 oz., and 21,393 oz. respectively. Cash on January 1

amounted to $1,163,044,

LEAD
Lead is quoted in cents per pound. New York delivery.
Date.

Feb. 24.
25.
26.
27
28.
29.

1 .

Sunday

6.30
6.30
6.30

6.30
6.30
6.30

Jan.

Feb.

Mar,

Average week ending
19.
26.
2

,

9!
16.
23.
1.

Monthly averages.
1914.

July 3.80
Aug 3.86
Sept 3.82
Oct 3.60
Nov 3.68
Dec 3.80

1915.
5.59
4.67
4.62
4.62
5.15
5.34

5.90
. 6.07
. 6.10
. 6.12
. 6.26
. 6.30
. 6.30

1916.1914. 1915. 1916,
Jan 4.11 3.73 5.95
Feb 4.02 3.83 6.23
Mch 3.94 4.04 ....
Apr 3.86 4.21 ....
May 3.90 4.24 ....
June 3.90 5.75 ....

A record price was paid for 80%) lead product at Joplin last
week, namely, $89 per ton.

On March 20 the St. Joseph Lead Co. will pay a 2^4% dividend,
an increase on last quarter of 1%. On March 4 the Bunker
Hill & Sullivan pays two dividends, totaling $163,500; the
amount to date is $17,100,000.

QUICKSILVER
The primary market for quicksilver is San Francisco, Cali-

fornia being the largest producer. The price is fixed in the
open market, according to quantity. Prices, in dollars per
flask of 75 pounds:

Week ending
Date.

I

Feb. 16 .'iOO

Feb. 2 295 •' 23 300
9 295 I Mch. 1 285

Monthly averages.
1914.

Jan 39.25
Feb 39.00
Mch 39.00
Apr 38.90
May 39.00
June 38.60

1915.
51.90
60.00
78.00
77.50
75.00
90.00

1916.
222.00
295.00

1914.
Julv 37.50
Aug 80.00
Sept 76.25
Oct 53.00
Nov 55.00
Dec 53.10

1915.
95.00
93.75
91.00
92.90

101.50
123.00

1916.

The quicksilver market is easier, with lower prices.

ZINC
Zinc is quoted as spelter, standard Western brands. New York

delivery, in cents per pound.
Date.
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Elastern Metal Market

Now Vork. I'Vtiruary ITi.

Willi ()<o ollualioii ill produrors' huiuts llic i-oppor iiiiirkcl

is as stronK as over. iiIiIiourIi there liiis been ii lull in buying

in the iMist (ow days. The lx>ndon quoliillon for eleetrolytlc

is a trifle lower, and there Is nn inliinulion that the Hrllish

Kovernnieiil may endeavor to force the price down. Its

nilnlniuni of £100. fixed a few weeks aKo. has been exceeded by

£36. A strike anioii.i; bru.-is-niill workers at Ansonia, Conn.,

has exerted a slight depressing elTecl on the market. Zinc

is lesa active, and a trifle easier. Sheet-zinc has been ad-

vanced to 25c. |>er lb. for carloads. Lead is strong, and

further advances are exiiected in view of the fact that export

sales are made at premiums over the quotations of the leading

Interests. Tin shows a tendency to advance, due lo the lack of

sellers. It is lieconiinc more dlfflcult to obtain licenses to

ship from Kngland. .-Antimony is as scarce as ever, nnd higher.

Aluminum continues to advance.

The larger steel-mills have advanced their quotations for

plates. shai>es and bars )a (ler ton, and now ask 2.T5c. for

plates. 2.50c. for bars, and 2.25c. for shapes. All of these went
begging a year ago at 1.10c. Eastern Pennsylvania plate-

makers are asking 3 to 3.25c. Most deliveries contracted for

today are to be made at the convenience of the mills. Pig-

iron is active. The railroad-freight embargoes are alternately

raised and lowered, and continue to hamper business. Prac-

tically all grades of pig-iron are about $5 per ton higher

than they were a .vcar ago. Open-hearth re-rolling billets are

quoted at $35, Pittsburg, per ton. against $19.50 a year ago.

COPPER
In a general way the situation in copper is unchanged. Its

strength is unimpaired, but there is a lull in demand. Electro-

lytic at London was IDs. lower at £136. February 24. A
strike of workers in the Ansonia mills of the American Brass

Co. is a disquieting influence, although it is felt that the

trouble will not be of long duration. This strike, and the

slightly lower market at London, has unquestionably had the

effect of causing consumers to hold-off in buying. The pro-

ducing interests appear to have the situation well in hand,

and no pronounced reaction in prices is looked for just yet,

although ultimately it must come. .lune and July deliveries

of electrolytic continue to command 27.25p. For later than

July 26.50c. can be done. Lake is nominally quoted about Jc.

over electrolytic. Prompt deliveries of electrolytic range

from 28.50 to 29c., 30 days, delivered. There is a hint that the

British government may take steps to curb the high prices

which have prevailed at London, though just how this can be

accomplished is not clear. New inquiries for shrapnel-fuses

are appearing in this market, and Canadian interests are

planning to undertake more fuse work. SU of which will

mean the consumption of more copper and brass. Canadian

interests are looking for several hundred tons of copper tubes

for shell-bands, but it is questionable where they will find

the material. EJxports of copper up to and including February

24 totaled 17.548 tons.

ZINC

Following the period of activity which was referred to a

week ago, the market has been quieter, but prices are well

maintained at around 21.25c., New York, and 21c. St. Louis

for prime Western. Early deliveries continue diflBcult lo

secure. The Ansonia strike has probably had more effect on

zinc than on copper, in the way of making consumers lessen

their buying. March commands about 20c., April about

19.25c., and May. June, and July about 18c. The London

market continues strong, the quotation advancing £1 to £106,

I'Vbiuary 21. Tlic iiicial Ih at loo IiIkIi a li'Vi'l lo cm ouiiinc

buying on the pari of the Kalvanl/.lng lra<le, a comlltliin

which is rcllt'clcd by the case of u maniirnilurer of galvani/.eil

shingloH. who diHconllnuril Id malic his regular pitxluil. and

turned his allenllon to painted melal HlilnKli-H. I'ainti-d

rooHng Is flnding a much wider nsc than formerly. lOxporls of

this nionlh up to and including February 24 totaled 2375 tons.

The base price of shoct-zlnc in carload lots Is 25c., f.o.b. mill,

8c.'r off for cash.

I.IOAK

At the present time, indciiciulciil producers, all ul whuiii

are well sold up, are asking about 2} points over the quotation

of the A. S. & R. Co., and the trade daily expects an advance

to be announced by the large Interest. In Ihe past week the

A. S. & R. quolalion has been ii.30c., New York, and 6.22ic.,

St. Louis. The advance of only $1 i)er ton, February 16 was a

great surprise lo Ihe trade, as it was Ihoiigbl that a more

substantial advance was warranted. Foieign business has been

taken at a premium of $4 per ion over Ihe domestic market

level. February exports, up to and including the 24th, totaled

4309 tons.

TIN

Advices that it is becoming more difficult to secure licenses

to ship tin from England has caused brokers here to hold

more tightly to their metal in order to preserve their ability

to meet their commitments, and the result has been fewer

offerings of promi)t metal and consequent higher prices. The

quotation for spot on the 24th was 43.25c., with consumers

offering 43c. At the same time, arrivals have been fair, total-

ing up to the 24th, 3752 tons, while there was afloat on that

day 5916 tons, most of which is due to arrive in March, with

some in April. The United States government has bought

several hundred tons for its own use, which will be brought

from the Far East on its own colliers and vessels which carry

supplies to the Philippines. The purchase was made througli

London.

ANTIMONY
Recent large arrivals did not find their way to the market,

and prices are still stronger. For spot metal 44c. duty paid

has been done. March is quoted at 34c. in bond, and April at

33Jc. Needle antimony is offered at 24.50c., but there is little

doing. Canadian munition-makers have been large buyers.

ALUMINUM
Spot aluminum is exceedingly scarce, and the quotation for

No. 1 Virgin, 98 to 99% pure, cannot be had at much less .h.m

60 cents.

MANGANESE
The supply of standard SO'/r ferro-manganese in this country

is running low, and many of the steel-mills and steel-foundries

are facing a serious situation. Some of the latter have only

three months' supply. The furnace operators are turning their

attention to spiegeleisen, containing from 16 to 20% man-

ganese, but its use means difficulties of a technical nature in

furnace operation. Spot ferro-manganese is quoted at $250

per ton, and forward deliveries from England, and these are

limited in quantity, at $150. It is not thought that all of the

forward material which has been contracted for will ever

reach this country. The only foreign ore coming here is

from Brazil, and the shipping facilities are most restricted.

Optimistic people say there must be rich manganese ore in

this country, and there would seem to be a fortune waiting

for the person who finds it. Ferro-manganese is made in the

blast-furnace, and on a smaller scale in the electric-furnace.
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MINING DECISIONS

On, Rentals Not Enforceable at Law

In a lease providing for specified rentals upon failure of the

lessee to drill wells within a given time, in the absence of an
absolute covenant to pay the rentals, the lessor's only remedy
for non-payment is to forfeit the lessee's rights, and he can-

not recover judgment for the rentals in an action at law.

Kansas City Oil & Development Co. v. Iriek (Indiana),

110 Northeastern, 566. December 7, 1915.

Note. Quite the opposite is the rule where there is an
absolute covenant on the part of the lessee to pay the rentals

in lieu of operating. In such event the lessor may, at his

option, sue and recover delinquent rentals.

Hefner v. Light Fuel & Power Co. (West Virginia), S7

Southeastern, 206. November 23, 1915.

Nbw Regulations Covekixg Agricultural E.ntrie.s of

Phosphate, Oil, and Other Mineral Lands.

Mining and oil men will be interested in the terms under
which agricultural entries may be made in accordance with
the provisions of the Act of July 17, 1914, upon lands with-

drawn from entry by the United States because of their phos-

phate, nitrate, potash, oil, gas, or asphaltic-mineral deposits.

The new Regulations of the Interior Department covering this

subject set forth the procedure to be followed by such appli-

cants, and note that no protection is afforded by the act to

the surface owner against such disturbance of his possession as

Congress may in the future authorize to grantees of the min-
eral rights reserved by the Government. Further provision is

made for the granting of patents without mineral reservations

where the claimant can prove that lands withdrawn as min-

eral are in fact non-mineral.

Regulations, March 20, 1915, 44 Land Decisions, 32.

Mineral Lease—Cancellation Granted—Diligence

A lease of oil, gas, and mineral rights was made upon a one

dollar consideration, and an agreement by the lessees to pay
one-eighth of the net proceeds from the sale of anything of

value found, and to begin to drill one or more wells within

two years under penalty of forfeiture. The lessees drilled a

well to a vein of coal and then ceased operations, waiting, as

they claimed, for the value of the coal in its natural state to

rise, which would be to the mutual advantage of the lessor

and lessee. The lessor neither agreed nor objected to the de-

lay, simply waited for several years and then brought suit to

cancel the lease. Held, cancellation justified for lack of dili-

gence in development.

Soaper v. King (Kentucky), 180 Southwestern. 46. No-

vember 30, 1915.

Mining Company—Grounds fob Receivership

The directors of the Goldfield Merger Mines Co. had met but

four times in four years and did not call a stockholders' meet-

ing for more than three years, during which time the company
expended $250,000, which was practically all of its available

funds, and also sold property for $50,000 which a short time

afterward was worth $500,000. All of such business was trans-

acted without authority from the directors by ofi5cers who were
also officers or employees of other mining companies having

the same majority stockholders. The work alone was not cal-

culated to, and did not benefit the Merger Mines, but did benefit

the other companies. Held, that such facts entitled the

minority stockholders to the appointment of a receiver.

Ames V. Goldfield Merger Mines Co CW'ashington), 227

Federal, 292. May 6, 1915.

U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C, 1915:

Sampling and Analysing Flue-Gasek. By Henry Kreis-

inger and F. K. Ovitz. Bulletin 97. P. 70. 111., index.

Results of investigations into the important subject of

efficiency in boiler-plants. This is written in non-technical

language, and is practical, so should be secured by steam-users.

Manufacture and Uses of Alloy-Steels. By Henry D.

Hibbard. Bulletin 100. P. 77. Index.

This is also a valuable treatise on steels now much in

demand.

The Limits of Inflammability of Mixtures of Methane
and Air. By G. A. Burrell and G. G. Oberfell. Technical

Paper, 119. P. 30. Illustrated.

This paper is one of a series dealing with the causes of mine
explosions, and discusses experiments made on self-propagation

of flame in mixtures of methane and air, and shows the com-
position of some coal-mine atmospheres.

Quarry Accidents in the United States During 1914. Com-
piled by Albert H. Fay. Technical Paper 12S. P. 45.

Out of 87,936 men employed, who worked 20,456,157 shifts,

there were ISO killed, equal to 2.05 per 1000, an increase of

0.33 per 1000.

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C, 1915:

The Public Interest in Mineral Resources. By George
Otis Smith. P. 9.

An instructive talk on a great industry.

Gold and Silver in 1914. General report. By H. D. Mc-

Caskey. P. 37.

Metallurgists and statisticians will find valuable data in this

paper.

Lead in 1914. General report. By C. E. Siebenthal. P. 29.

Illustrated.

Petroleum in 1914. By John D. Northrop. P. 206.

The production of over 290,000,000 bbl. and all details of an

important industry are discussed.

The People's Interest in Water-Power Resources. By
George Otis Smith. Water-Supply Paper 400-A. P. 8.

The author states that the people's interest in water-power is

served only through use.

Cassiterite in San Diego County, California. By Walde-

mar T. Schaller. Bulletin 620. P. 4. Map.

An abstract from this appeared in the Press of January 29.

Geology and Coal Resources of Noktiierx Tktox County.

Montana. By Eugene Stebinger. Bulletin 621-K. P. 40.

Maps.

Oil and Gas Near Basin, Bio Horn County, Wyoming. By
Charles T. Lupton. P. 44. Maps, chart.

Preliminary Report of the Economic Geology of Gilpin

County, Colorado. By Edson S. Bastin and James M. Hill.

Bulletin 620-M. P. 29. Maps.

An abstract of this report will appear in another issue of

this journal.

Natural-Gas Resources of Parts of North Texas. Chapters

by Eugene Wesley Shaw, George Charlton Matson. and Carroll

H. Wegemann. Bulletin 629. P. 126. 111., maps.

Discovery of Phosphate of Lime in the Rocky Mountains.

By Frank D. Adams and W. J. Dick. P. 36. 111., index. Com-

mission of Conservation, Ottawa. Canada. 1915.

This deposit was found near Banff, Alberta. Some useful

hints on prospecting for this mineral and testing are given.

GEOLOIiY AND UNDERGROUND WATERS OF THE NORTHERN LLANO

Estacado. By Charles Laurence Baker. University of Texas

Bulletin No. 57. P. 225. 111., maps, charts, index. Austin,

1915.
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' INDUS IKIAL NOTES ,

Oil-Furnace With Pre-Heating Feature

Tho No. 3 L^yntT oll-burnlng furnaw. wliU-h Is iiwtl oxtoii-

slvoly for liontliiK drlll-slepl. Is now ninclc with a iirelioallnB

chonituT which crputly liuTcases tho raiiaclly of lhi> furnace.

This iirv-hoator Is a section which Ilts lu-lwccn tho body and

cover of the furnace of tho old doslKH. It Is. therofore, a sim-

ple matter to attach this section to an old furnace by changlnR

OIL-HRNAlt KOB UB1U--S1 ttl..

a few bolts. Referring to the illustration, it will be seen that

the lower chamber is used for the final heating and the upper

one for pre-heating.

It is claimed that by the addition of the pre-heating feature,

the space for heating is doubled, the heating capacity of the

furnace is increased about SO'/ir. and the efficiency of the fur-

nace is increased correspondingly.

The type of burner now furnished with this furnace is suit-

able for either high or low-pressure air. It has merely to be

throttled for high pressures, and when this is done, it is as

efficient as burners designed especially for high pressures and

eliminates the noise common to such burners.

This furnace burns petroleum or any of its oils, such as

gasoline, kerosene, distillate, etc. Oil heating has many ad-

vantages. The steel cannot be injured by absorbing injurious

elements such as sulphur, phosphorus, or other impurities

which are present in nearly all coals, nor from unequal heat-

ing, as the steel is heated in a flame which imparts a uniform

temperature. The steel is in full view of the operator at all

times.

The floor space occupied by the No. 3 furnace is 3 by 4 ft.

No foundation is required, installation being complete when

air and oil-supply pipes are connected.

The absence of smoke, soot, dust, ash, and cinders is a great

convenience, which is particularly appreciated in underground

mine installations and in plants installed in buildings.

The manufacturers are the Ingersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway,

New Tork.

Mine-Rescue Stations in California

.Mines til III! piirlH ot CnilliMiilii luo riiinilly IiihIiiIIIuk niliio-

roscuo aiipiiniliiK In mronliimo wllli llio Sliili' law which kocs-

Into offocl April I. iiIiIioukIi only iiboill oiii'iiuiii icr nl lliiiii

luivo coni|>lrtcd lliclr oiiuliUMont as yet.

Tho .•Vniiulor coopciullon Blalloii, which Includos llii- Ken-

noily .MlnlUK & MIIIIuk Co., Soiilli Kuicka Mlnlnn Co.,

riymouth Consolldalod (Jold Mines, and other mines In imd

near Sutter Crook, Is Installing the followlnn: r> sets IMoK^

apparatus: 1 oxygon pump, which riilBOH the proHsure from

tho Mndo tanks to ISOO lli. |ier sq. In.; 1 alrinelor which

registers amount of air passing through reducing valve per

minute: 3 tanks oxygen: and 2tiO lb. of caustic so<lii. This

apparatus will bo placed at the Sutter Crook garage, wlilchr

Is building a room to store II. A house for training purposes

is being built which will be fllled with smoke and the inenr

trained therein. Each mine In the co-operative station wlir

have a team of five men who wilt 1)e fully Instructed In tlir-

use and care of the apparatus.

Till' Knipire mine, Grass Valley, will have live sets of I'roto.

riie lonipany Is building a concrete lire-proof lioiise for the

apparatus and all flrst-aid material. For training jiurposes.

they are using an abandoned level ot the Empire mine, wlilch

will be filled with smoke, and will construct artificial barriers,

for men to practice on.

Tile North Star mine will have four sets of Proto wliicli

will take in the North Star and Champion mines as a co-

operative station. They will have a team of jiicked men and

expect to train under practically the same circumstances as.

the Empire mine.

The Brunswick mine will have two apparatus, a small fire-

proof house wherein to keep the same, and first-aid material

and train men.

The idea at Grass Valley is to have competition between the

different mines so as to bring them up to a high state of

efllciency. Prizes will be given from time to time to the win-

ners ot these meets, and in this way the efficiency will be

raised to a high standard.

A full station is to be erected at the Eagle Shawniut mine,

Shawmut. This consists of two sets of Proto apparatus, one

oxygen-pump, one air-meter and oxygen, and enough caustic

soda for 10 hours for each apparatus.

This makes five full stations that will be installed by April

1 in California, all of which are Proto stations, the I'roto being

the only apparatus now used in California.

This apparatus has all been sold by E. IJ. Bullard. a safety

expert with offices at San Francisco.

The -Rotator' hammer-drills 'DP-33' and 'DR-33' are de-

scribed in Bulletin No. 70-A of the Sullivan Machinery Co.,

Chicago. The capacity of these machines is astonishing.

Augers can be used for soft ground. Some notes are given on

bits and blacksmiths' tools.

As is customary with the National Ttbf. Co. of Pittsburg,

Pa., its latest catalogue of 72 pages, entitled "The Whole

'Kewanee' Family" is an excellent production discussing the

firm's unions, fittings, valves, etc. All pipe users should secure

a copy.

A supplement to its general catalog No. 56 has been issued

by the Chain Belt Co.. of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The detach-

able, saw-mill riveted, grip-lock riveted, steel-bushed, and steel

chains are briefly described.

The Duntley universal electric hammer-drill is described in

Bulletin E-38 of the Chkaoo Pneumatic Tool Co, This is an

efficient machine. Some notes are given on the steels to be

used.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

T^ FFICIENI'Y in war, aud the national solidarity to

^-^ which it is due, is receiving proper praise at this

time, but most people seem to ignore the fact that this

efficiency is being obtained regardless of cost. No eco-

nomic argument can be based upon it. An effort so

expensive could not be tolerated in time of peace.

TTI6H-GEADING is usually associated with rich gold
-*--*- ore, to obtain which it is not so easy nowadays.

The latest phase of ore-stealing is the taking of tungsten

ore and concentrate, worth $1 to $2 per pound. Thefts

of such products are being reported from tli(> tungsten-

producing districts.

"C' LECTRICAL theories of flotation will receive a .jolt

^-^ from the interesting article by Mr. V. A. Fahren-

wald. who writes from the Case School of Applied
Science, at Cleveland, fi-om which also emanated the two

suggestive articles by Mr. Thomas M. Bains, Jr., pub-

lished by us a few months ago. Evidently this phase of

the flotation problem is being carefully studied at

Cleveland.

/^ OBALT. like many other districts where flotation has
^^ proved useful as a process of concentration, is faced

witli the question of treating the flotation concentrate

locally. At present the cost of freight antl treatment

outside is $24 per ton, equivalent to about $1 per ton of

crude ore. Undoubtedly the reduction of flotation con-

centrate, otherwise than by large-scale smelting works, is

a fa.scinating problem.

IVfEXICAN rumors of a union of forces between Villa.
-*- Zapata, and Dia^ may be disregarded. If true, it

would be a good thing for the Mexican govt>niiiient in so

far as it concentrated the recalcitrant elements into one
body instead of scattering them into marauding bands.
The story emanates, we believe, from Villa's press

agency at El Paso. Meanwhile Villa himself is reported
near the northern border, looking for a chance of safe

exile.

W7"E are surprised to see that the 3Iining Magazine re-

produces the so-called statistics of the world's gold

production published at the beginning of the year by the

E)iijincering and Mining Journal, the editor in London
stating that his own efforts to collect the necessary statis-

tics had proved unsatisfactory to himself. Tills is frank,

at least: but the gentleman in New Yoi-k couhl have said

so with equal grace, for his guesses at the gold output of

IMexico. Central America. South America, Russia, Japan
and Korea. China, Madagascar, Congo, and Dutch East

Indies must be equally "unsatisfactory" to a discrimi-

nating reader. As a matter of fact, the editor in New-
York had just as few reliable figures as his contemporary
in Loudon, only the latter was more cautious. The
figures for the British dominions and for the Cnited
States constitute real statistical information, and these

only. As to Canada, the Engineering and Mining Jour-
n-al, in its issue of January 8, gave the Canadian output
in 1915 as $15,875,000. We have obtained the ofScial

estimate from the Canadian Minister of Mines, who
gives it as 916,076 ounces, worth $18,936,971. showing
an error of over $3,000,000, or about 20%, in the hasty
estimate made by the Journal.

CPECULATION in mining stock is said to be lively in

^ the Coeur d'Alene, one of the contributory factors

being prohibition, which operates favorably in two ways:
in the first place, the defunct saloons have been converted
into brokerage ofSees, and secondly, the 'dry regime' is

said to promote the diversion of money from the intoxica-

tion of alcohol to that of share-gambling. This is to the
gain of mining, in so far as it provides capital for ex-

ploratory and development work. What with increased
wages and more thrift the miner is becoming a factor in

supplying money for new ventures. We should like to

see more grubstaking among the men and less gambling
in stocks, but this is not a perfect world, so we must not
grumble.

pr.MPING is an important subject at this season of

the year, and it is particularly timely just now be-

cause so many old mines are being unwatered. , There-
fore we are glad to give our readers a summary of the

excellent article by Mr. Charles Legrand, consulting en-

gineer to Phelps, Dodge & Company. Among the topics

discussed by him is a compai-ison between pumping by
steam and by electricity, with records of tests that illus-

trate the chief points at issue. He also discusses the

economy of steam-pumps, the question of steam-line.

and the relative merits of air-lifts. In his many prac-
tical suggestions every mine-manager will find some-
thing applying to his own conditions. Among the big
pumping operations mentioned in the paper is the Old
Dominion mine, where now 1 1 million gallons of water
is being raised daily.

/^I'H London correspondent sends an interesting letter.

^-^ touching upon the general shortage of effective labor

in South Africa, and the probability that any resump-

tion of work at the diamond mines, at Kimberley and
Pretoria, will cause a drain upon the labor-supply of the
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Kmi.l, liuli'iil. scanity of i-ommoii InUir is Roiiijt t" I'f

(111 unpleiisant factor nil over tlie world ovoii In-fore the

War is ended. The etTeet of war taxes on miiiinn ojieni

tions is illustrated shurplv hy the ease of the Coriiisli tin

mine mentioned by our eorrespondent. Obviously the

elash of patriotism and business is p>injr I" pive many

uneomforlable moments to thounhtful men in Kn^'laml

nnd other belliperont countries. T" what extent the

heavy taxation incidental to war and its sequel may

cause a transfer of n>pislry on the part of mining com

panics operating in foreign countries is another matter

of serious import to the raining fraternity in London.

thn>ughoul is placed on a worUiiianlilii' lia.sis .\ r.ish

prize of $2r) is paid (juarterly hy tlie 'i'li-adweli com-

jiany to tiie employee who silhmils the best KUgKcstioii

for preventing accidentH in or about, thi' iiiin<'s. Sonic

good ideas have bceti elicited in this way and llir gen-

eral interest of the men has been stinndated llicrciiy.

Fii-sl Aiil lectures an- given by the Company ])hysieian

once a week luid the men are taught llir proper use of

it'.storatives and remedies. The wholr scliiiiic has bei-n

adiiiii-ablv eonsideri'd and elaborati'd.

\Y7"ATKK roWKRS are bceoming more valuable, as

*' electricity is ai>plied increasingly to the arts and

industries, notably metallurgy. We publish a letter on

the protection of this natural resource by a distingtiishcd

exponent of conservation. Mr. Clifford rinchot. formerly

Chief Forester, whom we regard as a man of courage

and initiative, although we are not in full agreement

with the policy he an<l his friends advocate. AVe want

to see the perpetual s«iurces of energy used instead of

going to waste while the limited reserves of coal and oil

are being squandered recklessly.

EX'l'K.V dividends distributed by several of the big

topper companies mark the favorable effect of the

rise in metal priees. Copper is now at its highest since

1873 and is approaching the priees ruling. during the

Civil War. when it sold as high as fi.o cents. That was

in 1S64; in that year the United States produced only

9000 tons of copper. Mr. John D. Ryan and other au-

thorities on the subject deprecate any further rise as

likely to prove injurious to the industry. All the large

producers are sold so far ahead that they are under no

necessity to compete for business. The regrettable

feature of any inflation is the stimulation of new mining

enterprises based on a price that cannot last and the

exploitation of worthless mines as a counter for wild

gambling.

SAFETY work has now won a firm hold on the intel-

ligent managements of mines. The main feature has

been the effort to arouse the interest and co-operation

of the miners themselves. This has been done at the

Treadwell group of mines, for example, by organizing

a Committee of Fifteen, eight of whom are appointed

by the Labor Union and seven by the Mine Management.

This committee is divided into five sub-committees, cover-

ing as many mine departments, so that when an accident

occurs the fact is reported to the foreman, mine super-

intendent, and the sub-committee of that department.

These make a prompt investigation and deliver a

written report on the causes and consequences of the

accident to the main Committee of Safety. In making

reports, it is understood that the facts and comments

shall be stated honestly and fearlessly, as thus only is it

possible to secure e\-idenee of value for future emergen-

cies. The members of the committee are paid by the

management for the time they devote to this work, which

ACCOKDlNti to The Nortluni Mimr. Ilic mining
^*- public of ('ai)ada is objecting to the mw war-lax

whereby all corporate profits above 7% per annum are

taxed 2r)'"f. It is claimed that this heavy mnh'ling of

the gains obtained fn>m mining ()])ci-ations will stop the

flow of i-apital from the United States. Our ciinlem-

])orary at Cobalt does not expect American K])eiMihil(irs

to make a sacrifice with e(iuanimi1y. even though ('apt.

J. H. Delamar is (piilr willing to pa>' "tlie trivial

amount involved." It is claimed tliat silviT mining has

not i)rolit('d from the War, while gold mining has lost

decidedly by the rise in the cost of all supplies and ma-

ehinery. However, other kinds of metal mining are

profiting greatly from the high prices caused liy intensi-

fied consumption in the making of munitions, so we shall

be surprised if the general sentiment in the Dominion

is aroused to any real oi>])ositi()n to this taxation. By

the way, in Canada also the War has reversed the cur-

rent of trade, for while the trade balance was adver.se in

1913 to the amount of $198,500,000; and in 1914 the

excess of imports wa-s $70,300,000; in 1915 the exports

exceeded imports by .$201 ,700,000. This was due to the

])ig wheat crop and the manufacture of war .supi)lies.

IN our i.ssue of May 8 last year we wrote concerning

administrative continuity and referred to the efforts

made by .several well-known mining companies, notably

the Goldfield Consolidated, to lengthen their lives by

acquiring new property as the old approached exhaus-

tion. We commended the idea as perpetuating the good-

will that exists in a thoroughly organized management

or staff and preventing the waste of an asset that is

valuable to the mining indu.stry. We refer to the matter

now because we are informed that the Goldfield Con-

solidated Mines Company has opened an office in San

Francisco for the special purpose of investigating likely

business, establishing what is called an 'exploration' de-

partment, the function of which will be to consider and

examine properties offered for option or sale. In this

ease the scope of inquiry is not to be limited to gold

mines. That is wise. The other metals can be turned

into gold at an enhanced ratio today. More money can

be made just now, and for some time to come, from the

less common metals because there are fewer producers

of them. Mining is full of adventure in these days and

offers better chances than when, in default of other

'talking points,' the broker and promoter retailed non-

sense about its being an investment, a inaniifaetnnng

proposition, a dead sure thing, and so forth. Mining is
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speculative and is least I'isky when frankly recognized

as such.

OFFICIAL statistics are now available ki regard to

the export trade of zinc and copper last year. These

give eloquent testimony to the growth of export. As

regards zinc they are as follows:

Exports, weight in tons

1915

125,203

1914

64.S4T

1913

Exports, value in dollars 33,504,908 8,540,668 955,667

In other words, the export of zinc has grown from a

million dollars per annum to 33 millions within two

years. In 1915 the importation increased to 55,668 tons

as against 12.134 and 13,4:97 respectively in 1914 and

1913, the increase being due to the diversion of Broken

Hill zinc concentrate from Belgium and Germany to the

United States, by reason of the War, of course.

In regard to copper, the exportation of metal de-

creased in quantity, on account of the blockading of

German ports, but the increase in price caused the value

of the outgoing copper to be a million dollars more.

1915

Tons. Value.

Exports 341,000 $117,000,000

Imports 158,000 44,000,000

1914

Tons. Value.

421,000 $116,000,000

152,.500 40,000,000

In addition there «as an enormous increase in the ex-

port of brass, thus:

1915 1914

Tons. Value. Tons. Value.

Exports 34.000 $55,000,000 14,000 $6,700,000

If this brass contained, say, 75% of copper, the total

export of copper would have been 366,500 tons in 1915.

Germany, Belgium, and Austria took no copper from us

in 1915, while Holland received only 2000 tons as against

89,000 tons the year previous.

/CANADIAN statistics of metal production in 1915 are

^-^ just to hand from the Department of Mines. An
increase of .$2,953,964, or 18.5%, is recorded in the pro-

duction of gold, the total being .$18,936,971. Of the total

44% comes from Ontario. This province increased its

output by 51%, thanks mainly to the Hollinger. Acme,

and Dome mines. The production of silver remained

practically unchanged at 28.401,735 ounces, as against

28,449,821 ounces in 1914. Of the total 86.8% came from

Ontario, chiefly from Cobalt. Of the silver bullion 10,-

623.307 ounces was extracted by smelters in southern

Ontario and 9,270,332 ounces by the mills in the Cobalt

district. In copper a big gain was made, the output in-

creasing 35% in weight and 72% in value as compared

with the previous year. The total was 51.306 tons, worth

•$17,726,300. Again Ontario ranks high, having con-

tributed 19,651 tons, chiefly from the nickel-copper ores

of Sudbury. Nickel, of course, lias been in great demaiul.

so that it is not surprising that the mines of Sudbury

should have increased their output by nearly 50%, the

total being 67.703 tons of matte containing 19.608 tons

of copper and 34,039 tons of nickel from 1.364.048 tons

of ore. The total value of Canada's mineral production

in 1915 is estimated at .$138,513,750 compared witli

$128,863,075 in 1914 and $145,634,812 in 1913. Thus

the production was a little less than the best on record,

owing, of course, to the crippling of industry by the

War at the beginning of the year, the chief losses being

in cement and clay products.

Is Mining Engineering on the Wane?

In the latest bulletin of the Mining and Metallurgical

Society we find an interesting contribution by Mr.

Arthur L. Walker, Professor of Non-Ferrous Metallurgy

in Columbia University. He has heard it said that the

profession of mining engineering is on the wane and he

asks the members of the Society 'what they know about

it. ' He himself refei's to the growth of specialization as

having restricted the scope of the individual engineer;

also to the effect of the persistent misnile in Mexico and

of the organized calamity in Europe as having dimin-

ished the opportunities for professional employment.

Finally, he suggests that the expansion of output does

not make a corresponding increase of work for engineers,

while the slackness in the exploration and development

of new mines during recent years has tended to lessen

the demand for engineering service. Another point

mentioned is that of the character of the education re-

quired today for the mining engineering profession ; the

number of schools for the purpose has increased greatly

and most of them try to give a complete training in

three or four years; at Columbia the curriculum now
calls for six years of study, it being the belief that three

years of general education and three years of engineer-

ing is not too much time to devote to the preparation

necessary.

Here are some good questions for thoughtful men to

answer. We shall be glad to read what the members of

the Society have to say to Professor Walker. Mean-

while, it is obvious that the subject concerns a wider

public than the group of men to whom these questions

were addressed. Let us begin by recording a cheerful

negative to the first question. Mining engineering is not

going to decline in importance, for the scheme of living

called civilization depends upon the use of metals. In

the immediate future we discern the probability of an

intensified demand for the metals, at least for those to be

extracted out of that part of the earth's crust that is

called the United States. Material progress advances by

means of metallic structures, whether of buildings,

bridges, ships, cars, or aeroplanes. All the conveniences

of life, from pipes and wires to heating and lighting,

are largely based upon the varied use of the products of

the mine. The mankind of today and of the future

mthin our immediate vision will require metals in great

and increasing quantity. We do not fear that they will

go out of use. In so far as any of them become scarce

there will be a call for skill in finding them and ability

in extracting them from their natural state. No; there

is no sign of the mining engineer going out of fashion,

but there is danger of superfluity in one direction

:

During tlio la.st decade a number of unnecessary schools
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)f milling have b«>t>ii t'staltlislioi), rcdiuMiiK tlit> altoiuiuiu-*-

It the li«8t 8ohiH>ls while oxhaustiiid; the supply, never

iUuiuiaJit. of tlias)- i-niiipeli'iit to teui-ii sueh dinieiilt Kiih-

jeets as ininini; ami iiietalliii-gy. The eons«'<nieiiee has

liecn to augment the nuinher. without iinprovintr the

luality. of thus*' initiated into the |)n)fej>sion. The

iHKiiii days of 15)07 eausi-d the miniiig sehools to ovitHow

rtitii students for two or throo years, and therehy pro-

koked the expansion of faeilities for rudimenlar>

ii'lieines of teaehing mining at State iiniversitii's. agri-

ultunil eolleges. and other institutions not well

'(juipped for the piirposi-. llenee the apparent eoiiges-

lioii today. This has hcen emphasi/ed hy the elosing of

*veral mining regions in coiisequenee of warfare iu

many parts of the world and the tiiiancial stringency in

>thers. When pem-e is ivstored, the eongestion will he

relaxed, but one feature will eontinue to l)c reeognizahle.

naiuely. the need for specialization. The day of tiie

•iinatterer is gone; ever.v man must specialize in some

branch of aii iinmeusely big subject. In the hey-day of

the geueration now passing it was possible for a iniiiiTii;

i-ngineer to be a mechanical engineer, a metallurgist.

iind a geologist: at lea.st. he could equip hiiii.sclf with

iMiough information concerning any and all of these de-

partments of knowledge to meet the needs of the period.

Hut even the Admirable Criehton of those days would

feel, even if he did not look, foolish toda.^ when the

machinery of mining has developed in size, cost, and

complexity to something so far beyond the simple struc-

tures of its infancy; while metallurgy has grown to in-

clude concentration by water, fire, oil, and involves the

use of chemical and electrical processes of the greatest

delicacy conducted on a colossal scale ; and geologj- as

applied to mining has passed from the prattle of child-

hood to the stem work of accurate surve.v. microscopic

examination, and chemical research. In short, the jack-

of-all-mining has given way to the mechanical engineer,

the chemical engineer, the economic geologist, the con-

centration expert, the mine-valuer, the specialist in

leaching, matte-smelting, electrolysis, flotation, and so

forth. Of course, no little mining school, the annex to a

non-scientific college, can expect to train such special-

ists. Even the great schools of mines attached to the big

universities are set a task beyond the scope of the or-

dinary three years course. It has become necessary to

treat the training for mining as the post-graduate of a

precedent thorough scientific training. Nevertheless the

abilities of the advanced schools are Ijeing exceeded by

the requirements. Obviously they also must specialize,

so that they may be able to train specialists. Let one

school concentrate its attention on metallurgical and

another on purely mining sub.iects. For instance, let

(I'olumbia specialize in fii-e metallurgj'. Harvard in eco-

nomic geology. Houghton in mining methods, Berkelev

in wet metallurgv", with such further distributions

among the others as locality and circumstances may sug-

gest, so that the graduate student may choose a specialty

and go to the school best fitted to teach it to him. Of
course, no agreement is likely to be made among the

schools for the acciiinplishiiicnl of lliis piir|i(isc, Imt

sonicthiiig of the kind must lie kept in view. Here is

where organization is preferalilc to Uiisscz fain. In

any event, eten if tlie schools continue tiicir go-aa-you-

plca.sc |>olicy, it is evident that the students must awaken

to the realities of the i>0Kilion and recognize llial ii shiil

low knowledge of a tremendously wide suli.icil will r.iil

to eipiip them for a successful career. There will always

lie an opening for the man who is well prcpareil ; there

will be steady lessening of chanecH for the nioli of the

iMiprepiired.

Chalcocitization

Among the notalile cDnirilnilions to the science of

ore deposits is the work t>f I'csearcli into secondary en-

richment, more particularly of copper deposits, starteil

liy Mes,si>>. L. ('. (iraloii ami .T(ise|)li Murdoch, aihl emi

linucil hy i\lessrs. l'osn,jak. Alien, and iMi-rwiii m llic

geophysical laboratory of the Carnegie Institution at

Washington. Supplementary to the work of these in-

vestigators, Messns. C. F. Tolman and A. F. Rogers, at

Stanford University, have been making a research into

the origin of chalcocite ores. The idea had been put

forward by Messrs. (Jraton and Murdoch that the chalco-

cite precipitated from a.scending solutions showed a

cleavage different from that pos-sessed by the siiiiie min-

eral when deposited froui descending solutions. This,

of course, would be a criterion valuable to the miner.

Now, Mr. Tolman, in a paper presented recently before

the American Institute, shows that the cleavage can be

inherited by the chalcocite from a bomite stage and that

by this pseudninorphic pattern it is possible to find clues

to the earlier minerals destroyed by the chalcocitization.

Applying his method of examination to the ore of the

Honanza mine, of the Kennecott Copper Corporation,

Mr. Tolman discovers that the chalcocite of this re-

markable orebody is derived from bomite, as is proved

b.v its intricate patterns in blue and white. Residual

bornite was detected by the microscope. Thus the in-

ference is that the big body of wonderfully rich ore is

due to the chalcocitization of a coarsely crystalline nia.ss

of bornite, from which the iron has been completely

leached, to be replaced by an equivalent amount of cop-

per. He finds that the original group of minerals was

bomite, klaprothite, and galena, succeeded by chalcocite,

which by increase of oxidation became converted into

covellite and chalcopyrite, then tenorite and cuprite,

then malachite and azurite. The latest changes are

being effected by the vadose circulation in water near

the freezing point, the copper migrating as malachite,

with resulting impoverishment of the mas,s. This .study

of an extraordinary deposit is most suggestive and we

hope that before the ore is exhausted it may serve not

so much as the excuse for financial operations of a

flamboyant character as the subject for investigations

that may finally establish the actual part played by

chalcocite in making those copper enrichments on wliidi

so much large-scale mining is based.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are iiii'ik'ij to me this deparUytenl for the discussion of technical ami other matters per-

taining to luiuiii^ (iiui itu'tdifur^y. The Editor ivflcomes the expression of vieu'S contrary to his own, l>e-

liet'iug that careful criticism is more vuluable than cusuoi eouipliment.

Control of Water-Power

The Editor

:

Sir—I write to ask your help to defeat a most serious

attack on our public resources. Since the fight over the

Alaska resources was won there has not been so pressing

a threat against the conservation policy as the present

effort in Congress to give our public water-powers for

nothing into monopolistic control.

The Shields bill, now before the Senate, gives to the

power interests without compensation the use of water-

power on navigable streams. The amount of water-

power these streams will supply is larger l)y far than all

the power of every kind now in use in the United States.

It pretends to, but does not, enable the people to take

back their own property at the end of 50 years, for in

order to do so under the bill, the Government would
have to pay the unearned increment, and to take over

whole lighting systems of cities and whole manufactur-
ing plants. Private coi-porations are authorized to seize

upon any land, private or public, they choose to con-

demn.

Bills which gave away public water powers without

due compensation were vetoed by President Roosevelt

and President Taft. The Shields bill would do pre-

cisely the same thing today.

Another water-power bill, the Ferris bill, relating to

the public lands and national forests, was in the main a

good bill as it passed the House. As reported to the

Senate it encourages monopoly by permitting a corpora-

tion to take as many public water-power sites as it may
please. Under it the corporations could not even be

kept from fastening upon the Grand Canyon, the great-

est natural wonder on this continent. This bill takes

the care of water-powers on national forests from the

experienced and competent Forest Service, and gives it

to the Interior Department, thus entailing duplication

and needless expense.

In my opinion, there is undue carelessness as to the

disposal of public resources at present in Washington.
The water-power legislation now before the Senate is too

favorable to the men who, as Secretary Houston's ad-

mirable recent report sliows, control througli 18 corpora-
tions more than one-half of the total water-power used
in public service throughout the United States. The
water-power men charge that Conservation hampers de-

velopment. The Houston report shows, on the contrary,
that the most rapid development is in the national for-

ests, where conservation is best enforced. On the other

hand, 120 public-service corporations own and are hold-

ing undeveloped and out of use an amount of water-

power equal to four-fifths of all there is developed and
in use by all the public service corporations in the whole
United States.

As I said in an open letter on January 29 to the

President: "Natural resources lie at the foundation of

all preparedness, whether for peace or for war. No plan
for national defense can be effective unless it provides
for adequate public control of all the raw materials out

of which the defensive strength of a nation is made. Of
these raw materials water-power is the most essential,

because without electricity generated from water-power
we cannot manufacture nitrates, and nitrates are the

basis of gunpowder. There are no great natural deposits
of nitrates in the United States as there are in Chile.

It would be folly to allow the public water-powers, which
can supply this indispensable basis of national defense,

to pass out of effective public control."

A concerted movement is on foot to In-eak down the

conservation policy. Feeble resistance or none at all is

being made by official Wa.shington. Unless the press
and the people come to the rescue, the power interests

are likely to win. This is a public matter wholly re-

moved from political partizanship. Your help is needed,
and that of your paper. For nearly ten years this fight

for the public water-powers has gone on. We ouglit not
to lose it now.

GiFFORD PiXCHOT.
Milford, Pa.. February 15.

Cyanidation of Flotation Concentrate

The Editor:

Sir—A few weeks ago you referred to me the question
as to whether flotation concentrate could be successfully

cyanided. I replied that although I had no working
data on the subject I saw no reason to apprehend any
difficulty due to the fact that the concentrate was re-

covered by flotation and not by some other method. I

am now able to state that my opinion has been borne out
by tests on a sample recently submitted to me.
The ore in question was a California gold ore assay-

ing 0.57 oz. gold and a little silver. It was ground to

pass an 80-mesh sieve for flotation and yielded a con-

centrate assaying 9.66 oz. gold and 9.85 oz. silver. A
sample of this concentrate, without filtration or re-

grinding, was treated by bottle-agitatioit for 72 hours
with cyanide solution at 0.2% KCN and at a ratio of
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r>: 1, No prt'liininury trfiitiiu-ul of luiy kiiul was jfivcii

iiiul no ron^eiits won- miilt'd except lime iui«l wnlium

I'Viuiidi'. Tilt" solution nmus not i-lwuipi'd d^lriIl^r tn-at-

uiont, aiid at tlu' conclusion of njfitution tlic sanijili' w.is

tJlti'n'd nnil wiuUied on tJio fUter in the usual wn>

ll»;,siorK

Gold. Sliver,

Os. Ox.

0.29 3.54

KXTHAITIOX

Tr %
97 64

It is pn>bable that if st>me lead compound had been

added during treatment, a higgler extraction of the sil-

ver would have resulted. It is also not unlikely that the

gold extraction can be increa.vd in the course of further

research work.

This test shows that some flotation concentrates, at

least, can be cyauided raw with very little trouble. 1

am inclined to think that given an ore that presents no

a priori obstacle to cyanidation, the concentrate re-

coveri>d therefrom by flotation will give no more diffi-

culty in cyanidation than a concentrate from the same

ore recovered by any other means.

E. M. Hamilton.

San Francisco, Februarj- 29.

Mechanical Efficiency of Crushing

The Editor:

Sir—I have just obtained a copy of your issue of

November 6 which contains Mr. Stadler's letter, in

which he is real rougrh to Jlessrs. Kenny and Del 5Iar.

The matter of mj- being a qualified expert has come into

the discussion, at least Mr. Stadler's letter carries an

implication that the only real experts in crushing lived

and moved and had their being some fifty years ago ; but

the \vritt<n word is so easy of misinterpretation that I

offer my apologies before he goes back to the piano for

his gun.

Our little conspiracy to undo all that Mr. Stadler has

done has recently had an accession. Some two years

ago there was published in your columns a note on the

rock-crushing tests then being conducted at McGill Uni-

versity, the preliminary results of which indicated that

Stadler's theory of Kick's law was correct. Recently

the secretarj- of the Canadian Mining Institute called

my attention to an editorial in their October bulletin

referring to my paper presented in the September bul-

letin of the A. I. M. E., but more particularly giving

preliminarj- conclusions on the work that has been done

at MeGill up to date. The editorial concludes thus:
'

' Nearly 200 tests have been made at McGill during the

past two years and we understand that each series will

demonstrate convincingly the fallaciousness of express-

ing power in terms of 'energy units,' as proposed by

Jlr. Stadler in accordance with Kick's law. Rittinger's

hj-pothesis, on the other hand, is supported in so satis-

factory a degree by the results obtained by actual ex-

jieriinent us to aiipi'ur ((uitc dcpcndalili'. It seems ])roli

able, therefore, that the investigations nuide at MeGill

and Purdue univei-silies will result in tenniiiatinn the

long standing contn)ver8y between the swj)i)orlers nl'

respcetively Rittinger and St4idler; while if, an now

seems likely, it will conduce to llie delinite eNtaiilisimieiil

of a correct basis for calculating the enieienc.y of rock-

crushing machines, a work of great utility, by reason of

its practical value to niilliiK'n, will have liccn jiceom-

plished."

In the S4ime issue (November 6) you alislmet a pajjcr

by M. K. Rodgers pre8<'nted in the Septeiiilter liulletin

of the A. I. M. E. on 'SUmdardizing Rock-Crushing

Tests.' 1 started some comment on it, but was unable

to complete it within the time limit, and as he was abw)-

lutely neutral on the matter of laws and didn't take a

shot at some of us, I won't say much about it, except

just this: Report screen aiuilysis of feed and discharge

in cumulative per cent or tons and in reciprocals of

diametere. If he will agree to get Tyler to stamp on

every standard screen he sends out the reciprocal of

diameter in inches. I'll agree to say that it's the ki-ki

screen for crushing-surface diagrams.

Also, I took those screen analyses of Mr. Rodgers and

made crushing-surface diagrams out of them. At least,

I did the best 1 could, for they were not made with the^

screens he advocated, and I had to be very unscientific

and guess at the openings, or the reciprocals of the

diameters. The.se crushing-surface diagrams give the

following results, on -(- 200 mesh

:

Mesh-tons

perhp.-hour.

Calumet & Hecla conglomerate 12.5

Coeur d'Alene quartzite 15.6

Miami 34.0

while Mr. Rodgers finds the relative crushing duty due

to character only to be 1.00, 1.92, and 3.75, by a very

neutral method. The other crushing conditions are not

the same, the tonnage is decidedly different, there is

some difference in moisture contents, and the feed at

Calumet & Hecla is much cleaner of undersize than at

Miami. I believe these figures represent not differences

in the crushing characteristics of the rocks so much as

they do differences in manipulation.

This matter of crushing efficiency and the laws of

crushing must appear to the average reader as a fight

between a bunch of quack doctors. I may be a crank

on the subject, but when my study, scientific or un-

scientific, of fine grinding or crushing leads me to be-

lieve that fully 50% of the energy spent in fine grind-

ing is absolutely wasted, and produces a product more

difficult of manipulation, shall I keep my mouth shut?

Where the mill-man can gain from this discussion will

be to just forget about Kick and Rittinger, study his

crushing operations by means of the cnishing-surface

diagram, and attempt to improve his mill efficiency

along the lines that are suggested in my paper on 'The

Applications of the Crushing-Surface Diagram.' il

have a few reprints of this paper that I will be plea.seil
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to send to any mill operator interested.) So far as I

know, neither Stadler's work nor mine has resulted in

any marked improvement in miLL-efficiency, but I know

of no place where they have really tried to improve con-

ditions by my methods. Some folks are fooling with it

and may get results from them. Can't you give a Dutch

boy a chance?

A. 0. Gates.

Mishawaka, Indiana, Januarj' 18.

Mining in Western Oregon

The Editor

:

Sir—Reading 'Mining in Western Oregon' by C. E.

Morse in your issue of January 29 is like meeting an old

friend, and I feel like saying "glad to see you, old fellow,

but sorry you have not been as prosperous as you cer-

tainly deserve," for I was foreman of the Lucky Boy mill

during the winter of 1900- '01 for sis months, when I

had to give up the position on account of a severe illness.

There was no "secret solution" used, however, in the

De Keyser process, as I was reliably informed although

it was not in operation when I went there, except the

secret of the solution of the problem, which it did not

reveal. You meet this process from time to time with

about the same frequency as the process for the extrac-

tion of gold from sea-water. The concentrate was simply

ground in the Crawford mill with an excess of mercury

and strong cyanide solution, the pulp then passing over

the 'electric plates,' where it was hoped the gold would

be deposited by electrolysis. The plate did not shake,

however. I put in the shaking device, using hardwood

eccentrics. I re-ground the concentrate from the Wilfleys

with mercury, and shook the plate merely to keep the

heavy pulp in motion instead of increasing the grade of

the plate. In this way I recovered an additional small

amount of free gold. The classifiers, not mentioned by

Mr. ]\Iorse, simply V-boxes with two spigots, I also put

in. By treating the coarse spigot product on the Wilfleys

and the fine on the vanners, I was able to increase the

value of the concentrate from $30 per ton to about $50.

Since the development of concentration by flotation, I

have often thought the ores of the Lucky Boy district

could be successfully treated by this process. By screen-

ing the plate-tailing instead of classifying in water,

delivering the -f 80 to the Wilfleys, and the undersize

—

dewatered—to the vanners, a concentrate from the van-

ners could be produced well fitted for flotation, and by
using continuous riffles on the Wilfleys most of the pyrite

could be separated mechanically from the galena and
blende.

My incomplete experiments showed that a fair extrac-

tion could be obtained by cyanide, though all my notes

were lost when the assay-office was burned in March
1901. By a coincidence, I also spent a couple of months
at the Ogle Mountain mine, assaying the mine and in-

structing the mill-crew. The mill had then 5 stamps and
a new Standard concentrator. The mine in the upper
workings yielded some high-grade ore. As an instance

of what we meet 'as through this world we roam' the

young man who started the mill ' dressed ' the plates with

coarse sand and strong cyanide, the said cyanide being

mixed and allowed to stand in a coal-oil can. The condi-

tion of the plates can be imagined.

H. S. Reed, Jr.

Shawmut, California, February 1.

Pine-Oil

The Editor

:

Sir—^Your definition of pine-oil, as embodied in 'A

Glossary of Flotation,' in your issue of February 12,

1916, is rather misleading and, in view of the present

general interests in pine products as applied to flotation

I take the liberty of discussing this question at some

length.

In arriving at a proper understanding of the different

products produced by treatment of the resinous woods

of the South Atlantic and Gulf states (usually dead and

fallen timber or pine-stumps) it is necessary to bear in

mind that two basic methods of treatment are used.

The first is the steam and solvent process: To pi-e-

pare the wood for treatment it is reduced to the consist-

ence of fine chips by passing through chipping machines

and is then placed in a retort or extractor. Super-

heated steam is then passed through a charged retort

until the turpentine and pine-oil have been volatilized

and passed to the condenser, where they are recovered.

Steam is then shut-off, the wood dried by evacuation and
finally subjected to several extractions with a solvent,

usually petroleum, gasoline, or naphtha. The resin and

any remaining oils are thus extracted, and later this

solution is separated into its component parts—extrac-

tion solvent, pine-oil, and rosin—by distillation. The

products resulting from this process are turpentine,

pine-oil, rosin, and 'spent wood,' which is suitable for

paper-pulp or may be burned under boilers. All of these

products appear normally in dead pine-wood and are not

products of decomposition.

The second is the destructive distillation process : The

wood, in the form of cord-wood, is placed in a horizontal

retort. The retort is then sealed and heat applied ex-

ternally. The temperature is raised slowly until the

wood is thoroughly carbonized. The volatile constituents

are passed to a condenser. It is general practice to sepa-

rate the condensed liquors into two fractions; the first

representing the distillate passing from the retort up to

the temperature at which the wood begins to char, and
the second representing the distillate during the charring

or decomposition period. The first distillate is usually

known as 'sweet crude,' and upon refining yields tur-

pentine and a small percentage of pine-oil. The second

fraction, known as 'D-D crude,' when refined yields a

small amount of pine-oil of inferior quality, pine-tar

oils, and pine-tar. A great variety of products can be

produced from this 'crude' by varying the methods of

refining.

With these methods of production now in mind we are
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• iidy to n-turii to the ilotinilioii of piiu>-oil. SpiM-ilUa-

tioiis of the I'. S. Navy Dopartiiu'iit ilotiiio piiicoil ns

fuHows:

Piue-oil is a properly prepart'ii li|;lit stniwcolored

oil produced by n>-distillation of heavy, hiKh-hoilinfj

point frnetioiis n'snltinjr fi-om tiie slfaindislillation of

wiMui-turpeuliiie. and having' a stnnig aroniatie odor ro-

soiiihlin^r turpeutinc." As it is not a product of doconi-

position. it possesses well ilefinod jiliysical properties.

Pine-oil pnuliieed hy steam-distillation should have a

specific gravity of not less than O.iVM or more than

O.I>45 at 60° F.. and upon distillation should show at

least 75%. distillinp between 20i) and '220 ('.

The definition you have piven for pine-oil really covers

pine-tar oil. which is defined by the l'. S. Navy Oeparl-

nient as:

"A pn>perly prepaivd distillate from straight pine-

tar, which latter has been obtained by di'strnetive distil-

lation of pine-wood.'" It is not ]iractieal to attein])t to

i>utliue specifications for pine-tar oils here as they are

usually n^fincd in conformity with the individual ideas

of caeh pmduecr.

Chas. a. Lrxx.
New York. Februarv IS.

Unusual Gas in a Metal Mine

The Editor:

Sir—An unusual gas mixture for metal mines is found

in the Tonopah-Goldfield district of Nevada. This gas is

locally known as 'ground gas' or 'natural gas.' During
the stay of Mine Rescue Car 5 of the Bureau of Mines in

the summer of 1914, the presence of this gas was noted

by a member of the mine-rescue class, an underground

shift-boss. Samples taken by the water-displaeeinenl

method had the composition shown by the accompanying
analyses.

(a) (b)

Oxygen 0.95 0.52

CO: 0.65 1.08

Nitrogen 98.40 98.40

Total 100.00 100.00

The high nitrogen content, 98.40%, and the low-

oxygen content, 0.52%, are noteworthy. This is the

greatest deficieney of oxygen that the writer has ever

noted except in gases from a fire area. ' Apparently the

evolution of this gas is associated with the genesis of the

ore deposits of the district. Nitrates have been found
in the mine-waters, and the surrounding country is full

of hot springs, the waters of which show nitrates.

Careful inspection revealed that usually the gas was
given off from the 'water-courses' and 'vug-holes' in

the orebodies. So far as could be ascertained, this gas

is not found in the country-rock. It collected in blind

raises or in the tops of dead-end stopes. The air cur-

rents in the drifts under the raises created a definite

line of separation at the bottom of each raise, above

which a carbide lamp would be instantly extinguished.

In line mine investiguled, the shift-bosM staled lliiil in a

certain ilrift on the W)0-ft. level the miners often drille<l

into fissures, and that (he rush of giis from the drill

holes would imniedialily extinguiNJi their iighls and
drive them from the place. It only required, however, a

eonipre.s.sed-aii- line enrried to the face lo elear the drift

of gas so that the men could go back lo wnrk.

In the blind raises the air-line would ednipletiiy rid

a rai.se of the ga.s. but overnight a raise wmild refill.

In a long drift on the (iOO-ft. level of one of the mines, a

vug-hole or crevice was pointed out as pi-oducing

'natural gas.' On elo.se inspection it was found tiiat a

earliide lamp extended into this crevice was imiiieiliatcly

extinguished. The gas imild be expelled by blowing a

full lireatli into it, but in three minutes it xvould icdll

.so that the lamp would not burn.

The physiological effect of breathing this gas is simi-

lar in every way to that produced by breathing pure

nitrogen. A man is likely to dro]> dead without warn-

ing because of the lack of oxygen. In till' weak mixtures,

in which there is more oxygen than is shown by the

analyses, but considerably less than in normal mine-air,

a man breathes deeply, but shows no alarming symptoms
of distress. A candle is extinguislie<l. and the flame of

a carbide lamp reaches forward and lunis red, as might

be expected from the incomplete combustion consequent

on want of oxygen.

in a Goldfield mine a pipe-fitter lost his life in trying

to disconnect a pipe-line extending into a raise that had

filled with this nitrogen gas. The man was found face

downward at the bottom of the raise in a position in-

dicating that he had fallen. He had carefully placed

his candle in the pure air at the bottom of the raise, evi-

dently because it would not burn when he took it with

him. The analyses cited above represent duplicate sam-

ples taken by me in the top of this raise, 50 ft. above the

stope. A set of self-contained oxygen breathing ap-

paratus was used in collecting the samples.

Washington, D. C, February 10.

[The above communication from the district mining

engineer of the Bureau of Mines conveys a useful warn-

ing.

—

Editor.]

Hoisting ropes at the Copper Queen mine are short-

ened every month by cutting six or eight feet off the end

to change the points of maximum wear, said G. F. G.

Sherman in a paper at the San Francisco meeting of the

A. I. M. E. Sheaves are 7 ft. diameter and are lined

with leather, as wood lining broke down rapidly. By
reason of winding the rope on the drum in two layers

instead of one, the rope-cost per ton of ore hoisted in-

crea.sed from 0.17c. to 0..3c., amounting to an additional

cost of $1000 per year. But to obtain this reduction, an

additional expenditure on the hoisting-engine of .$15,000

would have been necessary. When a rope is wound upon

itself, a good deal of sliding takes place of one coil upon
the other. Lubrication of cables in general is of great

benefit in preventing wear.
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Jl.iitiisioiiy In Cliisis

By F. £>. Cole

HISTORICAL. The high prices for autimouy

have directed attention to China as a source of

supply. Owing to the mining being entirely in

Chinese hands, there has been little accurate information

published regarding ore occurrence or smelting methods.

The first record of antimonj^ ore in the Chinese customs

returns was in 1895 when a small quantity was ex-

ported from Shanghai. In 1904 the returns show that

regulus, crude,* and ore were exported. These three,

together with antimonial refuse, which is also called

'ash-and-slag,' being the residue from producing crude

antimony, have since then become regular articles of

export. Antimony oxide has recently appeared in the

customs returns, but it is probably the natural oxide or

oxidized ore. The first recorded exports were from

Hunan province, which has continued to be the leading

producer. No proof exists that the ancient Chinese

mined antimony, but they produced iron, copper, lead,

zinc, and other metals for many generations. Local

tradition has it that two S\nss jewelers at Shanghai, on

being shown samples of antimony ore, immediately

traced the source, and started the trade in 1895.

Exports first were made from Shanghai by a few

foreign merchants. The foreign merchant in China

used to handle everything that gave a profit and in early

days the profits were not small. The ore was brought

from the interior to the merchant, who sampled it, paid

as little as possible, and shipped the cargo to Europe or

America. The business gradually grew and the head-

quarters of it moved up the Yangtze river to Hankow
on the arrival of German metal-buyers, who brought out

men familiar with the trade. Later, the centre moved
to Changsha in Hunan, 250 miles farther inland. Now
buyers go direct to the mines with hard money in hand

and compete with each other for ores and products from

the opulent mine-owners, who make their own prices.

Ore Deposits. Antimony is know to occur in nine

provinces: Chekiang, Kwantung, Kwangsi, Yunnan,
Szehuen, Kweichow, Hunan, Hupeh, and Kiangsi. Of
these Hunan is the principal producer, but the produc-

tion in Kweichow, Yunnan, and Kwangsi is growing.

It is reported by the native press that the duties in

Kwantung on antimony have been remitted for three

years from last October in order to stimulate exploita-

tion.

C. Y. "Wang, in the 'Mineral Industry' for 1913 men-
tions the localities of occurrence in Hunan, Kwangsi,

Kwantung, and Kweichow. A. S. Wheler, mining engi-

neer for the Board of Agriculture, Commerce, and

* ['Regulus' means antimony metal of 99% purity; 'crude' is

the artificial antimony sulphide of much lower purity.

—

Editor.]
TKAN.SI'OUT IN I IIINA.
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liulustry. I't'kiii);. in Ilio Scpti-mlirr liM") issiir ot' 1 hi

Fur Haxlirii /I'l i-i« »•,' has (;i veil tin- l>i-sl jtiMirnil ilcscrip-

tion of tJic Ilunni) dopiwits. Tlu-n' is lilllo n«liiil>l»' in

fi>rmali<>ii n-tjanlinp tlu- other oi-cnrn-iu'cs altliontih the

iri'ju-nil g^tilojjic coiKiitioiis ari> sonu'wlial siinihir.

The Hunoii lieposits may Im> poiu'ralized as tissurc-

veins with quartz ^ran^r^l»> cutting slialo. (|uartzito, aiul

Si'l\ist : and s<'attt'rvd ili'posits in linii'slont'. Willi tin-

exiM^ption of the I'an Chi mines (decribod l\v WhcK'r.

and also in tlie Mining and Scikntikic Piu.ss of .Inly

10. 10ir>> none of thcso deposits has lu-en cxploitctl to

any depth. Tlio entire ontput of Hiinan is fiOOO tons of

ore |M'r month.

W. R. Sehooller desoribod the Hunan ores and (jives

interesting infonnation as to their purity. No careful

study has be«Mi made as yet. Tlie ore is principally

stibnite. wliich in favorable plaees both at surface and

underjrround is more or less oxidized.

The mines, like all Chines** underpround workings.

are mere gophcrings, with no apparent system except to

get out the visible ore above water-level as quickly as

possible, in any manner, and with no thouglit of devel-

opment. A pinch in a vein or a fault is enough to cause

work to be abandoned. Native-made black powder is

us<h1. and antiquated ehinisy tools that add to the gen-

eral inefficiency. The working-places are impossible for

any but natives and the output per man is decidedly

small. The ore is carried or driiggcd to the surface in

bamboo baskets, and small amounts of water are handled

in hand-operated bamboo plunger-pumps that work in

relays, the sump of one being the discharge of the other.

Open-flare oil-lamps, the smoke of which, together witli

lie general insanitarj' conditions underground, make it

anything but plea.sant.

The purpose seems to be to obtain the least possible

results and provide the most work for the greatest pos-

sible number of people. But when the cost of the labor

is considered, the results are not as bad as would be

supposed. Until recent prices stimulated search, only

high-grade ores were mined, but at present all pos,sible

trades are utilized and all old waste-dumps are being

arefully sorted. Each outcrop has numerous com-

panies working on various lengths, usuall.v units of 10

('hinese feet (said feet varjdng with each locality) and

the working of each company is called a 'mine.' So

reports of a large number of mines in a district are apt

to be misleading. Actual work is done on a kind of co-

^perative basis by contractors, wages seldom being paid

for day's work. The Chinese insist on having a gamble

with everything they undertake, so there are innumer-

able combinations of leases and sub-leases, which the

foreign brain is incapable of comprehending. Theft is

not unknowTi, but unless carried on in too open a man-

ner, no attention is paid, as "everybody is doing it."

Payment for labor is usually at a price or at so much per

'See also M. & S. P.. March 4, 1916, 'Metalliferous Mines of

Hunan.'

^Journal of Society of Chemical Industry. London section.

No. 6. Vol. XX\'II, 190S: No. 10, Vol. XXXII, 1913; No. 4.

Vol. XXXIII, 1914.

pieul O''''.^ lb. I of clean ore, at tin- |(il-iiiouth. The ore

so received is .sold to the neait'st crude siiu'llintj i)laiit,

which also nb.HorliH the locid higii-grade unlpul.

Ilunan province, being rather indc|n'n(lciit
,
pays lilllc

attention to the various lengthy rules and ngulalions

made by the Central government at I'cking. The ilis-

covcrer of an outcrop can apply for a prospect ing-right

over a given area through the local oflicials and the i)ro-

vincial guild to the ])rovincial mining dei)artment. This

licriiiit entitles hiin to open the iJiojicrt.v ; after a time,

ap])lication is made for a working-permit ju;com|)anied

by fixed ])ayments. This permit necessitates a survey.

Keccnt rules require any exploiter or company U) show

liiat there is actually a certain amount of capital avail-

able for the proper opening of the mine. This is ob-

viated by forming a company and giving the shares a

cash value equal to the requirements, with very little, if

any, actual cash in the treasury. This rule is held over

the heads of the small people but those in power can

cheerfully dodge its ramifications. A tax of r)% on the

value of the ore at the mine is collected, and a guild-tax

and a 5% export-tax are collected by the customs on the

market-value of the ore or products before they are ex-

ported. There are probably local taxes on smelting-

plants, and various transport-dues along the roads and

rivei-s.

As mining has been done profitably for some years in

Ilunan, the local rules are more helpful than otherwise

to the industry. Transport of ore from the interior to

steamer connections is done by coolies overland and by

l)oats on the rivers.

Smelting Mktiiods. The furnaces for producing

'cnide' metal are simple in construction and are made

with no regard to economy either in fuel or the recovery

of oxide from the escaping fume. They are built in

units of four, occupying a floor-space of 12 by 2^ ft., and

standing 5 ft. high. One furnace can be repaired while

the other three-fourths of the unit is working. The

bricks used are local and the cost of one unit varies from

$20 to $40. The grate-bars and doors are also made

locally, the grates consisting of 12 to 16 bar.s, a half-

inch thick, 14 in. long, and spaced about a half-inch

apart. The smoke and fume go to a common flue at the

top of the furnace and are caiTied down in the centre to

a common underground flue connecting with a chimney

that serves all the furnaces.

The pots used are made locall.v: they average 12 in.

inside diameter, 18 in. high, and the hole at the top is 7

in. They hold 50 lb. of ore. As shown in the sketch,

the lower pot is cut on one side to receive the bottom

of the upper pot. The upper pot has a small hole about

a quarter-inch wide and an inch long cut in the bottom

for the liquated sulphide to drop into the lower pot.

These pots never join tighth' and much fume escapes.

The pots last up to two weeks, depending on the care of

the operators, and become broken from the stirring of

the ore in the upper pot.

When the furnace is hot, the upper pot is charged

with lump and fine ore mixed, the larger pieces about the
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size of a dollar. Cheap local coal is used and the fire

i-aised after charging. The tops of the pots are loosely

covered, usually with a round cast-iron cover that col-

lects oxide on its lower side. As soon as the temperature

is high enough the ore begins to liquate, forming a pasty

mass, and is frequently stirred with iron rods until it is

considered to be finished, when it is in a more or less dry

state. ^Meanwhile, when enough liquated sulphide has

collected in the lower pot, it is dipped out with cast-iron

spoons into molds which form brittle bricks of 16 lb.

weight. The bricks are then weighed and boxed for

shipment. The residue, left in the upper pot, is re-

moved by spoons and thrown into a square iron box

formed by two L-shaped castings : when cool the refuse

is in a solidified lump. This refuse contains from 12 to

30% of antimony and silicious gangue, depending upon

Smelting Co. the rights for China for the Herrenschmidt

volatilization process; furnaces were installed in Chang-

sha by French engineers and they have since been oper-

ated by Chinese. This process converts sulphide ores

into tri-oxide, which is smelted for regulus in reverber-

atory furnaces. The best results are obtained on low-

grade ores.* The Wah Chang Co. also obtained from the

Peking government the sole right to produce regulus in

Hunan. This company owns some low-grade mines and

also purchases ores. The Herrenschmidt furnaces have

been erected in Yunnan near the treaty port of Mengtze

by the Pao Hua Co., also connected with the Wah Chang
Co. The latter produces regulus from crude, after

converting it to tetra-oxide by a slow roast and also from

oxide ores by direct smelting. There are at present

several otlier plants in Hunan smelting oxide ores direct.

SHOWING OI'EK.\TIO.\ OF .\.\TI.MONY FUB.NACES FOB rUOULX'ING 'CBUDE' METAL IN flll.NA.

the grade of ore and the care used in smelting. The
operation requires two to four hours during which time

the furnace is surrounded by fumes that are unpleasant

and injurious. Since the value of the tri-oxide has be-

come known it is occasionally collected from the flues

and chimneys and sold to plants producing regulus.

The smelting is done by contract, the contractor fur-

nishing the labor, fuel, and pots, and keeping the fur-

naces in repair. There are at least twice as many men
employed as necessary. Prices vary with local condi-

tions but 'crude' is usually smelted for $15 per ton. It

is packed for shipment in cases bound with strap-iron

and holding 224 lb. net, and about 240 lb. gross and
measuring 10 by 10 by 22 inches. The cases are poorly

made, and as the metal is brittle there is often loss by
breakage. Cargo is usually re-packed in Changsha or

Hankow and the cases bound in sacking before ocean

shipment.

The smelting of 'regulus' in Hunan is on an entirely

different basis from that of 'crude' smelting, as it is

practically controlled by a monopoly. In 1908, C. Y.

AVang^ obtained in France for the Wah Chang Mining &

-'Antimony' by C. Y. Wang;
Metals.' William Gowland.

'Metallurgy of Non-ferrous

but they all either sell their product direct or through

the Wah Chang Co. This company's monopoly is con-

trary to the letter and spirit of various treaties with

foreign powers, but so far they have succeeded in keep-

ing their rights and have even had them extended.

The reverberatoi-j' furnaces used in smelting of oxide

ores vary in size from a capacity of 300 to 1000 lb., the

size holding 500 lb. being most used. They usually have

a low roof sloping downward toward the chimney' and

a deep bed with its lowest point opposite the one work-

ing-door. The hearth sometimes consists of a square

cast-iron box lined with ground fire-brick and kaolin

mixed, which is put in wet and well beaten ; at other

times the lining is used without the iron box.

The same lining is generally re-used and is unsatis-

factory, lasting from one week to two months, and an

extra number of furnaces must be kept in repair to

assure a constant output. The furnaces are fired with

soft coal and are connected to a common chimney

through flues, generally underground, that are occasion-

ally cleaned for the condensed oxide. The oxide is

mixed with soda-ash and charcoal in varying propor-

tions, usually about 10% each. When the charge is

<M. & S. P., July 10, 1915.
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melted the furimcc is iHK)lfil ii littU- to tluck»Mi llic slii>f.

the sJ«s is eiitirvly rt-inoved niul the molleii iiuMal

skiiiune«l oleaii. A 'starniiK' thix is then luhietl fi'in-

pos«'il of sodnnsh, powdered entde, n little ehnreoal, tri-

oxide. luid soiiu'tiines siiinll quantities of powdrrcil oxy-

sulphide ores. This starring flux is variid aeiordinj; in

the kind of ninterial In-inR melted and is iistnl over again

until it will no longer produee the 'star.' As S4ion as the

tlux is melted, samples are taken of the metal; when it

gives a good star the retiuing is judged to lie eomplcte

and the eharge is ladled out with ea.st-iron spoons into

molds, produeing a eakc {> hy 8 by 4 inelus and weigh-

ing 40 lb. A little slag is put in the mold before the

metal is added, and the metal is kept eovered with .slag.

The whole operation takes from four to six hours. Oxide

on's are smelted in the same manner, being brokiii li\

hand to one-quarter ineh si/.e : the eharge is more fre-

quently rabbled and the operation requires 10 to 12

hours. Regidus is boxed for shipment in boxes similar

to those for erude. exeept slightly smaller and weighing

(net) ten eases to the long ton.

With careful manipulation the losses in smelting oxide

are not over G^c and with oxide ores from 10 to lo^f.

Some of the loss is eondensed as oxide in the flues and

recovered. The star is no guarantee of purity and can

be produced on 9i>r'c regulus as well as on 9^%. With

the naturally pure oxide ores and with the oxide from

pure sulphide ores or the residue from 'crude,' the pro-

duction of 99% (or better") regulus is only a matter of

careful manipulation. As far as known, no one in China

is produeing regulus from crude or sulphide ores by the

precipitation methods. The smelting of antimony refuse

is being done at several plants, and with one exception

the processes used are practically similar. The oper-

ation is to heat the refuse with charcoal or coke in small

brick shaft-furnaces, lined with fire-brick, using a light

blast and condensing the fume in chambers and scrub-

bing-towers. Numerous difificulties arise, the principal

being the length of time required to oxidize the refuse

and the diflSculty in handling large charges, since the

charge agglomerates, having to be constantly punched

with bars. The condensers are various, but condensing

seems to be the least difficulty; the best results are ob-

tained in small furnaces with easily removable grate-

bars, completely closed, and with an air-blast sufficient

to oxidize the antimony and not melt the gangue, which

is principally silica. These furnaces are opened and the

scoria removed several times a day through the grates.

Charging is done in small quantities at frequent inter-

vals. With a high scrubbing-tower no suction is needed

for the condensers. Two furnaces 9 ft. high and 3 ft.

interior diameter connected to brick condensing-cham-

bers, in aU 50 ft. long, thence to a 40-ft. wooden serub-

bing-tower, wiU handle per day three tons of refuse con-

taining 2-5% of antimony. Refuse containing less than

15% antimony is hardly worth treatment. The oxide

obtained is quite pure and contains from 65 to 80%
antimony. Whenever the fume comes in contact with

water, sidphurir- acid is produced, causing trouble with

pipes and tanks tor tin' )irccipilaling ol oxide Iroiii llie

scrubliingtowers. One |ilant has a Mast t'urnaee willi a

capacity of 20 tons of ivfuse i)er day; it is inleiide<i to

eondense the fume, eharge limestone mid iron t'oi- flux,

and pi-oduce enide metal to be refined in reverlieratory

furnaees. A meehanieal roaster for Bueeessfuliy han-

dling tile refuse in larger quantities would be satis-

factory. Flotation woiihl imibabiy produei- a high-

grade concentrate. However, the sii|iply of refuse iieing

limited and coming fniin many sources and the anioiints

remaining in the old (liiiiips having been well eolleeted,

there is not enough supply availaiile \n warrant any ex-

tensive installation for this jjartieiilarly interesting

branch of the industry, and it woiiM iianlly be profitable

with low market-priees. From tlw average (piality ol'

refuse, a ton of regulus is prodiieed from six tons of

refuse. One plant is smelting under contract to produee

regulus containing 65';,; of the antimony contents of the

refuse.

Constant careful .supervision, preferably foreign

supervision, is neccs.sary to prevent theft and to ol)lain

good results in smelting. Skilled labor with competent

supervision in China is more of a problem than is gen-

erally .supposed. The actual cost in making one ton of

regulus by the Herrenschmidt process, including power,

labor, supervision, fuel, and fluxes is not over $25. One

plant quotes $,{5 for custom smelting of oxide ores. The

actual cost of smelting oxide ores of 50% antimony, in-

cluding the above item.s, without power, is not over $15

per ton of regulus. Depreciation, repairs to plant, and

other charges vary with the size of the plant. The price

of ore varies with the market price of the metal. When

the price is .$125 per ton, regulus can be made and .sold

at a profit of at least 50% and at the present prices

there is a profit of from 100%. to 500%, depending on

how fortunate the producer has been in securing his ore.

There is much room for technical improvements in all

the proces.ses, and these may come wifli low prices and

competition.

The present scale of wages and prices for materials,

with normal freights and prices, render it difficult to see

how any other country can compete with China in pro-

ducing 'regulus' and 'crude.' The Wah Chang Co. has

an output of 15 tons of regulus per day, and several

other producers bring the total for Ilunan to 20 tons

per day. At or near Hankow there are five plants sup-

plied with ores from Hunan. Three plants are working

on refuse, and two on oxide ores, with a combined pro-

duction of 10 tons per day. The plant near Mengtze,

Yunnan, was producing two tons per day in September

;

there is some production from Wuchow near Canton,

and ores are being shipped to Japan from Canton.

JLvRKETixG. Up to the beginning of the War. the

export of antimony was principally in the hands of the

New Chinese Antimony Co., a branch of Cookson & Co.

of England, together with French interests, and a few

German firms who were interested in ores and metals

besides antimony. The New Chinese company had an

agreement with the Wah Chang Co. for all of their out-
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put aiid the latter could sell only to it. Difi'erences

arose in this agreement at the beginning of the War,
resulting in cancellation of the agreement, but the Wah
Chang pays the New Chinese a percentage on all sales

for one year and can sell to anyone. Having experi-

enced a boom at the time of the Russo-Japanese war, the

Chinese dealers were confident that another boom was
coming, and the Wah Chang Co. immediately absorbed

several independent producers and strengthened their

political fences so that in a few months they virtually

controlled the Hunan market, not only for regulus, but

for crude and ore as well. Huge profits have been made
that will stimulate mining in Hunan. Buyers from all

soui'ces came into existence, as nearly every foreign firm

in China wanted antimony and the local prices jumped

Chimney ofbrick

Smoke Flue.

,Rough hole in

lower pot-

Small hole in bolfom'

ofupperpot.

•Loose fittirjg coyer.

- Pot for molten
crude.

.Mold

-,44-

ŷ/n?//tk~r//if>^//f^-y/ 'fe îg^/

'

SKETCH OF ANTIMONY FUR.NACK KOR PRODUCING 'CRUDE' METAL.

daily. Few of the would-be buyers knew anything about

antimony and consequently there were some sad mis-

takes. Tlie home brokers and buyers wanted firm offers

for a few days, but the Chinese wanted cash, as the time

lost in telegraphing might result in the loss of a sale on

a rising market, which was often the case. Formerly

regulus, ci-ude, and ore were purchased on contract for

forward deliveries with part payment in advance or in

some eases full payment in long-term native drafts that

could be discounted locally, so the dealer often had the

cargo and had turned it for a profit before the drafts

came due. With the rising market, however, matters

changed completely, so that producers and native brok-

ers often sold to the nearest cash buyer regardless of the

contracts hanging over them, with the result that the

foreign merchant who had contracts and had sold for-

ward on the strength of them was left holding the bag.

The result has been that, with the exception of a few

reliable pi'oducers, all business is cash and there are

numerous cases for settlement involving large sums in

which foreign consuls are writing demands and pound-

ing tables in vain, as there seems to be no remedy for the

recovery of money advanced or cargo that should be

delivered. The Wah Chang Co. opened an office in New
York, where it sells its own output, and the export

business has resolved into the hands of a few foreign

firms. Japanese have been the largest buyers of crude

as they ship to Japan and convert it into regulus for the

Russian and American markets, having the advantage

of their own shipping companies and financial organiza-

tions. Some ore is being produced in Japan and a little

from Korea; also there is some produced from Indo-

China but the bulk of the Japanese regulus is made
from Chinese crude.

Since the War very little ore has been exported from

China except that which was bought previously ; the

high fi-eight-rates and the difficulty of getting shipping

space for bulk cargo preventing ore shipments abroad.

Chinese regulus suffers in the market from either lack of

advertising or astute competitors, as analyses show it to

be as good or better than other brands.

The table below shows the export of antimony from

Changsha for 1915 to November 1, the 1914 statistics for

all of China being not yet available. The ore and refuse

went principally to Hankow for refining.

Antimony regulus 5,255 long tons

Crude antiinon.v 13,502

Antimony ore 743

Antimony refuse 3,839

Ore-storage bins at the hoisting levels in the Copper

Queen mine have a measuring hopper holding one skip-

load. Hoisting in balance at the maximum rate of a skip

per minute, and allowing 15 sec. for tripping the hopper,

each loader has \% min. between times to load the hopper.

In actual practice the time required to dump the 58 cu.

ft. of ore into the skip and ring it up rarely exceeds 12

sec. and is frequently only 10 sec. In three shifts of one

day, 3899 wet tons was hoisted, or practically 1300 tons

per 8-hr. shift. Deducting 30 min. for lunch, the hoist-

ing rate has been 1.1 skip per min. On occasion when the

ore is muddy, a third man is required and only 20 or 30

skips per hoitr can be hoisted. Trouble is occasioned

from spillage of ore, while loading into the skips, which

a screen with three sides attached did not appreciably

reduce so it was removed. The spilled ore averages 17

lb. per skip or 0.21% of the ore hoisted; this spill has

made heavy wear on the timber in the hoisting compart-

ments. The skips have been rebuilt from a capacity of

70 cu. ft. to 90 cu. ft. to give a margin for overload. The

above notes are abstracted from a paper by G. F. G.

Sherman read at the San Francisco meeting of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers.
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Points of View From Lake
Superior

By P. B. lIcI>on»ld

One-time residents o( the upjier pcniiisulii oi" Mii-lii-

gnn n-ad \vitl» iiitrrt'st of the pn-at snow-storm tliat

twiniiu'red the i-opper pmduftion diiriii); January to tlic

extent of 8,000.000 II). I\ailn>ad transportation was

suspended for days at a lime l)y an old-time Lake Su-

perior lili/jyird tiiat heaped the snow in immense di-it'ts

aeross the tracks.

V. ]i. V\osc. wlio returned recently to the Copper

Country after a varied experience in North and South

America, is doinp a pood deal for the development of

the Porcupine district. Resides the AVhite Pine Exten-

sion of tJie SmitJi-Stanton interests, he is directing other

explorations for Chicago and Duluth financiers.

The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. continues to expand its

ore business. The largest operator on the ^farquette

range, it is opening mines at Iron River, and luis pur-

chased 10 additional steamers for transporting ore on

the lakes. Its IHIG shipments will aggregate between

3,000,000 and 4,000,000 t^ns. On the other hand, the

Rogers-Brown companies of Buffalo are decreasing their

holdings in mines and steamers by sale.

At some of the iron and copper mines it is found

profitable to employ a 'drill-inspector,' perhaps a young
engineer, to \-isit the minei-s underground and quietly

introduce efficiency ideas while ostensibly examining the

drills to see that repairs and sharpening are properly

done. 'Drill-inspector' is a term better liked by the

miners than 'efficiency engineer.'

Re-treatment of tailing, now a recognized economy in

the Copper Country, will be e.xtended at the mills of

the Copper Range Consolidated by nearly doubling the

equipment of Wilfle.v tables. Instead of increasing the

number of Hardinge mills, these will be supplied with

manganese-steel balls, which make it possible to re-grind

a much larger tonnage than with flint pebbles. The
Quincy is also using steel balls in its large type of re-

grinding mills. The tendency to substitute manganese-

steel balls for Danish and French pebbles, since the

War raised the price of the pebbles, has the objection

that the price of manganese steel is rising likewise.

Flotation experiments continue on copper ores, par-

ticularly from the AVbite Pine district, where the copper

is exceedingly fine. The White Pine Extension has had
detailed tests made by A. J. Houle, T. G. Chapman, and

J. B. Cunningham. Working with ore in which the

copper was too fine to permit of the ordinary method of

concentration, a recovery of 80% has been made, obtain-

ing a concentrate of 20% copper. The Calumet & Hecla

is conducting flotation tests at Lake Linden under the

direi'lion of a metallnrgist from the Ins]>iratioM ininc

in Arizona. It is liopeil to gi't tiie eoneenli-ali' U|) lo a

commercial pro])orti(>n of 80% eo]i|)cr' by iiii|ii-(i\(inriils

in the methods and oils.

Isle Royale—not the mine near Houghton, hiil llic

isliuid in Lake Superior famed for its scenery— is to lie

explored during tlie swnnner by T. F. Cole and asso-

ciates, who have taken over the extensive mineral hold-

ings. Tliis island is over 40 miles long, or I'oni- limes

the distance between Houghton and ('alunul. The In

dians used to mine coijjier there for weai)ons and

utensils, and attempts have been made to develop the

mineral resources. It is a wild inaccessible i)lacc in

winter.

James MacNaughton, in recent interviews and writ-

ings, indicated the important economies attained in the

operation of the Calumet & Ilecla and its subsidiaries.

Among other things he said: "I expect to see the time

when 13-lb. 'rock' can be made to yield a profit; at sev-

eral mines during 1915 ore was mined and milled for

$1 per ton. • • • The C. & 11. re-crusliing plant is treat-

ing 1200 to 1400 tons of tailing per day and we are

getting a larger recovery of copper at a lower cost than

was estimated. • • • The use of the one-man drill and

Carr bit has resulted in an increased output per miner

equivalent to his total production of a few years ago."

Incidentally it is interesting to note that surprising in-

creases in native silver are being met willi in flu- deeper

levels of the C. & H. conglomerate.

Just as the copper mines are striving to make 1916 a

record year, so the iron minrs of ^Michigan and ]\Iinne-

sota are counting on the biggest shipping season in their

history. The output of iron ore to lower Lake ports is

expected to total well over the record of ."lO.OOO.OOO tons

that was attained in 1913, and some doubt is beginning

to be felt as to whether or not the carrying capacity of

the lak(! ore-fleets will he sufficient to accommodate the

extraordinary tonnage that the railroads will bring to

the docks at Duluth, Superior, Two Harbors, Marquette,

Escanaba, and Ashland. It is ti-ue that the iron trade

is a barometer of the country's industry, and it is also

true that for the past two years things were very dull

on the iron ranges, so that it looked at times as though

Cleveland and Pittsburg capitalists had regretted the

millions of dollars put into ore mines. Now, however,

the old enthusiasm and a^rgres-siveness have returned,

and great ore-trains will soon be rolling out of the range

towns in number fully up to the expectations of the

long-headed men who equipped and developed the mines.

The shipping season will open in April.

The 30th Anniversary Reunion of old graduates and

students of the Michigan College of ilines, scheduled

for August 8, 9, and 10, will bring back to Houghton

men from all over the World, many of whom have not

met since leaving college.
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The ma^. j:j:'@= 'iai"j:j.^^ m w wt^mm.

By 5". A. Ws

THE development of every new metallurgical

method is accompanied by a host of contradictory

statements and widely differing opinions, but it

is only by the elimination and correlation of parts of

recorded obsei-vations that a particular process ap-

proaches a state of perfection. The theoi-y of flotation

has called forth a number of articles, each writer apply-

ing a different hypothesis in explaining the puzzling

phenomena accompanying the process.

Of the various hypotheses thus far advanced only two

are based on principles of sufiSciently apparent sound-

ness to warrant serious consideration.

The first of these involves the physical surface phen-

omena that may produce an inter-facial tension. This

has, until recently, been accredited with more importance

than all the other explanations combined. The second

is called the electrical theory.

The part that surface phenomena may play in link-

ing the particles of ore to the bubble-carriers is ably

outlined by 0. C. Ralston, whose treatment^ of this phase

of the question includes i-eference to about all of the

theory that has so far been found applicable to flotation.

Without doubt a proper application of the laws of

physical chemistry will disclose fundamental principles

upon which this process may be based, and it may be in

the field of colloidal chemistry that most information is

to be gained.

With regard to the electrical theory, however, there

has been applied a number of laws of electro-statics that,

from the general nature of conditions under which flota-

tion is carried out, would seem to be inoperative.

This hypothesis has been tolerated by Mr. Ralston,^

it is strongly advocated by J. M. Callow.' while Thos.

M. Bains, Jr.,* excludes all other theories. These three

references contain the gist of all arguments advanced in

support of this hypothesis, and the last of them elabor-

ates and definitely formulates the necessary requirements

for flotation by electrical means. It is my object to

attempt an analysis of the various arguments advanced

in support of the electrical theory, and as the only differ-

ence between this and any other theory lies in the phen-

omena that cause the bond between the flotative mineral

and the bubble-carrier, it is understood that only this

phase of the process is under discussion. It is necessary,

however, in order to arrive at practical conclusions, that

this question be considered under conditions similar to

those encountered in practice.

I'Why do Minerals Float?" M. & S. P., October 23, 1915.

20p. cit.

3'Notes on Flotation,' M. & S. P., December 4, 1915.

4'The Electrical Theory of Flotation,' M. & S. P., Novem-
ber 27, 1915, and December 11, 1915.

Before pi'oceeding to a discussion of the electrical

theory of flotation it will be necessaiy to point out briefly

a few of the facts of electro-statics upon which it is

based.

A. The production of electricity by friction is a com-

mon phenomenon ; almost any two bodies become electri-

fied if they are rubbed together. In the case of several

substances, considerable force is then necessary in order

to separate them. Attraction or repulsion also occurs

when an electrified body is brought near bodies that

have been subjected to friction and if these are light

enough (as bits of pitch, feathers, wood, paper, etc.)

they may be lifted. Bodies may also become electrified

by coming in contact with other bodies that already carry

a charge. In this case the first body receives electricity

of the same sign from the charged body and is then

repelled.

B. Bodies that when electrified at one point are im-

mediately electrified all over are called good conductors;

those over which the charge diffuses slowly are poor con-

ductors. AU metals, many metallic ores, graphite, or-

dinary undistilled water, and aqueous solutions of salts

are good conductors.

C. If a piece of metal, or other conducting material

held in the hand is nibbed against a non-conductor—say,

a piece of dry flannel—only the non-conductor appears

afterward to be electrified. The reason is that the elec-

trification produced on the metal spreads over the hand,

arm, and body of the experimenter to the floor and walls

of the room. If, however, the conductor be insulated,

the degree of its electrification cannot be increased or

decreased.

D. By whatever process a body is electrified there is

always an equal amount of electricity of the opposite

sign, which may reside upon the walls of the enclosing

room or upon some other surface insulated from the con-

ductor. Bodies carrying opposite charges, when brought

in contact or connected by a conductor, become dis-

charged. If the charges are equal they are neutralized,

but if one carries more than the other the system takes

on the sign of the excess charge.

E. If these bodies are strongly electrified, discharge

can take place through an appreciable thickness of non-

conducting material, such as air, oil, or glass. This dis-

charge is facilitated by the presence of shai-p projections

upon either body.

P. (a) The space between two charged bodies is filled

with lines of force that tend to move a contained bod.y

in the direction of the local lines of force leading to the

surface carrying the opposite sign.

(b) These lines of force do not peryetrate the surface

of the conductors forming its boundaries and a hollow
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condiu'tor is clootritiod on its outsiilo or insiilc siirfnoc

only, dopondinp upon wljotluT tho opposite cluirni' re-

siilos upon out- rontniui'ti without tlu- splioiv or upon i>no

oontaint-il within luul insuhitinl fnun tho sholl. In the

latter case tho entire fieUl is eontJiineil within the inner

sjirfuoe of tlie splu're, and in the fornu-r ease tliere is no

chnrp" within the hollow conductor.

G. The force exerted botwoen two small clunked

lH>dies is given in the equation F ="t;~ •" whiili <y and

q' are the charges in elect i-ostatic iinits carried li.v each

of the two Iwdics, and d is the distance hetwoMi their

centres of charge.' If the bodies are separated h.v a

medium other than air a factor A', known as its dielectric

coefficieutT must be used, and the .'i|nnti<iii 1 >ni(s

k .1'

II. Matter itself is not acted upon by an electric

force, which acts only between different quantities of

electricity. When a conductor is introduced into an

electric ticld it represents a gap or an interruption of the

lines of force, resulting in an electrification of its sur-

faces only, that part becoming positive which is pre-

sented toward the negative boundary of tlie field and

the reverse. In other words, the original field is divided

into two. This same effect is produced in the ease of a

poor conductor but to an exceedingly small degree. This

explains the attraction of small bodies by another that

has been electrified by friction, in which case electri-

fication by influence precedes attraction, and what is

really observed is attraction between opposite electric

charges.

Before considering these fundamental laws of electro-

statics in connection with an explanation of flotation

phenomena, it may be well to consider briefly the con-

ditions under which different phases of this process take

place.

Of first importance is the fact that all operations are

carried out in conducting solutions which in everj' case

are earthed. It is inconceivable that, after any grinding

process has been applied in machines such as arc com-

monly used, the individual positively charged particles

of ore should not have come in contact with negatively

charged bodies and with conducting parts of grinding

and mixing machinery, even if oil has been added in a

preliminary stage. The ore particles are conductors,

the oil is a non-conductor, the bubbles are filled with non-

conducting air, and the gangue is composed of non-con-

ducting material.

These conditions being granted, the next step will be

to apply the laws of electro-statics to criteria for flotative

conditions according to the electrical theory as summar-

ized by Mr. Bains. These include the main ideas of Mr.

Callow's article and of the theory in general, so that a

discussion of these in order will apply to the various

other articles advancing a similar hypothesis.

1. "Ores containing valuable minerals or metals that

sThe force exerted by a charged sphere acts as if originated

at the centre.

are guild conductors are tiie mdy ones lliat aii' Miilahle

for flotation."

This seems in general lo lie Inn', l>nt llie lalio of tlol.i

tive tendency to conductivity of th>' liilTcrent ore con-

stituents is nothing like a constant. For instance, the

conductivity of galena is to the conductivity of chalcocite

lus 35:1. Their flotative Icnilencics hardly Ihmi- lliis

ratio.

In entire oiiposilion lo this suppoNcd rcquiri'iin'iil I

found that small pieces of diamond attraet a greasi" or

oil coating and attach to bnlibles (piite as readily as

does galena.

2. "To buoy these conductors, it is necessary to supply

enough electrified bubbles from below to float particles »)'

the eonductoi-s that arc attracted; hence the smaller the

liuMilr. the better the result, tlie amount ol' gas being the

same."'

A bulilile within a solution of various salts an<l acids

presents a similar condition to that of the air-space

within a hollow conducting sphere. It is known (see

F (b) above) in this case tlial in order to have a charge

upon this inner surface it is necessary that an opposite

charge be maiiitain"d within and insulated from it. In

the case of the hubhle there is nothing inside to carry the

charge. In case this space carried water-vapor or ionized

gases, a charge could be present, but it would be dissi-

pated quickly by diffusion of these charged particles

and resulting contact with the water-surface.

If this sphere did contain charged gases and was lined

with oil, there would he pri-sent the condition of the

hollow conducting spheres, F (b) with enclosed charged

conductor insulated from it. and carrying an opposite

charge. The charges would he equal and the amount

governed l)y the charge on the inside sphere. These

charges being balanced, the bubble system could have

no influence upon a body—charged or not—without the

outer sphere, such as a particle of galena suspended in

the water at a distance. There can be no attraction

through the intervening conductor, as lines of force

will not penetrate a conducting surface.

It appears evident then that, first, uidess a bubble

contains charged bodies (ionized gas, water-vapour, or

solid) within its bounding sphere it can carry no charge

;

second, that unless it is lined with a dielectric the charge

will be rapidly dissipated ; and, third, even though a

charge is present and insulated from the outer con-

ducting sphere it can have no attraction for any body

or charge without the outer sphere, through a thickness

of solution.

3. "Some dielectric fluid is necessary to cover the

conductor or the bubble, to prevent the dissipation of

the electric charge. The thinner the film of dielectric

and the greater its dielectric strength the greater the

attractive force and the more permanent will be the

froth."

The bubble, both insulated and otherwise, has been

considered. The particle of ore, unless insulated, will

•••This fact is made use of in the recovery of diamonds at

Kimberley.
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be immediately discharged by coining in contact with

a grounded conductor—the solution. It is immaterial

whether the opposite charge is carried by the water

or by some other surface, the effect will be the same.

Assume, however, that the ore particle is charged, and

insulated. Again we have the case of one charged con-

ductor (the ore) being enclosed within another (the

surrounding water solution) giving a system which is

O-

^eS^^y-^

-0

H H
Fli.f

Fia.<i

FIG.-f

O o

Fld-Z Fias

4}

FlG.5

F\Cr.10

,<.i^^

Fig. 2.

neutral with regard to any other charge or system with-

out the outer sphere.

Under conditions electro-statically ideal these forces

may be pictured as in Fig. 2. Both bodies are charged

and insulated, and suspended in an intervening con-

ducting medium. The systems ore-oil-water, and gas-oil-

water, are without effect upon each other.

In case the gas is generated from the ore the particle

could not be insulated unless by some phenomenon not

understood at present. If the gas is air passed mechan-

ically into the pulp it would be forced into contact with

ore particles, in which case the charge carried by each

would have its effect iipon the other. That a mass of

air containing charged vapor or gases could be insulated

before coming in contact with the conducting solution is

not reasonable.

Assuming, however, that both bodies are charged, so

that the second part of No. 3 (above) regarding the

thickness of insulation may now be considered.

It has been proved that the force exerted by a charged

sphere acts as if it was concentrated at the centre.

Bearing this in mind, it is evident that in the ease of

particles of the size with which flotation deals, a separa-

tion of their surfaces by one micron or one millimetre

Mill produce little practical difference in the force

exerted between them.

4. "Some material must be added to the water to

increase its conductivity, to obtain a clean concentrate

;

acids in small amounts are now used."

This factor has been considered under divisions 2

and 3. The working solution is a conductor, parts of

which are interposed between the various charged par-

ticles, thereby breaking all lines of force between them.

In any attempt to determine experimentally whether

or not electro-static forces play any considerable part

in holding the bubble and particles of ore together it is

rather difficult to select tests which will give results

of value. If these forces act to the exclusion of all

others it is evident that they would be represented by

charges of easily measurable magnitude. For example,

I have separated particles of galena (iincoated with oil),

that have been carried to the top of an acid solution,

weighing 60 mg. (52 mg. in water). To hold a particle

of this size to the surface of a bubble requires 50.9

dynes—call it 50 in round numbei-s. The diameter of

this particle is about 2 millimetres. The bubble required

to buoy this particle must displace at least 52 mg.

water, or in other words its volume must be 52 mm^.

Its diameter would be about 5.2 mm. Using these

QQi
figures the equation for force becomes 52 (dynes) = jy^
or assuming the charges to be balanced

Q2= 673.92

Q = 25.9 c. g. s. electro-static units.

It is not likely that a particle of ore or a bubble of the

nature given can have a charge of this magnitude, for

the reason that a potential of this intensity would dis-

charge through a very strong dielectric. Experiments

have been carried out that give ratios for electro-static

units, potentials, and distance through which discharge

will take place in air, using brass knobs of one centi-

metre diameter.

Electrostatic Volts at discharge Distance between

units. potential. knobs.

16.1 4830 0.1 cm.

56.3 16890 0.5 cm.

84.7 25404 1.0 cni.

According to these figures the charge necessary to

exert a force of 50 dynes in lifting a particle of galena

would be so intense that it would discharge through

a dielectric as strong as air at the distance by which

the centres of charges are separated. Not satisfied,

however, with this apparent theoretical disproval of
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the clw-tric theory I iuuU>rt(Hik a sories of |.xpfi-im."nts hulil.U's will, l.wi.i wli.ri .•omiiig in .nMi.ul uilh u r

that slunilil st>n-e to check the various points in tho il.rtni.lf i)hil./

alKUo th.«on-ti.al ais.-ussion. 1 ^^i'*!' '" P"'"' "'" "'" ""•' """ "'''^ >l-H.M.s«,on a.ui

No 1. Galona on> was Kmu.ul in m. agate nu.rtoi- these results are to l.e eonsidere,! only „. .•nmH...t.on

and pour.^ from ,u. agate spoon (to prevent diseharge with the hond heUw.... a hnhhh- and or. parl..-leH. he

, ..•
1 . •. . :f , w.e^,.. f,^„„ ,.r,A li.-tween conditions chosen have h.en icU-al. ni order to isolate

of ptxsitive eU'ctncity, if present, trom ore) neiween

,. -
, , ,„; , .i,i,..> Tl..> i....t..riul this particular phase of the j)n.l.l.iii. 1

articles ol

two plates of an electrostatic machine, i lie man riai
. ,, , , .,«« i\ i i ,,„ i i ,,i

1 a » 1 X ni . „ ...,.^, „i««...:«n,l nlmr.«t upprccinh c mass (

+
'200-iiiesh) have l)een iisrd, hut

was deflected as shown. Plates were eiectrilied almost ii i

•

i ,; . ,..;,i,„„i
. . ,T.i • 1 .1 * 1 ,,..„., 1 t us Dcriiiils of an efetro-stalic consKU'ralion willioiit

to discharge point. This shows that galena ground pi.mimu-.ui

... 1 1 .1 1 intnrferenee from e.xairirerated surface com iliuns due
under insulating conditions carries a charge .u.d that niterierencc irom xa^g.ia i

,,l„,i.,„
. . . ,? , J • i..„t„„ to smal er hodu's. 1 is ixissdi e that, an lotu/cil .snliition

a part ee of this nature, suspended in a non-conductor •» s'l'-i'^r i-un.,.
.. i

, , , .. , ..

,

*

. .• ij 1, .. ,1 does not hchave like a solid metallic conductor toward
111 an electro-static held, is attracted.

. , . , r : i^.,„„
, . , . .1 1 » nn eleetro-static charee. hi 1 know of no ovidcnee

No, 2. Ore was ground in conducting earthed mortar o^ eiectro siaiic t'l'Tj,".

, , i^ a .• r 1.. ., to the contrarv Verv litC is known regarding I'onlai-ts

and poured from earthed spoon. Deflection of only a to tne loiiirar.v i.

,„„,,, ,„i
., . , 1 T> 1 ,\ i.fl„„*.,,i hetwecii so u -liquid-gas phases, nut it is doulitlul

verv few iiarticles was shown. Perhaps the deflected "llmi^" »> i
• i t, i

,, •

, ,

•.
,

. , , , •., •, i;i ., ,, „„,.,„ in whether charges such as accompany phases of a colloidal
partic es were insulated with oil or did not come in «nci n. ^

,, r loi;,... „f^
, , , , - solution are of much influence in the case of hodies ot

contact wnth earthed suriace.
, . , . •

i i t* „..,., k„ fmi.wi iint tlir.

No 3 Or.^ treated as in No. 1 and poured between the size herein considered It may he found that the
.>c. o^ un

oil-water emulsion or the oil-films introduce the colloulal

glass sides of a cell. Glass was 1 mm. tlucK ami sep-
, , , r ^i i- „...;., ,,,i

arated bv 2 cm. Potential between plates of machine element, and no doubt many of the sl.mes con ain el-

ZsooS volts. Deflection as shown. This intei-position loids, in which the electric ^•h-'g- -eo great iikh^

, , , ^ ,..,, ~ . tance. It is known that masses of sulphides, such as

"'n^I" Tn : b'r he cell ... fun .£ ...er. .*"., are p„»,ive. k,,. M„™ »,„ .,„.,.*, i„ ,,a.

^
.

'
, •, . XT 1 <!„„;«„ form are negative. Meta s in mass and as atoms are

Used conduct vtv, Uip. and acid water. No deflection. i"rm aie uegn.i,ivc.
i,!x.u LoiiuuiiiMi.

.
'1-

Dositive but these also as colloids are negative. This

This indicates that particles, charged or otherwise, sys- positive out uies^e ai»u « ,,.,,, ,,. •
, ,,,.. ,.-.«p

, . , .• ,• 1 J „;!,;„ comolieates considerablv the eleetneal theory in the case
pended n a conducting solution (t. e. inclosed within compi caies tons

, , - , :. .• 1 \ „+ „ffo„f„/i K-u^ of duId containing both sand and slime. It ma.v be
our hvnothetical conducting sphere) is not atiected by "^ i^"'f >-"<.&
our nvpoineiKai tin.iu.i g p ;

interesting to call attention to the enormous increase
electro-static forces without.

produced by subdivision, in which case

No. 5. Cell contained ore and nitnc acid solution to oi suirace prouuccu j ,

„,,„„tlv

generate gas. Neither bubble rising or ore particles phenomena that are purely superficial aie gieatly

dropping showed deflection. PotentiallO,000 volts. The enhanced.
uiv/pi/.ug,

, ..T .. AR<;iimp pdeeof Number
conditions here duplicate those of No. 4.

cubTtoTe of cubes Surface

No. 6. Bubbles blown through canvas into water or
^ ^^^ ^ ^ cni.

acid solution were not deflected. Charged bubbles flow-
q.i cm^ lOa 60 '•

ing in one direction would produce an electric cur- o.Ol cm 10* 600 ^'

rent, and even if they were charged they could not O.OOl cm lO" 6000 "

be attracted, as here again the charges are enclosed in J.-Oi -. (-ero„^(u^^
^^ ..^ ^.^^^.^.10-

a conducting material. suspension)

No. 7. Ore poured into cell containing gasoline. There
o.OOOOl = 0.1 micron 10" 60 "

seemed to be a slight deflection. 10,000 volts between o.Ol micron (limit of ultra-micros-

plates. Conditions here should not differ greatly from copy) •
-10'* 600 " "

those of No. 3. Solution may not have been sufficiently l^l::X-Z^^"^. '^ oS" "

non-conducting. .
,

No 8 Solution placed in electrolytic cell, arranged When it is considered that these small particles con-

as shown gave no deflection of ore or bubble with tain the energy necessary to subdivide them whether

conducting or non-conducting solution. Both ions and electrical or otherwise, it is apparent that phenomena

charged colloids are susceptible to this -treatment and encountered throughout a range in size of particle body

no doubt thev would move easier than the larger body will not bear a direct ratio to its mass or constituent

and so lessen the potential on the larger masses. material. A consideration of this phase of the subject

No 9 The water itself was electrolvzed to furnish is, however, without the scope of this paper, which is

gas A two-wav switch gave either hydrogen or oxygen only given to point out a few of what would appear to

at the bottom pole, which was covered with a layer of be misapplications of the laws of electro-statics.

ore. Both gases carried apparently equal amounts of
p,,^^^„ox-FEED. The crushed ore, pnlp. or other mill-

ore and with equal readiness. Bubbles in either ease^ F
^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^.^^

upon striking the upper plate, did not discharge their P'oamt ^

burden of ore. no matter what the sign of electrode.
^^^^ writer is greatly Indebted to the departments of Metal-

No. 10. Set up as in No. 9, except that gas furnished jurgical Engineering and ot Physics in the Case School of

bv action of nitric acid on ore. Changing of sign pro- Applied Science for laboratory facilities and apparatus placed

duced no discernible effect upon bubble or ore or upon at his disposal in carrying out these experiments.
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PUMPING practice in miniug, as discussed by

Charles Legrand of Douglas, Arizoua, consulting

engineer for Phelps, Dodge & Co., at the San

Francisco meeting of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers, is characterized by the following points:

Steam seems more satisfactory than electricity where

the quantity of water to be pumped is relatively great,

or where the mine does not use electric power for any

other pui-pose. As a rule, the cost of installation is

greater with electric pumps than wth steam-pumps, and

the latter have an advantage where flow is variable, as

speed and delivery are easily adjusted to varying con-

ditions. Electric pumps, on the other hand, require less

attention than steam-pumps and reduce the quantity of

heat liberated—a considerable advantage in hot mines.

As electrical measurements are easier to make than steam,

an electric pump is likely to be kept at a higher efficiency.

The latter can be operated at a lower lift than normal

without appreciable loss in efficiency.

The following tables give the results of tests under

running conditions on various steam and electric pumps

;

cylinder pumps with two low-pressure cylinders, steam

was superheated 35° when leaving the boiler, and the

pumps were tested together.

Referring to the tests of electric pumps, No. 12, 13, and
14 were on pumps immediately after starting, while

test No. 15 was on the same pump as No. 14 after a two-

weeks run. Test No. 16 is on a single-reduction, spur-

gear pump ; and No. 17 is on a single-reduction herring-

bone-gear pump.
The triple-expansion direct-acting pump is fairly

economical in use of steam, provided the proportion of

the steam-end to the water-end is correct for the head
pumped against. It is not unusual for the steam-end to

be too large, considerably increasing the consumption of

steam, because of the habit of mine-managers to specify

a higher lift than the actual distance. If a pump is

ordered with a view to a change of lift to a lower level,

as the mine is deepened, it is best to order the pump for

the original lift but to specify the water-end strong

enough to stand the maximum pressure expected in the

future. When the lift is increased, the size of a plunger

Test

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Test

No.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Steam Pumps
Steam

cylinders,

Kind of pump. Inches.

Single duplex 9

14

No. 1 exhausting in No. 2 as a

compound pump
Triple expansion duplex 10-15^-26

" 15-23-39

" 15-23-39

" 18-28-47

" 18-28-47

Cross-compound, fly-wheel 19-35

Triple expansion, fly-wheel 14-26-26-26

14-26-26-26

Electric Pumps

Kind of pump.
Vertical triplex, double-reduction

Vertical quintuplex, single-reduction

Horizontal " " "

Water
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Till- following suggestions as to tlu> ilotails of |Miiii|Mng

|>raetice and opiTation are givon : For gritty wator. out-

sidc-paekod plungcr-pmnps an- ivoominendi'd ; if the

wutor is only slightly noid, ehilU'd ojust-in>n phiiigt-rs

quii'kly pay for thoir extra cost in diminished packing:

with eiullid plungei-s it is piKssible to us»' nielallic pack

ing if the water is not tt>o gritty nor the lift too high.

For vertical pnnips, nietallio packing is suitable for lifts

up to 4W ft. For water slightly acid, cement -lined

puniplwdies have given satisfaction. For acid water,

plungt^rs and puniji-hodies should he of neid-resisting

hron/e. For gritty water, it is advisidile to have large

sumps where water can settle, and if possible, to have

two of them, so that they can be cleaned alternately. In

the Old Dominion mine at (!lobc. nnid is cleanetl from a

sump by employing a small air-ejector discharging into

a mine-ear. For high lifts with gritty water, a .sjitis-

factor>- pump-valve is hard to find: to reduce tiie t)nl-

aneed pressure on the valve, nan-ow seats are reeomended

making, however, high pressure on the seats when the

valve is closed. On large valves for lifts of 600 to 1000

ft. leather, hard rubber, vulcanized fibre, and soft brass

are used : for clear water, soft brass is preferred.

Steam-puuips are run condensing both for economy in

steam and because exliaust steam should not l)e dis-

charged in the mine. The choice of a surface or jot eon-

denser depends on local conditions; the former has less

moving parts and consumes less steam, but it is likely to

be out of service a longer time when the tubes are

cleaned.

The question of pi-oper size of steam-line between the

boilers and pumps should be given attention. Host

steam-lines are too large. It is best to have a pipe that

gives a drop in pressure of 5 to 10 lb. between boilers

and pumps, as the reduced condensation pays for loss of

pressure. With a small pipe-line, the separator at the

pump should l>e made a separator-receiver, to steady the

flow through the line.

As to electric pumps the following facts are noted:

With electric plunger-pumps, the herring-bone gear per-

mits a single reduction in gearing the motor to the pump ;

herring-bone is more efficient than spur gear, but requires

closer adjustment of the pitch-line, so that bearings have

to be made adjustable to maintain a proper distance

between pinion and gear shafts. Incidentally the proper
design of bearing is important.

With electric plunger-pumps the amount of water
delivered can only be altered by one of three methods:
varying the speed of the motor; starting and stopping

the pump as required by the flow of water; or passing a

portion of the water to the pump suction. The first

method is easy where direct current is available, but
more complicated and less efficient where A.C. motors are

used. The second method can be employed with both
varieties of power, but it is hard on the power-plant if

the pumping load is a large proportion of the total.

Tlie third method is inefficient in the use of power, as

the pump is working at full load at all times.

Centrifugal pumps have the advantage of simplicity

and ca.sc of connection to iiidlur with no ^'caring, (tii the

othei- hand, they are le.ss clVieient than plnngcr-jiunipN,

anil have to be disigned for exactly known conditions,

being .sensitive to ciuingc of niottir spi'cd or head, in a

high-lift centrifugal pump of modcralc capacity the

j)assages are small, the water travels al high speed and if

gritty the wear upsets Ihi- propiirtiims of the |)unip, and

alTccIs the ellicieney. As the cllicicn<'y of electric ])UiiipK

is not much alTei'led by ihiir size, where the flow of

water is variable it is advi.siilile (o have several units, I'aeh

of small eai)aeit.y, so that the number of units running

can be adjusted to the quantity of water pumped.

As to air-lifts, these are inex|)ensive to install an<l will

handle large quantities of water in a small space, wliei<'

proper submergence can be obl;iiiiril. The method eould

not be u.sed from the lowest level of a mine without a

lot of complications, as there is no way to get the proper

submergence. Although air-lifts require a good deal of

air. the other ninning co.sts are almost nothing. Air-

lifts were used at the Old Dominion mines at (Jlobe

during a recent emergency. Two 10-inch air-lifts, rais-

ing the water 200 ft. and 4'M ft. respectively (excluiling

friction) taking air at 90 to Oo lb. (at the power-plant)

required the following amounts of air (measured by

flow-metre) at a barometric pres.sure of 27 in. of mer-

cury, the submergence in each case being 190 feet.

Cu. ft. free Cii. ft. free air Steam

Gal. perniin. air per mill. jier 1000 gal. consiiiiiption.

1680 1S09 1080 48.7

1794 2262 1261 57,5

1122 3051 2718 57,0

1233 3395 2753 57.6

The steam consumption per water hp.-hr. is ba.sed on

air-compressors requiring -IS lb. of .steam per 1000 cu.

ft. of free air, delivered compressed at 9 lb. gauge-

pressure.

Qiamlitattve Test for Molyb-
denum

In view of the rapidly inerea.sing demand for molyb-

denum ores, the Colorado School of Mines at Golden is

continually receiving requests from prospectors and

miners for a reliable test for molybdenum. In response

to such requests the following test is suggested:

Pick out carefully the supposed molybdenum inineral.

grind fine, and take a quantity equal to a pea in size and

put it in a glass test-tube with a speck of paper ^^j of an

inch square. Add three drops of water and five drops

of concentrated sulphuric acid, and boil slowly. If

molybdenum is present the solution will change to a

dirty green color when almost dry, and on cooling will

turn a beautiful ultramarine blue. This color changes

immediately on the addition of a few drops of water to

a dirty gray. Care must be taken to take the pure molyb-

denum mineral, to boil the exact quantities specified, and

to boil slowiv. Tests in the laboratories of the School

of ilines p ^hat this method gives splendid results

with all molv urn minerals.
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CONCENTRATES
Readers of the .\I/.\/iVG atid Scientific PRESS are invited lo ask Questions

and flii-e tnfonnaiion dealing v:ith technical and ulher matters pertaining to the

practice of niiriiM;^. milling, and smelting.

iriiKiiiiriitllllllluitiMliliiiiiiKliiliiliilllllllMlllllllllllllT:

Barite (barium sulphate) is ofteu used as a filler in

rubber goods.

Pump valve-seats badly worn can be improved by

olampiug a disc of sole-leather to the rubber valve.

Large blasts of rock should be done by electricity,

this being safer and surer than fuses. Direct current is

preferable to alternating.

Gasoline engines may be used underground for

hoisting and other purposes, if the exhaust is piped to

surface. If the fumes escaped into the mine, danger

would result.

Reverse bending, that is, where it is first bent around

a sheave in one direction, and then at some other point

it is passed around another sheave in the opposite direc-

tion, is one of the severest conditions that wire rope has

to meet.

Tramming of ore underground in the proportion of

194 ft. by hand to 708 ft. by mule in one part of the

Copper Queen mine cost 20.7e. per ton in 1914. All

new light track was charged to this account ; amounting

to 47,800 ft. of drift.

Temperature of the oxy-acetylene welding or cutting

flame is 3500° C. This is 1250° higher than the old oxy-

hydrogen jet. The proportion of acetylene to oxygen for

welding is from 1 of the former to 1.14-1.5 of the latter.

The correct mixture is of great importance.

The zinc-violet or viol-a calaminaria is a flower pecul-

iar to the zinc mining region of Westphalia. Its yellow

blossom grows on zinc-beaz-ing soil and it is said to revert

to the ordinary tricolor violet if cultivated in a garden.

According to R, W. Raymond, this flower has been recog-

nized at the Horn Silver mine in Utah.

Hoisting of ore at the Sacramento shaft of the

Copper Queen mine in 1914, when 659.102 tons was

raised, cost a total of $46,126 or 7.1e. per ton. Of this

cost, $12,632 was for steam; $8712 was for engineers

and oilers; $8703 was for hoist repairs; $4086 was for

cage and ore-pocket repairs ; and $3252 was for ropes.

Lenzite is the name given to a complex of minerals

that has the curious property of detecting the aerial

vibrations made by the wireless telegraph. It was found

in the Waldron mine, in the Cedar Valley district, 56

miles south-west of Kingman, Arizona. The crystals are

sold for $10 apiece. The name comes from Charles S.

Leuz. the discoverer.
'

In ventilated mines there is seldom enough variation

in the oxygen and carbon dioxide contents of the differ-

ent atmospheres to affect sensibly the inflammability

of methane-air mixtures, according to the U. S. Bureau
of Minos. In mines that are not ventilated, and in

sealed areas, different conditions prevail.

Rivets have conical, button-shaped, conoidal, or coun-

tersunk lieads ; tlie other end, or point, may be either

button-shaped or pan-shaped. A rivet should as nearly

as possible fill its hole, so that undue stress will nqt be

brought on its neighbor by reason of slip or play of the

rivet in the hole. "When driven, a rivet should be up-

set throughout its entire length in order that it will

fill its hole. If driven hot, a rivet shrinks in cooling;

however, this draws the riveted parts more firmly to-

gether. Holes are usually ^V inch larger than the rivet

and ai-e either punched or drilled.

Conveyor-belt costs for the transportation of ore

from the shaft into railroad cars at the Copper Queen
mine in 1914 were as follows:

Length of belt. Quantity carried. Cost per ton,

£eet, tons. cents.

415 1,166,734 0.122

700 1,070,363 0.242

680 984,130 0.288

60 353,621 0.087

The total cost per ton of transporting the ore from
the shaft into railroad cars by belt-conveyors was 2.74

cents.

Freezing of compressed-air pipes in winter, sa.ys

Frank Richards in Practical Engineer, is caused not by
the freezing of the air, but by part of the water in the

air. The capacity of air to hold water decreases with

falling temperature, as in passing through a long pipe

in cold weather. This moisture collects and flows along

the bottom of the pipe. Freezing of the water takes

place in freezing weather, accumulating ice until the

pipe is completely choked. The remedies include: bury-

ing the pipe in the ground ; covering it with protective

material such as manure
; providing means for drawing-

off the water at low points by draining; employing an
after-cooler near the compressor with a good steam-

separator to take care of the water, the use of which
should leave little or no water in the line.

Electric plungee-pumps have a general greater effi-

ciency than centrifugal pumps. The following table of

three pumps of each type in the mines of the Cleveland-

Cliffs Iron Co.. Michigan, shows the relative efficiencies:

Head Gal.

in ft. per min.

Six-stage centrifugal pump . 933 988

Four-stage centrifugal pump . 409 288

Five-stage centrifugal pump . 498 1153

Duplex double-acting geared

plunger-pump 833 992

Triplex single-acting geared

plunger-pump 409 304

Duplex double-acting geared

plunger-pump 509 1406

Percentage of

over-all

efficiency.

54

51

57

82

82
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LONDON
\M> iiiuSi i-i'n.—CoRMsii Minks,
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CONCKNTBATOBS.

Rami Labor Proiii.kms. The abiindnnce of native labor re-

siilting from the closlns of African diamond mines made

l>ossible nn Increase In the Rand ijold ontput in 1915, despite

the nunil)er of white men who have pone to war. As the

diamond mines have resumed wnshlni;. and presunKibly will

begin underground work again In a few months, if the presont

demand for diamonds In the United States continues, there

Is likely to be, before the year is out. a shortage of native,

as well as of white, lal)or on the Rand. It is not generally ap-

preciated that, despite the millions of blacks, labor shortage is

an almost chronic condition in Africa, not only on the Rand,

* ^VitLJtllSOOKP

ftetLO/fos

THE GOLDFIELDS OF THE TRANSVAAL.

but in the Congo. At the Katanga mines the l nion .Miuiere

uses a number of small Bucyrus steam-shovels in places where

natives might be expected to be employed, and does so not

only because it is economical, but because there is an actual

shortage of laborers. This same deficiency is one factor, along

with absence of transportation and the limited supply of

water, in holding back development of the tin deposits of the

Congo. It is true that there are millions of blacks, but few of

them are laborers. In South Africa proper, many thousands

of Kaffirs have been trained to work and, so to speak, have got

the habit, even if it be not firmly fixed. The tropical 'boys,'

however, upon whom the industries of the Congo must rely

altogether, and on whom the Rand must depend for any great

expansion, have not become accustomed to work in a white

man's sense, and, in the main, see no reason why they should.

Their wants are simple and soon satisfied, and while men work

hard and long for a piece of cloth, a tin trunk, or some other

piece of property, possession of which, sets them above their

fellows, they have no wants that lead them to continuous

labor. Perhaps some genius will meet the situation by estab-

lishing in the affections of the dusky belles of the region an

African edition of the Ladies Home Journal, much as the Ten-

nessee Copper Co. got steady work from its men by openins

a millinery shop. Short of some such round-about campaign,

it .seems Inovitublc thiit Induxlry will devi'lop in Afrlcu faster

than black men are Iniliicd fur II. Anolln-r matter that Ik

becoming more and more scmIouh is the dcrri'iiHi' in while labor

on the Rand. In spile of the high wagcH and easy roiidlllons

new men are not coming In to take the plucc of Ihuse who con-

stantly leave the mines to open small ranches or engage In

other business, or, It must be sadly admitted, who fall victims

to phthisis. Slowly the day Is coming when the while work-

man on the Rand will lose his job, and the few left will be

promoted to positions as bosses. These various problems re-

lated to labor therefore forbid expectation of any eonwldenible

increase in output from the Rand or even, |i<r)i:iiiH. ii coiitliuia-

tlon of the present rate of production.

Obe-Supply. There is also the problem of future ore-supply;

as to that South Africans are looking with increased confidence

to the East Rand. More complete knowledge of the geology of

that great basin is brushing aside apparent complexi-

ties, and more recent development is showing a sur-

prising amount of ore of grades better than had been

anticipated. While not enough ore has been mined

or developed to be considered an adequate sample of

a basin about 25 miles in cross-section, it is worth

noting that the Brakpan, Springs, Modder Deep, and

Geduld show an increase In reserves, and that this

increase is not due to diluting with lower grade. The

Brakpan now reports 3,017,000 tons of 7.86 dwt., and

the Springs has 1,125,000 of 10.4 dwt. ore. Modder

and Geduld continue to be profitable, and East Rand

mining is certainly coming into its own. The Dag-

gafontein has finally been financed by the Consoli-

dated Mines Selection, joining Henderson's Transvaal

Estates, and work is to be hurried. It is significant

that Consolidated Mines Selection undertakes to suj)-

ply £300,000 within two years, despite the fact that

flotation of public companies is forbidden at present.

This is typical of recent mine financing in London.

The surplus of older companies is being used to

establish new concerns, and for the present the public is not

invited to participate. The Consolidated Mines Selection also

takes options amounting to 365,874 shares at prices slightly

above par, to be exercised at intervals in the next few years.

It is from the disiKjsal of such optioned shares at a premium

that the London financial houses make an important part of

their profits. Additional East Rand properties wait to be fin-

anced, though the ore that is available except under Govern-

ment lease is becoming limited. Cloverfield, a Neuman prop-

erty, and Welgedacht of the Ochs holdings, are said to be

undergoing examination with a view to exploration.

Cornwall. War conditions have brought a measure of pros-

perity, as well as many troubles, to Cornwall. The search for

tungsten ore has lead to an increase of production, and to

re-opening of several mines, though export restrictions and

high freights have paralyzed the china-clay industry. The tin

output has not greatly increased, as under existing conditions

of labor shortage, high smelting-rates, and increasing jjrofit-

tax, there is not much inducement to extra effort. The East

Pool & Agar, the mine managed by Bewick, Moreing £ Co.,

has recently opened an orebody apparently of some size, and

far richer than anything that has been worked in recent years.

This emphasizes the desirability of pushing development into

those veins that have never been worked at great depth, and
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has greatly encouraged the whole mining fraternity of Corn-

wall. Unfortunately it is debatable whether it would be wise

for the company to mine the ore now that it has been found.

The excess profit, the mine having been in lean ground for

years, would be large, and in one form or another the tax will

amount to about 60% of the excess. Smelting rates also are

high. The closing of the German market for Bolivian ore has

led to a great accumulation of stocks at Liverpool, with a

result that has been reflected in prices at the Redruth ticket-

ings. The returning charge on tin ore is an old grievance,

but It is one that shows no sign of amelioration locally.

The investigation of ore-dressing methods to be conducted

under the auspices of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy

has not yet been actually begun, though a Government grant

has been made, and much careful preliminary work has been

done. Locally keen interest has been aroused by the efforts

to substitute glass for the ordinary wooden and rubber sur-

faces on concentrating tables under the Morley Martin patents.

The advantage is that glass, being structureless, lends itself

to prepared uniform surfaces either by rolling the plates

while hot or by use of the sand-blast later. The results of

tests so far are contradictory, though it seems to be true that

a higher-grade concentrate can be made on the glass-topped

tables. How far it will be possible to control conditions so

as to do this in practice remains to be seen.

JOPLIN, MISSOURI
ZlJIC AND LE.\D PHODUCTION.—DU.VIN'AGE OF PEACOCK MINES IS

Started.—Cinomo Mine Sold for $125,000.

—

Notes.

The largest production of both zinc and lead ores in the

history of the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma district is now being

recorded, the output of blende being SOOO, calamine, 1000, and

lead 1200 tons per week. Normally the district produced 5000

tons of blende, and much less lead and calamine than at

present. Foundries and machinery houses are pressed to their

capacities to meet the demands for new concentrating plants.

The pay-rolls are greater than ever before, wages being at

their highest, an average of $4.50 per day. High prices for

zinc and lead ores cause the great activity. Blende, at the

beginning of March, is selling for $120 per ton, basis of 60';i

metallic zinc; calamine for $85, basis of 40% zinc, and lead

ore (galena) for $90, basis of 80% lead, the highest figure in

the history of the district. The Webb City-Carterville district

maintains its lead in production of both zinc and lead ores.

The opening of many new mines in that field has increased

the production to more than 2000 tons of blende weekly. Prac-

tically every part of the district has shown a remarkable in-

crease in production, and many that were inactive a year ago

are now producing.

The biggest drainage project launched in the district this

year is that undertaken by the United Zinc Cos. of Boston,

owning several hundred acres of land in what is known as the

Peacock camp, 7 miles north-west of .Toplin, in the intersection

of Spring river and Center creek. About 12 to 15 years ago

this area was one of the largest producers in the Missouri-

Kansas district, and for a number of years thereafter was

important, but during a flood of six years ago, the high dikes

that had been constructed around the mines were washed out

and the drifts were flooded. One by one the large concentrat-

ing plants that had been operated in that field were removed,

and the output of concentrates dwindled to nothing. Even the

shallower work was given up. and the ground became flooded

to the surface. The United Zinc Cos. will install three Texas

pumps with a capacity of 1600 gal. per minute each. They will

be driven by electricity, power being procured from the Empire

District Electric Co., one of whose sub-stations is situated on

the land. These pumps are to be installed in the old shafts of

the S. H. & S. Mining Co., formerly operated by 0. W. Sparks.

Two will be placed in the mill shaft, and one in the north

shaft, and the ground will be drained to a depth of 167 ft.

The ore occurs in both soft and disseminated formation, the

faces in places reaching almost up to surface. Applications tor

leases from large operators have been made to the United
Zinc Cos., and there is every assurance that two or more
large concentrating plants will be constructed in the near

future. Extensive drilling on this ground, done within the

past few months, shows good orebodies ahead of all the old

workings. Simultaneous with the drainage operations the

company will construct a large rock and earth dike, 1000 ft.

long, extending along the east side of the land and shutting

oft the natural flow of water that sweeps down from Spring
river, on the north, in times of flood. This dike will be 40

ft. at the base, 12 ft. high, and 10 ft. wide at the top.

Mining deals are materializing so rapidly these days, that it

is hard to keep tab on all of them; hardly a week passes in

which a $100,000 deal is not recorded. Smaller transactions

are of almost daily occurrence. The last big deal at the time
this correspondence is written is that of the Cinomo Lead &
Zinc Co., to the Brennan Lead & Zinc Co., for a consideration

of $125,000. Harry Lindermann was the owner of the mine
which is situated on a lease of the Connor land, south of Webb
City, Mo. The first prospecting on the land was done last

summer. Several good drill-strikes were made, the ore being

in soft ground, peculiar to that immediate district, at a depth

of about 200 ft. A shaft was sunk, several drifts driven, and a

good formation blocked out. At present ore prices it does not

require a large tonnage of ore before $100,000 worth is sold;

hence when the Cinomo company constructed a large concen-

trating plant there were numerous prospective buyers. The
new company took charge on March 1. On the Connor land,

not far east from the Cinomo, but in a sheet-ground district

instead of soft, the McDonald Mining Co., a producer of many
years, sold for $175,000 cash, to Shackletord and associates.

G. Moore, W. B. Bash and others have acquired a lease of 16

acres of the Beacon Hill tract of the J. M. Leonard land at

Chitwood, north-west of Joplin, and contemplate the con-

struction of a 200-ton mill. First lease on this land is held

by G. T. Fletcher. The new company has gone into old ground
at a depth of 170 ft., and extended drifts ahead of the old

workings toward some good drill-strikes that were made re-

cently. The ore occurs in high disseminated faces. On
another 16-acre lease of the same land. Hicks & Co. have sunk
a new shaft to 140 ft., and are opening a good shoot of zinc.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Notes o.\ the Poster Mining Bill.

The bill to revise, amend, and codify the revised statutes

of the United States relating to the location of mining claims

on the public domain, has been introduced in the House by
Representative Foster of Illinois, chairman of the House
mines and mining committee, and has been referred to that

committee for appropriate action. The bill is called H. R.

12,275, and as has been forecasted in this correspondence, is

wholly temporary. It is but the basis for the codification of

the mining laws of the country, as has been urged in many
quarters, but by a special commission, instead of by a com-

mittee of the House, as this bill ijroposes. The Foster bill as

now written is the present mining code with changes, all

comprised in 65 pages, and in all making approximately 16,000

words. It is the plan of Mr. Foster to start work at once on

the real revision and codification, and for that he has ap-

pointed a sub-committee composed of himself as chaii'raan, and

Representatives Taylor of Colorado, Hamlin of Missouri, James

of Michigan, and Delegate Wickersham of Alaska. Inasmuch

as Mr, Wickersham has been chiefly instrumental in persuad-

ing the mines and mining committee to set aside the billg

favoring a codification of the mining laws by a siiecial com-

mission, and as he is opposed to any extensive change in the

mining laws, the character of the eventual bill to be passed by

the House may be inferred.
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ALASKA
Jl'XEAl'

Hills were received late In Ft'liniary for sinking the Mexican,

or Combination shaft, from IT.'.O to 2S(iO ft. The oiiening Is

S by 31} ft., with flvo comimrtiiienls. A stool hemlfrniiie will

replace the old structure. The Central shaft is being sunk. Us

present depth ts at 2500 feet.

January gold yields of the mines on Douplas Island were

as follows:

Alaska Alaska Alaska

Mexican. Treadwell. Tnited.

Development, feet 140 448 1,269

Stamps dropping 120 540 300

Ore crushed, tons 19,775 78,677 45,395

Gold from amalgamation and

cyanidation $26,886 $126,510 $92,593

Operating expenses 26.533 103.853 74,208

Construction 1,156 3,367 8,052

Profit $21,392 $9,407

Loss $1,071

The resuUs of operation in 1915 were as follows:

Tons. Output. Profit. Dividends.

Mexican 216.428 $ 379,797 $99,477 $90,000

Treadwell 900.211 1,828,724 859,187 650,000

Vnited 533.419 1.042.175 367,250 252,280

ARIZONA
Cochise Cocsty

(Special Correspondence.)—A syndicate of southern Cali-

fornians is flpv.^lni.ine a iiroinisins copper property in the

Douglas

PART OF SOUTH-EASTEEN ABIZO.NA.

Dragoon mountains, 40 miles north of Bisbee. Extensive

cutcrops have been opened by shafts and adits. The area was

-worked in the early 80's by men from Tombstone. Over

$400,000 has been apenl on devolopniont and plant. Now ore-

bodies have been opened on No. 5, 6, and 7 lovols, and regular

shipments are made. The reduction plant is to be Increased

to 400 tons per day.

I'oarco, Kobniary 2:'..

The Huiikor Hill conipaiiy at Tonibstono Is shlpijing H'

carloads of niaiiganese oio i)cr weeli to stool works In the ICasl.

I'IM.V Cor .NT V

It is re|)orted that the American Smelting & Rellning Co.

has acquired the Imperial Copper Co."s projierty at Silverbell

35 miles from Tucson. The mine has been closed since 1910,

when the owner went bankrupt. Past records show an out-

put of $8,000,000 in copiier and silver.

Ill the San Xavier district, 20 iiiilos south-west of Tiusori.

work has been resumed at three mines. The San Xuvlor zinc

mine is the largest.

Yav.m'.m County

The annual report of the I'nited Verde Extension Mining Co.

shows cash on .lanuary 10, I91fi. amounting to $219,205. against

$8850 on Soiitember 10, 1914. Due on shiiimenis of ore is

$290,000, of which $i:!G.:;s0 has been received. There is enough

ore developed for a daily output up to 200 tons, averaging 10 to

12% copper, 0.025 oz. gold, and 2.21 oz. silver. The rich ore

has been extracted above 1200 fret,

CALIFORNIA
Cai.avkba.s County

(Special Correspondence.)—At the Sunimorville mine at

Fourth Crossing, formerly known as the Thorp, a vertical

two-compartment shaft has been sunk to a depth of 230 ft. At

00 ft. a cross-cut was driven to the vein a distance of 20 ft.:

the shaft crossed the vein at 130 ft. At 215 ft., the first work-

ing level, a cross-cut is in 70 ft., where the vein is 5 ft. wide

of good value, containing considerable sulphurets. The work

has all been done with air-drills. The hoist is driven by aii

from a motor-driven compressor. An electric hoist will soon be

installed, with a 150-hp. motor.

Relow the 215-ft. level, in the sump, a vein was cut, also

being of good value. This will also be prospected by a cross-

cut to the west from the 215ft. level. It is planned at an early

date to install an aerial tram to transport ore from this shaft

to the 30stamp mill, which is now on the property, a dis-

tance of 1500 ft. from the present shaft. A. H. Sumnierville is

superintendent.

The Pioneer Chief Gold Mining Co. commenced work at the

Pioneer Chief mine on May 30, 1915. During this time they

have unwatered and cleaned-out the old workings to a depth

of 240 ft. The south drift has been extended 45 ft. beyond the

old workings, making a total length of 155 ft. The incline

shaft has been sunk an additional 110 ft., making a total depth

of 350 ft. At this point, drifts have been driven in each direc-

tion along the vein. The south drift, which is in 30 ft., shows

9 ft. assaying from $5 to $40 per ton, averaging $15. The

drift north at the same level is in 35 ft. with 6 ft. of the same

grade. The company is employing 23 men. Air-drills, supplied

by an IngersoU-Rand compressor are used. A 50-hp. electric

motor drives the hoist. A 10-stamp mill will be installed ready

for operation about August 1. Ore will be transported to the

mill from the shaft, by belt-conveyor. Telephone communica-

tion from the mine to San Andreas will soon be established.

\
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An assay-office is now being built. J. E. King is superintend-

ent, and George Damon will have charge of the assay-office.

The Tullock Mines Co. is now unwatering the old TuUocU
mine and doing some prospecting in the old workings, prepara-

tory to locating the proposed new shaft, which will be sunk

a depth of 800 to 1000 ft. The work is being done under the

supervision of Tom Lane, formerly superintendent of the

Utlca mine.

Angels Camp, February 25.

Chrome ore has been opened by C. H. McClory of Angels

Camp and J. F. Bollinger of Copperopolis, near the latter

place. They have bonded the property to a syndicate, and 1000

tons is to be mined.

Eldorado County

Some promising developments are reported from the north-

western part of this county, around Pilot Hill. The Bean

Ridge mine has yielded $30,000 gold from pockets. The
Camelback, owned by J. D. Voss, has |3o0,000 of copper-gold

ore opened. Shipments will be started soon.

San Bebnabdino County

(Special Correspondence.)—A promising tungsten district

is that about Si miles north of Goffs in the Signal mining
district. It is 3 miles long and from A to 2 miles wide, reached

by a fair wagon-road. At present there are 30 men employed
and the showing is encouraging. The ore is hiibnerite almost

exclusively, though it is said that there are several deposits

of scheelite. Work so far has been mostly trenching for float,

but some development has been done in opening a few veins of

promise. The ore contains from 7 to 30% tungsten, and the

lower-grade ore will be concentrated if development continues

as satisfactory as at present.

Goffs, February 3.

SiERB.A. County

(Special Correspondence.)—The long cross-cut from the

lower adit of the Tightner mine has cut the Osceola vein,

showing fair-grade ore. The cross-cut is being extended to

intersect the Red Star vein, which yielded rich quartz in the

upper workings. Much work is going on in the Red Star,

which is owned by the Tightner company. Good ore continues

to come from the main Tightner levels and the mill is work-

ing at full capacity.

Operations have been resumed at the Gold King, on Kanaka
creek, owned and managed by W. H. Weldon. It is proposed

to install a small compressor and drills as soon as weather

conditions permit. The property has been under development
several years, and some good ore is in sight.

A compressor and other machinery will be erected at the

Eastern Star as soon as the roads are in shape for transporta-

tion of heavy equipment. The mine was recently taken under
bond by C. A. Jackson. Good ore has been opened.

Mining is active throughout the Alleghany field, despite

deep snow at many points. The Plumbago and Oriental are

working with full crews. The Louise Consolidated, Morning
Glory, Twenty-One, Irelan, Mariposa, and Sixteen-to-One are

busy. Rich discoveries have been recently made in the Irelan,

Twenty-One, and others; that in the Irelan was made about

860 ft. in from the portal of the upper adit. A survey of this

part of the mine has been made preliminary to extensive

development.

Alleghany, February 26.

Tuolumne County

(Special Correspondence.)—Unwatering of the New Albany
mine, near Tuolumne, which was begun several weeks ago,

has been delayed by caving of the shaft. It is reported that

San Franicsco men will take over and operate the property,

which is owned by a Cleveland, Ohio, company.
It is reported that some good ore has been found in the

300-ft. level of the Rawhide, recently acquired by the Pittsburg-

Silver Peak Co., which formerly operated at Blair. Nevada.

Unwatering is still in progress.

Work has been resumed at the Live Oak mine, near Soulsby-

ville, after an idleness of several weeks.

The Experimental mine, above Columbia, which was forced

to suspend operations several weeks ago owing to collapse of

a flume on the main water-supply ditch, is again active. The
rich ore-shoot that was worked to a shallow depth years ago

will be cut by driving the adit, now in 2600 ft., less than 200 ft.

farther. Ore is now being stoped from another vein inter-

sected by the cross-cut adit a few months ago. A two months'

run on ore from this vein with the old two-stamp mill yielded

$4500. The plant has lately been enlarged to five stamps.

The Springfield Tunnel & Development Co. held its annual

meeting on February 12, and re-elected the following officers:

president, W. M. Hall; vice-president, C. A. Belli; secretary and

general manager, A. L. Horner. Joseph Cademartori will

continue as superintendent.

Sonora, February 21.

Rich gravel, up to $15 per mine-car, has been opened in the

If I Can mine on the Stanislaus river. The ground is in the

Table Mountain channel. It is proposed to re-open the Punch
Bowl mine near-by.

COLORADO
BouLDEB County

Last week the Vasco Tungsten Mining & Development Co. of

Latrobe, Pennsylvania, shipped 25 tons of tungsten ore, worth

$80,000, or $3200 per ton, the richest lot ever produced in this

county.

Gilpin County

A big revival of mining is reported from the Lake, Russell,

and Willis Gulch areas adjacent to Central City and Black

Hawk. Companies and lessees are all busy with development

and ore production.

Lake County (Leadville)

Since the U. S. R. & E. Co. started work at the Harvard
shaft of the Fryer Hill project considerable improvements
have taken place, and operations are attracting a great deal

of attention.

At the Penrose shaft of the Down Town mines the water is

down to SOO ft., leaving 75 ft. to the bottom. The flow of water

is strong, but the pumps are lifting it with ease.

A company is to be formed to acquire, drain, and develop

several mines in the Carbonate Hill area, near the Iron Silver

property. The depth to be unwatered is 1300 feet.

Ouray County

During January the Camp Bird made a profit of $37,000

from 2534 tons of ore. During the last quarter of 1915 the mill

treated 7897 tons of ore, yielding $235,451 from bullion and
concentrate sold. The profit was $135,000, plus $101,000 from
the Santa Gertrudis in Mexico. Development amounted to

1389 feet.

Money has been secured for the Mountain Top company's
aerial tram and mill, according to the manager, G. H. Barnhart.

Teller County (Cripple Cbeek)

During February the district produced 77,630 tons of ore

worth $1,121,515. Dividends for the first two months of 1916

totaled $195,000.

IDAHO
Shcshone County (Coeur d'Alene)

During the quarter ended December 31, 1915, the Interstate-

Callahan company's profit was $721,749. There was shipped

133 tons of crude lead and 1856 tons of zinc ore. The mill

treated 26,323 tons, yielding 879 tons of 55.77% lead and

20.S1-OZ. silver concentrate, and 12.607 tons of 48.54% zinc

concentrate. The total cost was $6.11 per ton of ore mined.
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The new aerial Iniui saved )12,U0(). wln-n roniiiarod »l(li (cuin

liaiilaKe. One dividend of $1.50 |ier »lmr«>. oiiiml to $ii'J7,'486,

was |>ald.

MICHIGAN
The Coppe« Corxriiv

To tlioso of Us 3000 oniplovi-es who work throiiKli .Manh

iinil April tho CopiHT Uanup romiuuiy will piiy a I'O' ; bonus.

OopiHT production durlni; Kebruary Is estimated at L':'.000,0(10

lb.. SO'r of normal. March should lie up to the old standard,

althouKh a severe bllaznrd was reported on the Tth.

The Baltic roniiwiny is suing the township of Adams to

.•cover the taxes on the increased valuation of $2,200,000 put

on the mine by the State Tax Comnilssloners.

MONTANA
FtiMUs t."or>TV

iS|)ccial Correspondence.)—The cyanide mill ai New Veai-

in the Judith mountains will lie re-started this si)ring, treating:

ore from the Gold Acres mine. The adit is in 7SS ft., and

work is now proBressini; on a drift of 325 ft. It is claimed

that a large orebody has been cut by a raise of 110 ft., which

will be further developed by another raise at the end of the

drift. The ore Is low grade, about $4 per ton, but production

should prove profitable if the orebody is as large as expected.

During January bullion amounting to $7500 was produced at

the new Spotted Horse mill at Maiden, besides a carload of

concentrate worth $200 per ton. With the successful operation

of the new mill, the output of this famous old mine is ex-

pected to greatly increase in the next few months.

At the West Kendall mine in the north Moccasin mountains

an extensive deposit of white and pink gem topaz has been

found. The gems occur in a solid mass, and will be cut and

sold. According to James H. Conley, of the West Kendall, a

41-ft. vein of galena, high in gold and silver, has been found

during recent development. The ore is of shipping grade, and

is now being sorted and sacked for shipment.

At a recent meeting of the Hanover Gypsum Co., Dan R.

Brown, formerly of Spokane, was elected president. George

J. Wiedeman. H. V. Alwood. O. U. Miricle, and B. E. Stack are

directors. The superintendent is Frank Schultz, formerly with

the gypsum mill near Great Falls. A spur-track is being built

by the C. M. & St. P. railroad to the company's property near

the south Moccasin mountains. Temporary houses and an

office building have been erected, and machinery has been

ordered. The plant will cost $100,000. Cement materials are

found near-by. and a cement plant is planned for the near

future.

Over a dozen townships in Meagher and Musselshell counties

have been withdrawn from entry by executive order from

Washington. D. C, as they are suspected of being oil bearing.

The withdrawal starts in the neighborhood of Big Elk in

Meagher county, and extends east and along Fish Creek basin

into Musselshell county near Rothiemay and Ryegate.

Lewistown, February 21.

Lewis asd Clabk Couxtt

An examination of the Scratch Gravel gold mine near

Helena, by four engineers, places the gross value of the ore to

200 ft. depth at $1,400,000. The vein is in granite. The 300-ft.

level will be developed, the shaft sunk to 500 ft., and a mill

erected.

SlLVEBBOW COL'KTY

To operate the old Ophir silver-copper-zinc mine, south of

the Emma at Butte, the Butte-Detroit Copper & Zinc Mining
Co. has been organized in the East. Canadian people are also

interested. The shaft is down 1065 ft., and will be deepened

another 1000 ft. The mill will be re-modeled. W. L. Creden is

in charge.

The Butte & Zenith shaft has been unwatered to 670 ft., and

croKHCutllUK Htarli'd to Ihi- Vi'lii. Another UiOlip. niiilin Iiiih

been coupled to the IioIhI, and a m w lOOOiMi. fl. romini'HHor

Installed.

AI the Kutlo & Greut Falls the shaft Is down fiOO ft., iinil

cross-cutliUK Blurted for the Genevieve vein, 375 fl. dlHlunl.

CoiiHiderable activity Is reporled from the east Hulte district.

DurliiK KebriMiry the llutic & Superior company produced

If),000.001) 11), of zinc III coiict'MlrMli' from .^.^,3r,() ions of ore.

NEVADA
Cl.AKK Col'iNTV

Searchlight Is Btlll piodiiclng ore, slilpiiieiitH In l!Mr> being

707 tons of ore worth $7o,.so(), and bullion valued at $7!t,snn.

Some good developments are reported recently.

On March 25 the Yellow Pine Mining Co. will pay 10c. per

share, equal to $100,000. The cash reserve is $153,000, and ore

in transit $150,000. In 1»15 the mine yielded 1K.403 Ions of ore

worth $S53,200 in lead, silver, and zinc. I'loflta were $(;il!t,(;il,

of which $450,000 was distributed.

Es.MKU.M.DA COU.NTV

The estimated production of the Goldfleld Consolidated com-

pany in February is as follows:

Ore mined, tons 29,400

Gross extraction $221,000

Operating expenses 161,000

Net realization $ 60,000

HfMIIOt.DT COU.VTY

The Rochester Mines Co. is to double the capacity of its mill,

making 300 tons per day, at a cost of $75,000.

Nye Colnty

Returns from Tonojiah continue to drop, those for last week

totaling $164,488 from 7846 tons. The Tonopah Mining Co.

shijjped bullion worth $56,000.

In January the Extension treated 7721 tons, yielding 178,-

600 oz. bullion, and $59,000 profit. The drift at 1540 ft. in the

Victor ground is in a full face of rich ore.

A development of note is that at 950 ft. in the Rescue-Eula

mine, where a vein of good width and value was cut The

proi)erty is south and east of the Belmont.

OREGON
JOSEPHIKE COCSTY

The establishing of a mining-experiment station in Oregon,

possibly at Grants Pass, is being urged in Congress by Repre-

sentative Hawley.

The Queen of Bronhee mine at W'aldo has been sold to John

F. Twohy of the firm of Twohy Brothers, and others. The sum

of $78,000 has been paid as an installment. The mine contains

good copper ore, some of which is hauled 45 miles to Grants

Pass, and then railed to Kennett and Tacoma smelters. The

Twohy railway is to be extended to Waldo.

TEXAS
Bbewsteb Coumr

(Special Correspondence.)—The high price of quicksilver

has led to much activity in the Terlingua cinnabar district.

The Big Bend Mining Co. is preparing to resume on a large

scale, also the Marfa-Mariposa Mining Co. By installing

pumps the working levels can be unwatered. The Chisos

Mining Co., which for several years has operated the principal

quicksilver property in the district, has increased its output

considerably recently. W'orkings on and below the 400-ft.

level are yielding plenty of rich ore. Many new cinnabar

claims have Ijeen located in the area during the last few

months, and some of these undeveloped properties will be

placed on a producing basis within the next few weeks, judg-

ing by the plans made for erection of furnaces and other equip-
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ment. Engineers state that there is evidence that the

quicksilver deposits extend over a large part of the border

section around Terlingua. and that it is found in outcrop

across the Rio Grande in Mexico. It is reported that an
PERSONAL

PART OF TEXAS, SHOWING QUICKSILVER AREAS.

outcrop of unusual richness was recently discovered within

60 miles of Laredo, and only about 10 miles from a railroad.

W. H. Gibson of Laredo plans to develop the prospect.

Terlingua, February 22.

El Paso Couxty

As was done at the Copper Queen smelter at Douglas.

Arizona, the El Paso smelter will pay less for Mexican copper

ores, to protect itself from fluctuations in the market. El Paso

rates are lower than the Copper Queen, the former deducting

2c. per lb. on a 14-c. market, and a reduction of ic per lb. on

each Ic. rise above the 14c.; the Copper Queen deducting 2lc.

on 16-c. metal.

UTAH
Summit Couxty

During February, 11 companies at Park City shipped a total

of 6564 tons of ore There are more mines, mills, and men
employed than for many years. There are also a number of

prospective producers.

During 1915 the Silver King Consolidated Mining Co. pro-

duced 13,719 tons of ore yielding $37.87 per ton net. The
metal output was 652,076 oz. silver, 604 oz. gold, 7.843,139 lb.

lead, and 411,086 lb. copper, all good increases. Dividends

totaled $255,033. The surplus is $232,645.

An electric smelter is to be erected by the Daly-Judge Min-

ing Co. near Park City. The plant will cost over $300,000

and will reduce zinc ore.

WASHINGTON
Pexd Oreille County'

Shipments from the molybdenite mine, owned and operated

by the Molybdenite Mining & Milling Co., near lone, were
begun recently, a car of ore having been forwarded to the

Henry E. Wood company, Denver, Colorado, according to

Burrell J. Raines, president of the corporation, who states

that consignments will be forwarded regularly every week
for an indefinite period. The property is developed by sev-

eral short drifts and adits in which there are five veins,

from S to 30 in. wide.

Stevens County

In the Great Western claim of the Norman mines, near

Northport, at a depth of 165 ft. the main orebody is 250 ft.

long. A winze below this level is in good zinc carbonate. Ore

containing 3590 zinc is being shipped to Donora. Pennsylvania.

Prospects generally are good.

W. E. SiMPSox is at Haileybury, Ontario.

George E. Farish is here from New York.

Olop Wenstrom, of Boston, has gone to Mexico.

W. L. Eraser is in the Death Valley district, California.

Claude V. Haines has left London for Santa Ana, Colombia.

Edgar Rickard sailed from New York by the Rotterdam on

March 11.

John Ballot, chairman of Minerals Separation Ltd., is in

New York.

Lester W. Strau.ss has been visiting the Braden copper

mine, in Chile.

Mark B. Kerb has returned from the Tajo mines, near

Mazatlan, Mexico.

S. A. R. Skertchly, chief engineer to the San Antonio

mines, has returned to Peru.

Louis Webb was in San Francisco on his way to take charge

of the Lagrange mine, near Weaverville.

A. Mellick Tweedy is now connected with the South Ameri-

can Development Co., at Zaruma, in Ecuador.

G. M. CoLvocoRESSES, manager for the Consolidated Arizona

Smelting Co.. is here from Humboldt, Arizona.

C. P. Kelley, managing director of the Anaconda Copper

Co., has been to Cananea on a visit of inspection.

DuRwooD Copeland has finished his investigations of tin

smelting in Great Britain, and sailed for New York on Feb. 18.

John B. Parish has gone to Sutter Creek, being a director

of the Amador Consolidated company, which has acquired the

old Eureka mine.

Charles W. Newton, general superintendent for the Con-

solidated Interstate Callahan Mining Co. at Wallace. Idaho,

was recently at Butte.

William P. Millee has been appointed superintendent of

the mines and mill of the Jacket Crown-Point Belcher Min-

ing Co. at Gold Hill, Nevada.

E. A. Julian has opened an office in the Crocker building as

representative of the exploration department of the Goldfleld

Consolidated Mines Company.
Robeson T. White, manager for the Caucasus Copper Co.,

was in San Francisco last week. He expects to sail shortly

for Vladivostok on his way to Batoum.

Nelson Dickerman has resigned as general manager of the

Pato Mines (Colombia), Ltd., and the Nechi Mines (Colombia),

Ltd., and will return from Colombia to San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, the latter part of April. W. A. Prichard has been ap-

pointed as his successor.

Schools and Societies

The Michigan College op Mines will celebrate its 30th

anniversary on August 8, 9. and 10, by a reunion of hundreds

of old graduates and one-time students gathered from all

parts of the world to the college at Houghton. The committee

in charge consists of: William Kelly, John W. Black, F. W.
McNair, Ocha Potter, Enoch Henderson, A. J. Houle, and James

Fisher. Branch clubs of M. C. M. men at the various mining

centres of the Continent are assisting in the preparations.

The semi-annual meeting of the Utah Section of the

A. 1. M. E., took place on March 7. By the courtesy of the

Utah Copper Co. and the Garfield Smelting Co., arrangements

were made for members to visit the plants of these companies.

The same evening a dinner for members was held at the Alta

club. After the dinner was a discussion of letters and papers

that have been received in regard to the part the Institute

will take with reference to military preparedness. Following

this a paper was read by R. F. Barker., entitled 'Preparation of

Powdered Coal for Reverberatory Smelting at Garfield, Utah."
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THE METAL MARKET
MKT.%1. I>KU'K.<

San Knincliico, Mnrch S.

\ntlniony. centu per pound <<

i:U>ctrolyllc copper, cont« per pound 27.75

.Molybilrniim: SO-", MoS^ per pound ilAO

IMit lend. eeiU« per pound 6-95— 7.90

riittlnum: noft melnl. per ounce
rinllnum: hard nietnl. lO^r Iridium, per ounce
QuIikBllver; per flask of 75 lb

.Spelter, cents per pound
Tin, cents per pound
Zinc-dust, cents per pound

ORB PRICES
San Francisco, March 8.

Antimony; 50"^ product, per unit, of ITc or 20 lb....

i; v.'ine: iCt and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton

M.ii;ne»lte: crude, per ton. f.o.b

M;it:no8Ue: plastic, no Iron and lime calcined, ton..

Masneslte: refractory, ll-^r Iron, dead-burned, ton..

ManKanese: SCc metal, 9<~r silica, per ton

Tungsten: minimum 60r<- WOt per unit of 20 lb 60.00

|SS

in:

$250
22

43

80

82.25

11.00

8.00

30.00

35.00

12.00

-65.00

At" Boulder. Colorado. $3.30 per lb. was paid for 70.159<> tung-

sten ore.
EASTERN MET.*I. MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

March 9.—Copper Is quiet and weak; there are few sellers of

lead, and Independents are getting premiums; zinc Is weak

with few buyers.
SILVER

Below are given the average New York quotations. In cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Mch. 2 56.87

3 56.75
4 56.75
S Sunday
6 56.62
7
8

Average week ending
Jan.
Feb.

26
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, March 3.

To curb speculation in metals required in the production o£

war materials, and the resulting high prices, Great Britain

proclaimed the following drastic order on March 1: "It shall

be unlawful for any person to sell or buy or to offer to sell or

buy the following: iron, steel, copper, zinc, brass, antimony,

nickel, tungsten, molybdenite, ferro-alloys, or any other metal

specified by the Ministry of Munitions as necessary for the

production of any war material unless the metal is in the pos-

session of the seller, or in course of production for him, and,

in the case of the buyer, unless the purchase is made for the

actual consumers."

Reference has been made heretofore to the failure which
Great Britain experienced in trying to fix the minimum price

of electrolytic copper at £100 several weeks ago. At that time

the Government purchased 60.000 lb. of copper which it

planned to supply to munition makers at the minimum price.

The London market, however, has steadily advanced and to-

day stands at £136. As a result of the latest action, the New
York Metal Exchange received no cable quotations on March
2, as the London market was closed. How the new decree will

work out. and what effect it will have here is for the future

to tell. It is cabled that the London metal-brokers will seek

a modification of the order. They assert that it will not benefit

the Government. Opinion in New Y'ork is that no good will

be accomplished by the regulation so far as copper, lead, and
spelter are concerned, inasmuch as the chief sources of Eng-
land's supplies lie in countries beyond her control, and war
conditions must govern. Spot supplies of the metals are so

small in London that business there will amount to little.

The London exchange may be closed, and in this event New
York might easily become the metal centre of the world. The
copper quotations on the London Metal Exchange have been

chiefly those of standard or unrefined copper, and in this

connection, John D. Ryan, president of the Anaconda Copper
Mining Co. is quoted as saying: "The standard metal market
in London has not been an important one for many years

past. American electrolytic and Lake copper make the price

the world over, and the speculation in standard copper in

London has been used principally by metal-dealers to affect

sentiment to depress or advance the price of stock or metal

as they may be interested. The price of standard copper in

London has had very little, if any, influence on the American
seller of copper, and the price of copper is not and has not

been for many years affected by London fluctuations to any
considerable extent."

Incidentally it may be said that the copper prices quoted at

the New York Metal Exchange have been for standard or un-

refined metal, a fact not realized or understood by many lay

publications.

COPPER

The spectacular advance in copper quotations with its

attendant buying has been checked, at least temporarily, with
the result that prices of prompt deliveries have eased con-

siderably, while futures are a little lower also. The big

agencies continue to restrict their sales largely to .lune and
July metal. The quotation for these months is about 27.12c.

cash. New York. Prompt copper, which was quoted a few
days ago at 28.50c., can now be had at 28.12c., these prices

pertaining to both Lake and electrolytic. For a week or more
the market has been quiet, gradually approaching a state of

dullness, a trend which started with a strike of brass-mill

workers at Ansonia, Connecticut. The strike lasted only a

week, the men returning to work last Monday, but the trouble

was sufficient to throw over the market a damper from which
it has not yet recovered. With the easier quotations came a

puzzling development, not by any means a new one, yet one
which surprised the trade. Despite all the talk of spot and
near-by copper being scarce, these positions began to be offered

freely, both by the smaller producers and by second-hands.

As for the latter, it has been maintained that there was very

little speculative copper in existence. Of course, it is to be

considered that consumers who buy heavily not infrequently

offer metal for re-sale. Electrolytic copper at London, March
1, was unchanged at £136, but on that day standard or un-

refined copper declined £4 10s. to £101. Exports in February

totaled 20,548 tons.

ZINC

The market here has been quiet and prices have dropped a

few points, but London needs spelter and quotations there

have advanced. On March 1 the London quotation was £111,

establishing a new high record. Some buying on English ac-

count is expected; meanwhile the domestic market is dull.

The quotation for spot-metal at New York on the 1st was
20.50c. Early positions are still declared to be scarce, although

there appear to be more offerings of brass-mill special grades.

These have been quoted around 22c. Second-quarter prime

Western is quoted at about 18c. Producers are not pressing

sales. This is a sellers' market and they can afford to wait.

Exports in February totaled 3155 tons.

Sheet zinc is quoted at 25c., f.o.b. mill. 8% off for cash.

LEAD
The lead situation is a puzzling one. The A. S. & R. Co. con-

tinues to adhere to 6.30c., New York, and 6.22Ac., St. Louis,

and is ostensibly out of the market, yet according to reports

it has accommodated some of its customers with limited quan-

tities. The independents are well sold up, but where they do

sell they are getting 6.50c.. New York. Both the domestic and

foreign demand is good. The supposed reason for the action

of the A. S. & R. Co., in clinging to 6.30c., New York, is that

it is trying to halt what may become a runaway market. Its

policy is not to sell far ahead, and it has declined a great deal

of business. If the independents become entirely filled up for

some months to come the leading interest will then have

things its own way, and this may be the plan being pursued.

February exports totaled 5085 tons.

TIN

On February 28 the quotation for spot-tin advanced 5c. to

50c., but it was on bids only on the New York Metal Exchange,

aud no business was reported at that figure. Later on that

day the bidders were offered the metal at 50c. and they de-

clined to take it. The following day sales were made at 48c.,

but since that time the tendency has been downward, and the

market was quiet and easy on the 2nd at 46.75c. No large

business has been done for days, and prior to the 50c. bids

the market was extremely dull, not so much because there

were no buyers, but for the reason that sellers were cautious

and unwilling to part with their holdings. It has been

steadily becoming more difficult to obtain shipping licenses

from Great Britain, and the brokers have dreaded not being

able to fulfill their commitments. Shipments have been de-

layed, and should the situation become aggravated there is

prospect of higher prices of which the brokers might take

advantage provided they have metal on hand. The quantity

of tin in this country is fair, but it is tightly held. Deliveries

into consumption in February were record-breaking, amount-

ing to 6388 tons, indicating not only that consumption is large,

but that consumers are stocking-up. In stock and landing at

the end of February was 1308 tons, and afloat at that time was

5866 tons. Of the deliveries in February, 1388 came to the

East from Pacific ports.
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l*ORTLANl) GOLD MINMNO CO

The report of this Cripple Creek. Colorndo, coiiipiiny coveis

1915. nurliiK the ycur Slnitlon's Iiulepeiuleiu-e witM piircluiseil

f.>r $:;_'. 0. Ml. To the eiiii of 191.1 the coiiililned proporllcs of

ow r ::' ai-ros had .i leliloil $tW.4:;ii,3TO from 3,G0;!.9G'.l tons of

ore. .\djaoent to these workings, and on dumps there U from

12,000.000 to 15,000,000 tons of profllnble lowRrude ore. Tills

win be treated on a large scale b.v flotation, at less cost and

with higher recovery than by cyanidatlon. The Independence

mill has been partly re-niodeled for this process, and Is to be

enlarged lo 1000 tons' dally capacity. The Victor plant is also

to be changed and enlarged. That at Colorado Springs, treat-

iig high-grade ore. will continue lo use cyanide. Kvery level

i>f the Portland mine contriluited lo last year's output. Lessees

only worked at 200 feet.

Development In the mines amounted to 19,808 ft., an In-

crease of 4216 ft., each foot opening 3.6 tons of ore. Thirty-

five new Slopes were opened. No. 2 sluift was sunk 154 ft. to

1870 ft. depth. Indications here point to a large amount of

good ore. No. 17 level has been an unusually productive one.

From the Portland mine the Colorado Springs mill treated

.-..i.339 tons of J24.6So4 ore. 213,122 tons of $.3,033 ore at Victor.

and 12.067 tons of $22.75 ore by lessees, a total of 2S0.528 tons

averaging $S.154 per ton. Including the Independence there

was treated 426.5S6 tons. The net profit was $798,460. Divi-

dends amounted to $260,000. making $10,177,080 to date. The
cash balance on January 1, 1916, was $483,503.

TE.MISKAMING MINING CO.

The ninth annual report of this Cobalt, Ontario, company
covers the year 1915. The general manager, P. L. Culver,

states that development totaled 4763 ft., also 8853 cu. yd. of

'I'lie lli-avi-r I'oiiHollduli'd pr(i|>er(y, adJolnlUK <>n (he north,

had driven a croHH-cut 125 ft. to the west of ItH ohaft and
o|K>ned a new orobody. This discovery was ma<l<> fif) fl. uorlli

of the Temiskaming line. Arraugemenls were iniidc with the

Heaver company to have it ilrlve south on lis property to pene-

trate Temiskaming ground, and In Iteccmlier I '.til it opened

for the Temiskaming what Iiiih since been leriiied the "now
vein system." Karly In 1!II5, the TeiiilKUnMiIng slarted two

cross-cuts to the west from the old worklngH In llio Temis-

kaming, to Intercept the new vein, one on the 4iiO-fl. level and

one on the BOO-ft. level. Work during 1916 proved (ho ore-

shoot on the new vein lo be of large proportions and of ex-

ceptional richness.

As early as 1904, Wlllet (5. Miller, provlncliil geologist of

Ontario, proved l)eyotid doubt the existence of a (llahase sill

which intruded l>oth the Keewatin and Iluronlan formatioiiH.

On the Teiniskaming property, this Intrusion occurs in the

Keewatin as far as Is known. The upper contact between the

Keewatin and the Diabase has been proved to be approxi-

mately 500 ft. from the surface. Along this contact, both

above and below, the Temiskaming and the Reaver have re-

covered their richest ores. It is reasonable to suppose that, at

the lower contact or along the floor of the diabase Bill, equally

rich ore as occurred at the upper contact will be found. In

order to ascertain the thickness of this diabase sill, a joint

arrangement was made with the Beaver company lo diamond-

drill the properties. A drill was placed at the 900-ft. level on

the Beaver, and a hole driven at an angle lo iienetrale both

properties. It has been determined that the lower contact

between the diabase and the Keewatin formations exists at a

dei)th of approximately 1670 ft. from the surface. Having

determined this, the Temiskaming Is sinking the main shaft

with all possible speed to cut this lower contact in the hope

that like enrichments may be proved as were found on the

contact above.

At other properties in the Cobalt area, it has been proved

that the upper contact has been eroded away and that the

'-.Hypofheticgf Veins

GENERJXIZED VEBTICAL SECTION THBOCGH THE PBODUCTIVE PAET OF THE COBALT, ONTARIO, ABf:A. THE TOP PLATE SHOWS THE fMiOINt)

AFTER EROSION, THE LOWER ONE nEFORE EROSION.

Sloping. From the 400, 500, and 530-fl. levels most of the ore

was extracted. Work resulted in large quantities of high-

grade and mill ore being opened.

The mill treated 26,927 tons of ore, yielding 391 tons of con-

centrate. Silver recovered was 509,074 oz. There was 1.456.-

894 oz. shipped. The high-grade averaged 6413 oz., and the

low-grade 1302 oz. per ton. Production cost 16c. per ounce.

Silver was sold to meet current expenses, but large quantities

are stored at New York and London. The year's revenue was
$455,541, and expenditure $358,956. A dividend of $75,000 was
I)aid on December 31, 1915.

The output to date is 9,116,404 ounces.

The following exploratory work is of interest, and of value

Xo the future of Cobalt:

lower contact is not nearly so deep as at the Temiskaming

and Beaver. This was demonstrated at the No. 3 shaft on the

Kerr Lake mine, where the lower contact was reached at a

depth of between 274 and 322 ft. Development in this shaft,

just above the contact, produced a|)proximately 5,000,000 oz.

of silver, while at the No. 2 shaft, that company got silver

below the contact. Kerr Lake shaft No. 3 is about one mile

north-west of the Temiskaming shaft. At the Lawson jjroperty

(part of the La Rose group), which adjoins the Kerr X>ake,

approximately 2,500,000 oz. of silver was recovered below the

contact.

The accompanying plan will explain the above notes. To

the right is a long granite ridge. The lower contact from A'

down to the point designated by the start has never been
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penetrated, only by the diamond-drill, which was used to

explore the formation. The Beaver and Temiskaming proper-

ties adjoin, the main shafts of the two properties being about

400 ft. apart. At the point marked B and T, which would

eliminate the dividing line between the properties, and just

denote so much ground, at the upper contact nearly 14,000,000

oz. of silver had been removed. Prom K to the left to a point

marked 0, the lower contact has been mined by various com-

panies and been productive of a great amount of silver. From
the dip of the rock in the Keewatin and also in the diabase

sill, the Temiskaming officials are led to believe that the flow

came up against the granite ridge and flowed to the left, and

that deposits of silver have been made between the points A'

and the star to the right. It is for this purpose that sinking

the shafts on both the Beaver and Temiskaming properties to

encounter the lower contact is being done.

The main shaft of the Beaver is down 13-50 ft., while the

Temiskaming is down 900 feet.

BOOK REVIEWS

COPPER RANGE CO.

This company controls the Baltic, Champion, and Tri-

mountain properties in Michigan. Results may be summar-
ized as follows:

^9^5^ ^g^^ ^9^3

Development, feet 37,903 13,542 20,353

Raises, feet 7,939 6,417 5,321

Ore stamped, tons 1,651,870 1,216,-538 984,287

Average content, lb. per ton. 32.5 22.9 25.24

Metal output, pounds 53,739,442 27,867,457 24,852,026

Price received, cents per lb.. 17.4 13.38 14.89

Gross revenue $9,373,120 $3,726,389 $3,707,091

Cost, cents per pound 8.06 10.66 11.71

Net income $3,564,762 $494,600 $490,536

Dividends 1,182,003 1,084,498

Surplus 2,382,759 494,600

Deficit 593,962

Ore reserves were greater than at the beginning of the year.

Individual production was 12,028,947 lb. from the Baltic,

33,417,599 lb. from the Champion, and 8,302,896 lb. from the

Trimountain. The Copper Range Co. only benefits from 50%
of the Champion profit.

ST. JOSEPH LEAD CO.

During 1915 this Missouri company had the following re-

sults:

1915. 1914.

Lead output, tons 84,356 77,404

Average price per ton $90 $74

Net profit $4,283,425 $2,317,040

Total income 4,392,360 2,427,686

Net income 3,489,964 1,547,275

Surplus after dividends 1,998,883 1,273,580

Previous surplus : . . 9,416,629 8,237,190

Final surplus 11,415,512 9,410,629

The balance-sheet as of December 31 shows cash $442,127,

against $392,599. The profit and loss surplus was $3,261,276,

compared with $2,543,627.

The Mining Makual for 1916. By Walter R. Skinner. P.

957. 111., index. Published by the Author and Financial

Times, London, 1916. For sale by the Mixing and Scientific

Press. Price, $6.

This is an annual volume, appearing this year as the 30th

consecutive issue. It is the standard reference liook of mining
companies having headquarters in London, and it includes in-

formation concerning a number of American companies having

shareholders in England. It is the Red Book of mining, and
has won an honorably useful place as the chronicle of company
finance and operations in that large part of the mining world

that is irrigated by British capital. We find it invaluable in

our own work, and recommend it to those having business with

mining houses in London. The list of companies, directors,

and secretaries is useful to anyone engaged in Anglo-American

mining enterprise.

Heaton's Annual. The commercial handbook of Canada
and Boards of Trade Register. Twelfth year, 1916. P. 506.

Index. Published by Heaton's Agency, 32 Church street,

Toronto.

As the World Almanac is to the United States, and Whit-
AKER to England, so is Heaton'.s to Canada. As in previous

years the annual contains official, bank, insurance, and legal

directories, postal information, cable-rates, the complete

customs tariff revised to date; a shippers' guide (covering

every commercial town in Canada and giving the population,

railways, and banks), list of registry-offices for deeds, chattel

mortgages, etc., up-to-date descriptions of every town in

Canada, exchange and miscellaneous tables, and a mass of

valuable general information, from which cross references are

given to the section 'Where to find it' (new) for the benefit of

those who want further information. Mining covers 15 pages.

Metal Statistics, 1916. Ninth annual edition. Edited

by C. S. J. French and B. T. V. Luty. P. 368, Published by

The American Metal Market and Daily Iron and Steel Report.

The American Metal Market Co., 81 Fulton street. New York,

1916. Can be obtained through the Mining and Scientific

Press.

The publishers of this handy (4 by 6* in.) little book issue a

daily and monthly discussing the metal markets generally, and

therefore are in a position to compile a volume covering each

year, this one containing all that is necessary to know re-

garding 1915. The chapters include notes and statistics on

iron ore, coke, pig-iron, manganese, steel in all forms, copper,

tin, lead, spelter, aluminum, antimony, silver, imports and

exports, prices, analyses, duties, and many other factors in

the metal world. A buyers' directory of 32 pages gives the

full name and address of over one hundred ore and metal

dealers, a useful appendix at this time of much enquiry for

these products.

IRON BLOSSOM MINING CO.

The annual rejiort of this Provo, Utah, company contains

the following data:

No. 1 workings yielded 16,549 tons, averaging 0.139 oz. gold.

25.1632 oz. silver, 2.6889% lead, and 1.15599o copper, equal to

$17.7514 per ton. No. 3 workings produced 26,764 tons, assay-

ing 0.1634 oz. gold, 31.2926 oz. silver, and 8.9212% lead, worth
$23.1125 per ton. Some copper and zinc was also produced.

Costs at the mine averaged $4,851 per ton; sampling, freight,

and smelting cost from $8.5573 to $9.5852 per ton.

The revenue was $770,981, including $557,185 from ore sales.

Dividends absorbed $300,000. The cash balance on December
1, 1915, was $128,997, a small increase.

Details of Practical Mining. Compiled from the Engineer-

ing and Mining Journal by the Editorial staff. P. 544. 111.,

index. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1916. For sale by

the Mining and Scientific Press. Price, $5.

The journal from which this book is compiled uas a de-

partment under a similar title, and in 1912 jiuhlished a 372-

page volume called 'Handbook of Mining Details,' culled from

the same source. The new work is half as large again, and

contains a great variety of material that was published be-

tween July 1912 and July 1915, all different from the first. The

selection and arrangement was done by Lee 0. Kellogg, until

recently a member of the staff. It is impossible in a brief
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rwU'w to att('Ui|>t to dlnoiis* tlili) i-olUiiloii ol i>nn-ll«al siiR-

i;i<s(lonii and n>>iuU>i. tin- rontrlbiitlniia of srort-H of iiiliiliiK

nu-n. Tin- chapli-r!* Iiioludp Biirfiu-r plant and opt rations.

linitHT gtriirtun'd. exploslvon, riH-kdrllls. nlinfis and rul8i-H.

drtftinK, tuoplni;. hoisiliiK and transportation, shaft convey-

ances, cars, tnu-k. dminnKo and ventilation, and safety and

sanitation. Many opinions nro expressed, but It Is an excel-

lent n>ferenoe of practical work.

Mattrims or CoNSTRt nioN. By G. n. I'pton. V. S20. 111.,

index. John Wiley te Sons, Inc.. New York For sale liy the

MiMNO .VNO SciKNTiric Pw.ss. Price, t2.50.

This volume Is stated to be the oiltprowth of n college-

lecture course, but It will be of value to the practlslnp; engi-

neer as well as to the student. It Is divided Into two parts.

The first jiart deals with the doterniinallon of the properties

of materials by enpineerlnc testlnc: tension, torsion, compres-

sion, and bending stresses are considered In order; Impact and

other minor tests are discussed, also special test for hardness

and the fatigue of materials. Some space is also devoted to

corrosion and other effects of age upon materials, and the

general subject of s|>eciflcations is briefly considered. Part II

lakes up the nature of the Internal structure of materials and

the control of properties through the control of their internal

structure by chemical and physical means. Naturally con-

siderable space is devoted to steel and the effects of heat treat-

ment and of varying the proportion of carbon and other

elements^ The remaining chapters deal with cast iron, alloy-

steels, non-ferrous metals and alloys, and cement.

INDUSTRIAL NOTES

Mf.chamc.\l Dr-\fting. By Charles B. Howe. P. 147. 111..

index. John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1916. For sale by the

MiMxo AND SciESTiFic PRESS. Price, $1.75.

If this work were to be judged from its title alone, it might
be inferred that it dealt with mechanical or machine drawing
only. This, however, is not so, as it takes the student through

from the tjeginning, including the care and selection of in-

struments and materials, architectural studies, mechanical

studies treated as problems in orthographic projection. toi)o-

graphical. and development in sheet-metal work. The work is

intended as a text-book for preparation schools, and as an

assistance to the teacher rather than a manual of self-instruc-

tion; but the illustrations are treated in a simple manner,
making it an easy interpretation for the student. Chapter II

is devoted to lettering, a subject of much importance, yet here

it is discussed in an abridged manner. In selecting and main-
taining an eflBcient drafting corps for large corporations, more
attention is being given to free-hand lettering, and even by
small concerns. A poorly delineated drawing may be made
plain and attractive by good lettering, for it is the lettering

that gives character to the drawing. Orthographic projection

and geometric drawing are covered in 23 pages. Chapter V
is devoted to working drawings. The next one includes a
number of plates for conventional details and simple ma-
chine parts. The following 31 pages deal with the architectural

treatment of plans and structural details. Then comes topo-

graphical draw-ing. The work is concluded with perspective

and shade-line drawings; the illustrations for the latter are

poor and could have been treated much more forcefully.

Regulations have been issued by the Interior Department
covering the manner of proving "good faith" in placer loca-

tions of phosphate lands made prior to January 11, 1915, which
locations were validated by the Congressional Act of that date.

Patents will be issued for such lands under the mining laws
with the additional requirement that claimants must submit
authenticated copies of annual "proofs of labor" showing per-

formance of annual assessment work for each year since loca-

tion, or corroborated affidavits to the same effect.

Regulations of March 31, 1915, 44 Land Decisions, 46.

The I.vTER.VATioNAi. AciiKNON OiuriHTK Co., of NIaKara Falls,

New York, has changed Its nanu' and hereafter will be known
as ACIIKNON GllAI'lllTK Co.

riie (!ii\Miv .MiMNd & S.MKLTINO Co., of SI. KouIh. .MlHsourl.

announces iho appointment of Alfred W. Iiodil as Its Kaslern

sales iigent with ollices at Ifi.S Broadway. N'l-w York.

The niaiuiKer of The Independence Cold Mini's Cd.. 1,. S.

Kobe of Seattle, Wash., operating near Knik, Alaska, has

given the Denver Quartz Mii.r, & Crisiieu C'li.. Henver, Colo-

rado, an order for ore-nilUIng equipment including one No, 2

Denver quartz mill, one 8 by 12-in. Denver steel crusher, one

No. 2 Denver ore-feeder and two 54 by 96-ln. coppiT-plales.

The stamiis and crusher now in use will be discarded.

A new catalogue has just been issued by the Reiiwchhi .Ma.m-

FACTiRERs Co., San Francisco, which embodies a (|uanllty of

exccllenl information on wood plt)e. Besides the data gener-

ally found in a booklet of this nature, tables are given show-

ing allowable curvature in piiie construction, relative capaci-

ties, water-wheel requirements as for cubic feet per horse-

power, pump speeds and capacities, friction losses, rate of

flow for various sizes of pipe, and other tables.

The Waii CiiANd MiMNO & Smki.tim; Co. of China and New
Y'ork. states that on March 2 the antimony market was firm

with a strong undertone. There are many inquiries, but for

some days buyers have held aloof in the expectation of a

change in price. It appears, however, that in view of the

recent rise in freight from China to New York the price is

going to be directly affected by a further rise. The spot market

is bare, and iirices vary between 43 to 441c. per lb. The com-

pany is sold out for February shipment, with very little March
offering. They quote on the 2nd for March-April shipment

from China u4c.. c.i.f. in bond.

A section of one of the largest cables in the world, made
under a new design at the plant of the Joii.n- A. Roeiimng's

Sons Co., was tested at Lehigh University, and withstood a

pull of 746,000 lb. The test took place in the Fritz engineering

laboratory, under the direction of the Lehigh civil engineer-

ing department. The 800,000-lb. Richie machine of the Uni-

versity was used. The new cable is confidently expected to have

great wearing quality, because of its design, which includes

six strands of 37 wires and an independent wire-rope centre.

The cable was designed for use in the Mayaria mines in Cuba,

owned by the Spanish-American Iron Co., a subsidiary of the

Pennsylvania Steel Co. -It will be attached to 50-ton ore-cars

operating on an incline-plane of more than a mile, with a

grade of 25%.

The following interesting note is from the Hardinge Conicai.

Mii.i. Co. of New York: An installation which pleased the firm

was an 8-ft. standard Hardinge ball-mill taking stamp-feed at

the Dome mine. Porcupine, and reducing it for tubeinill

grinding. This mill was guaranteed to give a capacity of 350

tons, and the estimated horse-power 125, with the provision

that the over-size should be returned to the head of the mill.

It was found that the over-size arrangement had been operated

two or three days, but was out of commission when Mr.

Hardinge arrived, owing to the fact that it was not needed.

The mill was putting through 550 tons, taking between 105

and 110 hp., and grinding same so that it would pass to the

tube-mills without classification. The company recently

shipped two 8-ft. ball-mills to the Nevada Consolidated Copper

Co. for fine grinding, and now has an order from them, without

knowing the results of the first two. for two more 8-ft. mills.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

"D ILLS have been iiitrodiieed in both houses of Cou-
'-' gress providing for tlie erection and maintenance of

monuments marking the site or guide-posts indicating

the direction of water-holes in the Western deserts. It

is also proposed to issue maps and other information

concerning sources of potable water in the arid regions.

A sum of ifilOjOOO has been asked for this purpose. If

done conscientiously, it were well done.

"piBLIOGRAPHIES are useful, particularly when
'-' they are timely. We welcome the bibliography of

concentration by flotation just issued in the form of a

bulletin by the Missouri School of Mines. This furnishes

what appears to be a sufficiently exhaustive list of the

articles on the subject appearing in tlie technical press

during the last 15 years, including January 1916. It

also gives a chronological summary of the British and

American patents relating to flotation. In short, it is a

useful and entei-prising piece of work on the part of the

librarian at Rolla, Mr. Jesse Cunningham.

'C'LOTATION of oxidized ore has l)een successfully
-*- effected by Mr. Joseph T. Terry, Jr., at Superior,

Arizona. He has been investigating the problem for the

past two years, experimenting on the oxidized ores of

the Magma mine. It can be stated definitely that mala-

chite and a^urite ore can be treated with high extrac-

tions and that the addition of a particular liquid to the

flotation cell is helpful to sulphide flotation also. We
understand that Mr. Terry does not purpose to patent

his discovery, believing that he can make more money
by the sale of his secret than by disclosing his method

in a patent.

'T'HE Canadian Mining Institute bulletin for March
•*• contains an interesting note by Mr. J. B. Tyrrell on

the representation of the mining industry in the Domin-
ion Parliament. This is apropos of a resolution passed

some time ago by the Canadian Institute asking the

Government to endeavor to get some mining engineers,

or men otherwise familiar with the mining industry,

into one or other of the two legislative chambers in order

that they might give useful advice in regard to measures

designed to aid one of the basic industries of the country.

The Canadian cabinet consists of 17 men, of whom 9 are

lawyers. In England the legal profession is even more
strongly in possession of the administration, as is em-

phasized by Mr. H. G. Wells in a recent article in the

Saiurday Evening Post, in which he argues that one of

the beneficent results of the War will be to get rid of an

excess of lawyers and their medieval methods in the con-

trol of national affairs. Mr. Tyrrell advocates the larger

employment of engineers in an advisory capacity to his

Government during this time of war and he reiterates

the request that mining affairs at Ottawa be regulated

and assisted by utilizing the experience of mining engi-

neers. His suggestion is not without application to

Washington.

/^RUSHING, that is, the mechanics of the operation,

^^ is a subject of practical importance. Last week
we published a letter from Mr. A. 0. Gates, and in this

issue Mr. H. Stadler returns to the charge. He is a

vigorous but withal a genial disputant. As a matter of

fact he might be forgiven if a little acerbity were appar-

ent in his discixssion of the subject, for he seems to have

received rather shabby treatment from the Mines Trials

Committee at Johannesburg. A committee is apt to be

less kind and less considerate than any one of its per-

sonnel. Not only was he compensated for his .sincere

technical efforts by a miserable remuneration, but the

Committee forbade him from using his own data in any

published writings. To pay an engineer no better than

a roustabout is—shall we say—unprofessional on the

part of a committee of professional men, but to place

an embargo on useful knowledge is worse. Every mem-
ber of the profession ought to be a unit in condemning
secrecy when unnecessary.

TN our issue of March 4 we discussed Chinese mining

regulations. Since then we have received word from

Peking that Mr. G. G. S. Lindsey, who has been in China

for the past twelve months in connection with the grant

of a mining concession to a group of European capital-

ists, headed by the Central Mining & Investment Cor-

poration, fonnerly identified with the firm of Wernher.

Beit & Co., has finished his task. On the completion of

it an Imperial mandate announces that Mr. Lindsey has

been ^sked to undertake the work of drafting a new set

of mining laws and regulations for China. We are in-

formed that he has accepted the appointment. As we
explained to our readers recently, the Chinese govern-

ment has made several attempts, dating from 1902, to

promulgate mining regulations satisfactory to the treaty

powers, but so far every attempt has proved abortive.

Now, in fulfillment of its earnest desire to carry out

existing obligations and to induce foreign capitalists to

aid in the development of the country, the Imperial

Government at Peking has made a new departure. It is

expected that the regulations to be drafted by Mr.

Lindsey and his staff will be prepared in accordance

with modem mining requirements, and on a liberal basis,
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"iili the iilijcci ii; •ipi'iim^' till- iiiiiiiijil ii'sonn-cs ol

Chinii to forfiifii fiili-rpriso. \Vr nccW oiilv lulii. for tin-

few who iiiny not know wlui Mr. I<iiuls<>y is, tliitt lio is a

Tomiito lawyer, well aiui lioiiorjilily known in Cantulii.

<>8|)cfinlly HinoMir tlio.s«> cnt^Hgi'd in mining, iis is iinivcil

)>y tlio fact that in 1!)14 and IPlfi he was ]irt-Kident <>t

the I'luuulian Minintr Institute; he is fully tilted, liy his

knowU'dpe of mining and of hiw, liy liis enerjry and tiiet.

to perform well the difficult task enlnisted to him.

j^"" AlxTll TKKMOKS ,>n the Hand had heeomo so fre-

*-' quent and so perturhinp to the local commnnity that

the I'nion (Jovernment of Soiilh Africa ai>poiiit<(l a

connnission to invi>sti(jate the matter. This comniissicin

has now issued a n-port stating that the shocks originate

fnmi mining operations, and not from carthiinakis

proper. They are due to crushing of the rock-pillars

loft in the big stopos of the deeper mines, such crush-

ing and collapse of sivnnd hcing due to tlic supcrin-

cumhent weight, which is increasing steadily as the ore is

••xeavated over larger areas underground. The tremors

eausi'd hy the shock are transmitted to the surface and
for a distance of as much as seven miles. The greater

fpiHiuency and violence of the tremors at Johanne.shurg.

as compared with other towns along the lode, is due to

the nion- iiitcnsive mining in that neighborhood. Of
course, little of this is new to those well informed, but

the publication of it in the Transvaal may serve to allay

public anxiety. 'Air-blasts' are fairly well understood
in other districts where the deep mining of lodes of

relatively flat dip is extensive, as at Hancock, in Mich-
igan, and in the Kolar district of India. The Commis-
sion suggests that the shocks may he prevented by the

ivmoval of existing pillars when insufficiently strong

and the adoption of sand-filling in substitution. Also.

new shafts should be protected by larger pillars, and
lK)th the inclines and the drifts should be excavated in

the foot-wall rock. Some of this has the savor of a coun-
sel of perfection : we shall be curious to sec how nearly
the advice is followed.

Is it Intervention?

On ilarcii •> the tawdry melodrama of Mexican mis-
rule .suddenly diverted attention from the heroic strug-

gle at Verdun, and our daily press enjoyed an 9rgy of

irresponsible sensationalism. Obviously the action of

Pancho Villa in crossing the border to make an un-
provoked attack on the little town of Columbus, in New
ilexico. was not merely a brutal folly. As an expres,sion

of hate, it would have been stupid, for while the Mexican
bandits killed 16 persons, of whom half were civilians,

they themselves lost, in the attack and retreat, at least

five times as many. The purpose of the raid was not
punitive, but political. Villa has been playing a losing

game in ^lexico: as a revolutionary he has lost; unable
to obtain a following against Carranza. he plans by this

desperate act to involve Mexico in war with the United
States and pose again as a national leader. The intol-

ci-alilc outrage of a iiia.ssaci ( Americans on Aiiicrii'Mii

soil woidd ai-on.se reprisals, he argued; it would compel

the govcrnnniit at W n.sliinitton to aluindnii 'watrliinl

waiting': it would conip<'l I'rcNidcnt Wilson to send

troops ncni.ss the line. Thai woidd give N'illa the

chnni'c to rally the .Mexieau people against the iiivailer;

instead of being a beaten rebel, he would sjiring into the

limi'liglit as a patriotic I'hieftain. lie has nothing to

lose and all to ^rain by eri'alint,' ((Miipliial khis between

llie .Mexiean ancl .\nieriean ^'ovei'niin'rits. It is possible

that his expectations may lie fultilled. Our yellow press

talks recklessly about "inva.sion" and Ihe sending of a

"bii,' army" into Mexico, instead of recogni/ing that

the immtdiate piir|iose is oidy to capture an interna

tional outlaw. Mr. Hearst as,sure8 the President that he

aiirl his pai)ers will "stanil li\ him |lhe President]

loyall.v" now that he has deeidid "to avenge the insidts

ami outrages infiieted n|>iiii Americans." That is ex-

actly the talk Villa hoped to hear. Meanwhile Carranza

is in a quandary. He is hi-tv.een the devil and the

deep .sea—between A'illa and Washington; il In- ac-

quiesces in American pursuit of the bandits into Mexico,

he will give ^'illa the opportunity to dnl) him a traitor:

if he refuses, he will face American intervention and be

driven by Mexiean sentiment into joining with \'illa.

Zapata, and all his former oppo7ients int/) a defensive

war against the gringo. On the 10th inst. he .sent a

me,s.sage from Guadalajara asking for permission to semi

troops across the border, a.sserting that "the tenacious

pursuit" by some of liis men under (ieneral Luis

Gutierrez had been the cause of Villa's incursion into

American territory. If so, why did Gutierrez fail to

arrest Villa on his return? In traii.smitting this dip-

lomatic request General (airanza referred to the agree-

ment made thirty years ago between the American and

^lexiean governments whereby each allowed the armed
forces of the other to cross the boundai y in imrsuit of

the Apaches, who were then on the rampage. Hut the

head of the Mexican government made no reference to

the American preparations for sending an expeditionary

force against Villa. On the 12th inst. he published a

manifesto in Mexico City staling that under no circum-

stances would his government sanction the invasion of

Mexican territory liy an armed force from the United

States "without reciprocal rights being granted to the

Mexicans." On -the 13th the Government of the United

States granted permission "for military forces of the

dc facto government of Jlexico to cross the international

boundary in pursuit of lawless bands of armed men.

who have entered Jlexico from the United States, com-

mitted outrages on Mexican .soil and fled into the United

States," this being an exact description of Villa's per-

formance, mutatis mutandia. But the above permission

is granted on the understanding that the de facto gov-

ernment of Mexico grants the reciprocal privilege, and

the T'nited States assumes "that, in view of this agree-

ment, the arrangement is now complete and in force,"

,so that American cavalry will be in Mexico before our

readers see these remarks. But before these words get
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into print, and while these diplomatic exchanges are in

progress, Villa is distancing his pursuers and planning

fresh depredations likelj- to arouse the people on both

sides of the border to mutual antagonism. If the

American cavalry could have caught or killed him in

the pursuit immediately after the raid, it would have

been easy to apologize to the Mexican government for

transgressing its territory ; or if Carranza had promptly

offered to contribute a Mexican force equal to that or-

ganized later by General Funston for the purpose of put-

ting an end to Villa's depredations, it would have re-

moved several opportunities for friction. Now the mat-

ter, it seems to us, is largely out of the hands of either

government: the course of events depends on Villa's

actions. If he massacres an American community in

Mexico or does anything else outrageously to tlout

American sentiment, it will be impossible for President

Wilson to withstand the popular demand for military

operations on a large scale ; it may be equally impos.sible

for President Carranza to avoid calling his people to

arms in defence of their country. Thus the Mexican

revolution may find its sequel at last in American in-

teiTention.

Flotation of Chalcocite Ore

In a recent is.sue we stated that the man who first

proved that copper in the form of chalcocite could be

concentrated by frothing deserved grateful remem-

brance. Since then we have ascertained the facts in the

case, and desire hereby to promote a grateful remem-

brance of those deserving of the credit. On December 6.

1911. Mr. Edward H. Nutter, the representative of the

Minerals Separation company in San Francisco, received

a sample of chalcocite ore from the dump of the Joe

Bu.sh mine, belonging to the Inspiration Consolidated

Copper Company, at Miami, Arizona. That sample was

sent to Mr. Nutter by Mr. I. W. Greninger, then in the

employ of Minerals Separation, but now underground

superintendent for the Inspiration. The sample was

tested by Mr. E. W. Wilkinson in the Jlinerals Separa-

tion laboratory, in the Merchants Exchange building,

San Francisco. The result was a 9% concentrate and a

0.4% tailing on a 1.4% copper ore. Rather better re-

sults were obtained subsequently on some samples from

the Miami mine, but still they were not good enough, it

being recognized that they were due largely to a gangue-

supported froth that could not be reproduced in practice.

So nothing more was done until November 1912. when

another series of tests was made on Inspiration ore,

using the slide machine. On a 2% ore, a 15%, concen-

trate was obtained with an 87% recovery, and a 39'?';

concentrate with a 55% recover}'. The various tailings

assayed from 0.11 to 0.20% copper. These tests were

made by Mr. F. A. Beauchamp in the same laboratory.

A telegram stating that a 15% concentrate could be

obtained with an 87% recovery was mutilated on its

way to New York and on arrival was made to state that

a 50, not 15, per cent concentrate could be obtained.

The higher figure caused considerable elation to all con-

cerned, notably Dr. S. Gregory' of Minerals Separation

and Mr. W. D. Thornton of the Inspiration company.

However, Mr. Nutter and his staff felt warranted in

promising good results and forthwith made arrange-

ments for the erection of an experimental plant at the

mine. By Jlarch 1913 it was possible to give decisive

results. These showed a 35 to 40% concentrate with a

90 to 92% recovery on a 2%, chalcocite ore, leaving tail-

ings assaying from 0.15 to 0.20% copper. Satisfactory

results were obtained even when the air in the mill was

so cold that the bubbles froze before they were out of

the flotation-cell. Some difificult.y was caused by ore

having a granitic matrix in which a decomposition prod-

uct, or kaolinized mineral, was present. This being of a

colloidal nature, led to the diversion of the oil from its

proper function. Final success ensued when Mr. G. A.

Chapman suggested the addition of oil to the pebble-

mill, whereby the mineral particles became oiled at the

moment of exposing fresh fractures. This idea was

patented promptly by Mr. Chapman for Minerals Sep-

aration. It remains to state that the tests were super-

vised b.y Mr. Louis R. Wallace, now superintendent for

the International Smelting Company at Miami, the evi-

dence then obtained warranting a reasonable expectation

that on a 1.58% ore, there would be obtained a 27|%
concentrate with a recovery of 92% and a tailing loss of

0.13%. This has been measurably fulfilled, for if the

extraction now is only 83% it is because a small propor-

tion of oxidized ore is allowed to go to the mill with the

sulphide product. This then is the story of how chalco-

cite ore was first treated by flotation. It does credit to

the Minerals Separation staff, for it is owing to their

insistence that the Inspiration company put the question

to a test and finally erected a plant of 15.000 tons dail.v

capacity.

After the War—

I

If popular expectation could determine the length of

the War. we should know when the howitzers would cease

from troubling and the trenches be at rest. By general

consent it is assumed that hostilities will continue dur-

ing the current year, but that they will be ended early

in 1917. Everybody seems agreed to brush aside the

nightmare thought of a persistence of this organized

calamity into future years. On that basis it is possible to

discuss the effects of the War; without some such as-

sumption of its length it is futile to try to make any

sort of forecast. Obviously if the nations are to fight

until one side is crashed, invaded, and devastated, then

all the current ideas concerning the trend of industry in

this country are childish. Should either the Central

powers or the Entente nations be conquered, destroyed,

or disintegrated, then the United States would certainly

suffer keenly from the cataclysm. We do not believe

that such will be the result, nor do others better in-
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loniuil. On the contrary, it scoiiis likoly tliut as iiKtioiiiil

industrial nri^nnisms all llii> existini; I'nuntrii-s will sur

vivo, iiltlioiiph i-lian(;t>d as to iMiundariis luid su/< niiiitics

in njrard to soino parts of tluMii, Wo aooopt llio idoa

that tho War will last not mon- than twolvo uiontlis or

thon^alMiuts. If so. what then will ho tho ofToot ? No so

oatjistn)piiio in a niatorial way as is suuRostod !)y many
authoritative writers; more ealauiitons in a psychioal

sonso than is assumed by nuiny thou)jhtloss ones. It is

a oharaotoristie of the Kntrlisli-spoakinp peoi)le that they

take it for granted that eniinenee in any one field of

human aetivity fits n man to express an authoritntivi-

opiniiHi on every other suli,ieet. Mr. Ford and Dr.

Jordan un^ quoted continually on suh.ieets not even re-

motely conneeted with motor-ears or fishes; the opinions

of Mr. Hall Caino or Mr. Kiplinp on the War and
its many poiitieal eomplii-ations ai-e more seriously

reifarded than those of Mr. Ilii-st of The Economist or

Dr. Dillon of the Pail;/ T<Ufiraph. For this a sensa-

tional daily press is largely responsible. Yet the observ-

ant reader has been offered many thoughtful treatments

of the all-pervading sub.ieet by eompetent ol)servers.

From them he may eonelude that the scaremonger, as

usnal, has been more noisy than intelligent. The actual

loss of life as yet has been far less, in propoitinn to

population, than it was in the American Civil War; and
even if the fighting in Europe lasts for another twelve

months, it is unlikely to reach the 2)% of fatalities in the

North, much less the 4% of loss to the Confederacy. As
regards the destruction of capital, it is probable that the

wastage of natural resources has been exaggerated even
in Belgium and Serbia, for example, and that the natural

productivity of these regions, as of other areas occupied

by embattled armies, will be restored not long after peace
is declared. AVe read already of the growing grain that

hides alike the graves of the invader and the defender
on the battlefield of the Mame. In an excellent article

in Collier's Mr. Henn- C. Emery quotes John Stuart
ilill in support of his contention that a rapid recovery
from the effects of war is in accord with the theory that

the destruction of wealth incidental to warfare is differ-

ent in kind rather than in amount from consumption
during peace. Sacrifice of comfort and compulsory
thrift during war-time go far to offset the obvious finan-

cial losses, and the good habits learned under stress sur-

vive in such measure as to become a source of economic
strength to a nation, which, on the declaration of peace,
is able to widen the margin between maximum produc-
tion and minimum consumption. Henee the extraor-
dinary- recovery made by France after the war of 1870
and of Russia after that of 1904. The Civil War affords
an even better example, for it illustrates two phases:
The South did not recover for years because its labor-

supply collapsed when the slaves were freed. The North
continued the industrial development that the War had
only checked, for this country was then on the eve of a
great expansion, due to the exploitation of natural re-

sources that had barely been tapped. We need not
foresee a collapse of labor in Europe, but we may antici-

|)ali' a licttcr organi/.alion of thai indiiKtrial wca)iMii, m
chilling a more intolligcnt use of women in i-crlain kimls

of wiuk f(U- which Ihoy arc naturally litlid. Idcii.s t^'i

general bankruptcy may be diNrcgarded. .\s Mr. .1.

Laurence Laughlin shows, in Tin Aiumlisl. tin' War has

luit destroyed the store of gold in Ihe inniit lics likely to

trade with us; on the contrary, l-'raiicc. lOn^rland. and
(Jernuiny have inen-a.scd iIk- absolute aiiiounl of gold

held in reserve by tlieir cenlral banks. Kvcn lliosc

countries now burdened with cxecNsive issui's of ilcpi i

atcd paper will be abl.- to redeem their obligatinns in

gold. While we have Immm liiiniiscd by llie sliipendcins

cost of tlie War and the bigness of the sums raised by

the belligcri'iil.s, it is likely that most of ns have lorgolten

or been otiierwi.se unaware of llie l;ilenl wealth of llie

gi-cat nations involved. .\s .Mr. W. Iv Cliiinci'lldi- sug-

gests, what is a hundred billions of dolljirs when com-

pared willi (he resources of the carlli. Ilic wIkiIc of which

is now directl.v or indirccll.v contributory to the exj)cnsc

of Armageddon? A hundred liillion dollars is stuperying

until we recall the fact that a billion people on .'50 inil

lion square miles are engaged in activities that are

being taxed for the purpose of sui)i)lying that hundred
billion dollars. The wealth of the British empire is at

least 250 l)illioii.s. that of the United States 2ir) billions,

and that of Rus.sia, Germany, and France from 70 to Hi]

billiojis apiece. The national incomes of Great Britain.

Russia. France, and Germany range from 22 to ;!0 bil-

lions per annum. The six prrcat powers have national

incomes aggregating 140 billions per annum, while llie

total revenue of civilized beings does not fall slimi of

200 billions per twelve months. The annua! savin;,' in

countries like England or Germany is over two billion

dollars. Thus a possible charge of five billions in annual

interest, among the six great belligerents, need not pi'o-

voke either insolvency or revolution. Hence we come to

the conclusion that neither in men nor money will

Europe be .so crippled as to cause a eoiiiinercial eolhijise

of world-wide consequence.

In our next issue we shall discuss the question as it

applies more directly to American industiy. especially

mining. Yet we cannot forbear from adding to this

postscript. We have emphasized the material los.s. be-

cause that was our innnediatc .subject, but the man is

ignorant indeed w^ho does not realize that the vast and
futile brutality of this war has caused the world a lo.ss

greater than any number of billions in moiiey or even

many millions in lives. To the young it is a great

spectacle ; a heroic struggle ; a moving picture of trans-

cendent interest. To the older generation it means the

stultification of Christianity, the .sending of civilization

to the shambles, a satire on human intelligence. The
imponderable results and the .spiritual con.sequences will

send their perturbations to everj' shore of the seven

seas and penetrate the tidal waters of human thought to

the uttermost corners of the earth. We, or our sons,

shall outgrow it, let us hope, for the world is young and
life an epic, but it takes all the optimism of .youth to

repel the horror of the times.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use this departmetit for the discussion of technical and other matters per-

taining to milling and metallurgy. The Editor welcomes the expression of views contrary to his own. be-

liti'ing that careful criticism is more valuable than casual compliment.

Natomas and Re-Soiling

The Editor

:

Sir—A recent visit to Folsom enables me to con-

tribute some notes on the working of the new dredge of

the Natomas Consolidated, with particular reference to

the re-soiling of the ground after the gravel has been

dug and washed for its gold contents. In designing a

gold dredge that will leave the ground in such a condi-

tion that orchards at least are practicable, two limita-

tions must always be kept in view: first, that the efS-

eiency of the gold saving be not impaired, and, second,

that there be no material increase in the cost. Experi-

ence with the Natoma No. 4 dredge operating on the

American river indicates that with some changes, al-

ready designed by the management, both conditions can

be fulfilled. Their importance can be appreciated by
considering that even with ground only 27 ft. deep an

increase in the working cost of only one-quarter of a

cent per yard would mean that over $100 per acre would
have to be charged to reclaiming the land, a value on
which farmers in California often fail to earn interest

even where the land is good. Changes now being made
in the reclamation feature of Natoma No. 4 bring oat

another point, namely, that notwithstanding the ability

and long experience of the management in gold-dredg-

ing, results are not obtained except by actual trial of

proposed devices, for as with dredging generally, prog-

ress has come about by working on an empirical basis.

The only substantial difference between the ordinary
type and Natoma No. 4 is that two stackers and double-

deck sluices are used, all four being mounted on swivels.

A small monitor is also mounted on the stern of the boat

to level the tailing. If the other devices are working
properly there should be little or no need for the latter.

The principal difficulty appears to be that the quantity
of material discharged by the revolving screen onto the

stacker-belts is such that it heaps to a height not per-

mitting its being covered by fine from the sluices. Much
of the fine material may be seen running off the tailing-

piles back into the pond to be covered by coarser ma-
terial, the reverse of the desired result. The manage-
ment is confident that this may be remedied by installing

a grizzly with five-inch openings at the end of the re-

volving screen, so as to deflect boulders through two or
more chutes to the bottom of the pond. It may be noted
here that the detail of design and procedure necessarily

depends on the character of the ground to be treated.

Plainly, if the original amount of soil be too scanty the

problem may be insoluble. A considerable proportion is

usually carried in solution by the pond-water. Uneven
contour of both bedrock and surface, particularly the

latter, also greatly complicates matters. In the case of

a deep hole immediately following a shallow area a large

quantity of material from the stacker tends to pile up
on high bedrock.

Other changes of less importance are planned, such as

-NAlllM.V .\(l. 4 IIHKIM.i:.

the lengthening of both stacks and sluices by 10 ft. The
best position for the sluices, according to the manage-
ment, has been demonstrated to be directly in line with

the boat; consequently, swivels are not needed. The
swinging of the boat and consequent swing of the sluices

brings about sufficient distribution. The height of the

upper tumbler-shaft above the water-line, namely 30 ft.,

permits the placing of a grizzly. In case of No. 1 dredge

now being re-built, 32 ft. has been allowed, thereby en-

suring ample headroom.

A comparison of dredged ground on both sides of the
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main Kulsi>iii t\Mn\ indicates tiic amount of pro^ri'ss nl-

rt-aiiy made. Instead of luit;i' irn-nular pilrs, a fairlv

level pile of tailing is the result of llu- pinsenl woikiiij;

of No. 4 dredfte. The dredginK iiuluslry owes n deht to

the Natoiiias Mianap'inent for its well coiisidiTi'd I'lTorls

to Milvf till' 1-1 rlaiiuit inn pnililiiii

IJoWAKi) I). Smith.

San Friuieist'o. Maivli '2.

Patents

'Pile Editor:

Sir— I have read with inttrest tin- editorial on this

subject in your issue of January 2!). While the eon-

elusion reached is eminently pro]>er. you seem to have

reached it in spite of the ar^iment.s you yoiii-self ad-

vanced. While the patent on its face grants to the in-

ventor the exclusive right, for a limited jicriod. to make.

use. and sell the invention, such a statement must ho

qualitied hy the elausi' '"when the manufacture, use, or

sale of «iid invention does not infringe any jirior un-

expired patent." The patent does not give a patentee

any more right to make. use. or sell than he had before,

because before the i>atent was obtained lie had the sani'^

right to make, use. and sell. What the patent really

grants is the right for 17 years to prevent anyone else

from making, using, or selling the invention patented.

A patent is not a true monopoly, because it does not

restrict the exercise of a right that was open to the public*

before the patent was issued. A true monopoly contem-

plates a restriction that operates to prevent the exercise

of a right which was open to the public before the

monopoly was secured. This distinction between a mon-

opoly and a patent, being not usually recognized, has

led to confusion and, as in your article, to the question-

ing of the value of the whole patent system. It must be

recognized that a patent covers something new, not

theretofore known or used, and the public is not con-

strained to use the new de\'ice or process, being at perfect

liberty to continue to use the device or process which

it had theretofore been using. If the invention is

broadly new and meritorious and effects a considerable

saving over the methods of the prior art, it is in demand

:

and in return for permitting the use of the invention, the

inventor is clearly entitled to receive- a consideration.

The fact that in certain isolated cases onerous condition.s

are imposed, should not lead to the conclusion that the

whole patent system is at fault. A man owning a piece

of desirable property is at liberty to ask whatever price

he desires, and if his price is exorbitant, the property

will remain in his posses.sion. regardless of its desir-

ability. The same condition is true with regard to

patents and. in fact, everj'thing else; that is, the price is

regulated by the supply and the demand.

Your editorial states, further, that the granting of

patents has not done away with trade secrets and it is

often questionable whether an inventor should patent his

process, disclosing his method, or keep the process secret.

This relates entirely to processes and the condition is

brought about, not by the rcawuis advanced, but i.n !\<-

count of the taei that it is often dillieiiM to obtain c'\i

dence that a manufacliirer is infringing the process. .\

process patent covere a certain se(|uence of stepH, not ih.

prodilc-t of these steps, and fnini tlii' proiilli't it is iiii

po.ssible to determine its pnieess of iiiiiliufaetiire. If ihi'

pn>ce8s is carried on in the factory bebind ijosed doors,

the inventor may not be able to obtain the neecKsiiry

evidence lo prove infringement and for this rea.son some

processes are kept secret and not [latenled.

Your remarks com'erning the N'ielor ])honograpli .ii-e

perhajis true, but it must be remembered that the patent

gave theiii a virtual monopoly of the use of disc; records

for 17 years, during which time, by the expenditure of

millions of dollars in advertising, they have made their

trade-mark of great value. The patent, however, ha«

now expired, and we (ind a dozen competitors in the field

with machines using disc records. It cannot be success-

fully contended that a condition which granted them a

monopoly of disc records over such a period of years and

permitted them to build up their Imsiness without coin-

petition, was of no value.

The editorial further states that the language of ;i

patent description is often cryptic intentionally. While

this may be so in a few isolated cases, it is by no mean.'<

common and is not considered good practice. A descrip-

tion is often necessarily somewhat indefinite due to its

very nature. When an invention is conceived in the

mind, it is conceived in its generic form, but when the

idea is presented in a drawing or description, it must

necessarily be embodied in a .specific form. As soon as

an idea is expressed in concrete form, it immediately

becomes specific. The specific structure, however, is not

the invention, but only one embodiment of it ; in the

description and claims, the inventor desires to express

his generic invention ; and since language is such a

clumsy tool with which to express our tlioughts, the

description and claims are often obscure.

Exception must also be taken to the inference that the

patent system is to be blamed because the inventor is

often unable to exploit his invention commercially, due

to lack of finance, and must sell his patent. This eondi-

tion is in no manner chargeable against the patent

system, but to our economic system in general and to tii

natural laws of the world. I have seen several instances

of late, where inventors have sold their patents to cor-

porations who were qualified to exploit them commer-

cially and in every instance, the inventor -was greatly

pleased with his trade. The fact that the eonioratioii

takes the risk, expends money in exploiting and manu-

facturing, and makes a profit, is not reprehensible t^nd

should not be so considered by right-minded persons.

I am of the opinion that the patent system in this

country has done more to advance this country to its

present high state of civilization than any other in-

fluence of which we are aware. The desire to gain has

been the incentive not only to thousands of independent

inventors who have contributed greatly to our advance,

but has caused corporations to install research labora-

li
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tories, and operate tliein at large expense, in an endeavor

to bring forth the secrets of the unkuowu.

I fully agree with you that the man who would abolish

the Patent Office should pack his few ancient devices and

take to the tall timber.

H. G. Prost.

San Francisco, February 8.

[This subject is one of particular interest at tliis time.

Other letters will appear shortly.

—

Editor.]

The Mechanical Efficiency of Crushing

The Editor

:

Sir—None of the arguments of my criticism of an

article by Mr. Algernon Del Mar on the above subject,

has in his recent reply of November 27, 1915, been

opposed or contradicted, but. pluckily on his feet again,

he challenges me upon new issues.

In fairness to Mr. Del Mar, I willingly admit that by

devoting his full energy to his own business, some of

my writings may have escaped his notice, but I am

entitled to expect him to look them up if he goes out to

kick at "Stadler's theory." and more so, if he accuses

me of indulging in personal reflections, instead of giving

facts and proofs in support of my contentions.

Not long ago I wound up the controversy on the laws

of crushing, in a lengthy and comprehensive article,*

in which I also tried, at first in a friendly spirit and in

decent form, to convince Mr. Del Mar and Mr. Gates

of the incorrectness of the views expressed by them in

earlier articles in the same journal. Ignoring my criti-

cism, tliey both reiterated their ill-considered arguments

and statements in another periodical, quoting each other

as authorities. Poor Lord Kelvin! His theoretical

proof of the law of work based on the property of mat-

ter,t has broken down in the light of the results of ifi-.

Gates' experiments. The nmxim of Mr. Del Mar, tliat

such problems "are being unsettled every day," did not

liowever guide the French astronomers, for whom the

apparent irregularities of the orbit of Uranus had been

the cause of great perplexity for many years, until they

discovered Neptune.

Returning to our own petty troubles. I proceed to

answer Mr. Del Mar's question: '•AYill Mr. Stadler

procure and give to the public the results of these (re-

ferring to the experimental work of the Mines Trials

Committee in Johannesburg) investigations?" In an-

ticipation of such reasonable demands, I approached tlie

Committee, while in their employ, twice on lliis inatfci',

the first time suggesting to them the advisability of

being instructed to sum up the intermediate reports on

the progress of the work in a final comprehen.sive one.

and the second time, when the Connnitloe was already in

a moribund state, asking for permission to make use of

the data in my possession for the purpose of publication.

Although both applications have been rejected, I am on

*Eng. <t- Min. Jour.. November 21. 1914.

tSir William Thomson and Peter Gutheric Tait: 'Treatise

of Natural Philosophy.' Vol. II.

m3^ side quite prepared to overcome my moral scruples

of committing a breach of confidence, if I am backed up
a little in my taking the view that now, after the col-

lapse of the organization, the information and experi-

ence gained can no longer be withheld from the in-

vestors of the participating companies by self-consti-

tuted trustees.

Quoting from memory, Mr. Del Mar believes that I

had stated, "that the comparative efficiency of stamps

and tube-mills on the Rand varied [he means compared]

as 70:17, or 4:1. Any practical operator knows that

this is not so with respect to tube-mills in other locali-

ties." By omitting the fact that these figures referred,

as explicitly stated, to the conditions of a specific test

given as an example, the quotation is not a correct ex-

pression of my views. In the repl.v to the discussion of

the paper from which the quotation is taken, furtiier

examples were published, and in commenting upon the

results, due attention was drawn to the rapid decrease

in the efficiency of stamps with the increase of the fine-

ness of the battery-screens. From the results of the in-

vestigation by the M. T. C it appears that the merits

of the three methods of crushing : single stamp, stamps

and tube-mills combined, and single tube-mill grinding

(Gieseeke mill) are so close, as regards the mechanical

reduction efficiency, that the final decision in each case

depends upon other considerations, such as metallurgical

requirements, nature of the ore, local conditions, etc.

In any case, the' investigation clearly proved that

nothing would be gained by the promotion of the tube-

mills from auxiliary to primary grinders.

These results were subsequently confinned by a gigan-

tic trial-run carried out ou a practiacl working scale b.y

several of the biggest mines on the Rand. Based on ati

imaginary crushing law, Dr. Caldecott and his friends

evolved and inaugurated in 1909-1910 a 'new metal-

lurgy' through which Rand practice was to be revolu-

tionized by shifting the greater portion of the crushing

work fi'om the stamps to tube-mills. At the time when

enthusiasm as to the marvels to be achieved by this inno-

vation reached its height, we were led to believe that liy

simply hanging up a portion of the stamps and buying

so many tube-mills at so much per dozen, millions of

tons of low-grade ore would be In-ought within the eco-

nomic limit. The metallui'gical advisers of the East

Rand Proprietary Mines made Sir George Farrar sa\-

at the March meeting in 1910 that they intend "to ci'ush

with 440 stamps more than we do now with the whole

of our 820 stamps, with consequently much decreased

costs." The 'new metallurgy,' based on Rittinger's law.

lias had its trial! The non-fulfillment of the unwar-

ranted promises was the intrinsic cause of the debacle

of the E. R. P. and of the simultaneous de])reciation of

the share-market valuation of Rand scrip by about one-

third. Yet such trifles are so easily forgotten, and Rit-

tinger's Iheory is still alive.

H. Stadler.

Hoyal School of Mines,

London. S,\V.. JMnuarv 4.
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Account Systems for Small
Mines

•Klttl)i>nite book-keeping is the goneiul custom with

liirgt> inining eoinpaiiies. requiring a nuuierou.s slatT.

Willie this is not necessary at snuill niincs. yet a simple

iuul reliahle method is desirable. This siiouhl he in sufli-

eient deUiil to be able to till quiekly tlic grade of ore,

prices n'ceivod for metals, ciKsts jn-r ton for mining ami

milling, costs per I'lntl for development, upwaril or down-

wan! tendencies in costs, ore settled or in transit, cash

on hand, stocks of supplies on hand, cfticiency of labor,

etc.

As in all accounting, there are two main divisions:

that of reveinie ri'ceived for what is sold, and tliat of

disbursements made for what is bought, so in mine ae-

coiuiting there is to l>e considered chiefly the income

derived fmm sjilcs of ore or concentrate, and the ex-

penses incurred in producing these in a marketable con-

dition. The cash and voucher-record, as a single book,

pivfcrably loose-leaf, has met with general approval in

recent years as a combination of cash-book, journal, and

voucher-register, and is the only record at the book-

kivper's desk from which posting is done to the ledger.

It is compact, convenient, and desirable, serving the

purpose of gathering numerous items into their proper

sections at original entry, and requiring that tiiey bal-

ance before thej' are used in further,calculations. This

lx)ok may have columns for cash, bank-accounts, operat-

ing accounts, and various non-operating ledger-accounts.

It seems scarcely necessary to do more than sketch the

use of this record, since its cash columns correspond ex-

actly to those of a cash-book, and journal entries are

made in it double, as in a journal, the only difference

being that the amounts are listed in columns so that they

are easier to refer to and to total. Totals only are posted

to the ledger, so that posting is a short and simple

matter. This is done but once a month, after closing

the month's operating accounts.

In expenditure a distinction is drawn between direct

and indirect operating costs, the former being, as the

term indicates, those incurred for actual handling of ore.

and the latter those necessitated by the operation of

mining in general. A large operating company has the

following accounts for its smaller properties : 1. Direct.

— (a) development; (b) ore-breaking and stoping ; (c)

timbering; (d) tramming; (e) hoisting; (f) sorting,

weighing and loading
; (g) draining. 2. Indirect.— (h

branch-ofBce ; (i) salaries; (j) general and New York ex-

pense; (k) insurance; (1) taxes; (m) laboratory; (n)

marketing; (o) transportation. For a concern operating

a mill, the number of accounts is increa.sed by the addi-

tion of sampling, mill-experimental work, and miUiug.

Only the last-named requires a further sub-division in

order to give more definite information as to th^ work

Abstract from paper by James E. Chapman prepared for

the Arizona (September 1916) meeting of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers.

and tile clliciciicv of the various departmciitN and ma-
ciiines. (irncral expense, if care is not exerted, may be-

come a dumping place for items whieli ought i)niperiy

to be distributed to aceiiunts In whii'li they pertain.

The heading ' mi.seellaneous' is |iraetieally laiioo, e.\eepl

as the desinnalion of a depnrtmi'iit in which detnilH are

shown.

The actual pmeedure in account nig fui- i'.\j)en.se it^ms

comprises the following steps : (1) making the voucher;

(2) entry in cash-voueiier record : {'.I) entry in distribu-

tion book; and (4) sununary on cost sheet or monthly

report. A comprehensive survey of operations is eom-

fdcted liy making n]t a liiiancjal statement, iiy adding' I hi'

totals of income (scjiarating the amounts according to

the classes of ore sold, if desired) and deducting thi-

0])crating exi>enses therefrom. Tiiis is made up and
entered as a voucher also, the balance being charged into

profit and loss account.

All charges to the power, mechanical or cler-trical and
supply departments arc divided at the end of llie montii

according to the purpose for which the electric current

or .sujjplies were used, or the work done. For example,

charges for current are pro-rated, according to kilowatt-

hours or horse-power, to mine-compressors, pumps,

locomotives, hoist-motore. framing-shed motors, sorting-

plant motors, mill-motors for driving various muchines,

etc. In a similar way, mechanics' and electricians' time

may be re-distributed by the use of cards specifying

hours worked on this or that job, and repair parts used

on the same. Thus proper charges may be made against

the various motors, engines, and machines, cars, track,

trolleys, lights—against any part of the plant, in fact,

for the benefit of w'hich this diverse work may be done.

No hair-splitting is necessary or at all desirable.

Two other matters, which are closely related, naturally

come under the control of the mine accountant, namely,

the ordering of supplies, and the keeping of stock, and

taking of inventories.

In adopting a system of accounting, a thorough study

should be made of the conditions at the mine where it is

to be installed, bearing in mind also the needs and desires

of the management and the stockholders in the matter of

reports. Once a system has been adopted, it should be

adhered to religiously, and the seeming advantages of

some different system should be well considered and tried

out before any change is made.

Shoveling is at its best in the lead and zinc mines of

^ris.souri. A. G. Barton, superintendent of the Galena

Booster mine at Neck City reports that a man named

Tom Woodmaney shoveled 104 cans (52 tons) in an 8-hr.

shift, went home, got married, and the next day shoveled

108 cans, or 54 tons.

Washington has an area of 69,180 square miles which

is about the same as Missouri but less than half the area

of California. "Washington's population is 1,500.000,

ha\nng trebled since 1900. Spokane, AVa.shingtx)n. popu-

lation 140,000, is a convenient centre for Coeur d'Alene

mining.
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By M&s-r^ Sk. M. Motherwell

AT the present time when electrolytic zinc is occupy-

ing so i)roniinent a place, the following notes on

the Bradley-Williams process of zinc production

a-s used in a demonstration run in 1910 may be of inter-

est. The Bradley-Williams process was originally

worked out on the ore of the Rhodesia Broken Hill mine,

this being essentially a lead carbonate with zinc silicate

and some carbonate. The lead content runs about 33%
and the zinc about 15%, of which about one-fourth is

present as carbonate. Very little lime or magnesia is

present in the ore, but traces of cop-

per, arsenic, and vanadium are r >•

—

found.
;

The process consists of leaching
i

with an acidified solution of zinc ; :
->--

sulphate, passing the solution

through electrolytic precipitating-

tauks fitted with lead anodes to

deposit the zinc at the cathode, and

returning the solution to the leach-

ing-vats. A claim was made that

"the leaching takes place, not only

by virtue of the solvent action of

the sulphuric acid, but by an elec-

trified solution of zinc sulphate car-

rying powerful oxidizers."

This process is continuous and

practically regenerative, requiring "^

but a small amount of sulphuric

acid to be added daily to account for that consumed by

the carbonate of lime and sulphatization of some lead.

The intention was to grow cathode zinc for as long a

period as practicable, then to remove the cathodes, and

by dipping into a bath of molten zinc melt oft" the surplus

deposit of metal, and withdraw the cathodes ready to be

put back in the deposition tank. A cast-iron bath, 6 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in. by 1 ft., was filled with pure zinc and kept

at a proper temperature with its surface protected from

undue oxidation. At intervals, zinc would be ladled

from this bath and east into ingots. An account of the

difficulties encountered may be of interest.

The accompanying flow-sheet of the experimental

plant shows five leaching-vats, one of which was filled

each day, giving fully four days treatment, which time

was sufficient to reduce to under 1% the zinc content of

the taiUng. The leaching-vats were fitted with a false

bottom like cyanide-vats and need no description. The

steady-head tank was to regulate the rate of flow and

acidity of the solution of the precipitation-boxes. The

anodes were of hard lead (6% antimony), the plates

were 66 by 20 inches and f-in. thick and the cathodes

were of similar area, but of J-in. rolled steel galvanized.

The electrodes were spaced J in. apart.

It was soon found that the surface line of liquid on

the cathode became eaten down to the bare iron, and on

dipping in the zinc bath, this line would not take on zinc

without being first cleaned and pickled. It was impos-

sible to pickle before dipping, as the rough zinc along-

side the line destroyed the hydrochloric acid used, be-

fore the iron surface was clean. The water-line was

then protected by a coating of varnish or paraffin wax,

but it was found that if this protecting and insulating

material extended i inch below the surface of the liquid.

SoluHon-fanf< A Solution-tank B.

-1-

Leaching Vat Nil. Leaching Vat N9Z. Leaching VatH?3 |

';

Leaching Vat NQd. Leaching VatmS-

Jc S_
Steady Head Tank.

Evaporating-tank Prtcipitation tank

ffeverberatory. Precipitation-tank

Sump.

the increased C. D. along the junction of the zinc and

paraffin quickly caused 'trees' to short across to the

anode. This difficulty was overcome by raising the level

of the surface of the liquid in the tanks by \ inch during

the first 12 hours the plates were in use, thereafter

lowering, by 12-hour stages, | of an inch at a time, so

that after the first 12 hours there was an increased

thickness to be corroded. A considerable improvement,

however, was made by changing the shape of the

cathodes. These were cut-down so that tliey were com-

pletely submerged in the electrolyte, except for a piece

at each end to make the connections (see Fig. 3). A
ver.y much better deposit was obtained on these.

The first plate was a])le to be kept in for over 50

hours, which was improved upon later. The gas seemed

to escape from the top of the plate much better, and

there was no 'treeing' along the top. At fii-st some

trouble was caused by 'treeing' along the bottom edge

of the plate, this causing short circuits and consequent

loss of power. This sprouting was also liarmful in so

far that all flakes of PbO. from the anodes were caught,

and made short connections across, starting local action

on th(> cathode ; also those small pieces of PbO, would

stick on the rough surface and contaminate the zinc
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when molted. Evontiinlly tlu> ninulos won- iMit * iiuli

less in depth than the i-iithodes. This reiiu'died iiiatU'is

much by dwn'usiiiu the C. 1). along the bottom line of

the cathode,

.\nt>ther tnnible iin^se with the feed of solution to tin-

boxes. This ineominp liquid, being heavier, went to tiie

bottom of the Ih>x. Tl>e tlow of solution, eoupled with

the arrangi'ment of the electrodes i>arallcl to it, caused

bare patches of iron where the liquid first touched the

cathode. Thi.s wa.s riphted by a bafllcboard, ca\isinp the

incoming liquor to first desi'end and then rise to the

surface mixeil with tiie liquor of the vat before it en-

tered the comi^artmenf in wliich were the electrodes.

The next tnnible anvse with the anodes. After the

plant had been about three weeks in operation, it was

found that the anode plates were peelinp badly: quite

large flakes of PbO,, falling between the elect i-odes.

were held resting against both anode and cathode.

Whenever this happened the zinc on the cathode was

dissolved quickly and a spot of bare iron appeared.

Even if the flakes were removed, the damage was done,

as the iron and zinc couple set up a local action, and

the zinc on the cathode was rapidly eaten away, with

large evolution of hydrogen gas. Once started, the

patch of bare iron increased in area so rapidly that a

few hours sufficed to dissolve all the zinc from one side

of a cathode even with 40 hours growth on it. Careful

watching of the boxes enabled many a cathode to be

caught when the destructive work had just begun, but

unfortunately there was trouble ahead still, for those

injured cathodes when dipped would not take any zinc

on the bare patx^hes.

The shape of the cathode also led to considerable

trouble.

The work was done in mid-winter in England. The

zinc bath was at one side of a room and close against an

interior brick wall. That wall retained some heat.

"WTien a sheet of steel i inch thick and 5i ft. long was

heated to the temperature of molten zinc, then hoisted

above the bath and suspended there to drain and cool.

it very naturally took a slight cun'e, as one side was ex-

posed to the cold air and the other to the radiated heat

from the wall. The cost of stripping, pickling, straight-

ening, and re-galvanizing practically killed the method

of collecting the deposited zinc, and the old practice of

making starting sheets was adopted,. that is. dipping in

molten paraffin wax and then coating with graphite

rubbed on with a brush, and stripping the deposited

metal whenever it became necessary. The cathode sheet

then required only re-graphiting before being put ba k.

Much time and trouble were saved and the plates were

not buckled. With the spaces betvveen e!;'ctrodts so

very small it is essential that the plates be quite str:;'!;Iit.

To overcome the trouble of short circuits due to flakes of

PbO,, an experiment was tried by putting on each side

of the anode a sheet of corrugated and perforated cellu-

loid, such as is used in some batteries. This seemed

quite satisfactory, but it is well worth noting that

celluloid is highly inflammable and a spark across might

set it ahghl : tlii-rfforc it sliouhl lie tutally Nuliiiicrgrd.

WorkiiifU about the lead anode tanks in a copper re

tinery occasionally have a lin'Work display tlial leaeiicH

caution.

Why there ocein-nd hueli heavy di.sintt'gration cil' the

anodes was never (piile decided. I'mlndily nnmy fac-

tors could be eounteti. Lead anodes after many years in

use in a eopi)cr jilant at a voltage of '2 showed little

wear. At a voltjige of under 2, however, only lead sul-

phate is formed: tint bring the voltage up to 4 and

jieroxiile is formed, i'ait of the rapid dcsl nn'lioii may
have been due to the presence in the ore of vanailium,

which is a powerful oxidizer and aecnnMilalcs In the

solutions. The sumi)-.s<iluticin gradually a.ssunied a lilue

tint, which at (irst was supposed to be copper accumu-

lating in the licpior. After a few days the character-

istic changes from green to pale lavender were noticed,

thus indicating the presence of vanadium. I held tlie

opinion that mucii of the destnictio?i of the anode was

due to frequent stoj)pag;es of the current. Tiie dynamo

supplying current was driven by a motor that in turn

derived its supply from the i)ulilii' mains. For some

cause unknown, almost evcrj' other night the supply

was either ceased for a few minutes or a fuse was blow n.

stopping the motor. With the tanks acting a.s accumu-

lators or storage-batteries, or rather more correctly,

acting as primary batteries, the current was reversed

when the dynamo stopped. Each time this happenerl

the loose peroxide would be thrown off on re-starting

the dynamo. A somewhat parallel instance will be

found in gold-refining by the Wohlwill jjrocess. where

an improvement is made bj' sending simultaneously

with the direct current an alternating one, which by its

vibrations dislodges all the silver chloride from the

anode as soon as formed. Copper had not accumulated

in the solution to the extent of necessitating its removal

before precipitating the zinc. In an account of Nord-

hausen's process of electrolj'tically refining zinc the

following is stated: "The product handled is spelter

ladled from the ordinary rcfining-fnrnaces nearest to the

underlying lead. • • • Impurities taken into the elec-

trolyte from anodes being precipitated by zinc-dust. If

the spelter carries 1% copper, then 1.1% zinc is re-

quired on the weight of spelter used. The E. M. F. is

0..5 to 1.0 volt, and C. D. is 10.1 amp. per sq. ft." With

soluble anodes, of cour,se. a much lower voltage is re-

quired than with insoluble, as when depositing from a

solution obtained by leaching ore. The voltage used

was 4 and C. D. 9..5 amp. per sq. ft. of cathode area.

Undoubtedly the efficiency was low, but many conditions

had to be accepted as they were found. The main leads

were copper rods 1.7.5 in. diam. (a sectional area of

2.4048 sq. in.), which with 16.30 amp.= 677 amp. per

sq. in. Taking 0.00266 lb. as theoretical zinc per am-

pere-hour, total amp., 1630; 11 cathodes; time, 92.-33 hr.

;

zinc obtained. 19 lb., we get 35.24 lb. theoretical deposit

and .53.9% efficiency. If we take it that usually the

practical deposition is round about 80% of the calcu-

lated theoretical, then the 53.9 is raised to close on 70%
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of the general work done. At the time of this efficiency

test the electrolyte carried only 8% ZnSOJH„0 in

place of the usual 13%. The cathode was rolled steel

J; inch thick, galvanized, waxed, and graphited. Eleven

cathodes and 12 anodes were in each tank; electrodes

were spaced f inch apart; free acid was 0.25% H^SO^.

All these troubles in connection with the precipitation

were finally overcome. The margin allowed in Hie mat-

ter of free acid-content is small. If allowed to fall be-

low 0.1% free H.SOi the deposit is of a dark color and

steel Support 4"j! /a

Anode Plate.

Solution Surface.

Fm I

(£ Original form of Cathode

.

Foiled Steel Galvanized

.

Ih
Solution Surface.

Fig. 2

(L \
Final form of Cathode cut away
tv be submerged in electrolyte

5-6'X 17'X %"

Solution Surface

Fig. 3.

a spongy nature and carries considerable impurity.

There is much loss by oxidation and formation of dross

in melting a deposit of this nature.

With the quantity of solution on hand it was found

that the electrolyte required to be fed to every second

or third tank, as more than that in series (as to flow of

solution) rendered it too acid for the later boxes. There

is some doubt if it would be possible on this ore to pro-

duce a zinc of quality sufficiently pure to compete with

the Brunner-Mond electrolytic zinc, but a high-grade

spelter can be made. If the situation of the mine from

which the supply of ore was obtained be considered, one

would say that impure spelter was all that was desired,

the obvious market being the Rand goldfield, where pure

zinc is not wanted. The ore with 32% lead and 15%
zinc, all as carbonate and silicate, is not wanted by any

metallurgical plant, but tailing with the following ap-

proximate content seims quite desirable as a source of

lead

:

evaporating to a pasty condition, and baking liard in a

reverberatory to dehydrate the silica. The product of

the furnace was spread on top of the next vat undergoing

treatment, and gave no trouble in leaching. It contained

34% silica.

fFor yeare the Wasp No. 2 mine has been known for

the low grade of gold ore extracted. It has also been

known for some years that wolframite occurs in the

mine, and in May 1915, it was found in commercial

quantities. Since that time the company has mined 184

tons, averaging 45% tungstie acid. The wolframite

occurs along fissures in the flat Cambrian quartzite.

The ore is taken to the ore-house, sorted, cobbed,

crushed to about | in., sampled, and sold to the highest

bidder. For the first shipment, which was made in July,

$8 per unit was obtained for material carrying 48%
tungstie acid; for the last shipment, in Decemlser, $51

per unit for 47% product.

A concentrating plant was recently constructed to

treat the low-grade ore. This ore is crushed to |-in.

mesh by rolls, and from there it passes througli a trom-

mel of 16-mesh. The oversize goes to a jig, then to a

small set of rolls, returning to the trommel. The under-

size from the screen goes to a cone-classifier, from which

the agitated slime flows to canvas tables" and the sand

to Wilfle.v tables. The sand from the laAter goes to a

4 bv 5-ft. ball-mill, discharging into an 8-in. elevator,

which raises and returns tlie re-ground sand to the

classifier. Slime goes from the classifier to nine 4 by

60-ft. canvas tables, which catch the concentrate, the

slime passing to a launder at the end of the tables, and

from there to an 8-in. elevator, which deposits the

treated slime into a 420-ton tank as tailing. The tailing

that is high in gold is treated by cyanide.

Three grades of concentrate are produced, namely,

65%, 45%, and 35% tungstie acid, the last being slime

from the canvas tables.

SiO-

Fe ..

CaO .

%
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Saving Fine Gold

Some gravels cuntiiiii gold so tiiu> that oiilx ji siiiall

amount is saved. The gold from tlie Snake Hiver alluvial

rtats in Idalio is IU"> parts lino, ami the jiartieh's arc st>

small that it takes from liHHl tt) 2(HH) colnis to equal one

cent, aeeonling to J. .M. Mill in Hulletin G20-L of the

V. S. Geolopieal Survey. The largest pieees of >;<'1'1 k'"''

sean-ely 0.01 in. diameter, wiiile many ean only lie ilis-

tingnished by a high-power miemsi'ope. The larj;er

flidves an- enpped. Most of the pold is hripht -yellow, hut

some is rvd-brown. due piiihat'ly to a eoating of iron

hydroxide.

Alone the eonrse of Snake river ean he seen the wreeks

of numennis attempts to extraet the fine gohl from the

gravels. The remains of dn>dges are seen here and there,

and many more have been removed. Couiifle.'is proeess

maehines have Wen tried there, but so far as known

witliout success. Most of these machines have depended

on amalgamation, bvit nmny diffenMit methods have been

used to get the quieksilver and gold into contact.

The rocker and sluices are still used, and a sluice of

special type, known as the burlap-table, used also on

s«ime of the dredges, has proved one of the best api)li-

anees for saving the fine gold. This is shown in the ac-

companying sketch. In working with burlap-tables the

main sluice leading from the working A, is set at any

convenient grade. Near the lower end is a section with a

perforated-steel bottom B. whieh allows the fine heavy

sand and gold to drop through to sluices set at right

angles to the line of the main sluice. The transverse

sluices C. are in reality launders which deliver tlie sands

to a series of burlap-tables E. Each burlap-table is from

16 to 30 ft. long and 3 or 4 ft. wide. It is usually set at

a grade of 1 to 12 in., but the grade needs to be adjusted

to meet different conditions. Most tables are built with

two drops at least. The pulp from the launder-sluices is

fed to the burlap-tables through adjustable openings D.

so that it flows over the table in a thin, even sheet. The

heavy sand and gold are caught by the rough surface of

the burlap, and the light sands run to waste. In some

places the tailing is re-run. In operation, the tables are

cleaned as often as necessary, by taking up the burlaps

and wa.shing them in tubs of clear water. The concen-

trate, together with that washed from the bottom of the

tables, is either placed in a grinding-pan or revolving

barrel, for treatment ^vith quicksilver and weak cyanide

solution, or cleaned with a rocker. The latter method,

while attaining somewhat better results than the simple

rocking of the gravels, is not efficient. In some of the

burlap-tables the first section of the table—that nearest

the launder-sluice—has a silver-plated copper-bottom

coated with quicksilver, for amalgamating the gold. In

the sketch six tables are shown on each side of the main

sluice. The number of tables varies with different con-

ditions. In some places all the tables are on one side of

the main sluice. In fact, each operator has his particular

design of table and method of handling the gravel.

Both suction-pump and bucket-dredges have been used

for lifting the gravels. I'l-oltably the mosl Hueeessful

dredging operation (Ui the river wtus the Sweetzer Bur
roughs di-odge, whieh was operated .'Ul miles west of Mini
iloka. The lii-sl boat luiilt by this eompiniy, in 1S!M, was
of the suction type, hut the eompany later (•oiiNlrueled

a bueket-dredge having a capacity of 20(10 cu. yd. a day.

Concentrate fi-om burlap-tables was aiiialganuited in

barrels. It is estinmted that the cost of liaiKlling the

gravel was from 4.;') to ^.'le. jier cubic yard.

Within the last few years experiments in eyaniding
the gravels of the Siuikc river, while not a (inam-ial

1
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success, have at least shown that the method has merit.

At a plant 16 miles .south-west of Blackfoot, the gravel

was screened through a i^-in. mesh trommel. All the

undersize was leached : no difficulties were met with in

the leaching-vats.

Electric plunger-pumps were discussed by Chas.

Legrand of Douglas, Arizona, at the San Francisco

meeting of the A. I. M. E. in September. He stated:

"I prefer the vertical type of electric plunger-pumps as

giving more even wear on packing and jjluiigers and

taking less floor space, although requiring more head

room. '

'

Vaxadium ore is being mined at Vanadium. San

Miguel county, Colorado, by the Primos Chemical Co.

This, it is said, is the only active vanadium mine in the

United States, although, of course, the carnotite mines

produce vanadium as a by-product with radium.

BroY. To keep from sinking, to keep afloat in a liquid.
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^suiugy ui 'mt(B fjJV^

By 3. 3,

t \ LTHOUGH relatively a rare metal, tuiijisteii is,

/\ eontrary to popular opinion, widely distributed

•^ * in nature. It is known to occur, although not

in commercially important quantities in If) of our States

ajid in Alaska.

Tungsten occurs chiefly a.s the tungstates of iron and

manganese, or of calcium, in the minerals, ferberite.

wolframite, hiibnerite. and scheelite. The dift'erence be-

tween the firet three of these minerals is of scientific

rather than technical value; hence they will be dis-

cussed together.

Ferberite, wolframite, and hiibnerite form an iso-

niorphous series from FeWO^ to MnWO^. When the

mineral is pure FeW04, or contains only a small per-

centage of manganese, it is called ferberite. Hiibnerite

is pure MnW04 or may contain a small percentage of

iron. Wolframite is (FeMn)W04, in which the ratio of

iron to manganese is more nearly 1 : 1 than in either of

the other two. The following analyses will serve to

illustrate

:

Tungstic Ferrous Manganous

oxide. oxide. oxide.

Ferberite 75.68 24.47 0.12

Wolframite 76.00 16.00 7.70

Hiibnerite 75.58 0.25 23.40

It will be noted that in all of these the pei'centage of

tungstic oxide is nearly 76.

The minerals of this series vary from dark-brown in

the varieties high in manganese to nearly black in the

ones rich in iron. The streaks are dark-reddish brown

to brownish-black. The common forms are tabular

masses, disseminated grains, and in columnar crystals.

Cleavage is perfect in one direction at right angles to

the direction of elongation in the tabular forms. The

hardness is about that of ordinary glass, the hardest

being those rich in manganese. Specific gravity ranges

from 7.2 to 7.5, the varieties high in iron being tlic

heaviest. Lustres are sub-metallic. Among minerals

frequently mistaken for the minerals of the wolframite

series are hematite, magnetite, graphite, columbite, and

cassiterite. The first three may be readily distinguished

by their inferior weight and the last two by their in-

ferior cleavage.

Scheelite, the tungstate of lime. CaWO^, ocfciirs in

double-ended square pyramids and in massive forms.

In color it is white, pale yellow, pale brown, greenish, or

reddish. Its lustre is vitreous ; the cleavage fairly good

in four directions; the hardness is about 5 or less than

that of ordinary glass; specific gravity about 6. Most

Professor of Mineralog.v, South Daltota School of Mines,

Rapid City.

tAbstract from The PahaHapa QtMrtcrly.

specimens are translucent or transparent. It may be

distinguished from the other minerals resembling it in

color by its superior weight.

Other minerals of tungsten are

:

( 'upro-tungstite, CuWOj, tungstate of copper.

C'upi-o-seheelite, CuCaW04, tungstate of copper and

calcium.

Stolzite, PbW04. tungstate of lead.

Powellite, Ca(MoW)04. tungstate and molybdate of

calcium.

Tungstite. WO3. oxide of tungsten.

Meymacite, hydrous-oxide of tungsten.

The world's commercially important deposits of tung-

sten are almost wholly confined to the following five

modes of occurrence: (1) quai-tz veins; (2) pegmatite

dikes and tin-stone veins; (3) placers; (4) contact zones

on the borders of intrusive igneous rocks; and (5) re-

placement deposits. Of these the first three are far the

most important.

Among rocks, granite, granitic gneis.s, and their fine-

grained equivalents, are by far the most common asso-

ciates of tungsten deposits. In some cases the orebodies

lie wholly within these rocks, in other ca.ses they extend

into slate, quartzite or other rocks at the side, but in a

majority of cases igneous rocks of the acidic type are to

be found near-by. This applies with equal truth to each

of the five types of occurrence. Tungsten deposits are

usually in or in close proximity t« metamorphic rocks

also, such as slate, schist, quartzite, or crystalline lime-

stone, for the very intrasion of the granite itself has in

many eases brought about the metamorphism.

The mineral associates of tungsten also are well de-

fined and characteristic. It is commonly accompanied

by one or inore of the following: quartz, mu.scovite,

ca.ssiterite, topa^, tourmaline, fluorite, beryl, biotite, bis-

nnith, molybdenite, pyrite. arseno-pyrite, chalcopyrite,

galena, sphalerite, gold, silver, and graphite. In the ore-

bodies the tungsten minerals may occur finely dissemi-

nated and scattered through the gangue ; they may occur

ill masses of various sizes up to a weight of many pounds,

irregularly distributed throughout the orebody, or they

may appear as crystals lining cavities. Many veins ex-

liibit a banded structure with the tungsten minerals con-

eentiiitfd in definite layers, especially along the vein-

walls.

Some interesting characteristics of a few of the com-

mercially important deposits are as follows:

Those of Boulder county, Colorado, the principal

source of tung.sten in the United States, lie on the east-

ern slope of the Front range of the Rocky Mountains,

about .'50 miles north-west of Denver. The veins are
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aaniivv lissuivs in ^raniti' inul in porpliyrv iliki's. in--

compuiiied iti places by broooiu. Tlu> oii'-iniiicral is

ferberite, finely disseminated tlmxiKli t|uartz i>r lining

eavities. The deposits have hoen oj)eni'd tt> a depth of

600 ft. and are sjiid to show no signs of iuipovorisliMKiil.

Second in importanee among Amerieiui oeeurreuees

are the deposits of Atolia, in San Mernardino iMuiiity.

California. Here the ore-niineriU is siiieelite. in .seams

and veins varying from thin stringers to widths of four

feet, in grano-diorite and sehist. The giuigue consists of

quart/, ealeite. and crushed eountry-rock. Th.' •iv is ;il

present being mined down to GOO feet.

In the Dragwm mountains of Arizona iiiibnerite occurs

ill vertical quartz veins in granite, with a little musco-

vite and fluorite. The Iiiibnerite oceui-s distributed

through the (jujirtz in tabular masses, some reported to

weigh oW lb., and in layers along the vein-walls. In

the Arivjiea district of the sjime State. Iiiibnerite occurs

in tabular masses and blade-like crystals in gold-l)Ciuing

quartz veins.

In White Pine county, Nevada, hiibnerite and scheelite

occur in quartz veins occupying fault-tissures, associated

with fluorite. pyrite, muscovitc. and minerals of copper,

lead. zinc, and silver. The veins range from thin string-

ers to thicknesses of 11 or 12 ft. ; some are very rich.

In the northern Black Ilills of South Dakota deposits

of wolframite lie in the C"ainl)rian dolomite, associated

with the flat-lying masses of refractory silicious ores,

north of Lead, and on the divide between Yellow and

AVhitewood creeks south-east of Lead. The wolfrainiti'

appears in flat, horizontal, but irregular masses, and in

many places seems to form a rim around the silicious

ore-shoots, except on the under side. In other places it

is found in thin stringers. Its mineral associates are

pyrite. fluorite. barite, and occasionally gypsum.

Near the granitic area of Harney Peak in the southern

Black Hills, wolframite exists in pegmatite. Similar

occurrences have been found near Tinton in the Nigger

Hill district. In the southern hills also, quartz veins

bearing wolframite, tourmaline, muscovite, and graphite

are being worked for their tungsten content. The veins

dip steeply, cut across the bedding of the slate for the

most part, in lenticular masses from a few inches to 2

or 3 ft. wide. The wolframite is inter-grown with quartz

in tabular masses in places estimated to weigh 8 or 10

lb. Many of the veins show a banding parallel with the

walls.

In Burma and the Shan States, which have become the

•world's greatest producers of tungsten, the ore is wol-

framite, found as nodules and granules in alluvial

deposits. The parent lodes lie at the northward exten-

sion of the granitic backbone of the Malay Peninsula,

which farther south has furnished the great tin deposits

of the Malay States. In these lodes the wolframite is

associated with quartz and tin-stone. At present mining

is confined to the placers.

In Portugal, which ranks third as a producer, wol-

framite is accompanied by scheelite and tungstite, in

veins and stockworks, with eassiterite, pyrite, ehalco-

|iyrite. arschi) pyrili-, anil oftni iiiicn. iiiiii'iiiiihin . an. I

tliiorite.

In ( 'ornwall, greenNloiics and slates \\n\i' I n inl nidi'd

by granite, and these in turn by dikes of ijuart/. pur

pliyry. The mineralbearing lodes arc for the most pai'l

parallel with the dikes, and in many places occupy fanlt-

lissiircs. ]iM|)regnatioiis of country-rock along the lodes

arc common. Within the lodes the ore is irregularly

distributed in bunches and pii)e-like masHcs. The oie

mineral is chiefly wolframite, with which is fouinl ciissit-

criti'. pyrite. arseiio-])yrilc, clialcopyrite, <|uartz, I'eld-

spar. and touriiialiiic. Locally, ores of nickel, enlialt,

lead, zinc, and uranium are found in the higher levels.

while antimony, bismuth, and iiiolybdeninii have been

produced in commercial quantities. The wolfi-aniile

follows contacts between granite and slate.

In Spain deposits of wolframite arc found in (piart/

veins with scheelite, eassiterite, mica, rutile, and fclils|)ar

cutting gneiss and gneissic granite, and in alluvial de-

posits derived therefrom.

In Bolivia wolframite is I'miml in veins assoeialeci uilli

eassiterite, bismuth, copper, and silver.

In Peru hiibncriti; occurs in veins rdllDuing eonlaels

of granite with slate and quart/.ite.

In Queensland and New South Wales wolframite

oceui's in quartz veins, in greiscn. and in ])lacers with

chlorite, muscovitc. biotite, topaz, flinirite, beryl, eassit-

erite, and bismutli and inolylidenuiu minerals. The

production of these two Australian States is of consid-

erable iini)ortance.

The persistence of tungsten deposits in <ie|)tli ami llie

maintenance of melal-content are questions of vital im-

portance. Unfortunately but few deposits have been

developed sufificiently to determine their true nature,

so that we have not enough d;ita upon wliieb to tiase

definite conclusions.

Cai.umkt & Hf.ci.a drilling practice, with the Carr bits

on hollow inch steel used in mounted hamnicr-drill.s, em-

plo.vs a iV-in. difference of gauge for each 22-in, change

of steel, says the Canadian Mining Journal. On the

Osceola lode, the difference in gauge for l-'m. steel is

only I's-in. for every second change or 44 in. For the

tough, irregular conglomerate ore, as distinguished from

drilling in amygdaloid and trap-rock, pistfjn-drills are

retained; the gauge is changed -f'jj-in. every foot, and a

'cros.s-Carr' bit has been devised for the conglomerate

in which the single bit tends to fitcher. These improve-

ments have increased the efficiency of the miners 40%,

as the drilling speed varies inversely with the volume of

rock cut or as the square of the diameter of the hole,

and the reduced gauge has made it possible to start a

hole with a much smaller diameter. Apart from this.

the Carr bit drills but little faster than the ordinary

cross-bit. No lugs are used on the steel for mounted

hammer-drills but anvil-block chucks and i)lain shanks

are employed. By drilling deeper holes for stopiug (12,

14. and 16 ft. in amygdaloid and 10 ft. in conglomerate)

a saving of 20% is made in dynamite.
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%y T. A. Riekssd

THE application of the physical princii)les out-

lined in the foregoing paragraphs has taken di-

verse forms, as expressed in scores of inventions,

only a few of which have been developed into workable

processes. The phenomenon of surface tension is used

directly in the so-called skin-flotation methods of

Hezekiah Bradford. Arthur P. S. Macquisten, and

Henry E. Wood. In the first of these, invented in 1886,

the pulp flows down an inclined plane onto the quiet

surface of water in a vessel, so that the sulphide particles

float forward under the impetus of their descent while

the gangue particles sink. See Fig. 2. The explanation

is that sulphides, by exposure to the atmosphere, attach

films of air to themselves, so that they are not wetted and

move over the so-called water-skin, while the gangue,

which has remained wet throughout the operation, sinks

through the surface to the bottom of the vessel.

Macquisten applied the same idea in a tube cast with

a helical groove and revolved at a moderate speed. In

1906 this method was adopted in the Adelaide mill, at

Golconda, Nevada. The ore contained 2.2% copper as

chalcopyrite, with pyrrhotite and pyrite, as well as some

blende and galena. The gangue was quartzose, contain-

ing spinel and garnet. The tubes were of cast-iron, 6 ft.

long, 1 ft. inside diameter, and each weighed 4.50 lb.

See Fig. 3. Externally these tubes were cast with two

tires, which rested upon supporting rollers. The dis-

charge-end was entirely open. The feed-end was closed

except for a hole in the centre large enough to admit the

pipe through which the pulp entered. Internally the

tube was cast with a helical groove of f-inch pitch, which

was changed subsequently to l|-inch pitch. The dis-

charge-end was connected with a separating-box, the

joint between this and the tube being water-tight, while

the tube was free to revolve. At the side of the sep-

arating-box, directly opposite the discharge :frora the

tube, an opening or lip was cut for the overflow of the

surface layer of water, carrying the floating mineral.

This opening regulated the depth of water in the tube.

The bottom of the opening was three inches above the

inside bottom of the tube, so that there was three inches

of water in the tube ; the feed and the discharge were so

regulated that the water passing over the lip was about

g's inch deep. The tube was rotated at 30 r.p.m. in a

direction corresponding with the helix of the interior.

As Mr. Ingalls said:^ "The pulp is thus screwed through

the tube and in its advance is repeatedly given an oppor-

*Part of a paper under the same title read before the March

1916 meeting of the Canadian Mining Institute.

iThe whole of the above description is fallen from the ad-

mirable technical article by W. R. Ingalls in 'Concentration

Upside Down.' E. d- M. J.. Oct. 26, 1907.

tunity to slide upon the surface of the water, where it

may be retained by surface tension." The ore was

crushed to pa.ss 30 mesh. The capacity of each tube was

5 tons per 24 hours, and 25 tubes were in use. A con-

centration of 11 : 1 was effected on a 2.2% copper ore,

the tailing assaying 0.2% ; but this refers only to the

deslimed ore, that is 70% of the supply, so that the

actual extraction was only 63%, The inability to treat

(Xo Model.) 2 Sheets—Sheet I

H. BRADFORD.

METHOD OF SAVING FLOATINQ MATERIALS IN ORE SEPARATION.

No. 345,951. Patented July 20, 1886.

Fig. 2. REDUCED F.\CSIMILE OF BR.VUI-ORD PATENT.

slime is a notable defect of this ingenious method of

flotation.

Wood's method is equall.v interesting. The ore is

crushed dry to 30 or 40 mesh and is then fed in a thin

stream from a vibrating plate onto the surface of water

in a tank to the surface of which a forward movement

is given by small jets, also of water. By a combination

of the capillary attraction and the pressure of a con-
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slant I'ccil, the siilpliiili-s ari" caiiMMl to miivi- forward a.s

a dctiiiiti' clastic tiliii on top of tlu' water. Tliis lilm of

uiiiierul pnss«*s ovor an tMuIK'ss canvas licit, wliii-h

eniorpt's from the lank at a particular an^lc. varicil ac

coniing to tlic kind of mineral to be sjivcd. The licit

with its film of sulphides passes over three mllers so

thai its motion is reversed when it strikes the water-

level of a second tank, when- it relcasi's its valuable bur-

den.' Very little ^aiipiic in suspen.sioii comes over, as

the water drains back into the main lank. Any sub-

iner>rcd particles that have been accidentally wcllcil or

ar»> so heavy tiiat they have penetrated the siirface-tilm.

pass to standard conecntration-tables. on which they arc

separated by pravity in the ordinary way. Tii the case

of molybdenite and (jrapliitc, the lilm concentrate is still

further cleaned by being passed over a nearly vertical

s«Teen. (taiigue in susjiciision pa.-vses Ihrouph, while the

flat crystals of the valuable minerals slide over the

si-reen, which largely dewaters them. The flotation con-

centrate is collected and dried as usual. See Fig. 4.

Mr. Wood is using his own process to commercial ad-

vantage in the treatment of molylidenite ore, at Denver.

The Macquisten tube is still in use at Mullan. Idaho

:

but the Bradford patent is only of academic interest.

These methods have been confused with the more recent

flotation processes; they ought to be differentiated. T

suggest therefore that they be classed under 'tilin-su.s-

pension. ' for it may be taken that in every case the sul-

phides an> carried with air over the tensional film nn

the surface of the water.

Incidentally, it may be well to point out that although

it is convenient to speak of the 'water-skin' and of 'skin-

flotation.' the use of either 'skin' or 'film' is inaccurate.

A skin is a thing of definite thickness, which therefore

can be 'peeled' off. like the epidermis, for example. The
phenomenon of surface tension involves nothing of the

kind. It refers to a condition of molecular forces at the

surface of a liquid, the effect of which can be only one

molecule thick. Thus, 'water-skin' and 'skin -flotation'

stand for water-surface and surface-suspension.

Neither Bradford nor Wood uses oil or acid, but in

the later applications of the Macquisten tube both have

been introduced. As the ore contains carbonates that

would react with the sulphuric acid so as to liberate

carbon-dioxide gas. it is obvious that another factor is

introduced, namely, the bubble idea, which has proved

so potent in the more recent phase of flotation. The
further addition of oil marks a distinct departure from

the first idea of the inventor, causing the process to

resemble those of Potter. Delprat, and De Bavay.

The methods of the.se three Australians were alike

designed to treat Broken Hill tailings, containing zinc-

lead sulphides in a gangue composed partly of car-

bonates, notably calcite. siderite. and rhodoehrosite.

Charles V. Potter used water containing from 1 to 10%
sulphuric acid, which was added to crushed ore placed

2From particulars given to me by Mr. Wood himself. See

also Trans. A. I. M. E.. Vol. XLIV (1912). pp. 6S4-701.

in a ve,s.scl (see Kig, ."i I pi'dvidcd Willi stirrers {If the

shaft and l{ the ariiiK. > llcat was tlicii applied Ity gas

(•i) ; when-upon the niclnlllc jiailiclcs rose to the surface

of the li<|uid. It has been said that "it is clear that he

iPotti'ri had ill view a surface Icnsion proccKs."'' If

this is iiieaiit as a reference to the siiifacc-siiHpension

method, .say. of Hradfiird. it is iiicnricct. Siiri'ly Poller

used bubblc-lcvilalidii as his ]iriiici|iiil elTcct. Tlie gas

generated by the action of the acidulated water cm the

carbonates joined with the air I'lit rained by I lie ore is

furnishing gas for making liiibblcs. Iliis result being

a.ssislcd further by llie stirring of the |>iil|> and the heat-

ing of it.

(i. I). Dclpral hail an apparalus suggesting the em-

ployment of surface suspen.sioii, but he also used i-lieiii-

icals to induce flotation. Sec Fig. (!. By the addition

(through the pipe 5) of a hot solution of aciii sall-caki'

to the crushed ore as it was fed (from the ilnite 1 i ii|iiin

a pan having a slojiiiig bottom (4) heated by a Bunsen

burner (14), the sulphides were made to ri.se to the sur-

face of the ve.s.sel (at 3. passing forward along 1.3), while

the gangue collected in a .sumj) (10). In this case also

the flotation was the result of forming bubbles of carlion-

dioxidc gas and of air by chemical action and heat.

Auguste J. F. de Bavay described a pi'occss in which

a thin stream of freely flowing pulp was delivered upon

the surface of a vessel of water, after the style of Brad-

ford. The description of the method as used subse-

rjiu'iitly on the North Broken Hill mine does not corre-

spond with this, for in that plant the mill-tailing, re-

lieved of slime, is said* to have been fed into a vessel

provided with a mixing device, run at a high speed, so as

to agitate the acidulated pulp. The suljihides rose to

the surface, much in the same way as in the preceding

methods of Potter and Delprat. That of Potter was

used, in a modified form, at the Block 14 mine at Broken

Hill in 1005 and 1906. while the Delprat process has

been in use for several years successfully at the Broken

Hill Proprietary mine. It is proper to add, however,

that all of these acid-flotation methods are now only of

academic interest. In the chief application of these

proce.s.ses it has not been customary to use oil. lint as the

material treated came from old dumps of tailing it may

be as-sumed that there was some sub.stance present cap-

able of modifying the water sufficiently.'*

The first application of any of the oil-flotation proc-

esses on a working scale in a mill was that made at the

Glasdir mine, near Dolgelly, in "Wales, by Francis E.

Elmore in 1899. The mixture of crushed ore and water

was fed" at the upper end of a slowly revolving drum,

3'Concentrating Ores by Flotation.' Page 9.

*lbirl. Page 115.

'This suggestion is made by Mr. Hoover in his book. On

page 101 he says that "there may be organic substances in the

ore which, upon the addition of acid, yield gummy compounds

that selectively adhere to the ore." By 'ore' here he probably

means 'sulphides,' that is. the blende and galena.

cCharles M. Rolker. 'Notes on the Elmore Concentration

Process.' Trans. Inst. M. & M., Vol. VIII (1899-1900), pp.

379-384.
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provided with annular helical ribs and transverse blades, the oil was 25%, as against tlie theoretical load of

so as to effect the mixing of the pulp and the oil without 10% inferred by Mr. Rolkcr. In short, the oil did

producing emulsification. See Fig. 7. The oil was intro- 150% more than anybody could explain. The 'prior

art' was in the dark, but the posthumous art

of today can make a eontident guess. Of
course, the larger part of the levitation \vas

done by air, entangled previously in the ore

particles or entraineil subsequently during

the mixing of the polp with the oil in the

drum. Later inve.stigators can testify how
ilifficult it is to prevent the indrawing of air

under such circumstances. Therefore even

in this beginning of flotation as a practical

])rocess the agency of air was utilized, al-

though unwittingl.v. Four years later Wal-
ter McDermott, who has been a consistent

supporter of the Elmore brothers in their

flotation business, acknowledged that "the

agitation witli the pulp resiilts in the oil tak-

ing up a very apprecialile quantit.v of air.""

This fact was not recognized at first, but in

1904, six years after the first bulk-oil patent

of 1898. Francis E. Elmore took out his pat-

ent for vacuum-oil flotation. See Fig. 8. In

this he subjected the oiled and acidulated

Fig. 3. the .m.^ccjiisten- tube. pidp to a vacuum, thereby releasing the air

duced through a separate pipe. The mixture

was discharged into a V-shaped vessel, where

the water and sand subsided while the oil

buoyed the sulphides to the top. An oil-

residuum having a specific gravity of 0.89

was used in equal parts by weight with thi-

ore, ton for ton. The oil was so viscous as to

require the aid of .small rotary pumps to

propel it forward. The temperature of the

oil and water was kept between 54° and 57 °F.

The loss of oil was 2 gallons per ton of ore.

A concentration of 14:1 was achieved with

a recovery (in the concentratc'i of 69% of

the gold, 65% of the silver, and 70% of the

copper from a pyritic and chalcopyritie ore

assaying 1.12% copper, 0.049 oz. gold, and

0.8 oz. silver per long ton. Tjie process was

described as "a somewhat dirty and nasty

process." It did not work on oxidized or

earthy ores, nor upon tarnished sulphides.

In the course of the discussion following

the reading of the paper by Mr. Rolker from

which these facts are gleaned, it was acknowl-

edged that the process developed by Mr. El-

more was based on previous experimental

work done, at the same mine, by George Rob-

son, who used petroleum in even larger pro-

portion, as much—I have been informed—as

three tons of oil to one of ore. But the most interesting dissolved in the water. Tlie air tiius held in solution

fact elicited by the discussion was the statement made amounts to 2.2% by volume, at sea-level and 60°F. By

by Mr. Elmore, and confirmed by the superintendent of 7'The Concentration of Ores by Oil." E. d- M. J.. February 14,

the mill, John Bevan. that the actual load of mineral on 1903, page 262.

Fig. 4. the wood maiiii.ne.
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lowi-rinir tlio pn'ssiiii' iiihI raisiii); tin- tt'iiiitcnilurc this

air is rvlons«'il. tln'ivupoM iitlarliiii^ itself, in tin- ronii of

biiliMfS, to tlio oiled siilphiilo partiolos. wliich riso to tln'

siirt"ni'e. For exainplo. tin- air in a ptiip "I" 1 ton of on-

to 6 of water suftioes to lift 3l>0 11>. of zinc-load sulphides

in a Hrokon Hill ore.' In netiml praetice. however, the

weifiht of sulphides floated is eonsidi-rahly preater than

tlie theoretical eapaeit.w as hased on the ellienev of the

air released from solutiou in the water. Part of the work

is done hy the paseous earbon dioxide lii)erated by the

ivaetiou between the aeid and the earbonates, sueh as

caleite, either in the gangue or added in the form of lime-

stone. Part of it is entangled in the ore particles and

part of it is entrained into the pulp during mixing. In

this process the quantity of oil added to the pulp was

reduced to If* lb. per ton and tinally, in some eases, to

as little as 3 lb. per ton of ore. The machine devised by

Elmore was remarkabl.v ingenious and to it the success of

the process was largely lUie. It was applied at many
mines, notably the Sulitelma copper mine, in Norway."

The Potter-Oelprat and the Elmore vacuum processes

are clearly based on the activity of bubbles of carbon

dioxide or air. or both. Next, mention must be made of

Alcide Froment, who. altliough he was not the inventor

of a working proce.<is. introduced the idea of violent

agitation for the pur])ose of producing l)ubl)les of gas

rapidly from a pulji containing both caleite and acid.

While he looked to carbon dioxide as the gas fiom wliiih

to make bis bubbles, be did undoubtedly entrain lots of

air and obtained the use of it in generating the bubbles

that attached themselves to the oiled particles. He did

not recommend nuu-h oil: oidy "a thin layer." In bis

later instructions to the Minerals Separation company.

which bought his British patent in 1903, he specified

that the oil was to be from 1 to 3i% on the ore.

The next method was that invented by Arthur E.

Cattermole, also in 1902. It was to buy his patents that

the Minerals Separation company was organized in 1903

by John Ballot. J. H. Curie. W. W. Webster, S. Gregory,

H. L. Sulmau. and H. F. K. Pieard. Cattermole de-

parted from the prior art. Instead of floating the sul-

phides, he sank them, while the gangue was assisted to

rise in an upward current of water. He added oil in the

proportion of 4 to 6% "of the weight of metalliferous

mineral present in the ore." together with 2% of soap,

so as to obtain an agglomeration of fldeculent sulphide

particles, which, being heavily oiled, stuck to each other,

in groups or granules that sank to the bottom. He used

a Gabbett.'" or cone-mixer, to obtain a violent agitation

of the pulp, and followed it by a gentler stirring during

which the separation into "shotty granules" was

effected in the presence of as little air as possilile.

This process was only ptit to work in one mill, on the

Central mine at Broken Hill, where it must have seemed

ST. J. Hoover. 'Concentrating Ores by Flotation.' Page 102.

9'Vacuum-Concentration at Sulitelma.' Holm Holmsen and

H. X. Rees. The Mining Magazine, May 1910.

loSee page 705, M. & S. P.. Xov. 6. 1915.

a inetallurgieal abort imi during tiie very short lime it

was in use. The oil was enuilsilieil with soft soup and

tili'n led JMlo llie mixers, where tlie itusIhmI mr under-

went agitation with aeidnlaled watiT. l'"roni the very

start a consiilcralilc pro|)ortion of mineral was floated

on the froth incidental to violent mixing in the presence

of air. .\pi>arently oid.v a i)art of the sulphides was

'granulated.' .so as to sink according to program. The

I'emainder was floated unintenli(inall.\-. Tiie (lesrri|)lion

given by the managi'r, .lames ilclili.ird. indieales llial lie

and bis stalT stumbled upon llie so cjiiled agitation I' rolli

jtroeess almost immediatil.v. lie I'erords" bow lie dis-

covered tiiat more fi'otli was made li.\ using less oil, and

that the frothing and Moating ]>roved a bitler nietliod

than the granulating and sinking of the sulphide jtar-

tieles. He also states that the discovery was made con-

curreiitl.\- li.\- the nn'tallurgist'- of the Minerals Sejjara-

tioii coiiii)aii,v in llie London laboratory. The.v hit ii])on

the same idea by varving the fiuantit,v of oil, in ]\Iareli

1905. so we are told. Yr\ tiie plant at the Central mine

was allowed to start on the Cattermole process in July.

Successful tests with the frothing i)roccss were not made
until September, the proportion of oil being reduced

from 3% when granulating to between 0.1,') and 0.2%
when frothing. The plant was gradual].\- eliaiiged until

granuJalioii was completel.v ousted, by decrea.sing the

quaiitit.v of oil and increasing the violence of agitation.

The ore from the mixers was pa.s.sed with "a good

splash" into spitzkasten, thereby accentuating the need

for aeration.

So the failure of the Cattermole method is stated lo

have led to the Minerals Separation pi'ocess of toda.y, the

proprietar.v riglits to which are ba.sed primaril.v on T'. S.

patent No. 835,120, dated May 29, 1905. This is a

process "wherein, by the use of a frothing agent, and in

the presence of such agitation as will maintjiin or pro-

duce distribution of tlie ore particles through the pulp,

and dissemination of bubbles of air through the pulp

and into contact with the metallic particles through the

pulp, the air bubbles will seize the metallic particles and

will carry them to and through the surface of the pulp,

so as to permit of their deliverv at or above the surface

of the pulp separate from the gangue particles." This

description is taken from the complainant's brief in the

suit of Minerals Separation. Limited, v. Miami Copper

Company, 1915. It is further explained that in this

process "the frothing agent is an oil or immiscible

liquid, and the discoverv was that this mode of operation

in the concentration of ores was attainable Avith small

quantities of oil. quantities so small that although the oil

coated the metallic particles in the exercise of the well

known preferential affinity of oils for metallic sub-

stances, the coating was so minute, so near].v infinites-

imal, that the oil disappeared from sight and sense. In

this process the oil coats the metallic particles, modifies

"'Flotation at the Central Mine, Broken Hill.' By .Tames

Hebbard. M. & S. P., Sept. 4. 1915.

i=The actual operator was Arthur H. Higgins.
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the water so as to produce minute and persistent air-

bubbles, and increases the attraction of the metallic par-

ticles for the air-bubbles : and the persistency of the air-

bubbles is such that the air-bubl)les cling to the metallic

particles and carry them to and through the surface of

the pulp, and when the air-bubbles escape from their

water environment in the body of the pulp and are ex-

posed at or above the surface of the pulp, their water-

No. 776,145. PATENTED NOV. 29, 1904.

C. V. POTTER.

PROCESS OF SEPARATING METALS FROM SDLFID ORES.

AFfLlOATlOH FILED J&K. li. 1903.

•7^

,^' ^

/V/yji

being the product of a joint effort on the part of counsel

and experts representing IMinerals Separation in the

lawsuit at Wilmington. In the basic patent, No. 835,120,

the proportion of oil is given as "a fraction of 1% on the

ore." W. H. Ballantyne, patent lawj'er for Minerals

Separation, testified, in the Hyde suit, that "an ideal

standard for the agitation-fi-oth process is li to 2 lb. oil

per ton of ore." Much less is used now in the big mills

of the copper mining companies.

The process was first introduced on a working scale

No. 763,662, PATENTED JDNE 28, 1904.

0. D. DELPRAT.

APPARATDS FOR USE IN CERTAIN PROCESSES OF EXTRACTING SDLFIDS

FROM ORES.

APFLIOATIOH FILED MAB 9. 1903.

HO HODEL

^^^^T' l »< 1 < I lAv^

Fig. 5. f.^csijiile of potter p.\text. Fig. 6. f.\csI-Mii.e of uei,pr.\t patent.

films carrying a mineral load are maintained intact until

at least their separation from the body of the pulp has

been effected, by overflowing or otherwise. The air-

bubbles with their mineral load form a froth floating

upon the surface of the pulp, wliicli, if allowed to remain

tliere in a quiescent condition will float for days and

weeks. This froth has therefore been properly called a

persistent or permanent froth. It will always form a

coherent mass of bubbles pressed against each other and

frequently several inches in thickness.
'

'

This description, lacking adequate punctuation, as is

usual in legal statements, may be accepted as official.

in the Central mill of the Sulphide Corporation, at

Broken Hill, as already mentioned. Two years later, in

1907, it was adopted by the Zinc Corporation, to be di.s-

parded during 1909 in favor of the Elmore vacuum

process, and to be restored again to favor in 1911. See

Fig. 9.

The next important application was made in 1912 at

the Braden Copper mine, in Chile, where a 200-ton plant

was erected. The extraction of copper (as concentrate)

was 80 to 85%. But when a larger mill of two 600-tou

units was built the recovery became poor, being no better

than it had lieen in the old water-concentration mill,
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namely, almut fif)'"; . Wlu'iTiijxni llic oil wiis inl<lril tn iliiiiii^r liUli. Tliis jutivdkrd llu- tirsJ IckI fiisi-.' ' wliicli

the ore in tlie tube iiiill nn<l tlio oxlrui-tion inipnivcii at is now In lore (lie Siipii'inc Coiiil ol" the rnitcil Stnlcs.

onoe. The mill has now hoen enlarReil to sevm tiOO-ton (MIht coiiipaiiii-s ciiarnccl «illi iiirrintri'iin'iil itvr the

units. tr\>atinp ;{r)W tons per day." The extraction last I'tali < uppi r. Ni'vndii ( 'onsolidiitcd, Mji^'iim ( (ippci-. unci

year was 77 per eent.

In Keliniary 1!)15 the Anaeonda Copper .Mining Cnni-

paiiy took a license from Minerals Separation, and at

that time also th<' Iiusjiiration rons<»lidated (\>i>i)er Com-

pany made an ajrreement for the siime piirpo.se. Moth

No 676.679 P>lrnti!d lune 18. 1901.

r E ELMORE

mOCESS OF SEPARATIIIG METALLIC FROM ROCKY CONSTITUENTS OF ORES

•• Xll.J 7 ShMli-Sktal I

-e -55

i^dc^e/fSi/'^fc' J^,^..^^
u«^ gl-5"

Fig. 7. r.^csi.Miu; of elmore patent.

companies built large mills for the operation of the

process during last year." The Anaconda now treats

12,000 tons and the Inspiration 10,000 tons of ore daily

by flotation.

The first mining company in America to ignore the

Minerals Separation patents was the Butte & Superior,

in Montana. Under the technical guidance of James ^I.

Hyde, this company built a 150-ton unit in their mill

i3The Braden Mill.' M. & S. P. Dec. 18, 1915.

"'Flotation at the Inspiration Mine, Arizona.' M. & S. P.,

July 3, 191.5. Also 'Flotation at the Washoe Reduction Works,

Anaconda.' By E. P. Mathewson. M. & S. P., Aug. 28, 1915.

FIC. 8. THE SULITEI.MA PLANT.

the Miami. The first three use the Janney machine and

the last one the Callow pneumatic launder. In each

case it is stated that the Minerals Separation machine

—

in which violent agitation is effected by blade-impellers

—was tried first and then discarded as ineffective. The

pneumatic flotation plant at Miami was commenced in

August 1914 and remodeled in the early part of 191.5.

Suit for infringement was brought at once by ilinorals

Separation, the trial commencing on March 29 and end-

liMinerals Separation, Limited, and Minerals Separation

American Syndicate, Limited, v. .lames M. Hyde.
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ing on ilay 27, 1915. The decision of the Court is not

yet known.

As applied at Miami the flotation process is simplified

by the use of a launder having a canvas bottom thi'ougli

which air is forced under pressure. This gives the gas

required for the generation of bubbles in a pulp previ-

ously modified by the addition of oil, which is nu.xed witii

the ore while being pumped into a Pachuca tank, or

Brown agitator, where it undergoes further emulsifica-

tion before entering the Callow launder constituting the

flotation;Cell. It is claimed that the frotli produced in

this wav is different from that made in the mechanical

proces,ses are covered by the general term 'flotation,' and

that to clarify the di.scussion of the subject it will be well

to distinguish between

1. Film-suspension, as in the Wood and Macquisten

methods.

2. Oil-flotation, as in the Robson and Elmore bulk-

oil metliods.

3. Bubble-levitation, as in the Elmore vacuum, Del-

prat. Froment, and Sulman-Pieard methods.

The third class can be further sub-divided according

as carbon dioxide or air is the principal gas utilized for

making bubbles.

Finally, tlie air-bubble method can be clas-

sified according to the way in which the air

is introduced

:

(1) From the bottom of the vessel, as in

tlie Callow and Owen cells.

(2) By being entrained or dragged into

the pulp ])y the beating of paddles or some

other form of impeller, as in the Gabbett and
Hoover mixers.

(3) By escape from solution in water, as

in the Elmore vacuum machine and the Nor-

ris apparatus.

It remains to emphasize the fact that from

the high ratio of 3 tons of oil per ton of ore,

the proportion of oil used in flotation has de-

creased, by reason of the recognition of the

part played by air, to one-third of a pound
per ton of ore; that is, one eighteen-thou-

sandths of the quajitity used by Robson. Con-

currently the acid iised has decrea.sed to a

minus quantity, namely, alkalinity.

Fll.. 9. IKOTIUNd PKOCK.S.S IN THE tKNTKAl. MII.I.. .\T UliOKK.X HU.l

mixer of the Minerals Separation machine. In the one

case, according to R. C. Canby, the froth consists of a

mass of delicate, fragile, and evanescent bubbles, which

rise to tlie surface in rapid sueccsijion and maintain a

froth only because they are being generated slightly

faster than tliey break, so that the vippermost layer

overflows, with its burden of mineral, over the lip ol' the

vessel. Ill the other case the froth is said to be '" thick,

coherent, and persistent," as Mr. Picard phrased it. "It

appears as if the minerals were protecting the tender air-

bubble like an armor, and instead of destroying it, were

actually guarding it. The frotli has a long life. 1 have

myself seen a froth standing for 24 hours without the

least change having taken place." So testified Dr. Adolf

Liebmann. Mr. Ballautyne stated that this agitation-

froth of the Minerals Separation machine was so dense

that it would support a spade. Mr. Canby showed that

the air-froth of the Callow machine would not sujiinu-t

a match-stem.

From the foregoing summary it is clear thnt thive

Mine-cars at the Copper Queen mine, as

tirst designed for the underground electric

haulage system, held 21 cu. ft., had gable bot-

toms, hinged sides, and were equipped with

M.C.B. midget couplers, spring-draft rigging,

and roller-bearing axles. Tliis car was found not satis-

factory. The ore was too sticky to slide well, re-

quiring rocking by the men to empty the cars. Also

the cai-s leaked flne ore when wet. Later, roller-dump

cars, weighing 1700 lb. and of 33 cu. ft. capacity, were

secured. These also had the refinements of spring-draft

rigging, automatic couplers, and roller bearings. How-
ever, instead of the solid bearings used on the first cars,

the axles were designed to take Hyatt rollers with

special care to make them dirt-proof. Roller-bearing

axles have been an unqualified success; the axles are

filled with grease only once a month. The Hyatt-bearing

axles last at least six years, and the recent chrome-nickel

steel types wear longer yet. It is well to use large cars

underground to reduce the cost of loading, dumping, and

repairs. On the other hand, narrow drifts cannot ac-

commodate wide cars, and for convenience in taking cars

from one level to another by the cage, it is necessary to

limit the size. Thus the underground ears at Anaconda

arc li'ss than one ton capacity.
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•The desirability of correlating the diitji ulituiiui} from

siiiall-s*iUo sliiuf stttliiin tests witli commnoiiil work us

earrieil on in large tanks has long been reeogni/.oil by

metallurgists. This need, though most apparent in de-

signing new instMllntions. t^nquenlly arisis also in ex-

istent plants, sinee a large riuige t>f experimental work

ean 1h> performed without interfering with regular oper-

ation.

In order to develop rational methods of laboratjiry

testing, it becomes necessary to study the general phe-

nomena of s^'ttling. In milling, slime-pulp consists of

water, finely-divided sand or granular products, and col-

loidal matter. In this eomiection water is \i.sed as im-

plying either ordinary water, or water containing some

heraical or chemicals in solution. Those which exert

an influence upon the subsequent settling behavior of the

pulp, are known as electrolytes. The electrolyte has the

property of causing the colloidal portion of the slime to

fonn aggregates known as floes, particles having a more

or less definite size, consisting of water, colloidal material

and usually fine-granidar matter that has been en-

trapped. The floes settle in the liquid medium according

to certain laws. There are four settling zones, (1) the

bottom, where that portion of the pulp wherein the floes,

considered as integral bodies, have settled to a point

where they rest directly one upon another; (2) a transi-

tion zone above the bottom one; (3) pulp of constant con-

sistence of flocculated pulp and of the same consistence

as the flocculated pulp in the feed pulp : and (4) the

top zone of clear water or solution.

The authors summarize their investigation as follows:

(1) In thickening pulps which are to be discharged

at a consistence such that the discharge is still in the

form of free-settling pulp, the depth of the tank used

is of no consequence, except in so. far as it permits

a depth of feed sufficient to avoid surface agitation

and allows ample depth of clear liquid to care for

fluctuations of the feed, and changes in the character of

the pulp in the case of continuous thickeners, and suffi-

cient depth to give ample capacity to avoid the necessity

of frequent charging and disfharging in the case of in-

termittent thickeners.

(2) When thickening pulps to a consistence where it

is necessary to expel fluid by compression, sufficient

capacity must be given the tank so that the pulp will be

retained the necessary period of time to thicken it to the

required density and also to allow sufficient storage to

compensate for fluctuations in the feed and discharge.

This capacity may he obtained by varying either the

depth or diameter to give the required cubical content.

(3) The consistence of discharge possible may be

closely determined by allowing a cylinder of thick but

free-settling pulp to settle, taking readings at intervals

•Abstract from a paper by H. S. Coe and G. H. Clevenger.

prepared for the Arizona (September 1916) meeting of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers.

ot' a lew hours up to liie iioitil where settling pr.'iel iijiIIn

censes.

(4) The rt'cuiired area mny !«• eompuleil \,\ applying

•J.UIIP

the formida .1 .../•'-••'''''''\ . •\ is the area in squai-e tVct
-'V /._/)/

reijuired to thicken 1 ton of 2(KI() lb. nl' sdIiiI.s Io a eon-

sistence in the discharge of /) (parts fluid to 1 part solid

by weight I, per day of 24 hours. A series of .settling

rates is taken on pulps ranging in eonsiKteneies from that

of the proposed feed to the thiekest free-Hellling pulp.

I> is taken as the ratio of fluid to solids in the ibiekesl

pulp which can be economically obtained. The greatest

value for .4 indicated by the tests is taken as the rcMpiired

area. Under ordinary circumstances a factor of .safety

should be allowed over the calculated area to take care

of changes in the character of the pulp and variations in

tenii)erattire. It will be noted that this is the same

forintda previously given, modilied to give area required

instead of capacity per sfpiare foot per hour.

(5) The required depth of the thickener may be as-

certained by computing the capacity of the thickening

zone to contain a supply of solids equal to the total

capacity of the tank for the number of hours required

to thicken the ptdp to the density required in the dis-

charge, and to this depth adding an allowance for the lost

space due to the pitch of the drag in the thickener; also

from li to 2^ ft. for depth of feed, and a further allow-

ance for storage-capacity when the discharge may be

closed.

The following table gives the actual capacities, to-

gether with the computed capacities, of thickeners used

at the various mills enumerated. In each case the tests

were made at the mill by the local staff, according to

directions supplied by the authors. From the data

received the capacities were computed, employing the

method described.

<'omput- .Actual No. of ft. Consist-
ed rapac- reprtrted clear so- Con.-ist- eiK-e of

PULP ity. lb. capacity, liition encu of dis-

per lf». per rei>ort- feed- c-harge-

«q. ft. sq.ft ed pulp pulp

Liberty Bell 4.87 5.94 1.25 10.00-1 2.00-1

Belmont 14.1 14.75 1.5 7.00-1 2.11-1

Portland 8.3 6.0 6.0 15.10-1 1.66-1

( low-grade)*

Xipissing 8.24 11.8 0.0 11.00-1 1.50-1

(low-grade)

Presidiot 33.0 17.65 6.0 5.62-1 1..58-1

Hollinger 19.7 18.0 2.0 5.60-1 1.00-1

West Endt 15.24 11.97 5 to 6 6.10-1 2.02-1

Homestake 7.78 7.05 .... 33.00-1 2.18-1

Homestalie 8.86 8.55 17.50-1 1.50-1

Golden Cycle 19.3 19.1 0.0 7.70-1 1.00-1

(roasted ore)

•Some colloidal material in this pulp had a tendency to re-

main in suspension after most of the pulp had settled. The

thickener was operated below capacity.

tThickeners being operated below capacity.

Taxation of Michigan copper mines has been over-

done. Homer Guck points out that the Ford Motor Co.,

one of the manufacturing concerns of the lower penin-

sula, earns more money than all the Lake Superior

copper mines combined.
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By Z» O. H<

THE volume of trading oil the local stock exchange

has not been so great since 1909. During Febru-

ary there was transferred 4,591,950 shares worth

$888,471. Tintie stocks have always been good counters

for gambling. Their erratic orebodies, coupled with the

peculiar habit of most of the Tiiitic mines of distribut-

ing their profits promptly in dividends, has made the

stocks highly speculative. Assessments and dividends

alternate. Repeated 'come-backs' have done much to

popularize the cheap stocks, so that all but the largest

flotations are based on 5 and 10-cent shares. The length

of the calls has been increased and after April 1 un-

listed stocks are to be absolutely ignored by exchange

brokers.

A decision just rendered by the Commissioner Gen-

eral of the Land OfSce at Washington in the case of the

U. S. Forestry Service v. The Kennebec Mining Co., is

interesting. The Kennebec was engaged in driving an

adit to apply as patent work on its Cottonwood property.

The Forest Service took it upon itself to intervene, on

the ground that the proposed work would not be upon

the claims to be patented, and if continued would be of

no benefit to them. The company annovmced its inten-

tion of changing the direction of the adit, and upon this

defense was upheld in the local Land Office. The For-

estry Service was not satisfied, and appealed to Wash-

ington. The mining company was again upheld. The

Forest Ser\'ice has gained nothing but further ill-will,

and laid itself open to renewed charges of obstracting

legitimate mining.

In the Cottonwood district parties connected with the

Maxfield mine are to develop a large area of grano-

diorite at the head of Little Cottonwood. On the claim-

maps of the district this area has remained a blank, be-

cause it was thought there was no limestone or other

conditions favorable to ore. It is now claimed that

there is limestone in this area. If so, it is an attractive

prospect. Rumors are plentiful in regard to railwa.vs

for the Cottonwoods. A franchise is being sought for

an electric railway up Big Cottonwood.

Development continues in the American Fork district

just over the divide from Little Cottonwood. Among
the companies engaged in mining or soon to start work
are the Texan, Pacific, Miller Hill. Globe Con., Earl-

Eagle, Mineral Flat, Smuggler, Pittsburg, Bay State,

Trea.sure Con., Major Evans. Wliirlwind, Dutchman,
Boyd Park, Deer Creek, Eudora. Bogg, Wasatch Range,

Live Yankee, American Fork, Mary Ellen, Belorophen,

Phoenix. American Volunteer. Brederaeyer, South Park,

Mountain Lake Extension, Silver Flat, and Tonto De-

velopment. Geologically the district lies on the strike

of the productive formations of the Cottonwoods. A

power-line is to be extended into the district and at least

one mill is planned.

Shipments from Park City decreased in February,

owing to the short month and bad climatic conditions.

Eleven shippers sent out 6564 tons. They were the

Silver King Coalition, Daly-Judge, Daly West, Silver

King Consolidated, Ontario, Federal Leasing, Broad-

water Mills, Big Four Exploration, Western Ore Pur-

chasing, and Quiney. The Daly West mill, which has

been shut-down owing to lack of water, will be started

-•--H

MAP OF UTAH.

soon. The heavy snow-fall assures plenty of water dur-

ing the summer. Development is progressing favorably

at the Keystone, New Quiney, Three Kings Silver, and
American Flag.

Shipments from Tintie in February were increased to

24.550 tons of a gross value of $610,000. There were 25

shippers, the Eureka Hill, Godiva, and Black Jack re-

.suming their places in the list. The Crown Point and

Plutus are two old mines on which work is to be re-

newed owing to the present favorable conditions. Two
new incorporations have been launched to mine in north-

east Tintie, in the part of the district that has been

proved by the Chief Consolidated. They are the North

Tintie Mining & Milling Co. and the Chief Consolidated
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Kxtfiisioii. Oiu- ol" tlu' iiriiK-ipal i-mist's of ilic Imi.hii hi

Tiiitic stiH'ks is tin* (li'vclopiiifiil ol" a Inrjp- Iwily of i-oj)-

piT ort' in tlu> Inm Blossom iniiio. ()n> nsjuiviiiR 169<

is hoiiiR hntkcii on tlip ItKXI-ft. lovcl A fn)s.s cut 8") ft.

loiiR has not n'nolu'il tho limit of tiio oiv nt this Ifvil.

Another i-lieorfnl (iis«'ov«'ry is tho $80 jrolil oiv in thf

Gold Chain mine.

Tho onishoi's and n>astinp-l'unm<'cs linvf hci-n sttirtrd

at the now mill oivrtod hy tho Knipht-Dorn intorosts.

Last summor tho ohlorination plant at Park City was

olosod and operations transforn-d to Tintio. Two Holt-

Dorn fnrnacos aro mastinir W tons por day. Whon all

arc in oonimission. :< Ilolt-Dorn and 1 Knipht-C'hristen-

stMi funmoos will bo uso«l. Tapaoity is ostimatod at HOO

tons por day. Briofly tin- proooss eonsists of crusliinp

l>y niok-hroakor and rolls to 3-in., feeding autoraatioally

tlio propor mixturo of oro. salt. coal, and .sulphidos to tlio

furnaoos, in wliioh a chloridi/iner roast is acoomplisliod.

and further ohloridizing in bins, after whieh the lal-

cined material is loai-liod in brine and aoid solutions for

the recovery of gold, silver, lead, and copper. These

metals are recovered by successive precipitation on cop-

per and iron.

Bingham. l>est known for its low-grade copper, now

claims the distinction of ha^^ng the largest shipper of

lead ore in the United States. The mine is the Utah-

Apex. The company has a contract to ship 300 tons of

lead-zinc ore per day to the United States smelter, in

addition to the 300 to 400 tons it is shipping to the

American Smelting & Refining Co. The Utah Metal-

Biugham-New Haven reports for 1915 show that this

consolidation produced 2.873.815 lb. copper, 9.860,089

lb. lead. 16.91-1 oz. gold, and 475,894 oz. silver, for a net

profit of .$.594,295. The profit for January this year

was $125,000. Another dividend-payer is thus assured

for Bingham. Utah Copper is now paying $2.50 per

share quarterly. Bad weather reduced the output in

January to about 12.000.000 lb. copper, compared with

14.500.000 lb. in December. The Bingham Mines Co.

plans extensive development of the Yosemite mine. Its

report for 1915 shows a net income of nearly $200,000.

half of which came from the operation of the Eagle &
Blue Bell mine at Tintie.

In Beaver county the scale of operations is increasing.

In addition to the companies that I mentioned la.st

mouth, the following are becoming active: Indian Queen.

near the Horn Silver: Monzonite Silver & Gold, ad.ioin-

ing the Cedar-Tali.sman ; Galena, in the Beaver Lake

district: and Master Key in the Star district. New
discoveries are being made in the Fortuna district. At

the Grold HiU. adjoining the Sheep Rock, ore is being

developed by an adit, on a vein that panned well at the

surface. It is said that high-grade has also been opened

for 40 ft. along the vein, and 5 to 6 ft. wide. The United

States shaft has penetrated milling ore, and a cross-cut

at 85 ft. is reported to have cut ore that can be shipped

at a profit. Operations were later su.spended. No
reasons were given, but it may be surmi.sed that the

company is now endeavoring to secure control of sur-

niundinK ground. The Shoe)) Kook has Ikm-u lioniii'd bv

iiii'al inlelt'sts. A doposit of alunite cioi-urH dm tiiis prop

rrty. The local ])roHH annonnooii tlir intention of ilw-

new management to erect a mill to treat this for its

potash. This nuist bo taken with reserve, seeing that

tho roocnt investigation of tho newer diKooverics of

alunite at Marysvale resulted in tlie cuiK'hision tluil tln^y

Wore not of oonimereial value.

There is talk that operalinns may be ri'smnecl on tiie

Sacramento at Mereur. This is one of the nM proilin-ci-s.

which was unique as being the only one to upcrale a

mercury-distilling plant. The company treated 300,000

tons of gold ore by cyanidation and paid $308,000 in

dividcnd.s. The ore yielded about $3 per ton near the

end of operations, and the tailing carried another (lolliir

per ton. Operations covered a period from 1895 to

1907. During the five years 1903 to 1907 the eom)iany

jmiduced 3538 flasks of mercury, worth about $139.0(1(1.

There was recovered 102 lb. of mercury per ton of ore

at a cost of 10.18 cents jier i)Ound. The revival, if it is

to come, will be in the mining of gold ore. On the west

dip of the Mereur district the group about the old Daisy

is now in strong hands. The property is equipped with

a cyanide phant. The mines have had a checkered his-

tory. The la.st attempt to work them was in 1913. when

the Norma Gold Alining Co. re-modelcd the cyanide

plant, and ran it a short time. The treatment consisted

of separate leaching of sand and slime, and filtration of

the slime on Moore filters. The operation was not suc-

cessful, but it is believed that with ample capital there

is a good chance of doing well.

The distribution of a dividend of $15,000 on :Mareh

6 by the Lakeview Mining Co. of Promontory lirings

the total for the first year of operation to $100,000.

Fifteen ears of ore containing 32.5% zinc were shipped

in February. Ore has been opened by lessees 3500 ft.

north of the main workings. Some lead ore also is being

shipped. The Promontorj' Development Co. has opened

a 6-ft. vein of low-grade zinc ore. Some ore of shippiuL'

grade has accumulated on the dump.

There are sub.stantial rumors that the American

Smelting & Refining Co. intends to erect an electrolytic

zinc plant. The proposed sulphuric acid plant at Gar-

field and the success of the electrolytic plant at Murray

(2 tflns per day) are known facts. Cheap power and a

large ore-supply are two other factors. A plant for ex-

tracting zinc has long been desired by producers. Large

reserves of ore at Tintie, Bingham, Park City, and

smaller amounts at Ophir, Stockton, the Cottonwoods,

Promontory-, and in Beaver county, would become profit-

able if the high freight-rate to the East were avoided.

Further efforts along the same line are indicated in the

announcement just made by the Daly-Judge Alining Co.

that it intends to erect a plant for roasting and leaching

zinc ore, and electrolyzing the solutions. With power

developed by the Snake Creek tunnel and a large supply

of zinc ore from its own mine, the outlook is good. It

is planned to build a plant in or near Park City large

enough to take care of all the Daly-Judge zinc ore.

i
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CONCENTRATES
R(?il<iers of ihc M/.VI\G ami Scictttijic PRESS are tiivited (o ask questions

and iive mfunnudon liralini! Killl Inhiiiidi ami other matters perlaminS <o the

practice of nnniiijj, irtt'IFiri^. and smelling.

1>EAKS ill compressed-air Hues are more costly than

leaks of the same size iu steam lines.

Some of the rarer minerals occur irregularly in the

granitic pegmatites of southern California.

Worn-out mine car-wheels, with the axles sawed-off,

then clamped to the inside of tube-mills and sot with

cement, are being used on the Rand for liners.

Tight keys in jiuUeys may be removed by placing a

leaspoonful of -10% dynamite against the end of the

keys, mnd-cappiiig the charge, and exploding it.

^IiNE-PUMPiNG figures are expressed both in niillious

of gallons per day and in hundreds of gallons per

minute. A million gallons per 24 hours is about equal

to 700 gallons per minute.

Arseno-pyrite when it is struck witii a hammer gives

off an odor somewhat like garlic—the 'alliaceous odor'

of the text-books—an odor familiar iu miues where drills

are cutting rock or ore impregnated with arseno-pyrite.

Firemen's whistles are considered better warning

signals than motor bells at the Leonard mine at Butte,

where crossings over electric-haulage tracks undei'ground

are dangerous on account of the difficulty of seeing an

approaching train from cross-cuts or drifts that cross or

join the haulage-level.

The ii-bit, says a mine-supei'intendent who has used it

for several months, drills best when the little cress-bar

nf thi' H is left off. The effect of the doul:)le cutting-edge

without the cross-bar is to chip the rock in the centre of

the drill-hole in larger fragments by reason of th(^ rota-

tion of the two oft'-set cutting-edges.

The troy pound contains 5760 grains; the avoirdu-

pois pound 7000 grains. As there are but 12 ounces in

a troy pound, each troy ounce contains 480 grains and
is heavier than an avoirdupois ounce, which, being ^
of a pound, contains 437^ grains. That is, a troy ounce

of gold is 9.7% heavier than an avoirdupois ounce.

Electric-ore haulage underground in the ('oi)i)er

Queen mine cost 23c. per ton in 1914, the average dis-

liuice trammed being 2939 ft. Of this cost, lie. was for

labor; 7.4e. was for maiutenanee of motors, cars, trolley,

and tracks; and 1.3c. was for power. Cost of car repairs

w as high as the equipment was several years old.

Vanadium minerals, more especially those of the

oxidized zone, are readily soluble in mineral acids.

Hydrochloric is the most convenient acid to use. If con-

i-entrated hydrochloric acid, HCl. is put upon carnotite.

uvanite. vanadinite, the descloizites, and .some other

vanadium minerals, it immediately gives a rich red-

brown solution. If water is added the color changes to

green or disappears.

Lubricants sometimes contain corroding substances,

and should be tested for these. A simple method is to

polish a steel surface, coat it with the lubricant, and ex-

pose it to the sunlight for 15 to 20 days. If acid is pres-

ent in the lubricant the steel will show etchings. Water
oxidizes the steel and shows rust pittings. the latter

showing better on a rough surface.

Mica is used considerably in electrical machinery, as

an insulator between the segments of commutators, the

soft grades being preferred. The General Electric Co.

formerly obtained mica from its own mine near Syden-
ham. Ontario. Large sheets of mica bring a high price

for lamp-chimneys and novelties. Scrap mica is ground
fine for fire-proofing materials and miscellaneous uses.

Quebec produces a good deal of mica mined in irregular

amounts from Pre-cambrian crystalline rocks by pros-

pectors. London has been a large market for mica, where
lots were sold by auction so that the buyer could see -ex-

actly what he was getting.

Maintenance cost of electric centrifugal pumps com-

pared with steam pumps at a mine of the Penu Iron Min-
ing Co., Michigan, for one year was as follows:

Four Four
centrifugal steam

pumps. pumps.
Shop labor $717 $760
Labor on pumps 690 590

Supplies 503 2021

Total $1910 $3371

These two sets of pumps were doing practically the same

duty.

Tin. The simplest test for cassiterite is to place a

fragment of the mineral in dilute hydrochloric or sul-

phuric acid with granulated, shot, or sheet zinc. The

zinc and the acid rapidly evolve hydrogen, which takes

the oxygen from the mineral and leaves a coating of tin

on the fragment tested. Granulated zinc is the best to

use. The blow-pipe test is better known and is more
often used, though it is not made so readily. The min-

eral .supposed to be cassiterite is pulverized and should

yield a light-colored powder unless it is mixed with iron

oxides, in which case the powder will be reddish or

brown. Some cassiterites from the Carolinas and South

Dakota, however, give a purplish powder. A small por-

tion of the powder is mixed with twice its bulk of pul-

verized charcoal and three times its bulk of sodium car-

bonate or bicarbonate (ordinary washing or baking

soda). The three substances are thoroughly mixed, and

a portion the size of a pea is moistened and placed in a

hollow iu a piece of charcoal. By means of a reducing

blow-pipe flame tin is readily reduced in small globules,

which are easily distinguished from the flux.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As Jtvn .It ill.- ii-orlil's ilriMl imiiiii/i; ..iKri-j hy our oti'ii ri)rrc-»|><)ii(li-iil«.

SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO

MlNKRAI. PriUU l-riON OK THK StATK MaKK Pllll.U IIY OrKRATlOX

or Nkw Tax-I,a\v.

For the first time In the history of iiilnln.c In this Stale,

authoritative figures on mineral production have been secured.

The State Tax Commission. worklnK under the provisions of

the SprlnRerHawklns mlue-tax law, passed lust year. Is re-

siHjnsible for these data. The gross production of New Mex-

Icos coal and metal mines In the calendar year 1915 was

nearly $22,000,000. with $10,000,000 net. One concern, the

Chlno Copiier Co.. produced more than half of the entire gross,

or $11.3Sa.77T, with $6.S4i;.204 net. This company is treating

7500 tons of 2.V r ore per day.

The Commissions figures cover 36 coal and nietalniining

enterprises. In addition to these, the Colorado Fuel & Iron

Co.. and the Ozark Mining & Smelting Co.. also were producers

In 1915. but their returns are not yet complete. The figures

on gross productipn are those returned to the Commission by

the operators, but the net values, on which taxes are collected.

were determined after an examination not only of the returns

made, but of reports submitted by a siiecial accountant who

checked the operators' books. The gross production returned

by the 36 producers was $21,695,479, and the total net. as

determined by the Commission. $9,824,736.

The 10 coal enterprises of New Mexico, now on a producing

basis, returned a total output in 1915 of $6,674,590. and $1.-

397.734 net. Among the coal concerns, the Stag Canyon Fuel

Co. (Phelps. Dodge) ranks first in gross production, and the

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Co. second, but in net

production their positions are reversed.

Among the metal-mining concerns, the gross output of the

Eighty-five Mining Co. is second to that of the Chino. but the

Empire Zinc Co.. operating in both Grant and Socorro counties,

has second place in net output, showing $457,114 net out of a

gross of $534,579.

Under the provisions of the Springer-Hawkins law, the

mines and mineral lands of the State are divided into pro-

ductive and non-productive classes. On the net outputs of the

producing properties taxes are assessed as on all other prop-

erty, and these taxes are considered to cover the full mineral

values of the lands being worked, and of contiguous mineral

lands held for future extensions of mining operations. The

net value of the mineral output is stated to mean the difference

between the actual cost of production, transportation, treat-

ment, shipment and sale, and the amount realized, if sold, or

that could be realized at the time of making the reports, and

it is specified that the statements of expenditures shall not

include any amounts expended for machinery or other improve-

ments, for the construction of mills or other reduction-works,

or for salaries of persons not actually engaged in the working

of the mines, in the reduction, transportation or marketing

of the minerals, or in the personal management of the enter-

prises, .\11 non-productive mineral lands are to be assessed

and taxed on the reasonable valuation thereof as undeveloped

mineral ground, in addition to their surface values for grazing,

agriculture, timber or other purposes, and in fixing such values

it is the duty of the taxing officials to take into consideration

transportation problems and opportunities for marketing the

products. The law does not exempt from taxation reduction-

works, liuildlngK 1111(1 other iniprovomenlH at nilncH or on

mineral liiiuls.

In Socorro couiily, the MogoUoii .MIiich Co.'h gross yield wii»

$508,502. and $i:!4.4S5 net; and the Socorro Mining & Milling

Co.. $619,127, and $1S0.154 net. Both are silver producerK.

CRIPPLE CREEK. COLORADO
Gold Outi-ut.—Flotaho.n.—DuAiNAUt.

—

Ei-i.a W. and Ikaiiki.i.a.

Gold production of the Cripple Creek District mines for

February, as rejiorled by the mills and smelters. Is as follows:

Tons.

Golden Cycle, Colorado City 29,500

Portland, Colorado Springs 12,500

Portland, Victor mill 17.600

Portland, Independence mill 12.250

Smelters, Denver and Pueblo . . . 4,100

Isabella mines 1,680

77,630
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any car of ore was $S.SO per ton; the highest was on the last

car, $37.SO per ton. It is reported that Johnson and Mack,

who found the ore there, have disposed of their interest to

Denver men.

In February the El Paso mine produced 200 tons of ore with

a gross value of $44,000. The annual meeting of this company

will be held in Denver on March 13, when a full board of

directors, nine in number, will be elected.

The Isabella mine produced 1300 tons of $20 ore during the

last month. A rich deveIo|)ment was reported in this mine a

few days ago. The share quotation on the Colorado Springs

exchange jumped five points. The new shoot is on No. 15

level of the Lee shaft, and 1300 ft. below the surface. Grab

samples of the ore as broken from 42 in. width, are said to

assay over 6 oz. per ton.

The Granite company's mines on Battle mountain yielded

3270 tons of $22 ore during February, lessees contributed.

KALGOORLIE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

l,Ai;()K DispiTE SETTLEn.

—

Principal Goli) Pkodvceus in 1915.

The strike of wood-cutters, mentioned in the Press of March

4, employed by the three companies that supply the majority

of the mines with firewood, was settled on January 19, after

nearly three weeks' stoppage. Work was expected to be in

full swing on the 24th. The two mines which did not suspend

operations were the Ivanhoe, which substituted coal for wood,

and the Kalgurli, which gets its firewood from a private con-

tractor. The total number of men out of work was 4700, con-

sisting of 3S00 on the mines and 900 in the wood areas. (There

were also 700 others on the Trans-continental railway con-

struction out of work, owing to shortage of rails due to a

strike of the coal-miners in New South Wales, and the men
employed at the Broken Hill Proprietary company's steel-

works at Newcastle, in that State). The new agreement, which

extends to June 30, 1918, increases the rate of wood-cutting

from $1.0S to $1.14 ))er ton, with several minor concessions.

The credit tor amicably settling the dispute is due to P.

Collier, minister of mines and acting-premier of the State.

The current wages agreement with the Kalgoorlie-Boulder

miners will expire on April 15, and will probably be extended

for the period of the War without alteration.

The revenue of the principal gold producers of the State

for the past two years is as follows:

Dividend?

1915. 1914. in 1915.

Great Boulder $2,924,500 $2,827,700 $1,312,500

Ivanhoe 1,900,100 1,814,400 525,000

Golden Horse-Shoe 2,207,400 1,945.700 412,500

Oroya Links 611,100 794,500

Great Fingall 326,200 379,700

Lake View & Star 1,105,400 1,296,900 150,000

Perseverance 1,236,300 1,304,300

Kalgurli 1,112,100 1,284,100 435,000

Sons of Gwalia 1,242,300 1,252,500 203,120

Associated Northern 137,900 127,500

Associated 654,700 714.200

South Kalgurli 680,200 612,100 78,120

Black Range 250,800 221,700

Fenian 568,200 556,100

Yuanmi 379,200 655,900

Mararoa 289,500 276,900 75,000

Ida H 194,000 288,600 15,150

Bullfinch 505,200 550,500 119,000

Menzies Consols 308,800 318,700 28,000

Edna May 754,100 645,700 385.650

Edna May Central 115,500 223,400

Ingliston Consols 236,500 224,600

Adelaide Enterprise 20,400 7.000 2,000

TORONTO, ONTARIO
The Nickel Question Acain.—War-Tax Modified.

During the present session of Parliament the nickel policy

of the Government has been repeatedly attacked on the ground

that all nickel refining should be done in Canada to prevent

any possibility of Germany obtaining a supply. It was stated

that the International Nickel Co. was controlled, or at least

under the influence of Krupp. The course of the Government

was warmly defended by Solicitor-General Meighen, who effect-

ually disposed of the wild talk by ofiicial figures showing that

of the 469,441 shares of the International company only 421

shares were held by persons in Germany and Austria. While

admitting that it might be desirable at some time to put an

export duty on nickel ore, as a means of encouraging Canadian

industry, he urged that to do so at present would cut off the

supply of nickel from the American manufacturers, who were

making war munitions for the Allies. It is evident that the

Government has no intention of disturbing the present ar-

rangement by imposing any restrictions on nickel ore expor-

tation.

The strong pressure brought to bear on the Government by

mining and industrial interests has resulted in the modifica-

tion of several objectionable features of the proposed war-tax

on profits. Only paid-up capital will be treated as capital stock,

and the value of remaining stock will be based on assets and

liabilities on January 1, 1915, stock thereafter issued to be

reckoned according to Its money-value. Other provisions are

introduced with the object of having the profits calculated on

the actual money invested, instead of on the nominal capital.

The most important change as affecting mining companies is

that in determining profits allowance will be made for the

exhaustion of ore.

The regular four-weekly statement of the Hollinger company

for the period ending January 28 showed a considerable fall-

ing-off in revenue, owing to the lower grade of the ore treated.

The gross profit was $174,966, from the treatment of 30,817

tons of ore, averaging $9.30 per ton. The working cost was

$2.94 per ton. The new central shaft has been cemented down
to the 425-ft. level, which is a new departure in northern

Ontario mining. Two veins have been cut in the cross-cut

which is being driven at this level toward the Vipond

boundary.

At the Dome ore has been cut below the 625-ft. level in the

new central shaft. This is regarded as unsatisfactory, as the

location of the shaft was chosen so that it should not be in ore.

Some of the original 40 stamps are being removed to make
room for ball-mills, which are regarded as more economical

for the secondary crushing of ore. Two tube-mills have ar-

rived. During February 32,040 tons was treated for $163,480.

The machinery in the addition to the Mclntyre mill has been

installed, giving the mill a capacity of 450 tons. The addition

will be used for the treatment of oi'e from the Jupiter, where

the breaking of ore has been at 100 and 200 feet.

The new orebody at the Vijwnd is averaging much better

than ordinary run-of-mine. It has been drifted on at the 400-ft.

level for 100 ft., maintaining its width and grade. An exten-

sion of the same vein has been picked up at the 500-ft. level.

The statement of the Vipond for 1915 shows a total revenue of

$248,312, and a net profit of $35,136. Ore reserves are placed

at 90.000 tons, valued at $587,280.

On March 15 the Right of Way company paid a. O.a'/c divi-

dend, or $10,000. The mine, 365 ft. deep, is near the La Rose

and has an interesting history, having paid large dividends.

A car-load of 1000-oz. silver ore was recently shipped. Four

drills and 22 men are employed.

Timmins brothers are developing and equipping the Cheney

mine in Gould townshi]).

A car-load of bagged ore Is ready for shipment from the

Belle Ellen in South Lorrain.
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ALASKA
JlNEAf

During Fobruitry the Alaska Oastlneaii mill tri-ated 122.000

tons of $1.02 ore. The March avornRe is expected to be nuich

better. The low value last month. 40r. under that of .lanuary.

was due to Inability to deliver any hlphpradc ore In the last

two weeks from the sIoi>e east on No. 5 level, which is looklnc

better than for some months. At least 150.000 tons of $2..S0

ore more than expected can be extracted there. To obtain

this the stoi-e had to be prepared. There Is 90,000 tons of this

value broken in the stope.

The general manager. B. L. Thane, reports the following

latest news from the mine:

"Latest results In prospecting the ore-zone east of No. 1 shaft

are as follows: Level No. 9 first drill-hole 150 ft. west No. 2

shaft 30 ft. schist ore. average value $2. Second hole 250 ft.

west of No. 2 shaft. No. 9 level schist ore 35 ft. Average value

before reducing the high assays*. $30.40. After reducing all

high assays to $10. average value $4.S,S. This is the highest

grade ore ever cut. No diamond-drilling is being done yet at

No. S east On No. 7 level 950 ft. east of No. 1 shaft the first

18 ft. averaged $3.30; next 36 ft. low value: next 35 ft. average

value, before reducing high assays. $10.45; after reducing high

assays to $10. average values $5. The last two holes are in

ore. Indications are favorable that the high-grade schist ore-

body continues on down from No. 5 to No. 10 levels in posi-

tion as previously reported, and that the value continues

satisfactory. The management is doing all it can to hurry

development east as much as possible, and will open a stope

in this new high-grade ore as soon as possible."

D. C. Jackling thus comments on the above:

"This is the best looking information we have had for some

time, and while I think the very high values reported should

be considered conservatively, it begins to look like there is no

doubt about the existence of a very large continuous orebody

in this section that will average at least twice or three times

as high as our estimated average. Slopes are all opened on

the fifth, ninth, and tenth levels; the sixth level and seventh

level are into the orebody. and the eighth will soon be there.

It would seem reasonable to expect that within the next 90

days we should be able to get considerable of this ore and thus

increase Iwth grade of ore and tonnage, and I am now much
more hopeful of early improvement of conditions than I have

been for the past two months."

ARIZONA
MOII.WK COINTV

(Special Correspondence.)—The Oatman Champion Mining

Co., which recently started work at the old Black Wonder in

the Silver Creek district, is contemplating considerable devel-

opment. The old shaft will be abandoned for the present, and

a new one is being sunk about 75 ft. off the main vein, which

will cut it at 200 ft. depth. The vein is an unusual one for

this district; at places it is 40 ft. wide, and some samples have

assayed as high as $40 per ton. The old shaft is worth about

$6 per ton any place from surface to depth 70 ft. The buildings

will be re-modeled at an early date: modern machinery will

be Installed soon.

The Arizona Gold Star Mining Co., which also recently com-

menced near the Times mine, is making rapid progress in

sinking. The shaft Is down dO ft., going through tho vein on
the hanging wall. The machinery is all on tho ground, partly

Installed. The e(iui|imenl con»iBt8 of ono 25 hp. and 3S hp.

White & Middleton gas-engine and 250-ft. Ciarducr lotiiprcssor.

In a few days sinking will be reBiimcd with JacUhanier drlllK,

Oatman. March 2.

It is stated that miners al Oaliiian have asked for a lulse

in wages from $:!.5() to $4 per day. At the Golcon<la zliir

mine, at Union Dasin. they receive $4.U5 per shift, on accouni

of the price of spelter.

A good deal of Interest Is being taken In development at llw

United Western mine. A cross-cut on the 505-ft. level has cut

stringers of quartz, one assaying $l(!.fis across 7 In. The
cross-cut is in alternate stringers of highly-mineralized

andesitc. with the entire formation showing good iian values.

Mining men who are familiar with development in the Big

Jim and United Eastern state that the character of the zone

now being cut by the United Western is identical with that

lying just outside of the main orebodies in these other proper-

ties. The inflow of water is also regarded as a favorable

sign, as in the developed mines in the district the veins which

hold important shoots usually carry some water.

The shaft of the Boundary Cone is now down 700 ft., and the

contact zone between the younger and older andesite has been

passed. A good deal of ore has been opened at 505 feet.

The Gold Dust company has taken over 40 acres of the old

O'Ryan property adjoining the Boundary Cone, and has started

extensive development. There are three shafts from 300 to

500 ft. deep, with more than 3000 ft. of lateral workings.

Sinking will be started, and the fault-zone studied.

The Oatman Gold Mining & Milling shaft is down 475 ft..

having cut stringers of mineralized ore.

The Oatman United company has ordered machinery of

1000-ft. depth capacity. The shaft is to be sunk to GOO ft. at

once.

Water has curtailed work at the Black Range, in which some

good ore has been oi)ened.

The Big Jim shaft is down 500 ft., and will go another 100

ft. Cross-cutting at 500 ft. is soon to be started. Work at 100

ft. has cut more ore.

Grading for a 200-ton mill is well under way at the I'nited

Eastern. The new shaft is down 60 feet.

The Oatman Amalgamated company's property has been

examined by Etienne A. Ritter. Extensive development is to

commence.

The Gilt Edge shaft is down 135 ft., and th^t of the Gold

Range 125 ft., both in favorable country.

The Mohave-Oatman Water Co. is an Arizona corporation,

capitalized at $1,000,000. to construct a water and sewerage

system in the Oatman district, to cost between $250,000 and

$300,000. Water will be pumped from wells on the east bank

of the Colorado river, through a 10-in. pipe, to an intermediate

reservoir of 2,500,000-gal. capacity, a distance of 9 J miles, to

a height of 1762 ft. From this point an 8-in. pipe will be run

through various townsites to its main reservoir at Oatman.

also of 2,500,000-gal. capacity, a distance of 3 miles, to a height

of 625 ft. A 4-in. lateral will be constructed from the inter-

mediate reservoir, to Black Range townsite. a distance of 4

miles, and another to the Times townsite, a distance of 3

miles, which supply will be by gravity. The pumping plant

will deliver 800 gal. per minute, raised to the intermediate
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reservoir, from which ix)int water will be re-pumped to

Oatman, the total lift for the two pumping stations being

2400 ft., and a distance of 12J miles. The sewer will be a

14-in. main, beginning at Oatman, and extending south,

running parallel with the water-main, by its intermediate

reservoir, a distance of 5 miles. The following towns through

which the main line will be laid are Oatman, Oatman City,

Mazona, Carter, Ryan Addition, Old Trails, and South Oatman.

These towns adjoin each other and are on the Old Trails

national highway. Officers of the company are Daniel Cahill,

president and superintendent; E. Pritchard Smith, vice-

president and general manager; and D. L. Mayhew. secretary

and ti-easurer. The company will be ready to let contracts

within 90 days.

Pinal County

(Special Correspondence.)—There seems to be no doubt that

another copper-producing mine will be opened on the extensive

copper belt extending from Christmas to Ray. The Pinal

Development Co., which is energetically developing the Renfro

property, four miles east of the Ray Consolidated, reports that

a discovery of rich ore has been made on heretofore unex-

plored ground. This has strengthened confidence in the prop-

erty, and the remaining shares of the first issue are being sub-

scribed for.

Ray, March 8.

Y.\vAP.\i County

With each 3c. advance in the price of copper the United

Verde company will raise wages 25c. per shift. A minimum
of $3.75 is paid with 17c. metal, $4 with 17 to 20c., $4.25 with

20 to 23c., $4.50 with 23 to 26c., $4.75 with 26 to 29c., and $5

with 29 to 32c. The output is to be increased 30% by August,
and 30% more in October.

CALIFORNIA
The search for chromic-iron ore deposits in this State con-

tinues, as foreign supplies are interrupted and irregular. Cali-

s /

/ o
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In the laloruls of the Stnle IiIkIiwuv io bt< ronHtriictcd. noiiio

of thciii will lio of KroBl lK»iU'ftl to inlnlnK ccntros of lliU

coiintv.

SOUVKO COI'NTY

Work hiis Ih'i-ii startoil at the HnstlnKK' <!<iiiir iiciir Bniltiii

to (lovelop tho riniiiihar ilopoBlts.

Tioi.rMXK County

( S|HH-lal Corrospoiulenoo. »—A mlll-t«>sl of ore cxlrnrti'd In

developtiiR the Star KIhk mine is holiiK made. The inoporly

which is situated east of Tuolumne, has for some time been in

the hands of R. C. Kennedy, under whose direction consider-

able development has been done. A station is being cut at the

t;25-ft. level, where driving Is also in progress.

The Pittsburg-Silver Peak company, which Is rehabilitating

the Rawhide, has taken an option on the Patterson, an old

proi>erty situated near Tutiletown,

While sinking a well on land adjoining Sonora creek, near

Jamestown. H. S. Shepherd, a mill-man employed at the Har-

vard, uncovered a promising deposit of gravel. It is capped

by several feet of soil. It is thought that a creek once flowed

through the property.

An IS-in. vein, which gives high assays, is being opened on

the Pease ranch. In the Blanket Creek district, by Wesley and

Haley Fitzgerald. It is said to be the intention to install a

mill on the property before long.

The Street mine, at Tuttletown. has been unwatered to

permit of insi)ection.

The Cherokee Gravel Co., whose property is situated between

Tuolumne and Soulsbyville, has decided to extend the adit

several hundred feet farther into the mountain, beneath

which an ancient channel is hidden. The adit was started

many years ago. and exposes gravel from which rich pannings

have been obtained. Those interested are J. H. West and

James Harry, of Soulsbyville. and A. Scanavino, of Tuolumne.

Sonora. March 4.

Activity in drilling new oil-well;; continues throughout the

California fields as shown by the reports made to the State

Mining Bureau during the week ended March 4. There were

16 new wells, which equals the highest weekly number yet

reported. A remarkable fact is the widespread distribution of

the wells among various fields and owners. The large com-

panies own only four of the wells. This probably indicates

that the pressure for more oil has now reached to the smaller

producers who respond less quickly to market changes than

the larger ones do. It is also a notable fact that 14 wells are

reported for deepening or re-drilling which is a secondary

method of increasing production. The number of tests of

water shut-off and abandonment are normal. Oil operators

during 1916 will probably spend about $4,000,000 in drilling

new wells. The Bureau is now receiving sworn production

statements from all producers for the year 1915. These figures

are to be used as the basis in Ie\'ying the assessment to pay for

the oil-protection work carried on by' the Bureau, and will

doubtless give the most accurate figure that has ever been ob-

tained. The assessment to be collected this year is to cover

the expense of two years, and amounts to $75,000. There will

also be funds established in each county to provide for actual

repair work at wells where owners refuse or are unable to

carry it out.

COLORADO
Cleab Creek Coc.nty

f Special Correspondence.!—Every mill in the Idaho Springs
district is being operated on three 8-hour shifts, and nearly

500 tons is being treated daily. The Argo cyanide plant is

treating 150 tons daily from the Gunnell mine; the Newton.
90 to 100 tons from the Gun ; the Hudson 80 tons from the Big
Five: the Combination 50 tons from the Comstock; the Mixsell

25 toiiK from the llrldc. iind Ibe New Kru Till Ioiih fniiu (he

New Krn. The Kgnn mill up ChlruKo creek will ho brought
into cnmmlHHlon in n few dnyx. while the DoniildHon Im uIho to

be remodeled. The JackHon roucentnillng pliint, of r>0 loiiK

dully tapacity, luiH been leiiwd in I'Mlgri'ii, (JuHtafKon & ("i>. for

two years. Two new llunlliiKlDn iiiIIIh and live KriH of JIgH

are being illHtalled. The iiiiicblnei v will lii' Kliirli'd nii Mine li

15.

A rich dlsi'ovcrv hax been nuide on I lie llfth level of the

Hlnck ICaglo mini' uii Chicugo creek. The vein is from S to

14 ill. wide, and smelter returns uvcrage $5G per ton In gold,

sliver and lead. H. Short Is loKseo. Work will bo rosumed
In a few days on the t)uito mine, ailuated up Chicago creek.

This property was a heavy producer pivvioiiH to three years

when liligalion arose. J. H. Sheiilierd of Denver Is niaiiager.

Work has been resumed on the Heiivor mliu' sllualrd up
Chicago creek and slilpnienls of $'J0 smelling ore arc In order.

.1. .1. lloban Is manager.

A 5-ft. iKidy of $40 ore has been uncovered on the Kdgar
vein on Bellevue mountain. Operations are being pushed

through the Big Five adit, SOO ft. from the iiortal. An average

of 50 tons of ore Is being broken dally. A. L. Carnahan is

manager of the Boston Ivcaslng Co., controlling groiitid below

the adit level.

Idaho Springs, February 28.

L.MvK CoiNTV ( LkAIIVIII.K)

Ore shiimients from Leadville during February totaled 53,781

tons; 38,000 tons to outside plants and 15,781 tons to the

Arkansas Valley smelter. Included was 13,211 tons of zinc ore.

mostly from the Western Mining Co., Empire Zinc Co., Colonel

Sellers, and Iron-Silver mine. The local smelter is again at

capacity after the strike.

Good iirogress is being made in preparing the Harvard shaft

on Fryer hill for unwatering. A station is complete at water-

level, and two pumps installed. A power transmission-line is

under construction to the pro|)erty. Pumping was expected to

commence about the middle of March.

At the Penrose shaft of the Down Town area the stopes and

openings at 800 ft. are being drained. AH machinery is work-

ing well.

In the Lackawanna districi the Mt. Champion mill is treat-

ing 75 tons of gold ore daily, worth from $8 to $100 per ton.

Ten tons of concentrate is shipped each day. If develojinient

continues to be good a 500-ton plant will be erected. Lucien

Smith is manager.

Two men were killed in the Anderson adit by the premature

explosion of 60 to 70 lb. of dynamite.

Sax JiAX County

According to The SUverton Miner, from present indications

the county is to have an early spring. Prospecting will be

keenly done, new properties will commence, and old producers

are to increase their forces. The tungsten areas will be thor-

oughly explored. Some of the mines to resume are the Dora

and Frisco. The Red Mountain district is busy now. high-

grade copper ore coming from the National Bell.

Tei.lek Colnty (Crippi.e Creek)

The Roosevelt drainage-tunnel was advanced 244 ft. during

February. A good deal of other work was also done. The

present face is 160 ft. east of the Elkton shaft.

The Golden Cycle shaft is down 2210 ft., and the Ready

Money vein has been cut at 2025 ft., where it is as large as

200 ft. above, and of fair value. The Vindicator shaft is 1787

ft., equal to 1650 ft. in the Golden Cycle. During February the

Vindicator property produced 5500 tons on company account

and 4676 by lessees.

IDAHO
The report of the State inspector of mines, Robert N. Bell.

for 1915. covers 134 pages, considerably larger than that for
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the previous year. It is well illustrated with photographs of

mines and mills. The metal production was as follows:

Metal. Quantity. Value.

Antimony, pounds 70,950 $ 28,380

Copper, pounds 7,365,000 1,286,665

Gold, ounces 60,746 1,255,619

Lead, pounds 369,242,000 17.243,601

Silver, ounces 12,933,619 6,426,715

Tungsten, pounds 54,000 81,000

Zinc, pounds 93.410,000 12,993,331

Total value in 1915 $39,315,311

Total value in 1914 ?24,976,706

Grand total for 55 years $704,314,681

Antimony and tungsten have not been recorded for many
years.

The past year was the most prosperous in the history of

Idaho mining. Progress in development was decidedly marked,
and expansion is certain throughout, especially in the Coeur
d'Alene region, regarding the geology of which Mr. Bell gives

a long chapter. The various counties are briefly reviewed,

the Snake River fine gold, phosphate and potash deposits,

antimony, asbestos, coal, and tungsten. There were up to

7500 men employed, with an average of 6500, an increase of

1300. There were 23 fatal accidents in all operations, equal

to 3.54 per 1000 employed, against 5.19 in 1914.

In Bulletin 620-L of the U. S. Geological Survey, J. M. Hill

SKKT( JI ,M.\p OF SOUTHERN IDAHO. .SHOWING .MAIN THIBtTARIES OK

PRINCIPAI, LOCALITIES AT WHICH PLACER WORK HAS liKE

discusses the fine gold of the Snake river, which rises in

Shoshone. Lewis, and Heart lakes, in the south-eastern part
of the Yellowstone National Park. The area of the river basin
above the mouth of Rattlesnake creek is 37,000 sq. miles.
The placer gold deposits along the river may be classed as
stream and bench; the former are often temporary . the latter
are older and at higher levels. The gold is in minute particles.

most of which are flat, and from 1000 to 2000 colors are re-

quired to be worth one cent. It is 945 fine. Since 1902, $149,-

315 has been recovered from the river above the mouth of the
Boise river; but the yield is probably more. A large number of
gold-saving devices were used to save the fine gold. Even
cyaniding has been tried.

MICHIGAN
The Copper Cointrv

(Special Correspondence.)—Recent prices paid for land in

the vicinity of the Mohawk and the Ahmeek properties are the

highest ever paid. This should not lead to a misconception

that other lands, carrying minerals, can be sold at similar

figures. The prices paid were unusually high, but the value

was certainly assured. A minimum price of $500 an acre for

land that may possibly carry mineral, or may adjoin some
valuable working property, or some likely looking prospect,

cannot always be counted on.

Houghton, March 7.

MISSOURI

Jasper County

Within tlie next two months $500,000 will be spent in the

Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region in the erection of new con-

centrating plants. They range from 500 to 150 tons per shift.

Discussing present conditions in the zinc-lead region the

Joplin Xeics Herald states that machinery companies never

before knew the like of the demand for all kinds of mill equip-

ment. Scores of costly new concentrating plants have been

ordered for all parts of the district. Orders for new mills are

coming In to the larger companies at the rate of one or two
a day. On one occasion last week the Webb City-Carterville

Foundry Co. closed contracts for five new mills in the course

of one day. It would be difficult to estimate the iwpulation

of Joplin as a result of the influx of people brought here by

the high price of ore. It is certain that the normal population

of 36,000 has been swelled to something like 50,000, and vacant
houses are at a premium. Rental properties are hard to find

and rents are 100% higher than they were
three years ago. Hotel facilities are not

adequate to meet the requirements of the

strangers in the city, and for this reason

extensive improvements in hotel accommo-
dations and in apartment-house facilities are

contemplated.

Owing to the increased price of chemicals,

assayers at Joplin, Webb City, and Galena
have standardized and raised charges. The
following prices are asked for assays: zinc,

75c.: zinc and moisture, $1; zinc, iron, and
moisture, $1: lead. $1: sulphur. $1; lime,

75c.; silicate and blende, $1.50; moisture.

25c.; zinc and iron, $1; lead and moisture,

$1.25; and zinc in tailing, drill cuttings,

etc., $1.

Oklahoma oil-men have purchased the Mc-

Donald mine at Prosperity for $175,000.

Ore is mined at 180 ft. A good 350-ton mill

is part of the equipment.

The Tom C. mine of the Prosperity dis-

trict, bought last September by T. F. Coyne
for $15,000, has been sold by him to R. R.

Conklin of New York for $150,000. A 200-

ton mill, which yields 63% blende is included. Fifty men are
employed.

A 250-ton mill is to be erected by the Evans-Hall-Soy com-
pany in the Duenweg district. In the seventh drill-hole of

Molloy, Cameron & White, at Duenweg, 9.06% blende was cut

from 130 to 180 ft. depth. The Wilson mine at Duenweg has
been sold to the Onamena Mining Co. for $100,000.

NEVADA
Humboldt County

During February the Nevada Packard mill produced $15,587,

work being affected by bad weather. The March yield is ex-

pected to be $20,000. The plant treats 100 tons a day. At the

end of March extraction of ore w-ill commence from the fine

shoots opened in adits B, C, and D.

A compressor and machine-drills will probably be installed

at the Packard North Extension mine, where development is

encouraging.

snake KIVKR AM)

N DONE.
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Uvo> I'OIMV

OfflclaU of (he Ncvuila-I>ouRln8 roiuimiiy consider tliut the

Icni-hlnR plant will |ir<>iliicp ihipikt ill Co. (ur lb. fmni ;!'r ore.

Klnc-KrlndlnK ni;ii-lilnos liiivo hoeii ordered to puss the ore

IhrouRh t>(^-nu>sh. doiibliiiK tin- WodKo fiiriinoo oapiielly. About

2U tons of niotul hns l)eon prot-ipltnti'd. nnd the llr^l shipment

innde. The nnnual report shows that revenue during 10

months ended Dereember 31 wok $494,407. four assessments

realizing |r>T5.910, bank loans. tSO.SOO. and sales of ore, $:I6,0T4.

Mill construction cost $147.1 '.2, nnd dtv.-lopinent, $3S,06S. Ry
the purchas«< of the Western Nevada mine, n'sorves are In-

creased by 2SO.000 tons of S.STt ore.

MtNlUlAI. CofNTV

(Special Correpondence.)—Jesse Knight of I'tah, Adams
and O'Nell of Ix>8 Angeles, and .1. H. Miller of llawthorne. Inst

IVcember bought the Golden Ten mine, which up to thiit time

had been a shipper of ore. worth from $11C to over $1000 per

ton. with smaller shipments going as high as $18 per |)OUMd.

All the new owners visited the Golden Pen mine in the last

week in Februarj-. Work hns been done steadily since its pur-

chase, and it is reported that plans have been made for ex-

tensive development, which includes a plant to treat the bodies

of mill ore already opened. All ore of shipping grade has

been broken during development, and a shipment of 60 tons of

$100 ore is now being hauled to the railroad.

A 40-ton shipment, from the Miller-Meaker lease on the

Queen Regent Merger Mines Co., has been sent to the Hazen
sampler. The company reports that the west drift on the

second level in the main shaft, out 120 ft. is in good ore of

improving value.

The Last Hope mine was recently sampled by engineers for

George Wingfleld. and it is said that it will be taken over by

him. and extensive development undertal<en. The mine has

already shipped $30,000 worth of high-grade ore from shallow

workings.

On the Ed. Lappatt group of 17 claims, three leases were let

during February, and already from the Stockton and Gardner
lease, a carload shipment has been made. One of the other

lessees states his first carload will be sent out inside of 30 days.

S. W. Van Syckel of Newark, New Jersey, has taken an
option on a group of claims.

Rand, February 28.

At the Luning Idaho mine, north of New York canyon in

the Luning district, a large tonnage of 6% copper ore has been
developed. Road construction is to be started when the

ground is dry. John S. Skuse is in charge. Near-by is the

Nevada Champion mine, the management of which has made a

contract with the Western Ore Purchasing Co. for 30.000 tons.

Nye County

Tonopah mines produced 8311 tons worth $174,858 last week.
At 1540 ft. in the Extension the vein is 32 ft. wide.

UTAH
BOXELDEB COCXTT

Wages have been increased 25c. per shift at the Lakeview
zinc mine on Promontory point, Great Salt Lake; 130 men will

benefit.

Salt Lake Cousty

During 1915 the Bingham Mines Co. shipped 44,975 tons of

ore. containing 2.244,078 oz. lead, 1.221,219 lb. copper, 188,216

oz. silver, and 3399 oz. gold. The profit was $95,465. This
company controls the Eagle & Blue Bell of Tintic.

During 1915 the Utah Metal & Tunnel Co. in seven months,
and its Bingham-New Haven mine in twelve months, produced
a total of 16,914 oz. gold, 475,894 oz. silver, 9,860,089 lb. lead,

and 2,873,815 lb. copper. Net profits were $329,628. In Janu-

ary 1916 the Bingham-New Haven yielded 704,155 lb. lead

and 348,096 lb. copper. The profit was $103,824, while that

of the Utah Metal was $45,000, making $148,824 for the month.

At Ciullrld a llilMon HiilpliiirU'iu'ld plain Ih In lie i<ri><'l<Ml.

U) 1)0 In operation by AiiguHt I, by the Garlleld ('lieinl<-nl &
Miinufmluring Co. The A. S. & It. Co Is Hiild to be Interosleil

In the project. K. L. NewhouHe. .Ir., Ih maiuiKcr.

Sim Mir Coi'.ntv

Seventy men are at work for the Keileral LeaHlng Co, In

the upper worklngB of the Ontario iiiln<- ill I'mk Clly.

TooKI.K CoiiNIV

The Intuniiitloiiul smolter at Tooele was recently vlslli'il li.\

omdals of the A. S. & R. Co. Two units of the CottroU fume
plant are in operation, while niMtrrlnl for the lot is arrlvliiK.

The whole will cost $160,000.

WASHINGTON
Fkkuv County

(Special Correspondence.)—In the Belcher iMouiitnin mines
are extensive deposits of lron-8ul|)hlde ore, which contain

small gold and silver values, with prospects for copper In the

lower levels. The C'opper Key is to be drilled by Boyle
brothers for the Graiiby Consolidated coiniiany. which Is s.ild

to be negotiating for the properly.

During January and February the Lone Pine mine produced
34 carloads of ore, assaying $12 per ton, mostly from the 450-

ft. level. Last week it produced 130 tons. In the suit of

the Lone Pine-Surprise Mining Co. v. the Insurgent Gold
Mining and Insurgent Leasing companies, the Superior courl

has rendered a decision in favor of the defendants. The suit

was for the value of ore alleged to have been laken by the

leasing company from Lone Pine ground.

In the Enterprise district, near Covada, the adit at the

Syndicate mine is in 950 ft. A contract has been let to extend

it 50 ft., in expectation of cutting the Rising Sun vein, which

has been opened by the Advance Mining Co. on adjoining

property, at a depth of 600 ft. The Syndicate company has

operated 14 years, spent $25,000 on development, and has sold

no shares.

Republic, March 3.

Stevens County

(Special Correspondence).—The Silver Queen mine, near

Kettle Falls, in which development was started over 20 years

ago, recently shipped its first carload of ore to the smelter.

The Byron E. Sharp Mining Co., owning 10 claims which

produced $300,000 from near the surface in early years, and

was abandoned because of the ore containing zinc, proposes to

re-open this, the Cleveland group. The property is situated

north of Springdale. About 15,000 tons of ore Is reported to

be on the dump and developed above the adit-level. The ore

contains silver, lead, zinc, and antimony. A 50-ton concen-

trator will be installed.

A Spokane syndicate has taken over all the property of the

Orient Gold Mines and will begin extensive development and

the erection of a cyanide mill as soon as spring opens.

Springdale. March 3.

During 1915 the United Copper mine, near Chewelah, re-

ceived $117,269 from smelter settlements- on crude ore and

concentrate. The products yielded copper, gold, and silver.

The company operated at a loss, the gross indebtedness being

$111,553. The mine is in good condition.

No. 1 lead furnace was blown-in at the Northport smelter

last week; No. 2 will soon follow. There is plenty of material

to smelt.

At the Electric Point mine a good deal of ore has been

developed, and ready for shipment is 1000 tons of carbonate

and over 500 tons of very rich lead ore.

WYOMING
LiNcoi.N County

In Bulletin 620-O of the U. S. Geological Survey, G. R.

Mansfield describes the work of a reconnaissance for phos-

i
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phate in the Salt River range. Certain land in the area was
withdrawn, and the presence or absence of phosphate beds

west of the crest of the range was the subject of investigation.

Indications point to the fact that the deposits are probably

Inferior to those in south-eastern Idaho, both in thickness and

quality. A considerable body of medium-grade rock occurs,

which may be considered as a valuable reserve deposit. It is

not likely that the mineral in this area will be of any notable

importance in the near future.

CANADA
British Columbi.\

A sulphuric-acid plant is to be erected at the Trail smelter

to supply the zinc and lead refineries. The copper refinery

will need the acid later on.

0XT.\RI0

Electric power Is to be available for Kirkland Lake com-

panies, as the Northern Ontario Light & Power Co. is to supply

the current. This is of Importance to the district.

HONDURAS
Rene Kilhauer is developing silver-zinc mines at Valle de

Angeles. The San Antonio mines, near Tegucigalpa, formerly

owned by Callejas, have been sold to a New Orleans syndicate.

The mill at the Socorro mines has been closed down, and is

being re-erected on the Santa Helena property, near Santa

Lucia. Attempts are also being made to sell the Danli gold

mines, but the scattered character of the rich pockets has

made it difficult to operate on a systematic scale.

MEXICO
Smelting operations in Northern Mexico, notably Monterrey,

Matehuala, and Chihuahua, are again interrupted by the politi-

cal complications. The American Smelting & Refining Co.

has called all its employees out of Mexico. This is particu-

larly regrettable, as a new start had been made at several

of the plants.

Hidalgo

During January, Santa Gertrudis made a profit of $80,000

from 20,503 tons of ore. The report for the last quarter of

1915 shows that 58,532 tons of ore gave a profit of $135,000.

Development totaled 4441 ft., 2342 ft. being in payable ore.

Sinking was resumed at the 20th level Counter shaft. The
mill worked at 60% capacity. There are ample supplies for

full time, but labor is lacking, and is likely to continue so

until the country is more settled.

S0>0R.\

It is estimated that over 15,000 burros are needed to carry

ore between Cumpas and Nacozari. The Nacozari Consoli-

dated mines, near Pilares de Nacozari, is shipping ore regu-

larly to El Paso. The mine is in good condition. A roasting-

plant is to be erected to desulphurize the zinc ore. A num-
ber of mines near Nacozari are to be re-opened, including the

Promontorio of Phelps. Dodge & Co., 25 miles south of Mocte-

zuma.

Shipments of minerals from Sonora through Agua Prieta

during February totaled 9391 tons, valued at ?2,015,700.

Nacozari sent 9126 tons of copper and El Tigre 6204 lb. silver

bullion. The estimated value of copper, .gold, and silver was
M,429,000, fi9S,000, and 1*.'!SS,700, respectively.

Considerable activity is reported from Cananea. The Can-
anea Consolidated has eight blast and two reverberatory
furnaces in operation. The Puertecitos mine is supplying rich

ore. The first 1000-ton flotation unit is working, the second
soon will be. The Democrata company has 400 men and
two furnaces treating 500 tons of ore daily. Lead-zinc-silver

concentrate is being produced by the Duquesne company from
the Catalina mine. Lack of transport facilities is hampering
the Santa Cruz district, a little south of Cananea.

PERSONAL
C. R. Corning Is in Cuba,

Robert B. Rogers is at the Plaza hotel.

Albert L. Waters is at Globe, Arizona, for a few weeks.

P. KiRKEGAARD is Opening some gold mines at Cordova,

Ontario.

W. E. Thorne is expected in London from the Lena district,

Siberia.

G. G. S. LiNDSEY is expected in Loudon on his return from

China.

C. R. PiNDER is consulting engineer to the Mexico Mines of

El Oro.

C. H. Benedict, metallurgist to the Calumet & Hecia is in

Florida, on a holiday.

Roger W. Strauss, of the Guggenheim organization, was in

San Francisco this week.

E. A. Cappelen Smith has been elected a director of the

Chile Copper Company.
George J. Ad.\ms has been appointed Professor of Mining

Geology at the Peking university.

William Ralph has been appointed superintendent of the

Tarbox mine near Saltese, Montana.

Mark Harris, superintendent of the Adirondack mine at

Sheridan. Washington, is at Portland.

Prank A. Ross, of Spokane, has been appointed the Wash-
ington representative on the Naval Consulting Board.

Leon J. Pepperberg, consulting geologist and engineer, an-

nounces the removal of his office to 718 New Call building, San
Francisco.

Lafayette Hanchett has been selected by the Utah section

of the A. I. M. E. as State representative on the Naval Consult-

ing Board.

S. A. WooKEY, of the Hollinger, is manager of the Schu-

macher mine, in place of J. Houston, now assistant-manager

of the Dome, at Porcupine, Ontario.

Morton Webber, who has held a commission with the Royal

Field Artillery in France. Gallipoli, and Serbia successively,

has been invalided home, and is now at the Ritz hotel, London.

Frederick G. Clapp and Myron L. Fuller, the managin.g

geologists of the Associated Geological Engineers, announce

the opening of a New York office at 3112 Equitable building,

120 Broadway, in charge of Mr. Clapp. managing geologist of

the petroleum division.

Schools and Societies

The Department of Geology of Princeton University has

published its announcement for 1916-1917. Details are given

of the courses offered and examinations.

The last Bulletin of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology contains the report of the president, Richard C. Mac-

laurin, also the reports of administrative officers. There are

1900 students registered, a record. The staff totals 308 in-

structors. Gifts received during 1915 amounted to $877,815.

The operating revenue from all sources was $721,704, and ex-

penses $678,782.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission announces an open

competitive examination for assistant technologist in oil and

gas production. From the register of eligibles resulting from

this examination, certification will be made to fill a vacancy

in this position in the Bureau of Mines, for service in the

field, at a salary ranging from $1800 to $2100 per annum.

Applications must be filed at Washington, D. C, by April

4, 1916.
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THE METAL MARKET
MliTAI. PRICKS

Sam I'rKMolKro. Mnrcli H.

Anilmony, cents per pound *<_

Electrolytic copper, cent* per pound 27.75

rtn load, cents per pound 696— 7.90

$88

192

$235

4 6

30

$2.25

11.00

8.00

30.00

35.00

12.00

Platinum: soft metal, per ounce
riatinum. hard metal. tO'^r Iridium, per ounce

gulcksllver: per llnsk of 75 lb

Spelter, cents per pound
Tin. cents per pound
Zinc-dust, cents per pound

ORB TRICBS
Stm Kran.Uro. March H.

Antimony: oClr product, per unit, of ITc or 20 lb

Chrome: ^OCr and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton

MaKneslte: crude, per ton. f.o.b

Mapnosite; plastic, no Iron and lime, calcined, ton..

Magneslte: refractory. 11"^ iron, dead-burned, ton..

Manganese: 5070 metal. S*".- silica, per ton

Tungsten: minimum COTc WC per unit of 20 lb 60.00—65.00

In the March Bulletin of the Canadian Mining Institute the

concentration of molybdenite ores is discussed by Henry E.

Wood of Denver. Colorado. While It is desirable to make a

high-grade product, it is not essential, and 70 to 75';', concen-

trate will bring proportionately as much per pound of molyb-

denite content as one of SO or SiO'r. The demand for molyb-

denum is likely to be maintained and increased. Molybdenum

Is four limes the price of two years ago. compared with ten

times In the price of tungsten.

New York. March 9.

Antimony: SO"?;^ product, per unit 12.70

Tungsten : per unit SO-""

These prices are for small luantitles. In molybdenum no

business Is being done.

E.\STEKX METAI. MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

March 14.—Copper Is firm, but there are no buyers; spot lead

is scarce, there are plenty of buyers but no sellers: spelter Is

dull and uncertain, with London very weak.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York nuotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Mch. S 36.0

9 56.75
•• 10 56.75
•• 11 56.75
" 12 Sunday
•• 13 56.62
" 14 56.62

Average week ending.

Feb. 2 57.02
9 56.79

• 16 56.62
" 23 56.86

Mch. 1 56.79
8 56.75

" 14 56.68

Monthly averages.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York. March 9.

The copper market is dull, and quotations are much easier,

a condition which is attributed, more than to any other cause,

to difficulties in making deliveries in New England. Great

Britain has modifled her regulations, which were announced

on March 1. designed to stop speculation in materials needed

tor the manufacture of munitions. The order, which prohib-

ited dealings in futures, has not so far lessened the cost of

electrol.vtic copper, which stands at £136. The regulations,

or some other influence, has brought down the London quota-

tion for zinc sharply. The domestic market for zinc is dull

and much lower. Lead is soaring, independent producers hav-

ing obtained 7c. per lb., although the A. S. & R. Co. quotes

6.60c. The demand is heavy, and a scarcity of spot lead

seems imminent. The independents will soon be sold-up, some

of them are already, and then the A. S. & R. Co. will have the

field to itself. Meanwhile the big interest is thought to be

loading up with ore and raw materials on the basis of its

quotations. It is selling at 6.60c., but to a restricted degree.

Tin is tightly held to cover old contracts; Great Britain is

being stricter than ever in the matter of issuing licenses to

ship. Antimony and aluminum continue firm, and little is to

be had of either for spot shipment.

Blast-furnaces and steel-mills are making new production

records. The railroad-freight embargoes and car shortages are

more severe than ever, and holding up shipments of both

raw materials and finished products. Shipments to New
England points and to the Atlantic seaboard are particularly

difficult to get through. Shippers are now fearing a general

railroad strike, on which the men have been taking a vote.

COPPER
The market has become very quiet, and quotations have

continued to grow easier, until near-by deliveries of electro-

lytic are to be had at from 26.50 to 27c., cash. New York. The
action of Great Britain, referred to a week ago, prohibiting

dealings in future positions of the metals has had but little

effect on the New York market, and not so much on London as

was expected, as electrolytic in the latter city is still quoted at

£136. Standard copper at London, however, has declined

heavily. The new regulation in its original and severest form

was only in existence four days, March 1 to 4, and on those

days no prices were cabled to the New York Metal Exchange,

as the metal exchanges at London and Glasgow were practic-

ally closed. The British MinistiT of Munitions yielded on

March 4 to the importunities of the British metal-dealers. As
a result the order was modified to the extent of not applying

to jjurchases made outside of the United Kingdom. The modi-

fication read: "The new regulations will not be enforced in

the case of purchases made outside the United Kingdom until

the metal reaches this country. Export orders and sales to

allied or neutral countries through authorized channels will

be treated as consumers' orders."

More effective than the British order, in making trade

quiet, has been the bad railroad situation existing in the East,

and which is steadily growing worse. Brass-mills in New
England are hungry for copper, which cannot be delivered to

them because of the embargoes on the New York. New Haven
& Hartford railroad and other lines. How irregular deliver-

ies are is indicated by the case of a New Jersey rolling-mill.

It was clamoring for copper, then in one morning had 16 car-

loads placed on its railroad siding with instructions to unload
within 48 hr. or pay demurrage. At the same time the ground
was covered with over a foot of snow. It can again be pointed
out that plenty of spot electrolytic copjier is now available, in

spite of the repeated declarations of a scarcity, heard on all

sides a few weeks ago. Lake is nominally quoted at 27c., cash.

Exports this month total 4167 tons, up to and including the 8th.

ZINC

Inability to make deliveries in New England, and to a lesser

extent in other directions, because of the railroad-freight

congestion, has had a serious effect on zinc. For a week
prices have been on the down-grade, and the market today is

not far from IS. 75c., New York, for prime Western. Offerings

at concessions are plentiful but consumers are staying out of

the market. The London spot market dropped £8 on the 6th.

and £4 more on the 8th, and it is thought that prices are being

adjusted there to accord with the wishes of the Ministry of

Munitions. A continuance of the decline will start buying on

the part of the galvanizers, most of whom lose interest when
the quotation rises above 17 cents.

The quotation for sheet-zinc is unchanged at 25c., f.o.b.

mill, carload lots.

LEAD
A most iieculiar situation prevails in this metal. Independ-

ent sellers sold their product yesterday at from 6.75 to 7c.,

while the A. S. & R. Co. was quoting and, to a limited degree,

selling at 6.60c. The leading interest advanced its quotation

on the 3rd to 6.40c., New York, or $1 per ton, a move which
astonished the trade, inasmuch as independents were then sell-

ing at 6.75c., and finding many buyers for their offerings. Both

the foreign and domestic demand has been good. Buyers have

seemed willing to pay almost any price. On March 6. the

A. S. & R. Co. announced another advance, this time $4 per

ton, bringing its New York price to 6.60c. Sales were made
yesterday by independents at 7c. A peculiar phase of the

situation is that New York and St. Louis are on a parity.

Under the circumstances the only manner in which prices may
be gauged is to give both price levels, or to strike an average

between those of the big company and those of the smaller

producers. The crux of the whole situation is that near-by

lead is scarce and becomin,g more so. The big interest is

selling only to its regular customers and then only in such

quantities as it, and not the customers, believes should be

doled out. The independents are rapidly becoming sold-up,

only a few remain in the market, and these can command the

high prices alluded to. The London market is gaining

strength. Exports from the 1st to the Sth totaled 701 tons.

TIN
Moderate quantities have been taken in the i)ast week, but

the general aspect of the market has been dull. Prices, how-

ever, are Arm and promise to go higher. The quotation yester-

day was 49c. for spot. It is steadily becoming more and more
difl^cult to obtain licenses to ship from London and the

Straits Settlements, and brokers here are unwilling to sell,

inasmuch as they may need the metal to cover old contracts.

This condition exists despite the fact that there is a fair

quantity here, and a large quantity is afloat. Arrivals this

month, uj) to the Sth, totaled but 145 tons. There was afloat

on that day 6558 tons.

ANTIMONY'
The market is firmer than ever, with Chinese and .Japanese

grades quoted at 44 to 45c., duty paid. For needle antimony

24Ac. has been bid for good-sized quantities.

ALUMINUM
Quotations for No. 1 virgin aluminum. 98 to 99'?^ pure range

from 61 to 64c. New-comers in the market must pay high

for this metal; the regular consumers like the automobile

companies obtain their metal much lower under contracts.
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MINING DECISIONS J COMPANY KLl^ORTS

Ni:\v Ml NINO Rkdulationh

The MliiiiiK Komilatlons of tho Ijjnd DciinrtMiciil have lii-en

revised and a ropy of the now rcKulallons dnted August ti,

1915. tins Just Xicen printed In Vol. 44. I^ind IVrlsl^iis did-

van»-e sheets*, page 2S5, rt acq.

.MiNtK-vL L.\.\i>s—Oo Not Isci.i^de Fo.s.sii, i)t:i><>MiTs

Fossil remains of dinosaurus nnd other pre-historic animals

havini; a value for srientinr research are not niinorMJs. within

the meaning of the United States minini; laws, mid lands cun-

taining such riMnains are not subject to entry under such laws.

In re Douglass (Land l^partnient ). 41 Land Decisions.

325. August 6. 1915.

MiMNO Leases—Taxation

The minimum royalties required to be i)aid to the lessor

under a mineral lease are assessable and taxable as "credits"

for the year In question and are in the same category as

rents.

State f. Royal Mineral Association (Minnesota), 15()

Northwestern, 12S. February 4, 1916.

Neglioesce of Mixe Owner—Discharged E.mplovee

A man who had been employed in a mine as a foreman, had

quit, and was returning to get his tools and pay-check when
killed by a gas explosion. Held, that he was entitled to pro-

tection under the provisions of a miner's safety-act, and his

widow was permitted to recover damages for his death re-

sulting from a violation of such provisions.

Romani v. Shoal Creek Coal Co. (Illinois), 111 North-

eastern, 88. February 4, 1916.

Oil- Lease—Measi'se of Damages fob Breach

The lessee of oil-land, after driving a well to a great depth

and at considerable expense, violated an express provision of

his contract by withdrawing the well casing. Held, on suit

by the lessor for damages, that inasmuch as the land had been

proved to be without value for oil, the measure of damages
should be the value of the casing when removed, and not the

cost of replacing it or driving a new well.

Jonbson r. Hinkle (California), 154 Pacific, 487. January
28, 1916.

Oil Land Not to be Partitioned in Kind

A lessee under a mineral contract may not contest the title

of his lessor as an owner of an undivided interest with others,

and compel him and his co-owners to make a judicial partition

in kind of the property leased. Known oil-lands, like mines,
cannot be judicially partitioned in kind, on the suit of one
of the co-owners. A lot without oil under the surface falling

to one co-owner would work incalculable damage to him to

whom it was awarded, due entirely to the consequence of

dividing the land.

Gulf Refining Co. v. Hayne (Louisiana), 70 Southern, 509.

January 10, 1916.

AxtrsuNUM imports during 1915 were 8,534,834 lb. as metal
and $301,865 value of manufactured metal, against 16,241,340

lb. and $1,308,036 in 1914. Exports of domestic metal and
manufactures amounted to $3,682,117, corripared with $1,546,-

510 in 1914 and $966,094 in 1913.

NATOMAS COMPANY' OF CALIFORNIA
The gross eariiiiigH of the dredging depart in<-iil of IIiIh com-

pany In 1915 wen- $::,4H;,»riO. Net cariilngB lolaU-d $l,(;75,07fi,

118 follows: dredgt'H, $l,:i24.95:t; rock-rriislilng planis, $U);i.:1ip,s;

and water, land. rciitalH, ci'o|is, etc., $i:iO,Slli. In 1911 (he

total was $1,54.S.070. After paying liiloresl on liomls and noli-H

there was $s3:t,7ti7 over, of which $s:i 1,592 was will tun-off for

depreciation.

KAGLK & BLUl!; DKI.I. MINING CO.

The report of the lOaglo & nine H<11 Mining Co. of 'I'iiitir,

Utah, for 1915 shows the following icbuIIh: Devoliipniciu

covered 3350 ft. This opened a silver-lead orebody, which wiih

first encountered on llie 1550-fl. level in 1914. Sloping was in

progress on the dciiosit. proving It continuous for 400 ft. in

length, averaging 60 ft. wide and extending from a |)olnt 120

ft. above the 1550-ft. level down to a point 100 ft. below the

1700-ft. level. This gives this Immense orebody a vertical

depth of 370 ft. Ore shipments totaled 26,745 tons, containing

1228 07.. gold. 441,263 oz. silver. 8,275,734 lb. lead, and 3806 lb.

copiier. Gross revenue was $493,078, and prodt $143,345, of

which $133,972 was paid in dividends.

OSCEOLA CONSOLIDATED CO.

The past three years of this Michigan company compare as

follows:

191.5. 1914. 1913.

Ore treated, tons 1,361,089 1,108,447 735,044

Copi)er in ore, pounds per ton.. 14.5 13.5 15.4

Refined copper, pounds 19,731,472 14,970.737 11.325,010

Price received, cents per pound 18.19 13.14 15.48

Cost, cents per pound 10.03 10.79 12.30

Revenue $3,590,708

Profit 1,610,860

Dividends of $11 per share 1,057,650

Surplus $2,166,646 $1,613,430 $1,549,300

The Osceola. North and South Kearsarge mines contributed

272,073, 612,831, and 476,185 tons of ore, respectively. On
No. 42 level of the first is its best development in recent years.

Antimony imports in 1915 totaled 3,374,012 lb. in ore, and
17,484,030 lb. as metal, compared with 1,986,082 lb. and 13,070,-

381 lb. respectively in 1914.

BRUNSWICK CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINING CO.

If more Californian companies issued such interesting re-

ports as the above for the past year, mining men would know
what was being done at the large mines. In the reports of

the general manager, R. Chester Turner, and superintendent,

C. H. Mallen, are the following notes:

A new steel 85-ft. head-frame and 20-stamp mill were erected

at the vertical shaft, resulting in costs being reduced from

$8.45 to $6.78 per ton. A further drop is expected. Develop-

ment down to a depth of 1100 ft. amounted to 2905 ft. The

shaft is to be sunk to 1300 ft. Reserves are 16,000 tons blocked

and ready for sloping, and a good tonnage of low-grade ore

indicated by exposed faces. Sorting is to be tried. The mine

is a puzzle to miners on account of faults and intrusions in

the orebodies.

The old mill worked the full year; the new one from October

18. The respective stamp-duty was 2.616 and 2.998 tons. A
total of 22,004 tons of ore was treated, yielding $223,557, and

an operating profit of $72,565. The new head-frame, mill. etc..

cost $39,751. Three dividends absorbed $71,152. The year

commenced with a balance of $83,034, and ended with $49,629.

the new equipment accounting for the decrease. Since 1893

the output is $1,384,844, and dividends since 1906, $203,315.

Interesting mill data will be given in another issue of this

journal.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

"|7LAT RIVER is the great lead-mining district of

-'• Missouri. We have arranged for regular corre-

spondence concerning local mining and metallurgical

developments. The first of these news-letters appears

on another page of this issue.

/^ OPPER is favorably affected by the cessation of

^^ smelting operations in Northern Mexico and the

possibility of hostilities entailing a supply of munitions

for an American army in active service. Purchase of

supplies of this metal by the United States Government

is reported.

"T' REE IMPORTATION of dredges and parts thereof,

*- for a period of 10 years after the declaration of

peace, is recommended by the consultative committee of

gold producers in Russia. Meanwhile, the War is said

to be facilitating the stealing of gold, owing to the

loosening of organization.

/^UR New York correspondent makes interesting com-
^^ ment on the metal market. Evidently the demand
for lead has proved too strong for those seeking to keep

down the price of that metal. Consumption of metals in

the making of munitions proceeds at a tremendous rate,

as is indicated by the figures quoted by our correspond-

ent on another page of this issue.

/CRITICISM of the use of English by technical men
^^ is an ungracious task, for a man is as sensitive in

regard to his use of language as he is concerning the cut

of his clothes; yet we cannot forbear from protesting

against the use of 'uprise' by the author of Bulletin 86
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines. In this paper, on the

effect of earthquakes at the Panama Canal, the woi-d

'uprise' is used as a geologic term indicating elevatory

movement. The question, we are told, is whether "the
canal is in danger of an uprise." It may be in equal

danger of a ' downsink.

'

Tjr/"E take pleasure in drawing attention to the article

on the pipe-line supplying the Nevada Wonder
mine with water, as described in this issue by Mr. J. A.
Burgess, the resident manager. It is a good example of
what a technical description should be, in that it gives
useful information in a straightforward way, assisted

by good drawings and .iust that touch of individuality
that lends human interest. The special difficulties against
which it was intended to guard and the arrangements
effected for that purpose are portrayed with sufficient

detail to make the article helpful to other engineers and
managers of mines. Excessive cold causes trouble to the

users of water in Western regions, especially those draw-

ing it from high mountains, as is commonly the case.

Mr. Burgess describes how the telephone service, flow-

indicator, and other protective devices are supplemented

by an organization of the staff so that each member of

it is ready to act in an emergency. The apparatus for

giving warning of a cessation of flow and the electrical

coil for preventing this apparatus from being crippled

by cold are highly ingenious. We are not surprised at

the good reputation of the Nevada Wonder management.

/^ OOD SENSE, it seems to us, characterizes the atti-

^^ tude of The Globe, at Joplin, in regard to the rela-

tion of the mines to the smelters in that important zinc

district. Our contemporary in Missouri is in agreement
vnth the opinion we expressed several months ago in

regard to the demand for a 'smelter trust' investigation,

which proved a mere mare's nest of suspicion. Now it is

suggested that the best way of aiding the mining in-

dustry of the Joplin district is to work for the establish-

ment of an open zinc market in New York. It is claimed

that the mine operators are at the mercy of the metal-

selling agencies, which fix the price arbitrarily to suit

their own extensive speculations. Undoubtedly the New
York metal market is anything but healthy in its tone;

the brokers are speculators, and those who fix quotations

are dealers themselves. If the Department of Commerce
cannot be persuaded to make an investigation, it would
be worth while for some representative of the mining
industry to do so. Why should not the American Min-
ing Congress or the Mining and Metallurgical Society

of America justify its name and its reputation by per-

forming this public service ?

nPAMARACK, as most of our readers know, is the
-*- famous copper mine adjoining the Calumet & Heela,

on the Keweenaw peninsula, Michigan. The deepest

shaft for metal mining until quite recently was the

Tamarack No. 5, which is 5368 feet in vertical length.

Dui-ing the last two years, however, the St. John del

Rey shaft, in the Minas Geraes province of Brazil, has

sunk to 5826 feet, this being now the deepest metal-

mining opening. The original Tamarack enterprise, as

planned by Capt. John Daniell, was a shaft to intercept

the Calumet & Hecla conglomerate on its dip, which is

38°. This bold venture proved successful, pa>nng

$9,000,000 in dividends between 1888 and 1907 ; but the

conglomerate became so impoverished in depth as to

cause abandonment of deeper exploitation. Now the

Calumet & Hecla has offered $59 per share for the re-

mainder of the Tamarack stock, represented by an issue

of 60.000 shares, which have sold during recent years
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for loss lliuii hiilf tlu' rtinirv nifiit ionod. Tlu' 'rHiiiaiiick

slmnlioldi-rs cliiini that tlicir stock is worth moiv tliiin

$o;i to the I'alumi't ii: II«vln. whioh. hy it>Hst>n of its posi-

tion niul wniipineiit, onii operate tlie iniiu' at a profit

when the Tainanuk ooiiipaiiv ils<>if eoiiKl make money

only when tlie metal market was liijfhly favoialile, 11

s»i>n>8 to us that a Imsiness transjielion shouUi he miilii

ally advantageous, and that in this ease the Tamaraek

eiui atTord to s»-ll the mine for less tlian it is worth to tiie

Calumet & Hcela, while the latter ean alTord t^i i)ay

mort> than it is worth to the Tamaraek. the result of

sueh a eompnunise heing to the gain of both, as eompared

with the spasmodic operation of tlie mine on 'I'mnaiaik

account.

After the War— II

lu a preceding article, we drew the conclusion that if

the War should last no longer than twelve months more,

the belligerent countries of Kui-ope would not be .subject

to tinaueial l)ankruptc'y or industrial eollaps<'. Let us

proceed to inquire what will be the effects on the industry

and commerce of these United States. In the fii-st place,

the supply of labor may suffer from a decrease of immi-

gration on account of the contending pulls of patriotism

and taxation in the chief countries now at war, and it

may he restricted further by Congressional legislation

imposing an educational test on those coining to our

shores from Europe. If the latter is vetoed again, that

check may not become operative, and there is a probabil-

ity, no matter how the War ends, that the influx of popu-

lation will be resumed from the countries bordering upon

the Mediterranean and the Adriatic, if not from northern

and western Europe. However, the rise in the cost of

living and the logical demand for higher wages will

hinder a too exuberant expansion of industry in the

United States. Moreover, the organization incidental to

war will not be discarded in a hurrj' by the European

nations; on the contrary, the democracies that lacked

organization before the great struggle are likely to main-

tain that organization for international industrial com-

petition, while German effieieney will be unabated.

France, Russia, and England will have learned a lesson.

Great Britain is sure to discard her historic policy of

free trade and adopt a protective tariff, in the first in-

stance against her chief enemy but probably against the

world at large as well, establishing preferential rates

with her overseas dominions, which in turn will seek to

exclude the manufactures of the Germanic countries.

Even if some measure of reciprocity is arranged with the

United States, it is not likely that imports into Great

Britain, particularly manufactured products, will be as

free as heretofore. We anticipate many cheeks to inter-

national trade on this account. The demand for Amer-

ican raw materials and products partly manufactured

will be immense, but commerce in finished manufactures

will suffer both by reason of tariffs and of economy in

Europe. On the other hand, the United States is being

given an opportunity to find new customers elsewhere,

as in South America and Asia. In such expansion of

tra<le this country lum two advuntages, namely, the inter-

val of preparation while jier eonipftit<u"N are tight ing and

tlie oppnrtnnil.v to ai'euninlate a liig reserve of .sjuire

capital. At iireseiit the tirst advantage is not lieiiig

utilized ill a large and systenialie wnv exi'e|it by pr-np-

aganda in Smilli .\iiieriea, due mainly tci ilir iiiiliative

(if the .National City Hank of .New York, bnl we Impi'

that during the oirrenl year more intensive elVnrls «ill

be made in other i)art« of the world. As to eapilal, it is

aiiparent that the enormous exjiort trade, iliietly in grain

and munitions, both at high prices, is going In create

a va.st store of firuim-ial energy, wliieli slioiiM prove of

the most timely assiHtaiiee in the world-wide industrial

competition that is to follow the War. The wealth thus

collected should be available for further ex|il()itatioii in

this country itself and for the extension of American

enterprise to other regions where attractive opportim

ities will lie afforded, largely by reason of the witliclrawal

of European initiative in consequence of the War. 'i'liis

applies to nniung enterprise more particularly. Let us

then consider the effect of tlie War on the industry in

which we—our reailers and oni'selves—are din'i-ily in-

terested.

Unquestionably tlic (leiiiand I'or inet^ils will in' pnidi-

gious. P^urope has abundant sui)plics of iron ore and

coal, but does not produce suf![i<'ient copper, lead, or

zinc for her own consum|)lion in ordinary times, much

less when an abnormal demand is created, as will he the

case when the great work of reeonstmction begins in the

regions deva.stated by warfare. Normall.v the United

States consumes all of its lead and nearly all of its zinc,

but it exports one-third of the copper extracted from

domestic ores, besides nearly as much more from I lie

smelting and refining of foreign ores and mattes, and

other foi-ms of copper derived from abroad. The great

buyer of American copper is Germany, which con.sumes

250,000 tons and produces only 20,000 tons per annum.

Great Britain and France consume 245,000 tons between

them, and jiroduce practically none—about 400 tons per

annum. Therefore this country will find a greedy mar-

ket for the useful metals among the great belligerents,

not only now that they are required urgently for the

manufacture of munitions but when peace is restored

in order to re-build and rc-fnriiish the es.sentials of

modern life.

Another consequence of the War should be the opening

of a wider horizon for the American mine operatoi-.

Opportunities for using capital productively in mining

will be offered in many foreign countries on account of

the lack of money for such a purpose in the capitals of

Europe. For several years the work of physical re-

construction and industrial rehabilitation will make in-

cessant calls upon the financial resources of London.

Paris, and Berlin. There will be some money available

for mining, of course, but not so much as heretofore.

Speculation in mines abroad will not command European

support as it did before August 1914. We believe that

this will furnish the American a favorable chance to

exploit mineral deposits in Russia. Mexico, South Africa,

and South America. The mining capitalist and operator
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iu this country will hud it advautageous to follow the

lead of the American engineer and learn to regard min-

ing with a cosmopolitan comprehension, recognizing the

fact that this particular industry is the least provincial

of all those to which the art of man is applied. Already

a start has been made in Russia, Peru, and Chile, for

example, not to mention Mexico, where American mining

interests have always been large.

Thus we expect to see a notable expansion of enterprise

in foreign regions. We anticipate also a great increase

of energy and productivity at home, because the demand
for the metals to meet domestic consumption and to

.supply foreign requirements will be increased beyond

previous experience. For a while after peace is restored

there will be an extraordinary market for American tools

and machinery, as well as steel shapes and base metals

of every kind. Later there will be less demand for fin-

ished products, but a continuing call for the metals

themselves. The United States is still a continental area

of partly developed and quite unexhausted mineral

wealth ; being in a state of highly organized industrial

vitality, this country can and will furnish a steadily in-

creasing proportion of those metals on which the material

civilization of the world depends for its maintenance

and progress.

Does the Flag Follow the Trader?

Among the many rumors released liy the entrance of

an American expeditionary force into Mexico was a

story that northern Mexico, to a line going westward
from Tampico, was to be sold to tlie United States for

$300,000,000, which, it was mentioned, was a sum suffi-

cient to enable the Mexican government to meet the ac-

cumulated claims for damage done to foreign property

during the last three years of misrule. This yarn was
promptly squelched, but it is interesting as an expres-

sion of the hope of the American exploiters of Mexican
mineral and agricultural resources. They, naturally,

would like to operate under their own flag, with its

pi-omise of political stability, instead of trying to do

business under a phantasmagoria of government. It

seems late in the day to ask the question as to whether

tliey—adventurers, traders, and business men—are war-

ranted in expecting their home Government to go out of

its way to protect them in the security of their property
or even their lives while on alien .soil. Yet this very

question has been raised recently by the Commissioner
of Immigration in New York. Mr. Frederick C. Howe,
who is of the opinion that the flag does not follow an in-

vestment, that the United States is not called upon to

u.se armed force to protect the concessions or to collect

the debts of American citizens in foreign countries,

meaning those backwjii'd countries in which security of

property is doulitl'ul. American money to the amount
of .^600,000.000 lias been invested in the mines of

ilexico
; according to i\Ir. Howe, such capital has been

risked without any obligation on the part of the United
States government to safeguard its security. This is a

strange doctrine. Nor is it in accord with the logic of

events. A few weeks ago it was reported on Wall Street

that the de facto government of Mexico had been refused

a loan; we thought we heard a chuckle fram the finan-

ciers, to whom Carranza is anathema on account of his

fantastically radical notions, so completely subversive are

they of the cientifico activities that flourished in the good

old days of Porfirio Diaz ! Undoubtedly, if the ideas

of the Commissioner of Immigration were to prevail at

Wasliington, it would not be surprising if the financial

groups were to make it impossible for General Carranza

to raise money to meet obligations already overdue to

the extent of at least !f;70,000,000. Such refusal to

finance the de facto Government would be awkward but

by no means final, for the American government that

recognized Carranza would be bound logically to step

into the breach itself and make a loan. The fact is not

sufficiently recognized that the United States has already

established a financial suzerainty over Mexico. This

condition has obtained since Huerta was driven out of

office by the refusal of the United States to recognize

him, and by the subsequent recognition of his enemy.
Carranza. No foreign loan could be raised by Mexico
without the friendly concurrence of the United States;

and in any case no borrowing in Europe is possible at

this time. Thus the logic of events has placed the

American Government in a position where it controls

the credit of IMexico and thereby exerts a decided meas-

use of protection over the property of Americans in that

country. Without funds Carranza. or any other Presi-

dent of Mexico, can do nothing. He can get that money
only from the banking community in the United States

or the government of the United States. But unless sub-

scribers to a loan are promised the protection of their

investment it is not possible to obtain the use of such

money. Mr. Howe is answered.

The question is worthy of further consideration. We
might refer to the pages of history and point to the East

India, Hudson's Ba3^ and British South Africa com-
panies as having advanced under their home govern-

ment's protection to the successful exploitation of India,

Canada, and Rhodesia ; but their methods, it may be

said, are now out of date. We agree, although it is (juite

clear that the northern Mexico deal, if true, would have

been an illustration of a similar process of benevolent

as.similation. A better way is to strengthen and u]>hol(l

the government of a backward country into which

American muscle and money have penetrated peacefully.

As the Neiv Republic says, "tlie central motive of a

democratic foreign policy must be the modernization of

the feeble and distracted nations." When such a

country is next door, it becomes all the more obligatory.

Por our own comfort, to help in the establishment of

orderly government, not harrassing it or refusing assist-

ance to it, but supporting it. financially and otherwise,

so that it may be established in prosperity. Our people

have gone into Mexico to use their capital in working

mines, stocking ranges, cultivating farms, building rail-

roads, establishing businesses of every kind, altogether

involving about .$1,500,000,000; by doing so they have

followed tlie call of legitimate enterprise; their work
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has iit'lpi-ii l<> ilcNt'lop (III' n-Mtiii'i'i-N of a Itackwiuil • luiii

try, oiluontc ils pittplo. mui proinoli' )>iiliticiil <li'vrli>|>

iiieut. The political done was tin) strong, jn-rliaps, for

till' piHiii, l)iit wlicii lu< has ovi>rfoiiu> the intoxicntioii ol

tlu' Amorioan idea ho will settle ilowii to a niiiel citizcii-

ship. The Ainericnii and his proporty is a fad in

•Mi'xu'o. It is t(H> lal«' to n-piuliato his ulivious claim I'or

pntttttion, always piMvidcd ho oonduols liiinsolf prop-

erly and does not nso his citizenship to make tronhlo. A
policy of dotachiiient will not liolp either Jloxioo or

Aiiierieans in Moxieo. The eslal'lislinu'Mt of order is for

the goo«l of IxJth. On the other hand, the Americans in

Mexico, if they exptvt the poodwill of either (jovern-

nu'iit. their own or that of the country in which they do

husinoss. ninst aKstflin from intri^nics calenlated to un-

dermine one pivernnx-nt and cniliarrass the other. No
flood can come of insidious etTorts to force events toward

an annexation of northern Mexico: it would entail tiie

hitter enmity of the remainder of Mexico and a recrud-

esi-encM" of suspicion on the part of the Spanish-American

countries farther south: it would end all Pan-American

fraternization and pive the United States a fit of political

dyspepsia hitrldy injurioiis to liealthy development.

Electrolytic Zinc

The wet metallm-gy of zinc has come very much to

the front by reason of the successful application of

elei-tmlysis to the precipitation of the metal from sul-

phate solution. We are glad, therefore, to give our read-

ers an aiimirable article on the subject by no less an

authority tlian Mr. W. R. Ingalls, the editor of the En-

ffinfirinf) and Mining Journal and the author of tlie

standard text-book on zinc. The article repre-sents a

paper read by him recently before a joint meeting of

chemical societies in New York. In our issue of De-

cember 25 last we gave the salient facts concerning the-

big electrolytic zinc precipitation plant now in course of

erection for the Anaconda Copper company at Great

Kails. This is the result of the successful experimental

work done by Me.ssrs. Laist and Frick at Anaconda.

These two metallurgists overcame the chemical difficulty

of separating the iron so that a purified zinc solution

might pass into the electrolytic cell. They discovered that

this could be done by using manganese as a carrier of

oxygen, whereby the ferrous iron is turned into ferric

iron, which is then removed by precipitation. Later the

oxygen liberated by the decomposition of the zinc sul-

phate serves to re-oxidize the manganese so that it is

again available for service. In short, this part of the

process is cyclical.

Mr. Tngalls takes a conservative view of the future of

electrolytic zinc extraction. He does not expect the

process to be revolutionary in its effect ; on the contrary,

he is of the opinion that only metallurgical works operat-

ing under exceptionally favorable conditions will be able

to continue the use of the process when the War is over

and the zinc industry returns to its normal state, which

means a price for the metal that is much nearer to .5

cents per pound than to 1 5 or 20 cents. The electrolytic

iiiclhiid calls lor cheap liydi'o-eleetric power ami a rela-

tively IiikIi grade ore, say. 2tl';;« zinc. It must be re-

membered that till' nalnial sulphide, lilendi'. cunlains

oidy G7'',' zinc. At Anaconda the separation of iIk' nII-

ver is another favorable faclor, fur it is elVectcd fai-

bi'tter by the \sct process than by liistiiialinh in rclort.s.

.\notliir point may prove im|)ortan1, iind that is the

comparative purity of the mclal produced by electrolytic

precipitation. High gr-ade speller has bciri in strong de-

mand for the making of special lii-as.ses rcijnir'cd in the

mannfaeturc of muniliiins, and it may be lliiil one of

the results of the War will In' in plucc kucIi .m piciiiinm

on the purer brand of speller a.s to give it a p.iNislenlly

])referred market. .\ricitlicr recent dcveloi)ment, namely,

the growing production of a high-grade concentrate

(sjiy, .'iO to 55% zinc) by flotation, favoi-s the electrolytic

method of reduction, bccau.si; the exc'essive fineness of

the flotation product causes difficulties in suirllirit: by

the old distillation process. That is one reason why so

many smelting comj)anies have started to make zinc

electrolytically. Besides the Anaconda conijiany's big

l)lant at Great Falls and tlii' smaller one at, Anaconda
it.self, we may mention the jjiodiiction of cleclrolylif' zinc

at the Trail smelter of the Consolidated Mining & Sincli

ing Company of Canada; the Electro Ziinr ('omi)any at

Wellaud, Ontario; the plants at Keokuk, Iowa, at Bully

Hill and Palo Alto, California; and now the announce-

ment that $1,000,000 is to be spent on a similar annex

at the Garfield smelter, of the American Smelting & Re-

fining Company, in Utah. While deferring to Mr.

Ingalls' special knowledge of the subject, it seems fair

to recall the fact that he has never taken a partii'ularly

cheerful view of the development of this phase of zinc

metallurgy, and it is obvious that the big smelting com-

panies, by spending millions of dollars in the building

of reduction works using this process, are, in effect, bet-

ting a large sum that it will prove successful not only

during the War period, but afterward in noimal times.

It seems to us that there are several factors favoring the

electrolytic method, particularly where electrical energy

is available on reasonable; terms, say, .$30 per kilowatt-

year, equivalent to about $22 per horsepower-year. We
believe that power at that price will be obtainable for

the purpose, but in California all power contracts are

subject to revision by the Railroad Commis.sion. which

is authorized to prevent an inequitable distribution

among consumers. We hazard the prediction that

electrolytic spelter will be produced at a total cost

of 3 cents per pound, allowing $3 per ton for mining,

where crude ore runs from 15 to 20% zinc. This would

be about 25% cheaper than production by the old

method, which we debit with an average cost of 4 cents

per pound of zinc. In any event, the new development

—

for it is hardly a new process—does challenge the old

retort practice of Silesia and Belgium, and threatens

these European zinc-smelting centres with serious com-

petition. Perhaps, as a factor in zinc reduction, the
j

waterfalls of Norway will prove superior to the coal-
"

fields of Belgium, and the energy of the Mis.souri may

prove preferable to the oil of Oklahoma.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use this department for (he discussion of technical and other matters per-

laininfi to mining and metallurgy. The Editor iveicomes (he expression of vieu's contrary to his own. be-

lieving that careful criticism is more I'uluable (han casual compliment.

Classification and Fine Grinding

The Editor

:

Sir—In your issue of December 18, A. L. Blomfield

has given some interesting figures (in reply to my letter

of October 16j regarding the recent operation of the

Dorr classifier in connection with ball-mills at Anaconda

and Inspiration.

According to the screen analysis given, the classified

oversize sand contains 28.8% of -48 mesh and 71.2% of

+48 mesh product. The overflow product for treatment

will practically all pass a 48-mesh screen. According

SPITZI.ITTE.X WITH nORU CI, \SS1I' IKI!.

to this there is a large proportion of -48 product already

fine enough passing to the ball-mills that should have

overflowed the classifier with the finished product. I

suppose at the Inspiration they are using the baffle as

well as an increased speed for the rakes in order to obtain

this result. The efficiency of the ball-mill should be in-

creased by eliminating from the feed the greater part of

that 28.8% of -48 mesh material.

I suggest as a means for largely reducing the amount
of undersize (-48 mesh) product from the feed, the use

of a spitzlutten classifier in combination \\ith the Dorr
machine. This would convert it into a combined hy-

draulic and rake classifier. Very little water, if anj',

\vould be required for the spitzlutten, as it would be sub-

merged to its overflow within the Dorr machine. By
raising or lowering the inner prism of tho spitzlutten,

one can overflow any product desired for final treatment
without speeding up the machine or using .spray-pipes

at the sand-discharge end. I believe that the Homestake
has also used a similar arrangement thereby minimizing
the return of undersize material with tho feed to tube-

mills.

Tlic Dorr classifier is an excellent machine for sepa-

rating -150 or -200 mesh products from sand. The mill

of the Frontino & Bolivia Gold Mining Co. in Colombia
for which I recently designed and erected a cyanide

plant, consists of classifier, agitators and thickeners all

of the Dorr type (counter-current decantation) for

slime of -150 mesh, and leaching-vats for sand of -f-lSO

/^ec/

Oi/er//c

DETAIL OF .\RR.\XGEMENT.

mesh. The sand-vats also act as clarifiers for the con-

tinuously decanted gold solution from the thickeners.

The classifier delivers a clean product practically free

from slime to the sand-treatment vats.

A. E. Drucker.
La Salada, Colombia, Januarv 24.

Treatment of Antimony-Gold Ore

The Editor:

Sir—I recently came across the following notes on a

mill-test that I made some years ago in southern Mexico.

The ore in question carried gold and silver. Asso-

ciated minerals wei'c antimony, lead, arsenopyrite, and
copper. The practice had been to crush in a stamp-mill,

with a large plate-area, then concentrate, and ship the

product. The tailing, after passing over amalgamating
plates, contained a considerable amount of free gold

which was plainly visible in a pan, and also carried such

a high percentage of antimony that the cyanide con-

sumption was prohibitive. The mill-men insisted that

the free gold in the tailing was not gold at all. onl^• a

form of mica, because it would not amalgamate witli
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iui>rcur>-; but a firo-iissHiy liispnivotl tliis iiK-a. A (•lu-mi-

iiil luiivlysiii it'll to the disi-ovory that this in»M was rnv-

• nil liv H tiliii of luitinioiiy siilpliitlc (stilmitc i ami that

tills was soluble iu a solution of caustic soda. Aft«r tiiis

ii\>atinent tiie gold readily lUualKHinated with niffcmy.

I als»i found that l»y ti-oatiiig the oripiiial oii- with a

strung solution of caustic soda and wa.siiiiij: well, it

• yanided easily with a consumption of but '2.G lb. eya-

iiiiii' per ton of ore.

The ore was crushed in n 5% solution of caustic soda,

.iinalgamated on copper plates for the free gold, juul

till II concentrated. The tjiilinp from the concontratinn

lal'lcs passt'd thnnigh a long box with a traveling bell.

which separated the sand from slime. The tine was

;ifter\vard dewatered in a spitzkaslen and the water re-

turned to one of two battery storage-tanks, where the

antimony was preeipitated. The soda solution was then

bnnight up to strength and used over acain. Tlie s.-iml

was eyanided by peirolation and the slime iiy agitation

and dwantation. The copper, which went into solution,

was taken care of by immersing the zinc shaving in a

liK| solution of lead acetate. The lead only caused

trouble by keeping the amalgam soft. This was after-

ward overcome by maintaining the plates dry.

Wm. Seward ilann.

Caiianea, February 20.

[This is ail interesting note. We recall that at West

Gore, in Nova Scotia, in 1905, an antimonial-gold ore

was treated by dissolving the stibnite iu a dilute solution

of caustic soda and then neutralizing so as to precipitate

the antimony form of red amorphous. Sb.S,. The inten-

tion was to cyanide the gold, but the difficulty arose of

getting rid of the soda before cyaniding.

—

Editor.]

Electrolytic Zinc

The Editor:

Sir—A year or two ago there was prevalent the idea

that the making of electrolytic zinc through some hydro-

metallurgical process was not commercially practicable,

and would never compete with pyro-metallurgical pro-

cesses. Owing, however, to the high price of zinc, and

especially to the high charge made for the treatment of

zinc ores, the electrolytic recovery of zinc is being se-

riously undertaken—as. for instance, at the "Washoe

plant. Anaconda, where a 10-ton experimental j)laiit is

now in operation.

It is true that patents are obtainable for presumably

novel details of treatment, but it is questionable whether

these patented details would stand the test of legal

action. These are so largely adaptations taken over

from other chemical proces.ses and from cyaniding that

their novelty is iu doubt.

The Nahnsen process, modified in detail, is at present

preferred. This may be thus described: The finely

ground ore after roasting is brought in contact with the

liquor from the electrolytic tanks now containing free sul-

phuric acid and from which a part of the zinc has been

removed, having been deposited on the cathodes. The

zine (and other baseN i isextraeied by the neiion »( the

acid solution; the resultant solution is neutralized aiid

treated in tanks with ziiie dust for llie pi ipitiiticm of

any electro negiitivt- coiiNtiliiiiilN lliiit iiiiiy !»• pi-esini. J

and after ehloriniition is sent in m I'<'):iiIiii- slniiin id liie J
elect roly lie tanks.

The whole process consists then of two jiIuims: I'irsl.

the zinc-containing eleetrolyle is deeoiiiposed in the Imlli.

yielding zinc and |ii-odiieing free snlpliiirie aeid. Sec-

oml, this acid lii|iiiir still eontainiiig /ww sul|i|iiiii>, gncK

to the dis.solving-tanks. wlieri' it takes up till llie zine

possible. In order that the solulinn winy lie liie Irom

iron, it is brought in eonlact witli ores eontainiiit; in-

creasing pei-ceutages of zine. so that any iron o.xide

may be iireeipitaleil rapidly liy the zine oxide. Any
other ba.ses are precipilalcd later by means of ziiie-dust.

leaving a nearly pure solution of zine sulphate ten- inat

iiieiit in the eleetrnlylie tanks.

As for details of ]ireeipitaliiin, niiiiieniiis experinieiit.s

have been instiltited. all of which have been tried in

present prtieticc. Otto Best has lately jialeiited the idea

of neutralizing any free acid imiiie<lia<ely after soliilion

tiy the use of a regulated addition of lime. Tin- oxidti-

tion of the ferrous iron )iy pota.ssiuiii chlorate, liy man-

ganese, etc., has also been patented. All of these people

endeavor to obtain a neutral and pure zinc sulphate ^M
solution to send to the electrolytic bath. They try to ^^
<lissolv(; as little of the other liases as possible by prompt-

ly neutralizing the free acid. Metallic zinc, I may add

in ])assiiig. is difficult of solution in strong siilplimif

acid, though it makes cpute a display of so doing.

One could wish that the idea of patenting could he

abandoned and that the various companies, now so in-

tent on the problem of prodiifing imre electrolytic zinc,

could compare experiments to their mutual advantage.

Re-melted electrolyic zinc is of a pure white color like

nickel. 99.92% fine, and fetches the highest price on the

market.

Salt Lake City, March 2. L. S. ArsTix.

Use for an Old Hammer Drill

The Editor

:

Sir—I note in your is,sue of April 3, 1915, the use to

which Mr. C. A. Banks puts an old hammer-drill. We
have also found the idea lielpful, having had occasion

some years ago to emjdoy a drill in the manner described.

Within the last year we have rigged up an old Leyncr

drill as a pneumatic stamp, the mortar-box being cut out

of a suitable piece of tindjer and lined with J-inch steel.

A launder conveys the crushed ore to a small Wilfley

table. Sizing tests on the discharged pulp closely paral-

lel the regular disf-harge from our gravity stamps.

Pail W. Avery.
El Oro, Mexico, January 24.

When selenium minerals are heated on charcoal before

the blowpipe, they give off a peculiar fetid odor, like

that of carbon di-sulphide.
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By 3. 8l. "&'

A GEOLOGIST, in writing of the mineral re-

sources of California, mentioned water as the

most important mineral. It is not usual to think

of water in this way, but the geologist's remark was

strictly true, and would apply with equal force to the

entire world. Tlie truth that he stated is most appre-

ciated in localities where water is scarce ; and in the

oases of the arid regions, where industry depends on a

scanty water-supply, it is not uncommon to hear recog-

nition of the fact openly expressed.

An ample supply of water is particularly necessary

for mining and milling plants and in some localities it

has to be brought for a great distance at big expense.

Any interruption of the supply causes a corresponding

cessation of milling operations, and therefore every pos-

sible precaution should be taken to insure against such

a contingency. This paper describes the means used

for this purpose at the Nevada Wonder mine, at Wonder,

ill Churchill county, Nevada.

The pipe-line was laid in the latter part of 191(1. It

conveys water by gravity-flow from Horse creek to the

mine, a distance of 10 miles. It is in the form of a broad

letter U. Fi-om the point of intake the eoui-.se of the line

li'ads downward through a valley until a point 2135 ft.

liclow the intake is reached : thence it rises to the storage-

tanks at the mine, where the elevation is onlj' 465 ft.

lower than the intake.

The line is built of .standard, guaranteed full weiglit.

steel pipe, with screwed joints. The same kind of coup-

lings are used as on extra heavy pipe. The flanges and
valves of the original equipment were of the type known
as "hydraulic," but on all subsequent repair-work 'am-

monia' flanges were used. The pipe was dipped in as-

phaltum before shipment by the maimfacturer. The
diameter at the intake is 6 in., reducing to 5 in. at 500 ft.,

and to 4 in. at 1000 ft. It has a covering of from 10 to

18 in. of soil. Air-valves and drain-valves arc ])]ac('d

Hou^inq for 77c her

'ir f='P^-

Wafer ievel. cjfi^au-i helow teeau-i

TVrbirie Wheel
turned hy inflate
o/" n'ater

^ \5creen to proftcf mfafie

6 UVater Ivtain

Fig. 3. telephone flow-indicator for intake of water-main.
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at till pi-aks mill sa^s wliciv air or ^aixl iiiiKlit collo'i.

Tlu-s«' are also of use whoii it luvoincs neoossjiry to ilraiii

the pipe-line. They are oiie-iiu'li hydniiiiio-eoinpii'ssioii

valves, ojid fliore an^ 4G of tiioin on the line. ShntotT

valves arv placed at four iiiiport4iiit point.s. Tlie pres-

sur»' at the lowest part of the line is !120 11). per square

inch, and an automatic valve, st't to relcas4' at UHH) lli,

pressure, is situated at this point to pivtccl tlic pipe Ironi

sudden inereases of pressure due to water-haniiiicr from

the too sudden do.sing of a valve.

The calculated capacity of the line is l^j,l)OU gallons

per 24 hours, and this ehei-ks fairly closely with the

actual delivery. The rate of flow in the pipe is 2.57 ft.

per second.

The chief sourees of trouble are clogging of the iutake-

siTecns by leaves, breakage of the pipe at joints by lon-

gitudinal contraction in cold weather, pitting by corro-

sion, stoppage of the tlow in the creek by freezing, and

freezing of water in the pipe. Uncovering of tiie line

is brought about by cloud-bursts, by cattle using the

mound for a trail, and by badgers digging otT tiic cover-

ing, evidently mistaking the sound of flowing water for

the uoise of insects or small burrowing animals.

The obvious remedy for clogging of the intake by

leaves is to have the screens cleaned frequently. The

interval between cleanings can be kept within reasonable

limits by having the screen-area sufficiently large. Con-

traction breaks at joints, though never frequent, gave

more trouble during the first three winters than since

then. They took the form of cross breaks at the threaded

ends. The adjustment of irregular strains and the

elimination of weak spots by breakage and repair put an

end to the trouble. There are no expansion-joints in the

line ; the numerous bends would make them superfluous.

Pitting of the pipe has caused no trouble except in the

valley, where the pipe was penetrated several times in

the fourth year. These breaks occurred within half a

mile of each other, and were doubtless due to an excess of

alkali in the soil. The pitting was from the outside. A
protective coating applied to the pipe at the time it was

laid would have prevented this deterioration, but the

coating applied by the manufacturer before shipmeni

was partly rubbed off during transportation.

Excessively cold weather forms the principal source

of danger. With the thermometer not lower than 10'

or 15° F. at night the line is safe. With temperatures

between 10° and 5° above zero, the line must be watched

closely, and when the night temperatures are below 5'

it is in danger. The lowest temperature recorded in five

years was -11°. During the present winter freezing

began in the pipe after three nights with the temperature

at 4° below zero. At this low temperature the rate of

flow in the line is not sufficient to prevent the formation

of ice. A good covering of snow on the ground acts as a

blanket and greatly reduces the danger of freezing.

The ends of the line, being at the higher altitudes, are

in the greatest danger of freezing ; and when a decrease

in the flow is observed during a cold snap, the means

used to prevent a total closure of the line is to increase

till- rale of llow at tiie intake end liy opening miIvcs m
succession from the delivery end. until a point of high

pressure has been renehcd. It lias been roiiiid thai ice

formed in the |>ipe can br riipiillv ciil out by iiicri'a.sing

llic tlow in this way. \\ liili' lliis i.s liciiig done liir ch-liv

ery end of llic lini' is diiiini'd. ninl nn wnlrr rciichcs the

mine ; lint llie cold spells iisiuiily iiisl only a I'l-w days and
it is better to endure a teiiqioniry shortage than li> liave

the line frozen. There is storage capacity a1 Die mine

.Millieient to run tlie niill for three days.

During normal winters Horse creek carries les.s than

twice the quantity of water taken, and during an e.\

ces,siveiy cold night there is danger of the creek being

completely slopped by freezing. The only way to save

the line in a case of this kind would be to drain it en

tircl\-.

During the unusually cold winlcr of ]!n2-'l:i this line,

like many others in the West, experient-ed disaster, and

the experience of that winter suggested ste[)s to ])revent

a repetition of the trouble. Considerations of exijcnse

and the necessity for maintaining a continuous water-

supply prevented the deepening of the trench, bill addi

tional covering wius mounded over the jjipe. A teiejilioiie

line was built from the head-gate to the mine, several per-

manent telephone stations were establishcfl. and two port-

able sets were provided. A flow-indicator was devised

and placed at the intake, arranged so that the rate of

flow could be approximately read at any telephone-re-

ceiver. A device was attached to the mine end of the

line to give instant warning of a stoppage of the flow.

Arrangements w'ere made to keep a watchman at the

head-gate during dangerously cold weather, and a type-

written program covering every possible contingency

was furnished to him, as well as to a rancher three miles

below the intake, and to several employees at the mine.

This program specified exactly the duties of each man in

case of a threatened freeze-up, and provided for the com-

plete draining of the line, if necessary, within an hour

after receiving warning. All telephone-poles and valve-

boxes were marked with consecutive numbers.

The arrangement of the head-gate and the mechanical

protective devices are as follows: Fig. 1 shows the ar-

rangement of the head-gate and the settling-tanks. The

dam backs up water to a depth of two feet. Removable

boards, set horizontall}' in grooves, afford a means of

sluicing out gravel accumulated during freshets. The

entire bottom of the canyon is formed, of loose rock-

debris and soil, and the grade is so steep that a storage-

dam would be impracticable; and in addition to this the

danger of cloud-bursts forms an objection to the erection

of expensive headworks. For these reasons no improve-

ments beyond those strictly necessary were made. The

intake at the dam is arranged to give a constant water-

level, and to take the water from a depth of 12 inches

below the surface. .By these means a considerable depth

of ice on the dam does not interfere with the flow into

the pipe, as long as there is running water in the stream.

As an additional protection, the dam is boarded over in

winter. Ample area of screen, ^-ineh mesh, is shown sur-

f
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roimding the intake. Two .small tanks

are pro\aded for the purpose of trap-

ping sand. The first has a conical bot-

tom, and both are furnished with dis-

charge pings operated from above by

threaded rods. Both tanks are covered.

They are placed at the side of the can-

yon where only an unusually heavy

cloud-burst would damage them. De-

livery from the dam to the tanks was

originally made through a square wood-

en flume, but when this became leaky.

galvanized sheet-iron pipe was laid in-

side of it.

In Fig. 2 and 3, are shown the details

of the telephonic flow-indicator, com-

monly called a 'ticker.' It consists es-

sentially of a turbine-wheel .just inside

of the intake end of the water-main, by

means of which the annature of a per-

manent magnet is periodically removed

from its poles. The interruption of the

magnetic flux induces an electrical im-

l^ulse in a coil about the magnet. The

coil is grounded at one end and attached

to the telephone wire at the other, and

each movement of the armature pro-

duces a clicking sound in the telephone

receivers that is easily heard but is not

sufficiently loud to interfere with con-

versation. The telephone line is con-

nected with all the company telephones,

so that the indicator may be heard in

all offices and residences. The operation

of the ticker is readily understood from

the drawing. At each revolution the

pin A displaces the arm B, which is in-

tegral with the armature. The bicycle

ball-beai'iug forms a thrust-bearing that

supports the entire weight of the rod

and turbine-wheel, so that the lower

bearing of the turbine-i'od is simply a

loose guide-bearing, and requires no lu-

brication. The only attention required

by the ball-bearing for the past two

years has been a few drops of oil occa-

sionally. Its housing is kept locked.

The support is made of pipe, but the

drive-rod passes through only a part of

its length. We ascertained that occa-

sionally accumulations of air in the

pipe-line bubbled back to the tank, and

when a straiglit support was \ised. the

gurgling air-bubbles entered tlie sup-

port and drove water upward through

the bearing into the ticker. In cold

weather this water froze and stopped

the apparatus.

Fig. 4 shows the warning appaiatus

attached to the delivery end of the nioe-
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line ut the storugetaiiks. A KiiiaJI tin i-aii \\itli .s<-vfnil

ptiiu-tiires in the Intttom is ntluclii><i by a liail In a

lH-nn>. The beam is supportcil liy a pivolfil axis

likt' the lK>iun of a piilp-lialam't'. Tlit> liiu-kct whi'ii

einply is over-bjilanced \>y a weight at tlic opposite

oiiil of the Ijeani. so lliat tlie Imrkit end rises and

an eleetrieal eontaet is made. Whi-n tlie lunkel is full of

water it overbalances the weighted end antl the eontjiel

is broken. A bleeder i>ipe, Jin. diani.. taps the hori

/ontal part of the water-nniin where it dischargees into

the taiik. and leads to the bneket. When water is being

delivered into the tank a small stream Hows eontinnoiisly

into the bneket of the alarm apparatns, and tiie eleetrieal

contact is held open. If the water ceases to How in tlie

main pipe, none is delivered to the bucket and its eon-

tents leak out through the holes in its bottom. Tiiis

permits the bucket end of the beam to rise, and tlie

eleetrieal contact thus established siinnltaneonsiy lifihts a

red incandescent lamp on the tank, and operates a Innd-

rinping polarized bell at a place in the mill where a mill-

hand is always within hearing distance. To prevent

freezing of the apparatus and of the small pipe leailing

to it. aD incandescent lamp is kept lighted within the

box. and a heating-coil is placed around the bleeder-pipe.

Lights are maintiiined on the boards on which the water-

level of the tanks is indicated, so that they may be read

at night. The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 4. A
110-volt alternating current is used. It will be observed

that the bleeder-pipe does not tap the water-main exactly

at the lower side. This is so that the alarm will be given

when there is a serious decrease in the flow, and before

it stops entirely. The apparatus is inspected and the

bucket cleaned daily during cold weather. Small solid

particles or scales from the pipe sometimes gather in

the bucket and stop up the holes unless this is done.

The ticker is the pulse by which the performance of

the water system may be watched. Under normal oper-

ating conditions it sounds 24 times per minute. If it

works faster than this, it is a certain indication of either

a break in the line or an open drain-valve. If the ticker

sounds less than 24 times per minute, the reduction is

due to decreased flow and may be caused bj' several cir-

cumstances. Except in freezing weather, it is apt to be

caused either by air or sand in the pipe, or by leaves

partly clogging the screens at the intake. In very cold

weather it may be caused by a shortage of water in the

creek or by freezing in the pipe. Only an inspection of

the intake will distinguish between these possibilities.

and it is partly for this reason that a watchman is kept

at the head-gate during cold weather. At such times the

temperature of the water in the stream is at 32°, and

even a short stoppage of the flow in the pipe would

result in a freeze-up. It is necessary, therefore, to obtain

prompt information of conditions at the head-gate when
there is any decrease of flow in the line. The alarm

apparatus at the storage-tanks gives notice of any serious

decrease of delivery, whatever the cause. By means of

these two devices, and with a reasonable amount of atten-

tion, the danger of a freeze-up has been practically

eliminated.

The ticker is also of great help when water is Ix'iiig

forced through the line after- draining il in cold weather.

Hy using a portabli' teleplnine, the working eicw can

ob.scrve any stojipage that iiiiglit be eini.sed by the freez-

ing of \indrained pockets of water In mkIi a I'lise the

(irst valve back of the obstrnclion slioiild be opened to

tiiaihtiiin the Mow until tlie obslrueiion is reiiioveil.

(ireat can> is taken under these ciri'iiiiislanceN in niiiin

tain a continnons (low.

The ticker is susceptible of ii.se for u viiriely nf piir

po.si's. Hy it the speed III' ii|)eration of any pieei' of ma-

chinery can be indicated Ihroiigii a teleplione line.

A few notes on inetbods of re])air may lie of interest.

In thawing the line after the freeze-uj) nl' i:tl:!. it was

found that running a si ream of water tiiroiigli the dileli,

where this could be (lone, thawed llie ])i])e just as efTect

ively as a fire. When frozen only in isolated sixits. tlie

trouble can be easily delected between two valvi's. To
determine the exact spot, the pipe is dug up at intervals,

and tapped by boring holes 15/32 in. diani. When Hir

obstriK'tion is rciiinvcd the hole is tlirea<leil and closed

with a i-in. plug. Tlie flanges used in the construction

of the line were faced flat, and where these were sub-

jected to high pressure, trouble was experienced through

the blowing out of ga.skcts. In all repair-work, heavy

ammonia flanges are used. In these fittings the faces

are made in matched parts. On one face there is a pro-

jection i in. wide and ] in. liigh, and on the opposite face

there is a groove of corresponding dimensions, in which is

placed a fiber ga.sket /.^ in. thick. Heavy fittings of this

kind are peculiarly suited to repair-work, since their

construction allows of using a heavy strain on the bolts

to overcome a slight error in cutting inserted lengths.

It is now planned to avoid the trouble caused by the

freezing of small pockets of water after partly draining

the line, by blowing out the residual water with air from

the air-compressor at the mine.

Manganese in Panama

According to a Consular report from Colon an Amer-

ican syndicate recently opened a manganese mine at

Madinga, on the gulf of San Bias, in the province of

Colon, about 70 miles east of the city of Colon. A trial

shipment of 900 tons of the ore has been made to New

York. One of the owners, who acts as agent for the

syndicate, states that shipments of 1500 tons a month

can probably be made for several months if vessels are

available for that purpose; but beyond that nothing

definite can now be stated regarding the development of

the mine. A wharf at deep water has,* however, been

built near the mine, and if the supply of ore holds out.

and it can be profitably marketed it is the purpose of the

owners to develop the Madinga mines to a considerable

extent.

QuicKSiL\'EK deposits in the Huancavelica district of

Peru have changed hands, and mining is to be resumed

bv E. E. Femandini of the American Vanadium Co.
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*TNTRODUCTOEY. Without any doubt, the most im-

I portant thing iii the metaUurgy of zinc in 1915 was

the inauguration of electrolytic zinc production

direct from ore on a large experimental, even a com-

mercial, scale at several places, the most important of

these being at Anaconda, Mont., where the production of

electrolytic spelter at the rate of about 5 tons per day

was begun. The results are considered so favorable that

the Anaconda company has commenced the erection at

Great Falls. Mont., of a plant capable of producing 35,-

000 tons of electrolytic spelter per annum.

Chemistry of the Process. The chemistry of the

process used at Anaconda is described in U. S. Pat. No.

1.167.700, granted to Frederick Laist and Frederick F.

Frick. Jan. 11, 1916. According to this the proper per-

formance of the cycle depends upon the presence ot

manganese. Its function is to serve as a carrier of oxy-

gen for the oxidation of ferrous to ferric iron, thus

rendering possible a complete separation of iron and

affording a purified solution from which zinc may be

recovered by electrolysis. In the course of this elec-

trolysis the manganese is restored to a state of oxidation

higher than the manganous state, and thereby becomes

available for re-use in the process.

The calcined ore is treated at a temperature of 50 to

65' C. with sufficient dilute sulphuric acid so that there

is 5 to 10% excess acid over that required to complete

the reactions, by which the metals in the calcined ore

;ire dissolved. A. portion of the iron enters into solution

as a ferrous salt, in which state it is not completely re-

moved by the usual basic precipitants (lime, zinc oxide,

etc.^i It is necessary, therefore, to oxidize this ferrous

iron, and in the cyclic operation of the process this is

accomplished through the agency of the manganese,

which enters the cycle at this point in one of its higher

states of oxidation—as for instance, in the form of

manganese dioxide. The oxidation of the ferrous sul-

phate takes place according to the equation,

2FeS04 + MnO, + 2H,S0, = Fe, (SOJ,

+ MnSO, + 2H.,0

Having accomplished the leaching and having a slight

excess of acid solution, sufficient milk of lime or zinc

oxide is added to render the solution neutral or slightly

basic. The iron and most of the other impurities except

•A paper presented at a joint meeting of the New York Sec-

tions of the American Electrochemical Society, the American
Chemical Society and the Society of Chemical Industry, on

Fehruary 11, 1916, but somewhat further elaborated for the

Enpineering d Mining Journal, of which the author is Editor.

in its issue of March 4. 19 IB.

copper are precipitated, and the precipitated impurities

are so coagulated that filtration is ver\- rapid.

The solution, purified from elements harmful to elec-

trolysis, is subjected to electrolysis using insoluble

anodes—as lead, for example—and suitable deposition

blanks or zinc starting sheets for cathodes. The electro-

lytic reactions are

:

ZnSO^ + current= Zn + SO^

SO3 -f H,0= H3SO,

The oxygen liberated from the SO^ at the anode ef-

fects the oxidation of the manganese ; thus,

2MnS0, + 20 + 6H,0 = 2HMnO, + 2H,S0^

2HMnO^ + SMnSOi + 2H,0 = 5MnO, + 3H„S0,

It is apparent from the foregoing that a regenerated

.sulphuric-acid solution containing manganese in higher

stages of oxidation than the manganous state results and

is directly available for leaching additional portions of

roasted ore, where the higher oxides of manganese are

available for oxidation of ferrous iron and are themselves

reduced to manganous sulphate, thus making a cyclic

process in which the desirable manganese may be used

over and over again and in which the original supply or

any deficiency may be supplied to the raw zinc ore or

concentrates in the form of carbonate or sulphide ores

of manganese.

Details op the Process. In the perfoi-mance of the

process the ore is roasted in Wedge furnaces at a tem-

perature of 900° C, which, with a fuel consumption of

5 to 6%, delivers a product containing only about 0.3%

S as sulphide. The roasted ore is leached in a Paehuca

tank with air agitation, the lixiviant being spent solu-

tion from the electrolytic cells. The percentage of zinc

dissolved is from 85 to 95. After addition of limestone

to neutralize free acid, the pulp is run to a battery of

Minerals Separation flotation agitators, where it is agi-

tated and aerated to precipitate ferric hydrate. The

charge thence passes to a Dorr thickener, which delivers

clear overflow to solution storage tank and mud to Oliver

filter. The latter gives cakes of gangue containing iron,

lead, silver, etc., which go to blast furnaces, and solution

which is united with that overflowing from the Dorr

thickener.

From the solution tank the liquor is drawn into a tube-

mill filled with zinc balls, which precipitate copper and

cadmium, flowing thence to a circular filtering tank hav-

ing a quartz bottom, and finally to a Shriver plate and

frame filter press, which completes the clarification. The

purified solution goes to a ca.scade of 21 electrolytic cells,

whereof there are two series, and upon entering, is mixed
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with oiu'-lialf of tlio k|u>mI olectnilylo fruiii the tjiil I'dls.

whii'h liriiiRs Iho ooll fivil up to 2J'"I fnv II.SO, uii<i

5fr Zn.

Ill Howint; tlirouph tlio cells tlio tfinpi'i-aturf of llx'

elwtrolyto is kept Ih'Iow 70° C. Iiy inoms of lend eoils

eoiidiictint; etwliii^ water, \vhi<-h is done in small lioxes

interposed liotwoen the cells. The anodes are of pure

lead, tlie oathodos of aluininnin. Soliilion is elect ii>ly/.ed

at a ciirrfiit density of 23 ainp. per sq. ft., the voltage

dmp iH'iiifr -l.S to ;i.4 volts per cell, dccrca.siii^r as the acid

iiicivasi's. ("urn'iit eflicieney is 015 to fl4'"J-- The cathode

is tinished within 4S hr.. hy which time it has attained a

weight of .">0 111. and is then peeled from the alumiiniin

sheet.

Apart from the Anaconda work, the most ambitious

plans carried on in lOl.'i were those of the Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Co. of Canada, which continued

the experimental work lH>guu several years ago. In the

last ofticial report of this company it is stated that

spelter of good grade has been produced at the rate of

1000 lb. per day from ore from the Sullivan mine, and

that the results were suffii'iently promising to warrant

the building of a plant capable of producing 25 to 35

tons of spelter daily. Construction of this pliint is well

advanced, and it is expected to be in operation early in

1016.

Electrolytic zinc was also produced in 1915 on an

experimental scale by the Electro Zinc Co. at "Welland.

Ontario, while some work in this line was done at

Keokuk. Iowa, and at Bully Hill, California, and there

were one or two other operations (one of these employ-

ing the Isherwood process) that may not yet be men-

tioned publicly. The work at Welland is unique in that

the dissolving of the zinc and the electrolysis of the

solution are performed in the same vat. the cathodes

being inclowd in canvas bags. All of the other work, so

far as I know, is being done on lines similar to those at

Anaconda.

Before going any further, let it be well fixed in the

mind that the conditions that have existed in the zinc

industrj' during the last year are not only unprece-

dented, but also it is certain that they cannot be other-

wise than ephemeral. They have been due to a shortage

of metallurgical capacity, not of ore in the lea.st degree.

and that shortage is being reduced with extraordinary

rapidity. In the meanwhile, however, there has natu-

rally been a huge metallurgical margin—even $60 per

ton of ore against a normal of about $15—in the manu-
facture of common spelter, and with such a margin it

has been good sense not only to commit metallurgical

crimes, but also to institute new processes that would
not ordinarily be profitable. In the manufacture of

high-grade spelter the margin has been much higher, so

much so that the possibility of it would two years ago

have been considered nothing less than preposterous.

Now. the electrometallurgy of zinc is no new thing.

The electrolytic refining of impure spelter was tried on

a large scale by Nahnsen in Upper Silesia in the 90 's.

the hydrometallurgical-electrometallurgical treatment of

zinc ore wax cHwiycd diKjistniusly li.v .\slicnift jil tuc-klc

Creek, N. S. W., in a works cosliiig idiout one million

dollars. Doctor lliicpfner developed a proi'CKK that was

put into UKi' at Kiihrforl on the Kliine and at the works

of Brunner, Mond & Co.. at Wilmington, in lMit;land.

.\l the former it was abandoned after a short time; at

the latter it has been conlinued through a long s<'ries of

ycai-s, making a fi'W Inindi'id tons of spelter annindly,

and is in use at the pn'sent time. The electrometallurgy

of /.inc has therefore a commercial history of ri'spcctalile

an(i(|nity.

DiFKICirLTIES IN THE AhT. In tile cjirlv days 111' Ihc

art. both commercial and expiTimcntal. dillicnlly was

experienced in nbtaining dcnsi' dcjxisits on the i-(i1Iiim|i's.

spongy zinc being a stiimlding block, but wliilc this nial

ter required sonic stmly for its mastery, it was manifest

that the rc;il (liflicullies of this jiniccss wci-c the gelling of

zinc into solution rather than out of it and tlic lai'jie

amount of ]iowcr required for zinc |)i-cci|)it;itiiin

AVifli regard to the fonner jitjint, 1 refer lo the fdrmii-

tion of insoluble ferrite of zinc in roasting, with the ccin-

sequence of relatively low extraction of zinc. That is

experienced in the ca.se of many, perhaps most, ores that

it is desired to treat. To illustrate, roasted Joplin liliinli-

may be leached with sulphuric acid so as to cause it to

give up 07 or 9!^'"f of its zinc, the residue being a white

silica sanil, Imt moImmIv wants to treat Joplin ore by a

hydrometallurgical process, for the rca.son that it would

be less economical than ordinarj' smelting. On the oilier

hand, certain mixed ores high in iron, like those of

Lcadvillc. Colorado, may give up only about 65*^ of

their zinc. So low an extraction would in it.self be pro-

hibitive in most circumstances in ordinary times. It is

possible that the roa.sting might be conducted in such a

way as to steer clear between the Scylla of zinc ferrite

on the one hand and the Charv'bdis of undecomposed

zinc sulphide on the other hand, but that question has

not been investigated with definite results, so far as I

know. "With regard to the high power required for the

electrolysis of zinc solutions with insoluble anodes, the

expense of it, when imposed upon the cost of roasting,

leaching, re-melting cathodes, re-working between prod-

ucts, etc., is likely to make the cost of h.ydrometallurgi-

cal-electrometallurgical zinc extraction ton high to be

ordinarily considered.

I have therefore repeatedly expressed the opinion that

metallurgical proces-ses of this sort were unlikely to he

successful commercially, unless: (1) Exceptionally

cheap hydro-electric power, such as the $6 or $7 per

annual horsepower of Norway and Sweden, were avail-

able; or (2) unless use could be made of the anode re-

action, such as the liberation of chlorine by the electroly-

sis of a chloride solution and the emplnynient of it for

some chemical manufacture, as at AVinnington. England ;

or (3) unless certain especially favorable conditions

otherwise existed. By the la.st I mean such things as

high-grade of the run-of-mine ore, a kind of ore that will

give up a high percentage of zinc by lixiviation with

sulphuric acid, an ore high in silver and po.ssibly lead.
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These points are almost determinative. In the pyro-

metaUurgy of zinc the extraction of silver is, perhaps,

about 65%. In the hydrometallurgy of zinc it ought to

be upward of 90%, perhaps as high as 95%. The situa-

tion with respect to lead is somewhat similar. It is need-

less to dwell upon the importiince of this in the cases of

ore exceptionally high in silver.

Favorable Conditions at Butte. Now, in the treat-

ment of the Butte ore at Anaconda, about all of the

favorable conditions tliat I have enumerated under the

third head exist. The ore raised from the mine is of

rather high grade, it is of a character that enables 90%
of the zinc, or more, to be extracted by sulphuric-acid

lixiviation, and as zinc ores go, it is exceptionally liigh

in silver (the concentrated ore going 20 oz. silver per

ton or thereabouts). Moreover, the Anaconda company

is introducing zinc extraction in connection with its

other great metallurgical work, thus dividing general

and administi-ative expenses, etc. It is able to obtain

moderately cheap power at Great Falls, and finally, what

is not least in importance, it possesses about the best

metallurgical organization of any concern in the United

States and is instituting this new process at a time when

there ought to be commercial profit in spite of any

imaginable infantile disorders. I am not free to com-

municate such figures respecting the Anaconda results

as I know, but I may say that the Anaconda manage-

ment is thoroughly aware of the exceptional couditions

existing in the zinc industry at present, and is neverthe-

less of the opinion that with its peculiarly favorable

circumstances it can continue the production of electro-

lytic zinc in competition with everybody else in normal

times, or even in the hard times that may be experienced

after the termination of the War. The promise of the

development of the hydrometallurgy-electrometallurgy

of zinc as a commercial art on a large scale has therefore

already become a prospect. There is to be such an art.

The magnitude that it will attain and its effect upon the

zinc industry of the world remain for the future to tell,

but that it is going to have an early and important in-

fluence is not to be doubted.

Turning attention to some of the technical features of

electrolytic zinc production, the conditions governing

the electrolysis of zinc solutions were exhaustively

treated by Dr. Victor Engelhardt in a paper read at the

first general meeting of the Gesellschaft Deutscher

Metalhiitten- und Bergleute and published in Metal-

hirgie a few years ago. A summary of Doctor Engel-

hardt's conclusions, together with some additional notes,

was published by' Prof. J. W. Richards in ' Transactions

of the American Electrochemical Society,' XXV, pp.

281-90. The ideas of Doctor Engelhardt, who is chief

engineer of the electrochemical division of the Siemens

& Halske company, of Berlin, are exemplified in what

are called the Siemens & Halske and Isherwood pro-

cesses. However, in the late development of zinc elec-

trolysis, 'processes' and patents have played but slight

part. With recent experimenters the matter of spongj'-

zinc deposits appears to have been among the least of the

difficulties. Mr. Keating succeeded several years ago in

depositing smooth, solid zinc on his cathodes at Bully

Hill, Califol-nia, while as for Mr. Laist, he accomplished

tliis part of the process as a matter of course, just as

simply as if he were depositing copper, the necessary

precautions as to purity of solution, etc., being naturally

taken.

Grade of Electrolytic Zinc. With regard 'to the

grade of electrolytic zinc, high purity is easily obtained.

This is something that is far more under control than in

refining by fractional distillation. Lead ought not to go

appreciably into solution at all, while iron, copper, and

cadmium—the other common impurities of spelter

—

are readily precipitated from the solution. The spelter

first made at Anaconda was higher in cadmium than is

permitted by the standard specifications for "high-

grade.' At that time zinc-dust, more or less impure,

was being used as the precipitant for cadmium. Run-

ning the clarified solution through a tube-mill filled with

zinc balls corrected this, and the grade of spelter was

then raised to upward of 99.9%. Brunner, Mond & Co.

have been for many years guaranteeing their electrolytic

spelter at 99.95% Zn, and there is no reason why the

Anaconda spelter should not be made as good as that.

Is electrolytic zinc extraction going to revolutionize

the metallurgy of zinc? Unqualifiedly, no. When the

zinc industry returns to its normal status, conditions

will be in the main as they were before the War and the

principles that I have previously stated will continue to

obtain, with the difference that some people will have

learned the details of the art, will have gone through

the period of infantile mistakes in a time when al-

most any mistake was of no great consequence. By that

time some of the concerns possessing exceptionally favor-

able conditions—Anaconda, if anybody—may be able to

continue. Others will not.

However, there are certain new industrial features

tliat cannot yet he clearly estimated and may have a

modifying effect upon this forecast. One of these re-

lates to the matter of high-grade zinc. Previous to the

War that class of spelter was produced in limited quan-

tity and sold at a premium over common spelter of

about 2|c. per pound. Inventors, promoters and others

who talked about making such zinc were discouraged

from reckoning upon the premium by the dictum that

the market would not take any more than the then sup-

ply, which was indeed artificially limited, and that it

was unsafe to count on anything but the price for com-

mon spelter. During the War high-grade spelter has

fetched 40c. per pound, and at times the demand for it

has been insatiable. This demand has been especially in

connection with the manufacture of ammunition and

may be expected to cease M'ith the War, but will the ad-

vertising that high-grade spelter has had and the wider

knowledge of its peculiar properties that has been ac-

quired give it a more extensive use in the peaceful arts

and a maintenance of the premium for it, that will be
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to the adviuittip of tlif clootrolytic jiroducorT Or will it

bfvoine n tlniK in tlie luurkot. witli tiitiiv ilisnpiniiraiuf

of price (litTonMitialf Tlieso an- questions tlitit iiolmily

yet knows eiiongh to answer n'luwnnMy.

TiiK Hkakino of Flotation. Anotlier new and un-

lertnin faotor is the l>earing of tlie flotation pr»>eess of

lire cimfpntrntion upon the metallurgy of /inc. I think

that this hail a irooii «leal to do witii the institution of

the Anaconda work. Almut all nietailurjrical work is a

sequence of step-s of concentration and reliniii^. ticaliii^

the hulk of the ore by a cheap hut wasteful prncr.ss and

delivering a eoncentrate4l pniduct to a more costly iiui

h'ss wasteful process. Now. most cxi^erimcnters in tin'

hydrometallurjry and elet'tromcfallurpy of zinc hcivto-

fore have contemplated the application of a costly

process to the nin-of-mine ore. The flotation process

has enabled ore to Ik- concentrated at relatively small

cost with hut slight loss. Let it be obser\'cd. therefore,

that Mr. Laist is applyinp his costly process not to run-

of-mine ore, but to a flotation concentrate in which about

90% of the zinc is concentrated in about one-fourth of

the oripinal weight. This is the new and important

tcature of recent zinc electrohiic work.

VTe must let our thoughts run a little farther ahead.

The treatment of flotation concentrate is one of the

present troubles of the zinc smelter, owing to its exces-

sive fineness, which produces difficulties that it would
take me too long to describe. Yet the proportion of this

class of ore that the zinc smelter is getting is still rela-

tivelj- small. The supply of it is. however, bound to in-

crease, and when it becomes large, the troubles of the

zinc smelter will really begin. Now the hydrometallurg-
ist will have the same troubles up to and through the

roasting of the ore, but he will be free from those thai

arise in the distillery. In so far he will have an advan-
tage over his brother pjTometallurgist. but whether it

will be a weighty advantage. I do not venture to offer

an opinion.

Another thing that mar help the hydrometallurgist is

improvement in the method of roasting. Twenty-five
years ago he used to talk about sulphate roasting. He
did not in practice find that idea to work out as well as

he expected. While he might be able to render 40 or

"lO^ of the zinc soluble in water, he found there was too

much undeeomposed sulphide left behind after leaching
with sulphuric acid. So then he said he would roast the
ore completely, leach all the zinc with sulphuric acid and
be done with it. To his surprise he found that much of

the zinc had been rendered insoluble by the formation
of zinc ferrite if iron were present in the ore, as was
almost always the case. The roasting of ferruginous
blende in such a way as to convert all of the zinc into

sulphate and oxide, avoiding both sulphide and ferrite.

which may perhaps be done by correct control of tem-
perattire. perhaps by some other control, is an interest-

ing subject for investigation. Mr. Laist has given some
attention to this by carefully limiting the temperature
of his roasting furnace. However. I think that perhaps
the danger of ferrite formation is not very great in the

ca.sc 111' iiis ore. Anyway. I know ilial it is not in iimst

ing some similar lu-c of Multc \Nithout much rcparil to'

the nnitter of tcmperatunv

Refining and Melting Gold
Precipitate

'i'lie composition nl' raw puM prri'i|ii1ali' rrimi tlic

Lilicity Mcll cyanide plan! at Telliiridi', ('oiorado. miiIcs

considerably within .short iieriods. according U> A. .1.

Wernig, in a paper prepared Im- ilie Septendicr meeting

of the A. 1 M Iv in .\ri/niia. Tlie variatioiiN ai-c' as

I'oliows:

%
Gold and sliver 25 to 75

Zinc 18 to 30

Lead 0.5 to 52

Copper 0.5 to 20

Silica 1 Id 5

Calcium oxtde 4 to 8

Sulphur 0.5 to 8

All methods of wet refining, that is, with acid, were

discarded after unsatisfactory results. A great deal of

experimenting led to the present sy.stem of flux rcliniiig.

which generally embodies the principle of the addition

of an oxidizer, and the proper proportion of fluxes to

carry off the oxidized impurities as metallic! bases in a

fluid slag.

A rather wide experience in the melting of precipitate

l>roved that the various im])urities arc oxidized and

driven into the slag in a definite order. Zinc tends to

oxidize first, followed by sulphur, lead, and copper. As
long as lead is present in tln' l)ullion it is almost impos-

sible to drive the copper into the slag. Graphite cruci-

tiles are responsible for this.

After removing the precipitate from the press, the

computed flux of manganese dioxide, potas.sium. or

sodium nitrate, sodium carbonate or soda-a.sh. silica, and

borax (to suit tlie i)articular class of precipitate) is

added, and the whole mixed while wet. In a muffle the

mixture agglomerates to ^ its original bulk, minimizing

dusting. The product is excellent for crucible melting,

resulting in fast reduction, as much as 1.300 oz. bullion

per hour. The advantages gained by sintering are many.

The completion of practically all chemical reactions in

the muffle-furnace prevents any excessive boiling in the

crucible, and the crucible may be loaded to the top dur-

ing the period of melting. The slow application of heat

in the muffle-furnace gives ample chance for complete

chemical reaction. The flux calculations have been used

in 60 melts during 18 months with complete success,

there being close approximations to the grade of bullion

determined. Slags are melted once a year in a bla,st-

furnace and the only by-products shipped are lead btil-

lion and pig-copper.

During February the San Francisco Mint received

161.269 oz. gold and 76,962 oz. silver. Coinage executed,

•$20 pieces, was worth .$-5,860,000.
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THE advance made in the utilization of waste slag

from smelting Avorks is small, and, with the excep-

tioji of the important one dealing with the manu-

facture of hydraulic cement from certain iron blast-

furnaces, no permanent industry has been built upon

this metallurgical residue. Although in other directions

it is increasingly evident that the trend of thought is

toward the conservation of by-products, the proposals

for the utilization of slag do not express much that is

novel or particularlj' cogent. This, I presume, is largely

because the subject is old and well-worn. Judging by

certain suggestions that have been recentlj" made it

appeal's that many persons are unaware of what has

been pre^aously accomplished in these directions, and

it may prove advantageous to recount briefly what has

been done, and what is likely to be done in the future.

The most obvious use of waste-slag, and probably its

earliest use, is as road-metal, for which its hardness,

brittleness, and density make it especially adapted.

Wlien it takes the place of ordinary crushed rock,

at no greater cost, the substitution is advantageous. Slag

is dustless, it packs well and drains well, making an

ideal macadam, but it must be covered with a top-

dressing of some more friable substance, the more so as

it breaks with sharp edges, trying to horses' feet. A
binder is usually intermixed with the fragments; this

may be of clay, pitch, or tar. In England a special

grout has come into use, prepared by mixing the crushed

and heated slag with pitch, before laying. This is a

novel proceeding, and is said to be successfully iised.

Also novel is the proposal to employ broken slag for

ballast in lieu of crushed i-ock, the idea being to dis-

courage pedestrians from trespassing on the track. The

sharp edges are supposed to be unpleasant to the feet

of the wandering hobo. Copper and lead furnace-slags

are better for these purposes than those from iron fur-

naces, since they are of greater specific gravity, their

weight ranging from 3.4 to 3.8, in general, while the

corresponding figure for iron slags compares with that

of granite, sandstone, and other building stones, which

seldom surpass 2.8 or 3.

The manufacture of slag-bricks, building-blocks, and

paving-stones from specially tough slags has been prac-

tised, and good examples of the constnu'tion and use

of such may be seen in or al)0ut such smelting centres

as Butte and Cleveland. An English friend calls my
attention to the old dwellings and other slag structures

still standing in Cornwall, after more than a hundred

years. The manufacture of such l)locks is simple, con-

sisting merely in pouring the molten slag into a recep-

Metallurgist, Oakland, California.

tacle of the proper size and form, and allowing it to

cool slowly, the slower the better, until it is_ quite cold.

This slow cooling partakes of the nature of annealing,

by which the object is rendered much tougher and le-ss

liable to breakage from shock. Slag requires this treat-

ment, since without it slag is ver\' sensitive to sudden

shocks, although it stands remarkably well the aj^plica-

tion of slowly applied pressure. The cooling is delayed

usually by covering the material with a layer of sand,

under which it is allowed to remain for hours or days.

Slowly annealed slags of favorable composition acquire

almost the hardness and toughness of glass, being equal

in compressive strength to the best granite, while sur-

passing in that regard all other ordinary building-stones.

The tougher slags approach glass in their composition,

for glass is a true slag, differing of course as respects

its chemistry, and some glass-makers have employed a

proportion of slag in their 'mix,' adding enough of

silicious sand, soda, lime, etc., to bring the mixture

to approximately their ordinary formula, and manu-

facturing therewith the coarser objects of their art,

such as bottles, sidewalk lights, etc. It should not be

forgotten that silica lends toughness both to glass and

to slag, it being the rule that given the same bases the

slag (or glass) is the tougher the more silica it contains.

Whethef the glass-maker of the future will derive some

of his materials from slag-heaps is a suggestive question.

Slag, of course, is usually quite impure and often not

suited for colorless glass ; but, on the other hand, the

glass-maker's customary materials, such as sand, lime,

soda, and lead oxide, are also impure, and it is often

difficult for him to obtain them of the proper quality.

Slag in small amounts has been used, also, in the

production of the so-called slag wool or mineral wool,

so much used for the coating of steam-pipes, for

deadeners within walls, and generally wiiere a non-

conducting material is in demand. Slag-wool is a

curious substance. It is made by blowing a jet of air

transversely across and through a falling stream of

molten slag as it flows from the spout. Small spheres

or spherules of the slag are detached and carried away

in the air-current, leaving behind them a fine hair-like

thread of the material, which may reach a length of

several feet. These threads are frequently formed when

tapping, being caused by the escape of the blast.

Usuall.y they have a little globule of hardened slag at

the far end, and are very attenuated—so fine, in fact,

as to be almost invisible. The wool may be collected

upon a sieve, which allows the air to pass onward,

while intercepting the threads. This interesting and

valuable product is more generally made in special fur-
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iijieos ninnin^oii n speoinl inixturo supposcil to ho lu'ttcr

oiUi'iilatftl for thi" purptwo tliiin onliiinry furiia<'<'

pn)diu-ts. It is siiid that the sitl|)liur tliat noconipaiiiiK

oniinary slags is prejudicial to the niaiivifacliiri' of slaK-

wiwl, so that it hoi'ouu's a<lvisjklii<< to obtain niolfinu

stiH'k ili'voiii of that oh-moiit. A little slag will mak"'

ail astoumliiig pile of wih>I, so that it does nut appear

iiki'ly that its inantifai'turt* will i'Vit make serious iiiroaii

on tlu' gn'at i-iiuior-hfaps that InirdiT upon our sun-lti'i-s.

A method has been worked out for improving ordiiuiry

slag for this inanufaeturf, consisting in re inciting it

witii a suuill addition of nitre, by which the sulphur is

expelled, rendering it mor»> suitable for this and other

purposes. I am not informed as to the practical suc-

cess of this proceeding.

Referring to the manufacture of hydraulic cement

from the high-lime slags of the pig-iron process, the

question is often asked: Why cannot copper and lead

slags be used for this purpose? The answer is not

difficult. In the first place such slags contain no portion

of the peculiar basic lime-silicate that has, above all

other known .suljstances, the quality of what is called

'hydraulicity,' that is. the tendency to absorb water,

to become hydrafod. and then harden or 'set.' The

relative proportions of the ingredients are unfavorable,

the various silicates being of too acid a character.

Again, their principal silicate is that of iron, which

itself is devoid of cementing properties. In the effort

to render such slags of use in cement-making it would

be necessary to re-constitute the slag, depriving it of

iron and increasing its proportion of lime. This could

only be done by re-smelting the slag in an iron-furnace.

with considerable additions of limestone, whereby pig-

iron would be gotten, thus freeing the material from

that metal, while a slag of sufficient basicity would fall.

which, if the proportions of other constituents, especially

magnesia and alumina were admissible, would constitute

a sufficiently good basis for cement manufacture. But

considering the relative cheapness of the limestone and

clay or slate, which are the usual materials for cement-

making, it could hardly be hoped that the residues

of such slags would ever be sought for that manufacture.

It is only a small part of ordinary iron-furnace slag

which is now deemed suitable for it, and we can scarcely

expect that any considerable portion of the great slag-

heaps that dot the landscape will ever be removed from

their present situation for any manufacturing purpose

whatever, the more so as many of them lie in compara-

tively inaccessible positions. However, it is dangerous

to prophesy even about slag; and future inventors may
have something to say about it.

The ferruginous slags of the copper and lead furnaces

are adapted to the manufacture of the so-called metallic

paints. They owe their value in this connection to the

abundance of iron which they contain. This iron is in

the form of silicate of the protoxide, and requires to be

converted into the form of free ferric oxide, which, when
pulverized finely, gives a bright red powder, suitable

for the base of such paints. The process of converting

the slag (Which is or was carried on at a eerlaiii works

in New Jersey) consists in grinding the slag, siibjeeiing

it to the action of sidpliuric aciil. by which thi> silica

is set free and the iron convt'ried intx> ferrous sulphate

U'ojiperas, or green vitriol >, an<i then cal<*ining the

mass, by which tin- sul])huric acid is e\])elled and the

iron made to take uji an additional i|ii!iiiiii.\ of oxvKen.

forming the ses<iuioxide, which is the red cdloringmatter

of the jiaint. H\' governing the calcinalion and the

proportion of acid, various shades of color may be

produced, having a considerable range. The dry color

sells for $20 or .+!.'") i)er ton in this market, which I'on-

.sumcs perhaps 1000 tons yearly. The presence of the

silica and such ordinary bases as lime, magnesia, and

alumina has no inifavorable efTect on the paint, and

even adds to its durability, provided they remain insolu-

ble. This manufaeture ha.s not been introduced on

this side of the continent, but 1 have ma<le small

.samples in the Inlmratoi-y. jjreparing over 20 ililVirenl

shades of r(>(ls and browns, and T believe that the manu-

facture is perfectly feasible under the conditions liere,

especially as the various ochres, vermilions, etc.. sell

at prices much beyond those offered for similar products

in the East.

By acting on pulverized copper-slag with dilute sul-

phuric acid and leac-liing out the soluble ferrous

sulphate from the insoluble residue of silica, etc., good

copperas may be made cheaply, at a cost that should

allow it to compete with other maim fact ured 1)rands,

which are usually bj'-products of other proces,ses, or

are made, as in this vicinity, by dissolving scrap-iron

in sulphuric acid.

Gencrall}' speaking, furnace-slags may be divided into

two kinds, according to their content of iron. Those

made in the pig-iron industry, in which, as a matter

of course, the effort is to keep the iron out of the slag

(cinder, in that parlance) ; while in copper and lead

smelting, wherein iron is an impurity to be got rid of.

its only usefulness consisting in rendering the slags

more fusible, the object is to drive it into the slag.

Hence this division. Slag made in copper-furnaces, if

run through the high iron stack and suitably fluxed

with lime, etc., will yield its contained iron in the form

of pig, just as crude iron ore will, and the producl might

be as good as any pig except for possible (and probable)

impurities which such slag too frequently contains. This

proceeding is carried on to some extent in the case of

'mill-cinder' and 'puddling-slag,' both of which re.sult

from the working of pig, and which are very rich in

iron, chiefly as the sub-silicate. They form a cnnqjonent

of the iron-furnace in some localities, but I have never

heard of an instance where they were the sole metallic

component, the practice being to feed them along with

crude iron ore. The average copper and lead slags

contain perhaps 25% iron, reckoned as metallic, and

hence could not, in the present state of the industry,

be considered as a practicable ore, regardless of what

else they might contain. However, with the certain

exhaustion of our iron mines, which should take place
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within at most a few centuries, the accessible deposits

of discarded slag will probably be utilized to some

extent. The copper that many slags contain may not,

in the light of the new discovery that the presence of

this metal to a small extent enables steel to resist cor-

rosion, be found a detriment, while the sulphur that

almost all contain in small amounts, may be got rid

of perhaps, or otherwise rendered innocuous. Discarded

copper slags would average, I think, about 0.5% copper,

and both lead and copper slags carry usually one or

two per cent of sulphur. Some contain also a proportion

of phosphoric acid; but this, in view of the trend of

metallurgical invention and practice, may not be viewed

as invariably detrimental, although we are well aware

of its effects on iron and steel. It is well known that

in Germany, where they do many things differently

from American practice, a large industry, that of pre-

paring fertilizers from steel-makers' residues, has arisen.

By treating phosphoric pig in basic converters a

secondarj' slag is obtained, so rich in phosphoric acid

that it is ground and sold to farmers for such a price as

to net, it is said, in some instances, a greater profit than

the steel which is produced with it. Instead of avoiding

phosphoric iron ores the Germans often seek them as

most desirable, and our own iron and steel-makers are

looking forward to the time when this peculiar manu-
facture will be established on our continent. Mean-
while the output of phosphate-slag fertilizer (Thomas
slag) has reached the annual total, I am informed, of

nearly two million tons.

Slag is a great snapper-up of unconsidered trifles.

Almost anything that exists in the ores and fuels used
in smelting finds its way, if not volatilized and driven

oft' in the smoke, into the slag. Iron goes into it in

three, if not in four different forms. First, there is

the silicate of the protoxide, which disposes of by far

the greatest amount ; then there is almost always a Httle

in the form of sulphide, which has a great propensity

to dissolve in all slags, especially in basic ones; mag-
netite has been isolated from many slags; and occasional

analysis of exceptional slags shows ferric oxide, united,

no doubt, with silica. We may conjecture, too, that

one or the other oxide may unite with alumina and
perhaps other substances for which it has an affinity,

and all these dissolve freely in the general menstruum,

provided there is not too much. Copper enters the

slag in two forms, mainly as the oxide in combination

with silica, but to a much less extent as dissolved .sul-

phide (matte). Occasionally, too, there will be detached

particles of metal or matte floating about. Slags which

fall from wholly oxidized ores of copper are invariably

richer in that metal than those which are produced fi'oni

ores carrying sulphur (matte-smelting). This is the

reason why the old slag-heaps, made from surface ores.

are eagerly taken up by the later smelters, who have
found sulphide ores, and who invariably fuse them to

matte. In this way the old slags are reduced from
3 or 4 or 5% copper to 0.5%, more or less.

Arsenic, antimony, lead, zinc, tin, cobalt, nickel, silver.

gold, manganese, molybdenum, titanium, tungsten,
uranium, vanadium, and a long list of other elements
have been found in greater or less quantity in slags

from various processes, but the recital of their occur-

rences would till too large a space for discussion now.
It is significant that a chemist (a German, of course)

has discovered that radium itself, when contained in

ore that is smelted, per.sists, and is found in the slag.

I submit that in view of this fact it would be an
interesting research to test the slags of smelters dealing

with complex ores here and there, to the end that if

their radio-activity were established, further search

among the contributory mines might bring to light

some radium-bearing minerals. I have in mind one
or two slag-dumps, about which I am keeping dark until

I can get there with an electroscope and a suitable form
of option. But like aU other prospective possessors of

radium mines, I feel some disquiet at the progress that

Uncle Sam, through his Bureau of Mines, is said to

be making in reducing the price of radium. Should
that price fall to, say, 40,000 times that of gold, I fear

the worst. I think, on the whole that our Uncle should
retire from such pernicious activities.

Belt-conveyors are used at the Sacramento shaft of

the Copper Queen mine to transport the ore to railroad-

cars. At the shaft the ore is dumped into a 12-ton bin,

the bottom of which is a pan-conveyor that transports

the ore to a belt-loader. A V-shaped opening at the

bottom of the pan-conveyor allows the fine material to

form a bed on the belt for the coarse material ; the sides

of the V are movable and can be spread to widen the

opening when sticky ore is hoisted. Other belts parallel

with the railroad tracks load the ears by the help of a

mechanical moving tripper. The tripper travels back
and forth 36 to 40 times in filling seven cars of a string,

serving the purpose also of taking samples which are

automatically deposited in an eighth car. The average
sample results for a month's run checked the smelter

returns to 0.1%. The whole operation is electrically

driven, and is controlled from a platform between the

loading-belts. The speed of the belts is increased when
hoisting is from the upper levels and the belts are

stopped when the skips are delayed. A man stationed

where he can see all the belts, regulates this. In addi-

tion there are two Mexicans to oil and help load, and a

mechanic on day-shift to repair parts. The ore is rough,
uncrushed, and hard on belts, yet the system gives

satisfaction. The total cost of conveying and screening
was 2.74c. per ton of ore in 1914. The above notes are
from a paper by G. F. G. Sherman at the San Francisco
meeting of the A. I. M. E.

Gold produced by its dredges, etc., in Alaska, Cali-

fornia, and the Yukon during last year yielded the

Yukon Gold Co. $4,209,809 gross, and .$2,099,373 oper-

ating profit. There was $1,036,081, or 31c. per share,

available for dividends, of which 30e. was paid. Pre-

paratory work for the coming season is now under wav.
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Before Flotation at
iida

By rrvdarlck I.itlit and Albert £. Wlggla

TUK I'oiK'cutriitor, as rt'iuodi'led for flotation, con-

sists of eiirlil si'i'lions. t-ai-li of 2000 tons per day

i-apacity, giving a grand total of I't.OOO tons por

day. allowing for shut-downs, repairs, etc. All sections

arc alike with the exception of Section 1. In this section.

Iljuieock jigs' are used in jdace of Evjuis jigs and tuhc-

inills are used in place of Ilardingc mills. Fig. 1 shows

the flow-she«t of Sections 2 through 8.t

The ore is fed from the bins to a 2-in. round-iiole shak-

ing screen, the oversize going to a 12 by 24-in. Blake

crusher. The product from this enisher is delivered to a

2-in. round-hole trommel, the oversize of which is sent

to two !S by 20-in. Blake crushers. The product from

these crushers, together with the undersize from the 2-in.

screens, is elevated and passed through 1-in. round-hole

trommels. The oversize from this is treated in coarse

llarz jigs, making a middling and a concentrate; the

undersize is passed through §-in. trommels, the oversize

being trcateil in tine Ilarz jigs making a concentrate

aud a middling. All sections are alike up to this point.

In Section 1. the undersize from the f-in. trommel is

s^-reened on li by 12-mm. trommels, the undersize going

to the Anaconda classifiers and the oversize to the Han-

cock jigs. The treatment of the products from this point

is the sam<- in all sections, except that Section 1 uses

tube-mills in place of Hardinge mills for grinding, as

noted previously. The undersize from the f-in. trommel

is screened through 4-mm. trommels, the oversize from

these going to the double compound Evans jigs and the

undersize going to li by 12-mm. trommels. The under-

size from these trommels goes to the Anaconda classifiers.

the oversize to double compound Evans jigs. The two

sets of Evans jigs make a concentrate which goes to the

dewatering bins and a middling which is ground for

further treatment.

The concentrate from the coarse Harz jigs is dewatered

and conveyed to bins. The middling is screened on a de-

watering screen, the undersize together with the hutch

product from the coarse Harz jigs going to the Evans

jigs. The oversize is pas-sed through rolls, 54 by 24 in.,

and thence back into the system ahead of the 1-in.

round-hole trommels. The concentrate from the fine

Harz jigs is sent to the bins. The middling is screened

through a dewatering screen, the oversize going to 54

•Abstract from paper to be presented at Arizona meeting

(Sept. 1916) of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

iFor comparative data on Hancock and Evans jigs, see

Trans. A. I. M. E.. xlvi. p. 212 (1913).

tThis flow-sheet appears on page 305 of our issue of Feb. 26.

1916.

—

EImtob.

by 24-in. rolls and then biii-k into (he system ahead of

the 1-in. ronnti-liojc trommels. The undiTsize of the

dewatering screen togcliicr with liic liiildi discharge of

the fine Harz jigs goes to the Evans jigs.

The concentrate from the Evans jigs is dewaldiil lu

bins to about 7% moisture, and sent to the smelter. Tin'

jig concentrate a.s.says about 157c, insoluble and 8%
copper. The middling, together with the luiti'h j)ro<luet

is dewatered in tanks antl screened tlirougli U liy riniiu.

tronuncls. the undersize from which goes to the .\iin-

conda clas.sifiers.- the oversize through 54 by 24iTi. mils,

and back to the IJ by 12-mm. trommels.

The spigot from the Anaconda cla.s,sifier is treated on

18 W'ilflcy tables, fitted with Butcliarl riffling, making a

concentrate and a middling. These tables make a con-

centrate as.sa.ving 2r)9r in.soluble and a midtlling a.ssaying

O.O^i copper. The concentrate is sent to the dewatering

bins, together with the fine jig concentrate, and the mid-

dling is sent to the 10 by 4-ft. Hardinge mills. The over-

flow from the Anaconda cla.s.sifiers is sent to the slime

thickener division, consisting of 28 by 3-ft. Dorr tanks.''

The spigot product from these tanks is divided; about

one-half is returned to the section and the remainder is

sent to the slime plant.

The product from the Hardinge mills (Fig. 2i is

treated in six simplex Dorr elas.sifiers—one cla.ssifier to

each mill—the overflow going to the flotation division

and the cla.ssifier sand being returned to the mill.

At the time it was first decided to remodel the con-

centrator, it was not definitel.y known whether pebbles

or steel balls would be used for grinding. To provide

for this uncertainty a compromise was effected. The

mills were made 10 by 4 ft. and built sufficiently strong

for steel balls in ease balls were used. Each mill was

equipped with a 225-hp. motor directly connected

through a flexible coupling. The mill filled with pebbles

takes from 95 to 115 hp. to operate. In case .steel balls

were used it was planned to put in a false wood lining

back of the steel lining in the cylindrical part of the mill

to reduce the effective diameter of the mill.

This latter plan was finally adopted, and the Hardinge

mills will be equipped with the false wood lining, 15 in.

thick, in the cylindrical part of the mill, and a Ca.scade

steel lining. With this form of lining, the mill is virtu-

ally 7i by 6 ft. and requires about 225 hp. when loaded

with steel balls.

2For description of Anaconda classifier, see Trans.. A. I.

M. E., xlvi. p. 277 (1913).

3For description of this thickener plant, see Trans. A. T.

M. E.. xlix. p. 470 (1914).
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Fig.

The drawiug (Fig. 3) gives the details of the lining.

This lining was designed by the American Manganese

Steel Co.* At first the pebbles, and later the balls, were

•A detailed description of these mills, together with grinding

data and Dorr classifier data, will be published in a subsequent

paper.

fed to the mills tlirough the feed scoop. This metliod

of introducing the grinding medium into the mill gave

considerable trouble, due to the breaking of the feed

boxes caused by the jamming of a pebble or ball between

the revolving scoop and the feed box. We tried to

obviate this difficulty by various changes in the amount

of clearance left between the scoop and the box, but with-

out success. In our particular case this trouble was ag-

gravated by the fact that we had to use 7 ft. diam. scoops,

in order to lift back into the mill the sand discharged by

the Dorr classifier. Finally a method was tried of feed-

ing the pebbles, or balls through a spout passing through

the centre of the feed scoop. This device has worked

splendidly and all of our mills have since been equipped

with it.

The following table compares the gold yield of the

Commonwealth for the past two years, according to the

official statistics of the various Mines Departments.
1915 1914

Fine oz. Fine oz.

Western Australia 1,210,109 1,232,977

Victoria 329,068 413,218

Queensland 249,360 249,468

New South Wales 132,498 124,507

Tasmania 16,000 26,243

South Australia 6,258 6,258

Northern Territory 2,532 _ 2,532

Total 1,945,825 2,055,203

lu Victoria the Bendigo district showed a decided

decrease. Most of the Tasmanian production is a by-

product from copper ore, also in South Australia.

\< 2 (
;
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CONCENTRATES
••••J tirr inlurawnan ilmlinC r<lll k\ ti>ii.-ul and i>iK<t mdlli^ p«TWi'.m< l» llif

Oi'KN-CUT uiNiNU prothu'iHl oviT 25'^'c of tho oiv miiuMl

(luring 1913 in tlu> I'nitod States, oniittiiiR |>lii(-t>i-s.

Vkkmii.Ion is till* paint nindc ti-oin a parli<-iilarly

piirf. noarly triuishicout. crystalliiu' fonii nf cinnaliar.

tin- sulpliiiic <if nieroury.

Ukatino tlie National copper mill at Mullan. liialio.

costs 2-k'. per ton in wintiT. This ini-rcascs tlic cnicicm-y

of l)oth men and machinery.

TiiK cx)Mi'REs.siBiLrrY of nn'thanc (80% of natural

gas^ is 9% more at (UX! 11).. and 17% more at 1500 lli..

than at 15 Ih.. ntmospheriu pressure.

Ore from the Brunswnck mine. Grass Valliv, Cali-

fornia, may be considered five-miiling. as during 1D15

amalgamation and concentration recovered 90.8% of

the goM-content.

Sn.vKR iRonrcTiox at the Crown Reserve mine. Cobalt.

Ontario, cost 45.01c. per ounce in 1915. an increa.se of

16.06c., against 54.56c. received for the metal. Abnor-

mal conditions and prices account for this difference.

It is computed that the horse-power of gasoline inter-

nal-combustion engines in the United States is inorc

than twice that of all engines in the country driven by

steam. The former include 2.225.000 automobiles.

.'iOit.O^W motor-boats. 45.000 motor-triieks, and 30,000

farm-tractor engines.

The sTE.\M-s^o^•EL, it is stated, was first used in

^lichigan in 1887 by Joseph Sellwood, a pioneer of the

Lake Superior region, to load iron ore from stockpiles

into railroad cars. Later John Jones, of Iron Moun-

tain, iliehigan, a widely-known mine-operator and in-

ventor, employed a steam-shovel in the opening of the

Biwabik mine on the Mesabi range in Minnesota.

Gasoline can be obtained in almost inexhaustible

supply from the shale of north-western Colorado, north-

eastern Utah, and south-western Wyoming, says the T'.

S. Geological Survey. A ton of some of these shales

yields over a barrel of oil by distillation. Natural gas,

kerosene, paraflSn. and ammonia could be recovered in

addition to the gasoline. In Scotland several thousand

men ordinarily are employed at the oil-shale industry.

Nickel is used extensively to toughen steel for bridge

construction. The amount of nickel consumed for

armor plate, guns, and munitions of war in general, is

only a minor proportion of the total nickel production.

A good deal of nickel is diverted to the manufacture of

minor articles of hardware, cooking utensils. German-

sihi-r Kpt'cialticK, and iiiiliunoliilc parlN. 'I'hr outpiil

of the mincK of the Canailinii Copper ('o. ai-niirnl Siid

l>ury, OntJirio, iw sliippcd as inalti- of 50% nickil. 25%
I'oppcr, and 25''r Kiilpliiir to rclim-ries in New .IcrHcy.

'i'lic matte of the .Miuid Nii-kd Cu. ^'ocs to Clydiii-ii.

Wales, for refining.

Hi.sMi Til is not a widely useil iiielal. lis britllencHs

pii'vents the use of it for anything that nIioiiM )»• Imigli

or malleable. It expands on solidifying fmin ihr iiKilim

eondition. While eonsumi'd ebietly in niedii'ine, Noiiie

bisnnith is enijtloycd in nutlung low-iiieltin^r ijielie

alloys, such as in the automatic sprinklers pbieed jis a

protection against fire in warehouses and stores, in fuses

for electric wiring, and in soldi'rs. A little is eonsnnied

in bearing metals.

Tnun ANITK is tlic i)rinei|);d i'i]iiiriii'i<'ial oil-sliale. so

named from the Torbane Hill mine, Scotland It is a

brown, fine-grained, schistose shale, having a t'awn-col-

(ircd streak without lustre; sometimes it resembles coal,

and it is mined like coal deposits. To reduce, the shale

is cnisbed into blocks the size of bricks, and fed to re-

torts from lio])pers. Aiiinionia and crude oil are eoHccled

in the condensers, after wbieli tlie enule oil is refined

exaetly as oil from wells,

Output of ore on Die Hand averages only two-thirds

of a ton per man \irv day. This low figure is duo to

the extraordinary hardness of the gold-bearing conglom-

erate and to the native labor employed. The Hollinger

gold mine in Ontario, a medium-sized mine, gets about

2 tons per day. At the Treadwell mines in Alaska,

where the lode is wide, it is 5^ tons. The British Colum-

bia Copper Co., which aims at breaking ore in a whole-

sale manner, gets 11 tons per man at one underground

mine. The Utah Copper Co., using steam-shovels, has

attained 15 tons per man per day.

All minerals that carry uranium alsfj carry radium,

which is now considered a product of the atomic decom-

position of uranium. A test for radio-activity is, how-

ever, not a conclusive test for radium and uranium, for

thorium also has a decomposition product, mesothorium.

which closely resembles radium in its behavior, according

to the U. S. Geological Survey. Tests for radio-activity

will therefore show only whether the specimen contains

radium and uranium or mesothorium and thorium. The

appearance of the minerals will generally determine

which of the elements is present, but in case of doubt the

determination requires more elaborate tests, which

should be made by an experienced chemist. To test for

radio-activity lay the mineral to be tested on a plate

holder containing a sen.sitive photographic plate, and if

uranium is present in any considerable quantity the

plate will be light-struck within a period ranging from

12 hours to a week, the time depending on the amount of

radio-active matter in the specimen. When ob.jects are

laid directlj' upon a sensitized film or plate deceptive

effects are obtained by pressure.
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Mil S(E BTm Jkira^iDxiii

By Chasrlee wmis

DEVELOPMENTS during the past few niontli.s have

direeted attention to several districts that had

been dormant for years. Legends of the woiulerfiil

counti-y just north of ilexieo, particularly its richness in

silver and gems, marked the beginning of mining in

southern Arizona. The silver mines of the Patagonia

mountains, of Globe, and of Monte Cristo attracted the

Spanish exploiters, who followed the only feasible route

from ]\Iexico. through the valley of the Santa Cruz. They

found rich ores that could be taken out on mule-back,

liut it was not until the '50s that American explorers

penetrated the region.

The Ajo mines were located under the laws of the

United States by a party of Americans in 1854, and

were worked by the Arizona Cojiper Mining & Trading

Co. for half a century, but in a desultory manner. Toda.y

the Calumet & Arizona Mining Co. has developed 40,-

000.000 tons of ore. Under the direction of Dr. L. D.

Ricketts, the compan.y has i^erfected the Greenway leach-

ing process, for the treatment of carbonate ores, with

electrolytic precijiitation of the copper. A railroad 40

miles long has been built to connect the mines with Gila

Bend, so that tlie old settlement of Ajo. now called

Cornelia, has become a thriving city, Woi'k is being

rushed on the construction of the reduction plant, and

$5,000,000 is being spent in the enterprise as a whole.

The Twill Buttes, another old district, is coming to the

front. E. G. Bush and John G. Baxter, with the faith of

the true prospector, borrowed $300 with wliicli to do

their development work last year. Almost at the grass-

roots excellent ore was found, and within three months

the Bush-Baxter property was bonded to Ihe American

Smelting & Refining Co. for .$450,000. Today the Ari-

zonan representative of this company, Julius Krutehnitt

Jr., reports that development has been satisfactory, and

that 120 tons is being shipped daily to El Paso, this ore

running 4 to 4ii% copper. Mr. Baxter, however, sur-

mising that there was more than one mine in the district,

secured a bond and lea.se on the Glance, a neglected

property belonging to the Twin Buttes Mining & Smelt-

ing Co. Again, within three months, he was offered

$600,000 for the property, but this time lie decided lo

operate his own bonanza.

At Bisbee, miners are receiving $5.35 and sliovelers

$5.10 per day. The district is remarkable for the fact

that while only nine miles from the Mexican border, none

but American labor is employed underground, 'i'lie

Calumet & Arizona Mining Co., vvhicli has been operat-

ing l)oth its own property and that of the Superior &
Pittsburg, has absorbed the S & P. The C & A paid tlie

stockholdere of the S & P $21.50 pi-r share, or exchanged

one share of C & A for three and a half shares of S & P.

giving a bonus of $1 per share for .speedy transfer. Al-

though the two companies have been under the same
management, the books had been kept separate, involving

double clerical work and duplication of taxes, which will

now be avoided.

The Arivaca di.striet, including the Guigas mountains

and part of the San Luis range, is one of the earliest

known mineral localities in southern Arizona. The
placers at the foot of these mountains are reported to

have financi'd several Mexican revolutions; they are now

- '^unqs^n.proajC'r'g dfSf-ncl's

THE TDNGSTEX DISTRlrTS OF -ARIZONA.

largely owned and operated by tlie New Venture Placer

Mining Co. The gold in these deposits came undoubtedly

from the Guigas (meaning 'pebbles') mountains. At the

present time this district is more remarkable for its

tungsten. Two companies, the National Tungsten Co.

and the American Tungsten Co., are employing about

500 men, and maintaining regular .shipments of tungsten

ore.

Tile Baliaipiivari district is in a range of the same name
on the west side of the Arivaca valley. The Cababi and

Comobabi districts are in the central part of Pima
county. This region was the scene of much historic min-

ing and iirosjiecting. Notable in the history of the South-

west is tlit> Picacho mine, whose rich silver ores were .sent
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fnr into Mcxii'd for tn'nliiu'iit. Tlu' Hflwiu-k of «>lil

shafts, iiieliiu'S, ami drifts lias iiinik' later dcvflopnu'iil

' '^•iilt. iiltlioiii;!) till' (liH'per workinjrs linvr ivvenlcil llu'

. xisli'iioo of oivboilies that it i>; iM-lii-vii) «ill ii\.il iI.mm-

of the higher levels.

The OKI Hat distriet lins hecomo tiie sieiie ol rnieweil

activity. Tiie I'opper Queen ronsolidaled lias entered

the ilistriet ami has done systeniatie prospeetinc. Tlie

Djiily Arizona Mining Co. has been developing a prop-

• rty on the northern side of tiie Tatalina mountains with

t'iivorahle results. The Stnitton Copper Co. iuis a good

luantity of what, at the present priee of copper, is high-

iriadt' copper ort\ This eonipany has huilt a remarkalili'

mad of appm.xinuitely IS miles for niotor-tnuk liauiage.

The Old Hat distriet has als<i pi-odueed some scheelite

and hiihnerite.

The notable event of the month was the piuelia.se of the

pi-operties of the Imperial Copper Co.. at Silver Hell,

by the American Smelting & Refining Co.. ami the leas

ing of the Saseo smelter, with the restoration ol the

Arizona Southern railr^iad. The Imperial properties

cover aliout 1000 acrt^s in the .Silver Bell mountains, a

small independent range, having a granitic ba.sc. with

limestone and quartzite capping, the latter much eroded

and entirely gone at points. There has been faulting and

sjiearing, the orebodies occurring as irregular contact-

lenses, having a north-westerly strike with axes parallel

with fault-fissures. The granite porphyry in the vicinity

of the lenses is strongly mineralized with copper sul-

]thides. The zone of oxidation is comparatively shallow,

no deeper than 1.50 ft. in the principal workings. The

oxidized ores that furnished the bulk of past production

are mainly cuprite, malachite, and aznrite. while the sul-

phide oi-es are chiefly chalcopyrite and some bornite.

The mines also show some cupriferous silver-lead ore.

This property, owned formerly by the Development

Company of America, has suffered from the long litiga-

tion of the parent company ; it is reported to have pro-

duced $8,000,000. but a year ago was sold at bankruptcy

sale. Immediately following the sale, the American

Smelting & Refining Co. secured permission to chum-
drill the property in order to check the assay-plans of

the former management. It is cident that the results

were satisfactory, for the new owners have taken pos-

session. This is the largest developed inine in the vi-

cinity of Tucson, being but 3.5 miles south-west. Tlie

operation of this property in connection with that of

the Bush-Baxter mine, recently acquired by the same

company, means much to southern Arizona. The lea.s-

ing of the Sasco smelter from the Arizona Smelting &
Refining Co. for .$2000 per month means the production

of 900 tons of ore daily, and will undoubtedly open a

local market for custom ores.

The Patagonia district in Santa Cruz county is a

famous producer of copper, gold, and silver. The Old

ilowry is a lead mine that was shut-down during the

Civil War by the Federal authorities, being suspected of

supplying lead for Confederate bullets. The World's

Fair mine is now being operated profitably. The Trench,

which was operated in the TiOs, has been bonilid in W .\.

Clark of the I'niled \'crde and is being ilivclnprd sys

tcMnitically. The Hardshell and l<'lu\ mines, diKi'ovcrcd

in ls71l. Were purcluuscd ill ISSd by llic |ircKeiit owner.

It. Ik. Ikii'liardson. ConKiderable ore jms been sliippcd.

and now tiie mine is being dcepciu'd.

It has just lici'ii aiiiioun I that the lMij|iii'c /iiic ( 'o.

of New Jersey wdl operate the San Xavier zinecarlicin

ate mine, wliicii they have owned IVu- snine lime. l''or

.several weeks tile engineers iiavc been gelliiitr liic jn-op-

eriy ill readiness for ojx'ralinii and lllal^ill^' ,i pn para-

lory survey either for a railroail or aerial tram ol' ejj^jit

miles to the Nogales Hrain-li of the Snullierii I'aeilic

railroad.

Alllidugli. as regards mineral prodinMioii. I'iiiia coiuiiy

has been behind Cnebise. (ireciilcc. '^'avapai, (iila, Mo-

have, and riiuil eounlies. Ili iiiiueneeineiit ol' large-

scale operations by siic-li e(uii|)aiiies as the Copper (^uecii

Consolidated, the American Smelting & Reliiiiiig, the

Empire Ziiii'. and the Calumet & Arizona promises a

new era of successful development.

Accidents at Anaconda

The Bureau of SalVty of the Anaconda Copper .Min-

ing Co. has compiled the followiiitr data on accidents at

its properties during 101.5:

Percent of fatal Per cent of all

and .serious accidents, in-

accidents. eluding sliglit.

Falling ground and roclts 42..S .'52.3

Handling timber, tools, pipe, etc. 16.4 17.9

Ore-cars and trains 14.8 8.7

Falling timber, tools, etc 4.1 4.2

Men falling through floors 6.8 3.1

The following tabulation gives the accident rates per

10,000 shifts for each quarter of the year 1915. The

accidents considered include all on surface and under-

ground of the cla.sses given that occiined in the metal

milling department

:

Per cent reduction

by comparison

Fatal. Serious, with Ist quarter.

First quarter 0.09 1.83

Second quarter 0.17 1.52 17.0

Third quarter 0.09 1.03 43.9

Fourth quarter 0.05 0.89 51.4

Average for the year, all

mines 0.10 1.32 27.9

Anaconda group 0.10 1.42 25..3

B. & M. group 0.10 1.21 32.4

Southern Cross mine 0.57

Over ')0% of the in.juries caused by falling ground

was due to carelessness of the men themselves.

New Mexico has an area of 122,580 square miles,

which is more than twice that of Georgia. Its popula-

tion, 400,000, is more than that of Arizona, lieing equal

to Utah or Idaho. New Mexico's output of copper in

1915 was greater than that of Nevada. The State's pro-

duction of minerals last year was .$22,000,000.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's greal niiiiiiiji centres by our oioii correspondents.

LEADVILLE, COLORADO

Interesting Notes on Labor Trouble at the Local Smelter.

On Friday, February 25, five hundred smelter-men employed

at the Arkansas Valley plant of the A. S. & R. Co. went on

strike for higher wages, and an adjustment of the existing

working conditions. The following Sunday, E. E. McLaughlin

and A. J. Warren, chairman and secretary of the Colorado

Industrial Relations Commission, arrived from Denver and

took charge of the situation. They stated that the smelter-men

had violated the new act that went into force last August, in

connection with the workmen's compensation law, and that

they were subject to the penalities provided in the law.

The clauses of the law covering the case are quoted below:

"Employers and employees shall give at least 30 days' notice

of an intended change affecting conditions of employment with

respect to wages or hours; and, in every case where a dispute

has been made the subject of an investigation, hearing, or

arbitration by the Commission, or the board, until the dispute

has been finally dealt with by the Commission, or board,

neither of the parties nor the employees affected, shall alter

the conditions of employment with respect to wages or hours,

or on account of the dispute, do, or be concerned in doing,

directly or indirectly, anything in the nature of a lockout or

strike, or a suspension or discontinuance of work or employ-

ment; but the relationship of the employer and employee

shall continue uninterrupted by the dispute, or anything aris-

ing out of the dispute; but if either party uses this or any
other provision of this Act for the purpose of unjustly main-

taining a given condition of affairs through delay, such party

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof.

shall be punished by a fine of not more than one hundred
dollars."

"Any employee, who goes on strike contrary to the provisions

of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, ujion con-

viction thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not less than

ten dollars ($10) nor more than fifty dollars ($50) for each

day or part of a day that such employee is on strike."

Mr. McLaughlin contended that each and every smelter-man
on strike was liable to the rulings of the above law, and that

they should be dealt with accordingly. However, the fact that

the men were all foreigners, the greater number being Aus-
trians, and that they were not familiar with the law, was taken
into consideration. The other members of the commission.
Frank P. Lannon and E. L. Williams, together with Attorney-
General Farrar, were called to the scene, and it was decided to

give the men a chance to return to work before taking legal

steps against them.
The Commission held several conferences with the men, and

fully instructed them through an interpreter as to the readings
of the law and their violation of it. The strikers then con-
tended that they did not strike, but stated that they had sim-
ply quit work becau.se they did not wish to labor under the
conditions at the plant. A great number of them drew their

time-checks and thereby put themselves within the law.

The Commission then adopted a policy urging the men to

make known their grievances and to return to work so that an
investigation could be legally taken up.

The men stated that they did not want to go to work until
they were given an increase of 50c. per day, and the system
of hiring and firing had been adjusted. They said that under

the present arrangement they were subject to graft on the

part of the foremen in the smelter and were under the con-

trol of a company store, which, although not in connection

with the company, was just as binding. Frank Zaitz, president

of the Hart-Zaitz Mercantile Co., the store in question, is

accused by the men of forcing them to trade with him or lose

their jobs. For several years he has acted as a sort of 'padrone'

to the smelter-men, and at the same time it is alleged that he

has had an agreement with the company for furnishing labor.

This gave him an almost absolute control over the men. He
could get them work and if they did not do as he wished he
could have them discharged or laid-off, according to the stories

of a number of the strikers. It is a known fact that he draws
time-checks for the greater number of the men at the smelter

through assignments of wages, which it is stated he demands
from the men before giving them work. Some of these assign-

ments call for wages over a year in advance. In many cases

it is said that the men do not owe him a cent, but that in order

to keep their jobs they must allow him to draw their checks

A SMELTEB AT LEADVILLE.

and trade at his store. He settles up their accounts every
month, and gives the men what is left. He is accused of

charging them higher prices for his goods than other mer-
chants and of generally "holding them up" whenever an
opportunity presented itself.

Upon getting a statement of these demands from the smelter-

men, the Commission began an energetic campaign to persuade
the men to return to work, promising that an immediate in-

vestigation of their conditions would be started as soon as the

strikers obeyed the rulings of the industrial act, namely, to

give 30 days' notice before walking out.

Several days of activity among the members of the Commis-
sion and repeated conferences with the men proved unavail-

ing, as it appeared that the situation was to develop into

violent outbreaks. Many of the men wanted to heed the in-

structions of the Commission, but a number of agitators stood

firm on their demands and refused to go back to work until

promised the wage increase. These men it seemed had control,

and were threatening any of the others who wished to go to

work. Two men who did go back were waylaid and beaten, and
as a result others were afraid to risk it. Fritz von Fischer-

Ankern, vice-consul of the Austrian legation at Denver, was
called to the scene and talked to the men. He tried to make
them see the position of the Commission and undersiand that

their conditions would be greatly improved if they would just
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rvlurn to work, niid thi>r«b.Y nllow un InvcitliKatloii. Still llif

nn>n refiiMrd to l>o niovoil from tlioir slniul. uml Oovoriiur

Carlson wnx :uIvIm>(I of tlio Hltitiitlon. Il<> ltiiiiu>illiii<'lv ri'|>llril

thnt If tlip inoii illtl not k» Imrk to work thoy hIioiiIiI lie Ircali'il

as violators of the law, ntul If iMkv cuiiiity >||i| not huvo Niini-

olcni jtower to enforre the law. Slnto iiltl would Ik> sent at onc«v

Th« |iro8|>«i'l of hnvInK tho lullltia Intorvono urroiiM>d a

nuniber of local men to action in a Dnal effort to tiavc th<>

matter settled, at least tempomrlly, without the necessity of

callInK In the troops. A few Inlltiontlal .Xiistrlans tcHtU n haiul

In the affair, and Rradually |>ersnaded the greatiT number oj'

the men to return to work for a month, or until such timo as

the Commission rould complete an liivcsllKation of their

grievances and make its recommendations to the company. l)y

Sunday. March 5. nearly all of the men had returned.

The smelter, which had been reduced to one furnace, quickly

resumed Its normal activity and early the following week had

Ave asain In blast. No damaKo was done to the plant.

It Is the general opinion here that the smelter-men have a

nimilier of just (trievances which should be invesllijated by

the Commission. The matter of wages will be looked into and

1 omimrisons made with other plants in the Stale, and if the

fommission finds that an increase should he made it will be

urged ui>on the company to do so. The system of employment

and the company-store matter will be adjusted satisfactorily,

it is thought, and the men will secure the privilege to do as

they see fit In the matter of trading. There is. however, much
to be said In favor of Frunk Zaitz and his dealing with the men
lu his connection with the Hart-Zaitz ,\lercantile Co. These

>nielter-men uiioii arriving here know practically no one, and

it is doubtful if they could secure credit from other firms as

ihey are able to from the Zaitz concern. He keeps them

supplied with the necessaries of life, in many cases when they

are not at work, and relies on his ability to get the men a job

and to then draw their checks for payment. Whether this

privilege is l)elng abused is a matter for the Commission to

decide. The Commission is now busy on the investigation.

PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN
Notes on Import.xnt Evknts in thk Zinc Ricgion.

From every |>oint of view^ February, usually a dull month
in the zinc-mining districts of Wisconsin, this year proved a

glowing exception. Intermittent periods of severe winter

weather, followed by sudden thaws, interfered with millin.^

and left very bad roads. Strikes, especially among shovelers.

nearly all of whom demanded increased pay or uniform can

rates, threatened for a time to disrupt the entire field. Oper-

ators at first refused to meet the demands of the men, and
enforced suspensions of operation were made until new gangs

of men could be recruited. In some of the districts the dis-

iffection spread to entire working-forces, but the absolute

scarcity of men of all classes and continued high prices for

zinc ore inspired operators to concede the demands, and the

close of the month found the field again harmoniously em-
|)loyed. For the first time in the fie>d drilling-rigs with

squads to man them went at a premium, and scores of lessees

went begging for outfits, unable to secure any service at all.

In the Benton and New Diggings districts every available

foot of ground has been secured for mining and prospecting

purposes, either by lease or piirchase, and many new concerns

have made initial investments in drilling-machines in order

to get started. Scores of miners are living in tents, while

barns and attics provide shelter for many unable to secure

houses. Building booms flourished at all of the southern min-

ing centres, including hastily constructed shacks to important

municipal improvements. The elaborate drilling program
resulted in numerous rich discoveries of both zinc and lead

ore in every part of the field. Sales of mining properties were

numerous, especially where it was shown that ore could be

readily secured by providing the necessary equipment, and

capital Unwed Into the IliOd from nuuiy piirtH. Si'V<<ral iiiw

modern nilnliiK <M|Ulpmi>iilM were Hiiirleil, and nilllwrlKlils

crowded with work have contractu to (ill that will take a yejir

to conipleto. The Inter-State Mtjlit & I'ower Co. of llaleiia,

Illinois, for a yi'»r or more paHl has regarded the abnormal
deimtnd for current a» a 'war-load' and refuHed to provide In

creased caimcity, NumerouH hreak-downs under the power
available, just as prices for ore reached top levels, engendered
« feeling among operators that put them in a nuist belligerent

frame of mind, and Ihri-atH nf damage-sultK for curteTil being

furnished under contract were freely made, wllli the result

that capacity will be doubled. A new battery of boilers of

:!r>00 hp., and a :'.i)(lO-kw. generator are being iriHlalled. Two
new separatlMg-plaiits were started: one for the New .lersey

Zinc Co. at Mineral I'oint, and the other for the (ialeiui Re-

finery Co. at Galena. The National Bcparatlng plant at Cuba,
treating 4000 tons of crude ore per month Installed four addi-

tional Dings electro-static machines, rjiising the capacity to

.'>20ii tons.

Zinc-blende prices were exceptionally good all the month
At the beginning of the month a base range slightly In advance
of $100 per ton was paid, rising to $n.'i and JlU.'i al the middle,

falling away to $'.»."> to $110. Miners of zinc carbonate in the

northern district had a surprise, one sale being at $fiO per ton.

FLAT RIVER, MISSOURI

Ki.oiiiism.Nd CoMurio.Ns in tmi. Lkmi RKtiio.s.—Ni;\v .Mrr.r..—
Fine-Gkinuing, Conc'I-;.ntkatio.\, a.mi Si.i.mk Flotation.

The rising price of lead has greatly stimulated mining

operations in this district. During the last year the output of

lead has been at a maximum, and has been liniiied only by the

milling capacity of the different companies. Quite a little

optioning has been done this winter, and lirill-iirospecting is

being hurried. Most of the known mineral land in the district

is owned by five large operating comijanies, namely, the St,

.Joseph Lead Co., the Doe Run Lead Co., a subsidiary, Federal

Lead Co., St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co., and the Desloge

Lead Co. About three or four years ago another company, the

Baker Lead Co., controlled by Boston ca|)ilal. entered the field.

This company has operated a shaft near Leadwood, and is now
sinking a new shaft south of Elvins. The ore is milled by the

St. Louis Smelting & Refining Company.

The Federal Lead Co. broke ground on the first of March

for a new 2000-ton mill, just west of Elvins. The company

expects to finish it in about four months, in order to benefit by

the high price of lead. The mill will be practically a duplicate

of the present one in its equipment.

Finer grinding is being considered in this district, and this

summer will probably show developments along this line. The

Doe Run company has ordered a Marcy ball-mill, the Desloge

company a Hardinge ball-mill, and the Federal and St. I,.ouis

companies Marathon mills. The present intention is to re-

grind the Hancock jig-middling, and treat it with tables and

flotation.

Table practice is also being changed in some of the mills.

The St. .loseph and the Doe Run companies have adopted the

Butchart riffle system on their Wilfley tables. This system has

enabled them to handle much large quantities on the tables,

thus increasing the capacities of the mills.

The mill-slime in the district is being treated by flotation,

and metal recovered which in former years was lost. The

Doe Run company has just added another flotation plant to

its mill at Rivermines. This gives a capacity to treat ai)|)roxi-

mately 600 tons of slime per day.

Labor conditions in the district are good at present. All the

companies have raised wages by giving the men a bonus as the

price of lead has advanced. Last ,Iune a bonus of 10% was

added, and another of lO'/r on February 1.",. This makes wages

higher than ever before. The men seem quite satisfied, and

the output per man is at a maximum.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
Tlie iit'u's of the week as told by our special correspondents and compiled from the local press.

ALASKA
In accordance with plans approved by the Secretary ot the

Interior, the investigation of the mineral resources of Alaska

by the Geological Survey will be continued this year by 12

parties. Congress has recognized the necessity of preparing

in advance for the survey of this difficult field by including

the appropriation for its continuation in the urgent deficiency

act, which was approved on February 2S. This prompt action

makes it possible to plan the work in advance of the opening

of the field season, and to carry out the plans efficiently and

economically.

The work to be done this year includes a detailed survey of

the region tributary to .Juneau, which is the most important

quartz area in Alaska. A continuation of the study of the

mineral resources of the Ketchikan district, where there are

important gold and copper mines, is also planned. The in-

vestigation of the water-powers of south-eastern Alaska will

also be continued. Only one party will be employed in the

Copper River region. Two parties will work in Prince William

sound. Four parties will make surveys in the region directly

or indirectly tributary to the Government railroad under con-

struction. One of them will study the new Tolovana placer

district, and also make some sujiplementary investigation of

the Fairbanks lode district. The geologist of this party will

later visit the Nome district^. A detailed geologic survey will

be made of the western part of the Nenana coalfield, which is

adjacent to the route of the Government railroad. Two other

parties will be employed in carrying reconnaissance surveys

westward from the railroad route to the Kantishna placer and

lode district. It is also proposed to make surveys of the lower

Yukon, including the Marshall jilacer district.

ARIZONA
In Bulletin No. 11 of the State Bureau of Mines, A. C. Rubel

discusses tungsten generally, and its occurrence in Arizona.

An accompanying map shows the areas in which the mineral

is found. Bulletin No. 12, by P. E. Joseph, deals with quick-

silver, which is mined in the Sunflower district of Maricopa,

and Plomosa district of Yuma county. A list of tungsten-ore

buyers is given by the Bureau. Bulletin No. 14, by Frank L.

Culin, Jr., deals with magnesite. Bulletin No .16, by the same
author, covers mica. There are several deposits of this min-

eral in Arizona, but none have been much developed. The
occurrences are in the north side of the Grand Canyon. Coco-

nino county; in the White Horse Tank mountains, south-west

of Phoenix, Maricopa county; Mohawk mountains of Yuma
county; and the Santa Catalina mountains, Pima county.

The Bureau has issued a press letter regarding the number
of samples sent to it for determination. Many of these are

poorly packed and labeled. Questions regarding the minerals

present in rocks are permissible, but assaying is not done free.

Cochise County

The following additions and improvements are to be made
to the Calumet & Arizona equipment: a 200-ton sulphuric-

acid plant, 2 reverberatory and 12 roasting-furnaces, another

blowing-engine, enlargement ot the sampling-plant and storage-

bins, electric transmission-line, and fire-proof storehouse. The
design is in charge of A. G. McGregor for Repath and McGregor.

Grkexlee County

On March 9 a union employee was discharged by the

Shannon Copper Co. for impertinent interference, whereupon
the mine, mill, and smelter were rendered idle by a general

strike, pending a conference with the manager, J. W. Bennie.

The American employees remained at work.

The strike has been settled after a week's stop.

Mohave County

An ape-x-suit is reported as proba'ole between the Tom Reed

and Big Jim companies at Oatman, the former being the

comi)lainant.

A new treatment company, under the name of the Lorezona

Ore Purchasing & Reduction Works, has been formed and pro-

poses to handle the concentrates and smelting ores from the

Kingman-Oatnian-Chloride districts. The object of the com-

pany is to afford a market for the ores developed by small

operators who have not sufficient tonnage ojiened to warrant

the construction of mills. This will undoubtedly add much
impetus to the development of mines in that part of Arizona.

After having installed a 2.5-hp. hoist and a 500-cu. ft. air-

compressor, the Times company, four miles from Oatman. has

resumed sinking and development. The water-suiiply is suffi-

cient. Prospects are most encouraging.

The Oatman Pioneer mine, IJ miles west of the L'niied

Eastern and Tom Reed, has been acquired by the Keith's of

Boston. 'Valuable ore-shoots have been found in this area.

The shaft is 400 ft. deep. In the Arizona-Tom Reed, Apex
Pioneer, and others farther west development is giving fine

results. Well-known engineers reported favorably on the area.

Yav.\pai County

More discoveries oi tungsten ore are reported from the Tule

Creek area. The Tule Creek Tungsten Co. contemplates

erecting a mill for itself and custom ore.

CALIFORNIA
A:mai)Ok County

(Special Correspondence.)—Work at the Amador Star mine
is progressing rapidly generally.

The Oneta gravel mine, near Charleston, recently uncovered

a good deposit. This property is owned by the Oneta brothers.

At the Treasure mine, north of Amador City a contract for

building a new mill has been let. Grading is well under way,

and mill construction will start in the near future. A large

sum of money has been spent on this property in sinking the

shaft and jirospecting. So much good ore has been opened on

the lower level that the company is justified in erecting a mill.

J. H. Bell is manager.

Dividend No. 116 has just been paid by the Bunker Hill com-

pany at Amador City. During the past 10 years this com-

pany has not missed a single monthly dividend. E. Hatnpton

is superintendent.

Amador City, March 11.

Following is the jireliminary report of the Plymouth Con-

solidated for P'ebruary:

Ore milled, tons 1 1,000

Value of output .'. $.58,393

Working expense 30,420

Develoimient .5.794

Surplus $22,179

Other capital expended 121

During 1915 the South Eureka Mining Co.'s iiunnie was

$582,762, and dividends paid $125,354.
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iSiwclnl rorr<»»ipondonc«. )—The I'llrn MIiiIiik Co. Is now

extnirtlUK nnil niilltnK alnnil <'.000 ton* of on- |K<r tnonili iil the

iSoUl I'lIB mint'. Twenty stiiniitB iirt- droppInK iit ilie ViWa

(cross shaft) mill, on ore from dpvelopnu'nt In that mint'. A

coniprehenslvo |iro»|iectlnK luul rtovolopnient m-heiue has ln-on

followod in the imst two years, wlilrh will bo understood when

a few facts, relntlng to the relative positions of veins In the

two mines nr© descrllied. The Hold Cliff and I'fica veins are

about 30i»o ft. apart on the surface, converKlUK somewhat In

their southern trend, and also as depth Is attained. Develop-

ment tends to show that within a short distance from the

Imttom of the present workings, these two veins w-IU come

together as a large one. The pitch of the Utlca vein, at or

near the surface. Is 60° to the east, w hlle at the 2400ft. level It

has a pitch of 70°. The Gold Cliff, on the other hand, at or

near the surface has a pitch of i>'t' to the east, and at the

1900-ft. level has chanced to 40 . The present lower workings

of the I'tlca show the vein at that point to be about vertical,

with a probability that at the depth of 2700 ft. the two veins

will Junction, when, it Is anticipated the value will be greater.

and a larger body of ore than ever will be found. Fred J.

Martin is superintendent.

Angels Camp, March 4.

Gl.l>OR.MK> CofXTY

At the Georgria Slide mine, near Georgetown, 60 men are em-

ployed, with a pay-roll of over $6000 per month. A mile of pipe

has been laid. 10-stamp mill is in course of erection, and driv-

ing an adit is under way in charge of .T. C. Ingersoll.

Gles.n County

Early in April the California Chrome Mining Co. will com-

mence shipping chrome ore to Fruto from its mine 19 miles

distant. The first contract will be 5000 tons.

NflVAD.V COI'NTV

The Buckeye quartz and Cold Springs gravel properties, and

other claims, totaling 1000 acres, a few miles north-east of

Nevada City, have changed hands. F. S. Burr and S. L. Bright

of San Francisco represent the new owners.

PLrM.\s County

Diamond-drilling the ore-shoot in the Walker mine gives an

average of 7.2S'~f copper, 2.7 oz. silver, and $1.11 gold per ton

over a length of 200 ft. Machinery for the tramway and 100-ton

flotation-plant is arriving.

S.\N Bkrnardixo Cou.nty

A rush has set in for a gold district 25 miles north of Bar-

stow. A. A. Turner of the Goldstone mine has brought in rich

ore to Barstow.

S.\N Luis Obispo County

Eastern capital last week bought the Oceanic quicksilver

mine for $400,000. San Francisco people were interested in

the property. In 1914 this county produced 13.36 flasks of

metal, mostly from the Oceanic, which is equipped with a

oOton Scott furnace, 2 D-retorts for soot, and a small mill.

Siskiyou County

On account of the heavy snow-fall in this county there will

be an abundance of water for mining this season.

Engineers are examining the Blue Ledge copper mine at

Copper. At one time this property employed over 200 men.

Trinity County

(Special Correspondence.)—Three miles north-west of Carr-

ville. on Coffee creek, at the mouth of Morrison gulch, the

Trinity Development Co. is to install a large dredge now-

being constructed in Ohio.

The old Golden Jubilee mine, six miles north of Carrville, is

being re-opened by the California Extraction Co. Fifteen men
are employed, the number to be increased when snow dis-

appears. A compressor and two water-Leyner drills are used.

Carrville, March 4.

Tl'0(l\(NK COINIV

t'ndor the IpaHlng HyHieiii Iiik( ynir ilir .luinpi'i' mini' iii

Stent yli'Ided ncilil wiiilli $1(10. (MM), 'riii' loyiilty Ih 'jri',',. On-

1h treated at the roiii|>i(ii\ 's mill

COLORADO
Clkaii Ckkkk County

(Special CorroR|)ondcnco.)-- Since the Argo mill whh pio-

vlded with llolalion apparatuH U2'/ri recovery of the luetallic

content of the ores treiilcd Is reported liy llic inuna^cr, .1. A.

Penrce. The plant Is being operated three .s lionr shifts, deal-

ing with l.'iO Ions per day. Most of the Hiip|)lv roiiirs Iroiu the

Ciunnell mine.

Iiliilio Springs, March 13.

Gd.iMN County

A shipment of 112 Ions of radium ore, worth apprnxiiiiaii'l>

$S,''),000, was received last week at the Colorado S<-hool of Mini's

at Golden. It Is the largest shipment ever made In t'olorado.

The ore came from the Colorado-Gllpin Gold & Radium Min-

ing Co., and is destined for the U. S. Hureau of Mines at

Denver, after It has been concentrated at the plant of the

School. The shipment Is estimated to contain 715 milllgramH

of radium.

Bulletin fi20-M of the 1'. S. Geological Survey, Prelliiilnary

Report on the Economic Geology of Gilpin County. Colorado.'

GEOLOGIC features OF PART OF GILPIN COUNTY.

by Edson S. Bastin and James M. Hill, has been published.

With plans it covers 29 pages. Charles W. Henderson assisted

in some of the field-work. In the Press of September 18, 1915,

an abstract of this paper was given with a map, as the pre-

liminary notes had been published in Economic Geology.

Teller County (Cripple Creek)

The Vindicator company has secured an option on a large

brick building and ground at Goldfield, owned by the Arkansas

Valley Light & Power Co., presumably for a flotation plant

to treat the former's low-grade ore.
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IDAHO
Lemui County

During 1915 the Gilmore Mining Co. produced 10,173 tons of

gold-silver ore, yielding $114,539 net. The Latest Out, adjoin-

ing, produced 31,000 tons of 30% lead ore, and the Gilmore com-

pany is exploring to cut the downward extension of this vein.

Shoshone County (Coeub d'Alene)

On March 23 the Success company paid 3c. per share, equal

to $45,000.

On March 11 about 4000 men working at mines tributary to

Wallace received their pay, including the 50c. a day bonus for

high lead prices. The lowest average wage was $116 for

February.

The Black Horse mine and mill are to resume operations

at an early date by the Murray Hill Mining Co., organized by

C. E. Mallette of Spokane. Zinc concentrate will be sold to

the U. S. S. & R. company.

In the Pine Creek district a 13-tt. lode has been opened.

9 ft. assaying from 30 to 50% zinc, the remainder being of

good grade for a mill, in the Little Pittsburg mine. It is

owned by Gus Smith of Spokane, but is under option to the

Colonial Mining Co. of Wallace. In the same district 8 ft.

of 42% zinc ore has been cut in the Constitution mine. Thirty

men are employed. The company has decided that a 100 or

150-ton mill will be erected as soon as advisable. There are

30 four-horse teams hauling ore from the Little Pittsburg,

Highland Surprise, and Constitution mines. At the Pine

Creek siding the railroad is erecting ore-bins. It seems that

the district will have a line built through it this year, as

somebody has secured right-of-way for a road from the mouth
of the creek to the Constitution, and for three miles up the

west fork. The C. M. & St. P. railroad is thought to be

interested.

It is reported that Pine Creek antimony producers will make
no more shipments until they receive better prices for their

product. They claim that the smelters are making too much
profit by paying low prices.

As has been mentioned before, the Anaconda company has

purchased the Douglas lead-zinc mine for $3(50,000. A mill is

to be erected, concentrate going to Montana for reduction to

metal.

On March 20 the Hecla Mining Co. pays 10c. per share, or.

$100,000, making $300,000 for 1915, and $4,055,000 to date.

MICHIGAN
The Copper Country

It is reported that the Calumet & Hecla company has offered

$59 per share and some stock arrangement for the Tamarack
property.

On March 12 the four-stamp mill of the Trimountain com-

pany was destroyed by fire. The loss was $200,000. The

plant will be re-built.

MISSOURI

J.^sper County

Zinc-ore prices were lower at Joplin last week, a decline of

$15 per ton. Producers do not feel that they are getting

enough for their ore, and there is talk of a curtailment.

Smelter representatives, on the other hand, maintain that the

metal situation is so uncertain that they are not justified in

paying higher. Evidently there is a wide variation of opinion

between buyers and producers as to what constitutes an equit-

able price for ore under existing conditions. In this respect

it is interesting to recall that the smelters all along have set

forth the so-called uncertainty of the spelter market as being

the chief reason for their refusing to advance ore prices higher

than they have been; yet the reports of the various smelting

companies show that most of them have reaped much larger

profits, proportionately, than have the mine operators. A fact

that is not to be overlooked, however, and one that the smelt-

ers advance is that prior to the sharp advance in zinc the

smelters, like the mine operators of that period, were running

on either limited margins of profit, or were operating at an

actual loss, according to the Joplin News Herald. The output

of the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region was 7442 tons blende.

292 tons calamine, and 1146 tons lead, averaging $90, $72, and

$89 per ton respectively. The total value was $809,411, and

for 10 -weeks, $8,259,652.

On a lease at Prosperity the Franklin Mining Co. is to erect

a 400-ton mill, driven by two 250-hp. Bessemer engines. The

mine contains a lai-ge quantity of 4% blende ore.

A 1000-ton mill is to be erected by the Coahuila Lead &

Zinc Co. at Duenweg. A 250-hp. Corliss steam-engine and

Sullivan straight-line 1200-cu. ft. compressor are part of the

machinery.

MONTANA
Feegus County

During February the Barnes-King properties produced 6049

tons of ore yielding $43,800. Development in the Shannon

ground is good.

GB.\NrrE County

A recent addition to the geologic map of the United States,

just published by the Geological Survey, is the folio covering

what is known as the Philipsburg quadrangle, in south-western

Montana. The area covered is 827 square miles, which includes

several important metalliferous mining districts, among them

the Flint Creek (Philipsburg) and Cable (Southern Cross)

districts. The folio is the result of geologic investigations by

W. H. Emmons and F. C. Calkins. The Flint Creek district

is one of the most productive silver-mining regions on the

continent. During most of the period from 1888 to 1893 it

led all other districts in the United States in output of silver.

In 1867, soon after the first discoveries, the Hope mill, which

is still standing, was built to reduce the silver ores. The town

of Philipsburg grew up about this mill and has maintained

itself ever since as the principal settlement of the region.

Much of the ore found in the Hope mine was so rich that it

could be readily melted down to bullion in an ordinary black-

smith's forge, and the Granite-Bimetallic vein contained what

is probably the largest body of high-grade ruby silver ore ever

discovered. It has yielded more than 1000 tons of metallic

silver that had a value of about $32,000,000. Extensive bodies

of ore still remain in this district, but since the decline in the

value of silver in 1893 they have been worked to a moderate

extent only. Rather curiously, the Cable, and adjoining dis-

tricts, although only 10 miles from Philipsburg, produce gold

almost exclusively. They are also among the first discoveries

in this region and are more active now that at any former

period.

Lewis and Clark County

The Helena Mining Bureau is to hold regular monthl.r

meetings to keep up interest in the mining industry. Through

this institution has resulted development of the Head mine;

the Eastern Belle, the final payment upon which has just been

made by Huffaker and Hill; the Conrad-Perry property; the

Allen group of claims, and others in the Scratch Gravel district,

as well as at Unionville, Marysville, Alhambra and elsewhere

in the Helena district. New properties are being listed with

the Bureau which may be purchased or otherwise examined.

A lot of interesting news is reported from these districts.

MiNEBAi, County

At the Tarliox mine near Saltese the shaft is being sunk

from 400 to 700 ft. A mill is to be erected to treat second-

class ore.

SiLVERBOw County

The February pay-rolls at Butte w'ere the largest on record,

totaling $1,800,000. Of this the Anaconda disburses $1,200,000,

Butte & Superior $235,000. and North Butte $120,000.
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NEVADA
Hi Miiiii i>r for \TV

On April I the St-von TroiiKhn Conlltloii imyii 21r. i>er Klmro.

The ISlVton mill of the Koohmlor MlncM Co. In (o be onlurK«'(l

(o 330-lon raiMirlt.v. nt n eoM at $75,000.

Al Iho tuncston mine of J. \V. I'lilti-rson iinil W. NiOhoii. four

nilU>» west of Toy. a l.Vton mill Ib to lie ereclecl. Thirty hulics

of ore assays »'< tunKstIo arid. :iii(l 72 In. rontiiliis I'

vein al the surface Is in n rontnrt of lime and Kranlle.

Thr

MiNKKAI. CofNTY

At the Silver Dyke tungsten properly al Sodavllle then-

are S5 men employed, soon to be Increased to l.lii. l-arno

shipments are made reKularly.

NVK Col NTV

The geoloKy and ore-deposit Ion nt Tonopah Is discussed by

J. E. Spurr In a 57-i«Ke (wiper contributed to Kinnomii- Geology

for December. 1915. He gives a history of geologic Investiga-

tion at Tono|>ah since 1902. progress of development and modi-

(Ications of geologic views, results of recent study, Ml7.pah

trachyte, calcltic andeslte. analyses of rocks. Montana breccia.

West End rhyollle. Midway andeslte. mineral veins (those

that have 'made' Tonopah are confined to the Mizpah trachyte).

l>erlods of vein-deposition, temperature of rocks, and the com-

plex faulting.

Considerable importance Is attached to the Murray vein in

the Tonopah Extension mine, where al a depth of 1540 ft. It Is

32 ft. wide of good grade.

Fifteen tons of ore dally is being broken from the vein

recently cut at 950 ft. in the Rescue-Eula. One lot returned

$21.50 per ton at the mill. The vein Is a ft. wide, the ore con-

taining black sulphide, ruby, and nearly pure silver.

Tonopah mines last week produced 9521 tons of ore worth

$196,638.

nuring February the Belmont produced 252,S22 oz. bullion

from 12.300 tons, with $108,221 profit. The Tonopah Mining

Co. shipped 142.295 oz. from 6896 tons, with $50,635 profit.

TEXAS
Brkwstkk Ciiintv

(Special Correspondence.)—An investigation of the property

of the Terlingua Quicksilver Mining Co. has recently been

completed by Edward Thomson of New York for people in that

city. Reports obtained from a reliable source show it is likely

that another of the few remaining idle properties will soon be

on the producing-list again.

H. Watenberger, of Kansas, who owns some valuable claims

adjoining the Chisos Mining Co.'s holdings, is also contemplat-

ing an early resumption of work; so is the Dallas Mining Co.

of the Big Bend district.

The Study Butte Mining Co. reports good progress and

results with its development. One shipment of metal has been

made, and the company expects to be making them regularly

from now on.

Terlingua. March 8.

UTAH
BK.wtK County

The Majestic Mines Co. reports that between September and

February the Old Hickory mine produced 4103 tons of ore

yielding 5759 oz. silver and 249,945 lb. copper, netting $17,483

at the smelter. Work at the Hoosier Boy. Harrington-Hickory,

Vicksburg, and O. K. mines has been satisfactory.

Salt Lake CorxTY

During 1915 the Utah-Apex company produced 4000 oz. gold.

560,000 oz. silver, 2,400,000 lb. copper, and 32,000,000 lb. of lead.

The lead output is now at the rate of 50,000,000 lb. i)er year.

SrMiiiT County

Preliminary work has been started on the Daly-Judge electric

smelter.

llevclopuicnl In the Three KIukh Ih rcporlcd ait Kood. Two
HlroiiK UsHureH have been cut.

In the Hull of the ConkllUK Mining Co. i'. the Silver King
Ctuillllon .MIiU'H Co.. Ill) cxlra-lnleral dlspuli'. the 1'. S. Court of

AppeulM decided (lull the pliiliilKT owns a (piarlcr an<l the

defendant Ihrcequarlern of Ibe iiroperly. reverHlUK the pre-

vious JudKiii<>nl of Ihc DlKlrlcl Court .Ahoiil $1,000,0(10 of

ground iuukI lie adjudli alcil.

WASHINGTON
Hy .April 1 mining companies operating In llie Coimh d Aleni-.

Idaho, and llrltish Columbia will have paid $:M.ss,s:!4 In

dividends for the llrsl ciu»rl<'r of the year. Of iIiIk amount

$2,287,885 was contributed by seven Idaho and $!I(io,'.m:i by hIx

British Columbia companies, and It will Increase the grand

total of net profits for eastern Wa«binglon, Interior Urllish

Colunibin. western Montana, and all of Idaho to $86,557,070.

Including thnse companies now dormant or absorbed by other

corporations. The following table shows the amount of divi-

dends that will be paid in Ihe first (juarti'r of the curicnt year

by the operating comiianles, together with Ihe grand iciial in

April 1

:

COKUIl d'Ai.knk

Company. 1916. (iraiid lolal.

Bunker Hill & Sullivan $327,000 $17,100,000

Caledonia 208.400 l.0!)l,131

Federal 120.000 15.405.545

Hecla 300.000 4.055,000

Hercules 600,000 8,600,000

Consolidated Intei-state-Callahan 697,485 3.245,930

Stewart 2,043.425

Surces.s 135,000 1,730.000

Total $2,387,885 $53,271,031

British Commmia
Compan.v. 1916. Grand total.

Canadian Consolidated M. & S $175,282 $ 2.495,418

Crows Nest Coal 93.1 89 2,276.864

Granby 224,978 5,951,901

Hedley 120,000 1,883.520

Le Roi No. 2 1.546,749

. Mother Lode 1 37.500 1 37.500

Rambler-Caribou 420.000

Standard 150.000 1.950,000

Total $900,949 $16,661,952

Grand total $3,288,834 $69,932,983

Febbv Cou.nty

(Special Correspondence.)—It is reported that a contract for

the first 250 ft. of a 1000-ft. vertical double-compartment shaft

in the ground owned by the Republic Consolidated .Mines Cor-

poration has been let to George S. Bailey, the trustee in bank-

ruiitcy of the Republic .Mines Corporation. The former com-

pany owns the Lone Pine. Pearl, and Surprise claims, but on

which a shaft is to be sunk information is not yet available.

On March 10 an explosion occurred in the compressor-room

of the power-house at the Knob Hill mine. The only person in

the room was .Joe Wiseman, the engineer, who saw a small

place on fire. Instantly the explosion followed, and the whole

room was filled with smoke and fire. Wiseman, a careful man.

was blinded with the smoke, but attracted a number of work-

men who were coming out of the mine. He was severely

burned. The compressor-room was consumed, but the building

adjoining was saved.

Some machinery has been hauled from the Great Northern

Railway depot to the San Poll mine for the West Side Mining

Co., a new corporation here.

Republic. March 10.
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The old San Poll mine and mill at Repuljlic lias l)een taken

over under a five-year lease and bond for $150.UOO by the West

Hill Mining Co., recently organized by Inland Empire men.

The bond calls for yearly payments of $30,000, and 10% of the

smelter returns for ore shipped is to be applied on the purchase

price. D. M. Drumheller, Jr., is manager for the new corpora-

tion, and he already has put 20 men on preparatory work.

The mill, a 75-ton daily capacity cyanide plant, will not be

started yet, but may be operated later. A contract has been

secured from the Canadian Consolidated company for 2000 tons

of ore monthly, to be treated at its smelter at Trail, B. C, and

the first shipments will be forwarded in a few days. The San

Poil is a gold producer, the product, according to engineers'

reports, assaying from $7 to $15 per ton. It was extensively

developed by the former owners, underground work and equip-

ment costing not less than $300,000. It is said that there are

30,000 tons of ore blocked out ready for extraction above the

300-ft. level. The new operating plans contemjjlate extending

the 400-ft. level to cut the shoot showing in the upper work-

ings, and later a shaft will be sunk to SOO ft. depth.

CANADA
British Colu.\ibi.\

On March 31 the Hedley Gold Mining Co. pays its quarterly

dividend of 3%, and an extra of 2 per cent.

The Silver Hoard Mining Co. will erect a 200-ton mill near

Ainsworth this summer. George Chew is president and general

manager.

The Slocan Star mine at Sandon has been examined, and
the company will re-model and enlarge its mill to 250-ton

capacity, to treat the silver-lead and zinc ores. Bonds worth

$80,000 were issued last week for this purpose.

On account of the bad weather in January the Standard

Silver-Lead company suffered a loss of $26,329. About $10,000

will be paid by the Canadian Pacific railroad for five cars of

concentrate lost on the lake. February will also be a poor

month. On April 10 will be paid 2jc. iier share, or $50,000.

0.\T.\RI0

As explosives and steel prices have advanced so much, the

higher quotes for silver have not balanced this increase at

Cobalt, so economy is the order of the day.

During February the Nipissing high-grade and low-grade

mills treated 124 and 6954 tons of ore, yielding $72,146 and

$99,710 respectively, a total of $171,856. The refinery shipped

535,514 oz. silver from all sources. No. 81 shaft, to develop the

Cobalt Lake fault-vein, is down Z^0 ft. The fault was cut at

270 ft., being of no value.

KOREA
The Seoul Mining Co.. oiierating the Suan Concession in

Whanghai province. Chosen, reports the following results for

February

:

Ore treated, tons 14,420

Mill operating, days 24

Bullion $ 62,500

Concentrate $ 57,950

Total recovery $120,450

Expenses 55,000

Operating profits $ 65,450

Copper is figured at 12c. per pound.

MEXICO
SONOK.V

The Moctezuma Copper Co. at Nacozari decided to send its

employees to Arizona, on account of the Mexican trouble.

The general manager. J. S. Williams, Jr., and General Calles

conferred on the question.

Philip Argall Is at New York.

Horace V. Wixchell was at Salt Lake City this week.

Er.nest Bajiberger, of Salt Lake City, is at the St. Francis

hotel.

C. E. .liui.iN has been examining the Burning Moscow mine,

in Utah.

E. L. Lakison and P. F. Frick of Anaconda are at the Belle-

vue hotel.

F. C. Alsdorf is examining properties in Nevada and north-

ern California.

James Hoatsom, of Calumet, Michigan, was in San Fran-

cisco last week.

D. M. RioRDAN is expected in San Francisco on his return

from New York.

Joii.N Cooper has passed through New York on his way from

Loudon to Zacatecas.

R. R. Leslie, manager of the Butters Divisadero mine, in

Salvador, is here on a holiday.

R. S. BoT.sFORi) has gone to the Bodaibo region, in Siberia,

to report on dredging conditions.

Karl Eilers. a director of the A. S. & R. Co.. has been in

San Francisco on a tour of inspection.

Joiix R. Mitchell and P. H. Arcall have been examining

mines along the Mother Lode and in Nevada.

H. R. BcsTWRK. A. R. WEiri.\LL. and J. F. Mitchell-Roberts

sail on the Tenyo Mam for Korea on March. 28.

Frank 0. Ja.smer has returned from the Republic of Hon-

duras and expects to go to Mexico in the near future.

F. C. Lixcolx, of the Mackay School of Mines, Reno, is

gathering information and statistics on Nevada mining.

George T. Coffey, superintendent of the hydraulic depart-

ment of the Yukon Gold Co.. has returned to Dawson from

Oakland.

H. A. Guess, formerly consulting engineer, has been ap-

pointed managing director of mining department of American

Smelting & Refining company.

E. E. McCarthy, dredge superintendent for the Yukon Gold

Co., arrived from New York in San Francisco March 15,

where he will be for two weeks at the Palace hotel.

W. A. Neill. for many years engineer of the mining depart-

ment of Allis-Chalmers Co.. has moved to Denver and become

associated with the Dorr Cyanide Machinery Company.

William F. Jaiix. for the past three years mill superintend-

ent for the New York & Honduras Rosario Mining Co. at San

Juancito, Honduras, C. A., has resigned and will leave shortly

for the United States.

F. H. Browxell of Seattle, chairman of the board of

directors of the Federal Mining & Smelting Co.. will succeed

Harry L. Day of Wallace. Idaho, as president and general

manager. H. A. Guess of Wallace becomes managing director.

A. L. Bi.OMFiELn. for many years in the employ of Bewick-

Moreing & Co.. as metallurgist, and for the last eight years mill

superintendent of the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado Sijrings.

has become associated with the Dorr Cyanide Machinery Co.

S. R. Elliott of Negaunee, Mich., is now general superin-

tendent of Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., a new position that takes

some of the work formerly directed by M. M. Dt;xcAX whose

title changes from agent to general manager. A. J. Youxn-

BLUTH has been made purchasing agent. The company now

controls over 20 mines.

The regular meeting of the Missouri Mining Association

was held on March 13, at the School of Mines, Rolla. An
address was given by Philip N. Moore, first vice-president of

the A. I. M. E. Following this, an enjoyable smoker was held.

Officers of the Association are as follows: L. W. Eiilers, presi-

dent; J. G. Reilly, vice-president: W. A. Shaw, secretary; and

H. A. KnGK. treasurer.
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THE METAL MARKET
MKTAI. PRICK!!

San rrnncUoo. Murch I'l.

Antimony. conl» por pound <<

Electrolytic copper. ccnl» per pound 27.76

Plu lead, cents per pound i.BO— 8.45

Platinum: soft metal, per ounce $88

Platinum: hord motitl. lOlt Iridium, per ounce 19-

Qulck-.llvor; per Haiik of 75 lb 1210

Spelter, centu per pound 22

Tin. cents per pound ^8

Zinc-dust, cents por pound SO

ORIS PRICKS
Snn Fninil!<ro. Miircli 21.

Antimony: SOij product, per unit, of ICr. or 20 lb.... $2.25

Chrome: iOT, and over, f.o.b. cars Callfornlo. per ton 14.00

Maeneslte: crude, per ton, f.o.b 8.00

Mapneslte: plastic, no Iron and lime, calcined, ton.. 25.00—30.00

Mai^eslte: refractory, \\n Iron, dead-burned, ton.. 35.00

Manganese: 50'* metal. S"?.- silica, per ton 12.00

Tungsten: minimum 60'"r WC per unit of 20 lb 65.00—75.00

At Boulder. Colorado. 60'~r tungsten ore Jumped from $75 to

190 per unit last week.

New York. March 15.

Antimony ore Is firm at $2.70 to $2.76 per unit.

Tungsten ore for forward delivery exceeds $70 per unit, and
spot. If offered, would easily bring $80.

Spot 80*^ ferro-manganese, a product of the blast-furnace.

has been sold In car-load lots at $350 per ton. Ferro-mangan-
ese. con'aining SO^r manganese. Is held at J5 per unit. Splegel-

elsen. containing ZO^c manganese, has sold at $60 per ton. All

of these products. Indispensable in the making of steel, are ex-

ceedingly scarce.

EASTERN METAI. MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

March 21.—Copper producers are firm but quiet: Independents

control the lead market; zinc Is firm and more active.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Mch. 15 56.75

•• IS 56.87
• 17 57.00
•• 18 57.00

19 Sunday
" 20 57.37
•• 21 57.62

Average week ending
Feb. 9 56.79

16 56.62
• 23 56.86

Mch. 1 56.79
8 56.75

• 14 56.68
21 57.10

Monthly averages.
1914.

Jan 57.58
Feb 57.53
Mch 58.01
Apr 58.52
May 58.21
June 56.43

1915.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York. March 15.

The lead market has run away, despite all efforts of the lead-

ing producer (the A. S. & R. Co.) to hold it in check. The spot

supply is scarce, and it has been eagerly sought by both

domestic and foreign buyers. Interests on the Pacific Coast

have offered 8c. , delivered on the Coast, for metal intended

for export to Japan, China, and Russia. This price is equal to

7.50 to 7.60c., St. Louis. The A. S. & R. Co. has advanced its

nominal quotation to 7c., New York, but is practically out of

the market. Copper is dull, but prices are firm, a slight weak-

ness which developed last week quickly disappearing. Zinc

has declined steadily for days, but the bottom has apparently

been reached. The domestic demand is light, but a more
depressing influence is the decline of £25 per ton in the

London market in less than 10 days. Tin has touched 5Gc..

and is still strong because of the scarcity of the supply avail-

able for March delivery. Antimony continues strong. Alum-
inum is a little weaker.

Exports of metals in unmanufactured form are not so heavy

compared with those of recent months, but large quantities

are going abroad in the form of munitions. The aggregate

value of munitions exported in the week ended March 11 was
$17,370,243, against $11,418,241 in the previous week, and $5,-

997,439 two weeks ago. Shipments of cartridges in the week
ended March 11 totaled $1,729,556, against $696,774 and $93.-

984. one and two weeks ago. The value of other munitions are

proportionate. For the seven months ended January, 1916,

exports of miscellaneous iron and steel totaled $64,844,131,

while for the same period ended January, 1915, they were

$8,554,873.

The steel market is a run-away, and prices are difficult to

gauge.

COPPER

Since the recent strike at the Ansonia mills of the American
Brass Co. the demand for copper has been light, and for the

past few days the market has been very dull. The strike only

lasted a week, but it seems to have frightened consumers into

stopping to realize the prices they were paying. A further

influence on prices has been the congestion of freight on the

New York, New Haven & Hartford railroad, which has halted

deliveries from time to time. The embargo was raised for a

period of four days ended at midnight March 14, and in this

time a great deal of copper, as well as other metals and ma-

terials, were forwarded to their destination. In the latter part

of last week the market weakened a little because second-

hands were offering at concessions. It was possible to shade

2fi.50r., for near future deliveries, although the larger sellers

adhered to their minimum quotations. Consumers are well

covered for the present, as they should be in view of the vast

movement of a few weeks ago, consequently there is little or

no buying of spot copper. The next large buying movement
probably will be for deliveries in June and later. Spot electro-

lytic hangs around 27.50c., cash. New York. Lake is nominally

quoted at the same figure. Electrolytic at London is un-

chan.ged at £136. Exports up to and including March 14

totaled 6833 tons.

ZINC

Except for steady recessions in price the zinc market has

been without feature during the past week. Needless to say,

the demand has been dull. The quotation for prompt yester-

day was 16.75c., New York, and 16.50c. St. Louis, both of which

were about Jc. above the quotations of the previous day.

Ai)ril and May were quoted at 16c., St. Louis, and June at lac.

It is felt that the bottom has been reached, and that from this

time on quotations will advance, or at least hold their own.

Since March 6, when the British Ministry of Munitions per-

mitted the resumption of trading (under certain restrictions)

on the London Metal Exchange, spot zinc has declined from

£110 to £85, a drop of £25. Though details are lacking, it is

felt here that the Ministry is making a minimum price effect-

ive, and is doing it successfully, which was not done in copper.

Exports of this month, up to and including the 14th, totaled

906 tons.

Sheet-zinc is quoted at 25c., f.o.b. mill, carload lots, S% off

for cash.

LEAD
The market is a run-away one of the worst type. Spot lead

is scarce, and both domestic and foreign buyers are clamoring

for what is to be had. Interests on the Pacific Coast have been

heavy buyers for export to Japan, and to Russia, by way of

Japan, and have bid Sc, delivered on the Coast. This is equal

to 7.50 to 7.60c., St. Louis. The result has been a complete

upset to Eastern prices. The A. S. & R. Co. raised its nominal

quotation yesterday to 7c., New York, and 6.92ic. St. Louis,

(an advance of $8 per ton) but it is not selling at these levels.

The independents are selling what they have at 7.50c.. New
York, and up to 7.62*c. St. Louis. The average of St. Louis

prices has run higher than those at New York, and it is ex-

ceedingly hard to tell just where the market stands. The

average New York price yesterday was 7.25c., and that at St.

Louis 7.37*c. It is plain that efforts to restrain the market

from running away have been entirely unsuccessful. The
London market, contrary to that for spelter, has gained

strength in the past week, and now stands at £35 5s. tor spot.

Exports this month, up to and including yesterday, totaled

1678 tons.

TIN

Spot tin is scarcer than ever, and it is increasingly difficult

to obtain licenses to ship from London. American consumers

are partly to blame for the situation. A few of them whose

wants were well covered with tin they had in warehouse have

obligingly helped out some of their less fortunate friends,

thereby violating the agreement they entered with the British

authorities. Last Thursday (the 9th) the market was highly

excited, probably 500 tons changing hands at prices that

ranged from 52 to 56c., all in the course of the afternoon of

that day. The trouble is that brokers fear they will be caught

short on their commitment for the month, and this is certain

to happen if they sell metal which cannot be replenished

before the end of March. Arrivals of the month only total

368 tons, but thei-e is afloat 6735 tons. Relief for the present

situation hinges to a great extent on the arrival of the steamer

Suruga from Singapore with 1135 tons. She was to have

arrived the 8th, but has been delayed, and it is uncertain

whether her cargo will be available for March delivery. The
quotation yesterday was 54c., but strong at that figure. While

the situation is a problem for the moment, it is a passing one,

as the large quantity of tin afloat indicates.

ANTIJIONY

The market continues firm and the quotations for Chinese

and Japanese grades show no change. Spot is quoted at 44 to

45c., duty paid. March and April shipments from the Far

East have sold at 344c. Needle antimony is in demand, and

March shipment from the East has been done at 23* cents.

ALUMINUM
Spot aluminum. 98 to 9%p pure, is easier at 57 to 60 cents.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
TiiK Mkciiamcai. Wohiji Pin'kkt OiAin \m Vkak Buok rtiii

1916. P. 330. III.. Index. The Noriiiuii KoiiiliiKtoii Co.. Uulli-

more. Por sale by .Mi.m.mi am> Si untikh I'iuss. I'rico. 2".

r«nta.

This Is the twenty-ninth year of llu- publU-iitlon of this

^-aluable (locket-book. Some material hns been iidded and

other iHirts brought up to date. It contnins n number of tables

and other data. |irincl|>atly useful to the nieohanU-al oiiKJnorr.

but of value to the engineer In other lines. A diary for I'.Mii

Is Included. .Mtogether the purchaser certainly gets a gioal

deal for his money.

CoNCRBTf:, By John C. Trautwine. Jr.. and John C. Traut-

wine. 3d. P. 126. III.. Index. Trautwine Co.. Philadelphia.

For sale by Mining ax» SfiKSTiKic Press. Price. $1.

This book contains the iiortlon.s of the •Pocket-Book' that

relate to concrete. The first section reprinted Is on strength

of materials: the next sections are. In order, cement, sand,

mortar, concrete, and reinforced concrete. The notes on the

last named, while necessarily condensed, contain a good sum-

mary of the principles of design In that material. Next conies

a division on exiieriment and practice, which contains a sum-

mary of the data obtained concerning concrete and related

subjects by a number of observers. Divisions on specifications

and on cost data are Included and there is also a price-list.

bibliography, and index. The book should be of as much
value to those interested in concrete construction as the

regular pocket-book is to engineers in general.

Dams am. Wkiks. By W. G. Bligh. P. 206. III., index.

American Technical Society. Chicago. For sale by Mi.vixi: and

SciEXTiFic Press. Price. $1.50.

This is a brief but fairly comprehensive treatise upon thp

subject. The design of gravity dams of masonry and concrete

is first considered and examples with profiles given of a num-
ber of dams actually constructed. The effect of percolation

under porous foundations is discussed. The next division is

overfall dams and weirs, then single and multiple-arch dams,

and hollow-slab buttress dams. Submerged weirs founded on

sand and methods of preserving stability in spite of percola-

tion are then considered. The last division is open dams or

barrages. Earth dams are not considered anywhere in the

volume. The book is well illustrated. It would have been

made more interesting, at least, if the geological situation

of the various structures had been always given.

Principles axd Practice of Cost Accoixtixc. By F. H.

Bangh. P. 166. Index. F. H. Baugh. Baltimore. For sale by

Mrxi:sG AXn Scientific Press. Price, $3.

There is a familiar story concerning tte man who installed

a cost-keeping system in his factorj-. but who was unable to tell

whether or not it helped his business because the entire force

had been obliged to suspend business to work on the cost

system. With due allowances for exaggeration, it is un-

doubtedly true that many manufacturers have failed to get the

best returns from their plants because cost systems seemed
to them nothing but a useless mass of printed form and filing-

cases. The autiior of the present volume has wisely confined

himself to an explanation of the principles underlying cost

keeping with only enough concrete examples to illustrate these

principles, leaving the arrangement of details for a particular

factory to the reader. As a further aid to clearness, 'efficiency

engineering,' or as the author prefers to call it, 'factory man-
agement' is separated from cost-keeping, and the latter subject

only is discussed.

MiNKiiAlJ< OF Orkuon. IIv (iraliaiii .loliii Mitchell,

veritlty of Oregon Bulletin. P. 61. Kiigene, \:>\:>.

I'lii-

Ai.riiAiu;i i< Ai. IIa.mi-I.ist ok Nkw Ziaiami TniriAio .Mm-

1.1 .scA. Uy Henry Suler. P. 2K. Tablt'H. (iovei niiicnl Printer,

Wellington, 1U15.

(;Ki>i;itAi'iiv iiFiiii; Fiix-\ViNXKiiA<.(i Vaiiky, lly Kay HuglieK

Whilbi'ck. WlscouKlii OcDlogical and Natiinil lllKlory Survey

Bulletin XI. II I' lo'.i. 111.. iiiapH. Index. MndlHon, IHl.'..

Phei.iminakv Review ax» Kktlmatk of mineral piodiictioii

of British Columbia in 1915. By Wm, Fleet Uoberlson.

Bulletin No. 1, 1916. P. M). British Columbia Bureau of

Mines, Victoria, B. C, 1916.

The total production was $29,299,564, an increase of $2,l»l(l,-

739, of which placer gold was $lSO,Oiin nioie. lead $145,922,

copper, $3,!<.S4,749, and /Am- $l,20S,37t>.

Macxetic Axii Otiieh Properties of Ikhn-Sii.k dn Ai.i.ovh,

Mei.tkk in Vaci'o. By Trygve I). Yenseii. University of

Illinois Bulletin No. 83. P. 67. Illustrated. I'rbana, 191.5.

It is shown that silicon increases the mechanical strength

of iron in almost direct proportion to the amount added, until

the maximum strength is reached with a silicon content of

aboiit 4.5'/^. The elastic limit of this alloy was shown to be

94,0110 lb. per sq. in. and its ultimate strength 105,000 pounds.

V. S. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C, 1915:

Gasomxe Mine Locomotives. Relation to safety and health.

By O. P. Hood and R. H. Kudlich. With a chapter on methods

of analyzing exhaust gases by George A. Burrell. Bulletin

74. P. 83. III., index.

Mixe-Vextii.ation Stoppings. With especial reference to

coal mines in Illinois. B.v. R. Y. Williams. Bulletin 99. P.

SO. III., index.

Shot Fibixu in Coai. Mixes my Ei.ectbkitv Conthoi.i.ed

FROM OiTsiDE. By H. H. Clark, N. V. Breth, and C. M. Means.

Technical Paper 108. P. 36.

Heat Transmission Tiiroi-cii Boiler Ttbes. By Henry

Kreisinger and J. F. Barkley. Technical Paper 114. P. 3C.

Illustrated.

U. S. Geological Survey, Washington. D. C, 1915:

TniHTY-SixTii Annual Rkpokt of the Director, George Otis

Smith, of the Survey for the fiscal year ended June 30,1915.

P. 186. Maps, index.

This publication contains a review of the immense amount

of work done by the department, and shows that it is of

great importance to the country.

Prodiction OF Metals axd Ores ix 1913 and 1914. By .1.

P. Dunlop. P. 11.

A total of 113,579,697 tons of ore was mined in 1914. The

metals were valued at $795,704,240.

Zinc and Cadmium in 1914. General report. By C. E.

Siebenthal. P. 56. Chart.

A Reconnaissance or the Cottoswood-American Fork

MixiXG REfiioN, Utah. By B. S. Butler and G. F. Loughlin.

With notes on history and production by V. C. Heikes.

Bulletin 620-1. P. 62. Map.

A timely discussion of a district of great promise. Abstracts

will be made at an early date.

Notes on the Fine Gold of Snake River. Idaho. By .1. .M.

Hill. Bulletin 620-L. P. 24. Maps and diagram.

The Aztec Gold Mine, Baldy'. New Mexico. By Willis T
Lee. Bulletin 620-N. P. 6. Illustrated.

Interesting notes on an old producer recently re-opened.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD. Editor

TTONDURAS passed a new law on Kehruary 15: this

-*--- is intended to elieek tlie liolding of mining property

without working. Forfeiture follows inactivity. More-

over, the amount of territory to be granted for mining

puii">oses is now limited to 200 hectares, or 494 acres;

nor will locations be allowed on ground already the site

of a town. Finally, a, 5% ad valorem tax is levied on

gold and silver exports, and a specific tax of 10 pesos.

or $3.84, per ton on refinery products anil precipitates

for export.

A RIZONA holds the tii-st place among the States of
-^*- the Union as a producer of copper. In 1916 the

total output is anticipated, by the Arizona State Bureau
of Mines, to reach 268,500 tons, as compared with 207,440

tons in 1915 and 182,600 tons in 1914. The Phelps-

Dodge group is credited with 70,000 tons and the In-

spiration with 55,000, the latter being the chief factor in

the increase to be made by the State as a whole. Arizona
produces about one-third of the United States output

and one-fifth of the world's supply of copper.

"DEVIVAL of prospecting may bring clashes with the
-'-'- Forest Service, owing to lack of public knowledge
concerning the rules governing mineral exploration on
Forest Reserves. We are informed that the Forestry

Relations Committee of the American Mining Congress,

under the chairmanship of Mr. Carney Hartley, at Den-
ver, is prepared to furnish information on the sub.ject

in such a way as to facilitate prospecting and prevent
friction with the duly constituted authorities. Write to

iiim if you need information on the subject.

STATISTICS are out of repute in these days, when
figures are juggled either to conceal ignorance or to

promote a policy. The Department of Commerce is

being attacked for issuing a statement that American
dye-works are producing coal-tar colors at the rate of

15,000 tons annually, when expert unofficial information
shows that only 6500 tons of dye-stuff is now produced
in this country. We agree with American Iiiduxfrits

that the Federal government ought to set a better ex-

ample of accuracy in these matters.

^

/^NE-CENT postage is again being advocated by The
^-^ association formed for that puri^ose at Cleveland.
It is hoped to obtain this reduced rate for local delivery
at tirst and extend the concession for all domestic letters

later. Fifty-three separate bills for tills purpo.se have
been introduced in Congress during the present session.

It is stated that the 2-eent rate is just twice more than
the cost, and that the Government earns a surplus of

$75,()()O,000 per annum on its letter postage. It is claimetl

by the advocates of 1-cent postage that the Post-Office

was not organized to make a profit but to serve the

people. Cheap postage is a great stimulant to social and
industi'ial progress.

C1L\'ER rose to 60i| on the 24th instant. The demand
from India has improved and an increased amount

is being absorbed for subsidiary coinage in Europe. In
any event, it is a good thing for the Western miner, who
wins silver nowadays largely as a by-product. The
biggest producer of .silver in the United States is the

Anaconda Copper Mining Company, which contributes

8,000,000 ounces annually to the mints. Among purely
silver mines, the Nipissing, in Canada, yielded 4,610,050

ounces last year and the Canadian Mining Corporation,
also at Cobalt, 4,503,000 ounces. The Tonopah Belmont
normally produces 3,700,000 ounces per annum, while
the total output of Nevada last year was 14,500,000
ounces.

A PPARENTLY the scientific commission sent to the

Panama Canal has not been able to give a particu-

larly cheerful report on the geologic conditions modify-
ing the stability of that great highway of maritime com-
merce. The slides that were the cause of the recent block

are being removed at the rate of 1,000,000 cubic yards
per month, and 9,000,000 yards will have to be dredged,
but traffic can be resumed long before this work has been
completed. A re-opening is announced for April 15.

Sliding of the ground, in the Culebra cut particularly,

will coTitinue to give trouble, but to a diminishing de-

gree and not enough to interrupt navigation .seriously.

A repetition of the recent experience is considered most
unlikely. In order to minimize the unfavorable condi-
tions it is necessary to employ every practicable device
that will divert the water falling as rain on the sliding
ground. This can be done, .so the scientific commission
suggests, by bordering the slides with vegetation, closing
peripheral cracks, draining the threatened areas, estab-
lishing open drains in the great slides themselves, and
using tunnels or 'adits' for a similar purpose. The
structural weakness of the rocks of the Canal Zone is

recognized, also the iiossil)le eflfeet of eartli(|uakes in

starting slides, Imt it is expected that the remedial meas-
ures mentioned, and the relief of pres.sure by unloading
certain areas, will suffice to protect the great water-way.
About seven feet of water falls in eight months of the

year in the Culebra district. No wonder that it is so

difficult to control the underground seepage, for during
tlie rainy sea.son the level of ground-water is practicall.v

at the .surface, making the country nothing better than
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one iii^ iiiortiMK. All »r wliii-li i-i'i-alis ihc altiTiiiiti' plan < lit'lrtilylic ropiifr per aiiiiiitii. wliicii is i'(|iiiil In liali'

tor )>nil<tiiiir a I'aiial in Nirarairua. tin- nnniial i-upprr proiiiii'tiiui cil' llir worM.

"Vo SIKI'KISK iK.'.l Iw r.'il that I'r.sid. iil Wilsmi

^ '
>lu>ui(l have issiii'ii ii wiiriiint; uKiunxl '''<' sinister

inriufiu'fs (hat nrt> titt'king to cinhmil tin- Ciiitcd Statfs

III war with Mexico. During n-iu-nt wcrks the disn-pii-

talilf portion—much llif larKtT—of the ilnily press has

Ix't-n puhlisliin^ all kinds of fictitious storii'S nlmut events

in (.'hiluiahna and els»'wlu'r«' in Mi-xico; it has iiidnlp'd

in H lot of nonscnsf and sonu- plain lyin^ ahout the

Amcrienn expeditionary foree, its ntoveinents. and its

purpose's. I'ndoulitedly tliei-e are "persons aioii^' the

honler who an- actively enpijred in originating ruiiiors

of the most sousational sort" and there are others dis-

tant from the Inirder wiin are playinfr the same jrame

'for the purpose of hringinu ahout intervention in the

interest of eertain American owners of Mexican proper-

ties," The interests of the minin>r prot"ession. and those

of this techuieal puhlication. would, we believe, lie ad-

vanced hy an intervention that would ensure law and

order in Mexico, hut we have no right to jeo|)ardize tlw

political welfare of the I'nited States and the lives of

thousands of our fellow citizens in working iusidiou.sly

to bring alwut stn-h a climax. AVe helieve that it is

inconsistent with the honor of the I'nited States to inter-

fere in Mexican affairs so long as we recognize the Gov-

eniment of that country, except in so far as that Govern-

ment gives consent. The time may come when the logic

•>f events will compel drastic action: meanwhile it is our

duty to support the President and the moderate policy

I ndorsed hv ( 'ongress.

'T'lIUSE who remember the heginiiing of the business
-*- developed by Meyer Guggenheim's seven sons

—

now reduced to five—and the first organization of the

smelting consolidation in 1898. will appreciate the big-

ness of the operations now conducted by the American

Smelting & Refining Company. The report for 1915 just

issued exhibits steady growth and a marked recovery

from the depression of 1913 and 1914. A total iucoine,

f $18,245,731 in 1915 compares with .$12,825,530 in

1914. A net profit of $13,873,676 last year compares

vith $9,889,630 the year before, iletal stocks aggregat-

ing $23,618,862 indicate the hostage to fortune that such

an enterpri.se is compelled to carry. From four to five

millions is spent annually on the purchase of new prop-

erty and the construction of additional plant. In Mexico,

of course, the company's operations have been unpro-

ductive and unprofitable recently. Despite the gloomy
outlook, fresh property has been acquired in that dis-

tressful country-, and Mr. Daniel Guggenheim, the presi-

dent, expresses his confidence that such investment ulti-

mately will prove advantageous. During the past year

the company constructed a tin smelting and refining

plant at Perth Amboy. New Jersey, zinc smelting plants

at Salt Lake City. Utah, and Sand Springs. Olclahoma.

besides a copper refinerv' at Tacoma. Washington. With
this latest addition to its productive capacity the com-

pany will be able to smelt and refine 500,000 tons of

1 \i; \I,I.\(;S in metals in (Jieat Kntaiii have been

pl.liiil under .severe embargo by the Govcrniiieiit

under iiii < >i<ler in Council. According to iht l-'iiKiiitml

Tunis, this prohibition of siiecidalive dealing.s in copper,

lead, spelter, and iron tin is oniilled has receivi'd

public approval in so far as it alTccts the giiiiibling in

war commodities, hut grave doiiblK are I'Xpnssi'd as to

the check iiptiii 'hedging" operations on the pari of con-

sumers and the t ran.sjiclions ba.s<'(l u|)oii metals in ores

and eoiH'cnl rates while yet in process of trealiiienl . It

is claimed that the almornial prices for' zinc and c'(i|i|ier.

for instance, are due luil to speculative dealings in hon
don. but to 'cornering' taeiies in New York. It is askeil,

how can the Hritisli government ex[)cct to restrain the

quotations for eojtper and zinc when two-thirds of the

production of these metals is coiitrojli'cl in the I'nited

States'.' Concurrently, the London Miniiu/ Jniinial lays

stress on the fact that the control of spelter was at

Fi-iiiikfiirt before the War and at .Vew ^'ork siiK'c then,

and Vet the Hritisli government has faileil to grapple

with the problem of a domestic smelting of the Aus-

tralian outjuit. although urgent rcpresentatifins have

been made to that cfl'eet. The Financial Tiiiu.-: expresses

the fear that the result of interference with tin' metal

trade will be to centralize European dealings at Kotler-

dain or Amsterdam, where the Dutch have already got a

good grip on the tin market. Indeed, the War is going

to have a far-reaching effect on the metal trade.

T^lSCl'SSION is good for the i-orreetioii of error mikI

^-^ the disciplining of [)re.judii-e. This week the d<'-

partment of our paper devoted to this purpose is en

riched b.v contributions from a iimnber of well-known

|)rofessional men. Mr. David Cole, jiimself a busy metal-

lurgist, compliments Professor Austin by making .some

interesting corrections in regard to the practice at Ana-

conda. ]\lr. J. R. Finlay, recently elected president of

the Jlining and -Metalhirgieal Society of America, cor-

rects an inaccurary of our own in regard to the highest

price {)aid for cojiper. In response to his mention of the

economic consequences of the War upon the metal mar-

kets, we .shall welcome a discussion of the subject, to

which we also made reference in these columns in our

last issue. The note by Mi'S.srs. (irothe & Carter is in-

teresting, and we may take the opportunity of adding

that a letter just received corrects the name of the en-

gineer who devised the make-shift stamp-shoe. It should

have been Herbert P. Orr. 'i"o Mr. K. C. Li, one of the

accomplished Chinese mining engineers to whom we ap-

pealed for help in persuading the Chinese authorities to

modify their mining regulations, we are indebted for a

.sympathetic treatment of an international difficulty. Un-

doubtedly our people often make the mi.stake of intro-

ducing a political element into their business and they

are much too apt to despise any methods that arc not

exactly like their own. For instance, as Mr. E. T. Mc-

Carthy suggested in the discussion on Chinese mining
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regulations before the Institution in London, they over-

look the probability that the evasion of the Oriental is

not without method, that the intellect of the educated

Chinese is of a verj' high order, and that the imposition

of prohibitive regulations may be only a polite method

of effecting a deliberate purpose, namely, of blocking the

mining enterprise that threatens foreign complications

and domestic unrest. Mr. B. Read contributes an emi-

nently sensible letter on share dealings, treating the sub-

ject in a manner entirely consonant with our own views,

often expressed. His comments are particularly timely

just now when share quotations are inclined to soar reck-

lessly. In regard to the metal quotations, coneeniing

which Mr. Joseph Ralph writes, we are unable to reply

explicitly. The New York Metal Exchange, mentioned

by Mr. Ralph, is not recognized usually in the settle-

ment for metals in ores, because it is not considered to

reflect accurately the curi-ent dealings in such metals.

Usually its quotations go up quicker and come down
slower than those quoted by the technical press. We
give consumers' prices as ascertained by our own repre-

sentative, who is in no way connected with any metal-

dealing agency. He discusses the peculiar condition of

the lead market in this issue. The whole question of

metal quotations needs careful examination. The prices

are made not by brokers but by dealers, who are them-

selves speculators. It would be well if one of the engi-

neering societies would take the matter in hand and
appoint a committee to investigate.

Mine Accident Insurance

The useful work of the Industrial Accident Conniiis-

sion is in danger of being discredited by an unreason-

able and unfair imposition on the mines operating in

this State. Under Chapter 17() of the laws of 1913.

known as the Workmen's Compensation, Insurance, and
Safety Act, a fund was created to fiiniisli insurance

against the liabilities arising thereunder. Under Sec-

tion 36 of this Act it was stated further that the pur-

pose of this State Compensation Insurance fund was to

make provision against the expense of defending any
suit for damages, liut it was also explained tJiat it was
"the intent of the legislature that said fund shall ulti-

mately become neither more nor less than self-support-

ing." In December 1914, after a hearing, the Commis-
sion made a rate of 5%, or $5 per .$100 of monthly pay-

roll, for .such insurance as is carried l)y the metal-mining

companies operating in California. At that time the in-

surance companies offered to accept the same lisk at

3i%, and owing to this lower rate they secured most of

the business being done. "We are informed liiat they are

not only now willing to write such insurance at a rate

even less than that quoted at the end of 1914, but did no

in 1915. When it became evident tliat the excessive rate

demanded by the State defeated its proper jiurpose. an
effort was made successfully to pass a bill in the 191")

session of the Legislature empowering the Insurance
Commis.sion. after a public hearing, to establi.sh a miiii-

nnuu I'atc for all eonqjanies carrying insurance under
the Act. On October 1, without any hearing whatever,
so far as can be ascertaineil by those most interested, the
Commission arbitrarily established tiie rate at a'/f , which
minimum has .since been increa.sed to 5^%. thereby en-
deavoring to force the mining industry to pay the State
2i'A more than the rate at wiiidi perfectly .solvent and
reliable companies are willing to underwiite insurance,
basing their rate of 3^% on their experience not. only
in California and not only in 1914 and 19].'), but in other
States and for a much longer period of time. The ques-
tion may be asked whether the mining industry should
he compelled to tax its pay-roll 24% in order to sujjport

a State institution that aims to maintain an insurance
trust arbitrarily and without advantage to the com-
munity? The affair constitutes a grave .scandal, which
bids fair to destroy the good-will and co-operation tliat

seemed a.ssured between the mine operators and tiie

Accident Commission.

American Capital on the Rand

American participitation in gold mining on the Hand
IS pre.saged by the recent aiuiouneement that Lewis
& Mark.s, a South African tirm of consideralile repute,

had enlisted the interest of several financiers in New
York, notably the hou.se of Adolpb Lewisohn & Sons, in

a proposal to engage in the development of properties at

the extreme eastern end of the Witwatersrand goldfield.

Mr. William W. Mein, formerly manager of the Robin-
son mine, has gone to -lohannesburg to make an investi-

gation. This, of course, is an interesting event, but it

will not be the tirst occasion on which American capital

has participated, for we know that a few well-informed
speculators have bought sundry blocks of Rand shares
during recent years, notalily in tiie Modderfontein, Brak-
pan, and other splendid mines in that part of the gold-
field to whicli chief attention has been directed of late.

Some of these big mines, such as the Modderfontein
group, afford a kind of security unu.sual in mining.
They are well explored and so systematically developed
as to give ample assurance of an enormous toiuiage of
ore having a gold content that has been determined by
careful saiiqiling, and capable of being exploited at a

cost the exact amount of which can be stated with un-
usual accuracy. This kind of property is as nearly an
investment as a gold mine can be. That does not mean
tiiat there may not be an error in the estimate of either

tiie yield or the cost over a long period of years, but the

chances foi- siK-h error have been reduced to a miiiiniuiii.

in short, it is the lea.st risky kind of mining. The fac-

tors of uncertainty are labor troubles, fire iiiidei-groun<l

or above, and caving of the workings, all of which are

contingencies inseparable from this form of industry

—

and others also. And then there is one more soui-ce of

danger to the shareholder who really 'invests' his money
in a high-cla.ss South -Vfriean mine, and that is con.soli-

dation of the sort that swjiniped the East Rand l*ro-

prietaiy aixl Crown Mines, whereby rii-h ground was
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n|Ojl»»»<*nito»l witl» poor ((ntiiiiit in onli-r to fiuilil)- iIk-

lioldi-rs of till' latti-r to p't rid of a while fliphaiil aii<l

make tui tulvniitaittiHtiis deal. Tlie later liislory of llu-

R^uid call furiiisli s«-veral instanees of suoli alms*- ol

public coiilideiice bv liiiain-iid hoiisi'S in this way; inileetl

it is not too inneh to say that nu>st of the bit; eonsoliila

tions \ver»> hatehetl in i< r«i(A( n'j, as the Jioers call it.

However, the niore we reuieniln'r the less we forjrel. iis

Kipling says, luid if past oxperienee is not too lijrlilly

ilisnpanled, it will W difVie\ilt to ivpeat the triek. Mak-

injr a dist'ount for this eontinnenry and for other possi-

ble mishaps, we ean still say that the use of eapilid in

sueh mines is hiphly attractive. It is po.ssible that the

ineidenee of the ^Yar may enable the Ameriean linan'Mir

to partieipate on favonible terms. The new departure

appears to 1h^ in exeellent hands. We await the siMinel

with ki'en inten\sl.

The Qualities of an Engineer

We have received a post-card from the Carnegie Foun-

dation for the Advaucement of Teaching requesting us

to indicate the irlative importance we assign to groups

of qualities, which, it is stated, were mentioned in the

course of the replies given a year ago to a similar cir-

eularization on engineering education. The qualities

are grouped as follows:

<'n.\R.vcTER, integrity, responsibility, resourcefulness, in-

itiative.

JiDGMENT, common sense, scieutitic attitude. pei"speetive.

Efficiency, thoroughness, accuracy, industry.

Ukper.st.\nding of MEN', executive ability.

Knowledge of the fundamentals of engineering science.

Technique of practice and of business.

Partly becau.se we find ourselves unable to answer off-

hand and partly because the subject is one of general

interest, we propose to discuss the matter with our read-

ers. They will agree that it is worth while to ascertain

what are the qualities and aptitudes in demand "in

sizing up young men for employment or promotion." as

the post-card says. But here we part company with the

worthy gentlemen who have formulated the enquiry,

for many of the qualities enumerated by them are not

required of j'oung men, nor are they associated in theii-

mental equipment in any such waj' as appears to be .sug-

gested. We do not know what is meant by "young men"
in this context. To a man of 70 liis junior of 50 seiMus

young: to the youth of 25 the latter is old. The inquiry

may refer to men just graduated from college or it may
mean all those who occupy subordinate positions, as is

hinted by the word "promotion." Most of us have

known one or two men who at 30 years of £ige exhibiteil

a precocity of powers that was as admirable as it was

abnormal. Such are not typical and the appraisal of

them cannot be covered by a post-card. In short, the

gentlemen who posted that disturbing missile should

start their campaign of enlightenment with a few defi-

nitions. That applies to the qualities that they have

grouped. Either they give certain words an unusual

sifrnilicaiiee or they have linked (|Uidities lliat have no

close connection with each other, .ludgnienl and per

spective are the product of experience; ho are under-

standing of men Mini executive ability. These ((UMlilics

nuiy be latent. I>ul Ibi'V ai-i' riirely apparent until n

man nuitures. .Nor need exi-eulive ability be found in

him who understaiulK his fellow-nicn ; the latter ealis for

sympathy, the former for deciKi(Ui. If character is to be

idenlilied with integrity, i-i-rtainly it iiceil not. be nllii'd

with initiative. \ erimirud may have initiative (nl

libit inn. .Apparently character nu-ans honor and honesty

on the postcard. To us character stands for reliability.

One can predicate how a num of character will act under

given conditions; a nuui lacking charactx-r is entirely un

de])endabli'. ('(unmon .sense and persj)ective are not

related; a man with ])lcnty of common .senst; nuiy see no

farther than his mental foreground, while he with the

larger view might yet be unpracti<-al in small matters.

In .short, the best way to begin a di.scussion, or an en-

quiry, is by defining the terms to be iised.

However, let us disregard these obscurities and pro-

ceed to give attention to the obvious purjjort of the en-

([uiry. If a .young man. .say 25 years of age, were to

come to us for employment on the staff of a mini' or

smelter, we should look for intelligence, the desire to

learn, a willingness to a.ssist, and loyalty. Thoroughness

and accuracy would be in the sequel. As the young man

became older and gained in experience, we shoubl look

for signs of rarer qualities, sueh as initiative, judgment,

and executive ability. Of course, "the knowledge of the

fundamentals of engineering science" must be a.ssumed.

as we are supposed to be dealing with young "engi-

neers. "" We do not undi'i-stand why the post-card gen-

tlemen should place this kind of knowledge fifth among

the qualifications for "engineering success," nor why

the la.st group should lie subordinated. For the rest,

the manifold work of life calls for diverse qualities;

for instance, the two representatives of the American

In.stitute of Mining Engineers included in this Com-

mittee on Engineering Education illustrate a typical dif-

ference of useful qualities. One of them is a professor,

distinguished by s<-ieiitific insight into the es,sential prin-

ciples governing the metallurgy of iron and steel ;
the

other is a mine promoter, endowed with a remarkable

understanding of men and their ways. These two have

little in common save eoutinuit.v of purpose and the fact

that each started with a "knowledge of the fundamentals

of engineering science." In no occupation is there

greater scope for many qualities than in mining, and the

business related thereto, but success appears to depend

upon the power to develop the particular qualities re-

quired for the special work each man undertakes—not

from choice, it may be. Continuity of purpose counts

enormously. The man who '

' keeps his eye on the ball "is

apt to make the s-trokes that win. A good 'follow-

through' is essential. The ability to keep one's head in

a moment of unaccustomed success or unexpected failure

is another factor that makes for ultimate effectiveness.

But most of all continuity of purpose, assisted by good

health, and luck.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers (ire im'ifed (o use this department for the discussion of technical and other matters per-

taining to miuiii;^ and inetaUnr^y. The Editor tveicomes the expression of vieii's coiilrury (o his own, be-

/iet'iujs (hat careful crilicisni is ?uore ;'ahi<ib!e than casual compliment.

The "Washoe Reduction Works
The Editor

:

Sir—In reading Professor Austin's last article de-

scribing the present practice in the coarse concentration

and flotation plant of the Washoe reduction works, 1

note some inadvertent errors of statement which I think

should be currently corrected:

In his description of the initial process tlie author

leaves the impression with his readers that Hancock jigs

are still extensively used in the rehabilitated mill, which

is not the case. Professor Austin's written description

evidently refers to, and is accurate for. Section No. 1.

This .section was remodeled in accordance with the Great

Falls flow-sheet before flotation had been considered in

any way by the Anaconda engineers. In this section

Hancock jigs were installed and are still used, but the

other .seven sections remain practically unaltered down
to the point where hydraulic desliming by the Anaconda
type classifier is introduced.

The flow-sheet by Mr. Wiggin tliat accompanies the

article accurately portrays the various steps in the proc-

ess used in the seven sections tliat were remodeled after

flotation liad routed the forces of the old order of things,

for Anaconda engineers immediately recognized that

with flotation on guard many simplifications of process

wei'e possible. Vov tliis I'cason. multiple-stage crushing,

elaborate hydraulic classification, and complicated meth-

ods of concentration went out of style suddenly at Ana-
conda as elsewhere within the very large field so quickly

<lominated by what you have pleased to name "the new
metallurgy." What happens above the final grinding

stage does not matter as long as the iiisolubles in the

concentrate removed are kept within tlie proper limits,

and this meant that the fine points of difference between
types of jigs, hydraulic classifiers, and their flow-sheets,

Avliich liad occupied the stage so long, were of minor, if

any, importance. The old equipment of coai"se .'uid

medium jigs was well adapted for the pur|>ose of im-

poverishing the ore preparatory to final re-treatment by
flotation.

In the last paragraph of the article referred to, the

author states that the concentrate as dewatered by the

Oliver filter is sent to the smelter carrying but 10% of

moisture. By reference to the flow-sheet it will be noted

that the moisture is given at 18%, which is more nearly

correct.

As the cai?e now stands flotation concentrate may be

dewatered in Dorr thickeners to a product that will carry
an extreme working minimum of 25% moisture. With

this percentage of moisture the product will be fluid

enough to be handled in launders with a grade of not less

than 1 inch per foot and may be readily pumped when
necessary.

Mr. Oliver's drum type of vacuum-filter seems to be

the best method we have for reducing the moisture, but

the degree of success as expressed in the dift'erence be-

tween 25 and 18% seems to be relatively poor. It often

costs more money to install the apparatus necessary to

remove the moisture from flotation concentrates than it

does to pro\-ide the frothing apparatus needed to pro-

duce them, and a gi-eat deal more room is required for

these auxiliaries than is needed for the frothing ma-
chines themselves. There is a crying need for improve-

ment in the end processes auxiliary to the new art. If

the inventors who are trying to perfect "different"

frothing machines would turn their attention to de-

frothing and dewatering machines, there would be less

competition and more chance for success.

David Cole.

El Paso, Texas. March 8.

Small Machinery
The Editor

:

Sii"—In your issue of January 29 appears a letter

from Mr. Edgar Hall, writing from Queensland on this

subject. That letter is very much to the point and
describes just my experience. For yeai-s I have tried to

make mine-machinery manufacturers see the importance
of producing small units for small mines. New mines, as

a rule, are not next to trunk lines, nor do millionaires

discover or open prospects. In such countries as this, so

rich in mineral wealth, but poor in cash, population and
transportation facilities, it is still more important to

have small units of machinery.

The use of machinery in this country is very limited,

not from ignorance, for 90% of the miners know of its

existence and would willingly install up to their capacity,

which averages 5 to 25 tons per day, but reliable manu-
facturers do not produce complete units for such snuill

fry. Complete practical small units would have a big

.sale in all these backwoods regions. By complete unit T

mean power, transmission, rock-breaker, stamp-mill oi-

other grinding outfit, concentrator, jigs, flotation, etc..

any combination to reduce the weight of the mincrjil to

be shipped from the mine. If any of the mine and mill

.supply firms would unite the best nuicliinrrv manu-

factured into complete small units and undertake to

supply these in a compact and light form. I have no
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doubt wliutovcr tliut in a iVw iiioiitlis iiiaiiy sui-li woulii

Ik> 8i)l»l. even durini; the War.

,.„.,,, K. K. Lktts.
hinin. IVru. Man-h 1.

(Tlu'W opinions of ininiii^r-iuacliinery huyers in criti

eisni of till' nianiifai'luri'i-s and s»'lliii>r atrt'iicies aiv in-

tervsting. Wo hope oilu-i-s will inntriliuif. -KiurtiK,]

Appraisal of Mining- Stock
The Kditor:

Sir—Although no sharp line can ho drawn hotwoon

spt>fiilation and investment, the spooulalor goiionilly

huys in antioipation of the oidiaiiooiiionl of Ihi' valno of

his stook. thorohy nudiiiig his i>n)tit. wiiilo the iiivostor

is content with the dividends alone. Even when Imying

as an investor, an olomont of spwiilation is always in-

volved by reason of the porioils of linaiK-ial prosperity

and depression that are usually reflected in the price of

stocks. In one year the jirioc may vary over a iiiiU'riM

far exceeding the amount of the annual dividend. Dur-

ing periods of depression the stocks are sometimes quoted

at a price that does not even rotloct the amount spent on

development and equipment, let alone the vjiliK- of the

property itself.

But whether or not the trading is due to speculation

or investment, there seems to bo a tendency on the imrt

of the public to over-value all stocks in general, and

miuing stocks in particular. It is doubtful if any ap-

praisal is made, as it is improbable that the average in-

vestor has sufficient knowledge of the subject of mine

valuation to make a proper appraisal even though data

were at hand. Usually the data consist of periodic

reports of operating companies. Some companies issue

reports that are models of what such reports should be.

while others are lacking in the necessary information.

The valuation of mining property presents unusual

difficulties, as the risks to which the revenue is sub-

jected and the peculiar character of the property itself,

necessitate the introduction of certain principles not

common to the valuation of other properties. The stock

quotation in itself is not sufficient for an appraisal. In

addition, the amount of the annual dividend must be

known and the life of the mine at least approximated.

Many times the purchaser endeavors to justify the liigb

price of the stock by the high rate of annual dividend

or the long life of the investment. In reality, long life

adds little to the present value and the rate of the annual

dividend may be real or apparent depending on whether

or not the market value or the par value of the stock is

used as a basis of appraisal. The pureha.ser must take

into consideration the fact that, in buying .stocks in the

open market, he must pay the price as listed on the stock

exchange, regardless of the par value.

In mining, unlike many other kinds of investment,

provision must be made for the return of the capital

invested. As a result, some confusion exists owing to the

introduction of more than one rate of interest. There

are two distinct directions in which interest must be com-

puted, namely : the internal influence of interest on the

redemption of the eapital. and Uie rate of rcliirii on llie

invostiiieiil after providing for redemption of eapital.

It", at the proNoiit ral«' of produelion, the life of a mine
is esiimatod at U) yearj*, the rate of the annual dividiiid

iiiu.st be l.S.;t'; in order U> pay lO'/J, on the iiivestiiieiil

and reih'om the capital at 4^;. because i^'>i','i "f the

annual dividend must be ]da I in the sinking-fund lor

the redemption of the capital. If, however, the life of

the mine is prolonged to 20 years, the rate of ilie .iniiiiiil

divideml nee<l be only \.i.4';',, while 'jr)',' of I lie aniiiiiii

dividend returns the capital at the end of thai period.

Just what rate of interest to demand in a mining in-

vestment is the enii'ial question. The rate must lake

into consiileration the nature of the invcKtmeiit wilii a

return commensurate with the risk. With many sound

investments offering .'J and 6% at almost no risk, the min-

ing investor is certainly entitleil to a more reinunerativi'

rate. 1m the case of a i)rospect or a small mine in the

early stagi- of produetion. where the value is wholly

])r(ispcctive, the rate on the investiiient must be ex-

tremely high ill (inler to justify the pri.c. In prudur

ing mines where many of the speeiiialive faetoi'.s have

been eliminated by a well established i)i'oiluetion, the

return mi Ilie eaj>it;il invested can be fairly well defined.

The euniiilative rate of interest, that is. intei-est on the

sinking fund, is fairly well estalilished by .savings-banks

at about 4*;; per aniniin. Well secured stocks and bonds

are not available for sinking-fund purjio.ses because the

value of a sinking fund lies in the periodic additions to

the amouiiis previously deposited.

The introduction of interest refinements in any aji-

praisal depends much on the nature of the investment

under consideration. The value of these factors lies in

their a.ssistance in determining the number of years of

life required to yield a given interest on the eapital in-

vested, and in addition, furnish annual installments,

which, if re-invested in a sinking fund, will redeem the

original capital at the end of that period.

A stock with a par value of $2 paying an annual divi-

dend of $1, is listed on the stock exchange at $4. The

rate of the annual dividend is 25% on the market value

and 50% on the par value. In order to pay 10% on the

investment and also to furnish annual installments that,

re-invested in a sinking fund at 47c will redeem the

oi-iginal capital at the end of the period, requires a life

of 6 years. If the stock is quoted at $8, the life required

is 24 years. In other words, if the present value is

doubled, the life must be quadrupled in order to justify

the price if the amount of dividend remains the same.

A long life adds little to the present value and, at the

same time, the redemption factor ceases to be of im-

portance. Increase the life of the above annual dividend

to 30 years, and the present value is then .$8.49, while

a further increase of 10 years increases the value but

56c., a total of $9.05. If, however, with the a.s,surance of

40 years of life, 7% is deemed sufficient return on the

eapital invested, then the present value is $12.42. and

the amount that must be added annually to the sinking

fund for the redemption of the capital is but 13c.. or
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13% of the annual dividend. Decrease the Life to 10

years, then the present value on a 7% remunerative and

a 4% cumulative basis is $6.52 with a 54c. contribution

to the sinking fund. As the life increases, the amount

that must be annually added to the sinking fund rapidly

decreases in accordance with the operation of compound
interest. In 10 years, 8.3c. is required to redeem $1 at

4%, 30 .years requires 1.8c. while 40 years needs an

annual contribution of only Ic. On a 5% accumulative

basis, 10 years requires 7.9c., while 40 years reduces the

amount to 0.8c.

Although long life adds little to the present value, this

present value is veiy much of a factor in modifying the

remunerative and cumulative rates of interest used as a

basis of appraisal. A 20-year annual dividend of $1

with interest on the investment at 10% and a redemption

of the capital at 4%. has a present value of $7.49. On a

7% remunerative and a 4% cumulative basis, the pres-

ent value is $9.65.

The value of any stock is based upon its present and
prospective capacity to yield dividends, although all

stocks are not equally valuable. This discrimination is

the essence of any valuation and involves economic con-

siderations of the greatest importance.

B. Read.

Natoma, Cal., February 8.

Metal Prices
The Editor

:

Sir—I note your editorial in the copy of March 11, in

which you state that copper is at the highest price since

1873. I think you are a little inaccurate in this, due
probably to a conclusion brought about by the depreci-

ated United States currency in war times. Dr. Douglas
called my attention to that some years ago and I have
recently looked it up. I find that the London price for

'tough' copper (I don't know exactly what that means),
in January and Febraary, 1864, was £113 per ton, corre-

sponding to about 24i cents in American money, per

pound. In 1873 the same brand was quoted in London
at a high price of £97, corresponding to a little less than
21 cents per pound. Thus you will see tliat the price of

55 cents, which you mention as having occurred in 1864,

is plainly due to depreciation of the currency in which it

was quoted.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, copper and
lead are both at the highest price .since the Napoleonic
wars. In fact, it is doubtful wliether lead is not at a

higher price that it ever sold for before in London ; the

highest that I find for it being £35 15s. in 1806. Copper,
however, was considerably higher during the Napoleonic
wars than it is now, although it started from a higher
level before those wars. For instance, in 1790 it was
quoted at £86 per ton and reached a maximum of £198
per ton during the latter part of 1805 and the early

part of 1806. The average price in London on this occa-

sion in 1913 was about £69J for standard copper, say.

£72 for electrolytic. Thus, while tliis present price of

electrolytic copper in London, which is supposed to be

about £136 plus freight from New York, is the highest

since that time, it is not so high either actually or rela-

tively to former prices as it was during the Napoleonic

period.

The question of the stimulation of prices liy great

wars is an interesting one, and while I understand that

your policy is not to say anytliing about the War from a

political standpoint, I suggest that the subject is worth

discussion from an economic standpoint and I would be

glad if you would publish this letter.

J. R. PiNLAV.

New York. March 16.

Improvised Stamp-Shoes
The Editor:

Sir—During a period when it was impossible to im-

port steel shoes and dies for stamp-batteries owing to

lack of communication. Mr. Hubard P. Orr, mechanical

engineer in charge of the shops

and foundry of one of the large

mining companies here, suceess-

full.v tided over the shortage of

shoes by means which it seems

to us are worthy of record.

The necks of worn-out shoes,

after being thoroughly cleaned

on the face, were put into sand,

the surface liberally sprinkled

with borax and hard iron

poured centrally into the mould
formed liy a pattern of the shoe,

tlie result being complete fusion

of the iron to the steel neck.

See sketch enclosed. These shoes are running at present
without showing any sign of weakness.

This may have been done elsewhere. l)ut had not been
heard of here and no less credit belongs to Mr. Orr.

Grothe & Carter.
^Mexico City, March 2.

Chinese Mining Regulations
The Editor:

Sir—Your editorial on this suliject in your issue of

Jlarch 4, affords me an opportunity of pas,sing a few
words of comment.

I quite agree, in a broad way, tliat the obnoxious regu-

lations imposed upon mining capital in China were, and
still are. very detrimental to the development of our
national resources and the tremendous possibilities asso-

ciated with it. Foreign capital eertahdy has so far

avoided Chinese mining, or has only approached it in

almost negligible quantity, but notwithstanding this,

those few who did venture have. I think it safe to a.s.sert.

received a liamlsome return on their capital.

That the mining laws do require a careful and thor-

ough sifting by a capalde board is my considered .iudg-

ment. An ideal board to take charge of the revision of

tlie regulations should. I tliink. l)e composed of four kinds
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ol iiii-iiilH-rs: riiiiu'si' luiiicowiicrs, fxpcrifiirrd niiiiitiv:

tMigiiui'rs. lt'(;islii(ors tHiiiiliar witli iniiiiii^ laws, mid

persons fainiliHr with Chiiicsc iiiiniiiif inistoiii.s. SiU'li n

JK<unl, if in oarnost. wonlil Ik- possessed of evi-rvlliinj;

nwessviiry to uccDiiiplisli tlio desiifd tilijei't, and till in lln-

saps whioh are so conspiouous in the exislinp ivRnlations

As n niininp enpimvr uiyself. ! feci tliat tlie sooner tlie

('hin«'s«' HUtliorilies heeonu- apprehensive of tlie henelieial

effeet it wonld have on our country and the sooner they

do away with the pn's«>nt easy-poinjr inilividuals who

head s«in»e of the wealthiest institutions, the sooner will

the dawn of a new era descend upon us and hrinp with it

prfwperity juul wealth to the Chinese nu'rehiints. us

well as to the Chinese workmen.

If I am not intruding; too nnich on your valuable

space, perhaps I niiirht a<hl that my advice to foreigners

who go into China for the purjio.se of investing in

Chinese mines would he to dchar themselves completely

fmni the idea of introducing a political clement into

their business, for any purpose whatever. The Chinese

husiuess-nian is not a politician, he dislikes the game in-

tens»>ly. but at the same time, like any other man, he

favors not the foreigner who tries to become master in

his (Chinese) home. I do believe that some gootl is

Ixmnd to come as a result of your persistent soundings

and your appeal to the youthful and educated Chinese

students, who have distinguished themselves in the

American and European universities to assist in the re-

juvenating of China. This appeal sliould deepl.v resound

in the hearts of every one of them. In conchision, I

would add that my only desire is that the echo shouh'.

be carried deep into the ears of those in whose hands

the destiny of our countrj- lies.

K. C. Li,

Secretarj- Hunan Mining Board.

New York, March 16.

Metal Quotations
The Editor:

Sir—Will you be good enough to explain the existing

differences between copper prices as stated in the daily

press and those quoted in the trade journals. As yet

the highest weekly average for electrolytic has been

27.25c. : for example, in the week ending Febnmry 23.

and the average for the month of February, 26.62
;
yet the

Associated Press has been consistently advising a figure

of about 28.50 for the past several weeks. This matter

has become so monotonously misleading that I asked for

explanation from the editor of the Salt Lake Tribune;

in reply to which I was informed that the As.sociated

Press simply advise the actual market conditions on

the New York Metal Exchange and reflect existing con-

ditions. Approximatel.v there is a difference at the

present time of 2c. per pound on electrolytic as be-

tween the advices daily given by the Associated Press

and what is reported in the trade and professional

journals. "What I would like to know is: When the

Associated Press advises that the metal exchange quotes

copper as "Steady: electrolytic, near by. 28.00 to

!.'>..'><•." as IS the case this morning, can a piTsmi buy

at a less tigiire or not 7 If the metal can be boiighl lor

approximately 2e. per poiintl less lluiii this piir|iuiii(l

market price -and it evidently can be so piireliased, ninl

is then where is the ba.sis for the lii'litioiis 28 oi- 'JS.,'i(r.'

.Villi llial llie term ' lietitioiis' is iml nil c.xaggeratcii one

any seller of crude copper ore eiin readily asi-erliiiii for

liiiiiself by the simple process of iiiiikiiig sliipimiits.

This dilTi'i-eiice luis not always c.xiNled in HUch :i luiii li

ed manner; ainl alllioiigli the two aiillioril ies have rarely

been in exact, aligiiiiient with each other, yet when
copper was in the neighborhood of Ifie, the ditlerei

would be only about 2")',' of what is the ease now that a

"dailx' (|iiotatioii' of 2S.r)c. is in evidence, I liave before

nu' as 1 write a settlement sheet with elect rolytic at

17.28. when the previous week's average wjus alioiit

17.61); another .seltleiiieiit (juoting 1;').K.') with a pre-

vious week's average of 16.50; and away down tlie list

the greatest difference is about 0.85 of a cent. I'.iil now

we have pci-sistent 2e. dilTerences.

JOSEI'II K'mI'II.

Salt Lake City. Man-li 16.

Alunite in Utah
The Editor:

Sir—In editing my artieli' on 'Mining in Utah,' which

appeared in your issue of March 18, you have made me
.sa.y that "the recent investigations of the newer dis-

coveries of alnnitc at ^larysvale resulted in the conclu-

sion that they were not of commercial value," when what

I did say was that "the recent investigations of the

newer discoveries of alunite at Marysvalc and in Heaver

county, resulted in the conclusion that the Beaver

County depcsits were not of commercial value." I trust

.vou will make the correction that a wrong may not be

done the owners of new alunite discoveries in the Marys-

vale district.

L. O. Howard.

Salt Lake City, March 21.

[Marysvale is in Piute county and close to P.eaver

county; hence the confusion.

—

Editor.]

Cob.m.t's silver production in 1915 wa.s 23.730,839 oz.,

worth $11,742,463. Nine companies tlierc produced over

1,000,000 oz. during the year. The Mining Corporation

ranked next to Nipissing. with an output of 2,776,589 oz.

from the Townsite mine and 1,566,206 oz. from Cobalt

Lake. Seneca-Superior, which only recently took a place

as a successful producer, ranked fourth or next to the

Kerr Lake company. Temiskaming's output was 1,486,-

400 oz. exceeding La Rose or McKinley-Darragh-Savage.

Dividenils from the Cobalt mines for 1915 amounted to

$4,441,948. making a total return to shareholders of

.$59,660,912.

Nickel-copper ore raised in Canada in 1915 was 1,-

325,973 tons. The Canadian Copper Co. smelted 865,-

169 tons and the Mond Nickel Co. 407.144 tons.
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Till riD-l^^]:: U^l PlTDi: mm p,^ 1-j:.:

By T. M..

Tins is the part of the subject of which we have

heard the most : indeed, until recently the litera-

ture of tlie flotation process was closely identi-

fied with the records of patent litigation. That is why

the scientific principles are as yet so little understood and

the technology of the process has made such scanty

progress. The aim of a patent specification is to disclose

just enough to prove originality. In many cases this has

been done to the apparent satisfaction of the Examiner

of Patents without conveying all the facts essential to a

clear understanding of the operations involved. The

description given in a modern patent is cryptic ; it is

couched in a quasi-legal jargon that assists obfuscation.

I refer to processes onl^', for the disputes over flotation

patents have arisen over methods, not machines. The

apparatus required had already been used in other

branches of wet metallurgy, so that we have been spared

one source of trouble, at lea.st.

The litigation, which is now a serious obstacle to the

free development of the process, has arisen largely from

confu.sion of ideas as to the underlying causes of flota-

tion. The patentees did not understand the phenomena

with which they played. Those to whom they sold their

patents knew even less. The interpretations of attorneys

and judges have elucidated the law but confused the

physics. No clear adjudication of rights is possi])le so

long as claims and counter-claims are based on an ignor-

ance of the rationale of the process.

As the flotation process of today is essentially that of

making a mineral-buojang froth in modified water, it

is not necessary for me to make furtlier reference to the

patents granted for the use of purely surface-tension

effects. It would seem permissible also to omit further

considei-ation of the bulk-oil methods, but, as a matter

of fact, none of these operated without the aid of air.

although the patentees were quite unaware of it, and it

was from these bulk-oil methods that the frothing proc-

ess was developed fortuitously.

The first patent for the use of oily .substances and coal-

tar products in the concentration of ores was that grant-

ed to William Ilaynes, an Englishman, in 1860 ; but this

is now only of academic interest. Next comes the patent

of Carrie J. Everson, dated August 24, 1886, the apjjliea-

tion having been filed on August 29, 1885.' The Everson

patent refers to the selective action of oil for "metallic

substances" and the increase caused in that selectiveness

by the addition of acid. The pulp is stirred so as to

bring "the mineral" in contact with the oil and acid.

*Part of a paper under the same title read before the March
1916 meeting of the Canadian Mining Institute.

iThe date of application is the more important, as beinK the

one from which priority of invention is measured.

producing a "stiff mass." The use of "about a barrel

of oil to the ton of ore" is mentioned, indicating fl ratio

of about 17%. Other statements indicate that she used

as little as 5% of oil per ton of ore. The separation of

the oiled mineral from the unoiled gangue is described

thus: "In practice, the concentrate, after thorougii

agitation of the mass and detachment of the sand, will in

rConveyor beff from bin

leadBame Plate-.-

Pockef forcafching

sfones, bolts etc. ~

Meialseaf. —
'i'Diam. —

Fig. 10. THE POTTER APP.\RATrS.

this case be preferably removed by means of a con.stant

overflow of water from a washing-out vessel, by which

overflow the concentrate will be floated off." These last

words constitute the only direct reference to the floMt-

ing of the concentrate.

A great deal more has been read into this patent than

cotdd ever have been in the mind of the patentee. It is

difficult to read her description without cocking one eye

at the present practice of flotation, whereby some of

Mrs. Everson 's phrasing is given a significance to whicli

it had no possible claim 30 years ago. The proportion

of oil used, even the maximum, would not suiBce for the
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operiitiKii slu" liHii III luiiiii. iiaiiii'l.v. the tlniitiii»r ol III.

honvv siilpliitios by liirt'ct aid of llii- luiovinuy ol oil.

Hit tnaxiinum proportion of oil rcprt'st-iils a mere fra<'

tioii of tht> quantity riMiiiin>»i for this opcralioii, Slx'

(iisflosod no notion of the lutsistiiiioe to lie obtained fi-oiii

air, in the form of Imbbles, altliongh, of oourso, this was

her principal tJotative a+teiit. The piMeess ileseribcd by

her is quite iiiipraetieable on a larpe seale. and it never

was operated save in a crude experimental way. Never-

theless tlie exigencies of patent litigation have eauseil the

opponents of Minerals Separation to ideali/e both Mrs.

Kverson and her nietallurgieal adventure, as they iiave

also created a roinmitic story of the supposed epoch-

inaking disi'overy. She is represented as a s<'hnol-tcacli-

er. a Miss Kverson. who as the sister of an assayer.

waslictl some greasy on>-saeks and saw the sulphides

floating on the contaminated water. Even the idea of

agitation was suggested by the activity of her hands in

the wash-tub. Therefore "it only required the eustom-

ary aeuteness of obsen-ation of the Western lady st>hool-

teacher to grasp the essential facts of sulpliide flota-

tion."- This is pretty, but not scientific. The "essen-

tial facts" are a bit too slippery to bo gra.sped firmly

even today. In thinking acid ni'ccssary. she was wrong.

It is known now not to be an essential. Even the use

of oil as a direct means of buoyancy has receded into the

background: if she had underetood the rationale of her

owii operations she would liave kno\vii that it was not so

much the selective adhesion of the oil to the mineral

particles that gave her the requisite buoyancy as the

greater seleetiveness of the air bubbles made by agitation

in water modified by the oil. Carrie Jane Everson had
no idea of the frothing process. Her methods may have

involved bnbble-levitation. but she did not know it. and
her description would not suggest it to anyone not versed

in much later knowledge. The effort to feature this lady

as the inventor of the frothing process cannot commend
itself to aji unprejudiced student of the subject.

It is interesting to add that the "Mi.ss Everson" of

The story was reaUy a Mrs. Everson: the wife of a

Chicago doctor; she was not a school-teacher: her brother
was not an assayer: and there is no reason for regarding
the story of the ore-sacks as anything more than the fic-

tion of an irresponsible scribe.^ Mrs. Everson died at

San Auselmo. California, on November .3. 1914.*

Next comes the British patent of- January 8, 1894.

granted to George Robson,' an Englishman, who did his

experimental work at the same place and on the same
ores as the Elmore brothers, at the Glasdir mine, near
Dolgelly. in Wales. He disclaimed "the use of acids or
s<\lts and also the method of washing away the gangue
with water," effecting "the separation of the metallic

matter by the mixture of oils alone." He does not

specify the quantity of oil, but I am informed that it

was in the ratio of -3 :1, three tons of oil to one of ore.

^'Concentrating Ores by Flotation.' Page 5.

3ln the Financial Times. March 3, 1902.

I'The Everson Myth." M. & S . P., Jan. 15, 1916.

'His American patent is dated Jan. 19, 1897.

This wa.s true bulkoil llolalioii ami it proved an abjiii

failiiiv.

Then eaiiie Kraneis Edward Kliiion, mi April id, 1899,

• liiplieatiiig his Kritish patent of Oelober IH, IHilH. His

method has been dew'ribed already. It only remaiiiN to

say that in so far lus this method pi-dviii iiinre praetieable

than that of Kobson, the i-esiilt was dii.' to llie fad lli;il

the Elmore brothers were capable engineers and Ihcic

fore designed a more suilable jihiiil. Tlic paliril igiion^d

the use of air; the intention w.is imi in cniiikiry ihr nil

and not to aerate the jmlp, Init this tlicnni nal londi-

lit)ii was iK'Ver fiillilliil, as is clear from the I'ai-t lliat the

flotative action was 150% more lliiiii tinit calcuKilil. Iniin

the difference of specific gravity belwe -n the oil and the

water. On January .'!. 19(1:}, A. Stanley Elmon' took

out a British patent for an apparatus for excluding IIm'

air during the operation. He effected his purpose by

.sealing all the open ve.s.sels with a ring or surface of oil

;

from which it is evident that at that time lie ami his

brother endeavored to ba.se their mnlliod wliiill>- mi lnilk

oil flotation.

In January 1902, Charles V, Potter, an Australian,

obtained a British patent for the flotation of sulphides

in a hot acid solution. lie used a stirrer, and he claimed

that the solution would "react on the soluble sulphides

present to form bulibles of sulphuretted hydrogen mi

the ore particles and thereby raise them to the surface.""

In November of the same year, 1902, Guillaume D. Del-

prat, the manager of the Broken Hill Proprietary mine,

ai)])lied for a similar patent, except that he used .salt-

cake instead of sulphuric acid. Litigation ensued, fol-

lowed by a compromise, eliminating Potter. In later

patents both Potter and Dclprat inlrodm^ed the use of

oil, finding it beneficial.

In his first American patent. No. 73.5,071, filed on Jan-

uary 2, 1903, Dclprat states that the process "depends
upon the ore particles being attacked by the acid to form

a gas. Each ore particle so attacked will have a Imbble

or bubbles of gas adhering to it, by means of which it

will be floated and can be skimmed or floated off the

solution." ("Ore particles" means blende and galena

at Broken Hill.) Here is a pretty good recognition of

bubble-levitation, only he supposed the sulphides, not

the gangue, to be attacked by the acid. In another place

he says specifically: "The sulphides in the ore are

rapidly attacked by the acid and gas-bubbles formed on

them, that quickly carry them to the surface." In this

patent he claimed the use of nitric acid and a suitable

nitrate, such as sodium nitrate, the latter being intended

"to increase the specific gravity of the bath." What re-

action was to follow between the .sulphides and the dilute

nitric acid is not clear. It has been recorded^ that in the

early days of the Potter-Delprat methods it w-as sup-

posed that the acid liberated hydrogen sulphide from the

sulphides, when sulphuric acid was used, w^ithout attack-

ing the gangue. Those who first scouted this idea sug-

eU. S. patent No. 776,145. Claim 3.

'The Physics of Ore Flotation.' By J. Swinburne and G.

Rtidorf. M. & S. P., Feb. 24, 1906.
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gested that cai-bon dioxide was generated by decomposi-

tion of a carbonate coating on the sulphides, due to

weathering of the ore, arguing therefrom that it was
necessary for the gas to be produced at the surface of the

sulphide particles themselves. All of these explanations^

are now on the scrap-heap of discarded theories.

These patents of Potter and Delprat have been labelled

variously under 'acid-flotation' and 'surface tension'

No. 763,269. PATENTED JDNE 21, 1904.

A. E. CATTERMOLE.
CLASSIFICATION OF THE METALLIC CONSTITDENTS OF ORES.

APPLIOATIOH FILED SEPT. 39, lfl03

W/z/Z/y^y/y//^

1 7n ^f-^t^ A iti^t^i

liberation of carbon-dioxide gas from the gangue, which,
at Broken Hill, contains a large proportion of carbon-
ates, notably caleite, siderite, and rhodocrosite. From
any of these a hot sulphuric-acid solution would release

the gas that promptly attached itself to the mclallic sur-

faces of the galena and l>lende.

Meanwhile Alcide Froment, in Italy, had got hold of
the bubble idea, which is the real basis of the flotation

process as it is understood today. He invented his meth-

No. 835,120, PATENTED NOV, 6, 1906.

H. L, SDLMAN, H. F. KIRKPATRICK-PICARD 4 I. BALLOT.
ORE CONCENTRATION,

APPLICATION FILED MAY29, 1905

i SHEETB-SHEET 2

^2>^S^

ir

atc^i-^^^i.

Fig. 11. THE CATTERMOLE P.4.TENT. Fig, 12. the chief miner.\ls sepabatiox patent.

methods. Delprat 's apparatus does indeed suggest a

process of the Bradford or Wood type, but, of course,

both he and Potter depended for their results on the

'-In his book Mr. Hoover states (page 13, second edition)
that Goyder & Laughtou, in their patent ot July 31, 1903, "were
the first to disclose the principle governing Potter's and
Delprafs acid-flotation process, namely, that the action of the
acid on the ore generated gas-bubbles to which the sulphide
particles attach themselves, and were floated to the surface."
What they said was that "the physico-chemical action develops
the formation of gas-bublUes adhering to particles of certain
of the finely-divided minerals and causing such particles of
certain minerals to rise to or near the surface of the solution,"
But this does not make it clear that the bubbles are obtained
by the decomposition of the carbonates in the gangue; it is
more nearly compatible with Delprafs idea that they were
generated by the action of the acid on the sulphides themselves.

od in 1901 and filed his claim for a British patent on
June 9. 1902. This patent was duplicated in Italy, but
not in the United States. The fact last mentioned is

important. Froment claimed that his process was "a
modification of what is known as the oil process of ore

concentration, '

' meaning that of Elmore, for the bulk-oil

method had been tried at the Traversella mine, in Italy,

where Froment was engaged as an engineer. His plan

was to generate bubbles of gas by the reaction between
sulphuric acid and the carbonates in the gangue. adding
limestone when the ore did not contain enougii carbon-

ate. He argues that "if a gas of any kind is liberated in

the mass, the bubbles of the gas become coated with an

envelope of sulphides and thus rise readily to the surface

of the liquid where they form a kind of metallic mag-
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Ilia." It will Ih> noted tliiil III' sjiys "i;iis nf any kiinl."

As tlio I'liiliinMi s«y, in a familiar K)i<»t'< '>«' was "very

warm" jnst thon, for ho had only to invoke tlu' aid of

air to have dosfrilK-d tin* fss4>ntial |>rin('ipU' of the lali-r

pliast' of flotation, lie alsw states that the sulphiilc par-

ticli's when "nioistoni'd hy n fatty siilistanci-" Imvo a

tendenv-y "to nnito as sphcnilcs and to float upon tlu'

snrfai'o of the wator. " Hi.s brii-f di-soription closi-s with

the statt'incnt that "tlu' rapiility of the formation of tlu'

spheruh's and their ascension is in tlirect ratio to llif

ipiaiitify of pas produced in a piveii lime." As to tin-

oil. the only mention of (luaiitily is made in deserihinp a

test-tnlM- experiment in whieh ho uses "n thin layer of

oil." This plira.se has heen variously interpreted, ae-

eonliiig to the exigeiu-ies of litigation, hut it refers ob-

viously to a minute proportion. In the direetions piviii

hy him to the Miiii>rals Separation people when they

Iwught his patent rights on Noveinher 17. VMV.i. he speci-

fietl 1% of mineral engino-oil for ore containing up to

;i'~r of metal, li of oil for ore containing lO'r. and so

on. up to ores eontaining SO'Jj of metallic lead, wiiich

would require Si% of oil. As oil flotation was under-

stood at that time, this marked a great reduction in the

proportion of oil. However, the more interesting point

is Froment's failure to perceive the possibiflty of using

air as the gas for making his bubbles. He depended
upon ehemical action to furnish him with the necessary

gas. Nevertheless Froment deserves a high place in the

roll of flotation pioneers, for he made an important step

forward. He furnished the link Ixtwcin Imlk-nil and

air-froth flotation.

The next chapter in the story marks a retrogie.s.sioii.

Under date of November 28. 1902. Arthur E. Cattermole

obtained British patents No. 26.295 and 26,296, both of

which were acquired by John Ballot and a.ssociates in

December 1902. preparatory to the formation of the

company—Minerals Separation, Ltd.—organized to ex-

ploit them. In August 190.3 Cattermole revised and
amplified his pre\-ious claims in British patent No. 18,-

'i89. which was duplicated in the United States under
late of September 28. 1903. as No. 777.273. This last is

•lie principal patent covering the so-called granulation

process.

Cattermole prefaces his description by reference to the

selectivcness of oil. when emulsified, for sulphide par-

ticles, such selective action being intensified by the acidu-

lation of the water. He then proceeds to say that if the

mixture be thoroughly agitated, there is a tendency for

the metalliferous particles, now coated with oil, to adhere
together, forming granules" that sink and are readily

separated from the lighter gangue by an up-current of

water. In his description of the operation he says that

"the granules, with a certain amount of heavy sands,

sink to the bottom and are discharged (see Fig. 11)

through a pipe G' into the vessel A'\ wliile the lighter

sands are carried away by the upward current and dis-

charged through outlet G- to a light-sands tank J." In

the drawing. A\ A-. A". A*, A^ and A" are mixing

'The 'granules' may be contrasted with Froment's 'spherules.'

vcsM'l.s; (/ and A' are rla.ssitiers :
/',' is a tank >'iiiilaiiiiiig

oil emulsion, lie refers to tin' (|iniiitily of oil .several

times in vague terms, explaining, however, that it sliuiilil

111- "insnnieieiit to niaterially lessen the Npecilii' gravity

of the metalliferous mineral parlieles." Finally, he

speeities tin- proportion as "usually an aiiiDiinl of ciil

varying fi'om 4'; to (>'; of the weight of mi'lallireroiis

mineral inalter prewiit in the ore." This can he inter-

|)reled variously; if it refers to the sulphides to be eon-

eeiitr.'lled, then ail ore eontMinillg \li)' ', blende would re

quire from f'.S to 1.2'/( of oil. ei|iiivalent to from Hi to

24 lb. oil per ton of ore. On the other hand a 2' , ejial-

coeite ore would i i only 1 .(! to 2,4 lb. of oil pei' l<iii of

oiv. whieh ai)|>roaches the proportion now used.

This Cattermole process was the subject of irnglliy

ex|ierimeiit in the Tjonilon laboi-atory of the Minerals

Separation comi)aiiy, where all sorts of variations in

temperature, acidification, oiling, and mixing were tried

by Artliiir TI. Tliggins under directions from H. L. Sul-

iiian and 11. F. K. I'ieartl. It was not until .March ]!)().').

that is, nearly 2^ years subsequent to the patenting of

the Cattermole method, that it was found advisabii' In

float the 'granules* rather than sink them, wh('reii|)oii

ensued "the startling discovery of the agitation-froth

process" as W. II. Ballantyne has described il. .\ simi-

lar discovery was made contemporaneously at Urokeii

Hill, but there, according to James Hebbard, it was not

.so "startling:" it was the result of strenuous etVorts to

make a workable process out of the iniprjidicable method

devised by Cattermole. See Fig. 12 and 14.

This 'discovery' led to ^linerals Separation's basic

jiatent U. S. No. 8.35,J20, of May 29, 1905, whieh dupli-

cated the British patent No. 7803 of April 12. 1905,

taken out in the names of II. L. Sulman. II. F. K. I'i<'ar<l.

and John Ballot. In this patent the aid of chemically-

generated gas is discarded definiteh', in favor of air-

bubbles. This seems to me a matter of far greatei' ini-

portance than the reduction in the proportion of oil.

The patentees say: "It is to be understood that the

object of using acid in the pulp according to this inven-

tion is not to bring about the generation of gas for the

purpose of flotation thereby, and the proportion of acid

used is insufficient to cause chemical action in the metal-

liferous minerals present." This differentiates the meth-

od from those of Potter, Delprat, Froment, and De
Bavay, the addition of acid being therefore presumably

to assist the selective oiling of the sulphides. The i)at-

entees also state that "a large proportion of the mineral

present rises to the surface in the form of a froth or

scum whieh has derived its power of flotation mainly

from the inclusion of air-bubbles introduced into the

ma.ss by the agitation, such bubbles or air-films adhering

only to the mineral particles which are coated with oleic

acid." The last clause had better have been omitted, for

it is only conjecture, as to the truth of which there is

room for plentj' of doubt, but the clear description of air

as the main agent of flotation is most important—far

more important as regards the rationale of the process,

than the diminution in the proportion of oil.

As to this, it is stated that if the proportion of oil
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mentioned in the previous Cattermole patents "be eoii-

siderably reduced—say to a fraction of 1% on the ore—
granulation ceases to take place, and after vigorous agi-

tation there is a tendency for a part of the oil-coated

metalliferous nuitter to rise to the sui-face of the pulp in

the form of a froth or sci;m." One per cent on the ore

is equal to 20 lb. of oil per ton ; a * fraction ' of 1% is any-

thing between 20 and pounds per ton. In enforcing

the right to the collection of royalties, the Minerals

No, 873,686 PATENTED DEC. 10, 1907

D. H. NORRIS.

APPAKATDS FOR SEPARATINO THE METALLIC PARTICLES OF ORES FROM

THE ROCKY CONSTITDENTS THEREOF.
APPLICATIOH FILED AUO, 7, IBOT

.irwe/itor

Between the Froment patent of 1902 and the Sulman-

Picard-Ballot patent of 1905 comes the Kirby patent

U. S. No. 809,959 of December 14, 1903, granted on Jan-

uary 16, 1906. This is interesting as specifying gentle

agitation and the use of a gas, making it possible to use

thin oils instead of the viscous oils of the prior (Elmore)

art. The claim is made that 'the injection of gas, pref-

erably air, into the mass, assists in the flotation of the

hydrocarbon-coated particles." The mention of air, as

T. J. HOOVER.
APPABATDS FOE OKI CONCENTEATIOH.

APFLIOATIOB riLEI) KAE. 17. 1909.

953,746. Patented Apr. 5, 1910.

^.

Fig. 13. the korris patent. Fl(!, 14. THE HOOVER APP.-VRATUS PATENT.

Separation company has rested its claim mainly on the

reduction of oil, claiming that it produces a series of

phenomena quite diflierent from any of the other meth-

ods employing larger proportions of oil, and, concur-

rently, insisting that such superior effects as are pro-

duced by the use of the reduced quantity of oil are un-

obtainable when the larger proportions of oil are used.

Thereupon, of course, it has been claimed, by those desir-

ing to ignore the Minerals Separation basic patent, that

neither the Cattermole nor the Froment methods de-

manded a quantity of oil notably larger, for the minima
prescribed by these earlier inventors come under 20 lb.

of oil per ton of ore. However, this matter is still .'nib

judice, so it is best let alone for the present.

an assistant flotative agent, is more important than the

reference to the kind of oil.

The actual part played by the oil has been misappre-

hended from the very first, the earlier investigators using

not enough to produce bulk-oil flotation, while the later

metallurgists have employed much more than was needed

for bubble-levitation. The relative importance of the

pai't played by air was persistently ignored until a late

date and even then it was under-estimated. It is inter-

esting to note that the two first patents in which air was

specified as a gas suitable for flotative effects were those

of F. E. Elmore and the firm of Sulman & Pieard.

Francis E. Elmore obtained a British patent for liis

vacuum-oil method under date of August 16, 1904, and
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.lupli. .i!ni it ill tlu' Initoil St«l,s lus No. f'l.'ti.Jll «>l .liil.v

li'. I'.Mi.'i. Siiliium & riciinl ol>t«iiifil ii Itrilish pitti-iit fur

their porfornttHl-ooil pntoiit uiidtT date of Scpteiiilier 22.

!"" : tluplii-utinjr it in the United States as No. 7!M,W)S

• 1 (UtolHT .>. i:i03.

The S\ilinaii & Picard patent just mentioned lias Iteen

cluinK'd liy the Miami ('o|>|>er t'ompany as the one cover-

in^t their operations with tlie I'aHow pnenmatie eell.'"

In No. 79;i,808 tlie inventors "utilize the power which i.<

po,>vs«^ssed l>y films or huhhles of air or other pas of iillai'ii-

um themselves to solid partii'les moistened hy oil or the

like." They also slate that they add oil "in quantity in-

sufHcient to raise the oiled mineral l>y virtue of the flota-

tion power of the oil alone. A suitable pas is generated

in or introduced into the mixture, such as air, earhonie-

acid pas. sulphuretted hydrogen, or the like. For ex-

ample. Iiiearbonatos or earboimtes, either soluble or in-

soluble in wafer (preferably the latter^ or easily decom-

posjible -sulphides and the like may he used witii acid so-

lution." Thus they lessen the emphasis on air as the

prime agent. The description also refers to the oiled

metalliferous particles as "attaching to themselves, with

a gn>ater loinparative strength than the gaiigue particles.

the films or bubbles of gas which exist in the mass and arc

thus raised to the surface of the liquor by gaseous flotn-

tion." Yet we are told that the metallurgists who pre-

pared this excellent description of the bubble-levitation

method made "a startling discovery" of the frothing

process eighteen months later. This U. S. patent 793.808

is more than a year junior to Froment's British patent,

and contains aii echo of it in the introductory announce-

ment.

Elmore's vacuum-oil process marked another inad-

vertent step toward the recognition of air as the most

important flotative agent. He utilizes the air naturally

dissolved in water, i-eleasing it for his purpose under a

vacuum. The patent states that "under a vacuum or

partial vacuum, air or gases dissolved in the milling

water are liberated. These liberated gases may be aug-

mented by the generation of gases in the pulp, or by in-

troduction from an external source." Elmore invented

a most ingenious machine for his purpose. In so far as

he depended upon the air in a pulp that had undergone

mixing with a quantity of oil relatively small (as com-

pared with his bulk-oil method) he furnished a notable-

nietallurgic sign-post, but it is necessary to remember
that he mixed his crushed ore in acidulated water and

that the acid would cause the generation of carbon-

dioxide gas. thus explaining his reference to "air or

gases.
'

'

The first inventor to break away from the use of either

acid or oil and to make a clear claim for air as his sole

flotative agent is Dudley TI. Norris, in U. S. No. 864.856.

under date of November 19, 1907, also in No. 87.3,586, of

December 10. 1907. See Fig. 13. In his first patent he

described a method for "introducing water containing

air in solution into the lower end of an open-ended recep-

tacle into which is introduced a flowing mixture of pul-

loNote the sloping launder-Uke vessel used by both.

veri/.ed ore mi.xed with oil ami water, tlierebx expoNinp

said mixture to the continuous action of inlinilcsimaily

small nascent bubbles of air." lie <locs not specify the

u.M- of ai'id and he distinclly sjiys that he docs not wish it

to be understood that iiis method •'is limited t.o the use of

oil. as the method can be i)raetised successfully without

inixinp oil with the pulverized <u-e and water." Inci-

dentally, his method is woi'thy of friendly interest, for

he has declared his intention to render the use of it I'rei'

of lonnape royally.

Having pot rid of ai-id and oil. we have now reached

the point where modified water mixed with the cru.shcd

ore in the )iresence of air sufliecs to form bubbles sufli

ciently la.sting to buoy flic mct.idlic particles to the sui--

face of the liquid.

M '^f nT "P-r^l 7,-

The following latilc slmws llic great increase

per pound, since the Wur commenced, accordii

American M(l<il Marhit:

Before the War Now
July 31, March

Meliils 1!tl4 1910

Lake copper KI.iki 27.50

Electrolytic copper 12.75 27.50

Casting copper 12.62* 26.12*

Sheet-copper 18.50 .'54.00

Tin 33.00 4S.50

Lead 3.72J 6.60

Spelter 4.85 19.25

Aluminum 17.2.5 03.00

Antimony 5.50 45.00

Copper wire 14.25 29.25

High-sheet brass 13.871 40.00

Sheet-zinc 7.00 25.00

Iron and steel products

Bars 1.15 .2.25

Plates 1.15 2.35

Shapes 1.15 2.25

Pipe (i to 3-)n.) 1.95 2.55

Wire (nails) 1.55 2.40

Sheets (28 gauge) 1.80 2.60

Tin-plates 3.30 4.00

Pig-iron (per ton)

Bessemer. Valley $14.00 $20.50

Basic, Valley 13.0n 18.50

No. 2 foundr.v. Valley 13.00 18.50

Xo. 2 foundry. Philadelphia. 14.25 19.75

No. 2 foundry, Cleveland... 13.75 18.80

No. 2 foundry. Buffalo 13.00 18,25

No. 2 foundry. Chicago 14.50 19.00

No. 2 foundry. Southern, Cin-

cinnati 13.25 17.90

in cents

ig lo The,

Increase,

per cent

111

110

107

84

47

77

297

265

718

105

188

257

90

104

90

31

55

44

21

40

42

42

38

37

40

31

36

Mineral prodl'CTTOX of qikbkc in 1915 was valued at

$10,796,348, against .$11,732,783 in the previous year.

The falling-olf was mostly in asbestos, which declined

from 114,115 tons worth .$3,544,302 to $2,895,935. Struc-

tural materials declined considerably. Chromite in-

creased from $1210 to $221,287. the value of 14,076 tons,

according to the superintendent of mines. Theo. C.

Denis. Copper and sulphur ore rose over .$200,000, and

magnesite more than $135,000.
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fha 'Mhiaj^iil MMm^-s^-j/ ^i ^jaij.^

Sy !LS3tss W. Steasiss

THE revival from the disturbed econoniii/ conditions,

<is the result of the 'Great War,' has had its effects

in Chile, whose predominating revenue is due to

tlie export tax on nitrate. This tax amounts to 80% of

the total custom duties of the country and approximately

ya'paroisd

Concepctorli'--..'p

.

Valdi

No
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Colon and nnUxwi until it was tliliiiitrly known that no in tln' vcar. 'riic coniiuiiiv is also an cxlrnsivi' |pii\ri- of

tralVu- was possibli-. Tin- loss by doinurrap' ""•"* lu'i't-n- nilralr.

tuatod by Iho udditiuiml cost in tlio lonR trip tlinniffh Tln-rc continncs to \>r conNidi'iablc (iovt rnnn-ntal iliH-

tlu' Straits ot" Map'llan. The followintf (itrnn-s (jive s<init' i-nssion as to clTrrtinj; an oiyaiii/iil ion tliat woulil rlini-

iiU'H of tho tiiift nations in tho prii-i- of nitrate iiluty inatc tlic speculative nioveiueiitK in llu' priee of llii*

pnid-nlnnp»idc I per 4() kilo, juid freiplit rates per -240 nitrate, wliieh Huetuations do not beiielil llie pio.luiiis

lb., in r. S. eurreiiey, during tho past three years: but disirnst the eonsiinier; this eliniinalion of the niiddle-

19i:t 1914 I9ir> '""" ^^'" ''''"' '*' " l'>'tt''i' ap|)re('ialioii of nitrate tliroii|r|i

Price of 95'"r nitrate, prompt delivery the control of, iuid steadiness of, the selling prices.

quotation on Decomber 31 $1.9J JI.;!s %\.iU Some e.xpcrinielifintr lias been done at various jilaMls

KrelKhtratos (Steamer carriers) quota- toward increasinj; extraction: th.' Ilardintre mill and
tlons on Decemtjer 31 7.20 20.40 :!0.0(i

,, ,. ,.. , . • i. ,

nutlci-s tiller have j,'ivcii encouraging' results at one

Hepinninvr in .Jamum- IHI'). the price rose .steadily. pl.nii. Numerous selu 's have been suggested.

naching .•f2.2S in October; but the closing of the Panama Despite the part .sueces.s in (lennaiiy of the prodiic

(anal and the fn'ight-famiiic caused a decline to present tion and application of .immonium sulphate (at a prob-

prices. Many of the plants are .shipping double-relincd aide biglicr cost tlian Chilean nitrate), that country will

nitrate alnive OG'^f. NaNO,.' which averages S cents more imiloublc.lly be again in the market. oiK-e iieaee is as-

per 46 kilo., and affords a slightly higher marginal surcd. which is evidenced in the pnicjiiising of niliati'

profit. His Excellency Sr. Luis Sanfuenfes. who became pround bv (iermaii interests.

Pn>sident of Chile in December IDIT). has t«kcn much in- The bright spots arc in coijpcr and iron niiiiiiig. The
terest in arriving at a practical means of lifting the ac- picidii.tinn of copper has probalilv :itlain.il llic high

•uniulating nitrate stocks. The endeavor to utilize the mark of 1«76 (52.308 metric tonsi. The iron mim's con-

twenty-odd German steamers—tlisregarding the siiiling tinuc to be in the d<-velnpinent and con.stni<-tion stage.

vessels—that are lying in various Chilean ports must It is an intercsling fact that iapit:il from the Inited

first meet with some approval from the British and Ger- Stat.'s is resi)onsible for the advances made in the e.x-

man goveniments. The latter is doubtless not inclined tensive developments of these metals in Chile. The total

to sell or risk its merchant ships, which will be needed copper exported from Chile during Tin.') as coiiiiiarcl

once peace is attained. Recently Gibbs & Co. (an Eng- with 1014 is given below, also the copper prodiK'cd dur-

lish finn bought a small steamer (3000 tons capacity > i„g the respective years. These figures cover bai- eop-

from the Compaiiia Sud Americana de Vapores. a per, copper matte, and inineials.

Chilean company, the sale of which cau.sed much local 1914 191.")

discussion. The British government is subsidizing nu- Metric tons Metric tons

merous steamers of the Pacific Steam Navigation Co. 's
Exported 40,444 45.022

a ,^u^x . 1- .1 TTT . n . u *
Produced 44,G65 .52,000*

fleet that have been pl>nng on the West Coast, but many
•Estimated

of these ships will continue in the ser\-ice as heretofore.

Through the efforts of Sr. Agustin Edwards, Chilean
'^^''^ ^"^'''l ''"PP^^'' produ.-t,on of Chile from 1811 U>

Minister to England, arrangements are being brought to
^'^^'- i"^-l"sive, ha.s be.-n 2.387.000 tons. The 191 o pro-

a successful issue wherebv the British government will
''"'•<'"» P>«'-''« **'« ^^"""'•>' =*« *'''' ^'"'"^ '" ''^"•^ "'' ^''^

effect lower freight-rates." This circumstance should re-
"""'•''^'•'^ ^•"''•^''" P'-"^!"^-"-^- '*

«"«'>"« I'^'-l^ *!'«* "P"'""

flect in higher prices for nitrate on the Coast. There ti«"« ^""^ ^^1^ '"^^ '"^^^•^ '" exceeding Japan s produc-

appears to be a general tendency on the part of the pro-
^'°n ^^8.072 tons for 1914) and entry to second place,

dueer not to seU ahead. It behooves the Chilean gov-
^'<*«''1>- '^^^^ "^ ^^^ ^^'^^ produ.-tion is from properties

emment to help exportation bv reason of the increased (^''^'l''" «"'^ ^^'^^ ^'"^P''' compan.esj eontrolle.l by

revenue from the tax imposed. "^'^P't^^ ^'•"™ ^^'^ ^^'^^^ ^t^*««-

The Chilean government has offered two of its trans-
^^''' ^'^'g^'^* ^'"P^'''' Pi-"^^"''^'-- "« ^et, is the Braden

ports (total 1.5.000 tons capacity) as nitrate-carriers to ^^"PP'''-
<'"•• ^^'"^ responsible for 30% of the country's

the United States, terms being on a toh-rate. Three bids ^"^^^ ""^P"*" ^he following figures indicate the scale

were made: the bid tendered by Gibbs & Co. has been "^ operations during 1914 and 191.,:

accepted, being 117.5 shillings ($28.20) per long ton bv '^'^
„,.

^'^^^

.1 Of * P ir II -irto-ir^-- /,o.^« : Short tons Short tons
the Straits of Magellan, or 102.o-10<.os. (.$24.60 to

ore hauled from mine 894.491 1.198.167

$25.80) by the Panama Canal, the charter being granted ore milled 900,299 1,195,858

for two trips, the return cargo to be optional to the Gov- Concentrate produced 84,783 104,847

ernment. The lower rate by the Canal is to a port on Concentrate smelted 87,925 102,868

the Gulf of Mexico : the higher rate to a port on the ^''^*^'" P'-oduced 14,152 17.647

Atlantic Coast. "The adoption of nodulizers in December 1914 to dry

The Dupont Nitrate Co.. the one company owned bj' the flotation concentrate and reduce the sulphur content

and operating with capital from the United States, pro- (from 28 to 18%) has given excellent results. The con-

duced about 530.000 quintals of 97%, or double-refined, centrate agglomerates into mas.ses up to a foot in diam-

nitrate, being the output from their Delaware and Caro- eter. Four nodulizing-kilns will be in use ; three capable

lina properties: another property was purchased early of handling 215 tons of concentrate, resulting in 180
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tons of nodules, per 24 hours are actually in service.

The kilns are oil-fired; the gases pass through a dust-

chamber and out to a stack. Nodulizing has resulted in

better smelting woi*k and lower costs, the latter due to

less coke consumption in the blast-funiaces. Some of

the concentrate (50 tons per day) is sintered: the sul-

phur content is reduced from 28 to 12%. Raw concen-

trate is also smelted, about 85 tons per day."* The acid

plant has proved itself a success, but leaching of the con-

centrate has not been started on anything but an experi-

mental scale. The acid production at present is iu ex-

cess of requirements for the Minerals Separation process.

It has been unofficially stated that the mill will be in-

creased to 6000 tons daily capacity and sueli improve-

ments efteeted as to increase the monthly output to 2500

short tons of copper ; during the last quarter of 1915 the

monthly output was at the rate of 1800 tons of metal.

The operations of the Chile Copper Co. at Chuqui-

camata began in May and have been undergoing the

usual experiences of a new treatment plant operating

under novel conditions. Since August the monthly out-

put has been about 1500 short tons of ingot copper. The
deposit is stated to contain over 400,000.000 tons of 2%
copper ore, which makes it the premier property of the

world as regards tonnage of commercial mineral.

All the smelters in the country, with the exception of

the Braden plant, are custom plants. These are now in-

creasing their outputs, aided by the high freights on
shipments of ore to the United States and England.
Freight on bar copper to the United States is £5 per long

ton ; minerals pay from £4 to £5 per ton, in sacks. Con-

tracts for large tonnage are said to exist at lower figures.

There are four active smelters producing bar copper, as

follows, in metric tons of fine copper.

1914 1915
Gatico 23S8 .3000

Catemu .3537 3500
Natalgua 2481 3500
Lota 3503 3948*

Includes purchased matte.

The fir.st and last are situated on the coast (the Lota

smelter is close to the coal mines it controls) ; the other

two are inside from Valparaiso. Catemu and Naltagua

are planning to smelt with reverberatories, using native

coal, probably to l)e pulverized, in view of the high price

of coke.

The most important matte-producing smelters are as

follows, the production being given in meti-ic tons of fine

copper.

1914 1915
Clianaral I499 2500
Caldera 3004 3400
Carrizal 969 1000*
Panucillo 2482 2700
Estimated.

With the exception of Carrizal, the other plants pro-

duce matte varying from 46 to 50% copper; Carrizal
matte is under 40% copper.

*This and the following data have been extracted from the
November issue of the Teniente Topics, published by the staff
of the Braden Copper Company.

Other smelters exist, but they have been either in in-

termittent operation or are small producers.

C^oke costs 85 to 100 shillings ($20.40 to .$24 j per
long ton, aboard ship, as against 35 to 40s. ($8.40 to

$9.60) in normal times.

Of the smelters mentioned above, the year 1916 will

show increased production at the following:

The old Gatico furnace, 140 by 38, has been lengthened
to 213 by 38. which, it is stated, will increase the monthly
tonnage treated from 3000 to 5000 tons, resulting in an
output of 400 metric tons of copper per month : new con-

verter-stands, blowing-engine, and accessory plant have
been installed. The mines controlled have been under-
going vigorous development and preparation.

The directors of the Sociedad Industrial de Atacama
are planning to convert the matte produced at Caldera,

at present about 600 tons per month.

Improvements under con.sideration are anticipated to

raise the individual yearly output at Catemu and Nal-
tagua to 5000 metric tons of copper.

The Guayacan smelter, near Coquimbo. has been idh-

owing to the re-organization now under way. The
smelter of the Compaiiia Minera de Calama, near
Calama, has been operating spasmodically and is now
shut down during a period of restoration. There are

several properties that treat their mineral in small fur-

naces and sell the resultant matte to local smelters mak-
ing bar copper.

The mines that have no smelting phuits and formerly
shipped their products abroad are hard hit by the high
cost of freight, barring the few which have had long-

time freight contracts. The less fortunate companies are

shipping to local smelters. The principal districts from
which ores are being shipped are Tocopilla, Collahuasi,

Chuquicamata, Copiapo, and Los Condes.

Silver mining continues to be a declining industry:
the famous Huantajaya and Santa Rosa districts near
Tquique and the Compaiiia de Minas de Beneficiadora de
Taltal, inside from the port of Taltal, are responsible for

more than 65% of the total silver produced exclusive of

that contained in blister copper, matte, and mineral ex-

ported. Figures for 1915 are not available at present,

the following data are of interest:

1913 1914

Oz. Oz.
Total silver of commercial value 940,000 882,000
Total silver reported 1,272,000 1,176.000

Several properties are under development in the once
famous Chanarcillos district.

Gold mining is an unimportant industry, in which
vein-mining contributes less than placer work.

1913 1914

Oz. Oz.

Total gold of commercial value 14.540 10,670

Total gold reported 22,340 24.000

Less than 3% was locked up in copper products. No
mills of note are in operation.

Lead mining is of interest because of the gold and
silver in the lead ores. In 1913, 74.5 metric tons of lead

was exported, as compared with 68.8 tflns in 1914. One
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ziiif prnpiTty prtiihiffil in a smiill wny. Imt lli<' War . ui Tin viiliics of tlir priiiripnl lallii' and iimi nuialli'-

off its innrki't, iis the siirtcil piiuiiict was sliippcil tn (ii-r ininiTals jn-Oijuii-tl duriiiir l!'i;! ami )'M 1 an' as lollows

iiiaiiv. In iyi;i. 50 inetrio tons of i-.inc iitiniTal was ox- (tlata for litir) not availalilo yet)

:

r.i M
g

Gold l.M"!

Silver . . :i9,5r.;i,

CopiMjr -tS,

Iron U
ConI 1.2S3

Nitrate 2.772,

loillne 436

Uorax 50,

Sulphur G

Total value including Items not mentioned above.

ported, oonipnn^il with 8 tons in 1914.

The coal niinini; industry, confined to the soullicrn

part of Chile, is responsible for 1,086.946 metric tons in

1914; the coal is senii-bituininous. fairly high in n.sh and

not of high steam-raising quality. It is used principally

on coast steamers and the Chilean State Railways. The

excess demand for coal has created a market for im-

ported coal, chiefly English and Australian (the tonnage

from the United States is small), exceeding 1.000.000

tons per year. The War has aflfected this importation,

causing a scarcity and high prices, primarily due to lack

of ships; this condition has been accentuated by the tem-

porarj- closing of the Panama Canal. Local coal is sell-

ing at present for 30 shillings ($7.20) per ton on board

ship at the ports of the principal mines. The price in

normal times is 22s. ($5.28) per ton. Australian and

English coal is up to 80s. ($19.20) per long ton. and

scarce at that price, as against 29 to 32s. ($6.96 to $7.68)

in normal times. These high prices would appear to be

an inducement to ship coal from the United States if

steamers were available and the passage through the

Panama Canal open to large carriers. The development

of this business would create a return freight for nitratf.

The scarcity of high quality steaming (bituminous) coal

is not likely to be relieved during the War.

Petroleum has also risen in price. California crude oil

being quoted at 56 shillings ($13.44) per metric ton on

the coast, while 30s. ($7.20) prevailed in normal times.

Of more than pa.s-sing interest is the establishment

of the National City Bank of New Yprk in Chile. The

Government has granted the necessary authorization so

that the opening of the head office and its branches are

to follow soon: the capital of the branch is to be $1.-

000.000. The advent of 'dollar credit' should do much

to foster commercial relations between Chile and the

United States.

During 1915 there have been discussions at various

times as to imposing export duties on copper minerals

and products, also on iron ores. It is not likely that

such a step will be taken. At present the following

export taxes exist:

Nitrate $0.56 per 101.4 lb. (46 kilo.)

Iodine 0.46 " 2.2 " ( 1 " )

Borax 2.38 " 2204.6 " (metric ton)

uaiitlly
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By Tvmssik. M.

IN
September, 1914, the annomiceinent was made of

a discovery of ore of the platinum group in the Boss

mine at Goodsprings, Nevada. For one reason or

another very little that is worth while, althougli much

iu quantity, has been written about the mine, and it is

the purpose of this paper to supply tii-st-hand data

hitherto unavailable.

This mine was located in 18S5 as a copper claim, and

was worked in a desultory manner until I!)14, when

gold was found. In September of that year, in an assay

of a sample of shipping ore, platinum was noted by

H. K. Riddal, assaj'er for the owners. This, in it.self.

Underneath is a blue, fine-grained, crystalline limestone

of Middle Carboniferous or Pennsylvanian age.

The beds are badly faulted and broken by a eomple.K

system of folding. The folding is due to a number of

quartz-mouzonite intrusions and to a general uplift

caused partly by an extinct volcano, the Little Devil

peak, eight miles south-west of the Boss.

It is chiefly in the dolomitie limestone that the ore

is found, this rock being easier of replacement by min-

eralizing solutions, but the shaly and eherty dolomitie

limestones are also somewhat mineralized. On the bed-

ding contacts of the dolomites and the dolomitie shales

and cherts a distinct replacement has occurred at places

where the solutions have been restricted in their flow.

So far as mine development shows, there is no ore in, or

below, the beds of darker limestone, thougn in some of

-/

/y

SECTION or THE BOSS MINE.

i.i>v-a/r/io£Ci'fPEi^ ggJai/flRT-z ORE [r^i| /ffo/y oxides

^^COPPER GLflNCE ^M\ PLUM80-JAnOSIT£

CROSS-SECTION OF BOSS OREBODV.

does not appear out of tlie ordinary, but when it is con-

sidered that platinum was known to at least two en-

gineers eight years prior to this fact, the fact seems

worthy of comment. The explanation is simple. The

owners were not sampling and assaying frequently, if

at all.

The mine is situated in the Yellow Pine mining dis-

trict of Clark county, Nevada, 12 miles west of Jean

and 8 miles south-west of Goodsprings. The property

lies on the west slope of the Spring range, the general

geology of which has been described by J. E. Spurr in

Bulletin No. 208 of the U. S. Geological Survey. The

formation is distinctlj' sedimentary, consisting mainly

of limestone, sandstone, and occasionally beds of con-

glomerate or shale. The upper rocks of tlie range near-

est the mine are dolomites of Middle Carboniferous age.

Between these beds distinct layers of eherty and dolo-

mitie limestone occur. ]\lany fossils are found, princi-

pally crinoids, though. I have found what was appar-

ently a trilobite. These fossils are peculiar to the chert

and shale, but there are fossils in the upper dolomites.

"Superintendent, Platinum Gold Mining Company.

them ore e.\ists on the contacts of these beds. I'liis fact

is notable, particularly where the white and blue lime-

stones form contacts with quartz-monzonite porpiiyry,

the matrix in such cases being usually tlie porphyry it-

self, and so differs from the other mines in there being

no appreciable replacement of limestone.

The mineralization apparently was a sequel to a minor

but general settling of the country, yet prior to any

marked upheaval ; consequently tlie bedding-planes at

the time of the mineralization, though locally faulted

and shaken, were normally in a horizontal position. The

mineralizing solutions followed the bedding-planes, as

they afforded more easy passage. These replaced the

dolomite. In several instances the solutions have left

the bedding to follow more open fractures. As a rule

the replacement along the bedding is of minor impor-

tance. The chief factor in any replacement is a tighten-

ing in the channel of flow. This system of mineraliza-

tion is confusing, and often leads to the erroneous idea

that the ore has been confined to fractures and faults,

whereas such is not the case.

Along tiie mineralized beds the thickness of ore may
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vary rnun it tliiii si-jiiu to many li-ct. dcpfiuliiij; upon

till" iharaclfr of tin* liint'stoiu' tlirout;!) whioh it piisnos.

its sustvptibility to r.'plai'ciiu'iit. ami its porosity or

sliatti'rvil coiitUtioii. Tlu-iv is a liistiix-t systom of re

plai-oiiit'iit. hut owihff to tiplitfiiiii^j of the hcds ami liu'

more ojM'n faults, to tin* mon> opon Ih»«1k ami thi' titfiiti-r

hrddinp-faiilts. thoio is apparently no foiifonnity. Tin-

tiiim-nili/in^ solutions, rcplai'i-il in ilu- hcds alxivc. drop-

pe»l to the IhhIs Ih'Iow thn>ii);h U'ddiiig-faults. then' to

foli.nv a hfddiii^-plaiK- and apain to di-op. Tlic ri'snit

rfscinhU's step- faulting;.

The orehodies are similar in so tar as the ininerali/a-

tion t(M)k plaec in ]>raetieally the same manner and

under like eonditions. The niinerali/.utions do not seem

to have had the same soun-e; at least, they happened ni

pi-riods widely sei>arated. The solutions ap|iai'enlly

have followed beddiup-planes. mineralizing them to a

slight extent; when they came to open beds, they fol-

lowed the.se downward; and as the dolomitie or slialy

limestones were renehed, they made lart;e replaecments,

and continued downwai*d and horizontally along and

through the other beds, to repeat the mineralization

agiiin under favorable conditions. It is at these i)oints.

either where the solutions were forced to seek a bedding-

fault or at the foot of the fault where they had again to

I'oUow a bedding-plane, that a marked replaeement is

visible. It does not necessarily follow that there wonlii

be a replaeement in the bedding-faults or near them;

many small replacements have occurred in minor bed-

ding-faults, but none of any consequence has been noted.

Some large replacements have been found in the bed-

ding-planes, but as a rale any replacement along a bed-

ding-plane is of minor importance. The chief factor in

any of the replacements is a tightening in the channel of

flow.

There are three definite systems of faulting. The most

important has a course of N 55° E: the second ai>pro.\i-

mately X 5'W. and a third series N 25° E. The great

fault is easily traced for several miles and steps on the

north-we.st side, a distance not determined, through 12

or 15 ft. The lateral thrust of this is normal and 10 ft.

to the north. The second series appears at frequent in-

tervals and displaces the orebody at each intei-seetion.

vertically about 5 ft. and laterally 8 ft. These faults are

irregular in dip.

It is important to note here that the minor faxilts

apparently played no part in the mineralization ; that

they were subsequent to the mineralization is proved

conclusively by the fact that breeeiated ore is oeeasion-

ally found in the fault-zone, and in some instances many
feet from known ore. The faults have played a minor

part, however, in a secondary replaeement and re-dep-

osition of metals, as some kidneys of the o.xides of iron

and copper occur close-by. None of these are of any

consequence or of commercial size or value, the largest

does not exceed a few cubic feet, although som^ of the

kidneys assay high.

The fault system is important, for two miles distant

on the great fault is the Oro Amigo, a prospect in which

ore carrying plaliiinni has bren round. Still in'iii'ii' the

HoKS and about a mile away is niiotJii'i-. tln' itrtty

Mntwii, which shows traces of llu'se metals. Thai I wo

other prospects along the .same fault show piMliniiiii on-

is signilieant. but the connection is not clear.

At the base of the mountain below the Kohh oeeiirs an

intrusion of (|uartz-mon/onite porphyry. This forms n

sheet between two beds of the darker liiiM' stone, and

apparently does not pcmli'atc to the ii|i|iir licils of

lighlcr doiomiti'. This |ior|ihyry miliTopN at seveial

jioiiits along tlu' line of the great fault, bill always to

the north, w'hile the ore lies soiilli Tiic lanlt. Inulil.

is due directly to some intrusion, ami it is logical to

assume that the one from wliidi the out<'ro|i|iiiig sheets

ol" qiiartz-monzonite i)orphyry originated was the cause.

(Jencrally speaking, the miiii'ralizeil body of the iipix-r

level is highly o.xidized and constitutes a zone of low-

grade copper carboiiMtc. I'nderlying tins in tin- more

shallow workings is a core of <|uartzose iiuileriiil with a

soft tilling of gray or yellow jiowdery m;iterial. This is

described by Adoljili l\iio|if in I'.ull'tin 620A, of the

1'. S. ficological Survey, and (jelci-inined l)y analysis, as

bisiiiutlio-]>luinlio-.iai-osite. .Merging into tlie gray quartz

as depth is attained ai-c liiiiniiilc. liematite. and mag-

netite. These form small seams at the outer extremity

of the ore-zone; in depth they gain magnitiide. the gray

(|iiartzo.se bismutlio-plumbo-.iarosite in inin llcelllnill^'

less. As this disappears, c-haleocite takes its place. The

<-halcoeite ore inerea.ses in i)roi)ortion when iron o.xides

<lisappear. The upper capping of low-grade copi)er

api)ears to be uniform in size while the other ores vary

as described. It is worthy of note that cross-sections at

all points in the main orebody. though the composition

of it may differ, will appear nearly uniform. There is

no large mineralized zone exposed on the .second level.

The mineralized masses below the second level and on

the third have been so thoroughly leached that they can-

not be considered as ore. They consist of liinonite, mag-

netite, and hematite, with a thin easing of malachite.

Throughout this mineralized zone the platinum and gohl

are present in traces only, while eopi)cr. except in iso-

lated kidneys is less than 2%. This is substantiated by

the occurrence of ehalcocite ore beneath this zone and 40

ft. south. This ore contains platinum to less than 0.05

ounces, and gold of the average gold content, but is com-

paratively high in silver. On the ehalcocite. miu-h as

placer gold in creek-beds, is a seam rich in.platinum, but

in the bulk-ore there is none. This is important, for it

suggests re-precipitation. A.s,says show that i)latinum

and palladium are concentrated with the high-grade cop-

per ore on the upper levels. That the platinum has not

migrated to the levels below would indicate a leaching

under different chemical eonditions and at different

periods of time. The upper part of the mineralized

body usually carries but little gold and platinum, while

the base of the deposit holds the high-grade seams. Con-

trary to general belief, the Boss is not a high-grade mine,

and with the exception of a single pocket that contained

a few hundred pounds of very rich stuff, the occurrence
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of the high-grade phiiubo-jarositc is confined to a seam

rarely as much as an inch thick.

Two ore-shoots are defined. The copper one, gener-

ally speaking, caps the gold-platinnin pipe. The upper

zone is much leached, the copper having been precipi-

tated in the form of malachite on the linionite that forms

the upper portion of tlie higher-grade quartzose pipe.

As depth is attained, the leaching is less apparent, and

the copper forms a mass containing more clialcocite. witd

.some native copper. The leaclied portions of this ma.s,s

assay 6% copper, 0.12 oz. gold, and 0.04 oz. platinum

per ton. while the enriched and less leached jiortions

show copper 17%,

high-grade seams that form a mere fraction of the ore.

On account of their extreme thinness, true samples are

nearly impos.sible, but the ore varies between .iiCOOO and
$48,000 per ton, according to the width. The thinner

the seam the higher the assay. This is by far the most

important .segregation of metals in the mine. The quartz

has appnrently held its grade consistently while the

.softer plumbo-jarosite underwent a re-deposition and a

decided segregation.

It is probable that leaching and chemical action are

responsible for the core, and that the deposit was prin-

cipally of copper. The preponderance of platinum in

fij^w-:-.; «'.,.v-,ii^?fa^^4SP^!2K,^i«2r^:j:!Sdi /.

-'Jt^

'--^^

gold 1.2 oz., plati-

num metals 1.72 oz.

This would seem to

indicate that the

cojiper minerals are

responsible for tlie

presence of plati-

num. Possibly the

leaching and en-

richment of tlie

copper ore caused

a segregation of the

platinum metals, for

in many samples

tlie gold is negli-

gible and the plati-

num high. In one

instance a sample

showed 0.32 oz. gold

and 58 oz. platinum

metals. At the ex-

treme east of the

ore-zone some clial-

cocite was found
that assayed only

0.04 oz. platinum.

The fact that in

different sections the

same types of ore vary greatly in platinum content is

confusing. A possible explanation is offered by the fact

that as depth is attained the valuable contents beeoinc

less segregated and more uniform, owing to the mineral-

ized zone becoming more compact and the possibilities for

leaching less throughout the mass. The quartzose ma-
terial forming the core or pipe contains the greatest

amount of platinum. This pipe is of a grayish vesicular

quartz in the centre of which is the plumbo-.jarosite, a

soft gray to yellow or green powdery material crumb-
ling to the touch and with the soapy feeling of silve?'

<'liloride.

riie vesieulai- quartz forms the greater poi-tion of the
orebody. but assays the lowest: gold 1.40 oz. ; platinum
0.84 oz.

;
or about $60 per ton. The enrh-limeiit througii-

out IS uniform and seems to indicate a definite miner-
alization. The plumbo-jarosite is erratic, varying be-

tween $10 and $200 prr ton; this does not include the

^^ J^'im
'/S^*. Ulc-.'*,

''^.

^>4t--/->J

Vv-i'

'^,m .'.;.- -,S.V*ri- '-,.•!*• *

^!S^^

ENTRY AT No. 1 LEVEL, BOSS MINE.

The smooth face of rock 10 feet above the car marks the face of the big fault.

chalcocite and plumbo-jarosite, or in the core of quartz-

ose material, leads to the conclusion that during the

migration the copper and platinum metals made enrich-

ments and (note Knopf) consequent segregations. The
chalcocite deposition occurs in the extreme innermost
working and at the maximum depth. The plumbo-
jarosite ore occupies the same relative ])osition in the

mineralized body that the chalcocite does at greater

depth. This, in turn, would indicate that the core was
at one time chalcocite but an additional leaching and
chemical action carried away the copper, leaving the

I)lumbo-jarosite as residue. This theory is borne out

by the occurrence of chalcocite on the third level, where

it carries little or no platinum except in a superficial

seam. That the mineralized bodies on tlie third level

carry little or no platinum metals would indicate that

the segregation of the ran' metals is in the ore-zones

above, and most decidediv in those nearest llie surface.
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The (Hvurrvnof of platiiuiii) iiictnls ill on-. )>Hrticiilarl\ liv .laiiit-K K, Kemp. T. S. (i. S. Hiilli'tin lii.'l, pajfcs Hit

ill oiv of copper or nickel is not iinusiial, but no on* to S(i.

hitherto known liiui containeil the inetaU in hiRl) eiioiiKh Aiilhoritiea difTer ns In the origin ol ])laliiMiiii ores,

prx>portion t«> make it eomineri'iiilly valtiahle. The Moss, Iml tlie |;*'ii*Tal opinion prevails (hat Ihe known lieposits

in this n'speet, stands aK>iie. I'laliniiiii is known in the

nickel ores of Sudhnry. Ontario, and at tlie New Ham
hler mine in \\\voinin>r: at the hitter, liowever, the rare

nietuls do not appear to Ih> iiiiiform thnmchoiit tlie ina.ss.

Only one ore oeeurrenee similar to the Hoss has been

known, but the total vjilne njid tonnage was insijrnilicant.

This was at Hn>ken Hill. Australia, and was deseribed

orit;inated from therinal sprin^fs. This liieory ddes not

seem appliiable to the Honk, and it is ipiite (crtain that

the platinum was once dissciiiiiialcd with copper

throu(fhout. the mineruli/ed /one, and iliat suliKopient

leaehiiif; and re-precipitation is reK|>onsiiilc lor the ex-

i'c|itional sejrivjratioii ol" piatiiiniii iiieliils. as loiirid .-it

this iiiiiic.

Manganese BCIning In Brazil

•Imports of inanpancse ore into the liiited States

have U'cn irreffidar during recent years, the quantity

in 1914 being 288.2!U long tons. Of this. 113,924 tons

came fmni Bra7JI. During lOlo Brazilian imports were

of considerable importance, but were checked by short-

age of ships, yet they contributed 907c of the imports

to this country'. Production of Brazil has increased to

meet tJie large demand, the output in 191.J being 350.000

tons, an increase of 80,000 tons over 1914, and 170.000

tons over 1913. according to Joseph T. Singewald. Jr..

and Benjamin Miller.

Except a small quantity of manganese from the State

of Baliia. the output comes from ilinas Geraes. The

two productive districts are Migucl-Buniier and Lafay-

ett« a Queluz. 20 miles apart. The former is at the

southern edge of the iron-ore region of Mina.s. and the

latter a short distance south of it. Save the Rodcio. all

operations in the Miguel-Bumier area ai-e controlled b.v

Carlos Wigg. The Rodeio has a monthl.v output of 1000

to 1200 tons: the other property produces 100 tons per

day.

The Burnier manganese ore occurs in the Itabira iron

formation, which is a sedimentarj' series of Algonkian

age. It is the same formation that includes the great

iron-ore deposits of this part of Brazil. Near the man-

ganese mines it shows a rapid succession of itabirite,

schist, calcareous schist, and limestone, mostly the first

named.

At the Section 9 mine the manganese bed is from 33

to 50 in. wide, and 2000 ft. long. The mines are usually

started as open-cuts, but as the orebodies are so narrow,

underground work soon takes their place. The walls

are soft, and considerable timbering is required. The

ore is mostly of finely ervstalline compact manganese

oxides, with many lumps like those found in the brown

iron ores. The ore contains 50% manganese, 1% silica,

and 0.03 to 0.05 ft phosphorus.

The Queluz district is now the most important area.

The principal mine is the ^lorro de Mina, producing 700

tons dail.v. owned by the Campauhia Morro de Mina. a

Brazilian concern. The Mineracao de Agua Preta. a

German corporation, produces 2000 tons per month of

rubble ore from the east end of the Morro de Slina. A

•Abstract from The Iron Age.

Belgian company, Societe Anonyme de Manganese (h-

Ouro Preto, mines 3000 tons monthly from its ])roperty

south of Lafa.vette. A iiiinibcr of other mines arc idle

in this district.

Gcologicall.v the Queluz deposits are quite dilTcrenl

from tlio.se at Miguel-Hurnier. Tlic.v occur in siip|)osed

Archean rocks consi.sting of granite, gneiss, and schist.

The ore occurs as elongated nias.ses of more or less lentic-

ular shape within these rocks. The imniediate wall-rock

is thoroughly decomposi-d. Horses of similar material oc-

cur in the orebodies. The ore is similar in appearance

to that of the Burnier district. The iii.-iiigancsc content

is from 48 to 52%, silica 2%, and 0.0? to 0.09% phos-

phorus.

The ilorro de Mina is the largest manganese deposit

in Brazil. In 1915 it yielded 200.000 tons, and 1,000,000

tons to date. Reserves arc 10,000.000 tons, the largest

in the world, according to the mainiger. J. de A. Lustosa.

In the ore-bearing area of 300 by 800 metres are four

important len.ses. Mining is mostly by open-cut and b.v

hand. Co.sts in 1!I14 were 60c. per ton. Freight to Rio

de Janiero is $1.50 per ton and from there to the United

States. $5 per ton. About 500 men are employed, who

are well treated by the company. All ore is pas-sed over

a 2 cm. screen, the oversize being shipped. The under-

size, about 15% of the total, containing 35% manganese,

is stored for future washing or other treatment.

Ontario had 17 productive gold mines in 1915; of

these 12 were at Porcupine. The Ilollinger produced

.$3,000,000 from ore averaging $9.67 per ton ; the Dome

$1,325,000 from ore averaging .$4.79; the Acme $900.-

000 from ore averaging $9.69; the Mclntyre $747,000

from ore averaging $7.31 ; the Porcupine Crown $600.-

000 from $12.92 ore. The Tough-Oakes mine, at Kirk-

land Lake, produced $551,000 from $21.04 ore. or prac-

tically an ounce per ton. The mines of the Porcupine

district have paid about $5,000,000 in dividends from

1910 to date. The 1915 gold production of Ontario was

$8,386,956 or 44% of the total for Canada.

MizPAH TRACHYTE, in which the principal large and

rich .silver veins at Tonopah are found, consists of 65.5

to 76.25% silica. 12.84 to 18.5% alumina, 0.1 to 3.867^,

ferric oxide, 0.16 to 1.8% iron oxide, 0.09 to 1.7% lime

0.16 to 1.5% magnesia, none to 2.99% sodium oxide, and

3.2 to 6.31% potas.sium oxide.
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1,163,286.

—

Pkocess of Recovering Zinc Fbom an Acid Sul-

fite Solution. Charles S. Vadner, Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed

May 26, 1914.

1. The process of recovering zinc from an acid sulfite solu-

tion which consists in electrolyzing the solution, partially

neutralizing with a reagent that can partially neutralize the

acid that may be formed and continuously electrolyzing for

the recovery of the zinc and elimination of the SO^ gas.

2. The process of recovering zinc from an acid sulfite solu-

tion which consists in electrolyzing the solution, partially

neutralizing the solution with the carbonate of a metal and

continuously electrolyzing for the recovery of the zinc and

elimination of SO, gas.

1,161,351.

—

Magnetic Oee-Sepabatob. Samuel N. Smith, New
York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Herman W. Hoops,

New York, N. Y. Filed February 8, 1915.

c^^'

1. In a magnetic ore separator, the combination with drums,

of which one is magnetic, of an endless apron passed over

the same, a pan closed at the rear end and open at the front

end and having its front end below the magnetic drum, which

extends into the same, and deflecting partitions projecting

upward from the bottom of the pan, which partitions are con-

nected with the pan at the rear and gradually converge toward

each other, substantially as set forth.

1,161,945.

—

Concentrator.

Filed May 5, 1913.

Albert J. Matter, Portland. Ore.

A mineral separator comprising a sand feed pipe vertically

disposed and having a tapering lower end; the intermediate
portion being of tubular form, and a vertically disposed
separating tube having a cylindrical portion of its upper end
so disposed as to entirely surround said sand feed pipe, leav-

ing an unobstructed water passage of uniform cross sections

around the outside of said sand feed pipe, the lower end of

the cylindrical portion of said separating tube converging at

a point adjacent to the lower end of said sand feed pipe and

continuing downward in the form of a tube having the same
cross sectional area as the water passage aforementioned.

1,167,835.

—

Apparatu.s for Separatix; the Metallic and
Rocky Constituents of Obe.s. Dudley H. Norris, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Filed Apr. 5, 1915.

Mm

iilf

1. An apparatus for separating the metallic and rocky con-

stituents of ores comprising means for introducing water con-

taining air in solution into a flowing mixture of crushed ore

and water at a number of different points along the path of

travel of the mixture so as to cause nascent bubbles of air to

form continuously in said mixture and rise to the surface

thereof to carry off the metallic particles of the ore.

2. An apparatus for separating the metallic and rocky con-

stituents of ores, comprising a member that forms a passage-

way, means for causing a mixture of crushed ore and water to

flow through said passageway, and means for discharging

aerated water into said passageway at a number of different

zones so as to cause nascent bubbles of air to be created in the

mixture for the purpose of carrying the metallic particles of

the ore upwardly to the surface of the mixture.

1,167,619.

—

Bubble-Making Machine. Esten Beeler. New
York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, of one-fourth to

Herbert Beeler, New York, N. Y. Filed June 27, 1914.

1. An alkaline solution of a stable compound of tyrosin and

mercury for therapeutic use, said mercury compound having

the empirical formula CoHoOjNHg.

2. An alkaline solution of a stable compound of tyrosin and

mercury for therapeutic use, said mercury compound being

obtained by heating a solution of tyrosin and a mercuric

compound, as the oxid or a salt of a weak acid.

1,167,700.

—

Process of Extracting Zinc From Its Ores.

Frederick Laist and Frederick F. Frick, Anaconda, Mont..

Filed Aug. 13, 1915.

1. A cyclical process of extracting zinc from oxidized ores
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thervof couialiiliiK lrt>n, which i-oimiMM In l«>iu-hliiK ihr ore

with dilute sulfuric ncld. oxIitliinK the fvrrouii MuUiiti' by

nioaiia of a iiiMnKunoac roni|>ound In n state of oxidation IiIkIkt

than the ninni:anouii ittntc. priH-lpllnllnK the ferric Iron, electro-

lylically de|>o«ltinK the zinc from the iMirlflcd tuihillon witli

Innoliililc nnodes. nnd titlllzinH the resultInK acid Hulutlon con

tnlnlni; uianKunese In Us hlither Hliiies of oxidation for the

exinictlon of »lnc Ironi addillonal iKirtlons of the ore.

2. Id a cyclical procesa of cxtractlnR zinc from oxidised orcK

thereof, the steiw which consist In electrolyilnK. with Insoluble

anodes, n solution rontnlnInK suits of zinc nnd ninnRiinose.

de|>ositlnK the rlnc In metallic state, nnd ulilU-inK ilic rosiill-

iuK acid solution containinK oxidi/.ed coni|)uunds of man-

Bnncs*- for the extraction of zinc from lis oxidl/ed oich.

1.16T.7T9.—CoM'KNTHATIMi-T.Mll.t:.

den. Arlx. Filed Feb. 16. 1914.

newed June 10. 1915.

Michael J. Morley. Hay-

Serial No. S1.S.942. Re-

r-f-

1. .\ concentrating table having a lateral reciprocatory

motion and a series of settling areas, lateral ridges defining

said areas and terminating at the concentrates discharge

side of the table, said ridges being oblique to the direction of

motion of the table and having oppositely sloping sides,

riffles on the apices of the ridges and terminating short of

the concentrates side of the table, means for discharging

wash water on the ridges adjacent to the aforesaid side of the

table beyond the riffles, and riffles in the settling areas parallel

to and co-extensive with the first-mentioned riffles.

1.169.44-4.

—

Treating Met.\llic Sixfihs. ac.

Ardmore. Pa. Filed June 5. 1913.

rtley Wedge.

1. The within described continuous process of producing

metal from sulfur compounds containing the same, said process

consisting in first subjecting the compound, at a temperature

sufficient to vaporize the sulfur, to an atmosphere containing a

reagent which will oxidize the metal without promoting the

oxidation of the sulfur, and then continuing the subjection of

(he DxUl lliUH formed to ii rediirlUK iilmoHphere at a li'iiiper

nture sufflclout to converi 'h- ..>i<l lo tnctnlllc form.

1.167,925.— Al'l-.MiATi .s lull nil I>:miia< i kin ok Zi.M'. Miirlln

M, IVnrlninn. rinrkBliuiK, \V. Va Filed Mnr. it. lUUi.

«i^*«s*^-.

1. The combination wlili nieaiis for I tic extraction ul zim-

inchidinn a retort having an open outer end, of a coiiililiied

filter and condenser consiKling of a hollow casing iirtividcd

intermediate its ends with a transverse partition dividing Ihe

casing into an inner filtering chamber and an outer condcnsliiK

chamber, the inner end of the casing fitting within the open

end of and engaging the walls of lhi> relorl lo form a closure

for the same.

1,169.384.—AiM'Aii.vTi's fok Sintekini; a.nd Smkiti.m. Oiikh.

Arthur S. Owight. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 31. 1!)1(). Serial

No. 552.579. Renewed .June 12. 1915.

1. In an apparatus of the class described the combination of

a moving platform adapted for the conveying of a continuous

la.ver of ore. means for sintering the ore on the platform Into

a continuous cake, and means for passing an electric current

through a portion of the cake adjacent its advance end, sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. In an ai)paratus of the class described, the coml)ination of

a means for forming and continually advancing a continuous

layer of ore, means for sintering the advancing layer into a

continuous cake, and means for passing an electric current

through a portion of the cake adjacent its advance end. sub-

stantially as set forth.

1.169.276.—Co.NSTRic TioN OF TinF-Mii.i.s am> Li.vixfis Tiikrk-

FOR. David .lack Nevill. Denver, Colo., assignor to The Steams-

Roger Manufacturing Company, Denver, Colo., a Corporation

of Colorado. Filed .Mar. 18, 1913.

1. In a grinding mill, a siiell or casing, a lining therefor

comprising a plurality of juxtapositioned sections, each section

comprising a plurality of segments provided with longitudinal

teeth and a transverse reinforcing rib, and means to expand

said segments circumferentially in said shell or casing, .said

means comprising wedge shaped keys adapted to be inserted

in positions laterally of the sections and having their outer

faces substantially flush with the outer face of the lining

sections.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our oil'II correspondents.

ELY, NEVADA
Notes ox the TrxnsTEN Areas ok White Pine Couxtv.

Mining of tungsten ore bids fair to be the largest Industry in

White Pine county, excluding operations of the Nevada Con-

solidated Copper Company.
It is reported that tungsten has been found in the Hamilton

district, 45 miles west of Ely.

In Robinson canyon, 3 miles above Ely, just west of the old

stage-station, Mr. Beech has found some hiibnerite.

At Cherry creek, 50 miles north of Ely, west four miles

through Cherry Creek canyon and two miles north on the west

side of the range, the American Smelting & Refining Co. has

taken over a large scheelite prospect. A Mr. Kimball of Salt

Lake City optioned it to Nelson and others, for $oO,000, mak-
ing a 10% cash payment, then turning it over to the A. S. & R.

Co. for $70,000. Recently the company has been moving
freight from the railroad station to the mine, preparatory to

active operations. Kimball retained a part of the ground,
organized a company, sold some shares at 5c. each, and his

development was so promising that he raised the price to 75c.

Another company is being organized by Cherry Creek people

for other claims nearby. Across Steptoe valley, from Cherry
creek, on the east side of Shell Creek range, tungsten has been
found.

Twenty-five miles south-east of this place, at Tungstonia
(the Sims-Olsen property) for several months A. R. Shephard
has been developing a hiibnerite prospect. In the past two
months, he has had a mill at work, making shipments of over
60% product. This Is the largest producer known in this area,

and probably in the United States. The main vein is 12 to 20
in. wide, traceable on the surface for 3000 ft. There are several

other veins from 2 to 5 ft. wide.

Some 40 miles south of Tungstonia, at Sacramento pass, the
Doyle Mining Co., organized and controlled by a San Francisco
firm, has been operating a scheelite property several months.
A small mill is operated. South of Sacramento pass, 20
miles, on the west side of Snake range, and under Mt. Wheeler,
the U. S. Tungsten Co. has been working a mill for many
months with satisfactory results. The daily yield is about
1000 lb. of over GO'/r concentrate. Recently the company com-
menced some placer work (ground sluicing) and Is finding a
good deal of tungsten, including some large nuggets, without
having reached bedrock. Both north and south from the U. S.

T. Co.'s property, for some S or 10 miles in each direction.
many prospects have been found and located.

In the neighborhood of Scheelite, a new camp on Willard
creek, north from the U. S. T. mine, some Salt Lake City
people have been developing all winter, under the management
of A. D. Meyers. They have ordered a mill, which they intend
to erect as soon as the condition of the roads permits its trans-
portation. There is considerable work being done on many
prospects in this vicinity. South of the U. S. T. mine, some
20 odd miles, in the old Minerva district, 30 years ago work
was done on several low-grade silver veins, which were aban-
doned. This was located late last tall by rancher Hudson as a
silver property. Millick brothers and Jappy Fo.x found schee-
lite in the dumps, and a 5 to 6 ft. vein was opened in several
places, containing 1% scheelite, with bunches of high-grade ore.
They jumped Hudson's location, claiming that it was not
properly staked, later agreeing to pay him $10,000 when sold.
W. Stewart recently sold the property to Salt Lake City and'

Boston people. A payment of $3000 cash was made (which is

1% of the total price) over a period of 5 years, with a 20%
royalty applying to the purchase price. These people say
that they will install a mill in the near future. In four days
two of the Millick brothers recently panned 265 lb. of con-

centrate from old dumps that assay 607c, worth about $600.

Over the range from the Minerva district, on the east side,

and 8 miles west of Garrison, is the Bonita scheelite property
of J. D. Tilford. About S or 10 mouths ago, he bonded and
leased it to a San Francisco firm, who erected a small mill,

and worked it until the water tor steam and milling operations
froze. Last month they gave up their bond and lease, owing
to disagreements and the meddling pf the owner.
South of the Bonita, at the head of Big wash, under Mt.

Washington, at an elevation of 9500 ft., W. L. Chapman and
A. D. Taylor late last fall discovered the best and highest
grade scheelite prospect in the county. The deep snow in

January drove them out. after having made several shipments
of better than 70':,o crude ore. This week they are digging out
the snow for an active campaign. About 40 miles south-west
of the U. S. T. mine on Mt. Patterson, just across the line in
Lincoln county, several veins of hiibnerite were found late

last fall. Many prospectors are going into the hills, though a
little early, as only about one-third of the ground south-east
exposures are now free of snow. It is probable that many of
these large gaps will be filled in with new discoveries, mak-
ing one of the largest tungsten areas in the United States.

On March 24 the Consolidated Tungsten Mines Co. was
organized at Ely. with a capital of 500,000 $1 shares, to de-
velop 30 claims on Williams creek. 45 miles south-east of Ely.
J. D. Murphy is manager. A number of hiibnerite veins have
been opened, containing 1.4 to 13.39% tungsten. Mining is

done by adits. Nevada Consolidated people are largely in-

terested.

DEADWOOD, SOUTH DAKOTA
CrsTOM-MiLL IXVESTIGATIOX. FeEE ASSAYS FOR ProSPECTOB-S.—

Litigation Closes Mine.—North Homestake.—Wolfram-
ite FROM the H0ME,STAKE.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Deadwood Business
Club it was proposed that investigation be made of the possibil-
ities of erecting and operating a custom-mill at Deadwood.
Considerable discussion ensued, and the matter was finally
turned over to the mining committee, with a request that it

look into possible ore-supply, cost of jilant, and other matters.
Preliminaries are well in hand, and as soon as the snow dis-

appears from the mountains, the committee will get in the field

and examine various properties which might be tributary to
the mill. At a recent meeting of the committee there were
present a number of mine-owners including Charles A. Chase,
general manager, and E. R. Graham, superintendent, of the
Mogul Mining Co. The latter stated that at the Mogul they
were prepared, to receive, and were at present treating custom-
ores; were willing to give financial assistance to lessees to

enable them to secure machinery, tools and equipment: and
to find lessees who would take over and operate properties
that contained ore. It was also announced at the meeting that
the Golden Reward and New Reliance mills treated custom-
ores. Ore transport to the railroads received some considera-
tion at this meeting, and Mr, Graham suggested that the com-
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luttlc^ pxnmlnp tnio the i<'ii>iiiUii\ of s<>riirliiK a inoioriruik
whirh nilKht ho u»f(l In Imtilliii; orpM nt vnrlouH iioiir by ikiIiiim.

Ilo ilititiKht th:it n r.toii truck coiiWI In- imod lo iiilviiiitUKc.

:iiul wotilil Ix* of Krviii lK>ni'flt to nilnt>H tlini wore from :; to B

iiillfii Jimant from the riillronds: such liniiliiKf. he thnuKlii.

could Ih> done nt J to J llie co8t of hauliiKo liy honu-R. Al-

toRcther It n|)|)onrs thitt tho discussion started will [to of value
to the nilnlni; Industry; It will nl lenitt Rive some advertise-

ment to tho protiertles that tho Club's committee will examine,
even though the mill should not l)e built.

At II roccnt meeting of n Joint committee from the Oendwood
Ruslnoss Club and the Lend rfimmerrlal Club with State

Resent AU>ert Anderson and Ilean O'llara. of the State School
of Mines, details of a plan were practically completed by
which the institution will make asjwiys of told and silver for

I'ac. and qualitative determinations for tungsten free of cost.

The samples must be sent to the School by the secretary or
some other ofllcer of one of the Black Hills commercial clubs,

it being the intention of the School to extend this service to

worthy prosi>ectors. It will thus devolve upon the clubs to see

that the School Is not imposed upon. Further, it is the inten-

tion of the clubs to pay the fees to the School, so that the pros-

l>e»-tor will not be under any expense. This is the result of an
effort made by the clubs to secure a free assayinf; service for

the gold and tungsten seekers. The School Is doing the work
under authority given in -a law passed by the State legislature

In 1903. which established a State mining experiment station

at the School, but for which no appropriation has ever been
made. At the legislative session next winter a concerted effort

will l>e made to secure funds to carry on the work, in which
case assays might be free of cost and other assistance rendered
the mining industry.

Mining and milling has been suspended at the Rattlesnake
Jack property as the result of litigation between the owners.
W. Sansom. of New York, and C. B. Harris, of Galena, S. Dak.
Mr. Sansom is understood to have offered to buy or sell, and it

is hoped that the affair will be settled out of court, for since

Mr. Harris has established a home at Los Angeles, he has
spent but little time at the property and desires to leave the
country. The mine is a valuable one: it has been a producer
for years and last summer a 10-stamp mill was completed
and started. This plant is equipped for concentration and
cyanidation. and of late has been making a recovery of about
93% on a J20 mill-feed.

Since development was resumed at the North Horaestake
last summer a drift has been run south from the 600-ft. station,

a distance of 600 ft.: from its end cross-cuts have been ad-

vanced both east and west over 100 ft. each way. Practically
all of this work has been done with the aid of a jackhamer
mounted on a column. Quartz has been cut in the cross-cuts.

From the first two cars of wolframite which the Homestake
shipped from the Golden Summit claim, more than sufficient

was realized to reimburse the company for the purchase of the
Hidden Fortune group, of which the Golden Summit claim is a
part. The claims were purchased from the now defunct
Hidden Fortune Mining Co. some two years ago. The Home-
stake now has the third car-load nearly ready for market.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
PORCL-piJfE, KlBKLA.ND L.\KE. .\>-D BOSTON CBEEK DISTRICTS.

—

FL0T.\TI0-N OF COB.\LT ORES.—Nr KKI. 0X( F. MORK.

Porcupine news is as follows:

At the Hollinger. recent developments on the 1275-ft. level

are of a decidedly encouraging character. In sinking to this
depth the winze passed through a quartz-porphyry formation,
the gold-content of which was considerably lower than in the
upper levels. The vein is now in the basalt, where the value
is above the Hollinger average. The head-frame at the new
shaft is nearly complete. The annual report of the company
will be considerably delayed this year, as the staff has been

wcaUi-ni'il \\\ cuilxluii-iilh In llii« iirmy. uml llu- lliuil iIccIhIom

of the (iovrrnmi-nl as lo the war-tux on mining riinipiirili'H Is

beluR awaited. Ilie hoim- Uiko mill has ln-eii cIobimI down
tor two weekH durlUK the InHtallulitui of tlii> new cyMiiide

plant, which Is expcclid to I..' ready fur oiieriillon about tho

end of March. rnderKi'ound work Ih In prcinruHB as usual.

Tho now vein on the 4()01t. lovol of the VIpoiKl has been opened
for 105 ft., nvcranlng $13 per ton. The on- Is hi-avlly (nlnenil

tzcd and contains much free gold. Some ore lian been found oii

the ."iOO-ft. level, but nothing of conseciueuce. Hlukliig will

shortly be resumed on the .\orlli Thompson. The Hlijifl, now al

300 ft., will l)i- deciieniMl to .'.Oil PI. IMuHK for a new mill are

being considered. The slarllng of Ihe l.'>0-tou addldou to

the Mclnlyre mill has Ijcen delayed by an accident in No. Ti

shaft. It Is proposed to haul Ihe ore from the Mclnlyre lOx-

tenslon and .lupltcr mines for treatment at tho mill by motor-

trucks, pending the Installation of a carrier system. Al ibe

Porctipine Crown tl^ new steam hoist Is In operation, and
much development is being done at 700 ft. Low-grade ores

are being developed on the ujiper levels. The mill is treating

an average of 12,") tons daily. The Standard, south of Ihe

Dome Lake, is being developed by the Premier Gold Mining
Co.. controlled in Boston.

The Tough-Oakes at KirUland Lake Is irfaliiig aliout 120

tons of ore per day. The out|)ut in February is estimated at

about $45.000. The Beaver Consolidated of Cobalt is devel-

oping the McCane property In the Kirkland Lake area, on

which it has an option for one year. The shaft is down 200 ft..

where a station will be cut. The Wright-Margraves, cast of

the Tough-Oakes, which has a rich vein on Ihc surface, is

being opened.

There is a good deal of activity in the Boston Creek dis-

trict. The R. A. P. Syndicate has done about 180 ft. of driv-

ing on the 100-ft. level, where the vein is opening well with a

good deal of free gold. The Miller Independence has In-

stalled a boiler and compressor, and is erecting a small stamp-

mill. A shaft has been started. The Crown Reserve, which

has under option the four McCreaO'Neill claims, has cut a

vein at a depth of 10 ft.. 10 in. wide and rich in free gold.

Much interest has resulted at Cobalt by flotation tests con-

ducted at the Buffalo. It is stated that flotation is suitable for

Cobalt ores. The Buffalo has consequently decided to install

a 600-ton plant for the treatment of tailings. The Mc-

Kinley-Darragh is installing a 150-ton flotation plant, which

is guaranteed to save 500 oz. per day by higher extraction.

Ore reserves at the end of 1915 were 1,875,000 oz., with an

average of 15 oz. per ton. or only 257,820 oz. less than at the

end of 1914. At the Gifford-Cobalt the main shaft has been

dewatered and machinery installed. Diamond-drilling will

be done on the 200-ft. level to determine the extent of the ore-

body, which is thought to be an extension of the Beaver vein

system.

The nickel question is assuming a more acute phase, and

appears likely to become a leading political issue. The feeling

in favor of having all nickel ore refined in Canada is develop-

ing unexpected strength. A noteworthy sign is the stand

taken by the Liberal press, which was until lately indifferent

or opposed to any interference with existing arrangements.

The conditions arising out of the War however, have brought

about a complete change in public sentiment, and the agitation.

which was formerly confined to extreme Protectionists and
scaremongers, now receives the support of a large and in-

fluential element, on the ground that Imperial interests de-

mand that the disposal of the product of Canadian nickel mines
should be under strict Government control. In the present

temper of the public the hand of the Government is likely to be

forced, more especially as the Liberals evidently mean to take

advantage of the movement as furnishing a good political cry.

Before the War nickel was sold to the British government for

34.8c. per pound; the price is now 37.2c. The solicitor-general.

Hon. Arthur Meighen, favors an export duty on nickel matte

to encourage refining in the Dominion.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The news of the week as told hy our special correspondents and con\piled from the local press.

ALASKA
The report of the territorial mine inspector, William

Maloney, covers 1915. The estimated mineral production is

$31,826,940, an increase of over $12,000,000. Copper con-

tributed $14,6.'!3,950 and gold $16,752,000. There were in-

spected 168 placer mines, 31 quartz mines, and 30 dredges, em-
ploying 3000 men. There were 23 fatal, 92 serious, and 3S7

slight accidents. There was an ample supply of labor every-

where. Brief notes are given on all the mining districts. The
names of dredging, lode mining, and placer companies are in-

cluded.

Ketchikan

(Special Correspondence.)—Some increase in mining ac-

tivity is noticeable in this district.

The Mt. Andrew mine has resumed operations after a brief

shut-down during the winter. Small shipments are being
made to the Tacoma smelter, and preparations are being made
to increase the output.

The Goodroe mine will continue to ship ore to the Granby
smelter at Anyox, B. C. This mine is unique, as bornite is

the predominating ore-mineral, and it is the only locality in

south-eastern Alaska where bornite has been found in quantity.

Platinum is also present in the ore, and should receive pay-

ment owing to the present scarcity of the metal.

C. Lancaster has succeeded in interesting capital with a
view to re-opening the old Sea Level properties.

At the Rush and Brown mine a large amount of ore has
been broken in the stopes, and shipments will probably be
increased to double the usual amount. Ore is being developed
in the lower levels with good results in both grade and extent
of orebodies. The magnetite ore is said to give better results

in both copper and gold in the deeper workings than nearer
The surface.

Ketchikan. March 7.

The Sea Level Development Co. has been organized at
Seattle to re-open the old Sea Level gold mine in the Ketchi-
kan district. The mine is near tidewater, where is a 30-stamp
mill. Pumps are being installed, a hoist and compressor have
been purchased.

ARIZONA
The State Bureau of .Mines contemplates publishing a di-

rectory of the operating mines in Arizona, but is finding it

somewhat difficult to keep up with the progress, as so many
new mines are being started each day.

GlL.\ Cot'.NTV

(Special Correspondence.)—Considerable activity is evi-

denced in the mining districts around Payson this spring,
owing partly to the visits of mining engineers to the region
last fall. J. Parke Channing spent two days here and looked
at a few of the prospects; other mining men have been here
recently. Some shook their heads and murmured: "Too far
from a railroad." It's awful to contemplate, but it's true.
Yes, it is too far for timid spirits. Mr. Channing cheered us
somewhat on that score when the fact of the great distance
from the railroad was mentioned: he said: "One good pro-
ducing mine will bring in a railroad soon enough." The high
price of copper has stimulated the dormant interest in many
prospects around Payson. Is it not like the trials of Tantalus
to have such quantities of shipping ore? Assuming we were

25 miles to a railroad; add SO miles to this and you kave the
distance by wagon-road to Globe or Miami; $60 ore does not
pay; at least $75 ore must be extracted to make profits. Still

we are shipping in small lots by parcel-post.

Boardman, McFarlane, and Pratt have made a number of

shipments from the West Star, which assays 15% copper, $S

gold, and $4 silver. Others have shipped ore from the Silver
Glance group, yielding $120 in gold, silver, and copper. Con-
siderable development is planned for the coming season at the
West Star. An adit of over 200 ft. will be driven to cut a
2-ft. vein at about 135 ft. depth.

On the Bailee group, A. J. McDonald has just completed an
adit over 200 ft., for the purpose of cutting a high-grade gold
vein at 140 ft. Assays returning $40 have been received, and
a small mill will be erected. The George Washington gold
prospect on the outskirts of Payson, owned by Mr. McDonald
will also come in for a share of development this season.

Edward Oliver is now enlisting New York capital for the

exploitation of gold claims situated about 4 miles west of

Payson. Recently he opened high-grade ore on the Western
Excursion, a west extension of the famous Excursion (pat-

ented). Four feet of low-grade ore just fills one end of a 50-ft.

shaft in the Western. Mr. Oliver evidently hesitated in ac-

cepting the view commonly held that low-grade ore consti-

tuted the entire deposit, and on thorough investigation, about
14 in. of $20 ore was discovered outside the shaft in an open-
cut. It was a red hematite ore on the hanging wall, the bal-

ance of ore being white, worth $6 per ton.

The Pittsburg Tonto Copper Co., formerly the Schell prop-

erty, will resume operations this spring under the manage-
ment of D. T. Clinton of Belle View, Pennsylvania. Shipments
of 25;; copper have been made from this property in the past.

The vein is over 40 ft. wide, and contains 2% cojiper and $2.50

gold. An IS-in. high-grade streak of chalcopyrite, running
with the dike from which the above-mentioned shipments were
made, together with the prevailing high price of copper,

seemed attractive to the newly-formed company which recently

took over the 32 claims in the group. Not the least of the

assets consists of the water-power of the Tonto river, 1500
miner's inches being available. The claims are on both sides

of the river in the foot-hills of the Sierre Anches. The pres-

ent owners propose to sink a shaft at least 200 ft. and will

install a gasoline hoist and two drill-compressors immediately.
Although 80 miles from Globe, the nearest railroad point, this

handicap evidently does not deter venturesome spirits: in

fact, greater obstacles have been overcome in the history of

mining. More power to them.

Payson, March 12.

The 100,000 tons of copper ore in the .loe Bush dump of the

Ins])iration eomi)auy is Jjeing removed before under-cutting

and caving starts underground. The dumps at the Colorado
shaft will soon be cleared away. Several parts of the ground
surface show signs of caving operations.

On March 22 the International smelter at Miami dispatched

East 40 and the Old Dominion 9 cars of copper, totaling 4.464.-

800 lb., a record shiimient, from Arizona. It was valued at

$1,195,000.

MoiiAvii County

Californians, including A. C. Parsons, C. H. Oilman, H. H.

Moore, and L. Tevis. have financed the Oatman North Star

Mines Co. to exploit 250 acres in the centre of the Oatman dis-
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trirl. A shaft la down so rt. In (hf lode, bin tlu> iniilii hIioui

Is exj>««cl«»d nt 4»H> foci.

The liold Koad mill Is (rvullUK on< from thi> (iold Urc rom-

pauy'a mlup. where rich ore hii» b«»cn o|>ened to ri:!0 ft. Aboiil

1000 tons will be treated.

At 515 ft. In the Nevada-Arizona, the I.iicknow vein U \'2 U.

wide, of Bood ^•alue. At 500 ft. Is 9 ft. of $70 ore. The mill

Is lo n-tiiime since a siipiilv of water has In-en secured.

Tilt- (.'omanrhe and I'Inkham claims nt Chloride have lircn

act]iitred by the Needles MlninK & SmelthiK Co.. which

o^ienites the Tennessee mine nt Chloride and n reduction-

plant at Needles, and Is a siibaidlar.v of the U. S. S. It. & .M.

Company.
PiNAI. C4)tNTV

Orllltnf: at the Ray Hercules has found ore beyond the

fault. Plans for the mill are belni; prepared by George Hrad-

ley. J .M. Callow will design the flotation plant.

Y.VVAI'AI CofNTV

The Henrietta gold-cop|)er mine has been ex|>lolted by the

Big Ledge Development Co. since last October. The lower

adit is In U61 ft., with 4.iO ft. to go to be vertically under the

main shaft. Three shifts are driving over 50 ft. per week
with ni.ichines. Thirty men are employed. There is an equal

number at the Butternut, two miles south of the Henrietta,

owned by the same company. This is a coiiper-gold mine. In

charge of the mines are L. E. Le Due and J. P. Trebilcock.

Backed by Chicago capital, in which F. A. Wheeler is the

head, a 12.00o-ft. adit is to be driven into the Bradshaw moun-
tains to explore at a depth of ISOO ft. The portal will be a

mile from the Crown King mine. The Fairvlew. Gladiator.

Lincoln, Nelson. Spring Green, and War Eagle gold-silver

mines will beneSt by this drainage, development, and trans-

port adit.

Ore crushing has been started at the old Yuma mine. 11*

miles from Tucson. A large sum has been spent on equip-

ment and development. The mine was formerly a gold pro-

ducer, but is now yielding tiinssicn and molybdenum, and $3

l)er ton in gold.

CALIFORNIA
.V MADOR Cof.NTY

A club-house is being erected by the Plymouth Consolidated

for its employees, a new departure on the Mother Lode.

Foundations are being laid for the new mill at the Treasure,
near the Fremont at Amador City. The Fremont shaft is

being sunk from 2350 ft. to 2750 feet.

The Old Eureka Mining Co. has been incorporated in Dela-

ware with $3,000,000 capital for the purpose of pumping out

and exploring the old Eureka mine, which was purchased in

February from .Mrs. Hetty Green by a syndicate headed by
William B. Thornton. William B. Dickinson. Charles D. Frazier.

Franklin E. Searle. Charles Briggs. Chester A. Congdon, and
George E. Kenner. Only 100.000 shares, par value $10. will be
issued now. The mine has not been operated since 1.S.S6.

BnTE COfNTV

According to Richard Phillips, manager and controller of

the South Banner mine, four miles north-east of Oroville, on
the Feather river, a four-mile transmission line is being con-

nected with the Oro company's mains to supply current for a
central compressor-plant, which will give air for hoisting and
other purposes. At present steam hoists are used at the

South Banner and Amosky shafts, which are down 400 and
600 ft. deep respectively in good ore. The former is to be
deepened 100 ft. Two 1000-lb. stamps are used for testing the

ore.

Cal.weras Cor.vTT

(Special Correspondence.)—The gravel mine owned by W.
A. Swank has been incorporated under the name of the Gold
Bar Mining Co. There is about 1* miles of channel. It is

expected that the mine will be In full operation within the

ni'Xl tui dnvH. .1. .1. .Mcliillrc Ih prcHldml iind KeMcrul iiuimiikim.

The McCann Krnvrl nilnc. In the Chill (iulcli diHlrlcl. Iiiih

III en liniidfil and work hiiH comnienct'd The iiillt Ih In IMIO

ft., and iH opening the channel known »h the Blue Lend. TIiIh

wHH worked In the early days and yieldi-d well.

The Bnchnuin and the Hlg Four mIneN have been bonded

by O. Allgcwiihr. of Fourth CriiHMliig. Tliey are near tin

Thorpe mine, which Is In I he linndH of KiiHlern capltallHlH.

and under the niaiiugcment of .Mr. AllKcwalir. Work on the

Hacbinaii and Dig Four will lie Klarti-d an hociii as posHlble.

San AndreaK, .March is.

The new lulll of the Calnveraa Copper ("o. Ih Ileal lug 200

Ions of ore dally, yielding U! to 19',y copiier concentrate. This
quantity Is lo be Increased by 50'/,. A new coarKe-criiHhlng

plant Is to be erected at a cost of $15,000, Mine dcvclniniieiil

continues satisfactory.

Nai'a Cor.NTV

A nuniljer of old quicksilver mines near Ciilistog,! ar<- luini^

re-worked. At the Oat Hill 10 men are employed.

San Bkknauiiino Coi'.vrv

Optimistic news comes from Atolia, which now has a weekly

called the Tungsten Hei-icw. New discoveries are reiiorted

and claims change hands. Placer scheellle continues lo he

found in fair quantity. Good progress Is being made with the

Atolia company's new mill, which will be larger than the one

burned. The ore is broken in a 10 by l.s-in. .loshiia Bendy
crusher, and further reduced by rolls. Half of the iiroduct Is

fed to two 5-ft. Huntington mills. The discharge passes over

two Deister roughing-tables, where the richest material is ex-

tracted. From the tables it passes to vanners. The other

half of the material goes to an S-ft. Marcy ball-mill, the ca-

pacity of which is from 30 to 40 tons per 24 hours. The

crushed ore is discharged through a 30-mesh screen onto a

Deister loughing-table. From there it goes to a Dorr classi-

fier. The slime from both units is thickened for concentration

by three S-ft. Callow cones, and then passes over three doubl*--

deck Deister tables. Tailing is stored for future use. The
tailing runs from 1 to 37r calcium tiingstate. A conservative

estimate places the amount available for treatment at 200,000

tons.

Each separate piece of niaohinery has its individual motor,

there being more than 25 motors required. The mill will use

30,000 gal. of water each day when at full capacity, and it

will produce from 5 to 7 tons of concentrate per day. This,

together with the output of the jigs, will make the average

daily production of tungsten concentrates about 7 tons. The
No. 1 mine will soon be lighted by electricity. An electric

hoist is to be installed at 900 ft. to serve the prospecting

winze below that depth.

The Pagh placer, in the Stringer district, has changed

hands for $5000.

Shasta Cor.xTV

At Kennett the Mammoth company has three copper fur-

naces in blast treating its own and Balaklala ore. Good

progress is reported from the long adit being driven. The

Greenhorn copper mine, near Tower House, has resumed ship-

ments to Kennett.

The Afterthought copper mine at Ingot is under option for

sale. Zinc was a nuisance in treatment several years ago.

SrsKiyou County

On the Grenada section, about 6 miles from Montague, near

the Southern Pacific line, the Shasta Development Co. is to

drill for oil. Two 13-in. holes will be put down. Oil may be

struck at 2700 feet.

TtOI.f.MXK COU.NTV

(Special Correspondence.)—The Atlas mine near TutUe-

town has a new body of ore. and the future of the property

looks promising. J. Whitney is superintendent.

The Saratoga gravel mine, adjoining the Springfield Tunnel
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property, is being worked under new management, and gravel

will be mined in the near future.

The Street mine in the Tuttletown district has been un-

watered by San Francisco people. It is equipped with a flve-

stamp mill.

The old Patterson, with a past production of $1,.500,000, is

to be unwatered shortly.

Tuttletown, March IS.

YuB.\ CorxTY

On March 26 No. 15 dredge of the Yuba Consolidated com-

pany was launched at Hammonton, the ceremony witnessed

by 2000 people. The buckets are of 17 cu. ft. capacity and will

dig to a depth of 82 ft. Work is to be started on No. 16. The
Yuba Construction Co. builds these boats.

COLORADO
Bui LIIEK CorNTY

According to A. P. Ardourel of Boulder, he has sold one of

the largest tungsten properties in the Nederland district for

$200,000 to New York people.

There is keen competition among tungsten-ore buyers, re-

THE TUNGSTEN DISTRICT.S OK liOlLDER COUNTY, l'0I.0R.\nO.

suiting in $90 per unit being paid by the Colorado Tungsten
Mines Co.. which is higher than that offered by the Boulder

Tungsten Production Co. \V. M. Long is in charge of the

former company, which has a mill at South Boulder. The
Boulder company is making large profits from its custom
plant, over $1000 per day. The mine adit is in .500 ft., and
yields 35 tons of i% ore daily.

The Mojaba Mining Co. of New York has bought the tung-

sten claims of Chris Bracken at Boulder Falls for $100,000.

A mill will probably be erected.

Cle.\r CiteEK County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Mosher lease at the Lake
mine, situated on Pewabic mountain, was sold this week to

E. D. Quigley of Denver, representing Oklahoma people, for

$15,000 cash. The ground controlled Is above the Big Five
adit-level, and extends to the end-lines of the claim, a dis-

tance of 1200 ft. During the past 18 months Mosher & Co.

have been credited with a production of $200,000.

E. Renner & Co., leasing at the Bellevue-Hudson mine, have
opened a 10-in. streak of smeltin.g ore for 20 ft. that as.says as
high as ISOO oz. silver per ton.

J. J. Hoban, manager of the Wyoming Valley company,

states that as soon as the frost is out of the ground excavation

will be started for a compressor-plant. The adit is in 600 ft.,

and within SOO ft. the French Flag-Silver Age properties will

be completely drained.

The sum of $40,000 was deposited in the Bank of George-

town this week to be used in equipping the Malm mill at

Georgetown. Mrs. Alice H. Brownlee of Idaho Springs, who
is financing the scheme, states that the plant will be com-

pleted and in operation within 90 days.

Idaho Springs, March 17.

The old Colorado Central mine has been acquired by oil

people, who have re-opened it after many vears' shut-down.

IDAHO

Blaine County

A good revival in mining is expected this season in the Wood
River region of central Idaho, of which Hailey is the centre.

In 1915 the output of the county was 1405 oz. gold, 120,000 oz.

silver. 1,200,000 lb. lead. 1.110.000 lb. zinc, and 6000 lb. tungsten.

A good lead-silver development was made in the Red Elephant

company's adit. It is considered as important, and proves

that failure of the old Bullion veins of the district was due

more to faulting displacements than from exhaustion of the

ore in depth. Zinc is also being mined in the district, the

largest company being in granite. The Camas lode, 12 miles

west of Hailey, occurs in granite, and is worth larger ex-

ploitation.

Idaho County

Around Elk City there are over 100 men employed. The
Mineral Zone or Parr property produces 16 tons of gold ore

daily. At the South Fork mine on the Clearwater river five

stamps are dropping. A mill is to be erected at the Center

Star. Good developments are reported from the Grangeville,

Black Pine. Hercules, and Cumberland. The Buffalo Hill

placers are to be re-worked. A dredge to replace the one con-

structed six years ago is to be built by the Elk City Dredging

Co. of Spokane. The ground was prospected last year by a

Keystone drill, averaging 35c. per cubic yard.

The old Hogan mine near Orogrande. 50 miles from Grange-

ville, is to be re-opened. Debts have been paid, and sufiicient

capital secured for operation. Several lode and placer prop-

erties near Orogrande are promising.

Sho.shone County (Coeur d'Alene)

During February the Interstate-Callahan produced 5S10 tons

of zinc and 455 tons of lead concentrates, yielding a profit of

$27S,2S7.

A first-aid contest was held at Kellogg on March 13. be-

tween 9 teams (54 men) from the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

mine and mill. The K. T. Dump team won with 96%, Mill

Carpenters' team second with 89.25%. and Mill team third

with 89%. Good prizes were given. The manager. Stanly A.

Easton. presided at a banquet following.

Rich tungsten ore continues to be produced by the Golden

Chest and other mines near Murray.

A 150-ton mill is to be erected at the Constitution mine on

Pine creek this summer. A saw-mill will cut lumber from the

property.

On April 5 the Caledonia company will pay a dividend of

3c. i)er share, equal to $78,150.

MICHIGAN
The Copi'ER Cuuntrv

(Special Correspondence.)—Exijloration on the lands of the

Torch Lake company will probably commence early in the

spring. This company owns two sections in what now seems

to be iiromising mineral territory, w-hich extends from the

Kearsarge lode to the sandstone. Recent developments at the
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Nt>w Arraillnji hnvv an tin|H>r(unt lM<iirliiK. Tliv tiiirriioc liiiH

b««'ii orrupled by rnniuTK tor iimiiy yonr*. 20 or :io years. In

fact. Twolvc yenn nKo hoiiic (liuiiioinlilrllllnR wi>8 doiu*. bill

Iho rtMiulla wer» not encoiiniKinK- In fiu-t, only oni- roio

showed roniniprclal vnltiv.

There i« no protlnrlnK mine in llio Ijiko Sii|i<>rlor illHlrlrt

which 8<H>niii to hnvo iik brlchl a fiitnrt' as iho Alloiioz. reoplo
n- I.- !. iinl fully aiiprcrlntc llio |M<sslbilltU>8 of iIiIk mine for

'..1 ;• ..:-.iii that the pro|>orty has lKH>n. for ii prrloil of 1o year.--.

n. pmcdral failure.

The Trlniountnin stamivmlll of (lie Copper UnnKe Cousolt-

dated Co. will be re-bullt. This mill, at Uearon hill, about
midway between the Champion and Baltic mills of the same
cor|K)ratlon, had a numl>er of advantages, particularly of site.

At the Qiilncy stamivnilll No. 2 head has :i new foundation.

All of the 21-in. low-pressure stami>-cylinders have been re-

placed with the old 2i>-in. cylinders for bipher steam pressure.

In No. 1 mill. 24 small type bull-JlRs have been installed, and
12 in No. 2. Three more rollers have been put In No. 1, mak-
ing roller etiuipment similar to that of No. 2 mill.

The averase pay to miners worklnp In the Calumet & Hecla
mine for February was $4..'J5 i>er shift. Practically all of these

miners work on contract, a system that has been in vogue in

the C. & H. since the earliest days. This compensation coni-

l>ares favorably with the wages paid miners in any copper
centre in the world, and these employees receive advantages
in bou-se-rentals and other ways that make for certain re-

duction in the cost of their living.

Notwithstanding the large amount of conversation that con-

tinues to find its way into print relative to the purchase of

the Tamarack by the Calumet & Helca. the general belief here
is that no such deal ever will be consummated. The C. & H.

interests are indifTerent on the subject. They will buy no law-

suits, however. They do not wish to take over Tamarack
unless they can take it over with absolute assurance that there

are to be no recalcitrant stockholders to make trouble, and
Stan suits about it. And they are willing to sell their in-

terest in Tamarack for substantially less than it cost them or
they will buy out others.

Houghton, March 20.

Exploration at the White Pine Extension has been so satis-

factory that the comi)any is to build a railway six or seven
miles to the White Pine line. Mineral (66% copper) is to

hauled from the White Pine mill to the Hubbell smelter in

small steel cars.

The Calumet & Hecla reiiorts as follows for February:

Copper Copper
Mine in pounds Mine in pounds

.\hmeek 1,544.671 La Salle 84,99^!

Allouez 814.142 Osceola 1,803,83S

Calumet & Hecla 6,011.570 Superior 253.098

Centennial 172.620 Tamarack 650,626
Isle Royale 854.435 White Pine 313.573

MISSOURI •

J.^SPEB CotrSTY

With a mine ia sheet-ground and a 350-ton mill, the Milan
company at Prosperity sold its property last week to W.
Kenefick and others for $125,000.

The better spelter market reflected on the ore market last

week, the range being from $90 to $115 per ton. The output of
the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region was 3997 tons blende,
508 tons calamine, and 1136 tons lead, averaging $98, $6S, and
$94 per ton. respectively. The total value was $536,484.

MONTANA
According to C. S. Warren, of Butte, recently at Spokane,

more prospectors than ever will commence in Montana when
the snow clears away. The country will be finely combed, as

it were.

I.I wis \Mi ClMlK COl'NTV

III llic (iiasH Valley diHtrlrl, four iiilleH wPHt of lleleiia,

there Is liirreaHed acllvlly. Favorable ii'p<'rtH come Iroin (be

Hock Hose and Carbon lllll mliUM. Ilie iMllcr ii hIIvci lend

|iroper(y.

Developments are encouriiKlnK In the ICiinleni Hello, Madden,
and Allen, in the Seratrli (iravel dlMlrict. whirl) was rocontly

visited by Helena buHlneKH-nien,

The Helena Mining Bureau is busy in Ibi' old I'lirU gold

district, six liiileH south of Helenii.

SlI.VIIIIloW Col .NTV

The .N'orlti Itutle coiiipany's C.niiiile Mountain Hhall Is iiMifi

ft. deep, on Its way to 3600 ft. A stiitloii will be cut at 3200 ft.

A wide lode has been ciK at 7oil ft. Tbe nioiidily (iiil|iiil Is

2,250.000 lb, copiier.

The Butte & (Jreat Falls company has purchased tbe l)ewe.v

and four other claims adjoining the comiiany'u pro|iorty, for

$50,000 cash iind 25,000 shares, H, H. Hanson owned the

Dewey. The Butte & Great Falls Is well financed for exten-

sive exploration.

NEVADA
Es.MKIlM.DA (_'or\lV

A Davis-Calyx drill is being installed at 700 ft. in the Silver

Pick Consolidated. Good ore is being 0|)ened at 500 and 600 f(.,

according to G. F. Dyer, the manager.

Surface prosiiecting by the Reorganized Cracker .lack com-

pany has given fine results, three well-defined veins, yielding

gold by panning, having been stripped for a considerable dis-

tance. A hoist, compressor, machine-drills, etc., have been

ordered.

During 1915 the Goklfield Consolidated Mines Co. produced

385,900 tons of $10.37, and 4134 tons of $23.53 ore. The profit

was $1,558,308. Dividends absorbed $1,(;01,617. Development
covered 34,603 ft. Total costs were $1.03 per ton lower.

The 50-ton flotation plant at the Goldfleld Consolidated is

giving 90% extraction on the gold-copper ores.

During February the ,Iumbo Extension produced 2595 tons of

ore worth $79,000. of which $25,000 was profit.

Humboldt County

In reply to a correspondent who asks where antimony occurs

in this county, we would say in the Antelope Springs, Bloody

Canyon, Jackson Canyon, Juniper Mountain, Lovelock, Red
Butte, Rosebud, Seven Troughs, Star Canyon, and Winne-

mucca districts.

Nye County

Additional water supply has been secured for the Round
Mountain Mining Co. by purchasing the Round Mountain
Power & Water Co.'s properties, including the water of Jef-

ferson and Shoshone creeks. This will allow of more ex-

tensive sluicing at Round Mountain.

Ten mines at Tonopah last week produced a total of 8544

tons of ore worth $179,0.^2. The Belmont shipped 173,155 oz.

bullion. The Tonopah Mining Co. has declared its regular

quarterly dividend of $150,000. At the mill an average of 53

(out of 100) stamps is crushing 1950 tons of $15 ore per week.

The Rescue-Eula continues to produce 15 to 20 tons daily

from the new shoot. For the first two weeks of March the

West End cleaned-up 55,619 oz. bullion, worth $42,000.

During February the Extension treated 7085 tons for 177,618

oz. bullion, and $60,523 profit.

NEW MEXICO
The Advancement Number' of the Xfw Mexico State Herald

of Santa Fe consists of 64 pages devoted to all industries in

the State, which produced $100,000,000 in 1915, mining con-

tributing 20%. The State has an area of 122,503 square miles

and a population of 360.000. Some good illustrations show
the work of the Chino Copper and other companies.
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WASHINGTON
Stevens County

A carload of lead bullion is shipped daily from the North-

port smelter to its refinery in Pennsylvania. This is from one

furnace. The smelter yard has a good stock of concentrate

awaiting reduction. Another furnace is soon to be blown-in.

WISCONSIN
Iowa Cointy

(Special Correspondence.)—The New Jersey Zinc Co. at

Highland has its new 8 by 18-ft. shaft in the clear in the larg-

est deposit of blende and zinc carbonate ever opened in this

district. The 'range' has been proved by drills to be nearly a

mile long and over 150 ft. wide. Carbonate ore is selling at

$G0 per ton, basis of 40% zinc. This district is noted chiefly

for extensive deposits of this class of zinc ore.

At Mineral Point the works of the New .Jersey Zinc Co. is

engaged in the manufacture of zinc oxide and sulphuric acid.

At the former, 300 men are employed and the plant is always

busy. The warehouses contain 40,000 bbl. of finished oxide,

and large shipments are made daily. Four to seven 25-ton

tank-cars of commercial sulphuric acid are shipped weekly;

SO men are given employment in the acid department. Two
zinc ore refineries are kept going constantly, employing 100

men.

At Mifflin the two Coker mines, on a single deposit of zinc

ore, and owned in fee by the New Jersey Zinc Co., are pro-

ducing 1700 tons of mill ore daily. Shipments of concentrate

average 350 tons per week, all sent to separating plants at

Mineral Point. There are eight other active shippers in this

district.

Mineral Point, March 16.

CANADA
British Columbi.\

At the Granby Consolidated company's Hidden Creek mine

daily shipments to the Anyox smelter are 2500 tons of 2 to 3%
copper ore. About 400 miners and fiOO smelter-men are em-

ployed: the former receive $3.50 per shift, with a bonus of 25

to 75c. per shift, according to the price of copper. At Phoenix

the mines are sending 3000 tons per day to the Grand Porks

smelter. Employees are 400 and 200, respectively. The

Mamie mine at Hadley, Prince of Wales island, Alaska, sends

200 tons per day to Anyox. Other small mines contribute.

Inuring the second half of 1915 the Anyox and Grand Forks

plants reduced 377,660 and 571.502 tons of ore, respectively,

yielding a total of 19,894.527 lb. copper, 22,034 oz. gold, and

1SS.649 oz. silver. The profit was $1,513,181. Dividends ab-

sorbed $449,955.

Hydraulicking will be started toward the end of April at

the Union mine on Siwash creek, near Vernon, according to

the superintendent, J. S. House. One No. 5 giant, with a 5 to

7-in. nozzle, is used under a 110-ft. head. The gravel channel

is 200 ft. wide, and a maximum bank of 90 feet.

Better zinc-silver ore has Ijeen opened on No. 7 and 12

levels of the Rambler-Cariboo than in the upper levels.

KOREA
During December the Oriental Consolidated company's out

put was $144,472 from 26.621 tons.

The three mills worked steadily during December, as there

was plenty of water, and there were few stoppages of Okura's

power supply. The extraction obtained in the Taracol cyanide

plant was 89%, while that for the Maibong tube-mill was 106%,

the latter due to a hang-over in the zinc-boxes, from the pre-

vious month, when the extraction was only 75.7%. It is

hoped to be able to maintain a more even output from the

Maibong tube-mill as soon as all details are arranged in

routine order. The February output was $116,800. a reduction

due to lower grade and short month.

J. B. Tyrrell is in London.

HoB,\CE V. "WiNCHELL was at Grass Valley this week.

H. G. Wright is superintendent of construction at Anaconda.

W. G. Perkins has transferred his offices from London to

Petrograd.

J. A. Agnew has returned to Loudon from the United States

and Mexico.

Walter H. Weed was in San Francisco on his way to Mari-

posa county.

Arthur W. Jenks has been examining mines in Mariposa

county, California.

H. E. CoLi.ERAN, treasurer of the Seoul Mining Co., was here

this week from Denver.

Harry L. Roscoe is chemist for the Quincy Mining Co., suc-

ceeding Robert F. Wood.

Robeson T. White sailed from New York on March 18, re-

turning to the Caucasus.

F. J. Brule is superintendent of .construction at the Great

Falls zinc plant, Montana.

W. J. Kelly is now in charge of the Douglass mine, in the

Pine Creek district, Idaho.

M. R. Hull has left Anaconda to become chief engineer to

the Arizona Copper Company.

WrLLET G. Miller is in London in connection with his work

on the Ontario Nickel Commission.

Edmund Juessen has resigned his position of consulting en-

gineer to the Engels Copper Company.

Gordon R. Cajipbell. of Calumet, Michigan, secretary of the

Calumet & Arizona Mining Co., is in Arizona.

James W. Abbott is lying seriously ill at St. Luke's hospital

in this city. He is recovering, we are glad to add.

M. Yamashita, of the Ikuno mine, operated by Mitsubishi

& Co., left on the Tenyo Maru for Japan on March 28.

Charles J. Stakel, of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., is now

superintendent of the Republic mine at Republic, Michigan.

Edwin E. Chase has taken his son, R. L. Chase, into partner-

ship, with new offices at 1028 First National Bank building,

Denver.

Brent N. Rickard, assistant superintendent at the Monter-

rey plant of the A. S. & R. Co., was married in San Francisco

last week.

Associates of the Royal School of Mines and other former

students in that college of mining are requested to get in

communication with E. B. Lichtenberg, the secretary of the

R. S. M. Association, which is an organization founded in 1914

to promote the best interests of the School and of its graduates.

Obituary

Carlos E. Husk, surgeon-general of the mining depart-

ment in Mexico for the American Smelting & Refining Co.

died on March 20 at Laredo, Texas, of typhus fever. Dr. Husk

had conducted a party of physicians, consisting of Dr. Peter

Olitsky and Dr. B. S. Denzer, of Mount Sinai hospital, to

Matehuala, to combat typhus among the employees of the com-

pany, and a great deal of good had been accomplished. Both

Dr. Husk and Dr. Olitsky were striken with the fever, and were

taken to Laredo in the special train with the company em-

ployees who had been instructed to leave Mexico. Dr. Husk

was very well and favorably known among the mining frater-

nity in Chihuahua and other parts of Mexico. He had resided

in Santa Barbara, Chihuahua, for several years, having charge

of the company hospital at that place. He was interested in

several mining properties in the vicinity of Santa Barbara.

Dr. Husk leaves a wife and a host of friends to mourn his loss.
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THE METAL MARKET
MKTAi. run >

Snn Krnnclnco. March 28.

Andmony. cent* per pound H
Kliflrolyllc coppor. c<-n»» pvr pound 29

1*1(5 IfBd. ocnt» prr pound 8.00— S.SO

Platinum: soft metal, per ouncp tS8

Platinum: hard molal. IC^ Iridium, per ounce t'.*-

Qiii.-k!>nv.r; r<T tliok of T5 lb $200
Spoltor, crnts por pound 22

Tin. ccnt» per pound 46

Zinc-dust, cents per pound SO

ORB PRICES
San Francisco. March 2S.

Antimony: 50% product, per unit, of 1<». or 20 lb.... $2.25

I'hromo; lO'i and ov.r. f.o.li. cars California, per Ion S.Ofl

Macneslte: crude, per ton, f.o.b 8.00

Ma^noslte: plastic, no Iron and lime, calcined, ton.. 25.00—30.0U

Ma^nestte: refractory, HTr Iron, dead-burned, ton.. 35.00

UanKanese: hOTr metal. 8";r silica, per ton 12.00

Tungsten; <0'-, WOk per unit of 20 lb 70.00— SO. 00

A recent settlement for "l.l*'-r tungsten concentrate at Boul-
der. Colorado, wos at the rate of J85 per unit. The Colorado
Tungsten Mines Co. Is paying |90 for 60':r product. Later on
last week a buyer at Boulder advanced the price to $105. Nine-
teen tons of mixed grades of wolfromlte from the Wasp No. 2.

South Dakota, realized $83 per unit.

New York. March 22.

Considerable business has been done in antimony ore. sellers

making concessions in price. On March 21 the price was around
$2.60 per unit.

Spot-tungsten ore continues in dctiuinil, and $85 per unit has
been paid, and $90 reported.

ELASTERX METAL .MAIIKUT
(By wire from New York.)

March 2S.—Copper is fairly active and firm: lead is firm but
luiet: spelter is steady but dull.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York quotations, In cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
•Mch. 22.

• 23.
•• 24.
•• 25.
•• 26

••
2S.

Sunday

.58.50

.59.37

.60.75

.60.12

.59.62

.59.62

Average week ending
Feb. 16 56.62

• 23 56.86
Mch. 1 56.79

8 56.75
" 14 56.68
• 21 57.10
" 28 5S.fi<;

1914. 1915. 1916. 1914. 1915. 1916.
Jan 57.58 48.85 56.76 Julv 54.90 47.52 ....
Feb 57.53 48.45 56.74 Aug 54.35 47.11
Mch 58.01 50.61 ... Sept 53.75 48.77
.A.pr 58.52 50.25 . .. Oct 51.12 49.40
May 5S.21 49.87 Nov 49.12 51.88
June 56.43 49.03 Dec 49.27 55.34

A big demand from India and Europe Is considered responsi-
ble for the past week's sudden movements. The British mint
has resumed buying. The position in China i.s improving. The
stock in London is around 7.000.000 oz. Supplies from America
for England have been small.
On March 23 silver worth $113,000 (200.000 oz.) was shipped

from San Francisco to the Orient. About 200,000 oz. was lost

when the 'Maloja' was sunk on February 27.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic in New York, in cents per pound.
Date.

Mch. 22.
•• 23.
•• 24.
•• 25.

.26.7

.26.8

.26.8

.26. 13
26 Sundav
27 26.75
28 26.75

Average week ending
Feb. 16 27.06

" 23 27.25
Mch. 1 27.12

8 26.62
" 14 26.50
" 21 26.48
" 28 26.79

1914.
Jan 14.21
Feb 14.46
Mch 14.11
Apt 14.19
Mav 13.97
June 13.60

1915.
13.60
14.38
14.80
16.64
18.71
19.75

Monthly averages.
1916.
24.30
2S.62

1914.
July 13.26
.\ug 12.34
Sept. 12.02
Oct 11.10
Nov 11.75
Dec 12.75

1915.
19.09
17.27
17.69
17.90
18.88
20.67

1916.

IiiRpiration will |iay lln Inlliiii dividend of $1.25 pi-r Hhar 1

,Miiy 1. Tennessi-p Copper him declnred lis (|iiiirlerly of Tfic. per
Mhare. Oranhy Consolidated piiys $1.50 on Miiy I. I'tah Ciin-
>Mlidat«Ml pays TTic. on April 10.

Lead I

Date.
Mch

LEAD
quoted In cents per pound. New York delivery.

Average week ending
22 S.IIO

23 8.00
24 H.OU
26 7.87
26 Sunday
27 7.87
28 .s.oii

Fell.

Mar.

1(
23.

1 .

2S.

6.26
e.ao
6.30
0.6A
6.82
7,12
7.116

Monthly averages.
1916.
5.96
6,23

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

1914.
, 3.80
. 3.86
, 3.82
. 3.60
. 3.68
. 3.80

1915.
5.59
4.67
4.62
4.62
B.IE
5.34

1916,

ore at Joplin is Helling a!. $100

1914. 1915.
Jan 4,11 3.73
Feb 4.02 3.83
Mch 3.94 4.04
Apr 3.86 4.21
ifay 3.90 4.24
June 3.90 5.75 ....

On the basis of 80% metal,
per ton.

The r. S, S. & R, Co. Is said to have a large Htock of lead
which will be sold at high prices. In 1915 the company produced
nearly 90,000.000 lb. of metal, and In 1916. 100,000,000 ll>. is

expected.
QUICKSILVER

The primary market for quicksilver Is ,San Francisco. Cali-

fornia being the largest producer. The price Is fixed In the
open market, according to quantity. Prices, in dollars per
flask of 75 pounds:

Week ending
Date.

I
Mch. U 235

Mch. 1 285 " 21 210
S 250 I " 28 200

1914.
Jan 39.25
Feb 39.00
Mch 39.00
Apr 38.90
May 39.00
June 38.60
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, March 22.

The situation in lead continues to dominate interest of the

market. The independent producers are getting 8c. and over,

New York, while the A. S. & R. Co. here continues to quote 7c.

Us quotation is nominal, however, as it will not sell at that

price. It is offering April shipment on the basis of its own
average price for the month, and not on the price it may quote

from day to day. Its latest move is supposed to be in further-

ance of its desire to check the runaway market. The domestic

and foreign demand is heavy. Copper is firm, but quiet again,

after a brief spurt of activity. New England consumers still

find difficulty in getting the metal they have purchased, be-

cause of the freight embargoes. Zinc is also quiet after a few

days of buying, during which prices rose again. The tin situa-

tion is much easier because of fairly large arrivals in the past

few days. Antimony is scarce for immediate delivery, and the

price is stronger. Aluminum is quiet and unchanged.

The great difficulty today is in finding metals which can be

delivered promptly and this fact, together with the abnormally

high prices, is imposing a strain on consumers, of which they

are complaining. It will be realized that they would suffer a

heavy loss should there be any substantial decline in the

metals they use, especially if they have contracted far into the

future. This does not matter so much with the War business,

but industrial consumers feel that they are in danger and are

worried.

COPPER

After a spurt of activity which lasted but two or three days,

in which a moderate tonnage was taken, the market is dull

again, but slightly firmer. Near-by metal is easier to obtain,

but most of the interest continues to be In forward positions,

consumers being well supplied so far as their immediate needs

are concerned. June and .July deliveries of electrolytic range

from 26.50 to 27c., while promi)t is quoted at about 2Sc. Some
sellers are asking 27.50c., cash, 30 days, but this is because

they have little to offer. Lake, tor July and later delivery, is

quoted at 27.12c. Activity in copper has been retarded by the

freight situation in New England, some of the mills in the

Naugatuck valley having shut-down for lack of materials,

while others have curtailed operations. In one case, a carload

of Lake copjier was shipped from Buffalo, N. Y., to a point in

New England by express at an extra cost to the consumer of

several hundred dollars. The producers show firm faith in the

future, and are holding to their quotations, paying little heed

to concessions offered by second-hands. The London electro-

lytic market has stood at £136. European statistics received

here on March 17 show decreases in the stocks of copper in the

United Kingdom and in France. The figures show that on the

15th they totaled 7988 tons, against 9811 tons on February 29,

and 8777 tons the 15th. Exjjorts up to and including March 21

amounted to 12,567 tons.

ZINC

From March 14 to 21 quotations for zinc climbed upward
under the stimulus of fairly good buying, especially for April,

May, and June delivery. Spot, which is extremely scarce, sold

at 18.25c., New York: March commanded 17.75c.: April. 17.25c.:

May, 16.75c.: and June. 16.25c. The London market is stronger

and has imparted some of its strength to the New York market.
The spot quotation at London on the 21st was £92. As in the

case of copper the market has been adversely affected by the

railroad-freight conditions in New England, consumers not'

seeking to buy more metal when they cannot get what they
already have bought. Viewed in its entirety, the week has not
presented many features of interest, and to a large extent the

market is a waiting one.

The quotation for sheet-zinc is unchanged at 25c., in carload

lots, f.o.b. mill, 8% off for cash. Exports totaled 1295 tons.

LEAD
The situation in this metal is mixed and without precedent.

Prices are hard to determine, when it is desired to give a

definite figure. The A. S. & R. Co. is nominally quoting 7c.,

New York, but it is not selling for March delivery at that

price. On April deliveries it does not quote, but will accept

business on the basis that the price to be paid will be the

average of its own quotations for that month. This lends un-

certainty to what the buyers will be called on to pay, and per-

haps explains why so many of them are paying the premium

prices demanded by independent producers. The latter have

been getting up to Sc, New York, and over. Up to the present

time, and since the quotations of the outsiders exceeded those

of the leading interest, it seemed fair to give as the market, the

average of the A. S. & R. Co. quotations and those of the in-

dependents, but since the big producer is not selling, except

under the arrangement referred to. it seems more fair to quote

the prices of the independents, and in the future this will be

done as long as they do business at prices over those of the

A. S. & R. Co. So far as prompt business goes, the quotations

of the big interest are pronounced as fictitious by the trade.

It is following its course with a view of checking the upward

tendency of the market, but so far it has failed. Russia and

Japan have continued heavy buyers, the latter in particular

being eager to get the metal. Sales have been made at 8 to

8. 12c., delivered at Pacific ports. On March 16 sales were made
at S to 8. 25c. f.o.b., smelter, and on the following day there was

business on the basis of Sc New York. One inquiry which

came out this week called for 1000 tons for export, and in this

case one producer refused to quote on the ground that it was

his duty to care first for domestic consumers. The demand
has continued heavy, munitions' needs being behind most of it.

At the present time the market is strong, and there is talk of

10c. lead. Exports of this month, up to and including the 21st,

totaled 3473 tons. The London market is strong at £36. The
high price now prevailing in New York has brought out some
re-sale lead, a tew consumers being among those willing to sell.

TIN

The strong market for spot tin has broken under the influ-

ence of larger arrivals, some of which were unexpected. Up to

yesterday the month's imports totaled 2378 tons. The steamer

Suruga. from Singapore, arrived on the 20th with 11.35 tons,

and this arrival alone was enough to ease the market. In addi-

tion, however, there were other arrivals of 100, 215, and 400

tons, as well as some smaller ones, and in the week spot tin

dropped from 54 to 49.62c., the quotation of the 21st. The
week has been a rather quiet one, although on the 20th be-

tween 300 and 400 tons was taken at 50.50c. The quantity

now afloat is 5450 tons. In March, at least, there is now no

danger of any shortage, and somewhat easier prices may be

expected. The situation at London, in the matter of shipping

licenses, continues uncertain,

ANTIMONY
Chinese and Japanese antimony is quoted at about 45c., duty

paid. Spot metal is extremely scarce, and deliveries are un-

certain because of the upset freight conditions. For instance,

a buyer expected to get some antimony from the Far East by

way of a Southern railroad, but it came by way of the Cana-

dian Pacific, and when It reached the northern part of New-

York State, the New York Central Railroad refused to handle

it. Japanese sellers are reported to have made some conces-

sions in their prices. Forward shipments are quoted at 34c.,

in bond. Needle antimony is quoted at 23.50 to 24 cents.
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BOOK REVIEWS

TUE FuxTATioN PBOCCS8. Com|)lli>d and edited by T. A,

Rlckard. P. 364. III., index. Kor tiiiU> by Mim.nu am>

Scir.NTinc Patjis. Price. t2.

It is fivlrly iMifo to luiy that Ilotaltoii is in covirBu of proilurlnK

a greater n'volutlou in the world of nielallurKlt-al method
than any other process that has been introduced since the

cyanide process for the extraction of gold and silver. Not

only is it exercising the minds of those interested in the

recovery of copper, lead, and zinc, and other hnso metals,

from their ores, but 11 is even encroaching on the territory of

golii and silver, where the cyanide process has for many
years been almost tmpregnably entrenched. The appearance

therefore of this publication is particularly appropriate at this

time. The iKKjk is a compilation by the Editor of the Mini.m;

ANU SciKNTiric Piu;ss of all the articles that have appeared

on the subject in that paper during the past eight or nine

months.

The volume starts with a useful glossary of terms em-

ployed in the process, and the oi>ening chapter consists of a

paper by T. .\. Rlckard presented to the Canadian Mining

Institute at the .March 1916 meeting. This paper, though the

latest of all in chronological order, is intended to act as a

general introduction to the subject, and it answers this purpose

admirably, discussing in turn the physics of the process, the

various methods and devices tor applying it, the history of

Its inception and development as illustrated by the various

patents secured to protect it, and commenting on the psycho-

logical factors involved in its career. With the exception

of this opening chapter all the articles follow one another in

the order of their publication, an arrangement adopted to

facilitate the linking together in the mind of the reader of the

various ideas and arguments as they were consecutively devel-

oped from week to week by the different writers.

A large proportion of the articles consist of attempts to

formulate a workable theory to account for the phenomena

displayed, and though this aspect of the matter may seem to

some readers of less practical importance than that of the

commercial results of the process and the rnodus operandi of

tests and working plants, yet those who are occupying them-

selves in the business of theoretical research are performing

a very real and practical service for the industry, because up

to the present experimental work in the application of the

process has been almost entirely empirical or, in other words,

has been conducted on the "hit or miss" method. It is obvious

that if definite rules could be formulated that would deter-

mine beforehand, if only approximately, the methods and

conditions necessary for any given class of ore, progress on

the commercial side would be much more rapid.

In this effort to get at underlying principles it is inevitable

thai divergent views should be freely, expressed, but when

this leads to friendly criticism and discussion, as is the case

in the present instance, a real advance in the knowledge of

the subject is likely to result.

The two articles by T. A. Riclcard entitled 'What is Flota-

tion?' were designed to set forth in simple language for the

benefit of the uninitiated the somewhat meagre information at

that time available, and the fact that the author was himself

in statu pupilari as regards flotation does not detract from the

usefulness of the work. Even if some of his statements do not

quite square with the theories of the experts, his fearless ex-

pression of them has succeeded in causing some, at least, of

these experts to come forward and expound their views to the

public, and has aroused an interest in the fundamentals of

the process that is not likely to subside for some time to come.

The discussion thus started by the Editor of the Mixing

AM) Scientific Press has elicited a number of valuable con-

tributions to the theory of the process, among which those of

MenKiH llurcll, KniHton, NorrlK. ami CoKhlll weein I'Miieelaily

HiigKeHllvo. The llrHl named propoundH a theory that ki>h

I'libbleH meehunlrally held In a pulp are powerlcHH to lloal

mineral parttcleN, and thai to be efTeclivo the giiH mUHl go
Into solution In llu> liquor under Huch condlllonH thai it U
liberated, or broiighl Into being "H a bubble, at the Hurface of

the particle U Is (leHtlned (o lloal. This Ik a pimslble hyi'ulhoHiK,

but the argunienlH he iiddnceH weeiii hardly eoncMmlve, and
evidence to the contrary as elled from (he case of MIni'ralH

Separation. 1,I<1, r. .Miami Copper Co. In a rcuiimniileatlon by

.lames A. Block. He 1» also commuted lo a theory that gaseH

occluded In the mineral particles play a vital part In thi-

physics of notation, a view that Is strongly conteslpd by Mr.

Ralston, who offers two alternative hypotheHos, one based on
the action of Inlerfaclal tensions, and the other on the elec-

trical charges carried by BU8i)ended particles. This electrical

theory of notation is further advocated by Thonins M. Mains

and discussed in more detail in a paper by !•'. A. Kahrenwald.

The phenomena and laws of surface tension are set forlli In

two instnulive articles by Will H. Coghlll; and Dudley H.

Norris has a stimulating dissertation on Moleciilar Forces In

Flotation.'

There Is also an excellent article by 'an occasional con-

tributor" on the 'Effects of Soluble Components of Ore on

Flotation," discussing the cumulative effect on the efficiency

of the circulating mill-water of soluble substances derived

from the ore. Most of the facts given have been recognized

for some time by practical workers but have not hitherto

been published.

Contributions to the book describing actual working condi-

tions on flotation mills that are in the producing stage are

singularly scarce, but there are valuable notes on the prin-

ciples of testing, the use and functions of various oils, and

the disposal of flotation concentrate both by smelting and

cyanidation. Regarding the latter point, which is dealt with

in a careful and elaborate paper by Charles Butters and

J. E. Clennell, the reader should not assume that the con-

clusions therein arrived at are necessarily api)licable in gen-

eral to all concentrates recovered by flotation Ijecause the

writers seem to have chosen an unusually difficult ore for

their tests, when regarded from the point of view of the

cyanide process.

Among the most valuable chapters in the book are the two

entitled 'Testing Ores for the Flotation Process," by O. C.

Ralston and Glenn L. Allen, wherein the writers explain in

detail the laboratory testing of ores by the various methods

and applications of flotation. This may l)e considered the

latest and most reliable information published and the student

just beginning experimental work in the process will find it

invaluable. There is one department of the subject on which

fuller information and explanation would have been welcome,

and that is oils, their characteristics and uses. This deficiency

is, however, made good to some extent in the chapter on 'Oils

Used in the Flotation Process," by another 'occasional con-

tributor."

The Editor is to be congratulated on having been able to

elicit such a fund of varied and valuable information on the

subject in spite of the tendency toward mystery and secrecy

that has enveloped it for so long. It seems difficult to believe

that the restrictions imposed by the Minerals Separation Co.

against full and free discussion in the press and elsewhere are

really rendered necessary by the exigencies of patent litiga-

tion, and the Editor of the Mining ano Scientific Press in

the course of his articles has repeatedly protested against the

embargo this company has attempted to lay on useful knowl-

edge. The futility of such a policy in the long run is evidenced

by the appearance of this volume, which, although it comprises

almost the only literature on the subject (with the exception

of the book by Theodore J. Hoover published nearly four years

ago) will no doubt be followed by others from time to time,

to the great and lasting benefit of the individual metallurgist

and the mining community at large.—E. M. H.
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Hydraulic Tables. By Joseph H. Harper. P. 192. 111.

D. Van Nostrand Co., New York. For sale b.v Mining and

Scientific Pbess. Price, $2.

This book is designed to lighten the labors of the user of

hydraulic formulae. The main body of the tables is divided

into four parts, for flow in pipes, by D'Arcy"s and by Kutter's

formula, flow in open rectangular channels by Kutter's for-

mula, flow in open ti-apezoidal channels by Bazin's and by

Kutter's formula, and flow in egg-shaped conduits by Kutter's

formula. The latter table is divided into three parts, for

flow when running one-third full, two-thirds full, and full.

All the tables are computed for several different conditions of

roughness. Besides these tables there are others with con-

siderable miscellaneous data, and also a discussion of the

various formulae. An appendix contains a number of charts

showing by means of curves, the different results obtained by

the use of the different formulae.

COMPANY REPORTS

Industrial Leadeeship. By H. L. Gantt. P. 12S. 111.

Yale University Press, New Haven, 1916. For sale by Mixing

and Scientific Press. Price, $1.

The five lectures comprising this book were heard by the

senior class of the Sheffield Scientific School in 1915. The
methods of industrial leadership are based on the system of

scientific management evolved by Taylor, with whom the

author was a co-worker; the chief doctrine of this school is

that efficient ma<lagement of labor increases profits and wages.
A novel point brought out is that an impartial study of the

Lawrence strike showed that the labor leaders had a much
better understanding of the problems involved than the em-
ployers, and that no permanent industrial peace can be hoped
for until the employers are better educated. The great profits

of the Ford automobile are held to disprove the old theory
that great profit can only be had by high prices. A fault of

the book is the failure to consider the strenuous oljjections of

the trade unions to scientific management.

The Canadian Mining Manual for 191.5. Edited by Regi-

nald E. Hore, editor of the Canadian Mining Journal. P. 406.

I'll. Published by Mines Publishing Co., 263 Adelaide St.. W.

Toronto. Can be obtained through the Mining and Scientific

Press. Price, $2.

The editor states in a preface to Canadian readers that

"one of the main objects of the publication of this book is to

carry into other countries reliable information concerning the

minerals and mines of Canada." The total mineral production

of the Dominion in 1915 was $138,513,750, of which metallic

products were $77,046,082; the similarity in the relative im-

portance of the productions of nickel, gold, copper, and silver

is noteworthy; nickel was $20,423,348; gold $18,936,971; coj/-

per $17,726,307; silver $14,088,397. Among the non-metallic

products, asbestos was $3,491,450; coal $31,957,757: pyrites

$1,028,678. The chapter on Canada in general is contributed
by John McLeish, chief of the Division of Mineral Resources
and Statistics at Ottawa; the chapter on Quebec by Theo. C.

Denis, superintendent of mines for that province; the chapter
on Ontario by T. W. Gibson, deputy minister of mines at

Toronto; J. T. Sterling writes on mining in Alberta; and F.

ft'. Gray on the coal trade of Nova Scotia. Of most valuable
interest is the latter half of the book, devoted to an alphabet-
ical list of mining companies operating in Canada, with a brief

description of each, giving address of the head office, situation
of the mine, production and treatment of the ore, names of the
officers and staff, and other pertinent details when the im-
portance of the operation warrants it. The companies listed

include everything in mining from the Atlantic Grindstone Co.
of Nova Scotia to the Yukon Gold Co. of the Yukon. The book
is more carefully edited than is usual with publications
embracing such a variety of information, and Mr. Hore is to

be congratulated on a difficult job well done.

MASS CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.

Results at the Mass mine in Michigan in 1915 were much
better than in the previous year. Cash assets increased

$167,473. Development covered 4728 ft. Reserves are up to

the normal quantity. The mill was improved and added to.

Seven lodes contributed to the output. The mill treated

323,335 tons of ore, yielding 4,638,452 lb. refined copper, equal

to 14.35 lb. per ton.

DALY-JUDGE MINING CO.

The report of O. N. Friendly, general superintendent of this

Park City. Utah, company, to the general manager, G. W.
Lambourne, covers the year 1915.

Development on three veins totaled 12,017 ft. to a depth of

1600 ft. The underground equipment and haulageways were
considerably improved. An electric-hoist of 2500-ft. capacity,

at 2200 ft. per min., is now being installed. A steel head-frame
was erected. The mine was never more encouraging as to

prospects for ore.

Crude ore sold amounted to 5809 tons, worth $23.93 per ton.

The mill treated, by water concentration and oil flotation,

63,935 tons, yielding 10,828 tons of lead and 7169 tons of zinc

concentrates. The output was 644,935 oz. silver, 642 oz. gold,

10,954,273 lb. lead, 9,775,097 lb. zinc, and 2,984,875 lb. copper,

sold for $1,041,414. Dividends (6) amounted to $300,000.

The balance is $678,907.

HOMESTAKE MINING CO.

The report of this well-known company, operating in South
Dakota, covers the past year. As has been the custom in the

past, the remarks of the new superintendent, Richard Black-

stone, are brief, as the following will show;
"Operations at the mine and mills of the company, for the

calendar year 1915. have been continuous. The erection of

the new equipment [aascribed from time to time by our cor-

respondent at Deadwood.

—

Editor] has been about completed
and will soon be in operation. The Pocahontas mill has been
completely re-built during the year. One-half of the Amicus
mill has been re-built and rapid progress is being made toward
its completion. These repairs were made with no material
stoppage of milling capacity. The Columbia ditch has been

re-built with permanent vitrified pipe. The dead-work, or

development in the mine, has been carried on without inter-

ruption, having in view the outlining of areas of new ore-

bodies and determination of the value of the same. During
the year, there was excavated 1001 ft. of raises and 17,114 ft.

of drifts. Preparations have been completed for sinking the

Ellison shaft to the 2000-ft. level. The mine and the reduction

plants are in first-class condition. The measured ore reserves

are large and sufficient to supply the mills for many years."

During 1915 there was treated 1,573,822 tons of ore, realizing

an average of $4.08482 per ton. The revenue from 246 bars of

bullion was $6,428,787. Sale of wolframite netted $19,237.

Including $897,596 brought forward from 1914, and sundry in-

come, the total revenue was $7,423,379.

Some of the larger expense items were as follows; operation

of mills, $381,701; operation of shafts. $369,355; mining,

$2,050,151; machine-shop, $102,367; blacksmith-shop, $69,41.3;

foundry. $96,741; cyanidation, $302,622; taxes $232,967; water.

$113,623; general expense, $115,089; central steam plant,

$161,947; and hospital and recreation hall charges, $62,369.

The service rendered by the blacksmith-shop, foundry, and
machine-ship was charged to mine and mill accounts, and is

included therein.

Dividends totaled $2,210,208 on 251,160 shares. The balance

to profit and loss account was $1,032,933. Costs, including

everything, totaled $2.6561 per ton.
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l.MI»K.\r(IHY Tt'.sl.- .» \ CoNxll IKATION lxH«'M«U\ ».. H> K. l".

St'hnittll. J. M. SiiodKraaM. and U. U. Koller. liulU'tin S2. i'.

129. Illus(rntrd. rnlvcralty of lllinolH KnislncorlnK Expprl-

nipnl Stntion. rrlmnn. IIMS. Prlcf. e6 rrntn. Notes of vnlnr

to nillrt)ad men.

WvouiNo AM) MrlX)«F.i.L CofNTirs. Wn!*T ViRiiiNH. Hv Uiiy

V. Ht-nnon and Robert M. Oawthorp. P. "S3. 111., ninp». Index.

West Virginia Cn'oloKiral Survey Mort;nnlo\vn. 1915. This

detailed county rc|>orl covers one of the |irtnci|ial areas of the

great Pocahontas or smokeless coalfields of West VIrKinia, giv-

ing a complete accouDt of each coal bed. with analyses, esti-

mates of unmlned tonnage, and topographic .-ind strnctiirnl ninps

showing the elevation, dip. and strike of the principal coal

beds, including the famous Xo. 3 Pocahontas, covering the

Counties of Wyoming and Mdlowell. the latter leading every

other county in this State In the production of coal of the high-

est grade by several million tons annually. Price, with ease

of maps, delivery charges paid by the Survey, $2.50, but for

combination price with other publications, see general circular

of publications. Extra copies of geologic ma|)8, $1 each, and of

the to|x>graphic map, 30 cents each.

Department of Mines, Ottawa. Canada, 1915:

PRonicriON OK Coal and Coke ix 19H. P. ^9. A total of

27.571 men mined 13.637.529 tons of coal worth $2.45 per ton.

The coke output was 1.015.253 tons.

PROPfcTioN OF l80x AND SxKtx IX 19H. P. 35. The pig-iron

made was worth $10,002,856.

Copper DEPosrx.s of the Eastern Towx.suips of Qit-bec. By
J. Austen Bancroft. P. 295. III., map, index. Department of

Mines. Quebec, 1915. An interesting investigation into a

number of deposits, some of which might develop into fair

producers.

SlMMARY REIK)RT OF THE MIXES BRANCH OF THE DEPARTMENT

OF Mines for 1914. P. 232. 111., maps, charts, index.

A lot of useful data is contained in this bulletin.

PBonrcnox of Cement. Lime, Clav Products, Stoxe, and

Other STRicrrRAi. Materials in Canada in 1914. By .lohn

McLeish. P. 60.

The total value was $26,009,227, a decrease of 15.5 per cent.

V. S. Geological Survey, Washington. D. C. 1915:

Antimony. Ar-senic. Bismith. Sei.enum. and TELLi'RirM

IN 1914. By Frank L. Hess. P. 31.

Cobalt. MoLY-BOENrM. Nickel, Tin. Titanium. Tl-xgstex,

Radii-.m. I'raxium, axd Vanadii-m in 1914. By Frank L. Hess.

P. 24.

MiNEB-vi. PaoDfcTioN OF THE UNITED ST.iTEs IN 1914. A Sum-

mary. By H. D. McCaskey. P. 69. Chart.

Some useful information is contained in these bulletins.

A Reconnaissance for Phosphate in the Salt River Range.

Wyoming. By G. R. Mansfield. Bulletin 620-O. P. 19. Maps.

Geology and Oil Pbospect.s of Cfyama Valley, California.

By Walter A. English. Bulletin 621-M. P. 25. Maps.

Gasoline. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, trans-

mitting certain information, in response to a Senate resolution

of .lanuary 5, 1916. relative to the production, consumption,

and price of gasoline. P. 27. Chart.

Gasoline production last year was 41.600,000 bbl., of which

6,500,000 bbl. was exported, increases of 6.685,000 bbl. and

1,500,000 bbl. respectively. There were practically no stocks

at the beginning of 1916, against 2,000,000 bbl. a year ago.

The big rise in price can be traced to causes related to supply

and demand.

K. P. Wordeii. formerly of Fred. M. I'ieHcolt Sleiim l>uiii|i

Works, Mllwuukoe, haH been appointed chief uukIiiuit liir

Mexhv R. Wiihtiiinuton. MarrlKon, New Jersey.

K. ('. Reybold, .Ir.. for a number of yours connurlril witli

the llendrle & llollholT Mfg. & Supply Co. of Denver, Is now
with the DiiiiR CvAMiPi; .Mmhinkhy Co., Denver. Im-Iiik Hccre-

liiry of this company.

I*. I'. Uourne. formerly chli'f engineer of IlliiUe & Knowles
Steam Pump Works, EasI Camliridge. MasBiichuKcllH. Is again

associated with the Intkknationai. Stkam I'imp Co. in con-

nection with special engineering work, at the mihIii nfflce, 11 Pi

Broadway. New York.

The Denver QfAKiy. Mill & Crikher Co., Denver, has Just

received a repeat order from the Luckle 2 Tungsten Co.. at

Boulder. Colo., for a No. 1 Denver quart/, mill. The constantly

increasing price of tungsten is causing a heavier output from

the mines near the Luckie 2's mill, and necessitates this ad-

ditional equipnieiit. l>iiat December the company purchased a

No. 1 quarts', mill.

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Cgncent rating Co.

recently awarded a contract to the Tbavi.ok ExGiNKEKiMi &
Manikactirinc Co. of Allentowii, Pennsylvania, for three

silver-lead blast-furnaces. 4S in. wide by ISO in. long at the

tuyeres, having a smeltlng-column of approximately 20 ft.

6 in. These furnaces are equipped with a double tier of

jackets, the lower ones being provided with Traylor patented

welded tuyeres. This contract was awarded the Traylor com-

pany solely on the superior design of its water-jackets.

The present expedition of the United States Army into

Mexico brings to light an interesting condition governing pre-

paredness in our ability to quickly mobilize. The White Co.

furnished 28 motor-trucks together with volunteer drivers and

mechanics on 24 hours' notice, taking the trucks from stock of

those regularly sold for mining work. These form the first

regular Truck Company of the Army. In the event of an

additional call, many similar trucks could be furnished and

those in use in mining districts might be requisitioned.

Electric mine-hoists are described and illustrated in a

splendidly prepared bulletin, No. 15, of the Lidcerwood Mani-

FACTiRiNo Co.. New York. The publication is 9 by 12 in.,

covering 30 pages of heavy smooth paper. Since 1890 the firm

has been developing these hoists of all sizes, with a view to

safety and continuous operation. The strain on hoist-motors

is of great importance, therefore they have been carefully

studied. The bulletin shows single and double hoists for all

purposes, a gathering hoLst, indicators, sheaves, and cages. A
page is devoted to data required for estimating on electric

mine-hoists.

Bulletins 154 and 110 have just been issued by the A. S.

Cameron Steam Pcmp W'obks. 11 Broadway, New York. The

former is devoted to Cameron centrifugal pumps. Sectional

views are used to illustrate both the single and double-suction

open-impeller types, and the Iwoklet gives tables of capacities,

speeds and horse-powers. The other publication covers the

Cameron line of duplex-pumps, including both piston and

plunger types, with single and compound steam-cylinders for

general service, boiler-feeding, tank-service, water-works, hy-

draulic-elevators, automatic-pumps and receivers, brewery,

quarry and mining work. The catalogue is well illustrated,

and also contains tables of sizes and capacities. Copies are

free on request.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

ANTIMONY continues in demand. In Sail Francisco

$2.50 per unit is offered for ^0% ore, the price ris-

ing to $3 per unit for over GO'/'c ore.

CARRANZA paper currency is quoted at 2 cents on

the dollar. This indicates the improbability of war

with anybody whose dollar is quoted at 100 cents.

TT'ULLY a dozen new magnesite kilns have been built

'- in California during the last two months. This

State possesses deposits of magnesite yielding both the

more and the less fusible varieties required for furnace-

lining and tiling respectively.

rpESTS made during 1915 on a working scale (4407
- tons) in the experimental mill of the Copper Queen

Consolidated ilining Company have demonstrated that

rock containing 1.3% of copper can be called 'ore' and

it is probable that 1% material can be exploited profit-

ablv, bv aid of water-concentration and flotation.

A CCORDING to the Metal BuUrtin, published in Lon-
^*- don, arrangements have been completed, with the

approval of the British government, for the complete

and perpetual elimination of the German .shareholdings

in the firai of Henry R. Merton & Co. Mr. Henry

Gardner becomes head of the newly constituted business,

which is now entirely divorced from the Frankfurt

Metallgesellsehaft.

TVrOT long ago we commented on the fact that the Butte
•' ^ & Superior Copper Company did not produce cop-

per, but zinc. We note now that a circular has been

sent to the stockholders proposing to change the name.

Whether 'zinc' is to be .substituted for 'copper,' or

whether the company will give itself a chance of digging

gold, tungsten, or some other good thing without further

nominal impropriety is not stated.

QUICKSILVER is being won from alluvial deposits

on the Klamath river, in Siskiyou county, the cin-

nabar ore from the sluices containing 4% mercury. Tlie

high price has prompted re-treatment of dumps at old

lode mines in California, like the Napa Consolidated,

where stuff containing only 0.12 or 1% is being sluiced

and concentrated on Deister roughing tallies. The New
Idria also is using water concentration.

"IVTEW YORK is taking from Boston much of its former
" importance as a centre of mining speculation.

United States Smelting has now found an official market

on the New York Exchange, following in the recent wake

of American Zinc, Butte & Superior, Alaska Gold, and

Greene-Cananea. Seven mining companies, aggregating

over 3,000,000 shares have thus been added to the New
York list, at the expense of Boston. The total dealings

during a couple of months in three of these stocks on

Wall Street has been equal to half of all the trading on

the Boston exchange. Centralization is eozivenient, but

we are sorry to see Boston lose its importance as a centre

for the business of mining.

"TVISEASE is not a pleasant subject but occasional dis-

'-^ cussion of it is neces.sary in order to promote sanita-

tion. In this issue we publish an article by Mr. Rush M.

Hess on a disease to which miners appear to be particu-

larly subject, namely, hookworm. We believe that the

information given by Mr. Hess in regard to the detection

and prevention of the malady will prove of the greatest

practical benefit to miners. We urge every superintend-

ent to read the article carefully, for it affects the wel-

fare of bis men and their effieieney as workers.

T^O what proportion the business of patenting has

•*- grown is made clear by the report of the Commis-

sioner of Patents for the year 1915. This states that

.$2,022,141 was received for applications and $211,045

for copies, the total receipts being $2,290,773, as against

a total expenditui-e of $2,053,442. leaving a surplus of

$237,331. The total surplus earnings of the Patent

Office now deposited with the Trea.sury of the United

States amoimted to $7,785,506 on December 31, 1915.

During last year 40,321 patents were issued to citizens of

this country and 4334 to residents in foreign countries.

Applications have increased from 21,638 in 1875 to 70,-

069 in 1915, but the maximum to date was recorded in

1912. when the number was 70,976. Since 1871 the

United States government has granted 1,012.595 patents

and the rest of the so-called civilized world has granted

1.293.064. from which it may be inferred that patenting

is a luxury highly developed in this country.

i^OKDIAL support should be given to the effort being

^^ made liy the Chamber of Commerce of the Ignited

States to enlist public interest in commercial prepared-

ness for the intensified competition for trade in foreign

markets that is sure to be one of the consequences of the

Wai-. Additional commercial attaches and trade com-

missioners are demanded, but \\k hope that the question

of finality will not be -subordinated to quantity. Men of

unusual intelligence and adequate linguistic versatility

ari' ni|uired for such purposes. They are necessary as
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eolleoturs of iiifuriniition aiul scouts for innrkcls. In

I^iikIoii luiil Paris lui onnifsl offort is liciriir iiiado ti>

orjfaiii/f for post-lwllum trade. Pn'sidi-iit Wilson n-i--

ognixos tile timeliness of orjraiiizeil efTort, for. when ad

drcssinir l^>nn^'ss in l)o(Vniln'r. Ik- n-ffrn-d to "tlic day

of readjustment and reeuperation" tluit must follow the

Etinipoan war, and mentioned "the necessary instr\i-

mentalities of inft>rmation." Let us prove that a diinoe

raey can orpjtnize its«df. for poaee at least, as well as any

autm-raey.

/^ ORNISH mining has heen heartened hy the- dis

^-^ I'overy of a rieli ore-slu>ot in the Kast Pool mine.

This old property was re-opened on the initiative of Mr.

W. J. lyoritip. of the firm of Bewick. Moreing & Co..

truided hy a peolopieal examination made liy Mr. J.

Malcolm Madai-en. The discovery was not due to mere

luck, but to a careful study of a series of faults and

logical reasoning therefrom. It is only fair to add that

Mr. Loring's attention to East Pool was drawn by Jlr.

James 51. Ilolman. of Holmaii Bros, at Camborne, whose

drills finally broke a way to the orebody.

"P^ISCrSSIOX is an important feature of this is.sue.^ Our honored friend. Mr. E. P. Matlicwson, the

manager of the Anaconda smelter, offers valuable com-

ment on our recent remarks concerning the training of

mining engineers. He deprecates excessive spcciali/a-

tion. Evidently our suggestion on the sub.iect was mis-

understood: we advocate the study of a specialty only

after a broad training has been obtained, and not as a

substitute for the general preparedness preceding a pro-

fessional career. Mr. John B. Simmons describes an

advanced a^herae of prospecting, the ingenuity of which

will be appreciated even if it does not meet with im-

mediate endorsement. 5Ir. Herbert Lang, a veteran

metallurgist and an inventor not unfamiliar with the

vagaries of the Patent-OflSce, offers some pertinent re-

marks on a subject that is of particular interest just

now. He is followed by Jlr. H. G. Prost, a patent attor-

ney, who supplements his interesting letter appearing in

our issue of March 18. To Mr. John Allingham. an ex-

perienced millman. we are indebted for a short cut in

estimating the tonnage of slime.

A MOXG the articles recently declined by us. as being
-'^ unsuitable for publication, was one explaining 'Why
people buy mining stock,' in which the chief argument
for buying such stock was based on the dividends paid

by mining companies. The author, of course, was able to

present imposing totals, showing how much more than

the original capital of a selected number of rich raining

companies had been returned to shareholders. Among
others, he quoted the Comstock as having distributed

enormous profits. And all this, it may be assumed quite

fairly, was intended to whet public appetite for a puling

wild-cat in Nevada or Arizona. The mining industry

offers excellent chances for the use of money in specula-

tion, but this sort of 'guff' has outworn its day. The

return on nominal capital affords no criterion of the

amount of money won or lost in the purehase of stoi^k in a

particular mine. If the pidtlie emild liny into good mincN

on the ground'tlotM', th<' reeoril wnuld be tliitlei'ing in

deed, hut, as a unilter of fact, nnieh money has been

transl'i'rred from the guileless many to the guileful few

by means of some of the richest mines in tin- world,

simply because the innocent and ignorant bought stock

when the mine was enormouKly overvalued. Ah for the

Com.stock, the chicanery and gamliliiig connected with

mining com])anies o])craling at Virginia Cil.v diil luiicli

more harm than good to the industry, Wlicther a mine

will enrich or im|)overisli Ilie Imyer of slock, in a com-

pany controlling it, depends upon the particular stage

in its devcldpincTit ;il wliirli tlie shares are bought.

Geology of Tonopah

'riic silver-mining (lislriet of Tonopah. in .\eva<la, is

one of the few localities in which the relationship of min-

eral deposition to structural geology has been diagnosed

with such definitcni'ss as to aid the mine suiicrintendcnt

in his scairh for oi-e. The diagnosis will always he

associated with the name of J. E. Spurr. fur In tliis

geologist we owe the first clear analysis of the jietro-

graphic conditions and to him also we arc indclited for

several contributions of knowledge on a matter of

vital interest to the miner. In a recent number of

Economic Geology he reviews the evidence gathered at

successive periods from 1902 to 1915. We have read this

review with keen appreciation, for in liis outline of the

development of ideas on the ba.sis of cunuilative observa-

tion and his frank acknowledgment of minor errors of

inference he writes in tlic true spirit of science, which is

to recognize tlie logic of facts whether the heavens fall

or the earth is disrupted underfoot. On the whole, even

his first study of the district has hOcn confirmed by

actual mining, which has demonstrated that the most

productive veins are in a trachyte that was covered or

intruded by a numbei- of later eniptivcs. The names of

the various rocks have been changed more than once dur-

ing the past 12 years in such a way as to perplex those

interested in the local geology, but that has been the case

in many other raining districts, and must be accounted

one of the penalities of scientific progress. Both the

effusive volcanic rocks and the ore deposition that makes

thera interesting belong to the Tertiary period. The

oldest known rock in the locality of the mines and the one

traversed by the richest veins is a trachytic flow, the

lower portion of which is glassy and barren of ore. These

older veins were formed in the trachyte before it was

covered by later extrusions. After the trachytic erup-

tion came several others at intervals, differentiated as

andesite, rhyolite, and dacite, most of them followed by

a period of vein-formation, but none of such economic

importance as that which enriched the trachyte. Of the

later veins the most interesting is associated with a sill I

of rhyolite that cuts through the trachyte and the older

veins. Mr. Spurr regards the ore as a maginatie re-

siduum closely associated in its origin with the alkaline- I
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silii'ious magmas from which these eruptive rocks were

derived.

Two points must be noted. The first is tliat the vein

formation and ore deposition toolt place at no great

depth. Allowing for erosion and the successive accumu-
lation of volcanic rocks, it is demonstrable that tiie depth

at which the veins were formed did not exceed 2000

feet and that the oldest and richest orebodies came into

existence at a time when tlie surface at that period was

even nearer to the place of mineralization. Mr. Spurr

regards mineralizing solutions as the end-products re-

sulting from the dift'erentiation of magma, so that dis-

tinct metal-groups may be deposited at different temper-

atures from solutions having the same source. Accord-

ing to him, veins characterized by the sulphides, tellu-

rides, and selenides of silver, with the tellurides of gold,

such as are found at Tonopah, are characteristic of a

shallow depth, a Tertiary age, and a fine-textured or

glassy volcanic rock. They belong to a period of com-

paratively low temperature and a place near the surface.

The heat underground in this district is still remark-

able, the water encountered in a deep drill-hole from the

bottom of the Mizpah shaft showing a temperature of

108° F. This linking of variation in temperature and
pressure with the deposition of recognizable groups of

minerals is important. In advocating the theory, Mr.
Spurr is following upon the idea, previously advanced
by him, that relatively long-sustained temperatures at

the critical point of precipitation for a given mineral
group are necessary for the accumulation of an ore de-

posit of economic importance.

Another interesting feature is the penetration of thin

dikes and tongues of intrusive lava appearing now as

a glass. In places this lava had to pass througli passages

too narrow to admit even the smallest solid inclusions,

which were filtered out. It would appear as if the pres- •

sure exerted by this liquid magma had sufficed to en-

large the opening into which it had been admitted.

Thus Mr. Spurr concludes that although the quick chill-

ing of the lava into glass indicates that tlie rocks pene-

trated were cold and inferentially at a shallow depth,

yet the lava was able to lift several hundred feet of rock
in order to make room for itself. In one case, that of the

West End-MacNamara lode, it is infeiTed tliat a large

fiat-lying quartzose vein was formed by the ci-eation of

an opening that was filled with ore while it was being

enlarged; that is, the silicious solutions exerted sufficient

pressure, along an old line of weakness, to lift the over-

lying rocks and support them during the interval re-

quired for the crystallization of the quartz and its ac-

companying minerals. This is a bold bit of constructive

imagination and should stimulate further research. In-

deed, most of the ideas quoted above are in the nature of

audacious theories, stimulating to observation but re-

quiring verification before becoming acceptable as safe

guides. It is to be noted that the relatively flat veins of
tlie district do not reach the surface and so relief of

pressure upward was not obtainable by the solutions that
<>nriched them. Tlie reasoning adopted by Mr. Spurr

brings veins and dikes closer together, making them both
the result of magmatic differentiation and invasion. In-
stead of thinking of such veins as the result of the corro-
sion of the walls of a fissure, we are asked to regard them
as the filling of a crevasse, the opening of which is ac-

companied by up-welling solutions representing the
residuum of magmatic segregation. They may be com-
pared to the cracks in ice, which are filled ])y water as
the crack advances.

These theoretical considerations may not seem to assist

the search for ore, but, as a matter of fact, they stimulate
study and give a point to research. At Tonopah they
have prompted a great deal of careful investigation, not
only by Mr. Spurr but by Messrs. J. A. Burgess, W. H.
Grant, and George H. Garrey, besides several of the mine
managers, notably Messrs. F. H. Bradshaw, John A.
Kirchen, and John W. Chandler. The result has been
not only to elucidate the structural geology of the dis-

trict but to facilitate the search for ore, the distribution
of which is dependent largely on stiiictural conditions.

For the early work at Tonopali the Geological Survey is

responsible, for at that time Mr. Spnrr was a member of
the Survey, but his later investigations have been made
on account of the Tonopah Jlining Company, which Mr.
Burgess also served as geologist. This company and
others in the district have shown an enlightened appre-
ciation of the aid that economic geology can give in

actual mining operations, and to them is due no small
measure of the credit for the knowledge thereby ob-

tained, to the gain not of themselves only, or of the
Tonopali district, but of tlie art of mining.

The Bunker Hill Smelter

In our issue of October 2, 1915, we stated that the
Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mining and Concentrating
Company intended to build a lead smelter. We are now
able to announce that Kellogg has been selected as the
site for this reduction works. The choice hovered for a

time between several localities on Puget Sound, certain
points on the lower reaches of the Columbia river, and
the vicinity of the mine itself. In clioosing the last the

management had to decline a most friendly offer from
Spokane as well as the allurements of tide-water, but the
factor of railroad rates proved decisive. The rate from
Kellogg to New York is established at $12 per ton for

pig lead, and no unfriendly influence is likely to be able

to enforce an increase. From Northport also the rate

to New York is $12 per ton, but to this must be added
$2.75 per ton on concentrate, of which two tons will

yield one ton of pig lead, so that tlie total freight comes
to $17.50. To Spokane the rate from the mine is $1.75

per ton of concentrate, equivalent to $3.50 per ton of

lead, making the total from the mine to New York
$15.50. To lower points on the Columbia river the

freight is $3.50 per ton on concentrate, which again

must be doubled to get at the equivalent in lead. The
rate by the Panama Canal to New York is only $5. but

to this $1 must be added for interest and insurance on
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the loiifc \vat<>r-l)iiiil. s«> that tlif tutu) is $\',\ pi-r ton.

Thus Kflloijtr i>tT«'i-s mi ailviintap*. MdiTovfi-. it is the

houii' of the oonipany's milling; ajul concciilratinn ii|htii

tioiis aiul oflfers ovory lia-tpitality to I'urthcr iiu-lallnr-

pii'al ppiiui'tion. Th«> wap's paid at Kcllo^f; an- hijrhrr

than on the Coast, or down the river, hut it is unih-rstond

that the Intnus now heing paid to the miners on aecnuni

of the higli priee of h-ad will not apply to smelter

operatives. Hitherto the output has taken the form

ehietly of various eoneentrates, whieh have Iteen shiitpeil

to the East Helena and Selhy smelters. It is proposcil

to tr«>at at Kellonj; such i)nvhii'ts as are not covernl iiy

existinifeontraets, that is. the lower grades and the liifrliei-

iH'iuIes of eoneentrates and the ores produeed by suli-

sidiary eompanie.s. The new smelter will lie luiilt on

till- Hingham and (iiovetti ranehes, just below the mine.

h will eonsist of three hiast-fnniaees, each 48 by 180

inelies at the tu.veres, and a roasti-r et|uipiiii'iit i-Diupris-

ing one Wedjfe furnace and four Dwiglit-Lloyd siiiteriiifr

machines. A sampling-mill, a bag-house, and a rcHnery

for separating the precious metals will eonstitwle other

parts of the plant. The relations of such jiarts is made

clear in the article describing the Selby lead smelter,

which article, by a coincidence, apjieai-s on another page

of this issue. The Kellogg smelter will employ MM men

juid will have a capacity of 900 tons of charge, 80% of

it lead ore. per diem. It has been designed by the firm

of Bradley. Bniff & Labarthe. Constniction will eom-

mence forthwith and the plant is expected to be com-

pleted in a year from date. The greater i>ortion of the

material and equipment has been ordered already. The

concentrates and ores to be treated carry a high per-

centage of lead, and the iron is present chiefly as a car-

l)onate, not a sulphide, so that the sulphur content will

be low. Any danger of fume nuisance will be further

prevented by use of a bag-house. Electric power will

be supplied by the Wa.shingtou Water Power & Light

Company, which gets its energy from the Spokane river

and Long lake in Wa.shington. The smelter will be

ser%'ed by the Oregon-"\Va.shington Railroad & Naviga-

tion Company, which is a north-western subsidiary of

the Oregon Short Line, tapping Huntington. Spokane.

and Portland. It remains to add tliat another inde-

pendent smelter, the one at Northport. on the Columbia

river, at a point close to the boundary between British

Columbia and the State of AVashington, started to work

under the management of Mr. Harry L. Day last month.

As most of our readers are aware. Mr. Day until quite

recently was the president of the Federal Alining &
Smelting Company, a Guggenheim or American Smelt-

ing subsidiary. He controls the Hercules. Tamarack,

and Chesapeake mines in the Canyon Creek district, also

in the Coeur d'Alene region of Idaho and only 15 miles

from Kellogg. The ore from these mines likewise used

to go to Ea.st Helena and Selby. The Northport smelter

has a capacity of 600 tons of charge, say, 480 tons of

lead ore. in each case one-third of capacity being held in

reserve. Mr. Day sends his lead bullion to the Penn-

sylvania Smelting Company, at Pittsburg, of which he

obtained eontrol ici'i'iilly. so tlmt lie is iiiiii-piiniriil n.s

til smelting, reliiiiiig. and iiiiirkcliiig. I inliiiilili'illy llie

tipi'nilliilis iif lliesi' Iwii iiidi'peliilelit sliicllilig llllils, lit

Northport mul Ki'llngg. will have iiii iiiipnrtjiiil lieariiig

(III the devi'ltiplileiit iif the Ciielir d'.Melie and eiieoiirilge

tliiise mine iiprraldi'K in the .Nurlhwrsl lliiit have eoiii-

plaiiied. not without reaKon, of lln- e.xeeNsive nili'.s Irvird

liv llle liig siiicllilig eiiiiibiliatiiilis.

The Selby Smelter

On lUMither page we give a deseriptidii nl' llif Miielling

iipfratioiis at Selby. San l-'niiiciseo has reiisun to he

priillil III' Ih.'it iiietiillil|-gi<-al cstllbliKlinii'iil It Ims

playi'il a iiolalile ]iart in tlie mineral develdpini'iit nl the

Paeific Coast region. To it have ciiiiie siiiin- of the earliest

products of mining liistriets now raniniis. .lim WardiicT,

the pioneer of the Coeur d'Alene. caiiie to .Sclliy with his

first slii|iiiieiit of ore and thus prejiared a way for the

long-eontiiniing business between this smcltir and the

great Bunker Hill & Sullivan mine. Some of the first

I'tah lead ore also came to San Francisco, from the

Emma mine. I'.i liirc the railroad was availalile east-

waril, the Arizona lead ])r(iduct and the rich silver ore

of the Silver King mine came to Selby. So did the early

output III' the Slocan district in I'.rilisli Culiiniliiii. In

later years the develojimcnt of Tonojiali was a.s.sisle(l by

the market offered liy the Selhy smelter for the silicious

silver ore of Nevada, liulccil, hcfore a great system of

railroads gave varied facilities for the slii]iment of the

products of the mines, the fact that a lead smelter was

in operation on the Hay became a decisive factor in pro-

moting the development of the region tributary to San

Francisco. Even today, dcsiiite tlie growth and variety

of smelting facilities in the West, this establisliment of

the Selby company is no mean a.s.set to the cdiiuininity.

The jihdtograph of the works, at the head of the article,

is in itself suggestive, for the ves.sel seen alongside the

smelter-wharf will suggest traffic oversi-as. A ship is

ever the spur to imagination. To the smelter comes

coke from Germany and Australia: concentrate from

Korea and Mexico. From the smelter goes lead to New
York, silver to Hongkong, and gold to the Mint. The

white paint made from its lead is laid on the battleships

at the Mare Island navy-yard and the bluc.stone derived

from its refinery aids the agriculture of Califoniia. while

the lead shot and bullets manufactured at Selby fly far.

after ducks and after game of a less innocent kind. In-

deed, the variety of products and by-products is remark-

able. For instance, besides producing lead, silver, and

gold, each in ingot form, this e.stablishment makes .sheet-

lead, pipe, trap.s, and a variety of minor lead articles, for

instance, the buttons employed for weighting women's

dresses and the 'sinkers' used by fishermen. A smelter

like this is an industrial organism of great interest ; in

itself it illustrates the diversity of use to which mineral

products are put and suggests the growing complexity

of the scheme of living we call civilization—(•oncerning

which in the vear 1916 the less said the better.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use this department for the discussion of technical and other matters per-

taining to mining and metallurgy. The Editor welcomes the expression of views contrary to his own. be-
lieving that careful criticism is more valuable (han casual coynplimeiit.

Training of Mining Engineers

The Editor

:

Sir—Referring to your editorial on this subject in

your issue of March 11, I beg to offer the following.

First. I agree with you in your "cheerful negative to

the first question." I also endorse your remarks down to

the point where you suggest specialization in teaching

engineering, but here I take a strong exception to your
proposal.

During the last thirty years, it has been my good for-

tune to have had to do with training of more young en-

gineers, fre-sli from college, than perhaps an\- other man
in the profession in the United States ; and I have found
that those who have been most successful are those who
liave had the least specialization in their college training.

My belief is that the duties of the technical college, so far

as engineering instruction is concerned, should be con-

fined to the furnishing of a course of general studies that

would train the mind of the student to think for himself,

should ground him well in mathematics, physics, chem-
istry, with a short cour.se in assaying, and enough sur-

veying to make him familiar with the instruments in

common use. In so far as metallurgy is concerned, he

should, if possible, be taken to plants where the principal

types of machinery, and metallurgical apparatus are in

use, and be shown their purposes without being allowed

to operate them. A similar course of demonstration

should be made with mining students, and. wherever
possible, the students should l)e compelled to take prac-

tical work in some line of engineering during the summer
vacation.

In addition to the studies mentioned above—as many
students come to the technical college with insufficient

grounding in the "three Rs"—the examination for en-

trance should be made stiff enough to insure a proper
course of preparation. In connection with the college

work there should be some instruction in accounting, and
in the writing of readable and logical rc|)orts: but by all

means cut down the specialization in engineering colleges

to the minimum. It must be borne in mind that the
young men entering such colleges have, in most cases, no
idea what their future in life will be: and when they
graduate they are, at best, only prepared to enter upon
the study of the engineering profession. They have to

seek employment, and if only trained along narrow
lines they cannot get, at the outset, just what they want.
Many instances occur to me where men took the civil en-

gineering course in college and became mechanical engi-
neers in practice, and vice versa-, also where men had

specialized in nuning and had. in actual life-work, be-

come metallurgists.

Let us suppose a man specializes in flotation—accord-
ing to your suggestion—and he goes out into the world
landing at a place like Butte, and finds all the jobs in

the flotation plants filled, he naturally takes the first job
that offers—it may be that of a 'mucker' in one of the

mines. If he has the right stuff in him, he will stick to

that job until he becomes shift-boss and from there his

career will gradually be upward, but he will never again

think of flotation.

Another thing to be remembered is that the teaching

staff in our colleges cannot be expected to be in a position

to give the special training outlined in your editorial.

Again I say. cut down specialization, but give the

student the best possible ground-work, so that he can

think, act, and study on his own account, and be pre-

pared to tackle any problem coming under the heading

of engineering.

E. P. Mathewson.
Anaconda, March 15.

How to Prospect

The Editor

:

Sir—Apropos to the symposium on prospecting, which

ran in the pages of your paper for a period last year. I

beg leave to offer the following:

Wliat is the matter with prospecting? It is easier to

recognize that there is something wrong than to be able

to offer helpful constructive criticism on whj' it is so, or

to offer a suitable remedy for the condition.

In the last decade I have witnessed several periods of

mining activity in Nevada, the State that, from its ex-

panse, its undoubted mineral character, and the naked-

ness of its rock exposures, would seem to offer the best

possible field for prospecting. Yet the reward in new
discoveries, barring those made almo.st simultaneously

in several parts of the State immediatel.v following the

finding of Tonopah. have, with a few minor exceptions,

been pitifully few' and of no great importance. One can

hardly refrain from asking, why?
While crossing the desert recently, I chanced to doze

I'efleetively in a comfortable arm-chair in the observation

car of an overland train. Mirages danced playfully

across the alkali flats in the heated afternoon sunshine.

"With no directing will, the mind responded to the atmos-

phere and soon a mirage clearly visualized engrossed my
attention. Across the horizon to the south I saw a mov-

ing object—a house on wheels moving down the middle
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of tlie vnlli'V. The 'liouw' wii.s utti'iulctl l)y oltjcrlH of

l»-ss«T si/.o. tilso iiiohilo. CIosjt iiis|U'cti(>ii n-vfiili-tl llu'

iilij«vls til Ih' II lii-sl-ol«ss piMsju'otiiig cxio'ilitiiiti, coiisisl

ing of n largo nuto-truck onrryiiig uiulcr an ciilarK*'!!

I'ovoriiig H fomploti' as-sjiy-oflii-c, witli rocklin-akfrs iiml

uii (H|uipiiifiit for making rough, wot and ilry, i'diiccii

tratiou U'sts of orvs or of gruvfls. and wiih Ihi- faiii|>

f4|iiipiiifnt to slu'ltor and fi'od a i)arty of lialf a tlo/i'n

men. Tho h'ssi-r objtvts provod to lu- small aiitos, ' Kords'

if you will, capnhlo of running up tho sidc-draw.s .'ind

oanyons that dohaucln'd upon the valli-y every few miles

in travelling its eourse. The.si> little machines, each

maimed by one or two capable prospeetoi*s, were the

'business getters.' the means of gathering the rock sam-

ples exi>editiously and in nuantity anil the gravels from

the draws, for immediate testing at the assay ciflict"

moving down the middle of the valley.

I sijw in this vision a si^lution of many of the most

serious obstacles to successful prospecting, the obvious

consideration of fhos<> at all informed in the matter.

The principal advantage of attacking the problem in

force and with such an equipment is that an expedition

like this can make use of the combined services of the

trained technical man and the "old time' prospeetor, can

at the same time cover more real ground in a sj'stematie

way at a less e>q>ense per square mile, can test samples

immediately with greater certainty and at smaller ex-

pense, and finally can spend $10 in a collective way that

w"ill produce the results gained by spending $20 in thi'

hap-hazard fashion of two decades ago. Thus equip])e(l

we are not trj-ing to fight today's battles with yester-

day's tools: those served and pa.sscd a generation ago

in scenes and fields less combed over, aye, even virgin.

Every valuable vein discovered and every mine fouhd.

unless it be of a new type such as the low-grade por-

phyry copper deposits of recent exploitation, leaves one

fewer deposit undiscovered, and makes the subsequent

finding of valuable deposits less a matter of chance and

more a matter of systematic and scientific search. Pos-

sibly with such an equipment other new types of mines

may be uncovered. It can be said without cavil that

there would be fewer 'bench-warmers' around the prin-

cipal hotels in Western cities awaiting the appearance

of the 'expert' for some mysterious Eastern syndicate,

for the purpose of foisting upon said expert an alleged

mine that has been bandied about' for 20 years, if the

expert could but prevail upon his Eastern syndicate to

equip him with a modern prospecting outfit as above

described. Jlines are found as well as made, contrary to

the flippant current observation. If the expert changed
his methods somewhat, he might also change the recur-

ring annual report to his directors that he had "in the

year just past turned down some .365 mines and near-

mines." had spent $100,000 upon his staff in the quest.

but had found not a single prospect worth considering.

To my personal knowledge in the past two years two
splendid mines that had been presented on desirable

terms to such an expert were passed over for want of

careful and intelligent consideration, mainly because the

consideration of the other 363 prospects confu.sed his

betti'r jndgmehl In a word. In iii,\ mind, Ilnre in

nothing the matter with prospiiting, Ihe lapses are in

the men and in their mi'ans ami nu'lhods; the limes and
eomlitions and ni|iiirrnient.s have changed, and so mUHt
Ihe methods of allaekinj; IIh' iirobliMii if resnlls are to

be obtained.

• llHIN H. Sl.\I.M(l\S.

San l-'raneiseo. Mari'h S.

The Patent Game
The Editor:

Sir—Your .somewhat optimistic view of tin; workings
of the I'atent Ofliee at Washington, in the issue of .lanu-

ary 2fl, almost reconciles me t<i the lali' of being an in-

ventor. My feelings, however, are hardly as hoix'l'ul as

youre. 1 fear the patent machinery of our Government
has seen its best days and will have to be rebuilt, al

least, if not scrapped bodily. You instance chiefly the

evil of litigation, so unavoidable in bringing new in-

ventions into use; but this, in my opinion, is but one of

the evils that the times have brought. The Patent

Office, we are told, was instituted with the statesman-

like and philanthropic object of stimulating invention,

benefiting inventors, and subserving the interests of the

general public. The results at fir.st were excellent, no

doubt. A Yankee who had found a new and imjjroved

way of making a wooden spool, wooden nutmegs, or

what not. could at that time go ahead and construct liis

machinery and shop, with his own hands perhaps, and
then proceed in peace and (juietness to enjoy the fruit

of the honest labor of his brain and hand.s. Hut times

and customs have changed : wooden luitinegs have fallen

under Dr. Wiley's displeasure: .spools are no longer

made in small shops a dozen at a time, but in great fac-

tories where millions arc turned out in a day, under the

domination of a soulless corporation. The Yankee's

small triumph has been swallowed up in the general

progress of the age, and the inventor has become a part

of the controlling trust, or he has been retired to ob-

scurity by its influence. His patents are only valuable

for keeping somebody else out of the business. The

same tendencies have overtaken the Patent Office also,

and it has become a sort of industrial concern, in which,

I fear, quality of work is often sacrificed to quantity.

As long as the issued patents were counted by hundreds

or by thousands and the individual issues could be kept

comfortably within the recollection of a few men, the

quality was good and the output satisfactory ; but when

as now it has mounted to millions, and a highly special-

ized and numerous staff of examiners is employed, man.v

objections have to be made as to the quality of the work.

It is hardly too much to say that the Office has fallen

perceptibly away from its former elificiency and is ap-

proaching a condition in which it will totally fail to

.stimulate inventors, to benefit the general public, or to

reward anybody whatever, except the flourishing cL'uss

of patent attorneys who, if one may judge from the

multiplicity of their advertisements, make a pretty good

thing of it.
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Adverse impressions like these are strengthened l).y

an inspection of the Patent Office Gazette, an enormous

publication, as unintelligible as it is bulky, which is

issued once a week, as a kind of compendium of its

labors. If the reader be skilled in translating 'patentese,'

the jargon adopted by the Office to conceal its thoughts,

he will come to agree with me that the patent powers

of our country deal mainly in trifles, its output consist-

ing almost exclusively of the merest threads and patches

of invention, but done up in packages that to a tyro

look like the real thing.

Why is it that the greater part—I almost said all—of

the output of the Patent Office is the veriest rubbish?

Have our inventore degenerated into snappers-up of

unconsidered trifles, and become mere grubbers after

shreds of invention and discovery, searching as searches

the industrious fowl among rnl)bish heaps for the ci-umbs

of former feasts ? How does it happen that in the whole

weekly deluge there is so little worth mentioning, let

alone worth patenting? The answer may be as follows:

You can easily patent an invention for doing what

nobody wants to do, or for doing in an inferior manner

what is already better done ; but difficulty arises when

you seek to secure a real improvement, or a reasonably

complete patent. The Patent Office, by virtue of its

duties and responsibilities, has become afraid of big

things, but revels in small ones. Nothing is too minute

and insignificant to patent. The Office moves along

certain fixed paths that lead to the light in only one

direction. Your invention may be new, Init the chances

are that it is old. To find out you must make a formal

application for patent on a thing that is, perhaps, forty

years old. There is no index rerum in the Patent Office

—it knows no way of facilitating an inquiry. With the

aid of your attorney (necessary unless you would fall a

victim to the Examiner's satire) yon prepare an applica-

tion at a cost of $30 up, and having forwarded it, you sit

down tf) wait four or six months, to ascertain what the

Office should have been prepared to tell you promptly,

namely, the state of the art ; which means, what fellows

have blundered onto the ground before you. The Office

eventually replies. You are informed that your applica-

tion is rejected as lacking novelty, and you are furnished

a list of, say, 20 patents of this and other countries

covering, in the opinion of the Examiner, the ground

ahead. Now let us see how this affects the inventor. If

you are an old hand at the business you would have ex-

pected something of this kind. The fair fonn of the in-

ventor's offspring is totally eviscerated. One man has

the heart, another the liver, another the lights, while

to another has been given the skeleton. The inventoi-

is in despair. But wait, says the attorney: here is a liit

of skin that everybody has overlooked; we can patch it

up a little and maybe hang a valid claim on it. But
what's the use, says the inventor; nobody would l)ny

skin. Well, the money having been paid over and tlie

Patent Office moved to action once, the rest seems easy;

the application is narrowed down to conform to the sta.te

of the art, and eventually a kind of patent is got. Every-

thing becomes easy after the Examiner has pared things

down enough. If a man really wants or needs a patent

of this kind he can get it by hanging on, for it is strongly

suspected that the people at Washington sometimes give

one to a man to get rid of him. I can understand this,

but I cannot understand how a man can be so lacking

in sense as to accept it.

Patent seeking has now degenerated into a game in

which skill in framing the papers counts for more than

the inventor's ingenuity. As the value of your pros-

pective patent rests upon the validity and scope of the

final claims, your lawyer has come to play too great a

part in the adjudication. He is pitted against the Ex-
aminer, and if he proves lazy, incompetent, or unfaith-

ful, you are lost. It doesn't matter what you have

devised, your fortunes are in the hands of two men who
naturally are concerned solely with getting rid of you.

What the inventor loses through ignorance of the patent

game, added to what he loses by the carelessness of his

attorney, plus whatever the Examiner can deprive him

of, leave what we find in the Gazette: a poor return for

so nuich ])rain fag. It is no wonder that so few patents

are wortli the paper they are printed on. I don't im-

agine tliat one patent in a hundred pays the inventor,

nor that one in a thousand ever benefits the general

public, which, by the way, seems to have been lost sight of

in the .scramble, and perhaps it is as well, for whatever

good could come to it is altogether too remote and fanci-

ful to consider. Why not refrain from such a losing

game ? Why, when we discover in an old machine a new
hole to put a screw in, or when we invent a new means
of stirring up the mud in a cyanide-tank, why cannot we
go quietly to work without any fuss, and do it, without

appealing to the Patent Office, at no end of expense to

ourselves and annoyance to them, for protection for our

insignificant little alterations and so-called improve-

ments? This question brings us to the nub of the whole

argument.

The number of patents is so great and their scope so

uncertain, that any projected improvement in construc-

tion is almost certain to run afoul of vested riglits, to our

cost and discomfiture. It is almost inevitable that among
the million and more of American patents there is at

least one upon which we would unwittingly infringe.

It appears then that the American law acts to protect

the inventors of one generation against the next; and,

as often happens, enable those who have taken out

patents, which they have suffered to remain inactive, to

levy tribute on people who really wish to use their in-

ventions. This, in my opinion, is the worst feature of

our system. The engineer or builder who may desire to

put in use improvements that he has devised, is debarred

from so doing because of the existence of possible prior

inventors, the majority of whom have never put their

ideas into practice. I submit that this is an undesirable

condition, none the less because it was foreseen by the

framers of the law. The best recourse in this case is to

have a search made of all the existing patents, which will

generally indicate where the danger lies. Rome patents
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may Imvo to Ih- l)oii(;lit (iutri|;ht ; somi- nnnlticfi iiwiv liiivt-

to Ih> piiid : but ill imy I'Vi-iit a po»iil lU-iil of I inn- mui stuiK-

inoiu'V is wi'll i'XpoiuU'»l to oli-nr llu- miul iilicinl. Kruiii

tlio point of vii«\v of the i-nniiioor intoiit upon ImiUlinn

now tliiii(^. thi' situation is sutVu-ioiitly nnnoyinn. ami

soiiio of tlii'iii p> so I'ar as to chiiractcri/c patents in K<'ii-

nd as an intoK>rnlili' nuisanop. Tliey liolil tliat the

uliole cnip of patents should lie eaiu-eled and utterly

done away with. Personally. I would not hesitate to east

my bushel or s<» of patents into the disi-anl along with

the n\st. if by so doinp I eould jret a free hand in desiK"-

iixg tliinpi as 1 wish, free from iuterferenee from others.

It is not. of ooiirst', to be e.xpoeted that the poliey of

our Government, so lonp persisted in, will be altered in

any material partieular. since the general puhlie has

not yet l>eeome dissatistieil with the workings of the

Patent Office. Rut in the future when the rapidly ex-

panding tiles have grown, as they inevitably will, to an

uiiniaiiageable bulk, some action will have to be taken in

the interests of inventors and the public alike. I should

think that some useful editing might be done, making

existing records more accessible and more intelligible.

You have remarked on the difficulties that the courts

meet in endeavoring to ad.iust rival claims, and upon the

tendency of patentees to obscure and extenuate their

claims. Judicious pruning on the part of properly qual-

itied officials. I sliould think, would go a long way to

ameliorating such conditions. The least the authorities

shouhl do is to curb the verbal ingenuity of the ]iatcnt

attorneys, many of whom take delight in spinning out

claims to a wholly unnecessary extent, adding largely to

the difficulties of everyone whose business brings him to

deal with .such things. As it stands now, no one can

fully comprehend the scope of even an ordinary patent

^I doubt, if in the majority of cases, the inventor him-

.self kjiows precisely what he has patented, and I am sure

the public does not. Some patents have as many as 40

or 50 claims, couched generally in unfamiliar language

and presenting the subject in a manner entirely strange

even to the inventor, who of all men may be least likely

to understand it in its new phase. I pity the judge who

has to wade through such a mess of claptrap. I think,

on the whole, that the Government might change its

policy profitably, gradually if need be. to the practice in

Germany, granting few patents and only after strict

scrutiny, then standing behind each patent so as to make

it valid without the seasoning process of court action that

seems inescapable with us.

TIerbert Lang.

Oakland. February 26.

The Scope of a Patent

The Editor

:

Sir—The matter of interpreting the scope of a patent

claim is so generally misunderstood, and unfortunately

in many instances through misinformation, that a great

ser\-iee to the inventor would be performed if he eould

be given only a superficial knowledge of the subject.

This misinformation is used to work a great injustice to

the inventor, siiu'i' he miNinlerpretM tin- (wope of his

claim : bases his calculalions and expends his moiu-y on

liic false a.ssuiiiptioii tjwil he has a limad claim which
Mivei-s his invention, and liually comes to grief.

The nmtter is a simple one, yet it is often diHicuh foi

an inventor to undi-i-Htand it. Assume that a man has

invented ail apparatus whi<'h in its complete rcirm ((nii

prises a comliiiialion of six elements. A narrow claim

on the invention will include all six of the elcmeiils and
the inventor, upon reading this claim aii>l liiidiiig all six

elements contained therein, believes that his iiiveiilion is

fully coveretl. The idaim. however, only eovei-s the com-

bination of elements eonl^iined then-in, or their c(|niv-

aleiils. and in order that the claim Ik' infringed, tlic in-

fringing device nuist eonlain the six elements. If il iiin

tains only five of the elements, il is not an infringeiiK'iil,

and it is not a very dilficult matter in tiiaiiy instances to

di.spense with the sixth element,

A claim only covere the coinbiiialion of elements set

forth therein or their equivalents and does not cover an

apparatus that does not embody all of the elements of the

claim.

II. G. I'KOST.

San Francisco, March 23.

Estimating Slime
The Editor:

Sir—In estimating slimi> tonnage the following may
be useful, more especially to those who appreciate short

cuts:

Pounds of dry slime per cu. ft. of pulp=
weight of 1 cu. ft. pulp -62.5

s

Bp. gravity slime - 1

sp. gravity slime

In practice, a cubic-foot box and the weight of one

cubic foot of water can be counter-balanced, so that the

excess, when the box is filled with pulp, can be directly

read, and divided at once by x.

John Allingham.

Oakland, March 28.

Correction. Asbestos production of Quebec in Ifil')

was erroneously given on page 474 of this journal of

April 1 as $2,895,935. This should be 114,115 tons

valued at $3,544,302, an inerea-se of $648,367, but below

the total for 1913. Rock mined amounted to 2,134.073

tons, producing asbestos worth $3,118,524, or $1.46

per ton.

Idaho has an area of 84,800 square miles, which is

more than that of Missouri, "VVa.shington, Kansas, or

South Dakota. Its population of 400,000 exceeds that

of Wyoming and Nevada combined. The principal min-

eral output is lead, the production of which in 1915 was

377.000,000 lb. Shipments of zinc ore and concentrate

during 1915 contained zinc valued at over $11,000,000.

I

EucALYTTUS OIL. The oil distilled from one of the

Australian gum-trees, the eucalyptus amygdalina.
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THE SELBT SMELTEB ANl> WHAKF.

5vEl'fMs i3-li;j/ l^rnH ^sim.m

SAN FRANCISCO is au important mining centre,

for it serves as a distributing point for engineers,

machinery, and supplies to the Pacific Coast, to the

mineral regions of the Great Basin, to tiie rich South-

west and the romantic North-west, from Alaska to Peru,

and across the sea to Japan, Korea, and Siberia. As a

metallurgical centre, it can boast among its residents

several metallurgists of international reputation and on

the shores of the Bay at least two noteworthy smelting

establishments, the Selby lead works and the Mountain
Copper plant. But for an unreasonable prejudice we
might have been able to claim a big copper smelter, for

the construction of such a reduction plant was actually

started in 1906 at South San Francisco. Lack of appre-

ciation for the antiseptic qualities of sulphur dioxide on

the part of the untechnical public prevented that useful

undertaking from coming to fiiiition ; it was nipped in

the bud, so that today our most important smelting

establishment is the one that was founded bv Thomas
H. Selby.

That worthy pioneer came to California from New
York in 1850. He established a hardware and iron busi-

ness that prospered deservedly. In 1864 he built a shot-

tower at the corner of Fir.st and Howard streets, where
it stood as a conspicuous landmark until destroyed in

the earthquake-fire of 1 906. He imported his lead from
England and Spain; but finding this inconvenient and
costly, and knowing that there was lead nearer home, lie

decided to build a small plant to reduce local lead ores
and thus supply the requirements of his factory. There-
upon he organized the 'San Francisco & Pacific Lead
Pipe & Shot Works.' In 1875 he bought a block of land
on Black Point, now the site of the California Fruit
Canners Association plant, where he built a couple of

smelting-furnaees, to which h-^ added a lead refinery and
a plant for parting the gold and silver, as well as a cop-

per sulphate annex, gradually increasing his equipment
as the bu.siness expanded. In 1876 he died and the enter-

prise became incorporated under its present name; the

Selby Smelting & Lead Company. His son, Prentiss

Selby, became general manager, with A. J. Ralston as

president and H. B. Underbill, Jr., as secretary. The
last is happily still with the company, as its president.

At the time when this new start was made the Comstock
mines were in bonanza, so that a large part of the bullion

from Virginia City was refined at Black Point- In 1879
the Selby company absorbed the Pacific Refinery & Bul-

lion Exchange, previously the San Francisco Assaying &
Refining Works, at 416 Montgomery street. The office

of the Selby company was transferred to tliis building

and remained there from 1879 to 1907, for it was one of

the few down-town structures that escaped the earth-

quake-fire.

The site at Black Point soon became inadequate for the

expanding operations, so that in 1884 the company pur-

chased the present site near Vallejo Junction and 29
miles cast of San Francisco, on the strait of Carqninez,
which forms part of the estuary of the Sacramento river.

This article will describe the plant and its operations as

1 saw them recently.

Entering the smelter-yard I noticed two bars of fine

silver, each of 1100 oz., on a truck. Upon inquiry I was
informed that they were going to Joseph Mayer, a manu-
facturing jeweler at Seattle. Next, Mr. Eugene B.

Braden and Mr. E. N. Engelhardt, who were piloting me.

stopped to look at a truck full of small pieces of slag.

From their remarks I learned that slag of egg size was
being sent to the Goldfield Consolidated mill, in Nevada,
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to nid ill t!»c reihiotioii of pnlil pn»eipifatfd fruin I'vaiiidc

solution.

Ill the office Mr. EiijjolhartU sliowotl mo nn old plioto-

grnph. from which it could In? inferred how much tin-

plant liad Keen extended. Thi.s has been done eonveii-

iently, for the dumping of slag has continuously enlarged

the site available, so that the smelter now covers an

area 14lX"t ft. hy A<M) ft. mon^ than it did in ISW. Not

only has the slag-ilump pmved usi-ful in this way. luit

the grreatcr compactness of a modern equipment has

tended to restrict the supertieial dimensions of tlie

plant as a whole. A number of hand-rabbled roasting-

furnaces, for instance, are now replaced by four sinter-

ing maehinei!. The blast -funiaees. it is true, liave been

increased in size, tliose first built being 30 by 72 inches,

as against furnaces of 36 by 144 inches now in use, but

even this is small in comparison with those built at Ana-

conda, which are (or were, for they are being dismantled

now- to make way for reverberatories) 87 feet long.

Ooing to the or«;-bins. it is evident that one feature of

the operations is the large number of small lots, that is.

under 5 tons. Any lot less than a carload (15 tons being

the minimum on the Southern Pacific and 30 tons on the

Santa Fe railroad system'! is charged $10 extra, on ac-

count of the labor of handling and accounting. Parcels

of specimen ore weighing as little as 10 lb. are received.

The smallness of some shipments is due to ignorance in

regard to the processes involved. Some carloads are too

poor to pay the freight, let alone the smelter charges:

these are used for grading and are marked 'overboard.'

Among the shipments to be seen on the occasion of my
recent visit was the concentrate from the Alaska Gas-

tinean, or Alaska Gold Mines, near Juneau. This first

came in the form of two products: (1) a galena concen-

trate containing 20 oz. gold, about the same amount of

silver, and 50% lead, (2) a pyrite concentrate assaying

6 to 10 oz. gold, the same of silver, and 5 to 8% lead. It

was found that the iron pyrite, containing over 40%
sulphur, exhibited such a tendency to oxidize, even to the

point of ignition, as to endanger any ship that brought

it. When under its own pressure in the hold it proved

particularly dangerous. On one occasion this concen-

trate actually set fire to a wharf at San Francisco. The

pyrite probably is porous and so favors rapid oxidation.

This Alaskan concentrate is so agglomerated, by incipient

fusion, or spontaneous sintering, that it has to be re-

erushed before sampling. Now an intimate mixture of

the pyritic and the lead concentrates is made, resulting in

a product assaying 15 oz. alike in gold and silver with

about 25% lead. This mixing increases the difficulty of

sampling. Another mine producing easily combustible

pyrite is the Green Mountain, near Raymond, in Mari-

posa county. Shipments of this copper ore burned sev-

eral box-cars, leading to the use of iron gondola-cars, and

compelling the mixing of it with other ore before ship-

ment to Taeoma, for it was forwarded to that copper

smelter on Puget Sound.

Among recent shipments may be mentioned silver-lead

ore from Mayo, on the MeQuesten river, in the Yukon.

Thi.s assiiyed 2.')% lead, 260 oz. silver, and $3 in gold.-

One of the oldest shippers to Selby is ,1. .1. (iuiiii, who
sends a few sjieks of silver had oi-e, hand jjieke.l, fnuii

Inyo county. He has been eonlriliuting for 25 years.

It is a rule of the Selby sjimpliiig department thai or.

must never touch wood or eenieiil or uiiv material likely

to catch the fine stufT and so 'salt' a wimple either way.
up or down. Three separate rooniK are iiiiiiiilained for

the final reduction of the samples; high grade, niediiiin,

and low-grade. The floors are covered with sheet iniii.

The .shipper or customer is allowed to wateh tiie opera

tions through the iron-sereened doors, of whieii there an-

so many that good observation is facilitated. These

screened doors evoked the remark "safety first"- to he

taken in either of two ways. All the sampling is done
by hand, except the final reduction in small fine-grinding

machines. No bueking-board is to be seen. The shii)[)er

or his representative eaii check the iiKiislurc determina-

tion by drying his own sample, the desiccating being done

by steam-heat, so that over-heating is iiiipo.ssible.

Among the lots that 1 saw undergoing sampling was

some chalcopyrite ore from I lie Island Mountain mine,

which is in the south-western corner of Trinity eoiinty

and is owned by Frank A. Lcaeli, formerly Direetor of

the Mint. The shipment was said to represent the blast-

ing of a big piece, or 'boulder.' of ore detached from the

outcrop. Another interesting product was ji eream-

colored granular material gathered during the dry season

by skimming the enriched slime on the settling-{)onds fif

the mills at Tonopah. It assays $20 to $40 per ton.

The superintendent of the sampling department,

Charles Richards, has been in the eompany's employ for

30 years. One of the melters, William .Stewart, has 2H

years to his credit, and the foreman of the melting-room,

AVilliam Kitchen, can boast 32 years; while .lames K.

Bulger, now manager of the gold and silver department

has a record of 37 years. Indeed, the appearance of the

men at work does not stiggest unhealthfnl conditions. I

take it that in a smelter, as in life generally, good .sense

assists a man in preserving his health. As 1 watched a

rubicund operator at the side of a big kettle full of

molten lead, I noted that he stood to windward. Care

and instinctive observation will enable a worker to avoid

in.iurv- to his health.

In the room reserved for high-grade material. I saw

25 tons of black silver precipitate (from a cyanide mill)

being sampled. At the Mexican mine from which this

came it had been deemed safer to ship this product, con-

taining 20,000 oz. silver per ton, in this non-merchant-

able form rather than risk the danger involved in trying

to export silver bullion, which might be seized by bandits,

including some one or more of the so-called governments.

All of the concentrates go to the sintering machines; in

their ordinary condition they are too finely-divided for

treatment in the blast-furnace. From the various bins the

concentrates and fine ores are trammed to an ordinary-

elevator and thence along an upper floor to steel bins.

2See also M. & S. P., July 24, 1915. 'Silver Discovery on the

Yukon.' By D. Saunders.
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These, called 'feed-tanks,' are cylindrical, with conical

bottoms. Eight of them have a capacity of 50 to 60 tons

each, and two hold from 80 to 90 tons apiece. The

contents of these are fed onto a conveyor-belt, the flow

being regulated by a gate set for a specific stream of ore

—^ inch or less. A good mixture is obtained by the

mingling of feed from the various ' tanks. ' The speed of

the belts and sintering machines is regulated by eone-

pulleys. The belt delivers into an auxiliary' 'feed-tank'

with four pockets placed above the four sintering ma-

chines, each pocket having a belt running to a corre-

sponding machine. This, the Dwight-Lloyd machine,

consists of a continuous series of grates or 'pallets,'

The bag-house is a building in which are suspended a

number of cyUndrieal bags, 32 feet long and 18 inches

in diameter, made of woolen cloth, retaining the natural

oil of the sheep, so as to seiwe as a filter through which

the fume is forced by a draft. Thus the valuable and

deleterious elements of the fume are eliminated and col-

lected. This device was first introduced by Malvern lies

at the Globe smelter, Denver, fully twenty years ago. It

has proved not only an economic factor in lead smelting,

but it has done much to lessen popular apprehension in

regard to the possible injury resulting from smelter

smoke.

At the time of my previous visit, in 1908, the fine ore

BLAST-FtaXACE, WITH SETTLES, SLAG-POT, A>D KILKEK MATTECAK.

there being 42 of them to each machine, and each consist-

ing of 3 linked grates. The 'pallet' is 42 inches wide

and 24 inches lengthwise of the line of movement. The

travel of this continuous or linked grate is at the rate of

12 to 20 inches per minute, according to the composition

of the charge, giving a capacity of 90 to 150 tons per 24

hours per machine. The fire-box or 'muffle' is made of

silica-brick and contains an oil-burner, which points

across the path of the ore. The burner consumes 40 gal.

of 17° B. oil per 24 hours, with air under 80-lb. pressure.

At Tacoma illuminating gas is used for this work; at

Denver, coal; and at Monterrey, distillate.^ To remove

the gases a wind-box, under the muffle, is operated by a

Sirocco fan making 900 r.p.m. and giving a suction equal

to 8 inches of water. This connects with the bag-house,

where the fume is condensed, and thence to the stack.

3The smelter uses only 15 tons of coal per month, for the

little locomotive on the slag-dump and a cook-stove. Oil is used

under the boilers and on the forges. Steam is needed in the

precipitation plant and to steady the furnace-blast.

went to four Ropp roasters, of which only one survives.

The sintering machines have replaced the roasting-fur-

naces, plus the fact that the heavy sulphide ore is treated

by the General Chemical Company's works near Mar-
tinez for the manufacture of sulphuric acid. The one

Ropp roaster that remains is operated during four

months of the year onlj', namely, the rainy season, in ac-

cordance with an agreement with the farmers of Solano

county, who fear injury due to the fume. The Ropp
furnace was the invention of Baron Alfred De Ropp, a

Russian nobleman, who was in charge of the smelter

before it came under the control of the American Smelt-

ing & Refining Co., in 1905. He may be said to have been

identified with, and responsible for, the most notable ex-

pansion of the Selby business. In the roaster that he

invented the ore is turned by a traveling mechanical

rabble operated by a cable that passes over a sheave at

the upper end of the furnace, so that the rabble is out-

side the furnace half the time, during which it is being

cooled. This marks one of the few occasions wlien a

baron got the best of the rabble.
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Wlu'H tlu" on' liius Ikvm nuustt'd aiui sintiTt-il vnr ii>r

jjloineratod ) it pw's to tlu- lilast-fiirniico. No lu'iiiliiit;-

do«irs nrv iiuuntnincti at Solhy, tlio lu'cossnry mixing; of

viiriinis fompononts of the cliarjft* IwiiiR I'tTt-cti'd at tin-

bius, in tlio imuiner already desi rilu'd. Kai-li siiitcrint;

maohiiip disi'liaoros into a cor, whieli delivers its loa<t

on the upper feotl rto»<r of the water-jaekeled lilaslfiir

nace, iHto which it is sliovclcd by hand. The water-

jaeket is made of east-iron and is fed with salt water

fmm tlie Hay. The eold water e!iters at the itottoiii of

the jacket so as to keep the sediment stirred and prevent

the jacket fnnn hnniinp. The blast is admitted by !^

tviyeres on eneh side under a pressure of Hr> to 40 oz. jier

square inch. The ore-column is 14 ft. high. Each fur-

nace smelts from ISO to 200 tons of charge per day. as

compared with 130 to 140 tons seven years ago. This

increase is due mainly to the fact that the sintering puts

the charge in a better physical condition for smelting:

it is more porous to the heated blast, and therefore to

chemical change. The total weight of a charge is 9250

to 9500 pounds. Of the total about 80% is sintered ore.

Limestone, quartz, and metallic iron are added to pro-

duce a fusible mixture and a clean slag. Coke,* in the

proportion of 12 to 13ff, equal to 9Afr fixed carbon, is

required. This comes from Australia and Utah. Slag.

up to 25% on the charge, is returned to the furnace in

order to regulate the physical condition of the furnace

and to correct irregularities in its operation. It is found

most practicable to make a slag of the following per-

centage composition:

SiO, 26 -AJ„Oj ">

Fed 38 ZnO 6

CaO 17

The undesirable alumina comes in the silicious ores from

Nevada, largely as alunite. The slag also contains 1.5%

MgO, from the limestone, and 1 to 1.5% S, besides traces

of copper, antimony, phosphorus, etc.—in fact, minute

traces of most of the elements.

The limestone used formerly was the reject from the

Portland cement works at Santa Cruz. Now the Selby

company has its own quarry near Martinez. Some lime-

stone is obtained from the Spreckels quarry, the product

of which is employed mainl.v in the refining of sugar.

"Wlien once in the blast-furnaee, the smelting of the

charge requires six hours. The separation of the lead

from matte and slag takes place within the furnace, the

lead being drawn off through an Arents syphon-tap.

The matte and slag run out into a rectangular fore-

hearth, which is placed on a truck, so that the slag, being

lighter, overflows into a settler 6 by 6 ft. and 2i ft. deep,

which, in turn, empties into a slag-car of 23-cu. ft.

capacity, holding 2i tons, drawn along the water-front

by a small locomotive, by aid of which it is discharged

<Some of the coke recently received is of North Gerraan

origin; it was delivered through Dutch ports and brought to

San Francisco on French sailing vessels that take wheat and

barley hack with them. The steam-schooners that bring lumber

from Puget Sound are glad to take copper ore—unsuitable for

Selby, but sold here—to the Tacoma smelter.

ililii llie Hu.\ . '['\\i' iiiulti' is Ijipprd ti\ a lnwfr jivcl of llio

fore-hearth into a revolving Kilter |>aii i>r luerry-go-

i-onnd." When cool the inalle is brukcii by sledgr ham
inei-s, then passed Ihrnugh cniKlirrs and mils, and Hrnl

to the sintering machine to be roiislcd.

The lead flows from the well of the blast, furnaci' into

moulds and is east in pigs or bars wri^'liint; IMI Ih. apiece.

It gladdens the heart of a iiiinir to k4c tlic liad (lowing

fi'om the furnace into the nioiihi. Tlir pitrs of lca<i are

taken on trucks to the l"e(iiier.v and there flcvated to the

upper floor, to be delivcnil into the softening-furnaces

(two reverberatories f)f 70 Ions rapacity each) in which

the processes of softening and liijuation are carrie<l out.

Liquation, or eliqnation, is tiir iu'imm'ss of Hi'parating

metals b.v the tiifTercnce in their nicHing points. Tlu'

lead from the blast-furnace in addition to its gold and

silver contents, contains copper, antimony, and other

metals the iiresence of wliii-h interferes with its indus-

trial utility; hence the necessity for getting rid of

them by liquation. The impure lead is melted at a mini-

mum temperature, about 710' F*., wlien the copper comes

to the surface in tlie form of dross, which contains silver

and gold also.

The dross is removed by rabbles into a car and goes

to a reverberatory for further treatment, whereby the

dross is converted into a leady copper matte, which, after

being roasted, is returned fiiiall.v to the blast-fnrnace.

When the copper dross has been removed, the antimony

comes to the surface as a scum, which is withdrawn for

treatment in another reverberatoiy furnace, where an

antimonial slEig is formed. This .slag goes to another

blast-furnace, where an antimonial lead metal, known as

'hard lead,' is produced. This is sold for making type-

metal, babbitt, solder, and other alloys in which anti-

monj' forms a useful component. In the near future,

instead of easting the lead into pigs at the blast-fumec.

it is planned to take the molten metal to the lead re-

finer}', where liquation and its sequel of proce.s.ses will

be conducted in due course.

Copper in any ore is gradually absorbed in the blast-

furnace, as metal ; it is also skimmed as a dross in the

softening furnace and treated in the 'skimming-furnace,'

with addition of galena, forming a matte of about 40%
copper, which is shipped to Omaha. Returning to the

softening furnace: when the charge is 'cooked,' that is,

aU the copper, antimony, arsenic, etc. have been elimi-

nated, the lead is tapped into desilverizing kettles, 3 ft.

deep and 10 ft. diam. There are four of these and they

hold 60 to 65 tons each. They are made of cast-iron and

are fired by oil, delivered in barges by the Union Oil Co.

from the southern oilfields of California. Zine is added

to the lead to collect the silver. The temperature in the

desilverizing kettle is raised to the point where a slab

of zine melts readil.v in the molten lead : this is at 840° F.

The zine unites with, and collects, the silver. It is the

old Parkes process. Sufficient zinc is added to desilver-

ize the lead ; and as the zinc melts it is mixed, by a me-

chanical stirrer, into the bath of lead. The scum of zinc

that rises to the surface contains the silver, and the gold
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UE-SII.VERIZI.-C KETTLE, WITH HOWARD PRESS IN A BATH OF METAL.

CUPELLATION FURNACES. WHERE THE LEAD, AS LITHARGE. IS REMOVED FRO.M THE (lOLD AND SILVER.

also, both the precious metals deserting the lead. It is a

concentrating process. The lead as delivei'cd into the

kettle contains about 150 oz. silver and 7 oz. gold per ton

;

the zinc scum, after being pressed to remove the free

lead, carries 3000 to 3500 oz. dore, this la.st l)eing tlie

metallurgical term for tlie two precious metals when

mixed in unrefined bar. Literally, dore means golden.

Any trace of copper remaining over from the previous

treatment is also removed in this zinc scum, which is

squeezed in a Howard press so as to extract any un-

I'ombined lead. The pressing machine is lowered by a

crane into the metal bath and when it luis acquired the
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tempornturo of the loail, tlu» st>um is ladlotl into the press.

This machine was ilevis<Hl liy W. H. llowani, liirnurly

of ruehlo iuul iiartifUI. now i-onsiillin^ niftallurKist to

the A. S. & R. Co. After beinpr prfs.s«'il the s<'inn fi-oni

these d<silveri/inp kettles contains 22 to 24''; /ine, 10^;

precious njetals. 'A'", copper, tlic rest beinu lead. Thi'

scum li>oks like the native silver, sliplitly tarnished, to lie

seou in mines, as in tin* palmy days of the Mollie (iilison.

at Aspen, for example. The molten lead in the kettle

n^s«>ml>les nion'ury. thon^jh it is less mirmr-like and of

lighter lustn'. The tinal s^nnn on the surface of the lead

is collected hy n wooden rake (which chars, hut does !ii>l

hurn^i and is lifted out hy a flat ladle.

The lead is now free from pold luul silver, hut still

contains some zinc, say 0.5%, and traces of antimony; it

is syplioncd to a reverheratory furnace on the pround-

floor. This syphoning of molten metal is interesting.

It is done by means of a 2i-in. iron pipe bent into I'

shape with one leg longer than the other. The pipe is

laid in the bath of lead within the kettle until botli are

equally hot : then the stopcock at the lower end is opened

and hot lead tills the sj'phon ; the stop-cock is closed ; two

workmen manipulate the syphon (now full of lead) with

tongs and hooked rods so as to get the sjT>hon out of the

bath without breaking the column, keeping the end of the

short leg within the bath. When the syphon is in place

the stop-cock is opened and the lead runs into the fur-

nace below. This has a capacity of 70 tons. Hepc the

lead is subjected to an oxidizing heat w^hereby all the re-

maining zinc is driven off by volatilization or is collected

as an oxide by the litharge that forms on the surface of

the lead ; this litharge is skimmed and re-smelted in the

blast-furnace.

Finally the lead is tapped into the moulding-kettle,

which holds 60 tons, and serves the purpose of maintain-

ing the metal at a suitable temperature while it is being

tapped—by a syphon again, but a much smaller one

—

into 50 moulds, set in a three-quarters circle. Each of

these moulds yields a pig weighing 100 pounds of refined

lead. "When piled in stacks they look handsome.

Now we must return to the treatment of the by-prod-

ucts from the refinery. The zinc dross from the desilver-

izing process is placed in graphite retorts, where, by dis-

tillation, the zinc is driven off in fume that is condensed.

as in ordinarj" spelter practice, yielding- metallic zinc and

blue powder (zinc oxide), leaving a lead bullion rich in

gold and silver. The zinc is first tapped and then tlie

retort is turned over so as to empty the lead bullion into

moulds. This dore contains 4000 to 6000 oz. of precious

metals per ton. It goes to the cupellation furnace, where

the lead is converted into litharge (which goes to the

blast-fumace ) while the dore bar is sent to the parting

plant. Here the silver is separated by being dissolved in

strong sulphuric acid, the resulting silver sulphate being

precipitated on copper bars, leaving a copper sulphate

solution that is precipitated on sheet-lead hanging from

wooden bars. This 'bluestone' or crystallized copper

sulphate is dried and then sized by screening before ship-

ment in barrels, each holding 400 lb. The small size is

honglit by till' farmers I'or Hpraying wheal nml the larKer

lumps go to the electric eniiipanii's tn be used in liallcricH.

Some of the lilucstone goes to Mexico tu be em]>loyed aa

a chemical in the patui procesa.

Coming back to the jiarling room, tin- licjuor from the

eondcnsalion of the fume esea])ing from the kettles has

a cherry red or ox-blood color due 1o I lie presence ol'

selenium, derived from sclenidcs in the Tonopah and

(ioldlield ores. Tliis gold and silver selcnide is con-

verted to a hydrogen selcnide that is reduced by the sul-

]>hur dioxide generated by the solution of the silver in

sulpluiric acid. The gold remains in tlu? kettle !W a

brown residue, like wet crumbs of sponge-eake; this is

wa.shed thoroughly, and melted in graphite crucibles, and

sent to the mint at San Francisi-o. A bar of gold 12 by

5 by 3 inches contains 1700 to 1800 ounces. All the silver

in solution is precipitated on the copper in 16 hours;

the copper plates are lifted, the silver (which looks like

soft clay or cement) is removed, by aid of wooden

shovels, into a 'sweetening' car, where it is exposed to

jets of steam and water for 5 hours, removing all traces

of acid. Having been washed, the silver is placed under

a hydraulic press; the cakes resulting are put into a

melting-funiace, 70,000 to 80,000 oz. at a time, and then

ca.st into bars. Both the silver and the gold are removed

to the vault while still hot. There the orderly array of

bars brings home the wealth of California, of Nevada, of

Idaho, of Alaska. It is good to 'get next' to the realities

of mining and to recognize the purpose of the prospect-

ing, digging, .sloping, tramming, hoisting, milling, smelt-

ing, refining, and other multifarious operations of a

basic industry. That purpose is to extract the metals

from the rocky crust of the earth profitably.

Mining Costs at the Portland

During 1915 the Portland mine, at Cripple Creek, pro-

duced 280,528 tons of ore at the following cost:

Per ton. Per ton.

Labor $0.3269 Assaying and sampling.$0.0271

Explosives 0.1739 Surveying 0.0127

Macliine-drill charge.. 0.1046 Repairs and replace-

Supplies, etc 0.0081 ments n.1525

Tramming 0.1753 General expense 0.12.50

Timbering 0.3022 Office 0.0162

Hoisting 0.1322 Development , 0.0763

Sorting and loading. . 0.1374

Lighting 0.0261 Total $1.7965

The mine was worked for 3.38 days, with the following

results

:

Total shifts 128,266

Average shifts per day 379.5

Average shifts underground 243.5

Total machine-drill shifts 27,710.4

Average machine-drill shifts 82

Average cost per machine-drill shift, besides labor. . . . $1.56

Total cost of explosives per ton broken 0.2141

Tonnage broken per machine-drill shift 13.58

Tonnage handled per shift per man 2.9

Tonnage handled per shift underground per man 4.57
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By Rush BS. Hess

INTRODUCTION. Of tropical and sub-tropical dis-

eases, the least known among miners, though perhaps

the most far-reaching in its ill effects, is that of the

hookworm. Here is a little parasite, one-third of an inch

long, that causes one of the most common, most insidi-

ously harmful, and most easily prevented diseases of

man. It is definitely known that the weak mentality, de-

pi'aved morality, and physical anffimia so common in

warm countries are directly attributable to this infection.

Especially should we of the mining profession acquaint

ourselves thoroughly with its prevention and cure, as

the mine with its soft wai-m mud and commonly careless

sanitation, makes an ideal place for pollution and infec-

tion. For much of the following information I am in-

debted to the courtesy of the International Health Com-

mission, which is waging a world-wide battle for hook-

worm eradication.

History. The symptoms of the disease were described

in records of the Egyptian empire, but its cause was

not kno%vn. Dr. Angelo Dubini, an Italian, discovered

the hookworm in 1888, but its antemic effect was not sug-

gested. About 1877 both Grassi and Colomiatti dis-

covered the worms in anaemic patients. Since then, this

parasite, ankylostoma duodenale, has been studied care-

fully, its responsibility for certain types of ansemia

demonstrated, and a successful treatment developed. In

1899 Major Ashford identified the hookworm in Porto

Rico and in 1902 Dr. Stiles found the same disease in

the Southern States. These worms of the New World,

however, are of a different species, necator americanus,

but look like the Old World type ; they produce the same

symptoms, substantially the same treatment is effective,

and they can all be prevented by the same means.

Prevalence. Hookworm disease is more or less prev-

alent in the entire zone lying from 30° north to 30° south

of the Equator, or in practically all tropical and semi-

tropical countries, which contain more than half the in-

habitants of the globe. In Porto Rico, in low-lying dis-

tricts of Colombia, or the si;gar plantations of Ceylon

and Dutch Guiana, infection was found to involve 90%
of the entire population. In the United States the disease

is found throughout the states south of the Potomac

and Ohio rivers, in Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma,

Texas, and California. Prevalence and severity vary

from 1% to more than 90%. In particular is infection

severe in the mining districts. At one coal mine in Pine-

ville. Kentucky, in 1911, 65% of the men on the pay-

roll were infected. In 1902 at Liege, Belgium, the

official estimate of infection among underground miners

was 26%. In 1902 at the Dolcoath mine, in Cornwall,

practically every underground worker was infected. In

the same year examinations conducted in Rhenish West-

phalia placed the infection in certain mines at from 19

to 79%. It is probable that all mines in the rainy parts

of the torrid zone are, or have been, infected to even a

greater degree.

Moral and Economic Effects. The infected individ-

ual has his strength sapped, vitality lowered, and phys-

ical and intellectual growth stunted. The social and

economic importance of the disease is beyond common
comprehension. In the course of a few yeai-s a once

healthy family has become pale and puny; a once in-

dustrious family, lanquid ; and a once prosperous family,

v:-^
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HOOKWORMS CRAWLING THROUGH THE SKIN OF THE HANDS
OR FEET, MUCH MAGNIFIED.

in debt. Children lose tlieir mental alertness. Laborers

infected accomplish only from 35 to 50% of their normal

work. A single California mine employing over 300 men
is estimated to have lost 20% of the wages paid, or $20,-

000 per year, because it had to carry on the pay-roll a

large body of men to replace those periodically unable to

work because of hookworm ansemia. Beyond question the

moral and economic cost of the disease is enormous.

Life Cycle of the Parasite. The life of the hook-

worm is in two periods. During the first the worms are

microscopic and live in the soil (or mine-mud) where

they have been hatched from eggs deposited there with

the excrement from some infected person. Neither eggs

nor larval worms can be seen with the unaided eye.

These worms live for ten or twelve months under favor-

able conditions but cannot develop beyond this point un-

less they gain entrance into the body of some liuman

being. The larval worms enter the body either by cling-
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iiig to food whioli is swHilowctI, o>»>'<>okf(l food not tlior-

ouj;hly i-lcniiS4>(l or wiiii-h hns Iwcii coiitjiiiiinnti'il l>y soiled

liiiiuls, siu'li tus strHwlu-rrii's, ]>luiiis, i-fK-ry, and li'ltufc. *

or iuor« commonly by burrowing through tlu> skin of tlu-

fi'ol or liaiids into the tiny i)Iood enpillarii's. wlu-nco thi-y

journey to the heart and lungs. The blood-vessels of the

lungs bt'ing too suwill for them to pjiss through, they

burn>w into the airspnees of the lungs. Tliey then

erawl to the wind-pipe and the thi-oat and are swallowed

with siUivH and food, n'neliing the intestine, where they

fasten by means of their hooks on its wall and begin

their blood-sueking. The -seeond jieriod of the lit'e-

history lM>gins with their cntraneo into tiie intestinal

eanal. lien? the nude and fenuile. after molting twiee.

develop to adult size. Fi-om tive to eight weeks are re-

quired for their growth, by whieh time thej' are from

one-third to three-quarters of lui ineh long and about

the si/e of No. ;10 sewing thread. They are usually

white, but become dark-brown when full of blood. They
may live for years. The female deposits thousanils of

eggs, whieh never hatch in the intestines, but pass out

with the excreta to spread the disease.

Physical Effect.s and Symptoms. The adult linok-

worm. fastened onto the intestine, siips the blood, wounds

the intestine, and poisons the body. In severe cases the

blood is reduced to one-fourth or one-sixth of normal. In

these cases the victim has a sallow eomple.xion. lips pale,

eyes listless, pupils dilated, hair dr>' and scant, face and
ankles often swollen, ulcers on legs, and tlie abdomen is

prominent. The chest is often flat and the shoulder-

blades stand out prominently. In children there is a

marked retardation in development. Appetite is often

perverted, even to a craving for clay. Bodies of victims

are so weakened that they are unable efifeetually to fight

the more dangerous germs of tuberculosis, typhoid, and

pneumonia. Headaches, dizziness, and inability to sleep

are common. Light infections, however, may never be

suspected, and the existence of the disease can only be

confirmed by the finding of eggs in the excreta by micro-

scopic examination. These eggs in their several stages of

development are easily distingui.shablc. Each female

hookworm, and there may be more than a thousand of

them in a single victim, deposits some twelve to fifteen

hundred eggs daily which are pas.sed from the body to

pollute the soil and to spread the disease. Infected

persons, going from place to place, spfead the infection

from one community to another. One careless miner may
be responsible for the infection of aU the men in a mine.

The Thtmol Tre.\tmext. Hookworm disease is

easily cured, and permanently if there is no further in-

fection. From one to seven or even more treatments are

given, depending on results. Little or nothing is eaten by
the patient at noon on the day of treatment. No dinner

that night is allowed. At 8 p.m. a dose of Epsom salts is

given. The next morning at 6 o'clock, if the salts have

acted, half the thymol prescribed should be given, two

hours later the rest of the thymol, and two hours later

another dose of Epsom salts should be taken, which will

expel the hookworms that have been loosened and pois-

oned by the thjnnol. Nothing should be eaten on the day

the thymol is taken until I lie liiuil doHe of the K))Hi)m Nalts

has Mi'teil Well. .No al<'(iii(ilii' driid<s, oils, butter, or milk

Nhiiidd be taken on the day previoua to or on the day of

tivatnu'id. Aleolml and oils diiwolve thymol, making it

ai'tively poisonous and exceedingly ilangerous. The iIhn'-

of thymol varies with the age of thi' patient, an adidl

is usually given 60 grains. Thynuil is a jMiisun. and uiiat

eare iniisl be taken in its use. Deaths have rcsidli'd

from not following directions.

Prevention. I'lrvmiive measui-es against hookworrn

are simple. The eggs must not be allowed \i> devejo|).

Therefore exeivla must be disjjosed of in a .sanitary way

by burning, fermeiding, or burying. Do not use for

I'ertilizer unless thoroughly treated. Pollution of ground

and mine must be stopped. Shoes should be worn.

Above all, sanitary and fly-proof privies aii' of prime iin

porlanee. Educate your men.

Control ok Dise.\se. At the Continental Coal Cor-

poration, at Pinevillc, Kentucky, in litll, among 1800

men of whom 65% were infected with liookworni, there

were about 150 cases of typhoid, and bowel complaints

were numerous. After measures were taken to eradicate

the hookworm, the same; force of men loaded over V-i'^f

more coal on the ears, and during the summer of 1!)12

there was not a single case of typhoid and cases of

diarrho'a were reduced one-lialf. At Liege, Belgium, in

1902, infection among underground miners was 26',;

.

In 1912 the infection had been reduced to 2%. At the

Dolcoath mine. Cornwall, in 1902, 94% of the men were

infected. Simple prophylactic measures taken, resulting

in practically a complete eradication. Infection in the

Rhenish-Westphalia district, Germany, has been reduced

95% from 1903 to 1911.

No other disease is perhaps so well understood in every

detail and can be so satisfact/)rily explained. Nor is

there any other disease again.st which the lay community

can so surely protect itself by simple precautions. Its

conquest resolves itself into a problem of education and

sanitation.

iliCA production in this country varies irregularly.

For instance in 1913, sheet mica to the amount of 1,-

700,677 lb. worth $353,517 was produced, while in 1914

it was 556.933 lb. worth .$277,330. Scrap mica was 5322

tons worth $82,543 in 1913, and 3730 tons worth $51,-

416 in 1914. Imports in 1913 were 2,239,000 lb. of sheet

valued at $943,000, chiefly from India and Canada.

North Carolina ranks first in domestic production, much

of the output coming from farmers who work at mica-

hunting wlien crops do not require attention; there are

small grinding mills for waste. New Hampshire is also

important, in which State the General Electric Co. has a

plant for trimming mica. Several of the "Western States

are now producing small quantities of mica. Like many
other minor minerals, mica can be handled best by a

dealer in such materials who knows the ins-and-outs of

the game, has warehouse facilities, and is in touch with

the trade. The U. S. Geological Survey pamphlet on the

'Production of Mica in 1914' gives data on prices and

production.
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By P. B. SScDoziald

A mine-manager recently remarked that he was having

difficulty in securing a capable general mechanic who

understood mining machinery. He could, he said, get a

lot of men who were good mechanics but knew little

or nothing about mines, or he could get plenty of men

who knew all about mines but were poor mechanics. In

fact, he could find a number of men who were almost

good enough, but was encountering difficulty in securing

just the proper combination in one man. What the

manager wanted was a man to take charge of, and be re-

sponsible for, all the mechanical and electrical work at

the several mines of his company.

The reason why it seems difficult to find a satisfactory

man for head of a mine's mechanical department is be-

cause mechanics in general have not been attracted to

the mining industry. Again, it requires a mechanic of

unusual capability to be fitted for master-mechanic for

a mining company. A mine-mechanic cannot be purely a

mechanic, or he will be attempting to impose useless de-

tails on parts of the plants where such refinements are

more of a nuisance than an advantage. In addition to

ability and training in mechanical lines, he must have

adaptability, resourcefulness, and a little of the spirit of

mining. Otherwise he will not harmonize in the scheme

of the work and will conflict constantly with the other

foremen.

Yet by no means should it be assumed tliat the ma-

chinery and plant at a mine ai'e only rougli devices re-

quiring indifllerent mechanical skill to keep in condition.

The machinery iised in mining is becoming constantly

more elaborate and specialized. Tlie problems arising in

the application of steam and electricity to the economical

production of ore are more and more necessitating a

broad-gauged knowledge of mechanical engineering,

whether known under this title or not. Many a man who

never attended an engineering college is a fii-st-rate me-

chanical engineer, and a master-mechanic for a mining

company must be a bit of a mechanical engineer just as

he must be also a foreman, a miner, and know how to

handle electrical apparatus, a 'chain-gang,' or a mining-

machinery salesman.

A tendency is becoming evident with the oldei- and

better established mining companies to attract graduates

of engineering schools into the mechanical department,

where they receive a thorough training in the operation

of mining machinery. They gradually get to know not

only about the maintenance of hoists, pumps, motors, and

the miscellaneous array of apparatus common to tlie

business, but they learn the nuu'h more difficult feats of

installing new machinery, and adjusting it to the special

needs of a particular plant, as well as the knack of re-

pairing second-hand apparatus to be used for purposes

for which it was not intended. An engineer that has

been given a broad training as assistant to the master-

mechanic of a large company becomes exactly the man

whom some smaller operator wants for taking charge of

his mechanical department; and it is usually the case

that a man prefers to change from woi-king for a big con-

cern to one where the individual is of more relative

consequence.

Some mechanics do not like mining because they pre-

fer not to live in a mining settlement. But other me-

chanics who have lived among mines for yeare would not

live anjrvvhere else. A mining district may appear like a

desolate end-of-the-earth when a man first arrives, but a

better acquaintance with its people, coupled with an ito-

derstanding of mining communities in general, may

change the views of the new-comer.

You can usually spot a mechanic at the mine by his

greasy clothes and dirty face. Withal, he has a different

look from his mining brethren. He is apt to be either

more in a hurry than the miners or more at leisure, de-

pending on how the various machines are operating. He

may be running for a man-hole gasket or hot-water pack-

ing, swearing volubly, or he may be merely sauntering

around inspecting pumps, boilers, and hoists. If you

are at the mine on Sunday or a holiday, you may see the

mechanics looking blacker and greasier than on week-

days, 'hard at it' cleaning flues, eombustion-chambei-s, or

what not. As a rale, at the mines that do not operate on

Sunday, the mechanics have to utilize that day for re-

pairing or installing machineiy that is too constantly in

operation during the week to permit the work being done

then. When things are running smoothly, a mine-me-

chanic's job looks easy. However, it is a case where

looks are not in accord with facts, for at repair-time and

when troubles arise, such a job is no sinecure.

lilii'i'Sllii D'l lEjD'Ii^/i-ii

Exports of the principal minerals during 1915 were as

follows, in kilograms of 2.2 pounds

:

1915 1914 1913

Antimony 1.3,085,044 186,077 62,050

Bismuth 568,610 437,751 390,537

Copper 17,872,054 3,874,272 4,019,635

Silver 77,810 72,336 81,289

Tin 39,312,182 37,259,617 44,594,088

Wolfram 499,604 276,316 282,577

These products are generally exported in the form of

concentrate.

The total value was about 77,000,000 holiviatws, or

$30,800,000. The total value of all coiumodities ex-

ported in 1915 was Bs. 84,878,384, showing the impor-

tance of the mineral industry. The rubber industry was

also prosperous.

—

El Diario of La Paz.

Gold production of West Africa in 1915 was 412,273

oz., against 419,510 oz. in 1914 and 397,679 oz. in 1913.

Some December returns were as follows

:

Mine. Tons. Value.

Abbontiakoon 11,707 $130,000

Abosso 9,732 72,000

Ashanti 10,778 195,000

Cinnamon Bippo 4,167 34,000

Prestea Block A 23,500 178,000

Taquah 5,720 82,000
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Precipitating Actioin

Cy£i L 11 il jJX

Shale in

By Panl W. Av«xy

TIIK paper* by W \{ l"i-ldtmaiin on the pnvipitat-

iiiii action of i'arlH)n in i-yanitlo solutions has hccii

if jirt-at vahie to nu' in cxphiininjr many i)oints in

ooniuftion with the eyanidatiou of our San Carlos vein

hort' at EsptM'juiza.

When we began the treatment of ore from this vein

we noted that extraction reached a maximum in about

eight or ton hours. After npitation had been carried

beyond this point, say. to 24 hours, tlie gold content be-

gan to rise and sometimes was almost double that ob-

tained in the first eight hours of treatment. Further
agitation with stronger cyanide solution caused no ap-

preciable drop in the gold content; the silver, however,

continued to decrease. We also have iiad lot-samples the

residue from which would drop steadily to about 50%
of the head and there remain with no change either way.

The following will show this precipitating action or

'kick-back,' as we call it around the plant:

Sample IC

Time
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ExptPdchucd. SpGr-/^. So1/d in Tdnk5-9S/(i/o.LiQi/)TankS'/26m.'^3%5o//d S7Y<'Moi5turt5L-rPJ
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Fig. 1. CTANIDATION OF SAN CAELOS OEE WITHOUT PBELIMINAET TBEATMENT.

£xp't Pdchuca. Sp.Gr.'/l". RatioSL-l-Z^^. NdN50'^-6Hilo.Per.M.T. 5o//d'S3~Kilo.UQ.^/^i./<ilo.

90\90
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aliowi'd lluil the latti>r Iwul iu> prt'oii>itnlivi' power wliiit

ever. The sliule itself eiurieii luil little gnKl or silver,

and if it wero possible to hajid-piok or utJierwiso i>(>pnnite

the two, our proMoiii would he solved. Separation was

tried in drag-ehi.ssitiers. on Wilfley tables, ete.. Iiut was

found of no aviiil.

Meeliaiiieal st>paration heinj; inipos.sil>U'. the prohh'iii

ivs»>lved itsi'lf into a eiieniieal on<'. wiiieli meant tiie

neutraliication of the preoipitatinur power of tiie shale in

the ore by a prt'liniinary tivatnient in a eireuit of it.s

own. This neeessitated erusliing in water ahsolutely

frvc from cyanide, with some cheap chemical. Wc con-

ceived the idea of violent air-n^talion in tlie presence of

commercial caustic soda.

Years ago when working on the 'blue ores' of the

Hlaek Hills, South Dakota, E. C. Knowles and 1 tried

strong caustic liquors in the presence of air under pres-

sure to break up the refractory sulphides tliat carried

the precicus metals in eombiuatioii. So far as our small

laboratory-tests went, the idea was a success, so much so

that we took out patents in the United States and Mexico.

We described the process as one of oxidation, for with-

out some oxidizing agent no effect was noticeable. After

a contact of about 12 hours the 'blue ore' sample, which

was a dark-slate color originally, changed to a light-

yellow, and upon cyanidation yielded its gold contents

readily. We considered that the process amounted to a

'wet roast.' I cite the above to show what prompted us

to try caustic soda as an oxidizer in the case of neu-

tralizing carbonaceous shale. After preliminary treat-

ment on the San Carlos ore with caustic liquors as strong

as 2%, no difference in color was noted as described in

the case of the oxidation of the 'blue ores.' The effect

was marked, however, in lessening the precipitating

action of the sliale.

If strong caustic liquors are required, it will be neces-

sary to filter off and give the pulp a light wash with

water before re-pulping in cyanide solution. The reasons

for this are obvious, as caustic soda in excess causes poor

slime settlement, bad precipitation with zinc, and in-

terferes with the extraction of the gold.

With these objections in view we tried another chemi-

cal, namely, commercial sulphuric acid, with encourag-

ing results, but with this decided advantage that there

were no ill effects such as noted with caustic soda, no
matter how large an excess was added. We have since

tried an acid salt—commercial bisulphate of soda

—

which answers quite as well and is much cheaper.

There is one important point to which I wish to call

attention, after studying a number of tests made both

with caustic soda and with acid. Wlien the time of

maximum extraction has been determined, the treatment
should be regulated aceordingh' and the shaley pulp
passed through the filters and out of the plant as quickly

as possible. The treatment as outlined above only tends

to allay the precipitative power for a time, and if the

agitation in cyanide is prolonged unnecessarily this pre-

cipitative power may slowly return.

To carry out this preliminary oxidation treatment

prior to cyanidation, the finely ground pulp should be

^iven violent air iigitation in a I'aehnea tank with a

sliort eoliiiiiii pipe or witiioiit one alt4)getlier ; tlie water

should not carry a trace of cyanide. If a Htrong cuuHtic

soda solution is used, say, 2',;. tiie li(|iior will liave to be

u.sed in a eireuit of its own and tlie pulji llltcred, pelting

at the same tiinc a light water-waNli. The pulp I Inn

should be i-eaiiy for eyiuiide Ireatnieiit. If low si ieiij;lliK

only of eau.stic soda be n'(|iiireil, this sleji would be un-

necessary 08 regards cost of chemical and interference

in subsequent cyanidation. If a coniniereiai aeid or com-

niereial aeid .salt is found etTeclivc their use would be

more advisable than an alkali, as the constituents of the

ore ofti'ii neutralize any free acidity and cause no dele-

terious etVeets in tlie eyaiiidalioii. The lartjc ])roportion

of caleite in the shale here effects this.

Reference to the a('eonii)anying curves, one with \iro-

liminary treatment and tli(> other witliont, will show-

many of the points mentioned. The following series in-

dicates the effect of NallSO, in allayint,' llic ])reeii)il4i1ivc

tcndeneies of the shale:
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"M^^'Mm^BTf f^s" (Syinraa^lmg) IFIls-ia^iacDm "C'Dmcgsm-Sirat^

By A. !1. ®ST!ac3'5®ff

INTRODUCTION. Since flotation is likely to play a

prominent part in the treatment of gold and silver

ores, the cyaniding of concentrate on the spot will be

of iucreasiug importance. I do not think that flotation

will be a cure-all. It will be applied mainly to the treat-

ment of the slime of sulphide ore. Heretofore the methods

of concentrating sUme on tables, vanners, and buddies

have not been efficient. The slimed sulphide escaping

in many cases largely accounts for the comparatively

low recovery by concentration. Flotation should be the

remedy, while tables will continue to treat the coarser

products of sand free from slime.

Tre.\tment. As far as the cyanide process is con-

cerned, two distinct concentrated products would be

obtained with a plant employing sand-tables and slime-

flotation cells: table-concentrate, containing coarse sul-

phide mineral, would require fine grinding with cyanide

solution in a tube-mill direct; flotation-concentrate, con-

sisting of very fine mineral, would in the majority of

cases not require further grinding prior to cyanidatiou.

Charles Butters has already pointed out* the diffi-

culty of cyaniding flotation-concentrate where an in-

soluble oil has been employed. Sulphide particles

coated with a thin film of insoluble oil would certainly

prevent cyanide solution from coming into contact with

the gold and silver. In order successfully to cyanide

such a product, some soluble oil that can be readily dis-

solved by a preliminary treatment is necessary. Oil

allowed continuously to enter a solution would soon

cause it to become foul and rotten. This should be

avoided.

In order to obtain over 90% of the gold value from a

sulphide that is amenable to cyanide treatment in a

reasonable time (48 hours), it is necessary to grind to

200-mesh. In some cases it would be necessarj' to pass

300-mesh, while in some exceptional cases (gold tellu-

ride and silver ores) where the metals are chemically

combined with the sulphide, the finest grinding would

not suffice. A preliminary roast would be required.

Concentrate taken directly from tables and not al-

lowed to oxidize can be passed to the tube-mill and

ground in cyanide solution without any previous alka-

line or water washes. I recommend all miiivs 200-mesh

products to receive a thorough air-agitation in solution

followed by counter-current decantation, and vacuum-

filtration. Zinc-dust precipitation in Merrill i)resses of

the resulting gold solution, I have found most satis-

factory. The presence of small amounts of copper in

the solution does not interfere. Strong c.vanide solution

(0.2 to 0.3%) with a high protective alkalinity gives

*M. & S. P., November 29, 1915.

the best result. I have found the Aldrich electric cell

installed in the barren-solution feed-tank to tube-mill

a benefit. Various reducing Eigents in solution are kept

at a minimum.

The general method of treatment which I suggest for

the average concentrate is given in the accompanying

flow-sheet.

I shall now discuss the most suitable cyanide ma-
chinery, and the most improved and simple plant to

treat an average concentrate. My decision is based on

COA/C£V Tf^A T£
6 ro B'fo MO'S TIJf>£

some years of experience in the U. S. A., Mexico, Korea,

and Colombia, as well as from the examination of plants

in Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa.

Grinding Machinery. For fine-grinding concentrate

there are available tube-mills, conical mills, and pans.

Conical mills and pans are good intermediate grind-

ers up to 100-mesh, and to this point they are eco-

nomical.

The tube-mill in sizes of 3 by 12 ft., 4 by 16 ft., and

5 by 20 ft. would be the more economical and efficient

machine for all-sliming (-200), such as is required for

concentrate. It is the best all-sliming mill on the

market.

Cl.\ssifiers. For classifying concentrate prior to fine

grinding we have : Callow or Caldecott diaphragm-cones,

hydraulic cla.ssifiers, Dorr or Akins mechanical classifiers,

and the combined hydraulic and rake classifier.
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Dinphrnginconcs luul hvilraulii.* clnssiliers rcqiiin' too

miu'li Httoiition in orilor to jiroilui'i' nt nil times a uni-

form feed to the tube-mill. They return tmi mueli tine

material oiul ore a continu<U s»>un"e of tniuble.

Dorr mid Akins eliussitlers rtH]niri' little attention and

will deliver n unifonu feed with 120 to 30','i moisture.

The chief objection to these machines, when dealing with

a heavy sulphide concentrate, is the delivery to tlic tube-

mill of a considerable amount of line material that docs

not n-quire finer grinding.

The combined hydraulic and rake classilier in closed

circuit with a tube-mill will produce a feed of 30 to 35%
moisture. It is easily adjusted to any product and is

the most suitable machiue for treating concentrate.

PiMrs AND Elev.\tors. For conveying concentrate

containing from 6 to 10% moisture, belt and push con-

veyors are used, while for elevating purposes belt-bucket

elevators are common. Elevators are a source of trouble,

and if possible should be avoided.

A variety of different pumps is on the market for

elevating pulp, but those that arc really good are few.

JIachines used for this purpose are the Frcnier spiral,

centrifugal, three-throw plunger, air-lift, bucket-ele-

vator, aiid tailing-wheel.

The Frenier is satisfactorj' for low lifts up to 8 to

10 feet.

A three-throw plunger pump isill give trouble with

sandj' material. The valves cut out quickly and the

packing requires renewing often. Air-lifts are simple,

but require large quantities of air for ordinary lifts of

8 to 10 feet.

The old tailing-wheel gives the least trouble of all. It

is reliable and the cost of repairs is low. The one objec-

tion against it is the high first cost to install.

For moving sand a well-designed centrifugal pump
with white cast-iron liners, easily accessible for replac-

ing worn-out parts, will give good satisfaction ; the

Byron-Jackson pump is an example.

Agitators. For the agitation of heavy sulphides we
have a choice of the old mechanical agitator with plow-

shoes revolving at 16 to 18 r.p.m., the Pachuca, or the

Dorr machine.

The old mechanical agitator requires too much power

to operate.

The Pachuca or Brown a^tator is an efficient machine

for concentrate, but in the majority of cases the cost of

pumping the pulp into these tall tanks is the one serious

thing against them. It has also the disadvantage of

being costly to erect.

A Dorr agitator, in my opinion, is cheapest in first

cost, requires less power, and will operate with the least

amount of trouble. It is my choice for a concentrate

ground to pass a 200-mesh screen.

The Trent or Hendryx machines are not suitable for

heavy sulphide material.

Thickexers. Apparatus available for thickening

pulp prior to agitating and filter-pressing are the old

sets of pointed boxes, Callow cones, and Dorr thickeners.

Callow cones or pointed boxes have a low capacity,

and many would be required to do tiic work of mu' Durr

tiiii'iiciicr of ;i()-ft. diaiii. ( '(>nNi'i|ueiiliy many Heparate

Kpigut-discharges would rcipiire constant attention in

order to obtain a clear overflow an<l thick underflow.

The Dorr thickener i.s, 1 think, tlic best. It requircK

only 1 hp., and operates continuously without tn)ui)lc.

The cost for repairs is practically nothing.

Fii.tki{-Pricss1':s. For the treatment of heavy sulpliide

we have the Oliver vacunin-fiilcr. Ilu' Kelly, ;ind Dilinc

pre,ssun'-liltei"s.

Dehnc presses are used extensively for concentrate in

Western Australia and at Waihi, New Zealand. Three-

inch cakes ai-e formed at 40 lb. pressure and are washed

satisfactorily.

The Kelly press is used at the Goldficld Consolidated

and the Alaska Trcadwell with satisfactory results.

The Oliver filter is now used more than any other for

filtering and dewatering concentrate (8 to 10% mois-

ture) in connection with the cyanide and flotation

processes. The thin uniform cake (i to ^ inch) cer-

tainly permits of a more perfect wash than does the 3-in.

cakes in a Dehne press. It is the most .suitable filler for

concentrate.

Clarifiers. For clarifying solution j)rior to precipi-

tation, we have the saud-liltcr tank or the Merrill clari-

fying press.

Sand-filters are in common use. An extra tank is al-

waj's required in reserve; a plant of ample capacity

occupies a large floor-space and is expensive to erect.

The Jlerrill press occupies a small floor-space, has a

large capacity, and is readily cleaned without opening

the frames.

PREcrpiTATiON. We have our choice between the or-

dinary extractor-box, using zinc-shaving, or the Merrill

precipitation press, using zinc-dust.

Zinc-boxes are efficient, but occupy considerable floor-

space, and are not simple when it comes to the clean-up.

There is always the aggravating problem of the 'zinc

shorts.

'

Merrill presses are compact, thief and fire proof, and

allow a quick clean-up. In precipitating strong (0.2 to

0.3% KCN) and rich solution with concentrate treat-

ment, they give good satisfaction.

SoLUTiON-PuMP.s. Centrifugal, three-throw plunger,

and air-lift pumps are in common use for elevating solu-

tions.

Centrifugals are probably used more than any other

for elevating to heights of 10 and up to 50 ft. They re-

quire considerable attention owing to their high speed.

A three-throw plunger will pump .solution to a height

of 100 ft. or more. They require little attention, and

are economical in every way. I prefer them to centrifu-

gal pumps.

The air-lift is suitable for lifts not exceeding 10 ft.,

and is particularly useful about a plant using the

counter-current decantation process where the lift would

not exceed 2 to 3^ feet.

Plant. For concentrate, I recommend a plant con-

sisting of a tube-mill with combined hydraulic and rake
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classifier in closed circuit, Byron-Jackson sand-pumps,

Dorr agitators and thickeners for continuous counter-

current decantation, Oliver filters, Merrill precipitation

and clarifying presses, and triplex plunger-pumps for

solution.

If possible, the plant should be erected on a side-hill,

allowing ample fall thi-oughout. It is well to figure on

sufficient dumping-gi'ound below the plant in order to

store tailing for a possible future re-treatment.

Every effort should be made toward simplicity of de-

sign, and to have as near as possible an all-gravity ar-

rangement. By so doing, the use of troublesome bucket-

elevators and pumps can be avoided largely. What does

it matter if one is obliged to elevate solutions 60 or 70

ft. from sump to supply tani in order to obtain the de-

sired gravity arrangement?

Costs and Extractions A modern concentrate-plant

such as the one recommended in this article would cost

from $800 to $1200 per ton of capacity per 24 hours, de-

pending upon the cost for transport, labor, and ma-

terial.

Treatment costs per ton of concentrate will vary be-

tween $2.50 and $5, depending upon tonnage, cost of

suppHes delivered at plant, and labor.

The extraction of gold with the all-sliming process

would vary between 90 and 97% on a raw concentrate

that is amenable to cyaniding. The Oriental Consoli-

dated, Alaska Treadwell, Esperanza, Waihi, and others

are examples.

M®tag ©ffii li©Ij^dl<aaa^3asm

laMipI® T®st i©is Mmki ^1

The following directions for a test for nickel have been

prepared by W. C. Wheeler, of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey:

Grind to a fine powder a sample—2 or 3 grams (30 to

40 grains) ; treat in a test-tube with a few cubic centi-

metres of aqua regia (a mixture .of 1 part nitric acid

and 3 or 4 parts of hydrochloric acid), and boil nearly to

dryness; then add enough nitric acid and water to dis-

solve all soluble substances. Filter if necessary. Dilute

to 10-15 cc. (about one-third the contents of a test-tube 6

in. long and f-in. diam.), add a gram or more (half a

teaspoonful) of citric acid (solid), and dissolve by heat-

ing. Make the solution slightly ammoniacal, noting that

it should contain no precipitate. To the slightly ammon-
iacal solution add about 2 ce. ( a half teaspoonful) of 1%
alcoholic solution of dimethyl-gloyxime. A voluminous

scarlet precipitate indicates nickel. The aqua regia solu-

tion is boiled nearly to dryness to remove from it the

large excess of acid and anything, such as hydrogen
sulphide, that would cause the precipitation of iron,

cobalt, nickel, etc., in the ammoniacal solution. The
citric acid will prevent the precipitation of iron and
aluminum as hydroxides, but will not prevent the precip-

itation of sulphides of iron, cobalt, nickel, and some other

metals in the ammoniacal solution. If a brown precipi-

tate of iron forms after the solution is made ammoniacal,
it contains an insufficient quantity of citric acid.

In identifying minerals a knowledge of their charac-

teristics may be as valuable as chemical tests. A short

description of molybdenum minerals is given by Frank
L. Hess of the U. S. Geological Survey, in 'Mineral Re-

sources.
'

Three molybdenum minerals are fairly common—

•

molybdenite, wulfenite, and molybdenum ochre. Molyb-
denite, molybdenum sulphide, M0S2, containing 60%
molybdenum, occurs in thin, bright, lead-colored flakes,

which bend readily but are not elastic and are easily

scratched by the finger nail. The flakes may be so

minute that they coat a surface like paint, or they may
be several inches across, and they may be regularly

bounded by straight lines and piled up into doubly

terminated hexagonal crystals. The mineral, however,

is more likely to be found in irregular lumps, easily

cleavable into thin leaves. Its specific gravity is about
4.5.

Molybdenite is associated with many kinds of rocks

and veins, but occurs most plentifully in association

w\i\\ granitic rocks, especially with granite pegmatites.

The deposits are invariably pockety.

Wulfenite, lead molybdate, PbMoO^, contains 39.3%
M0O3. It usually occurs as lustrous resinous yellow,

orange, or red tetragonal crystals in the oxidized parts

of lead deposits. It may be greenish or brownish, gray-

ish, whitish, or colorless. The crystals are generally

platy, but may be nearly cubes or double pyramids. The
mineral is very brittle. It has a hardness of 2.75 to 3

and a specific gravity of 6.7 to 7.

Molybdenum ochre, hydrous ferric molybdate, Pe203.3-

Mo03.7^H20, generally forms a bright yellow powdery
mineral, though it also appears in small radial crystals.

It is a weathering product of molybdenite, but is prob-
ably never found in sufficient quantity to be of commer-
cial value.

Powellite, calcium molybdate, CaMo04, is a white or
grayish mineral formed by the weathering of molyb-
denite. In some specimens tungsten replaces a part of

the molybdenum. Like molybdenum ochre, it is not
found in deposits of sufficient size to be of commercial
value.

Any of these minerals, except molybdenite, may be
tested by heating a small piece in a porcelain crucible

(a particle half the size of a grain of wheat is enough)
with a drop of sulphuric acid until the fumes have nearly
ceased. When the crucible has cooled, it will have a

beautiful deep blue coating.

Molybdenite must be oxidized before it can be tested

in this manner. It may be oxidized either by boiling it

to dryness with two or three drops of nitric acid or by
powdering and roasting it in the air for a few minutes.

The sulphuric acid is then added and the test performed
as indicated.

When molybdenite contains no mica, or other sub-

stances harmful to steel and difficult to separate, it is

most valuable.
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Prospecting for Phosphate
Rock

•111 pnwpwting for pliosphiite nn-k in tlu' Uofky

Mountains. Uio s«'nn'li slioiild Ih) confineil to rocks, gen-

onilly limostoMf, noiir tlu' top of llio t'lirhoniforous

system. In tlu- rontnil i)ortion of this iirva tlio forma-

tions in which pliosplutte is most likely t^> be foiitul are

ojuiily reeopiiizetl.

One of the chief difficulties that presents itself in

prtwpecting for pliosphat43 in the Rocky Mountain

rvpiou of Cnunda is that of reeogniizinp the rock when

it is found. It bears a close resemblance in ai)pearance

to the limcstoues and inagnesiau limestones, as well as

to certain of Uie cherts found abundantly in Upjier Car-

boniferous strata. The prospector should i)rovide him-

self with acid and employ it freely. An excellent re-

ceptacle for this purpose is one of the larger bottles in

which ink for s<ifety-pens is sold. These are provided

with a rubber cork, pierced by a glass tube drawn out

to a narrow opening at one end with a collapsible rubber

bag at the other. The whole is enclosed in a light

wooden case with a screw top. The bottle should be

tilled with hydrochloric acid diluted with an equal

volume of water.

In examining any specimen of dark rock a few drops

of acid should be dropped on it. If effervescence results,

the rock is limestone. If not, the specimen should be

pounded with the hammer to bruise it, and the powder

so produced should be treated with the acid. If it now
effervesces, it is a maguesiau limestone. If it still shows

no effervescence, scratch it with a hammer or knife. If

a narrow line having a bright metallic appearance is

traced on the surface of the rock, it is harder than the

steel and is a chert or fine-grained quartzite.

If the specimen belongs to none of these, it should be

examined with a lens, when, if phosphate rock, it will

probably show a surface studded with minute black

spheres or circles. This is the oolitic structure. The

rock, if massive, will be distinctly heavier also than

common rocks. Sometimes upon breaking it a fetid odor

can be noticed. In order to be certain that the specimen

contains phosphoric acid, it is necessary to make a

chemical test as follows:

Powder some chips of the rock in a mortar until the

material will pass a 100-mesh sieve. Place as much of

the powder as can be taken up readily on a 25-cent piece

in an ordinary small enameled cup, add 30 cc. water and

10 cc. concentrated nitric acid. Filter, or decant the

fluid if it is clear, into a glass beaker, and add 100 cc.

water, then a little saturated solution of ammonium
carbonate. This will probably make the clear solution

somewhat cloudy. Nitric acid should then be added

drop by drop until the solution clears again, and gives a

faint but distinct acid reaction with blue litmus paper.

•Abstract from 'Discovery of Phosphate of Lime in the

Rocky Mountains,' by Frank D. Adams and W. J. Dick, pub-

lished by the Commissioner of Conservation, Ottawa, Canada,

1915.

The .siiliilion is then warmed to a tempcrnliire of 70 nr

SO ('., and .')() cc. of a coni'i-nt rated soiutiiin of ammo-
nium molybilate \h added, drop liy drop, wliili' the siilii

tion is being stirn'd. Tliis soliitinn is iillowed to slaiid in

a warm place i'ov ]."> miniitrs; if phosphoric mid is |)reK

ent, a bright yellow gr.imil.ir pio ipitate of phospho-

molybdate of ammonia will appear.

If it is desired to determine appro.xinuttely in tiic Held

the i)i-oportion of phosphoric acid, the following method,

essentially that ii.sed by the U. S. Hureau of Soils in the

e.xaminatiou of the phosphate beds of the West, may be

employed

:

The sample is cnished in an iron mortar, pulverized

in a small porcelain mortar, and finally put through a

100-mesh screen. Two grams of the powder is weighed

and brushed into an eimmel cup ; 25 to 30 cc. water is

added, and then 10 cc. concentrated nitric acid. The

eup is covered with a watch-ghiss, placed on an iron

plate over a coal-oil burner, and the contents allowed

to digest for seven or eight minutes. After cooling

someW'hat, the insoluble material is filtered, washed

thoroughly on the filter, and the filtrate made up to 200

cc. with water. This solution is thoroughly mixed, and

20 cc. of it is taken for analysis. This is diluted with

30 cc. water and a little saturated solution of ammonium
carbonate is added ; then suflicient nitric acid to dissf)lve

any precipitate and render the solution acid. The

l>eaker is placed on the hot plate, heated to 70 or 80°C.,

and 100 cc. concentrated solution of ammonium inolyb-

date is added, drop by drop, with constant .stirring.

After standing 10 minutes, the solution above the pre-

cipitate of ammonium pho.spho-molybdate is decanted

and filtered, and the precipitate washed until the wash-

ings give no acid reaction. The filter and its contents

are then returned to tlie beaker, a little water added,

and then a standard Sfjlution of pota-ssium hydroxide

from a burette until the yellow precipitate dissolves. A
few drops of phenol-phthalein are added and .standard

nitric acid (matched against the pota.sh solution) is run

in from a burette, drop by drop, until the pink color of

the indicator—phenol-phthalein—disappears. The quan-

tity of nitric acid used, subtracted from the amount of

potassium hydroxide, gives the number of cubic centi-

metres of the latter solution required to dissolve the

yellow precipitate. The pota.ssium hydroxide employed

should be of such strength that 1 cc. equals one milli-

gram of phosphoric acid.

In order to be certain that aU the phosphoric acid has

been precipitated, it is well to add another 25 cc. of the

ammonium molybdate solution to the clear filtrate from

the yellow precipitate, and allow the beaker to stand on

the warm plate for another half-hour. The standard

solution of potassium hydroxide, as well as the standard

nitric acid, should be carefully prepared in a laboratory,

and taken into the field in stout-stoppered glass bottles.

DmDEND.s paid by American mining companies in

1915 totaled $75,383,387, compared with $60,323,529 in

the year 1914.
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By Wm. B. Waslibiasaii

At a mine at Sealevel, Alaska, the pistons and cjiin-

ders of the rock-drills became worn, and leaked so much

air as to seriously impair their efficiency. The necessary

repair-parts could not be expected to arrive within a

mouth owing to the delays incident to distance, which

included 700 miles of steamer-transport from the source

of supplies. Meanwhile, we undertook to make such

temporary repairs as would tide us over. The pistons

were of solid steel, without expansion-rings, and it was

necessary to enlarge them to fit the cylinders. We pro-

cured some block tin from the cannery near Ketchikan.

After cleaning one of the pistons thoroughly and dip-

ping it in hydrochloric acid, it was immersed in melted

tin, and we succeeded iu making a coating, about ^ inch

thick, adhere to it perfectly. A lathe in which the tin-

coated piston could be turned to fit the cylinder was now

necessary. A piece of 1 by 6-inch iron was bent to the

form, shown at A, for the frame, in which J-inch holes

were drilled and tapped at hh to receive the head and tail

^.-4
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AN IMPROVISED L.iT'IE.

centres. These were held firmly in place by jam-nuts.

On the head-centre was mounted a loose wooden pulley

B, run by a belt, by which the piston was revolved by
means of a lathe-dog, in the usual way. holes being bored

in the pulley for the dog. Both centres being dead, and

held solidly in place by jam-nuts, the piston was revolved

without vibration, while being turned. A 1-inch .slot

was made in the base of the frame and the base-plank D
from a to a, to receive the bolt holding the tool-rest C
in place. The tool-rest was made of a piece of f by 3-incli

iron, the end of the part resting on the base of the frame
being split and spread, to make it more rigid. With
this machine, the piston was turned by a hand-tool to a

perfect fit. When the drill was tested in the mine, it

seemed to work as well as new. The rest of the drills

were then repaired in the same way, until they were all

doing efficient work.

The tin coating on the pistons wore better than ex-

pected, being still in good condition, when the repairs

that had been ordered arrived a month later. By set-

ting up a movable support for the tail-centre, inside the

frame, the distance between the centres was shortened,

so we turned out several air-valves for the drills, to re-

place some that were worn, and not working well. These

valves were made of tool-steel having several annular

grooves in them, and were only 4 inches long. They

proved satisfactory in operation. Later we found this

home-made lathe to be useful at various times, when
making minor repairs on other machinery.

Cannon are discussed iu a recent issue of the interest-

ing periodical Through the Meshes, published by a

manufacturing firm at Cleveland. The 42-centimetre

(16.53-in.) mortar, which no war correspondent has ever

seen, is stated on the authority of a German officer to be

as high as a six-story building, when the gun is elevated

and ready for shooting. The caterpillar-tractor wheels

are probalily 30 ft. diameter. The so-called photographs

of 42-cra. guns published in the newspapers are only the

30.5-cm. Skoda howitzer. Many people appear to believe

that a cannon is aimed by sighting along its barrel; on

the contrary, artillery fire can be directed only by a man
possessing a thorough knowledge of trigonometry, geom-

etry, and calculus. But the guns of today are not the

first cannon of large bore. At Ghent, in 1411, a cannon

of 25-in. bore, 18 ft. long, weighing 13 tons, was con-

structed of wrought-iron bars held together by iron rings.

This fired a 700-lb. granite ball. In 1468 at Constanti-

nople, 19-ton bronze cannon of 19-in. bore were used, to

fire a stone weighing 600 to 700 lb. : they were so un-

wieldy that they had to be retained in one position, and

were kept loaded for months at a time. With these

cannon the Turks killed 126 sailors and nearly wrecked

six British men-of-war in 1807, when Sir John Duck-

worth retreated from the Sea of Marmora. Previously,

at the siege of Con.stantinople in 1453. Mohammed II,

who conducted the siege, eonstmcted a bronze mortar of

36-in. bore that fired a 600-lb. stone. A caravan of 60

oxen and 200 men worked two months hauling this gun

150 miles to the scene of action. The trial shot hurled

the stone a mile and buried it six feet in the ground.

This ponderous cannon could be loaded and fired only

seven times per day, but finally it became overheated and

burst. At Waterloo, 101 yeai-s ago, the artillery range

was but 1200 yards at the beginning of the battle, and

only 200 yards before the battle was over. In Nelson's

day, firing at a range of 1000 yards at sea was considered

an extreme distance.

Salt Lake City has a population of 100,000. an alti-

tude of 4250 ft., and is ten miles from Great Salt Lake.

When the city was founded in 1847 by the Mormons,

two years before the gold rash to California, the whole

jilateau region la.y far beyond the advancing wave of

western civilization, and the settlement was an i.solated

oasis in a vast desert. Today the city is an important

ccnti'i' Mod (listriliuting point for mines in Utah, eastern

Nevada, and soutiiern Idaho. Great Salt Lake is 6i

times '.saltier' than the ocean, containing 22i% of solids.
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Lttachlng Copp«r at the New
Cornelia, Arizona

The following notes an- from the report of the gimriil

iiuuiai^T of the C'nhimet & Arizoiui MiniiiR Co., J. ('.

(inviiwHV. for IMl."). They refer to results of experi-

meiitii eoiuiueted liuriiig the past lf> iiioiitlis on the

oxiilizetl i-opper ore at Ajo, and hriefly deserihf the

large leaehinp plant that is heing ereeted to treat

•JD.lKHl.tHH) tons of IJ'; copper oiv.

Proct>8s work was continued throughout the year. A

40-ton experimental jdiuit was completed on .lainiary :il.

and immetiiatvly put in operation. To Dtiiinlx-r :tl

there had l>een leached 291 charges, or approximately

12.222 tons. There were two distinct periods in this

work. The tirst was from the starting of the plant on

Febnn»ry 1. to charge No. 81. It was then decided to

waste the entire supply of the .solution in the system and

begin with new solution, t'harges No. f<2 to !)0. inclu-

sive, were diseanled. The second period began with

charge No. 91 and continued throughout the year.

Results for the tirst period were as follows:

Averaee tieads. copper \)er cent 1.248

Average tails, copper i)er cent 0.294

Average extraction, per cent 74.4

Average pounds per kw. h. . 0.72

The second period gave the following results:

Average heads, copper per cent 1.337

Average tails, copper per cent 0.256

Average extraction, per cent 80.6

Average pounds per kw. h 0.958

The 1-ton plant was operated from August 8, 1914. to

November 3. 1915, with the following results:

Average heads, copper per cent 1.325

Average tails, copper per cent . 0.283

Average extraction, per cent 79.0

Average pounds per kw. h 1.125

In the belief that these results amply .iustified the

immediate construction of the permanent plant, an ap-

propriation of .$4,200,000 was recommended in December

to the directors and was granted.

The construction work now under way. and which,

when completed, will put the New Cornelia property on

a production basis of 36.000.000 lb. of copper per year,

may be briefly described as follows:

This mine will be opened so that three 100-ton steam-

shovels can be used for loading the ore into cars. The

ore will be hauled approximately one mile to the treat-

ment-plant, where it will be dumped directly from the

ears into a large gyratory-crusher. Five 70-ton switch-

locomotives and fifty 20-yard side-dump cars will be

used on this mine settee and ore-haulage.

The coarse-crushing plant will be equipped with one

No. 24 gyratory-crusher, four No. 8 gyratory-crushers,

driving-motors, and an electric traveling-crane.

From the coarse-crushing plant, the ore. reduced to

about 3i in., will be conveyed to the fine-storage bins

having a storage capacity of 10,000 tons.

From the storage-bins the ore will be conveyed to the

linecrtisliiiig plant, where it will be reduced to j in

This plant will conlaiii 12 Syinons disc cnislicrN and iiii

electric traveling crane, with llii- nci'fssary ninlor ri|iii|i

ment. An ore-Kinnpling ])laiit will li<' erectecj lii'iwci'ii

the line-crushing [)lant and tlic leaeliing pliitil .

l-'roiii the criisliing-plMiii. Ilic ore will In- imivcyeil to

the leaehing-vats, where it will be bedded in even layera

through the tank being filled. There will be 11 lead-

lined leaching-vals, each H8 ft. K<|uare by If) ft. deep in-

side, having a capacity of HOOO tons of ore lacii. .iinl one

sludge-lank of llie sjiine dimensions. lOacli val « ill have

its pumping i'<|iiii)m<'nt for circulating and advam-inir

its solution at the rate of about MKiii (.mI. pii- nniiiiir.

The leacliing-vats will lie arratiged in two rows with a

central structure between, wiiii'li will support the con-

veyoiN <'arrying tiie ores to tiieiii. iiiid tln' liii'iilat iiiir

I)uinps and ncees.sjiry launders. After the coi)i)ei- is ex-

traeted from the ore and the tailing waslii'd ami draineil.

it will lie loaded into cars by an excavator of ih'' llnlitt

1y|>e. The tailing will be hauled to the duinj) in side-

dump cars on the jifternoon shift, the ears and locomo-

tives used at tln' niinr on tin' morning shift being avail-

able for this service.

This plant will have five wash-water and aciil-soliitinn

storage-tanks of 430,000 gal. capacity each.

The neutral solution from the leaehin^-plaiit will be

pumped to four sulphur-dioxide absorption-towers, ap-

proximately 20 ft. diam. and 4(1 ft. high, for llie I'cdiic-

tion of the ferric iron to suit the reijuirements of the

electrolytic plant. PVom the absorption-towers, the so-

lution will be pumped to the electrolytic-plant, where it

will be circulated through the electrolytic-cells and the

acid solution returned to the leachiug-plant. The tatd<-

house will consist of two main aisles each 80 ft. wide and

270 ft. long, and will contain 152 lead-lined electrolytic-

tanks approximately 30 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and fj ft.

deep, with the necessary cranes, pump-circulating equip-

ment and sumps.

The power-plant Imilding will be of .steel and concrete,

approximately 126 ft. wide by 200 ft. long. The boilers

and turbines will he in the «ime building, but separated

by a partition. The boiler-room will coidain five 822.6-

hp. Stirling boilers set for oil-firing, economizers, and

feed-water equipment. The turbine-room will contain

two 7500-kw. steam turbines, the motor-driven direct-

current apparatus for the electrolytic-plant and the

switchboard.

The plant will be provided with a water-storage tank

of 300,000 gal. capacity at a suitable elevation. Two

oil-tanks of 15.000 bbl. capacity each, and four acid-

tanks of 150,000 gal. will be provided and arranged with

reference to the unloatling tracks so that oil and acid

will flow by gravity directly from the cars to the tanks.

Further work will be done in water development, and

an electric-driven pump, with a capacity of 750 gal. per

minute will be installed at No. 1 well. A 10-in. pipe-

line will be laid from No. 1 well to the storage-tank at

the plant. A general office and laboratory will be added

to the plant.
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CONCENTRATES
Readers of dii" MINING and Scienlilk PRESS are iniilnl (o ask questions

and give information dealing with technical and other matters pertaining to the

practice of mininAt tmllini, and smelting.

Gold-amalgam from the Brunswifk mill, Grass Val-

ley, California, yielded 39.3% gold in 1915. In crushing

22,004 tons of ore, 12,046 oz. of quicksilver was fed to

the batteries.

Malapai, the name given in Arizona to the dark vol-

canic rock, usually in the form of lava-flows, capping a

mrsa, is a corruption from malpais, meaning bad lands,

from the Spanish mal, bad, and pais, country. Tlie rock

is generally a variety of basalt.

Shareholders are free to re-locate mining claims

abandoned by their companies. A shareholder does not

stand in the relation of trustee to his fellow shareholders,

but a director or other officer of the company does

stand in that fiduciary position and therefore cannot re-

locate a claim under such circumstances. This has been

decided by the courts.

In locatlng mining claims on lands witliin the limits

of railroad grants, it must be kept in mind that if rail-

road patents have already been issued, tliese patents are

i-ontrolling until set aside in appropriate proceedings

lirought usually on the part of the United States Gov-

ernment to cancel such patents on the ground that they

have been issued through fraud, mistake, etc. There is

also a time limit and such patents can not, in the absence

of fraud, be attacked if 6 years have elapsed after the

date of the i.s.suance of the patent. As to whether fraud

on the part of the railroad company suspends the run-

ning of the statute is a question now before the Supreme
Court of the United States for determination.

Labor liens. A correspondent refers to the case of

Dahlman c. Thomas, 153 Pae. 1065 (Wash.) This ca.se

lield that the owner of mining property was liable for

liens for labor performed at the instance of persons hold-

ing an option on the propcrt.y, even though the option

contract was recorded and a notice posted on the mine
in the name of the owner, disclaiming liability. The case

held in substance that where the owner benefits by the

improvements placed upon the mine in pursuance of the

terms of the option, that this provision practically makes
the prospective purchaser the agent of the owner. This

case was decided Decemlier 18, 1915, by the Supreme
Court of Wa.shington on an appeal from the Superior

Court of Whatcom County, Hon. Ed II. Hardin, Judge.

Tungsten determination by a quick method is tiiat

of W. L. Faust of Deadwood, South Dakota. He uses a

fusion-powder containing potassium chlorate, potassium

nitrate, sodium carbonate, and .sugar. Taking about 1

gram of this powder, mixed with an equal amount of

crushed ore (if tlie ore is low grade using pannings) an

almost instantaneous fusion is effected by applying a

match. Tile result of the fusion is a granular mass,

wliich is rubbed a moment in an agate mortar, tlion

placed in a test-tube witli hydrochloric acid and sheet or

granulated-zinc. A little boiling will yield a blue-colored

solution if tungsten is jiresent. The test is one that can

easily be made in the field ; the eciuipment necessary to

conduct it can be carried in a coat-pocket and it no

doubt will be widely used by prospectors.

Mercury oceui-s in Cobalt, Ontario, ores according to

investigation by G. H. Clevenger in Economic Geology.

It was first identified there in 1910, during experiments

in treating the high-grade silver ore, when something

interfered with accurate estimations. When the Nipis-

sing refinery was completed, and the first charge treated,

the mercury collected in the flue convinced skeptical

metallurgists and others that the metal did exist in the

ore. Twenty-two determinations on Nipissing ore yield-

ed from 0.26% in certain ore to 4.74% in nuggets, one

La Rose nugget yielded 1.34% , one nugget from the Con-

iagas jigs gave 1.48%, leaf-silver at the Chambers-Fer-

land 0.8% , and 'Brien tetrahedrite 0.5 to 0.58%. Gen-

erally the purer forms of leaf silver contain le.ss mercur.v

tlian the more impure nuggets, containing more anti-

mony. Individual masses of the metallies show con.sid-

eraltle variation in the percentage of quicksilver, but

ore mixtures as treated in the mill show a far more

regular content. It seems that mercury occurs as an

amalgam, rather irregularly distributed in tlie metallic

portion of Cobalt ores, wdth a tendency for the dyscra-

site to contain more quicksilver than the purer forms of

silver.

MineRjVL lands. There was a period of time when
considerable doubt existed as to the application of the

words, "mineral lands," contained in the railroad

grants. The Department of the Interior was at fii'st

inclined to the view that this term used in the reserva-

tion clauses applied only to the more valuable metals.

The question however has been set at rest by the Supreme
Court of the United States, whicli has held that "mineral

lands," as used in tliese Acts, "include not merely metal-

liferous lands but all such as are chiefly valuable for

their deposits of a mineral character, which are useful

in the arts or valuable for purposes of manufacture."

The case in which this question arose involved a deposit

of granite, and this substance was included in tlie gen-

eral category of building-stone, and the Land Depart-

ment lias held Ihat marble, slate, limestone, and sand-

stone come within this classification. Lands containing

these deposits to be exempted from the railroad grants

must contain the subsfjinces in such quantity and value

that they are the subject of location under the mining

laws. The Land Department has frequently applied the

test that they must be of special value as distinguished

fi'om tiie surrounding country. In other words, a loca-

tion of granite in territory where the entire surrounding

formation is granite, would not satisfy the requirement

of a mineral deposit of special value, sufficiently to

justify a mining location.
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REVIEW OF MINING
Aj sivri >ir t(u- uiirlil'5 lirviil iMJiiiii)! iViKn-s hy oiir otrii i-<>rrci|>iiii(l<-M(f.

LEADVILLE, COLORADO
I'RUOKCsiS AT TUB HaHVAKH.— Pl.OTATION AND HlUII Min-AI. HBKKS

Rr-OPEN TllE AlJCANTE AXD WUJiON MiNEii. ELLA BEKI.KII,

RfDY. Little Eu.ex, axd tiik Silvm Kixa.

The I><a(lville I'liit of the rulted States Smelting. Ret\niiig

ii ICxplonition Co. began iiumping through the Harvard shaft

on Fryer hill at noon on March 20. Delivering 1500 gal. per

minute, the pumps are .cnining an average of 12 ft. a day on

the water. The shaft is 4ii7 ft. deep, and before pumping the

water-level stood at the 240-ft. mark, leaving 1C7 ft. to be

drained. At the present rate it would require only two weeks

to unwater the projierty. but as water is lowered the etneiency

of the pumps is decreased. Draining of the immense stopes

THE LEADVILLE DISTRtCT. COIXIRADO.

and other workings will also retard the lowering of the pumps
in the shaft. The manager. H. S. Lee, and superintendent, E.

H. Hamilton, estimate that it will require 90 days to drain the

workings, providing that all connections with adjoining shafts

are oi>en and will allow free passage of water. Otherwise

progress will be somewhat slower to avoid danger from rushes

of water through partly drained levels. Sinking the Harvard
shaft several hundred feet through the parting quartzite into

the second contact is expected to commence on .July 4. Jlean-

while a campaign of thorough exploration will be carried on

throughout the territory controlled by the Leadville Unit.

As the water is lowered, the workings in all of the shafts in

the area will be examined, samples will be taken of all ore ex-

posures, and a comprehensive geological map will be made.

Should any orebodies of value be encountered in this cam-

paign, shafts on which they occur will be equipped with ma-

chinery. The surface plant at the Harvard will also be com-

pleti'ii while pumping Ik In progri'SH. A new iilrroniproHnor Is

lioing installed for Hinking. A largo double ilruiii holrti, wllli u

lifting power of .lOOO lb. nl (he rati- of 400 ft. per niiiiuli- ban

Just been put on its foundation, niiil will soon be ready. A
complete machine-shop is being equipped, and a penniiiu'iii

pumping plant for the bottom station Is being luwcmbli'd.

The quick work of Mr. I^ee in getting Klarled at the llarviiiil

has aroused adiiiirntion among local mining men. II Inok

just 44 days to erect a surface plant, repnlr the shaft, cul ii

station, install machinery, and get the pumps In operation, all

in severe and stormy weather.

The Denver Mining & Milling Co.. with H. T. Miller and O.

H. Cold as manager and superintendent, has taken a long-

term lease and option on the old Alicante properly near Wort-

man, on the main line of the South Park branch of the Colo-

rado & Southern, about 10 miles north of Leadville. The prop-

erty was more recently known as the .John Ueed, and was
operated by the Burma Mining & Milling Co. several ye;ir» ago.

The Burma company did extensive development in the mine,

sinking a shaft of 150 ft. and driving over 500 ft. on the vein.

A huge deposit of low-grade lead-zinc ore was opened, and a

large mill equipped with rolls and Wilfley tables was erected.

This process did not prove successful under the jirices offered

for the concentrate at that time, and the projjerty was aban-

doned. The new comi)any from Denver is now installing a

complete flotation plant in the mill, a process that has been

found to be highly efficient in concentrating the ore. Three

carloads of machinery have been unloaded at the siding, which

was recently put in to the mill from the main line. The adit

will be equipped with modern machinery, as all work will

be done through it. The preliminary work is being rushed, and

the management reports that the property will be operating

early in April. Mining men familiar with the .John Reed state,

that it is one of the biggest low-grade lead and zinc properties

in the district. The present metal market is so much higher

than that prevailing when the mine was last operated, that the

ore cannot now be considered low-grade. With a flotation i)Iant

for concentration, the property promises to be one of the most

successful in the district. The mill has a capacity of 200 tons

per day.

The Progress Mining & Milling Co., an Eastern concern, has

taken over the Wilson mine and mill near Robinson. William

B. Brooks, one of the early-day mining and milling men of the

Leadville district is manager. A large tract of mining land has

been secured in connection with the Wilson property, and

operation will be on an extensive scale. The ground con-

trolled by the company is rich in lead and zinc ores of com-

paratively low grade. The Wilson, which is 1400 ft. deep, has

been one of the heaviest producers of lead-zinc ore in the dis-

trict, and when last operated large bodies were exposed. A
250-ton mill stands on the property equipped with Wilfley

tables and rolls, a combination that was extensively used

throii.ghout the country for concentrating low grade lead-zinc

sulphides. This plant is to be replaced by flotation machines

that are now being installed in the mill. Mining will be done

through the Wilson and Columbus properties, where immense

bodies of ore are easily accessible. The company will produce

250 tons daily. An office has been opened at 120 East Chest-

nut street, Leadville.

Charles J. Moore, well known in the West, and formerly con-

sulting engineer for the Portland company at Cripple Creek,
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is preparing to operate tlie famous Ella Beeler property near

the head ot Iowa gulch. Mr. Moore has been associated with

mining in the Leadville district for a number of years, and is

familiar with the Iowa gulch area where Ive has operated other

properties in the past. The Ella Beeler is one of Leadville's

historical properties. In the early 80's the Carlton brothers

operated the mine with great success. At that time some of

the richest lead and silver ore that has ever been mined here

was taken from the Ella Beeler. The ore was found close to

the surface, and there never has been extensive development

below 300 ft. Mr. Moore will do some deep mining. All of the

ore-shoots have been traced to water-level, and there is no

doubt that large bodies of rich silver and lead will be opened,

following the draining of the mine. A strong company has

been organized to finance the undertaking, and it is planned to

have the work underway early in April.

The Lanyon Zinc Co., a Colorado mining and milling cor-

poration, composed of a number of well-known Leadville and

Denver mining and business-men, has undertaken extensive

operations throughout the Leadville district. During the

winter the company has been working the Ruby property in

the Weston Pass district, where one of the largest zinc car-

bonate mines in the State has been developed. The Ruby is

now equipped with a complete pumping and surface plant

and is prepared to operate on a large scale. Several large

veins of carbonate have been opened, varying in width from

3 to T ft. The ore is all high grade, averaging around 40%
zinc. Fifty tons a week has been shipped all w-inter, but a

much larger output is planned tor the coming spring and sum-

mer. The Ruby is 10 miles from the nearest railroad siding at

Hayden, and it has been a difficult task to keep the wagon-road

open throughout the winter. Transportation of ore by motor-

trucks is being considered by the company, and it is possible

that this system will be tried during the summer. The
Little Ellen property near the head of South Evans gulch has

also been taken over by the Lanyon company. Prospecting is

now in progress, and present indications point to the opening

of another large zinc producer. The mine has been one of the

rich producers of gold. lead, and copper ores and more recently,

zinc carbonate. The Silver King on Yankee hill, and the

Modoc on Carbonate hill are now controlled by the Lanyon
company, and the work of cleaning-out the mines is now under

way. On the Silver King several promising veins of zinc car-

bonate have been opened in the adit, which is about 300 ft.

into the hill. These veins dip away from the workings, and

jireparations are being made to sink an interior shaft on the

ore.

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

FnANcisto ViLL.\: His Tmi jiph .\xd His Downfall.

Now that Villa has the honor of being hunted by a large

part of the regular army of the United States, it may be of

interest to mining men—always compelled to be students of

native psychology and politics—to review the events that have

degraded Villa from the triumphant revolutionist of January
1915 to the common fugitive from justice of today.

At the Aguascalientes military convention of October 1914,

when Villa found that even his alliance with Zapata had not

given him a majority of delegates, he moved his army closer,

and obtained by intimidation what was impossible by per-

suasion, namely, the election of his candidate, Eulalio Gutier-

rez, as provisional President. Guti^rez, before becoming a

revolutionary 'general' had been a foreman in the mines of

Bonanza, Zacatecas. Though without formal education, he was
intelligent, and his long service with foreign companies had
taught him the advantages of wisdom, sobriety, and honesty

—

qualities rare in Mexico. Therefore, when he arrived in

Mexico City in November 1914. to organize the government, he

announced his intention of "moralizing" the Revolution, and
selected for his cabinet some of the most honorable and best

educated Liberals he could find. The new government func-

tioned smoothy, until Gutierrez found that "morality" did not

suit Villa, who was blithely pursuing his own ways ot ven-

geance and pillage in the capital, and regarded the President

as merely a convenient marionette. When matters came to a

show-down. Villa controlled the army and Gutierrez only saved

his head by a flight to San Luis Potosi with a few tliousand of

his personal troops in January 1915. Owing to disaffection

among his northern garrisons, and lack of ammunition for his

army and oil for moving his trains. Villa left Mexico CHy soon

after Gutierrez, abandoning the "sovereign" Convention and

the capital to the hordes of Zapata, which were then also

holding Puebla City and the whole region west to the Pacific

coast.

When Carranza withdrew from Mexico City, in November

1914, his cause was apparently lost. But Fortune had not

really dei)arted; she had only made herself invisible. He still

had the cannon taken from the Federal arsenals of the capital,

and the rifles, ammunition, uniforms, and other equipment

secured from the mustering-out of the Huerta army in Sep-

tember 1914. Moreover, he had thousands of horses, looted

from everywhere, and hundreds of automobiles, mostly lifted

from their owners in Mexico City. But best of all he con-

trolled Tampico, which furnished the only motive power of

the railroads, and, by sending an ultimatum, he got Bryan to

abandon Vera Cruz city and thus secured the chief source of

customs revenue in the country.

The two leading generals who had adhered to Carranza were

Alvaro Obregon and Pablo Gonsalez. in charge of the North-

west and Eastern army divisions, respectively. And Car-

ranza's reviving strength was shown at the opening of 1915

by the capture of Puebla City on January 5 and of Mexico

City a month later by the forces of Obregon. During Febru-

ary, Obregon gave the capital a "castigation" for its dislike

ot Carranza. which culminated with his enlistment of 5000

skilled workmen from the local branch of the Casa Mundial

(I. W. W.) and their shipment, along with thousands of their

wives and children. It Orizaba to form the Red brigade.

The subsequent career of the Red brigade was both comical

and bloody. Sent to garrison Tampico, after a little drilling

at Orizaba, it soon was tempted to attack the Villistas at

Ebano, an oil town some 30 miles west of the port. Com-

posed as the brigade was of the butchers, bakers, and candle-

stick-makers of the capital, who, like the mass of Mexican

City workmen, are alcoholic degenerates, it soon fell into a

panic when it encountered the disciplined villagers of Gen-

eral Tomas Urbina, who defended Ebano. The panic resulted

in flight, hundreds being cut down by I'rbina's pursuing

cavalry before reaching the port.

In early March, General Obregon evacuated the Capital and

moved his army north-west along the Central railway to attack

Villa. Pablo Gonsalez, with his eastern division, was left as a

rear-guard to keep open communications witli Vera Cruz, by

way of Pachuca and the Mexican railway; but Mexico City

and its connecting railways, nearly as far east as Ometusco,

were abandoned to Zapata.

Obregon, with his army of some 14,000 men reached Celava

without trouble, but there he w:is attacked by Villa with a

larger force. But Villa's famous Northern division was not

the same army that drove Huerta from Torreon and Zacatecas.

Thousands had been killed in those bloody sieges and their

l)laces taken by degenerate city recruits. On the contrary,

Obregon's army included 6000 Yaqui and Mayo Indians, the

best rifle-shots in Mexico, and thus it was able to repulse the

attacks of the larger Northern division, even though led by

Villa himself.

After the drawn first battle of Celava. Obregon heeded the

request of the foreign consuls and moved his army to some

hills outside of town. Here he was soon attacked by Villa,

whose army had only retired a few miles west along the Central

railway. In this attack on Obregon's chosen position. Villa
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fell liilu a trap atiil. ImvliiK lorn 3500 iiu'ii ami half of hU rid

(Hiinoii. he wa» obllKccI to bent ti Imsly rt>troat toward Loan,

where he had left Couoral Aiiki'Ii'h with a hiiuiII ariiiv us u

rvar-Kunrd.

The truth was that siirffSH and imirh ncw»i«a|M'r iiolorl«"l>

had lurniHl Villa's hoad and. arii>r (lio full of iliiiMta, hi- had

KOt to lni.'iKln«> hlins<>ir to l>c. what his MaltrriTs (lulil><>d hliii.

the Moxiran Na|>ol(>on. Ji-alons of the n-al i-aiiso o( his n\u-

cv»», Kell|>o Ancoles. he had delllH>ratoly left hlni lu-liliid In

the Colaya CAltipaiKn. After his defeat. Villa recalled AnKi-les

and most of hU northern Rarrlsona and Anally niiiHtered an

army of sonie 40.00ii men nrar l.oon. Ohrenon nieanwhlli-

had been busy and by drawhiK the armies of Generals Dle.micz

and MutKuta from Uiiadalajiiru and several lirlKndcH from

Vera Crni he was able Hnally to eipial the number of his

enemy. But Villa had the adviinlaRe of iiosltlon. for he had

Obregon shut up In Trinidad, the first station eiift of I..<<nn. and
for a week (of the five weeks that the siege lasted) had lii.s

•-omniunications cut with the Gulf coast.

Though Angeles had Obregon surrounded he was able to

do him but little damage, owing to the lack of the cannon
lost by Villa at Celaya. Nevertheless, Villa became Impatient

at the want of results, and had Angeles arrested for inconi-

l>etence and threatened to shoot him. Diverted from this in-

sane idea by his friends. Villa soon released Angeles, but the

harm h;id been done. The insulted general at once resigned

his command and left for the I'nited States.

With Angeles went also his Yankee gunners and with them
'leiMirted Villa's last chance of victory. Though Villa had still

many ex-Federal ofBcers. with a military education, while

Obregon had practically no officers but self-taught ones, the

autocratic methods of the former negatived the superior skill

of his personnel, while the latter never made a move without

a council of war.

Obregon now bided his time, and one May morning at dawn
he succeeded in surprising Villa's troops in their trenches and
in capturing a large part of their cannon and equipment.

Next day he entered Leon in triumph while Villa's demoralized

army was in full retreat by train toward Aguascalientes.

The defeat at Trinidad broke the power of Villa: it not only

lost him his cannon and many of his best veterans, but de-

stroyed his halo as an 'ever-victorious" which had previously

drawn to his colors thousands of hardy Mexican Liberals and
bandits, and many foreigners. His contempt of law and of

;inyone's "democratic rights" except his own, which had been
so glaringly evident in his controversy with President

Gutierrez, had already alienated much of his Liberal follow-

ing, and after his defeat, the purely mercenary also began to

leave him. Now. reduced to a following of a few thousand,

Villa has turned like a wild bull at bay and raided the country
whose adulatory press first discovered his "greatness" and
thus caused his later ruin. The entrance of Uncle Sam's
soldiers may pacify the North and enable mining to resume.
Would that the South, too, could also be similarly pacified!

DEADWOOD, SOUTH DAKOTA
High Tcxgstex Pbices.—Mixebal ExnisiTiON.

A new record was set in the value of tungsten ores in the

Black Hills, when on the 17th the Wasp No. 2 Mining Co. sold

19 tons of mixed-grade ores for $S3 per unit. The carload

was valued at over $90,000. A few tons of hand-sorted ore, and
three grades of concentrates—35, 45, and 659{—made up the

lot. This shipment was the result of a little more than a

month's actual operation of the new concentrating plant.

This started on .January 6, and on account of various difiBcul-

ties, such as the failure of a ball-mill, which had to be re-

placed, a shortage of water for a few days, and some changes

in the treatment method, such as the abandonment of jigging,

lost considerable time. The low-grade dump which had been

accumulated from hand sorting of high-grade ore, has nearly

all lii-i'ii put thruUKh llu' ouncentrntur. and the plant will In

the future bo operated larKidy on ore bluckodnut In the mine
.\ feature of the fourth anni'ml auto-show at the Deadwoud

audllorlum IM the mineral exhibit. This includes all eluHHes

and character of Black IIIIIm ores and mineral produrlH, well

arraiiKed. No) the least Interesting fi'Jilnre Is the exhiliil of

Kirk G. Phillips <'state. dealers in ausay and mill supplleM. At

this booth. In charge of W. I.. Kuust, ili-monsirallons are made
of his (]uick method for delermlning tunKSlen, pubilHhed on
llle '('DMirntlllCi's' |i!li;i' iil tills IsKUe,

TUCSON, ARIZONA
Ti NiiMKN Durosrrs in I'ima Cni niv. I'unnri iion. Tkhtimi.

Tungsten ore has been developed over an area four miles

long by more than a mile wide in the Arlvaca dlstricl of

Pima county. The veins, of which there are three principal

ones, and many subsldary stringers, strike east and west, and
are continuous throughout the length of the tungsten-bearing

area, linally disappearing beneath the alluvial on the west

and continuing east Into a gold-bearing area. The princiiial

veins have been prospected by trenches and shafts, at varying

intervals, for a distance of three miles, showing a high pro-

portion of good shoots. Development at iiresent Is confined

l>rincipally to those largest and richest shoots, of which tlierc

are five.

These vary in width Irom 2 to 8 ft., and from 50 In ion ft.

in length. To the greatest depth attained, I.IO fl.. they retain

their width, and are continuous.

The National Tungsten Co. of Tucson owns pra<'llcally the

entire area, and has made regular shipments of from 10 to 15

tons of concentrate for the past S months from its Las Guijas

mine, managed by Arthur L. Kelley. The mines are as yet

only mere prospects, and the mill is still in the ex|)erlniental

stage. The product has maintained a $10,000 monthly pay-

roll, besides furnishing supplies and equipment necessary for

operation. The geological features are much the same as those

of other districts containing tungsten, namely, the country

rock is a coarse-grained biotite-granite, with its accompanying

fine-grained acid rock, with some diorite dikes, which are

intimately associated with the veins and vary from a few

inches to 40 ft. in width. North and east of the granite area

is andesite breccia and limestone, in contact; south and west

lies a desert of 20 miles to the Baboquivari range, also granite.

The tungstates of commercial importance are those of iron

and manganese, in the minerals wolframite and hiibnerite.

Some stolzite is present, but only discernible at times as a

gray thread-like streak on the concentrating tables. Pyrite

and chalcopyrite are at times more or less troublesome, and

silver, up to 50 oz. per ton has been found in siiecimens, these

being as high as $5 per ton in gold. But the precious metals

have not been found in commercial quantities. Some ferberite

has been brought in for sale by Mexicans, showing that there

are deposits of this mineral within a reasonable distance.

Chemical analyses of the ores for their tungstic-acid content

are satisfactorily made at the plant by the method given in

.T. Ohly's 'Analysis, Detection, and Commerci'al Value of the

Rare Metals,' as follows:

Quantitative determination.—Reduce the ore to a very fine

powder, weigh off one gram and digest for 12 hours (over

night) at a gentle heat with a mixture of four parts hydro-

chloric and one part nitric acid, till yellow pulverulent tung-

stic acid remains. Evaporate to dryness on water-bath, and

take up with water acidulated with hydrochloric acid. Filter

and wash the residue, consisting, besides the yellow trioxide,

of silica and sometimes small quantities of niobic acid, with

alcohol, and treat the mixture on the filter with ammonia.

Place the filtrate in a large weighed porcelain crucible, evap-

orate to dryness on the water-bath, and heat the residue of

ammonium tungstate to decomposition. Weigh the crucible

with the remaining trioxide and calculate the percentage.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The news of the week as told by our special correspotitlents and compiled jrom the local press.

ALASKA
Fairbanks

The lO-stamji mill at the mouth of the Chena river is to

crush tungsten ore from Johnson and Ewers' mine on Gilmore

creek. Considerable tungsten occurs in the Ott Mining Co.'s

property on Fairbanks creek. When the ore is low in gold, it

is high in tungsten, and vice-versa.

JUKEAU

February returns of the mines on Douglas island are as

follows:

Mexican

Ore crushed, tons 17.535

Gold yield $22.US
Average per ton $1.26

Operating expenses $25,193

Construction expenses 10,542

Loss 13,838

Valdez

The Granite Gold Mining Co., which owns and operates

properties near Valdez, will commence dividend payments in

April, when 2c. per share, or $8600. will be disbursed, accord-

ing to official announcement. The capital is 500,000 shares at

Treadwell
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to o|ioralo In (h«> Oatnmn illolrlrl. About 1(H) i-oni|>:inloH ari>

fully equl|i|>t><l: ao nr»> In tlm ninKt* whoro thoy nro rtH't'lvliiK

iimohlnory; llio rrninlnilor cither hiivo tliolr ninrhinoi'v or

«U'r«j<l or will |ilnr« thrlr ordcn* nt nn cnrly dale.

A InrKer holm lt> Itelnp iMKlnllod nt the rnlled Wrslorii.

Thiii will handle rork And the water encountered nl tiiiri It

The south west eross-cut at this depth 18 in 2S5 ft., and In the

Inst r>u ft. veins up to 2i In. wide, worth $ri to $l(i per Ion.

wen? rut. A 40hp. hoist, 50-hp. Knlrlmnks-Morse oil ciiKlne.

S-drlll Ingersoll compressor, drill-sharpener, etc., has been

purchased for the Oatinnn I'nlted.

The BiB JIni company has sold 200,000 shares nt $l."r> each.

The buyer's name Is not yet known.

ARKANSAS
M.VRIOV CofNTY

The new L*50-lon i>er Itvhour shift mill nt the Bear Hill mine
is in operation: it Is modern in every respect. Ore is ex-

tracted at a depth of 90 to li;o feel.

A market for 20^; ralaniltio ore ha.-; liei'n opened at Yelhilli-

by W. J. Fene.

CALIFORNIA

III .MllOLDT 0>l.MV

It is re|)orted that there is a revival in black-sand treat-

ment for platinum along the beaches north of Eureka, and
up in Oregon.

MARtPos.v County

iSi>ecial Correspondence.)—The Early mine, near .Jersey-

dale, a property with a good past gold i)roduction. is being re-

opened ty Mrs. X. C. Mclntyre. An old drift has been re-

opened, a shaft sunk 100 ft. below it. and development started

both ways from the shaft's bottom. A fair width of good-
grade ore is l)eing driven on. Litigation is hindering work al

this promising prospect.

North-west of Mariposa is the Colorado mine, which is being
developed slowly but thoroughly. The vein is yielding up to

J9 per ton in the 10-stamp mill.

Jerseydale. March 27.

Nevada County

The Cktlden Center company is interested in a 60 days'
option on the Allison ranch in the Grass Valley district. This
property has yielded a great deal of rich ore.

SA^R^^^tE^TO County

No. 7 dredge of the Natomas company sank on April 1.

San Bernardino County
There is unabated interest in the new Goldstone district,

according to news from Barstow.
The new interstate bridge across the Colorado river below

Needles was formally opened for traffic last week. It is on the
line of the old Trails national highway.

Shast.v County

According to M. E. Diftmar. manager of the Green Horn
mine, near Tower House, shipments this season to Kennett
should yield up to .lO.OOO lb. copper per month.

Teinity County

In the annual report of the Crown Reserve Mining Co. of

Cobalt. Ontario, the following remarks are made by the gen-
eral manager, Samuel W. Cohen:
"An exploration and examination campaign was vigorously

prosecuted, and, as a result, one property located in Trinity
county, California, was taken under lease by the Globe Con-
solidated Lease Incorporated Co., in which we own the con-

trol. This property consists roughly of 2500 acres of mining
lands, together with water-power, timber, and other rights

necessary for mining. The property is fully equipped with a

modern cyanide-mill, saw-mill, machine-shop, power-house, etc..

niid evorylhlim neceiumry for llii- conipleie operntlou of n mini'

of about UiO 10118 per day. The propeily Iuih produced aboul
ir.r.o.OOO of ore of an nveraKc value of flu. lunKniuch nn llic

properly Is n boIuk concern, niid there In n l.lliori. ore-Khont

with nn avornKe width of •; li. and value of about $!l. from
above which all the Kold Iuih been pnidueed aii<l below wlikli

practically no developnieiil has been doiu-. there Is every

reason lo ex|)eel a favorable fiilure for Ihe property, which
was acquired on ndvnntngeous lerniH."

Four hundred Iimih of ninterlnl In lo be hauled by A. G.

Frost from Uecldlng lo .lunctlon Clly for Ihe Vnldor DredglnK
Co., which Is lo erect a dredge on Ihe Tritilly river, four miles
from .lunctlon.

COLORADO
CiKvn I'niKK ('(UNiv

(Special Correspondence.)—The Climax mine on Cohnnhiii

mountain has a promising developnienl. an Sin. vein having
been cut, assaying 140 o-/.. silver and O.t; oz. gold per ton. The
ore was found IHOO ft. from the porlal of the adil. .1. N.

Calder of Lawson Is manager. The Sunshine vein on Albio
mountain, owned by C. \V, Lurchen, has Just been Inlerw^cled

by the adit, showing 10-ln. of yellow copper ore. It is vnlueil

at $30 per Ion in gold and silver. Const ruction on the new
mill to treat the ores of Ihe Silver King mine at Diitiiont, will

be started early in April. Hendrle & HoltliofT of Denver are

owners. The Skidoo mine, up north Spring gulch. Is re-

ceiving attention by Chapman & Co. and shipments will com-
mence as soon as the road leading from the property can be
repaired. W. A. Oilman, manager of the New Era mine at

Freeland, states that shipments of smelting ore will be made
at the rate of 100 tons a month. The ore averages $100 per

ton in gold, silver, and lead. The Engineers' Leasing Co.,

operating on the Gunnell mine through the Argo adit, is

maintaining a heavy output of mill ore. the product being con-

signed to the Argo mill. Work will shortly be resumed on

the Lincoln company's holdings, situated on Lincoln moun-
tain. The various levels are to be thrown open to lessees.

The Jackson 50-ton concentrating plant has been overhauled,

and is treating ore from the Edgar mine.

Idaho Springs, March 28.

Tei,li-;b County (Ckh'pli; Chki:k )

The March output was $1,227,810 from 86,672 tons of ore.

During 1915 the Doctor-.Jack Pot Mining Co.'s properties,

mostly leased, produced ore worth $277.4ri3. making $.3,810,000

to date. On January 1 there was $111,742 cash on hand.

Tun.gsten ore has been found at the old property of the

Wolframite Gold Mining Co., several miles south of Cripple

Creek, along the Florence & Cripple Creek line. The owners.

F. Hackney and C. B. McHenry, shipped 300 lb. of 23% ore.

IDAHO
Idaho County

New York and Philadelphia capital is becoming largely in-

terested in gold properties in central Idaho, both placer and
quartz, and extensive operations are planned, for the coming
season, according to J. M. Hinton, a pioneer mining man of

the Newsome-Ten-Mile district of this county. Mr. Hinton

states that there is promise of greater activity in the Clear-

water basin, as Boon as weather conditions jjermit, than ever

before, and he predicts that the season's output will be aj)-

proximately $1,000,000 net. In the Newsome region there are

several properties that have been practically idle for some
months which are being re-opened, while those that have been

operated at reduced capacity are being extensively developed

with a view to increasing the output. The old Harmon and
Morrow mine, the discovery of which created so much excite-

ment several years ago, is being \\'orked steadily, and new
development is revealing orebodies that were not suspected

to exist. The value is increasing with depth, and the shoots

are becoming more extensive. The owners are glad that the
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interests that had it under bond soon after it was discovered

allowed the option to lapse. Smith brothers, operating the

New York and Georgia claims with 15 men, recently opened a

new S-ft. vein in the lower adit that yields $15 per ton on

plates. It is SO ft. to the next upper level, and exploration

has proved that the intervening ground is in the sloping area.

They have shipped 700 tons in the last few weeks that re-

turned $12,000, and there are 500 tons on the dump that assay

about $10 per ton, which will be treated as soon as a concen-

trator, recently ordered, is installed. On the Wonder group,

in which eastern men are interested, a raise is being put up
on ore from the 400-ft. level, and the value is uniform through-

out. Conditions in the entire district never were more promis-

ing, and the belief is general that the Northern Pacific railway

soon will extend its line from Stites, the present terminal.

At the Una mine, Ora Grande, the main adit is in 900 ft.,

and nearly under the vertical shaft, which is in a wide vein of

$7 ore.

SnosHOXE County (Coeub d'Aleni:)

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan company is producing 40,0ii0

tons of ore per month, yielding 3300 tons of lead in concen-

trate, and employing SOO men in all departments. There
are 500 ft. of cross-cuts and drifts on the level 1000 ft. below
the Kellogg tunnel. These workings are at a vertical depth

below the original outcrop of 2300 ft. and, following the dip ol

the vein, at an inclined depth of 3500 ft. The geological con-

ditions on this level are normal, and give no indication of

any change from the conditions that have prevailed through-
out the entire depth of the mine. There is no perceptible

variation in either the grade or character of the ore and no
apparent change in the size of the orebodies, according to

Stanly A. Easton. the general manager. The company also

manages the Caledonia, Ontario, and Sierra Nevada. The
Ontario produces 1000 tons of concentrate per month, and em-
ploys 150 men.

The new smelter for the Bunker Hill will be at Kellogg. Its

daily capacity is to be 900 tons of ore and concentrate.

Grading will be commenced in a few days, and construction

will employ 500 men. It will be complete early in 1917. Some
of the structural material has already been delivered, w-hile

contracts have been let for the remainder.

The Alice mine, adjoining the Morning at Mullan, has been
re-opened under lease by Granville A. Collins and others of

Seattle. The mine is well opened and equipped to supply the

150-ton mill with lead-silver ore.

According to Chester T. Kennan of Colorado, the Murray
district tungsten deposits are very promising, and will pos-

sibly rival those of Colorado and California.

Interest in the Pine Creek district continues to grow. Wal-
lace men have taken preliminary steps for the construction of

a railway from the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
line at the mouth of the creek to the Constitution mine, 10

miles, and a liranch up the west fork about 3 miles to tap a

timber and mining area. W. H. Herrick is the Jeading spirit.

Capital has been secured. The survey, in charge of F. Mer-
riam, of Wallace, is half complete. Construction will com-
mence at an early date. The Hilarity zinc-lead mine is to

be re-opened by J. M. Porter and others. According to

Judge George Turner and others of Spokane, who control the

Constitution mine, an electroljtic plant of 100-tons daily

capacity, to cost $425,000, may be erected at Spokane in the
future. The ore averages 30% zinc, besides some lead and
silver. Aside from the Douglas mine, which is operated by
the Anaconda company, the best known working properties
on Pine creek are the Highland-Surprise, Constitution, Nabob.
Sidney, Amy-Matchless, and Little Pittsburg. All are reached
by a wagon-road from Pine Creek siding, on the O.-W. R. & N.
line between Kingston and Kellogg. There are also valuable
antimony mines in the district, including the Coeur d'Alenc
Antimony Co. The prevailing formation along Pine creek is

the Pritchard series of slates, which until quite recently was

regarded as unfavorable to the formation ot bodies of com-
mercial ore.

On May 1 the Tamarack & Custer Consolidated Mining Co.

irAP OF PINE CREEK DISTKICT, COEUB D'ALENE, SHOWING ITS BEL.\-

TION TO WARONEB AND KELLOGG, THE LATTER WHERE THE NEW
SMELTER OF THE BUNKER HILL & .SULLIVAN IS BEING ERECTED.

will ]iay its initial dividend of 2c. per share, equal to $35,530.

A fiOfl-ton mill, to cost $150,000, is being planned.

MISSOURI

Ja.sper County

The ore market at Joplin last week was practically un-

changed. The output of the region was 6518 tons blende, 459

tons calamine, and 114S tons lead, averaging $97, $70, and $98

per ton, respectively. The total value was $792,307, and for

12 weeks $9,588,443.

Two men were killed and two injured in the Consumer mine
at Joplin, when a slab ot rock 50 ft. long. 30 ft. wide, and 2 ft.

thick fell from the roof. Forty other men had a narrow-

escape.

MONTANA
Cascade County

Many old mines in the Neihart district of northern Mon-
tana are being re-opened. A large amount of silver ore has
been extracted in the past. The Big Seven and Ripple were
always worked to some extent, and produce silver-gold-lead-

zinc ore. Cost of transport is high. A mill is to be erected at

the Ripple to treat mine and dump ore of good value. Last

September the Anaconda company leased the Queen of the

Hills and Gait mines.

Work at the Great Falls zinc plant is ]irogressing favorably.

The Clifton-Applegate Co.. contractors, have excavated 100,000

cu. yd. of earth in i)reparing the site, and the foundations ot

the various divisions are in the following condition at the

time of writing, according to The Anode for March:

Roasters—concrete is being poured and the foinuiations will
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be ronipli-tv In u few ilii>>; floctrolyllc—forms iiro iirnollnilly

completed ; lend r««ilnB—forms iu^ iimcllcally complctoil;

and the lenrhlnR and |iowor-plnnt fonna are lH>lnK placed In

|Kt.-ililon. As neocsuary ndjiinrla to the work then" linve licoii

instnlloil ti'Hi|Hir;iry tiulldlni;)! ns follow*: offlri-. sliopit, boiler-

hutme. liMx>niotl\e roiuulboiise. while ii wuiehoiiBf Ih now brliiK

built. Construction InickH, pIplnK. etc.. have been placed as

the work demands, these belnp exiended and cbanKed from

time to time.

l.t:XVl!. .\MI Cl.VKK ColXTY

The mnnuKcr of the East Helena smelter of the A. S. & H.

Co.. Frank M. Smith, states thot low-grade lead ores are now

In demand.
SlI.VI-.BIHIW ColXTY

With the moderation of the extreme cold weather February

saw considerable progress made in construction work in all

deitartments at the Anaconda company's Washoe works. The
reconstruction of the concentrator has been completed, and

the re-modelcd iMjrtlons are now in commission. The oil-

flotation department Is in full operation: No. 2 roaster Is

practically complete, and one-third of the furnaces are in

servit-e. The large reverberatory-furnace. which has been

under construction at the converter plant for the purpose of

re-treating converter slag, is also complete and in service.

The construction of the last two of the Great Falls type of

converter is now well under way. The addition to the zinc

plant is also nearing completion and will probably be in opera-

tion during the present month. At the present time all indica-

tions point to an early completion of all construction work

begun during the past year, and the output of the smelter will

doubtless be greatly increased in the near future.

A few deep holes drilled in the west side of the Bullwhacker

open-cut, which was crumbling away, when blasted brought

down 5000 tons of ATt copper ore last week. A body of 2 to S'/r

ore was also exposed. Considerable underground development

Is under way. Monthly shipments are 3000 tons to Tacoma.

Some ore will go to Garfield, Utah.

The Butte & Great Falls company is to construct an aerial

tram from the mine to thp Grrat Northern railway, over two

miles.

NEVADA
Hf.MBOLDT COIXTV

A rush set-in to Rye patch gold district last week, on the

strength of rich ore being found, according to news from

Lovelock.

Five feet of $S0 ore has been opened in a winze below the

;;0O-ft. level of the Crown Point at Rochester. The Rochester

Mines mill produced $38,800 in the past four weeks. Promis-

ing developments are reported from the Packard Extension.

Stopes at 1500 ft. in the Seven Troughs Coalition are yield-

ing $260 to $500 ore.

NVE COUSTY

Production of Tonopah last week was S5S0 tons valued at"

$179.700. The Tonopah company shipped bullion worth
S57.600. The Murray vein at 1540 ft. in the Extension is

35 ft. w^ide. The West-Tonopah property is now controlled

by Eastern capital, with .1. G. Kirchen of the Extension as

t-'eneral manager. The mine, opened to 850 ft., has been closed

since 1907. This transaction is of importance to the district.

NEW MEXICO
GB.\>"T CoVNTi-

Two 500-units of the Burro Mountain Copper Co.'s mill at

Tyrone are nearing completion, and should be working early

in May. All machinery is motor-driven, direct-connected.

.•Vll launders and pipes are below the floors. A 3000-ton

storage-bin supplies a No. 3 Symons crusher, which reduces the

ore to 3-in. size. A 48-in. sorting-belt feeds three 48-in. Symons

dlHc-cr«Hher«. which miiKc n Jin. product. Allls-ChalmerH

rolls reduce this to 5 mllllmetroH [i. in.) l''rom Cole shuklnK'

screens ihe overslie relurnH to the rolls. The line ore Is

delivered to a lOOOIon bin. Feeders. boltronveyorH. wclKhhiK

MiMchlne. and a rouKhinK-dlHlrlbulor lake Ihe ore to six Hutch

ml labli's. Concentriiti- piiHses hi viits. TallluK Is reduced In

.M;iralhon mills ImiIIowIiik arc Dorr tblcUeniTs and cliissillers.

bvdrtiulic de-Hllmi'is, and sand-tables. SUnie kock to Hork

lIolallon-mucbincH, the lallluK from which passi-s over Senn

lianniollon tables. The recovery will be over 80'/,, flC/,

lieing saved on the tlutcharl tables. Augnsl Sandberg ile

signed the mill assisted by C. 10. Rork.

SOCOKIUI Coi'NTY

Higher prices for silver have added activity to the Mogollon

district. The Alberta mine and Deadwood mill have n-nuined.

The new road from Magdalena, N. Mcx.. will be (ImIhIicmI In a

few months. Prellniinarlcs ;ire coniplclc for Ihe highway from

Greenlee county. Ariznii;i. into the Moyollons.

OKLAHOMA
Ott.wv.v Cmmv

It is estimated that the Commerce dislrlcl will produce

$5,000,000 of zinc and lead ores in Utic, ($1,000,000 being

reported to the end of March), against $2,000,000 In 1915.

$1,700,000 in 1914. $1,200,000 in 1913. and $t;38.000 in 1912.

The new and fourth mill of Ihe PIcber Lead Co. will treat

1440 tons per 24 hours. Const rncilon Is to start soon.

OREGON
JOSKI'lirM (OINTV

A large deposit of iron, with indications of manganese, has

been located by W. B. Sherman and others of Grants Pass,

about 8 miles from the California & Oregon Coast railway,

being constructed from that town to Crescent in California.

UTAH
LiK.W 1.U Cell .NTV

On February 29 the Horn Silver Mining Co., in the San

Francisco district, resumed dividends. The money for this was

from the Caldo company, which bought the tailing dump for

$150,000, of which $25,000 was cash. The material is being

treated by flotation. During 1915 development covered 1343

ft. Lead-silver, zinc, zinc-lead, and copper ores, and old slag

shipped totaled 30.057 tons, yielding $165,889. The operating

I)rofit was $18,312. The surplus is $100,449.

JfAB CofNTY

At a depth of 1700 ft. in the Iron Blossom a drift will be

driven 2000 ft. to connect the south or No. 1 workings with

the new copper orebody in the north, GOO or 700 ft. lower than

the present stopes.

The Dragon Con. is sending 80 tons of low-grade ore to the

Tintic Milling Co. Some good copper-gold-silver ore is shipped.

High value in gold is lately reiiorted from the north end.

Work is being resumed at the East Tintic North Tintic,

and Zuma mines.

Salt Lakk Couxty

To haul ore from the Alta Tunnel, Cardiff, and .Maxfield

mines in the Big Cottonwood district to the Murray smelter

the Alta Tunnel & Transportation Co. is to use caterpillar-

tractors, according to the manager, Fred V. Bodfish.

When the snow has cleared away the Wasatch company at

Alta will commence its 4000-ft. drainage and transport adit.

This will cost $60,000. The company has just marketed an-

other car of ore that averaged 69.60 oz. silver, 10% lead, 10%

copper, and 14.70% zinc, with net value of $82.60 per ton.

SlMMIT COUXTY

The Big Four concentrating plant at Atkinson's is to be

enlarged to 750 tons per day.
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WISCONSIN
L.VKAVKTl'E Col'NTY

The Benton district is shipping 50 cars zinc ore per week,
and is booming. There are not enough buildings to house
everybody. Xew producers with new plants are the Hird,

Treganza. and Longhenry. Meetings have been held quietly at

many points between mine operators, ore-separating com-
panies, and agents representing a large smelting concern, for

the purpose of pooling issues and building an independent
zinc smelter at or near the site of the National Separating
Co. at Cuba. A scarcity of drill-rigs is seen everywhere in the

field. Mill-wrights are engaged on work planned a year ahead.
Four miles of rock and tailing roads have been laid to connect
all outlying ijroducers with track which was finished on March
15. The Wisconsin Zinc Co. unloaded 30 cars of cypress

lumber at this station during the month to be used in the early

construction of two new power and milling plants, and one
power plant to supply current for the company's mines and
mills in this part of the field. Oil engines have been intro-

duced by the Frontier Mining Co. for underground work.
The elaborate drilling program that has been at maximum
pitch for a month is daily finding rich zinc ore in virgin soil.

Not a foot of land is available for leasing pur])oses in the two
townships Benton and New Diggings, which have large bodies

of ore underlying the entire districts so named. The Wis-
consin Zinc Co. and Vinegar Hill company both employ 650
men, and there are 10 other companies in the district with
50 to 75 men each.

The New Diggings district, practically at a standstill at

the beginning of 1913, is now the home of 1000 miners. Drills

going everywhere have been rewarded with rich strikes.

CANADA
BRrrrsii Coi.umuia

During the current month the Britannia Mining & Smelting
Co. on Howe sound will be treating 3000 tons of 3', copper ore
daily. The plant is to be increased to .SOOO tons capacity.

The Hudson Bay Zinc Co. is being incorporated at Spokane
to operate mines near Salrao. The price of the property is

$100,000, payments to be made from ore extracted. Lessees
have shipped 150 carloads of 27 to 35% ore, and are now send-
ing 50 tons daily. A 5000-ft. aerial tram is to be erected.

MEXICO
SO.NOR.A.

If La Colorado Mining Co. does not resume operations at its

mine 37 miles from Hermosillo P. E. Calles, governor of

Sonora, will do so for them. The property is in no danger,
nor would the employees be, who want work. The property
will not be confiscated, but will be administered by the State,

profits going to the company.

In the Department of Metallurgical Research of the State
School of Mines. University of Utah, there have been estab-

lished five research fellowships in metallurgy, each having an
annual value of |720. These fellowships are open to college
graduates who have had a good training in chemistry and
metallurgy, and applications for them will be received up to

May 15. 1916.

Those now holding fellowships for the fiscal year 1915-U»1(!.
and the fields in which they are working, are: Glenn A. Allen,
flotation processes; Richard W. Johnson, hydronietallurgy of
zinc: Harper C. Neeld, hydrometallurgy of zinc: Clarence E.
Sims, electrolytic processes; M. J. Udy, hydrometallurgy of
lead; Harry J. Morgan, cyanldation; and George F. Stott,
losses in milling processes.

By an agreement with the U. S. Bureau of Mines, the work
of the metallurgical research department is under the direc-
tion of metallurgists of the Bureau, assigned to duty at the
University and Salt Lake City.

W. C. Wynkoop is at Pike, Sierra county, California.

CoBKY C. Bhayto.n has returned from Salt Lake City.

Bex. S. Revktt has returned to San Francisco from New-

York.

Heath Steele has taken an office at 60 Broadway, New
York.

Sc'(rrr Tir.ner sails from New York for Lima. Peru, on
April S.

W. W. Breen of Sonora, California, was in San Francisco

last week.

Joii.N- Allixgiiam. of Oakland, is at Virginia City for Charles

Butters & Company.

Frederick E. Birbidge. of Spokane, has been made general

manager for the Federal Mining & Smelting Co. in Idaho.

CHARLE.S O'CoxxELL, manager for the Tough-Oakes gold

mine, is returning to Kirkland Lake, Ontario, after a holiday

in California.

A. W. Stickxey, consulting geologist for the Kyshtim Cor-

poration, Russia, is in New York. He will visit Boston and
then sail for Russia.

Eltox W. Walker has returned from Boston to Houghton,
and has been made general manager of the Adventure mine,

which will be re-opened shortly.

Ichiro Kamimura and Habuyoshi Tomita, engineers to the

Osaruzawa mine of the Mitsubishi Company, in Japan, are

making a journey of observation to our western mines and
smelters.

W. A. Wasley is now mill superintendent for the Lucky
Tiger Mining Co. and W. H. Foe.ster is cyanide superintend-

ent. W. R. MAYcriiBER. former mill superintendent, has ac-

cepted a position with the Chile Copper Company.

H. Stone, of the Marex Co., Ltd., has closed his laboratory

in San Francisco and has moved it to Darwin, Inyo county,

California, w-here a mill is being erected to treat lead carbon-

ate. For the next few months tests are to be made at this

plant.

Schools and Societies

Mackay School of Mixes, Reno, students are visiting

Rochester, Tonopah, and Goldfield in Nevada, and Grass Valley,

California.

The UxivERsiTY OF Califorxia summer session begins on
June 26 and closes on August 5. No formal examinations are

required for entrance; admission is granted to all persons of

sufficient maturity and intelligence to profit by the exercises

of the session. The tuition is $15, regardless of the number of

courses taken, the usual ones being offered.

The Southern California section of the A. I. M. E. met at

Los Angeles on April 4. A feature of the meeting was the
reading of a group of valuable papers on 'Mining Conditions
in South America.' The leading paper dealt with the struc-

tural features and mineral districts of the continent, by
Bailey Willis, professor of geology at Stanford University.

The American Associatiox of Engineeh.s announces that it

has signed a five-.vear lease for suite 601-604 at 29 south
LaSalle St., Chicago, Illinois. This is the second time in 9

months that the new society has been compelled to enlarge

its quarters. It has now a membership of 500, sixty-five per

cent of which is in and near Chicago, and the remainder is

scattered throughout the United States. Canada, England,

Phili|iiiine Islands, and even in South America.
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THE METAL MARKET

4«

30

MFrrAi. run i:s

San Kriincluro, April 4.

Antimony. c«nta per pound 44

i;i. .ti .'!>!!.• .-npper. o-ntii per pound 29

\-.^ .,1 . :« per pound 8.00— 8.80

P:.i!ir.u!!i. soft metal, per ounce 188

I'i.iunum: hard metal. lO^r Iridium, per ounce 192

^,' ;:. ksllv.r; per flnnk of 75 lb 8 = 00

Spoiler, cents per pound....
Tin. cents per pound
Zinc-dust, cents per pound

ORK TRICES

Snn Francisco. April 4.

Antimony: SOTt product, per unit, of !•«. or 20 lb $2.25

'
I ine: 40'-'r and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton 12.00

.M.iKneslte: crude, per ton. f.o.b 8.00

MaKncslte: plastic, no Iron and lime, calcined, ton.. 25.00—30.00

Mnsneslte: refractory. llTr Iron, dead-burned, ton.. -S.I.OO

Manganese: SO metal, 8'"r silica, per ton 12.00

Tungsten: SO--, WO» per unit of 20 lb 70.00—80.00

Tungsten prices al Boulder. Colorado, remain around $96 per

unit. 115 higher than In New York, and n drop to $7n Is pre-

dicted by some acquainted with the market.

Naw York. March 29.

Falr-slxed quantities of antimony ore have been purchased

at around |2.o0 per unit for forward shipment The demaml
continues.

t"p to ITS per unit has been paid for forward shipments of

tungsten. For prompt delivery $90 is said to have been given.

From 70 to 80c. per unit Is quoted for manganese. The U. S.

Manganese Corporation will soon produce ore from Its mine at

Bikton. Virginia. The Crimora Manganese Corporation will

have a new plant completed at its manganese mine at Crimora,

Virginia. In April. Both concerns have plenty of ore.

EASTERN METAL MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

April 4.—Copper Is firm, with futures active; lead is quiet but

firm; near futures in spelter are active.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Mch. 29 60.50

•• 30 60.75
• 31 60.75

Apr. 1 60.87
2 Sunday
3 61.62
4 61.7.T

Average week ending
Feb. 23 56.86
Mch. 1 56.79

8 56.75
" 14 56.68
•' 21 57.10
• 28 59.66

Apr. 4 61.01

Monthly averages.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, March 29.

Lead continues to present the prominent feature of the

marlvet. The price to domestic consumers is about Sc, New
York and St. Louis; but this is the quotation of independent
producers, and not that of the A. S. & R. Co. The latter dis-

approves of the present high speculative level of prices, re-

garding It as unfair to American consumers, regardless of

what the nations at war may pay. It is selling on the average
of its quoted prices, not on the daily price quoted. For e.xport,

sellers have refused a price equal to S.SOc, St. Louis. Again,

8.25c., Chicago, has been done. Copper is firmly held awaiting
a renewal of foreign buying, following which domestic consum-
ers are expected to become active. Zinc has been dull and is

easier, and, in view of the many offerings, the trade is be-

ginning to wonder if production has been overdone. Ample
tin arrivals have eliminated fear of a shortage, but the price

stands at 50c. Antimony was strengthened by some good
Canadian buying. Aluminum is practically unchanged.

In steel the crest of the high prices appears to have been
reached, although it is dangerous to predict these days.

Foundry pig-iron, which has been lagging as compared with
steel, is showing more activity and prices are stronger. Steel

forging-billets are stronger, while the other products show
but little change. Pittsburg quotations are 2.75c. for steel

bars, 3.50c. for plates, and 2.50c. for shapes. Eastern Penn-
sylvania makers exact premiums over these prices. Two
enterprises for the mining of manganese ore in Virginia, and
its manufacture into ferromanganese for steel-making, have
been organized.

COPPER

The market is quiet, but firm, awaiting a renewal of de-

mand from abroad which, when it comes, is expected to stir

domestic consumers to activity again. Trading continues to

be. so far as there is any, in forward ])ositious. June and
.July electrolytic is quoted at 2(3.75 to 20.87c.. the lower price

being quoted by second-hands and tor limited quantities. Im-
mediate shipment is quoted at 28.50c., but a firm offer of 28c.

would not be turned down. April and May can be done at

27.25 to 27.50c., and .Tune and July at 27c., 30 days, delivered,
equal to 28.87c., New York, and, as already said, this price

might be shaded. On one or two days there has been mod-
erate buying, but on the whole the market has been quiet
almost to dullness. The freight embargo against New England
metal users has been raised occasionally, and this has per-

mitted them to get deliveries of much, needed supplies, but
their stocks are still low and their situation uncertain. Last
week it was reported that the French government was in the
market for 2000 to 4000 tons, and yesterday a report was cur-
rent that the same country was inquiring for 10,000 tons, but
no one seemed to know the source of the alleged inquiries, and
there is a strong suspicion that these reports were given cir-

culation to bull a slow market. It is usually so with reports
that first appear on the financial news ticker and in Wall
Street papers. Of course, France is expected to buy in the
near future. Lake is entirely nominal at 27.12c., June and
July delivery. The London quotation for electrolytic is un-
changed at £136. Exports to the 2.Sth totaled 20.873 tons.

ZINC
In the past week this metal has been almost continuously

dull, and some evidence of pessimism is discerned in the sell-
ing trade. The quotation yesterday was about 17.75c., New
York, equal to 17.50c., St. Louis, for prompt shipment, while
April could be had at about 17.25c., St. Louis, and May at
16.50c., St. Louis. The trade is wondering if the production
of spelter is not being overdone, a thought which has its in-

ception in the large number of offerings which are being made.
Persons and firms never before heard of in the metal field are
said to have spelter to sell, and there can be no question but
that production has been crowded to its utmost. Again it is

pointed out that the demand from abroad may be lessened in
view of a move of the British government to help along pro-
duction in England. The plan is to subsidize companies which
smelt Australian ores. At the same time, the metal so pro-
duced will not be available for months to come. Exports from
the 1st to 2Sth, inclusive, were 1405 tons. The London quota-
tion for spot zinc was £95 on the 28th. Sheet-zinc is un-
changed at 25c., carload lots, f.o.b. mill, SCr off for cash.

LEAD
The situation continues a most interesting one. Though

domestic consumers have paid from 8 to 8.25c.. the first-named
price is nearer the actual market. Japan and Russia continue
anxious to get lead by way of Pacific shipment, but many of
the producers profess themselves unwilling to take the busi-
ness at any price. In fact it is protested on several sides that
the domestic consumer must be cared for. The A. S. & R. Co.
continues to quote 7c., New York, but this is a nominal figure.
Where it is making sales the stipulation is made that monthly
averages of its own quotations must govern. The company's
method of quoting, or rather not quoting, aroused so much
comment that an explanatory statement was issued by Ed-
ward Brush, vice-president. He stated that the A. S. & R. Co.
desires to do business in a stable manner and not along specu-
lative or temporary lines; that more than 75% of the company's
production of lead is sold on average-price contracts; that it

prefers to give preference to its regular customers, and that:
"If the price of pig lead continues to advance, it will result
in decreasing consumption and curtailing the lead industries
of the United States. It is not the opinion of this company
that this would be advisable, even if the extraordinary de-
mands of other parts of the world are such as to warrant
their paying prices for war material that are not warranted
by domestic consumption." Earlier in the statement appears
(he following: "Aside from the amount of lead produced by
our own mines, all of the lead that we produce is received
from mines with which we have contracts requiring the miner
to ship his entire production to our company, and for which
the miner is paid daily in accordance with our quoted price.
Therefore, the lead that we receive in any month is paid for
by us to the miner at our average quoted price for the month."
Other interests have shown themselves averse to selling for
export. Last week an offer equal to S.50c., St. Louis, for ex-
port by way of the Pacific Coast was declined. At the same
time 8.25c., Chicago, was paid, and for the first time in the
memoi-y of the trade, lead was shipped west from New York.
This week the market has quieted down, and it is hoped that
more normal conditions are near. Odd lots in the hands of
those who desire to realize profits are coming out. The Lon-
don quotation on March 28 for spot was £34 15s. Exports to
the 2Sth totaled 4001 tons.

TIN

Fears of a shortage of tin this month have been dissipated
by the rather large arrivals of the month, which up to the
2Sth totaled 3803 tons. There was afloat on that day 4825
tons. The market has been dull for days, except for one or
two flurries of fair inquiry for April delivery. The New York
quotation for spot yesterday was 50c. The Welsh tin-plate

manufacturers are taking little tin, and this may have re-

leased some of the recent arrivals. The American tin-plate

producers are consuming at a heavy rate.
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SOrXH Kl'RKKA MINING CO.

Th<> rt'xiilt of oi>omtloii» diirliiK llic your rmlod Ki-hnmry 29.

1S16. has Im'oh supplleil us li\ ih.- stMii'tiin mul irongiirer,

Kdwnrtl yox. im follows:

Orp tr««(pd. Ions 145.121

Kocover«»d vnlue of or» >3.9fi'l

.\vernj;e yenrly (hIIUir Iobb 0.375

VvemjH' yearly value of ore milled 4.339

.XvernKf yearly value of concentrate 68.990

.Werane yearly cost |)cr ton milled 3.0S7

Gross bullion production .$411,633

Gross concent mte production 163.G9S

Kiirnlngs from investments 1,730

Earnings from rentals, supplies, etc 2.993

Balance i>aid out in excess of receipts 2.70S

$582,762

Operating expense $44.S.oi3

Construction and e<iuipment 8,S25

Dividends paid (38c. jter share* 125.334

.Material and supplies . 57ii

$582,762

This company operates at Sutter Creek. Amador county. It

has a deep incline shaft and good SO-stamp mill and concen-

trating plant.

PHELPS. DODGE & CO.

Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Co.. Detroit Copper

Mining Co.. Moctezuma Copper Co., Burro Mountain Copper

Co., Bunker Hill Mines Co., Stag Cation Fuel Co.. Phelps-

Dodge Mercantile Company.
With an issued capital of $45,000,000 Phelps. Dodge & Co.

controls the above operating companies in Arizona. Mexico,

and New Mexico. The report covers 57 pages. The president.

.Tames Douglas, states that the records of the company for

1915 embody some interesting vicissitudes besides tbose of its

statistics.

The total production of the firm's copper companies
amounted to 140,478,003 lb. As there was no copper treated

for outside concerns on toll this shows an increase of 8,815,679

lb. from company and custom ores over the output for the

previous year. This large output was secured although the

production, which had been lowered in 1914 by reason of the

stagnation of the markets, was still curtailed for two months
of 1915, and was further affected by the strike which closed-

down the Detroit mines in September until after the close ol

the year. The Mexican troubles also repeatedly paralyzed

railroad transportation between Nacozari and Douglas, and
compelled a shut-down of the Nacozari plant for 135 days.

Including copper received from outside sources, 194,925,668

lb. was sold and delivered to buyers at an average price of

16.079c. per pound, net cash, f.o.b. New York.

Of the total quantity of copper sold and delivered during

1915. there was sold almost equal quantities to the domestic

and foreign trade.

The market during the year followed an extraordinary

course. When prices advanced, to derive the utmost benefit

from the improved market, tbe blast-furnaces at Douglas were

driven to their utmost speed, and the new reverberatory-fur-

naces smelted daily from 600 to 700 tons of ore. A large re-

serve of ore had accumulated at the smelter, which was freely

drawn upon.

The policy of the company in Mexico has been to employ as

few Americans as possible, and to educate Mexicans to take

the place of Americans when the latter could be dispensed

with The e\|ieriment vviin hUIIUiiIIx worUeil out when .liinieH

S. DoiikIiim wiih HU|)erliileii(lenl. iilid hiiM been followed l)y

.1. S. WIlllaniK, who KUeeeeded liliii. iitiil IiIh alcleH. It HceniH

(|Ulte puKKllile to ralHe a luillve eoiMiiiunlty lo a comiiieiidiihle

KlaiKturd of llvliiK, mid to oduciite ii Heleileil iniiiilii'r In moil

em methods of work.

The year paHtied without any friction at the StuK Cafton

coal mines, despite the proximity of the Colorado intneH,

which were the scene of ho much illKordiT.

The Hurro Motiiitiiln miiieH have been put lu coiiilllloii lo

produce ore, and (he mil! should start up within a moiitli

(March or Aiiril ).

It Is loo soon as yet to iiredlrt the fate of TomliHlr)np. lint

Initial work lends (he manaKemeiit to believe that prollls will

come from several other metals besides gold and silver.

During 1915 Phelps, Dodge & Co. results were as under:

Earnings $10,981,512

Less ore dei)letlon and plant depreciation 1,261,037

Net $ 9,720,475

Balance from 1914 7.617,389

Total available ; $17,337,864

Dividends paid ( 4 ) 9,000,000

Balance for 1916 $ 8,337.864

Metals on hand and In process are valued at $14,552,370.

Four dividends of 2i'/r each, an extra dividend of V/, in

March, and extra dividends of 3'/r each in .lune. September,

and December, in all aggregating ]i(y/r, were i)alil during 1915,

amountiiis; in all to $9,000,000.

The general manager, Walter Douglas, stated that the co|i-

per ore extracted from all mines amounted to 1,583,364 tons,

of which 800,600 tons was submitted to preliminary concen-

tration and 782,764 tons was smelted direct. The total amount

of copper-bearing material smelted, including ore, concen-

trates, old slag, and cement copper, was 1,129,766 tons. The

cop|)er bullion contained 29.840 oz. gold and 1,388,149 silver.

In addition, there w'ere produced and sold 30,442 tons of

lead ore and concentrates from the Cojiper Queen and Bunker

Hill mines, yielding 892,000 lb. copiier. 9.525.584 lb. lead.

267,520 oz. silver, and 1856 oz. gold.

Of the ore and concentrates smelted, 1,010,746 tons was de-

rived from the company's properties, and 113,020 tons was

purchased.

At the mines of the Copper Queen, continued and systematic

development by churn-drilling has extended the previously

discovered bodies of disseminated ores so considerably as to

assure many years' supply for a large concentrator. The cop-

per-content of this ore is above the average of similar deposits

now being profitably exploited, and the percentage of recovery,

as demonstrated by the experimental mill operated through-

out the year, is qujte satisfactory. Ore reserves in the Lime-

stone division of the mines remain approximately the same as

at the commencement of the year.

At the Burro .Mountain mines, development, confined almost

exclusively to preparing the known orebodies for extraction,

has in some cases materially extended the areas of these de-

posits. Churn-drilling has also served to discover other ore

occurrences which may be of great importance when sy.s-

tematically defined and explored. The property of the

Savanna Copper Co., comprising about 2234 acres and adjoin-

ing that of the Burro Mountain company, was purchased.

Exploratory drifts are being driven from the Niagara adit and

No. 3 shaft to prospect a deposit the existence of which was

discovered by the Savanna company some years ago.

Operations on the upper levels of the Bunker Hill Mines

Company have not as yet developed orebodies of great size or

commercial importance. The low-grade material which has

been opened in the mines has been thoroughly tested by both

cyaniding and concentrating, with inconclusive results. A

I
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profitable market now exists for the manganese ores which
occur so generally through some sections of the property, and
advantage will be taken of the present high, price for this

mineral to ship heavily of both ore and concentrate.

In the Phelps Dodge Mercantile Co. the total sales and the

net profits slightly exceeded those of 1914.

The superintendent of the Copper Queen mine, Gerald Sher-

man, reported that ex|)loration and development amounted to

68,432 ft. in the Limestone mine, and 3207 ft. in Sacramento
hill (also 42,953 ft. of churn-drilling), in addition to 9924 ft.

of special work, and 3772 ft. for develoimient of lead ore. No
new orebodies were found, but reserves were kept at the maxi-

mum quantity. These were 2,696.940 tons in the Limestone,

and 11.633,481 tons of 2.455';v copper ore in the Sacramento.

There was mined 722,344 tons of 6'/, ore, 65.9';v of the quantity

by the square-set method. Direction of scientific underground
work is in charge of the geologist. Arthur Notnian.

Forest Rutherford, in charge of the reduction-works at

Douglas, stated that 7.79 blast-furnaces treated 1,012,669 tons.

1.68 reverberatories 207,677 tons, and 5.3 converters 34,237

tons of various materials: 11.4 roasters also operated. Metal

production was 125,144,027 lb. copper, 1,388,149 oz. silver, and
2S,S40 oz. gold. The laboratory made 111.268 determinations.

Little new construction was done. The irregular shipments of

ore and concentrate from Nacozari rather interfered with

smooth operation.

The general manager, S. W. French, reviewed the Copper
Queen's results generally. There was an average of 1883 men
at the mines, 965 at the works, and 18 in the hospital depart-

ment; a total of 2S66, against 3178 in 1914. Wages were ad-

vanced in May, on the basis of the price of copper. Injured

employees received a total of $41,027. less than half of that in

1914. due to safety precautions. Nine men were pensioned,

making 25 in all under this scheme. The employees' benefit

association's income was $62,977, the company contributing

$12,500. The year left a surplus of $16,465, against $5700. An
average of 76.3% of all employees are members. In the hos-

liital department. Dr. F. E. Shine reported a deficit of $6456
on an income of $81,357. A great number of calls, examina-
tions, operations, etc.. were recorded.

At the Detroit projierty, the mine superintendent. Frank W.
McLean, reported that development advanced 14.709 ft. Work-
ing conditions were good, but the orebodies are decreasing in

size. There was one fatal accident. There was extracted

372,710 tons of 2.8296% ore. of which 361.970 tons averaged
2.694%, suitable for milling.

V. P. Hastings, in charge of the smelter at Morenci, stated

that the plant reduced 110,286 tons of ore concentrate, flux,

etc., yielding 15,333,976 lb. copper.

Development, treatment, and general were discussed by the
general manager, M. H. McLean. In the producing area of

the mine, results were very encouraging. The mill saved
73.92%. A flotation unit is now at work. There were 1307
men employed. Production was suspended in September 11.

due to the Western Federation of Miners' strike, now a matter
of history.

Affairs of the Moctezuma Copper Co.. at Nacozari. Sonora.
Mexico, are described by .1. S. Williams, .Ir., the general man-
ager. Owing to the revolution in Mexico the mill operated
only 1:55 days. During the greater part of 1915 there was no
train service between Nacozari and Douglas, so that it became
necessary at three different times to pile concentrate on the
ground. This and the subsequent loading of same into cars.
was expensive and materially increased milling costs. There
was treated 424,027 tons, assa.ving 3.412% copper, yielding
90.014 tons of 13.316% concentrate, with 83.6% recovery. In
actual running time there was 1847.1 tons treated daily.
Numerous tests were made with flotation, and a 600-ton plant
is to be erected in 1916. The Copper Queen smelter produced
23,990,286 lb. of copper, 599 oz. gold, and 331.836 oz. silver
from the concentrate, etc.

Development at the mine amounted to 7572 ft. Ore reserves
to a depth of 1200 ft. are estimated at 2,912,830 tons net in

place, and 307,142 tons broken in stopes. a decrease of over
250.000 tons. Greater depth is necessary to maintain reserves.
The Pilares, 1285 ft., and Esperanza shafts are to be equipped
with electric hoists of 2500-ft. capacity, also a steel head-frame
at the latter.

Activities of the Burro Mountain Copper Co. in 1915 were
directed mainly toward the completion of construction work
at the mine and the concentrator, preparatory to entering the
field of active production in the early months of 1916, accord-
ing to the superintendent, E. M. Sawyer. Churn-drilling re-

sulted in 20 holes being put down an average depth of 1030 ft.

each, by three machines. The extent of the ore deposit was
further proved. The experimental plant has treated 11.009
tons of ore. giving a scheme for the new 1000-ton mill. A

XACOZABI, SONORA. MEXICO.

total of 16,976 tons of ore, etc.. was produced containing
1,354,377 lb. of copper. The hospital cared for a good many
complaints. A town-site was decided on, and B. G. Goodhue,
of New York, has planned the town. The central group of
buildings will include a club-house, theatre, hotel, bank, depot,
and post-ofllce. as well as the company's general oflSce and the
Phelps Dodge Mercantile Co.'s store and warehouse. Sites
have been chosen in the neighborhood for churches, and a
school-house with ample capacity for present needs. Dwellings
are being erected for employees.
The mine superintendent, E. F. Pelton. reports that ore re-

serves are 2,555,000 tons averaging 2.53r; copper. Develop-
ment last year cost $5,352 per foot. Duplicate steel head-
frames and hoists were installed at No. 2 and 3 shafts. There
were 385 employees at the close of the year.

Re-opening the old Tombstone properties by the Bunker
Hill Mines Co. has attracted much attention, and in the re-

port of E. Grebe, the superintendent, are some interesting data.
Develoimient advanced 5049 ft. Results from prospecting in

old workings and in virgin ground give promise of a consider-
able quantity of ore, generally low grade, above water-level.
Marked improvements were made in the equipment for ore
transport from mines to mill. Production was 10.746 tons of
ore, containing 1373 oz. gold, 109,784 oz. silver, 269,303 lb. lead,
23,760 lb. copper, and 1,171,599 lb. manganese. The experi-
mental cyanide test-plant treated 5788 tons of ore, with a re-

covery of 79.9% gold, 84.5% silver, and 35.6% lead. There were
297 men employed.

The general manager of the Stag Caiion Fuel Co., at Daw-
son, New Mexico, T. H. O'Brien, reports that 1,265.674 tons of

coal was extracted. From 531,488 tons of washed coal was made
265,753 tons of coke. There were 9 fatal accidents. A good
many improvements were made.
W. H. Brophy reports that the Phelps Dodge Mercantile Co.'s

gross sales were $6,210,457, an increase of $290,234. The net
profit was 8.54%. At all the stores were 480 employees.
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BOOK REVIEW'S MINING DECISIONS

•Tiu; K1.i>TATi»N rH»K»:s.s.' CoiuplliMl 4111(1 rdltod by T. A.

Uirkard. V. SC-i. til., initex. For sulo by the Mim.nu a.m>

Si'ii:>Tl>'U' Prkss. Prlcp. $2.

The sul>J<H-t of flotation unforiunntoly hns been violently

imilntod In tho rotirts. JiulKUicnt lias l>oon siispciutoU priultiiK

thf s«>|vnratlon of the (-ontnniiniilinc Inlluonce of arid, iind

even i-juisllc n-niarks. fix>ni a riarlllod ooncepllon of the prior

i:t. Much frothy arKument bus resulted, and hindered the

• AluTlnientatlon on other ores and the probable general applica-

tion of the process. Proiu this mixture of patents, principles

and processes, Mr. T. A. RIckard has extracted and i)re8ented

to the mining fraternity. In concentrated form a clear and

comprehensive review of the present status of this Imporlunt

subject. All engineers will welcome the publication of this

comi>elent. un|)r<>judiced, suiiKestive. and helpful book on

notation. The application of the physics of liquids and gases

to the separation of metals from non-metallic substances prom-

ises to revolutionize metallurgical Industry and convert much
of our present discarded waste into commercial material.

Knowledge of the subject is still elementary, the basic prin-

ciples are but Imperfectly understood, and it is only by gen-

erous and competent discussion that progress will be made.

'The Flotation Process' is an edited compilation of a series

of articles by many engineers, giving the results, both successes

and failures, of their work. It is therefore suggestive. Care-

ful reading will obviate the duplication of failures and initiate

further exi)erimentation. The book is of practical value in that

the reader is spared other than pointed reference to the early

history of the use of oils to mineral separation. Several in-

stallations of different types are intelligently described and

clearly illustrated. Conflicting ideas and interpretations of

the principles involved necessarily exist and are presented in

such form that they enlighten the reader. The researches and

opinions of such men as Callow. Ralston, Durell, Bains, and
others always carry weight, and the discriminating student will

separate the concentrate from the froth even in books.

The lack of bias adds to the force and value of the book.

Credit is given where credit is due. to all litigants and oper-

ators. The book is refreshingly free from party feeling, such

as has characterized other writings on this subject.

This handy volume is not a text-book. It makes no claim

to finality, but it is a timely contribution to metallurgical

literature. It will supply superintendents with up-to-date

information on the theory and practice of flotation, therefore

serving a useful purpose to the mining profession.—F. H. P.

The Diesix Engine in PR.xcrirE. By .1. E. Megson and H. S.

Jones. P. 136. III., index Technical Publishing Co, San
F1-ancisco. 1916. For sale by Mining .\nd Scientific Press.

Price, $2.

This is the second book on the Diesel engine that we have
reviewed during recent months, and although there is an
interesting lot of information included, it is not worth the

price, other things being equal, with the other work. The
subject Is brought home to California engineers by notes and
photographs (not very clear) of two makes of Diesels at the

Exposition last year, and mention of the ship Siam. which
called here. The first chapter gives a brief history of the

engine. This is followed by operation of the two and four-

cycle machine, with efficiencies, heat balance, etc. Experience

with earlier installations is of interest. As fuel-oil is the

source of power in the Diesel, a chapter is devoted to it. The
effect of altitude is next discussed, as such engines do not

develop as much power as at sea-level. Practical directions

cover the operation and care of the Diesel, and its life and

reliability. The commercial situation and use in ships con-

cludes the work.

DKI-O.SIT ON MlNMLM. KkaHK-WmIN Itli oMJIAniJ

Where plaint Iff had made a drpoKlt to hiiiiii' from ilel'etid

ants a coalinlnliiK loam- on certain stlpuhiied (eriiiH, and de-

fendant lliereafler Insisted on adding oilier condltloiiH In

which plaintirfs would not agree, and no leiine was as a inaltei-

of fact ever executed, plaintiffs were entitled In recover Ihulr

ileposlt.

Raccoon Coal Co. v. Faulkner (Kentucky), ISI Soiiili

weslorn, 1106. February 2, 1U16.

OiiLea.sk—Form Not a Puk-iikvi'ikitk

An agreement between the holder of land under a eoniraet-

of-purchase and a second party, providing that tho laller hIimH

take possession of the land and develop oil thereon, reii

dering to the other a portion of the jirodncl In paymeni of lis

use. is a lease, irrespective of its form or (lie doHignatlon given

it by the iinrties.

Conilns I-. Guaranty Oil Co. (California), ir>l Paciflc. KS2.

February 5, 191G.

Acquiescence in Oii.-Wki.l DKiLLiNt;

—

Effect

Where a land-owner in writing agreed to execute an oil-

lease on certain land, and thereafter permitted the proposed

lessees and their successors in interest to operate under the

terms agreed upon for 25 years, although a lea.se was not as

a fact ever executed, a court of equity will not grant an In-

junction to restrain further drilling in tho area contemiilaled

by the original negotiations, but will deem the acts to have

been performed in accordance with some agreement.

De Hart v. Enright (New York), 157 New 'Vork Supple-

ment, 46. January 1916.

Utah Land Grants—"Known .\Iinkuai,.s
"

The Circuit Court of Appeals (Eighth Circuit) has recently

decided two important cases affecting coal lands in Utah. In

the first cases cited below it was held that the grants by Con-

gress to the State of Utah of specific lands for school pur-

poses under the Enabling Act for that State carried all min-

eral titles with it as well as non-mineral titles. In the second

case it was held that a "floating grant" made to the same

State under the Act of July 16, 1S94, did not pass title to lands

known to be coal-bearing at the date of their selection, and

that the claimants of said lands had defrauded the United

States in alleging their character as non-mineral. The rule

of the Burke case was invoked to the effect that the action of

the Secretary of the Interior is not final where it is based

upon ej- parte fraudulent and false statements of claimants.

Sweet V. United States, 228 Federal, 421.

.Milner v. United States, 228 Federal, 431.

Coal Lease—Effect of Pah-ube of Minebal

A mining lease provided that it should continue for 15

years unless the mineable coal in the land should be sooner

exhausted, that the lessee should pay a fixed royalty and, in

case the royalties did not reach a minimum sum, should pay

that sum per annum, and that the lessee should have the right

to abandon the lease at any time on account of the thinness

of the coal. The lessee opened a shaft and proceeded to ex-

tract some coal, but it soon petered out. Thereafter he used

the shaft, in accordance with permission granted in the lease,

to remove coal mined under adjoining land. Held, that the

lessee was liable only for royalties on the coal mined from

beneath the lessor's and not from the adjoining land, although

the lease was not formally forfeited for some time after the

first deposit was exhausted. A mining lease pre-supposes the

existence of mineral, and is conditioned upon its existence.

Vandalia Coal Co. v. Underwood (Indiana), 111 North-

eastern. 329. February 2, 1915.
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jA EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

T^HIS was a war to end war; now there is min-h talk

-*- of the war after the war, that is, of a trade coiiflii't

between the two groups of belligerents, in which tariffs

are to replace trenches and economic weapons are to be

used as ruthlessly as hand-grenades. Only a confirmed

optimist can foresee an abatement of the hatreds and

prejudices of today.

"PATENTS are again discussed in this issue, and in a

•*- most informing manner, by Mr. James M. Hyde,

who will be recognized as the defendant in one of the

most important litigations now pending over flotation

patents. Mr. Hyde is able to see both sides of the prob-

lem, for he has been both a patentee and an alleged

infringer of patents.

T ETTERS under 'Discussion' this week inchule a

•*-' timely notification by Mr. E. M. Hamilton, known to

our readers as an experienced metallurgist, that cinnabar

ores can be treated by flotation. Another metallurgical

friend, Mr. F^. H. Mason, contributes the very informa-

tion we wanted concerning the treatment of antimonial

gold ore in Nova Scotia. The third letter is a repl.v to

our recent criticism of the State Insurance Commission.

We are pleased to give Mr. Will J. French an opportun-

ity to reply ; and it nuist be granted that he makes a good

defence.

TITHAT the rise in .spelter has done for mining is in-

" dicated by the anniuil report of the American
Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co., which made an operating

profit of $5,293,878 in 1915 as compared with $77,692 in

1914. In the last quarter of last year the profit wa.s

$2,3-1-1,072 as against only $320,251 in the first quarter.

A working capital of $3,668,707 is retained, in conse-

quence of the great increase in the value of ore carried.

The carrying of stocks of metal and ore is today in-

creasingly burdensome to the big smelting companies
by reason of the higher price of the products and the

uncertain market.

"IVTEXT Tuesday is the tenth anniversary of the eartli-

(juake and fire that pi'oved so annoying to us and to

many others in the year 1906. That catastrophe was a

pin-prick compared with the calamity now shaking and
burning Europe. Turning to matters less portentous.

we recall that ten years ago at this time our contempor-
ary at New York celebrated its foi-tielh anniversary,

whereupon we made a kind reference to our "junior'"

on Manhattan island. This was followed by the de-

struction of our plant and library, so that since then wc
have been most careful in anything we have said about

that same useful periodical. We congratulate the Eit-

ginecritHj & Mining Journal on its semi-centenary and

wish it continued life and prosperity.

IVTAilES are easier given than withdrawn. In naming
-*- ' orebodies and shafts it is well to avoid points of the

compass and similar terms. The 'north' shaft may fit

until another is sunk farther north and a 'middle' ore-

shoot may be descriptive at one stage of development

only. We recommend the naming of the principal work-

ings and orebodies after the engineers and directors of a

company. It is a compliment and a convenience.

VVTIIEN the punitive expedition crossed the IjordiT in

l)ursuit of Villa, it was announced by the Presi-

dent that the troops would be withdrawn as soon as

their purpose was accomplished, but no provision ha.s

been, or can be, made for contingencies arising from a

failure to capture Villa. On that now hinges tlie next

chapter of the Mexican melodrama. Villa is drawing

the American troops farther and farther from their

ba.se, Carranza refuses to sanction the use of the rail-

ways for military purposes, a long line of communication

has to be maintained and guarded, that line is subject

to attack from bands of brigands or patriots—the dis-

tinction is unimportant—and such attack wouhl lead to

reprisals. In short, the Mexican question is still sitting

on a powder magazine smoking an explosive cigar.

/^NTARIO soon will be producing more gold than sil-

^-^ ver. In 1915 the silver output, mostly from the

Cobalt district, was worth $12,200,000; in the same
period gold was produced, chiefly from Porcupine, to

the value of $8,386,956. The HoUinger is now one of the

great gold mines of the continent : last year it yielded

$3,000,000, of which $1,560,000 was paid in dividends,

which represents 52% on the capital of the company.
The Dome has improved in a gratifying manner, so that

a largely increased production is a.ssured. In the Kirk-

land Lake district, which was wildly boosted three years

ago, the real work of development has been rewarded,

so that, among others, the Tough-Oakes mine has be-

come a sound enterprise. Altogether this province of

Canada is proving itself a splendid mining region, for

10 the precious metals must be added nickel mining at

Sudbury, responsible for an annual output of $10,000,-

000 in nickel and copper.

T ACK of shipping i& going to prove an incirasing
'-^ check to international trade, for the »ise of vessels

for transporting milifarv men and materials, more than

llie actual destiiK'tion of shipping, has diverted a great
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many m-oiui fn-ifflitcrs Inim tin- truiic-roiiii-s. Knifs td

Mritisli |)ort.s «rc imw ten tiiiu-s wlint tlu-y wen- Ix-rdic

tilt' War. and tmr Depart iiient of ("oniiinMcc has liiruns

showing that ships have carried in one over sea voyafie

inon> tlian tlieir hnllvaliie in l!M4. Sinee then tlie in

orement haa Ikhmi frtX) to tiW; . Lloyd's list given 2 1!':!

sliips. n>pn>sentinp .!,774..n!) tons, as detained, eaptured.

ttr destn\ved l>y hellip'n>nls up to January 22. l'"ully

4.000.001) tons of .sliippin^ has heen n'(|uisilioiu'd liy the

Allies, while n.OlXI.OOO tons of Austn>-tiernian shipping'

is held at home ports. In .sliort. one iialf of the total

world's tonna|;e is no longer available for the purpnsis

uf normal traiie.

/^I'R eont<?mpomry PnuticaJ Enginur lirings forward
^-^ a suggestion for a new system of mea.siuvmenl. Tlic

dei'imal system is Imsed on tiie digital eounting of humiin
childhood, while the metre represents a division of n

quadrant of the earth's surface, ju.sl as the yard was the

measure of human n-ach. Hoth of these are arbitrary

units: one is represented by a metal bar in Paris ami
the ofJier by a metal bar in London. Neitiier has a

scientific basis. Therefore our contemporary ofTers 5

feet or 60 inches as a convenient unit. It is equal to

1.524 meti-es. or 152.4 centimetres, and is divisil)le l)y

2. 3. and 4, while the length in inches is divisible by 2. H.

4. 5. and 10. It is suggested that this new unit or hk

should be adopted liy the Pan-American countnes. tin-

subdivisions to be selected by a scientific committee
chosen by the Pan-American Union. We submit the

idea to our readers as something worthy of their con

sideration.

Tj^E publish a timely article on tlie geology of the" Cottonwoods, that is. the Big and Little Cotton-
wood districts, in Utab. by Mr. L. O. Howard, our regu-

lar corre.spondent at Salt Lake City. How much such

information is in demand by mining operators is indi-

cated by the petition being prepared for transmission to

Wasliington asking that tlie f^eologieal Survey render
available forthwith all the information collected con-

cerning this interesting mining region. The relative im-
portane(> of the subject can be infei-red from the fact

that during 1915 there were 55 companies at work in

the two districts, producing 27.309 tons of ore, valued
at .$605,336. and employing 519 miners. Tiiese figures

are not particularly imposing, for the operations are
mostly on a small scale on young and promising mines.

So far the speculative interest excited by the work in

progress has been disproportionately big, for out of

16.867,514 shares traded on the Salt Lake Stock Ex-
change, no less than 6.707.481 represented properties in

the Cottonwood and American Fork districts. Evi-

dently there is public interest in this part of Utah, and
that .iustifies the request for scientific information from
the Survey. It will be noted that Mr. Howard expresses

a poor opinion of the reconnaissance sui-vey, made by
Mes-srs. Butler and LoughUn in 1912. and published in

BuUetiu 620-1 of the Survey. This work was done
hastily, and without much good fortune, but it seems

to us that the peo]>le of any mining district KliniiM imt

lie loo severely crilieid of .such tentative work, other

wise the Survey will l.c juslilied in withiiolding such

preliminary infonnalion for belated confirnuition. linw

ever, a little i-ritieism will do no hiii-iii : il will IcN.seii I he

self-eimiplaeeney of the ollieiiil gc.ilogJNl and Ntiniidale

the ."survey to better elTorl

.

IIJ'KHCI ii'lAI. IS ,1 wonl 1(1 (Icsirilie the market for
*• (|uieksilver. It goes up and down with slight

changes in the temperature of Kpecniation, .\\'\<t reiieh-

ing the extraordinary ])riee of $300 ](er llasU, il has

dropi)ed to .$1G0 and dealings have become a mailer of

private negotiation. The market is in the hands of a

few and for tlial rea.son has been juiylliiiig but repre-

sentative, as explained at length in our issue of April

10. 1915. Lately the demand for mercury to make ful-

minate or mine-contacts, ana'sMietics or lighthouse niir-

roi-s. things maleficent or beneficent, as tlie ens); nuiy be,

has abated. The market is sensitive. A ship arrives nt

New York willi 41)0 fla.sks and dealers are intimidated.

The mines of New Almaden are said to threaten a sud-

den supply—several thousand flasks—from the disnum-

tling of old furnaces, and so forth. But the clean-up of

dumps and remnants of various sorts has been in prog-

ress for two years at New Almaden. so that the threat

may be discounted. The shipment from Italy was sent

to the Du Pont works, at Wilmington, to be manufac-

tured into fulminate and then to br' relurned to Ital.v,

.iust as another consignment from England was sent

across the Atlantic, to the same manufacturer, also to be

returned as an explosive. Speculators have been scared,

but those who are mining cinnabar need not fear the

lack of a good market so long as the War lasts.

T> .\ l.\"l-'.\LL at Globe, Arizona, is only 17 implies ]iit

-'-' aiuuim. most of it coming in the months of July

and August. This district is typical of the arid moun-

tainous region in the South-west. Yet the Old Dominon
mine at CJlobe is one of the wettest mines in the country.

During the first half of last year, the pumps handled

1.624.740.000 gallons of water, while in March alone

over 407,000,000 gallons was pumped, an average for

that month of 13,000,000 gallons per day or 9000 gallons

per minute. As our readers are aware, the amount of

water that it is neces-sary to pump from a mine bears

little relation to the rainfall or sea.sonal precipitation at

surface. In some of the Lake Superior copper mines,

for instance, in a region of plentiful rain and snow, the

workings are unpleasantly dusty from lack of moisture

in the lodes. In the long submarine slopes of the Nova
Scotia Steel & Coal Company's iron mine, at Wabana,

Newfoundland, only an insignificant amount of water is

detectable, despite the weight of the . Atlantic Ocean

overhead. As is suggested by Mr. P. C Beckett, the

general manager for the Old Dominion Copper Jlining

& Smelting Company, in a paper prepared for the Ari-

zona meeting of the American Institute of Mining En-

gineers, the topography and .structural geology of a dis-

trict play an important part in determining the flow of
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water in a mine. At the Old Dominion, the Madera

dioritc, penetrated by one shaft and capping the main

workings, resembles a decomposed granite in ciiimbli-

ness, being "intensely porous." The dacite flow under-

lying this rock is not. at first sight, particularly porous,

"but once fractures in the dacite allow the downward

seepage of water from the diorite above, the formation

loses all pretense of firmness, absorbs water like a sponge,

and becomes sandy, crumbly, and difficult to hold." It

is interesting to note that the Calumet & Arizona Mining

Company at Bisbee, where similar arid conditions ob-

tain, ordinarily pumps over 1,500.000.000 gallons of

water per annum from its Junction shaft. We have

known of companies planning shaft-sinking equipment

which provided plentiful pumjis and boilers to handle

the immense amount of water that was anticipated, only

to be pleasantly surprised by finding almost none. The

reverse case, where shafts have been inundated be-

cause of lack of preparation, is not unknown. Obviously

an investigation of local geologic conditions is a good

precaution before plainiing any large work of under-

ground development.

Korean Mining Ordinance

Recently we commented on tlie regulations governing,

and restricting, mining by foreigners in China. Now
we have before us a cop.y of the mining laws promul-

gated on December 24 last, and to be enacted on April 1,

by the Japanese government in Korea. Evidently the

new regulations are intended to lie enforced as soon as it

is apparent that the British and American governments

will interpose no serious objection. After the Japanese

armies had over-run Korea during the war with Russia,

a pledge was given to withdraw in due course and a

promise was tendered, at the instance of John Hay. rep-

resenting the United States, that equal rights would be

given to other nationals; in short, the policy of the 'open

door' was recognized by Japan, meaning thereby that

commercial opportunities in Korea would be rendered

available to all nations on equal terms. Precisely the

same understanding was reached with the British gov-

ei'nment, which in its treaty with Japan obtained recog-

nition of "the principle of equal opportunities" as was

duly recorded in a Japanese official publication in 1907.

Just now, of course, the British government is too busy

to bother about any commercial question ^\ith Japan,

and the government at Washington is also somewhat

pre-oceupied, thanks to Villa and the submarines, so

that not improbably sundry foreign secretaries will wake
up one fine morning to discover that the 'open door' to

mining in Korea has been bolted. It is true, the new
regulations provide that those desirous of exploiting

mines in Korea must incorporate a company under the

laws of Japan, and this, it may be said, places every-

body on an equal footing. But the Japanese authorities

are well aware that British or American capital is un-

likely to be placed in Japanese companies operating

under such conditions, of attitude and discretion, as are

outlined in this mining ordinance. For instance, the

authorities can compel the employment or discharge of

any "technical superintendent" they specify; they can

demand that details of every plan for working a mine

be filed in advance and become subject to alteration by

the Governor General; the qualifications and duties of

mine superintendents are to be regulated by the same

official and he may examine the entire correspondence

of any company. Many of the 64 clauses in the regula-

tions are of such a restrictive nature as to deprive com-

panies of all initiative and power of action in develop-

ing their mines. In case of two applications for a given

property reaching the mining department on the same

day, the Governor General is to issue the permit to

whichever applicant he prefers. This would enable a

clerk or other person in the office at Seoul to inform his

friends that a foreigner experienced in mining had en-

tered an application, giving particulars so that a second

application could be filed on the same day. Under such

conditions the foreigner would find it difficult to prove

collusion or to obtain redress. The royalty to be paid by

the holders of mining rights is 1% of the total value of

the mineral output, together with a ground-rent of 25

cents per acre, to be paid in advance, annually. These

exactions are not unreasonable, but "the total value" is

to be decided by the Governor General, and any evasion

or attempt to evade the royalties or ground-rent is pun-

ishable by a fine equal to three times the amount of the

taxes involved.

If we compare these regulations with those in force in

Australia, where the warden of a mining district is given

discretionary powers in the administration of the leas-

ing system, under which claims are worked there, and if

we consider our own mining laws as they would appear

to the detached view of a Japanese operator, we must

concede that the terms of this ordinance are not without

precedent. We in California have a 'blue sky' law

whereby the Commissioner of Corporations can exercise

a paternal restraint on speculation at least comparable

Avith that of the Governor General in Korea. But neither

here nor in Australia is any official allowed such powers

of interference as will be granted to him in Korea under

this ordinance. Obviously the effect of the regulations

will depend more on the manner in which they are ad-

ministered than upon the rules themselves; conditions

can be made comfortable or impossible according as the

local government chooses. This introduces a factor of

uncertainty highly prejudicial to foreign enterprise.

Evidently the mining law enables the Japanese officials

in Korea either to shut oiit the further participation of

foreign capital in mining exploitation or to permit of it

under conditions agreeable to themselves.

And yet one point more needs to be mentioned. Our

readers, having a sense of humor, will appreciate the

position of an editor in California criticizing any action

(if the Japanese calculated to exclude American enter-

prise from Japanese territory, which Korea has become

by a process of benevolent assimilation not unknown in

the history of European expansion, in Asia, for example.

The people of California, by its legislature, set out to

prevent the holding of real property in this State by
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JupniK's*' iiuliviiliials or liy .lapiiiie.so-coiit rolled corpora-

tions. Tlif (^ivcriiiiu'iit ill Kon>a has not puif i|iiitc so

far. Wo wouKi Ih» liumlit-appi'd in our pr»>t08t if Japan

liad not hnikfii lM>tli liic spirit ami tl»> Icltir of a i-on-

Irai't with tlio I'liitcil States aiul of a .similar coiitrat't

witli ttrvat Hritain. On tJio basis of llioso rontrarts we

aro jiistitied in ileinurriii); to an onliiianee tiiat appears

ineiuit to exelmle fiirtlier foreij»n parti<-ipation in Korean

mining ontorprise.

The Way of the Reformer

We have been favored with a I'opy of the eorrespond-

eiiee between a mining ongiinvr in I'tah and the .secre-

tary of the American Alining Congress. This exciiangc

of iileas. developing into a friendly controversy, ]>resents

s<'veral features that aiv of general interest. In tiie first

place Mr. Engineer demurs to the inclusion in a com-

mittee of any persons either not connected with ininiiig

or of those kumvn to be identified with disreputable

phases of that business. He objects to making mining

operations a mere exeus<> for share-tlcaling of an irre-

sponsible kind. lie refuses to identify prosperity with a

swarm of wild-cats. He is all for scraping the barnacles

off the good ship of which he eonsidei-s himself a re-

sponsible officer. He would jettison the lawyers, brokers,

promoters, and others that exploit, not mines, but men.

Finally, he pours the vials of his sconi on a circular that

describes mining "as safe as the manufacture of boots

and shoes, when skill and capital are applied to its op-

eration." All of this strikes a syniiiathctic chord, com-

pelling us to sit back and applaud this Don Quixote of

the salt marslies. Then comes the courteous reply of the

Secretary, beginning with the disjirming stafciiieiit that

a particularly objectionable individual, mentioned by

ilr. Engineer, had been refused membership. Don
Qui.xote is told that be ought to join the army of reform

instead of tilting at wind-mills; he is assured that the

Mining Congress is endeavoring to check just the kind

of fraudulent mining of which complaint is made ; and

he is informed that any effective campaign lias been hin-

dered by lack of fuiancial support from Mr. Engineer

and his top-lofty friends. As to the creation of a bureau

empowered to scrutinize prospectuses and the like, ilr.

Secretary is of the opinion that there are already too

many "holier than thou" organizations willing to criti-

cize but unwilling to take action in bringing punishment

to "those who prey upon the public." Whereupon Mr.

Engineer answers less truculently, but he jibes at some

of the members of a local committee of the Congress and

suggests that "to have such people posing as guardians

of the public weal is a pathetic joke." As to financial

support, he shies at the suggestion and contents himself

Avith a hint that the operations of the Congress do not

appeal to a business man. He jumps on the 'manufac-

turing' idea of mining and enjoys himself while he

lashes at a pathetic fallacy. Here he gets 3Ir. Secretary

in a tight corner and tells him a few home truths in re-

gard to the sport of mineral exploration and the essen-

tial risk of mining. The money put into mining is usu-

ally the surplus of the weallliy. to whom the idea of

safety iloes not appi-al in ei|ual degree to (hat of luck,

h't'olii the moral altitude reached iiy way nl' liie KUperior

insight thus outlined, .Mr. ICiigiiiecr pincci'ds lo tell Mr
Secretary what lie might to do: le ori^aiii/i'. decrease the

local ciiiiiicil to a small iiiiiiilHr nf ( 'hi.vs .\ pcrsoiLs, \\\[it

shall ini|iiire into local niiiiiiig llotalions and expose

thi'Mi, when fraiidulcnt ; the CongrcKN to publish the re-

ports rroiii its locid coiiiicils, and sell this n nl I'oi' .tli>

jicr aiiiiuni; Mr. lOnginecr will siiliNciilic and gel ten

others to do so. ,\s to libel suits, they will be few, and

of those only a rare one will cipinc lo lri;il. 1 1 iiiiisl lie

confe.s.seil that Mr. Secretary is given a stilV ilose, Inil he

lakes it like a hero. His reply provi'S him a diplomat.

Expressing api)reciation of Mr. Kngiiiecr's Kuggestioiis.

he retorts politely that the Mining Congress has siifTcrcd

from the fact that men like Mr. I'lnginccr. with ilclinitc

ideas .iml the courage of their ciun i^i ions, have liilij

aloof liecaiise ,sf)me others of its iiicuilirrs ilid not rcai'h

their standard. To be effective in iiitlucni-iiig legislation

the Congress must have a larger iiiciiilni-ship than would

be |>ossil)lc under the exclusive ideas of Mr. Hiigiiieer.

The control is now in the hands of the kind of men ap-

|irovc(i liy the al'orcsaiil critic and the prcsenl slanding

of the organization testitics to this fact ; so .says the Sec-

retary. After tjiat the corn'sponilcncc fades into amialiie

commonplace. \Vc have given the outlines of the more

intensive proportions of it because it ex|)rcs.srs jjoiiits of

view often heard around the camp-fire, the hotel lounge,

and the iluli bar. It exhibits the difificulties to he en

countered by the reformer. The chief of these is the

obtaining of financial support without loss of character.

Needless to state we are sa.ying all o)' this on our own

initiative. If we liad the say for a few minutes wc

would give the Mining Congress an income on which it

could proceed to enlighten legislatures, prosecute fakers,

and educate the public. The only trouble woiihl be

that a number of other organizations would make life

miserable for us with claims for similar .support. .Joking

apart, the first need of thi- Alining Congress is regular

financial support. It has done good work in getting us

the Bureau of Mines and it has undoubtedly stimulated

the Post-Olflce autliorities in checking the use of the

mails for fraudulent purposes. Other good work could

be instanced ; for example, as regards the mining law and

forest reservation. If some measure of financial contri-

bution could be forthcoming from the industry at large.

as, for instance, by a regular donation from all the divi-

dend-paj'ing mining companies, each contributing a rela-

tively small amount, it would be practicable to lift the

Congress into a position of greater usefulness. There is

need for some such organization. Superior as the en-

gineering societies are in many ways, they are inferior

as reflectors of the public at large ; they are essentially

professional: and the business of raining is more than

that. In its varied phases it is an art. a profes.sion. a

business, and a trade; yet in the end the artificer, the

professional, the business man, and the trader alike de-

pend on public support, and to get that mining must be

legitimate and productive.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are inviled to use this department for the discussion of technical and other matters per-

taining to mininii and metallurgy. The Editor welco^nes the expression of views contrary to his own, be-

liet'ing that careful crilicism is more valuable (lian casual compliment.

Flotation for Cinnabar
Tlie Editor

:

Sir—In view of the present high pric^e of mercury

and the frequent references to mercury ore in your

columns it may interest your readers to know that cin-

nabar can be treated very successfully by flotation. The

difficulty in treating this ore by mechanical concentra-

tion seems to be that with coarse crushing the large par-

ticles of cinnabar are for some reason thrown or floated

into the gangue, although a good saving is made on the

tine material, while if the whole ore is crushed fine be-

fore tabling, some of the mineral is reduced too fine to

be held on the table and goes off in suspension with the

tailing.

By i-ni.sliiug the ore to pass 60-mesh we have suc-

ceeded in obtaining very high recoveries by flotation,

both with the Minerals Separation type of machine and

also with the Callow. For instance : a sample of Cali-

fornian ore assaying 0.1% mercury, crushed to pass 60-

iiiesli and floated, gave a tailing of 0.01% as reported

hy one assayer, and zero as reported by another, showing

90% and 100% extraction, respectively. The amount

of concentrate recovered was 2.17%. of the original

weight and assayed 4.15% mercury, but as a high-grade

product was not required, no Httcinpt was made to raise

the value above this point.

A sample from another district in the .same State

assayed 0.3% mercury, and when crushed to pass 60-

iiiesh and floated, gave a concentrate assaying 26.8%

mercurj' in 1.12% of the original bulk with a tailing ot'

0.03%. showing a recovery of 90.95% of the content.

A sample from a third district assaying 0.92% had

to be crushed to pass 80-mesh to o])tain the best results.

This yielded a concentrate containing 18% mercury in

4.78% of the original bulk, with a tailing of 0.06%,

giving an extraction of 93.7%.

E. M. irA.MU.TON.

San Francisco, April 4.

Mine Accident Insurance
Tile Editor:

Sir—The editorial in your is.sue of April 1 on tliis

subject d'eserves a reply. T a.skcd tin- manager of the

State f'ompensation Insuraiifo Fund. Mr. C. W. Fellows,

to write me a memorandum. This is his reply:

"It is said that the State has upheld excessive rates

for compensation in.surance covering mines. The facts

are dearly not in acc(u-d witli this statement. The Woi'k-

men's Compensation Service Bureau of New York estab-

lished a rate of $7.86 for mines in California and in 1914

this rate was followed by practically all the corporate

companies. In the latter part of that year the State

Compensation Insurance Fund withdrew its co-operation

with the Bureau on mining rates and, after an exhaus-

tive study of statistics, found that the pure premium
cost, with necessary loading for expense and catastrophe,

showed a necessary rate of 5%. Wlien this rate was

quoted by the Fund, the Bureau followed by meeting

the figure. Some of the corporate companies, however,

refused to take the business at that rate, but one well-

known insurance company and the Commonwealth
Bonding & Casualty Insurance Company of Texas made
a strenuous bid for the business. The "well-known in-

surance company" finally took most of it at a rate of

.$3.25. Some risks were written at even less rate by the

Commonwealth. The result of this reckless underwrit-

ing is indicated by subsecjuent events. The Conniion-

wealth failed miserably, leaving thousands of dollars of

unpaid liabilities and many employers and employees

unprotected. The recent examination of the "well-

known insurance company" b.v the California Insurance

Department (not the Industrial Accident Commission)

showed that the company's losses and expenses, based

upon the estimates of its own experts as to unpaid claims,

amounted to 117% of its premiums. In other words, it

has paid or must pay $1.17 for each dollar collected.

That experience covers its entire compensation under-

writing, and as the mining business was written at a

greater cut than other lines, it is safe to a.ssume that its

experience on mining business will show a much greater

loss ratio than its average on all classifications. Is it

reasonable to assume that the two companies are 'per-

fectly solvent and reliable'?

"These two very apparent results of rate-cutting,

which are inimical to the interest of the public, are suf-

ficient .iustifieation for the Uniform Rating Statute.

This statute merely vests in the State the right to .iudge

from actual statistics the adequacy or inadecpiacy of

rates foi- the protection of tlie public against insolvency

of insurance carriers. The statement that rates are

iiigher because of State supervision is not liorne out b.v

history. Had the State not entered the field, the mining

interests would be pa.ving much more (as in 1914) for

this insurance than at present. This is demonstrated

by the fight wliicli has recently been waged by the Work-

men's Compensation Service Bureau to secure the ap-

proval of the Insurance Commissioner to a material in-
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cirii.sc 111 nulling' rale, llu' Hurcau insisting tliat tlir

lo.Tf) rate is iiiaiioquato. Hecanst- tlio State t'limptiisa

tiou Insunuieo Fund has tlio only rclialilo slntiNliinl

data oil the subjeot. it has Ik^cii al>io to keep tlic aiipn)vcil

rat*.' to $it.~iK as against a rati- of $7.71 sii>rt;.st»"tl hy tin'

Hiiroau.

"The Stat«? Couiponsntion liisuraiue Kuiul opciatis

on till' priiu'iple that it must folioi-t a pivinium whiili

will luei't all eoiitiiiftenoios, but as its oxpi-nsos aif less

than otht>r carriers, it lias boon able to roturn sulislnii

tial rofunds to polioy-hoKloi-s.

"

In the foregoing stateinont Jlr. Follows has oloarly

outlined the situation from an insuranoo man's point of

view. I am espooially intorostod in the disoussion lu-

canse of the "good-will and eo-oporation that seonis

assured between the mine operators and the Accident

Commission." to quote yo\ir oditori.-il. This co-operation

is exemplitied in the friendly spirit shown toward the

work of the Commission's Safety Department. One

important factor in reducing insurance rates is the pre-

vention of injuries in the mining industry of Califoi-iiia.

Insurance rates are basi'd on the hazard of the occupa-

tion and the Industrial Accident Connnission is sure

that the 'Safety First' agitation will prove successful.

One noteworthy indication of this is that in 1014 there

were 66 deaths in mining operations in California, and

in 1915 there were 60 deaths.

The rates quoted by the State Insurance Commissioner

are oidy tentative rates. If a fuller experience shows

that a larger premium was received than was necessary,

the State Compensation Insurance Fund will return the

excess to mine operators wlio insure with the Fund, .just

as has been done with other employers since January 1.

1914. Other insurance carriers can also refund excess

premiums, if their financial condition, in the judgment

of the State Insurance Commissioner, warrants the

course. This plan provides for mine operators paying

the actual cost of their insurance and no objection can

be raised to this plan. The solvency of insurance car-

riers is so important that employers and employees

should join bands with the State autliorities in an at-

tempt to prevent the distressing experiences that have

followed the failure of the Commonwealth Bonding &
Casualty Insurance Company.

"Will J. French,

San Francisco. April 6. Commissioner.

Antimony Gold Ore

The Editor:

Sir—Kelative to your foot-note to Mr. Wm. Seward

Mann's letter on the 'Treatment of Antimony Gold

Ore.' which appeared in your issue of March 25, the

difficulty in treating West Gore antimony-gold ore was

not the removal of the caustic soda, prior to eyaniding.

but that, in parts of the mine, the ore carries a large

proportion of metallic antimony, which is not soluble in

caustic soda, and which, remaining in the pulp, formed

a precipitant for any gold that the subsequent treat-

iiionl Willi ryanido diK-solvi'd. iiinl thus pii'voiiliMl its it

movid from the pulp.

The process, which was devlKcd iiy Mr. J. S. Mao-

.\rlhiir, is one of Ihoso oxcoodin^'ly inti'roKting ones in

whidi tlio rcMgi'iils nsod arc rclialiililalod, and, it would

.scciii. .should work liolh econoniioally and well mi an ore

free from metallic antimony. The fdlldwing was llic

method Mr. Mai'.\rtliur \mcd : The piilvcri/c<l ore was

leached with a 2'J't .solution of cmiKtio sodn imlil tlir niiI

pliidc of antimony wa.s removed, thus:

Na.CO, -f Ca(^ I 1I,0 r^ 2\al!() -f CaCO

Carbon di-oxide roiinnl by llir luiriiiiig of liiinstdiio.

was pa.s,sod through the antiiii(iiii;il Miliition. |>rici|iiljit-

ing the metal as sulphide, thus:

Na.Sl.S, -f Na.SbO, -f 3C0., -- Sb,S„ + 3NajC0,,

The solution wa.s removed froiii lln' aiilimony snlphido

by decanlalion and filtration, and <'iiiiV('rti'(l into sodiiiiii

hydrate, ready for use iigain, by caustic lime:

Na.,CO., + CaO + ILO = 2NaII() + CaCO,

LiiiH'stiinc is generally too cheap a commodity t(j nuiki-

it worth while carrying the rcliabilitiition further, lint,

if necessity should arise, the caustic soda can be decanted

from the carbonate of lime, aiiil the hiltir Inirned, giving

CO. to precipitate more antimony sulpliide and CaO to

re-vivify the carbonate of soda formed.

Sulphide of soda was also tried on West Gore ore, and,

with ])rotracted contact, was found to dissolve metallir-

antimony, by first coating the particles of metal with sul-

phide, which, in turn, was dis-solved in excess of the re-

agent. Unfortunately, however, the sulphide also dis-

solved a marked quantity of gold—about 20%— so the

use of it had to be abandoned.

I notice from the annual report of the Department of

Public Works and Mines for Nova Scotia that the West

Gore mine, after being closed for a number of years, was

re-opened in October, 1914, and last year from 10,782

tons of ore, produced 78:^ tons of concentrate, which con-

tained 1698 ounces of gold.

F. H. Mason.

Panama California International Exposition,

San Diego, Cal.. April 1.

Xevad.\. with a population of 100,000, had a mineral

production in 1915 of over .$35,000,000. Its area is

110,700 square miles, which is nearly twice that of Wis-

consin, but the population of the entire Stdte is less than

that of Salt Lake City, Tacoma, or San Antonio. Ne-

vada's population of less than one person per scpiare

mile is the smallest of any Sfate in the country, com-

paring with 18 per square mile in California. 50 per

square mile in Michigan, and 500 per square mile in

Rhode Island. Nevada's production of copper for 1915

rose in value to that of its gold production, each being

slightly under $12,000,000, while its production of silver

was valued at $8,000,000. Nevada ranks with ilontana

as the premier silver-producing State. The output of

zinc increased rapidly in 1915, particularly in the Yel-

low Pine district and at Pioche.
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By 3aaa.9s M. SySe

IN
order to promote the invention and adoption of such

improvements as are necessary to the best develop-

ment of the industrial arts, our Government early

adopted the policy of granting monopolies to the use of

such improvements to inventors for a period of

yeai-s. This policy is based upon the assumption that

the possible possession of such a monopoly of the profit

to be gained from the exploitation of an invention will

act as a stimulus to those who have inventive capacitj',

inspiring them to devote their time and resources to

devising and perfecting improvements in apparatus and

processes valuable in the arts and sciences, and causing

them to make public the details of their inventions so

that when the patent expires the public may have full

knowledge of the invention and may therefore be able to

make use of the same; and that the possession of the

temporary monopoly will make it possible for the in-

ventor, either by his own efforts or by the efforts of

others, to reap such profit from his invention as to war-

rant the expenditure of the time and money necessary

to foster the general adoption of the invention.

As our system now works out, a patent does not, in

fact, establish its possessor in a monopoly of his inven-

tion. One of our greatest inventors, Tliomas A. Edison,

is credited with the statement that "a United States

patent is nothing more than an introduetiou to the high-

est courts of the land," and anyone who has been intro-

duced into that exclusive society realizes tlie expense

which such an introduction entails.

The present position as regards patents is, in brief,

about as follows : When one has devised some method or

apparatus that he conceives to be new and of such pos-

.sible value as to wan-ant obtaining a patent upon the

same, he obtains the sei-vices of a patent attorney to

assist him in the proper filing of his papers and the pre-

sentation of his case before the United States Patent

Office. For some time pa.st, the standard cost of obtain-

ing a patent has been .$75. Of this amount $35 must be

paid to the Patent Office in fees and $40 is paid to the

patent attorney for his services. The ease with which

jiatents may be obtained is indicated bj' the meagerness

of the patent attorney's fee, and by the further fact tliat

many firms of attorneys guarantee either to obtain a

patent or to make no charge for their services. They
are entirely safe in doing this, as it is practically always

pos.sible to make some modification of an idea, deviating

in some slight degree from that which has been done in

the past, so that it will be patentable, even though it may
be of no value. The patent obtained may not in any
way cover the apparatus or process that will actually })e

used or marketed by the alleged inventor, but he never-

theless may obtain a patent or series of patents upon

which to base claims of patent rights and give liim so-

called 'talking points.'

When the inventor has obtained a patent he has no

means of preventing the infringement of it, except by

suing the alleged infringer in a U. S. District Court.

Likewi,se, the individual who believes that a patent is

invalid and wishes to challenge its validity has no means
of doing so except by infringing the patent and pennit-

tiug himself to be sued for infringement. If the trial of

the issue in the District Court were finally to settle the

question of the validity of the patent, the system that is

now in use would not be so onerous; l)ut, unless the par-

ties to the suit compromise the issue after the case is

decided by the District Court, the case is almost certain

to be appealed to a United States Circuit of Appeals, if

rights of great value are involved. If the decision of

the Circuit Court of Appeals does not lead the litigants

to come to an agreement, the defeated side will usually

apply for a re-hearing of the case, and if that be denied

will appeal to the United States Supreme Court, which

fortunately rarely entertains such issues unless a new
suit for an infringement has been brought in a different

District Court, and appealed to a different Circuit Court

of Appeals which has granted a different decision from

the Circuit Court of Appeals that first passed upon the

case.

There is no one court in which patent cases are heard

and which finally passes upon and disposes of them.

Infringement suits may be filed in any of the Federal

District Courts in the United States, and a patent in-

volving valuable rights is generally made the basis of

suits in at least two District Courts and two Circuit

Courts of Appeals if one or the other of the litigants is

particularly litigious.

Because of the use of high-priced attorneys and expert

witnesses on each side, the compilation of elaborate

printed records and briefs, the adroit handling of the

technicalities of the law, and the necessity of finding a

date for the hearings upon the ealendai-s of courts

crowded with other matters, the decision as to whether
an alleged invention is really patentable may be made
to consume years of time and involve enormous expense.

Such a system defeats the very purpose of the patent

law, which is to foster the rapid development of in-

dustry. No adverse criticism of our courts is intended

by tliis statement. The courts do the best they can with

a situation of wliich they are in no sense the creators.

The Patent Office was instituted to determine whetlier

er not alleged inventions are entitled to governmental

l)rotection, and to issue patents to tho.se who are entitled

to the same. It should be the duty of the Patent Office,.

ami the Patent Office alone, to pass upon the patent-
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iiliilitN III' allc);<'>l iiivi-ii(iiii». Tin- I'ati-til i Mlii'c in nut

now Ml i-oiistitiitcti iuul ciiipowcri'ii tlint it cnii |ir(i|>i-rl.\

l"rrl"iiriii lliis. it.s tiiily pnipiT. functioii. The cliiiiit^f.s in

Its oi-);tuiiuit-ioii tliat must l>c iiwiilc to fiiaMi' it to pcr

t'onn its trtio ftiiietioii fully must hf ciiactcil into law

liv t'oiipn'ss. ami will Iw so ciiartfil l»y Congress only

wlicn that lioily is pn-snaili'il that liu' inliTi'sts ol' tlir

country lU-mtuui it.

Anions till' I'hanjTi's that have Ih'cii proposed liy tluise

who realize thai our present system, instead of l"osterin^:

"tlif development of industry, plaeos nlinost iiLsurmount-

nlile ohstaeles in the way of the development of industry,

the e.Ntiviuc pniposal upon one side is that the search

iimde by the Patent Office shall ho so thorou(;h and com

ph'te that a pjiti-iit when granted shall in it.self ln' i>riiiia

fiicit, ineontrovertible ovideiiee of the right of the pat-

entee to the monopoly alle^d to be granted by the pat-

ent. This pnij'o.sjil luitiirally is ])opiilar with many in-

ventors, with certain memhers of Congress, and with

certain other individuals who have little real knowledge

of the difficulties eneountennl in the just administration

of a patent system. The alternative extreme view is

that the Patent Office should combine the functions of a

bureau of records, in which the inventor may record

what he conceives to be the essence and extent of his in-

vention and the date upon which his invention has been

made, and an office that shall finally grant a patent only

after the patent has been pa&sed upon by the Courts,

before which the patentee defending his patent and an

interested party contending against the granting of the

patent shall have fought out the issue. This proposal is

based upon the assumption, which is undoubtedly true,

that such an investigation as will determine whether or

not an alleged new invention is really novel, the inven-

tion of the alleged inventor, and properly entitled to the

pi-otection of a patent, can be made only when a contest

takes place in which the patentability of the invention

is defended and attacked by contending parties having

much at stake. The unchallengeability of this as.sump-

tion should not be taken to mean that no patent is to be

granted until the full gamut of the Federal Courts has

been run, as is now necessary. Tt is natural that this

solution of the pmbli-m has been lirought frirward by a

patent attorney.

The first of the.se two propositions, that is, that the

Patent Office should grant a patent which when once

granted shall be unassailable, is untenable because it is

absolutely impos-sible that any investigation depending

upon a search in printed records alone, and more par-

ticularly in the records of the United States and other

Patent Offices, can ever determine that an alleged new

invention has not previously been made known and put

to use. Anyone who has ever had occasion to make a

technical investigation must realize that if the most ex-

pert assistance obtainable were n.sed in such an investi-

gation, the paltry sum of $35, which constitutes the

whole Government fee. would be absolutely inadequate

to meet the cost of gathering the information desired.

The United States Patent Office is reported to have ac-

cumulated a large fund from that part of the fee which

IS I'liaiged lor patents, and which iiiis iini lnin cxpi ndcil

111 cm Tying on the Ofliee's work; if liiis he true, it mily

continiis the a.ssniiiptioii thai the invcNt igaliuns imw

iiiadi' alford a liopclcs.sly iiiailci|iialc luisis upon wliiili In

grant coiintlcNs alisoliildy iiiiri'giiliiticl |iii\ate iiKuiop

lilies.

So large a part of Ihe argmiicMis wiili n^'anl Id tin-

necessity of the niodilicatioii of tln' puirni law Imvc liccn

iiiadi' by inventors or patent attorneys thai llie riglils of

the pnliiic have at limes been aliiiosi ovcrloukcil.

There ari' im more ruiKhiiiicnljil Iiiimimii rights lliaii llie

I'iglil of Ihe iiiillviiiiial to n.se lor his own liendil all of

llie knowledge thai he may possess; ami the riirlit ol' Ihe

Slate to control ami even curliiil llic rights of Ihe iiiili

viilual in the interest of the lights of llic whole piilijjr.

A ]>atent is a monopoly graiilcd In an individual I'm

the exclusive right in tin- m.-innrMcturc ami us<- nf an

imiirovi'inent for a lixcd jiiTind nl' lime. ( 'nnciii rent ly.

it is a denial of Ihe right of llic |)nblic In make free and

lUirestricicMJ use of such iiii|irnvciiiciil liiii-ing Ihr jil'i' nl'

the patciil. ()ur experience iliiiing tiic past few years

has so clearly demonstrated llie extent to wliii-h the pub-

lic may suffer from unrest ricied private monopolies that

we have adopted, as a govern iilal policy, the ciirlail-

ment of the development of mnnnpolics and the careful

governmental regulation of such monopolies, oi- near

iiioiin|inlies. as arc permilled lo exist. It is indi'cd re-

markable, that in the face of llie prohibition, or careful

supervision, of monopolies as a well accepted govern-

iiiental imlicy. our fJoveriimeiit is itself, llirough the

Patent Office, in a liit-or-mi.ss fashion, annually creating

thousands of absoliilely unregulateil monopolies of llic

most valuable kin<l—the iiii|irnveiiients in the arts and

sciences tliat arc the very I'liiUKJalion of material [irog-

ress. To deny or <'urlail the right of llie public in tiic

free use of an iiniirovemeiit in the arts is a very grave

matter, and should never be done on inadeqiiale evidence.

The law jirovides that a |iali-nt may be granliMl In

the inventor covering the use, manufacture, or .sale of

an improvement fif appai'atiis or process. Evidently

this is done upon the a.ssuiii|ilinii lluil tlie inventor has

rendered a benefit to the State hy jierlecting his inven-

tion and making tlie invention known in its essential de-

tails to the public. By many inventors and jiatent

rittorncys it is claimed that the rights of the public are

not abridged by a patent, as the invention is a thing that

did not exist until it was invented liy the patentee and in

which the public could eonscfiuently have had no rights.

The history of patent litigation .shows that the I'atent

Office frequently grants to individuals monopolies of that

which is already the property of the public ; and experi-

(!nce has shown that while certain inventions are at-

tained only after the mo.st careful study and the exercise

of great technical knowledge and ingenuity, probably

the ma.jority of the improvements made in the arts are

the direct outcome of that which has been done liefore,

the logical and neces.sar>' next step forward tliat would

lie taken by any one of a number of minds dealing with

that art. Improvements of this kind should be distin-

gui.shed from those requiring flie exei-eise of real invcn-
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live ingi'iiuity. Industrial work l)woiiies iiivolvrd to an

absurd degree, when every minor and obvious improve-

ment can be made tlie subject-matter of a patent.

Fortunately, it is not the universal practice of those

engaged in the applied arts to take out patents upon all

of the improvements in machines and processes devised

and used by them ; consequently, the records of a Patent

Office cannot be a complete record of all the improve-

ments that have been made in the arts. Similarly, al-

though our great body of technical literature is more

and more being made a record of the details of machines

and practices in use, there are, nevertheless, many im-

provements in machines and processes that have not been

described in technical journals, even though they have

come into regular use. It is therefore impossible that

the Patent Office can ever be expected to make such a

complete search as actually to determine that an alleged

invention is so certainly novel that its inventor is en-

titled to a patent which when once granted can never

l)e challenged. We know, through the fact that many
of the patents granted by the Patent Office are held to

1)8 invalid by the courts, that the search now made is an

absolutely inadequate basis upon which to abridge the

right of the public to make free use of a useful apparatus

or process.

It is obvious that the solution of our pi-oblem is not

to be found in having the Patent Office grant irrevocable

patents on the basis of its own unaided investigations.

In certain countries every application for a patent is

published and anyone having rights which he considers

would be unjustlj' curtailed has a right to file a protest

against the issuance of the patent. In Germany, where

this system is used, the exact subject-matter of a patent

that is causing yeai-s of most costly litigation in this

country was embodied in an application for a patent

which was contested and after a very brief hearing was

refused by the German Patent Office.

While the publication of applii'ations for patents

would protect the interests of the public to some extent,

€ven this added precaution would not warrant the grant-

ing of irrevocable patents, as it would be very likely that

no one would be sufficiently alert to object to the issuance

of all of the patents that are not novel for reasons which

<lo not appear in the materials rcfcri-cd to by the Patent

Office.

As has been previously stated, it is possible, under

our present system, that before the validity of a patent

can be finally determined, litigation may have proceeded

lor many years. There have been cases where a patent

was not finally held to be valid until within a few months
of the time when it expired. This lengthy litigation is

extremely costly. It is so costly that a poor inventor can-

not po.ssibly maintain his own rights in court without

a.ssistanee, a.ssistance which usually means the assign-

ment of a great part of the profit possibly to be derived

from his invention to tliose who will uphold his rights.

The system as now administered does not fully promote
the rapid development and adoption of improvements.
Many a man is diverted from the exercise of his inven-

tive talent by the fact that he knows that, if he expends

the time and money necessary to perfect valuable inven-
tions, he will, if poor, be absolutely at the mercy of those
who possess more means and thereby dare infringe his
rights, and of those who possess more means to defend
his rights and can therefore deprive him of the owner-
sliip of ills invention for the money necessary to defend
it. Even where the inventor has the temerity to perfect
his invention and go to the expense of patenting it, our
present system makes it difficult for him to get his in-

vention adopted, as the uncertainties as to the status of
a new patent and the cost of defending the same will

prevent many who could profit from the use of an in-

vention from adopting it. The second alternative posi-
tion originally stated, that is, that patents be granted
only after they have been litigated, cannot be upheld if

the decision with regard to the granting of the patent is

to be based upon fighting out the issue before our Fed-
eral courts, as is now done.

What we need most is to get away from the cost and
lengthy delays involved in fighting through all the Fed-
eral courts of the land to decide whether or not an al-

leged inventor is entitled to a patent for an alleged in-

vention. There is no rea.son why the Patent Office can-
not be so amplified and empowered that it will finally,

expeditiously, and economically dispose of all (|uestions

as to the patentability of invention.s. It is the logical

function of the Patent Office to do this one thing.

Usually it takes but a few hours at the most to explain
thoroughly and convincingly, to a man of technical and
legal training, the issues of a case that will take several
years and the expenditure of a fortune to determine in

the law-courts. This is highly uneconomic and abso-
lutely oppo.sed to the best interests of the State, tin- in-

terest of which can only be fostered by doing all that is

possible to promote the perfection of industrial improve-
ments and their rapid adoption. An office that would
quickly and finally determine the validity of patents and
grant patents that when once issued would be unassail-
able evidence in determining rights in the Civil courts
would protect all who have legitimate interests and there-
by foster the most rapid material development of the
State. At the present time patents are annually granted
by thousands and it is absolutely impos.sible for anyone
to determine whether or not a patent is valid or exactly
what it can be held to cover, until a lengthy course of
litigation has been gone through. This is nothing but
governmentally created confusion, and a businesslike
people, used to handling its affairs with sanity and dis-

patch shoukl not eiulure the continuance of such a

sy.stem but .should bring about the adoption of a system
by which matters of such importance can be settled with
ordinary Imsiness dispatch.

A careful study of the situation created by our |)rcscnt

system, uliich may have fitted a day when inventions
were few and simple, but is entirely unsuited to the
present complex of industry, has made it apparent that
a few simple modifications would remove most of the

unnecessary evils.

As a search is necessary both in the interests of the

inventor and the public, a search should be made, but it
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sliiuiltl Ik' laui'li iiioiv exhitiistni' iiiui iiiori' luiiiiipt tliaii

is HOW Uic prnotioo. To tm-ilitatc tliis work tin' I'uti'iit

Office siioulil have luorv ailiHiunto qiinrtors, lu-tter library

facilities, ami a larger staff. If it is nt'cossary tti i-liarj;c

a higher fee to eiiahle tiie Olliee to do its work belter, it

should bo done. Such salaries should be paid to tin'

exaiuiiK'i's aiui assistant examiners as to retain inori'

trained men in tiie service. Tiu' foire of each tlivisioii

of the Office sliould be kept at such a point timt not more

tbiui a month at the most should flaps(> between tiu' time

an ai>i>lieation is tiled and the lii-st report upon it is

mailed to the inventor. These things arc necessary in

the interest of the inventor, so that he may learn as

pmmptly as possible whether or not it is i)n)l)ably wortii

his while to continue his work in perfecting juid patent-

ing his invention. The patent, issued after the best jios-

sible office search has been nunle. should be tacitly con-

sidered to be tentative, which is all that a patent as now

gnmted is in reality. It should have a status dif-

fering from that now given to a patent, in that no in-

junction sliould be based upon a patent and no damages

should possibly accrue from the infringement of a patent

until its validity lias been finally established.

It should be the policy of the Patent Office not to grant

patents upon such differences in process and apparatus

as would naturally be made by a skillful operator. Our

present confusion results in part from the fact that pat-

ents are freely issued on obvious and minor deviations

from practice, and later, after costly litigation, are prop-

erly held by the Courts to cover only such modifications

as one skilled in the art would be expected to make, and

are hence not patentable. The examiners need to be

thoroughly impressed with the fact that while the in-

ventor should be allowed all that he is justly entitled to.

it is their duty also to see that the rights of the pul)lic

are not unjustly abridged or jeopardized.

As it is inherent in the nature of the case that a final

determination as to the patentability of an invention

can only be reached when there is an incentive to those

whose rights will be abridged by the patent to fully rep-

resent their rights and for the applicant for the patent

to do the s£ime, and as it is the proper function of the

Patent Office to investigate the patentability of alleged

inventions and grant patents when they are desei'ved, a

Patent Court should be an integral part of the Patent

Office and all questions as to the patentability of im-

provements should be cheaply, promptly, and finally de-

termined by this court.

The judges of this Patent Court .should be so ade-

quately paid that their continuance in the Government

service would be assured. They should be men familiar

with the patent law and of such technical training and

experience as to be able to comprehend the technical

issues coming before them. The rules governing the con-

duct of cases before the Patent Court should be extremely

simple. The rules governing the California Railroad

Commission, which is able to turn out an amount of work

never approached by the law-courts, because it does not

permit of elaborate and involved procedure, could well

be made a model for the rules governing the conduct of

ea.si'S in the I'atent ("oiirl. The procedure Niicnild be ho

simple llial it wonid be possiliji' for any iiivcuiur de-

siring to do NO to ))ei'sonally n'presciil his own case. If

any expert lesliuiony shonlij be found nceessjiry for llie

elarilieatioii of is.sues lieiiit; Irifd brl'dre Ihe ("ourl. Ilii-

Coui'l should .'ippciini its own cvprrt Id iiiveKligalc niiil

report. Tiie system of i-\prrt w iliicsM s udw in vogue is

absoliilely indi'l'msihli'.

Such a eoiiiM as that whii'li luis Imm ii lien in prniioKcd

shoulcj be able to dispose of praeticaljy evi'ry ea.se in

one hearing. It. would be lonstilulerl of men to whom
neither the patent law nor the ualuie of the trrhnjeiil

questions involved in a |)alen1 suit wnuld have to be in-

ter])reted, and who would, because of llieir expert knowl-

edge and experienee, deti'rmine promptly where justice

lay.

The decision of this Court as to mattiis of I'ait slmulif

be final .-ind no appeal from its decision should lie jxik-

sible save as lo interpn'tations of the |)alitil law, an<l the

Appellate Court to wliieh siieh malteis mitrlit. po.ssiiily be

submitted should also he an iii1et:ral p;iil of the Talent

Office and should he the courl of last re.sorl for all ques-

tions concerning the patentatiilily of inventions.

It should be possible lo liriiif: the question of t he-

validity of a patent before this ('ourt. either by a suit

for infringement or by a petition to have the patent de-

clared invalid for reasons properly sot forth. In either

cii.se anyone desiring to be heard should be pennitted to

submit evidence, as it is not always to the interest of

contending inventors to jo-eseni all of the evidence whicb

is obtainable.

The majority of patents are of so little consequence-

that they would probably never come before this Court.

Its memberehip should, however, be sufficiently large,

made up of men of sufficiently diverse technical and

legal training and so divided into divisions sitting inde-

pendently in Wa.shington or elsewhere that all questions

would be disposed of by it promptly; and it slioidd be-

specifically provided, that whenever the Patent Court

had so nuieh work \f> do that eases coidd not receive-

prompt attention, more judges should b(; ap{)ointed, a&-

it is absolutely necessary to the interests of indu.stry that

matters of this kind be decided promptly.

It is entirely prejudicial to the interests of the State-

to have the adoption of an invention delayed unneces-

sarily : and no greater financial loss can be inflicted upon

an inventor than to deprive him of the enjoyment of the-

[)rofit of his invention during a considerable part of the-

period for which his patent is granted.

Those who profit by our present sy.stem have usuall.y

been well represented before the congres-sional com-

mitees investigating the neeessity of the ?nodifications of

the patent law. If the rights of the public are to be

protected it is nece.s.sary that the attention of the indi-

vidual members of Congress be drawn to the radical

changes in patent law which are needed and that com-

mittees representing the great technical societies should'

go before the patent committees of both houses of Con-

gress to urge the adoption of the changes necessar.v if"

the interests of the public are to be safeguarded.

I
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By !L. S. .^mB'iiLri

The Slime-Flotation Plant

The overflow from the two 7-ft. Auaconda classifiers

in one unit of the concentrator amounts to 400 tons

daily, containing 2.5% copper from a 3% ore. This

product is now sent to the thickener plant, thence to the

round-table plant, where 53% of its contained copper is

recovered, the tailing of that plant being run to waste

with 1.1% copper still retained. It is for the purpose

of making a closer recovery, so that but 0.25% copper

shall be left in the slime-tailing that an additional flota-

tion plant is being erected. This is situated midway be-

tween the thickener plant and the round-table plant

Callow machines in this building. The products of the

M. S. machines are three, a spigot-discharge from the

last compartment, which will go to waste, a concentrate

from tlie first six compartments, a middling product

from the remaining eight. Laundei-s carry the concen-

trate to an elevator, the middling to another elevator

at the centre bay of the building. The launders are so

laid out that in case of break-down of either of these

elevators it will only be neeessai-y to re-set the controlling

launder-gates in order to use the third or spare elevator

to take its place. Steam is used for heating the entering

pulp and for warming the building. The middling, of

20"WaterPipe.-

—^-6-—4«— zz'e'

Fig. 8. longitudinal section of part of the slijie-flotation plant.

(see the general map. Fig. 1). It contains the me-

chanical agitators of the Minerals Separation Co. The
frothed concentrates, discharged from these, will flow to

the boot of the bucket-elevator in the central elevator-

lower, and will thence be laundered by gravity to any
one of the five 50-ft. thickener-tanks and thence by ele-

vators to the Oliver filters to yield a moist slime-con-

centrate.

Referring to Fig. 8, the building, 147^ by 68 ft., is

occupied by the Minerals Separation separators except

the middle space where the elevators are, there being ten

machines in each half of the building. The slimed pulp
enters by launder to an overhead receiving-box, thence

by a supply-launder to the various distributing launders

and so to the heads of each machine. Note the slight

grade of f in. per foot—enough for such fine material.

As in the sand-flotation plant, the pulp goes through the

14 compartments of the agitator in series. There are no

couree, is returned to the head compartments of the

agitators, while the concentrate pas.ses by launder to the

thickener-building, as already mentioned.

The Zinc Plant

A new undertaking of the company will be the treat-

ment of zinc ores and the recovery of the zinc in pure
form by electrolysis. Zinc ores of 20% or over are to

be roasted if necessary to the production of sulphate, or

if oxidized, then leached directly b.v the use of suliihuric

acid, and the zinc precipitated upon stripping sheets. A
few cathodes of hard lead are used for making these

sheets. The anodes are of hard lead. A current of 40

amp. per sq. ft. is to be carried and the plant is to have

an output of 10 tons of metal daily.

This 10-ton plant has been pushed to completion on

account of the sudden rise in the price of zinc. Nor-

mally more time should have been spent in working out
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llu' priH'fss ill tlif niii'-ton plant tliat luiit lit't'ii iTfctctl,

It wiis tVlt. lio\v«'V«>r. that tlu' pri'ssin^t forward of laifjir

sixv optTntituis was jiistilicil. The iiistallnlion includes

not only tho liiiildins called the zinc plniit. luit tlic /.inc-

plant powcr-lioiis*', the latter adjacent to the leaching

plant.

Nor lias this heen. all: To supply electric energy lli>'

i-oinpaiiy has had availahle larpe motors and peiienitms.

not used at the elect in>ly tic rclincry at the old works.

It had the use of the enishing equipment of the con

verier plant, now idle hecausi' acid-convcrtcr liniiiK-uia-

terial is supei-st'ded hy the hasic liiiinp. A 10 It. liar

dinge mill, also on hand, has heen utilized. It has hccn

possihlc to employ two of the McDoupall roasters of tin-

leaching plant close-liy w ith all coiiveiiicnces lor duiiply

moving ami storing ore. Electrolytic tanks wen- oh-

taincil from (ireat Falls, where they aiv liciiiK made l)y

the hundred for the new electrolytic refinery now hciiig

constructed there. The eompauy has sheet-lead already

purchastnl at lower prices, also its own ex]>ert Icad-

hurner. It has an Oliver filter and (Jarred thickener

(filter!, also motors, shafting, etc.

The tanks for the new zinc plant, purchased from a

California firm aud made of redwood, after erection

needed no preliminary swelling by being filled wiih

water, and did not leak.

In outline the process may he hrietiy given ;is fol-

lows :

Ore containing 14 to 20% zinc is crushed to 40-uiesh

:

roasted in two ilcDougall roasters of the leaching plant

;

tank-agitated with a 6% solution of sulphuric acid,

further agitated in the Mineral Separator Co. 's agitator

of 14 compartments with additions of crushed limestone

to neutralize the acid solution, and in a lat«r compart-

ment, with a little zinc-du.st to get rid of copper, thick-

ened at a Garred filter, the thickened pulp filtered l)y an

Oliver filter, and the tailing run to waste. The solution.

pumped from the Oliver filter, joins that from the

Garred machine, the two being introduced into another

Mineral Separator Co.'s agitator, and there further agi-

tated with the addition of some zinc-dust for the precipi-

tation of 0.1% of copper still remaining, and of cad-

mium. This turbid solution is successively settled in

boxes and in a large tank, then goes to large storage

tanks with filter-bottoms, from which a clear solution

can be withdrawn to the electrolytic tanks.

There are six rows or cascades of tanks, each cascade

consisting of seven tanks set on a descending grade, so

that the solution can flow from tank to tank. In each

are 22 cathodes and 26 anodes, giving 924 cathodes in

all. At the end of each cascade is a Pohle air-lift of

lead, by which the flow is lifted to the head of the next

cascade adjoining. The flow is thus through the whole

six cascades of the system. The entering stream is to

can?' 0% zinc and no free sulphuric acid, and to leave

the tanks still retaining 3% zinc and 6% acid. This re-

moval of not half the zinc is all that is considered

prudent, since the acid is there developing ready to re-

dissolve the zinc from the cathodes. The current is de-

livered at a density of .'tO amp. per sq. ft. The iliii|i

liclwecn anode and cathode, with about a 2-inch interval,

is 4.2H volts, or a total prcNSure of !>() volts with SOOO

amp. repi-cscnting 720 kw. With sheets 2 hy .'< ft. this

represents .'t(iO amp. per sheet. The anodes are of pure

chemical lead. The slarling sheets, made in several (d'

till lis, are deposited on alinniiiiim catliodcK mikI iire

built up about i in. thick, weighing 10 lb. each.

The electrical c(|uipmcnt. installed in ii .se|ianile

power-house, con.sists of three motors and six (;eiierators.

Kaeh motor drives two generators by a rope drivcv lOaeh

generator is built for 270 kw., or for the si.\. I(i2() kilo-

watts.

TlIK 20U0-'l'u.\ LK.VClll.Nd PiMNT

Two years ago Frederick Laist ])res<'nted a pa])er at

the Huttc meeting of the American Institute of Mining

Engineere (Vol. XLVI, pp. .J62 to 382) on the subject

of leaching tailing at the Washoe works, with a descrij)-

tion of the experimental i)lant for the cliloridizing roast-

ing, and leaching of the tailing. At the Salt Lake meet-

ing of the In.stitutc in l!tl4, he together with II. W.
Aldrich iiad a paper entitled 'Ex|)crimental Lcaciiing at

Anaconda' liescribing an MO-ton experimental plant, the

fore-runner of the 2000-ton plant now fully in openition

at the Washoe works, the sulijcct of this article.

The process in brief is to subject tailing that has ac-

cumulated for years, and that contains 0.50 to 0.65%

copper, to a brief roasting at a temperature cahtiilatod

to convert the copper sulphides into sulphate and oxides.

The resultant roasted product is leached with additions

of dilute sulphuric acid, the copper-bearing acid filtrate

l)eing sent to tanks, there to be precipitated on scrap-

iron. The final precipitate of 55 to 70% copper is

transferred for treatment to the anode furnace of the

converter department.

Referring to the group of buildings at the .soutli-ea.sl

side of the gi-ounds. there will l)e .seen a small build-

ing (Fig. 2) marked 'unloading-bin,' having a rail-

road track threaded through it, and long enough to eon-

tain three 50-ton dump-bottom cars. The tailing, con-

taining 4 to 6% moisture, is loaded into a train of three

cars from a sand-tailing dump situated below the works

and accumulating there for years. The train having

been set within the building, its load is discharged

through a grated floor, the bars of the grate having 2-in.

oj)enings. Frequently stones of fist-size and larger are

thus sorted out of the sand. The tailing falls into a hop-

per-bottom bin of 300 tons capacity, shown in cro.ss-

seetion in Fig. 9, and is drawn off by 22 spouts at 4-ft.

intervals upon short endless-belt feeders. These feeders

are set in motion as .soon as the cars are discharged, and

the bin is emptied, the tailing being taken away promptly

by a 36-in. conveying-belt. This 36-in. belt discharges

upon another inclined one that rai.ses it to command a

double hopper-bottom bin of 6000-ton capacit.y in the

'storage-building,' Fig. ]. or as in Fig. 10, wrongly

marked 'de-watering bins.' A movable tripper dis-

charges it into any part of the 6000-ton bin as desired.

Beneath this at 12-ft. intervals are spouts at the points of
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the hoppers. From them a system of 18 feed-belts on eaeh

side (36 in all) delivers to a 24-in. horizontal conveyingr-

belt extending the length of the building. The sand-

tailing is withdrawn through any of the spouts as desired

for supplying the leaehing-plant.

As may be traced on the sectional elevation of the

plant, Fig. 10, the course of the tailing is beneath tracks

horizontally to the 'motor-house,' then by incline-con-

veyor to the top floor of the roa.ster-building. A parallel

incline-conveyor takes coal and salt from the 'coal and
salt building' also to this top floor. The tailing is moved
the length of the roaster-building by two couveying-

belts and by tripper is shot into any desired roaster-

hopper to the right or left. The coal being in much
smaller quantity is more simply transferred by car and
put into the hoppers.

In the roasting department are 28 roasters of the

McDougall type, in four rows; they are 20 ft. in diam-

eter, ha\ang air-cooled shafts and arms. Each furnace

has six hearths with fire-boxes on opposite sides of the

third hearth. Coal from the hoppers is drawn off on the

sheet-steel floor at this level, so that the boxes are hand-
fired. The hearths are maintained at a low red heat

{665°C.). The salt is not added to the furnace-charge

but into the leaching-tauk. The ore is fed to each furnace
by an endless belt-feeder. On the first or upper hearth it

is dried. On the second hearth no visible heat appears
except the flame at the time of firing. On the third

hearth there is a red heat, brighter at the time of

firing, with some sparks. On the fourth hearth the

f-harge is dull red. with an occasional spark at the pass-

age of the rakes. On the fifth hearth visible heat had
nearly disappeared; and on the sixth, where .some air is

admitted at the doors, an occasional spark may be seen,

falling through the drop-holes.

Fig. 10 shows the position of the two lines of belt-coji-

veyors for the calcine, one line to eaeh two rows of fur-

naces. Before delivery to the conveyoi-s the ore is first

cooled, then moistened with water. To accomplish this,

as the figure shows, a revolving inclined cylinder-con-

veyor 18 ft. long, parallel witli the belt-conveyor, delivers

the ore to another cylinder at right angles, the ore falling

thence upon the conveying belt. The first cylinder is

lined with |-in. cooling-pipes having circulating water,

the ore arriving at the dis<'harge-end properly cooled.

Axially into the second feed-cylinder is spurted a jet of

water that dampens the ore to about 1% of the moisture,
thus preventing any loss of dust in conveying.'

To remove the furnace-gases each line of furnaces is

provided with steel flues (as shown by circles in the
roaster plant, Fig. 10), which lead the header at the
south end of the roaster-building, thence into a steel

stack 15 ft. diam. by 200 ft. high. The off-take at eaeh
furnace rises vertically into the steel flue.

In the leaching-building (see general plan. Fig. 1)
are ten large leaching-tanks, 50 ft. diam. by 14 ft. deep,

iThis double arrangement seems to the writer more com-
plicated than needful for the purpose to be attained, but he
is bound to say that it is the result of careful experimenting.

in two rows, and of 1100 tons capacity eacii. These
tanks have a grated slat-bottom covered with cocoa-

matting, the matting being held down and protected by
wooden gratings having openings 4 in. square. Thei-e is

a good reason for this, as the fibre of the cocoa-matting

becomes weakened by the acid, and impact of the sluicing

stream would tear it, were it not protected by the grating.

This was inserted as the result of experience in the

80-ton plant. The tanks serve for ore-storage so .that

one of them is always in course of being filled while

leaching and emptying pi'oceeds in the others.

^mi^

5h ED

Tr^ck_

i-36"^Trouqhed

\ belt

i^!^miw/M//m/M//w/M'/Mmmmmmm^

Fig. 9. unloading bin.

The calcine from the roaster-building is brought by
either one of the two inclined conveyors, one delivering

to a long horizontal belt-conveyor over the first row of

tanks, the other to the conveyor over the second row.

Each of these tank-conveyors has its own movable trip-

per; thus the whole flow from the roaster-plant can l)e

delivered to any desired tank.

We come now to the method of distributing ore into

a tank. There are two traveling bridges, one over each

row of tanks, and each bridge set, when filling, over the

centre of the tank, carries a distributer of 100 tons

hourly capacity. Tiie distributer is a framed truss hung
at its centre from the bridge and revolving about a

vertical axis so that its arms reach the peripher.v of the

tank. The ore, falling from the tripper, is received on

an endless-chain scraper-conveyor, which moves out-

ward toward the circumference. In so doing it drops
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tlu- orv lhn)U|;li i>pciiinjrs ii-jiuliiicil liv sliili-s. ciii-li opcii-

ing Ikmiik st» aiijiisti'il iis In ^ivo tlio pnipnrtioii iiofiii'il

fur tilling tho tanks evenly.- \Vlien leiieliing Ixis been

eoMiploled. the eontonis of llio tank arc IiomhI out

thniugh live liottoni-iiiscliarge valves in alxMit i^ lioiifs.

using two hiise-lines with nox/.les of l|-ineh diaineter.

Adjoiniiiir. and at a level 17 ft. lielow I lie lloor of I he

leuohing-bnihling, ^io that the tanks ean drain tu tlieni.

is the shed eontuining the five sohttion-tnnks, 50 ft. diani.

hy 14 ft. deep, of 800 to 900 Ions eai^a.-ily eaeh. From
these ttuiks. hy means of eentrifu>;al pumjis, the solu-

tions are sent to any desired tank. Counting from the

north end of the Iniilding. the tanks have stored in tlnin

the following eiuimerated solutions.

In No. 1 tank. No. 1 solution containing 5% PLSO,
and S*",- NaCI.

In No. 2 tank. No. 2 solutimi ((Hiliiininsx K^ II So
and 6% NaCl.'

In No. 3 tank, eopper solution coutaining 1A% ILSO,,

2% Cu, and S% NaCl,

lu No. 4 tank, storage for the wash-water from the

leaehing-tanks. This wash-water would, of course, con-

tain a little aeid. salt, and eopper.

In No. 5 tank, also a storage for the wash-water, as in

No. 4.

The following is the order of treatment wlieii leaihiug

a charge : First there is run on top of the filled tank 250

tons of No. 1 solution. This sinks through the ore and

drains to the copper-solution tank and theuee in a regu-

lated flow to the scrap-iron launders or vats. The out-

flow from the launders goes back to No. 2 solution-tank,

deprived of its eopper, but containing basic salts of iron

and alumina. It is consequently neeessarj' to waste some
of this solution in order to keep down the contents in

basic salts, which tend to precipitate

where built up to over li% in the solu-

tion.

Second. Salt is added to the extent

of 15 tons per tank from a salt-bin at

the foot of an inclined belt-conveyor next to and parallel

with the calcine-convej'or. This is layered on the sur-

face of the charge by the distributer. This is to dis-

solve the silver.

Third. No. 2 solution goes on, following down after

No. 1 solution. It is strengthened to 20% n,SOj, as has

been already specified, by addition of 52% acid at the

tank, and amounts in all to 150 tons.

Fourth. 100 tons of No. 2 solution of 1 to 1J% H,SO^
is added. Both the strengthened and the weaker No. 2

solutions drain to No. 1 tank, where it arrives containing

^he adjustments of this charging machinery have not been
altogether attained, but no doubt can be. One is disposed to

compare it with the Blaisdell sand-distributing and excavating
apparatus.

-As No. 2 solution flows upon the leaching-tank, sulphuric
acid of 52 = B. is added to it from the 190-ton acid-tank in the
building adjacent to the steel stack at the south end of the

roaster-building. By this means the outflowing solution is

brought up to 20r'r H,SO,. Since the acid of this solution is

largely exhausted before it has sunk through the ore, there are

no solutions high in acid going to any of the solution-tanks.
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.">', lljSt), atui i'IuuikIi siilt. pukotl up from tin- shIi

Invt-r. to rnis*' tlu' solution ooiitt-iit to >>', Nh("1. It is

uwil lis No. 1 solution on tin* m-xl tank to lu- KnuIu'iI.

Fifth. Clt'iir fresh water fnun the wator-supply liiir

is run on. This drains to thi- wash-wali-r tanks. No. J

or 5. This wasli watfr. fontainin^ sonu' ai-iil. sjilt. and
i-oppt'r. is adilod to No. 1 .solution, as needed, to supply

the n»'<'essiiry wastajfe of that thrown away to jfet rid

of basic .salts antl that carried oft in the tailinjr.

The cycle of operations takes 12(1 houi-s. of which S

hours is devoted to einplyintr tlie tank. 11 iioui-s to till

ing. 101 hours to leaching.

Tiiere are three si-rap-iron launders or vats iiaviiin

false perforated bottoms, each divided into three com-

partmeiits by partitions. These are tilled with scraj).

much of it large, from the accunuilatinp supply of the

Washoe works. It is valued at .$6 ]ier ton. Clioicer

scrap, used at the copper precipitation plants at Butte

can be bought for $8.50 per ton. The precipitate is

waslied off by a hose-jet from tlie scrai)-iri)n surfaces.

and, going to the lx)ttom of the tank, is flushed into the

settling-tank parallel with and adjoining the precipitat-

ing-launders. After draining, it is excavated by a clam-

shell grab and loaded upon cars for final treatment.

For further particulars and a full description, see

E. P. Mathewson's article in the Kiif/intfrhtf/ and Min-
ing Journal of April 24. 1915. to which the present

article is to be regarded as supplementary.

The 100-Tox Acid Piunt

This is intended to supply, not only the 2000-ton

leaching plant at the Washoe works, but for meeting
eominercial demands ; and it indicates that a serious at-

tempt has been made to utilize the sulphur fume, now so

abundantly escaping from the main stack of the smelter.

The plant manufactures its acid according to the

standard lead-chamber process. In principle, the .sul-

phur dioxide, arising from the roa.sting of pyrite, is im-

mediately conducted, together with the excess air of

roasting, and some nitric oxide, into a series of large

leaden chambers in which it is continuously brought in

contact with steam (or water-spray) and this nitric

fume. The latter acts as a catalizer or go-between in

transferring the oxygen of the air to the sulphur di-

oxide.*

To produce 100 tons of acid daily, some 85 tons of fine

concentrate, containing 36^ sulphur,' is required. This
is first dried in a Ruggles-Coles drier placed at the east

end of the main roaster-building. The dried ore is with-

drawn from the storage-hopper at the drier into a 50-ton

hopper-bottom car, so designed that it may be closed by
hinged lids or covers to prevent the possible escape of

dust in the transfer to the acid plant, fully a mile away.
The roasting is performed in two Wedge furnaces

<The gases, issuing from the main stack of the works, pre-

sent similar conditions for making sulphuric acid, except that

the sulphur dioxide is soon diluted and there is no catalizer

present. Otherwise, especially in wet weather, we might ex-

pect it to rain a dilute solution of H.SO^ upon the place be-

neath.

L'2J ft. iliam., having seven hearths. Ii wns jiltiiiiplcd iit

lirsl to operale the fiiniai-cs willi jiirciHiled nriiis iiiid

raliiilis, but. iiwiii^; Id thi' high lciii|iii-iitiii-e di\i'li>|M d in

the roasting, this liml to be given up. mid wiitcr-cooling

substituted. The rousted iirc. still ritiiiiiiiig 7.5'; sul-

phur, is ri'lurned by car for rcvcrberalDr-y tiirnace trenl-

ment at the main works.

The roaster ga.ses, containing s e air and alinul H'/„

sulphur dioxid<'. pass through a ilusl-calclier which iK

.{2 ft. diam. by 44 ft. high, ami .settles out ihikIi of the

dust.

Ill the .so-i'jillcd nilrr [il.'iiit nr iluniiber are .six b(i.\es

2 by 2 by 4 ft. long, called 'nitre pots.' Here the sodium

nitrate, tlecompo.seil l)V a<liliti(iii of sulphuric acid, gives

off nitric acid fume, and leaves a lesidue of melted

.sodium sul|)hate, the latter being ta])ped from the boxes

from time to time into overfiow-jians just outside the

nitre-ehainlier.

In plan, the Glover chamber is shown in Fig. 11 as

containing clay i)ipes set vertically. As a matter of fact

the space is filled with acid-])roof tiles 12 by IK by 1.5 in.

thick. These are set on edge to fnrni a checker-work for

the downward pa.s.sage of the ga.ses. Dislriluited over

this checker-work, trickle two mingli-d streams of aeid.

the chamber acid of 52°B. and the nitrous sulphuric acid

from the (iay Lussac towers of GO^B. It is the nitrous

fume from tlie latter aeid that is taken up by the Sf)„

gas, so that there is a recuperation of this expensive

chemical.

The outtlnwiiig aeid froui tlje (Mover tower enters a

vat, marked 'acid tank,' cooled by water-cooled lead pipe-

coils, the temperatiu'c by this means being redueeil from

82 to 5°C.

From the Glover tower the gases are sucked through

five cooling chambers, then driven b.v a fan in series

through 18 cooling-chambers and 6 main ehambers.

all made of 6-lb. sheet-lead ,'„ in. thick. One would

naturally a.sk. why are there so many exi)ensive cylin-

drical chambers providi-d between the main ones? It is

for the more thorough mixing of the reacting gases as

they pa.ss alternately up and down. The ga.ses enter the

first main chamber at 95 (J. (the boiling point of water

at Anaconda) and escape at the end of the last one at

i'} to 40°C. in summer, and at 15 to 20°C. in winter.

The aeid is a little weaker at the last chamber and

circulates in a contrary direction from the gase.s. It

issues at a concentration of 52° Baume.

Lead-burning consists in fu.sing together lead .slicets,

u.sing a blow-pipe flame of hydrogen gas and compressed

air, with lead wire for solder upon the freslily-seraped

surface of the joint. Easy as the work seems to be, it

requires much skill. The easiest joints are those made
with the sheet.s laid flat. With care, vertical joints can

be made readily, but overhead ones are the most difficult.

Each side of the main lead-chamber, 96 ft. long, was

made of four sheets each 24 ft. wide by 36 ft. high. A
.sheet of this size was assembled on a platform from nar-

rower sheets and burned together into one. The plat-

form was hoisted to stand on edge and the top of the
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sheet was turned over and nailed to the beam forming
the top corner of the chamber. All the side-sheets being

in place the final vertical joints were made. The flat top

was then added. The framing of the sides and top are

suspended from the roof-trusses, and the lower edges of

the sides dip beneath the acid into a tray or shallow tank

2 ft. deep. This makes an air-tight seal, although the

sides hang loose in the tray. Wooden posts bear against

the sides to prevent bulging and the sides are secured to

the posts by lead strips burned to the sheets. The end

posts of the extreme main cliambers have had to be re-

inforced by I-beams. In setting these, while the plant

was in operation, one slipped from its sling, and its end

tore a hole in a side sheet, causing the escape of a cloud

of gas and driving away the working gang, lender the

direction of the superintendent, however, the fan was
stopped, the I-beam removed and the break covered by a

sticking-plaster of building-paper painted with hot tar.

Upon this was clapped a scjuare of sheet-lead that was
immediately burned into place.

From the la.st cooling-chamber the gases pass to the 21

(iay Lussac scrubbing-towers, where they meet the acid

trickling downward through the hard-burned coke with
which the towers are tilled. The acid takes up the re-

maining fume of nitrous oxide to form nitrous vitriol.

The ga.ses escaping contain 96% of nitrogen and 4% of

oxygen, the SO. having been absorbed. The towel's are

made of acid-proof tile laid in acid-proof cement. Some
leakage occurs through the joints, so that the corroding

acid reaches the adjoining framing. To avoid this it

will lie necessary to go back to the usual construction,

using a sheet-lead shell. The coke-tilling also accnimu-

lates lead sulphate and gradually crumbles. It will be

replaced eventually by tile, as in the Glover tower.

The chambers stand 16 ft. above the ground-level, and
this leaves room below for the six acid-tanks, and the so-

called ' acid eggs, ' a name derived from the earlier shape
of these receptacles. There are eight of these marked
'blow cases,' each 4 ft. diam. by 21 ft. long. Into them
is run acid from the acid-tanks. By compressed air the

acid is raised to the top of the Cxlover or the Gay Lussac
towers, or jiut into the tank-cars, by which it is sent away

Fig. 12. elevation ok 20-Fr. convebter.
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into ooinmcnv. Tlu'ii- an- no pumps or moving pnrls

subjevt to acid action.

DCT.VIlJi OK TIIK McnoiT.Aia. HoASTKK

The poriphonil tlropholes of liic (vfn-niinilM'roii

hearths have licen doubled in lenjrlh and n'i'es.s«'d two

ineiies into the exterior wall, thns ineri-asinp the diaiii

eter of the hearth by G in. and the etTeetive roa.slinn area

by 6%.
The rabble arm luid its appcndapes have been thii.>.

improved. Ki^r. 11.1 is a side ilrvation and end view

of the Kelly arm. the end view showing the upturned

edjti's of the arm upon whieh the flue-dust aeeunui-

lates, thus proteetinp the arm apainst the heat. Om-

arm of em'h hearth has a i>ad marked 'pad on F
only.' over whieh is slipped a top raki. Fip. HA'- This

rake in its travel breaks otT any aeeunudation of flue-

dust, whieh eominp up through the drop-hole, tends to

attaeh it.s«df to the roof of tin- hearth. In Fig. WD arr

s^'en the two solid east-ii-on riglit and left-hand skewed

rakes, marked A and li, by which the ore is moved to

the peripher>- or to the centre of the hcai-tlis. as may be

desired. In the ease of a peripheral discharge, one outer

blade is chosen, which is set to plow the ore inward from

the walls into the drop-holes. In Fig. 11^ is sliown a

rake w-ith its blade without bevel. This is put in at any

desired time and place for the purpose of scraping off

any ore that ha.s stuck to and accumulated on the lieartli.

Fig. IIJ^' represents another kind of rake. It consists oi'

a holder marked D, whieh, like the rakes A and B of Fig.

IIZ), is dove-tailed to slip over the arm. but carries on its

lower part a tapered beveled slot, and in this slot fits a

blade, Fig. \\G. If this blade becomes worn or broken,

it can be easily removed from its bolder and another

blade substituted. The ordinary solid rake is nnich moic

difficult to replace.

The 20-ft. Conterter

Fig. 12 gives the elevation of the 20-ft. Great Falls

converter as installed in the converter building.

This converter is driven by a 100-hp. mill-motor, and

can be completely revolved on its riding-rings. Outside

one ring is set the spur driving-gear that meshes into the

dri%'ing-pinion below.

Adjoining the elevated track, which carries the 20-ton

matte-car, are two pouring-spouts, having movable laun-

ders, so that the flow of the matte may be properly

directed into the mouth of the converter.

Air at 15-Ib. pressure is admitted by a 5-ft. pipe from

the smelter power-house. The air enters the converter

through 31 independent tuyeres each of 13 in. diameter.

The hood leads off by a 6-ft. goose-neck to the large

dust-ehamber adjoining the converter-building.

There are' three traveling cranes in the converter-

house.

In operation these converters work more quietly than

the smaller ones, there being but little material slopped

out. The molten bath is most agitated at the back, that

>- above the tuyeres. The molten contents cascade

toward the front, and sometimes send up jets that shoot

aliovc the mouth ol the converter. Tiie itath i-hangeH

progre.ssively fnmi green yellow lo fidl yellow aii<l I lie

reverse. A reddish-yellow east is idso nhsc rvable. On
the balh, toward the front, appear darker <'<ilored K|iotN

appareiilly due to the lirginning of I'oi'iiiatioii of eruKlN.

Fig. l;i shows two eonverleis in operation; the one in

t'roiit lilowing. and the other pouring. I'"ig. 11 illns-

Irales the o|)ei'alion of tlii' slagea.sling niaeliine, \\lii<-h

is seen in llie act of receiving slag rrniii a ladle moved

iiy a traveling crane. On tin- fi-iuit cover of this issue

the reader will see the (Ircat l*'alls type of cimvertcr

tinder const ruiiiun in llie smeller ynni

Tin: (Jornisli J'usl d Mining Neirs, i)ul)lished at Cam
borne and llednith. Cornwall, contains in a recent issih'.

beside a eolumn of Michigan ami I'.ulle personals, a note

on 'The Other Kind of Mining.' It slates that: "the

mining reports made by certain engineers after tin,- War
to Directors will be weird reading. Instead of dealing

with the metallurgical content of the rocks there will be

reference to a tunnel driven close to the enemy's tri'iichcs.

strict secrecy being observed and no casualties from

counter-mining. Instead of advising that payable or^'

has been struck, the engineer may advi.se that taking the

angle of least resistance into account and the size of tlie

i-harge, a satisfactory crater can bi' formed by the ex-

|)losion and a general advance of troo])s rendered prae-

tiealile. it must he a novel ami i'.\traordinary experience

to carry on niiderground warfare. In (Cornwall our

miners have been known to jjroeeed warily towards the

abode of a subterranean enemy, but the enemy has been

a pa.ssive re.sister. a huge body of water silently awaiting

the blow of the i)ick that will rclea.se it,s pent uj) volume.

By cautious prodding, the lake has been tapped and

drained gently away. In other cases the water has bi-eii

holed into unexpectedly as at Wheal Owles, where a

score of miners lost their lives. But the raining engineer

who is engaged in destructive mining at the front, com-

mands a large body of human moles who dig as silently

as possible through the earth until their gallery or galler-

ies are underneath the trenr-hes of the enemy. All the

time they know that a similar body of miners is working

toward their own trenches and machine-gun emplace-

ments. It requires the highest kind of sustained courage

to remain at a listening-post in a narrow tunnel day and

night knowing that your enemy is gradually getting

nearer, and that you may l)e blown up. No story of

Jules Verne, Edgar Allen Poe, or II. G. Wells equals in

living interest the facts of this underground warfare.

Some explosions are only intended to shake up the

ground without making a crater at surface; others are

intended to blow the enemy and his works into fragments.

Science, initiative, endurance and sustained courage are

called for; and when the story of our tunneling corps

in Belgium, France, and Gallipoli can be told, the public

will be amazed at the ingenuity, the fortitude, and the

efficiency of our colliers, our tin-miners and their in-

trepid leaders, some of whom have laid down their lives

after exacting a heavy toll in dead from the enemy."
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Fig. 13. twkxtv-foot converteb.s, one blowing, one ponuNti.

Fid. 14. CASTING converter slag at the (ONVEHTEB IU ir.DING.
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Antimony Veins at Bemice,
Nevada

By WiUard MaUcry

ttECK!R.vniY. The Hcrnioi- miiiint; liistrict on tlic

western slope of tlie Cliui Alpine range. Cliurcliill

county, Xeviula, is 4<> miles north-etist from Wonder tiinl

70 mill's soiitli-eust of I^ivelofks. The ilistrirt is served

by frt>ight-teani from Fallon. Nevada, a distance of 90

miles and a gtwd day's drive l>.v autoinohile. At ]>res-

ent there are two pn^duoing mines: the Antimony King

mine at Bemice, and tiie Lofthonse mine 5 miles soulli-

west. The pivatest loeal elevation is Grant '.s ]ieak. 7')(K)

ft., eight miles south-west of Herniee. From this ]i(iin(

the western slope of the range descends rapidly to 4()0(l

ft. and then gradually to the floor of Dixie valley, said

to he 2j>00 ft. above sea-level, the lowest point in the

State. Sedimentar.v rocks are well represented in the

district, flanking the intni.sive granite or moiizonite that

forms the crest of the range. The ui)twrned edges of

the tilted strata appear along the trend of the ranges.

Tlie predominating strike is north-west and south-east

across the tn'nd of the range, the dip being north-east.

Ore Occi"RREXCE. The lower slate member of the

sedimentary- series is the only fonnation important as a

source of antimony. All the mines or i>rospeets ex-

amined occur within this horizon. The rock is an in-

durated shale, weathering yellowish to reddish-lirown

in A-olor. Highly developed cleavage in two direi-tions

at high angles to the bedding causes it upon weather-

ing to break into small thin shingles and pencils.

Igneous rocks are conspicuously absent within this

horizon.

Stibnite. the sulphide of antimony, is the only ore of

commercial importance. Cervantite, the yellow o.xide

of antimony, forms thin coatings on the stibnite at the

surface and massive thicknesses, eight to ten inches.

in the weathered sections of some deposits, but this min-

eral quickly gives place to stibnite below the surface.

One low-grade deposit carrying dis.seminated stibnite

in quartz was observed, showing j'cllow altered surface

material for a depth of six feet.

Antimony occurrences throughout this district arc

closely associated with isolated limestone strata. At
the Antimony King mine there are two of these strata

averaging 8 ft. wide and 300 ft. apart. They have tlie

same strike and dip as the enclosing slate, and their

trend is marked by prominent outcrops. The most

persistent stratum is traceable for three miles. This

rock is a fine-grained silieious limestone, massive and

bluish-gray. It contains small cubes of disseminated

p.ATite. Normally it weathers grayish-white, but in .some

sections for continuous distances of a quarter of a mile

these croppings are stained yellow by antimony oxide.

Numerous prospect-holes furnish unaltered exposures

showing specks of stibnite through the mass of the rock,

also thin sheets of crystalline stibnite in cleavage and

joint planes, but tliese antimony-bearing limestones do

not tnrnisli ore in any eoniniereinl i|niinlity. ii.s mi Inr

noted.

.Vniimmnn Kimi \'i.in. 'rii,' .\nliniiin\ King vein is

a true liivsnie witii (inart/ (IJIinK'. It <iils the slate i\\

nearly right angles and in(ei-S4'i'tN I lie two liuMstctne

strata. It can be traced on the Nurfaee lor !til(l It.;

.strike N 1(1 K. dip rid W. The qinirl/ lilling is lioui

4 ineiies to 4 feet widi'. liny portion of wliieli niiiy be

replaced by Nolid stiiinite. Hotii walls have a parting of

lilaek slaty gouge. TIm' slate wall-roek is altered and
i-arries dis,seminale(l ewhieal pyrite. Spiialerite is the

only a.s.so<-iat(> of the stibnite in the vein ilsi-lf ; it occurs

liul sparingly and at wide intervals.

This vein is regarded as remarkably ])ersistcnt for an

antimony deposit. The best ore-shoots oectir .south of

the inters<'ction of the vein with the southern limestone

stratum. Here the lower drift has ojieiied up tlic vein

continuously for a distance of 200 ft. to a depth of 100

ft. A faulted segment of tin' limestone strikes nearl.v

jiarallel with the vein at tills intersection, and for a

distance of 70 ft. this segment has become incorjiorated

inld the lode. I'orining a 'lime spur' lying next the

liaiiging wall. The best orebodies occur in the (|uartz

under this lime spur, where solid stibnite in widths up
to 2 ft. has been discovered ;ni(l mixed ma.ssive stibnite

and quartz in widths up 1o 4 II. This 'spur' feathers

otit on the .south strike of tiic \iiii ;imi! llic ore hecomes

less massive in character, showing a banded .structure

of alternate .stibnite and quartz. Northward through

the slate the vein, though sniiill. i-ontinues with oi-casional

good shoots of ore until it intersects the northern lime-

stone stratum, beyond which it is apparently barren.

A geni'tic relation between the limestone and the ore-

bodies is strikingly shown in the vein described, and is

apparent throughout the district. The Lofthouw mine,

six miles south of Berniee. is noteworthy in this respect.

The vein is a fissure with quartz-filling and has tli<' same

direction of strike and dip as the Antimon.v King. The

limestone stratum a.ssociated with it is the only one in

an immense thickness of enclosing .slate. In this mine

the ore is less ma.s.sive. occurring in fibrous and needle-

like forms. Another illustration is furnished by a pros-

pect a mile north of Bemice. Here an erratic quartz

stringer, six inches wide, originates in the slate and in-

tersects nearly at right angles a limestone stratum 10

ft. w ide. On both sides of the lime the quartz is barren,

but where it pa.s.ses through the lime it widens to 8

inches and nearly all the (piartz gives place to coarse

fibrous stibnite.

In conclusion, the antimony deposits of merit or prom-

ise are es.sentially quartz-filled veins in slate, but de-

posits of importance have been found only where such

veins are as.soeiated with silieious limestone.

Arizona has an area of 113,020 square mile.s. which

is nearly twice that of Michigan. Its population of a

quarter of a million is about that of Denver. Arizona's

output of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 191')

was $88,551,000.
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Q oMmy d2 ^h.B c^Mtoiaw©©!! cDagfels];:

®y 2di. ©. Ho'is^iiirfl

Introduction. The Cottouwood di.striL't.s are situated

in the central portion of the Wasatch range, which over-

looks Salt Lake City on the east, and cover the upper

portions of two east-west canyons, Big Cottonwood and

Little Cottonwood, the divide marking the boundary be-

tween the two districts. The Park City district joins

Big Cottonwood on the north-east, and the mineral zone

extends from Park City through the Cottonwoods into

American Fork canyon, which heads over the divide

south of Little Cottonwood. The mouth of Big Cotton-

wood canyon is ten miles south and five miles east of Salt

Lake City. Little Cottonwood is three miles south of

Big Cottonwood. The principal properties in the two

districts cover an area seven by six miles at the widest

part. The principal town is Alta, in Little Cottonwood,

11 miles up the canyon. It is reached by stage from

Sandy, on a branch of the San Pedro, Los Angeles &
Salt Lake railroad. The trip up Big Cottonwood is made
by automobile from Salt Lake in two hours, and most of

the properties can be reached by this means. Ore and

supplies are transported in Big Cottonwood by wagon,

the ore being hauled either to the smelter or to the rail-

road at Murray. A spur runs from Sandy up Little

Cottonwood to Wasatch, 2i miles above the canyon en-

trance. An aerial tramway is operated in the summer

months to transport Little Cottonwood ore to Tanner's

Flat, leaving a gap between that point and the railroad

of 3^ miles, over which ore must be hauled in wagons.

The expense of the necessary snow-sheds and the danger

from slides makes a railroad up tlie canyon to the mines

an uncertain enterprise at this time. It is prol)able tliat

a new aerial tramway will be the ultimate solution of

tliis problem.

The district has had a regular but small output since

1867. having produced in that period $20,652,910.^ Last

summer marked intensive development. ;iiid a largely

increased production is anticipated for 1916..

ToPOGR.VPHY. The region is one of high relief. The

Wasatch range extends northerly and southerly for 200

miles. Its western border is marked by a steep fault-

escarpment overlooking the Salt Lake valley. The crest

of the range is near this western border, the slope ea.st-

ward being long and less steep. The main divide lies

from one to six miles east of the crest. The range is cut

by many east and west canyons, with deep dissection and

steep walls in the lower portion.s. Big and Little Cotton-

wood, especially the upper portions, are much marked

by glaciation. indicated by rounded bills. T^-shainvl

valleys, hanging lakes, and moraines. Abi-upt cliffs

terminate both canyons. Alta and Brighton have eleva-

iButler. I^oughlln, and Heikes; Bull. 620-1. U. S. G. S., p.

194. 1915.

tious of 8700 ft. The surrounding ridges rise to above

10.000 ft. These conditions make adits the logical means

of development.

Stratigr.vphy. The following notes on the sequence

of the formations are based on work done in 1912 by

V. F. Hintze, Jr., published in the annals of the New
York Academy of Sciences,- checked as to part of the

section by my personal observations.

The sediments exposed range from the Archean to

the Jurassic. Misundei-standings have arisen from a too

close study of the formations about the more productive

mines on the Alta side, and the difficulty of mapping

the strata there without previous .study of the sequence

exhibited in Big Cottonwood. The geologic section in-

cludes great thicknesses of shales, quartzites, and lime-

stones, from Algonkian to Juras.sic, l.ying unconformably

upon Archean schists and gneisses exposed near the

mouth of Big Cottonwood. The great Cottonwood

quartzite and slate series, variou-sly estimated at 1000

to 6000 ft. in thickness, lies at the base. Unconformably

overlying it are 700 ft. of Lower Cambrian quartzite and

150 ft. of Middle and Lower Cambrian shale, a dark,

.sandy, micaceous, thin-bedded shale, which in turn un-

derlies the ore-bearing limestone of the Ordovician.

This shale is found in the canyon below the Maxfield

mine, near the head of South Fork and near Superior

gulch in Little Cottonwood. The Ordovician limestone,

exposed and mined in the Maxfield, and known locally

as the Maxfield formation, is found on the top of Kess-

ler's peak, at the south end of Reade & Benson's ridge,

and southward in Little Cottonwood. The contact of

the Alta .shale and the Maxfield limestone is one of the

markers in the district, and is the lower boundary of

the ore-zone so far developed. The Maxfield fonnation.

consisting of interbedded limestone and shales, is of a

characteristic wormy appearance and light-gray to

white. In it are found the ores of the western mines,

the Maxfield, Cardiff. Fuller. Sells, and those north of

Alta.

Overlying the Ordovician unconformably is nearly

1500 ft. of fosvsiliferous Devonian limestone, also pro-

ductive. Next in the series are the limestones and shales

of the Mississippian. the Reade formation, nearly 1000 ft.

thick. The lowest member is a ma.ssivi' bluish lime-

stone, the middle a thin-bedded sandstone and shale,

overlain by a fossiliferous blue limestone. The lowest

member is exposed at the north end of Reade & Benson

ridge, between South Fork and Day's Fork. A great

unconformity exists between the Mississippian and the

Lower Pennsylvanian. tlie latter represented by the

Weber quartzite, composed of an even-textured fiue-

~ =Vol7xXin, pp. S5-143, 1912.
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pruiiu'il nn-k. It is i-ximscd ni'iir Ilic tiovcrmnriit im-

estry station in the upper part of Hip rollonwood can

yon. Above it lies Uie Park I'ity foruintion. wliieii lias

been so pnuluotive of lu>naii/u ore in tlie adjoining; ills

triet. As depositeil on the nortli side of tlie eanyon it

Jncludi*8 several Inindred feet of linu'stone, with inter

ealated sl»aK> luid iinartzite. It has not been of j^real

eeonoinie iinportani'e in tlie rottonwood dislriet.

Next above is the Woodsidc shale, dark-red. line

grained, ajul earryinp no ore. It is sueeeeded by llie

Trias-sie Thaynes formation, in wiiich oeeurs the ore ol

the Scottish Chief miue on Scott Hill, on the Park C'il.v

divide. As exposed on the north side of Rip ("otton-

wiKid. it consists of 450 ft. of intercalated sandstones.

limestones, and shales, with sandstone predominatinp in

the lowest niendier. .separated from the more limey lieds

al)ove by ll'i ft. of red shale. The upper d'W ft. is pre-

dominantly limestone. The Ankarvh shale, which over-

lies the Thaynes. is exposed on the divide. It consists of

1100 ft. of red sliale with .some beds of coarse pray sand-

stone and a few beds of limestone. Just over the divide

and alonp part of the ridge is the highest formation in

the district, the Xugget sandstone.

iGXEors Rocks. Three large masses outcrop. The

geologists of the Fortieth Parallel survey mapped these

as Archean. on which they supposed the sedimentary

series was deposited. Geikie.' Emmons,* Boutwell,° and

Hintze* arc in agreement as to their intrusive character.

Near the mouth of Little Cottonwood is a great ma&s

of porphyritic granite extending nearly to Superior

gideh. and in contact with the Cottonwood quartzitcs

and shales along the divide between the canyons. This

contact crosses Little Cottonwood at Ilawley's Flat,

about li miles west of Alta. The more basic grano-

diorite outcropping near the centre of Alta extends un-

der the ampbitheatre in the south fork of Little Cot-

tonwood, into Big Cottonwood near Twin Lakes, on tlie

Lake Catherine pass, and forms the western wall of the

head of the canyon, composing the ridge between

Brighton and Solitude gulch. It extends also south-

east to the head of Snake creek. Still farther east is a

third mass, the quartz-diorite forming Clayton peak.

and appearing on the walls at the south head of Big

Cottonwood under Pioneer peak, and north-east in the

Park City district.

Although no e^^dence has been hrought forward by

other investigators to connect the Alta and Clayton

Peak masses, and Butler and Loughlin give no reasons

for their opinion, the latter map the two as one mass

and call it all quartz-diorite. reser\-ing the name grano-

diorite for the Little Cottonwood granite. This results

sGeikie. Archibald, 'Archean Rocks of the Wasatch Moun-

tains.' Armr. Jour. Set.. 3rd ser., vol. 19. pp. 363-367, 1880.

4Einmons, S. F.. 'The Little Cottonwood Granite Body of

the Wasatch Mountains.' Amer. Jour. Set.. 4th ser., vol. 16, pp.

139-147, 1903.

oBoutwell, J. M.. 'Geologj- and Ore Deposits of the Park City

District. Utah.' r. S. G. S.. Prof. Paper 77. pp. 66-67. 1912.

"Hintze. F. F.. .Jr.. '.V Contribution to the Geology of the

Wasatch Mountains. Utah.' Ann. X. Y. Acad. Sci., vol. 23. pp.

85-143. 1912.

Ml .'III unfortunate confusion of terms. When tiie more

reeeni writei-s deeided to elinnpe the ebtsNilii'alioli of

tiiew nicks contrary ici all i\ id<?ii'c mimI ilir pn vious

report of Houlwell, it would have carried mure weiplil

had they piven thi-ir rea.soiis lor the ciiaiipc. ilint/e

speaks of \\\r ilirec scpnriile nuisses, granite, grano-

diorite. and (|iiart/. diorite, and notes tlie alisenee of sur-

face coiMicction lictweeii them, wiiile callinp attention

to the probability of their being dilTerentiatioiis of I lie

.sjiiiic iiuipina. K'eceiitly. in iiiakiiip examinations near

tile liciiij of Hip ( 'oltonwood. I bad occasion In prepiire

thin sections from samples taken from llial pari of llic

Alta mass which t'orms the ridpi' between Ifriplilon and
Solitude pidcli, exposed on the west side in an obi Inn.

nel. This is the portion of the mass to wliieli Uoniucll

refers wiien be says: "The .Mta ma.s,s lias made its

way up tliroiiph Paleozoii' sediments overlying tlie Cam-
brian at the head of the canyon (Little Cottonwood),

cuttinp aero.ss Carboniferous limestone, wliicli it has

metamorphosed highly, and extends eastward to form

the western wall about the head of Big Cottonwood

canyon, probably inducing the formation in the abut-

ting truncated limestone of contact mct^imorpliic min-

erals and ore-deposits."" Examination of these thin

sections gave conclusive evidence of the character of

the rock and agrees with the statements of Hoiitwell and

Hintze. From these masses, dikes and .sills have pene-

trated the surrounding sediments, metamorphosing them

highly, and exerting a great influence on the formation

of ore deposits,

STRfCTfRE, The intrusive masses have domed the

sediments, which dip away from the intrusions on all

sides, generally at angles of 35° to 45°, with local varia-

tions from this dip. The western half of this dome has

been cut off by the great Wasatch fault, and has lieen

depressed to form the floor of the Salt Lake valley. In

a particular zone the sediments liave been much folded

and faulted, the result probably of a great over-thrust

from east to west. This is illustrated in the accompany-

ing section from Alta in Little Cottonwood north-west

to Argenta in Big Cottonwood, ea.st of the ilaxficld

mine. This section is taken from Hintze. Along the

ridge between Big and Little Cottonwood east from

Superior gulch, the beds dip about 45° to the north-

east and appear in the following sequence: Brigham

quartzite. Alta shale. IMaxfield limestone, Benson lime-

stone, Cottonwood quartzitcs and shales, Brigham

quartzite, Alta shale, Maxfield limestone, Benson lime-

stone. Reade formation, etc. This duplication of beds

has been thoroughly proved. As shown by the section

from Alta to Argenta, its only effect on the north side

of Bip Cottonwood is to duplicate a portion of the

Brigham quartzite. Within this zone of over-thrusting

there is much crumpling of the heds and many minor

fault.s. The line of the over-thrust can be traced from

the south side of Big Cottonwood up South Fork, down

Superior gulch, crossing Little Cottonwood, up Peruvian

gulch into the head of American Fork canyon at Min-

-Op. cit.. p. 67.
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eral Flat. Its age is believed to be contemporaneous
\\-ith the first disturbances in the region and to precede

the intrusions.

There are two systems of faults, a NW-SE system

and a NE-SW system, the origin of which is not clear,

and is variously explained. They are considered by

Hintze^ to be strike-and-dip faults. He states that the

NE system was the earliest and that the NW system

occurred after mineralization, since faults of this system

displace the ore. Butler and Loughlin" believe that both

systems were the result of the intrusions, calling atten-

tion to their being radial to and concentric with these

intrusions. They consider the Superior fault to be a

reverse fault, concentric with the Alta mass, and not

NVJ SECTION ILLUSTRATING ALTA OVERTHROST (</r<r «.n.rae)

SECTIONS ACROSS THE COTTONWOOD DISTRICT. (See map On page 561.)

necessarily much later. The fault at the south end of

Reade & Benson ridge they consider in the same class.

At the head of Silver Pork, just north of Alta, is a

fault that Hintze estimates to have a displacement of

500 to 600 ft. ; this he is unable to classify as normal or

reverse. He inclines to the view that the block between
this fault and the Superior fault has gone down farther

on the west than the east, and that the minor faults be-

tween these two were a part of the same disturbance.

As the most pronounced fault in the district, except

the Alta over-thrust, the Superior fault deserves brief

description. Its trace is observable from below the

Cardiff mine in the South Fork of Big Cottonwood, over

the ridge, and down Superior gulch in Little Cotton-

wood, the trend being nearly north and south. Appear-
ances in South Fork indicated normal faulting, but more
pronounced evidence in Superior gulch .sliows that it is

a reverse fault, with nearly vertical displacement. This

interpretation shows the Cardiff to be in the lower lime-

^Op. cit., p. 137.

oOp. cit., p. 179-182.

stone, and that there is a deeper limestone on Reade &
Benson ridge than was at first supposed. Exact meas-

urements have been difficult. The fault-trace dies out

in crossing Big Cottonwood, although in line with the

fault-plane the western side of these same beds has evi-

dently dropped on the north side of Big Cottonwood,
indicating, until further evidence is available, that the

fault is possibly pivotal, with its fulcrum between the

Cardiff and the mouth of South Fork." Butler .and

Loughlin note but few local faults that are definitely

later than the ore depo.sition, although there is reason

to believe that many of the minor faults between Su-

perior and Silver Fork, and these two great faults also,

have displaced the ore-bearing fissures. A consensus of

opinion prevails that the great Wasatch
fault and its accompanying minor faults

were much later than the ore deposition,

and that the period of subsequent re-

adjustment covered a long time.

There is a tendency among some of

the operators to regard each of the

north-south gulches leading into Big
Cottonwood, namely. South Fork, Day's
Fork, Silver Fork, Honeycomb gulch,

and Solitude gulch, as lines of faulting.

They have no definite proof to offer, and
are doubtless letting generalities lead

them into unsound conclusions, depend-
ing rather on 'hunches' than on exact

observation and critical reasoning.

It is obvious that much detail work
must be done before the different sys-

tems of faulting can be satisfactorily

classified, and it is equally obvious that

this work will not be done until the

Government can be induced to order a
thorough study of the region. There is

no district in the State where the need
is more urgent. Underground develop-

ment now being done should clarify the geologic struc-

ture, especially in the north-easteni portion of the Big
Cottonwood district, where both main systems of fissur-

ing appear to be well mineralized.

Ore Deposits. These may be placed in three classes,

vein or fissure deposits, contact-metamorphie deposits,

and bedded deposits. The division between these types
is not clear-cut. all evidently having been formed during
the same periods of mineralization, and being genetically

connected with the intms-ive stocks of quartz-diorite and
grano-diorite, or their off-shoots. In the vein type there
is invariably some replacement of the walls, and whei-e

favorable limestone beds are intersected by the fissures,

replacement-deposits are formed. Contact deposits are

found especially along the north side of the Alta grano-
diorite. the limestone being highly metamorphosed in

the vicinity of this stock, witli the development of

typical contact minerals, such as diopside, garnet, mag-
netite, pyrite, and in the Mountain Lake mine the boron

"Hintze, p. 139.
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inim-riil. Iinlw ijfite. At tin- siirliirc tlics*- /.tuns often

foiituiii fn>m 1 to 2'",'- «'o|>|M'I- witli some silvor iiiwl jfol.l,

th«' oxiili/.oci miiuTnls stirnniiulinK n con> of siilpliiiic

Tin- iiiftjiinnrplio.sis is most mnrkcil in zoiu's pariiliil

to (trniio-diorito iliki-s. luul at varying liistani.s fmin

them. The white limestones appear to lie tlie iimif

hiRhly metnmorph<\s«Ml. sniiie tliin si-etions sliowinjt eoin-

plete alteration to liiopsiile. Not mueh ilevelopmeiil lias

iHM'n iimlerlrtken on the typienl eontaet deposits.

The vein deposits oi-eiir in roeks of varyiiiR eliaraeler-

isties. in the (.'iimbrian shales ami iiuart/ites of the

Toledo and CnrdiflT, the (Irdovieian and Devonian lime

stones of the Emma and City Roeks. and the Thaynes

of the Seotti.<h Chief. For a detailed de.seiiption of

these veins I refer the reader to papes 202 to 208 of the

Survey bulletin by Hutler and Loughlin. The outcrops

are in plaees soft oehre-.stained limestone members, in

others hanl. porous, rusty, and silieified. ehanging with

moderate depth to a soft earthy hydm.xide of iron, con-

taining ehimneys rich in lead and silver o.xidation prod-

ticts. The width of the veins varies from 1 to 20 ft..

with an average of :i ft. They dip at high angles,

usually to the north-west, from 55° to vertical. The

wall-roek in the Fuller, CardifT and Hranberg is quarlz-

ite: in the City Rocks, Butte, Oregon and other veins to

the east it is white limestone, the vein tending to pinch

in the hard blue limestone. The vein-stone of the Fuller.

City Rocks. Savage, Montezuma, Butte, Oregon, South

Heda, and Albion, has been soft earthy hydroxide of

iron with eerrusite. anglesite. manganese dioxide aufi

argentite. It occurred mainly in ehimneys from 50 to

200 ft. long, pitching with the strike of the veins, and

separated from each other by aboit equal amounts of

barren vein-matter. Chlorides are invariably absent.

"Wulfenite is a common mineral. " The oxidized on-

persisted below water-level, where development ceased.

Where opened on some of the lower levels, the ore in

these veins has been found to be 6 to 18 inches wide,

consisting of a mixture of chalcopyrite, galena, sphaler-

ite, and tetrahedrite in a gangue of quartz. Molybden-

ite is common. "While the oxidized ore has been usually

of a shipping grade, the sulphide ore of the lower levels

more often requires milling.

The bedded deposits have proved the largest and rich-

est. They are found at the intersection of mineralized

fissures with certain favorable limestone beds, and

where found in quart^ites and shales, are usually in

limestone beds. The white porous limestone is the most

favorable for these deposits also. The deposits are gen-

erally lenticular, with strike and dip conforming with

that of the formation, and the longe.st dimension along

the dip. They are often 200 ft. long, and extend 100 to

500 ft. in depth. Their thickness varies from 1 to 30 ft.,

but averages about 10. They are usually connected by

narrow seams of ochreous material or pipes of mineral.

In the limestone the ore has the same characteristics as

in the fissure deposits.

iiHess, F. L., 'Wulfenite at Alta. Utah.' U. S. G. S. Bull. 340,

p. 238, 1906.

Ill some of the iiiineN, notably .Mta Consolidated, it

lias I n noted that where the ore is in IIh' shale, it

appears as galena, spluilerite, pynle. and let raliedrile.

Ore deposits of the bedileii Ivpe lia\'e been I'oniid ill llie

l'".iiiiiia, l-'la^fstatT. ( olniiilnis. .Mia ('on.. I'riiiee of Wales,

CardilT. .Maxlield. Wi-adi' v^i Hensoii. ami Cjiilmnale, In

llie X'allejo and N'mlli Star (lie ronn Ijikeri was tluil of

pipes and shoots.

Ore has been roiiini in li.ssiires in tin- I'.i i(.'lijiiii (|iiarl/.-

ite in llie over-lliriist zone hiltle atleiition lia.s been

given to pi-ospeeling thi' i|ii;irt/.ite below the lowest

limestone beds. A narrow \eiii following the bedding

of the (|uarlzite is iio\n being explored in llii- Logger

ground, in the north-western jiortion of tlie district,

below tile iiiiiestone series. Hmiejies and len8<'8 of oxi-

dized lead anil silver ore in a ela\' g.iiigiie, and streaks of

high-grade chalcocite have been f<iun(l.

Still farther west in the Algonkian i|uai-tzile and slate

series, ehaleopyrile and galena are iiitiiiiately mixed

with barite and quartz in jjorphyry, but no development

has been done on these narrow stringers.

Rel.vtion to r.MiK City District. There has been

talk about the Cottonwood mines being in the same

formation as those of Park City. A glance at tlie geo-

logical section .shows thousands of feet geologically be-

tween the Ordovician and Devonian of Cottonwood and

the lowest productive formation of Park City, the Weber

quartzite. The orebodies of Park City are genetically

related to the CMayton Peak .stock of quartz-diorite.

whereas those of Cottonwood are more intimately re-

lated to the Alta stock of grano-diorite. No commercial

deposits have been developed in a.s.sociation with the

Little Cottonwood granite, although miih-Ii low-grade

molybdenite is found in connection with it in Little

Cottonwood, near White Pine and Red Pine gulches.

Referring again to Butler and Loughlin's designation

of the Alta mass as quartz-diorite and the Little Cotton-

wood granite as grano-diorite, the following quotation

distorts the actual conditions. They say: "Around and

closely associated with the Little Cottonwood stock of

grano-diorite. intruded into the pre-Cambrian and early

Camlirian rocks, few if any deposits of commercial im-

portance have been developed, while most of the impor-

tant deposits of the belt are a.s.sociated with the Clayton

Peak stock of quartz-diorite."'- This statement becomes

true only when for "grano-diorite," we substitute

"granite." and for "Clayton Peak st6ck of quartz-

diorite." we say "Alta stock of grano-diorite."

One other statement of Butler and Loughlin is worthy

of note here. They say: "A study of the ore deposit.«

of the State indicates that as a general rule the greatest

mineralization occurs toward the top of intrusive stocks

or in the ad.iacent sedimentary formations at a corre-

sponding horizon, and therefore it is not probable that

the mineralization in the Cottonwood-American Fork

area was so extensive as that in the Park City dis-

triet."'^ However, this should not be a cause for mueh

i20p. at., p. 225.

^Wp. cit.. p. 226.
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apprehension ou the part of the Cottonwood operators,

for the mineralization may well be less than in the 'bon-

anza' Park City district, and yet justify and reward
intelligent efforts to open profitable mines.

SuMM.\RY. 1. The sedimentary series of the Cotton-

wood districts consists of interbedded quartzites, lime-

stones, and shales, ranging from Archean to Jurassic, of

which the Lower Cambrian quartzites and shales, and
the Ordovician and Devonian limestones have been the

most productive.

2. Beds from the Algonkian tlirougli the Devonian
have been duplicated along the divide between the two

districts by a great over-tlirust, probably of .the same age
as the main Wasatch folds, late Cretaceous.

3. Igneous activity is represented by three intrusive

stocks of granite, grano-diorite, and quartz-diorite,

which have domed the sediments, of which those as.so-

ciated with the gi-ano-diorite stock have been the loci of
ore deposition.

4. Coincident with the intrusions, radial and concen-
tric fissures and dikes were formed, along which subse-

quent mineralization deposited the primary ores. The
NE-SW .system in the central zone appears to be more
mineralized than the NW-SE system. O.xidation has

GEOLOGIC MAP OF RIG .\ND LITTLE COTTONWOOD JU.\I.\(; DI.STKUl.s. I lAll.
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ooiivortt'«l tlu> primary k"!*'""- oiinli-opyrilo. Kpliiili-ril*-.

ami ti'tnilu'iirito inU> hijrii-priule 'carboiinto' on-s.

fi. Lator faulliiic iu a iiorth-wmtli direction caused

the drup of tlu' lai-p' l>lo<k iM'twooii Superior nuich and

Silver Fork, witli the pn>tliU'tion of a complicated scries

of minor faidts. some of which cut otT the oiv-tissiires

and make development, diflieult. This laultiiin was

pmhahly contemporaneous with the unat Wasjilch

fault, wliich droppi'd tiie western half of tlic dome helow

the floor of Salt Lake valley. The existence of a pivotal

fault, with its fulcrum hetween the CnnlitT and the

mouth of South Fork, is indicated.

6. Ore deposits are of three types, ti-ssuiv. bedded,

ftiul contact-njctamonihic, and appear principally in

certain limestone beds of the Hripiiani. .Maxtield. and

Benson formation!?. The white porous limestone seems

to lie most favorable to oii>. The tiiree types grade into

each other, and arc genetically ivlatcd to the intrusion

of the grano-diorite.

7. The fissuiv deposits occur in randn-ian shales ami

quartzites, Ordovician and Devonian limestones, and to

a limited extent in the Triassic Thaynes formation

which is nioiv closely related to the Park City district.

The ore occurs in chimneys having a high pitch and dip.

usually about 3 ft. thick.

8. The bedded deposits are in the form of lenticular

lujisses of little thickness, but having considerable

length and depth, in certain favorable limestone beds,

at contacts of the limestone with other beds, and at the

intersection of fissures with these beds and contacts.

9. Contact deposits have been formed in certain lime-

stone beds that have been highly metamorphosed by the

intrusives, the typical contact minerals, diopside, garnet,

magnetite, pyrite and ludwigite being prominent.

10. The past production has come mainly from the

soft beds containing the products of oxidation of galena,

argentite, tetrahedrite. chalcopyrite, and various sulph-

arsenides and sulph-antimonides. Chlorides are gen-

erally absent. W'ulfcnite is common. This ore has as-

sayed above 100 oz. silver and 38% lead. The sul-

phides are found more often in the quartzites and shales.

and are not so rich. With these molybdenite is common.

11. The ore deposits do not occur in the same forma-

tion as those of Park City, but are several horizons

lower, and it is noted that the mineralization in the

Cottonwoods is not as extensive as in the Park City dis-

trict.

Colorado's output of gold, silver, lead, zinc, and cop-

per in 1915 was $43,100,000, compared with .$33,460,126

in 1914. Colorado's area of 103.925 square miles is over

twice that of Pennsylvania; its population of over

800.000 is greater than that of Montana and Arizona

combined,, though its metal output is much less.

Mineral Production of
Rhodesia

Till' I'olldwiii^' tnlilc LTivcH tlu> oulpiit for liHf):

Qiiiintlty Viiliio

(?oi«i, ouiiK'H ;tir..o:iit.3C rs.si'it.ic.s

silver. oinuoH ls,1.i;:il.S.! IT.lli;

Copper, loim :t,r.Il.r.:' 217,(M;i

I.,<>ii(l. tons 27.77 tiT)!

Chronic Iron, Ions (in.5S(i.7,'> 20 1, it 1 1»

ABbcstOH, tons 2,010.11 :!2.1!MI

Coal, tons :iii!l.7G3.0ll rj:i,l!»2

Diauiunds, ruruls 272.05 I.OIG

Copper nintle, tons 9.50 286

Ironstone, tons !i.<!22.13 1,699

Total 14,421, SOI.

In 1914 the grand total value from all sources was

.€3,882,996. The increa.se in value is therefore over

£500.000. of which about lialf is liiie to the gold yidil.

I'lMPINU; IH^flPMENT a1 tlliOliI Dmiiiiiinii irillie. (ilobc,

Arizona, lias both steam and electric- iinils, I lie latter for

the deeper levels. Steam pumps on the 1000, 1200, and

1400-ft. levels lift direct to water-storage tanks on sur-

face and to a drain tunnel; electric puitips on the 1400,

1600, and 1800-ft. levels lift the water lo the main sta-

tion on the 1200-ft, level to be relayed to surface. Four

of the steam pumps are Pres<-o11 Iriplc-cxpansion

duplex type; and four arc Nortlberg triple-expansion

riy-wheel type. The steam pressure at the pumps is 134

lb. The triple-expan.sion fly-wheel pumps, which arc

u.sed in normal times, consume 18 to 18.2 lb. of steam

per water horse-power. The electric pumps on the lower

levels include an Aldrich vertical (piintuplex single-

reduction plunger pump with 150 hp. A.C. motor; this

lifts 900 gal. per minute a height of 400 ft. In the same

station with the quintuplex pump are three vertical,

triplex, double-reduction pumps, run by D.C. ; these also

lift 400 ft, the largest having a capacity of 470 gal. per

minute, the smallest 180 gal. Below arc two horizontal,

((uintuplex. Aldrich pumps, each with a 250 lip. A.C.

motor; pumping 600 ft, these have a capacity of lioo

gal. per minute each.

Latin-American countries have an area three times

that of the United States, and a population equal to that

of this countrj-. The foreign trade of Latin-America in

1913 was $2,800,000,000; that of the United States was

$4,200,000,000.

Bolivia, although shut off from the rest of the world

by other countries, is reached by three excellent rail-

roads. One extends inland from the port of Mollendo,

Peru, and two from the ports of Arica and Antofagasta

in Chile. From Arica to La Paz, Bolivia's mountain

capital, is 30 hours by train. La Paz, a city of 70,000

people, has street-cars, electric lights, telephones, and

modern buildings. The south-western part of Bolivia,

where are the important mines, is a barren plateau. The

northern and eastern parts of the country are vast roll-

ing lands and prairies drained by branches of great

rivers that empty into the Atlantic. Of the South

American nations, Bolivia has the highest proportion

of pure Indian population. Mining is the chief indus-

try. In 1913, the United States furnished 7i% of

Bolivia's imports.
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RapM Method for Tmmmtmn

The accurate methods* for the determination of tiing-

stic oxide in ores are longer and more laborious than is

desirable for control work in mining operations. The

great activity in the production of tungsten ores has

created a demand for a rapid method accurate enough

for the purpose stated. The following schemes, modi-

fied from the more accurate aqua regia method have been

used successfully.

Treat one gram of the very finely ground ore with

about 50 cc. aqua regia in a 4-oz. flask. Heat the solu-

tion, but do not boil; shake the flask frequently. When
the solution is evaporated to about 10 cc. and no black

particles remain undissolved, dilute with 50 cc. hot water

and allow to stand for half an hour. Filter through an

ashless paper, and wash the residue thoroughlj' with hot

water slightly acidulated with hydrochloric acid. Ignite

the paper with the residue of silica and tungstic acid in

a weighed platinum crucible with free access of air.

Fill the crucible with hydrofluoric acid, evaporate to

dryness, ignite and weigh as tungstic oxide. The final

product should be bright yellow in color.

With certain ores there is some difiiculty in getting

all the material into solution by this method. In this

case fusion of the sample in sodium carbonate by the

longer and more accurate method is the only real solu-

tion of the difficulty. With large quantities of tung-

stic oxide, there is danger of injury to the platinum

crucible by alloying it with tungsten produced by reduc-

tion by means of the burning carbon of the filter-paper.

It is better to burn the paper on a platinum wire, and

allow the ash to fall into the platinum crucilile. If the

residue contains a large amount of silica, the evapora-

tion with hydrofluoric acid sliould be repeated.

It is frequently necessary to make the determination

when a platinum crucible is not available. Without

platinum ware it is not possible to make the evapora-

tion with hydrofluoric acid to remove the silica. Under
these circumstances the following method can be used :

Decompose one gram of the ore with aijua regia as

described above. Add 50 cc. hot water, and let stand

for half an hour. Decant the solution through a filter-

paper, and wash the residue in the flask several times by

decantation, using about 50 cc. hot water slightly acidu-

lated with hydrochloric acid. Keep back in the flask as

much of the residue as possible. Add about 20 cc. am-
monium hydroxide solution (200 cc. strong ammonia,
with 1000 cc. water and 10 cc. concentrated hydrochloric

acid). When the yellow tungstic acid is all dissolved,

transfer the residue by means of the ammonium hydrox-
ide solution to the filter-paper, and wa.sh thoroughly

with water. This residue should be pure white (silica).

Evaporate the solution to dryness in a weighed porcelain

crucible, ignite gently to drive off the ammonium salts,

*See Pahasapa Quarterly. South Dakota State School of

Mines, Februarj' 1916.

and finally licat strongly to constant weight. The tung-

stic oxide thus obtained will be contaminated with a

small amount of silica, therefore the results are usually

a little high by this method.

In either case it must be borne in mind that at best

these methods are only approximate and that there are

several chances of error. They are useful only as rapid

methods for mine-control work.

Herewith is a drawing of the flotation apparatus used

at the mine of the Suan Concession, in Korea, a company
under progressive American management. It was em-

y^/y>am ho/e ^r cleaning,

tp be ffffrtinrfh apfu0

L iad or Copper Bpe
^

^ tnsiae diarrj.— -^

ployed to check small-scale tests and for removing chalco-

pyrite from scheelite. The capacity is 100 pounds of

crushed ore per hour. The total cost, including motor.

is under $50.
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CONCENTRATES

pfucm of miMifU* niilttn^. and imWftnjE.

Fl.rE-Dl'ST fmm the roiijxT yuccii liliisl runiniM'.s

uiiiuuiits to 4.29' i of the flmr^ri' smelted.

Trommels aiid kulihiuas wnsliinp ninchiiies at iIk'

L«'HH irravel mine. Silu-ria. liavc lieeii replaced l>y Imis;

sluices of the Alaska tyi>e. resultiti); in less losses of piM
and lower eosts. namely. 56 to 30 eents per eiiliie yai-il.

('(>.-iT of pn>diiein(i steam i)o\ver at the Cojiper (^iicrn

reduetion works, where oil is used ilireet under boilers.

and other boilers are in the reverberatory-furnnee flues.

is $60,436 per hp.-year. An average of 4r>(iT lip is

developed.

I'oNCF.NTRATK from tile Brunswick gold mine, (ira.ss

Valley. California, is shipped to smelters for treatment.

In 1915. 376 tons, worth ^70.311 per ton, cost $17.12">

per ton. The amount of mineral in flic ore averaped

1.71 per cent.

Stlvm-SHOVei^ tiud their principal use in mining at

open-cut iron mines, such as in Minnesota, and at the

extensive 'porphyry-' copper mines. At the Wasp No. 2

mine in South Dakota a steam-shovel handles gold ore

up to 500 tons per day.

Workmen deprived of a forearm through accidents

can be fitted with a magnetic hand. As devised in Ger-

many, this hand permits a workman to operate a file.

plane, lathe, etc. The hand contains an electro-magnet.

and connection with electric current is made by the foot

or the other arm.

DvN.\MiTE and linoleum consume over 20.000 tons of

wood-flour, costing .$300,000. per year. A white flour

is demanded for the dynamite, as the freshness of the

explosive is indicated by a light color. The flour must

be very absorbent, so that the nitro-glycerine will not

leak out. Wlieat flour is also used in dvnaniite.

'Submergence' in air-lifts, as used for raising water

from mines or oil from wells, is the depth that the air-

pipe is submerged below the pumping level of the water

or oil. The 'percentage of submergence' is the propor-

tion of the total length of pipe submerged in the water

when pumping. Low lifts ref|uire proportionately more

submergence than high lifts: for a lift of 20 ft.. 66%
submergence is necessary": for a lift of 500 ft.. 41%. In

some cases of deep pumping the submergence is only 30

per cent.

A STEEL HE.VD-FRAME is generally considered to cost

50% more than a timber structure of the same kind, but

is. of course, much more satisfaetorj'. An 85-ft. two-post

steel head-frame recently erected at the Brunswick ver-

tical shaft at Gra.s.s Valley. California, cost a total of

.+.(873. {)( this cost, .tlOSG was f(U' iiuilcrials and .$1787

was for labor. Of the nnilerials, the slrueliiral falirical

<'d steel cost $3587 and the sheaves $3K4. of llic l.ilicn

cost, the erect ing-contrai'toi-s were paid $(>7() ; $412 was
paid for concri'te foundations; and $2!l| lor wurk of an

engineer and draftsman.

.\n i:i,K(-TKo-iiYnKMi,ic shovel, as used by the Penn

Iron .Mining Co. at \'ulcan. Michigan, employs water

under pre.s.sure to i)erform all the operations e.\e<'pl pro-

pelling, for which a sei)arate motor is best suited. A
motiu'-driven centrifugal pump mounted on the slmvcl

di.seharges into a ])res,surc tank; lliere are walii- i yliii-

ders and plungers with a suction-laMk into which the

cvlinder-s discharge and from which the jiunij) draws its

su])j)ly. One man operates the shovel, the average spinl

being threi' or four dippers per minute; by utili/.ing I lie

water as a medium, i)ejd< loads are avoided in tin; electric

powci- i-e(|uirements,

I'l.vTiNi'M is foiiiid ill siiiiie co|)])er ore iic.ir Kdi-liikaii,

Alaska, and the miners consider that they slioidd i-eccive

payment for the platinum content of the shii)mcii1s .sent

to the smelters. As far as can be found no smelter in llie

Pacific Coast States pay.s foi- i)latinum in such ore. Din-

ing 1!)14 refiners of ])latinum sand, gold hidlioii. and

copper matte reported that 3430 oz. of new refined plat-

inum was recovered by them. Of this <piantity .'125 o/.,

came from domestic crude i)lacer plalirunn, and at least

2.500 oz. was derived from domestic sources, the re-

mainder from foreign niatei-ial treated in the I'liited

States. The price of platinum has ris<'n considerably of

late, and as will be found quoted on the metal page of

this .iournal each week, is from $88 to .$92 per ounce.

Oil and gasoline are used at mines for many pur-

poses, and frequentlj- cause fires which are difficult to

jiut out. A soda-foam is now on the market that will

extinguish fires in receptacles containing from a gallon

to a 55,000-bbl. tank. Foam has many distinct advan-

tages. It can be thrown to a distance of more than 30

ft., and can be used on highly inflammable li(piids with-

out spattering them or without spreading the fire in the

least degree. It floats on the lightest oils. and. Iicing

discharged in a state of continuous expansion, it spreads

itself completely over an oil surface in the form of a

blanket, entirely .shutting off atmospheric oxygen from

the burning surface. In its application as a stream, or

jet. none of the carbon dioxide is lost in transit. This

gas is carried in minute ga.s-bulibles dii'eet to the seat of

combustion in the form of a foam blanket, which re-

mains for almost an hour. The foam has a cooling effect

on all fires, but this is especially noticeable in oil fires,

the oil being cooled below its fla.sh-point, thereby pre-

venting re-ignition. The foam is adhesive, sticking to

ceilings and walls, or anything upon which it is thrown,

and there remains until long after the fire is extin-

guished. The foam damages nothing and can be readily

removed by washing. For small fires the mixture is .sold

in apparatus similar to the ordinary- fire extinguishers.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our oivn correspondents.

BUTTE, MONTANA
BiTTE & Superior, Anaconda, Butte-Baixaklava, East Butte,

BULLWHACKEB, AND LABOR TROUBLE AT PiLOT BUTTE.

The Butte & Superior company treated 54,380 tons ot ore

during February (29 days), a daily average ot 1S75 tons, in a

mill that was originally designed for 1000 tons. An idea of the

improvements in treatment can be gained by a comparison

with the corresponding month of 1913:

Month of Ore treated,

February tons

1916 54,380

1913 16,100

Five new sets of ball-mills and tube-mills are being installed.

Ex-
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tluw«> mt>n Willi niinn-hlstli- lotiilrnclon wero (orrinl to m-i-K

eniplnyiiipnt ii( th<> Hiimllcr liiil«<|>i-ii(lont mliios. Miiiiy of ihciii

found work at (he Pilot Hmto. The stnilon-tontlcr and tlio

niiin (hat waa dlnoharcpd W(<r« aoolnlltits of the winio order.

The »hlf(-l>08a wna undorKroiind iHjtween shifts early one

(nornlni;. and the stnllun-tonder arKiied with hlni for dlsrhnri!'

InK the stH-lnllst. The 9(a(lon-tender JiuhihmI on the ciiKe \\\wu

the hosK WHS ren<ly to ko up. :>nd they went to the surfiici'

tOKfthor. At the shaft-collar the station-tender slarli'd an

nttark. but the shlft-hoss hroke loose and run for the olTlfe.

He secured a Run and (Ired at the other as he was coniliic

through the door. The shot proved fatal. The shift-boss was

released on llO.OtH) bonds, which were furnished by the presi-

dent of the Pilot Butte comimny.

At the close of business last month the Kast Dutte company

had about $475,000 cash and copper on hand. The output for

February was 1.277.160 lb. compared with 1,060,000 lb. in

.lanuary. The aveniKe copper content of the ore being mined
now Is considerably less than that extracted in 191.i. }low-

ever. with the 20<~r Increase In production, the company should

show a profit of $100,000 per month, at the present price of

copi>er. The ore developed at 1500 ft. is of higher grade than

that at 1200 feet.

About 150 tons of ore per day is being shipped from the

BuUwhacker to the Tacoma smelter. The ore contains about

Z'^T copper, which occurs as chrysocoUa. Ore extends close to

the surface, and the glory-hole system of mining is employed.

The west wall caved-in recently, and several hundred tons of

ore fell to the bottom. The accident occurred between shifts

snd no one was injured.

JOPLIN, MISSOURI

NoBTH Webb Citv Mill to be Made Oxe of the Largest in tmk

District.—SLrnoE Department of Large Capacity at A.

W. C. No. 4.

—

Draining AfRORA Land, and Large Dike to

Protect Mines.

The Hurry Up Mining Co.'s old 300-ton concentrating plant,

in the north Webb City district, is to be dismantled and re-

placed with a practically new one of 400 tons' capacity per

10 hours. The mill is one of the pioneers of the North Webb
City field, having operated almost continuously since it was
erected 10 years ago. During periods of both high and low-

ore prices the plant has been a steady producer and in recent

months, since prices have been so high, has been working
double shift. The reconstructed plant will be equipped with

rougher-jigs, one cleaner-jig, crushers and rolls, tailing-ele-

vators: everything being new except the framework of the

plant. In addition to the new machinery at the mill the com-
pany will begin hoisting ore from what is known as the Flor-

ence shaft, 1000 ft. north-east of the mill. Work of construc-

tion on the mill and tramway and on a new 1200-ton hopper
at the mill will be started the middle of April. Electric power
will be used. The company is operating in a sheet-ground dis-

trict where the recovery of blende and gatena average between
2 and 3 per cent.

One of the largest sludge-mills of the district is being con-

structed by the A. W. C. Mining Co., in conjunction with the

work of building its new No. 4 plant, on a 160-acre lease of the

Luke land, in the west Joplin district. The sludge department
is 200 ft. east of the mill, and slime will be fed by launders

from the main plant. Sludge first passes into a 40 by 40-ft.

concrete settling-tank, after which it goes to a 36-ft. Dorr
thickener. There will be 11 tables in the sludge department.

The Xo. 4 mill is the fourth of a series of plants to be buUt

by this company. Work of construction on this mill was under
way before the transfer of the property, several weeks ago.

for $200,000, to Gibson and associates. The mill will have a

capacity of 400 tons a shift, and will be operated full time.

Electric power will be used throughout. A double-compart-

ment shaft, 7 by 12 ft., will supply ore, which comes from

hlicl-ori' fornuitlon iil ii depth of l!t0 ft. The pliinl hiis two

roUKher-JlKH. one cleaner, one l.'iln. breaker, one set of 42iu.

rolls: and two koIk of DlMu. rolls. The mill 1h In a dlHtrict thiit

has commandi'd conBldi-rable alti'iitlnii recently. A Hhorl dlH-

lance to the north In the SaniHnn mine, recently purchased by

W. Kenofick for $125,000. Inimodlalely to the north east Is the

Cilbson mine, and to the east are the S. Y. Hiiinagc an<l the

Once More mines, all of which arc einilpiu'd wIlli large con-

centrating iilants. A few years ago no develoiitiient was under

way in this parllculur iiurt of the (leld. the ore generally being

too thin to operale at existing low prIcoB.

A 40acre tract of the I'liited Zinc Co.'s land at Aurora, that

has been under water for more than a month. Is now being

drained with n 10-in. Texas pump iiiBtalled by W. II. Hunter,

of Aurora. More than a dozen small operating companies

are awaiting the drainage of the land before resuming work.

Although each mine Is of comparatively small ImporlMiice In

Itself the combined output from all the properllcH has madi-

the tract a big producer. Heavy rains recently caused every

mine on the land to be flooded. The work is conducted at

varying levels, no mining having been undertaken below a

depth of 100 ft. Much of the ore consists of calamine and

lead, occurring at shallow levels, some of the mining being

done within 25 ft. of the surface.

Lead and calamine In soft groimd arc Indicated In recent

drilling on the Rose land, south of .Toplln, and following these

drill-strikes a new shaft is being sunk. It is now down 109 ft.,

and is ex|)ected to open 'pay-dirt' at a depth of 125 ft., extend-

ing down to 135 ft. In this comi)any are .Tames Clark. .lake

Warren, .7. B. Avery, and A. S. Baldry. The development of

shallow mines in the south .loplin field is becoming extensive,

and many good discoveries have been reported recently.

Plans for the building of a 1200-ft. dike on the United Zinc

Co.'s land at Peacock. 5 miles north-west of Joplin, have been

altered somewhat and much more money is now to be si)ent in

this work than at first proi)osed. Instead of constructing an

earth and rock dike, the new work will consist of concrete, the

wall being 3 ft. wide at the base, 1 ft. wide at the top, 12 ft.

high, and 1200 ft. long, protecting the mining ground from

flood waters of Spring river and Center creek. A. B. Bensch.

of New York, has acquired a lease on 493 acres of the United

Zinc Co.'s land at this point, and has installed two large Texas

pumps, and will put in another in the near future. All the

pumps are to be operated by electricity. Several weeks will

be spent in draining the old Peacock mines, which were highly

productive from 1S99 to 1909, but which have not been in

operation for a number of years. Mr. Bensch plans to begin

the construction of a large concentrating plant in the near

future.

PETROGRAD, RUSSIA

Condition of Russian Gold Dredging in 1914.

The report on gold and platinum dredging in Russia during

1914 has been issued by the Consultative Committee of the

Gold and Platinum Producers. It is somewhat briefer than

usual, excepting the tabular matter, which gives many details.

It is stated that the question-forms issued by the Committee

were filled and returned by 13 gold-producing concerns con-

trolling 58 dredges, three more boats than in 1913. There

was an improvement in particulars given on 53 boats, five

more than in the report of 1913. Four companies failed to

make any returns at all, namely, the Moscow Timber Co., the

Orsk Gold Co., the Northern Yenissei Gold Co., and the

Spassky. As was to be expected, the time worked was short of

that in the preceding year, though certainly not so far below

as a state of war might have justified. The hours worked

were 2951 per dredge; compared with 3302 in 1913, and 3437

in 1912. The quantity of gravel washed shows a reduction

that is a fair proportion compared with peace times. What

is perhaps more surprising is that the returns in gold and

platinum, though of course lower than those in 1913. are
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relatively higher per dredge and in total. The quantity of

gravel washed per dredge was 18,451 cuhic sajenes (1 sajene =
7 feet) in 1914, against 19,502 in 1913 and 16,806 in 1912.

The resulting production of gold per dredge was R92,S60

(1 ruble = about 50 cents) in 1914, against R92,360 in 1913,

and RS4,200 in 1912. The reduction in working hours per

dredge made 10.6%, but the average gravel washed and the

average precious metal produced made respectively a reduc-

tion of 5.39%, and an increase of 0.5%. The total quantity of

gold and platinum produced by the dredges in Russia and
Siberia in 1914 showed a decline of R149,730 compared with

1913, making a reduction of about 2.5%. The grand total of

gold and platinum produced from 58 dredges according to the

table made R5.205.290. But dealing only with the 53 dredges,

respecting which complete details are available, the quantity

was R4,921,580; or an average of R92,S60 as is stated above.

The results per dredge for previous years have been given for

purposes of comparison, but one need only say that In 1910,

when the result was R73,000, and again in 1906, when the

result per boat was no more than R54,100. This, as can be

understood, does not necessarily indicate increased efficiency

to the extent of the difference between the figures of 1906 or

1910 and 1913, because the dredges now at work are consid-

erably lar.ger.

The vexed question of duty or no duty on inijjorted dredges

or parts thereof, and sinking apparatus, is always being dis-

cussed by mining men on the one hand, and the advocates of

Government revenue on the other; but an important decision

has been taken by the Committee not long ago appointed to

examine the conditions of the Russian gold industry, with the

object of suggesting measures for its extension and improve-

ment. It is now announced that the Committee has taken at

least one important step, and has resolved that it is now time

and would be of great advantage for the development of the

Industry, and for the increase of the gold reserves of the

Russian empire, to establish for 10 years from the day that

peace was arranged, the duty-free importation of dredges or

parts thereof, or apparatus for investigating gold-bearing areas.

At present immense areas of low-grade sands are allowed to

lie unexploited, which might give Russia the gold which is

so necessary at all times, especially at i)resent. The Gold

Industries Committee on its part is taking advantage of the

new situation, and is giving evidences of energy and enter-

prise in the sense that It would place the dredging business

in Russia on such a level as would insure the production not

of R4,232,000 or R6,34S.0nO of gold, but many times this

value. The concession to the gold industry indicated would
make Russia a great market for dredges as well as parts

thereof, and at the same time would stimulate the domestic

factories to develop the che,T|). rapid, and extensive and modern
construction of gold-dredging machinery and accessories. It

may be mentioned that the guiding hand in the Committee is

D. E. Konovaloff, who thoroughly understands the business.

It may be mentioned that, in consequence of the loosening of

organization, which naturally accompanies war conditions in

distant industrial centres, the clandestine removal of gold has
become a grave question. In past years it was well-known that

considerable quantities of metal was being removed from the

country by improper means, and it is found that in 1914 this

had increased considerably, also in 1915. How this affects the

question of the registration of gold and platinum will no
doubt be made clear later on, but it is obvious that registra-

tion is not a complete remedy for what must always be a

strong temptation in the goldfields.

SILVER LAKE, CALIFORNIA
Notes ox M.vxganese DEPosri's.

About 30 miles west of the Tonopah & Tidewater railway.

with which it is connected by a fair wagon-road, is the Owl
Head manganese mine. The nearest jiost-office is at Silver

Lake, in San Bernardino county, 45 miles distant. A 30-hi).

caterpillar tractor of 2u-ton capacity hauls ore to the line, mak-
ing a round trip in 30 hours. The present output is 200 tons

monthly. The jiroperty is at an elevation of 2000 ft. above

sea-level. The deposit was discovered by R. L. Mann, the

owner, in 1911. The accompanying section illustrates the

^C /.'.
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AHIZONA

In Biillotin No. 17 of the State Burenu of Mines. A. C. Uiibol

dl8ou»s<>s coal in Arizona. This nilnornl Is found in the Doer

Cr*el\ field of eastern Pinnl eoiinty. and the Hlacli Mosu Held of

Coconino. Navajo, and Al>arhe counties. The coals are not of

high grade, and generally considered the deposits are not

likely to be worked In the Immediate fnture.

CiRKKNrVZK ColNTY

On March 29 the employees and the Arizona. Detroit, and

Shattuck companies signed an agreement covering general

rules for working conditions, grievances, and wages in the

CIlfton-Morencl-Metcalf district. It is to be printed In English

and SiHinish. and is about 4000 words in length.

At 100 ft. and SOO ft. in the Shattuck-Arizona '"^'r and ()9r

copiier ore hiis been opened. The daily output is 4.50 tons of

lead and 550 tons of copper ore.

Moiia\t; Coi'NTV

As depth is reached in the Oatman district water is en-

countered, and at 500 ft. up to 1000 gal. per hour is the flow.

Pumps are to suiiersede bailers. The water is of good (juality

for domestic and mine use. Water supply has been a problem,

and this will help, aided by the piped supply from the Colorado

river, 12 miles distant.

YUStA COVNTY

According to the Parker Post there is unusual mining ac-

tivity prevailing in the northern part of this county. The
Empire-Arizona is shipping by auto-truck to Parker. De-

velopment is reported as good in the Billy Mack and Zerolite-

Mammon mines. The Swansea made a profit of $22,000 in

February from 4<;^ copper ore. A large orebody has been

opened.—The Planet is shipping 40 tons of 18% ore daily per

motor-truck to the railway.-—-Manganese claims on the

Planet range are to produce 200 tons a day. They are 8 miles

from the railroad.

CALirORNIA
Amadob Couxty

(Si)€Cial Correspondence.)—The Amador Star .Mining Co., 3

miles north of Plymouth, is sinking a vertical :i-compartment

shaft to 500 ft., and will then cross-cut to the vein at that

depth. The property is equipped with a steel head-frame,

200-hp. electric hoist, and air-compressor. This was formerly

known as the Rhetta mine. Bayliss C. Clark is superintendent.

The old Orr or Creek Ledge mine prospecting shafts are

being unwatered for sampling and exploration. This work is

being done by the Plymouth Consolidated company or kindred

interests.

Plymouth. March 20.

The Plymouth company has raised wages 25c. per shift,

effective April 1.

BiTTE County

As the electric properties of the Oro Water, Light & Power
Co. have been absorbed by the Pacific Gas & Electric Co., its

dredging department is to be transferred to a new company,
the American Gold Dredging Co. The Victor dredge of the

company near Oroville sank on April 5. It had nearly com-

pleted digging a small area, and was then to be dismantled.

Cai.a\t:ras County

tSpecial Correspondence.)—The Vanciel brothers are open-

ing till' .Star iinil ICxrelslor inliies Ml lOiigeiii' TbcHe proper-

lies produced a good deul of gold and copju'r years ago.—

—

The McNulty mine, owned by the Miilspliia brollieiH, joins

this property on the south. All have in'odiiclioii rri-oidH. back

In the sixties, when ore was shipped to SwaiiKea. Wales.

With the present high price of coiu'cr, and enough working

capital it Is expected these mines will soon be among the

regular producers.

Eugene, March 25.

(Special Correspondence.)—Coughanour and Olesen and

others are oiierallng the Naiioleon mine. An oil-flotation plant,

with a capacity of 50 tons |ier day, is treating the ore. which Is

crushed in a Hendy ball-mill through a (!0-mesh screen, so';

passing SO-mesh, The owners are working on ore left by early

operators, when the best was hand sorted and shipped to

Swansea. Wales, for treatment.

CopperopoUs, March 25,

(Special Correspondence.)—At the Mountain King mine,

sinking is proceeding from the 500 to the 700-ft. level. The
vein, followed by the working shaft, lies at an incline of :io

to the east, and at the bottom of the shaft, shows a width of

7 ft. of good ore. Work is done with electric power. A 10-

stami) mill will be kept crushing ore from the bottom of tin-

shaft. C. M. Brown is superintendent.

Hodson. March 27.

(Special Corresiiondence.)—The Ciray Lead niine has been

sold by T. Porteous to S. F. .Johnson and others of New York.

This mine was once a good producer, and has been opened at

depth by a cross-cut adit, exposing a good vein. Assays re-

turned $166 over a width of 18 in. A recent mill-run by lessees

on another vein of this property averaged $70 per ton.

The Zacaterre mine, in which sinking has been in jirogress.

is opening satisfactorily. A rpiartz vein. 12 to 24-in. wide,

assaying $40 per ton. has been exposed in the shaft. T.

Porteous' stamp-mill has been leased by the Zacaterre people.

At the Deerfoot mine sinking has been done, good-grade ore

being opened.

West Point. April 5.

Inyo County

As soon as the Wilshire Bishop Creek mine can be financed

work will be resumed and the mill enlarged to 150-ton capacity.

The Consolidated Wilshire Mining Co. has been formed to do

this.

Fourteen tungsten claims 8 miles west of Bishop have

been sold to A. .1. Clark of Los Angeles. Fully $40,000 must

be spent before production commences. A mill will be erected.

During the five months ended February 29 the Cerro Gordo

Mines Co.'s itrofit was $40,260. Shipments of 1000 tons of zinc

ore monthly are being made.

Nevada County

For $25,000 the Columbia Consolidated Mines Co.. managed

by E. C. Klinker, has purchased the claims of the late Fritz

Meister, on Canyon creek, three miles above Washington. A

working arrangement has been made also with the Ocean Star

owners, whose property adjoins the Columbia. The two

10-stamp mills will be started.

The Texas, Guild, and Niagara quartz mines in the Willow

Valley district have been Ijonded to W. H. Tuttle of Iteno.

The first has a 515-ft. shaft and 10-stamp mill. The Mon-

tana. Willow Valley. Buckeye, Cold Springs, Benton G., and
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Lone Star claims, of 1000 acres, were recently consolidated

here.

The North Star Mines Co. has declared its regular quarterly

dividend of $50,000.

Owners of the Union Hill mine were recently paid another

installment of $25,000 on the purchase price of $79,000 by the

present operators.

During the year ended March 1, 1916, the Golden Center of

Grass Valley Mining Co. did 2200 ft. of development: crushed

7969 tons of ore; recovered gold worth $112,352 and con-

centrate valued at $21,638, a total of $133,991, an average of

$16.SI per ton; paid $5S,000 for property, etc.; erected plant

costing $35,401; made a profit of $49„S43; and paid $21,990 iu

dividends. Good developments are expected during the current

year. C. A. Brockington is superintendent. Additions are to

be made to the mill, and a cyanide plant has been designed.

Placer Cou.nty

The Live Oak, Big John, Red Bird, Black Oak, and Annie

Laurie mines, near Colfax, are being re-worked.

S.\N Bernardino County

Near Danby the Gold Reef Minin.g Co. has acquired title to

extensive holdings in a promising district. It has adopted the

leasing system of development. Leases are limited to 500 ft.

along the lode, but lessees are not restricted to one lease.

Work must be done continuously. The conditions of leases

are 10 years at 10%, with privilege of renewal. All original

development costs are to be returned to lessees from output

before royalties accrue. Therefore money goes into the ground

and must come out again before the holding company partici-

pates. The lodes are said to be of the Oatman character. A
report has been made by Ellis Mallery.

Shast.\ Countv

During March the Mammoth Copper Co. shipped 2500 tons

of 40% zinc ore to Kansas smelters.

Trinity County

Two thousand acres of gravel claims near Hayfork have been

bonded to E. T. Wiltsee for $50 per acre. Drilling has com-

menced in charge of J. A. Scott of San Francisco. 'Pay' is

12 to IS ft. deep, and averages 6c. per yard. A large dredge is

contemplated.

Tuolumne County

(Special Correspondence.)—A company operating in this

county is negotiating to acquire the Dreisam mine, at Arastra-

ville. It is expected that the deal will be consummated with-

in a few days, and that the mine will be re-opened without

delay.

The Pine Log Gold Mining Co., composed of residents of

Stockton, will shortly begin mining operations on the south

fork of the Stanislaus river, just below the mouth of Five-

Mile creek. The property, acquired under lease from a San
Francisco company, is a bar that was partly worked in the

early days with good results. A wagon-road is being con-

structed to facilitate the transportation of machinery and
supplies. A steam plant and pump will be installed as soon as

possible, and if the water cannot be handled in this manner a
dam will be constructed across the river and the stream con-

veyed to a point below the property in a flume. Henry W.
Schroeder will direct operations.

A Cameron pump with a capacity of 400 gal. per min. is

being installed on the 500-ft. level of the Rawhide mine.
Considerable new machinery has been erected at the Dutch-

Sweeney mines since the properties were taken by the present
operating company. A residence for W. .1. Loring, the gen-

eral manager, has also been built. The extraction of ore and
the development of new orebodies is giving employment to a

large number of men, and results are said to be highly satis-

factory. The group includes the Dutch, Sweeney, and Api)

mines.

The Shore and Oliver mines, situated on Table mountain,

near .lamestown, have been bonded to A. M. Hennessy, of San

Francisco. Work must be commenced within 60 days, by the

expiration of which time a substantial payment is to be made.

Fred Stucki is developing a vein IS to 48 in. wide near the

Mohican mine, which yields $10 gold per ton.

Fifty tons of high-grade ore from the Live Oak mine is

being treated at the Black Oak. The operators. Stage and

Blackburn, expect to be milling from 50 to 100 tons per month
in the near future.

Sonora, March 27.

Yuba County

A dredge for the Guggenheim interests will soon be con-

structed between Hammonton and Park's Bar bridge, opposite

Brown's Valley, as a spur track is being laid to the Yuba

Scale ofM/es
lO 20

.MAP SHOWING OROVILLE, YUBA RIVER, AND NATOMA DREDiaNG

DISTEICTS OF CAUFOBNIA,

river by the Southern Pacific company. The boat is on its

way from the East. Other dredging companies on the Yuba

are the Marysville at Marigold and Yuba Consolidated at

Hammonton.
One hundred tons of chrome-iron ore daily is being ex-

tracted from the Woodleaf Canyon mine in the northern part

of this county. A. Brendt is in charge of 50 men.

COLORADO
Bouij)EB County

The Omaha tungsten claims of C. C. Ficcio on Boulder

creek have been sold to Kansas City people for $60,000.
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A iiilll (o i-ottt )5i).0(iO |8 to be i>nH-ti<(l In iloiililor i-aiivon

by thi> TuDRiiton MoIiiIh Cor|M>rn(loii of UuiiUlor, wlilch has

acquired novrrnl |iro|M>rl Irs.

The Houldcr TuiiKntfti rroductton Co. Is to roliiiilil ihi-

Cobiirn niill iit KiiKlf Kock. iiinkliiK it of fiOton c-iipiiclly

John U. Clitrk Is In chnrgo.

l>oi,oR»:.s Cor NTY

After hnving Its |)ro|>orty worked by lessees for a long time,

the lliro MinliiK Co. has rvsuiiiod oiionitlons on Its own nr

rotilil nt KU-o.

L.VKK CofNTY (I.K.XDVll.I.K.)

On April 2 f<re nt I.oadvlUe destroyed city property valiieil

at $50,000.

The Rol>ert Emmet. Forest City. Result. Goiiabrod. uiul

Ranchero claims of the Small Hopes-Borcel Mining Co. In

Stray Horst' gulch have been sold for $500,000 to the Kni|)in-

Zinc Co. The property h.is Iwen worked through the Robert

Knimet shaft. High-grade zlnclead-sllver ore occurs at I'ldn

ft., and recent production has been over 1000 tons per month.

Several shafts in this area are down lOOO ft., and some are

1350 ft. deep. The new owner is to unwater the shafts. The
Small Hoj>es company is com|>osed of well-known business

and mining men. with Frank Zaitz as president.

As at the Penrose shaft of the Down Town company a puni|)-

motor at the Harvard shaft of the l'. S. S. R. & E. Co. burned-

out last week, delaying unwatering somewhat. Peculiar con-

ditions are responsible for this trouble.

OfRAV Cor.NTY

During February the Camp Bird made a profit of $.?6.000

from 2S,10 tons of ore.

Thirty inches of good copi)er ore has been opened in the

1000-ft. adit of the Calliope claims, four miles south-east of

Ouray. The Hari)er-Larson Development Co. is doing the work.

Some high-grade tungsten ore is being mined near fronton.

MISSOURI

J.VSI'KK ColNTY

During the last week of March there was little change in the

ore market at Joplin: prices ranged from $S5 to $115 per ton

for 60^'r zinc product. The Missouri-Kansas-Oklahonia region

produced 16S3 tons blende, 409 tons calamine, and 1375 tons

lead, averaging $100, $84. and $99 per ton respectively. The
total value was $850,768. The principal producing areas were
Webb City-Carterville, 2661 tons blende and 643 tons lead;

Joplin, 1002 tons blende and 110 tons lead; Duenweg, 685 tons

blende: Galena. 576 tons blende and 83 tons lead; Miami, 3Sri

tons blende and 385 tons lead; and Oronogo, 347 tons blende

and 74 tons lead.

MONTANA
G.VLL.^TIN Col'.NTV

Through the efforts of Thomas Michner of Salesville, the

holdings of the principal placer mining companies in the

Gallatin valley, near the Yellowstone National Park, com-
prising approximately 6000 acres, have been taken over by

the Gallatin Gold Dredging Co., a corporation recently or-

ganized at Spokane, capitalized for 2,000,000 shares at $1 each.

Directors of the new concern are Dr. William B. Pickrell, Dr.

Frederick Epplen, and George Harding, Spokane; H. D. Chap-
man, Chicago; H. M. Rheiling, Denver; and Mr. Michner. It

has taken Mr. Michner six years to consummate this deal. The
ground, comprising one of the richest placer fields in ilontana.

has never been worked, except at the lower end, where con-

siderable coarse gold was found, leading those who have ex-

amined the deposit to think that good gravel will be en-

countered all the way up the stream. The pay-gravel is from

300 ft. to half a mile wide, and extends 22 miles down the west

fork of the Gallatin river from a point near the north-east

corner of the Yellowstone Park. Half of the stock of the

Gallatin Gold Dredging Co. has been taken over by Dr. Pick-

rell. Mr. Chuimmii, .Mr. llnnlttiK. and Mr. Rlielllng, who will

Hupiily the money to thorouKhly prospect the lioldlngH and

later to iiiHtiill dredgCH to work the dopoHlt. The corpora-

lion lakes over the properties of the lOureka Devi'lopmeni niid

Hercules Dredging companies. eomprlHliig 1200 acrcK of

liateiiled and ISiill aeros of unpiileiiti'd land, much of which Ih

exceptionally well suited to dairying and stock ralHiiig. The
agrli iiltural area will be leased from the company by Mr.

Michner and nsHoclateH, who will embark In the liveslork

business as a side Issue, as there Is a lurgi" lerrlloiy adjacent

that can be used for open range.

Sll.VKIIIlOW COU.NTV

'I'lu' lliitte-Detrolt Copper Co. Is being organized wlili a

capital of 2,500,000 $1 shares, which are offered to the public

at 70c.. to operate the Ophir mine at Hutte. The shaft Is to

be Slink from 1000 to 200il f|. W. h. Credon of Unite Is man-

aging director, with Sir Henry Pellatt and HIr Frederick

Borden on the board of directors.

The Pilot-Hutte properly of. 5 acres has been finally sold to

the Anaconda company for $1,100,000. This gives the late

shareholders $12.50 per share. The mine is opened to 2600 ft.

Considerable zinc ore occurs.

The Butte-Alex Scott company is being liiiuldaled. and share-

holders will receive $10.50 i)er share for the first distribution.

The i)roperty was purchased by the Anaconda.

Lialiilities of the Butte & Dulnth Mining Co. are $42,309

tor wages, $l]S,62.s for accounts payable, and $500,000 out-

standing bonds.

The Butte & Bacorn comjiany is to be reorganized, by form-

ing the Great Butte Copper Co. with a capital of $1,000,000 in

$1 shares, with exchange of shares and sale of 400,000 at 66c.

each. The Calumet shaft of the Butte & Anaconda will be

purchased for $19,000, and ex|iloiation commenced at a depth

of 1500 feet.

The dii Pont Powder Co. has purchased 1200 acres of land

near Butte on which to erect a dynamite plant costing $500,-

000. This will supply explosives for mines in Idaho, Montana,

and Utah. Increased mining activitydecided the company to

construct this plant. Nitrate will come from Chile, while acid"

will be secured at Butte from the smelters.

NEVADA
ESMEBALUA COUSTY

Gold-copper ore of fair grade has been opened in a number

of workings of the Florence Goldfield.

In raises put up above the 1175-it. level of the Sunflower

claim of the Merger company, the shale-latite contact has been

opened 5 to 20 ft. above the cross-cuts, but shows no commercial

ore.

The Jumbo Extension continues to ship 100 tons daily, some

good ore coming from the 800-ft. level. Exploration at 890 ft.

at the Velvet shaft is in virgin ground.and results are watched

with interest. The main east cross-cut at 1017 ft. is being

driven to the Velvet.

Drilling is in progress at 700 ft. in the Silver Pick.

The 50-ton flotation plant of the Nevada Metal Extraction

Co., on foundations of the old Florence Goldfield mill, is

ready for work. A. F. Mead is in charge.

At the Pioneer, 60 miles south of Goldfield, the mill is

treating up to 40 tons per day. A rich shoot was recently

opened at 170 feet.

The estimated production of the Goldfield Consolidated

company for March is as follows:

Ore mined, tons 30,000

Gross extraction $210,000

Operating expenses 156,000

Net realization $ 54,000

The 50-ton flotation plant. is recovering 92% of the gold and

99% of the copper. This is so satisfactory that a 500-ton unit.
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of 24 Callow cells and accessories, has been ordered. This will

cost $18,000. The flow-sheet is extremely simple. Concentrate

is to be treated as at present. Coal-tar, creosote, and pine-oil

are used, costing Sc. per ton treated.

The Booth company is paying 10c. a share, or $100,000, on

April 26. This is from cash on hand, not from mining
operations.

Elko Cou.vtt

Mines at Jarbidge now show more ore developed than before,

and additions to mills are contemplated. Operators are ar-

ranging with county ofiicials to co-operate in constructing a

good road from Elko to Jarbidge. to be serviceable in all

seasons.

NEW MEXICO
Do.N.i. Ax.v CoUNTV

The Bennett-Stephenson, Memphis, Torpedo, and all the

principal properties from the Modoc to the Excelsior in the

Oregon Mountain district, have been bonded to Phelps, Dodge
& Co., for $1,500,000. These mines have produced a good deal

of lead, silver, copper and zinc ores. Development has been

spasmodic in recent years.

OKLAHOMA
Okmulgee Cou.ntv

A zinc smelter is being constructed at Henryetta by the

Picher Lead Co. of Joplin. Missouri. It will have 3200 retorts,

and is to cost around $22.5.000.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

A site for a mill is being examined by the Oro Hondo com-
pany.

To treat the low-grade wolframite in its Golden Summit
claim the Homestake company is to erect a concentrating

plant. This will consist of 5 stamps, a Wilfley table, and
Deister slime-table, able to treat 20 tons a day. The mill is

expected to be ready late in May. The Golden Summit de-

posit is an arc-shaped flat body, 8 to 10 in. thick at the centre,

tapering to the ends, the whole being 4 to 6 ft. wide. It is

persistent.

The Columbia mine at Keystone was recently examined by

R. Blackstone of the Homestake company.
Two weeks ago the Wasp Xo. 2 company dispatched tung-

sten ore and concentrate valued at nearly $100,000. The av-

erage per unit of 2ii lb. was $S2. Some of the ore contained

4.5%, and concentrate 63%.
Fluorite. used by steel and glass manufacturers, has ad-

vanced to $12 per ton, causing the Echo Mining Co. in the Mait-

land district to increase its operations.

UTAH
.JU.\B COU.NTY

The Colorado and Beck Tunnel companies are to be merged
under the name of Colorado Consolidated Mining Co. The
mines have produced $5,200,000 and $2,000,000, and paid

$2,600,000 and $675,000 in dividends, respectively. The metals
produced are lead, silver, copper, and gold.

Up to 60% manganese ore has been opened at 225 ft. in the
Tintic Delmar mine.

MEXICO
The trouble in Mexico effected mineral shipments across

the border of the United States during March; these consisted
of P143.800 gold, ?348,700 silver, and f*l,S57,500 copper.
Nacozari sent 10,028 tons of copper ore and concentrate, and
El Tigre 220 tons of silver concentrate and some cyanide
bullion.

Hn).\LGO

Profit of Santa Gertrudis from 20,944 tons in Februarv was
$86,400.

PERSONAL
.Vote; The fklilnr iimle* mniihers of the prn/eKflon to seittl him partiaUarx of their

wnrkafui np^tntmenty. Thiit lii/ormfition /.s of unqtie^ioned interest to our readers.

John Ballot is at New York.

P. H. H.^milton is at Toronto.

F. O. Williamson of Chicago is in San Francisco.

Walter Strache has returned to New York from Brazil.

David T. Day of Washington, D. C, is at the Palace hotel.

Raul Madero is in New York; Julio Madero is in Jalisco.

W. B. Dennis has returned from New York to Carlton.

Oregon.

Arthur W. Stevens is at Denver, on his way to Leadville

and Ouray.

E. B. Thobnhill has joined the staff of the Metals Recovery

Co. at Cobalt.

Rex T.\ylor is manager at the Wettlaufer mine, South

Lorrain. Cobalt.

Leo Von Rosenberg was in the Ray and Piescott districts.

Arizona, recently.

A. H. Brown has resigned as manager of the Hudson Bay
Mines. Ltd., at Cobalt.

F. H. Dakin. superintendent of the Gray Eagle copper mine,

in Siskiyou county, is here.

G. A. JosLTN has left the Ray Consolidated and is in Kansas

City on professional business.

A. Freitag. suiierintendent for the Nevada Packard Mines

Co. has returned to Rochester. Nevada.

W.^llace E. Pratt has resigned from the Philiiipine Mines

Department to engage in private practice.

Fred. G. Parish, manager for the Lluvia de Oro Mining Co..

is living for the present at San Diego, California.

H. Foster B.\in, editor of The Mining Magazine, is on his

way to Johannesburg to study conditions on the Rand.

A. W. Oliver, cashier of the Eagle Ore company, has been

ajipointed general manager. Karl V. Simpson succeeds Mr.

Oliver at Cripple Creek.

Ed. C. Morse left for Alaska April 3 to resume charge of

the 40-ton quartz mill of the Princeton Mining Co. at Dolomi.

on Prince of Wales Island.

T. S. O'Brien, formerly general manager for the Original

Amador Mines Co., has joined the staff of the Joshua Hendy
Iron Works of San Francisco.

John F. Hayforo. director of the engineering college of the

Northwestern University, will deliver the address to the

graduating class of the Michigan Colle,ge of Mines.

J. W. Whitehurst has returned to San Francisco from

Contra Estaca, Sinaloa, Mexico. He leaves for Salida, Colo-

rado, where he will be for the next two months, after which
he will return to Mexico.

George M. Taylor, general manager of the Portland Gold

Mining Co.'s mills at Cripple Creek and Colorado Springs,

recently gave an address on tungsten before the Chamber of

Commerce at the latter place.

Frank -A. Ross of Spokane was honored at the recent in-

auguration of Dr. Ernest 0. Holland as President of the State

College of Washington, by haying conferred upon him the

degree of Master of Science in engineering "in recognition of

his service to the mining industry of the great West."
• W. S. Hoi.LowAY has been awarded the military cross for

consincuous gallantry during mining operations. The official

notification says: "Whilst endeavoring to rescue an officer

who had l)een incajiacitated he was buried by a fall of earth

and timber. He succeeded in extricating himself, and event-

ually reached and dragged the incapacitated officer to a place

of safety." Mr. Holloway was in charge of the Gwendoline

mine in Korea for Jardine Matheson & Co., and is serving as

lieutenant with a tunnelling company of the Royal Engineers.
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THE METAL MARKET
MKTAI. PKICKS

Sim Frnnctaco, April II.

Antimony, cent* per pound 44

Klt'ctrolytlc copprr. i-ontii per pound 29

Pllf li'Od. oonls Pit pound 8.00— 8. SO

Platinum: soft niotal. per ounce 188

Platinum: hard metal. lO*^ Iridium, per ounce $11-

Qulckullror: por tliisk of 75 lb tUiJ

Spelter, cents per pound 23

Tin. cents por pound 4 6

Zinc-dust, cents per pound 30

It Is sonil-offlrliilly nnnouncod In PetroKriid Hint the Rusalnii

ffovornmont's proposed monopoly of plntinum will not tnki'

effect. Russln produces 93"; of the world's total.

ORB PRICES

Sun Francisco. April 11.

Antimony: 509( product, per unit, of 19c, or 20 lb. . . . i2.'2a

Chrome: 40':r ond over, t.o.b. cars California, per ton 12.50

Ua^neslte: crude, per ton, f.o.b 8.00

Ma^nesite: plastic, no iron and lime, calcined, ton.. 25. 00—30.00

Mngnesite: refractory. llTr Iron, dead-burned, ton.. 35.00

Manganese: SOCr metal, S^c silica, per ton 12.00

Tungsten: 60<~r WO>. per unit of 20 lb 65.00—75.00

Vanadium: lO'^r vanudic oxide, per lb 0.50

A 10'"^ premium is being paid on the $75 per unit schedule by
the principal tungsten buyers at Boulder, Colorado.
Wolfi-amltc of various grades from the Wasp No. 2 mine.

South Dakota, recently averaged $82 per unit; the total was
nearly $100,000.

New York, April 5.

Antimony: 50 to 100-ton lots, forward price per unit, $2. SO.

EASTERN METAL, MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

April 11.—E.xport sales caused advances in copper; lead Is

dull; spelter Is strong, though less active.

SILVER

Below are given the average
per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
Apr. 5 61.62

6 61.75
7 61.62
8 61.75
9 Sunday

•• 10 62.25
" 11 62.50

Monthly

Jan.
Feb.

1914.
.57.58
.57.53

Mch 58.01
Apr 58.52
May 58.21
June 56.43

1915.
48.85
48.45
50.61
50.25
49.87
49.03

1916.
56.76
56.74
57.89

New York quotations. In cents

Average week ending
Mch. 1 56.79

" 8 56.75
" 14 56.68
" 21 57.10
" 28 59.66

Apr. 4 61.04
11 61. 'Jl

averages.
1914. 1915. 1916.

July 54.90 47.52
Aug 54.35 47.11
Sept. 53.75 48.77 ....
Oct 51.12 49.40
Nov 49.12 51.88
Dec 49.27 55.34

Prices continue to rise. Confidence as to the future of the
market is felt in London.

Silver worth $235,000 (390.000 oz.) was sent from San Fran-
cisco to the Orient on April 8. Stock.i in .Shanghai amount to

996 bars and 44.415.000 oz. in 'sycee."

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic In New York, in cents per pound.
Date.

Apr. 5 27.00
6 27.50
7 27.50
8 27.50
9 Sunday

" 10 27.50
• 11 28.00

Average week ending
Mch. 1 27.12

8 26.62
" 14 26.50
" 21 26.48
" 28. 26.79

Apr. 4 26.87
11 27.50

Monthly averages.
1914.

Jan 14.21
Feb 14.46
Mch 14.11
Apr 14.19
May 13.97
June 13.60

1915.
13.60
14.38
14.80
16.64
18.71
19.75

1916.
24.30
26.62
26.65

1914.
July 13.26
Aug 12.34
Sept. 12.02
Oct. 11.10
Nov 11.75
Dec 12.75

1915.
19.09
17.27
17.69
17.90
18.88
20.67

V. S. S. R. & M. Co. paid common stock $1 per share on April
15. and 87 %c. on preferred stock, both quarterly, March pro-
ductions were as follows: Kennecott. 10.150.000 lb. Anaconda,

26,600,000 Ih. till' liirKi'Mt hImcu Maroli 1012, wliin it wiin 26,800,-

OOO lb. TliK lirst quiirler of 1910 In 25, ,100.(11111 ll>. Kruater than
in that of 1915. Miami, 4,1!I2,000 lb. (!ri-i>ni> <'iiniini'ii, n,:i8X,000

lb, Mii-hlKan i-opper country, total of 24,000,0(1(1 pounds.
Chinnplon piiys $0.40 per share, and Uiilteil Verili- 75c.

LEAD
Lead Is quoted in cents por pound, New York delivery.

Date.
Apr. K.

9 Sunday
10
11

8.00
7.75
7.75
7.75

Mar.

Apr.

Avorago week ending

1914.
Jan 4.11
Feb 4.02
Mch 3.94
Apr 3.86
May 3.90
June 3.90

1915.

3.73
3.83
4.04
4.21
4.24
5.75

. .. 7.75

. . . 7.75

Monthly averages
1916

6.30
e.6«
0.82
7.42
7.96
7.91
7.79

5.95
6.23
7.26

1914.

July 3.80
Aug 3.80
Sept 3.82
Oct 3.60
Nov 3.68
Dec 3.80

1915.

5.59
4.67
4.62
4.62
5.15
5.34

1916.

Under certain conditions the Consolidated MinlnK & Snii'UlnK

Co. of Canada is paying $7.25 per 100 lb. to mining lompunies
in British Columbia sending thi-lr lead ore to Trail. This is

from April 1 to June 30, after which the next three months will

be settled for on the basis of $8.30.

On April 20 the Hecla company of Idaho pays 10c. per share,

or $100,000.
QUICKSILVER

The primary market for quicksilver is San Francisco. Cali-

fornia being the largest producer. The price is fixed in the

open market, according to quantity. Prices, in dollars

flask of 75 pounds:
Week ending

Date.
I
Mch. 2S

Mch. 14 235 Apr. 4

21 210 I •• 11

Monthly averages.

per

200
180
152

1914.
Jan 39.25
Feb 39.00
Mch 39.00
Apr 38.90
May 39.00
June 38.60

1915.
61.90
60.00
78.00
77.50
75.00
90.00

1916,
222.00
295.00
219,00

1914,
July 37.60
Aug 80,00
Sept 76,25
Oct 53,00
Nov 55.00
Dec 53.10

1915.
96.00
93.75
91.00
92.90

101.50
123.00

1916.

Quicksilver prices continue to sag considerably.

Rumor reports that the du Pont Powder Co. has found a sub-

stitute for the mercury used in making fulminate for explosives.

ZINC
Zinc is quoted as spelter, standard Western brands. New York

delivery, in cents per pound.
Date.

Apr. 5 18.00
" 6 18.25

7 18,37
8 18.62
9 Sunday

•• 10 18.75
" 11 18.87

Average week ending
Mch. 1 20.71

8 19.92
" 14 18.17
•• 21 17.83
" 28 17.79

Apr. 4 17.75
" 11 18.48

Monthly averages.

Jan. .

Feb. .

Mch. .

Apr. .

May .

June 4.84

1914.
. 5.14
. 5.22
. .5.12

. 4.98
4.91

1915.
6.30
9.05
8.40
9.78

17.03
22.20

1916.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York. April 5.

During the past few days there has been a heavy business in

copper for export. Great Britain and France have been the

big buyers, and Russia also is expected to become active. Esti-

mates place the amount talien at 100,000,000 lb. Practically all

of the purchasing was for war purposes. The market advanced

with the movement, and from 26.87 to 27..50c. was paid for

large lots for June, July, and August shipment. The quotation

for lead was sagging a week ago, but it braced-up as a result

of the action of the A. S. & R. Co. in advancing its price $10

per ton on March 30. Independents again are asking 8c. at

both New York and St. Louis. Zinc is moderately active, prices

are a little stronger, and greater activity is looked for. April

delivery tin is tightly held because of the continued difficulty

in getting licenses to ship from London. The A. S. & R. Co.

announces that it is ready to supply small quantities of

domestic refined tin for experimental purposes, after which it

will- consider contracts at prices based on average quotations.

Antimony and aluminum are unchanged.

The pig-iron production in March was 3,337,691 tons, or

107,667 tons a day, against 3,087,212 tons in February, equal

to 106,456 tons daily. It thus will be seen that it is now being

produced at a rate equal to 40,000,000 tons yearly, while steel

ingots are made at 43,000,000 to 44,000,000 tons a .year.

COPPER

Since March 2.S an enormous business has been done in elec-

trolytic copper for June, July, and August delivery, at prices

ranging from 26.87 up to 27.50c., although the low-er price may
have been shaded a little in view of the great quantity taken.

The purchasing was done by the British and French govern-

ments, and it is not thought to be ended, as Russia is ex-

pected to come in the market. It is estimated (and the figure

is purely an estimate) that 10(1,000,000 lb. of copper was taken.

A good business was done on future positions of Lake also.

Domestic consumers did not figure in the buying nearly as

much as was expected; in fact, the demand for ordinary and

peaceful purposes is commonplace. The big business was war
business. In its early stages the buying was conducted very

(luietly, and the magnitude of the movement was not apparent

imtil it was well under way. Deals were closed singly with the

larger producers, the activity being especially notable on

March 29. The business continued into this month, despite

advancing prices, and April 3 the market closed strong at

27.50c., 30 days, delivered, at which price large sales were

made. On the 4th a good business was done also, and electro-

lytic was almost unobtainable at 27.50c., 30 days, delivered,

some of the sellers asserting that they were sold-up to August.

Prompt copper is not plentiful, but can be had at about i

premium over the price for Jime, July, and August, but the

market so far as business goes is in futures. Lake is nominal

at 27.50c.. cash. New York. European statistics show that

British and French stocks are steadily dwindling. March
^-xports totaled 24,006 tons.

ZINC
In view of the heavy buying of copper the zinc trade is

optimistic, and thinks that a corresiiondingly large movement
in its metal is not far off. As it is, there has been a steady, if

moderate, demand for April and May spelter for several days,

and the market has a decidedly better tone. Producers do not

think that the smelting of zinc in Great Britain, even with

Government assistance, will cut much of a figure for some time

to come, in view of present difficulties. The scarcity of ships

and the hindrance to shipping constitute a great obstruction

to getting a sufficient sup])ly of ore from .Australia or else-

where. Great Britain, however, after the War, will be in a
position to take some of the spelter business heretofore en-

joyed by Germany. It is also considered that the greatly in-

creased production in this country will be absorbed. The
domestic brass mills have not been buying as heavily as they

did a few months ago, for the reason that they have not had as

many or as large contracts to cover as they had earlier in the

War. The galvanizing trade continues to operate considerably

below normal, but galvanized products are practically an in-

dispensable product and it must buy, at least on the dips of

the market. The New York price yesterday (April 4) was
18c., and that at East St. Louis 17.75c., for prompt, while April

was held at about 17.75c. New York, May at 17.75c., and June
at 16.75c. The London quotation on April 4 was £91, a decline

of £2 from the previous day. March exports were 1705 tons.

LEAD

The situation in lead has continued interesting. The A. S.

& R. Co. gave the trade a jolt. Its statement, to which refer-

ence was made in last week's notes, created the impression

that it did not countenance and would not support war prices:

as a result the quotations of independent sellers sagged to

7.87c., New York. On the morning of Thursday, March 30, lead

was offered at 7.75c. East St. Louis. About noon on that day

the A. S. & R. Co., announced an advance of $10 per ton. mak-
ing its New York price 7.50c., thereby stiffening the market,

and sending the outside price back to Sc, both at New York
and St. Louis. In fact, March 31 business was done for

domestic delivery on the basis of 8.25c., Chicago. It was
believed, prior to the advance, that the prices of the leading

producer and the independents were drawing together and
that the abnormal condition would not last much longer. Some
of the trade is inclined to view the company's action rather

bitterly, saying that a part of the time when it was opposing

high prices it was not selling at all, but that it was ready to

.sell on a higher price, when it learned through its superior

European connections that foreign buying was about to be

resumed. This week there has been an excellent demand from
abroad. The A. S. & R. Co. might argue in the face of criticism

that it said nothing about protecting foreign war consumers.

On the other hand A. S. & R. Co. domestic consumers will have
to pay a higher price also, in view of the fact that settlements

are made on the average of its daily quotations. The New
York quotation of independent producers is now Sc, and that

at St. Louis is Sc, also. The A. S. & R. Co. St. Louis quotation

is 7.42jC. Exports in March amounted to 4151 tons.

TIN

Of great importance in this metal is the statement of the

A. S. & R. Co. that it is now ready to supply consumers with tin

smelted from Bolivian ores at its new plant at Perth Amboy.
N. J. This tin has been successfully used in tinning copper-

plates, and it is hoped that it will be acceptable to makers of

tin-plate. It is proposed to dispose of the tin at a price based

on average quotations. It is expected to be 99.80 to 99.90%

fine. During April the company will supply small quantities

for experimental purposes. There is a big demand for April

tin, but sellers are few because of the continued diflBculty ex-

perienced in getting licenses to ship from London. Tin in

London, but with delivery in New York not guaranteed, is

unsalable at lAc. under what can be obtained for April ship-

ments. The New York quotation for spot yesterday was

50.621c. Despite all the scares in March the deliveries in that

month reached the excellent total of 4726 tons, of which 2126

came via Pacific ports. In stock and landing on March 31 was

2746 tons. The quiuititv afloat on April 4 was 5149 tons.
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COMPANY KblPOKTS

NKVADA UIM.S MINING CO.

This comimny oiH>rati's lu rinirclilll coiiuly, Ni'viulu. iinil llu>

rojiort of the Kotu-rnl nuumsi'r, K. A. JuUnii. lovois iyir>. 1><-

volopnient totaled 1S12 ft.. costUiK 111. 1ST. ii imuh Icbs fooianc

than In 19H. The life of the mine l» limited. I.eusliig will

be reverted to when It Is decided to close. Work was not ver.v

enrounw;lng.

The mill treated 64.030 tons of ore and some tailing, avernK-

Ing $5.SS per ton. with Sl.T'T'r recovery, n decrease of 7r;. bill

this was planned dolibenitely. and was not really a loss, other

things iH-lns considered. Costs recently were $:!.50 per ton for

all deiMvrtnients. The net profit was $39.14:. An option hii.s

been taken on the Oro Flno mine In Esmeralda county.

BAR.NES-KING DEVELOPMENT CO.

The rei>ort of George T. M'Gee, manaser of the Barne.H-KinK

Development Co.. covers 1915. Mining and treatment con-

tinued throughout the year at the North Moccasin mine. To

end litigation the Kendall property of 266 acres was purchased

for $100,000. on terms. Over 6000 ft. of development was done

in the North Moccasin. To treat some unoxidlzed ore, a roast-

ing furnace was erected to prepare It for cyaniding. The mill

treated 47.03S tons of ore averaging $9.80 per ton, with 89.'':'c

recovery. Cyanide consumption was 0.4 lb., lime. 4.03 lb., and

zinc. 0.43 lb. per ton. The roasted ore extraction was 81.3%.

and cyanide and lime consumption 1.3 lb. and 21.5 lb. respec-

tively. At the Piegon-Gloster mine a great deal of construction

and development was done. The Norman adit was driven

900 ft., with a 124-ft. raise at the end. The mill treated 14.956

tons of $7.34 ore. with 85.2% recovery. The Shannon mine was

taken under option for $228,000, on terms. The Gloster mill is

to be re-modeled at a cost of $35,000 to treat Shannon ore. The

year's profit was $147,968. A dividend was recently paid.

A 300-ton daily capacity aerial tram. 2i miles long, from

the Shannon mine to the Piegon-Gloster mill, is to be erected

by the Riblet Tramway Co. for the Barnes-King Development

company.

NORTH STAR MINES CO.

Improvements costing $100,412, and a threatened suit with

the Empire company over extra-lateral rights were prominent

. itures of this Grass Valley, California, company's operations

'.n 1915. Construction included a head-frame, hoist, bins, and

sorting plant at the Central shaft. Late in 1914. at 6225 ft. on

the incline, the North Star shaft cut a vein with a south-west

dip, a dip almost the reverse direction from the North Star

vein. The adjoining company later on claimed the apex of this

vein, and serious litigation was averted by arranging bound-

aries. The vein will be a large producer in the near future.

This suit and new plant have been described in this journal

recently.

Development covered 9988 ft. The orebody at 3400 ft. was
further opened, indicating a considerable quantity of fair ore.

Work on the North Star vein at 5600 and 6000 ft. east has

failed to find the downward extension of the good lodes at 5000

and 5300 ft. Although 5529 ft. of work was done in the Cham-
pion mine, no shoot of importance was discovered above the

2400-ft. level; results were disappointing.

From stopes above the 3400, 4000, and 4400-ft. levels of the

North Star mine there was extracted 117,906 tons, of which

8046 tons was sorted as waste. The mill treated 109,860 tons,

averaging $9.92 per ton. at a cost of $5.74 per ton treated. Min-

ing cost $2,822, and development 88.2c. per ton mined, while

milling and cyaniding cost 47.8 and 35.Sc. per ton treated

respectively. The Champion mine yielded $205,334 from 38,350

tons.

The recovery of preclo\i» melulK »im ;t7.4',r. lunalgamatlou

iivliiK so.:i7, and cyunldutlon 19.63'; of the total recovered.

The yeur'B revcinie was $1.2!tr..ilS4 from gold produced,

nivldends toliiled $2r.0,0ll0, four eniiul to 10",, on the rapllal.

Till' rcKullH Id (lute are ^S.^S.^'M Ions. uveriiKing $12.s4ri, giv-

ing a total of $17,450,527. of which $4.7S7,iMii waH paid In divi-

dends.

AMKRICAN SMELTING & REFINING CO.

An editorial in the Pukss of April 1 coiniiientecl brielly on

the results of this great concern: lln- following iidlen give more

details of ojieratlona In 1915:

Earnings of the various proipertles after di'ilucllng ex-

penses, etc., show an Increase of $5,430,505 above those of 1914,

and totaled $16,242,420. Earnings during the first half were

$6,002,395. for the second half $10,455,195. From this was

deducted $1..S39.6S7 for depreciation and depletion of ore

reserves. $795,000 for employees' bonuses and welfare work,

and $554,429 for re-valuation of investments, etc. Of the bal-

ance of $13,053,305, the preferred shareholders received $6,-

001,844, and common shareholders $2,001,080, leaving $5,05ii,-

381 to be carried to profit and loss account. Expenditure on

purchase of property and mines, also construction, was nearly

$4,000,000. During 1916 this outlay will be at least $5,000,000.

Mexican properties generally were unproductive and unprofit-

able. Work at the mines and smelters was very Irregular. The

plants were kept in good order. Profits of the new zinc jilants

in Colorado. Oklahoma, and Utah were satisfactory. The value

of metals on hand in process amounts to $35,000,000. Cash

in bank at the end of 1915 totaled $18,642,460. Employees

received earnest consideration, especially In welfare work,

safety, and education.

Some statistics of the past two years are as follows:

1915 1914

Men employed (excluding Mexico) . . 15,556 12,179

Wages and salaries paid (excluding

Mexico) $11,392,503 $10,212,591

Average wages per employee per

8-hr. day $2.44 $2.33

Ore mined, tons 1,578,611 1,266,702

Coal mined, tons 214,822 257,942

Charge smelted, tons 4,153,092 4,171,258

Bullion refined, tons 579,080 588.718

Coke produced, tons 120,660 129,6.50

Coal used, tons 604,204 544.619

Coke used, tons 401,511 447.701

Oil used, bbl 829,304 976,528

Gold refined, ounces 2,672,702 2,540,911

Silver refined, ounces 76,117,453 77,604.483

Lead refined, tons 296,986 316..59)

Copper refined, pounds 551,798,000 529,686.000

Metal products manufactured, pounds 37,835,899 40,122,817

Zinc refined, pounds 36,154,000 15,748,000

Acid, pounds 34,124,000 24,234,000

Nickel, pounds 1,120,556 356,187

Income:

Gold $55,239,405 $52,515,549

Silver 38,007,727 42,690,226

Lead 27,279,350 24,551,632

Copper 89,027,089 71,712,527

Other metals 6,105,291 2,431,410

Value of products of company's mines 3,820,166 3,135,809

Value of manufactured products 3,507,276 2,665,958

Miscellaneous income 1,791,511 1,222,514

Total of year's business $224,777,815 $200,925,625

Net profit available for dividends$13,053,304 $9,031,565

Net profit to volume of business

per cent 5.807 4.494

Prospects of the company in Mexico are not bright.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Mechanical World Electrical Pocket Book fob 1916.

P. 240. 111., index. The Norman-Remington Co., Baltimore.

For sale by Mining and Scientific Press. Price. 25 cents.

This is the companion volume to the mechanical pocket book

which was reviewed in the March 25, 1916, issue of this

journal. The two books are similar and contain a large

amount of valuable information in their respective lines. They

are perhaps not quite so useful to Americans as they are to

British engineers, but in either case, the purchaser need have

no fear of failing to get his money's worth. A diary for 1916

is included in the volume.

Inddstrial Leadership. By H. L. Gantt. P. 128. 111. Yale

University Press, New Haven. 1916. For sale by Mining and

Scientific Press. Price, $1.

The five lectures comprising this book W'ere heard by the

senior class of the Sheffield Scientific School in 1915. The

methods of industrial leadership are based on the system ol'

scientific management evolved by Taylor, with whom the

author was a co-worker; the chief doctrine of this school is

that efficient management of labor increases profits and wages.

A novel point brought out is that an impartial study of the

Lawrence strike showed that the labor leaders had a much
better understanding of the problems involved than the em-

ployers, and that no permanent industrial peace can be hoped

for until the employers are better educated. The great profits

of the Ford automobile are held to disprove the old theory

that great profit can only be had by high prices. A fault of

the book is the failure to consider the strenuous objections of

the trade unions to scientific management.

Reinforced Concrete Construction. By George A. Hool.

Vol. III. Bridges and Culverts. P. 684. 111., index. McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc., New York. For sale by Mining and

Scientific Press. Price, $5.

This is probably the most comprehensive and useful treatise

in English that has appeared upon the subject. Part I deals

with the arch bridge. The calculation of stresses by the

theory of elasticity is explained, together with the use of both

influence lines and the ellipse of elasticity. Particular cases

such as the design of unsymmetrical arches and those with

elastic piers are discussed. Chapters are devoted to details of

arch bridges and to construction of arch bridges. The design

of the three-hinged arch by both the usual and the influence-

line method is explained. The chapter devoted to jiatcnts is

particularly useful in view of the number of patents which

interfere with the free use of results of research in this field

of engineering design. A large number of typical designs of

arch bridges and details are then given. Part II is devoted

to slab and girder bridges and includes chapters on slab,

bridges, simple and continuous-girder bridges, and cantilever

bridges. Another chapter deals with the use of reinforced

concrete in the construction of piers and of solid floors in

ordinary steel-bridge construction. Part III discusses cul-

verts, separate chapters being devoted to the calculation of the

proper waterway for a given drainage area, and to pipe, box,

and arch culverts. The rest of the book is contributed by
other authors and concerns particular portions of the subject

with which they were especially qualified to deal. Thus A. W.
Ransome. a concrete-machinery manufacturer, contributes some
valuable data on construction plant. L. H. Allen, connected
with a construction company, discusses estimating. W. .1.

Titus considers the subject of artistic design. A. M. Wolf, a

constructing engineer, describes in detail the methods of con-

struction of several large reinforced concrete bridges.

Light Oil Fields of Wyoming. By L. W. Trumbull. Bul-

letin No. 12. P. 8. Map. Cheyenne, 1916.

Eighth Annual Report of the Geological Survey branch of

the Department of Mines, New Zealand. P. 52. Illustrated.

Wellington, 1915.

Petroleum Resources op the United States. By Ralph
Arnold. Reprint from Economic Geology. P. IS. Illustrated.

The estimated supply is 5,763,100,000 barrels.

Loblolly or North Carolina Pine. By W. W. Ashe. Forest

inspector. P. 176. Illustrated. Bulletin 24. North Carolina

Geological and Economic Survey Raleigh, 1915.

An excellent description of a useful wood.

Seventeenth Annual Report of the mining industry of

Idaho for 1915. By Robert N. Bell, State inspector of mines.

P. 134. Illustrated. Boise, 1916.

A resume appeared in the Press of March IS.

Quarry M.atebials of New York—Granite, Gneiss. Trap.

AND Marble. By D. H. Newland. P. 212. 111., index. New
York State Museum Bulletin. Albany, 1916.

In 1913 the total value of the above rocks was $6,763,054.

Su.mmarv of Railway Returns for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1915. P. 23. Bureau of Railway Economics, Washington,
D. C. 1916.

Contains summarized statistics of railroads in the United
States.

Lewis and Gilmer Counties, West Virginia. By David B.

Reger. P. 660. 111., maps, index. West Virginia Geological

Survey. Morgantown, 1916.

Mineral deposits of the region consist largely of oil, gas,

and coal, also clay, shale, and sandstone. Some large gas-

wells have been found in Lewis county. A great deal of work
has been done in compiling this publication.

University of California, 1916:

The Owl Re.mains from Rancho La Brea. By Loye Holmll'
Miller. P. S. Illustrated.

'*

Notes on the Capeomebtx Material from the Pleistocene
OF Rancho La Brea. By Asa C. Chandler. P. 10. Illustrated.

COR.ALS FROM THE CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY OF CALIFORNIA
AND Oregon. By Jorgen O. Nomland. P. IS. Illustrated.

Relation of the Invertebrate to the Vertebrate Faunal
Zones of the Jacalitos and Etchegoin For.mations in the
North Coalinga Region, California. By Jorgen O. Nomland.
P. 12. Illustrated.

The Stratigraphy of the Pennsylvanian Series in Mis-

souri. By Henry Hinds and F. C. Greene. With a chapter on
Invertebrate Paleontology, by G. H. Girty. Vol. XIII, second

series. Missouri Bureau of Geology and Mines. P. 407. HI.,

map, charts, index. Rolla, 1915.

This report supplements volume XI, which mostly dealt with

the coal deposits, and covers the formations that contain

little or no coal. The Pennsylvanian series occurs in the

north-west part of the State. In the field-work the various

limestones were traced, where possible, across the State from

Kansas to Iowa, and correlations made with those States,

most of them being adopted by the neighboring States. A
great deal of interesting information is included in this,

publication.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTES

Improvement* in Shoveling

MiiiinKors who oiirrato their mines or mills on an I'lflrliMuv

l«»ls hnve Riven considerable thought to shovi-IInf;. At first

this would seem too paltry an oporatlon

to Im- s.v»tenuitl7.eil. as. Indeed, It has np-

(H-ared to many. Hut KroiU-rlck W. Tay-

lor, fonducllni; exporlmonls at the plant

of the rielhlehem Steel t^o.. was actually

able to produce a tanRible snvlnR In shovel-

ing costs of $36,417.69 In one year. This

was effected by frtvlng the men shovels

that would hold a load of exactly 21 lb.,

diffei-ent tyjies of shovels being tiscd for

materials of different weights, since the

'JMb. load shovel was found to handle a

maxlinuni yardage with minimum effort

for the shoveler. Such shovels have since

come into wide use in mines, their effi-

ciency having been established beyond

question.

A still later development has been ef-

fected through making the shovel's die-

ging-edge of chrome-nickel steel which, ob-

viously, lengthens the life to an apjueci-

able extent and also does away with bend-

ing the edge through contact with bard

material. The steel wears down to a thin

edge without being otherwise affected.

Such a shovel is illustrated herewith. II

holds a 21-lb. load, its edge is of nickel-

steel, and it is known as the 'Wyoming-

Mayarl Red-edge Shovel.' man\ifactured by

the Wyoming Shovel Works. Wyoming.

Pennsylvania. For the Pacific Coast. Har-

ron. Rickard & McCone, San Francisco, are

the selling agents.

THi; WYOMING
-SHOVEL.

Personnel of The Dorr Companv suc-

cessors to the Dorr Cyanide Machinery Co..

is as follows: John V. N. Dorr, president,

was educated as a chemist and after sev-

eral years in industrial chemical research,

including two years spent in the labora-

tory of Thomas A. Edison, came West and

engaged in metallurgical work. He ob-

tained his cyanide experience largely in

the Black Hills. South Dakota, where after

a period as chemist he leased and operated

a custom cyanide plant under the firm

name of Lundberg ft Dorr, and later

erected and operated the first plant (The

Lundberg. Dorr & Wilson mill ) to use the

Moore filter. In this mill the Dorr classi-

fier was developed. He later devised the

Dorr thickener in the Mogul mill while
cuTFixo EDGE OF acting as consulting engineer to that com-

sHOVEi„ pany. A. L. Blomfield, consulting engi-

neer to the company, is a graduate of Mel-

bourne University. After a number of years with Bewick.

Moreing & Co. as metallurgist, having charge of several mills

in Australia, he came to the United States and for eight years

was superintendent of the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado

Springs. The mechanical engineering staff of the Dorr Com-
pany has at its head W. A. Neill. who. for the previous 11

years was chief engineei- of the mining department of the

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. In that capacity he had broad ex-

IxTlenci' In dcHlgnlnK cviinlili' and runii'nlralloM uiIIIh, mine-

holHts, and varlouH Hpecliil iiiachlnrH. 11. !^. Coe, a Stanford
rnlvcrslly man with Bonn- 12 years' exprrlence In mine ex

aminatlon and mill-work In Mexico, Korea, and Central

.\merlcn, has charge of the lahoralory and rewarcli dopnrl-

menl. I', M. McHugh. a Colorado School of Mines enKlnour.

has been a.KSoclali'd with the Horr (•yani<lc .Ma<liliiery Co.

for the Inst & years and »lll art an inelallmglcal hhIuh nninaKor.

II. N. Splcer, formerly with llcwjck. Mordng & Co., will con-

llniie in charge of liKhistrial work al New York. Wm. UuhhcII,

metallurgist, formerly with the McArthur-KorresI t^o., who
has been In charge ol the London office Bince It was started,

will cnndnue there.

Bulletin No. it of the L. C. Trent KMiiNKKiiiM. Co.. I.oh An-

geles, deals with its 'Universal' cyanlding machine, which will

collect and thicken a charge and afterward agitate the sainr'

charge: or will thicken and agitate in the same lank Hiniul-

taneously; or will decani, clarify, and replace waler with

solution or solution with water: or will i)erform any action

necessary to accomplish the complete treatment of mixed
sand and slime, or slime alone, which are agitated simultan-

eously and 80 efBclently that the sand In the charge la treated

in one-fourth the time required for leaching.

Bulletin 1417A of the Ai-ms-Cii.m.mki{.s MAMfAcriMti.Nc Co.

is of interest to smelting men, as it deals with furnaces and

accessory equipment. Small copi)er and lead furnaces for re-

mote districts and small mines are made when ordered: also

up to the 44 by 180-in. water-jacketed blast-furnace for lead

ore, and 48 by 192-in. for copper ore. Some useful notes, Illus-

trated by plans and photographs, cover tuyeres, steel Jackets,

molds, slag-pots, settlers, charglng-barrows, dunii)-cars. and

blowers.

The American Manganese Steki. Co. of Chicago has for dis-

triljiition the following bulletins: No. r.2, 'The Komata Liner

for Pebble and Ball .Mills:' No. 56-A, 'Crusher Wearing Parts

for .law-Crushers:' No. 63, 'Amsco Manganese Steel Chain and

Sprockets—All Types;' and No. 65, 'Missabe Manganese-Steel

Dippers and Vanderhoef Fronts,' also 'Repair-Parts for Steam-

Shovels and Dipper Dredges.'

An excellent booklet has been published by the Union

CoN.sTRUCTioN Co., San Francis<o, describing the construction

and operation of the company's churn-drills for placer iiros-

pecting. A notable feature of the Union drill is the ease with

which it can be knocked-down when necessary and transported

by mules.

A tungsten concentrating mill is to be erected by John T.

Duncan of Boulder. Colorado, on his Black Prince property,

two miles below Boulder Falls in Boulder canyon. The con-

tract for the equipment has been given to the Denver Quartz

Mill & Crusher Co. The mill is expected to be in operation

by June 1.

Additional evidence of the activity in the mining industry

is furnished by the new equipment purchased in districts al!

over the country. During the past month the Redwooo Manu-

factirers Co.. San Francisco, has supplied wood stave pipe. In

varying sizes, to more than a dozen companies.

Four new magnesite kilns are being erected at Portersville

by the Joshua Hendy Co. of San Francisco. These cost $6000

each -without lining. Ten or twelve kilns have been erected

during the past two months in this State.

The Vanai.ilm-Alloys Stkei, Co. of Pittsburg has just

issued two folders descriptive of its Vasco choice and Vasco

non-shrinkable grades of tool-steel.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

OILVER has risen to 64c. Prospects are good for a
*^ continued rise. The movement of troops from India

lias been accompanied by the transfer of silver coinage

to Egypt and Mesopotamia.

TN its issue of April 1, the Engineering and Mining
-*• Journal publishes a concentration formula as some-

thing new. This formula was originated by Mr. Jesse

Scoljey, now at Pittsburg, and was published by us in

our issue of September 21, 1901. with an appreciative

editorial note.

A NOTHER big deal in copper is announced in New
-'^ York. Our con-espondent states that between 100,-

000 and 125,000 tons has been taken by the British and
French governments for delivery over the remainder of

this year and the early part of 1917. Further buying on
behalf of the Russian and Italian governments is ex-

pected.

pACHUCA will win increased prominence by reason
of the rich silver-bearing orebodies found on the

1400-ft. level of the Real del Monte mine, operated by
the United States Smelting company. The ore is said

to average .$30 per ton and to represent $15,000,000.

This part of Mexico has suffered but little direct injury
during the period of misrule, although it has been diffi-

cult to maintain a supply of things necessary to mining
operations on a large scale.

TIRADE names disregard both dictionaries and family

bibles. The title of the interesting article by Mr.
F. H. Mason suggests a typographical error, for Mr.
Ambrose Monell is sufficiently well known to our readers
to ensure a quick detection of an error in the spelling

of his name. Apparently the dropping of an '1' was de-

signed to make editors and proof-readers sit up and take

notice. In any event this useful new alloy will serve to

perpetuate the honorable name of a brilliint financier.

"\/"[LLA'S death may have been "greatly exaggerated"

;

at the time of this writing confirmation is lacking.

Meanwhile the attack on American troops at Parral, in

which some Carranzista soldiers participated, augurs ill.

It will be a marvel if the punitive expedition returns to

the border without further attack, provoking counter-
attack and leading to larger operations. The is.sue is not
in the hands of eitlier President Wilson or General Car-
ranza, Init in that of an ignorant and emotional popula-
tion, easily misled by military adventurers posing as
pati-iots. On this side also the public is being fed daily

with a vast mess of misinformation from the correspond-
ents of a sen.sational press. Every morning we iiave two
or three pages of flapdoodle. Never was journalism so

pitifully inefficient and so flagrantly irresponsible. Our
own local newspapers appear to be written by office-boys

for chamber-maids.

"C' RANGE is taking a large part of our copper produc-
tion. During the seven months ending on January

31, the shipments to that country amounted to 75,560
tons, as compared with 42,500 in the corresponding
period of 1914. England took 43,488 tons, as compared
with 66,608 tons in the seven months of 1914. Russia
has increased from 1867 to 12,207 tons, while Hollajtid,

which formerly served as a door to Germany, has de-

creased from 15,082 tons to 1372 in the two periods
specified. Italy's demand from American sources of sup-
ply remains steadily at about 4000 tons per month.

CENSE of proportion is essential in mining as in busi-

^ ness in general. Merely for the sake of doing some-
thing, it is not advisable to ovez--do other things. Henry
Ford's idea that nothing is irapos-sible until it has been
proved so, is excellent in many ways, yet continued ex-

hibitions involving more energy than judgment may do
more harm than good. It is true of some companies, as

of some men, that their sustained success is directly due
to what they persist in not doing. That busy type of

man who is always fussing about things, some of which
are not worth doing at all, is neither convincing nor
effective. Exaggeration of trivialities is likely to tuni
an executive into an office-boy.

"jV"EXT June, Messrs. H. C. Perkins and Hennen Jen-

nings will join Mr. P. W. Bradley, president of the

three mining companies operating at Treadwell, in a

visit to Alaska, for the puipose of appraising the Ala.ska

Treadwell, Alaska Mexican, and Alaska United mines
preparatory to a consolidation of these three contiguous

properties, which have long been under the same man-
agement. Owing to the increasing depth of the mines,

the pitch of the orebodies, and the need shortly for sink-

ing the central shaft, it becomes advisable to join tiie

three properties in ownership as well as management.
We congratulate the shareholders on the trio of engineers

by whom the appraisal will be made.

PREPAREDNESS has been advanced a step l)y the se-

•*• lection of 250 engineers to co-operate in a surve.v of

national resources available for military' and naval pur-
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luiscti. Tlu'W' n'pi-<'s«>iil«liv»'.s.«>f llu' tivi' ciiKiiii'iTinjr so-

ciotios will uct fur n toKil nu'iiilursliip of :{0.iHH) incii.

Ainont; tluvsi> noiuinntcil we mite tlu> fnllowiii^ iniiiiiiv'

pngiiKvre: Arixoiia, .lolin V. (irciiiway : Aliiskn, I'liilip

I{. Hratlloy; (\ilonulo, D. VC. Hniiiton ami 'IMkis. IV

Stearns: I'tali. Lafayette Ilaiu-lii'tt : Idaho. Stimly A.

Kastoit; Montana. E. V. Mathewson: Nevada, W. K.

Trent; and Minne.sota. Iloraee V. Wineliell. In t'lili-

foniin the tive nonunnted are Wyiiii Mi-redith. (J. W.
Dickie, (^harles W. Merrill. A. II. Halieoek. and Kdiunnd

O'Neill. All of these selections will (ind hearty ]iiililie

appn>val. The Enn>pean war has shown the advisaliilily

of inohilizinp the enpint^^rinp talent of a country ami

utili/inR its services both at the front and in the nianii-

factory. The President and the Secretary of the Navy
have shown a irood deal of sagacity in this matter.

l~\lS('rssi()N this week includes a letter from Mi-.

'-^ Fnink II. Pi-obert. an experienced engineer, who has

been lecturing recently before the School of Jlininp; in the

University of ralifornia. He endorses the opinion ex-

pressed by Mr. Mathewson as to the nece.ssity for giving

a broad training to mining students. To Mr. P. G.

He<'kett, the manager of the Old Dominion mine, in

Arizona, we are indebted for many practical details con-

cerning steel-sharpening, as compiled for him by tlie

.superintendent of the mine. Mr. I. H. Barkdoll. The

present status of professional activity is the subject of a

letter from Mr. Frank A. Ro.ss, a public-spirited engineer

who takes a prominent part in the mining affairs of

Spokane. Among other matters, he touches upon the

propriety of pi-ofcssors practising as engineers. To

Mr. T. W. Gruetter, a studious metallurgist, we owe an

interesting note on the treatment of antimonial gold ore.

supplementing the data given by Jlr. ^la.son in our pre-

vious issue. Finally, tlie ilanitoba mining law is out-

lined and discus-sed by Jlr. W. K. Harding, of Chicago.

This should be read in connection with Mr. Franklin W.
Smith's scholarly article on 'The Law of ^lines' and our

own criticism of legislation recently proposed in Con-

gress.

T Al'K of shipping is becoming an increasinglj' serious

-'-' factor in commerce. For instance, the freight on

nitrate from Chile is now $.30 per ton as against a normal

rate of .$5 to $6. Hawaiian sugar is being shipped to

San Francisco for transport across the continent to New
York by rail, simply becau.se vessels can be most profit-

ably employed in short voyages; otherwise direct ship-

ment through the Panama Canal would be natural.

The re-opening of the Canal last Saturday is a welcome

event, but the frequent blocking of that short cut lias

caused merchants to feel uncertain considering traffic

through the Isthmus, so that relief will not be felt at

once. This will affect ore shipments, for instance, those

of tin concentrate from Bolivia to the new smelter at

Perth Amboy. Tin is now being produced there, and the

American Smelting & Refining Company, owners of the

plant, are distributing samples of an unusually pure

metal. Their operations in Chile involve a large amount

of freight; thiiK the ( 'hui|ni>'aiiiiita and Itraili'ii iiuiicn

will require 4ti(l.(Uil) tons of frci);hl during the luxt two

yeai-s. That gives a good id<'a nl' liie bigness of the op-

eralions now in progri's.s at those two ccipper mines. 'IMic

Andes Exploration Compan.v, conlrolled l)y the .\iim

comla Copper Mining Company, will also lie ereeting a

large plant, making a further denuind on Hiii|i|)ing rnmi

New ^(lrk. Such faets a.s these snggesl. the congest inn nl'

maritime traffic threatened by the wilh<lrawal and de-

.struction of shipping in consequence of the \V;ir

/^(•MMENT ('oneerning the slowness wilii uIih-Ii the

^'* <|Unlali()ns of eo])per ennipanies rcK|K>n(l tci llii' rise

ill tlie priee of tile iinliil is ;iiiiinst iiiiiieceK,sary. <)!'

eoui-se, those who are well iiit'oriiied realize thai (lie

marki't is aluKirnial, so that aii.v ealeulaliniis of future

profit on pi-eseiil jirices are ridiculous. Tin' Iniyer of

stock should distinguish between gambling on that t'aet

for a quick deal and bu.ving shares to hold them as an

investment. The price of copper on the latter bai»is is

somewhere between 15 and 17 cents per pound, allowing

for an enhancement of value in the coming yeai-s. More-

over, it should be known that the costs given in brokers'

circulars are largely theatrii-al. for the low oiierating

expense per ton just now is due largely to the magnilic d

scale of working, the selection of better-grade ore, and

the rejection of low-grade material on account of hurry.

All this means eventual wastage and cost. In short, the

showing made by the great enterprises exploiting dis-

seminated copper in Arizona. I'tah. and Nevada, for ex-

ample, is not to be considered as a guide to those who

are thinking of buying shares on an investment liasis,

that is, for income.

CANADLW taxation of profits in excess of 7% ap-

plies to gold mines, which, the world over, are suf-

fering from the fact that the War has caused the value

of the material—labor, machinery, and supplies—used

in mining to appreciate as mea.sured in terms of the gold

itself, which, being the standard of value, remains fixed.

In short, gold has depreciated as measured in commodi-

ties. This is urged by Mr. F. H. HaTiiilton, a recognized

financial authority, in an interesting article appearing in

the March issue of The Mining Magazine. He suggests

forcibly that the imposition of a tax on profits above 7%
disregards the essential features of the business of ex-

ploiting a gold mine, which is a short-lived rai)i(lly-

wa-sting asset entailing a risk that calls for inu>'h more

than a 7% return on the money involved in its purcha.se

and equipment. In any case, the yield from such a tax

will be small and the harm done to a stimulating in-

dustry will be great. To the British, and to their allies,

it must be a source of satisfaction that 60% of the gold

production of the world is obtained from their own do-

minions, and 8% from Rus.sian territory. As 20% is

won in the United States, there only remains 12% for

the rest of the world, and of this the Austro-German do-

minions contribute only a frac;tion, the statistical record

often crediting the relatively small yield from imported

ores to domestic production, which is negligible. We do
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not wonder, therefore, that any check on gold raining is

denonneed as a blunder. When the great accounting

takes place, the fellow with the yellow stuff in his till

will be best able to meet his obligations.

The Mining Law

We have received a copy of H. R. 12275, which is "a
bill to revise, amend, and codify the sections of the Re-

vised Statutes of the United States relating to the loca-

tion of mining claims on the public domain, and for

other purposes." This bill has been introduced in the

lower house of Congress by Mr. M. D. Foster, chaiiinan

of the House Committee on Mines and Mining. He sends

us a copy of the proposed enactment and asks us to com-

ment upon it. Our contemporary in New York refers

to the author of this legislative exhibit as Dr. Foster,

from which we infer that he is a Doctor of Divinity, be-

cause the wording of the bill suggests the assumption

that a special providence waits to protect the application

of it in the big world outdoors. The text contains many
typographical errors, for which there is no excuse in a

document intended to be taken \\dth the utmost serious-

ness. Apart from these blemishes, the phrasing is

marked by such prolixity and lack of cohesion as prom-
ises plenty of scope for confusion, in the field and in the

courts. If the existing law, which has become crystal-

lized in practice through long years of laborious inter-

pretation, is to be superseded, it should be replaced by
one offering the minimum of ambiguity and the least

opening for litigation. In this respect H. R. 12275 is

radically defective.

The principal changes in the law are as follows:

(1) Discoveiy of a vein or lode is to be no longer a pri-

mary condition. (2) Where no outcrop exists the pros-

pector can make a temporaiy location, which holds good

for one year, when he must peg a permanent claim. (3)

He has the option between two kinds of claim : the pres-

ent one, 1500 by 600 feet, carrying extra-lateral rights.

or a new one, 2100 feet square, giving him no rights out-

side his surface lines extended vertically downward, but

granting the choice of applying the full width of the

claim on the dip of the lode. (4) Both the oblong claim,

with its extra-lateral right, ba.sed, as formerly, on the

possession of an apex, and the square claim, with no such

right, are subject to the privilege of the owner of a prior

oblong location to follow a vein or lode, outcropping on

his claim, on its dip into the territory of an ad.iacent

junior location. (5) But this privilege of the prior loca-

tion is limited to the two years after the junior location

has been made and during those two years the prior

locator must either remove the ore to which he is entitled

or he must establish the position of the vein or lode pass-

ing from his claim into that of his neighbor. (6) To do
that, he is permitted to enter upon the surface of the

junior location "and drill or explore by vertical open-

ings, or enter the workings of such junior locator * * *

to aid in making such suiwey and idcntific-Mtion of liis

vein or lode.
'

'

It is not worth while to refer to other amendments of

the existing statute. Those outlined will suffice to in-

dicate the nature of the changes suggested. They bristle

with possibilities of litigation in every other line. Mr.

Franklin Smith says that the old law contained a Pan-

dora's box of mischief; this is trae equally of its pro-

posed substitute. If the miner is to have a substitute

for the law with which he has grown familiar, he is en-

titled to expect one that will not drive him first to a

lawyer and then to a geological expert in order thqt he

may learn what it means. Why don't these law-makers

start with a few definitions, if for no other reason than

to clarify their own minds before they undertake to

guide others? Let them begin with defining "vein or

lode" and then "outcrop." No committee incompetent

to give such definitions should essay the task of prepar-

ing a legislative measure dealing with the subject. It

has been stated that Mr. Foster obtained the assistance

of engineers in the Bureau of Mines, but we are able to

assert that the bill does not represent the ideas of the

Bureau : it is the compilation of one man—a politician in

a hurry. It has been prepared without the assistance of

those best qualified, namely, those who have had experi-

ence in the ownership of, and the litigation over, min-

ing property. Such experience was made available to

members of the Committee on Mines and Mining, but

like most politicians, they did not like experts able to

tell them too much ; they preferred to muddle through in

their own unscientific way. They ignored the opinion

of the mining community as expressed on various occa-

sions, and ])arti<'ularly at the meeting organized bythe
Mining and Metallurgical Society at Washington last

December, that opinion having crystallized into a resolu-

tion that any legislation to be of permanent benefit must

be preceded by a systematic investigation by a commis-

sion chosen for this special purpose. A bill to create such

a commission was introduced by Mr. E. T. Taylor, of

Colorado, and killed by Mr. James Wickersham, of

Alaska, as soon as it was introduced in the House, but

the sincerity of the Alaskan representative was merci-

lessly exposed shortly afterward by the Engineering and

Mining Journal—a public service, well done. Then the

member for Illinois, Mr. Foster, introduced his blunder-

ing bill of 73 pages, while in the Senate, Mr. Reed Smoot

presented a brief bill abolishing the extra-lateral right

but ignoring that of discover.v. Another effort is to be

made by Mr. Thomas J. Walsh, senator from Montana,

who is co-operating with the Mining and Metallurgical

Society in an effort to introduce a piece of legislation

moi'e serviceable than the inciioate measures of the gentle-

men from Illinois and Utah. The position has been com-

plicated by the introduction of a leasing bill applicable

to non-metalliferous deposits, such as coal, oil, and

salines. This is disliked intensely in parts of the West

but it is favored by the AdrainLstration ajid the piusvsing

of i( is assumed in Mr. Foster's bill; see Section 2328a.

Tlif outlook is not good. A big problem is being tackled

I)iecemeal, by legislative patchwork. In order to do

justice to a complex subject and to perform a big task

efficientl.y, it is advisable that the mining law be revised

in connection with cognate laws affecting the entire sub-
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jwt of tuiiniiiistcriiiK tlu- pul>lic liiiul. l'cr|>ttiial tinker

iiiK. hprv luul tlien-, only iiinkos for iinroKt, irriliilion,

and confusion. As n-ijitrds our inininfjr ivfrions, the liurm

liRS hvK'ii done, the territory virgin to new lesiplalion is

eireunis»'ril>od, most of the oro deposits linve heen eovered,

if not discovered, ami the introduction of n'nuliitions

biis«>d on a radically ditTcrcnt priiicij>lc will only lie

justified if it is the restilt of careful invcstiKalion and

sajracious pp'paration. That descriptitm does not apply

to H. R. l-J-JIfv

The Man Who Sits Back

You know him : he leans back in his chair, cocks his

cigar at an aggressive angle from I he corner of liis

mouth, looks .superciliously wise, and says nolhinfi while

you othci-s arc in the midst of an eager frank discu-s-sion.

He knows all about it. you are given to understand, but

he does not think it worth wliile to contribute from the

wealth of his wistiom. That type of man enis.ses the

trail of all of us who are keenly participating in tech-

nical progress and scientific research. If you mention

the work done liy somebody else, he tells you that lie

himself did the same thing long ago but did not care to

rush into print. Tf yon speak approvingly of another

man's contribution to current knowledge, in the shape of

an article or paper, he calls it 'piffle' and conveys the

idea that if he were to tackle the subject something really

worth while would result. If you .suggest that he ought

to do so, he retorts that he is too busy for such inconse-

quential labor, and he sits back in his chair with an

access of self-complacency. He depreciates the work of

others; he deprecates their willingness to add to the

stock of experience by writing; he belittles their efl'ort

to advance the cause of technical progress by .speaking

at engineering meetings. All these provoke his di.sdain.

And yet all the while he is only a four-flu sli. a siiiml-

acnim. for he does not kno\v so verj' much, lie could not

write about it with any skill, nor could he stand on his

feet and speak clearly for ten minutes at a stretch. He
is a false alarm, and in time he is not only discovered

:

he discovers himself. Giving nothing, he receives none:

not being co-operative, he is let alone. The insolence of

an incommunicative self-detachment leaves him isolated

on a little ragged reef of crumbling conceit. The great

procession moves forward while he stands sneering in a

darkening side-street. Those whom he discounted have

won credit from their fellows; the men who gave freely

from their little store of knowledge have garnered a rich

harvest of scientific truth ; the exchange of professional

experience has brought mutual good and culminated in

cordial co-operation, without which nothing really big

can be done in this world. The man who used to sit back

has taken a back seat for all time.

Avoid him. he is a bad oyster in the fea.st of life.

Avoid his pestilential pose. "We address ourselves to the

younger men, for our contemporaries are their own phil-

osophers. As a matter of fact, the man who sits back is

no longer young : he never was : at an early period in his

jaundiced life he lost the essential marks of youth—gen-

erosity, e\pansivenes.s, eoniradeship. His yeam inii> In-

few, but he is a shriveled miser wiio guards his lilllr

imard while the lordly galleons go sjiiling past tiie neiir-

by headland. The instinct of youth is to give and to e\

change ungrudgingly. Have you ever thought how little

of what you know is original—your own, ;i.s it were'/

l"'nlly !>.">',' of what we know has been given to us wilii-

out payment: in books, in teaehings, in talk with a.ssn

ciates. The price of a hook or the fee for a course ol' li s

sons we do not count as a quid pro qui>, it is merely an

honorarium such as you give the kei-per of the king's

treasure when he admits you to th<' vaidts of llie palace

of knowledge. We are in debt for what we know and

the debt is like the one we owe our mother, unpay;ible,

never to be lifpiidated, save in making good use ol' the

gift. Having been so freely enriched, it, remains for lis

to give in turn to those I hat I'ullow, Consider what

metallurg}' would be today if each man had worked like

an alchemist in his cell or a cons])irator in his cellar.

Kliininate the clearing-house of ideas and man would be

insolvent. The individual contribution is so small tliiil

liy itself it is of little avail: single bricks that make no

buildings until arranged in orderly fashion. Even ixn. it

is, with all the social impulses that lead to co-operation,

it is probable that the world has lost much that it could

ill spare through .secrecy and the failure to record. We
recall a mining engineer at Denver who died leaving a

mass of notes, intelligible only to himself, with the con-

fession that he had intended to arrange and syst<^matize

them some day. That day never came ; another came in-

stead. A fire such as that in San Francisco, ten years

.ago, destroyed whole libraries of knowledge, many not

yet printed. One family of engineers is reported to have

maintained a record of their own experiences for the

use of their own family, but the flames swept it into

smoke and they were bankrupt of their selfish gains.

Bah ! that sort of thing is meaner than the man wlio

called on a sick friend and ate all his grapes. And it is

so pitifully futile. The best way to gain information is

to give it. Nobody learns as much from a book or an

article as the man who wrote it. The effort to put a lot

of amorphous notes into crystalline literary form is a

mental di.scipline : it discloses the holes in the writer's

information ; it eau.ses him to co-ordinate what he knows

on the subject so that he himself cannot forget it easily.

Otherwise it pas.ses like smoke from a camp-fire. Con-

sider the mines you visited or the mining districts you

traversed ten j^ears ago; how much do you remember

about them that has technical value now? If you had

written an article on them, for publication—and thai

use of writing is the only one to ensure care and finality

—you would not only have arranged the bundles of im-

pressions in portable shape, but you could now refresh

your memory by the written word. So, we say to the

young man, pay no attention to the man who sits back

and sneers at the generous effort of others. Or, if you

are curious, ask him to show you the fruits of his phil-

osophy. In an earthen vessel on his mantel you will

find them : Dead Sea apples, the apples of Sodom, bitter

and dry.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are idvid'ii (o use (his department for the discussion of (echnical and other matters per-

taining to mitiinS and mclaUur^y. The FAitor welcomes the expression of vieu's contrary to his own, be-

liet'in^ that careful crilicisin is more valuable than casual compliment.

Mining Education
The Editor:

Sir—Withiu the last five years the Royal School of

Mines, London, the Colorado School of Mines, and

Columbia University have had to fill the chairs of min-

ing. The same problem now confronts two other tech-

nical colleges in this country. The responsibility of the

executive committees having to make these appointments

is great, and the personality, influence, and ability of the

appointees will probably be reflected in the mining his-

tory of the next half century. Hence the subject of the

early training of a mining engineer is deserving of deep

thought and constructive discussion. The comment of

Mr. E. P. Mathewson in your issue of April 8, and the

editorial on this subject in the issue of March 11, con-

firm, in a general way, my own convictions, except that

I would even more strongly emphasize the necessity for

sound training in the keystone of all scholarship : the

ability to read and write the English language. This

should be taught in the grammar grades, continued in the

high-school, cultivated and exercised in the mining

colleges. On this solid foundation erect a framework of

knowledge of the natural sciences, chemistry, phj'sics,

mechanics, and allied subjects; reinforce it with a study

of business economics, then build up the superstructure

by teaching the principles of mining in the class-room

and by practical demonstrations and personal contact

witli actual operations in the field. Mining colleges at

the best can only teach the alphabet of mining science,

wliich the student will u.se in later life to spell success

or failure. The instruction should be competent, but

general rather than highly specialized.

In the school of riper experience, the student will co-

ordinate his ideas and discriminate between that which

is essential and that which is superfluous; he will drift

unconsciously into a particular line of work as oppor-

tunity offers, but on leaving college liis knowledge should

be sufficiently broad to enable him to apply liimsclf in-

telligently to any brancli of the industry. The late

Clement Le Neve Poster, addres.sing tlie graduate stu-

dents at the Royal School of Mines. London, in 1896.

said, in part: "Gentlemen: You have been trained dur-

ing these three years in the principles of chemical, geo-

logical, mining, and allied science; you are filled with

theories and saturated with technical terms. You have
studied the sediinentaries, igneous, and metamoi-phic
rocks: of mineralogy you have had enough. Just one
l;is( word: after all .there are onlv two kinds of rocks

which are of importance—ore and waste. The thing is

to know the ditfereuce.

"

The old order of things ehangeth. With improved

methods of treatment, the 'waste' of today may be the

'ore' of tomorrow and it is proliable that the abandoned

mines of the past will be the profitable mines of the

future. This progress will be retarded unless the stu-

dent has a good general working knowledge of all

branches of the industry. His vision must be large and
his mental attitude plastic. Had I a son to educate for

the profession, I would wish that his early training be

given in one of the old EngLi.sh schools, such as Eton,

Harrow, or Rugby ; to be continued in such an institution

as the Michigan College of Mines, where efficient theoret-

ical and practical instruction is given, spending his vaca-

tions at different mining centres in contact with men and

methods; then a year or two in the field that he might

find him.self and the particular work for which he was

best fitted, and later a post-graduate course at Columbia,

Harvard, or some other first-class university, to round

out his education or develop his specialty. Above all

things, I would wish him to care for his body as well as

his brain, to cultivate and maintain a manly relationship

with his fellow-men. Mens sana in corporc saiio.

"We are living in the age of specialists, the general prac-

titioner is passe. Individualism or specialization is to

be encouraged, still I hold that the curriculum of a min-

ing college should be broad in its scope; that mining

students be trained in the essential sciences ; that they be

informed of all phases of current practice, and that they

specialize in that greater university—the mining field.

Prank H. Probert.

San Francisco, April 10.

Drill-Steel Sharpening at the Old
Dominion Mine

The Editor

:

Sir—Our mine superintendent, I. II. Barkdoll, has

compiled the following notes on steel sharpening in

answer to your enquiry. The drill-steel used by tlie Old

Dominion Copper Mining & Smelting Co. is of four

kinds : Le.vner steel : piston-drill steel ; stoper steel ; and

Jack-hammer steel. Le.vner steel is made from 1| round,

hollow Keystone bars. It is cut into four length.s, 2 ft.

9 in.. 4 ft. 9 in., 6 ft. 9 in., and 8 ft. 9 in. Shanks and

bits are made on a No. 5 mechanical sharpener, and

gauging is done automatically when sharpening, only one
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luHt Ixiiiir tjiktii lor liiili sliiink or t>il. Tin' difTcn'm

gaii|;i'« on tlio Loyiior stool aro -} in.. -\ in-. - i"
.
"i«l 1 I

iu. Four-point oross-bits aro \isotl. witli shoulders ft-in.

thick juul cutting odpo ilniwn to 90% pitcli. Stopcr slccl

is miulc from inch priM)vcil Keystone steel cut into Icnjjtiis

of 2. 3. 4. r>. luul 6 ft., with bit.s piuipcd IJ. 1», 1 J. IJ. aiul

li inch. Jack-hainnier steel is nuule from J-in. hexagon

hollow Kcvstonc. cut. into lengths *J. 3. 4. '), and (5 ft. and

gauged the same as the stoper steel; Uith the tour and

six-point bits are used, depending on the groun.l to lie

drilled.

Sharpening and tempering of aJl steel is by tlie siiiiie

process. Hollow steel before heating is thoroughly

cleaned and blown out by means of a steel tube attaclud

to a spring-valve on the compressed-air line. A single

heat is taken for the punching and sharpening operation,

the bits being heated for 2i in. in a quick fire. After

heating, the hollow steel is punched in the centre by an

air-punch (made from a No. 2 mechanical sharpener

fitted with an air-cylinder punch), enlarging the hole

sufficiently -s^i that, when sharpened, it will not close. It

then goes to the sharpener, where it is sharpened and

gauged at one operation. Stoper and piston-drill steel

are treated iu the same manner except that a shorter

heat is taken, as no punching is required, being all solid

steel.

Piston-drill steel is made in the following manner.

Starters are cut from IJ-in. Keystone grooved steel 2 ft.

4 in. long, with shanks drawn on one end to fit the drill-

chuck. The 2nds. 3rds, 4ths. and 5ths are made by weld-

ing 15. U. and l}-in. grooved steel, cut 2 ft. 4 in., on 1^

hexagon steel, making the total lengths 4, 6, 8, and 10 ft.

The gauges for this steel are 2', 2?, 2i, IJ, and IJ in.

These are also cross-bits, f in. thick at the shoulder, with

the cutting edge drawn to 92% pitch. This steel is

standard for all our tj-pes of piston-drills such as Sulli-

van, "Wood, Ilolman. and Ingersoll-Rand 3-in. machines

and does not prove too heavy for 2|-in. and 2t-in. ma-

chines. This standardization of piston-drill steel is made

possible by having the chuck-bushings in all machines

standard, and allowing only one class of steel for each

class of drill.

All tempering is done by re-heating, which hardens

where hardness is required, while the remainder of the

drill remains soft and tough. In tempering, after sharp-

ening, with the same heat the drill is often hardened too

far back and the bit is liable to break in hard ground.

The tempering heat is as short as possible with an even

slow fire to a cherrj- red, then dipped in pure water.

The water is kept at an even temperature by having the

intake-pipe at the bottom and the overflow on top, with

the water in continuous circulation. In tempering shanks

we heat about an inch of shank, dip, and draw- to a light-

straw color. Much depends, of course, on the class of

steel used. Breakage on our steel averages i% of the

pieces used, or 3 in 600.

P. G. Beckett.

Globe. Arizona, March 27.

Is Mining Enginoerin"- on the Wane?
The Kditor:

Sir—Your editorial of .Mnn-h 11, lUKi, on ilus sub

jeel. is 80 clearly to the poini mid louehcN so nearly I lie

future of independent, or un.sjilaried. engineers that it

merits eoiiiiiient. (^ucNtioiiN of I his kiiul are apt to he

received skeptically by some and iguorecl totallx by

otliei-s, particularly in teelmical circles, but the lael

remains nevertheless that certain r<'<'eiit ejiaiittis in liiisi-

ness methods are reacting n|i<iii tlie professidiis in a

manner that gives rise to grave concern and (•••ills I'oi'

earnest consideration by engineers of every class.

First of all eoincs a recognition of the fact thai this

is an age of transition in almost everything— in nior;ils,

religion, art, science, and, espetnally, in business; moi'e

over, that changes such as are now in jirogress re(|uiiT

fundamental readjustments of the plans, pursuits, anil

l>ersonal ambitions of those aflFeetcd. namely, the inde-

l)cndent or unsalaried cngineei-s. Hut, inasnnieli as the

salaried engineer of today is certain to become, by the

law of succession alone, the un.sjdaried engineer of tlu'

future, both may be classed as one for the purposes of

this disiMi.ssion. which, then, includes all engineers.

Your editorial is certainly right in maintaining that

mining engineering, per se, is not on the wane Jiml

never will be while civilization exists: yet thi' business

of independent consulting mining engineers shows un-

mistakable signs of a rapid decline. Both the editorial

and the paper by Mr. Arthur L. Walker, which it (juotes,

attribute this decline, first, to the Mexican revolution,

which turned loose upon the United States a small army

of competent engineers aiid thereby glutted the market,

so to sj)eak; sccoiul, to the European *var, which closed

several important mining regions; third, t/j a prolonged

financial stringency, which suppres.scd new enterprises

and stopi)e(l tlios(! in progi-ess; fourth, to a surplus of

mining graduates who, by the way, usually work for

practically nothing to gain experience; fifth, to the

modern demand for specialists in everj' line.

Manifestly, all of these have been contributing causes,

but they do not include the most important, direct and,

perhaps, most permanent causes tliat threaten the busi-

ness of independent engineers; in fact, all tmt the last

two are of a temporary nature and may be neglected

;

even the present excessive output of mining graduates

may automatically regulate it.self in time, but the de-

mand for specialists must continue to increase and the

question then is; will these specialists themselves lie able

to maintain their independence in the face of the new

conditions, which may be stated as follow-s: first, the

consolidation of mining interests by which nearly all of

our great camps have become dominated by single com-

panies, each of them maintaining its owm highly or-

ganized engineering stafT and seldom employing outside

talent; second, the gradual disappearance of the small

development syndicate and its grubstaked pro.spector.

due to this same consolidation movement. Ju.st as tin'

consolidated meat-packers have exterminated at once the

village butcher and a thousand bidders in the open
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cattle-markets, so this modern consolidation idea is ban-

ishing small mining operators from whom the inde-

pendent engineer once realized much business and who

nnmbered hundreds instead of dozens, as at present;

third, and most important cause of all, perhaps, is the

growing custom of furnishing public service through

the medium of at least six different kinds of organized

engineering talent of the highest order, namely, the

staffs of our government bureaus, public utilities cor-

porations, great mining companies, powerful explora-

tion syndicates, mining machinery houses and, last but

not least, our universities and colleges. Seldom does any

one of these institutions, or corporations, throw business

in the way of the independent engineer, but all of them

take it from him ; and in the case of universities and

colleges especially the strange spectacle is frequently

presented of the professor coming into direct and some-

times ruinous competition with his former students,

thereby giving rise to much bitter complaint.

Personally, I defend the right of a professor to enter

the field of public service, provided that his fees equal or

exceed the highest obtainable by any established engi-

neer operating independently in that field, in which ease

the question is reduced to a matter of relative ability.

In other words, if the professor ranks so liighly as an

engineer that the client prefers to pay a premium for his

services then that client certainly has a right to exercise

that preference and the competition is justified as be-

tween man and man. Otherwise, the prestige, ijublicity,

salary, student aid, and equipment facilities enjoyed by

the profes,sor give him so great and undue an advantage

over the engineer in business for himself that the latter

is practically eliminated from the competition, other

things being equal.

These, then, are conditions that call for earnest con-

sideration bj' the engineer both of today and tomorrow.

He must anticipate the time when younger men will dis-

place him and he must ask himself what he can then do

for a living. Until quite recently every ambitious engi-

neer has been waiTanted in dreaming of the daj' when,

ripe in experience and with a reputation well earned, he

may strike out for himself and accumulate a competency

for old age such as no engineei'ing salary is likely to

supply ; but what about such dreams in the future ? Are
they likely to be realized, or not? Are these dangers

fancied, or real ?

Pk.\nk a. Ross.

Spokane, March 20.

Antimonial Gold Ore
The Editor:

Sir—Referring to the remarks by Wni. Seward Mann
on 'Treatment of Antimony Hold Ore' and your own
notes on the same

:

There is a cheap way of making tliis caustic soda,

namely, by electrolysis of salt solution (NaCl). If, in

such solution, the sulphides are made the cathode and a

little phenol-phthalein indicator added, the usual di.scol-

oration for alkalinity will surround the suljihides whih^

the current passes. Thickness of film of antimony, silica,

or gi-ease determines the kilowatts consumed, electric

power being cheap near many mines. Hydrogen is also

formed and will remove oxide coatings. Care must be

taken to avoid mixing the hydrogen with the oxygen
from anode, by using a porous diaphragm and carrying

away the oxygen. Otherwise explosions might result such

as probably blew up the submarine lately and the recent

explosion in the chlorate plant at Niagara Falls.

My experience with electrolytic amalgamation has con-

vinced me that metallurgists have overlooked a good
thing. For example, I believe electrolysis of NaCl with

Hg cathode could be applied to picking up the floured

'quick' from cinnabar ore. Also, electrolysis without
mercury, for removing oil from flotation concentrate. As
the NaCl electrolysis is a reversible action, it can be

worked cheaply. By-products, such as chlorine for

chlorinating, or bleaehing-powder for chasing the enemy
from our borders with gas could also be made. From 1

6

lb. NaCl + H.O, 11 lb. caustic and 9.8 lb. chlorine can
be produced per indicated horse-power day. These are

Castner's figures from practical work. But I am afraid

I am taking too much of your space.

T. W. Gkuetter.
Medford, Oregon, April 3.

Manitoba Mining Law
The Editor

:

Sir—The Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, Canada,
has recently assented to an Act that censors and con-

trols the public offering of mining and other shares with-

in the Province.

This Act is characteristic of the direct and efficient

way with which Canadian law-makers define methods
of procedure which must be followed within their juris-

diction. It would be well for our legislatures to con-

sider the actions of our thorough-going neighbors to the

North in the supervision of an industry which on ac-

count of its economic possibilities provides fruitful ma-
terial for the operations of those mining promoters and
stock-peddlers who show .scanty regard for trath, reason,

or good business.

Manitoba has done little mining. In 1915 she con-

tributed less than 1% of Canada's mineral industry, but
recent activity and promi.sing discoveries have prompted
her policy of preparedness. Wliile over three-fifths of

Manitoba's 252,000 square miles is not particularly

adapted to agriculture, it is largely underlain by rocks

of the Pre-Cambrian age with numerous occurrences of

the Keewatin and Huronian which are conspicuous in

the Sudbury nickel. Cobalt silver, and Porcupine gold

districts of Ontario.

Prospecting is now under way on a considerable scale

and as a direct result of gold discoveries in the Rice

Lake district, initial development of a number of pi-oj)-

erties with satisfactory results and an earnest attempt

on the part of both the Government and a majority of

the developing interests co-operatively to suppress any

po.ssililc 'lilue sky' promoting, the Manitoba Sale of
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Shaivs Ai't, lis luiu'iuii'ii. now stuiuls us a wtlconu- luoiiu

iiu'iit to the iulv«H'Ht«'8 of I'liirplay. Kxtini-ts lioroiiiHrter

given are from (.'linptor 17.'> of tin* Hi-vist'il Statutes of

Manitoba. 10l:i. as ainentled liy t'liapter 105 of 1011 ami

C'lmptiT ".m; of l!lUi. copies of which may he ohtaiiicil

from the King's Printer for Manitoba, at Winiiiprt',

CtUIHllH.

With reapeel to developing; mining companies, this

Act pnuides that it is unlawful for an\ pci-son or \<,v

sons, corporation or company, or any agent acting on

his, their, or its behalf, to sell or offer to si>ll, or to di

fpctly or indinH!tly attempt to sell, ui the Province of

Mtuiitoba. rniy sliares. stocks, lioiids, or other wcuritics

of any corporation or compiuiy. syndicate or association

of persons, incorporated or unincorporated, without first

obtaining from the I'ublic Itility ('oinmis,sionpr a ccr

titieate to the effect set forth in the Act and a license

from such agent in the manner provided for. A fine of

from ifoO to $r>0«1 is imi>o.scd upon any person convicted

of doing anything foriiiddcn in- tiie Act.

"It shall also be unlawful for any printer, publisher,

newspaper proprietor, or other person hereaftei- to print.

publish, or advertise in this Province, in any newspaper.

magazine or other periodical printed and published in

this Province, or otherwise in this Province issue, put

forth or distribute, any advertisement, circular, letter or

other document containing any offer to sell or solicitation

to purchase any of such shares, bonds, stocks or otlicr

securities, unless the company, corporation, association

or syndicate whose shares, stocks, bonds or other securi-

ties are so offered for sale .shall have first obtained from

the commissioner the certificate aforesaid."

The procedure to obt-ain permission to sell securities

requires the filing, properly verified, of "a statement

.showing in full detiiil the plan upon which the compan.v

proposes to transact business; a copy of all contracts,

bonds or other instruments which it proposes to make

with or sell to its contributors; a statement which shall

show the name and location of the company, corporation,

syndicate or association, and an itemized account of its

actual financial condition, and the amount of its prop-

erty and liabilities, and such other information touching

its affairs as the commissioner may require."

The Commissioner is authorized, upon e-xamination of

the required information

:

"• • • if he finds that such company is solvent, that

its articles of incorporation or as.sociation, its constitu-

tion and by-laws, its proposed plan of business and pro-

posed contracts contain and pro\-ide for a fair, .just and

equitiible plan for the transaction of business, and in his

judgment promise a fair return on the shares, stocks,

bonds and other securities b.v it or by such person offered

for sale, the commissioner shall issue to such company

or person a certificate reciting that such company has

complied with the provisions of this Act, that detailed

information in regard to the company and its securities

is on file in the commissioner's office for public inspec-

tion and information, that such company is permitted to

do business in this Province, and such certificate shall

tilso recite in liold type that the cdiiiiiiissiuiici' in no w isc

rccomiiicndH the seeurilicH to be olTi-red for siiie by such

company." (Section Id.)

The following extracts iiavc recently been enacted to

bear particularly upon the present mining situation:

" l""or the purposr of facililjiliii^' coimncrcial, indus-

trial and mining undertakings in .Manilolia. il is enacted

that whenever it shall appear that a company, wliow

iiiidcrtaking. being of the nature aforcsnid, has not, been

i|evel<>|>cd and that it is therefore not known lliiil a lair

ri'tnrn is pmmised upon its KJiarcs, stocks, iioiids oi-

.securities, so as to .justify a certificate under section 10

of this Act. s\icii coMi|iany may apply for a special i-er-

tificate in respect of shares, stocks, bonds or sficurities,

and i>ermitting the offer by the company to the pul)lic

for purchase of shares, stocks, bonds or securities li\

the compan.v.

'Phe conuiiissioni-r sludl grant siidi special ccTtifii'ate

upon the <'ompany eslalilisliiiig to his satisfaction that

the proceeds of all si\h-s of the unissued stock of said

eompaiiy will be paid to ;in iiK-orporated or licensed

trust company, in Manitol)a. or other trustee approved

by the commissioner, less a deduction in his discretion

for commission for the sab' of such stock and rea.sonal)le

expenses incidc^iit to tlii' ot'licc inanageiiient of the com-

pany advertising, and in trust to apply such net j>r()-

ceeds to the develoiinient or operation of Ihc under-

taking of the company only.

"Any shareholder may sell from time to time any of

the shares held by him in any company which has ob-

tained a special certificate as aforesaid, pensonall.v or

through his agents or upon any stock exchange, and no

sale or attempt to sell })y any such individual share-

holder, his agent or })rokcrs. shall be an infraction of

this Act."

"Certificates for sliares offered for sale pursuant to

the pi'ovisions of this section sliall have conspicuously

written or printed on the face of them the words 'de-

velopment stock'."

Any company or person obtaining the (Jommissioner's

certificate may appoint one or more agents who must

obtain a license from the Commis,sioner. This license

Tnust be carried by the agent and produced by him to

every person with whom he proposes or offers to do any

such business, and is subject to revocation at any time for

cause appearing to the Commis-sioner sufficient.

Semi-annual reports are required to be made to the

Commissioner showing the detail business conditions of

a company, and no amendments to the constitution or

by-laws are operative until filed and approved. The

Commissioner is given all powers neee.s,sary to investi-

gate or correct the operations of a company at any tiiue

as may seem to him just and equitable.

W. K. Harding.

Chicago, April '',.

Potash production of Germany in 1915 amounted to

6,799,757 double hundred-weight (220 lb.), against

9.039.883 in 1914, and 11,103,694 in 1913.
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Monel m^hil

By F. R. BSasom

E^ERYONE has heard the joke of the prospector

who said he had discovered a brass uiioe. A brass

mine, however, is a metallurgical, rather than a

natural absurdity, for copper and zinc may occur to-

getlier in nature in proportions suitable for the forma-

tion of brass, but. up to now, the metallurgist has not

found a waj^ of reducing them from their combinations

to form that alloy. This is not the case with monel metal.

Monel metal is an alloy, consisting of about 30% of

copper and 70% of nickel—I shall deal with its exact

composition later—and is reduced directly from the

nickel-copper ores of Sudbury, Ontario.

Before dealing with monel metal, it might be well

briefly to outline the methods by which nickel is ex-

tracted from the Sudbury ores, with the view to showing

how much simpler it is to extract monel metal directly

from the ore than first to extract the nickel and after-

ward alloy it with the desired proportion of copper. The

direct reduction to monel metal has one serious disad-

vantage. The Sudbury ores sometimes contain appre-

ciable quantities of the platinum group of minerals,

which may be recovered from the residue from the Mond
process, but which pass into the monel metal in the case

of direct reduction to that alloy. On the other hand, the

proportion of these precious metals is too small to affect

the physical propei-ties of monel metal, and likewise gen-

erallj' too small to pay the cost of the round-about method

of first reducing to nickel when monel metal is the de-

sired product.

The Sudbury nickel-copper ores consist essentially of

pyrrhotite, with which is associated a number of nickel-

bearing minerals, such as pentlandite (FeNiS), millerite

(NiS), polydymite .(Ni^SJ, and rarely gersdorphite

(NiSAs), and niccolite (NiAs). together with chaleo-

pyrite and comparatively small amounts of silicious mat-

ter. Of course the composition of the ores varies in dif-

ferent mines and in different parts of the same mine, but

for the purpose of this article the ores may be considered

to contain about

:

%
Nickel 4.5

Copper 2.0

Iron 52.0

Sulphur 34.0

Insoluble 7.0

The ore is roasted in large heaps which, when well

started with cord-wood, burn for three or four months,

at the end of which time the sulphur content is reduced

to 10 or 11%. The roasted ore is smelted in rectangular

water-jacketed furnaces, together with green highly

silicious ores, or, if the latter are .not available, with

silica. In this wav nincli of the iron is fluxed off as

silicate, more sulphur eliminated as dioxide, and a matte

containing about 30% nickel-copper obtained. The fur-

nace-matte is run into converters and blown to about

80% nickel-copper, silica being used as a flux. As the

slag from this operation contains appreciable quantities

of metal, it is returned to the blast-furnace. Up to now,

this is as far as the metallurgy of nickel is carried at

Sudbury. The Mond Nickel Co. ships the matte to

Clydach, in South Wales, where it is subjected to that

beautiful metallurgical process invented by Ludwig
Mond, in which the nickel is converted into a gas at a

temperature far below the boiling point of water; and
the International Nickel Co. ships its matte to Bayonne,

New Jersey, where some of it is reduced to nickel and
some to monel metal.

illCHD-l'lKnodKAril OF ORE FROM CBKIGIITOX iriXE, SUUBL'RY.

g is gangue, teldspai-, and hypersthene.

cp is chalcopyrite.

pen is pentlandite.

pyrr is pyrrhotite lightly fumed to give color contrast.

h is hole in surface.

Magnification, 19 diameters.

The process for the separation of nickel from copper at

Bayonne is based on the fact that the sulphides of iron

and copper are soluble in alkaline sulphides, while the

sulphide of nickel is not appreciably soluble in these sub-

stances. The matte obtained from Sudbury is smelted

in a reverberatory furnace with salt-cake and coke for a

protracted period, during which the matte is stirred,

from time to time, with green poles. The poling thor-

oughly mixes the substances, and the ga.scs given off from

the green wood help the coke in reducing the salt-cake

to sulphide. When the process is considered to be com-

plete, the matte is allowed to .settle, the lighter snljjhides
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of iron niul copper in Hiiiittion in sixiiuni .snlpliiil<- tiippol

oiT lii-st. nnd tlio lu-HviiT sulpliidi' of nickel nftcr. It

KiMUTiiliy takes at loust two tn-iitinent.s to i-omplt'tc tlie

st'pnrulion. Tlu" nieki'l iiiatle is tlirn (lisiilpluiri/cd, and

the iiu'tai olitnined.

At Clydacli, the Sudl>iir\ matte is piilvm/i'd to till

nu'sii, and nuisted to oxide: it is then treated in vats with

dtluto snipluirie neid. at a temperature of 8r)T.. wliieli

dissolves alxiut two-thirds of the copper oxide, the re

niitinder beinp so protected l>.v the nickel oxide, which is

not appn>einbly soluble in the dilute neid. that fiirthcr

solution of the copper is i>reveiited. The mixed oxides

(roui this operation are tillerc<l. dried centrifuiiiill.v.

ajul, without washing, placed on shelves in a tower, aiitl

reduced to metal by water-pas rich in hydrogen jil a

temperature of 2;'>0''C. When the reduction is coinplclc

the metals arc transferred to another tower and siih-

jected to the action of carbon monoxide at a temperature

of 50'^
; the CO condiines with nickel and forms earbonyl

of niekel, and this gas is transferred to the deeomiioser.

where it passes through granulated nickel at a tempera-

ture of 2(X)''. At this temperature nickel corbonyl is de-

compos«>d into niekel and carbon monoxide, the nickel is

deposited on the granules, which, of course, increase in

size, and the CO is returned to the volatilizing-tower.

where it combines with fresh nickel, which, in turn, is

carried again to the decomposer. A point is readied in

the volatilization somewhat similar to that which occurs

in the sulphuric acid vats, only the reverse, where the

copper forms a protective coat on the nickel, and pre-

vents further attack from the CO ; the residual metals

are then re-oxidized by roa.stiug, and returned to the

sulphuric acid vats. Thus, it will be seen, there is a con-

tinual proee.ssion of the mixed metals from the roaster to

the acid vats, then to the reducer, then to the volatilizer,

and back again to the roaster. The filial residue, insolu-

ble in acid and unvolatilizable by CO. contains the plat-

inum group of metals. A small quantity of nickel passes

into the sulphuric acid, and is recovered by occasionally

evaporating the mother liquor to dryness, igniting, and

treating the residue as above.

It will be seen, then, that the processes in use for sepa-

rating the niekel from the Sudbury matte are exceedingly

complex. The International Nickel Co. refuses admis-

sion to its works, so that the exact method used by the

company in producing monel metal, like that of produc-

ing niekel. is not known—the description in this article

being taken from Ambrose Monell's patent specification

—but the metallurgist will readily see that the blowing of

the nickel-copper matte to blister and subsequent refining

presents no serious diflSculties, and is infinitely less in-

tricate than the separation of nickel from nickel-copper

matte by any known process.

Lionel metal is silver-white, but assumes a blackish-

gray cast on prolonged exposure to air. It is exceedinglj'

ductile, can be rolled into thin sheets, and drawn into

wire so fine that it resembles a silk thread; it resists

acids, and. notwithstanding the change in color, appears

to be unaffected by the atmospheres of coast and manu-

t'ai-turing I'llies. i-'nr lln-sc rca-soiis, il iiiiikis an idi'iil

milling niatcriid. mid can ln' nsi'd in iiilinitily liiiiT NJii'its

tluiM is possililc with copper.
( 'onsidcnililc range in coiiipiisilioii nl llir iniliil is

pii.s.silili' wiilmiH ii|<precialily Mlfccling its pliysiriil iinip

crtics. Till- I'liiiipiisitioli viirirs jis I'ollnws:

NIcUol r,s 1(1 72

CoiipiM- -i'l to :t2

Iron O.B to Ifi

('iirl)oii «. 1172 to o.l.'')

Sulpluir 0.01

1

Il lilclls III l:!.')(l ('., ii;is ;ili iiliiii'illilig lriii|Mi;il lire (if

87i)"C., and I'liii Im' idjjid ,il tciiipcratiircK bclwceii illlll

and 1200". A iriiuirkahlc (|iiality is that it retains Ml','

of its tensile strcngtji at ')')')", wiiiic (inlinary sti'd n-

tains only I'/t at the same tciiipcraliirc.

The following lu'c tlic results of physical tcRts

Hot-rolled roil». Sand-cast ro(l^

Klaslic limit, poiinils .')8,,S7;! 37,427

Breaking strength, jiounds 86,899 78,2,'?B

Elongation in 2 in., per cent. ... 40 :!X

Reduction of area, per cent 60 ?A

Specific gravity 8.94 to 8.95 8.86 to 8.87

Modulus of plasticit.v, 22,000.000 to 23,000.000 pounds,

lilectrical resistivity, 256 ohms jier mill-foot.

Electrical conductivity, 4 when coiiper equals 100.

Thermal conductivity, 20 when copper equals 100.

It will be noticed, in looking at the analysis of tin-

Sudbury ores, that they contain more iron tliiiii iii.iny

ores that are smelted for the production of that metal,

and if roasted they would be fairly rich iron ores. Some

time ago, experiments were conducted uihIi r tlie auspices

of the Mines Branch of the Canadian Department of

Mines with a view to making niekcl-,steel liircctly from

the Sudbury ores, and samples of the briquetted roasted

ore and pig produced were on exhibit at the Canadion

Pavilion at the P. P. I. E. But there the research aji-

pears to have ended, on account, I believe, of the copper.

as well as the nickel, going into the pig. The slagging

off of huge quantities of iron when nickel-steel is in .so

great demand seems w^asteful, and. one would think, re-

search should be stimulated with the view to making

nickel-steel, like monel metal, direct from the ore. Nor.

theoretically, would the problem seem to present in-

surmountable difficulties. Microscopic examinations

have proved clearly that the nickel and the copper of the

Sudbury ores occur independently of each other, .so that

the difficulty encountered in treating roasted matte with

dilute sulphuric acid in the Jlond proecs.s—that is, the

protective coating of nickel oxide preventing part of the

copper going into solution—would not be expected in

leaching the roasted ore with .sulphuric acid to remove

the copper. If the copper could be removed in this way,

it should be pos.sible, one would think, to briquette and

smelt the ore. or convert it into an iron-nickel sponge,

and recover both iron and nickel in the operation. Then-

are other methods of eliminating the copper and subse-

quently reducing the iron and nickel together, w'liich

will occur to the metallurgist.
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liliikf iruslur. plui-oil on ilu- tup of tlio mill liin. Tliis

liin is 2() ft. i-uIh>, with an iiicliiicil lM)ttoiii niul is set 2))

ft. nlwvr the prnuiul. Tin- Imis of the grizzly wore

spjiPoil 2J iiiclu's apart: when the our was iliinipt>il the

tjue orv passt-d througli into tin' biu, whoro it was iiii\<il

with that which was crushed. No sortinR wiis done.

From the niill-bin. the ore was fed hy an autonialii'

plunRer-feodor to No. 1 trommel, 3 by 4 ft., having il in.

round openinps. The undersize of this trommel went

to No. 2 trommel luul the oversize to a shaking launder,

whieh conveyed it to a 24-in. Symons disc crusher set

with a i'ux. opening. It then passed to No. 1 elevator,

which discharged into No. 2 trommel. This trommel was

4 by 9 ft.: the tirst half of it was covered with a .screen

of i*a-in. ro\ind openings, while the oilier half was cov-

ered with a »'reen of i^-in. openings; the undersize of

the first screen going to the fine jig: the oversize to the

i"g-in. screen, the undersize of whii-ii fed the eoai-se jig

while the oversize passed to a set of 14 by 24-in. high-

speed Chalmers & AVilliams rolls, set with Jin. openings:

these rolls discharged into No. 1 elevator.

At the tailing-end of each jig was a settling-box, the

overflow of whieh went to a sump, from which it was

pumped by a Butters 6-in. centrifugal pump to a Dorr

thickener 10 by 40 ft. The overflow of this thickener

supplied the jigs with water; the underflow fed a

Dcister double-deck simplex slime-table.

The jigs were of the Cooley type having eight cells 36

by 40 in., using punched-plate screens. The plungers of

the coarse jig had a stroke of one inch, making 138

r.p.m. : the first cell had a i\-in. screen and the others

had i-in. screens. Concentrates were taken off the

screens of the first six cells, as well as from the hutch

of cells No. 2. 3, 4, 5, and 6 ; the product from the hutch

of the first cell going to No. 1 elevator. The product oflf

the screen, as well as the hutch, of cells No. 7 and 8 went

to No. 3 elevator, which delivered its material to 18-in.

geared rolls, set with shells in contact. The product

passing the rolls went to No. 1 elevator.

The plungers of the fine jig had a stroke of § inch.

making 195 r.p.m. ; the first and second cells had a i-in.

screen, while No. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 had is-in. screens and

No. 8 a |-in. screen ; nothing was taken off the screen of

the first two cells, but concentrates were taken off the

screen of cells No. 3, 4, 5, and 6 ; from the hutch of the

first cell a lead concentrate was drawn, while the product

from the hutch of No. 2 cell went to No. 1 elevator; the

hutch of cells No. 3, 4, 5, and 6 produced concentrates

;

the product off the screen as well as the hutch of cells

No. 7 and 8 went to No. 3 elevator.

The Disc crusher and the trommels received water

from a 3-in. American Well Works centrifugal pump,

taking water from the discharge of the mine-pumps.

The crushing and screening section of the miU was

driven independently of the concentrating section, each

section being driven by a 50-hp. motor, the object being

*.o prevent losses caused from stopping the miU, for at

inch times the jigs become overloaded with material and

at the time of starting up there would be a rush of

water anil m"n- iiialcrijil to the jigs, whereby a liit-gi'

part of the ore on the jig is wa.slicd away before it iwin

be concentrated. Hy starting the concentrating section

lirsl mid supplying water fur ciuirciil ration while the

criisliing secliiiii ri'inains idle, a large purl of this loss

is eliminated.

After the mill had been in operation a iiioiilh, it was

demonstrated that the feed to the i-oarsi' jig carried a

certain amount of fine material that passed throiigli tin

jig-screens, causing the concentrate of the entire mill to

carry a high jiroportion of lime, as 40% zinc and 4/f

lime; also that so much water went to the line jig that

the top-water was excessive and thus did not allow the

fine material to settle in the jig-<'ells, but washed it into

the tailing. The Dorr thickener i)rovcd most beneficial,

being able to liamllc all the waste water of the mill (ex-

cept that lost in the tailing), recovering it as a cleai-

overflow, while its underflow made a satisfactory table

feed and obviated the necessity for a sludge-pond with

its periodic cleaning, but the arrangement of connceling

its overflow direct to the jigs made a poor water-siijiidy

system, especially as in the mine there was a shortage

of water, which prevented regulating a steady flow tn

the mill ; in fact, the entire arrangenicnt was such thai

if either the mine-pumps or the Butters pump stopped

there was no water for the mill, thus causing choked and

overloaded machines that had to be put in a normal con-

dition before the mill could again be started.

In order to make a cleaner concentrate on the coarse

jig and reduce the losses of the fine jig, No. 2 elevator

was built and the flow was changed from the original

sy.stem as follows: the undci-size of the finst half of No.

2 trommel is sent to No. 2 elevator, whieh discharges

into a settling-box at the head of the fine jig; the set-

tling-box discharges through the spigots onto the jig,

while its overflow* goes to the sump of the Butters pump
;

the hutch of the second cell of the fine jig is sent to No.

2 elevator as well as the hutch of cells No. 1 to 6 of the

coarse jig and the product of the 18-in. rolls. The con-

centrates improved to 47-50% zinc, and 1.5% lime.

The water .system was also changed; the 3-in. centrifu-

gal pump was discarded ; at the side of the mill a pond

50 by 100 ft. was built, into which the mine-water is

pumped and the overflow of the Dorr thickener dis-

charges. The water from the pond is then pumped by

a 6-iii. American Well Works centrifugal pump to the

different machines.

After these changes, tests were made on the work of

the mill, and the following facts were brought out: (1)

the mill-feed as.sayed 6.9% zinc, while the tailing assayed

1.2% zinc, an 82..50% recovery; (2) the tailing from the

coarse jig represents three-quarters of the mill-tailing

and assayed 0.6% zinc; (3) the tailing from the fine jig

represents one-quarter of the mill-tailing and a.ssayed

3.1% zinc; (4) of the fine-jig tailing 45.81% was coarser

than 1 mm. and assayed 0.9% zinc, while 54.19% was less

than 1 mm. and assayed 5.6% zinc. It was evident that

although the recovery was good there was an oppor-

tuuitv to increase it with an added profit, provided tlie
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blende in this fine product could be recovered as a mar-

ketable concentrate ; to accomplish this, it would be

necessary to remove this fine material from the feed of

the fine jig by screening and then treat it upon sand-

tables. I had already experimented with a sand-tabh^

on the fine material being lost at the mill of the Craw-
hall mine, belonging to the same company, where the

'rougher and cleaner' system was practised, and, by re-

covering from the mill-tailing 2i^ tons per day of con-

centrate assaying 38^2% zinc with 2.5-3.0% lime, I

had demonstrated that a sand-table could be operated

product to be treated, so that the finer blende has a much
higher percentage of pyrite associated with it than the

coarser variety.

In order to use the sand-tables, a trommel 30 by 48 in.

with a J-in. roimd hole screen was placed to receive the

discharge from No. 2 elevator ; the oversize of the trom-
mel being sent to the fine jig, while the undersize goes to

four Deister cone-baffle classifiers; the undersize of the
first two classifiers feeding No. 1 Deister double-deck
sand-table, the next two classifiers feeding a second
sand-table

: the ovei-flow of the two classifiers going to

Shaft

Bin A/S2

I

--I4',l8'8reaker

" -'
Feeder *

[Concenfrafe

Bin

ORICil.N.VL FLOW-SHEET OK TIIOMP.SON MILL.

successfully; hence there was no question but that tables

could recover the fine material being lost on the fine jig

of the mill under discussion. I had also proved in both
mills that the slime-table recovered so small an amount
of concentrate, which was of such a low grade, 16.75%
zinc and 6.2% lime, that it did not pay to treat this ma-
terial on a separate table, Imt that it could be handled
better by mixing with the feed of a sand-table. The low
grade is partly due to the fact that the country-rock of
the district is impregnated with extremely fine iron py-
rite, which during crushing concentrates in the finest

1-^
Mi/J Pond.

m3fCha/mers i,,
w<!f!jpeaf/!oi!s\ ->

|p:,
/8"6earec/

Polls.

E/eygforffl^

8 y>es/7
,Sc/verj.

Deiste.''5implex

Sand Tciblf-

ConcentnjM
Bin.

PRE.SEXT FLOW-.SIIEKT OF THOMl'SO.X MILL.

the Doit thickener hy way of the Butters pump, the dis-

charge of tlie thickener feeding a third sand-table. All

the tables were so riffled as to make a separation between
the lead and zinc. The middling from the tables goes

to No. 3 elevator to be returned again to the system.

"When the tables were tried with this arrangement, it

was discovered that the material passing the ^-in. screen

made too coarse a feed for the first table ; it was impos-

sible to make a clean separation between the gangue and
the minerals; the ^-in. screen was therefore changed to

an 8-mesh wire-cloth screen with 0.078-in. openings ; the
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pnHiucI fntin this xvns nlso t«Mi tMnirs*-, with thi« result Staikxikm a

thnt thf I'onivntnitioii wns most iiiisdlisra.lnry. Tin- Scm'nAiiul.vH.-K

i:rt- I.. .. _. I
• .1 1 •

'

<• .1 Talili' I Tiililc" 2 Talilo .1

(liitK-iiltv wiis ovorvoiiie nv piussiii^ tiic uiidi-rsi/o of tlu' .. ,

Mi'hIi •;, '/„ %
h-iiu'sli scnfii to one clnssifu'r. the uiuicrflow of wliifii q,, m ,io qq qq
joined tlu' oversize of the sen en iis feed to llie tine jijt; " 20 3.7 l.'J 4.8

the overHow passi>il to n seeond eja.ssilier whose under " ^^ ISO "•'' ^-^

How fed the first table. This gave material that the ".

jj^
•

"JJ
^^^\

'JJ
tnlih> handled with excellent results: the other two tallies tIiiohkIi 100 34.4 40. r> 7ii.i

operateil well fmni the lieginninp. the only altiralinn

lH>iup in the riffling to improve the .separation of the leii.

I

Total — 100.0 lOO.o 100.0

from the zinc. Statkmknt n
Tests lasting 24 hours were made on the work done Mliierul Contents or Tabic PiodiiclB

hv the tnhles: samples al.so were taken of the fine-jig / ^eeA ^ , ConcentrutcB , Tailing

tailing and the mill-tailing: the re.sults of the.se tests
'''"• ^^- ^^' 2"- ^^- P'»' '-''"«• ^n.

are shown in the tahles helow. During these tests from
T„..e.....7^ :2 o5, i IM ^M yl i

4 to o tons of eoneenfrates were made in eaeh 24 hours. o 6.0 3.5 o.lti 35.4 18.G 0.14 2.1 2.20

It will he noted from statement A that the tahle-feed is 3 5.0 7.5 0.12 21.8 28.3 0.06 1.5 4.10

praetieally all less than 20-niesh ( 1 nnn. si/e) : evidently Statkmk.nt C
from the diftieulty in eoneentrating material coar.ser than Screeii-Analyses of I-'lne-.Ilg TallliiKs

this size, it is necessary to feed the tables with as litth- ncfori- concen- Aftprronceii-

nuiterial larger than 1 mm. as possible. Statement H Hating tables trating tables

„!.„...„ »u., I- • 41 » A i 1 1 were in use were In useshows the hme m the concentrate to be as low as gener- ,, ,,,,.,... Mesh % %
ally obtained in a jig-conceutrate ; the lead is a little too Qn 10 36.8 34.8

high on table Xo. 1. but it should be possible with can-- • 20 33.0 30.9

ful attention to reduce it to that made by table No. 2: " '•O 12.1 21.5

table No. 3 makes a concentrate lower in zinc than the
" ^" ^'^

'"J
others, because it receives in its feed all the slime of th.- ^, . !!!° ^'\ '''

.,, , , , T-v . Through 100 9.0 1.4
mill through the Dorr thukeuer. and this material not

only increases the iron in the concentrate, but also Total lOO.O lOO.O

causes a tailing of high zinc-content. Statement C com- Statement d
pares the sizes from the tine jig before and after the Fine-jig Mill-

tables were used. Statement D compares the percentage tailing tailing

of zinc in the tailing of the fine-jig and mill tailing be-
^'°'^ ^'"'^

fore and after the tables were used. The results need „ , . .• . v., f^ /oBefore concentrating tables were in use... 3.1 1.8
no comment.

^^j^j. concentrating tables were in use 1.2 O.S

In the articles to which reference has been made, it

will be noted that it is .stated that the operators have from the jigs must be roa.sted, there is no valid rea.soii

not been able to obtain a clean concentrate from tables, why as much concentrate as possible (in some cases 2 to 4

for which reason they are not used in the di.strict. the tons per day), should not 1)e saved from the fine iiialeri;il

praeticebeingsimply to save as much of the fine material now lo.st in the tailing, and roa.sted, thereby yielding a

as possible on the jigs. The work done by the sand-table profit. It may be argued that too much of tiiis fine con-

at the Crawhall mill, together with the results from the centrate would be lo.st in roasting; this ha.s not been

Thompson mill, as given above. di.s])rove this contention. found true in our ca.se. for we have roasted nuniy tons

AVhat has been done at these mills only illustrates what with a recovery of 85-87% on the fine concentrate as

can be done at other mills in the district, as is further again.st 90-92% on the regular mill-coiK-ent rates, the

proved by the fact that the tailing formerly produced and former assaying 5,'}% zinc, 2.8% iron, .'!,8.'5% lime, and
in some cases that now being produced is being re-treated 2.5% lead, as against 58%, zinc, 2.1% iron, .3% lime, ami
with jigs at a good profit. The further argument, often 0.8% lead in the latter. TTowever, if the jigs produce a

heard locally, that table-concentrates are too low in 7.\u- concentrate sufficiently high in zinc to be shipped direcl

and too high in lime to pay for operating tables, is also a to the smelter, the tables will also produce a eorrespond-
fallacy. The lime can be held within the neces.saiy ingly high concentrate.
limits by setting the tables to throw part of the blende It has also been argued by the operators that it is not

into the middling product for re-treatment on the table; possible to size the ore before concentration, ami jinjiiuce

as to the percentages of zinc, table-concentrates are ;i as good a concentrate as by the systems now in general

few points lower than that of jig-concentrates and in use; that, if it were pos-sible. the cost of building a mill

most cases would have to be roasted ; however, It is to be along these lines would entail too high a first cost. Tlic

noted that few of the mills produce a concentrate suflfi- work at the Thompson mill has conclusively shown that

eiently high in zinc to be sold direct to the smelter with- a higher recovery can be made and a concentrate with a

out roasting— it must be roasted: if the concentrates lower percentage of lime, and a proportion of lead as
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low as that made liy the other systems, eaii be produced

hy the method of sizing. Further, the first cost of the

mill should be no hiarher than that of the mill built on

the lines of established local practice ; no more machinery

is required than in mills losing the 'rougher' and

'cleaner,' or 'one .jig' systems; in fact, smaller jigs can

be used when sizing, to do the same work as that done

by the larger and therefore more expensive ones at

present in use; nor does the first cost greatly affect a de-

cision when it is understood that the local practice is to

move the equipment of one mine to a new one when the

former is no longer productive.

Several tests were made to determine the amount of

fine material produced by the system of screening in con-

nection with the use of the Symons disc crusher and rolls

spaced between the shells. It was first determined that

of the ore hoisted from the mine and delivered to the

primary crusher (Statement E), 4.38% would pass a

l-min. screen; that after passing through the disc

cru.sher and rolls, the feed to the jigs (Statement P)
contained 27.83% of product less than 1-mm. size ; that,

therefore, the crushing machine produced 23.45% of this

product. As in one of the articles* mentioned, all the

screen-analyses shown were made upon the jig-tailing, a

set of screen-analyses was made on the combined jig-

tailings, with the result as shown in Statement F. It

will be noted that the product less that 1 mm. (that is.

on and through the 40-mesh screen) is 12.03 points

higher in the jig-feed than in the tailing ; this was to be

expected in view of the greater friability of the zine-

])lende than that of gangue. It will also be noted in

comparing this statement with those in the above men-
tioned article, that this size of product in the jig-feed is

in two cases greater than, in one ea.se equal to. and in

three cases less than the same product shown in those

tabulations; while in the jig^tailing (Statement F).

which is the same material as that of the tabulations

under discussion, it is 6.8 points lower than the best re-

sult given in those tabulations. It would therefore seem
that the system of screening and crushing practised in

this mill rediicril tlic amount of fine material to a marked
degree.

The method of dumping the mine-cars direct to the

primary cru.sher. which was set on top of the ore-bin. de-

veloped some bad features: (1) when the cru.sher was
operating, it was impossible to keep the bin from vil)rat-

ing. the vibration being transmitted to the concrete

!)iilars even when the bin was cress-braced, as shown in

the accompanying photograph: (2) if the cru.sher was
o>it of commission, for any cause, hoisting cea.sed, or if

iioisting stopped, the crusher was idle; (3) it required
five men to feed the ci-usher and break the large rocks

that were too large to enter it; (4) it was impossible to

sort out barren rock (although tests showed that from
15-20% of the ore hoisted consisted of large rocks con-
tainnig no zinc), which could have been removed on a

sorting-grizzly, thus relieving the crusher of part of its

work, while increasing the capacity of the mill.

When it was decided to increase the amount of ore
handled to 800 tons in 24 hours it was agi-ecd to change

Statement E

Screen-Analysis on Ore as Hoisted from the Mine

% %
On Mn 85.10 On 1-mm 1.31
'

i " 2.16 " 40-mesh 0.90
•

i " 3.20 "100 " 1.17

" A " 1.40 Through, 100-mesh 2.31

" i " 1.23

" 2-mm i.OS Total 99.92

Statement F
Screen-Analysis

» Combined
jig-feeds

%
1.60

25.91

On *-in.

•' A '

'•
4

'

" 2-mm
•• 1 "

" 40-mesh
••100 ••

Through 100-mesh

16.53

13.56

5.99

8.56

7.37

10.76

9.70

Total 99.98

Combined
jig-tailings

%
1.60

18.40

30.20

22.20

5.60

5.70

2.90

4.30

8.60

99.50

the primary section along the lines contemplated when
the mill was being designed, although the original idea

of a belt-eonveyor had to be withdrawn in favor of a

stone-crushing plant elevator. The change consisted in

liuilding a storage-bin, covered with grizzly-bars, set 5

inches apart, for the cars to dump upon; here the bar-

ren rock is .sorted out, loaded into the cars and dumped
on the waste-rock pile ; the large pieces containing blende

being broken on a part of the grizzly separated from the

dumping and sorting parts. The rock from the bin is

fed by a shaking screen having 2-in. round openings, to

a 14 by 18-in. Blake crusher; the undersize of the screen

and the ore pas.sing through the crusher unite in a catch-

box that feeds the stone-elevator and is then convej'ed to

the mill-bin. By this arrangement, the hoisting can be

done independently of the crusher, which can be in op-

eration continuou.sly, if necessary: the mill also has a

large storage-capacity in case of delays in hoisting ; the

crusher can operate continuously and independently of

the mine, thus having more working-hours; it can handle
more ore and break it to a smaller size better suited for

the disc crusher, and thus doing more and better work.

In other words, it makes a flexible system, while increas-

ing the capacity of the mill without additional ma
chinci-y in the concentrating plant proper.

The hoi.sting equipment at the mine consists of a

double-drum electric hoist, made by the Ottumwa Iron

Works; both drums arc rigid upon the same shaft. This

is objectionable, for in ca.se of an accident one cage may
have to remain idle, or if trouble ari.ses with one of the

drums, there is no means of operating the other drum.
Oars of a capacity of one ton are used in tlie mine and
are hoisted in self-dumping cages. At the Crawhall

mine, cars of 14 tons capacity, built to dump as a skip,

are used, hoisting l)cing done through an inclined .shaft.

The experience with the large cars, in both mines, is that

they have no advantages over the bucket gencrallv used
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ill tile (tistrit't. Iiiit possess s*>iii<- (tisjiilvaiitiiK''-'^: Ix'iii^

large luul lu'iivy, it ivi|iiiivs two iiumi to a I'lir; lis liic

men do not like this nrnuigemi-iit. there arises the (pies-

tioii ot" lalvor ilillii-iilties; they peniiit the men to iond

nK'k too large to l)o handled satisfactorily on the sorting

grizzly; the cars, when loaded with lai"ge roek, are in

n-ality hnf partly tilled : they are not as easily handled

in the mine as buekets nor is it possible to hoist a Ijiru'cr

tonnage with thom than with the buckets.

The self-dumping eages work well but have tlie draw-

back that during winter weather the loekiiig-doga bo-

come frozen, rendering dumping diflieult aud*nperat.ion

unsafe; it was neeessary to board the entire lieadrnMiie

to overcome this trouble; even then, if was only partly

successful. The skip-cars do not give this trouble, but

the inclined .shaft is an unnecessary expense with no

advantages over the vertical shaft to recommend it. as

applied to the type of ore deposit obtaining in this

district.

In conclusion, the new features in the mine equipment

are the lai^e cars and self-dumping cages, neither of

which have any distinct advantage over buckets, but, on

the contrary, arc not quite so satisfactory.

The new features embodied in the mill are as follows

:

a separate motor for the crushing and concentrating sec-

tions; the use of a plunger-feeder, which gives the mill a

steady feed—an indisputable benefit: sizing, the ad-

'lo^

Aqua Rugia JIethod. Tliis method is old, but is used

by many chemists who claim it will give good results.

The finely powdered mineral is digested with a mixture

of four parts of concentrated hj^drochloric acid and one

part of nitric acid, until it is completely decomposed; the

solution is then evaporated to dryness, which operation

should be finished on the water-bath, the chloride of

manganese and sesqui-ehloride of iron dissolved out, the

tungstic acid filtered off. washed with alcohol, dissolved

in dilute ammonia, separated by filtration from the

columbic acid, the solution evaporated, the residual am-

monia-salt ignited ^vith access of air, and the tungstic

acid weighed.

FRrrcHERLE'.s Method. This is the standard method

for the determination of tungsten in ores, and is given

in many publications, sometimes with slight modifica-

tions. It is as follows: Weigh into a platinum dish, or

crucible, of about 25 ee. eapacitj', 0..5 gram of the finely

powdered ore, add equal quantities of hydrochloric acid

and hydrofluoric acid, and digest at slow boiling temper-

ature for about one hour, or until the ore is all in solu-

tion, adding from time to time more of each acid. Evap-
orate dowTi to about half the original volume, to displace

the silicon fluoride and excess of hydrofluoric acid. The
dish should be covered to prevent loss by splattering.

•Abstracts from Colorado School of Mines Magazine, tung-

sten and molybdenum number.

vantages of wliieli have been discnsKed ; se|)alallll^' llii'

line material of 'l-iii. size, and less, as soon as it enters the

mill, from till' procliict delivereil to the Synions ilisr

ernsher, which togelluT willi tin' sysli'iii of sei'ceiiing re-

duces the work of, ainl the wear of. the cnisliing inii-

chines; the use of the disc crusher in i)la<'e ot' the rolls,

wliic-h follow the primary eriisber in the general mill

practice of the district ; and the use of high s|)ee(i sjiaeed

rolls in place of geared (closed and spaced^ rolls for re- 1

grinding the ovei-size ))rodiict of the screens, wliieh ma
chines in connection with the screening arrangement

,

have markedly reduced the proportion of fine material

usually ])rodu<'ed ; the a])pliealion of the Dorr liiiekcncr

instead of a sludge-pond, thus saving a large amoniit ol

water while furnishing a good feed to concentrating

tables; the introdiietion of conccnti-ation f<n' treating the

fine material not saved by the jigs, whereby a market-

able product is produced, thus increa.sing the recovery of

zinc and therefore an incrca.scd monetary return.

It has been the desire of this paper to i)rcscnt the i-e-

sults of an ore-dressing system new to the district, bring-

ing out some of the difificnllies encountered and ov(?r-

come; its development, advantages, and <lisa<lvantages.

as compared with other methods in use, trusting that it

may be of l)enefit to others who are working for a higher

concentration and a better rccovei-y of tlic zinc-blende

from ores of this type.

The two acids will entirely dissolve most ores, excepting

those containing tin oxides, in which case it will be neces-

sary to filter off^ the insoluble residue.

Transfer the solution to a No. .3 beaker, add 20 cc. hy-

drochloric acid and 8 cc. nitric acid, cover and boil down

to about 10 cc. to expel all fluorine: the tungstic fluoride

will be converted into chloride, and in the presence of

nitric acid will be precipitated as tungstic acid, II.AVO,.

Dilute ^\^th 50 cc. of hot distilled water, and boil slowly

for about half an hour, or until the tungsten is all precip-

itated, when the beaker should be .set back, and kept .just

below the boiling-point until the solution lias cleared.

Filter through a Gooch crucible, using an asbestos felt,

wash well with hot water, dry, ignite at white heat for

five minutes, cool and weigh as WO3.
Zellxer's Volumetric Method. Zellner describes a

volumetric method for use where great accuracy is not

required. Fuse the weighed and powdered ore in a

platinum crucible with three parts sodium carbonate

and one part potassium nitrate; cool, dis,solve the melt

in hot water and filter. Acidify slightly with acetic acid,

dilute to 200 cc, boil, and while boiling titrate with a

standard solution of pure crystallized lead acetate. This

eon.sists of 16..3 grams of the salt, in one litre of water

slightly acid with acetic acid. When titrating, a white

precipitate forms and settles rapidly on stirring. The

end point is the absence of the formation of precipitate i

and cloudiness.

[Prospectors preferring a rapid method for deter-

mining tungsten quantitatively may refer to the instruc

tions by JI. L. Hartmann in the is.sue of April 15.]
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^Itl^B iLai/V 'Df l*^^te'3S

By Fsranklin Wheatom Saaitla

INTRODUCTION. Although the Law of the Apex
from the miner's point of view, has not exactly

"brought death into the world and all our woe," it

has for many years been anathema to the majority of

mining engineers and managers. It has cost mining in-

vestoi's a pretty penny in funds raised or dividends

withheld to meet the expense of litigation. It has re-

sulted in the suspension of work for years at a time in

not a few good mines. It has caused the paralysis of

districts.

The Law of the Apex. The national mining law is

still the inadequate patchwork of 1872. Most of the act

is commonplace enough. It prescribes what shall be a

valid location, how the ground must be marked, held,

and how title in fee simple may be acquired. The maxi-

mum size of a claim is 1500 by 600 feet. The end-lines

nuist be parallel. They are assumed to be approximately

at right angles, and the side-lines approximately parallel

with the vein. It is the ordinary furniture of an or-

dinary house. But in the middle of the first room is

placed Pandora's box. Its mischief-breeding content is

this: "The locators * * * shall have the exclusive right

of possession and enjoyment of all surface included

within the lines of their location and of all veins, lodes,

and ledges, throughout their entire depth, the top or

apex of u'hich lies inside of such s^irface lines extending

doicmvnrd vertically, although such veins, lodes, or

ledges may so far depart from a perpendicular in their

course downward as to extend outside the vertical side-

lines of said surface locations."

This right to follow' the vein down its slope or dip to

any depth, into ground owned by others is called 'exti"a-

lateral right.' No miner may follow his vein horizon-

tally beyond vertical planes projected through his end-

lines. If veins were simple continuous sheets of ore be-

tween definite walls of rock it would be possible to start

at their upper edge or outcrop and follow them to any

depth. Few are of that type ; many of our largest mines

are exploiting orebodies that do not resemble even re-

motely the vein tj'pe. Gold-quartz veins approach the

ideal form most nearly, but the task of following such a

vein from the surface to great depth is often difficult.

Orebodies are not continuous, but are lenses within the

vein-fissure. Around their edges the vein nuiy be bar-

ren quartz or merely crushed wall-rock. In one vein,

between two ore-shoots, each a quartz body several hun-

dred feet long and ten feet thick, the vein was repre-

sented by a fissure only an inch wide. "When there are

several veins in a system it is easy to go astray. Inter-

sections often take such form that the apex may belong

to either branch. Under the mining laws of Mexico, for

example, or Canada, no trouble could follow. Vertical

planes through all boundaries limit mining rights in

those countries. But under our muddle-headed statute

the question of ownership would probably be decided by

an expensive lawsuit. Perhaps the winner would take

over the entire property of the loser in settlement of

claims.

The variety of puzzling litigation-breeding problems

that can arise is endless. After 43 years of experience

with that statute new phases of the question still appear.

Few large mining camps have escaped apex litigation

between leading companies. Discord between strong in-

terests in a small community may breed many evils, even

may poison the political life of an entire state.

History op the Law. The act of 1872 is defective in

other ways, but the Law of the Apex has generated most

of the negative blessings that have been invoked on its

framers. The history of its origin tells a tale of the re-

sults of depending on the Anglo-Saxon genius for mud-

dling through somehow.

The Act applies to no State east of the Mississippi,

nor to Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas, and Texas. It was

extended to Alaska in 1884.

The mining industry of the Far West was born in

California. Gold was discovered in 1848, two weeks be-

fore the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo transferred to the

United States more than half a million square miles of

territory, the spoils of the Mexican war. The military

governor of California proclaimed the repeal of the

I\Iexiean mining laws, but offered no code in their stead.

A multitude of gold-seekers swarmed into the new land

and took the whole West for their field. At first placer

mining absorbed attention. Gold-bearing quartz veins

soon were discovered and deeper mining began. In 1859

the rich silver mines of the Comstock lode were discov-

ered in Nevada. Soon miners and prospectors were

working over an area comprising one-third of the terri-

tory of the United States. Technieall.y they were tres-

passers on the public domain. Under the laws then ex-

isting, only agricultural land could be taken up. Min-

eral lands were expressly excepted from the operation

of the Pre-emption Act of 1841. Congress took no

action. This region was remote. Few, if any, members

had tlie knowledge requisite for adequate and wise legis-

lation. The miners were left to 'muddle through' by

tliem.selves. They did exceedingly well; they framed

laws and regulations adequate for local needs and

pushed the development of the West with unexampled

speed. When the lawless element seemed in danger of

getting the upper hand, when murder became so common

that it would be commented on casually in the phrase

"Man foi- breakfast this morning," then the better ele-

ment drew together, vigilance committees were formed
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iuid tlu" Ixuiils of immliTtTJi im«i liijrluvayiiu'ii vvciv smii-

initrily oxt«Tininatt>il.

Kiifli Illinium (lislrict (ir*-«v up and enfoncd its writ-

ti'ii oiwK' of rcculalioiis. Thoy aiiiunl to socurc fair

riglits Hiul iHiunI opportunity IxMwoon nuin and man to

cxplon-. develop, and pi-iidiii'i'. There was variation in

detail, luit tile underlying ]M-ineiple was the sjiine in the

thousand or nior«> distriets scattered over the mountains

and iles«'rt.s of the West. That jiriiieiple. old as niininir

iuid Imsie in the laws of other eountries, was that ownei'-

ship was founded on mineral diseovery followed by aetive

development. The rejriiiations permitted the holdinp of

the surfaee neeessjiry to mining operations, liaeh lo-

cator, exeept the original diseoverer. was limited to one

claim on any vein. Its length varied. h>il i-arely was

over :J(H1 feet.

Hero then were conditions under wliieh surfaee titles

were not to he had: the veins were considered, in effei-l.

as movable property apart from the ground contaiiiiiin

them ; each locator was limited to one claim of short

length along the vein. Under these conditions and deal-

ing chietly with one class of metalliferous depo.sits

(narrow weli-detined veins^ the idea of extra-lateral

right was adopted. The soiirce of this principle is not

known. If it was not a spontaneous development, it

may have been suggested by English miners, since in one

district in Derbyshire it was the custom in certain lead

mines. It was also embodied in the mining law of

Sweden, bnt was abolished in part in 1825 and com-

pletely in 188.5. It is not probable that any of the

pioneers knew that a similar law had been in force in

Prussia in the 16th and 17th centuries, but had been

repealed because of the interminable litigation it had

fostered. British ("olnmbia adopted the principle from

our law. but dropped it a few years later because it

proved a bountiful mother of lawsuits.

After 18 years of active development under these

regulations, reinforced by State legislation giving them

legal standing, came the first national mining act, that

of 1866. It permitted the purchase of mineral land,

granting a patent in fee simple after certain regulations

had been complied with and the land paid for at the

rate of .$5 per acre. In effect it was a summary and

average of local rcgidations supplemented by a land act

throwing open the mineral-bearing portion of the public

domain. It perpetuated the principle of extra-lateral

right. Senators Stewart of Nevada and Conuess of

California were its chief sponsors. They believed in

things as they were, but realized the need for clear titles.

At that time litigation on the Comstock lode, with its

source in the insecurity of simple possessory titles, was

on a scale comparable with the battles fought years

afterward at Butte. But be it noted that the latter had

their chief source in the Law of the Apex, which became

a fearsome thing when applied to the intricate vein

systems of that district in Montana.

The supporters of the act of 1866 had to fight pro-

posals to make the .sale of mineral lands the source of

large revenue. Some advocated selling them to the

highest bidder, regardievs of posscN-sory lilies. <)iii' lull

set the miiiiiMum price at $')() an acre. These plans

Were inspired by the neeessity for reducing the national

debt incurred iliiring the Civil War. The friends of

the .\i't rightly locik ilir ^'i-iininl iIimI il wniilil lie ii nii

tional calamity to adopt any syslmi Ihnl would close the

region to the prospector or iliscoiirage his elTorls. Sena-

tor Stewart siiid :

" .Miiii'i-s as a eonuiuiiiily deviilc tin -

fourths of their aggregate labor to exploration, and eoii-

setpienlly are and ever will remain poor, wliile indi-

viduals annisK large fortunes and the ti-casury of the

world is replcnishe<l and angiiiented." He advocated

the principle of extra-lateral right and defended it in

these words: "In some cases a person buying a single

acre in a rectangular form would have several niiries at

the surface and none at 500 or 1000 It. in dci>lh. With

such a division of a mine, one owning at the surface and

another at a greater depth, neither would be justified in

spending money for cosily in;icliiiicry. deep shafts, and

long tunnels."

The Act limited the length of a claim to 200 ft., the

width being governed by local rules. Each claim, there-

fore, contained only about one acre. Senator Stewart

adhered to the idea of one claim to each locator, and in

his mind, .seemingly, was the picture of only one type of

ore deposit. The huge orebodies of the 'porphyry cop-

pers' were then undreamed of. lie summed up the Act

by saying: "The plan proposes to allow the miners who

have or who may hereafter occupy and improve mines

in good faith and according to local rules, 1o purchase

at the rate of $5 per acre and receive a patent therefor

in such form as shall grant the mine with its dips,

spurs, and angles to any depth, with such a reasonable

amount of surface as the miners shall determine by the

local rules to be necessary for the working of the same,"

There appears the idea of the vein apart from the

land. It has been the source of many troubles. Speak-

ing of the Sitting Bull ca.se, nearly twenty years later.

Judge Church said: "This ca.se affords another ex-

emplification of the unfortunate results attendant upon

the purpose of the Government io di.spose of orebodies as

things distinct from the ,soil."

The existing Act "to promote the development of the

mining resources of the United States" was pas.sed in

1872. It fixed the present size of claim (600 by 1.500 ft.)

and set no limit on the number of claims one man might

locate, but retained the principle of extra-lateral right.

It was time to stop the 'muddling' method of progress,

and draft a statesmanlike act that would protect exi.sting

interests and encourage development without putting a

premium on litigation. The industry was old enough ;

there were enough able and farsightcd men to be called

into consultation to have made it possible to draft an

adequate act. The opportunity was allowed to pass. In

over 40 years there have been no substantial modifica-

tions and the Law of the Apex has become the patron

devil of the mining industry. It is reviled as such and

has deflected attention from other features of the Aet

that need revision.
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Laws op Other Lands. Before di.scussing those

features, it may be well to introduce some standard of

(•om])arisoa and toueh hrietiy on salient features of the

mining laws of other eountries.

The -Rand, the greatest gold-produeing region in the

world, has a .series of gold-bearing l)eds of conglomerate

that outcrops for 40 miles and dips steadily away from

tiie surface at a moderate angle. Unit claims are small,

only 1.4 acres, but there is no limit to the number that

ma.v be held. Vertical planes, pro.jected from bound-

aries, limit mining rights. Strong companies acquired

large holdings from original locators. First came the

"outcrop' mines; back of them the first and second series

of 'deep-level' properties opened by vertical shafts.

Dikes often accompanied by veins too poor to pay, cut

tiie gold-bearing series. They dip more steeply than the

'reefs,' as the lodes are called, and would offer tine open-

ings for litigation under an apex law. But there is no

such law and it has been said : "The excellent character

of tlie mining law of the Transvaal is worthy of more

than passing notice. So clear and well-defined is it.

tJiat while every square foot of ground is taken up for a

length of nearly -10 miles by a width of one to three

miles, lawsuits between adjoining companies are prac-

tically unknown: and as a result the mining-law expei't

does not exist on the Rand."

Unless it has been passed within a .veai'. Canaila has

no Federal mining law although there are acts dealing

with phases of the industry. About four years ago an

act provided that such a law be drafted and the aid of

the Canadian Mining In.stitute was enlisted. Part of tlie

country will not come undei' the law ; some provinces

own the public lands within thiir liorders. In others.

British Columbia for example, while the Provincial a<'t

will govern the greater part of the area, a Federal act

will apply in certain parts. The British Columbia act

is that most cited for comparison with our law. Prior

to 1892 extra-lateral right was permitted. In that .year

a non-retroactive law was pa.s.sed making mining claims

1500 ft. square, and limiting them in depth to the groun<i

within vertical planes passed through their boundaries,

'i'lie new law has worked well in that respect. As in

.Mexico, the surface does not pass with the mineral

rights. Enough land is allowed for operating needs, tln'

remainder is retained by the Crown.

Of the Mexican law it has been said by a leading

authority that it ''furnishes the best example of a liberal

and progressive system of mining laws of any whirh has

heretofore been adopted in any country." The owner-
ship of all metalliferous deposits on public oi- j)rivat('

lands is vested in the Nation. Title in fee simi)Ie is not

granted. The Government gives a perj)etual lease for a

fixed tax per unit-claim. Failure to i)ay the tax forfeits

llie ground. Property rights are secure and mines are

transferred as readily as if titles were in fee simple.

rile unit claim or pertcnencia contains 2.47 acres and
is a square 100 metres (328 ft.) on a .side. There is no
limit to the number permitted to one locator. Bound-
aries bear no prescribed i-elation to the course of the

deposit. No 'discovery' or proof of mineral eliai'aeter

is re(|\iired. No act on the ground can give title to the

locator; his location (denouncement) is made by apply-

ing at the proper mining agency for a Government title.

Prior to securing title he is prohibited from making any

openings more than 33 ft. long or deep and from ship-

ping ore. Mining rights are limited by vertical planes

through the boundaries. Surface rights must be <ac-

(juired by procedure separate from that for obtaining

mineral rights. The locator mu.st put up money for his

application and pay his annual taxes in cash, as there is

no work-equivalent for the latter. This feature bears

hard on the penniless prospector. In short, authority is

granted to work a prism of ground of definite horizontal

dimensions and indefinite vertical depth; in.stead of a

certain lengtli on a vein or lode the underground be-

havior of which cannot be predicted.

Congress did not impose the Law of the Apex on the

Philippines. Claims are square. 300 metres (986 ft.) on

a side and vertical planes through their boundaries limit

mining rights. Claims are held as in the United States

by annual asfsessment work to the amount of $100 per

claim. A defective feature is that there is no provi.sion

for discovery work. By re-locating it is possible to hold

ground indefinitely without work. It is necessary, as in

the I'nited States, that $500 worth of development be

done before a patent can be obtained. Tlie Philippine

government has the right to provide rules for the regula-

tion of mining. The law works a hardship in limiting

each locator to one claim on each lode, though this has

been decided b.y the Attorney-General not to pi-ohibit the

holding of anj' number of patented claims by one person

or corporation.

[Vertical side-lines apply in Australia and New Zea-

land. Litigation is almost unknown.

—

Editor.]

The Act of 1872. Aside from the apex feature, the

act of 1872 has faults that have in one way or another

an unfavoi-able effect on the industry. The Laud Office

has full records of patented claims but none at all of

claims being held by location and assessment. This

places upon the applicant for patent the burden of ad-

vertising for someone who may dispute his title.

This bit of dialogue does not exaggerate Uncle Sam's
general attitude toward the mineral claimant

:

Uncle Sam : Well, son, what is it ?

Son: I want a patent on the Twilight claim in the

Moonrise mining district. Apache county, Arizona.

Uncle Sam : I guess you can have it if you are sure

that none of the otiiei- boys has beaten you in locating

the ground.

Son: oil. I am sure of that.

I'ncle Sa.m : I'm not though. I can tell in a minute

after your sun'eys are in if you are trying to take ground

I have already sold, but unpatented locations might be

ten deep on that Twilight of youi's and I'd be never the

wiser.

Son: Aren't you rather careless about your prop-

erty ?

Uncle Sam : ilaybe, but I've always had more than
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1 know wimt to do with. Toll you wlint, tluiuj{li; ,vini j;o

ahond. put uj) your dop«>sit with the Survoyor-tioiu'inl

and pay for the rost of the work. Then bofon* you pay

uie the $5 oit acre yon can advertise your applieatioii

at your own expense for liO days. If anyboily el.se tiiinks

he owns that (»rtMind he'll pn>l>al>ly liiid out what nou

are up to and you oan settle it between youi-selves. My
inspeetors will drop in and have a look at the tfiMimd

to s»v that you an- not trying to jnit one over on nie. 11"

no one raises a howl you ean have your jiatent."

PisanFRV. The Aet jirovides that "no loeation of a

mining elaini shall W nuule until the diseovcry of a vein

or lode within the limits of the claim loeated." This

provision served its turn in the early quartz-ininiiip days

but now, like the Law of the Apex, it is a creed outworn.

Cheap transportation and improved technical methods

have fo-stennl big undertakings that handle tremendous

tonnages of low-grade ore. Copper mining has become a

manufacturing industi-j- with scores of millions of in-

vested capital. Great mines have been developed where

the barren surface gave promise only to those who could

read the obscure signs. In one district this surface may
be limestone, tilted, twisted, fractured, perhaps with a

little red stain of iron in pockets or along fracture-

planes. In another it may be an area of porphyry, frac-

tured, altered, bleaelied white or stained red, threaded

by minute veinlets of quartz.

These mining operations require much capital, large

areas, and secure titles, of course. To make it possible

to grant the latter, to make the law cover such cases, the

word 'lode' has been given the broadest significance.

Justice Field ruled that a lode need be neither ore nor

an orebody, but was "'whatever the miners could follow

and find ore." It was decided "that the definition of a

lode must always have special reference to the formation

and peculiar characteristics of the particular district in

which the vein or lode is found." But even so, there

have been disputi'S and under a former administration,

decisions of the Department of the Interior, which can-

not be appealed to the courts, left miners wondering
where they stood.

This is not an attack, direct or indirect, on the prin-

ciple of Conservation. The question of the comparative

value of the land for other purposes would not be over-

looked. If the 'discovery' clause were dropped the

change would give the miner greater security, but it

would foster neither fraudulent locations nor extrava-

gant exploitation of mineral resources. Mineral land

costs more than any other kind of land in the public

domain. The $5 per acre paid to the Government is but

a fraction of the cost. Including the entire cost of pro-

cedure and the $500 worth of development required, a

patented claim of full size (20.66 acres) costs the pat-

entee nearly $40 per acre.

The demand for a "discovery of a vein or lode" does

not exist in the Mexican law; it has been made practic-

ally a dead letter in British Columbia. There is a strong

sentiment in favor of its omission from the new Canadian
aet. Certain decisions of the Department of the Interior

between r.ilM and IMI'J streii^'l hriieil tlii' si'iil i iiiriil in

Ibis country.

I'uwKK OK Tin: l)i:pAUT.Mi:\r ni' tiiI': 1nti:ii1(ii; The

Secretary of the Interior holds one of the most dillieiilt

]i()sitions in the (lovernnient. He ginirds the natural

resources of the Nation. It is no) often tiial the cuinili-y

has been a.s fDrliinale in tlic (|uality of the man Imiciini;

the i)ortfolio as it is at the present time. Thi' (ieiicnil

hand Olliee a<iministers the jiublic lands. Dispulcd

points are decided by Ihe ("ommissioner. Appr.il may be

taken from his decision to the Secretary of liie Jnteriiir

from whose decision there is no appeal.

For :J0 years the Dep.-iiinn iit rollnwed tlie courts'

broad niliniis on what (•(inslitutcs a 'lode' and a 'dis-

covery.' This attitude of the courts and of tlie l)i'i)jiit-

ment is illustrated by a departmental ruling made in

May, inil. An ai>i)licaiit had been denied his patents.

He appealed to the Secretary who direeled tlial they

be issued, for the following reason

:

"The defendant eompany lia.s shown its faith in the

property by expending about $100,000 on it. Its good

faith and belief in the ground are not impeached. The
weight of the evidence shows that .some mineral of some

kind, however slight, has been found in each i^laim. Tlie

ground has no substantial value except for its mineral

uses. The decision appealed from would have the tend-

ency to stifle honest effort in mining explorations and

instead of encouraging the development of the mining

resources of the country would greatly retard it."

Four mouths later, under the same Secretary, in llie

East Tintic case the Department abandoned its long-held

attitude and supported its refusal to is-sue patents with

these words,

"It is evident • • • that • * * title to the claims

is sought essentially on account of their possible value

for certain unexposed deposits supposed to exist at con-

siderable depth beneath the surface, having no connec-

tion, so far as shown, with any deposits appearing on the

surface. The exposure, however, of substantially worth-

less deposits on the surface of a claim; the finding of

mere surface indications of mineral within its limits; the

discovery of valuable mineral deposits outside the claim

;

or deductions from established geological facts relating

to it; one or all of which matters may reasonably give

rise to a hope or belief, however strong it may be, that a

valuable mineral deposit exists within the claim will

neither suffice as a discovery thereon, nor be entitled to

be accepted as the equivalent thereof.

"To constitute a valid discovery upon a claim for

which patent is sought there must be actually and phys-

ically exposed within the limits thereof a vein or lode of

mineral-bearing rock in place, possessing in and of it.self

a present or prospective value for mining purposes ; and

before patent can properly be issued or entry allowed

thereon, that fact must be shown in the manner above

stated."

This decision caused widespread alarm in the mining

regions. For 30 years there had been a quiet confidence

that claims located and developed in compliance with
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existing rulings and court decisions would be patented

wiien their ownei's were ready. This decision was ap-

l>lied in other cases. In ett'ect, it was retroactive legisla-

tion by an individual official who had but a short tenure

of olifiee. It upset the precedent of years and arbitrarily

depreciated the value of the property of many men.

Yet there was no appeal to the courts. The policy of

Secretary Lane has been broad and liberal, yet vigilant.

It has been formulated by an able man who knows the

West and its needs. But another administration may
see in power a man whose arbitrary acts will again cause

trouble and injustice.

Any proposal to limit the power of the Secretary of

the Interior should receive the sharpest scrutiny. But
is it not reasonable to ask that in a case like the one just

cited an appeal to the courts be permitted?

Conclusions. Only a few main points have been

touched upon. Other large subjects have not been men-

tioned: namely, placer claims, coal lands, and leasehold

V. ownership in fee. The discussion has been limited to

the act under which mineral lands are acquired and held.

Mining regulations, touching the safety of workers, hours

of labor, and operating conditions in general are not a

part of this .subject. The changes most needed are

:

First, since it is hardly a controversial subject, may
be put the need for adequate records of claims that are

held hy location and annual assessment. Let locators, as

condition to clear possessory title be compelled to record

their location notices within 90 days, giving full and
clear description of their claims. Each county recorder

should be required to transmit certified copies to the

local Land Office. Most of the public domain has been

surveyed. Were this work completed and this recom-

mendation enacted, the maps and records would show
what land has been patented, what is held by location,

and what is still the property of the Nation.

Secondly, the conditions discussed under 'Discovery,'

and the specific point raised in the discussion of the

'Powers of the Department of the Interior' may be

corrected by eliminating the demand for a "discovery of

a vein or lode." This proposal is believed to have the

support of all who are familiar with geological and oper-

ating conditions. It has been specifically supported by
the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey in these

words: "The same knowledge of natural conditions

that leads to the suggestion of a repeal of the law of the

ape.\ forces the further suggestion that discovery of ore
in place cannot be made universally a prerequisite to the

location of a mining claim."

Coupled with the repeal of the 'discovery' clause

might be a provi.sion for making effective by inspection
the existing requirement for $100 worth of development
annually on each unpatented claim. This would tend to

reduce 'blanketing,' the covering of a district with
claims located by a few men for speculative purposes.
AVhere orebodies are deep-seated, assessment work on the
surface is a perfunctory and useless expenditure. It

would be well to permit owners the alternative of pay-
ing the equivalent tax to the treasury.

Thirdly, the Law of the Ai)ex. This old culprit still

has his adherents, for there are always men who fear to

change the status quo. A change to vertical bounding
planes would affect only locations made after the passage

of the new act. No existing claim, patented or unpat-

ented, would suffer curtailment of the right it now
enjoys. The accumulated experience of the world con-

firms the wisdom of the 'vertical prism' rale. In some
districts in the United States, Bisbee and Morenci, for

example, vertical-plane agreements have been in force

between operating companies for years. It will be urged

by opponents of change that so much ground is located

that it is not worth while ; that the courts have made the

law plain ; that the prospector will be discouraged. It i.s

believed that to all such arguments a convincing answer
can be returned. This change in the law might be made
to carry with it a change in the size of the claim, making
it, say 1500 ft. square, as was done in British Columbia.

None of the proposed changes strikes at the rights of

the poor man. He does little actual mining on his own
account., His profit (aside from 'leasing' or 'chloriding'

operations) comes from the sale of claims, usually un-

patented, that he has located and slightly developed by
his own labor. If the prospective purchaser be made to

fear that he will be unable to confinn his possessory title

'by a patent, the sale will not be made. The poor man is

dealt the harder blow. Elimination of the requirement

for a discovery of mineral will be to his advantage, as

well as to the advantage of operators on a larger scale.

The Law of the Apex delivers its worst blows against

the operators of successful producing properties.

The shortcomings of the Act of 1872 have been dis-

cussed among mining men for years. It is believed that

the recommendations made in this article have the sanc-

tion of the leaders of the profession, men who have
watched the operation of the Act since its birth.

The annual coal output of the world has been for

several years about 1^ billion tons, of which the United
States has produced approximately 40%, Great Britain

23%, and Germany 20%. These three countries pro-

duce 83% of the world's coal. The United States ex-

ported but nttle over 20,000,000 tons in 1912, most of

which went to Canada ; Germany exported over 34,000,-

000, the largest customers being Austria, Holland, and
Belgium; Great Britain exported 72,000,000 tons,

France, Italy, and Germany being the largest customers.

Efforts are being made to increase the coal trade of the

United States in Latin America and Europe.

Gold received by the San Francisco Mint during
March was 442,027.12 oz. fine, valued at $9,137,511.53.

Australian bars and English coin amounted to 280,-

178.295 07.. of this. Silver received was 111,635.21 oz.,

worth $82,156.07. Gold coinage totaled $3,920,000 in

double eagles, and copper $2000. For the Philippines

was coined 1*169,000 in 20-centavo pieces. Coin, bullion,

etc., on hand at the end of the month amounted to $374,-

759,344.63.
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I'K<»1)1 TTION. Flotation is loilay at-

tractiiiv; tlif attention of tlio iiu-lalhir-

(;ist, elieinist, pliysii-ist, and inti'lli^ont

ttH-hiiicul nuin in general. Tlir application

of till' process is nuikiii^ Rival striih's. l)nt

the success of it is liindcrctl hy the lack of

kiunvK'tipe concerning the many variahlcs

that jiiTcct the operation. A mill may tie

running siuoothly for weeks at a time

when, without apparent reason, the froth

dies luid everything goes wrong. Soiiie-

tiuies a change in the ore does this, some-

times the water supply, sometimes lubri-

cating oils get into the system, and some-

times the tube-mill is to blame. It is up to

the flotation man to study these variables

more carefully and get a better control of

them.

We know that the sulphides, or minerals

with a metallic lustre, can lie floated either

with or without oil and that the carbonates,

silicates, etc., cannot be floated so readily.

Why do certain oils have the power of se-

lecting certain minerals? Why do certain

oils produce a froth? Why do certain oils

give a watery froth? Why do some give

an ephemeral froth and others a tough

one? Of the thousands of oils known, only

a few classes have found successful appli-

cation in this new process. Is it because

others will not give results or is it because

they have not been tried ?

Among the oils used at the present time

are the wood-oils, the coal-tars and their

derivatives, water-gas tars and derivatives.

the fixed oils and fatty acids, petroleum

products, and occasionally an essential oil.

By a study of these groups and the oils

available in each group it will be seen that

only a small percentage of the various oils

is in use. Wliy is one oil better than an-

other ?

In Inning oils for flotation it proves

often that the same oil. supposedly, gives

different results. The method of manu-
facture and the care of an oil before it is

used play important parts in successful

practice. The properties of an oil may
vary by reason of oxidation, exposure to

light, or slight differences in the method of manufae-
iare, especially the distillation temperature in the com-

mon flotation-oils. In wood-oiLs the composition may
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vary with the species of wood from whicli it is obtained.

The trend of work today seems to be to study flota-

tion from the standpoint of the ore, its electro-static
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charge (so called), etc., and from the standpoint of col-

loidal chemistry. We believe that, in addition, a study
of oils would give a better understanding of tlie process
and of the variables concerned, while also aiding in tlu'

solution of certain theories not yet advanced.
This leads us to the question, what properly or coin-

biiiation of properties make oils valuable as flotation
agents? Thinking that a careful study of oils and their
properties might lead us to the solution of this problem,
we made the experiments herewith recorded.
Prom the scanty literature of the subject it wmilil

seem that the chief factors are

:

1. Di-electric strength.

2. Optical properties, the power to ab-

sorb certain rays.

3. Insulation value.

4. Viscosity.

5. Saponification value.

6. Water-soluble content.

7. Degree to which an oil (as a whole)
is dissolved by water.

8. Facility to be onulsified.

9. Surface tension.

10. Specific gravity.

11. (.'hemical composition.

In attacking the prolilem the first step

was to classify the available oils into

groups. The oils so far tested cover a

large field and can be divided as follows:

Fixed oils, fatty acids, essential oils, wood-
oils (including the resins), coal-tars and
derivatives, water-gas tar and derivatives,

petroleum and derivatives.

In making this classification we realize

that some groups overlap, that is, contain
like compounds, but the idea was to get a
classification that would show the source
and be easily understood. In addition to

this general classification, oils were studied
in detail and technical articles abstracted,

giving a volume of matter too large for

publication at this time.

The next step was to classify oils as to

their floiation-value. This was accom-
plished in test-tube and machine tests. By
shaking small quantities of oil, water, and
ore in a test-tube and noting the action,

we obtained a general classification of oils

:

frothing oils, selective oils, oils that froth

and select, and oils that are seemingly in-

active. The data were tabulated to aid the

machine tests. The machine tests were
made in a modified Hoover machine, as

shown in the accompanying drawing. The
capacity of this machine was 4000 cc. of

water and 800 grams of ore, making a

ratio 5:1. The agitator gave 1700 r.p.m.

The time of each test wa.s 20 minutes.

Since making these tests we have found
that it is advantageous to replace the small circulation

pipe, connecting the agitator-box and the .spitz, with an
air-lift. Througiiout this woi-k the only variable was
the kind of oil.

Ore U.«ed. In tests numbered m to D109 an ore
composed of dolomite and galena was emplo.ved. It

gave the fnllowing .screen aiialy.sis:

Cumu-
Throii.a;h On Weight lative

mesh mesh Lb. % %
1... fi.T SO 16.2.5 3.2.5 ,3,25

2... SO 100 .';.'3..50 6.70 9.95

?1^7L_

jaz.fc4_

. -C.r .4-1 ..

...«•-:It

.

4_-;j;ir_

......!lj:.^7.

-Slr^l.

I't-Sir

Lead

%
5.34

4.49

Total

lead

%
4.30

7.35
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8. The quantitative eft'eet of the use of

frothing oils and of the use of selective oils.

9. The relation between a mineral's di-

electric constant and its tendency to be

floated. The sulphides have di-electric con-

stants approaching infinity.

10. The grouping of oils as made by

the chemist and the flotation-values of

these various groups and to ascertaia if

the members of each group have similar

value as selectors or frothers.

11. The efiiect of various salts and

amounts of salts on the flotative value of

an oil or combination of oils. Do these

salts affect the surface of the mineral, do

they combine with the oil, etc?

12. To show by micro-photographs liow

oils and bubbles attach themselves to min-

erals.

13. Whether classification is an aid to

flotation.

[Much duplication of work in the testing

of oils for flotation can be avoided by pub-

licity such as the above. We invite dis-

cussion of the subject.

—

Editor.]

Central America is portrayed as a thriving and pros-

perous region in a new handbook issued by the Depart-

ment of Commerce, Washington. Mr. Garrad Harris,

the author, finds that the United States furnishes 50%
of the imports for these republics. The Guatemalan

banana industry, which has been attracting American

capital, is cited as an illu.stration of what should be done

on a larger scale to promote economic and social intei'-

eourse. Letters for Latin-Americans, the author states,

should be put into good Spanish, containing no technical

terms or 'Americanisms.' A curious result of an inno-

cent Americanism was the distrust felt in British Hon-

duras for American condensed milk that bore the sin-

ister label 'Made at our Plant.' This was interpreted to

mean that the milk was artificially made from a plant.

When the label was changed, the milk became popular.

The title of the new publication is 'Central America as

an Export Field.' It contains 229 pages, includes an

ovitline of a route for commercial travelers, and .sells at

30 cents.

The Seneca-Superior silver mine at Cobalt is said to

be nearly worked out. The mine has lasted less than

four years, but has produced over 5,000,000 oz. of silver

at a notably low operating cost. W. E. Segsworth, the

consulting engineer who promoted the company, holds

out scant hope of discovering another vein. Profit in

1915 was $568,501.

FLOT.\TION MACHINE USED I.\ THE MISSOUHl SCHOOL OF MINES.

Butte, the greatest copper-mining city in the world,

has a population of 45,000. It has an altitude of over

a mile. Built on a bald hill around the rich cojiper and

zinc mines that are its .sole support, it is a district of high

wages and ambient industry.
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Cost ot" roinoviiiK mn.ss i-oj)jH'r from No. 12 level of tiic

Ahmook mine in Mii'liipiiii is l.fje. per poiiiul. exeiusive

of smeltin);.

Dreih'.ino REsrLTs on the Pato eonoessioii in I'oloniliia

iliirin^r 1013 yielded 2% over the drilling estimates, the

operations beinp in elosely drilled ground.

t\iRRosiox in pipes is eaused directly by air in tlie

water. De-aeration of the water at moderate expense,

it is l)elieved, will inerea.se the life of s<ime pijiin^ sys-

tems four or tive times.

Screens in the tube-mill circuits at the Nipissing mill.

Cobalt. eoUeeted ITB.lfiS oz. of silver metallies in 1915.

but tie practice has been discontinued as the extraction

was not improved or cost lowered.

Celluloid has been found disappointing as a material

for making mine models: it not only warps, but expands

and contracts with changes of temperature and humidity

so that it is unsatisfactory for this purpose.

Accidents to the hands and arms of workmen con-

stitute 31% of the non-fatal injuries in metal mines,

while injuries to the feet and legs are 36% of the total.

The head receives only 7.31% and the face only 4.19%
of such injuries.

CoNCENTR.\TE TREATMENT at the GoldficUl Consoli-

dated in 1915 cost $4,109 per ton, equal to 24.2c. per ton

of ore milled. This included raw cyanidation. filtering,

roasting, acid treatment, cyanidation of roasted material.

precipitation of gold and copper, etc.

Centrifugal pumps have given satisfactory results at

several Rand mines. At the Crown Mines, centrifugal

units lift 1000 to 1200 gal. per minute a height of 2200

to 2500 ft. In that region centrifugal pumps are pre-

ferred for handling heavy flows of water.

'Stainless' steel for use in instruments or cutlery

where rusting or tarnishing are especially deleterious is

now manufactured in England. Sir Robert Hadfield at

a meeting of the Faraday Society indicated that a

typical analysis of the steel is: chromium 12.7%, iron

86.6, carbon 0.28. silicon 0.01, manganese 0.12, cobalt

0.45%. Experiments are being conducted to determine

this steel's resistance to acids, sea-wat«r, etc.

Aluminum dust, ingots, and plates, used for precipi-

tation of silver, averaged 42.1. 21.04, and 23.64c. per

pound, respectively, at the Nipissing mill. Cobalt, in

1915. These high prices make a sub.stitute necessary.

Experiments on a large scale with sodium sulphide as a

precipitant, the resulting silver sulphide being de-sul-

phuri/ed by aluiiiiinim ingots in a eauKlie soda Noliiiidii

before being reduced to liulliiMi. Iiave been Kalisriielniy,

iind tins pnii-i'durc will prulndilN' be adopted.

.VntLMT.-; have given >;o(ni service in unwaterinu
mines, and in raising oil from wells, as in southern Cali-

fornia. Ks.senlially an air-lift is a pi|)e, say of 4 in.

diameter, extending for 30% or more of its height into

the water or oil tx) be ]>\imj)ed : discharging into this |ii|)e

near its bottom is a small I'niiipri'ssed-air pipe, perhaps
cif 1 [-in. diameter. The diseliarge comes up to the larger

|)i|ie in spurts of alternate water and air. The only

e(|uipiiient necessai-y is an air-eomprcss<n' and pii)e. In

narrow shafts where there is not room to hang a sinker-

pump, an air-lift is particularly convenient becau.s(; all

the .space re(|uircil is for the pipe.

Vanadium ores do not occur in any particular kind

of rock. In Coloraflo they are foiiml in two forms, in

the vanadium mica, ro.scocl;le. wiiich, in minute flakes.

impregnates a fine-grained sandstone, to which it gives a

sage-green color: also in carnotile, a canary yellow hy-

drou.s-potassium uranium-vanadate, which is al.so found

in sandstone. At Minas Ragras, Peru, where the largest

known depo.sits occur, the vanadium is in the form of a

sulphide in an asphaltite vein. Vanadium occurs in

large quantities in arid and semi-arid regions, although

the vanadium-hearing sandstone has only been found

in the United States in Colorado and Utah. Outside of

Minas Ragras no vanadium in commercial quantities is

found in asphaltites. It is not .safe to say that vanadium

will be found in any particular kind of rock, although

in any one region it would be well to prospect for vana-

dium under similar conditions known to exist commer-

cially in other regions. The largest use of vanadium is

as an alloy in steel ; it is quoted at $1 .25 per pound.

Pump-valve facings for the large 18-in. valves of

Nordberg triple-expansion fly-wheel pumps in the Old

Dominion mine. Globe. Arizona, gave trouble by rcasf)n

of sand in the water. Brass, steel, fibre, and leather

valves were tried. With clear water, the brass valves,

costing $15.37 each, averaged 37 days of service; .steel

valves, costing $3.09 each, lasted 70 days; fibre valves,

ccsting $17.82 each, lasted 105 daj'S; and leather valves,

costing $3.86 each, la.sted 64 days. The filire and leather

valves are discarded when worn out, while the l)rass and

steel valves can be re-faced for 55 and 65c., respectively.

Finally it was decided that steel-faced valves are best

for normal conditions of clear water, while fibre and

hard leather valves are best for sandy water, lasting 4

to 6 daj's. With the Prescott triple-expansion pumps,

using smaller valves, hard rubber gave best service.

Generally speaking, more and smaller valves are pre-

ferred to a few big valves for sandy water: but the re-

verse seemed true with the large fly-wheel pumps when

running at high speed, by reason of breakages of the

small valves. These notes are from a paper bv P. G.

Beckett to be read at the Arizona meeting of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers.
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IN
attempting to outline recent mining developments

in this State, I feel in a position similar to that of

the baniyard hen that hatched out a mixed setting of

eggs, consisting of ducks, guinea-hens, pheasants, tur-

keys, and chickens. After a few weeks' growth, it was

extremely difficult for the old hen to keep her mixed

brood all in sight at any one time. So it is with me. I

am as limited in intellect in proportion to the present de-

velopment of the mining industry in Colorado as the old

hen was limited in instinct with respect to her varied

family. Mining in Colorado is expanding along the

lines that my professor in college taught me was char-

acteristic of an explo.sive, namely, that it expanded

"with equal force in all directions."

Among the metals that are being mined in this State

at the present time are gold, silver, lead, zinc, copper,

tmigsten, iron, manganese, radium, vanadium, molyb-

denum, uranium, and cadmium, to say nothing of oil,

coal, lime, marbLe, and a dozen other non-metallic min-

erals.

Inasmuch as I am in no position to describe properly

the advances that have recently been made and now are

being made, in mining development, I have decided to

devote the space, which our editor so generously allows

me, to telling something about the activities of a few of

our fellow-workers in the mining field, whose operations

I happen to know about. Among the gold miners, A. E.

Carlton has "come back." For several years it seemed

that the trained intellect and fighting force of this splen-

didly energetic American had been lost to the mining

world. Beginning with his wonderful accomplishments

in the Vindicator-Golden Cycle deal last year, we again

feel the influence of this strong personality. It reminds

me of the 'helper' engines that used to couple onto the

rear of the Pullmans going over Soldier Summit. You
felt the throbbing powerful push from the moment of

coupling. A half-dozen rejuvenated Crijiple Creek

mines, a $5,000,000 beet-sugar company, and an automo-

bile highway to the top of Pike's Peak are among his

more recent accomplishments.

George E. Collins is entitled to great credit for the

efficient and economical management of the Mary Mur-
phy* mine near Buena Vista, on the Arkansas river. This
mnie was always considered a hard proposition on ac-

count of the complex character of its ore. Mr. Collins

reports a net earning of $220,41.5.4.5 for the fiscal year
recently passed. Careful and intelligent milling, coupled
with economy and efficiency in all lines, led to the above
most gratifying results.

Ii-ving T. Snyder and H. P. Nagel are the two young
men who have brought the Vindicator mine to its present

*See report on page 614.

state of efficiency and profitability. This mine, at Crip-

ple Creek, has established a new record for rich gold ore

at maximum depth. The manager, Irving T. Snyder, re-

ports the cutting and development of the Ready Money
vein on the 2025-ft. level. This is 200 ft. lower than any

previous workings on this vein. The volume and grade

of the ore are reported as being "very satisfactory."

The Ready Money vein is only one of many veins ex-

ploited by the Vindicator company. The Golden Cycle

shaft of the same company is now down 2225 feet and

the work of cross-cutting to the orebodies will soon be-

gin to show results.

Clarence C. Hamlin, president of the company operat-

ing the Granite mine, also at Cripple Creek, and James
Sylvester Murphy, consulting engineer to this company,
are to be congratulated on their success in the consolida-

tion and economical management of the property, which
is the consolidation of the Granite, Dillon, Gold Coin,

Monument, and Dead Pine mines. While the Granite
has been working out its own salvation for some time, it

is in the lime-light at pi-esent, because of cutting an un-

usually valuable ore-shoot in the Little Montana dike on
the 1400-ft. level.

Cripple Creek is not alone by any means in reporting

rich ore at depth. The old mining town of Central City

is doing better than for some time past. Very little out-

side capital has gone into Central City of recent years

and much of the wealth produced there was carried to

Europe by foreign lessees, so that this district of Gilpin

county was much in need of working capital. The Eu-
ropean war has kept the prosperous foreign lessees from
returning to Europe and the Central City miners have
profited enormously from the tungsten mining in this

county and in the adjoining county of Boulder. A
little home capital being now available, I think it is a

fair guess that more good news will soon be coming from
the Little Kingdom of Gilpin, as it is known to 'old-

timers.' The strike in the Colorado Carr mine appears
to be unusually important. This property is under the

management of Arthur Most and it is through his efforts

that it is again coming to the front as a gold producer.

In the neighboring county of Clear Creek, there is

much activity. For instance, the famous old Colorado
Central mine above Georgetown is to be re-opened by
the Onondago Mines Company. A deal is under way to

complete the Malm-process mill at Georgetown and some
strong raining men are taking a keen interest in the

matter. S. A. lonides and John Malm of Denver are

back of this movement. The strikes in the Big Five

'tunnel' at Idaho Springs continue to yield handsome
returns. George Kimball of Idaho Springs has a hand
in this development. The Argo mill has added a flota-
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tioii plant to its pn's«Mit o<piipini'iit. Ivciis SliiriiiiT of

Idaho Sprinps ami Hichard I'arkiT of Denver ilesi^rned

and liuilt it. The old Aliee mine has piussed thrmiph

title-eh'arinjr i>nH-edure ami is ready to jjo ahead,

tioorjre tuul Kdward Reynold.s are the eneririzers al the

.\liee. They have built a mill with their own hands ami

therel>y made Uic distriet si^lf-supportinn. The Capital.

>[endota. Seotia. Seven-Thirty. Pelican, Hi^. Indian.

Killer. Sunshine, Alhro. Santiago, Imperial, and Helilni

art> all in good ore.

In Moulder county, whii-h lies north of (iilpiii, there is

a rejrular boom. 1 was (ioinjj to say a rc>;nlar "old-

fashioned" lHX>m. but this is not of that kind. In the

old days a mining Ixiom was conducted with niuch stock-

selling, much lu^tel and stock-e.\i'liaiigc building, much

saloon patronage, and much energj' expended in a great

many ways other than in mining. The i)rinting-pn'ss

and whiskey-still were near competitors of the air-drill

and roek-crusher in those good old days gone by. This

boom of oui-s in Boulder county is an effective boom, if

1 may put it that way. At least .$4.(100.0(10 of liuisisten

ore has been sold in the last year and a half. Practically

all the wealth created thereby is re-invested in mining

in the neighborhood. I never Siuv a boom with so little

hot air. There are dozens of men in Boulder county

making ^'25 to ^100 per day with labor of their own

hands. The point is that they keep right on using their

own hands instead of hiring some one else to do the

mining. I came down the hill with eight lessees the other

day : they looked much alike, as men are apt to look who

are covered with gouge and candle-grease; I induced

them to tell me of their earnings. The least fortunat-

one was making a little less than wages. The most lucky

one had averaged $75 per day for two weeks. I asked

the latter what his plans were for the future. "Just

keep on digging as long as the ore holds out and the price

stays up." was his reply, and that remark is character-

istic of the district. No e.xeitement. no inflation, no fool-

ishness, just industrious digging, that is all. There has

been little mining engineering work in connection with

this boom, the reason being that the district was an old

gold-mining camp to begin with. There were plenty of

mills in the district, and the ground was, for the most

part, covered with claims that were patented years ago.

Then again Stein & Boerecke of the Primos Chemical

Company are intelligent and conservative men. They

have been in the tungsten business for 20 years, at least.

and they had worked out most of the engineering prob-

lems connected with this field during the years when
tungsten was only $4 per unit. Furthermore, Colorado

miners do not get excited over apex questions as they

used to. There have been few important sales. As a

result of these several facts and tendencies, there has

been but little important engineering work done so far

in Boulder county. There is plenty of work to do in the

future, however, provided the price of tungsten is sus-

tained. For instance, some one must evolve a method of

saving the tungsten slime. Straight oil-flotation won't

do it. because the tungsten mineral is an oxide. A modi-

tii'il tlolation nicthoil lias been sugKcslcd. N'urlnn II.

Brown is one of, I he engini'crs who is devoting most of his

time to tungsten mining. lie not only aclK as eonsulting

engineer for .several mines, but has two mines of his own.

Forbes Kickard, Robert (Irant. W. A. Schles-singer. and

(). H. AVhitaker are among those who have made iinpm-

lant examiimtions for prospective juirehasers.

Tungsten j»rospeeting is being energetically pursued

all over the Slate. (Jeorge II. Barnhart of ()ui-ay is

opening the old Dunmore claim in the Red Mountain dis-

triet. E. Frhnkenberry of Canon City i)aid iji'iH.dOO for

a tungsten prospect near Salida, on the .Nrkansns river.

Nelson Franklin of Cripple Creek is building a tungsten

mill at Rollinsville. The Tungsten Metals Coi-poriilion

of Boiihlcr will build a mill. The Primos Clieniical Co.

will liiiild central compressor-plants and cnlargi' its

mill. Tungsten is being pro<luee(l in consideral)le (|iian-

titics on Cement cri'ck. in the San .liian. It has been

found in the old Silver Bell mine at Opliir. Fred Car-

roll, the State Commissioner of Mines, and a.ssociates have

consolidated a group of claims near the Old Baclwlor

mine at Ouray and will install a flotation mill.

In Summit county, there is more than usual activity.

The Wellington. Old I'nion, Puzzle, Cermania. Durikin,

King Solomon, Toledo. St. Jolm. .hnnlio. Silver Wave,

Country Boy. Jessie, and many otiicts are producing.

The old district of Montezuma is commanding a good

deal of attention on account of the rising price of silver.

The dredges have finishr>d their winter's overhauling and

are again pumping gold from gravel to mint. II. J. Reil-

ling is re-investing his Breckenridge gold in a big dredg-

ing project in Idaho.

Ezra D. Dickernuin of the Star Consolidated at Lciid-

ville has taken a contract to produce and ship 70,000

tons of manganese ore to the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.

and allied interests. W. II. Kelso of Grand Junction is

shipping high-grade manganese from Thomp.sons, Utah.

E. E. Miller, a mining engineer of Denver, is opening

up the old Alicante property near Wort man. Woi-tman

lies between Leadville and Kokomo. He has installed a

flotation plant in the old Burma mill. Ilis enterprise is

another example of modern processes giving value to

orebodies heretofore of doubtful value. F. H. Thomp-

son, manager of the Pioneer mine at Apex, has opened

up a ni(;e large body of ore on the JIartin vein. W. G.

Knape and E. P. Young are building a cyanide mil! fni-

the fjuartzite ores of Red Cliff.

Zinc production is increasing in all the well-known

zinc districts. Kokomo reports three new enterprises

and increa.sed production from old ones. Leadville has

been mentioned .so often in these pages that it is hardly

necessarj' again to refer to it. Furthermore, the activi-

ties at Leadville are so varied and extensive that it would

require a considerable space simply to outline them. At

Rico the old Rico Mining Co., the owner of the largest

acreage in that famous district, has come to life again

and is actively developing. Other properties are in-

creasingly active. The Tip Top and Weston Pass jirop-

erties south-east of Leadville are active.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the irorlii's ^reat mining centres by our oivn correspondents.

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

R:6suME OF Mining Conditions in the State

Mining througliout the State of New Mexico is thriving;

many old properties are being opened; lessees at the larger

properties are doing well, but some are having trouble in

obtaining acceptance of their ore at the smelters, the larger

contracts having the preference.

At Tyrone, the Burro Mountain Copper Co. is ready for ex-

traction and treatment of its ore, after several years of prep-

aration. While the initial production will be comparatively

small, the company will enlarge its operations at all points

during the year and by 1917, should be one of the State's

largest producers of copper.

The Carlisle mine at Steeplerock has proved to be valuable.

Unwatering was finished, and immense orebodies of both low

and high-grade complex ores have been revealed. Timbers

on the lower levels v. ere found to be in good condition, and the

operators have already begun hoisting lead ore, which is

shipped to the El Paso smelter. An experimental mill is being

erected, probably of 75-ton capacity, including flotation, electro-

static, and wet concentration. Some of the Carlisle ore has

been shipped to the test-plant of the Empire Zinc Co. at Canon
City, Colorado. The manager, H. K. Welsh, states that there

are 200 men working at the Carlisle. The Carlisle Mines Co.

has applied for articles of incorporation through its New York

attorney. Near the Carlisle, the Eclipse Mining Co. is de-

veloping and preparing for the extraction of high-grade ores

contained in the Eclipse lode.

Several new companies in the State to file articles of incor-

poration recently have been the Black Hawk Mining Co. of

Silver City, the Pecos Mines Co. of Pecos. San Miguel county,

and the Ophir Development Co. of Jacarilla, Lincoln county.

The Gold Bell Mining Co. of Deming is a recent corporation.

Its property is north-east of Hillsboro, Sierra county, and was
worked in the early days for the high silver-content. Near
the property of the Gold Bell company, John Sully and asso-

ciates of Santa Rita are preparing to work the Snake mines.

An old type Diesel engine has been overhauled and mining on

a small scale has commenced. The Opportunity mine in the

vicinity is also being operated.

At Steins, several transfers of properties have taken place.

The Oldem lead and zinc claims have been sold to Tombstone,

Arizona, interests; and the Panama mines, sold by .lohn Hay-

don to T. A. Lister and others of Lordsburg. McKenzie
brothers are shipping copper ore to El Paso.

M. M. Crocker has sold his tungsten claims at Gage to the

Nevada Hills Mining Co., which has begun work and is to

erect an experimental mill soon.

The Chino Copper Co. continues its flotation work, and pro-

poses the early erection of another flotation unit near the

tailing dam. Twenty-five carloads of concentrate is being

shipped daily to El Paso by the company.
In the Pinos Altos region mining has had a relapse. Sev-

eral lessees are shipping ore, but the boom, recently quite

prominent, has subsided.

At Hanover and Cleveland, the Empire Zinc Co. is adding

the final touches to its treatment and power plants.

Zinc mining in Luna county is fairly active. The Mahoney
property at Tres Hernianas is being operated; the Azure
Mining Co. is also developing zinc claims purchased recently.

Reports from Mogollon are to the effect that a strike was

called by machinists at one of the mines. Operations, how-

ever, have not been retarded.

In the Lordsburg district the Eighty-Pive Mining Co. is

sinking its main shaft for a fifth level; the lowest is at 450 ft.

Diamond-drilling is still being done at the Atwood mine of this

',i;-V_.,-.

.'Xt^is*^' *jSL,-:
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company. Near the Bonney mine, Frank Weldon and others

have made a rich strike on the Nellie Gray claims, and are

shipping the ore to El Paso. There are a number of lessees

at work on different parts of the Bonney. The main Bonney
shaft is being unwatered.

PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN
Conditio.ns Influencing Zinc Production: Power, Roads, etc.

Severe weather at the beginning and end of March (snow
and floods, respectively), shortage of electric power for nearly

all zinc producers in the southern districts of this region.

bad roads, and at times unsettled markets for zinc-blende,

combined to curtail ore production at all points. The rail-

roads were badly damaged also. The city of Galena was under
water, and communication could only be maintained by boat.

Lumber companies lost much building material, cement, and
lime. In the southern districts, especially in the Pecatonica,

LePevre, and Galena River valleys, most of the large mines
were filled with water. The northern districts were more for-

tunate, due principally to the fact that they are situated on

higher ground.

Treatment of Wisconsin ore appears on another page of

this issue.

The power problem is not improving, but the Inter-State

Light & Power Co. of Galena may mend matters by the end of

April, as complaints have been investigated by the State Rail-

road Commission.

For years bad roads have been distressful to outlying i)ro-

ducers at the spring break-up; this year was no exception.

Organized efforts made a year ago in the New Diggings dis-

trict to induce the Chicago & Northwestern railway to con-

struct a branch from the Galena line at Hazel Green to this

new centre failed. Zinc producers and town authorities con-

structed a four-mile road, costing $35,000, from New Diggings

to Benton. No sooner was traffic started on this road than the
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Nonliwcst.rii iiiiinc>liii(i-ly liiid surveyors n( »<iik hdiKiiiK duI

1 bniiu'h as curllor pi'ililoiiod. and the ronH(riifllun roni

lupnccd. The III lulviootl policy of Iho railway coni|i:iny llmls

ocho In Hcrlnionloiis r\|ir<>!t8lonH on the imrt of oix-riUorH »|u>

throatiMi to ijet oven. Tlii> coniplption of iho new rojidln'il for

vehicles resulted In the stnrtlni; of aiuo-truck service for car-

ryUiK ore and supplies.

Ore shipments In March were 3G.S16.000 lb. blende, ^!»7.t.^0

lb. lead, and S.SOS.-IGO lb. pyrlte.

The Kross recovery of crude concentrates from all mines was
32.i>00.0tn) lb., and net deliveries to smellers IS.OOO.OOO lli.

The Mineral Point Zinc I'o. delivered to smelter at PePue
4.STO,000 lb. hi^bll:rade calcined 'jack.' As usual this com-
pany secured about half of the oul|>ut contributed largely

from Its own mines. The bulk of low-prade ore was about
• venly divided between the National and Wisconsin separators.

Boom conditions prevail at all points in the field. New pro-

ducers with new equipment are belns started in every centre.

Much capital is beinB deflected to Wisconsin zinc mining. So
great Is the demand for drilling outfits that scores of com-
panies are being formed for pros|>ecting alone on contract

agreements.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Nickel Notes.—Wipe Lodk in tiik IX).mk.—Nkw Cv.\mde Proc-

ess AT Dome Lake.—Boston Creek Mines.

The nickel question is still very much in the foreground.

.\n Order-in-Council has been issued by the Government pro-

hibiting the export of nickel ore and matte except to British

I)ossessiops. but as the Premier explained, it does not inter-

fere with the present arrangement by which the International

Nickel Co. secures its supplies of raw material from the Sud-

bury district, as it will continue to export under special

license. The prohibition was intended to apply to another
company, not named, which, it was discovered on investiga-

tion, had been exporting nickel without an arrangement with

the Government, and the destination of the shipments could

not be traced. Heretofore any exporter will have to satisfy the

British and Canadian governments of the ultimate destina-

tion of the metal before a license to export will be granted.

This action does not by any means satisfy those who are

agitating for all refining of nickel to be done in Canada. As
the International company has assured the Government that

it intends to proceed immediately with the erection of a re-

finery of sufficient capacity to satisfy all the requirements of

the Empire, probably at some point in Nova Scotia, it is not

likely that its supplies will be cut off in the meantime. But
judging from the growth of the movement, which has been
greatly strengthened by war-time tension and the develop-

ment of Imperialist sentiment, it is altogether probable that as

soon as a refining plant is provided, the export of raw material
will be put under embargo. The Ontario Nickel Commission is

now in Norway and will visit Madagascar and New Caledonia
before returning to Canada.

On No. 7 level of the Dome mine the orebody is 244 ft. wide
averaging over $5 per ton, with considerably higher gold con-

tent In parts. Excavation is progressing for the new steel

head-frame, which will be 12.5 ft. high. March production
established a new record, the value being $173,370 from 34,300

tons of $5.05 ore. The Dome has taken an option on the Dome
Extension until October 15, 1917. under which, if taken up,

the shareholders of the Dome Extension will receive 46,000

shares of Dome Mines stock in exchange for the property. In

the meantime the Dome Extension will continue operations

on the upper level, and the Dome management will undertake
exploration work from its No. 3 shaft.

The statement of the Hollinger company for the month
ended February 25 shows gross profits of $169,905 from 30.658

tons of $9.01 ore. Working costs were $3.07 per ton.

Much interest is occasioned by the installation of a cvanid-

i>m niiicliiiie now In proKroHH iit the lioine Luke. The proresH

is claimed to yield a hUh extraclinn at low cimt. It IncludeH

a drum Ki fl. long and 7 ft. 6 In. dlnni., lined with a lllti-r

uiediiim of porous brick. Pulp IIowh Inlii a cbarKclank with a

dilution of 1:1. and tlim Into the drum where air Is bbiwu

into It to displace the water. Cyanide solution Ih run under

pressure, and the drum revolve<l from 1 to 3 hours. The cya-

nide solution is replaced by a wash Holutlon, and the pulp

lalliiiK discharged. Zinc Khavliig Is UM>d fur precipitation.

At the U. A. P. syndicate mine, lloslon creek, reHUlts of re-

cent development have been highly satisfactory. There is

high-grade ore In the face of both drifts; east II is 12 In. wide

111 n 3}-ft. orel)0(ly. and west 7 In. wide In a somewhat nar-

rower body. The .Miller Independence, at lloHliin creek, has a

fine showing. The vein has been opened In three places, and

contains free gold and a tellurlde supposed to he calaverito.

A shaft is being sunk to rut the vein at 40 feet.

CRIPPLE CREEK, COLORADO
tiK.NKii.M, .\Ii.Ni.N<; Notes.

A rich surface discovery was recently reported at the Uotten

Hole claim, on the south side of Mineral hill, not far from the

north boundary of Cripple Creek. The sugar-quartz found on

the surface pans gold freely, and the vein-matter in place gives

every indication of being jjerslstent.

The Consolidated Mines & Reduction Co., which recently took

over the Ella W. property on Tenderfoot hill, has awarded a

contract for 300 ft. of tunnel work. This adit will cut the Ella

W. vein at an approximate depth of 85 feet.

During the last fiscal year the Granite company made a total

gross production of $534,450. After all operating expenses,

freight, and treatment charges were paid, the net production

was $337,705.

A new cyanide plant is being constructed by W. A. Reed on

the former site of the Gaylord mill to treat low-grade ores

from the Gold Sovereign dum|)8. This new equipment will be

on the estate of the Dante company, on the south-west slope

of Bull hill.

The Vindicator Consolidated has taken over the old La Bella

electric-lighting plant at Goldfield, and announces its intention

to construct a mill for the treatment of low-grade ores by

flotation.

The Isabella mine produced 2385 tons of ore during March;

S4 of the 90 narrow-guage cars billed were shipped by lessees,

the other 6 were extracted from the company's recently dis-

covered shoots on the 15th level of the Lee shaft. The Isabella

mill is again operating at a profit.

DEADWOOD, SOUTH DAKOTA
CfSTOM-MiLL Investigation.

Further investigation by the mines and mining committee

of the Deadwood Business Club of the feasibility of erecting

a custom cyanide-plant at Deadwood is bringing to light addi-

tional properties which apparently can soon be depended upon

to furnish ore for the plant. At the last meeting of the com-

mittee a number of property-ow'ners were present who stated

definitely that they could produce ore suitable for treatment

in the contemplated mill. For various reasons, one of the

most common of which was lack of transportation, they had

only produced in a small way in the past. All were agreed

that a custom motor-truck would enable them to ship at a

profit, as in many cases that service would save them $2 per

ton. As a next step in the work it is proposed to engage two

of the club members—A. T. Roos and Jesse Simmons—to

make detailed investigations of the various embryo shippers

with a view to determining the ore reserves in various proper-

ties. These men will be expected to sample and report on at

least 20 different properties near Deadwood. It is reported

that more tungsten deposits have been found.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The news of the week as told by our special correspondents and compiled from the local press.

ALASKA
Juneau

During March the Alaska Gastineau mill treated 162 796

tons of $1.03 ore, compared with 122,856 of $1.02 in February,

and 119,914 of $1.42 in January. The recovery last month was

77.47%, with 20.3c. tailing, against 78.56% and 19.8c. in the

previous month. No. 2 stope of the east fifth level yielded

poor ore. Conditions are improving.

ARIZONA
Bulletin No. 18 of the State Bureau of Mines is on vanadium,

by P. E. Joseph. Those interested will find a good deal of use-

ful information. While no production has been reported from

Arizona, the ore is found as vanadinite associated with lead in

Cochise, Gila, Pima, Yavapai, and Yuma counties. Ore con-

taining 10% vanadic acid is worth 50c. per pound.

Gila County

To improve the relations between the Inspiration Consoli-

dated and its employees, the general manager, C. E. Mills, has

issued a circular to them, in which it is desired that they

apiioint four to act as a committee to confer with the company
on grievances and the like.

During one day last week the Inspiration mine produced

18,000 tons of ore. To do this the hoists did not work the full

24 hours. The coarse-crushing plant only operates two shifts,

as the bins are of large capacity. Some more standard-gauge

60-ton railroad ore-cars are soon to arrive.

Pinal County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Ray Hercules Copper Co. is

sinking a three-compartment shaft to 1000 ft. depth in the

Grace L. claim, situated within the boundaries of the town
of Ray. Plans for a 1000-ton concentrating i)lant are being
prepared, and a mill-site surveyed. Up to October of last year

drilling on 13 acres, of the 207 in the property, had indicated

3,428,774 tons of 2.36% ore. Subsequent work has widened
the mineralized area; holes north and east proving 90 to 145

ft. of over 2% ore.

Ray, March 27.

MOHAVK County

Lenzite crystals have been shipped again from the Arizona

Venture Corporation's property in the Cedar Valley district, in

charge of W. D. Grannis. These are used in wireless teleg-

raphy.

ARKANSAS
Madison County

Aurora Is prosperous and busy under the stimulus of high

zinc-ore prices. The most promising of the new mines is the

Red Wasp, 2J miles north-west of the town. Three drill-holes

cut good ore. Mining is done at 110 to 160 ft. depth. In 10

hours the 150-ton mill is producing 10 tons of high-grade con-

centrate; the ore contains 7 to 12% zinc, and the product 60%.

The ore slimes easily, and a sludge department has been added.

A good deal of drilling has been done on ground near the

Red Wasp, with encouraging results. East of Aurora the

United Zinc Co. is getting good returns. Farther south the

Aurora Union company's new 300-ton mill has been started.

Ore is mined at 150 ft., but some occurs at 250 feet.

Maeion County

Zinc-ore shipments from north Arkansas in March totaled

3,928,000 lb., mostly high-grade carbonate. The Red Cloud at

Rush yielded 480,000 lb., followed by the Philadelphia with

300,000 lb.. Leader, Morning Cloud, and Yellow Rose, with

240,000 lb. each, and Mcintosh with 180,000 lb. In Newton
county the Big Hurricane and Ponca City produced 300,000 lb.

each.

CALIFORNIA
Am.\dor County

The preliminary report of the Plymouth Consolidated for

March is as follows:

Ore milled, tons 10,750

Gold recovered $62,300

Working expenditure 32,980

Develojmient charge 5.670

Surplus $23,650

Other expenses 184

Calaveras County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Pioneer Chief Gold Mining
Co. has purchased the Kane ranch. This property borders on

the south fork of the Calaveras river, and contains 203 acres

of land which partly surrounds the original Pioneer Chief

quartz claim. The shaft on this property is now down 390 ft.

The solid body of ore was cut at 320 ft., and continues to the

present depth, with an average width of 6 ft., assaying $8 per

ton. At the 350-fl. level the north-west drift is in 47 ft., 35 ft.

of which is in $8 ore, the remainder being in a crushed mass

of broken country and ore. The south-east drift on the same

level, is in 50 ft. The vein is wider than the drift, which is

7 ft., and is valued at $9.50 per ton. The foot-wall is solid and

hard, while the hanging wall is soft and heavy. At 380 ft. in

the shaft, the vein gradually runs into the foot-wall, so that

workings from now on may be opened in the foot-wall solid
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rorinullui). niul iivolit iiiticli o( llii' ox|>on8i> of liiiilit'i'lni: and n-
tlnilHTlliK. It In PX|HV-loil lliiit tlio SdOfl. l,.v«>l will lie r<>iirlic(I

I'V Mav 10. A Hliinll ('X|><<rliiu>iital plant for nillllUK tlio ore

inliioil iliirhiK ilovi-lnpnipnt, may Ih> instnllod liurliiK tht> Btini-

MiiT. N J. Martin of Snn Fninrlnco Is constiltinR engineer,

niul J. K. KInK is 8ii|u>rln(radent.

Sinn Andreas, April 5.

EuioiuDo CorNi>

The Springfield district Is Incroaslns in anivny. I'tic Noon
day copiH>r mine was re-o|>ened last week with 12 men, while
Kl are at the Union. Some more work Is being done In ihr

Shiniile district.

lIlMllOIKT CillMV

Nearly nil the snow has disappoari'd and llu- lltiniboldt Cop-

per Co. Is to resume work at Its Horse Mountain mine, llla-

mond-drllling Is to be started. The Bonniovllle rompany's
copper claims are of promise. The Gold-1'latinum Mining;

Co. will probably resume at Its placer properly on New river.

The Corona company Is sluicing at Hawkins bar.

Kern Covxtv

(S|>ecial Corresi)ondence.)—A 30-ton Lane slow-speed mill

and cyanide plant are being erected on the Elephant mine.
four miles south-east of Mojave. by Mr. Parnell. The
Mojave Consolidated gold mine was sold at a sheriff's sale

March 22 to A. A. Morriss to pay for wages due. This is a

good property, but has been burdened with mismanagement,
George B. Phillips has been appointed mill superintendent of

the Soledad Consolidated Mines Co.'s mill near Mojave.

Mojave. April 9.

Nevada Covntv"

An antimony vein of good width and high grade has been

uncovered on the ranch of R. Johnson, near Grass valley.

Plumas Cousty

The development and equipment of the Walker copper mine.
20 miles east of Portola on the Western Pacific line, is

described in the Salt Lake Mining Review of March 30 by Will

C. Higgins. Utah capital is responsible for the present state

of the property. A severe winter curtailed operations, but
speed is now in order to get the mine on a producing basis.

There are 34 heavily-timbered claims in the group, through
which the Bullion vein has been traced for 4800 ft. A shaft

has been sunk and adits driven, opening up to 15% ore in good
widths. A cross-cut at 125 ft. depth averages 6 to 8% copper
and 3 to 4 oz. silver. A cross-cut adit is in 400 ft. to open ore

75 ft. below the shaft-bottom 800 ft. in. Diamond-drilling has
recently been done. No. 1 hole being put down 256 ft. from the

65-ft. level. Assays of each 5 ft. for 200 ft, averaged 7.28%
copper, $1.11 gold, and 2.7 oz. silver per ton. Further drilling

is under way from the 125-ft. level. Reserves are estimated
at 50,000 tons of profitable ore. A Leschen aerial tram, 4200
ft. long, is being erected to carry ore to the new mill, 800 ft.

lower than the shaft bins. The tram works by gravity, and
has a capacity of 250 tons in 16 hours. The plant will treat 100
tons per 24 hours by straight flotation, using the following
machines:

Allis-Chalmers jaw-crusher, apron-feeder, Allis-Chalmers ball-

mill reducing to 60-mesh, Dorr duplex classifier, Callow cones,

four Callow rougher-flotation cells, one Callow cleaner-cell,

and Oliver filter. On 6% ore a recovery of 93% is expected,
concentrate to contain 20% copper. The estimated cost of

producing $68 concentrate (copper at 17c.) is $27.25 per ton.

The product will also contain $10 per ton in gold and silver.

Sax Bebxardino County

Atolia has now a piped water-supply, making residents much
more comfortable. Many improvements are under waj* at the

town. Santa Fe oflBcials visited the place last week. Tele-

phone and telegraph service is now available. About 30 jitney-

buses are running between Atolia and Johannesburg, Rands-

burn, ,MuJave, and Kranu-r. fhciip eleclrli' iiirrcnt In ii'uil.s

for Hcrvlcc, II Is said thai Alolla rrci'lvcd IIh iianii- Iroin the

Ilrsl two Icllrrii of AlMiiH. a well known niliilnK man, and
the Inst four letters of neGoliu, an Italian who shipped tung-

sten to Germany from the district. ICight lilKli-KruderH were
arrested for eteallng tungsten ore lust week. A Hcheellle nug-

get welKhlng 142 lb., for which $1 per lb. was offered, was un-

earlheil tiv llalliins 2] miles from llie Alolla mill.

SllAHTA COINTY

Work hofi been resumed at the Aflerthouglil mine al Ingnl.

.\ large copper and zinc plant Is to be erected.

Tri.AiiK CorsTV

PortersvlUe has added zinc lo the Usl of mineral (Icposlls

worked nearby, namely, chrome, granite, inagneHlle, and man-
ganese. It Is reported that an extensive deposit of zinc has

been fo\iii(l in the foothills.

COLORADO
t'l.h.Mt C'ltKLk CdINTV

(Si)ecial Corresiwndence. )—The Onondago Mines Co. Is ship-

ping 20 tons of ore per day from development on the ISO-ft.

level The vein there is 7 ft. wide; on the lOO-ft. level II is

2 ft. wide. A sorting-house and orebins are to be erected al

once, also a loading trestle to the company's railroad spur ai

the mine. The ore yields $9 per ton net, but will be sorted

into smelting and milling ore. After enough develoimient has

been done, a concentrating mill will be built. The manager,

T. Kyner, states that the new comjiressor plant is giving good

results and that the air in the mine is much improved.

The manager of the Imperial mines, H. Butler, reports the

cutting of a 14-in. vein of cojiper pyrite.

The Colorado Centra! Leasing Co. is making good headway
in sampling its dumps. E. S. Wiard Is in charge of the work
and is satisfied with the value of the samples taken. A 100-ton

mill will be erected in Georgetown, and a tramway built to

convey the ore from the mine to the mill a distance of two

miles.

The HoUingsworth Mining Co. at Silver Plume in March

shipped 150 tons of concentrating ore. yielding two cars of 4U'/'<

zinc concentrate and 6 tons of CiW; lead. There is a good deal

of gray copper and ruby silver now appearing in the ore, which

may necessitate hand-sorting to save this high-grade product.

At the Mendota mine. Silver Plume, Stephens brothers have

completed the addition to their concentrating mill, and will

now be able to handle the large tonnage of zinc and lead ore

they are mining.

Georgetown, April 9.

DOIXJBES COUNTV

The Emma gold mine in the Cone district has been optioned

to the Tonopah Belmont Development Co.

The report of the Rico Wellington Mining Co. for last year

states that the output was 11,904 tons $S.8S copper ore, 18,132

tons of $11.69 lead ore, and 029 tons of iron sulphide worth

$4 per ton. The revenue from ore sales was $105,573. The

cash balance was $3373 at the end of 1915. There was 598.o

ft. of development done.

Lake County (Lf:Ai)viLLE)

(Special Correspondence.)—The Derry Ranch Gold Dredg-

ing Co.'s boat near Leadville, which has been shut-down during

the winter on account of severe climatic conditions, resumed

work on April 4. It is expected that the dredge will continue

operating through the remainder of the year. This dredge

started last fall, and after operating two months, cleaned-up

$69,292, which enabled the company to pay a 25% dividend, and

still left a good working balance in its treasury.

Leadville, April 7.

San Juan County

Ore shipments from the Silverton district in March totaled

134 carloads.
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Telleb County (Cripple Creek)

On April 11 the Roosevelt drainage-tunnel and the main
shaft of the Elkton were connected at a point 4 miles from the

tunnel portal and a depth of 1640 ft. Rock broken in extend-

ing the adit will now be hoisted through this shaft. The flow

of water is 14.7S0 gal. per minute.

IDAHO
lD.\H0 COUKTV

Three stamps at the Mineral Zone gold mine near Elk Cit.v

recovered $2300 from 15 days' run recently. Prospects are

said to be favorable. G. L. L. Baskett is in charge.

Shoshone County (Coedr d'Alene)

Wages of Coeur d'Alene miners in April will be J4.50 per

day, on account of the high average of lead during March,

namely, 7.26c. per pound.

Dividends payable by Coeur d'Alene mines in April total

$716,650, making $3,154,435 for the four months.

At the Interstate-Callahan the shaft is being sunk 5 ft.

daily on its way to 400 ft. below No. 6 level. A hoist was

installed underground at this point. During March there was

shipped 600 tons of lead concentrate and 6100 tons of zinc ore

and concentrate. The profit was $325,000. The mill is treat-

ing 400 tons daily, recovering 92%. A 1200-ton plant is soon to

be erected at Enaville. The company's cash on hand and un-

settled ore shipments total $500,000.

Development in the Idora is reported to be very good. New
Janney flotation machines are being installed in the mill.

To prevent any conflict with the American Smelting & Refin-

ing Co., which has a contract until January 31, 1930, for all

of the product of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

mines that contains between 30 and 750;

lead, the Bunker Hill company, which has

begun construction of its smelter near its

properties at Kellogg, is planning to elim-

inate Its water concentration system, ac-

cording to reports, and the only preliminary

treatment the ore will receive before going

to the reduction plant will be jigging. Ever

since the contract with the A. S. & R. Co.

was entered into in 1905, when the Bunker
Hill company sold its Tacoma smelter to the

Guggenheim interests, the entire output of

the mines has been reduced to a concentrate

that averages about 63% lead and 20 oz.

silver per ton. By abandoning water con-

centration and substituting a jig treatment

the product can be reduced to less than 307;

lead. This would leave it free to treat the

ore in any way it saw fit, provided its final

product was higher in grade than 75% in

lead. As the Kellogg smelter and refinery

will ship nothing but refined lead and silver,

there is no ground left on which the A. S.

& R. can base a complaint of violation of

contract. The composition of the Bunker
Hill company's ore is such that it is prac-

tically self-fluxing as it comes from the mine,
w-ith the addition of a certain amount of lime. It contains a

great deal of iron, as is evident from the tailing-dumps at its

concentrators, from which the Northport smelter now is obtain-

ing its iron for flux. The quantity of lime required, while
large in the aggregate, will be small in comparison with the

tonnage of ore treated. The lime will almost certainly be
obtained for the present at least from the vicinity of North-
port, and probably from a quarry in the neighborhood of that

belonging to and supplying the Northport smelter. The prac-

tice of the Bunker Hill will in this respect be just the opposite

of the Northport plant. Instead of hauling the ore to the flux

the Bunker Hill will haul the flux to the ore.

MICHIGAN
The Copper Country

Copper production in March was as follows:

Mine Pounds
Osceola 1,866,000

Ahmeek 2,160,000

Wolverine 550,000

Mohawk 1,340,000

Isle Royale 954,000

Calumet & Hecla . . . 6,150,000

Centennial 228,500

Allouez 935,000

Mass 442,000

Mine Pounds
Superior 324,000

Franklin 469,000

Copper Range 4,300,000

Victoria 200,500

Quincy 2,100,000

Hancock 175,600

Tamarack 684,000

White Pine 385,000

La Salle 103,000

Lake 205,000

There are 18,000 men working in the mines, mills, and
smelters of this region, drawing a total monthl.v wage of

$1,500,000. A large number of new accounts have been opened

in the local banks.

The White Pine Copper Co.'s output in 1915 (8 months)
was 2,824,145 lb. refined copper from 114,039 tons of ore with

67% recovery, an average of 24.76 lb. per ton treated. The
cost was 16.64c. per lb. The revenue was $518,318 from
copper sold at 18.353c. Prom the sale of 18,460 shares of pre-

ferred stock at $25 was received $461,500. Total expenditure

was $705,473. Development covered S605 ft., against 4721 ft.

in 1914. Work at depth is highly encouraging. Sheet-copper,'

which may become 'mass,' has been found at the contact of

shale and sandstone. The tailing, containing high content in

copper, is being stored for future treatment by flotation.

Drilling at the White Pine Extension further proves the

U P ^ R ; o JR

Copper Belt shown l^jus;-sm!S^S '
i^iTCls

' ''^" Deposits shown fhusn

THE COPPER COUNTRY .\ND TWO OF THE IRON RANGES OF MICHIGAN.

uniformity of copper content. Shaft-sinking is making five

feet daily.

When the shipping season opens on the lakes there will be

hardly any copper at docks, metal being dispatched 'hot' from

smelters by rail.

Tamarack shareholders evidently know the value of the

Calumet & Hecla offer for their property, and are turning-in

holdings for the $59 per share.

Exploration on Isle Royale, the island in Lake Superior, is

to commence this spring. Its area is 90,000 acres, a good

deal of which has been prospected from time to time. Some

time ago it was acquired by Thomas F. Cole and others.
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MISSOURI
,1 V-ll 11 ( .M MV

Tho ort> market at Joplln »n« stroimiT durliiK 'I"' woek

endod April 8. the top prlco for Ct*-;- bleiulc liolnn IllIO. ami

S(Kv load |lo::.r>0. while *»', ralamtne roallm-il tw per ton.

Tho output of the Mls,io>irl-Kansn»-Oktahoiiia rouloii wa8 T.MH

ions bleiido. 351* tons calojulno. and 1)74 tons load, avoraKll\^

1106. $S2. and $101 per ton re8i>ectlvely. Tho total value was

1960.679.

MONTANA
The returns from 9 months' operation of the State Industrial

.\octdent Board show that the uumher of accidents Is de-

crenslni;. There are 1163 employers with about 60.000 men
In nil Industries. Of 4S22 accidents 107 were fatal, two

catastrophes at Butte swelling the number consldenibly. Com-

IH-nwitlon In all forms amounted to $301.4.iO. The Board's ex-

Iienses In a year were $19,747. covering everything.

Jefferson Count

v

The Crystal Copi>er Co.. recently formed to operate the

Crystal mine in the Cataract district, near Basin on the Great

Northern line. 30 miles east of Butte, will probably build a

mill. W. H. Weed, managing director, recommends this and

deep development. About $100,000 will be spent In 1916.

Lewis am> Clark Covnty

The Montana Daily Record of April 1 contains an interesting

description of the Scratch Gravel district, three miles north

of Helena, written by R. F. Wilkinson. Early work con-

sisted of mining silver ore and sluicing for gold. On the

Cruse estate is the Franklin mine, which during the past four

years has been re-opened. Its results have been the cause

of renewal of interest in the district. From December, 1914.

to February, 1916. there has been shipped 137 cars of ore yield-

ing $226,550. and a profit of $145,642 The output is now 600

tons a month. Power is supplied by gasoline engines. The
Scratch Gravel Gold Mining Co. is exploring an extension of

the FVanklin vein. Its shaft is down 300 ft., where there is

30 in. of ore assaying 2.54 oz. gold and 12.5 oz. silver. The
output is 300 tons per month, sent to the East Helena

smelter. Walter I.,arsson is superintendent. One of the

newest syndicates to commence work is the Madden Scratch

Gravel Mines Co., whose development is very promising.

Rich gold-silver ore was mined years ago. The Crown
Butte mine is operated by the Rival Mining Co. of Portland.

Maine. About 2000 tons of $15 ore has been blocked out. and

the property is regarded as a valuable one. The Eastern

Belle. Copper Silver Montana. Thomas Flynn. Maverick. Cal.

Stevens, G. Gordon, Hermann, Anson, Walsh. Scherrer. Stevens

& Kesslers. and Gerry properties are all of merit and are

being developed.

SiLVEBBOW COUNTT

At 1500 ft. in the East Butte, 8 ft. of 6 to 7% copper ore has

been cut. In March over 1.300.000 lb. was produced.

During March the Butte & Superior mill treated 56,020 tons

of ore. yielding 16.500,000 lb. of zinc in concentrate. The
recovery was 92.5%.

The 3000-ft. level of the North Butte mine is opening

better than at 2S00 ft., especially on the Edith May vein.

Sllicious copper ore is required by the British Columbia
Copper Co.'s smelter at Greenwood, B. C, and the BuUwhacker
company has been asked to supply it regularly.

The BuUwhacker has been leased to J. A. Heilbronner and
Patrick Wall. 900.000 out of 1,000,000 shares favoring the

transaction. The lessees will operate under the name of East

Side Mining Co.

A steam hoist of 4000-ft. capacity, to lift 3i tons, and cost-

ing $50,000 has been ordered by the Davis-Daly from the

Nordberg Manufacturing Co. The engine will be ready for

work by September.

NEVADA
111 .MIIOlllI Cm .\TV

.\ii cxtenHlvo nroa of coppor-Kold-sllvcr ore Is roporliMl as

m-currlng In the Snnonui ninge. 5 miIIoh wiulhonsi of \Vlniu<-

niu<-ca. The Wolvnltu' Coppi'r Co. \n r(|ulp|(lnK ami developing

Its lioldhigH there.

(Specliil Correspondence.)—A mining revival In the Houllurii

part of tills county Is iiredlrtod. The .laiiii's SulbrrlaiKl CHtate

contains the SuthtM-land antimony mine. In Cole canyon. 15

miles north-west of Lovelock. H. F. Govo has arrived lo iitln-

charge. By ,Iune a large output of antimony Is expected.

Lovelock. April 1.

In a winze .10 ft. below 1500 fl. in the Seven Troiighs Coali-

tion mine Is S In. of $20lt0 ore.

The new development In the cross-cut from the 4riOfl. drift

in the east vein of the Rochester Mines Co. has proved the

greatest discovery ever made In Rochester hill. This cross-

cut runs east toward the fool-wall, and has cut through 30

ft. of ore. The last 4} ft. is estimated at 500 oz., and the last

foot shows native silver, assaying over 1000 oz. per ton. Al-

though this has always been referred to as the 450-ft. level. In

relation to some of the other workings, the drifts from the

bottom of the Codd and Big Four winzes from which this

cross-cut is driven are really about .SCO ft. on the dip of the

vein. Although the mill lost 7 days in March, the oulpul was

$42,000.

At the Nevada Packard the mill is treating 110 tons of $10

ore. Mining and milling cost $2.86 per ton.

Lincoln County

At the Prince Consolidated at Ploche is 120,000 tons of

tailing in pits assaying O.U oz. gold, 10.6 oz. silver, and 6.7%

lead, which is to be treated by flotation followed by cyanidlng.

Nye County

Through the additional water supply recently obtained the

Round Mountain company is sluicing 1750 cu. yd. of gravel

daily.

Tonopah mines last week i)roduced S429 tons of ore worth

$176,982. During March the Tonoiiah .Mining Co. produced

7740 tons of $17.30 ore, making a profit of $50,280. Develop-

ment at 950 ft. in the Rescue-Eula is very encouraging. The

output last week, sent to the West End mill, was 206 tons.

Obmshy County

(Special Correspondence.)—Prospecting for copper, silver.

lead, and gold deposits is active in the vicinity of Carson

City, and several encouraging discoveries have been rejjorted

in the past two months. Ten miles south-west of the capital

Smith and Poote are developing a free-milling gold claim.

The vein is 14 ft. wide, and averages $10 per ton. Streaks

assay over $1000 per ton.

The Day mine in Brunswick canyon has been taken under

lease by W. Knippenberg. A good quantity of copper ore is

exposed, and early shipments are proposed. The property has

been developed intermittently for several years.

Art Smith and associates are opening copper-gold ore, some

of it high-grade, two miles west of Carson City. Shipments

may be started before the close of summer.

Five miles from here a promising silver-lead prospect is

being worked by E. Sweetland and M. Smith. Some rich ore

has been uncovered, and prospecting is proceeding to deter-

mine the extent of the orebody. Many abandoned silver-lead

prospects are being re-located and worked.

Carson City, April 5.

OREGON
.TosEi'iiiNE County

The Black Eagle property near Grants Pass has been sold

by W. S. Neill and others to P. H. Walters, P. Wright, and

F. Pirth of Seattle for $175,000. A 50-ton mill is to be erected.

Tungsten ore has been opened three miles above Gold Hill.
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UTAH
Juab County

It is proposed by Tintic operators to select a well-situated

shaft and sink it to 2500 ft., in order to explore the orebodies

below water-level.

The new plant of the Tintic Milling Co. at Silver City is a

success, especially the Holt-Dern and Knight-Christensen

roasting furnaces.

The Iron Blossom company will pay its quarterly dividend

of 10c. per share on April 25. The treasury contains $342,000.

During 1915 the Dragon Consolidated Mining Co. did 2616

ft. of development, with good results. There was shipped

7805 tons of ore, yielding 2560 oz. gold, 102,144 oz. silver,

14.766 lb. lead, and 490,750 lb. copper, realizing $10.3,899.

Cash balance was $38,627, an increase of $35,000.

S.\LT L.\KE County

Snow will have disappeared from the American Fork dis-

trict in a few days, allowing several companies to commence

shipping ore.

The Utah Apex averaged 600 tons of ore daily in March,

yielding 3,500,000 lb. of lead. Profits are $100,000 per month.

The A. S. & R. and XJ. S. S. R. & M. comrianies buy the lead and

lead-zinc ores. About 400 men are employed.

Summit County

The orebody found in the Daly-Judge mine in January has

been opened for ISO ft. by a raise, where it is from 1 to 13 ft.

wide. Plans for the electrolytic zinc smelter are complete.

The company's name is to be changed to the Judge Mining &

Smelting Co., with a capital of 500,000 $1 shares, an increase

of $200,000. Flotation is giving better results each month in

the mill. The Snake Creek tunnel is in 14,000 ft., up to the

Daly-Judge boundary. The present contract is finished, by

J. A. Mcllwee, and has been accepted. The flow of water is

19 second-feet, or 8628 gal. per minute.

WASHINGTON
The various copper districts tributary to Spokane promise

to be operated to capacity this summer, as prices are high and

capital is easy to get for development. In the' Chewelah

district of Stevens county the United Copper Co. has a 74-

stamp mill and flotation plant treating 225 tons per day, em-

ploying 90 men. The Security and Copper King companies

are busy with exploration. In the Loon Lake district the

Loon Lake Copper Co. is shipping ore. At Mullan, Idaho,

the National is treating ore in its mill, while the Reindeer-

Queen and Carney, near-by, will soon be shipping ore.

Stkvens County

To treat a large quantity of silver ore at the Deer Trail

mine near Turk, a 100-ton mill is to be erected by H. R. Moss,

late of Oakland. California, and now of Spokane.

There are 70 men employed at the Electric Point mine, near

Northport. The dumps contain over 4000 tons of 60 to 80%
lead ore. This is a recently discovered deposit.

CANADA
BlilTISill COLrMBIA

Dividends payable in April total $277,330, making $1,142.-

956 for four months.

Ore received at the Trail smelter to the end of March totaled

117,674 tons from over 20 mines.

MEXICO
Hidalgo

The U. S. S. R. & M. Co. reports that on the 1400-ft. level

•of its Real del Monte mine at Pachuca the shoot is of great

length. It assays $30 per ton, and the total silver value is

:$15.000,000.

Aote: The EdUar imriies members of the profession to aeml him particulan of their

work and appointmentr. This information is of unQuestioned interest to our readers.

Leslie H. Webb is here.

J. M. Hyde is at Denver.

S. F. Shaw is at Ely, Nevada.

P. H. Abgall is at Silver City, New Mexico.

James E. Jopling of Michigan is at Boston.

F. H. MiNARD has been examining mines in Colorado.

James S. Wroth has left New York for Santiago, Chile.

F. R. Weekes is in California on professional busines.s.

R. B. Wallace has removed from Republic, Michigan, to

Gv/inn.

RuK.s M. Hess has returned from Ecuador to Stoddard.

Arizona.

C. H. Poibiek, manager of the Vipoud mine at Porcupine, is

in New York.

J. H. Smith, Jr., recently at Cerro de Pasco, has gone to

Melones, California.

R. B. Watson, managing director of the Nipissing mine at

Cobalt, is at Oatman.

K. C. Li sails today on the Chinyo Mam from San Fran-

cisco on his return to China.

O. H. Fairchild has been appointed manager of the Ramage

mines at Joplin, Missouri.

Henry M. Payne, of New York, has been lecturing on allu-

vial mining at the University of Utah.

G. W. McDaniel, field engineer for the Tonopah Mining Co..

has returned from northern Canada to Tonopah.

W. H. Landers returned to New Almaden on April 15 from

Nevada and left on the 19th for Black Butte, Oregon.

W. E. Segsworth of Toronto is preparing to close the Seneca-

Superior mine at Cobalt, of which he is managing director.

H. E. Jackman of Rochester, New York, is president of the

National Mines Co., Ltd., which will explore the King Edward

mine at Cobalt.

Lewis A. Leven.saler, formerly field engineer for the

Tacoma Smelting Co., is now connected with the Tacoma Ex-

ploration Co. of Tacoma, Washington.

Frederick G. Clapp, managing geologist of the petroleum

division of the Associated Geological Engineers, has removed

his headquarters from Pittsburg to New York.

A. H. Brown has resigned as manager for the Hudson Bay

Mines of Cobalt, and of the Dome Lake Mining & Milling Co.

of South Porcupine, and is now at his home at London, Ontario.

Robert Sterling, who for the past two years has been chief

engineer for the Goldfield Consolidated Mines Co.. has gone to

Colorado as assistant manager for the Primos Chemical Co.,

at Vanadium. San Miguel county.

A party of the Associated Geological Engineers of New York,

consisting of Myron L. Fuller. Frank A. Herald, and Ralph

W. Richards, is conducting geological investigations in north-

ern Oklahoma and southern Kansas.

Guy C. Riddell. about 10 years superintendent of the East

Helena lead smelter of the American Smelting & Refining

Co., has resigned to become a director of the Montana Ranches

Syndicate, of which he has recently been made a vice-president.

Donald M. Liddell. for several years managing editor of the

Engineering and Mining Journal, has resigned, and is now

consulting engineer with Merrill, Lynch & Co., 7 Wall Street,

New York. Percy E. Barroir succeeds Mr. Liddell as man-

aging editor.

The Pacific Coast division of the American Association tor

the Advancement of Science meets at San Diego between

August 9 and 12. Some Interesting addresses will be given.

Albert L. Barrows is secretary, at the irniversity of California.
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THE METAL MARKET
MKTAi. rmt i:s

Snn FriincUoo. April IS.

Antimony, cents per pound 44

Klooirolytlc coppor. coins per pound 29

I'lK lend, cent* p.T pound 8.00— 8. SO

Platinum: soft mptal, per ounce $S8

F'lndnum: hard metal, lOrV Iridium, per ounce t'J2

vivilck-Hilvor: por Husk of T5 lb $13G

Spoltcr. cents per pound 22

Tin, cents per pound 46

Ztnc-dust. cents per pound 30

A consular report from Cartagena, Colombia, S. A., states thiit

the monthly output of platinum Is over 1500 oz. per month by
Independent producers.

ORK PRICES
.<an Knuuisio. April IS.

Antimony: bO^c product, per unit, of 1"^, or 20 lb.... J2.25

rhrome: lO""; nnd over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton 12.50

MaKneslte: crude, per ton. f.o.b 8.00

Magneslte: plastic, no Iron and lime, calcined, ton.. 25.00—30.00

Magnesite: refractory, HCi Iron, dead-burned, ton.. 35.00

Mangranese: SOrt- metal, 8<;r silica, per ton 12.00

Tungsten; 60'-r WOj. per unit of 20 lb 65.00—75.00

Vanadium: lOi^r vanadic oxide, per lb 0.50

All tungsten buyers at Boulder, Colorado, are paying $75 per
unit, with no premiums.
Tungsten: A New York dealer writes: "Though reports from

Colorado ."nd Nevada quote around $100 per unit. I have been
unable to find any buyers above $85 for prompt delivery. New
York; and it seems extraordinary that the biggest buycr.s in

this country should pay the high figures in Colorado and not
be prepared to accept material at ISTc lower in New York. For-
w.trd tungsten has again changed hands at $78, and business
for shipment as far ahead as July and August has been con-
tracted around $70 per unit."
Chromic iron ore production of the United States In 1915 was

32S1 tons, worth $36,744. against 591 tons and $8715 in 1914.

EASTER.N METAI, MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

April 18.—Copper is quieter but strong; lead has an easier
tendency; spelter is steady and quiet.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic In New York, In cents per pound.
Date.

Apr. 1 28.00
13.... 28.00
14 28.25
15 28.25
16 Sunday
17 28.50
18 28.50

Average week ending
Mch. 8 26.62

" 14 26.50
• 21 26.4 S
" 28 26.79

Apr. 4 26.87
" 11 27.50
" 18 28.25

Monthly averages.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, April 12.

The past few days brought a renewal of the record buying by

the British and French governments, and it is now estimated

that 200,000,000 to 250,000,000 lb. ot copper has been taken

for delivery over the balance ot this year and early part of

1917. As was expected, domestic consumers got in line, and
also bought heavily. Prices advanced under the stimulus, and

2Sc., full terms, is quoted for July and August delivery ot

electrolytic. Lake is held at about 29c., future delivery, al-

though some of its producers are out of the market. Zinc is

on the upward trend as a result of moderate but steady buy-

ing. Lead is weaker, the 8c. level having been broken; and
it is apparent that domestic consumers are holding off for

cheaper metal. Tin is higher, following a rather active week.

Antimony is lower as a result of there being larger supplies

in sight. Aluminum is unchanged, and its quotations are

nominal.

The prices of most steel products appear to have reached

their crest, but pig-iron is showing additional strengch. Buy-

ing is less feverish in many directions. The steel mills are

filled with orders for months to come, and most of them will

welcome an opportunity to shorten their deliveries. The
demand for metal-working machinery is good, although the

orders are not large individually. They are of a healthy

character, however, coming as they do from scattered sources.

Buyers of machine-tools are no longer buying without giving

proper consideration to their needs, and they show a will-

ingness to wait, it needs be, to get the tool best fitted to their

necessities. In short, the great rush of buying equipment for

manufacturing war supplies is now well past.

COPPER
Following the tremendous buying of early last week there

came a lull, although the market was by no means at a stand-

still, and prices continued firm. On Monday of chis week buy-

ing for export started again with a rush, and the demand has

been so great that quotations were advanced on all sides

though not uniformly. Yesterday (March 11) at the end of

the second day ot the second big movement electrolytic could

not be obtained for July and August delivery under 28c., 30

days, delivered, or 27.87ic., cash, while May and June was
quoted at 28.75 to 29c. What prompt deliveries would bring is

problematical. Lake, on which early delivery cannot be had, is

quoted at 29c. Estimates place the amount of copper taken

by Great Britain and France in the past few days at 200,000,000

to 250,000,000 lb., and the end is not yet, for buying in behalf

of Russia and Italy is expected. As was to be expected, the

heavy foreign buying roused domestic consumers to activity,

and they have taken large quantities also. The big export

orders are reported to have been divided among the A. S. & R.,

Calumet & Hecla, and United Metals Selling companies. While
no authorized statement has been made concerning the prices

paid, they are understood to have been under the current

market, in view of their exceptional character. The London
market became easier late last week, dro|)ping to £134. As
will be remembered the London electrolytic price stood at

£136 for weeks. Exports up to, and including April 11, totaled

7017 tons. New England consumers of copper and other metals

are still in a bad way because of the freight congestion in that

territory. Many of the smaller metal-working plants there

have shut-down for want of material. Relief for some points

is promised after April 14, as on midnight of that day the

embargo, export excepted, will be partly raised. The embargo
will remain in force, however, against Naugatuck, Waterbury,
Waterville, Torrington, Bristol, New Britain, and Hartford,

all great metal-consuming centres. The Remington Arms &

Ammunition Co., at Bridgeport, and the Winchester Repeat-
ing Arms Co., at New Haven, have partly solved their freight

difficulties by establishing their own steamboat lines across

Long Island sound, thereby gaining access to the line of the

Long Island railroad, which connects with those of the Pennsyl-
vania and other lines. The Calumet & Hecla recently shipped

50,000 lb. of copper to the East by express.

ZINC

The market has been moderately active, although a good
part of the buying is said to have been on the part of deal-

ers who anticipate a stronger market. The brass mills have
been the chief buyers. Although the galvanizers are known to

be insufficiently covered they are unwilling to buy at present

prices, but some of them will be forced Into the market in the

near future. Prompt and April spelter was quoted yesterday

at about 19c„ New York, and 18.75c., St. Louis. May delivery

is quoted at 18c.. New York; June, 17.75c., St. Louis; and
third quarter at 16.25 to 16.50c., St. Louis. It will be observed
that prices have advanced in the past week. Business should
become more active in view of the heavy buying of copper,

and the better freight conditions in New England. Sheet zinc

is unchanged at 25c., carload lots, f.o.b. mill, 8% discount for

cash. The London quotation for spot zinc, April 11, was £98.

Exports of spelter, April 1 to 11, totaled 1015 tons.

LEAD

This metal has been dull throughout the past week. The
export demand has tapered off, and domestic consumers are in-

clined to wait for lower prices. They are carrying stocks as
small as they dare. The A. S. & R. Co. continues to quote

7.50c., New York, and 7.42ic., St. Louis, but this price only
serves to establish the average at which the company sells to

those with whom it has contracts. Some of the independents,
who perhaps are not over-anxious to sell because of their sold-

up condition, have adhered to 8c., both at New Y'ork and St.

Louis, while others have dropped under the Sc. level. It is

reported that down to 7.75c., New Y'ork, could be done, but it

is said that lead at this price is difficult to find. The average
of prices, as quoted by the independents is 7.87Ac.. New York
or St. Louis. Some large foreign inquiries have been before
the trade in the past week, but they have not resulted in busi-

ness. On one of these 8.25c. was quoted, and it is intimated
that the producers are more anxious for domestic business
than they are for foreign. Exports in the first 11 days ot this

month totaled only 155 tons. The London quotation on the

11th was £34 5s.

TIN

Tin is higher than it was a week ago; the quotation for

spot yesterday (the 11th) was 53c., but on the 5th it was up to

55c. A large business has been done in the past few days,

principally in tin afloat and futures, one buyer taking 300

tons, April 7. Tin in London continues an uncertain quantity
because of the possibility of shipping licenses being refused.

Metal actually afloat therefore commands a premium, as it is

certain of delivery unless the ship sinks. Yesterday and today
the market has been dull, and some pressure to sell prompt is

developing. Up to yesterday 675 tons had arrived this month,
and there was afloat 5389 tons. The A. S. & R. Co. has re-

ceived additional shipments of Bolivian tin concentrate.

ANTIMONY
Prompt Chinese and Japanese antimony is easier at 42.50 to

43c., because of the larger supplies near at hand, though it is

admitted that it is difficult for the dealers to actually get

some of this metal into their possession.
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Ol.n IMIMINMON COPPKK MIN'ING * SMKLTINO CO

INITKI) C.IX)»K MINKS CO.

OM) nOMINION (X).

These throo comimnlt's nuist lio conslderod loKelher, as I lie

flrst two ore o|)oratlnK coinpnnlos controlled by the Old no-

nunion Co. Work Is done at Ololw. Arlzonn, and thp ri'ports

are for 1915.

At the Old Hominlon mine the west-sldi' orobodlos iirodmod

75'~'r of the smelting ore. No. 14 level I'ontrllnilInK oiu'-lhlrd.

At No. IT and IS the lode Is 35 and 4i> ft. widi-, respect Ivelv,

all concentrating ore. Kncouraglng results were rei>orted from

the east side orebodles. Development totaled 1I.:U1 ft., a de-

crease of 1324 ft. Mining cost $5.51, an Increase of 31c. per

ton. Abnormal rain resulted In as much as 13,000,000 gal. per

da.v being pumped in February. In March more water broke

through the dacite capping above No. 12 level, res\iltlng In

OLD DOMIXION" MIXE. MIU,. AND SMEI.TEB.

No. 18 and 16 levels being flooded, and mining suspended for

five weeks. All this made extra work and costs. A total of

2,769,400,000 gal. was pumped, compared with 1,349,210,000 in

1914. Of this, 730,000,000 gal. was sold to the Miami Copper

Co. The minimum flow was 5,360,147 gal. on October 28, and

maximum 14,492,923 gal. on March 26. I. H. Barkdoll is mine

superintendent.

The mill treated 173,046 tons of 4.347c ore. 140,480 of which

was custom ore, mostly from the United Globe mine, at a cost

of $1,215 per ton, an increase of 28.3c. The recovery was

85.279^, an increase of 12.72%. Oil flotation gave good results.

The smelter reduced 206,549 tons of charge, almost the same

as in 1914, at $2,755 per ton. The converters yielded 27,736,158

lb. fine copper, at a cost of $5.36 per ton of metal, a decrease

of 29c. After 30 months, making 70,860,000 lb. of copper bul-

lion, the converter was removed for repairs, a remarkable

record.

Old Dominion metals, namely, 13,771,681 lb. copper, 40,633

oz. silver, and 621 oz. gold realized $2,595,431. Profit in treat-

ing custom ore, etc.. was $259,415. making a total of $2,854,840.

The net profit was $1,337,086. plus $967,293, balance from 1914,

a total of $2,304,379. Dividends absorbed $810,000, and depre-

ciation. $767,375, leaving a surplus of $726,852 for 1916. The
total cost per pound of fine copper was 8.9 cents.

In the United Globe, development amounted to 9011 ft. The
orebody between No. 10 and 12 levels opened splendidly, with

a maximum width of 45 ft. The Kingdon shaft was sunk to

No. 16 level from the 14th. It is to be completely equipped in

1916, to allow all Old Dominion and United Globe ore to be

hoisted in case of trouble at the A shaft. Several dumps were

cleaned up during the year. Smelting oxide and sulphide and

concentrating ores shipped to the Old Dominion plants totaled

Hl.LMO touH, aveniKlnK 4.0K'; copper. The yield waH 11,5:16,021

111. Clipper, 105,110 on. Hllver, anil 1509 ot. Kold. Total ri-venui"

wiiM $1,454,324. Adding the prolll, $S12.251, to the 1914 bal-

iiiice. $2:t9,59.<<, there wuh $l,iiril.S49 available. DIvldcMilH

(otali'il $1)21.000, and dcpri-rlallun $152. 3S0, loavlng a HurpluH of

$277,4t;;i for r.Mt;.

The Old Dominion Co.'h Income friiiii dlvlilenilK, etc,, in tin-

above compnnlcH was $1,405,296. Of IIiIh, $l.1fi(;,7ri5 was iIIh-

tributed. The 1914 balance waH $4:!:t.iM;.^. and Ihat for 1916,

$355,696.

M.MtV MrUI'HV COI.I) MINING CO.

This company operate.-J at Uuniley, Chaffee county. Colonido.

and the general nianager, George IC. Collins, reporlH for the

past year as follows:

Development in five claims totaled 7248 ft., at a cost of $7.22

per foot. A considerable tonnage of ore was opened, but less

than sufficient to make up for that extracted. A good deal of

the ore being mined at present Is only rendered workable by

high metal i)rlces. Reserves of broken ore are 12,0(10 tons for

the mill, and 100 tons for the smeller, estimated to yield

$125,000 and $3000 net. respectively. There is enough ore for

I he mill for 6 to 12 months. Underground work cost $3.21 per

ton. The aerial tramways worked well, and cost 12c. per ton.

The mill treated 57,810 tons at a cost of $1.99 per ton, pro-

ducing 1925 tons of lead, 1741 tons of Iron-copper, and 4700

tons of zinc concentrates worth $539,524. Bullion was worth

$614, crude ore $61,076, and Iributers' crude ore $38,931. The
total was $640,144, against $300,010 In 1914. ^^o^atlon of the

slime was a success, and increased the quantity of zinc re-

covered. The ore is very complex and difficult to treat.

All costs amounted to $5.56 per ton. an increase of 18c., due

mainly to mining. The total profit from all sources was $281,-

197. less $47,121 for depreciation and $13,600 for interest. Divi-

dends were $50,134. It has been decided to set aside $110,000

for buying or developing a new property, search for which is

now under way.

SENECA-SUPERIOR SILVER MINES. LIMITED

In spite of higher prices for explosives, steel, and mining

supplies of all kinds, this Cobalt, Ontario, company extracted

silver at 23.45c. per oz., In 1915, a reduction of 7.08c. To do

this, exploration (1152 ft.) was curtailed, and broken ore in

stopes was sent to the mill. Development did not disclose any

new orebodies. Fifteen feet below the collar the winze below

the fourth level entered the Keewatin formation. Ore con-

tinued in this for 45 ft. The shoot below No. 5 is short and

low grade.

The manager, R. H. Lyman, states that the mill treated 25,-

194 tons. Concentrate shipped was 1014 tons. The production

from all sources was 2,047,150 oz. silver, making 5,001,870 oz.

to date.

The silver sold at 51.29c. per oz., a decrease of 1.93c. The

profit was $569,991. Six dividends amounted to $335,219. The

balance for 1916 was $306,586, against $71,814 carried forward

to 1915.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

A recent writer said that Americans show their apprecia-

tion of the telephone and automobile by wanting the.se appli-

ances to annihilate space, as it were. The report of this great

company for 1915 proves what an enormous business is done

by wire. At the end of 1915 there were 9,151,221 stations, an

increase of 502,228, using 18,505,545 miles of wire. Of this

length, 93% is copper wire. There is 10,536,837 miles under-

ground, costing with conduits, $205,700,000. The gross revenue

of the 'Bell' system, including the A. T. & T. Co., was $239,909,-

649, a gain of $13,957,526. After paying everything, including

interest, the net result was $48,086,114, of which $32,897,065

was paid in dividends. Mines and metal producers should be

interested in these notes.

i
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Oil-Placer—^Validity

A placer-oil location made iu good faith by an association

of persons who subsequently formed themselves into a cor-

poration for the purpose of developing the property, each

owning stock in the corporation, to which the location is con-

veyed, in proportion to his interest in the claim, is not invalid,

there being no evidence that such location was made in the

interest of and with a view to enabling the corporation to

acquire a greater area of mineral ground than may lawfully

be embraced in a single location by a corporation.

McKittrick Oil Co. (Land Department). 44 Land Decisions,

340. August 30, 1915.

Agreement to Lease—Same Effect as a Lease

Where an agreement to lease for a valuable consideration

all the iron ore under certain lands provided for the payment

of royalties on minimum ore shipments, and thereafter the

lessee entered into possession and expended about $70,000 in

development of the property, the agreement was held to have

become a valid-executory contract, notwithstanding the tact

that it was in form an agreement to lease rather than an

executed lease. The lessee was held liable for the minimum
royalties due and for those which should thereafter become

due, and could not be relieved from such liability by an

assignment of his interest (without the lessor's assent) to a

third party.

Hairston v. Hill (Virginia), 87 Southeastern, 573. .Jan-

uary 13. 1916.

Mining Lease—Surface Rights Adjusted

Where the manager of a mining corporation who knew that

his principal, the lessee, had modified the contract with the

lessor as to the taking of timber from the surface of the

ground, continued in the service of the assignee of the lessee,

the assignee was charged with said manager's knowledge of

the existence and terms of the original agreement. Said

assignee, although entitled under the lease to the use of sur-

face ground upon which to build houses for its employees,

may not use the portions of the land devoted to agricultural

purposes by the lessor where there is other ground available

for building sites. On the other hand, the lessor is prohibited

from polluting a stream which supplies water for the boilers

used in the lessee's mining operations.

Blue Grass Coal Corporation v. Combs (Kentucky), 182

Southwestern, 207. February 11. 1916.

Oil Lands Within Withdrawal—Not to be Patented.

No title is acquired under or by virtue of a school indemnity

selection until the same has been approved by the Secretary

of the Interior, and where the selected lands are classified as

petroleum in character, withdrawn and placed within a petro-

leum reserve, the Secretary is without authority to approve the

selection tor unconditional patent, nor will the State's grantee

in such event be protected as a "person who has in good faith

located, selected, entered, or purchased * * * under the non-

mineral land laws of the United States, any lands which are

subsequently withdrawn, etc." as provided in Section 3 of the

Act of July 17, 1914, because the land under consideration was
in a Naval Petroleum Reserve and hence dedicated to a public

use.

State of California et al. (Land Department), 44 Land
Decisions, 127. June 23, 1915.

Note: The same rule was applied even after proof of char-

acter, payment of purchase money, and issuance of receipt in

Thomas J. Stockley, 44 Land Decisions, 178. July 9, 1915.

Question : A and B are two claims in Alaska that

were incorporated; stock was sold and work was done on

them before March 1913. Subsequently the claim C was

located, and since then the work has been concentrated on

the new claim, namely C, to the neglect of both A and

B. Are these two claims subject to re-location ; also,

what becomes of any improvements that were left on A
and B ?

Answer: We assume that what our correspondent

means by the statement that the "claims were incorpor-

ated" is that a corporation was formed which took over

the ownership of the claims. We assume that the claim

C was also located by or in the interest of the corpora-

tion. Under such circumstances all of the $300 worth of

annual labor can be performed on the claim C, provided

such work satisfies the requirement that it shall result in

an actual benefit to the other claims. Whether group

work of this character performed on one claim will sat-

isfy this requirement is always a question of fact. In

the diagram submitted by our correspondent, claim C is

separated by some intervening distance from the other

claims. In jurisdictions like California where the con-

demnation of private rights of way for mining purposes

is not permissible, the objection might be made that work

on claim C would not benefit claims A and B because of

this intervening space, which might be controlled by a

third party who could then prevent any workings from

C from being driven across into claims A and B. Fre-

quently the i-ule is stated that the claim upon whicli

group-work is performed must be one of a contiguous

group. The reason for this rule would cease to exist,

however, in these jurisdictions where a private right of

way for mining can be condemned or where a right of

way was secured by contract, etc. If claims A and B
were actually abandoned or forfeited the improvements

situated thereon would revert to the public domain as a

part of the claims themselves, and would become the

property of a re-locator. There may be exceptions to

this rule arising out of the peculiar circumstances of the

case. In the absence of such exceptional circumstances

the general rule would apply.

If an applicant for mineral patent withdraws liis

ai)plication because of a protest, any subsequent applica-

tion filed by him for the same land must be considered

in the light of the previous testimony.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Wkb or Stkei, By Cyrus Towngoiul Urndy mid ryrii8 Town-

.•i<'iul Hnidy. Jr. V. ;!36. Illu8lrntcd. KIoinliiK H. Revoll Co..

Now York. 1916. Price. »1.25.

A(tor wo had started to ri'iid this liook, w«> Htiiyed ii|i lute

In order to flnlsli it. The tale Is absorbing. If tite book was
inoata to Interest and excite. It is an unquestioned succcks.

lUit it docs more, it exeinplincs the value of nccurncy (ihiit is,

science) In the work of the cni;lnecr. The first half of llic

story hinges u|>on the building of a big cantilever bridge,

which fails at the last moment owing to an error of calcu-

lation In the design. The main strut, (50 ft. long, proved loo

weak to carry the stress. The bridge collapsed, killing 15(i

men at work ui>on It. The hero, a young man who had criti-

cised the work of the chief engineer, his father, and had

yielded to his senior's su|>erlor judgment, insists on taking the

blame for the blunder; he sacrifices himself out of love for

bis father and the father's reputation. Hy assuming the blame

he loses the chance of marrying the heroine, who is the bridge-

building company's president's daughter. So we have a love

tale intermeshed with the web of steel. In the second half of

the book a dam is being built in Arizona and again engineer-

ing ideas come into play: this time in such a manner as to

restore the hero to honor and to his beloved. It is well done.

One feature of the book is particularly commendable: draw-

ings and diagrams explaining the engineering details, making

them intelligible to the non-technical and all the more con-

vincing to the technical. In short, it is a book that an en-

gineer will enjoy. The authors have achieved their purpose.

—

T. A. R

INDUS'lKIAl. NOTES

METALi,rRcisTs' AND CHEMISTS' HANonooK. ( 4 by 7 inches.)

Compiled by Donald M. Llddell. P. 603. 111., index. McGraw-
Hill Book Co.. Inc., New York. 1916. For sale by the Mining

Axu SciESTiFic Pbess. Pricc, $4.

The author of this excellent volume will be remembered

from his connection with, and the number of instructive ar-

ticles he wrote for the Engineering and Mining Journal. A
cursory glance at the book at once tells the student that it is

worth while. Much of the data and many tables are not ex-

actly new. but they have been corrected as far as new values

were obtainable. The first section of 52 pages, entitled 'Mathe-

matics,' covers far more tables than usually found in similar

works. Metallurgical price and production statistics cover the

past 10 years in the important metals (although those for 1915

are not given), also the output and consumption of these.

Physical constants occupy 158 pages, dealing with laws of

physics, temperature, specific gravity, evaporation, power

transmission, hardness of materials, the principal concentrat-

ing ores and gangues, gases, and inorganic compounds. Seventy

pages are devoted to chemical data, such as laws, the periodic

table, atomic weights, brief notes on the common metals and

metalloids, detection of the metals (field tests), acids, heat of

formation carbonates, sulphides, etc.. and the electro-chemical

order of the elements. The author is on his special ground
when considering sampling, assaying, and analysis. Metal-

lurgists will turn to ore-dressing and cyanidation, and will

find more on flotation than on cyanidation, showing the trend

of events. The processes and flotation oils are briefly dis-

cussed. In the 64 pages on ore-dressing, all types of crushing,

grinding, and concentrating machines are described. Coals

and oils and refractory materials form a useful chapter. The
mechanical engineering and construction section is replete

with practical hints, including belt-conveyors, pipe-fittings,

rope-knots, and cost of constructing plants. General metal-

tallurgj-. 108 pages, is simply crowded with notes on every sub-

ject coming under this head. First-aid and a good index com-

plete a valuable compilation.

Mine-Locomotive Hcad-Litilits

111 large well-e<|ulppod mines oleclrlc IcicoinollvoH are fre-

quently used for gallierlhg mid long hiiuln. A Klrong liend-

Ilglil is of greal liiiporliiiice for the iiiulor iiiaii. and Ik a warn-
ing to millers who get on the track. The new foiiipeiiHalloM

acts make it to the iiiliie oiienitor'B a<lvHiilage to have Huch
illumination. A Iborougb iiivetiilgation of mine llglillMg. In-

rliuliiig headlights, has been undertaken by the General
IClectrIc Co., resulting in the design of a complete Kerles of

loco head-lights. A recent circular on the sulijecl. by P. S.

INTEBIOB VIEW OF IIEAD-LIOHT.

Bailey, is replete with descrijitions. i)hot08. and charts, and
is of considerable interest. The accompanying i)hoto will

give an idea of the manner in which the frame and mechan-
ism of the head-lights are iiositioned in the casing; the ele-

ments of the electrode. link, and lever mechanism being in

view, while the magnet is mounted in the rear of the mag-

netic shield which prevents any deterrent magnetic influence

caused by stray flux from the magnet, from interfering with

the operation of the arc. The lower electrode consists of a

hollow cylinder of sheet-iron rolled up and welded, i)lugged

at one end and filled with a mixture of certain oxides which

produce the highly luminous arc. The tube when filled is

capped with a metal-disk, and the edges spun over to hold

same in position. When the arc is struck the disc burns away

rapidly, and the electrode is self-sealing.

Peabsox, Peppabd & Co. have opened offices in the Wool-

worth building. New York, to conduct a general business in

brass and copper rolling-mill iiroducts, steel, and steel prod-

ucts. Both members of the firm have been closely associated

with the metal business for several years, in mill products

and virgin metals, such as tin, copper, lead, spelter, antimony,

aluminum, etc.

Six switching locomotives made by the American Locomo-

tive Co., thirty-six 20-yard all steel automatic-range type Kil-

bourne & .Jacobs dump-cars, and three Osgood special 105-ton

shovels are being supplied the Calumet & Arizona Mining Co.

bv Norm A.N B. Liveb.more & Co. of San Francisco.

To 'brighten' oxidized gold which will not amalgamate on

its dredges, the Natomas company installed a 4J-ft. Hardinge

Mii-L on No. 7 dredge. Results are entirely satisfactory, and

six more mills are to be installed on some of the other boats

of the company.

The RoEs.sLEB & Hasslacher Chemicai, Co. announces that

its peroxide of sodium plant at Niagara Falls was burned

early in March, and deliveries will be made again by May 1.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

%\7"IIEN his neighbor's house was bui-uing. lie began to

^^ think of insurance. Even then some of his friends

told him not to he in a huiTy, so he started a conversa-

zione on the subject, regardless of the sparks that were

flying overhead in the gathering gloom. Gentlemen, pre-

paredness is already belated.

/CONTINUOUS decantation as applied to eyanidation

^^ in the Comaearan mill, in Salvador, is descrilied by

Mr. A. B. Peekham in this issue. The article has the

merit, amoug others, of stating frankly both the bad and

the good points of this practice, and it can be read there-

fore with confidence.

T^ LECTROLYTIC precipitation is a subject of which
^-^ nnich is yet to be learned. To that end we are glad

to pul)lish an account of the experience obtained at the

Minas Prietas mines in Mexico, by Mr. P. H. Crawford,

supplementing the information given by Mr. 6. H.

Clevenger in the comprehensive article appearing in our

issue of November 13, 1915.

T> EFERRIN(i to the Cottonwood and American Fork
'-'- mining di.stricts in Utah, where an in.sistent demand
has arisen for an investigation by the U. S. Geological

Survey, as mentioned in our issue of the loth instant,

we note that the Director, Mr. George Otis Smith, has re-

sponded favorably, promising to undertake the work just

as .soon as the Sundry Civil Appropriation liill has been

pa.ssed by Congress.

IVTEW DECREES affecting mining are announced
'- ^ from Mexico City, the Carranza government having

issued regulations meant to discourage large holdings of

undeveloped claims by imposing a prohibitive tax ; but

until we know for certain who is to govern Mexico, it is

not necessary to inquire closely into such attempts to

regulate mining operations. At the present time there

is as much doubt as to who will collect the taxes a month
hence as there is regarding their incidence.

'^JNC .smelting in Great Britain has received some
measure of Govei-nment support at last, the Muni-

tions Department having arranged with the smelting

companies to deduct from their excess profit, before tax-

ation, the difference between cost of new construction

during the War and before; also a "reward" is to lie

given for extending their plant, in the form of an allow-

ance of 50% on such cost of construction to be deducted
from excess profit before taxation. This is not likely to

induce the erection of any large new zinc-smelting works.

but it will cause several of the existing small smelters to

enlarge their capacity. We note also that all the Broken
Hill companies, except the Sulphide Corporation and the

British Broken Hill Proprietary, have signed a 50-year

contract with the Associated Smelters for the smelting,

refiniug, and realization of all their zinc and lead con-

centrates. These arrangements will have their effect oq

the spelter market in due course.

i^N April 12 a great Cornishman passed away: Joseph
^-^ Henry Collins. He died at the fine old age of 7-4, with

his faculties fully alert and with his harness on. One
of the pioneers of technical education in Cornwall, an

eager student of the sciences applied to mining, a keen

observer, and a consistent exponent of the best Cornish

traditions, his leaving makes a big void. Some snob said

that Robert Boyle was the father of modern chemistry

and the nephew of the Earl of Cork; J. H. Collins was

the grandfather of technology in Cornwall and the father

of four good mining engineers.

/c OST of living has been rising steadily since Septem-
^^ her, the increase since then being equal to 18%. The
average price of the principal commodities at the pres-

ent time is the highest on record. At a period when
thrift is desirable and sober thought an obvious neces-

sity. New York is the scene of an orgy of dissipation and
extravagance worthy of a drunken sailor. The War has

given excess of wealth to a lot of ignorant people and
fui-nished them with the oppoi-tunity to disgrace this

democracy. Whatever we may think about the rights

and wrongs of the great contest in Europe, we may well

be sobered by the hearing of so much horror and the

sight of so much pain among the civilized peoples from

which we, all of us, have originated.

A PPARENTLY the organization of a group of New
'*- York capitalists, under the name of the American
Rand Syndicate, to acquire property on the W^itwaters-

rand meets with cordial approval in London. Mr. Isaac

Lewis, of Lewis & Marks, is felicitated on his success in

getting the firm of Adolph Lewisohn & Sons to head the

new departure, (complimentary remarks are made con-

cerning I\ri-. W. W. Mein and his coadjufors, now on the

ground and commencing their examination. The prop-

erty to be investigated first is the Grootvlei, belonging to

the Grootvlei Proprietary Mines, having .'$61,850 shares

issued, of which 25:i,020 are held by the East Rand
Mining Estates. The property adjoins the Geduld.

Springs Mines, and Daggafontein. Indeed, it is just

east of the most promising part of the Rand, known as
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I Ik- Fur Kiist, iiiitl ((iiitjiiniii); siu-li fiiiiiiMiK iiiiiii-s ii.s tli<'

.Motliiorfoiitcin mu\ Hrakpan. 'I'lic (iinxitvlfi is ii liijr

prtiperty. I'ovt'Hiip ll:<r> clniins or iilxnit ITddTaons. Tlif

i;n>iiiul lin.s hivn pmspfctfil in a pn-liminary way, t>y

lM)n'-holos, till' Van Kyn rii'l" liavinjr lu'fn i-vil at ,'i:tH>

ami 4040 fwl on llio wostorn Itoumlary and at 'J.VMt t'l't

viTtically on tlio oast sidf. 'I'wo shafts wore startfd in

1901), but tlipy wore almndonod at doptlis of ,").") and .ITS

fwt. rospwtivoly. owin^r to an inrush of wator. Tiu'

I'nion Oovornmonl owns ahout Sd.OOO claiiiis in tin- sanu'

loojility, so that thor«> is aniph> scopo liu- prospect inir and
for new ventures, Ilowovor, tho nion wlio havo taken

the matter in hand aro no t«'nderfeel and the enirineers

noting for thoni an- familiar witii loeal eonditions. so we
expect to see the hu.sine.ss tnokled on a workmaidiki'

basis.

TX tliis issue. Mr. Corey C. Hrayton lias contrilnited an
' exoellont paper on prospeetinp and dredpinp near

Nome, a nx'ord of reeont experience in tliat snli-Arctie

regriou. In partioular ho disous.sos typos of maehinos

adapted to tho loeal oon<litions. which differ widely from

thos*^ ohtaininp in regions nearer homo. lie makes il

clear that dredging: on the Seward Peninsula is eon-

ducted on small rich areas of loose gravel that will lasl

a 2i-ft. bucket-dredge from 12 to IS months of workiiiir

time, 'while the season for productive operations is only

four months. Disregard of ba.sic facts explains the fail-

ure of several dredges on the eoa.stal plain behind Nome.
As to the cost of labor and freight, he says with much
truth that "the difficulties of operating in Ala.ska in

general and on Seward Peninsula in {)ai-ticular arc al-

ways magnified : difficulties mean high cost but not neces-

sarily prohibitive cost." The account of the develop-

ment and operation of the light prospccting-drill and the

flume-dredge are particularlj' timely, having regard to

the near approach of another season.

pviSCrSSIOX this week exhibits its customary va-
-"-^ riety of interest. Flotation is to the fore in the

shape of a contribution by ^Mr. 0. (". Ralston, who con-

tinues the useful analysis of the basic principles of the

process as outlined by ilr. C. T. Durell and himself.

Such scientific controversy, with its free give and take.

constructive criticism and friendly comment, is of the

greatest usefulness in clarifying idea.s and removing mis-

conceptions before advancing to new developments.

Messrs. Durell and Ralston furnish a good example of

criticism that can be penetrating yet polite. In another

part of this issue we give a short article by Mr. L. A.

Delano describing flotation practice on the lead ores of

-south-eastern Jlissouri. The working details sliould prove

suggestive to other operators. The second contribution

to discussion refers to the platinum deposit at Boss

Springs. Nevada. This is written by Mr. Adolph Knopf.
who wrote the excellent geologic diagnosis published by

the U. S. Geological Survey, abstracted in our issue of

June 5. Our recent editorial on 'iline Accident Insur-

ance' elicited a re.joinder from ilr. Will J. French, rep-

resenting the State Commission ; now we are enabled to

present tile oilier side of the controvorKy a.s it appears

to the California Metal Producers Association, of which

a distinguished engineer. Mr. .Mbcit Kurcli. is presidenl.

A/f lO.N' i.f the 'blue and gold" all o\cr tlii' world will be
•'''• glad to leani that Mr. KraiiU II I'r.iKcrt has been

appointed the Professor of Mining in llic I'niversily of

California. The profession generally will approve the

selection, ll is known that since the death of Trofcs-sor

Christy, in December l!n4. the i-hair of mining has not

been filled, .save by temporary appointt'es. and il is fair

to say that the authorities found it dillii-iilt In make a

.satisfactory .seleetion. .Mr. I'l-oberl was not among the

a]>plieants mu" among limsc suggested for the appoint-

ment lasl year. In l''ebriiary he delivered a short course

of lectures and made .so favorable an iiiipn-ssion that il

led to his being considered as a profe.s.sorial possibility.

Enquiry into his career proved a decisive factor. Koi-

those who are not informed on the matter and who will

be interested, more particularly the alumni of the I'ni-

versity. we may state tluit Mr. Probert is an Knglishmaii

by bii-th. he will be 40 in a few weeks, he had a distin-

guished scholastic record, winning several st-holarshijis

at the St. Olave's Grammar School and at the Royal

College of Science. In 1807 he graduated from the Royal

School of Mines, London. Since then he has hail an in-

I cresting and successful profcs-sional career as manager

of mines and mining geologist, in Canada. Germany.

Spain, and in this country. In 1901 he came to the United

States, on the suggestion of Mr. James Douglas, to con-

duct research in the hydro-metallurgy of copper ores at

Jlorenei, Arizona. In later years he has been doing the

work of a consulting mining engineer in the West, nota-

bly Arizona and Montana. His numerous contributions

to technical .literature indicate the ability to explain and

expound. During the last few months we have had tlie

pleasure of publishing more than one of his writings, and

at an early date we shall give our readers a series of

articles by him on the surficial indications of copper, the

subject on which he lectured recently at both of the Cjili-

fornian universities, at Berkeley and Palo Alto.

"P^RI^DGING on a large scale is to be introduced on

^-^ the proi)crty of the Lena Goldfields in the Bodaibo

district of Siberia. This will be done on the advice of

ilr. W. E. Thorne. endorsed by Mr. C. W. Puriiigtoii.

The seleetion and designing of the dredges ha-s been

delegated to Mr. Ilenrj' M. Payne. During the year

1914-1915 the output consisted of 902,459 cubic yards of

gravel yielding gold to the value of £1,782,886. oi-

.$8,647,000, at the normal rate of exchange, indicating

an average of $9.58 per yard. The cost is not given, for

the actual operations are in the hands of a Riis.siaii com-

pany, the Lenskoie, the officials of which are not always

on the best of terms with the engineers sent out from

London or America. In the 1912-1913 report the cost is

given as 29s. 7d., or $7, per cubic yard, but even that was

not official. Jlr. Purington estimates the present cost

at 25s.8d.. equivalent to $6.40 per yard. The mining is

done by drifting: the figure of cost renders eomiiicnt
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superfluous. Indeed, the technical work done in con-

nection with this important gold enterprise has been

pitifully bad, owing largely to conflict between the Lon-

don directorate and the Russian management. The Con-

solidated Gold Fields of South Africa holds the eon-

trolling interest in the Lena Goldfields, which in turn

has a majority of the shares in the Lenskoie company.

I\Ir. Purington estimates the reserve of gravel in October

last as 1,821.000 yards averaging 22s.2d. per yard and

containing £2,023,550 in gold. Part of this ground can

be hydraulicked, part dredged, and the remainder

drifted. He gives 180 to 200 days as the pos.sible dredg-

ing season, but if the methods in vogue at Dawson are

adopted, it will be possible to extend the period of profit-

able activity far beyond this expectation. Incidentally,

an interesting competition has arisen between the

Poutiloff works, at Petrograd, and American manufac-

turers. Tlie former is asking a price of .$500,000 as

against an American quotation of .$425,000 for a dredge

complete. It might be supposed that the domestic foun-

dry would have much the advantage in bidding for the

order, but it is a fact that the freight from Petrograd

to Irkutsk is more than it is from Ohio or California to

Irkutsk, the distributing point for the Lena region. The
scarcity of manganese-steel may compel the use of

chrome-steel in the manufacture of the buckets, using

manganese-steel for the lips only.

Metal Prices

Flotation Litigation

We referred to this subject in our issues of Deceml)er

18 and January 29. Since then we have learned that

the decision in the Hyde case, now before the Supreme
Court by writ of certiorari, has been postponed until

next October or November. The advancement of the

case was due to the fact that in January three out of the

nine justices of the Supreme Court were absent from the

bench by reason of illness or other causes, thus leaving

only six. the smallest number that holds court. One of

these six was the former Attoniey-General, Mr. James

C. McReynolds. It so happened that several Govern-

ment cases were next upon the calendar at this time, and

as Justice McReynolds could not sit as a member of the

Court while the eases in which he had been attorney

were being heard, it became necessary to pass all of them.

This advanced the hearing of the Hyde ease by about two

montlis in the most unexpected manner. Ina.smueh as

both parties in that litigation found it necessary to have

demonstrations performed in Court, in illustration of

their arguments, it became impossible to i)resent tlie

case on two or three days notice. Therefore, by mutual
consent of counsel representing ^Minerals Separation and
Mr. James M. Hyde, the ease was set over until the

Oetolier term. As regards the Miami case, it is under-

stood that Judge Bradford, of the District Court at AVil-

mington. is a painstaking man and is going through tiie

voluminous testimony with great care, in tlie intervals

of hearing current cases. Hence the delay. The dr-

eision may l)e announced anv dav.

No apology is required for referring again to this sub-

ject, for it is one that concerns most of our readers.

Discrepancies in the quotations for metals, especially

copper and zinc, have caused irritation and created sus-

picion among those who are engaging in the mining and

selling of them. In particular, we have received letters

commenting upon the discordance between the official

prices published by the New York Met^l Exchange and

those quoted in the technical press—for example, in our

own columns. On careful enquiry we find that prac-

tically no metal is sold on the so-called Metal Exchange

in New York, the quotations issued being largely ficti-

tious. At rare intervals a sale is recorded as having been

made on the floor of this 'exchange,' but when it hap-

pens the assumption is tliat the transaction is performed

for some sinister purpose, as when spelter was oifered

by a broker, not regularly engaged in the trade, for the

alleged purpose of breaking the price then prevailing

—

a price considered excessive in certain quarters. It is a

fact that this broker was deputized to make the offering

at a price lower than the outside market. Again, spelter

has been sold on this so-called exchange in small lots and

at low prices for the alleged purpose of obtaining a quo-

tation that could be telegraphed to the West with a view

to influencing ore-prices. Only the other day, April 5,

a dealer in tin made a bid of 55c. for spot tin, receiving

no acceptance, and later in the day he offered to sell at

53 ; the inference being, of course, that the high bid was

made merely to boost the price. As regards copper, only

the so-called 'standard' variety is sold on the Exchange,

on those rare occasions when there is a .sale. This ma-

terial is of no value to the consumer of refined copper.

As far as we can learn, this 'exchange' .serves .some pur-

pose in the collection and distribution of .sundry sta-

tistics ; it is a receiving and distributing point for the

daily cablegrams from London; and when united action

is demanded, it serves to bring the members of the trade

together and furnishes a medium for the expression of

their policy. Thus the habitation and the name may be

useful on occasioii. This happened recently when pro-

tests were lodged with the Briti.sh authorities by the tin

committee of the Metal Exchange, thereby securing a

modification of the drastic regiilations governing deal-

ings in tin. Years ago a good deal of real business was

done on the Exchange and some of its members still

cherish the hope of a revival, but it is clear that uidess

there is some a.s.surance of bona fifle prices, it were better

to give the thing a first-cla.ss funeral. As now con-

ducted, it is a sham and a snare, as is evident from the

confusion it has created among mine-operators. A dealer

rises and asks "What shall we make copper today." to

which another so-called broker rciilies "T l)id 26." and a

third "T ask 28," whereupon the average is called the

'market.' Even this hollow mockery is enacted irregu-

larly. The Ofificia] Daily Market Report of the New
York Metal Exchange—the name is long enough to be

pretentious—is a publi(!ation supposed to give the quo-
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tatiniis. Wi> linvo iM'forv ns lli«> Mtutoiiu'iil U^v tin- week

Miiri'li 'J.*' to April (> ami miti' tiint it is an i'lalH>riili'

lilaiik. <lfsi>ite tlu' activi* dfaliiiifs in these metals in

progress olsewhere during tluit period. In short, the

Metal Kxehange is a fake and the lime has eome to

n'eojfni/e it as .sueh.

The daily pn-ss ami ninny (inaneial pni)ers are not vr

liable s<iurees of information if preeise figures are re-

quired in regard to the hu.sine.ss done. It may he enough

for the genera! pid>lie to know that, eopper is at the 2()e.

or the 28c. level, but the netual buyer or seller deals in

frnetions of a eent. Furthermore, a 'pegged' jiriee is

often ti.Ted taeitly and may he (pioted long after tlie

market has sagged. Some of the prices quoted in the

tiaily press repre.s«'nt what consumers arc paying for

metal delivered at their own plants, while others quote

for metal at the refinery dock. This corresponds to n

spread of | i-eut per pound in normal times, but now

that freight is so congested around New York the dif-

ference is likely to be increased considerably. Tn regard

to 'spot' topper, either Lake or electrolytic, it should be

known that this i)roduet has been so scarce of late as to

be designated a specialty in the trade. Consumers do

not buy from band to mouth : they must make their pur-

chases sufHeiently ahead to ensure the continuation of

Hicir operations, so that it is with 'futures.' near or

otherwise, that the m-tual market is concerned in these

days. Our New York correspondent has reported re-

peatedly that immediate shipments command premiums

and that the.ie ]iremiums are paid by few important con-

sumers. The )>usinoss recorded recently has been mostly

in June. July, and August deliveries. Sales have been

put through in large volume at from 26.75 to 27.50c.,

yet all the time the daily press and .some Wall Street

papers have proclaimed 28.50 as the price of copper. It

is. and it is not. The fact is that the daily press does not

keep in close touch with the market: in this, as in so

many other matters, it is crudely careless about accuracy.

Further, it may be assumed, for the purpose of business,

not philosophy, that if a newspaper or other periodical

has a certain clientele it will lean toward the interest of

that clientele. In the same way a broker that speculates

in metals is an unreliable arbiter of prices, and metal-

selling agencies in the East have to make strategic move-

ments that disregard the welfare of individual producers

of copper or zinc in the We-st. The subject is compli-

cated by the interplay of a number of forces, some of

them sinister. Since the beginning of the War there

have been many disclosures, at Jlelboume. London, and

New York, indicating that the owners and operators of

mines are sitting in a game not conducted according to

the lilies of clean business, the essence of which is that

it is mutually profitable. Again we suggest that one of

our professional organizations, the American In.stitute of

Mining Engineers or the Mining and Metallurgical So-

ciety of America, should appoint a committee of_investi-

gation to enquire into the whole question of metal buying

and selling. No subject is of more immediate importance

to the mining industry.

Mininii EniiitK'cra and War

Ifireclors oi jinti.sh iiiiiiiiig ronqiaiiies have bi'en

re(|uesled by tile Instilutinn of Mining and Melidiiirgv

to keep in mind the eiigini'iis who jire serving in llie

War. so that they may be jill'unled evci-y facility of

return to their former eniplovineiil when )ieaee is as-

sured. Seven hundreil inrinlxrs of Ihe liistilulinn iii-e on

aetive service with the Hrilisii army and already ilO have

given their lives while doing their duty. Of eoursi'.

mining engineers and liillurgisls are serving their

eountry with ('(pial devotion umler other (lags, but we

may be i)ardoned for taking a special inler<'sl in those

whom so many of us in the West have known in this and

other countries. We are proud of Ihcni, for they lijivc

made a splendid record, espcrijilly in tliat most danger-

ous foi-ni of warfare: tunneling and l;iyiiig mines To

tlicMi the old meaning of mining has licin brought hack

litei-ally. Among those to distinguish tlicmsclves liavi'

been Ralph Stokes, formerly at Johannisliing ami later

with the Canadian Ex|)loration Coni]iany in .\cw York;

enlisting at the beginning of the War. he is now captain

and has received the Jlilitary Cross. W. S. Ilolloway,

formerly manager of the Gwendoline mine in Korea,

serving as lieutenant in the Ivoyal l']ngineers, has re-

ceived the same decoration "for conspicuous gallantry."

This cross of honor has also been awarded on proof of

similar courage and intelligence to Herbert Eyden. II. ('.

B. ITickling. Arthur Ililibert. Hugh R. Kerr, and II. R.

Ruggles-Brise, all of whom are lieutenants, and to T^au-

rence C. Hill. Lionel E. Hill, Stuart 0. Love, R. S. Mac-

killigin, and C. M. Euan Smith, all captains. Also to

JIajor 0. W. Laws, who has received, in addition, the

Croi.x de Guerre from the French. J. Norton (Iriflitlis.

well known in South Africa, has been awarded the I). S.

0. and is a major. Of all of these men the profession

may well be proud. Among the mining engineers from

this side of the Atlantic summoned by the call of duty

to military .sen'ice are the following: F. K. Borrow and

Harold Rickard. both formerly in Colorado; Fred. B.

Reece and J. II. Fennell, recently in Arizona ; Morton

Webber of New York; Peter N. Nisscn, who invented the

stamp; Lionel Lindsjiy and Gelasio Caetani, from San

Francisco. Messrs. Lindsay and Reece are graduates of

the I^niversity of California. Most of these men are

holding commi.s.sions in the engineering corps or in the

field artillery, for both of which services their previous

experience helped them. Mr. Caetani is with the engi-

neers of the Italian army; the others are with the Briti.sh

forces in the field. Mr. Webber has .seen service suc-

ees.sively in Flanders, where he was wounded, at Galli-

poli. and in Bulgaria: he has been invalided recently.

Whether the mining profession in America may have a

similar call in the near future, we do not know; but it

is certain that the members of it will be as quick to re-

spond. Meanwhile an effort is being made to organize

the engineering societies for effective co-operation with

the Army and NavJ^ That is one of the best moves to-

ward preparedness.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use (his department for the diseitssion oj technical and other matters per-

taining to mining and iiii'(cillurgy. The Eciilor u'cJcoint's the expression of views contrary to his own, be-

lieving that careful criticism is more valuable than casual compliment.

Flotation Principles

The Editor

Sir—I have uoted with great interest ]\lr. Durell's

reply, in your issue of February 19, to my discussion^

of his previous article.- It seems to me that in this reply

Mr. Durell has discussed the subject in a manner en-

tirely different from that of the article criticized. It

also seems to me that he has related his experiences in

Australia in a particularly valuable way and I am cer-

tain that the metallurgical profession has read them

with great interest. Mr. Durell has also taken us more

into his confidence as to why he believes that 'nascent'

and 'occluded' gases are the necessary ad.iunets of flota-

tion, and has given us references for many of the facts

that he has used as a basis for his theory. A parallel

paper on much the same subject was sent to the Colorado

School of Mines Magazine and published by it in the

February 1916 number, and later copied in Metallurgical

and Chemical Engineering, XIV, 50 (1916). Between

these two papers of Mr. Durell's, I have been able to

obtain a much better understanding of his theory, and

this communication is intended to supplement my for-

mer discussion.

One of the two papers by Mr. Durell ends with the

statement that he has shown "that all processes and

kinds of flotation can be satisfactorily explained by gas

occlusion and that the bubbles for froth formation are

from nascent gas." It seems to me that Mr. Durell might

well have added the qualifying phrase, "provided that

all of the assumed factors prove to be true." I believe

that a rigid analysis of Mr. Durell's logic will show that

most of his theory, in spite of all the references given, is

still based on some assumption that few, if any, physi-

cists or physical chemists will be willing to accept.

Summing up Mr. Durell's argument, as I now under-

stand it, we have the following: (1) Certain former ex-

periments of Mickle's load Durell to believe that

'nascent' gases (gas that has been in solution and is on

the point of being liberated as free bubbles of gas by
any means whatever) are the only forms of gas effective

in flotation. Bubbles of gas already existing in the

liquid will not attach themselves to mineral particles

and cannot be made to do so. (2) This nascent gas can

onl.v form into bubbles when there are nuclei ])resent in

the shape of solid particles—in this case particles of ore

'Why do Minerals Float?' by O. C. Ralston, M. & S. P.,

October 23, 1915.

='Why is Flotation?' by C. T. Durell. M. & S. P., September
18. 1915.

—and on these nuclei the bubbles of gas grow. (3)

Mineral particles containing a large amount of occluded

gas are the ones on which the nascent gas tends to col-

lect to the greatest extent, and these are the metallic

minerals. (4) The ei¥ect of electrolytes is to expel some

of the 'occluded' gas from the metallic minerals, and

nearly all of the gas in the gangue minerals, the sur-

faces of the mineral particles acting as septa so that the

osmotic pressure of the dissolved salts expels or replaces

some of the occluded gas, allowing cleaner flotation.

(5) The effect of flotation-oils is to lend stability to the

froth of mineral-laden bubbles which form on the sur-

face of the pulp, that is, it causes stronger bubbles by

adding the surface tension of the immiscible portion of

the oil to that of the water, and, as good frothing oils

do not evaporate readil.y, by rendering the film of water

over the bubble less easil.v evaporated. Further, the oil

decreases the adhesive force of the water for metallic

mineral particles by forming oil-films around the.se par-

ticles, and the network of oiled particles on the surface

of a bubble tends to increase its stability.

Taking up these points in order, let us see how many
of them have a firm basis in fact. The first statement is

that 'nascent' gas is all-important and that a gas bubble

which is already formed cannot be attached to a particle.

In this connection it may be of interest to note that in

the suit of Minerals Separation against Miami Copper •

Co. both sides introduced experimental evidence in the

Court in which a bubble of air, held on the end of a glass

rod. was to pick up mineral particles from the bottom

of a glass vessel under various conditions. B.y merely

putting the Inibble in contact with the mineral particle

no difficulty was experienced in lifting it. The Minerals

Separation experts produced moving pictures of this ex-

periment and experts for the ]\liami Copper Co. actually

carried on the experiments before the Judge, who was

provided with a large reading-glass. No one has hitherto

questioned the reality of this fact.

The second statement is that 'nascent' gas will only

form into bubbles when it has nuclei consisting of solid

or other particles on which to form. I believe that this

fact is fairly well established by physicists, and hence I

agree with Mr. Durell.

The third statement is that mineral particles contain-

ing a large amount of occluded gas are the ones upon

which the nascent gas tends to collect to the greatest ex-

tent and that the metallic minerals 'occlude' more gas

than do the gangue minerals. The fact that even orig-

inal igneous rocks from the depths of the earth hold
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liirxf niiiotiiits (if truly occhiiU'ti guM is not (Icnicil. iil

tlioii(;li Mr. niin-ll has nut nu-ntioncd it. Hiil I (]<) mil

U'lifvc that Micklf's fX|H'riiiii'iits jjive us any data on

the amounts of pasM's 'oooludiHl' hy panput -mincrnls as

conipan^il witli niotJillif niim-rals. Mr. l")ur>'ll quotes thi>

exporinuMits of Swiiilmrnt' ami Kuilorf as l|l•lllllnslraliIl^r

the presence of (fnseous envelopes on lln' surfai-es nt"

dried niiiu-ral partirlcs. Tliis is a fact that no one wants

to deny, but it is prolmhle tliat this envelope of ti^:lltly

held g(is on the surfni-es of particles, mentioned alike liy

Mieklc and liy Swinburne and Rudorf, has often been

oonfus»'d with the truly oci'luded (las tlial is within the

substajjce of the particles. This gas envelope is a<]sorbcd

on tlie .surfaces of jiarticles and held there with jireat

tenacity so that it is doubtless actually compri'ssed by

the molecular forces of attraction—variously named ad-

hesion or what not. I gave references to this fact in my
former disi-ussion. This pas envclojie. held by a suli-

merged particle, might play an important role in the

attachment of 'nascent' gas. but as far jis I know there

is no experimental evidence to prove that it docs, and

Mr. Durell presents none. He says that Hebron, the

associate of Carrie Everson, usi-d a microscope in dis-

covering that the desirable minerals were more porous

and presented greater surface than the gangue-minerals,

but I know of no other observers who are willing to go

on record with such a statement.

James A. Block described to me an experiment that

he tried in order to test this third point of Durell 's, and

asked me to check his work. Through the kindness of

E. P. Barrett, of this laboratorj'. this has been done.

Using a glas.s-rod bubble-holder, such as was employed

in the Minerals Separation-Miami case, portions of pow-

dered galena and of quartz were tested for flotation in

boiled distilled water. The particles of mineral were in-

troduced into the distilled water and then left on the

hot plate to boil for several hours. Thereby all dissolved

gases in the water were removed, and presumably all of

the gaseous envelopes on the mineral particles, and all

occluded gas within reach of the surfaces of the particles.

Under these conditions, according to Mr. Durell, even

nascent gas could not attach itself to the particles, and
the bubble in the bubble-holder never should do so.

However, the galena and quartz particles were both

lifted with comparative ease, in hot water, just removed

from the hot plate, and before any gas had time to dis-

solve in the water or get at the mineral particles. The
addition of a small amount of sulphuric acid to the water

caused no change in the action of the galena, but the

quartz would no longer lift. The experiment was re-

peated after further boiling of the same water with the

same particles, more distilled water being poured in

from a large beaker that was boiling at the same time

on the same hot plate. The galena in distilled water was
tested at intervals for two days and always came up. At
that time a small amount of suspended white material

from interaction of galena with the water was %'isible,

although the flotation of the galena did not seem to be

interfered with. At this point the experiment was dis-

continued.

No elaiiii is made Ihiit lliis experiment <if Mr-. Hlock

absolutely rrl'ules Mr. Dnrell's theory, liul 1 do insist

that it casls a very serious doubt upon it.

The I'ourlli step in .M i- Durell's argument, involving

osmosis with the snrl'ae<' of the mineral particle acting as

an osmotic septum, so that ions fil' an eleelrolyte dilTusc

into the mineral parlide while "those of the gas leave,"

rests, 1 believe, on assumptions. In I'ael. I think thai

the whole of this foni-lii argniiient will liini lilllc support

from the rank and lilc of physical chemiKts.

The tiflli ]);irt of the ai'guincnl. «hie|i deals with the

elTeet of oils in iiirrffisiiifi the surfaee tension of tin'

water liy adding to it the tension of the oil film. I shall

leave to .Messrs. Kickard, ('"gliill, anil others who have

been i-eeenlly writing on that subject. I believe ilial

thiir nirnl papers contain data sufficient l<i i-efutf

many of the claims which I^Ir. Durell has made, lie lias

had to cxjilain the action of the oil in order to make the

remainder of his theory jilausilili'. 'I'liei'c are many
people who will iigrec that one of the main functions of

the oil is to cau.se frothing, although they have very

definite data to prove that the surface tension is greatly

decreased under the conditions whereliy good flotation

is obtained. However, many more definite cxiicrimciilal

data on these points are necessary before anyone can

state what is the true function of oil in froth flotation.

From what has gone before, it can be .seen that Mr.

Durell's main arguments have an insecure foundation

and that while he has many interesting references on

minor points and has evidently reviewed carefully all

of the experimental work that is reported, the main

points of his theory rest largely on conjecture.

He has stated that both of my hypotheses as to why

minerals float involve the use of oil, and that therefore

both hypotheses are of no value, as oil is not an essential

element of flotation. Without drawing out this argu-

ment to burdensome length, let us examine it. With

negatively-charged gangue-minerals. posit ively-charged

metallic minerals and negatively-charged air-bubbles, we

have all the electric conditions favoring attachment of

air bubbles to the metallic minerals and a good reason

for their avoiding the gangiie. By the use of a flotation-

oil we can modify the surface tension and other proper-

ties of the water so that it froths better. Let me also J

state that we have actually seen, by using a microscope,

such charged particles move under the influence of an

artificial electric field, and know that they have electric

charges. I feel that definite experimental evidence of

this kind is of much more value than conjecture.

I find that I have been more or less credited with

being the originator of the 'electrical theory.' This is a

mistake. So far as I know, the first public mention of

electric effects, as I stated in my first discussion of

Durell's theorj', was made by George Riter. and later
j

by J. M. Callow. Both of these gentlemen had spoken
j

to me privately on the .subject before their public utter-

ances and I had told both of them that while electric

charges were common to all colloids, I did not feel that

this was the only property of the particles in question to

be considered. I stated so in my former paper and now
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wish to reiterate the belief that a comprehensive theory

of flotation will have to take many different physical

properties of small particles into consideration, among

which are their electric charges and the interfacial ten-

sions of the phases involved. In other words, such a

theory (which has never yet been enunciated) might be

called a 'colloidal' theory, if we remember that many of

the special physical properties of the true colloids are

important enough to be in evidence even in the coarse

suspensions with which we have to deal occasionally in

flotation.

Salt Lake City, March 14. Oliver C. Ralston.

Platinum at the Boss Mine

The Editor:

Sir—The recent article by Mr. F. A. Crampton on

'Platinum at the Boss Mine. Goodsp rings. Nevada,' gives

much valuable information, especially with reference to

the det-ails of the distribution of certain of the metals

throughout the deposit. It is to \>e regretted, however,

that Mr. Crampton has not given us from his intimate

knowledge of the Boss deposit some data on the relative

distribution of the palladium and platinum. Of these

two metals palladium is far the more soluble, approach-

ing silver in this respect. Now the most remarkable geo-

logic feature of the Boss deposit is the great mobility that

the platinum appears to have had in oxidizing solutions,

and to this unexpected property the extreme localization

and enrichment of the precious metals in the Bo.ss deposit

is probably due. When the extraordinary resistance of

metallic platinum to most chemical reagents is considered

this ease of solubility in the zone of oxidation is truly

astonishing. This leads to the supposition that in the

primary ore, which remains as yet unknown because of

the insufficient development of the mine, the platinum is

present as a chemical compound that is easily susceptible

to oxidation, and that the platinum under the conditions

nf oxidation, being then in the nascent state, goes readily

into solution. An analogy for this supposition is afforded

by tin-bearing ore deposits. Under most conditions tin

ores are not enriched by secondary proces.scs. because

cassiterite is strongly resistant to the natural solvents

occurring in the zone of oxidation, but if the tin is pres-

ent in the primary ore as stannite or other staniuferous

sulphide, secondary concentration readily takes place.

Until, however, deeper exploration discloses the primary
or 'hypogene' ore of the Boss mine, which, as T liave else-

where shown, will be found to contain the .sulphides of

copper, lead, iron, and bismuth, the problems concerning

the genesis of the oxidized ores cannot be fully solved.

One of the closing statements in Mr. Crampton 's

article is not strictly accurate. The occurrence of plat-

inum ore at Broken Hill. Au.stralia. is not similar to that

at file Boss mine. The Broken Hill deposits liave re-

cently been described by Douglas Mawson.* The plat-

inum occurs principally in copper and nickel-bearing

''Geological Investigations in the Brol^en Hill Area": Mem.
Royal Soc. South Australia. Vol. 2, part 4. p. 317. 1912.

gossans of small and irregular dimensions. All the oc-

currences are closely connected with magnesian igneous

rocks, and hypersthene gabbro (norite) is associated with

them. It is believed that they represent sulphide segre-

gations from basic intrusions, and that accordingly they

are analogous to the platinum-bearing ore in the norite

at Sudbury, Canada. The deposit at the Boss mine there-

fore still remains unique.

Washington, D. C, April 8. Adolph Knopf.

Oxidation
The Editor:

Sir—In referring to the chemical change which gives

rise to the formation of oxides, which of the two follow-

ing terms is the correct one : 'oxidation' or 'oxidization' ?

Charles Janin, in 'Mining Engineers' Examination

and Report Book,' on page 9, seventh line, speaks of

"depth of oxidization." This quotation caused an argu-

ment between two men. One man contended that there

was no such word as 'oxidization' in the English lan-

guage, the other man contended that while the word was

not correct its use was permissible owing to general

usage. Hence this appeal to you.

Seattle, April 17. John T. Towers.

[Oxidation is correct. 'Oxidization' is to oxidation

what 'preventative' is to preventive.

—

Editor.]

Mine Accident Insurance

The Editor:

Sir—Our attention has been drawn to an editorial on

the above subject which appeared in your issue of April

1, and to a reply from Mr. Will J. French of the Cali-

fornia State Industrial Accident Commission published

in your issue of April 15. This is a matter of grave im-

portance to the members of our association and we are

glad that Mr. French has replied to your editorial, be-

cause much can be gained by public discussion and a

full and fair elucidation of the facts.

The common grounds upon which we can meet Mr.

French and the other members of the Commission are

:

1. That all reasonable steps for the prevention of

mine accidents should be taken by the operators.

2. That the insurance, however carried, should be

an alisolute and complete protection for our employees;

and

3. That we should be allowed to obtain that insur-

ance at as low a rate as is compatible with complete

secni-ity.

We arc l>ound to give the California State Industrial

Accident Commis,sion and the State Insurance Commis-

sioner credit for full honesty of purpose in handling

this question, even though we express doubt as to

wheth(>r they always pursue the proper course, and that

the ])ublie may know the facts we will a.sk thcTU if the

following statements are not true?

Either Mr. Pillsburv of the Commission or Mr. Fel-
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lowii, its iiiHiiagiT of tlio State ('oiii]>i'iisiitiiiii liisiiraiu-c

Fund, stated in an open meeting in the fall of l!M4 that

the Commission had no experienee on whieh to iiase a

mining; rutt> luid that they felt tliey slionid pia\ safe ami

tlierefon' made the rate 7.86^,'

.

The Commission was then informed that the State of

Nevada had heen insurintr mining risks for more than

ayojir at mi averape of alH)ut 2.2';; , and the I'onnnission

inunediately telegraphed the Nevada Industrial Com-

mission for information on tiiis sulijeet.

The siH-retary of the Nevada Industrial Cominission

eame from C'ai-son. and after a eonferenee with him. the

State rate on mining risks was redueed to 0% for nnder-

vrrvMind men and 3.7.")'; for surfaee men. Is it not a

fact that neither the State nor ajiy insnrance carrier

ever wrote any eonsiderahle amount of mining insur-

ance at so high a rate as 7.8()'~; . and that ever since the

reduction made on January 1. 1915. the mining risks

carried by tlic State Compcnsiition Insurance Fund
have represented an almost negligible percentage of the

total mining risk carried?

We challenge the statement that "the State Com-
pensation In.surance Fund has the only reliable statis-

tical data on the subject." Admittedly, in the fall of

1014 it bad none, while the corporation which has writ-

ten the risks of a large number of our members had

been in the same or similar line of business, making a

specialty of mining risks, for many years. If it be tnie

that during the past year, the total Workmen's Com-
pensation insurance business of this corporation has re-

sulted in a loss, it is by no means certain that this lo.s.s

is due to the mining department, in which it has had its

longest experience, and still less certain that the mining

department of its CaUfomia business has resulted in

loss. On the contrary, it seems to us quite probable

that losses incident to unusual catastrophes in Montana,

where premium rates lower than those of California pre-

vail, may have had something to do with the temporary

loss. In this connection this Association is now collect-

ing data on the experience of some of its members who

carry their o^vn insurance. These members have a total

of over 2000 employees, and while the information is not

yet sufficiently complete for publication, its compilation

has advanced sufficiently far to enable us to say that

when the figures are complete they will show that the

total cost to these companies for oarrying their own in-

surance, including amounts set aside for the payment of

deferred and contingent losses will not exceed 2.3%.

The reference in ^Ir. French's letter to the Common-
wealth Bonding & Casualty Insurance Company of

Texas seems to us hardly fair. This concern may have

written some mining business in California : but. if so,

it is not know^l to the members of this association, the

volume of whose pay-rolls equals at least 90% of the

total mining pay-roll of the State. On the contrary,

that concern, which had been licensed to do business by

the State Insurance Commissioner, was made the sub-

ject of an independent investigation by our Association,

and its policies declined.

That your readers may know how serious this matter

is for the iiieirdiers of our ARsoeiation, we miglit adil lliiil

we cNtimate tiiat if the employeeN of all iin'iiiliers wiTe

insured, the tlilTeiTnce between the rali' li\iil liy the

State Insurance Counnissioner and liiat wliii-h many of

our members are now paying wniilci iiiiinuiil lo at li'asi

,$120,001) per year. In eoiii'lnsion. "< n|ical that, wliiii'

We are glad to eo-operale with the Industrial Accident

Commission in miidmi/.ing the ehanei's for accident, and

desire that those of our employees who nuiy lie injured l»-

a.ssnred of receiving all the compensation to which llicy

arc entitled unihr (he law, we do not feel thal^ wc should,

without vigorous protest, pay .$120,000 per year to a.ssist

the State of Califuniia in ils cxiiiriiiiciit willi (In- in

snran<'e business.

.\I.IU UT HlKCII, l{<ll!'r, 1. Kl.KH.

President. Secretary-Treasurer,

California ^IitMl Producers Associntion.

San I-'raneisco. April 18.

McDougall Roaster

The Editor:

Sir—I notice in your issue of April 15 a sketch of the

McDougall arm and rabble, to which you refer to in tin-

text as the Kelly arm. This arm is covered by the

Thomson-Kelly patent No. 940,488. Please note tli:il

the patent is the Thomson-Kelly, not the Kelly, noi- tin-

Kelly-Thomson as Hoffman has it.

11. N. Thomson.

Clarkilalf. Arizona. April 17.

Antimony-Gold Ore

In our iss>ie of April 15. on page 542, a typographical

error was made by tran.sposing and repeating the last

equation. The first equation, illustrating the .sohition of

antimony sulphide in caustic soda, should have been

SKS, -f 6NaH0 = NajSbS^ -f Na,SbO, -f 3H„0

The KXi'.vNSiON of American industry in foreign

countries has been hindered by inadequate methods of

exchange. The National City Bank of New York is lead-

ing the way in facilitating American participation in the

development of Latin America and the Orient. Branches

have already been established by that enterprising bank

in the following Latin American cities: Buenos Aires,

Montevideo, Havana, Rio dc Janeiro. Sao Paulo, and

Santos the latter three being in Brazil. The same house,

by securing control of the International Banking Cor-
|

poration, now has connections at Panama, Colon, Manila,

Cebu, Bombay, Calcutta, Singapore, Yokohama, Kobe,

Tientsin. Peking. Hong Kong, Canton, Shanghai, and

Hankow. A Russian division has been organized with

agencies in London and Petrograd.

Average price received by Michigan copper mines for |

their product in 1915 was 18.4c. per pound. The highest

was 19.83c. paid to the Franklin.
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:Mi:iiMtj to J^ Dirij;! r^JTira ^j:A:y,u2i^

By Charles T. WlMls

M'
JNING ill the uortheru half of Arizona has been

highly stimulated of late. The name of Oatman

has echoed far and wide, but the Oatman boom

is bound to be rivaled by the excitement at Jerome.

Jerome is the hub of the copper-mining activity of the

northern half of the State. While it has been for years

a one-mine camp, it is now out of that classification.

One of the most spectacular happenings in Arizona

has been the record of the United Verde Extension

Mining Co., known as the Little Daisy. This mine is not

two years old, but, within its short life, its stock has

risen from 30 cents per share to $27. It is claimed that

it will be earning $4 per share within a few months.

While this mine is shipping but 200 tons per day, the

ore is practically all from development. During the

month of March. 5920 tons of ore was shipped. The

company makes a remarkable classification ; first-class

ore is 30% copper, second-class is 15%. The output in

March was 2,000,000 lb. of copper. Practically all the

work is centred on the 1400-ft. level, developing a single

orebody, which is now 120 by 200 ft., with neither wall

reached. A raise has been put up for 65 ft. and the

upper limit not found, yet this wonderful oi'ebody av-

erages better than 20% copper.

The excitement attending the success of the Verde

Extension is shown by the rapid financing of the Green

Monster Mining Co. in the same district. The Green

Monster adjoins the Copper Chief, which in turn ad-

joins the Verde Extension. The directors offered 600.-

000 shares of stock to the public, allotment being made
to the principal towns in Arizona. The stock was to be

sold in lots of not less than 1000 shares ; within three

days the stock was several times over-subscribed.

Jerome, however, is not the only part of Yavapai

county where there is mining activity. The Bradshaw
mountains are to have an adit similar to the Roosevelt

tunnel at Cripple Creek. An adit 12,000 ft. long at a

maxinunn depth of 1800 ft. is planned for drainage and

transportation. Notable among the mines that will be

tapped at depth are the War Eagle, Gladiator, Nelson.

Fairview, Spring Green, and Lincoln. None has pro-

duced less than .$500,000 during years of adverse con-

ditions.

The cinnabar mines of Copper Basin are attractint;

attention, owing to the high price for quicksilver. It is

reported that the quicksilver belt of Copper Basin is li

miles long and 300 to 600 ft. wide, with an average of

nearly 2% mercury. This district has the advantage of

aeces-sibility, being but seven miles from the Santa Fe,

Prescott & Phoenix railroad.

The Consolidated Arizona Smelting Co. phuis to \n-

crea.se the capacity of its flotation plant at Ilnmlioldt

from 250 to 600 tons per day. The Blue Bell mine is

shipping to the Humboldt smelter six carloads of ore

daily. The De Soto mine, also owned by the Consoli-

dated Arizona, is shipping four carloads daily, this mine
being limited in output by the capacity of its aerial tram

for delivering ore to the railroad.

While the 'boom' period has passed in Mohave county,

the work of developing the Oatman, Secret Pass, Union

nARRINC-DOWN IX A CUT-ANI>FII.L STOPE.

Pass, Black Kange, Golconda, and other, districts pro-

ceeds steadily. The reported strike in the United West-
ern at Oatman spurred the 160 companies operating in

that district to greater effort. Oatmaji has the distinc-

tion of having a mining company owned and operated

by women. The Murdock Extension Co., promoted by a

group of Los Angeles women, has an option on l\ve

claims. The same women are prominent'in the political

life of Los Angeles: Miss Musa Rollings, secretary of the

Murdock Extension, is also secretarj' of the Women's
tlemocratie League of Los Angeles county.

A large hoisting plant is being installed by the United

Western. While this mine ha.s found but 6 ft. of brec-

riated (juartz. f|uartz is usually an indication of the top
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til a lHni\ 111 r''iil iiic, I'hi- I iiMcii HastiTli in. •niil iiiiii>

steady dovclopiiu'iit uiidorv>»iind, i-oiistMiitly adding t>>

its n>sorv«'s. A now tlireoi-oinpaitnu'iil slial'l, 7lK) It.

fniiii till- old sliaft. is lioiii); sunk, and preparations for

tlio constnu'tion of a llMl-toii mill arc lu-iiiK rnslicd. •!.

A. Huiv«"ss has just boon appointed rt-siilcnt Kupcrin

tendont. ro.sipiiinp the nianni;enient of tin- Ni-vada Won
der mine. The Tom \U\-d and the (iold lioad still eon-

tinuo « stoady prodiu-lioii of about ."tslOO.tXK) pt-r month

each. Development at nearly all the Oatman mines is

eontlueted on similar lines; a hoist and a eompre.s.sor are

installed and a sliaft sunk to oOO ft. before lateral work

is started, it beinp assumed that (I'wd ore will nut he

I'oiMul near i»riuss-n>ols.

Northern Yuma county is to the fore. In the vieinil.v

of I'arker s<^vernl pro.speets are pettinp under headway.

The Kmpi IV-Arizona eompany is making shipment by

auto-tniek to Parker, and new orcbodics are reported.

OATUAS DISTKICT
htCMAVt COUfTTY

A road is plaimed to Parker, to reduce the distance from

the mine to the railroad by nine miles. The Billy Mack

is producing steadily. It is rumored that strong finan-

cial interests will open up this old-time producer on a

large scale. The Zerolite-Mammon, which was recently

purchased by Nevada people, is preparing to ship. W.
B. Andrews, the manager, is at the mine ready to start

development. The Swansea-Planet region is humming
with life. The Swansea lease, on the Clara Consolidated

mine, held by the Thomas estate, made a profit of .$22,000

in March, and probably will exceed this in April. Three

carloads per day are going out of Swansea and the ore

is averaging slightly over 4% copper. A new orebody,

36 ft. wide, has been opened, averaging over 5% coppei".

The Planet is shipping 40 tons per day to Midwaj', a

station on the Swansea railroad. The ore is running

18% copper, and it is a bonanza for the owners, ilotor-

trucks are employed for transporting the ore. The man-

ganese claims in the Planet range, eight miles from the

Swansea railroad, have been sold to a syndicate. Bids

are being asked for the transport of ore to the railroad,

a haul of eight miles. It is planned to ship 200 tons

daily. The Lowell mine, near the Planet, has been sold

to Salt Lake City men. who will begin operations at once.

Oh ariDiml of the shortape of ears, eaused by the re-

ipiisilion of the (iovernmeiit idonp the Mexii'an border,

a large stock of ecipper iieciimulated reeentlv at tin'

International smelter and the Old Dominion, h'inally, ii

single large sliipiiient \\as made eoMtaining 4!) ears of

eopper. over 2(100 tons, valm-d at $l.()(i;t,«70. This is

probably the largest shi))iiient iit one time fniMi any dis-

trict in the State.

A plant for the production of metallic molybdeinim

has been erected at Tucson. Althongli Arizona produces

most of the molybdeinim of the I'nited Stati's. tliiTe are

man.v deposits tr) whieli little attention is paid, owing
to the high shijiping ehargi-s to distant smellers.

ICvery smelter in the State is working to eiipai'ity. and

has been receiving more ore than it couhl liamlle. Tlir-

n^sult is shown in increa.sed smelter charges, which will

tend to eliminate low-grade ores. Some dissatisfaet ion

is expressed at tlie new sehediiles, but it is realizr'd th:il

eninlilions are abnormal.

^onceBtaration of Zinc at Butte

The following notes are from the re|)ort of iIh' l'>iitte

& Superior Copper Co. for 1915:

Till' tinljiliiin (irp.irlineiil was re-built to iinpi-dve its

t tHicieiiey and increase its cajiaeity. The greater toii-

natre treated made it necessary to add to the line grind-

ing and slime-settling apparatus. These improvements

resulted in the plant treating 60% more than in 1!tl4.

with better recovery and lower cost. There was 522.;iO(l

tons treated (the last quarter of the year at the rate of

fiOO.OOO tons per annum), with 92.21% extraction

(95.07% in last quarter i, an increase of 3.5%. at a cost

of $1.73 per ton, a reduction of 37c. per ton. Details

are as follows:

Average assay of ore: 0.01409 oz. gold, 7.6299 oz. sil-

ver. 0.2121% copper, 1.2127% lead, and 17.0211% zinc.

Zinc concentrate (152,897 tons) a.s.sayed 0.0403 oz. gold.

22.14 oz. silver, 0.573% copper. 2.448% lead, and

53.616% zinc.

Zinc concentrate contained 6164 oz. gold, 3,385,164 oz.

silver, 1,751.545 lb. copper. 7.485.489 lb. lead, and 163,-

956,791 lb. zinc.

Lead concentrate (5274 tons) assayed 0.542 oz. gold,

33.792 oz. silver, 0.386% copper, 37.815% lead, and

13.52%, zinc.

Lead concentrate contained 286 oz. gold, 178,218 oz.

silver. 40.665 11). copper. 3.988.679 lb. lead, and 1,426,130

lb. zinc.

The gross value of metals was .$13,244,133, of which

$9,074,152 was profit, and $4,908,115 was distributed in

dividends.

Production of primary spelter in the United States in

1915 was 489,519 tons, an increa.se of 39%. The value.

$121,401,000, was an advance of 237%, while the do-

mestic consumption was greater by 22%, according to

the r. S. Geological Survey. Further notes will be

found in our New York metal letter.
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A PLACER-DRILL. AXOTIIEE DRILL, IX OPERATION.

5J^^fr\('^-f i^i^'WilJ^rl

By Corejr C. Brayton

INTRODUCTION. Seward peninsula, just below the

Arctic circle, is the most western land of the Ameri-

can continent. Nome, I believe, is the only mining

town that is also a seaport, but without harbor or docks.

It stands on a sandy beach on tlie edge of the coastal

plain, which extends four miles to the foot-hills. A'es-

sels anchor a mile off shore and handle cargo and pas-

sengers by lighters and eable-wa.y. The Governniput

could, at a cost of a few thousand dollars, make Snake

river an excellent harbor for small craft such as coast-

wise ga.soline-boats. As yet, the Government has done

nothing to help shipping at Nome ; it has done little to

aid Alaska (as compared with Canadian treatment of

the Yukon) except the present railroad construction and

the excellent work of the Geological Survey such as con-

ducted under Alfred H. Brooks. Geological reports

have been issued promptly and have been used to a much
lai'ger extent than in the States.

The climate of the peninsula during the four summer
months is not unlike the winter climate of San Fran-

oi.sco. The temperatiu-e begins to drop in September,

and by the first of October hydraulic and piek-and-

shovel operations cease. The 'freeze-up' comes in late

October and puts an end to dredging.

Prospecting. The churn-drill a.s a machine for test-

ing gravel deposits was first used in this region during

1902 by A. A. Allan for J. AV. Kelly on Dexter creek.

This was a legular oil-well rig with a short tower. It

was used in frozen gravel to a depth of 200 ft. Follow-

ing oil-well practice, the hole was started large, 10

inelies, and then tapered. I am told tliat tliis method of

testing for gold, at least as far as Kelly was concerned,

was original. He had not heard of the Keystone drill

which had been employed for similar work in California

since 1898.

This Keyst(me drill was soon intro<hii-c(l and became

the standard machine for testing allmial ground. It

was used alike for shallow and deep drilling, in frozen

ground and in tiiawed. In frozen ground no casing is

required even though the hole may be 200 ft. deep or

more. This .soon became the accepted method for tracing

the gold concentrate in old channels and beaches, and for

testing dredging ground. For the former purpose it

was more of a qualitative than a quantitative test. Or-

dinarily no attempt was made to test a 'pay-streak'

thoroughly with the drill. If one or several holes showed

j)ay,' a shaft was sunk and the 'streak' was tested with

drifts. It was not the general practice in such drilling

to wash up tiie entire content of the hole, but only the

parts that looked promising. This is especially the case

with the greater part of the drilling in the beach area

between Nome and the foot-hills.

In testing dredging ground the method was standard

drilling and pumping. The greater part of .such ground
is shallow, usually less than 15 ft. An average deptli

would be 10 ft. A considerable area as shallow as 6 Ft.

has been dredged. Usually there is too much water to

dig pits or sink shafts—an economical method of testing

where the ground is siiallow. The results obtained

by the Keystone in this class of work were satisfactory,

but tlie machine was expensive, and fuel and repairs

costly. Recently gas-engines have given as good satis-

faction as steam at a much lower cost for fuel. While

the Keystone gave satisfactory results it was not a ma-

chine that the average claim-owner, and every man in

Alaska owns from one to a dozen claims, could use for
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testing his gruiiiui. It whs expensive even for tlios<-

who eould affonl it.

Lnek of mmls luul the seatlerinu of ownerslii]) nnioiiv.'

a hirge nuniln'r of men williout cither the time or Hi'-

money for testing tin- sliallow frronm) ereateil a iU-iiian<l

for a elienper methotl. It is true tliat some of the etpiip-

nient evolved is eruiie. hut if lionestly applied the results

ar»> not unsatisl'aetory. The start of development was

something; as follows: Some miner, who had seen a drill

work, wanted to test his own shallow nmund. Me diuve

a 2-in. pipe with a hammer to hedroek, pulled the pipe.

and found he had sonu- hedroek in the eml and a core

of gravel al)ove. lie jirohahly tnld his frieinls. who

als«> tried it. Driving with a haiiimer is slow and hat-

ters the pipe hadly. so someone rigged up a heavier

weight. Next came a 3-in. pipe and then a 4-in.. iiiid

with this eame the tripod and rojie for handling the

heavy driving-weight. This is the simplest etiuipmeiil

now employed, though the 2-in. pipe is still used at times

hy the miner for rough work. Next lame the rig with

a hetter applieation of hand-power, and finally the light

gasoline rig. Different types of hand and power rigs

have heen used, hut it will suffiee to diseuss only a few.

A eommon tripod type of hand-rig is eonstructed and

operated as follows: Three two-hy-fours or poles are

fastened together at one end hy a bolt or rope lashing

from whieh is hung a single sheave. The rope attached

to the driving-weight passes over the sheave and two or

three men raise the weight by direct pull. The weight is

usually a round bar. 2i or 2J in. diam., with a welded

driving-head or bolted clamps, the total weighing about

100 lb. The pipe is driven to bedrock, pulled and the

core removed. There is nothing new in this rig: it is

in eommon use for many purposes.

The rigs affording a better apj^licatiou of power are not

numerous, and not all agree that this type of machine

is more satisfactorj'. In general, the rig is a tripod or

frame equipped with a windlass for controlling the

length of rope, and a walking-beam. An attempt was

made to secure a more efficient application of man-

power, and I believe it is an improvement over the

straight-pull rig. The operation is the same as above.

but the driving-weight is heavier.

Finally came the light-weight power-rig. The first at-

tempts along this line were clumsy affairs. In 1911,

Julius Sanpe. of Kimball & Saupe designed the first

satisfactory' rig of this type. It was soon followed by

others, till now the light power-rig is generally accepted

as the machine for testing ground up to 15 or 20 ft.

deep. Each design has a different motion for acttiating

the bit, and there are other differences. The problem

has been to build a light, portable, durable, and fool-

proof power-machine that two men can move ea.sily over

the ground to be tested. The biggest problem has been

to keep down the weight and still have a durable machine

of good capacity. No attempt has been made to equip

with traction, as the advantages would not justify the

extra weight and cost. All have a power-hoist for han-

dling pieces of pipe and bit, and another for the sand-

pump, though the latter is used only in frozen ground.

The engines are of light weight. juhI vary limn li ii. I

hp. The bit has two N(|uares fur elamps. and ranu'es

from 100 til I'ld II). The elamps w«'igh .">0 lb., making a

total weight of 150 to 200 lb. The h'ugth of the stroke is

24 to ;i() in. at 20 to (iO per minute. The lulal weight of

the nmehine is 7;')(1 to i;|{l(l lli. |';a<'li mai'liine has two

wheels f<u- moving, and is pi-<i\ideil with pipewrenehes
and jjieks or. in ime cnsi'. ji pciwiT diviei- tnr |(iilliiii;

pij..'.

Tile \\tz\\\ power-rig and the haml rig make use of a

new methoil as apjilied (o phu'c-r trroniid. The universal

method t'or testing gravel has been drilling and |>iiiiip-

ing. This nieilmd makes use of machines originally (U-

veloped for diMlliiig oil and water-wells. The lirsl ma-

i'liine used for testing gi'avel in the Cnited Slates was a

Keystone operated by Newton Cleavelaml Ini- W. 1'

Iliiinmon and H. II. Pii.sl let h wail e at Oroville in l^flH.

The new way is a coring method, loeidly called jiipe-

driving or drilling, more frequently the latter. The

.same idea has lieen adopted in the siinijiling of mill-

tailing, so it is not nrif.'iri;d except in its ajiplication to

placer ground. li lias proved highly satisfactory on

Seward jieninsula lieeanse the eondilions there are favor-

able. In other deposits, such as at Oroville, it would. I

believe, be an absolute failure.

The creek and river deposits of the Sewai-d inniiisnla

are shallow and thawed. The w'ash is usually anfrnlin-

and, compared with other deposits, for example in (':il!

fornia. is soft. A most expressive term aiijilied to it by

a friend of mine is 'square wash.' Some of it is inelined

to be slabby. Only a small proportion exceeds (i in.

diameter. It is what may be termed 'loose.' The bed-

rock is either limestone, frequently metamor|)liosed

to an almost white marble, hard but shattered or se;iiiiy.

or it may be mica-schist usually deeomimsed for several

inches. These are ideal conditions for pipe-di-iving or

coring.

The general practice is as follows: .\ siiisile length of

4-in. pipe, the length depending on the dejitli of gravel,

is set on end and driven to bedrock. Experience enables

the operator to 'feel' bedrock as .soon as it is struck.

The pipe is driven into bedrock for a few inches or even

a foot or more, depending on the penetration of tin-

gold. Durin? the driving the pipe is rotated by one

man with a pair of chain-tongs. The rotation keeps tin-

pipe loose and aids materially both in driving and pull-

ing. The pipe is pulled v.ith a step-jack, a lever, or

power puller. A 10-ft. hole can easily and quickly he

pulled with a No. 2 jack. In pulling, care must he used

to prevent excessive vibration and consequent loss of

the bottom few inches of the core. The pipe is hoisted

clear of the ground and a galvanized-iron tub is place. I

imder it to receive the core. The most satisfaetoi\

method of removing the core is by pounding the pipe

with a light hammer. A little experience will enable

the entire core to be removed in approximately definite

sections, for inspection, but ordinarily only the bedrock

and a few inches above are tested separately. Finally

the entire core goes to the rocker.

Standard or extra heavy pipe is used, the former bein<r
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more easily handled l)ut not lasting as long. No shoe

is employed and couplings are avoided by using the

longest section possible. Shoes and couplings interfere

seriously with both driving and pulling. The end of the

pipe is kept sharp by filing, and when split or broken

is cut off with a hack saw. A sharp pipe drives much

more easilj^ than a dull one. In case more than one

length of pipe is necessary, a driving-ring a little

heavier than a coupling is screwed on. Otherwise, either

a ring is shrunk on or no ring is used.

The ideal pipe would be steel tubing, and though it

costs more, it should last longer and should drive with

il' not more so, than drilling auil pumping. It is true,

there is a shrinkage of core caused by compression, or

displacement, or possibly by both, but I do not know
the proportion of shrinkage, nor does anyone else. It

apparently remains constant up to 15 or 20 ft. An
operator soon learns his ground and can .judge while

driving whether he is getting the proper core. "When

the core is removed it is easy to judge. It is impossible

to get too much core and consequently too much gold.

It is possible, but not probable, that in a number of holes

one may get too little core. Successful salting is im-

]iossible with ordinary care on the part of the operator.

THE .WTiioK .s I.lean- rowEit-iuiii.i,. REjrOVIXG THE CORE.

minimum friction, since it has a smooth .surface both

outside and inside. Pipe friction is most marked with

a light rig, both in driving and pulling. It is present

in the same proportion with a heavy rig but is seldom

noticed.

The advantages of this method are accuracy, speed,

and cheapness. It is difficult to convince one who has

not used this method that it is accurate. Innumerable

rea.sons can be imagined why it should not be, but the

"proof of the pudding is in the eating." The average

operator or engineer would say that a small pipe will

soon choke by friction and then merely displace material

the same as a solid cylinder, but it does not. The core

frequently shows discs from 2 to 4 in. thick cleanly cut

all around, and as frequently shows equally thick cuts

from the end or side of a boulder. Often these are hard

rocks. Undoubtedly at times the pipe strikes a boulder

and shoves it to one side, so also does a 6-in. pipe. Some-

times a hard cobble a little larger than the pipe will

wedge itself into the cutting end and remain there, act-

ing as a plug, but it shows up on pulling the pipe, and a

new hole is driven. The method has proved as accurate.

Panning the top end of the core, or barren material,

detects salting.

As a proof of accuracy, and accuracy is relative as in

all placer testing, I give the results of the testing an<l

dredging that I did on a creek in the Solomon region.

This work represents three seasons' operation with a

small dredge. The holes averaged 8.3 per acre. In (ln'

first season the gold return was a little over the I'alcii-

lated amount, in the second season a little under, and

in the third season a little over. Considering the entire

acreage the production was 0.3% over the calculated

yield. This comparison is based on bullion production

from the total yardage dredged, and on carefully cal-

culated test-values. The yardage was calculated at eaeh

clean-up, or once every two weeks, from the area staked

in advance, and by daily soundings. The average value

was determined by giving each hole in each cros.s-cut

line and each line its proper weight. The inside diam-

eter of the pipe was used in calculations and no discount

factor was employed. The area dredged was a strip

averaging 200 ft. wide. The prospecting was in lines of

hnli's across this strip. Ilie interval between varying with
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i-uiiiiitiuiis iiiiil tlio interval ltft\\tH*ii liolfs i-uiikiiik irom

Jo to 12J ft. Till' nvcrapi- ilcplli of i;roiiii>l was ~.i'2 li

Till- K*^*"!)^! ^^'>^ (Ircilp-tl strii-tly in acoordaiicf uilli I In

drilling, the limits of pax ° IxiiiK stakt-d in advaixi- m
tlif dn-dge.

To huve dredging check so elos«.>l.v with <lrilling ii> uii

usual. This means simply that the method is sutisfac-

torily ai'ourate under favoridile conditions. Of course

my average numU'r of holes per acn' was higii. proli

ahly the drilling and pumping method with the sami'

numlM-r of holes per acre and using a (.liscoiint factor

would have been equally accurate. I do not mean

that our dredge made lOO^i plus extraction; no one

knows what a divdge extraction is. hut it is generally

guessiHl to he SO^j. There is no practicalilc method of

sampling dretlge yardage, hut this method of testing ap-

parently makes the same extraction as a dredge, if I

may expi-ess it thus, and no discount factor need lie used.

Although I am not alone in this experience, I have no

figures to quote from other operators. One ojierator.

with pn^hahly the widest experience of any of us, says

his ground dredges at least up to testing and sometimes

over. This is his experience with several dredges over

several seasons.

As to speed and cost, I give the following figures, ob-

tained with an improved hand-rig: a crew of four men.

including the panncr, who occasionally helped on the

rig. drove 139 holes in 20^ days, averaging 51.41 ft. per

10-hr. day. in ground varying from 4.5 to 9 ft., and av-

eraging 7.56 ft. This was done at a cost of 58ic. per

foot, with the panner at $7.50, the remainder of the crew

at $5. and board at $1.34 each per day. The cost per

foot includes an item of 4c. for purchases, about half of

which should properly have been charged to equipment.

This is probably lower than the average cost for hand-

ilrill work and is given merely as an example.

Illustrations of speed and low cost with a light power-

rig are as follows: two men. one the panner. averageil

on ground the same as above. 57.3 ft. per day, an av-

erage depth of hole of 7.1 ft. at a cost of 27.8e. per foot

:

on another test, two men and a panner averaged 70 ft.

per day, the average depth of hole being 13.2 ft., at a

cost of 34.3c. per foot. In another ease two men and a

panner averaged 87.2 ft. per day, average depth of hole

9.3 ft., at a cost of 23.7e. per foot. As an instance of

deep ground, two men. one the panner. averaged 106 ft.

per day. average depth of hole 20.2 ft., at a cost of 30e.

per foot. In this case conditions happened to be ex-

ceptionally favorable.

The light power-rig should operate at one-third to

one-half less cost than the hand-operated rig and at con-

siderably less cost than the heavy power-rig. The num-
ber of men required depends on conditions. Usually two

men and a panner make the most efficient crew. One
man and a panner can handle the work but at less speed.

In average ground a panner has little time for anything

except panning. The consumption of gasoline is slight.

not exceeding a gallon per day: repairs are almost

nothing: pipe and rope replacements arc varying items,

but never high. On a Ions move the whole outfit is not

a iwithorw' load, luul once on the ground Iioitm-h aie iiu

u ."vMiry. In case of transport by man or nnilc, ilie

maeliini' is easily dismantled. Tiie light powerrig. ini

der conditions where pipe-driving is impossible, eaii lie

used as a drilling and punqiing maeliini'. On aeeiiiiul

of its light Weight it meets the ni-ed in inacecKsiliie In

calities, where transport is diHicult ; al.so fur prcliminarx'

w(irk anywhere. An objection naturally raised In this

iiiacliinc is the snuill si/.e of hole and pipe. .\ (i in. iu>le

has nmre than twice the area nl' a t in. Imle. Iml Imw
much more accurate is it? Thcoretieally, I he lai-gi r hole

is more accurate, but we do not get thenretieal results in

drilling.

l)ni;i)(iK i'li.vcTicK. The first mistakes in the building

and operation of dredges were natui-al and emu,, partly

from lack of accurate knowlc(lp:e nl' what had already

been done. The early nmehines. wliethei- of land or

water type, were too light to stand up even under favor-

able conditions. One of the early dredges was built on

Dry creek, at the edge of Nome. This had a horizontal

rotating movement mounted on rail-tnn-ks and was

equipped with buckets of 1-cu. ft. capacity, wreen,

table, stacker, etc. It was planned to dig a bedrock-

drain to the Third beach. It had some novel IVatures.

but was altogether too light. Two similar machines

were built, one of which was operated for .several sea.sons

on West creek, 30 miles ca,st of Nome. This niaebine

made a little money and demonstrated that, if properly

constructed, it was fitted for i-ertain types of deposit.

Another early dredge w-as operated on the Solomon

river, near the mouth of Shovel creek. This was a float-

ing machine, the bucket-line swinging on a boom from

side to side while the hull remained stationary. The

machine was re-built and finally abandoned for a more

modern type. The first really successful dredge was

built in 1905 by W. L. Leland, of the Three P'riends Co.,

on Solomon river. This was a 5-ft. California standard

machine, but steam driven. It is still operating but is

now using electricity generated by a shore Diesel plant.

Seward peninsula finally developed a type of dredge

adapted to existing conditions. In the States the Cali-

fornian type of dredge prevails, as developed to suit

deep and tight gravel. In the North similar conditions

exist in places, and again there are others peculiar to the

region that call for another type, or at l)cst important

modifications of the standard type. It is this type in

particular that I wish to discuss.

In the United States the requirements for a one-

dredge operation have been about as follows: favorable

physical conditions with sufficient area and yield to pay

for the dredge and a profit in 8 to 10 years, this period

being taken as the life of a dredge. Operating factors

are favorable, including climate, power, labor, and

freight. Ordinarily the grade of the deposit is so low-

that these favorable conditions are neces.sary. It has

been a question of big area, small profit per yard, and

long life. Small rich areas that would la.st two years at

a profit are the rare exceptions, and shallow depth is

seldom a controlling factor.

On the Seward peninsula the new conditions arc
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rarely so favorable; usually there offers a small rich area

of loose gravel from 5 to 10 ft. in depth that will last a

2|-ft. dredge from 12 to 18 mouths of working time:

high cost of labor; a short season of four months; high

cost of power and freight.

There were two ways of designing a dredge that would

meet conditions : to ignore standards elsewhere ; or to

modify known standards. Both methods have been fol-

lowed, resulting in the development of a type of ma-

chine that may not be perfect, but is at least satisfactory.

This is called the flume-dredge. Although such a dredge

was one of the first to be successful at Oroville, I be-

lieve the first builders of flume-dredges in Alaska, Kim-
ball & Saupc, did not have this in mind, but took the

natural course of designing a machine that would float,

excavate, and dump into a flume.

The Flitme-Dredge. Tn principle the design is stand-

ard, except that a long flume replaces hopper, screen,

tables, and stacker. The favorable conditions are shal-

low depth and loose gravel. These, together with the

short life of the deposit, have made it possible to depart

so far from standard construction that a first look at

this dredge suggests a serious doubt as to its practica-

bility. The construction is extremely light, in fact is

almost flimsy, being built strictly for utility. One detail

is o)-iginal : In some machines the spuds ai-e placed one-

tliird the length of the hull forward so as to give a better

distribution of tailing. All parts of the machine are in

proportion, I shall mention only a few details. The
lower tumbler is lubricated by a No. 2 grease-cup on top

of the bearing. The digging-spud is made of wood with

a steel shoe-; the digging ladder is made of two light I-

beams. The total weight is half that of sfandai-d cnn-

struetion, but the capacity is equal.

Opei-ntion is much the same as for a staiui;ird dip<lge

and about the same crew is required, though there is no

screen and stacker. The flume requires attention when
slabby rocks are encountered. This flume is e(|uipped

with an undercurrent that removes the fine, but it is

doubtful if the saving is as high, especially with fine

gold, as with the screen type. It saves all nuggets, and.

admitting tliat the loss is greater, this loss could easily

be less than the additional I'ost of a screen-dredge.

The advantages of the flume t.vpe are : low first cost,

rapid construction, low operating-cost, light draft (usu-

ally 28 to 30 inches), and ease in dismantling before

moving. One builder has made a feature of a design

that permits of quick dismantling and assembling, and

reduces the loss of timber to almost nothing. In addition

to the main framing being bolted, the hull-planks are

bolted instead of spiked.

The Screex-Uredge. The screen-dredge on Seward

peninsula follows closely to the standard design, in fact,

many of them are of Califoriiiau design with no modifi-

cations. Some of them fit the conditions under which

they are operating, while others are both too heavy and

too strongly built. The most common mistake has been

a natural one, the draft. In the States, draft is never an

item of design on accoimt of greater depth of deposit. A
common argument against the screen-dredge is its loss

of nuggets. This is taken care of successfully, I believe,

by providing an area of large holes at the lower end of

the screen. As to gold-saving, the standard table-area

is larger than necessary; the gold, though it may be fine,

is heavy, and lodges within 4 feet of the screen. The

screen-dredge has its field, a choice between the two de-

pending on the conditions.

Dredging Diffictlties. These, in Alaska in general,

and on Seward peninsula in particular, are fairly well

known but alwaj's magnified. Difficulties mean high

cost, but not necessarily prohibitive cost. There are cer-

tain fixed facts that must be faced, namely: a working

period of four, or at most, five months out of twelve;

high wages and freight. The short season means suffi-

cient time in the idle months to put the dredge in con-

dition for continuous operation during the working

period. It also means more or less grief in the winter

time, if the dredge is not pi-ojierly laid up, by rea.son of

damage to the hull or machinery. The high wages means

an efficient crew, but not quite proportionate to the

wages.

Other conditions that affect yardage and cost are se-

rious lireakdowns that cannot be anticipated, shallow

ground, and jiower. It is necessary to carry a complete
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M |.,iii-. i.'i <|iii. n i'lii' . Ml. Ills tluriii); iIk- opcrat'

asun. Tl»>n> ar«» no .sliops on tin* pchinsiila fxocpl

J Niuiif. Tlu' ordinary (lri>(l|;<> is fipiippiil milv willi

i.Kils for lijrht work.

Shallow )!i-oun<l means fn>quont steps ami it may
iican alsi> «lilTii-iilti<-s in flotation. With a k'wvu widlli

•i" cut Hjul rapai'ity of ilivilge the advance is naturally

.ister in shallow i;ronnd. This means lost time from

'eppin^r and moviiifr lines, hut not so mui-h as miifiit he

liouphl. for little di^frin(!-time is Inst, as the ladder is

hoisted only a few feet and linos are liphl and easily

niovetl. If however, the ground is too shallow it may
•nean ilipging into hedroek for flotation or huildinjr dams

• rai.se the water-level. In sueh a eas*- liie dredge of

nininnim draft decreases the depth of heilroek removed.

or decreases the height of dams. A certain clearance is

neeessarj- under the hull, and in nuiking tliis allowance

!ie well-hole spill must bo taken into account. As
dredges ar» huilt. the open line has much less spill tliaii

the closed line. Digging barren bedrock is not ])rotitablc.

It is much cheaper to build dams, although this may
entail to the imxperionoed a prohibitive cost. Dams can

l>o btnlt eomi>aratively cheaply. A brief description of

dam construction may be of interest, for as with every

kind of work, there is an efficient method and an in-

eflSeient.

Coal-saeks are tilled with gravel two-thirds full, tin

ends are left open and laid with broken joints in a wall

One tier will hold against 2 ft. of water. As the height

increases the dam is braced with sack buttresses; 50

sacks will build 45 sq. ft. of dam. or a wall 15 ft. long

and 3 ft. high. A\Tieu the dam has serv'od its pnrpo.sc

the sacks are emptied and re-used. An intelligent crew
with g<wd wheelbarrows and 'run-planks' becomes quite

expert at this heavy work. AVhcre the water has to be

raised an average of 2 ft. for an entire season, the cost

is 14 to 2c. per cu. yd. dredged. Three factors determine

the cost of such a dam: depth to bedrock, grade of

ground, and filling for sacks.

The flume-dredge has proved suitable for shallow

u'round where flotation is a problem.

I shall attempt no further comparison between the

screen-dredge and the flume-dredge. Conditions deter-

mine which is best suited. The flume-dredge is a new-

type, and has been adapted to unusual conditions.

Power. Gas-engines, or. more properly speaking, in-

ternal-i-omliustion engines, furnish jxiwer except in the

case of two boats at Nome that use electricity. In all

cases except one. the power-plant is on board and con-

sists of one or two engines. In the latter instance one
of them drives only the pump. Both the vertical and
horizontal types are used and each has its good points.

There is one installation of Bolinder engines using a

mixture of common fuel-oil and distillate ; one installa-

tion of Mietz & Weiss engines uses a light gra%-ity

fuel-oil: and one Dow-Diesel shore-plant consumes a

light fuel-oil. The others are gas-engines of different

makes burning distillate.

The internal-combustion engine has proved satisfac-

tory, but in many respects does not equal electricity.

The rcqiiirciiientK I'or an engine arc si'vcrc : a cuntinnous

and variable load for '21 or 22 linurs per ilii\' foi- four

munlhs shows up the weak spots. This type of engine

is not nearly as well designed and iis fonl pronf hn the

average anlomobilc-cngini-. Kut at worsl. I believe

Iniublcs with the <-ngineer arc more frc(|Uenl tluiii

troidtlcs with the engine, .lust when luid where Ihc llrsi

gas-engine for dredge-work was used, I do iml know,

but such installations elscwhi-rc arc few, jis iiciiily nil

dredges an- accessible to electric power. Willi pnijicr

installiiliiiii. the internal-combustion I'ligine should com-

pare with clci'lincity. except in dislrii'ts of M'l-y low rale,

favorably both in cost and rclijibility.

.\pplieation of power willi iiilcriial iMiinlMistinn en

gines is difTcrent from that of electricity with individual

ilrivcs Each machine must be c(|ni])]ied and operaleil

with a clutch. Dredge maiiipiilalion is not as (Icxihle.

but it could be nmde nearly so. Vor example, the inickct-

line must at all times run at a constant speed; also the

winches, which u.sually have two fixed speeds. It re-

quires a little closer attention on the part of the wiiicli-

man aiul entails more work. An overload may slow

down the bucket-line and also the engine to the point

of stopping, and starting a ga.s-engine is frequenll.v not

easy. The most important feature of an engine for a

ilredge is an efficient governor, as there are sudden ex-

treme variations.

An interesting feature in connection with the light

l)ower-drill and the flume-dredge is that men inexperi-

enced in dredging elsewhere led flic way and developed

theni.

Mineral Production of Italy

During 191-4 the output was valued at $18,628,.'}4:5, an

increase of $139,715, according to a Consular Report.

The following table gives the quantity and value of the

in-incipal ores:

Mineral Metric tons Value

Antimony 555 $ 7,20:{

Copper 88,95.3 318,181

Gold 205 21,588

Iron 706,246 3,131,842

Lead 45,538 1,7.59,167

Manganese 1,649 10,947

Pyrite 335,531 1,511,953

Quicksilver 119,223 736,321

Zinc 145,914 2.703,191

Graphite 8,5fi7 50,151

Petroleum 5,542 267,401

Sulphur 2,371.705 5,609,199

Shanghai is the largest trading port in China. With

a population estimated at a million people it has a con-

siderable foreign colony, serving as a distributing point

for the goods of many European and American business

houses. Being elo.se to the mouth of the Yangtze river,

in which valley the Briti.sh have important interests,

there are many English-speaking people in the vicinity,

and several English periodicals are published at Shang-

hai. The stock of silver at Shanghai is always large,

generally about 60,000,000 ounces.
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The flotation process was introduced by the St. Joseph

Lead Co., at Flat River, Missouri, in the spring of 1914

for the pui"pose of treating slime. In the early days of

tlie eonipany all of the lead in the slime was lost, being

washed into Big river through the mill-races. Later

I-"rue ^-anners and slime-tables were used to treat a por-

tion of the slime. The recovery was very small, however,

{•ompared witli that obtained now by flotation.

The ores milled by the company consist mainly of dis-

seminated galena in a gangue of dolomite. A small

amount of pyrite. chalcopyrite. and blende are present

in some of the ore. It is easily crushed and, the galena

being soft, slimes readily. The ore is crushed to pass

through 9-mm. screens, and is treated by jigs and tables.

The overflow from the cla.s.sifiers was the portion to be

treated by flotation.

The Minerals Separation process was adopted, and

flotation plants were built both in the Bonne Terre and

the Leadwood mills of this company. The Doe Run Lead

Co.. a subsidiary, also installed a plant in the Riverraines

mill. Each plant wa.s similar, consisting of Dorr tanks

for thickening slime, and a Minerals Separation machine

for producing the froth.

Tlie Bonne Terre mill produces the lai-gest proportion

of slime, it being approxiinately 20% of the ore milled.

The plant there consists of four Dorr thickeners 8 ft.

deep and 40 ft. diameter. They handle about 2800

gallons of water per 24 hours, containing approximately

2^^ solids, or an avei-age of 400 tons of dry .slime per day.

The speed of the rakes is a revolution in 10 minutes. The

slime settles readily, and the tanks maintain a clear over-

flow, which is used again for mill-circuit water. The
thickened pulp averages 25% solids.

The agitation-froth machine contains 16 compart-

ments. The thickened pulp from the four Dorr tanks is

brought by pipe to a mixing-box at the head of the ma-
chine. Tlie pulp pas.ses through each compartment,

frotli being removed from the 'spitz' in front of each

cell. The impellers ai*e run at 290 revolutions per

minute. Various speeds have been tried, but. for the

power consumed, tliis i)roduces as good a result as at the

I>lants that use speeds of 320 and .loO i-.p.Tii. The power

consumed at Bonne Terre is 4.5 hp. per cell.

A crude hardwood creosote oil is used. Various oils

and mixtures were tried, but none proved as satisfactory.

The oil is fed to the machine in alternate compartments
by a small 8-cylinder ]iump. driven from the line-shaft

<if 1lie impeller-drive. Oil consumption is approximately

0.8 lb. per ton of dry slime treated, or a gallon of oil i)er

ton of concentrate.

The feed to the flotation plant con.sists of slime of

which approximately 90% is finer than 150-mesh. Mn-
terial coarser than this is more economically treated on
tables. The lead assay of the pulp varies at the different

mills. At Bonne Terre it averages 5%. The tailing

from the flotation machine avei'ages 0.7% lead. About

88% recovery is maintained. The grade of concentrate

averages 52%. The sulphides froth easily, producing

large bubbles averaging 65% moisture.

"When the plant was installed a mechanical rake was

used to remove the froth as fast as it was formed. Later

this rake was abandoned and the froth allowed to run

over the edge of the 'spitz,' with results fully as good.

The froth is broken up in launders and in the pump-box
l)y a fine spray of clear water.

The concentrate was formerly pumped to settling-vats

equipped with steam-coils. "When a vat was loaded it was

allowed to settle for four to five hours, the clear water

was syphoned off, and the pulp dried bj* steam to 20%
moisture. The concentrate was then shoveled into ears

and shipped to the smelter.

In the summer of 1915 experiments were made to find

a method of handling the concentrate-pulp more econom-

ically. Settling tests showed that this pulp could be

thickened from 90% moisture to about 30%. A .small

Oliver filter was then tried to determine if it would treat

this thickened pulp. The tests were very satisfactory,

cakes being formed with moistures as low as 8%,
Consequently a 38 by 6-ft, Dorr tank for thickening

the pulp and a 12 by 11^-ft. Oliver filter were installed

to handle the flotation concentrate, and thus abandon the

steam-drying vats. The filter was started in February.

1916, and has run continuously since. The pulp pumped
to the Dorr tank contains 10% solids and is thickened to

65%. solids. The rakes are operated at a speed of a

revolution in 30 minutes. The pulp is fed into a well in

the centre of the tank in which a fine spray is used to

break up most of the froth. A baffle-ring extends around

the tank near the overflow to prevent the escape of froth.

The Oliver filter receives a pulp averaging 35% mois-

ture. The cake is fairly uniform, being about -^^ in.

thick, and averaging 13% moisture. The filter is oper-

ated with a speed of a revolution in 6^ minutes, and is

driven hy a 2-hp. motor. The vacuum is obtained by a

No. 5 Roots vacuum-pump driven by a 35-hp. motor, and

averages 25 inches of vacuum. The actual horse-power

consumed is about 30. The pressure or 'blow' compart-

ment on the filter is directly under the scraper.

As yet filtration in this region is in its infancy, the

Bonne Terre mill having Ww only filter in the district.

A filter-plant will be installed at both the Leadwood and
Rivermines mills.

The St. Joseph Lead Co. treats 700 tons of slime per

day by rtotation in its two mills, while the Doe Run Lead

Co. treats 500 tons. This approximates 15% of the ore

milled. The tailing and grade of concentrate at the two

plants are about the .same."

The laboratory at B.onne Terre has been equipped with

testing-machines of both the Hoover and Janney types.

An extensive series of tests is being conducted to deter-

mine the best oils, size of slime, recovery, etc. Canvas

tests are being made with the small filter to determine if

lower moistures are po-ssible. Tests are also being con-

tinued to obtain a higher grade of concentrate.
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Wor: J D;a-xa on Ti /tic P

By P. H. Crawiord

IN
writing tliis paper it is witli tlic ln>i>c that it nuiy In- ami 2] fallKxlfs, and wii-i'd in sri-irs ol' ilirrr. 'I'liis i^avc

the ineaus of hringiiiff forth otiier iltita that iiiny inivr !I60 st\. 11. per si-rics and ()..'i()-Hi ampere pi-r R(|. ft. of

iMfii accmiiulat.Hl I>y those diri'flly assiiciatcd with till' plaliiii: surface, wiieii iisiiiff ;!r)(t amp. In the last two

aetuiil working of the piveess. No ilouht tiiere are iiiaii.\ lio.xes. only the (ii"st S i-omparliiien(s were lillcd ami (liese

who have watehed the process in all its stages and have wired in si'ries of 4, thus giving 1280 8(|. ft. of siirfaee

noted many thinirs tiiat were of interest, and if all the and at .{.")() amp. gave ().27.'!4 amp. per scpnire foot,

data were hrought together, with the ideas of eaeh oper- The monthly reeord is shown in Table 1, after the

ator added, it might throw a flood of light on this method ho.xes had liicn in operation six months. This shows the

of pn^'ipitation and might prove the means of extend- great variation from inoiilli to month in eyanide regen-

ing its usefulness. erati'd, alkalinity loss, and ])e|-eentagc of metal pn'eijji-

After reading the ahle article* by Mr. G. II. Clevenger, tated, nothing being constant except the ratio of iroM

in which he thoroughly covers the subject np to and in- and silver precipitated.

eluding the rirst six years of its installation at the Minas To arrive at the average work durinf; a year, the

Prietas works. I venture to give information covering a following resume has been made from the various data:

later period, for. with the knowledge gained during the T.\m.K II

previous six years, we were enabled to make manv
, , ,„

, , , , , ,• Average of 12 months oppratlon.
changes that not only gave us a better product to smelt, qq,^ silver Oz
but were the means of reducing the cost. Head assa.v-value solution $1.5835 1.2.'J47

As stated liy Mr. Clevenger, the clean-up at Minas Tall assay-value solution 0.3587 0.2C4r!

Prietas was crude, bv reason of the wav in which the '^'^'"e precipitated 1.2248 0.9704

boxes were built, but this was somewhat improved on
Percentage precipitated 77.347 78.594

' Cvanuli' Alkalinit.v
making arrangements to treat some retractory tailing. m^ cl

the whole box-system being changed during the shut- Head solution tested 0.04369 0.041783

down necessary in order to convert the mill to an all- Tail solution tested 0.05997 0.035.566

sliming process, which was essential for this tailing, a Amount c.vanide regenerated 0.01628

rough analysis sho^ving the following base metals: man ^^''""^ alkalinity loss 0.006217

o -^. • .1 o/-- nnCU 11 1 ^
Percentage cyanide regenerated 3<.262

ganese 2. < ^t ;
iron 2.S9c : copper 0.24 ^r : and lead a trace. percentage alkalinity loss 14.879

About 2"i'~^ nt^ the silver was locked up with the man- Copper, % Zinc,'/c

ganese. • Head solutions assayed 0.0851 0.0069

The chemicals consumed, per ton of tailing, during T'a'' solutions assayed 0.0780 0.0066

!,.,,.„„ 1 1 4.1 • i- 1 i! 11 -1 Electric current used 334.25 amp. 33.08 volts
the year covered by this article, were as follows: cyanide

4.574S lb. aOO^ KCN) and lime 12..32 lb. Lead ace- In the above table is given the average copper and
tate was tried, but it did not help in lowering the resi- zinc carried by the head and tail solutions, these not
dues or reducing the cyanide consumption : but, strange being shown monthly as I had failed to so enter them in

to say. on 90% of the alternate charges that were so my notes, but are the average for the year.

treated, using from 0..5 to 1..5 lb. per ton of tailing, it The resulting tail solution was too rich to use as a

gave a higher residue. ^va.sh in the slime filter-press, though followed by a good
During the shut-down the four boxes used for slime- water-wash, so a small 9-compartment zinc-box was

solution precipitation were cleaned out. all the up and placed at the foot of the electric boxes, in the first 8
down guide-sticks being removed, the adhering calcium compartments zinc shaving being used, cut from No. 9

crust scraped off. those in good condition being re- sheet. Fifty to 75 tons of solution were pa.ssed through
placed and the balance made up from new strips. On this box in 24 hours. A daily consumption of 10 to 12 lb.

replacing, the spaces were increased to hold 20 anodes of zinc took place. This box was cleaned daily when
and 21 cathodes: this reduced the distance from centre treating 7.5 tons and every second day when passing .50

to centre and lowered the voltage. The change to more tons. Above the screen each compartment measured 18

cathodes and less anodes was due to the fact that by by 28, and 18 inches deep. Table III .shows a year's work
starting with a cathode and ending with one we saved by this small zinc-box.

two tons of lead and secured the same plating surface. The cathodes were of tin-plated sheet-iron and the

The boxes, as has been stated, were in tandem, in the first anodes were of two kinds, as mentioned by Mr. Clev-

two all the compartments were filled, each with 20 anodes enger, lead sheet and lead rods, both being the same as

*'The Electrolytic Precipitation of Gold, Silver, and Copper "sed at Virginia City, except that the 4-in. lead lug stood

from Cyanide Solutions.' M. & S. P., Nov. 13, 1915. up 4 in. above the anodes. These anodes were peroxid-
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, April .

Monthly average Gold Silver, Oz.

Head value solution $1.SS9 1.945

Tail value solution 0.419 0.3S2

Value precipitated 1.470 1.563

Percentage precipitated 77. S2 SO. 36

Cyanide Alkalinity

Head solution tested 0.0443 0.0369

Tail solution tested 0.0727 0.0330

Percentage cyanide regenerated .... 64.108

Percentage alkalinity loss 10.569

Electric current used 350 amp. 34.5 volts

, August ,

Gold Silver, Oz.

Head value solution $1,704 1.264

Tail value solution 0.311 0.232

Value precipitated 1.393 1.032

Percentage precipitated SI. 75 SI.65

Cyanide Alkalinity

Head solution tested 0.03S6 0.0293

Tail solution tested 0.05SO 0.0204

Percentage cyanide regenerated .... 50.259

Percentage alkalinity loss 30.375

Electric current used 305 amp. 31.5 volts

, December s

Gold Silver, Oz.

Head value solution $1,464 0.9S5

Tail value solution 0.445 0.302

Value precipitated 1.019 0.683

Percentage precipitated 69.60 69.34

Cyanide Alkalinity

Head solution tested 0.0466 O.iifiOO

Tail solution tested 0.0634 0.0550

Percentage cyanide regenerated 36.051

Percentage alkalinity loss S.333

Electric current used 340 amp. 33.0 volts

Table I
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(;n'iitfr piirt of tlii> iMin-fiit li'ft ilir ininili' :it tin' lii-st

opportdiiily.

I'mv till pljiU-s Will' innl. iIum- wiro ,\, incli lliuk,

llu'v wi'rt- fasti-ned to u wlhuIch top strip tin- siiiiu- lus nsnl

on the Icaii-shotft aiiodes, but without higs. iiiid in pitu-c

of the No. 14 harv copper win- witli wlticli llio auodrs

nud cntlKHlos \veit> nllJH'lu-d to llic 1 l>y ^\'\i\. copper

on>ss-tapos. a piece of iiisulnted i-oppor wire wns soldcroii

to the comer and tliis jiassed tliroiiiili the lu^rllole,

Three of tln'se were trieil. ifeeiving the siinie peroxidiz

ing treatment as the lea<l ones, which pive tlieni a sfeel-

hlue color. After a nioiilh they were in tlie same con-

dition Jis wiien tirst placed in tlie boxes, except for a

slight white cnist on the outside. Sixty of these plates

were ordereil and as fast as made ready they were ]iiit

in the boxes in place of the Icail ones, which were from

time to time removed; these remained in good condition,

the cathodes on both sides .showing as nnich precipitate

adhering as those opposite the lead ones. These (iO tin-

plates now l>eing ready, on the first clean-up day tiiey

Were all collected and placed in a series by thciiiselvcs.

Gn-atly to our surprise, on the third day we found that

over one-half of them were more than half-gone and the

others badly pitted, having holes clear through them.

Of course, they all hail to be i-emoved. What tin was
left was smelted down and mixed with lead. ? of the

former being added to 9 of the latter, this making a good

solder, which was cast in the rod mould, made to cast

six at one time. Having as much solder as we could use

on the Iwxes for several years and thinking it worth

while to test this mixture, two frames were fitted with 12

of these rods and put in the boxes as anodes, two years

later when the plant was shut-down these two anodes

were in very good condition. Had there lieen enough to

fill one series there is no telling but what they would
have met the same fate as the pure tin anodes.

When the plant began using lead anodes they were
ordered direct, coming in just the right size. These

lasted a long time, many for over three years. Later,

having accumulated many discards they were smelted

in a reverberatory furnace and the clean lead run into

moulds. These pigs were melted in an iron pot. in both

cases using wood for fuel, and cast into slabs J by 12 by
24 inches. A set of rolls was placed in commission and
when these slabs were passed through eight or ten times

the result would be a large sheet of rolled lead that was
eut-down to the size needed for an atiode, which was 25
by 48 inches. The dross, which was a mixture of slag

and litharge, was ground in a ball-mill, sampled, and
shipped to the smelter. I am unable to find in my notes

the assay-value of this product, but it carried about $100
in gold and silver.

It was noted, as time went on and the old lead was used
over and over again, that the resulting anodes did not

last as long as when new lead was used; this was sup-

posed to be due to the gold, silver, and copper carried

by the lead, these metals being, by the action of the

current and cyanide, re-dissolved, leaving the anode with

a pitted surface and more liable to dissociation. As for

the gold and silver, it was thought there was no real loss,

for the rea.son thai on reluming liie aiiodcN In ilie Imi.xcs

these metals would be recovered idioiit as fasi iis olhers

Were liciiig tii'd np.

.\fler a tinu' the siicctlead anodes would beeonie luiid

and brittle, and when one became liuekled and was re-

moved to be straiglileni>d il was liiird lo tieiiii it. When
Ihcy became so old that they would slurl lo I'rinnlile, it

was found that by plai'ing Ihem Ihil on tin- llooi- and lieat-

iiig witii a iiainnii'i' a bard brown erusl about ,'n-iiieli

thick would craek olT each side, leaving a thin slwet of

metallic lead. A shipment of this enisl assayed $;!.'{.07

gold and fifi.SO oz. silver.

On starting to clean a liox. llie solution was liiitied

off. the cuiTent was li.v-i>:issed through an insulated one

inch cable by using a knilV-switeb. The catliodes were

then rubbed down with a brush and the box idlowcd to

settle for two hours. About Iwo-thirds of the way down

wooden jdugs were litted into each eoinparliiieiit : these

were first removed and (he soliiti(ui drawn down to tills

level; bags made from drilling weri' tlien lied over

l^-inch iron cocks, which were al)out eight implies from

the bottom; when the .solution had drained down to

these, iron cocks on the opposite side, wliieli were flush

with the bottom and drained into a wooden Ijiunder

running to a cement sum]), were oi)encd and all the

product that would run was flushed to this sump, wliieli

was connected by pump to a small filter-press. Four

anodes and five cathodes from the centre of each com-

partment were then removed to allow men wearing rub-

ber boots to enter and with scoops and small hoes fill

buckets with the settled precipitate, the buckets being

pa.ssed up to a man outside. Three men worked at one

time, one in each compartment, taking about an hour to

each compartment or four hours for a whoh; box. The

outside man carried the precipitate to a .small iron lank,

fitted with a filter-bottoiu and having mechanical agitat-

oi-s driven by the same motor that ran the filter-press

pump. Inside this tank was a small box that had a

]0-mesh screen for a bottom, all the precipitate being

pa.ssed through this box by using a water hose. Any
calcium crust or pieces of broken ajiodes were thus kept

out. and on being wa.shed were piled to one side. In the

tank was fitted a l^-ineh pipe for a decanter; when the

li'vel of the wash-water reached within a foot of the top,

this decanter was lowered and the water, which, on ac-

count of the agitation carried the fine, was run to the

filter-press. After a clean-up was finished the decanter

was lowered and all the fine run to the press, the agitator

was then stopped and the vacuum turned on and the

precipitate dried to within 20% moisture; it was then

removed to the drj'cr. Before installing this tank and

screen-box much of the ealeiiim cnisf and fine lead was

smelted with the product.

As will be noted, the difference ])etweeii 'heads' and

'tails' on the copper contents of solution was only

0.0071% ; to try to remove a greater amount, a separate

copper-box was installed in one of the lower unused com-

partments. This was wired in one series having l-')

anodes and 16 cathodes which received the whole current

and, when using 350 amperes, gave 1.46 amp. per sq. ft.
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HEAD
The first is wired in

series of tliree. 60 an-
odes and 63 cathodes,
giving a plating-sur-
face of 960 sq. ft. Using
350 amperes = 0.3646
amp. per square foot.

Tlie second is wired
in series of four. SO
anodes and S4 cathodes,
giving a plating-surface
of 1280 sq. ft. Using
3.50 amperes = 0.2734
amp. per square foot.

The tliird and last in
the Iiead ho.v is wired in
series of five. loO an-
odes and 105 cathodes,
giving a plating-surface
of 1600 sq. ft. Using
350 amperes = 0.21SS
amp. per square foot.

TAIL

Tlie first in the second
box is wired in series of
si.x. 120 anodes and 126
catliodes, giving a plat-
ing-surface of 1920 sq.
ft. Using 350 amperes
- 0.1S23 amp. per square
foot.

All the anodes and
cathodes in the above
are spaced 3 in. apart.

The second is also
wired in series of six,
but the anodes and
cathodes are spaced 2.5
in. apart, giving 24 an-
odes and 25 cathodes to
each compartment. 144
anodes and 150 cathodes,
giving a plating-surface
of 2304 sq. ft. Using 350
amperes = 0.1519 amp.
per square foot.

If a special box were
built with 13 compart-
ments, the last could be
wired up in series of 7

and spaced 3 in. from
anode to catliode, giving
2240 sq. ft. of surface
and using 350 amperes
would equal 0.1562 amp
per square foot.

'J'

I

anodes were made just the same as the others hut
\veie

j HI. thick, both the anodes and cathodes being
attach.'d by a :i-in. copper wire t« lower the resistance.
nir anodes were enclosed in sacking to keep any lead

out oi: the precipitate and in case of buckling witii lliis

high current diminish the chances of a short circuit.
The head .solution assayed 0.072% copper and the tail

0.069%. The resulting precipitate gave 76% copper
and 13.40% gold and silver combined. After running
about a month we did not think the recovery warranted
the power consumption necessary to precipitate, so this
compartment was cut out.

In the day-time when an anode buckled, which was not
often during the last few years, or when precipitate
lodged between the cathode and anode, and a short cir-
cuit was caused, the connecting copper wire would smoke
if it was a bad short-circuit, the smoking being caused
by a little candle-grease, which would adhere to the wire
as they were daily passed over with a candle attached
to a stick to locate warm wires. At night if a bad short-
circuit took place it would be noted by the wire Incom-
ing liot and showing a dull-red light. When the anode
was new the buckled centre could be pressed back in
place by in.serting a wooden stick between the buckled
anode and the cathode, and forcing it back into shape.
The main copper tapes along the sides of the boxes

that carried the whole of the current were 1^ by i in. and
those running crosswise were 1 by j%. The latter were
bolted to the main tapes and then soldered on both sides.
These tapes would carry the current without getting hot
or warm, unless a poor connection was made.

In the last empty comi)artnients there was formed over
the surface of the solution a cnist, in thickness from a
film to jV in. and in color from white to a light-lemon
tinge, the thickness depending on the length of time it re-
mained undisturbed. On punching several holes in the
crust, to allow the solution to come on top. it would break
off in slabs and sink to the bottom. A rough analysis
gave 72.5% CaC03 and 1.3% Cu and a.ssayed $76.89
gold and 74.78 oz. silver. No crust was formed on the
last compartment or, if formed, it was carried away
before it could make a film, as the solution overflowed the
whole length of the end into a launder. No crust was
formed in the compartments in use. due no doubt to the
disturbed condition of the surface, which was caused by
the gases being given off, oxygen at the anode and hv-
drogen at the cathode. These gas bubbles as they came
to the surface seemed to burst and would throw a fine
spray of solution upw^ard. this spray was hard on the
connecting copper wires, for it was at this point that
they would give way first, it being harder on the cathode
wires than the anodes, which were protected by the
4-in. lead lug. P & B paint was tried, but did not last
long, and could only be renewed when tlie cathode was
out of the box. as it would not adhere on a wet surface.
The best precipitate, lioth as regards percentage of

metal and the ratio of gold and silver to copper was al-

ways found in the head compartments and would dimin-
ish througliout the remainder of the compartments. To
try to overcome as much as po.ssible the precipitation
of calcium that .seems to take place when the metal eon-
tents of the solution diminish, the writer suggests the
wiring sho\vn in the accompanying diagram.
As will be seen the two boxes are placed in tandem,
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tlu- tirst is wiivii in s«'ri«'s of ;<, tlir next in -l, followiHl

by 5, Uie Iitst two IhiIIi Wmg in stories of (>. luit the ItiNt

six ooinpartiiicnts iinvo "J4 nnoilrs and 25 ciitliodi's, lliis

spaoos till* luunlis (uul ontliodi's "J") in. n|iiirt, but ns the

i"urn?nt will l»o vitv low thoiv should be littlo ilniiKor of

bin-kliiip )uid thiTfliy short-cin-uitinn. Tliis should not

only lower the mnotint of enloiuni pn>cipitntoil, but k'vi'

lon^r life to those anodes receiving sufh low current.

The cathodes fake on a plati' of copper and. of course,

some silver and gold, but if this is not scraped with some

shar)) instniment they will last during the life of the

average plant. ITowevcr. the iron once being cxjioscd

they S04)U become pitted and by handling begin to break.

During the year covered by this accoiint there was

treated an average of 4920 tons of tailing per month,

with an average of 1 : :i of .solution ; tlierc was preciiiitatid

about 492 tons of solution per day, the yearly average

showed a saving in cyanide of 0.01628% per ton of solu-

tion, which would be 160 lb. per day. or 4t^00 lb. for a

.30-day month, which at 20c. would make a total saving

of $960.

The total amount of new lead used during tills year

was 8677 lb. The total amount in use in the boxes ap-

proximately 80.000 Ih. If the average life of an anode is

two years, and there is no doubt that by using the re-

covered lead over again it will last that long or longer,

then the consumption of lead would be not over 40,000

lb. per year or 333.'} lb. per monlli. wbirli at 5e. pi'r Hi.

would be .$166.65 per month.

During this year I have the costs for only one month's

operations and during this period we treated i»360 tons

of tailing : the costs were as follows

:

Labor Supplies

Labor $209.25

Power 38.35 $135.67

Supplies 34.96

Repairs . 16.75 1.75

Total $264.35 $172.38

Total labor and supplies $436.73

As the cost was low for supplies in this month, no

doubt a small lead charge was made, perhaps not over

500 lb., but by adding the lead average found above

($166.65), this would give $603.38, which is high on ac-

count of the charge included in the total supplies, but

on the average monthly tonnage this would be 12.3c. per

ton of tailing. When one stops to think of the saving in

cyanide, the actual cost for precipitation was nothing,

had the savnng been credited to the department whence it

was derived.

The generator used was a type G 30 V. 500 amp. speed

750, built by the Eddy Electric ^Manufacturing Co. and

was run by a straight-line steam-engine of 25 hp., making

272 r.p.m. Power cost, including labor and supplies,

was about $10 per hp.-month, which was high, owing

to the price of wood used for fuel.

Tin Output

Copper production of Alaska from 13 mines in 1915

totaled 86,509.312 lb., extracted from 369,600 tons of

ore. The value was $15,139.129 : also $153,121 gold and

$455,204 silver.

'I'br tin production ol' tln' wmld is iibout I'JO.oiXI \>i\\ti

tons annuiiliv. Over liaH' of tins coincN from the l''i'c|

crated .Malay Stales, while Molivia eonlributA'H \H\,

.

The Dutch islands of Manka amt Hillilim. in the .lava

s«>a just south-east of Singapore, rank nexi to iSniivia in

importai , Cornwall jiroduecK 6000 tons annually, as

do also South Africa and Nigeria combineil, while Aus-

tralia and China contribute 4000 t(uis each, ('oriiwall has

been t'amous for tin sini'c prehistoric times, and forty

years ago its output was at the rate of 12,001) Imis jut

annum. The Nortli American continent ]irodiiees prar

tically no tin—only a trivial amount from Alaska. Tlir

l)ulk of the AniiTieaii consiiniption of tin— and tbr

United States is the largest user of tin in the wmlil

goes to make cans for i)re.serving our plentiful output oi"

salmon, beef, vegetables, frail, etc. The valuable prop-

erty of not tarnishing and of being resistant to llie

decomposing action of air, water, and tiie common acids

and alkalies is what makes tin preferable for jilal-

ing iron for making cans. Tin ore from Holivia. unlike

Straits tin, is said to contain iron, which les.sens the ad-

hesion of the tin to iron plate. This militated against

the importation of Bolivian tin into the United Stales,

until the method of electrolytic refining became pracli-

cable. The American Smelting & Refining Co., which

recently completed a tin smelter at Perlli Ainboy, New
Jer.sey, had the foresight to arrange with llie Bolivian

government to ensure that unfavorable tariffs for the

export of tin concentrate from that country will not be

enacted, as w'as done in the ease of the smelter built in

1904 at Bayonne. New Jersey, to treat concentrate from

the JIalay States. The Bolivian minister of foreign

affairs, it is understood, gave a signed note of a.ssuraiice

that no discrimination would be made by his government

against the United States in the matter of export duties

on tin or other metals. In early times, before the coming

of the Spaniard, the natives of Bolivia made use of tin as

an alloy with copper to make bronze. The copper they

obtained from the Corocoro region of Pei-u, where, inci-

dentally, the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. recently has

been investigating mines and pro.spects. The tin of

Bolivia is found associated with silver, and some of llie

mines were worked originally as silver mines.* Tin-

region lies at an elevation of 8000 to 17.000 ft. above tin-

sea, being on the bleak Bolivian plateau. Previous to

the War the smelting of Bolivian tin was divided about

equally between Germany and England. Much of lli*-

Straits tin is smelted by the Straits Trading Co. on tin-

island of Pulo Brani opposite Singapore. The Dutch

government has a smelter at Banka, and markets its

product both in Holland and Java. One reason why

Straits tin has dominated the market is because mo.st of

it is recovered from alluvial deposits that are woi-k(-i1

cheaply bj- Chinese labor and dredges. The Nigerian

tin also is all of alluvial origin.

*See articles on Bolivian tin mines, by Francis Church

Lincoln, JI. & S. P., March 27, May 8, and .July 24, 1915,
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THE CYANIDE PLANT. MECHANICS- AGITATOBS.

^yii^nlfifi'Sa®^ a^ ^^Ihs ^^^immmm^mm Mto% ^aHy-ai^Da'

By

INTRODUCTION. Tlu' mill of the CoiuaL-araa Gold

Mining Co. is close to the village of Ilorniiguero, dis-

trict of San Miguel, Salvador. To go to the mill you

take a Panama steamer for the Port of La Union, on

the Gulf of Fonseca. This is a journey of two or three

\\ eeks, depending on the number of ports of call. From
La Union to San Miguel a city of 30,000, is a 40-mile

joui-ney by rail. From San Miguel to the mill is 12 miles,

the trip being made on mule-back. The country is com-

paratively level with low rolling hills, but the roads are

such that no vehicle other than an ox-cart can be used.

The other lines of communication between Hormigucro

and the outside world include a Government telephone

and telegraph line, a cart road to La Union, and a trail to

the famous mines of Divisadero and San Sebastian.

The Ore is an argentiferous sulphide containing 4 oz.

of silver and 0.35 oz. of gold. The gangue is quartz and

limestone. The associated minerals are pyrite, a little

malachite, and iron oxide. The ore is extremely hard.

It is brought to the bins by an aerial tramway. From
this the ore is trammed by hand in side-tipping sand-

cars to the mill-bin. which is of square type.

('rushing. The larger pieces of ore are fed by hand

In a jaw-breaker of the Blake type, which ciiishes to 2

inches. Ore of less size is tipped directly into the mill-

hin. The ore is fed to the stamps by Challenge feeders

of the suspended type. There are 25 stamps, 15 of which

are 1300 Hi. each and the remaining 10 are 12S0 lb. each.

Dropping 7 inches at a rate of 108 drops ])er minute, the

Th.'

.') lb.

The

P.otli

<liity per day is 7 tons through 3-mesli screen,

stamps crush in a cyanide solution containing 1

cyanide and 1.5 to 2 lb. lime per ton of solution,

shoes last 125 days and the dies about 140 days,

are of forged steel.

Tube-milling .\nd Classification. Tiie pulji from the

batteries flows to a Dorr duplex classifier. The slime

from this cla.ssifier, which is free from sand, goes to one

of two home-made thickeners. The sand is fed to two

Allis-Chalmers tube-mills of the Tonopab type, together

Peekbam

with enough battery solution to make a mill-feed con-

taining 60% of sand and 40% of solution. These mills

are 4 by 20 ft. They revolve at 30 r.p.m. The sand-

discharge from these two tube-miUs is diluted with

battery solution and flows to a Dorr simplex classifier.

The sand from this goes to a 4 by 22-ft. Krupp tube-mill.

The liners of this mill are coirugated cast-iron plates,

that last six or seven months. The pulp-discharge from

this mill is raised by a Frenier pump to the duplex

classifier, taking the battery-pulp, thus closing the cir-

cuit. The slime-discharge from the simplex classifier,

containing fine sand, flows to one of two Butters-Mein

revolving distributors for the final separation of sand

and slime. These distributors discharge the slime over

rings in the centre.

Slime Treatment. The slime from the collectors is

raised by two Frenier pumps to the two home-made con-

tinuous thickeners. The slime is thickened to a pulp con-

taining 25% dry slime, as this has been found the most

economical and efficient dilution. The thickened pulp is

raised to two mechanical agitators by air-lifts. These

agitators are a combination of mechanical agitator and

Parral tank. The circulation of the pulp, which is ordi-

narily done in mechanical agitators by means of pumps,

is accomplished in these tanks by two air-lifts. It takes

about 10 hours to fill one of these agitators. When one is

filled, the amount of cyanide necessary to raise the pulj)

from 1.5 lb. cyanide per ton of solution to a strength of

2.5 lb. per ton, together with 10 lb. of lead acetate, is put

into a ba.sket suspended under the spout of one of the air-

lifts. The air is then turned on and the pulp agitated

for eight hours. At the end of the agitation the pulp is

pumped to one of three Pachuca tanks. The agitator is

710W empty and ready to take the stream of pulp from

the thickeners when the other agitator becomes full.

The slime is agitated further in the Pachuca tanks

for 20 hours. Then pulp in these tanks is drawn of¥ to

the first of four Dorr thiekeners in a counter-current

continuou.s-decantation system. The time occupied in
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lowt-nii^ a rut'laiia lii'iuiulN mi tlii- iiiinliiinti nt' tlir

tilling. TiMi hours is llii> tiiiic ^iMii'mlly i>i'i'ii|>ii-(l in

lowering n I'nchtion

Ton Duxntvtion. 'riurc an' fnur >((iiiiiiii

oils til! - iisi'd ill wiushing tlu- Iroatoil pulp. Tliivi-

are 28-ft. I>orr thiekciiors luui tlu> other is hoine-iiiailc.

The thickciicrs ari- nuinlifrcd 4. ">. (i. nnd 7. The piilp

from tlu' I'aehuon tanks, wliieh oontaiiis alxnit ^iJ.no.

togetljcr with the clear overtlow of hultery-solution fmin

thii'kener No. 1. whii-h contains $1. poos to thii'ktMUM" No.

4. The clear overflow from No. 4 goes to the ricli-solu-

tion tajik. which assays about $1.75 per ton. This ricli-

solntion tank is lahclled /. The solution then goes to a

filter or elarifying tjuik A', thence thniugh the zinc-boxes

to the barren-solution tank L. The underflow from

thickener No. 4. which contains 40rr of dry slime, flows

to a Frenier pum|\ where it is mixed with the overflow

of thickener No. 6 and raised to thickener No. 5. Hefore

entering the latter the pulp is further diluted by a

stream of barren solution from tank E.

The overflow from thickener No. 5, which contains

value to the extent of $0.50 per ton. goes to the battery-

solution tank J. The pulp-underflow of No. 5. which

contains 40^0 of dry slime, is mixed in a second Frenier

pump with barren solution from tank E and with the

overflow of thickener No. 7. which assays $0.10 per ton,

and is raised by the Frenier pump to thickener No. 6.

The overflow from No. 6, which contains $0.25 per ton,

goes to wash the underflow of No. 4, as stated above.

The underflow goes to a third Frenier pump, where it is

washed with a stream of water and raised to the last

thickener in the series. No. 7. The overflow of thickener

No. 7 goes to wash the underflow of No. 5, as stated

above. The underflow of No. 7 runs to waste. This

underflow contains 40^c of dry slime that includes $0.55

of insoluble metal. The 60^^^ of moisture a&says .$0.08

to $0.10 and titrates 0.87 lb. cyanide and 0.75 lb. lime

per ton of solution. The accompanying table shows the

average results for two months. Tiiese are normal

results.

Ilir i'<iiiliiiii<ius slickiuf; (if Ihi' thii'lvchrrs. Iiisliad ul'

changing the angle of the rakes on soiiie of Ihe tliieken-

I'lx, they Were run at a speed of one revobitiiui per two

minutes. Tiie thickening ipialities were not inipaii-ed
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It was observed, contrary to the claim of manufactur-

ers, that the thickened pulp came out purely by the

liydrostatic head, the arms serving only to prevent the

bottom from buililing uj) and to rake any hard slime

that falls from the sides toward tlie centre.

Gold, ounces.

Silver, ounces

July 1915

, Solution-assays •

Thickener Thickener Thickener Thickener Thickener

No. 1 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7

.. 0.0366 0.0541 0.0171 0.0076 0.0028

.. 0.0148 0.4480 ' 0.1500 0.0710 0.0410

Tailing thickener No, 7

Residue Undissolved

0.0228 0.0183

0.3710 0.3310

Value $0.79 $1.33 $0.42 $0.19 $0.08 $0.65 $0.54

Gold, ounces.

Silver, ounces

June 1915

/ Solution-assays ,

Thickener Thickener Thickener Thickener Thickener
No. 1 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7

. . 0.044 0.0707 0.0208 0.0107 0.0038

. . 0.167 0.5608 0.1744 0.0826 0.0475

Tailing thickener No. 7

Residue Undissolved

0.0218 0.0174

0.3835 0.3285

Titration

thickener No. 7

KCN CaO
0.8 lb. 0,5 lb.

Titration

thickener No, 7

KCN CaO
0.87 lb, l.Oip lb.

Value $0.99 $1,7,-! $0.51 $0.26 $0.10 $0.64 $0.52

The coxtinuol's-decantatiox system was put into

successful operation only after several months of experi-

ment and annoyance. In the first place the angle of the

rakes had to be changed to 15° in place of 5° or 7°, as

sent by the factory. This change was made necessary by

In the beginning, the pulp from the Pachuca tanks

was run into the first thickener of the series with the

idea of getting rich heads for the zinc-boxes. The solu-

tion from the first thickener was then $3 to $4 per ton.

It was found that the remaining thickeners were un;il)Ie
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to bring the unwashed residue to within $0.25 of the

value of the washed residue. This difficulty was met

and overcome by running all the clear overflow from

thickener No. 1, which thickens the battery-pulp, into

the first thickener of the series. This use of the battery-

solution, besides low-ering the pulp within practical

limits, also causes all solution coming from the batteries

to be precipitated before returning. The solution that

goes to the battery-solution tank at the head of the mill

is in this way brought down to $0.25 or $0.30, which is an

advantage. The precipitation of the battery-solution

also gives the great quantity of barren solution needed

for the system.

The advantages of the system are

:

1

.

Low operating cost.

2. A large and elastic capacity.

3. Extreme simplicity and freedom from the mess

and work characteristic of slime filtration.

The disadvantages of the system are

:

1. The enormous amount of liarren solution needed

in a plant using the system and necessity of precipitating

a great amount of low-grade solution.

2. The impracticability of the .system with slime that

resists settling, .such as some oxidized ores and ore from

surface workings.

3. The ease with which the sy.stem is thrown out of

adjustment by a sudden run of rich ore, especially if

the system is being worked to capacity. Double the mill-

heads and you have to doul)le the amount of barren

solution and water used, or be content to see your tail-

ing doubled. Often the barren solution is not obtain-

alile and the mill cannot assimilate more water.

4. A large amount of water is used and run to waste.

In conclusion it can be said that owing to the low

operating cost and the large capacity of the system, it is

ideal for mills handling a large tonnage of low-grade ore.

It is not the ideal system for a mill that has to handle

much ore that resists settling, nor where there is little

water.

Clarific.vtion. The solution to be clarified is pumped
to two steel tanks, in each of which is a nest of 16 But-

ters filter-leaves. The solution is drawn through the

leaves by a vacuum-pump that discharges the filtered

solution to the small steel setthng and distributing-

barrel in the precipitation-room.

Precipitating and Smelting. The solution to be

precipitated flows by gravity from tlie settling-barrel to

five zinc-boxes of standard design. The zinc consump-

tion is 0.88 lb. per ton of ore treated. The precipitate

is washed into a small steel filter-tank that is connected

to a vacuum-pump. The damp precipitate is scooped

from the filter and placed in drying-pans. The dried

precipitate, including zinc shorts, is mixed with 12% of

borax, 10% of sodium bicarbonate, and 18% of assay-

slag. The charge is melted down in a Monarch tilting-

furnace, using crude oil as fuel. The bar is made in one

melt, as double melting was not found worth the expense.

Sand Treatment. The sand from the collectors, after

four hours of draining by vacuum, is charged into the

leaching tanks. A tank when chargeil has 80 lb. ol' cya-

nide placed under the solution-pipe, the drain-cock is

closed, and the tank is filled with battery-solution (80

lb. of cyanide per tank represents 1 lb. of cyanide per

ton of sand in the tank). At the end of 12 hours the

drain-cock is opened and the tank is allowed to drain

for 12 hours. This treatment is I'epeated twice. This is

called the rich-solution treatment and lasts three days.

At the end of the third day the drain-cock is left open

and baths of barren solution are applied every four

hours until the end of the treatment. For 24 hours be-

fore a taiik is discharged w^ater-baths are applied eveiy

four hours and the tank is dried finally by vacuum.

The tanks are discharged by hand. Peons .shovel the

.sand into cars beneath the tank and tram the sand 300

ft. to the dump. The work of discharging the sand-tanks

is done by contract. The peon contractor receives 24

pesos ($8 at the present rate of exchange) for charging

and discharging an 80-ton tank in the manner described.

A POUND OP ALUMINUM has over three times the volume

of a pound of copper. Thus, if the output of the

Aluminum Company of America (including its Cana-

dian sudsidiary, the Northern Aluminum Company of

Canada) estimated for 1914 at 108.000,000 lb., were

used entirely for purposes for which volume is the con-

trolling factor, the amount would be equivalent to over

325,000,000 lb. of copper, which is more than the annual

output of either IMontana or Michigan. Practically no op-

position exists to the control of the production of alumi-

num in the United States and Canada by the Aluminum
Company of America. The Southern Aluminum Co.

was constructing, previous to the War. at Whitney.

North Carolina, a plant designed to give employment to

1200 men. This company, a branch of the L 'Alumi-

nium Franeaise, the French company which is estimated

to have produced 29,700,000 lb. in 1914 chiefly from

works in France, is now reported to have been sold to the

Alurainum Company of America, which has various

plants in Pennsylvania, Tennessee, New York, New
Jersey, and Canada, and is imderstood to be con-

trolled by the Mellon family of Pittsburg. This organiza-

tion, with a capital of $20,000,000, makes no regular

statement of eaniing.s, but its president recently an-

nounced at Detroit that a profitable return on capital

had been earned for several years much of which, how-

ever, had been reinvested in improvements. Constant ex-

perimenting has been in progress at the compan.y's

plants for years; many changes and great expansions

have been, and are being, made. Other foreign pro-

ducers of aluminum have been the British Aluminium

Co., which in 1914 is estimated to have produced 19.-

800,000 lb., mostl.v in Great Britain: the Aluminium

Industrie Aktien Gesselschaft. which in 1914 produced

30,800,000 lb. from Switzerland and Austria; and the

Societe D'Aluminio, Italy, which in 1914 produced 1,700,-

000 lb. The use of aluminum is increasing rapidlj'; it

is in demand for parts of automobiles, utensils, soldier's

kits, and as a precipitant in cyaniding plants.
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CONCENTRATES
Rnkkn at iKr Ml\l\(i iinJ S* loin/k- TRUSS art inWInl rn uik ijiirvrmni

y»Mcbf< ol wiiiJut. Mining, amd uMWfini.

Taiuno nl tlu> Nipissing iniiio. (\ibult, is to be tn-atoii

liy flotntion.

I^IKRIKS on ininiii); J|^MK•^«lly niiswoiid liy the l'. S.

(te«lo|jieiil Survey amounted to ItXK) eaeli week in IIU").

Mtrr VI. MiNtii in tin- I'niteil States employed » totnl of

1 .(Wt.-J.U; men in li'U. Of these. 3103 weiv kill.-.l. .M|njii

to 3.1(1 per iOm.

('<>.-.T 111" lining' liasir i'onvi'rtei> at the (Md Diiiiiiiiioii

smelter, Arizona, is fi.oe. per ton of copper liullion.

ainiin.st $1.80 with the old acid-type converter.

I'lRE METALLIC VAN.VDIUM was first pnpand ill 1!I04

It is the hardest of metals, being above 7; tlie speeifie

gravity is aliout 5.5 ; tlie melting-point is 1680°r.

Gears driving flotation propellers in adjoining cells

should revolve in opposite direetions. so as to equalizi'

strains on the machine and the power transmis.sion.

Driix-steel has a earbon-eontent from 0.6 to 1.1%.

A steel of O.OCJ carbon is recommended, altiiougli it re-

quires a little more care in tempering than one of lower

carbon.

To PREPARK and equip the huspiration mine at Jliaini.

Arizona, for the mining and treatment of 5.000,000 tons

of sulphide ore per annum (14,400 tons daily "i cost .$62."i

per ton for equipment and $208 for advanced under-

ground preparatory- work, a total of $833 per ton.

Accident? at mim-.s and works are required by law

to be reported in Alaska. Arizona, California. Colorado.

Idaho. Illinois. Maryland. Michigan. Jlinnesota, Mis-

souri. Jlontana. Nevada. New Jersey. New York. Oregon.

Pennsylvania. South Dakota. Wa.shington. and Wiscon-

sin. Most of the legislation dealing with this phase of

mininsr is of recent vears.

A PORTABLE TELEPHONE, made of aluminum and weigh-

ing hut 2J lb., is to be used by patrolmen in the National

Forests. For exploratory work in sparsely-settled re-

gions, this instrument is an undoubted convenience. It

is said that a field man equipped with this telephone and

a few yards of wire can 'cut in' anywhere by throwing

his emergency-wire over a telephone line.

Large blasts of rock are becoming more common with

big-scale mining. An immense one took place on No-

vember 21. 1915. at Chuquicamata. Chile. In an adit

90 metres long, connected with 20 smaller adits, was

placed 67 tons of powder and 17 tons of 65*^ dynamite.

The area influpnoed by the charge was 400 metres lonsr

and 7(t iiu'lrcN deep, iiinl 4.'itl.lKl(> Ions of 2'i copper nrc

was looNcned. 'I'lie cosl was $31.0(10 l'. S. ciirrciiey, or

f*200,0(K) Chilean. To prcvcnl iHiisoniiiis na.scs liiidiiit:

Ihcir way into liic adjoining wurkin^'s. riin<Tcli' wall^

wrrr iTcclcd. while pipes illlil tans were prnvided.

ICo(Kiir.>.r is used in preventing Ilie starling nl' mine

explosions, and in checking them after they jiave bieii in

itialed. This system seems In have Imd an advantage

over lliDse ill vvhieh water is applied inl're()iient ly, in that

more conslimt protection is afforded, as proved in coal

mines m-ar Pittsburg and in (^'nlorado. Li stone dust.

.75':, ])a.ssiiig lOO-mesli, was used at rittslnirg. ;\n eoal-

dust settles in the mine, rock-dust is blnvvn in bv a ma-

I'liine fitted on a Mal-ear running on IIh' tra<'ks of llie

iiiine-entry. 'I'liis dust covers I lie eoal dust, and is hlowii

in at intervals. Tlie I'. S. Itnieaii of .Mines lias made
eonsideralile investigation of this subject.

Tin: WELDING of metals requires the use <it a suiialpje

flu.x to eliminate oxide betwei-n the faces nl' the two parts

welded, Wrought iron is welded more easily than steej

;

the iron may be so hot that small globules fall ofT m it

throws sparks in llie I'oi-ge. wliile steel will not stand .so

much heat without burning. The welding point of steel

is generally judged to be when it seems wet or oily on

the surface. Therinit welding, for heavy work, emjiloys

the heat generated by the chemical reaction in wliieli

aluminum takes oxygen from iron oxide: the welded jjiiit

is stronger than originally by reason of a collar of new

metal around the fracture. For welding wire hoops, or

one metal to another, electric-resistance welding, em-

jiloying alternating current is used. Ga.s-welding. in-

cluding oxy-acetylene welding, u.ses ga.ses under j)n'ssiire

which are ignited at the tip of a blow-pipe.

Nevada is a Spanish word meaning snowy or white as

snow, and the name of the State was derived from the

Sierra Nevada. The State ranks sixth in size in the

T'nion. Its length from north to south is 484 miles, its

width 321 miles, and its area 109.821 square miles. The

history of Nevada is chiefly the history of its mines.

Since the discovery of the Comstock lode and other

famous ore deposits, periods of activity and prosperity

have alternated with periods of depression. Each dis-

coverv of high-grade ore in considerable quantity has

been followed by rapid settlement in that locality and

the establishment of one or more towns. In 1890-189'!

a sharp decline in the price of silver initiated or accom-

panied a period of depres.sion in Nevada's mining and

general industrial prosperity. Silver is so important a

resource of the State that to a large extent even now its

prosperity depends on tlie market for that metal. Of

late years, however, an increased production of gold,

copper, and recently of antimony, platinum, tungsten,

and zinc, has accompanied a gradual and, it is hoped,

.substantial industrial progress. Prosperous towns have

grown-up. and agriculture and related pursuits are be-

eoming firmlv establisheil.
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l,lfi9.270.

—

Apparatls for the Treatment of Ores. Erich

Langguth, Neeipelt, Belgium. Original application filed Feb.

10. 1912. Serial No. 676,869. Divided and this aiiplication filed

Oct. 4, 1912.

1,174,086.—Calcimnu; Firn-U'E.

Filed Mar. 16. 1914.

George Moore, Jojilin. Mo.

An apparatus for the treatment of an ore containing silver,

comprising an integral vat provided with a curved side wall

and a bottom wall merged into said side wall by a curved con-

nection and being divided into a main compartment of circular

cross section and a secondary compartment of crescent cross

section by an integral diaphragm extending to the bottom

of the vat and provided with an aperture near said vat bottom

to establish communication between said compartments, the

said diaphragm being of the same convexity as that of the

side wall of said main compartment and being merged into

said bottom wall by a curved connection of the same convexity

as that of the curved connection first mentioned, whereby the

entire Inner surface of the diaphragm constitutes an unbroken

continuation of the inner surface of said main compartment

side and bottom walls, and the outer wall of said secondary

compartment being curved so as to merge into the side and

bottom walls of the main compartment.

1.176.441.

—

Pr(hks.s of Coxcemr.^ting Ores. Ernest Gayford

and George Crerar, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignors to Metals

Recovery Comiiany, Augusta, Me., a Corporation of Maine.

Filed May 29, 1914.

1. The process herein described, consisting, essentially, in

progressively reducing, by successive stages, ore mixed with

water and a frothable agent having,a preferential affinity for

metalliferous matter, aerating the mixture resulting from each
reduction, and floating off the concentrates liberated at each
reduction.

1,17.5,331.

—

Process of Concentrating Copper Vai-ues. Rich-
ard M. Atwater, .Jr., Scarsdale, N. Y. Filed June 17, 1915.

1. The process of concentrating the copper values carried
by copper tailings, which consists in treating said tailings in

heaps with sufficient sulfuric acid to dissolve a substantial
portion of their copper values; causing said values to be
brought to the surface of said heaps by capillarity and to re-

assume the solid state by evaporation; and suitably reniovin.g
from said heaps the concentrates thus produced, substantially
as described.

1. In a calcining furnace, the combination with a furnace

proper, of means for discharging hydrating waste solids in a
sheet against the exterior of the furnace in quantities sub-

stantially only sufficient for requiring the waste heat of the

furnace for drying.

2. In a calcining furnace, the combination with a furnace

proper, of a pipe extending along the furnace above the same,

and having discharge apertures opening toward the furnace,

and means for delivering hydrated solids to the pipe, the

apertures in the pipe being proportioned to permit discharge

of such solids on to the furnace in quantities substantially

only requiring the waste heat of the furnace for drying.

1,175,616.

—

Ore Separator. George H. Davis. Worcester,

Mass., assignor to Amerige-Davis Machine Company. Boston,

Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Filed July 2, 1912.

?*tfc:

\]!i
85 ^S'^

1. In an ore separator, the arrangement for conjoint action

of an amalgamating section, a washing section and a screen-

ing section, an inclosed passage leading from the bottom of

the amalgamating section to the screening section, with a por-

tion of said passageway completely filled with mercury, means
for agitating the mercury in said passage, and means for

establishing a communication between the top of the amalgam-
ating section and the top of the screening section below the

water line.

1,177,109.

—

Precipitating Apparatus. Joseph Irving. Jr..

Douglas, Ariz., assignor to The Dorr Cyanide Machinery Com-
pany, Denver, Colo. Filed Sept. 14, 1915.
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I. A |»r«fl|>ltntlnK uiiiwinttUK. comprUlnR n voh»o1 IiuvIiik "

dl8>-hnrm< oimmiIiik «l the iKittoni and ii |iitTl|illiint HUi'PoitliiK

reticulated frniiio tlirouKh whU-h llu< liquor imnRos, and ido» ly

revolvluK »cn»i>t>rs or IUkIu* Im>1ow Hi.' tvaiw tor movliiK llu"

prtTlpllnto to tlu« dUcliarRo 0|>culilK iiiul for spriiidlnu tin- In

coiiiliiK llqiiirt licnenth tho supporting frunio,

1.174,737.—KioTATioN M.uHiNK. Frederick B. Kollberit iukI

.Miix Kraut, nisbee. Aril. Filed Aug. 2, 191B,

1. .Vpimratus of the class described comprising a spru.ving

chamber: a frothing chamber, there being an outlet opening

through which the spray created In said si)raying chamber is

adapted to pass to said frothing chamber: a fluid supply com-

municating with said spraying chamber: and means in said

chamber for directing the fluid supplied to said spraying

chamber toward said outlet opening, substantially as described.

1,176.428.—Fi.oT.^Tio.N Sep.\r.\tobv Ai'pah.vtis and Pkim kss.

John M. Callow, Salt Lake City. Utah, assignor to Metals

Recovery Company. Augusta. Me., a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Dec. 30. 1914. Serial No. .S79.720. Renewed .Ian. 21, 1916.

jOgp^&^mr'

n^^Y

^
"X

,tC

lirt'BSurcmoniborH having Hulmtantiully smooth cxtentU'd area-

tonlact Hurf«i-eB, on<« of nald mi'mbiMH being a lloaling nirnilicr,

UKaiiH for roludvcly rcriproralInK and rolaling said niborH,

and means for fooding orepleceK between Hai<l Hiirfaees. said

nicinbers so disposed, proporl toned and eoiiperallvely i;eareil

as to support and roll s4ild ore-pleees between them, llnely

pulverize tli<' gaiiKue, prllel form llii' inetain and dlHcharKe llu-

materials with the coneontrnlo thus pn'pi'red.

1,175,966.

—

MAiiiiNK Kou KKhtciNti OiiKs, ik« . ThonuiH .1.

l.,ovelt, Chicago, 111, assignor to Copper I'roeess Company,

Chicago, III., a Corporation of South Dakota. Filed May 2S,

1914.

1. In flotation separatory apparatus, the combination with

a tank adapted to contain comminuted ore and water and a

frothable agent, said tank having a bottom restrictedly open

to the atmosphere, and means for producing a suction in said

tank to draw air through said bottom to generate bubbles and

to destroy said bubbles and remove the mineral particles

floated thereby.

1,175,782.

—

Concentrate Pbepabing Machine. Thomas J.

Lovett, Chicago, III., assignor to Copper Process Company.

Chicago, 111., a Corporation of South Dakota. Filed Nov. 14.

1912. Serial No. 731,455. Renewed Jan. 20, 1916.

1. In a machine of the character set fortli. ilie combination

of a plurality of suitably-spaced rotary members disitosed one

above the other, co-acting recii)rocable preBSure-menibers com-

prising floating-plates resting upon said rotary members, and

means for reciprocating said second-named members in op-

posite direction.

2. In a machine of the character set forth, the combination

of a frame, a vertical shaft journaled therein, rotary members

supported by said shaft and fixed to rotate therewith, a recip-

rocable pressure and distributer-member co-acting with each

rotary member and comprising floating-plates resting upon the

rotary member, and means for shifting said reciprocable

members with relation to the rotary members.

1,177,396.

—

Desulfurizino Method for Treating Refractory

Ore's. Edward Hale Dickie. Goldroad. Ariz. Filed Jan. 25,

1915.

1. In an ore-reducing concentrate-preparing machine, the

combination of a pair of gangue-pulverizing mineral-pelleting

The method of treating refractory ores consisting in mixing

the finely ground ore with a solution of caustic soda and

potassium acetate, agitating the mixture in the presence of a

metallic value precipitant, and finally removing the solution.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our oion correspondents.

LEADVILLE, COLORADO

LAnoR Axn Wages at Mines and the Smelter.—Sale or the

Robert Emmet Mine.—The Zinc Smeltek.

At a meeting of mine managers and operators held liere on

April 12, all men employed in Leadville mines were voted a

10% increase in wages, to take effect from April 1. The in-

crease is based on the price of spelter, and will remain in

force while that metal is quoted at 10c. per pound or more. It

is conservatively estimated that 1500 men will receive the

benefit of the advance. For years Leadville has been a $3

centre, miners, shovelers, and trammers all receiving the same

pa.y This wage has been maintained during periods of de-

pression as well as times of prosperity, with apparent satis

faction to employers and employees alike. The recent ad-

vance in the metal markets brought about a change in con-

ditions which made it necessary to adjust wages. The great

' copper districts of Nevada, Utah, Arizona, and Montana com-

menced a sliding wage-scale, greatly increasing the pay, and

miners from all parts of the country flocked to these places in

search of employment, with the result that many other mining

areas were left short-handed. Leadville experienced a notice-

able lack of efficient men, and conditions were gradually grow-

in,? worse when it was decided to increase wages 10% all

around, although many of the companies that accepted the

advance were in no better condition than they were years

ago. At present Leadville is a heavy producer of zinc, the

greater part of the district's tonnage being that kind of ore.

The majority of the men employed in the district are working
in zinc-producing mines, which for some time have been mak-
ing fine profits due to high prices for the metal. There are,

however, many properties here that are not producing any zinc

ore. Copper, lead, silver, and gold ores are mined extensively.

The first two metals command high prices, while silver is

steadily advancing, so that companies producing these ores

can easily afford to raise wages. Gold properties are the

exception, however, and for the first time we find these fol

lowing, instead of leading the other branches of the mining
industry. The companies represented at the meeting are the

Western Mining Co., Down Town Mines Co., Star Con.solidated

Mining Co., United States S. R. M. & B. Co., New Monarch
Mining Co., Yak Mining, Milling & Tunnel Co., Iron Silver

Mining Co., Ibex Mining Co. and lessees, Garbutt lease, Louis-

ville mine, Dinero Mining Co., George B. Cramer & Co., Porter

lease. Mikado mine. Highland group. Burton leases, Robert

Bmmet, Denver City, Fortune, Luema Mining Co., and the

Bowden leases.

Following the recent strike at the Arkansas Valley smelter

of the A. S. & R. Co.. the company voluntarily increased wages
in the plant, taking effect on April 1. The announcement of

the advance as posted in the various departments is as fol-

lows: "Beginning April 1, 1916, and continuing while there is

a sustained price for lead in New York of 6c. or over per

pound for the preceding month, the following additions to the

present daily wage scale will be paid: on wages up to and in-

cluding $2.25 per day, 15c. per day; over $2.25, up to and in-

cluding $:; per day, 20c. per day; and over $."? per day, 25c.

per day." The advance in wages will affect SOO men employed
at the plant, which is now operating at full cajiacity.

However, in spite of the fact that the mines and smelter
here have voluntarily raised wages, there is much discontent

among the men, especially the miners, who consider that the

increase is not as great as it should be under existing condi-

tions. They argue that with the present strong metal market,

mine and smelter operators are in a position to pay labor a

higher scale of wage.s. The miners want $o.50 a day, and $4

for machine-men. The local branch of the Miners' Union is

holding open meeting tor the discussion of the wage question,

but as yet nothing definite has been decided upon.

The purchase of the Small Hopes-Boreel property by the Em-
pire Zinc Co. for a sum exceeding $500,000 is one of the largest

mining transactions closed here for several months, and is the

cause of renewed activity at other mines in that section. The
Small Hopes company, operating through the Robert Emmet
shaft, has opened one of the largest bodies of zinc sulphide ore

that has ever been found in the district. During the past

three or four months the property has been shipping from

$40,000 to $50,000 worth of ore each month. In addition to

the zinc, several shoots of lead have been uncovered, all above

water-level at the 600-ft. level. When the Robert Emmet was
one of the big mines of the district, a large pumping plant

drained the property to the 1300-ft. level. Huge deposits of

sul])hide ores were uncovered in the lower workings, said to

be larger than those now being worked above. Until recently,

the ore in the Emmet was not commercially valuable, and
the property has been allowed to fill up with water to the

natural level. High prices for zinc and lead ores have brought

about a change in conditions that make the Emmet one of

the richest mines in the district, and the price paid for the

ground is stated to be ver,v reasonable. By the transaction,

the Empire Zinc Co. secured title to the Robert Emmet, Re-

sult, Forest City, Gonabrod, and Ranchero claims in Stray

Horse gulch. This tract is surrounded by such mines at the

Wolftone, the largest zinc producer in the State; the El Paso,

formerl.v one of the richest silver mines here; the Greenback,
said to be worth $1,000,000; and the Ponsardin, now shipping

$20,000 of zinc sulphide per month. Mining men who are

familiar with the Emmet and other claims in the purchase,

state that although the orebodies opened in the Emmet are

the greatest ever developed here, those known to exist in the

Gonabrod are even greater. There are millions of tons of ore

opened, and when the Empire jieople take active charge, a
large output will be maintained. The Small Hopes company
will continue to operate the property for 90 days, until its

contracts for ore shipments are canceled. During that time

it is estimated that $150,000 of ore will be extracted.

Extensive pumping operations are being planned for the

territory surroundin,g the Emmet. George 0. Argall and asso-

ciates have formed a $10,000,000 company for draining east

Carbonate hill, and have secured leases and options on the

R. A. M., Pyrenees, Mikados, Cyclops, and other adjoining

ground. This project will unwater a large area of rich ter-

ritory and will lower the water in the ground purchased by

the Empire Zinc Co. It is also reported from authoritative

sources that the Western Mining Co. is preparing to unwater
its holdings of Carbonate hill, including the Wolftone, Adams,
and Mahala. The Wolftone is now 1300 ft. deep, and i)umping

will be done through this shaft. This undertaking will also

affect the Emmet ground, and it is thought that the Empire
Zinc, instead of installing a ijumjiing plant at the Emmet,
will pay these other companies draining royalties.

The Western Zinc Oxide Co. is now preparing to enlarge the
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snicltlnK plniil for tho iimiuirnrtiirc of itnc oxide, wlilrh lias

liecii in o|icrnlioii here (or iwo yonr«. At prcsont. tlu' iiluiit

hns a caiwicKy of 50 tons |>or day. but owIiik to viirloiiH caiiMfK

h*2« nover rvarliod Ih'voiuI i'l'i tons. Aiiotlii-r lilink of four fur

iinces Is 10 l>c nddod as suoii ns iiipii nin Ih< scrurtui to carry

on construction work. This will kIvo the plant a cnimcity of

75 tons |>er day. Janies A. WhitlUiKton. fonnerly In charKc of

a Inrije plant at Dcpiie. Illinois, has been secured to direct

the buildini: and to manage the plant. The Midland I'honilcal

Co. of ChlcMso. manufacturer of llthoimne, has purclia-'^cd :i

25«r Interest in the local concern, and ha.s contracted for llio

output of the plant. Tho process for the manufacture of zinc

oxide us*d V)y the Western company has proved a success.

DurInK the two year«' o|)eralion the plant has been able to

treat a quantity of low-grade carbonate ore that could not

otherwise be marketed. It has turned out on an average 50

tons |)er week of oside that contains from 75 to 907p z'nc.

This product has commanded a great price, and at present Is

much in demand. Following the addition of another block of

furnaces, a roasting plant will be Installed for treating zinc

sulphide.

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

Nkw .MiMNi. Law.—Gk.nkr.vl CoNDrno.NS.—r.vcmi-A am> lii.

Obo.—Mosey.

.\ decree is soon to be issued by Carranza making effective

the new mining law. .\n important feature is said to be the

discouragement of large holdings of undeveloped ground, com-

pared with the present law which does not limit the number of

claims that may be "denounced." The new taxes will be based

on miiiimum and maximum precious-metal holdings. The

small company, with nine or less claims, is to pay yearly 1*5

Mexican gold for each claim; from 10 to 50 claims the tax is

P12: from 50 to 100 claims PIS: and all over 100 claims 1*24

each. More liberal terms are offered to base metal properties.

The export duty on bullion is raised from 71 to 10%.

Mail from the United States is coming through to Mexico

City in about 6 days. Traveling by rail is somewhat un-

comfortable, due to difficulty in getting meals and crowded

trains. In spite of the poverty-stricken reports tliere are many
l)eopIe moving about. As most of the freight-cars have been

destroyed or are being used as traveling homes for soldiers

and their families, it is difBcult to get in supplies to mines or

ship concentrate. If the latter went out of Mexico like bullion,

more speed would probably be shown, as there is an export

duty payable in gold. When goods enter the country, duty is

paid and companies take chances in getting them forwarded.

Graft is rampant along the railroad. At Pachuca the Real del

Monte company has over $1,000,000 of concentrate on hand.

It secured some locomotives and cars to' haul the product to

the smelter, but only one train a month was possible. It seems

as if there was only one crop grown around Mexico City,

namely, maguey, from which pulque, mescal, and other fiery

liquors are made. The product is forbidden in the City, but

there must be a large demand for it. The rate of exchange has

been 50 to 1. but at present ^5 are only worth $1 U. S.

currency. All the present 'money' is to be withdrawn and re-

placed by new paper, which the authorities claim will be

more difficult to counterfeit.

Regarding conditions at El Oro it might be said that every-

thing has been quiet for a long time, but things are looking

so good today f April 18) that it seems at least two of the com-
panies here will be operating before the end of another week.
There has been no trouble with labor here of late, but when
work is started it is likely that the mines will be shorthanded,
as the majority of the gente have gone to their tierras to look

after planting and growing crops.

Carranza entered Mexico City in triumph on April 17. and
had the pleasure of riding through the numerous triumphal
arches that have been under construction for eight months.

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
.MoNM. MlMMl. AMI t'liNHmoNM Okmiimm

l-'roin .Mexican rcfUKci'H wIidiii 1 iiu-t In New VorU 1 Katbcrcil

that the Mexican peso bad nol dccllui'd i\n vapidly In piircluiH

ing power an It had In <-xrliiiUK<> value, and I llnd Ibis to be the

case. Take railroad fares as an extreme Instance: from Vera
Cru« to Mexico City a ticket costs 2S pesos, from Mexico City

to Guadalajara It costs :t7 pesos. The Mexican peso at the

liresenl rate of exchange is worth slightly less than 4 cents

In gold, so that the trip from Vera Cruz lo (iuadalajara re-

quires $2. CO gold. An additional |l.r,0 gold pays Ibe fare to

.Manzanlllo. A ride across Ibe coiilliieiit tbrrefiiri' will cost

about $1,111. The Journey from ihe Amerlcaii border lo the

(iiiatamalaii frontier costs about $tl.,'il). | have iieeii told. Ah a

consequence of these low rates the cars are crowded to a point

where they resemble subway trains during the rush-hour. This
side of Queretaro a peon woman, as a result of this crowding,

fell off the roof of one of Ihe box-cars ahead of tho car I was
in. We were going at a pretty fair clip and didn't stop to pi<i<

her up. Upon arriving at (lUadalajara Mr. M., the treasurer

of a local company and a prominent citl/.en, bis wife, and
myself climbed o\it of our car-window as the easiest way of

leaving the lr;iin. It is bard to imagine one of the socially

prominent matrons in a city of 125.000 people in the t'nited

States climbing through a car-window upon arriving at her

native city, especially if she were verging on portliness.

When I arrived at Guadalajai"a the street-cars were charging

* cent gold for a ride first-class. I am paying 35 cents gold

for room and board at one of the l)e8t hotels here. The land-

lord's monthly rental, which is GOO pesos, has shrunk from

$300 gold to $24. Cigars cost only 2.4 cents each and an ex-

tension of my visitor's card at the club cost S cents for two

weeks. The jilace is a veritable paradise for an impoverished

and obscure engineer like myself.

The Mexican government has virtually prohibited dealings

in exchange and also prohibits the transfer of real estate

from Mexicans to foreigners. This last prohibition is, I

believe, in a measure justified as real-estate values have

dwindled to a point far below their pre-revolutionary figure.

In some instances improved property has sold for as little as

a fifth of what it would have brought before the revolution.

The hU-im-hique or paper iieso is a forzoso currency, which

fact has enabled debtors who incurred obligations when ex-

change was 2:1 to discharge their obligations at four cents on

the dollar. A ranch near here sold for $1,000,000 during the

pre-revolutionary epoch and i)ayments were distributed over a

long term of years. The buyers have recently met their notes

with 4-cent pesos.

Difficulty in securing exchange has produced some curious

effects. Merchants realizing on their stocks are unable to re-

plenish them. They are granted no credit in the United States

and freight-cars in Mexico being scarce, they must be person-

ally conducted and cannot be secured unless gratificaciones

amounting to several hundred dollars gold per car are paid to

the proper parties. Merchants are not renewing stocks, and

being unable to secure exchange are investing their accimiulal-

ing paper money in real estate or in anything that holds

promise of ultimate, tangible, pecuniary return. Promoters

have taken clever advantage of the frantic psychology of a

rapidly falling exchange and have organized all manner of

mushroom oil companies. In their prospectuses they state

that a peso in paper invested today will be worth a peso in

silver tomorrow. As to mining, it is impossible except in the

older and established camps. In .Jalisco, Cinco Minas and

EI Amparo are the only properties operating.

At this juncture a loan would, I believe, save Mexico; but

with a steadily depreciating currency and the printing presses

working over-time I can't see what is to hold the army together

and prevent it from disintegrating into brigandage. At pres-

ent there is, however, a slowly crystallizing military autocracy.

judsing by recent work by Gonzales and Dieguez.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The news of llw week as told by our spt'cial correspondeiils ami coiiipilal from (lie local press.

ALASKA

The U. S. Geological Survey has Issued Water-Supply Paper

372, 'A Water-Power Reconnaissance in South-Central Alaska,'

by C. E. Ellsworth and R. W. Davenport, with a section on

south-eastern Alaska by J. C. Hoyt. The publication covers

173 pages, including illustrations and maps. The areas dis-

cussed are Controller bay. Copper river. Prince William Sound.

Kenai peninsula. Willow creek, and others.

Faikbanks

It is estimated by local authorities that the Fairbanks region

will produce over $4,000,000 this season, an increase of $500.-

000. The Tolovana district may yield $650,000. Antimon,\.

tin. and tungsten ores will help swell the returns.

Juneau

A suit has been started at .Juneau over 11 claims on Sheep

Creek mountain between the Alaska Gold-Belt and Alaska

Taku companies. Both claim the property. At a depth of

2500 ft. the Gould and Curry vein of the Gold-Belt company

has been cut by the diamond-drill. The hole is in 1575 ft.

hori7X)ntally, which is claimed to be a record for such a flat

hole. The rods are greased continually. There is danger of

water forced through the rods to the bit being frozen. The

work was done by Lynch brothers, in charge of A. B. Dodd.

the superintendent.

ARIZONA
Gypsum is discussed in Bulletin 19 of the State Bureau of

Mines, by Frank L. Culin, Jr. The best deposits In Arizona

are in Navajo, Cochise, Pinal, and Pima counties; those in the

Santa Rita mountains are of considerable extent.

Mohave Couxxr

At 500 ft. depth in the Gold Ore mine, at Gold Road, the

shoot is 200 ft. long and 6 ft. wide. A stope above this level

has given high assays in gold and silver. Of the 60 tons

broken each day, 25 tons is sent to the mill, on account of

shortage of trucks.

At 110 ft. from the shaft, on the 4S5-ft. level, the Big Jim

has cut the shoot opened above. So far, it is 26 ft. wide, assay-

ing $12 per ton. On the 400-ft. level the vein was 4(^ ft. wide

of $7.44 ore.

At the Tennessee mine at Chloride steam has superseded

gasoline. The daily output of ore sent to the Needles mill and

smelter is 300 tons.

Development at 665 ft. in the United Eastern is highly

satisfactory. The north drift is out 200 ft. The vein is 40 ft.

wide, assaying $21 per ton. In other places the vein is wide
and of high value. The new three-compartment shaft is being

sunk on one shift. Good progress is reported on grading for

the mill.

Yavapai County

This county's mines are being operated at high pressure. In

the last week of March, 114 carloads of ore and 14 carloads of

copper bullion were dispatched.

The Crown Kin.g district is growing busier. Three mills are

working, while the fourth soon will be. The last will treat

tailing by flotation.

Rich silver ore, containing some copper, has been opened for

50 ft. in length and 4 ft. in width in the Tuscumbia mine, in

the Bradshaw mountains. The ore is similar to that of Touu-

pah, Nevada.

The quicksilver claims in Copper Basin of Ross, McNary.

and Hall are under option to Bowler and Pell of New York. A
large quantity of good ore is said to be ready for the large re-

duction plant proposed.

CALIFORNIA

Considerable activity is reported from the districts contain-

ing chrome-iron ore deposits. Near Stony creek in Amador
county a large quantity is to be mined to fulfill a contract.

Fifteen auto-trucks are to carry ore from Dickey and Dies-

bach's mine at Woodleaf in Butte county. The first shipment

has been made from Pentz. San Franciscans are developing

the Negro Hill deposits in Sacramento county. From Lowrey,

in Tehama county, the Noble Electric Steel Co. has let a con-

tract to haul ore to Red Bluff, then on to its smelter by rail.

Near Wildwood, in Trinity county, a large deposit is being

investigated.

Amador County

Some good ore has been opened at 2S00 ft. in the Central

Eureka. Twenty of the forty stamps are dropi)ing.

Steady progress is reported from the South Eureka, where

175 men are kept busy. The company Is unwatering the

Oneida mine nearby. A dividend of $20,990 was paid last

week.

The Argonaut and Bunker Hill companies have distriliuted

$15,000 and $5000, respectively.

Calaveras County

(Special Correspondence.)—T. M. Lane is now arranging

with Collins brothers of Jenny Lind to allow them to com-

mence operations, as lessees, on the Plymouth Rock or Jenny

Lind mine. The property was last worked, in a small way
five years ago. It is now intended to install a steam hoist.

The ore, which contains copper, gold, and silver, will be hand

sorted and shipped to a smelter for treatment. Mrs. Charles

D. Lane is owner.

The Nugget Queen or Egan mine has been bonded by L.

Estelle Sibbald of Denver, Colorado. The shaft has been un-

watered and an examination of the underground workings has

been made by Fred G. King of San Francisco, who has left

for that city with samples. After his report is received a

definite plan of operations will be decided on. The property

is supposed to have an extension of the Hodson vein, lying in

a westerly direction from there.

Copperopolis, April IS.

It is reported that Sacramento people are to dredge old

hydraulic tailing in Chili gulch near Mokelumne Hill.

INYO County

Tungsten claims S miles west of Bishop are to be actively

worked this summer. The property of L. E. Stevens and F. M.

Townsend is said to contain 50,000 tons of ore available by

quarrying. A 200-ton mill is contemplated.

Plumas County

At the Engels copper mine near Taylorsville an adit has been

started to open the vein at a depth of 750 ft.

A syndicate is being organized by G. O. Dowden at I'ortola

to oiierate an option on eight copper claims between the Engels

and Walker mines.
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Shasta Co«ntv

Th«> Thituiiilt |>ro|)orty of 436 ncr«>8, on l"ot tonwood crccK,

near Gnti I'olix, ha* bc«ii boiidpd to J. llrower and C. H.

MKchcll of Ala»kn. who vrlll coustruct n drrdKC nt nn rnrlv

•lali'. At Horoull the Nohlc Bloctrlc Steel Co. hiu» slnrii-il

one electric furnni-e iiroducinK fcrro-nmiiKmiew.

N»:%'Ai>A CorNTY

The Umm Valley Consolidated Gold Mines, a new eonipiinv

of »0«.iMH> $1 shares, i-oniposed of Golden CentiT ooniimny's

direi'lors and others, has purchased the Allison lliuich mine.

south of Grass Valley. The property has been closed sinro

m CZl CZ] CEl S CE] <^> ln4c^y«M00r€«r

MAP OF THE GRASS VALLEY DISTBICT, CALITOBXU. (After the L'. 9. G. S.)

.luly 1&02. It will be unwatered and re-opened in charge of

C. A. Brockington and a complete plant is to be erected.

The Pennsylvania Consolidated Mining Co. distributed a

final dividend of $5,775 per share on 51,476 shares last week,

being the last payment due by the Empire Mines Co., which

purchased the property for $500,000. The Pennsylvania com-

pany is to be dissolved at an early date.

The Empire company during the past few months has ac-

quired 430 acres of ground, including the Town Talk placer

mine, and the Bogue and Manian ranches.

It is said that the Union Hill mine may come under the

control of the company, which has an option on the South

Idaho mine.

TuoLrM>T; County

(Special Correspondence.)—It is understood that the Ala-

bama and Crystalline mines, situated north of the Harvard,

are to be re-opened soon. The properties have been taken over

under bond by C. S. Young, for many years identified with oil

III -"iiiiu'iii riillliirnlii. Tilt' .Miiliiiiiiii bus ii :iiiiin. hliall iiinl

an adit of consldi'nilili* UmikHi: Ihi' ('rvKtiilllno bus been oiicnol

to r.oil ft., and nccurdlUK lo relliihle Infornuilion hiis iirodiiroil

$2.'^iii.oOO.

The shnfls on what Is known iih tbr Itanrli mine are licliiK

unwalt'i'i'il to lessen the ilanKer lo llu> miners employrd In (ho

SprinKflcId Tunnel & lievelopmcnt Co.'h Iouk adit, now almost

up to the old shafts. The adil, which Is to be t'lOilO ft. Iouk,

already exceeds .1000 fl. Tin- Kaiich mine properly was ac-

(lulred by the SprlnRlleld company several years hko. The
romiiaiiy bus cut one of the subtenanean channels I bill tra-

verse Us property, and the uravel washed nave ciicouriiKhiK

gold returns, Init the main chan-

nel, from which the best rcsulls an-

expected, will not be icHcbcd for

some time yet.

A prospect on the Hums ranch,

near Soulsbyvllle, that gives prom-

ise of developing into a mini' of

merit, Is being worked by Benjn-

iiiin Addis and others. A shafi

has been sunk and ut a depth of

75 ft. a drift driven, revealing some

high-grade ore.

The Hope mine, near Sonora, Is

employing 14 men. It Is a pocket-

milling vein and has yielded well

during the past year. Two or three

pockets of generous size were taken

out, besides a large tonnage of good

milling ore.

Sonora. April 11.

COLORADO
The public sale ol ili<- inoperty

of the i:. S. Reduction & Kefln-

ing Co. at Colorado Springs was

post|)oned to April 25. The Court

has fixed a minimum of $250,000

for the following: All right, title,

and interest of the defendant com-

pany in the Standard plant, near

Colorado City; the Union plant

near I'lorence, in Fremont county,

the Metallic cyanide plant at Cya-

nide, in Fremont county; the in-

terests of the company in the Crip-

ple Creek Sampling & Ore Co.; the

property situated in the Cripple

Creek mining district. Teller coun-

ty; all interest in the plant and

site of the United States Smelting

Co. near Canon City in Fremont

county; the National plant near Florence, in Fremont county;

the National Sampler site near Cripple Creek; all mining

claims owned by the defendant company in Summit county;

the Brush Hollow ranch of 200 acres in Fremont county, to-

gether with all water rights, reservoirs, pipe-lines, franchises,

contracts, etc.

Clear Creek County

(Special Correspondence.)—The French Flag mine in Gilson

gulch is to be equipped with a 50-ton mill. The manager, C. H.

Ripley, states that ore treatment will commence within 60

days.

The Argo Leasing Co., operating the Doctor Town mine in

the Daily district, will construct a oO-ton concentrating mill

early this summer. In the mine is a shoot of lead, zinc, and

iron ore that is 1000 ft. long. A. Hanson of Flmpire is man-

ager.

Every mill in the Idaho Springs district is operating full

time: The Newton is treating 80 tons daily; the .lackson. 50;

Co*l*c( dotttd bo« -
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the Hudson, 75; the Argo, 150; the Stanley 25, and the Ronald-

son, 25 tons. Shippers are experiencing difficulty in having

their product treated.

Contractors on the Big Five adit are advancing it at the

rate of 150 ft. per monHi. The heading is now nearing the

Gilpin County line.

Idaho Springs, April 10.

OuR.w County

Work has been resumed at the Mountain Top and Wanakah
mines. Rich tungsten ore has been opened in the Dunmore
claim, four miles from Ouray. The Adams tungsten mine,

said to be one of the best in the county, is tied-up in a law-suit.

SU.AIMIT COUNTV

Gold worth $7000, the first of the 1916 dredging season, was

shipped from Breckenridge by the Tonopah Placers Co. two

weeks ago.

Teller Codnty

The flotation plant at Stratton's Independence mill is doing

good work. In March 14,900 tons of $2.C3 ore was treated.

The capacity will be increased gradually to 1000 tons per day.

IDAHO
Lemhi Couktv

(Special Correspondence.)—At the Queen mine, 8 miles

north of Salmon, work has been resumed at the mine and mill

with 20 men. R. E. Wickham and others who have been

blocking-out ore in high-grade gold claims 10 miles north-easi

of Salmon are erecting a stamp-mill. The Musgrove prop-

erty near Forney is being sampled; it probably will be sold.

William .J. Hoffman has just finished delivering 18,000 ft. of

lumber for the Bohanan Dredging & Hydraulic Co. As the

season advances several mine-owners contemplate resumption

of operations, which were suspended on account of deep snow
and bad roads.

Salmon, April 5.

SHWillONE CotiNTY (CoKUI! D'ALKNE)

With a capital of 5000 $10 shares, the Idaho Railroad Co.

has been incorporated by Herman .1. Rossi, W. H. Herrick,

and C. F. O. Merriam of Wallace, and W. W. Papesh of Kellogg,

to construct a railway up Pine creek from Pine Creek station,

on the O.-W. R. & N. company's Wallace branch, to the Consti-

tution mine, a distance of 10 miles, and probably extensions

into surrounding territory at a later date. The line will pro-

vide transportation for a number of promising mines in the

Pine Creek region, including the Highland-Surprise, Naboli,

Little Pittsburg, Constitution, Douglas, Amy-Matchless, Coeur
d'Alene Antimony, and several others, and undoubtedly will

encourage development of many prospects that now are prac-

tically dormant. The new company is understood to have
secured right-of-way concessions for practically the entire dis-

tance, and a preliminary survey has been made.
During the period ended April 2. 1916, the Highland-Surprise

Consolidated Mining Co. in the Pine Creek district received

$44,123 from the sale of zinc and lead concentrates ($27,214)
and treasury shares, etc. The cash balance is $4820; also ore

in bins worth $16,200. A good tonnage of ore is broken in the
stopes. The mill will resume when roads are in good order
for hauling.

During 1915 the Success Mining Co.. in the Nine-Mile dis-

trict, made a profit of $898,936, and iiaid $555,000 in dividends.

against having a deficit of $92,825 at the end of the previous
year. The income was $1,255,802. Development covered 1375
ft., and other work. Reserves are sufficient to supply the mill
for 18 months with zinc ore.

According to the report of J. F. McCarthy of the National
Copper Mining Co. of Mullan for 1915. there is enough ore
above the 1200-ft. level to supply the mill for two years.
When this property was equipped with mill, electric railway,
etc.. the engineer on whose recommendation the improve-

ments were made, estimated 545,000 tons as available above

the 1000-ft. level. When the mill was equipped and in opera-

tion, an unexpected barren shoot was found in the mine,

which reduced this tonnage, according to the same engineer,

10 170.000 tons. The mill was operated in April and May 1914.

and the disappointment in mine developments together with

the low price of the metals made a suspension of operations

seem wise. During this suspension a wiUEe was sunk 200 ft.

to the 1200-ft. level. There was an opinion held by those fa-

miliar with the property, that the hanging-wall side of the

vein contained better ore than any other portion. There was

first milled 1200 tons from a drift on the hanging wall of the

1200-ft. level; then 2700 tons from the 1000-ft. level stopes.

These tests proved that the ore is disseminated throughout

the vein and that there is no segregation of value in either

wall. During January was milled 4243 tons of ore from all

parts of the mine. This was a stormy, cold month. Daily

automatic samples were taken, giving 0.83% copper and 1.99 oz.

silver. The mill produced 105 tons of concentrate, containing

22% copper, 52 oz. silver, and 0.05 oz. gold, worth $10,815 net.

This will show a loss of approximately $1300 above operating

expenses. Transport of ore from mine to mill cost 24c. per

ton. It is recommended to work the mill two shifts; purchase

more mill supplies, another locomotive, and 20 ore-cars, cost-

ing $11,000; and sink to 1400 ft. If development is satisfac-

tory an SOOO-ft. adit would have to be driven, costing $175,000.

KANSAS
Cherokee Coiixtt

New zinc smelters are being constructed at Weir and Fort

Smith. Galena people are largely interested.

MICHIGAN
The Copper CoujvTry

The official figures of the Calumet & Hecla and subsidiaries"

output in March are as under, in pounds:

Three

Mine March months

Ahmeek 2.175,930 4,951.270

Allouez 1,028,054 2,332,294

Calumet & Hecla 6,234,418 18,364,404

Centennial 252,428 563,109

Isle Royale 1,112,206 2,817,911

La Salle 108,321 343,783

Osceola 1,633,711 4,661,033

Superior 296,380 755,875

Tamarack 594,991 1,751,406

White Pine 345,641 1,036,830

MISSOURI

J.-vsper County

Owing to the large quantity of ore shiijped and high prices

for same the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region's output in the

week ended April 15 was a record, namely, $1,433,827. A year

ago the value was $369,937. The yield was 11.495 tons of

blende, 997 tons of calamine, and 1207 tons of lead, averaging

$107, $81, and $100 per ton respectively. For 15 weeks the total

is $12,833,717.

MONTANA
Of the total of 440 miles of railroad to be electrically oper-

ated, the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul has 226 miles

worked by electric locomotives, between Harlowton and Deer

Lodge. The remainder of the distance. Deer Lodge to Avery,

Idaho, is being constructed, that is, fitted with electrical

apparatus. The new system is entirely satisfactory, with

lower costs than steam, and larger loads.

Broadw.vter County

The Black Friday gold claims, credited with several hundred

thousand dollars worth of high-grade ore shipments, two miles
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K4iiit)i'Wcft( o( (he (aiuou8 KontlnK coinimny'8 t>ro|>cr(l(-8 itt

t itbiin:. hnve be«>n taken over for a n'lwitod price of $250,-

...... i,y K, N. Brrttuni: tt Co. of .N>w York. The ileal wjih uckoII

ate<l throuRh Sidney Norman of S|K>knnp, and (lii> purrha.iiM'N

«or«» it-prenenti'd liv Harry H. niirlluK. the (lrnr» clilof con

>iilllnc englnoer. The mine has Imhmi opened to TOO ft. depth.

The SO-(on mill Is to be eular):ed.

Lkwis .vm> CI-.VHK COIMV
Klfiht properties, totaling 4S0 acres, have been conitolldated

in the Marysvllle district, and will Im? operated by the Mury.s-

ville Gold Mining Co. The arrangement was perfected by I,.

S. Ropes, O. .M, Lanstriiin. and M. h. Hewett. Adjacent to the

ground are the nninilunimon. St. Louis. Delniont, llnid Monn-
lain. Cfloster. Kmpire. Hell Hoy, Penobscott, Shannon, and Hnld
Hiiiii" mini's all well known.

I..IXCOI.N CorNTY

The Siiouslorui Mining Co.. which operated the Snowstorm
copi>er mine at Ljirson. Idaho, has been acquired by the Snow-
storm .Mines Consolidated, to work the Banner and RanKle

claims near Troy. A 250-ton mill will be erected a mile from
Troy, also one mile of standard and six miles of 3G-in. gauge
railways, and a 1500-hp. hydro-electric power-plant, the whole

to cost $.500,000. Over 400 men are to be employed. The mine,

in charge of R. E. Walters, has a long shoot of lead-zinc ore.

SiLVERBOW Cor!9TV (BllTEl

In the second first-aid contest between the Anaconda com-
pany's mines, held once a week, the winners were the Original.

.\naconda. and Poulin teams.

Native copper has been found at fiOO ft. in the Tropic mine
of the Anaconda company.

NEVADA
ES.MF.R.\I.rn Col NTY

Treating dump ore the Nevada Metal E.xtraction Co.'s flota-

tion plant at Goldfleld is recovering well over SO'/f of the gold

and copper. The daily tonnage of $6 ore is up to 150. and costs

will be around $2.25 per ton. The Florence dump contains over

.iO.OOO tons. Janney machines are used. Concentrate is worth
$70 per ton.

HrMBOLDT ColNTi-

Twenty-two miles from Lovelock are the Ragged Top tung-

sten claims of L. E. Beeson, Makedon brothers, and E. Henning,
which have been optioned for a large sum to Eastern people.

The scheelite contains from 1.5 to 3.5';^ tungsten.

Lto.v CorxTY

According to the annual report of the Mason Valley Mines
Co. its smelter at Thompson will be started when a steady
supply of ore is assured.

Ml>EK.\I. COUXTY

To operate the Golden Pen and other claims at Rand. Jesse

Knight of I'tah will organize the Gold Pen Consolidated Min-
ing Co. Rich ore has been recently extracted.

Xye Cocxty

Two miles south of Belmont are the tungsten claims of

Humphrey brothers. P. 0. Harris, and M. .1. Keely, which have
been sold to A. B. Call of Pasadena for $100,000 on terms.

In the vicinity of Round Mountain there are 60 men engaged
in mining tungsten ore. The hills are full of prospectors.

White Pixe Cocxty

To haul tungsten ore from the Independent mine to Ely, a
distance of 26 miles, auto-trucks are to be used.

Tungsten placers are reported to be of importance in the
Snake range, and sluicing has already commenced where water
is available.

NEW MEXICO
Gkaxt Colxiy

Last week the new mill of the Burro Mountain Copper Co.

commenced work, two weeks ahead of the scheduled date.

OREGON
ll.Mil U CollMV

The holdliiKH of the CoUMur MlnliiK & .Milling Co.. K lullen

from Sumpter, one of the (ddcHt di'vi'luped properlleH In llu'

<llKlrlct, have been taken over under an l.snionlh leane and

bond for $300,000 (on torma) by the I'nited Gold MlnlUR Co.,

recently organized by Spokane men. The ni-w corporation la

capitalized at l.OOn.mio HharcK iil $1 each, of which loo.iioo arc

issued. The olflcers ari' Arthur 11. I..ee ))reHldi'Mt. ('. F. KIken-

bary vlce-prealdent. and Chester C. Hoblilns HecrelarylrcaKUrer,

who are promlnen! in Spokane IiiihIiichm and profcsHional

circles. The largest sliari-holders In the Cougar lotnpany are

I>. A. ICvans and John \V. l.arUlii of .Spokane. IC. ('. Hrnin of

Helena, Montana, Is general manager. Development ban been

done to a depth of 500 ft., and ore exposed is worth $750,000.

A 200-ton mill is In good order, but tube-mllla and a cyanide

plant are necessary.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawbexck County

Disagreement among the Rattlesnake Jack owners has re-

sulted In a shut-down. In February ISOO tons of ore yielded

gold worth $9800, with a profit of $5200.

UTAH
Jr.Ml ColNTY

Iron ore aiiioiiiiting to over 100 tons dally is being mined at

the Dragon Con.solidated and sent to the International smelter

in Tooele county. This ore occurs between the 40(i and SOOft.

levels. The mine is also producing lead-silver ore for the

Knight-Dern mill at Tintic.

A dividend of $1 per share is to be paid by the Centennlal-

Eureka company, a subsidiary of the U. S. S. R. & M. Co.. the

first since September 1913.

Salt Lake Coixtv

The Tar Baby's adit is in 2130 ft., a vertical depth of 1200 ft.

The country is mineralized. The limestone-black rock forma-

tion contact is expected to be cut at an early date.

The Michigan-T'tah company will have 100 men at work

within 60 days. Tlio Triangle I^easing Co. is extracting 50

tons daily.

The Alta Tunnel & Transportation Co.'s adit is in 1950 ft.,

about half way. with a daily progress of 5 ft. Eventually the

adit will enter numbers of mines and solve the ore-transport

problem.

Summit Couxty

On May 15 the Big Four Exploration Co.. which is treating

old tailing at Atkinson. 7 miles from Park City, will pay 5c. a

share, equal to $20,000. The 250-ton plant is being enlarged

to 750 tons, by adding 27 Wilfley. Overstrom. and Deister

tables. Steam-shovels are to dig the tailing-dumps.

From royalties, ore and silver sales, etc.. the Ontario Silver

Mining Co.'s revenue last year was $72,683. Cash assets

amount to $312,574, an increase of $12,000. From the 900-ft.

level to the surface the mine is under lease, employing 70 men.

The shaft has been unwatered to 1700 ft., and a centrifugal

pump installed.

WASHINGTON
Stevens County

A third lead furnace of 300-ton capacity is being installed at

the Northport smelter. The ether two are reducing Hercules

and Tamarack & Custer ores.

In northern Washington, particularly in this county, high-

way officials are assisting the mining companies to finance

construction of connecting links w ith the State roads, and are

offering every inducement within their power to encourage

development of the mineral resources of the region. For the

first time in the history of the State, public ofiicers are begin-

ning to recognize mining as an industry worthy of being fos-
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tered, and the outlook in this regard is particularly promis-

ing, according to the Northwestern Mining News Service of

Spokane.

The Norman Mines Co., which is operating the Great West-

ern and Last Chance mines near Northport under lease and

bond, has contracted 3000 tons of zinc carbonate (29% metal)

ore to the Kusa Spelter Co., Dewar, Oklahoma, delivery to be

made at the rate of 500 to 1000 tons monthly.

WISCONSIN
There is a shortage of shovelers in the southern zinc centres

of the State. Shovelers and can men are earning $2.75 to $3

per shift. Fully 500 more men could easily find employment,

and operators claim this shortage is responsible for about one-

third decreased output.

CANADA
British Colu.mbi.^

On A])ril 10 the Standard Silver-Lead company jiaid 2jc.

per share, or $50,000, making $200,000 for 1916 and $2,000,000

to date. The mine is opened by seven adits, with No. S being

driven. Crude ore shipments average 50% lead and 85% silver,

and milling ore 10% lead, IS oz. silver, and 10% zinc.

The Hope district is fairly quiet at present, but a revival

Is expected this season. Some rich gold ore has been sacked

by M. Merrick for shipment to the Selby smelter. There is a

large area of gold-bearing country unprospected. extending

from Ruby creek in the state of Washington through Lilooet

and Bridge river to the Chilcooten country. It is not easy

ground to prospect. Capital is wanted. A few placer miners

are working on the Coquahalla river.

OXT.VRIO

A steel head-frame at the Hollinger's Acme shaft is almost

complete. The large hoist will not be ready at the manu-
facturers for 10 weeks. Considerable work is being done at

a depth of 1250 feet.

At the Mclntyre mine the 1000-ft. level station is finished.

A 50-ton Callow flotation plant is to be built at the Sable

River Mining Co.'s copper mine, between Sudbury and the

Soo. The mineral is chalcopyrite.

A 50-ton Callow flotation plant is to be erected by the Penn-

Canadian company.

During March 144 tons of high and 6698 tons of low grade

ores at the Nipissing yielded $169,999. Including custom ore

the refinery produced 551.921 oz. silver. A winze sunk 150 ft.

below the 490-ft. level of No. 73 shaft cut Keewatin and sev-

eral faults. Further work in this area cut three 4 to 5-in.

veins assaying from 500 to 2500 oz. per ton. At shaft 81

Keewatin is expected at 535 feet.

KOREA
The Seoul Mining Co., operating the Suan concession in

Whanghai province. Chosen, reports the following for March:

Bullion produced $ 65.090

Concentrates 75,455

Total recovery $1 40,545

Expenses $ 55,000

Operating profit $ 85,545

Copper is figured at 12c. per iiound.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
The annual meeting of the Benguet Consolidated Mining Co.

was held at Manila during February. The new mill near

Baguio commenced work in September last, yielding a net

profit of 1*42,010 in the past four months. The first half of

February produced gold worth 1*27,294. The average output

will be over 1*40,000 per month. The present 60-ton plant is to

bo enlarged.

.Vote; The Editor invilm members of the pm/emi/n to nend him jMrliculars of their

werrk and appoint menii'. Thin in/ormntioii iit ttf iiiiQtiestioiied iittereiit to our readers,

Ja.s. W. Neill is in town.

P. B. McDonald is at Ely, Nevada.

R. A. KiNziE has gone to Globe, Arizona.

Edgar A. Collins is at La Crescenta, California.

C. B. Kingston has left London on bis return to Rhodesia.

W. De L. Benedict is expected in San Francisco, from New
York.

T. J. Jones has left Loudon on his return to Kyshtim,

Siberia.

L. D. RiCKETTS, on his return from South America, has gone

to Arizona.

FoRitEs Richard was at Lovelock, Nevada, last week, going

thence to Chicago.

E. A. Wallers has been elected ['resident of the Transvaal

Chamber of Mines.

Victor C. Alderson is manager for the Winnemucca Mining

& Milling Company. Nevada.

Newton B. Knox has been appointed consulting engineer to

the Minas de Phoenicia in Spain.

J. A. Burgess has been appointed manager of the United

Eastern mine at Oatnian, Arizona.

A. B. Hall has been appointed consulting engineer to the

Aurora Mines Co. at Aurora. Nevada.

Henry M. Payne has been lecturing at several mining

schools; this week at Rolla. Missouri.

S. W. Cohen, general manager for the Crown-Reserve Min-

ing Co. at Cobalt, is touring in California.

C. Ekb Wuensch has obtained an appointment on the staff

of the Butters Salvador company in Salvador.

Edward E. Carpenter has been promoted from mill super-

intendent to manager of the Nevada Wonder mine at Wonder.

Nevada.

F. W. Sperr addressed the Gogebic Range Mining Association

at Ironwood, Michigan. April 22, on 'The Block Caving Method

of Stoping Large Orebodies.'

William Thoiilinson. representing British Columbia, has

joined W. D. Dalglish and F. H. Mason on the mineral de-

partment of the Canadian Commission at San Diego.

H. P. Wherry, superintendent of the Fields Mining & Mill-

ing Co.'s mines, has resigned to become the head of a new
organization to operate the Brown-Level mine, in Wisconsin.

R. B. La:mii has moved his office to 25 Broad St.. New York.

He is now consulting engineer to the Oatman Southern Mining

& Milling Co. and the Pittsburg Mining & Milling Co.. l)oth

operating mines at Oatnian, Arizona.

Hunter B. Supplee, a well-known mining man in central

Idaho, died at Philadelphia on April 6 of heart failure.

A. L. Horner, general manager of the Springfield Tunnel &
Development Co. of Columbia, Tuolumne county. California,

died last week after an illness of five months.

The Montana Society of Engineers is arranging a big meet-

ing at Helena on June 6. 7, and S. Trips are to be made to

the lead smelter at East Helena, the power-plant of the Mon-

tana Power Co. at Hauer lake, and the Scratch Gravel mining

district.

On May 2 the Chamber of Mines and Oil of Los Angeles

holds its annual meeting and dinner. Address will be given by

Seeley W. Mudd. Warren C. Kennedy, and Theodore Martin,

while Edward L. Doheny has charge of a long film showing

the Cerro Azul No. 4 oil-well, brought-in on February 10, 1916.

Over 1,000.000 bbl. gushed-out before the well was under

control.
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THE METAL MARKET
y\i run iCN

S«n Krnnclacu, April 2.'

An(linon.v. cvnts per |>ound

Klcrtroly»l> ooppor. ci-nw ppr pound.
PlU I<<ad. cents per pound
rimlnum: ooft iiiclal. per ounce
Platinum: hard motnl. lOi-r Iridium, per ounce.
Qulckullvrr: por flnak of TS lb

Speller, cents per pound
Tin. oiit.s Pit pound
Zinc-dust, cents per pound

I.'

31

8.00—8.80
»sr.

»S9
}r:r.

30

ORE) PRICES

San Kraiu'laco. April 25.

Antimony: 50% product, per unit, of 1%, or 20 lb 12.25

Chrome: 40''c nnd over, f.o.b. curs California, per ton 12.50

Mantcanese: SO''e metal. 8rr silica, per ton 12.00

TunKstcn: 60?r WO^ per unit of 20 lb 70.00

.\ drop In antimony ore Is expected.

A further recession In the price of tungsten U lookeil for

by the Foote Mineral Co. of Philadelphia In June and July, as

a surplus will be thrown on the market. This llrm Is paylnit

tSS per unit for AO'^c product, and a bonus of 25c. per unit for

each unit over lO""',. nnd a penalty for each under that per-

centage.
New York. April 19.

Dealers report that the situation with regard to South
.\merlcan antimony Is exceedingly difflcult. inasmuch as there
are buyers of the ore In New York, but tlie shipping dlfnculties

are almost insurmountable. Tlie frelglit-rate has been doubled.
and still it is difflcult to find cargo-space. The result is that
sellers only offer on the basis of f.o.b. South American ports.

The nominal quotation is $2.60 per )init.

The demand for tungsten is good and the market is firm.

Small quantities have changed hands at $85 per unit, but

larger buyers are unwilling to pay over $80. Tungsten also

Is adversely affected by the costly and inadequate freight

service from South America, from where a large shipment ar-

rived last w?ek.

EASTERN METAI^ MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

April 25.—Copper is strong and active: lead is dull and In-

dependents quote lower: spelter is quiet and weak.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic In New York, in cents per pound.

Average week ending
Mch. 14 26. .50

' 21 26.48
" 28 26.79

Apr. 4 26.87
•• 11 27.50
• 18 28.25
" 25 28.50

Date.
Apr. 19.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, April 19.

The big buying of copper has subsided, leaving prices firm

and producers pretty well sold-up for the next four months.

Sales of fairly prompt metal have been made at 30c. It is

estimated that 300,000,000 11). is under contract. The zinc trade

paused to digest the figures of the U. S. Geological Survey on

the 1915 production and notes for 1916, but it is not thought

that the increased production indicated will depress the market'

in the near future. What will happen after the War is another

story. Lead has been dull on all sides; the crux of this metal

situation lies in foreign demand. If it is renewed on a large

scale prices will advance again, whereas domestic consumption

alone is insufficient to hold them up. Tin is easier because of

larger arrivals. Antimony is easier for the same reason.

Aluminum is a trifle lower.

Exports of war munitions of all kinds—iron, steel, and metal

products, are at their height, and likely to continue at full

flood for some time. It is to be noted, however, that E. R.

Stettinius, of the firm of J. P. Morgan & Co., fiscal and pur-

chasing agent for Great Britain, on his recent return from

London, brought no war orders with him and, when inter-

viewed, stated that England and France were working at full

capacity in making shells and he doubted that further orders

for shells would be placed here. There is, however, heavy en-

quiry for steel rounds wherewith to complete orders in hand.

The metal-working machinery line is quieter, although there

is a good volume of scattered buying on the part of domestic

manufacturers. Pig-iron is strong, but not especially active.

Steel rails have been advanced $5 per ton. Strike troubles

are cropping up in many directions. To forestall trouble, ap-

parently, the U. S. Steel Corporation has announced a general

wage advance of 10%, effective May 1.

COPPER
For the present the large transactions are about over, not

only because buyers are satisfied, but as producers have no

metal to offer in quantities of important size this side of

September. They are sold up for the next four months. It

is estimated that during the big movement contracts were

written tor about 300,000,000 lb. Domestic consumers have

continued in the market since the heavy purchasing subsided

last week, and for prompt lots are paying premiums of 1* to

2c. per lb. Electrolytic for September delivery is quoted at

2S.50c., cash. New York. Lake for the same delivery is nom-
inal at 28.7.5c., cash. May, June, and July electrolytic are

quoted at 29 to 30c. A large quantity for June and July was
taken on April IS at 29.50c., and some May, June, and July at

30c. In fact 30c. copper is closer than it has been since the

War started. Nearby positions are scarce. Lake is practically

unobtainable this side of September, its nominal price for later

deliveries being about 2S.75c. Sales of high-grade Lake for

nearby delivery are reported at 31c. The London market is

strong at £13S for spot electrolytic. Cabled statistics show
that stocks in Great Britain and France made a gain in the

first half of April. On the 15th in the two countries stocks

totaled tiS07 tons, against 552S tons on March 31, and 79S8 tons
on March 15. Exports in IS days of April amounted to 14,273

tons. The domestic market continues remarkably firm despite

the lessened activity.

ZINC
Last week there was some heavy buying, but it has tapered

off. leaving quotations firm at higher levels. The New York
quotation for prompt or April spelter yesterday (the ISth) was
19.25c., and that at St. Louis 19c. May delivery was quoted at

1S.50C., St. Louis, and June at 17.75 to 18c. St. Louis. Third
quarter can be done at about 16.50c. St. Louis. A moderate

business is now being done. The trade is intensely Interested

in the report on 1915 production made by C. E. Siebenthal of

the U. S. Geological Survey, particularly in the figures bearing

on the number of retorts to go into operation this year. At
the beginning of 1916 there was under construction or con-

templated 20,992 new retorts, whereas the number now is

49,612. making a total in operation, building, or contemplated

no less than 206.270, capable of producing about 825,000 tons

per annum. To this quantity must be added about 60,000 tons

which. It is expected, will be produced in electrolytic plants.

There are rumors of other zinc smelters. These figures, in the

eyes of the trade, constitute a bear argument when the distant

future is considered, but it is not thought that they will have
any considerable effect on nearby prices. For one thing, the

producers are well sold-up for this quarter, and a big demand is

expected to develop for the third and fourth quarters. As for the

future it is not expected that the market will hold to its pres-

ent levels, although supporting influences will be consumption

by the galvanizers whose buying has for months been far

under normal. Until the War ends it cannot be forgotten that

the United States is supplying the bulk of the spelter used

in the world. The German and Belgian supply is confined to

those countries. Great Britain is encouraging smelting in the

United Kingdom, but a plentiful supply of ore, which must
come from Australia and Mexico, cannot be had. The upset

shipping conditions, and the troubles in Mexico are practically

prohibitive. Exports in IS days of this month totaled 1279

tons. The London quotation for spot on the ISth was £103.

Sheet zinc is unchanged at 25c., f.o.b. mill, 8% off for cash.

LEAD

The market has continued dull, and the prices of independent

producers show an easier tendency. The situation in lead may
be summed up briefly as follows: All depends on export

demand; if it is heavy it would not be surprising to see prices

advance, if it does not materialize, prices certainly will recede.

The domestic demand alone will not maintain present levels,

let alone send them higher. In the past few days the export

demand seems to have disappeared, and domestic consumers
have shown themselves to be unwilling to pay the prices asked

by independent producers, all of which, has brought about a dull

market. The A. S. & R. Co. continues to quote 7.50c., New
York, and 7.42Jc., St. Louis, but these quotations merely serve

as a basis for averages. Independents ask 7.75c., New York, a

price which probably could be shaded, and 7.62 Jc, St. Louis.

The leading interest has booked some business, but not much
has been done elsewhere. Exports in IS days of this month
were light, amounting to only 747 tons. The London quotation

for spot on the ISth was £35 2s. 6d.

TIN

The quotation for spot tin yesterday (the ISth) was down
to olc, in a quiet market. In fact the market has been dull

almost continuously, the only business of importance being

last Friday (the 14th) when 300 tons changed hands. Con-

sumers are well supplied for their current needs, and fairly

large arrivals in the past few days have cleared-up apjirehen-

sion on that score. Up to April 18, 1345 tons had arrived this

month, and 5464 tons was afloat. A good part of the tin afloat

is coming direct from the Straits Settlements, and will not be

held-up at London or Liverpool.

ANTIMONY
Some fair-sized arrivals from Japan are offered and these,

with the absence of buyers, have created an easier market.

Spot Chinese and .Tapanese is offered at 41 to 42c. New
American producers continue to be reported.
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Kl- PASO CXJNSOLI DATED GOM) MININlJ CO.

During 1913 anil 1914 this Cripple Crook cunipiiiiy inndc no

proOt. but l!i8t yoar that front 24,4'IS tons of company ore

and royalty from 9994 tons of lossoos' ore was $;{7.43.t. Dolits

were reduced from $70,000 to $17,500. On April 1. 1910. tlio

treasury contained $4973. Sixteen leases are in force to the

700-ft. level. The company did 4230 ft. of development, and

has 7000 tons of ore brolven and 12,000 tons ready for l)roak-

Ing. I.ow-gr.ide ore in the mine and on dumps may In' treated

by flotation, either on a royalty basis or by the company.

Joseph J. Darnell is 8U|>erintendent.

TONOPAH MIDWAY MINING CO.

During 1915 lessees worked from No. 1 shaft, there being

40 men at work at present. The company sank No. 2 to 1330

ft. depth. At 12t;5 ft. a vein 15 ft. wide of $3 to $15 ore was

cut. When opened from the 1300-ft. level this vein was flat in

faulted country. At 137 ft. north from the shaft at 1330 ft. a

vein 70 ft. wide was passed through, worth from $2 to $G per

ton. A winze opened $10 to $12 ore. but water was found, and

work temporarily susi)ended. A total of 1057 ft. of work was

done at $7.60 per foot. Shaft-sinking cost $42.79 and winzing

$26.94 per foot. Total expenditure was $25.7S9. Revenue, in-

cluding $33,401 from assessments, and $11,089 from royalties.

totaled $54,126. A balance of $12,070 remains for 1916. W. .1.

Douglass is su|)erintendent.

YUKON GOLD CO.

This company operates in Alaska, California, and Yukon
territory. Results may be tabulated as follows:

Cubic Gold

yards recovered

Alaska (Iditarod) 926.956 $845,998

California ( American, Butte, and Feather

rivers^ 3,818,126 437,852

Yukon (dredges at Dawson) 5,041,075 2,456,597

Yukon (hydraulicking at Dawson) 3,031,647 412,535

Total 12,817,804 $4,152,982

Expenditure in each district was $358,407, $172,118, $1,333,-

908. and $243,247. respectively. The profit was $2,121,031,

about $200,000 less than in 1914. Dividends totaled $1,0.50,000.

Additional ground was purchased in Alaska and California, in

the Ruby and Trinity regions.

Recoveries and costs were as follows:

Gold saved Cost

Cents per yd. Cents per yd.

Dredging in Alaska 91.30 38.70

Dredging in Y'ukon 48.73 26.46

Dredging in California 11.46 4.51

Hydraulicking 13.60 7.00

INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.

During one day early in April this company's mine at Miami,
Arizona, produced 18,000 tons of ore without any effort; a year
ago the experimental mill was receiving 600 tons a day. This
comparison should indicate the progress made during 1915.

The report of the general manager, C. E. Mills, includes the
following for the past year:

No attempt was made to develop additional ore, so reserves
remain as before, namely, 97,143,000 tons averaging 1.63%
copper. Underground work preparatory to mining totaled

109,546 ft., and 337,130 ft. to date. With the caving system of

ore extraction it will be possible to make a large output with
relatively small labor force and at a low cost.

Till' llrNi unit of the new mill Hlailed work on .lune 1^9, 19l.'i,

tin- liiKt In Ki'brunry 1916. Twelve were operallnK »t the eml

of IiecenilH'r. There wiih I rented 77S.sril Iouh of 1.702'
'< ore,

yielding 20,067,310 III. cdpper, with 79.95'; recovery. Oxiile

ore sent to the xmeller iidded 37N,3l'iO lli. to the mill loliil.

The cost WHS .S.13fir per pound of copper for nil depiirtmeiilH.

Of the 20. 445.640 lb. prmim-ed, (;.13l,:i.^.'i lli. wmh cl.'llveied, ri'-

nli'/.inK $1,13S,S7S. Including the metiil on liniid the profll wiis

$600,062. An Inilial quarterly dividend of $1.J.'. per nhiire

was paid on May 1, 1910.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIHATKI) COLU .MI.NKS

Companies operating on the .Mother Lode of California would

profit by reading the report of this company for 1915, an 11

shows how a report should be published for sliareholderg and

the luiblic. Although signed by the general mannKerH. ItewlcU,

MoreIng & Co., the buim rlnlendenl ;it llie mine is .I.iines K.

Parks.

Development covered a total of 4517 ft. The main Kliafi

was sunk 296 ft. on the Incline lo a vertical depth of 2360 ft.

Ore-bins were cutout at 950, 1065. 1200, and 2300 ft. A new

level has since been opened at 2450 ft. At 1200 ft. depth an

east cross-cut was driven 77 ft., and from 40 ft. to that point

73 in. of ore averaged $9.60 per ton. On the 1400-ft. level a

north drift off the raise advanced 191 ft. In $9.60 ore for a

width of 113 in. A raise south, extended 158 ft. In ore. aver-

aged $11.04 over 85 in. A south drift oiiened 70 in. of $0.72

ore over a length of so ft. At 1500 ft. is 123 In. of $4.32 ore;

at 2000 ft. 60 in. of $4.08 ore between 37 and 202 ft. north. Al.

2150 ft. the main north and souUi drifts opened 65 and 9" I'l.

of $10.56 and $12.48 ore over a width of 02 and 138 in. re-

spectively. At 2300 ft. there is 90 ft. of $5.04 ore across 07 in.

in the north drift. The south opening is in ore of irregular

value. There was mined from 8 levels a total of 129,500 tons.

The mill recovered 22,098 oz. gold and 5925 oz. silver by

amalgamation, while concentration saved 9095 oz. and 2727 oz.

respectively. The average yield was $4.95 per ton.

The cost was as follows: Develoiiment, 46c.; mining, $].59c.:

milling, 38c.; bullion and concentrate, 25c.; maintenance and

general, 32c.; a total of $:! jier ton. The net profit was $1SS.OOO,

of which $173,000 was paid in dividends. The balance for

1916 is $12,000, against $1060 brought forward to 1915.

FEDERAL MINING CO.

This is a subsidiary of the American Smelting & Refining

Co., and operates mines and mills in the Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.

A comparative report for the past two years is as follows:

1915 1914

Operating earnings $2,782,658 $2,200,777

Total deductions 2,326,719 2,011,684

Operating profits $ 455,939 $ 189,09:;

Other income 3.52,662 702.40:;

Total income $ 808,601 $ 891,550

Charges 498,234 339,160

Balance $ 310,367 $ 552.390

Preferred dividend 479,443 .599.304

Deficit $ 169,076 $ 46.90s

Previous surplus 1,388,614 1,435,-522

Total surplus $1,219,538 $1,388.61

4

Cash on hand December 31 amounted to $548,703.

There was mined at all projierties 461,252 wet tons of ore, of

which 29,371 tons was first class. There was milled 408,315

dry tons, an average of 34,026 per month. Reserve milling ore

on January 1, 1916, amounted to 1,107,600 tons; 131.370 tons of

concentrate, and 68,108 tons of first-class ore. There was
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produced 66,610 tons of lead concentrate, and shipping ore

averaging 40.20% lead and 14.77 oz. silver per ton; S839 tons of

zinc shipping ore and concentrate containing 42.46% zinc; of

this amount 29,338 tons was first-class shipping lead ore which

carried from 22.95 to 52.25% lead and averaged 30.43%.

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED MINES CO.

AURORA CONSOLIDATED MINES CO.

As the first named controls the other, the report of these

two Nevada companies may be considered together. J. W.

Hutchinson is general manager for both, and the following

notes are from his report for 1915. At Gioldfield the mine and

mill superintendents are J. B. Kendall and J. B. Lain, re-

spectivel.v, while at Aurora, R. A. Hardy is the general super-

intendent.

Development amounted to 34,603 ft. at a cost of $5.73 per

foot. No discoveries of unknown orebodies were made during

the year, but exploration was directed toward ground in which

there are chances of finding extensions of known shoots. Re-

serves of measurable ore amount to 105,000 tons, but it is safe

to say that 250,000 tons can be counted in addition. Some ore

was extracted by lessees. There was one fatal accident in the

mine due to carelessness of the miner. The copper-gold ore is

to be treated by flotation. This ore occurs below the 750-ft.

level, and little development has been done there of late pend-

ing final results of testing. There was extracted 335,553 tons

of milling ore by the company, and 11,162 tons by lessees; also

4154 tons of copper-gold ore for the smelters. The Mohawk
mine contributed 193,802 tons -of ore. Sloping cost $2.67 per

Ion. Square-set slopes produced 81.19% of the total.

The mill treated an average of 1057 tons per day. a total of

385.900 tons, averaging $10.37 per ton. Of this. 43.339 tons of

$5.99 ore was from dumps. The recovery was 90.45%, at a

cost of $1,414 per ton, a reduction of 22 cents. The net cost

in all departments was $5.02 per ton, a decrease of $1.03. The

total bullion saved was $3,621,269. Smelter settlements, etc.,

lirought the net revenue to $3,515,834. The operating profit

was $1,558,308. One dividend of 15c. and three of 10c. each

were paid, a total of $1,601,617. Cash at the beginning of the

year was $655,703: at the end $573,370.

Total production to date is 2.506,139 tons of ore for $67,323,-

101, an average of $27.06 per ton, and $28,999,832 in dividends,

or $8.15 per share.

Owing to treatment troubles the Aurora Consolidated mill

was idle in February and March of 1915, when new filters

were installed. There was treated 138,399 tons of ore, averag-

ing $4 per ton. The operating profit was $32,984, but new con-

struction turned this into a loss of $22,377. Costs totaled

$3,216 per ton. excluding new plant. The company's del)t is

$400,000.

Development amounted to 4900 ft., at a cost of $8.10 per foot.

Ore reserves are estimated at 414,000 tons, 365,000 of which

are in the Humboldt vein. Neither the quantity of ore nor the

grade thereof has checked the original estimate, so it is prob-

able that the investment of the Goldfield Consolidated com-

pany iu the Aurora may not be profitable. However, there is

much unexplored ground with possibilitie.s.

ALASKA GOLD MINES CO.

ALASKA GASTINEAU MINING CO.

Accompanied by plans and photographs the report of this

company for 1915 is of special interest, in view of the scope

of operations and criticism that has been leveled at the under-

taking generally. The managing director, D. C. .lackling, re-

ported that the year was one of particular interest. In .Tuly

1912 it was estimated that the general program would admit
of part of the plant being operated by the first of 1915: this

actually commenced on February 12. By November the mill

was treating 6000 tons per day. To supply power for 12,000

tons daily, the Annex scheme of 4000 hp. was partly finished.

Operations have shown that the mill is capable of dealing

with 10,000 tons in March 1916. At the mine another 3000-cu.

ft. compressor was installed, a concrete dry-room erected,

machine-shop re-arranged, the Sheep Creek railway improved,

snow-sheds built, the whole being able to handle 12,000 tons

per day.

Development totaled 17,346 ft. of openings, and 5943 ft. of

diamond-drilling. Actual operation and sloping divulged new
and important facts relative to the distribution of gold. The
highest grade ore occurs in the schist body opened in No. 2

east slope on No. 5 level, and No. 6 east on No. 9 and 10 levels,

this schist having a strong 'rake' to the east, appearing far-

ther away from the central shaft and workings on deeper levels,

until at No. 10 it is first encountered east of No. 2 shaft. The
ore from this section averaged $2 per ton by sampling and

mill runs. The slate orebody is the lowest grade so far de-

O'e 7iye I- >VhK^ S'opts htivc been opfea

veloped, particularly west of No. 1 shaft, where the vein

widens to 140 and 210 ft. East of the shaft below No. 5 level

the slate orebody is narrower and higher grade. West of the

shaft below No. 9 and down to the Sheep Creek level the de-

posit is of meta-gabbro and slate. Sampling has shown bet-

ter ore than in the slate body. It had been decided from

sampling, etc., that if a mixture of ore of 25%. of schist, 25%
of one slate, and SO^'p of another slate, the mill could be sup-

plied with ore of average grade. This was proved true, but

as mining progressed, it was found, due to the rake of the

schist orebody, that No. 6 stope east on No. 9 level rapidly

passed out of the schist into lower grade slate; and No. 1

stope east on No. 5 level, lying under the schist, did not sup-

ply as high grade ore as was expected, because the underlying

slate caved away and prevented any mining in the schist at

all, thus giving poor ore, whereas high-grade ore had been

counted on. Later on this schist orebody will contribute such

ore when attacked from another direction. This resulted in

less ore being sent to the mill and the grade dropping to nearly

$1 per ton, details of which have already been published. Ore

broken in slopes at the end of 1915 totaled 1,400,984 tons, an

increase of nearly a million tons compared with the quantity

at the beginning. The cost of ore-breaking was 17.22c. per

ton, plus 5.25c. for preparing new slopes. Underground tram-

ming cost 4.997c.; and on surface, 3A miles to the mill. 3.641c.

During November, the month of maximum tonnage, ore was
delivered to the plant for 28.499c. per ton.

The mill treated 1,115,294 tons of $1.1569 ore, with 81.067^

recovery. Tailing assayed 21.91c. The average cost of mill-

ing was 30.496c., but on 6000 tons a day it was down to 25.699c.

Every cost made a total of 69.039c. per ton. The years re-

sults in all departments were uniformly satisfactory, and more
than confirmatory of estimates, excejjt the grade of ore de-

livered.

Of the gold recovered worth $1,046,104, the profit was $251.-

848, plus $26,923 miscellaneous.

Operating officials at the mine are B. L. Thane, manager:

G. T. .lackson. assistant manager; B. B. Niodin.g, superin-

tendent of mines; H. L. Wollenbur.g. chief engineer; and E. V.

Daveler, superintendent of metallurgical department.
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Si\-l'u*tK l4«>iJM«iTiiM». By lUirjui' Wllincr .Miii^h. 1", I"-.'

John Wlloy tt Sous. Inc.. New York. For wilo by iho Mimm.
AND StIKNTUIC PB»>.-*. Prlop. l.S.'i.

This Is a well-printed Itook of slx-plnof loRnrlihiiiB iirraiiKi-il

In the uHiml way. The table of lopirithnis of nuniboni has tbi>

first thro* (Isures of the nnnibor In the nmrKln. Ooliimiis

across the iMige Klve the fourth IlKuro. The tables of loKn-

rlthmlc sines and tanBcnts arc flRured for tcn-sccond Inter-

vals. Proi>orllonal parts for Interpolation are given In tlic

tables for l)oth the numbers and the trlcononietrlc functions.

There Is also a seven-place table of leuRths of circular arcs

and a few miscellaneous mathematical tables. There is a short

chapter of Instruction for the use of the tables, which Is en-

tirely correct as far as the tables themselves are concerned,

but which might give the novice the Impression that loga-

rithms must necessarily be to the base 10. The book will be

of value tioth in the class-room, drafting-room, and otTlce.

rather than in the field. Since four-place tables arc usually

sufficient in the field, this Is not a matter of importance.

The Mining World Index of Current Liteiuti'ke. Vol.

VIII, last half year of 1915. By Geo. E. SIsley, Associate

Editor of mining it Enffineerinp World, P. 288. Index. Pub-

lished by the Mining World Co.. Monadnock Bdg., Chicago,

Can be obtained through the Mimnc. .\nii Sukntikic Press.

Price $2,

An Index of engineering articles sounds attractive to a

neophyte. He imagines that by consulting such an Index It is

possible to immediately find exactly what he wants. It must

be admitted that occasionally this works out nicely, but most

Indexes are an introduction to a Chinese puzzle. As to the

Mining World index it can be said that a good deal of credit

is due to the compilers not only for the assiduous scanning of

a tremendous array of publications in half a dozen languages,

but for the policy of giving more importance to the author

than to the title of the article indexed. Titles are delusions.

authors are remembered. For the rest, the Mining World

index is sufficiently well known to need no introduction. The

chief criticism has been that an index published by a paper of

the same class is likely to give unmerited attention to the

articles appearing in its own columns.

U. S. Bureau of.iIines, Washington, D. C, 1916:

How A Miner C.\n Avoid Some D.^xgebous Diseases. By
A. J. Lanza and Joseph H. White. Miners' circular 20. P. 26.

Illustrated. Practical notes on an important subject.

EcosoMic Methods op Uttuzing Western Lignites. By E.

J. Babcock. Bulletin 89. P. 73. 111., index. The largest work-

able deposits of this kind of coal are in North Dakota, Mon-

tana, Wyoming. Colorado, and Texas, the first named being

the greatest. Their importance has not been appreciated nor

have they been adequately utilized.

Graphic Studies of Ultimate Analyses of Coals. By
Oliver C. Ralston, with a preface by Horace C. Porter. Tech-

nical paper 93. P. 14. 111., charts.

Abstracts of Current Decisions on Mines and Mining. May
to September. 1915. By J. W. Thompson. Bulletin 113, law

serial 6. P. 122.

Manufacture of Gasoline and Benzene-Toluene from Pe-

troltum and Otiler Hydrocarbons. By W. F. Rittman, C. B.

Dutton, and E. W. Dean, with a bibliography (41 pages) by

M. S. Howard, Bulletin 114, petroleum technology 29. P. 26S.

111., index. This important publication should be secured by

all interested in oil and gasoline, especially at this time when
so much is being said about gasoline.

INDUSI'RIAL NOTKS
In the April 'I.eHcliru'H HerculcH.' iiiiioiir. iMlier liilcicHtiiiK

mailer Is a brief ili-Niripllou of the pliiiil Ibiil iiiaiiiiriiitnreH

l,i-.i iii-N wire ro|>e ut St. LouIh. MIkhouiI.

UoelilliiK Wire Hope" Is the name of the Inillellu of .loiiv A.

HoniiiNii's Sons Co., Tn-nton, Now .lersey, kIvIiik iiifurinutlon

of service to wire-rope users. Special arllrlcK iire written by

engineers of the company, citing examples of good wire-rope

liraclice. Parllrular atlenlion Is given to the care ami pi<i|ier

use of wire rope in service.

On and after April 17 the Los Angeles oflln- of ibc 1'a< ii-ic

Tank & Pipe Co. will be at rooms 910-912 Trust ami SiivinKS

building, north-west corner of Sixth and Siirlng slnM-lH. The
company has Just erected a new anil larger plant at lOast

Wilmington, which is near the harbor of I>os AngcleH, and is

equipped to complete business in better ways than before.

Hulletin No. 56 and others (4S pages) of the Hvkon .Iacksmn

Ikon Wokks. Inc., of San Francisco, are all about the pumiis
that this firm manufactures. Including the following: Bell-

driven centrifugals lor irrigation, direct-connected centrif-

ugals, single-stage centrifugals, dredging gravel and sllnie

pumps, improved deep-well turbine-pumi)8, and multiple tur-

bine and series centrifugals. All kinds of mine pumps are

described and Illustrated. Useful data are also given.

Waterproof Graiihite Grease" Is the title of a new Itl-pagc

booklet published by the Joseph Dixon Ckuciiile Co., Jersey

city. New Jersey. This useful little book explains concisely

and clearly how many difficult lubricating problems have been

overcome. It also deals with the care and up-keep of heavy,

slow-moving machinery and parts that are exposed to un-

usual wear. Some of the subjects treated are lubrication of

elevator plungers, the best way to handle wire rojie, open gear-

ing, dredge machinery, and rolling-mill lubrication, the lubri-

cation of sugar-rolls, pulp, and paper machinery.

It is usually the case that a man interested in one line of

goods does not care for anything except that particular line,

and it means a saving to the firm which he purjmses to pat-

ronize to send out the catalogs to a much larger list of con-

sumers and give each one more comiilete data on the |)ar-

ticular lines in which he is Interested.

Such a catalog has just been published by the S.viitii-Booth-

UsHEE Co. of Los Angeles. Instead of issuing one complete

catalog containing all of its lines, there has been issued a

catalog on the unit basis, namely, a separate catalog for

each line of goods. For instance, one catalog covers pumps,

engines, motors, and irrigation supiilies; another contains

garage machinery; while others contain pipe and fittings,

valves, wood-working equii)ment, contractors' supplies, elevat-

ing, conveying, and power-transmission machinery, belting and

pulleys, mining equipment, street contractors' supplies, etc.

By furnishing separate catalogs in this way the firm is enabled

to give much more complete data on each particular line than

would be possible if all was combined in one book.

The Meese & Gottfried Co. has adopted the sectional form in

issuing its new general catalog, and section No. 1 of 9th edition

Catalog has just been received. This first section is one of the

best publications of its kind. It treats of a portion only of

the firm's line of conveying, elevating, screening, and mechan-

ical power-transmitting machinery; that is, pulleys, couplings,

shafting, etc., but is full of important data making it of

permanent value to the engineer or plant superintendent, Of

special interest is the descriptive matter it contains on 'short-

centre' belt-drives, a departure from the usual methods of belt-

driving, which makes it possible to install belt-drives under

conditions where heretofore high-speed chains alone were con-

sidered practicable.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

SILVER at 74J cents is the highest since 1892; it com-

pares with the low price of 46J on September 1,

1915. Gentlemen of Tonopah and Cobalt, shake!

T JXDER 'special correspondence' we give our readers

^ an interesting letter from Johannesburg. It is

written by an engineer 'in the know' and contains some

frank—and therefore useful—comment on Rand affairs.

'T'O Mr. Courtenay De Kalb we are indebted, in this

- issue, for a scliolarly article on the origin of nitrate.

The conditions under which this chemical deposit is pro-

duced in nature have been the sub.ject of previous dis-

cussions in our pages; this time Mr. De Kalb finds an

interesting analogy—incomplete as it may be—between

New Mexico and Chile. If the Rodeo valley were five

times more arid it might have compared with the An-

dean plateau as a place for the natural accretion of

nitrate.

A ]\10NG the resolutions passed by the Republicans of

^^ Boulder county, Colorado, was one demanding a

tariff of $.50 per unit on tungsten, in order to kill compe-

tition from Australia and Portugal. This was unneces-

sary. The Australian government has placed an em-

bargo on the shipment of tungsten anywhere except to

England and her allies, and has fixed a price of $11.50

per unit of 65% product at seaboard. As to Portugal.

we think it unlikely that any tungsten ore will come
Irom that country to the United States, all the output

l>eing commandeered for use in England and France, at

least for the duration of the War.

CTRAIGHT TALK on metallurgical practice is of the
*^ greatest value to smelter-men ; it is rarely possible

to obtain information that has not been censored by

authority or bowdlerized by convention. The roasting

of lead ores just now is a subject of timely interest by
reason of the starting of new lead-smelting plants in the

North-west. It is difficult to obtain an unvarnished
record of experience in this branch of technology, there-

fore the description, analysis, and criticism of the prac-

tice at Ea-st Helena should prove useful. The author's

name is not given, but it mil be obvious from the read-

ing of the article that he is 'on the spot' in more senses

than one.

'T'lIAT old yam about Carrie Everson and the dis-

covery of flotation is being revamped, with a Cali-

fornian setting. That erudite newspaper The Evenimj
TIou-l publishes a cock-and-bull story about a Miss Har-

riet Everson wiio discovered the process while on a visit

to her brother at Kennett, in Shasta county. The
cleaning of some pans, the spilling of kerosene on a

copper-gold ore, and laughter at the absurd floating of

the valuable minerals furnish the chromatic details for

another myth. The lady is said to have obtained a

patent, but she was obstructed by the numerous other

patents taken out by "some Italians in California."

Shades of Froment ! Finally, her case is said to illus-

trate "how a fortune was missed by a hairbreadth."

No ; it illustrates how wilfully ignorant the daily press

is, and nothing more.

/^NE good featui-e of the rise in metals is that it is en-
^-^ riching a number of small operators: for in.stance,

in southern Missouri the rise in zinc has doubled the

number of persons paying income-tax this year as com-
pared with the year before : and in the same way the ex-

ploiting of tungsten deposits on lea.se. in Colorado, Ari-

zona, and Idaho, for example, has given a lot of men
without capital the chance to win a fortune. Similarly

the demand for quicksilver, magnesite. and manganese in

California and Nevada has enabled many small operators

to make a handsome turn by aid of the simplest equip-

ment. Honest digging of mineral from the ground is

prospering so greatly just now that the stock-market

game has lost much of its attractiveness. The uncer-

tainty as to metal prices gives sufficient speculative zest.

P'ONSIDERING the lavish publicity given by the
^^ Boston Netvs Bureau to the Kennecott agglomera-
tion, we are surprised pleasantly to see that interesting

and entei-prising paper giving a warning in regard to

tiie huge capitalizations of copper companies and sug-

gesting that speculatoi-s should not neglect to make en-

(piiry into the number of shares issued against a given

property. The Chile Copper and the Kennecott have
4,400,000 and 2,754,625 shares, respectively. This af-

fords a violent contrast, for example, with the 100,000

shares of the Calumet & Hecla company, which has paid

$131,000,000 in dividends. Indeed, at one time the State

of Michigan forbade an issue exceeding 100.000 shares

{'gainst any copper mine, indicating how archaic old

ideas have become in this liranch of industrv.

/~\rTCROPS and their story wiU always interest the
^-^ miner, for by them he is gviided in his search for the

hidden ore, AVe take pleasure in publishing the first of a

series of articles on 'Surfieial Indications of Copper,'

prepared by Mr. Frank IT. Probert, Professor-designate

of ^lining in the LTnivei-sitv of California. Tlie author
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iins hail ail exiu-rioiiw littiiidf liiiii to tivat tin- siilijfci

from the evoiiomio point of view, tJiat is, fn>iii that of

the miiiiiip fiijrituor. Tlu" first pluilo|;raplii«' illiislnilion

is ail oxaiiipli' of tlu' kiiui of oviiloni'i' most licsiri'tl by tin-

prospot'tor. imiuely, the presence of ricli ore. Tlie mass

of nearly pun- copper siil|>lii(le in the rmiesloiie rormini,'

the oiYst of a snow-ehul raiiije in .southeastern A hi.sk.

i

has proved to Ik? the top of a ?rcat honanzn, now heinjr

oxpUiiteil by the Keiiiieeott Toppir Company. Tlie more

subtle sigrns of mineralization that led to the nneoveriiif:

of the immense masses of enriched porphyry ami schist,

constitiitintr the dis.s4^niinated ehaleoeite deposits of

Utah, Nevatla. and Arizona, will be dcseribed in tlie later

articles of this series. The snbject is mtich to the point

:

for. after all. the first act of miiiinp is to find ore. We
must confess that the finding is usually less seicntilie.

more accidental, than the mining and metallurgical oper-

ations that follow the diseover.v. Hitherto the miniiiK

engineer has had to follow in the tracks of the unso

phisticated prospector, exploiting what his iiomadie

friend first explored. Only in recent years has the

science of ore deposits achieved its economic jiurpose in

furnishing an intelligent explanation of the processes

whereby ore concentrations, particularly of copper, are

formed underground. Even now. the amount of con-

fident knowledge on the s;uhject is small; all the more

reason for making the most of it and of testing it as we

proceed.

%W/ IIEKP] the zinc has gojie is shown in recent statistics

"^ puliiished by the Geological Survey. From these

it is seen how the export of domestic spelter was 987 tons

in the first 7 months of 1914, as compared with an expor-

tation of 63.820 tons in the last 5 months of that year,

and 70.349 tons in the first 7 months of 1915. Then the

rate slackened so that in the last 5 months of last year

the total exported was 47,447 tons, making the total for

the year. 117.796 tons, as compared with 64,807 in the

whole of 1914. Production rose from 3.53.049 to 489,.5in

tons, or at the rate of 39%, while domestic consumption

increased from 299.12.5 to 364,382 tons, equivalent to

22%. The difference between these two increa.ses was

more than compensated by the exportation, which in-

creased 82%, as shown above. Meanwhile the smelter

capacity has been increased from 115,114 retorts at tho

end of 1914 to 156.6.58 at the close of 1915. and it is

estimated that a further addition of fully 50,000 retorts

is assured during the current year, bringing the total

capacity to over 200,000 retorts, equivalent to an output

of 825,000 tons. Taking into account the output of

secondary and re-melted spelter, the United States will

be in a position, at the end of 1916, to produce 900,000

tons, or nearly three times the probable domestic de-

mand. In 1913 the world output of zinc was 1,102,456

tons. Obviously, the ending of the TVar will puncture

this inflation of American productivity. The Geological

Survey bulletin suggests that the smelting of the Aus-

tralian output in this country would obviate a collapse,

but we know already that most of the Broken Hill com-

panies have arraiiK'ed for the I icjil iiiciil ul' their proiliii'l

ill Australia on llie lui.sis of loiig-tiiiie coiitraclK: mid

that of the two eoiupMiiies not iinliiiled. one luis a

siiicller in Kiiglaiid and tin' otiier will make similar ar-

raiigenients as soon ns il can. 'riiereforc no help is to

be expected from .\uslralia. In short, the pieseiil price

l"or sjiclter is liiikcil with the diir'iiti(Ui of the War.

TiyfKXU'A.N alVaiis loiilinue in a slate of tliix. The
'•'' conference at l''.l I'a.so between (IciH'i'al Alvaro

Obregon mid (ii'icia! Hugh li. Sciitl, ('('presenting the

military estalilisliiiieiils of the two coiiiilrieu. Iiiik not

lieen dcliiiilcly coiicliiih d at the time of this writing, but

it is cli'ar that Presidiiil Wil.son will not consent to a
witlidrawal of the Aiiiciicaii ex|>cditioii under (ieiicral

I'ersliiiig. If that expedilinii can remain where it is

without provoking war willi tlu' ("arranza government,

il will be a consuiiimalion as uiic'X])ccted as il will be

satisfactory; for, once cstalilislicd in Xortliern Mexico,

the American troops will be able tx) restore order and

set an example that may lead to Die liiial f>aeifiealioii of

the country. The position is tii-klish and forecasts arc

dangerous, but there is a good chance of our being able

to avoid war. If on the other hand. Oliregfui insists on

the withdrawal of General IVrshing and his coinmaiid.

there will be nothing for it but to stand |>at. We i-cfuse

to imagine that Mr. Wilson will indulge in another vcra-

crusade ; a retreat would invit(> attack and cremate the

idea among the Mexicans that the American troops had

been repulsed, whether by Villa or f'arranza will be im-

material—it will be quite enough to encourage sniping

and cutting of lines of communication, to be followed, of

course, by counter-attack on the part of our men, and so

to organized warfare. In short, the conference at EI

Paso will decide whether the United States is to remain

a friend or become an active enemy of the Mexican

government.

T> ESl'MPTIOX of work at the Bishop Creek mine, in

-'-'- Inyo county, is mentioned as a po.s,sibility, if Mr.

Gaylord AVilshire, the promoter of the enterprise, can

collect adequate funds for the purpose, which includes

the enlargement of the mill, now one of 10 stamps only.

This mine has been the snbject of some curious finance,

in which ^Ir. TVilshirc. Socialists, and British Ouian;i

have featured at various dates. It appears that the pro-

moter has been backed by several thousand Socialists;

we know of no reason why they should not make good

stoekliolders, but we can see that theoretically it is all

wrong for a Socialist to draw the unearned increment

of a productive gold mine. However, that is a detail.

We see better rea.son why stockholders in a Californiaii

mine should not be dependent for dividends on a prop-

erty in British Guiana, by exchange of shares and inter-

locking of interests. That also may be said to be an

academic objection, because no dividends did accrue.

Then followed 'Safety First' .$55 notes, and 'Convert-

ible 10% bonds.' All this was spread over six years.

Now, Mr. Wilshire proposes to consolidate the wreckage
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of all these past promotions, formiug a Consolidated

Wilshire Mining Company to be launched on an assess-

ment of 6 cents per share wherewith to doulile the size

and capacity of the mill at Bishop Creek. Whether the

mine will earn more money with 20 stamps than witli

10, we do not know. Doubling a mill does not always

turn a losing operation into a profitable ; sometimes it

increases the loss as well as the tonnage. Mr. Wilshire,

we believe, has not had sufficient experience in gold min-

ing to pass judgment on a technical question of such

immediate importance to 6000 shareholders. We sug-

gest, in his own interest no less than in that of his sup-

porters, that good professional advice be taken before the

financial position is further complicated.

A World View

Quicksilver

Quicksilver has dropped to a nominal price of $100.

Last week an auction sale of 192 flasks in this city euded

in a fiasco, the two lots being 'boTight in' l)y the seller

at $100 and $105. In the middle of February the price

was $300 per flask. The sudden break was due to un-

expected shipments from Europe. The British govern-

ment, on behalf of the Allies, had placed an embargo on

export, so that quicksilver on tlie London market has re-

mained steadily at £16^, or $80, per flask, but when the

scarcity in this country caused the price to soar, a protest

was made by the Du Pont works, the chief manufacturer

of fulminate for the Allies. Whereupon the British gov-

ernment gave permission to the Rothschilds, controlling

the European production of mercTiry, to make some ship-

ments to the United States, most of it going to the Du
Pont works, but some of it to the California Cap Com-

pany, which manufactures fulminate for industrial uses

only, that is, for blasting caps. When therefore a ship-

ment of 1900 flasks arrived at New York from Spain,

followed by 1100 more from Italy, and altogether fully

5000 flasks were .sent across the water in about two

months, the market broke with a suddenness that as-

tounded many who had begun to speculate in the metal,

more particularly in San Francisco. Moreover, the

l)00sting of the quotation to six or seven times the ante-

bellum price did have the effect of attracting the metal

from a variety of places, for example, the stock held in

reserve by sundry gold-mining companies and the

'quick' stored at silver mines in Mexico that had substi-

tuted cyanidation for pan amalgamation. Again, at $300

it paid to apply rough water-concentration to many old

dumps and extract small amounts, which, cumulatively,

had an immediate effect on the market. After all. the

normal annual production in the United States is only

20.000 fla.sks. so that a small increase lowers the price,

unless the War demand is more than enough to

absorb the new supplies. Concerning that, it would ap-

pear that production can be .stimulated gi-ently by high

prices and the War demand would have to last for .sev-

eral years before the easily accessible sources of supply
were exhausted. In short, quicksilver is not likely to

rise above its present quotation.

In one of those periodical pamphlets of useful infor-

mation issued by the National City Bank of New York

we found the statement that "obviously, Americans in

liusiness life who will lead in the future will be men of

lu-oader outlook than in the past—men witli the "world

view'." That means, presumably, that the America-n of

the future will try to understand foreign peoples pre-

paratory to engaging in trade with them ; that he will

stud.y historical geography in order to obtain guidance

in his commercial expansion; that he will learn lan-

guages instead of fencing himself in a Monroe doctrine

of linguistic incapacity. There is a distinct movement

in this country toward a better comprehension of the

ideas of foreign cu.stomers and a more intelligent appre-

ciation of the ways of alien markets. Classes in Spanish,

for example, are symptomatic of the belief that oppor-

tunities for enterprise are likely to offer themselves in

South America. The notion is spreading that the indiis-

tries of the United States are outgrowing domestic needs

and that expansion abroad will prove profitable at an

early date. For much of this the Great War is respon-

sible ; it has shattered the provincial egoism of our peo-

ple, making it clear that no pronouncement of our own
—whether by President Monroe or President Wilson

—

can ensure that avoidance of entangling alliances which

was the avowed aim of the founders of this republic nor

the splendid isolation that was the dream of doctrinaire

statesmen, say, two years ago. The logic of events is in-

controvertible. A condition, not a theory, confronts us.

Facts are stubborn ieachers. The American of the

future will recognize them, lest he become a thing of the

past. He will get "the world view," says the energetic

New Yorker. W^hat is that? We have mentioned some

of the things it means, but a deeper significance is to be

found in the phrase: it means leaving the parish pump
and climbing the hillside; it means abandoning the val-

ley road and ascending the snowy range ; it means that a

parochial self-sufficiency is to be discarded in favor of a

wider mental horizon and a broader human outlook.

Can we, as a people, reach that nobler altitude without

the discipline of a great experience? The preceding gen-

eration passed through the trial of the Civil War and

emerged, sobered and strengthened, ready for the de-

velopment of this continent. When Bleriot cros,sed the

Channel seven years ago he destroyed the isolation of

Britain without decreasing the insularity of the British ;

but two years ago the flame of a great sentiment con-

sumed that insularity amid the smoke of battle and

beckoned the peoples overseas with a light of enthusiasm

that is one of the fine things in a pentecostal calamit.v.

Can we learn the lesson without undergoing the experi-

ence? Then let us watch Europe in deep seriousness

and with intense sympathy. The great belligerents on

lioth sides are fighting for big ideas; it is for us at lea.st

to respect the sacrifice of industrial welfare and personal

comfort, nay, life itself, ungrudgingly, for something

that is not measured in dollars and cents. Let us not,
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not in the hiist ailuiirahle. When we tVei jriatefnl for

Inivinfr eseapetl the hoi-n>r. so far, let us thank the Al-

lantio, not our superiority over the ((allant men who are

tlyinp for a prineiple anil a purpose, and if we are

span'il to pet the wider outlook from tiie hiu:ii i>eak of

success without being overwliehned l>y the storm patlier-

ini; on the fartlier snnimils let us learn tiiat "the world

\-iew" hegins at home: in the hous*'. in the olliee; in the

State; and in the United States. "That man's the best

i-osmopolite who loves his native i-ounlry best" not

ujcn-ly pi-oud of it. or Imastful loneerniug it. but willint:

to surnMuler his comfort, his property, even his life, for

it. The younp nian who wants to "have the world view"

had better begrin by being a good American before he

ventures to sigh for new worlds to conquer. The first

is no incon.siderable achievement, particniiirly in liiesc

days when hypiiens have provoked a political apjicndi-

citis that threatens to require a surgical operation.

Leaving thin ii-c and pi-oeeeding on firm groimd. it is a

noteworthy fact that the War has stimulated enquiry in

new directions and furnished information of an un-

expected kind. The movement of Russian troops, for ex

ample, whether the mythical passage through Scotland

or the recent landing at Marseilles, has made most of us

better infonned concerning the geography of a country

that is 7000 miles in extent from east to west. We have

learned that a people of 170 millions has no ice-free

port, that Archangel in the White Sea. facing the Arctic.

has been made open to navigation a few mouths longer

by the use of a Canadian ice-breaker, and that recently

a new port and railway tomiinal has been established at

Alexandrovsk, or Katerina. on the estuary of the Luta

river, on the coast of Lapland, .iust round the corner

from the northern end of Norway, where a warm current

from the Atlantic ensures open water throughout the

year. Again, take the activities of the sea-raiders, from

the Emd-rn to the Moewe; everybody has bad to consult

the atlas in order to follow their movements, learning

incidentally what trade-routes were affected and how-

coaling-stations are distributed over the seven seas.

Even more informing has been the interference with

trade in various commodities, causing us to learn the

sources of supply of many things in common use. More
particularly, the War has been the means of causing the

average man to become interested in mineral products,

the supply of which bas been stopped or rendered ab-

normally expen.sive. The man in the street has taken

an interest in the production of the metals and the tech-

nical man ha.s studied the statistics of production wit'i

keener insight than heretofore. All of this has enlarged

the mental horizon of the ordinary citizen and given him
a little of that world view that distinguishes the man of

education. For real education, by drawing out the bet-

ter faculties, tends always to a larger sympathy and a

better understanding. The time will come when the

thickness, not the color, of the human skin will be

deemed decisive; when the .spread of a eoinliion larinun^'i-

will enable men of divers*' eminlries to diseover that the

barriers of pri-.jndiee are lowered by I lie ability to ex

ebailgi' ideas; when at latil there will lie developed :i

world citizen, as id)le to reconcile loyalty to his native

land with goodwill to other eoiiiilrieK as lie is now able

to liiiH' cixic iliil\- willi <|i-viilion to bonn'

Mining Geo/ogis/

Should a .sjiecial degree he ei-ealed for pruli<iiiii\ in

geology? This (lueslion is now lieing ventilated in the

pages of luiiiuiHilr (litilaifii. In its i-iirrent issiir ui liiid

letters on the subject from nine engineers and geii|(ii;ists

eompeletit to ex[)ress an oi)inion. Mr. Uolirrt I'eele

thinks that a good training in mining engineering is

essential to a man intending to si)ecialize in mining

geology. .Mr. 1'. Leslie Ransome remarks that "academic
degrees in this country have very little significance.''

because they do not indicate the institutions by which

they have been conferred. .Mr. Kalph Arnold is heartily

in favor of granting a degree in mining geology, but not

until the candidate has obtinned a bachelor's degree in

geology, plus one year of practical experience. Mr. E. G.

Spilsliury points to the lack of uniformity in geological

curricula and agrees with Professor Pcclc that the jjro-

posed degree should involve a post-graduate course after

mirnng engineering. Dr. A. R. Ledonx suggests 'eco-

nomic geologi.st' as a proper title, to be granted after

post-graduate study. Mr. J. Parke Channing recognizes

the need for specialization and is not unfavorable to tin'

granting of a special diploma, but be realizes that the

nniltiplicity of degrees in technology has become con-

fusing. Finally. Mr. R. V. Norris considers that the

description 'mining geologist' bas l)een so often abused

by incompetent men that it may prove dangerous to use

it as a university degree. These opinions have their

personal interest and taken together they are likely to

be representative of professional attitude on the matter.

Tt would seem es.sential tliat any such degree should be

supplementary to training and experience in mining en-

gineering. We have 'geologists' and 'mining engineers;'

if we are to have 'mining geologists' as specialists en-

dorsed academicaly, they nuist combine the training of

both their predecessors in profes-sional practice. No

geologist is competent to advise upon the exploratory or

development work of a mine unless he is familiar with

the technique of mining. Lack of such familiarity has

caused many geologists to make sad blunders. Mining

geology is essentially economic, that is, it deals with tin-

making of money by the exploitation of ore deposits:

therefore a familiarity wilb the operations of mining

and metallurgy, more particularly the cost of such opera-

tions, is a pre-requisite to advice that is worth having.

The geologist studies rocks and minerals, their origin

and relations; the mining geologist applies that study

to the business of making money by extracting metals

out of those rocks and minerals. To do that be iinisf

understand mining engineering.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are iitvitcd to use (/lis department for the discussion of (cclidiciil and otiier matters per-

(liiiiiiiri (o iiiiuiuj; iiiui metaUur^y. The Editor weleomes t)te cvprt'ssion of views contrary to his own, be-

lieving that careful crificisni is more valuable than casual compliment.

Cyanidation of Flotation Concentrate

The Editor;

Sir—In your ilisfussiou departiiient of tlie lltli iiist.,

1 note an answer by Mr. E. M. Hamilton to your question

as to whether flotation c-oneentrate could he successfully

i-.yanided. While a refugee in the States two years ago,

I did some work along that line, and am at present en-

gaged in a similar investigation with the ores of the El

(h-o district.

Herewith is a brief summary of some tests made on a

low-grade ore from Lower California. The ore in ques-

tion carried only 0.16 oz. gold and 0.25 oz. silver; the

silver content being .so low, I took no account of it in the

concentration tests. Quite a number of small half-kilo

tests were run with an M. S. machine to obtain sufficient

concentrate for the cyanide work. The first composite

concentrate obtained carried exactly one ounce of gold.

This sample, ground to 200-mesh, was then ti-eated with

a 0.11% cyanide solution containing 20 lb. lime and 200

grams lead acetate per ton of ore. The ratio of solid to

liquid was 1 : 3. Time of treatment was 91 hours. After

24 hours the cyanide had dropped so low that it was

necessary to make up to .strength again. The total con-

sumption of cyanide was 20 lb. per ton of ore. Total

lime consumption, 40 lb. approximately. The final resi-

due assayed 0.03 oz. gold. Extraction, 97%.
The excessive consumption of cyanide was undoubt-

I'dly due to the presence of flotation-oil, although the

amount of oil used in any test did not exceed one pound
per ton.

Another test was run with the idea of removing the oil

before cyanidation by a preliminary treatment witli

I'austic soda. The composite concentrate in this case

i-ari-ied 0.50 oz. gold and was ground to 200-mesh and
tlion treated with caustic soda solution (0.49% NaOIT
^olid : Liquid, 1 : 3 I. After 20 hours contact the effluent

liquor carried 0.34%> NaOH which represent(!d a cnii-

suinplion of 9 lb. per ton of ore. The jmlp was then

i-hai-gcd to a small filter-press, the liquor was filtered off

and the cake given a wash with clean water. The pulp
was then charged to an agitator-jar and cyanide solution

added : 0.1 5 7, KCN, 20 lb. CaO per ton of ore. The total

consumption of cyanide in tei-ms of KCN was 3.6 lb. per
I011 of ore. The residue assayed 0.07 oz. gold. Extrac-
1i()i). 86.1%. The lower extraction was possibly due to

tiic fact that no lead acetate was added and that the time
i>f agitation was so short as 24 hours. Nevertheless, it

proves that the oil can be removed economicallv if it is

found to act as a cyanicide, as in the first experiment. A
table-cnncentrate of this .same ore had about the same

cyaiude consumption as the flotation concentrate after

preliminary treatment with caustic soda.

In some cases, I believe, a very light calcination of such

a concentrate would be sufficient to drive off the excess of

any volatile oils that might be cyanicides. This .step

would be quite inexpensive, and cyanidation could after-

ward proceed in the usual manner.

Although it may be found in some instances that the

extraction is not affected by leaving the oil in the ore,

still I believe it may cause other serious difficulties when
the amount of oil has increased sufficiently by re-use of

tlie cyanide solution. I have particular reference to the

difficulties that may arise in the precipitation end of the

plant. This opinion is based on an experiem-e obtained

here, when, due to accidental causes, we had a large ex-

cess of oil in our gold-precipitation cii-euit.

It seems that a combination of oil, alkali, cyanide, and
zinc-dust bring a])out the precipitation of a gelatinous

compound that clogs the zinc-press cloths, causing the

]iressure to rise to dangerous limits. This occurred

whenever we used air for displacing solution in the slime-

presses. We found that the air carried considerable oil

—

a lard oil in the one case investigated. On the surface of

the gold-tanks an oily scum was always present and the

solutions never appeared very clear when using the air

as previously mentioned.

The oily compound that formed in the zinc-presses

was removed with iron scrapers in order to make the

cloths jicrmeable again. The following is an analysis of

this (onq)i)un<l removed from the cloths when we were

h:iviiig consideralile trouble.

%
Hydrocarbons, by ignition S8.95

Residue ash ( by difference ) 11.0.5

Pe 0.16

Zn 4.82

CaO 5.00

InsoIul)le 0.70

All, 72.5 grams; Ag, .377.5 grams.

A (|ualitative examination of a giniimy sid)stance sim-

ilar to the above showed a small amount of oil, and it

contained lime, zinc oxide, small amount of lead, amor-

phous slime, and precipitate.

These two substances appear to be crude soaj)s, made
by the saponification of the oils by the caustic alkali. I

called the compound a 'crude soap' for lack of a better

woi'd. Raising the strength of the cyanide solution

tended to les.sen the troul)le. but did not wholly stop it.
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Tlu- hImjvo i'«s«' IS i'ilf<l 111 simw wliat iiii);lil In' cNiici'ti'ii

to linpptMi if oiTlniit Hntafioii oils iiif not n'liiovctl lu-forf

oynnidiilioii tajvi-s piai-c Tin- sjiinc n-ai-lioii woulii tiikc

pinoi' ill a ziiic-lmx. no doiiht, for /.inc is zinc \vlirtinr

t>m>ait or »lust. A nasty oily prtvipittilc iiiijrlit linally

afcniMiilal)-. caiisini; a lU'crfasc in tlow and a drop in liir

pnvipitativf i-rtii-iciu'v of the zini".

I'vii, W. Avimv

El Oro. Mfxioo. Man-li M.

(Wo invite fnrtlicr corrfspondciu-f on this iiiipurtiint

subicft — KmitcH! 1

The Metric System
Tlu' Editor:

Sir—lA your editorial note on page r):{8 you ask yoni

readers to eonsidt r a luw unit of nieasuronu'nt, which is

to he 60 inches lonjr. to 1h> called nil and to he adojitcd

hy the Tan-American countries. Nothing is s«iid as to

the size or names of the standards for either weight or

volume.

lu response to your request, I have considered the

above sxiggestion and find it to he absurd and superfluous,

and 1 wish to record my protest against such an erratic

proposjd. What the world needs at present is the uni-

versal adoption of the metric system, now used hy all the

so-called civilized nations with the exception of the

English-speaking countries and Russia. The metric

system has been legalized in the United States since 1866

but has never come into extensive use except in chemical

laboratories and assay-offices. An effort is now being

made to hasten the inevitable adoption of the system.

This effort is the Dillon bill, now before the House Com-

mittee on Coinage. Weights, and Mea.sures; this bill

declares that in four years from its passage the metric

system shall he the sole standard of weights and measures

in the I'nited States and Section 4 of the bill states

:

•"That any person, corporation, company, society, or

association who shall use. or offer and attempt to use, in

any industrial or eommercial transaction in the .sale or

purchase of any commodity any other weights and meas-

ures than those of the metric system on or after July 1.

1924. shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con-

viction thereof in any court of competent jurisdiction

shall be punished by a fine of not more than $500 or by

imprisonment for not more than three months, or by both

such fine and imprisonment."

In the opinion of those engineers whom I have con-

sulted the pasisage of the Dillon bill will prove of great

benefit to our trade and industry and will relieve our

children of the painful task of learning a confusion of

tables. Dr. J. V. Collins, of Wisf-onsin estimates that

the annual sa^^ng to the country by the introduction of

the metric system will be $31.5.000.000. Probably this is

an excessive valuation of the saving, but it is certain that

the saving will he very great and the need for the adop-

tion of the metric system is only equaled by the need

for the reform of our chaotic spelling.

Therefore all engineers should lend their support to

the Dillon bill. The change from our present system to

the metric will cails<- some Irouble, luil thai will be

speedily forgotten asKooii as the system is in rorcc, This

WH.s the experience ill (lel'lllMIIV, where its coiiipulNiiry

adoption was sti-eiiiioiiKly combati-d aii<l where the news

papers were lilled with violent iirlicles against it. Itiit

jifler a I'i'W months all were Katislied and the same result

will be reached here.

.\ud I hope that you and your ii'adel's will mil In' leil

astray by specious arguineiils as l^i the fancied superior-

ity of the duodecimal sysleni in practii'al life, but will

work for the speedy adopliiui of ihc metric KyKlein aiid in

that end will write to your coiigre.ssnii'n aiicl seiiiilms in

favor of till- Dillon bill.

\V II. SiKiciu I \

I'.ilo .\lt,,. .\|,ril If).

Treatment of Slime-Residue

The E.litor:

.^ir— 111 your issue of .l.iini;ir.\ I. .Mr. \V. .Molheiwell

refers to the tipping of slime-residue on the sand-dump

at the Occidental mine, near Cobar. New South Wales.

The dump was about 50 ft. high, iiiid the prevailing

wind drove the sand in the diri'ction of the leaching-

jilant. encroaching to such an extent tli;it it was foutul

necessary to remove it repeatedly.

With the erection of the Jloore (iltcrplant in 1905, tin-

slime-residue was tipped around the edge of the dump,

and practically stopj)ed further encroachment. At this

time water was not available for discharging this residue,

but when the mine had reacheil a greater (le|)11i sufficietit

water was supplied from this source to ciialilc a pump-

ing scheme to be adopted. The Moore filter discharged

its load into a hopper, which fed the residue onto a screen,

made of jjarallel J-inch bars one inch apart. Below this

screen wa.s a cone-bottomed tank, to which the suction

of a 3-inch Morris centrifugal pump was attached. The

delivery-pipe, at a point three feet above the screen, had

a T-piece fitted. Into this was screwed a short piece of

pipe, with a 3-inch plug-cock and bend attached deliv-

ering onto the screen. To operate the mixer, the tank

was half-filled with water, and the pump started with the

3-inch cock wide open. The slime-residue was allowed

to slide onto the bars, where it was cut up, and forced

through the screen. In a few minutes the whole charge

was disintegrated successfully. The cock was then closed

and the residue pumped to the dump.

A. J. Chapi'LE.

Canbelego, N. S. \V., .Mar.h 2:i

R.\n.\VAV LINES to the extent of 1000 miles are owned

and operated by Phelps, Dodge & Co. The El Paso &

Southwestern Ry. connecting the Bisbec district of Ari-

zona with El Pa.so, and including a branch to the Mex-

ican mines of Phelps, Dodge & Co., is stated to be one of

the best constructed and operated railways in North *

America, with modern locomotives and ears. The El

Paso & Southwestern Ry. has been hut little affected hy

the recent border troubles.
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By So"aat®sia'y '£)(& SSalto

THEORIES advanced by investigators to account

I'or the origin of sodium nitrate in Chile were re-

viewed in tlie Mining and Scientific Press (June

13, 1914) by Lester W. Strauss, following discussions

of this problem in a series of papers pulilished some years

earlier in the Boletin de la Soeiedad de Miueria de Chile.

These theories include (a) the action of static electricity

liberating oxides of nitrogen, forming nitric acid in con-

tact with the moisture of the air; (b) aceunudation of

nitrates in soil through the action of certain micro-organ-

isms; (c) decomposition of sea-weed during an earlier

marine epoch of the inter-Andean valley; (d) oxidation

of nitrogen in vegetal matter in the soil, a calcium

nitrate being first formed that, reacting with sodium

chloride, would produce sodium nitrate, setting calcium

chloride free
;
(e) aeolian deposits of guano dust, reacting

with the soil constituents; (f) nitrogen-liearing volcanic

waters. The outcome of the discussion, as Mr. Strauss

says, is to leave the ultimate source of the nitrogen au

unsolved problem.

The physical conditions in Chile consist of a coastal

range about 5000 ft. high, between which and the high

wall of the Andes lies an elevated jilateau, sloping from

the Andes toward the Coast range. The region is prac-

tically free from rains. It is recognized that a season of

heavy precipitation would leach and ruin a great part of

the nitrate tield. ilist and fog, however, are of nightly

occurrence during the winter months, and it is observed

that some connection exists between these mists and the

nitrate deposits. Whether this is an accidental or a

genetic relationship is still a moot point. It should be

noted that enough rain falls to proiluce, in the course of

centuries, a downward migration of any salts formed

along the higher slopes, but not enough to leadi Ihe lower

soils. The tendency would thus be gradually to enricli

the deposits along the western or lower side of the plateau

or pampa.

A well known occurrence of nitrates near Rodeo, in

south-western New Mexico, offers a liint of another prob-

able mode of origin for the Chilean deposits. If the

rain-fall at Rodeo were less than one inch per annum, and

were confined chiefly to precipitation upon the mountain

ranges bounding the Rodeo valley, it is practically cer-

tain that commercial deposits of nitrate would exist in

this region. The rain-fall is above five inches, however,

and the result is a valley possessing soils of extraordinary

nitrogen content, famous for tlie pro<luction of beans by

dry-farming.

The Rodeo valley trends north and .south, bounded on

the west by the lofty Chiricahui mountains, a range of

igneous and metamoj-phic rocks, while on the east it is

flanked by tlie Peloncillo range, consisting of i-t)\olifi"

tutfs, overlaid by thick rhyolite etfiisives. Block-'fault-

ing on a splendid scale has lifted the tuffs, with their

lava-caps, into great .scarps which have been eroded into

fantastic architectural shapes. In places later faulting

has tilted the beds so that the flow-planes of the lava-

capping stand in a nearly vertical position.

The nitrate occurs as an incrustation upon the faces of

the cliffs of tuff. It is more abundant where the rock

has been recessed by aeolian wear, or protected by over-

iianging cornices of the sculptured surface, but it is pres-

ent in some degree wherever the tuff is exposed. It forms
in the parting-seams of the rock, layer after layer being

found to a depth of many inches. In places the enriched

seams extend to a depth of several feet. The highest con-

centl-ations do not exceed 6% of sodium and pota.ssium

nitrate, and for the most part the outer shell will not

yield over 1.57;

In the 'washes' along the drainage-line leading from
the Peloncillo range into the valley the detritus show-;

cemented zones gray with salt that generally carries

from 1% to 2.5^;? of nitrate. Thus the migration of the

salt toward tlie valley is conspicuous.

Very noticeable is the fact that where the tuff beds with

their lava-caps have been faulted into a vertical posi-

tion the amount of nitrate formed on the surface of the

tuff' is insignificant. The richer incru.stations occur

where the beds of tuff" dip slightly toward the valley.

It is also interesting to observe that tln' lava-capping

jiossesses a rudely coltimnar structure, so that the pre-

cipitation to a large extent finds its way thi-ough the

.jointure into the underlying tuffs, which consequently

are always moist at a depth of a few inches from the sur-

face. Where the tuff' forms the crest of the mountain no
such phenomenon is seen, the rocks being peculiarly free

from moisture.

The evidence is abundant that the nitrate is formed in

the luff', and is exuded towai'd the surface by seepage,

which is maiidy capillary.

The alteration of the tuft' has been extreme, so that

fresh specimens are difficidt to obtain. Kaolinization has

gone forward, with the formation of many hydrous
aluminum silicates. Also the amount of magnetite in the

altered tuft" is most noteworthy, which may be connected

with the series of reactions I'csulting in the generation of

the nitrate.

'i'utfs represent a product of volcanic outburst of ex-

plo.sive violence. At Mt. Pelee the inflammable gases in

the nuer ardnil were held in the a.sh-cloud. which as a

whole i)ossessed sufficient weight, despite its high tem-

perature, to roll down to the sea, the gases lighter than

air being held in this mantle of lapilli, and prevented by

interfcri'iice of [)arti<'lcs from difTusing at once into the
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iitiuojipluTi'. Il would jk'i'iu in>l iiiipn>l>al>K' lliat ex-

iriionliiiiiry outbursts of Inpilli, pnului-inj: widely ex-

tfudod doptMiils of tulTs, must i-iirry down linv «|uiiiili

tu'sof |jn.s4s. luitli cntraini'd,' to bormw a tt-rin I'liun tin*

stt'iuu iMipinocr. and pcrliaps alwi orcludi'd in llio par-

lioK's tluMns«'lv<'s. Tlie lalti-r. as shown l>y M. l.o Uruii/

would Ih> lu'ld toiiaoiously until iilu'rali-il by alteration

of th«' mineral eonstiluents of the nu-k. In either case

the Rns«>s would In* evolved slowly. Ihouiiii lonn joriods

of time mipht be requii-ed for thiek and deeply buried

tufTs to part with their prinuiry pas-eontent. Where

hydrojren eonstitiited part of the oeeluded jjas the eon

ilitions would favor the dircet formation of Nil, in eon-

taet with the nitrogen of the air. Also nitrogen and

hydrogen in the voleanie enumation might form am

monia within the tuff itself, whieh would oxidize !-

nitric aoid either by eontaet with dissolved oxygen in

later infiltrating waters, or on being brought by .seepage

into eontaet with the oxygen of the air.

Finally, to revert to a possible role of magnetite in

the genesis of nitrates, attention may be eallcd to the

production of this compound from the fcrro\is iron in

decomposing silicates, in accordance with the folhncing

iwersible reaction

:

3FeO + 11,0 s=5 Fc,0, + 2H

This i-eaction is uniufluenced by changes of pressure.

the direction of the reaction being determined by varia

tions of tempcratiire. The production of Fe^O, being

strongly exothermic, the action would soon be halted.

Lowering of the temperature favors the formation of

the magnetite. Nascent hydrogen, evolved in this re-

action, would unite directly with nitrogen, present from

dissolved air in infiltrating water, or as primary gas-

content :

3H, + 2N= 2NH.,

Oxygen, similarly present in solution, would yield:

2NIL - 80 = 2HNO3 + 2H,0

Free alkali, present from processes of alteration in tli'-

rock, would then produce

:

2HN03+;'<?::,r}=2{K^^^^-}+H,0

A well-known German process for the commercial

fixation of nitrogen, developed within the last few years,

depends upon the direct combination of nascent hydro-

gen with nitrogen to form ammonia.

^V V

Large numbers of English sovereigns (£1 or $4.80 1

are being melted throughout India to make good the

falling-oflf in imports of gold bullion. The effect of this

has been to create a decrease in the circulating medium

wkieh may have to be made good by the end of the year

by the increased coinage of rupees (28e.). It is esti-

mated that about 20.000 to 25.000 sovereigns are being

melted in India every day for the last 18 months. This

must have created a fairly large gap in the amount of

money in circulation. This constant melting of sov-

ereigns has told on the supply of this coin.

By Oi«gory Torosslan

•The rolidwing inelliod fur llie a|(piii\innile i|niinlita

five determination of lead may be of vahn' to metal

liirgists, mining engineers, pros| tors, and others who

have occasion to estimate (piiekly and with reasonable

aeeuraey the lead eontent of eertain leml (•(nnponndK and

minerals. The method is based on tin' ndiiciidii ul' lead

compounds by nascent hydrogen.

An aluniinuni ]>late 2 in. wide, Ti in. long, and (I.OIt

in. thiek is used. About | in. from each end of the plate

concave eui>s arc formed by placing the plate over one

of the thumb-holes of a enieible-long. or over a suitable

ring, aiul striking il with a jieslle. The diameter of liie

iiip need not be more than 1 in, and the depth ,•'„ in.

Before using, the aluminum ]ilale is inbbed with emery

pa])er or .sand so as to clean the surface from the alum-

iinim oxide coating that hinders the action of acids.

F-ach cup will serve for !'> determination.s.

From 0.15 to 0.2 gram of the finely powdeicd sample

is placed in the cup on the aluminum plate (it may be

weighed directly on the plate in the cup), and moistened

with a drop or two of dilute (1:3) hydrochloric acid.

]\Iore acid is added, drop by drop, until its action on the

aluminum is well started. The sample is subjected to

this treatment for .several sc<-onds. or until the original

color of the sample almost disapi)ears or is changed

Tiiarkcdly. By this time the sample becomes spongy, may

be turned over by a pointed gla.ss rod or gently stirred

and more acid is added drop by drop, if necessary.

After a minute or two the contents of the cup are stirred

with a pointed gla.ss rod for 5 niin., or until all indica-

tions point to the completion of the reaction. I n the case

of lead sulphide the fact that sulphuretted liydrogen is

no longer evolved is a good indication for the end of re-

action. With colored lead compounds the disappearance

of the color is indicative that the reduction is over. In

my experiments the reductions took 5 to 10 minutes.

When the reduction is complete, a little pure water is

added to the cup and after gentle stirring the liquor

from the cup is decanted : this operation is repeated 4 or

5 times, or until the wash water shows no acid reaction

(litmus test or 'tongue touch'). Now the spongy metallic

lead in the cup is pres.sed together with a glass rod so as

to make it solid and compact, then a filter-paper is

pressed over the lead to dr>' it as coin|)letely as possible.

Finally, one drop of water is placed near the cup on the

plate, which is now warmed above a small flame or a

lighted match, or any convenient small source of heat

until the water is evaporated; this also dries the lead

metal in the cup. The dried lead is now detached from

the plate by a pocket knife and weighed, and the per-

centage of lead is calculated on the original sample.

This method is simple and quick, and sufficiently accu-

rate to be of value in many instances of rapid estimation

of lead in minerals and compounds.

*Recherches sur VEihalaison Tolcanique. •Abstract from Jour, of Tnd. and Eng. Cheni.. April. 1916.
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By Pntbert

BIG OAKS from little acorns grow, so too all mines

were at one time the merest prospects with nothing

but the outcrop as Nature's advertisement of her

hidden treasure. Inasmuch as the outcrop is the surface

expression of an orebody, a correct understanding of the

significauce of surficial signs is of paramount importance

in the search for the mines.

At the Washington meeting of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers, in Februaiy, 1900, the absorbing

topic of secondary enrichment of ore deposits was pre-

sented for discussion. It has been discussed ever since.

The literature of the subject has assumed library pro-

portions and still there is, and must be, a wide diversity

of opinion among equally competent men as to the

sequence of sulphides in particular. In the effort to

fathom these deep problems, higher horizons have been

overlooked. Are we not trying to look from the bottom

up rather than from the top down ? Is it not high time

that the outcrops of the veins and the surface indications

of the enormous disseminated deposits were carefully

investigated and critically studied? Mineralized dis-

tricts, productive mines and prospects in all stages of

development have been severally described from time to

time, either in the publications of governmental bureaus,

the transactions of learned societies, or in the columns

of technical journals, but few attempts have thus far

been made to assemble the scrappy and widely scattered

information and from it develop, if possible, some help-

ful hints to guide the prospector's pick and enlighten

the engineer in the examination of undeveloped proper-

ties.

The history of the past is the prophecy of the futui'c

:

beautiful theories are often killed by ugly facts ; analogy

is a dangerous weapon in the hands of the incompetent;

nevertheless, tlie application of knowledge acquired, not

from textbooks, but from the school of experience, can

alone be the guide to fresh discoveries.

I am prompted and emboldened to write on tliis sub-

ject of surface signs li.v the many requests I have re-

ceived since lecturing to the mining students of the Uni-

versity of California, for a transerii)t of m.y notes. This

implies a lack of systematized study of tlie subject, or

rather, an awakening to the appreciation of the im-

portance of the outcroj) as the sign-post to direct the

miner where to dig. I claim no originality or finality in

tlu' presentation of my notes: I have culled liberally

from the technical literature on the subject and ac-

knowledge indebtedness to many engineers and publica-

tions. Direct recognition of their woi-k in foot-notes

would make this series of articles ueedlessl.y cumher.soine.

I W'Ould however express my appreciation of the work
of "W. IT. Emmons in piecing together pertinent infur-

mation on the subject of secondary enrichment and pre-

senting it as Bulletin 529 of the United States Geolog-

ical Survey. This is to be supplemented by Bull. 625

now in the press. I commend it to all those interested

in the study of outcrops.

The results of the exhaustive work of the 'Secondary

Enrichment Commission,' under the direction of L. C.

Graton, will be awaited with keen interest, for in that

Fig. 8. oi reiior or vnv. ik)N.\.n'Z.\. ohehody (if the ken.vecott

COPPKB MINE, AL.\SKA.

monograph the physical and chemical forces combining

to produce commercial orebodies will be competeutl.v

discussed.

I submit the following data, not with any idi'a of

anticipating the view's of others, but in llie iiop(> that a

lively discussion of the subject will ensue, so that the

profession at large may be benefited. 1 maintain that

the study of surface indications is of the greatest im-

portance and that it is perhaps a greater accomplishment

to be alile to anticiiiate, by virtue of correct diagnosis,

the hirtli of a mine than to dissect the tissues of the in-

ternal organs of a healthy i)roductive mine and establish

their i-elationships.

It is imperative that the examination of new districts

iinist be api)i'onehed with an open mind. Many a good
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district liM-s Ihtii luriK-d down Ik'ciui.sc ot' a °liiiiu-li.' tin

iiivi>liintnr>' pnvoiicoptioii tlwit this or tliHl is N. (S. or

O.K. It is snrprisiiiK wluii iin ctTt'i-t a tircsonu- trip, pour

act-nniniodations. an unfriendly ^rcclin^. a sirk stoiiiacli.

or other iinfavonililo factor, lias on tin* prospective valui'

i>f an ore dcpo.sit. A^ain, niaiiy an attractive prospi'ct

lias Ih-cm hopelessly s|>oiletl hy a little di^^iiiK. It is

advisalile to attack new prolilenis with the lioj»e that they

will justify endorsement equally neee.s.-iiiry to he a

Missoiirian. Theories must in- tested hy analytical oh-

servation and conclusions huilt hy .synthetic rensoniiiv

Meforc ^ing into the discussion of the life history of

the outcmp. it is ailvisjihle to outline th<' conditions

under which mineral dcpo.sits are formed and the areas

most favorahic for their surface expression.

Prolonpeil ami intermittent volcanism is most favor-

ahic to the formation of ore deposits. Igneous rocks are

enormous reservoirs of encrjr.v and the vai)oi-s from in-

tnisives are pre-eminently favorahic to chemical re-

actions. The distrilnition of mining districts can only

Ih» cx]dained hy the distrihution of igneous rocks in-

truilcd under circumstiuices favorahic to vein formation.

Successive intnisioiis of igneous rocks may cause cumu-

lative mineralization, or hring ahout .such changes in the

original mineralized rock as tend toward concentration

or enrichment. The emanations, gaseous or aqueous,

from 01.c cooling magma, may dcvclo)) certain minerals.

such as pyrite or some other metallic sulphide, which will

act as a nucleus of crj'stallization or as a precipitant for

the mineral vapors from later volcanics. In the Ray dis-

trict. Arizona, the latest intrusive rock of economic im-

portance is granite-porphyry, cutting both the schist

and diabase. Both intnisivcs are mineralized and in

places so enriched by later processes as to constitute ore.

S. F. Emmons attributed the Cananea deposits to the

influence of three distinct cruptives.

Most of the copper deposits are genetically related.

primarily, to either an aeid-porphyry or monzouite, or

to a more basic diabase.

American geologists assert that the copper mines of

North America occur in greatly decomposed altered acid-

porphyries, whereas, there is a marked tendency in

Europe to affirm an intimate dependence on basic rocks.

The presence of copper in small quantity in most ferro-

magnesian rocks is definitely established, especially in

diabase. This is instanced in the Lake Superior region.

in New Jersey. Virginia, and in the Globe district of

Arizona. In Chile the silver-copper veins occur in basic

plagioela.se-augite rocks. The large low-grade deposits

of Bingham. Metealf. Burro Jlountain. Ely. and Chino.

show a persistent connection with monzonitc rocks.

The original deposits formed directly from molten

magmas are seldom of commercial value. Nearly all the

workable orebodies are the result of concentration and

enrichment brought about by the agency of meteoric

water, often repeated.

Von C'otta stated that "ore deposits are in a general

way formed in regions of older rocks." A few copper

deposits are of pre-Cambrian age, but by far the larger

number are post-Palseozoic and were formed during early

Tcl'liary lime. This was n period of great vujennie iie

tivity. of domal uplift, iiioiiiitniti Imilding, ad.iiiNlnieiit

of the earth's crust, with iiidin'i'il faulting, foliliiig.

sheering, and fnieliiring. It ehniiged the topogriijiliy

and initiated new pliysiographie conditions.

There are sevenil lypes of copper deposits: fissure-

veins, contact metaiiiorphie depoNJIs, the so called 'por-

phyr.v «'opi)ers." or low-grade nia.s.ses of disseniiniilecl

miiienil. inagmatic deposits, replaeemeiits. ami olliers.

Ivieh iiiis its |)eeiiliar eharacteristii'S of siirfa xpi'cs-

sioii. of iiietal and rock a.s.sociations. hMssiirc-vcinH

occupy faults or fraeliiies in the earth's eiiisl caused

hy the adjuslineiit to and e(|iiali/atioii of iiileriial Torecs.

The nature of the eiielosiiig rock frecinerilly iiilhieiK-es

the out<-ro|>. I"'aiilts wiiolly ill limestone have a leii<lency

to heal, like a wound, leaving a more or less inconspic-

uous scar on the siiifiice. Quartzite faults show as ragged

breeeiated outcrops, weathering in sliarj) relief, while

those in igneous roi-ks may or may not he ]ir(iininent

(Fig. 1). As a rule, the .sediMnnlnrv are uiore n'sislaiil

to erosion than liie igneous roiks. exeejil when the hitter

liave been shattered and silicified. Veins are indicated

at the surface eillh r by ridges or deprcs-sions, according

to the relative hardness, and cnnse(|uent. resistance to

erosion of vein-filling anrl wall-roek. Few veins ajiex

with I lie little end u|i. and inasmiicli as the iriiiieral eon-

lent is fre(|iien11y coneeiitraled within tlii' ediiiparatively

nari-ow contines of tiie fracture, the zone of oxidation, in

its surface aspects, is likely to he quite conspicuous,

hiinoiiitic and hcmatitic outeroiis are common (Fig. 2).

We must not, however, attach too much signifi<-anee to

till' attractive coloring: a little copper may stain a wide

area, and a little iron a whole mountain. ]\latiy worth-

less veins show large gossans. The great veins ol' Aus-

tralia. Butte, and Morenei have no iron-capping to speak

of. lint arc indicated liy silicified and disintegrated rock.

The width of a gossan is apt to be greater than the vein

it.self on account of the permeation of oxidizing waters

into the wall-rock.

Contact mctaiii()i-])liie dejxjsits iirc genei-all\- foiiiid in

stratified rocks, and were formed under the influence of

invading ma.s.ses of deep-seated volcanic eiiij)tivcs. The

most important criterion is their inineralogic composi-

tion, since they present a distinctive mineral grouping.

Garnet, epidote. and wolla.stonite are indicative of con-

tact mcta.somatism. There is generally a comi)lete

change of form and structure due to contact and chem-

ical metaiiiorphism ; the rocks are re-crystallized and in-

ten.scly rcsi.stant. Areas of limestone, alteri'd by the

fluids escaping from intruded igneous magmas, an; par-

ticiUarly favorable to ore deposits of this type. At Mor-

enei, Metcalf, Bisbee. Silverbcll, all in Arizona, at Can-

anea, Mexico, at Mackay, Idaho, and at Bingham, Utah,

large contact metamorphie deposits have been succps.s-

fully exploited. At Hisbee, the garnet area is but spar-

ingly developed, and the characteristic outcrops of this

type are not conspieuoiis. Imt in the other districts men-

tioned, the peculiar surface exposures cannot fail to at-

tract attention. Acid porphyries were forced into tlie

limestones and shales. The vapors from the eonling mass
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<-li;iiigeil tlit^ scdimt'iits to a coiiijjact. liard, relatively im-

pervious roi'k mass of gariietiferous epidotc, carrying

int'tallii' sulphides. Later tlie porphyry was suhjeeted

to eootrac'tional sti-ains. whieh permitted of the release

of furtlier magmatie emanations. They mineralized

lioth the intruded anil intrusives with low-grade dis-

seminated ore. aceompanied by intense alteration of the

Flli. 1. h.\Ul.r ^^l -\1<I'. Ol.l) 1H).\[1M0N VEIN. (.I.UIIK. .VKl/.0.\.\.

of the ore mined comes from the ])orpliyry areas and is

of the disseminated enrichetl type.

The 'porphyry coppers' constitute a type that came
into public favor about ten years ago. The success of

the Utah Copper ('o. stimulated a search for other de-

posits of the same type the world over. Chino, Ray, Ajo,

Miami, Inspiration, Ely, and the Siberian deposits have

all been developed since that time and today contribute

the liulk of the world's copper supply.

With the development of these enormous deposits,

mining and milling methods have changed and the

science of the mechanics of mining has taken a big step

forward. Steam-shovel and caving methods liave been

elal)orated successfully, and wet concentration is now
followed by flotation.

The low-grade disseminated deposits are the result of

secondary enrichment of lean suli)liides scattered

tlu'oughoul highly-altered porphyritic or schistose rocks.

Weathering, erosion, and o.x:idation have combined to

concentrate the metal into definite liorizons and the ore

deposits may represent the net results of two or three

generations of enriching processes (Fig. 4 and 5).

The deep-seated magmatie deposits seldom find ex-

pression on the surface, so tliat chances for oxidation

and enrichment are remote. Blind veins have no out-

crop : they may be lilind because of faulting near the

surface, or they may have been buried by later forma-

tions, but meteoric waters may have oxidized and en-

i-iched them before the time of tlie rupture or burial.

At .Icrome. Arizona, there is an overlving mantle of

porphyry. J. H. I'mpleby is making an exhaustive

study of the contact metamorphic ileposits of the United

States. I gather from conversational remarks that Ik

recognizes two distinct periods of mineralization, tin

first of the nature of marmorization and re-cry.stalliza-

tion of the intruded sediments with development of com-

plex silicates, the second that of metallization due to the

escape of metallic vapors from the cooling magmas. The

garnetiferous limestones are peculiarly resLstant to

weathering and their outcrops appeal- as iron-stained

rugged masses above the eroded and decomposed por-

phyi-y (Fig. 8). Secondary enrichment of sulphides is

uncommon in orebodies of this type, although surface

concentration of silicates, carbonates, and oxides of cop-

per are found. The copper in the oxidized caps of this

type of deposit seems to be locked ui> as chrysocolla.

"copper pitcli,' or allied salts. It does not migrate to

deeper zones. This may be due to the texture of the

highly altered sediments. Such sulphides as do exist

are nearly always primary, but most of tlie available ore

is of tile direct smelting oxidized class. The oi-ebodies

are not related to systems of faults or fissures; the rocks

are tough and do not fracture readily: moreover, be-

cause of the calcite or lime content, oxygenated watei-s

ai'e robbed of the contained eop]>er. Chalcopyrite oi'

i-nprifcrous pyi'ite are the primary minerals of greatest

economii- importance that by oxidizing processes have

formed ore. While all these districts are notable be-

<-MUsc of tliese contact metamori)hic deposits, the bulk

Kk.. 2. .\1.\.S.S1\ h. HhJi.^Ult DlilKur. i;I.A( Is

UI.OUK. AKIZON.A.

post-mineral sediments, several iiundred feet thick, that

eft'rctuaily nuisks the presence of copper excej)! where,

by faulting and erosion, isolated exposures have rc-

sulteil. Fully !)()'/ of the surface located as mineral

land is covei'ed by rocks having no connection whatso-

ever with the oi-e di']>osits (Fig. 6).

Let us tii-st consider briefly the Ijake Su|)erior lodes
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Hiul till' copiuT licpotiits of till'
' Ki'd Kt'ds' of till' Triii.s

iiiitl IVrininii. Th<> I'ppor IViiiiiHiilu litis pnnliift'il ahoiit

lit'/v of the world's coppiT for inniiy yi'inTft. nor arc tin-

ainy^rdaloiil or I'oiiploiiu'nitf loilt-s oxlinustoil. Tlii'

aviTii^' yiolil per ton of nu'k ilocs not oxi'i'eil IS lli., Iiiit

iiupn>vtHl nu'tnlliir);ioal practice is fast clian^inK dis-

canlcd wiustc from mine niul mill into 'on-.' The Coiv

pcr Kniip' of l^akc Superior lias a iiortli-castcrly trciul;

it is 70 miles lonp and from three to six miles wide, in

crescent shape. The on> is associated with basic igneous

ii>eks. iH'twecn GO and TOTr eomin^j from the aiii\'^ilaloiil

lo<les. Mineral-hulen waters have replaced certain beds

in the uptiltcd coiiKlomerates. forminp orehndics per-

sistent to preat depths. The lodes are not characterized

l\v conspicuous outcrops. The whole country has lu'cn

Imst' levelled by placiation so that the present topo<;-

raphy has no rccopni/able relation to the ore deposits.

The surface is covered by drift or soil, so that an in-

timate knowledge of the local peolopy is essential to iii-

tellipent prospectiiiir. I'siially the amygdaloid weathers

more rapidly than the trap-rock enclosing it : hence the

infrequency of outcrop. The eopper-bearinp conglom-

erate beds are more resistant and occasionally show at

surface. Such outcrops as have been found show slight

carlwnatc and oxiile stains, enveloping nuclei of native

copper. The element of chance discovery has entered

largely into the development of the Lake Superior co|)-

per mines.

The deposits of copper in certain sandstone beds of

Triassic and Permian age have also added largely to the

copper supply and. as developments both in the Ignited

States and South America show, are increasingly worthy

of attention. They are widely distributed geograph-

ically : tlie most productive beds being at ilansfeld, in

Germany, but similar deposits are found in the Ural

region. Russia : in Alsace-Lorraine ; at Corocoro in

Bolivia: in the Appalachian system from Nova Scotia

to New Jersey: in Texas, in New Jlexico. and in many
parts of the Colorado plateau from the Uncompahgre
valley to the Grand Canyon. It is of importance to note

that in no one of these deposits has any positive genetic

connection been established between the copper beds and

eruptive rocks.

Louis M. Richard, in describing the copper deposits

in the 'Red Beds' of Texas, says: "The great linear

extent of the exposures and natural outcrops, as com-

pared with the narrow width, .suggests that the arrange-

ment of the deposits has been dependent upon the top-

ography at the particular period in which the deposit

was formed.'" The .surface is conspicuously altered by
oxidation. The clays are stained a bluish-green. The
ability of kaolinitic material to absorb copper from preg-

nant solutions will be referred to later, as the outcrop

not infrequently exemplifies this condition. Richard

states that "the copper is as.soeiated with carbonaceous

matter, especially carbonized and fossilized wood, plant

stems, and gra.sses. " This confirms the observ-ations

made in the Perm district of Russia by W. H. Twelve-

^Economic Geology. Vol. X, No. 7. December. 1915.

trees aiiii Tiioiiias Utcknrd, 10 years apo.' In tlic

hiipfi rsi liiifir of Mansfcld. distorlcil Nkclclonn of lisli

have been entirely rcpliiccd liy liolli naliv upper iiinl

silver. The general )>riiiciplcs that govern llie surface

cxpi-ession of nearly all other types of co|ipcr ijcposits

lire not found here, and iiiliinate knowledge of the

siratigraphic geology, coniiled with eluinre diKcovcry,

must be relied upon to aild tn lhi> I'lirlhif (Ic'vejopmcnt

of this type.

Heforc We can imdi istiind the idiiiplcxilics ul' copper

outciiips, we must I oiiversaiil with the generiil struc

lure of the earth's upper crust. The crust cif tl arth

is divided into two zones, a zone of fracture and a zone

of flowagc. The division is bnscvl upon changed condi-

tions of tempcraluic and pressure with depth. (Iicm-

ical reactions, which lake place in a certain way under

ordinary conditions of temperature iiiid |(res,siiic in llic

zone of fracture, are reversed in the lower zone where

high temperatures and great pres.sures jircvail.

We are concerned only with the zone of fractun . 'I'll''

rocks contain nuuiy openings, nuijor and iniiior faults,

slips, cleavages, joints, areas of sheering and hntccMalioii.

and a maze of microscopic channels. They arc porous

and admit of the fri'C circulation of inetenrii- waters.

The chemical reactions that take ])lace in this zone are

governed by chemical affinily. The zone of fracture is

subdivided into the belt of weathering and the belt of

ci'mentation, or, to use the terms as fii-st intended, tlie

zone of oxidation and secondary enrichment.

The belt of weathering extends from the surface to

the level of ground-water. Its thickness is therefore

vci-y variable. The reactions that lake i)Iacc in ihis

belt are those of hydration. f)xi(latinn, absorjjtioii of

silica, and los.ses of material by leaching. It is a region

of low prcs.sures, low temperatures, and great porosity.

The complex silicates and metallic sulphides are broken

down into simpler compounds, from which, within the

belt, they are rarely regenerated. In the belt of cementa-

tion, or in the ground-water zone, re-deposilion rules.

There is a nuirked contrast in the rock-ma.ss above and

below ground-water level. Below, the rocks are less

porous, temperature and p7'es.surc increa.ses. dehydration

takes place, oxidation gives way to reduction, carbonates

are decomposed, and silicates regenerated. The belts or

zones cannot be rigorously delimited. They shade into

and inter-penetrate each other.

In the upper zone, chemical reactions .are exothermie

and are accompanied by increase of volume. Physical

forces, by the accumulation of sediments, may, in periods

of geologic time, so bury the surface that it is subject

to the conditions of the deeper zone. Again, the erosive

factor may bring to the surface deep-seated rocks.

Water is the chief agent of chemical metamorphism.

It moves freely in the upper crust, less freely below.

=For tills note I am Indebted to T. A. Rickard, who also states

that he recalls clearly the fact of seeing, as a boy. the replace-

ment of plant remains by copper in the Permian sandstone of

the Kargalinsky mines, east of the Ural mountains, while, on

the other hand, animal fossils apparently had not precipitated

the copper from the permeating solutions.
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In the belt of weathering there is a generous transfer

of material, both ineelianieally and chemically, from

place to place.

^

In the anatomy of the zone of oxidation, we are con

of both. The present topographj' may be vfistly ditt'er-

ent from that of the early days of a mineral dei)osit; the

snrface of the earth is always changing, and the forces

that change the sky-line influence an orebody. Mineral

TVI>K.\I. onXROP OF COXTA( r .\IE1 AMORPIIU OREBODY. SII.\N.\OX MINE, METCALF, ARIZOMA.

fic. 4. upper picture. the disseminated orebody. utah copper co., bingham, utah.

Fig. 5. lower picture, surface expression of ray coxsolid.\tfd orebody.

fronted with the work of physical and chemical forces, depo.sits, particularly those of copper, generally find ex-

acting at times together, in many instances separately, pression on the surface, either by striking coloring or

but their effects are closely related, and the condition topographic relief. Physical and chemical forces eom-

of the outcrop is dependent on the far-reaching influence bine to denote, in some way or other, the presence of ore.
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('o|»|MT (l«>|>(vsit.s art' i-liarm-tcriKticnllv conliiu'd tn iiiimiii

titinons n-(;ioiis. citiu'r in tin- wctioiis of luiirkcil iclii I

toilny or in tlu> n>inniuits of fornuT ritlpi's. so tlint pliy

sioprnpiiir conditions and lopo(rrnpiiif details liavc ii

di-cidfd value as indieatoi-s of siirfaee eoneenlratinn.

II Foster Hain lias slated iveently: •"the pliysioKrapli

leal liistory of a repion in wliieli an oreliody is found

frtHpiently intlueuees and often determines its eliaraeler.

This history must he read and inteii)reted if ^reolofjy is

to lu- of full stTviee in the development of the deposits."

Hoth the miner and the petroio^'isl have at liuu's lost

sipht of the fael that the stuily of ore ileposits

—

their

oeeurrenee. form, and extent is a eoniplex prolilcm re

tpiirint; analysis fi-onrmany viewpoints, (liven a favor

able reeeptaele. a likely stnn-ture. and the neeessjir.N

minerals heinir present, the oeenrri'uee or non-oeeurrenee

of ore rieh enough to ensure |)i-olit from working, is de-

tennineil by the geologieal history. It is the reeiiil

ge<ilopieal history, whieh can he read in the surface of the

land, that is usually a deterniinintr factor- in economic

exploitation of ore depcsit.s. II II Kimx nwd .\. \V

Stiekney. at Kyshtim. and other careful observers el.se-

where have called attciitiiui 1o the imi)orlance of a study

of physiographic conditions to ore deposits. L. ('.

Orafon. a.s.sisted hy W. W. Atwood. is making,' daliorate

investigjitions along these lines, whereas a iiuinher of

ol»servers have, perhaps, taken too much for granted

in determining the true character of the ehalcocite in

the Bonanza mine of Alaska.

The climatic conditions, nature of the rocks, size of

openings, and in-oximity to water dcti'rminc the topog-

raphy and influence erosion. Rapid changes of tcTn-

perature cause uneven expansion and contraction of tlir

upper part of the cnist as a whole and of the individuil

constituents. Scaling, tiaking, cnimhling. and disinte-

gration are the result. Extremes of heat and cold are

potent factors. The expansion of water on friezing is a

force sufficiently strong to split asunder the hardest

rocks. A line of weakness once initiated may never heal.

each succeeding frost makes it weaker, other planes of

fracture develop, and soon boulder structure results

(Fig. 7). Joints, cleavages, and bedding-planes will act

in the same way: the rocks become porous an'd in conse

quenee pn'sent larger surfaces for the more corrosive

attacks of oxygenated or acid waters.

High temperature facilitates chemical change by heat-

ing the solutions, by increasing their solvent powers, by
assisting vegetal growth : it hastens the decomposition

of organii- matter: it generates ga.ses and furthers rock

disintegration by the unequal expansion of component
minerals. Heat promotes chemical action : freezing pre-

vents solution. Horace V. Winchell has given* some in-

teresting data on the relation of climate and latitude to

bonanza ore. In commenting on the possibilities of the

great North-west, he says: "the region generally looks

more attractive to the prospector than to the student of

economic geology." There are a few principles based

^The ilininff yfagazine. February. 1916, p. 72.

*Tlie Mining Magazine. December. 1910. pp. 4.36. 43S.

ii| Iiemical facts that have a univerMd application.

anil should be reim-mln'red in cnnni'ction with the snr

fai'c indications of mineral depusits, either now or fur

merly covered by great ice sheets. Tliere is a vast dif

fcrenee in the surface ap|icararicc and mineralizaticin in

dilTcrcnl i.sotherms. .\s Winclicll says, "When' llie

rocks are exposeil in .Nurllii'rn lalitndi's. they are fi-esh,

hard, and nnoxiilizcd. There ai-c no supcrlicial areas of

kaolinization, no gossan, wnv even iron slMiiicd surface

rocks. Kven crevices or oilier minor stnielnral details

are rare. The aceumulali'd debris left in tlie wake of

glaciers and glacial streams will often show an alniii

ilance of nnoxidi/cil pyiite and a.s.si)ciated siilpbidcs.

The surface of the eiiuiil r.v-rock is somctiiiies eovi-rcd

willi a lliiii layer of iiiiii and i-opper siilpliides. " This

condition has many times warped the judgment of tli'

])ros|>eetor and extravagant stories of 'moiiiilains of ore'

have vanished inin tliiii air almost befnre llie (irsi roiiiid

of holes has been blasted. Even in favorable s|)()ts. wlieri

rocks arc more ])crmcalilc or fillc(l with more readil.\'

oxiilizable minerals, llierc' is but a shallow ciive|(i|ie ol

enriched ore. For the most jiarl. sulphide ore comes

immediately to the surface and is .seldom liigii-grade to

any deptii. 'i'liese are liroad generalizations, the result

of observations made in Mritish Columbia. Alaska, the

ice-bound areas of Eastern and Cciitral Canada, and tlic

northern countries of Eiiroiie, pail ieiilarly Norway ami

Sweden. Numerous ex<-cptioiis, of course, exist. On
passing from tiie Arctic regions ol' ])erpetual frost to

the Equator, the zone of oxidation and enrichment seems

to increa.sc frnm zci-o thickness to one thoiisand feet or

more. The destructive efVeet of the continental ice-sheel

has not Miiiiived tile dissipated oxidized ore deposits ol'

the same magnitude ;is those occurring south of the ice

planation.

In the temperate zone, deep su|)i'i-liii;il altcralioii ami

complete oxidation of vein-matter are common; they in-

dicate liitrli-grade ore bi'low. Ore deposits are moie

abundant in tlie warm and temperate zones. They arc

not so likely to terminate suddenly or change rafiidly in

depth. It might lie said that these are self-evident facts.

but they are frequently forgotten when tiie oppDitimitx

arises to apply them in practice.

The higlier latitudes are not only the coldest parts of

the earth today, but the rocks, when exposed, show the

glacial grooving of former geologic periods. The im

portant orcbodies of the northern countries are mostl.v

of primary origin, although the famous Bonanza mine of

the Chitina copper belt, Alaska, is a mass of ehalcocite

and boniite carrying silver, in a fractured limestone.

Moflfit and Maddren are non-committal in their diagnosis

of the genesis of this ore, but imply that meteoric agen-

cies have been at work. C. F. Tolinan, Jr., in a recent

paper,'" describes the ehalcocite as a replacement of orig-

inal bornite, probably in part if not wholly due to mete-

oric agencies. This implies a long erosion interval, and

pos.sibly different climatic conditions than tliose which

exist today (Fig. 8). In the Vermilion mine of Sudbury.

Bulletin A. I. M. E.. FebruaiT. 1916.
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Ontario, nativp copper, a final oxidation product ot"

original chalcoij.vrite in this case, is found !)00 ft. be-

low the surface. The St. Eugene mine, in British Co-

iiunhia, has secondary chalcoeite. On the other hand,

secondary sulphitles are not always present in tropica 1

regions. In tiie Sable Antelope mine of the Kafue dis-

trict. Rhodesia, only 13° south of the Equator, coppei

sulpiiides show at the surface and there is no superfici.-d

alteration.

It should, howrvei-. be remembered that gi-eat climatic

changes have taken place in many regions and that tem-

peratures have been by no means constant throughout

geologic time. It does not follow that because ]>rocesses

of weatliering are slow today that similar conditions ex-

isted always.

The effect of glaciation on outcrops of ore has been me-

chanical rather than chemical. Wholesale erosion of the

rocks has ensued, mountains have been base-leveled, pos-

sibly a large part of the vein or deposit has been re-

moved. A moving glacier, with its amnuinition of en-

trained boulders, will destroy anything in its path. The
liase pressure is enormous on account of the weight of

tiic superincumbent ma.ss; hence, it is possible that in

traveling over an nrebody it will have a tendency to

tear it apart, developing a series of fractures either in

the mineral mass or in the enca.sing rock. Flowing water

always escapes from the lip of a glacier: and it is prob-

able that this water, charged with oxygen as it nuist be.

seeps into these induced fis.sui'es and causes alteration to

shallow depth.

R. W. Hrock. when describing the copper deposits of

^3 0,/^,t^ Ore

Fig. U. (Koss-sectiox of the I'MTKI) vkkdi: mink.

tile Boundary Creek district of Hritisli ('olumbia, com-

ments on the lack of oxidized material in the upjier zone,

l>ut notes an important exception: at the King Solomon
mine all phases of oxidation and enrichment are pre-

sent<'d in the orebody. which occurs at the contact of

por])iiyry and limestone. He attributes this to the local

topography. The contact was a natural watercourse in

former times.

The more recent the dei)osit, the less chance there is

for exten.sive or great enrichment. The effect of oxidiz-

ing water is directly proportional to tlic time the de-

posit is exposed to weathering. If tiie rain-fall is slight,

erosion is slight. Tiic dew may bring about surticia!

oxidation in the main fractures of the rock, and local

concentration of oxidized products. AVliere the country

is widely shattered and altered, with mineralization

along the fractures, or pyritic casts appear, and where

there is moderate rain-fall, the chances are good for con-

centration in a relatively shallow zone. If the outcrops

Fk;. 7. TYPKWI. nOULDER WE.\THER1.\(. OF HI TTK liR.\NITE.

PYRITISATION TAKES PLACE AI.ONli .JOINTS.

are strong and the rainfall is moderate, there is every

probability of extensive concentration. If the contour

is uneven and rain-fall is heavy, erosion wdll be rapid,

oxidation shallow, and the zone quickly removed.

In dry sections with steep hill-slopes, the changes may
be incomplete. A zone of mixed oxides and sulphide

will form near the surface, but incomplete oxidation

may be deep owing to the low water-level. In areas of

much weathering, the re-distribution of the minerals

will depend upon their solubility.

The leasing system as a means for working old mines

has much to recommend it. There is a considerable

difference between operating a mine by a corporation,

including highly paid oiificials and overhead expense,

and a leasing scheme where these functions are per-

formed by one or two men. The mines of the Cobalt dis-

trict. it is pointed out by the Northern Miner, are rapidly

approaching the leasing stage. At Cripple Creek in

Colorado, the 'split-check' leasing system, which has

given such satisfactory results at large and small mines,

provides that the company furnish the power and hoist-

ing, while the lessee furnishes the labor, the net returns

being divided equally.

Anthr.\cite production of the United States in l'J14

was 7;),459,876 tons, averaging $2.32 per ton. Com-

pared with 1914 this was a decrease of 2% and 1.9%

respectively. Employment was given to 176,552 men,

who produced 1.96 tons per man-day. These are final

figures.
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The Double F \-f Ti- i5^J! prc.1

By X

rKKI.lMINMiV luVVSTINi; (IN SlNTKKIXli M VllllNtS;

Cx.NDI llt»N (tK llll': l'i:i:i). Tlio mati-niil to be

roasted liiis Int'ii itusIuhI aiid coiicoiitrati'd juv-

vionsly. so that the ft'od poiiip to tlio Dwiplit-Lloyd

iiiHi'liiiios rtuipcs I'roiii }-im-li si/o to tlio tincst tloljitinn-

slime. It was fnuiul at Kast Ilch'iia tliat a more t'tTwtivc

roast I'ould be ohtainoil by n-iisliiiig tliroiipli a 1-iiicli

stTt'cn. but tills practii'f is not followed in tlic sjiinpling-

luills. because the decrease iu size so hampered the inill-

eapacity that the nianapoinent deemed it advisable In

sacrifice better roastinp conditions for larpcr ontimt.

After the screens are worn, the largest particle passing

thein is slightly greater than a quarter of an incli.

Mixixo OK ('haR(;e. The bedding method is adopted

for the mixing of the Dwight-Lloyd charge. This is done

in a series of l)iiis situated in front of. and in dose ]>rox-

imity to. the roaster-building. After the bins have l)een

filled, according to calculated charges, the mix is loaded

by hand into small tram-cars (capacity about li tons of

roa.st"). which are pushed direct to the roasters. This

system is costly and inefficient. In bedding the different

constituents of the charge are not as thorougldy mixed

as when handled by one of the several automatic mixing

systems now in vogue. Of course, this bad feature is

lessened to some extent by the dropping of the charge

from one conveyor-belt to another, through tlie rolls and

into the hoppers ou its way to the roasting-machines.

(At the present time the East Helena management is

trying to secure an appropriation from the New York

oflBce for the installation of one of the mechanical-mix-

ine systems.') Open or exposed bins, such as arc neces-

sary for bedding, are subject to weather conditions, mak-

ing the present man-handling of the charge more cum-

bersome and expen.sive. The frozen chunks in the

charge, composed mostly of vanncr and flotation slimes,

ranging in size from fine to pieces a foot in diameter, give

considerable trouble in the roa.sting-department. In the

first place, they do not permit of an even distribution of

the slime-products throughout the charge, so that in the

course of feeding the Dwight-Lloyds pieces of slime up

to li-ineh in diameter fall on the gi-atcs. and when the

slime becomes slightly plastic, owing to thawing, large

flattened pieces are fed to the sintering machines. Both

of these conditions lean toward poor roa.st ing inasmuch

as the sulphur elimination is then cut down. At East

Helena these difficulties have been partly overcome bj'

passing the feed through a |-ineh trommel, the oversize

from which is crushed in a jaw-hammer crusher through

a i-inch screen. "WHiile this has proved most successful

on frozen slime. I doubt if it will serve the purpose on

wet, stickj'. flotation-slime : and it is the general opinion

around this plant that a dryer, preferably of the drum

type, will lia\r to lie employed: aflii- ilrying the cbargi'

should III' iiii'rliMiiii'iill y iiiixi'il iiinl lln' iiihInI iirc cnnli'iil

liiiiii|,'lil u|i to the desired point.

.Mul.-^TlKIi IN ('lJ.\Ucii:. This is nut Slllijecl. to clo.se lilll

itations; by some authorities 10% is said to give I In-

best results, but at Ivisl Helena the nioistureconteiil of

the mixed charge rarely exceeds S';. The iipper liiiiil

should be when the material balls in llie liiiiid. 'I'lio liiile

Mioisture leads to excessiv<' dust in handling, leakage

11iro\igli the grates into the pit and wind-box, and too

rai>id combustion on the grates, producing a fused coat-

ing over the surface of the oi'e jinrlieles and an inenm

])lete roa.st at the centre.

8ui.,i-nn{ IN Charge. It is well established iliai ilie

Dwight-Lloyd machines woi-k most efficiently when I In-

sulphur content is from I't to 16%, but fairly good work

can be obtained with sulphur as low as 11%. "With riidi

lead mixtures the ujtper limits can oidy be reafdicd l)y

diluting with one or more of the lighter metallic sul-

phides, but this neces,sarily reduces the lead outj>nl of

the machine. At Ea.st Helena if was found that the adili-

tional cost was no greater when roasting a charge carry-

ing 15% sulphur down to 3i% than when reducing from

12% to 3i%. Where the percentage of sulphur is less

than 12. a higher tonnage and smaller sulphur elimina-

tion is preferable, say from 11% to 5 or 6%. This is the

fundamental working principle of the 'double roasting'

process. At this smelter the first incrca.se in capacity

was from 110 tons per Dwight-Lloyd to 1.31 tons, and at

the present writing to 2.30 tons. When the charge con

tains more than the maximum sulphur (16%) it should

be diluted by adding non-roasting ores, preferably

fine. The pos.sibilities presented by the addition of

slacked coal to the feed, to compensate for the lack of

heat-units caused by too low a sulphur content, suggest

an interesting experiment. The sulphur elimination and

tonnage varj' inversely, tonnage being heavily saerificeil

to reach the lower sulphur proportion (3i to i'/,

especially if the original sulphur is le.ss than 12*;^

.

The Addition of Lime to the Dwight-Lloyd charge

met with considerable opposition at first on the ground

that on slaking it caused a disintegration of the sinter.

In 'double roasting' this objection is of no importance.

as the Dwight-Lloyd product is now crushed before treat

ing in the Huntington & Heberlein pots and the brcak-

ing-up due to slaking only lessens the amount of crush-

ing neces.sary. During former operations with these

machines, when the tonnage was 110 to 131 tons per day.

the average lime percentfige was 2.6 on the feed, whieli

was increased to 2.9% on the sinter. In the present-day

practice the lime content of the feed has been raised to

8 or 9%, or 10 to 12% by bulk of limestone, with corn--
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sponding increase of lime in the final sinter. This lime-

stone is milled and crushed to ^-inch size and mixed with

the charge by bedding. Formerly the limestone was used

as grate-dressing, a half-ineh layer being placed between

the grates and the ore-charge. AVhile this method al-

lowed the sinter to break free and clean from the grates

it has been supplanted by mixing the limestone equally

throughout the charge, as it affords more desirable blast-

furnace conditions.

Lead in Charge. The average lead in the East

Helena Dwight-Lloyd feed is 39 or 40%, increasing in

the sinter to 41 or 42%. This lead is mainly in the form

of sulphide (galena) with smaller amounts of carbonate

and sulphate. There is little effort made to form sul-

phate of lead in this preliminary roast, because capacity

with a fair reduction of sulphur is the main aim at this

step in 'double roasting.' The principal difficulty en-

countered in roasting a charge high in galena is the

premature fusing on the surface of the ore particles,

thus preventing the roasting reaction from penetrating

to the centre. Tonnage is favored by a high lead charge.

Where the proportion of lead is 40% or over, the Dwight-

Lloyd gases can be turned safely into the bag-house

without endangering the bags. Enough lead oxide, to-

gether with small amounts of zinc oxide, are sufficient

to neutralize most of the SO^ gas.

Average Analysis of Feed. The following is the

average analysis for the feed and sinter on the Dwight-

Lloyd machines at East Helena during 1914 and 1915:

, CaO ,
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Statkmkxt ok I'KKhxmxi am-es. Tin- rmviiiaii ilniiiis kipl in ns.iv.' in ciisr nl' a linfik ilown, 'riicsc txtias

tliat fvon uiuUt tlio nu>sl favoniltli' i-oiulitions tin- hiiI- an- iiIno iis.<1 in ihaiKintr tlic (ipiTaliiijf \w\h. I'Ih

pilur rt'diiotion on tin- Dwijflil-hloyd is nuvly umi.r I'. nuust.-.l .haiyc varirs froiii Ifi.OOd to IM.ftOO Hi.. .Iip.ii.i

linal :iinl ii-
•''•':''• ••••:~' '"'''••'! ii"^ '""'' 'I-- "^'

•

inir ii|">ii lln' I'la.ss nf I' I Iri'iili'il am! also upiin tin-

Siil|iliiu

Year

19U
1913

1915 (single)

191S (double)

ToniinKe

11(1

no

Initial

r'c

12

11

1 1 or ll'88

1 1 or less

Final

3i to 5

r>

6 to 7

HciniirUH

(tasolliip at s(l II).

C'ltuk- oil a( 2U lb., little Cut)

Crude oil at 20 lb., much CaO

llIARACTER OF D\V1GHT-LU)YD SiNTER. TllC lUailHgP-

ineut ohiiins iniujy advantages for the l)wittlit-Mi>.v<l

pniiiui't ovor the II. 4 II.. for fXainpK-. it.s cokt-liki' stnic-

tur»> entails le.ss fuel on the lila.st-furnaci' iharpe (2'/,

less eoke for the Dwight-Lloyd than for II \ H sinter).

Exeess fuel meiuis diminished fnrnaee spiid with a

tondeney to over-tire, eansing jioor rednetion in the .slat;

and matte. Hot tops mean hot gases for the hag-house,

and the peetiliar eellular struelure of the Dwight-Lloyd

sinter allows the reduction of the gases to he carried on

over a maximniu area of contact. To offset these ad-

vantages, the fact remains that even under the hest oper-

ating conditions the Dwigiit-Lloyd product retains i'/i

and more of sulphur, and to reduce below this point re-

quires a big sjuritice in tonnage. High sulphur on the

blastfurnace charges at East Helena is ol).iectional)le on

account of the high zinc-content of the feed.

Handmnc. of DwiGHT-Luivi) Prodi'CT. The sinter-

cakes are jarred otT the end of the machine into tram-

cars (capacity about li tons). These cars stand under

hoods that carry off most of the gas and smoke coming

from the roasted .sinter. Any sinter sticking to the

grates is barred loose by hand. The loaded push-cars

are hand-trammed (2 men I for about 500 ft. to the rail-

road-track, where they are dumped into open 55 ton

railroad-cars. During the course of loading these cars,

the sinter is thoroughly wetted with a 2-inch hose. The

loaded and moistened sinter is held for 24 hours, during

which time it cools and partly disintegrates due to the

slaking of the lime. The loads are then brought to the

sampling-mill, where the sinter is re-cnislied to ^-incli

and re-loaded into railroad-cars.

From this point the 'double roasting' jiroeess pa.s.ses

to the Huntington & Hebcrlein or 'H. & IT.' department.

Secondarv-Roa.'^tixg Pots

Description of Plant. The H. & H. pots are con-

tained in a large corrugated iron building, open on three

sides and ventilated throughout the entire length of the

roof. Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the neces-

sity for properly ventilating this department, as the men

tending the pots are sub.ieeted to excessive amounts of

fume and steam. At East Helena, the pots are .situated

at a considerable distance from the Dwight-Lloyd ile-

partment. necessitating costly handling, in railroad-cars,

of the 'single roast' before charging into the pots (.see

Conclusions). There are 12 cast-iron pots, the empty

weight of each being 12.700 pounds. Six extra pots arc

hciirlil 111 wliicli llic charge is piled up in llir pot.

Two electric-driven traveling cranes arc cinplo.vcd.

One opcrati's in the pit, loading and changing llic jiols;

the other carries, dumps, and a.ssists in lireakiiig tin-

roasted sinter on the floor. The la.st is a/'complislied by

drop]iing an iron weight on the larger pieces of sinter.

.M'tcr this preliminary crushing the sinter is convi-yed,

by means of a scraper, to a crusher lireaking to G-iiidi

size. The crushed matei-ial is elevated in a skip ami

dumped into .stoi-agc-bins. and I'l-oni there taken dir'iii td

the blast-furnaces.

Phi.minii Pots. The bottom of the em]i1y pot is cdv

cred with several Ci or 4) inches of dead clinkers trniii

the hoiler-room. A good wheelbarrow-load, per ))o1.

serves amply. Over this, with the bla.st slightly on, is

charged two or .so inches of small coal, ignited in a God-

frey tire-box. This coal is drawn, while incandes<;ent,

into a charge-car. The best plan is to draw one fire com-

pletely and to distribute its coal to several pots simulta-

neously, by aid of the crane. A level wheelbarrow-load

is enough for each pot. The coals should be spread

evenly over the layei' of ilinkers. and tlic lila.st turned

on slightly to get a good heat.

Charging Pots. After the priming has been com-

pleted, the blast should be stopped almost entirely and

the full charge of sinter dumped into the pot. Tlic

charge should be well heaped, as after blowing it shows

a shrinkage of about one-third. The pot is now ready:

the hood is i>ut in place and the full bla.st is turned on.

The charge is made up from the 'single roast' from the

Dwight-Lloyd sinterers, rather rich in lime and carry-

ing from 6 to 7% sulphur. I'p to January 1, 1916. this

product did not receive a second cnishing before treat-

ment in the H. & H. pots, breaking-down due to the slak-

ing of the lime content being entirely relied upon to pre-

pare the charge. With the present practice, crushing to

:J-inch, it is found that a more thorough roast can be

obtained, owing to the even distribution of the bla.st

throughout the charge.

JIoisTfRE. In preparing the sinter for the roa.st it

should be saturated with water ; the best way would be

to wet it down in bins and allow it to drain. If there is

an excess of water in the wetted sinter, so that it adheres,
j

say. like soft concrete, the blow will be inferior. Thej

burn will come to the top in large blow-holes and the

glomerated charge will keep the hole open. In this cas

the sides should be broken down and green sinter hoed

into the opening until it is brought up to the level of the
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cluirge ill the pot. However, the main thing to avoid is

liaving the eharge too dry, in which ease the roast goes

on at too high a temperature, caiising excessive vohitil-

ization losses, lowering the production of lead sulphate

and endangering the life of the pot. When the charge

packs tightly, not allowing a free passage of the blast, it

should be barred through in several places. When the

charge is too dry, wholly or in pai-t, water should be

Mddcd to reduce combustion (through a l-inch pipe,

sparingly ).

Oi"ER.\Tiox OP Pots. After the bla.st has been on foi-

about an hour the pots should receive attention; this is

essential when the sinter is fed to the pots uncrushed

and when the wetting-down conditions are as ci'ude as at

this plant, since the charge is apt to burn unevenly. The

proper burn, when conditions are reasonable, first indi-

cates itself by the pots sinking in the centre. In this case

the material around the edges should be pushed in and

the surface made level. If the burn is uneven, elsewhere

than in the centre, green sinter should be hoed over that

portion burning fastest. All lilow-holes ought to l)e

treated as described above. When a pot smokes so

badly that it cannot be dressed, the blast should be

turned almost otf until the dressing is completed; if

turned off entirely, the fire is apt to flare back and liurn

up the tuyere-bags.

During the early part of the roast much steam rises

:

this condenses against the doors and hood-walls, leaving

a reddish liquid deposit that is probably rich in lead

sulphate. Then the charge is worried with a hoe in the

course of blowing, the little particles that are sintered

on the surface becoming covered with a similar coating.

The larger pieces show it to some extent, but not nearly

so much as the fine. This is one of the arguments given

in favor of re-eru.shing the Dwight-Lloyd product before

treating in the pots, as it shows that the fine crushed

material serves as a filter for the fume given otf during

the blow. Care .should be taken not to allow the fine to

agglomerate too quickly.

Wiien the pots are burned 'dead' the sinter is dumped
by inverting the pots, using the crane, over the receiving-

floor, and the large pieces of sinter are broken down as

described above. The dtimpings are cjuenched inunedi-

ately with water. 1 think that if the spraying w-ere put

off for several hours after dumping, further reduction

of sulphur would be obtained at no additional cost. The

wetting-down assists in breaking and cooling the roasted

sinter, owing to the slaking and exothermic reaction of

the lime, respectively.

Incidentally, the air-chamber at the bottom of the pot

should be raked otit when tilted and bei'or(> re-.setliug in

tlie pocket.

Time and Capacity. The aetiia! lini'' consumed in

niniiing this secondary roast varies from o to 7 hours,

and the 12 pots sinter about 460 tons of Dwight-Lloyd
'singles' per day, or about 38 tons per pot. There is no
rea.son why the pots should not be charged every 7 hours,

except the crude equipment and congested dumping-
floor at East Helena. The loss in efficiency here is about

m%.

Sulphur Elimination. This second roast brings

tlown the sulphur from 6 or 7% in the Dwight-Lloyd

sinter to 2% in the final product (the management claims

as low as 1% at times). Personally, I think that 2 J to

3% would be a fair average for the final sulphur.

Scrap lead that leaks through the grates into the wind-

box should not be thrown into the next charge, but Fed

direct to the blast-furnace.

Blast-Pressure. The blast-] u-essure on the jiots. at

East Helena, is 16 oz. per square incli. The pit crew

i-onsists of

Per shift

1 foreman (also in charge of Dwight-Lloyds) ?4.G-5

1 pit foreman $3.30

3 pit laborers, each $2.65

1 crane-man ( on pots) $3.40

3 laborers for outside work, each $2.8.5

1 sweeper ( for three shifts) $2.50

Comparison of Single and Double Roasts. From
the following table it will be seen that the double roast

sinters 509^ more charge in the same time, with an addi-

tional 3.1 to 4.1 % sulphur elimination than does the

single roast.

Number Tons Tons Sulphur

of pots roasted per pot Initial Final

% %
Single roast 12 300 25 10 5.1

Double roast 12 460 38.3 6 2 to 1

Conclusions

In a custom smelter, such as the one operating at East

Helena, having an exceptionally high lead charge and

w-here the zinc content runs near the maximum for good

lead smelting, the 'double roast' process seems to be the

only available and satisfactory method for the elimina-

tion of sulphur. Prior to the adoption of the process,

at this plant, the matte-fall had reached a maximum of

22%, and rarely came below 18%. This condition has

existed ever since the installation of the flotation system

in the Coeur d'Alene region; this increased the zinc con-

tent in the product shipped to the smelter and was
further aggravated by the high prices of the metals,

causing the local .shippers to mine ores high in zinc (zinc

penalty varies from 5 to 11% according to the shipper

and locality). The slag and matte losses were above

what was permitted in good practice, and it was not until

this new system of roasting was adopted that the.y re-

turned to the normal. If the plant was in a position to

select the ores to be treated, for example, rejecting such

shipments as would tend to bring the zinc content of the

blast-furnace charge above 4%, then I think the Dwight-

Lloyd 's would reduce the sulphur sufficiently (3^ to 4%)
to hold the matte-fall within reas<5nable limits (10 to

12%). It should be borne in nnnd that this sulphur

|)ercentage would be further reduced, say to 2 or 2i.

when the blast-furnace feed is diluted with non-roasting

ores. If a further selection was allowed the smelting

company, permitting them to secure definite amounts of

auriferous or argentiferous pyritie ores or concentrates,

the feed could be mixed into an ideal charge for the

Dwight mai'hines; the initial suljihur coidd be brought
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up to from 11 to Ui'i . Of coiii-sf. this would iHHU'ssitali-

rotluoinp tlu» lon«l on tin- clinrvt'. lint liy oporutiuK out- or

two oxtro iiwiciiinfs tin- lend output lould Ix' kept to tin-

stajulnrd. and nil tin- pHid it-sultin^ I'ron) the cokc-liki'

sinter produced fnuu this inachinc i-onld lu' taken ail-

vantapi" of. for example. Iiss consumption of fuel lui tlic

lilastfurnnees. I>elt«'r control of furnacc-iieat. and an

even distrilnition of iron flux in the charpc. The lime

would have to 1h^ cut down on account of its slakintr

properties, hut tlii.s could he remctlied partly hy inixiiiL'

it with oxidi/ed or non-roa-stiuR on-s.

Kmm the ahove considcrHli(Uis it will lie seen thai

many of the advantages of this sy.stem are counter-acteil

hy poor facilities for handlini;. The i»lanl .s!io\dd i>e so

designed that the charge fnmi llu- mixinjx-hins can hi'

conveyed, either hy gravity or meeliaiiically. direct to tlic

Dwight -Lloyds. The sinter fi-om these nuu'hines should

have a gra\"ity dmp to storage-Inns or coolci-s. and tajiiicil

from these into a crushing-department and tlieii fall

direct to the II. & II. feed-pots. The East Helena plant

employs three men to do one man's work, and I consider

this a low estimate.

Instead of wetting down tlie sinter, fmm both the

Dwight-Lloyd and the II. & H. roaster, as .soon as it

leaves the machines, I think a further extraction of sul-

phur eould he obtained, without additional cost, by

allowing the roasted product to stand in the coolers, for

24 hours or longer, jieted upon by a natural draft and

protected hy a hood to carry off the gas and fume.

The roasting costs, at East Helena, are as follows: the

"single roast' costs 50c. per ton of charge fed to the

Dwight-Lloyd siuterera. The 'double roast' costs 30e.

per ton on the Dwights. lOe. per ton for re-cnishing. and

25c. per ton of feed on the H. & II. pots, making a total

of 65c. per ton of charge roa-sted. With proper handling

facilities no doubt this could be reduced at lea.st 30^.

The method for preparing the D«'ight sinter for the II.

& n. pots has been re^^sed. It is no longer run through

the entire sampling-mill, but only through a gyratory

crusher, which breaks about 75% of the product better

than 1-inch size.

Since writing the above report, the management has

created the position of assistant foreman to look after the

H. & H. department. The general roaster foreman says

this is hardly neees.<airj' as one man should have ample

time to care for both branches of roasting.

ilueh of the Dwight-Lloyd difficulties could be over-

come by in.stalling an ignition system with a narrow

flame zone, and also by designing some efficient form of

mechanical grate-puncher.

The method for sampling and weighing the feed and

products for the roasters are too inaccurate, at Ea.st

Helena, affording the metallurgist but poor chance to

check the work of the department.

Gold yield of the Rand in January' was 787.467 fine oz.

from 2.505.232 tons of ore. To reduce this there were

9977 stamps and 328 tube-mills operated for 26.98 and

27.37 days respectively. Of the .$6.16 average value of

the ore the working profit was $1.88 per ton.

Flotation at Inspiration

In l''i-bruary of this year the full i|)leiiienl of is

units in the new mill of the Inspirntioti was in opcrMlion

One day early in .\pril llieri- was hoisted from llie iiiiiu-

IS.tUMi ttuis of ore. During llie micukI liiill' nf l:M.) ilic

iiiill treated 77H.S."il lonsnf iir>- Kesiills wire as follows:

';

(.'(ipper I'oiiteiit 1 .702

Oxide ropiicr IM ore (1.221!

Copiier ill inllliiK 0.:t7:!

Oxide copper In liiiliiiK O.is

Table conientrole i:!.12

I''lolal Ion concentrate :t7.(i3

Average assay of concentrate :)2.fi7

Recovery on Hnlphlde copper ore 88.56

Ilecovery on iill coiipi-r ore 79.95

To proilni'c 1 ton of i-nnrciil rjile 24. (> tons of ore was

ti'catcd. The cost of coarse crMisliiiig was (1.1 Mr. pcf

jiound; hauling ore to niill. (I.(l79c.; eoricent I'ation ami

royalty. 1.889c.; Iianlini.' rntniie 1o .sinelter, 0.006c.;

smelting, freight, letining, iii;iil;cl ing. etc., 3.455c., a

total of 5.4!t2e. for treal iinwit.

The following notes are Ironi Uif repml of llie gen-

eral manager. C. E". Mills.

''In the report of a yi'ar- ago i1 was sialeil thai the

test-mill operations to that date showed a saving of cop-

per present in the ore as a suli)liide of 86. 7"/?. and that

we might co\nit on doing as well in the new mill. ()j)-

eration of the new mill foi- the last six months of 1915

showed a saving of 88.56'; of eoiiiier |)i'eseiit in the ore

as a sulphide. During much of this period the flotation

units were overloaded, because the grinding units i ame

into service faster than the flotatif)n sections wei'e com-

jileted. anil the loads on those in .service were temporarily

ilouMcd-np in consequence. For Fi-hruary 1916. the

saving of sulphide copper was 91.1%. The sfiving of

88.569? "f -sulphide copper in the new mill for the la.st

six nmnths of 1915 was on an ore that averaged 1.702^

total (o|)per. of which 0.2269^ was in oxide combination.

We apparently saved 24% of this oxide copper, and the

resulting average saving of total copper contents of ilie

ore milled in the new mill was 79.95%.

"Since August 1914, in the test-mill, and later in the

new mill, we have continued to use coal-tar as the chief

component in the frothing-inixture. It has .seemed tin-

most efficient agent, also the cheapest. During this time

we have not experienced the violent fluctuations in ii-

coveries we feared, and which we previously had with

some other frothing-agents.

"The test-mill worked from Jaiuiary 3. 1914, to .June

.30. 1915. and treated 257.272 tons of ore. From the

latter date until February 8. 1916, it operated as a tem-

porary unit in the general concentrating process, when

it was closed down, having treated a total of 373.705

tons. Contrarv' to u.sual e.xperience this test -mill j)aid

the cost of its construction, its operating expense, the

])resent average mining cost on ores treated and sf)iiie-

thing besides, and has been written-off the books."

Operating costs at In.spiration for mining and milling

will probably be from $1 to $1.15 per ton of ore.

A
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I

^()NT you know tliere's a lot of luuk iii mining?"

remarked the boss timber-man of the King Sol-

omon mine, one night in the bunk-house.

"That's right,'* exclaimed 'Swede' Murphy. "Luck's

the word. I have knowed a lot of fellows who had plenty

of savey, but they never could seem to hit it. Then,

there's others that don't know nothin' that go out and

strike it the fii-st day."

"That's so," remarked the miner from Arizona. "It

makes me think of the old Silver King, over in Pinal

county.
'

'

"And how was that?" inquired Murpliy.

"There was four men at Florence," explained the

Arizona man. "There was Eegan, Copeland, Mason,

and Long. They had a pretty good copper claim 40

miles back of Florence in the mountains. They called

it the Globe mine. Pinal county had just been formed

and it was the day of the first county election, and

Florence was the county seat. All hands was cele-

brating pretty free. These four men were making ar-

rangements to go down with a pack-train over to their

copper prospect, and bring down some ore to have it

worked in the new smelter that had just been finished

at Tucson. They had a parting jolt at one of the bars

of the town and invited a soldier standing near to join

them. They had more drinks, and this soldier got quite

friendly. He said he knew where they could find a rich

mine if they cared to look for it. They didn 't take much
stock in the soldier, but he was a chummy cuss, so they

let him tell his yarn. He said he had a partner named
Sullivan who had died, but that before he died he had

told him about this rich place. He himself knew nothing

of mining, so had never looked for it, but if they wanted

it they could have it. 'Now,' says this soldier, 'my pard

tells me like this. You will go up the Stoneman grade

and you will pass some tanks: then you'll pass old

Pickett Post ; about five miles beyond you will come to a

little basin like, all surrounded by hills, and near the

head of this valley you will see a lot of big boulders

that have rolled down from the cliffs. They lie by the

side of the road : just a bit beyond you will see a little

brown hill all alone by itself. In that hill, if my dead

pal was right, you will find the richest mine in the

world, and,' continued the soldier, 'gents, ymi arr wel-

come to it.'

"The party starteil next morning for tln-ir (ilolw'

mine. On their way they saw the several things de-

scribed by the soldier—the tanks on the Stoneman
grade: Pickett Post: the valley surrounded by high

rongli hills and the boulders, and, just beyond, was the

littli' lirown bill, just as described by the soldier.

'There,' said Regan, pointing to the knoll, 'is our sol-

dier's little brown hill and the richest mine in the

world.' Everybody laughed, and the party went on

without even stopping to take a look at it. They
reached the copper mine, loaded the pack-animals with

rich ore and started back.

"When tliey again came in sight of the little valley,

Regan, who was the leader of the outfit, gazed at the

brown knoll, meditated a little, and, turning to Cope-

land, who had more experience than any of the othei-s,

said :
' Copeland, I will lead the horse

;
you go over and

just take a look at that little hill, and we will camp in

the same place we did on the way xip.' Copeland went
alone over to the hill, climbed to the top of it and at

once saw an outcrop of high-grade silver ore—metal till

you couldn't rest. Some of it was worth .$20,000 a ton.

Selecting a few pieces Copeland went down to camp.

Next morning the whole party went and staked all the

ground they wanted. The rock was so rich they ran

out a bar of silver in their portable forge, so they left

the copper ore and took silver ore instead. They took

1500 pounds down to Tucson and sold it for .$800 cash.

By April 15 they had the shaft started and went on

down with it. The ore was rich to 700 ft., but there it

gave out. Other shafts were sunk, some of them over

1000 ft., but none of them got much. The Silver King
never levied an assessment. It paid its way from the

surface to the bottom of the shoot, and produced .several

millions of dollars worth of silver. It was one of the

richest mines ever found in Arizona, or anywhere else.
'

'

"An" ye call that luck?" remarked Murphy, at the

conclusion of the miner's story,

"Sure, I do," replied the man from Arizona.

"So do I," sententiously added Murphy, "pure, bull-

headed luck,"

"Suppose they had not taken a look at it, even," ven-

tured one of the miners present.

"That," responded the Arizona miner, "would have

been damned bad luck for all of them."

II

"Do you believe in gho.sts?" a.sked the timl)('i--nian of

the Arizona miner. "Some people do, you know.'"

"No, I don't," was the reply. "But I have known
some people who do—at any rate they go to fortune-

tellers and spiritualists, and that kind of people to get

information and advice on mines. I don't go an.ything

on them myself though."

"I knew an outfit once, up in the Black Hills," said

'Swede' Murphy, "an' it was a dandy. They was

strong for ghosts. They called it the Golden Gravel

Mining Company, or .some such name. They was none
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of llu'iii niiiuTs. I>iit tlu'v Iwui iiiiiif ii lut \>\ nioiu'V. im'

instontl of hiriii' somi-lnxly tliat know soiin'tliin' almul

ininiii,' thi*so fellows paiil n tino sjilnry to it .Miulaiiie

soiuoIhuIv. wlio was a spiritualist, to stwr \'»\ in llu"

niiiiin* panif. Ilor tii-st lutak is to a(lvis(> Vni to hiiy a Ina

bank of pruvol on CaslK' frock booauso this pravol was

rich in goUl, which was nows to the people who lived in

that port of the country, but the JIndanie had a straight

tip on it fit>ni the phost of an old Sioux Indian cliiof.

She went into a trance, an' this chief tells her the gravel

is ricli in golil. an" as the Indians had lived in the Black

Hills for years befon> the while men canie tiicy ought to

know iK-tter than anybody. The gravel lay up 50 to 60

ft. higher than the creek, an' the only way it could be

worked was by hydraulic. To do tliis the company had

to dig a ditch five miles long. This was done, but while

they was digpin' it looked ns if fhcy mipht want more

water thjui one ditcli could bring in, so they dug a sec-

ond one on the opposite side of the canyon. I expect

you can see thcin old ditches yet. about 5 or 6 miles

alnivo the place where the South Fork comes into the

main stream. When the ditches had been dug. pipe-

lines laid, sluices built, and everything ready, they

turned in the water and run the hydraulic niglit an'

day for about a week and then they shut off the water

to make a kind of clean-up to see how the thing was

going. They found plenty of nice smooth iron-rock and

other heavy stiiff. but only about four-bits wortli of

gold. This gold was so fine you could almost blow it

away. It took about a million colors to make a cent.

The company shut down and ran for Madame. But she

did another fit. and when she came to a^ain she said the

old Indian had not been quite clear in what he said the

first time ; that it was not in the gravel, but in the veins

of upper Castle creek that big money lay in copper and

silver. This satisfied these guys, and they went to work

again as cheerful as chipmunks, diggin' open-cuts, sink-

in' little shafts, and runuin' tunnels some of them in

over 100 ft. Tliis work was done wherever they could

find a stain of copper, which was in quite a good many
places. The rocks there is slate, an' quartzite, and this

bright shinin' silver-lookin' rock the geologists call

phyllite—a good name, I expect, though I don't know
why. For all their work they only got a few stringers

of poor copper ore an' no silver at all—didn't amount

to uothin,' so they give up an' went on the run for

^fadame once more.

"This time she near died in one of her spells, but she

got back alive after a while, an' then she told them about

a mine of veiy rich gold ore about two miles from Dead-

wood. The old lady had got this tip straight from the

ghost of old Father DeSmet. himself, who knew the Hills

better than anybody. She said the old Indian chief had

been givin' her the double-cross, and she would have

nothin' more to do with the likes o' him. The ground

pointed out by the iladame was bought—I'm thinkin'

she must have got a pretty good commission on all of

these deals. So the.v went at it once more. The Madame
wasn't only a minin' expert, she put up a bluff at bein'

II i-lniiiisi iiio, as w>'ii UN an iinniivct, iiii' she got soiiir line

pold liultons from the bum rnek lliey dug nut ol' llie liill

near-by, though nobody else could get anything more
than a few cents a ton out of the slulT. The rock

eiiuidn't be Worked by any ordinary inili process, the

Madame claimed, but this didn't stunip her iiiiy. Siie

.just had anotiier fit when Hume giiost rrieiid of hers Inlii

her Ikiw Ici buihl a mill that would do the business nil

right, and the suckers I'ell for il iitrnin. I se.il this mill

iinee. when 1 was a young fellow. 1 ain't never seen

another like it. It sure was a i)e(U'h. It. had a steam-

stamp thai worked in a i-duini iiKutjir wiih a Kcreen all

round like a drum. Below this sh'iinp was six iron

basins 5 ft. across and 8 in. deep. They \mis |);iiiiled

bright red and reminded mc of six red-hot saucers. He-

sides these there was roasters and vats, and jiulveri/ers.

and I don't reniendjer all else. When the iiii|| was

finished il liiid cost over .'{!25.()00. Hemeinlier il w;is

250 miles or nioi'c to the nearest railroad llieiii days and

every liloomin' thing had to lie brought into the country

by bull-trains or mules. When she was finished they

started up and treated 4 or "> Inns of the rock, got nothin'

an' quit.

"This discouraged the company. They had si)ent over

a hundred thousand. As the.v couldn't pay Madame her

big salar.v any more, bein' broke, she quit 'em cold

—

wouldn't have nothin' more to do with 'em. The old mill

stood there for years, at a place called Oayvilie, about

two miles up the gulch from Dcadwood, but I expeet it

is all gone now—for old iron, I suppose."

Operations of the Ignited States Steel Corporation

and its subsidiaries in the past two years resulted as

follows:
191.5 1914

Materials produced Tons Tons

Iron ore mined 23,669,67C 17,034,981

Coal mined 26,628,482 21,162,293

roke made 14,500,818 11,173,914

l.imestone quarried 5,795,925 4,676,479

Pig-iron, ferro, and spieRel 13,641,508 10,052,457

Steel ingots (bessemer and open-hearth) .16,376,492 11,826,476

Rolled and other finished products 11,762,639 9,014,512

Universal Portland cement, barrels 7,648,658 9,116,000

The total value of business was .$486,352,054, com-

pared with $380,228,143 in 1914, an increase of 27.9%.

Export business increased 122.4%, and domestic 15.9

per cent.

El Pa.so, Texas, is a well known mining and smelting

centre, particularly for the American-owned mines in

northern Mexico. An early Spanish explorer, it is

stated, forded the Rio Grande in 1598 and named the

place El Paso del Norte—the pass of the North. But

not until the period of the Mexican war seventy years

ago did El Paso change from a ranch to a border town.

An old Spanish mission church wai5 built at Juarez, just

across the Rio Grande, about 1650.

Coal production of Michigan in 1915 was 1.156.138

tons, averaging $2.05 per ton. a small decrease.
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Cost of the sui'\'ey represented on maps sold for lOe.

by the U. S. Geological Survey may be as much as if^oOOO.

Cost of hydro-electric power at the Alaska Gasti-

neau mine in 1915 was 0.268e. per kw.-hour, or 4.8c. per

ton mined and milled.

Miners applying for work at the Copper Queen. Ari-

zona, are physically examined. This has reduced acci-

dents and sickness, and increased efficiency.

Supplies costing less per pound may cost more per

year, because it is necessary to use so much more of an

inferior material to accomplish the same result.

Fatal accidents of the Copper Queen company in

1915 were only 1.05 per 1000 men employed, compared

to 3.16 in 1914. This decided reduction was lirought

about by the work of the compaaiy's safety department.

Heating pulp for flotation has the effect of minimiz-

ing the force of adhesion that tends to surround the

mineral particles with water; that is, to wet them and

thereby detach the air-bubbles which are instrumental

in floating them to the surface.

Searles Lake, in south-eastern California, contains

the most valuable potash-bearing brine known in the

United States. The exposed surface area is 11 or 12 sq.

miles, and an average depth of 70 ft. The brine contains

2.1% potassium, equal to 4% potassium chloi-ide.

Raising oil from wells by air-lifts may be more satis-

factory than by using pumi)S. An air-lift is suited to

rai.sing liquid containing sand, mud, or slime. At Bak-

ersfield, California, an air-lift in one oil-well raisetl oil

1200 ft. with compressed air at 182 Hi., sulimergence

30%.

Auxiliary pumps for emergencies when the regular

equipment reaches its limit, at the Old Dominion mine.

Globe, Arizona, were replaced by air-lifts, on account of

the "much greater pumping capacity, freedom from

shut-downs and more or less automatic operation" of

the latter.

Graphite grease is used for llir lubrication of heavy

machineiy. It is said to adhere with exceptional ten-

acity, provided it is applied when the surface is dry. It

is recommended for pump-plunger.s. steam-.shovel chains,

gears, hoisting, and transmission cables. It washes off

with difficulty, so that it resists mine-water, sea-water,

or drippings.

Scheelite concentrate containing bismuth is not

keenly desired by ore-buyers. Bismuth gives as mui-li

(rouble as tin and molybdenum. The presence of gold

and silver would not enhance the value of tungsten ore

to any great extent, as it is difficult to extract the pre-

cious metals. Cj'aiiidation of the concentrate before

shipment might be suitable.

Metallic magnesium, when added to alunnnum cast-

ings in the proportion of 2% or less, has the exctjllent

efl'ect of making cleaner eastings, doubling the tensile

strength, and quadi'upling the resistance to shock or jar.

The cost of machining is reduced more than 50% and a

more clean-cut machined surface results. Magnesium
metal is recommended as a substitute for aluminum and
copper in the making of alloys. It makes excellent cast-

ings, is a third lighter than aluminum, can be made two

to foui- times as strong, is as re.si.stant to corrosion when
pure, and has an equal electrical conductivity.

Heating a large building by electricity in a northern

climate is exemplified by a new large concrete high-school

at Burley, Idaho. Using two of the three stories of the

building, the total cubical content of which is 780.000

cu. ft., the heating bill for the year is .$1800 with elec-

tricity at $1 per kilowatt per month, based on the max-
imum service during the month. The current is re-

duced at the building from 2200 to 220 or 440 volts de-

pending on the heat desired. The cost per year seems

high, but the labor required is almost negligible, as are

space, stack, and coal-smoke. The current is supplied

by the Minidoka plant of the U. S. Reclamation Service.

Wire rope wears from four principal causes, namely,

abrasion, undue bending, over-strain, and corrosion.

Abrasion is caused frequently by faulty grooves on

sheaves or from dragging of the rope on the ground. To

prevent corrosion, wire rope should be lubricated and

kept as free from water as pos.sible. The core of a wire

rope is usually hemp saturated with a lubricant ; it pro-

vides little additional strength, but acts as a cushion to

preserve the shape of the rope and helps to lubricate the

wii'es. Standard wire rope, such as for hoisting, is made
of six wire strands over a hemp core, each strand con-

taining 19 wires. Ropes with 12 or 7 wires per strand

are stiffer, being more adapted for standing rope, guys,

and rigging.

Belts are expensive when improperly installed oi-

cared-for, whether they be leather, camel-hair, canvas,

cotton, or other material. The endless, jointless belt

gives the best service, as joints are always weaker than

the main part of the belt. To make an endless belt the

joint should be similar to that made by the maiuifac-

turers—cemented, or cemented and riveted. If a laced

joint is decided on, taking the efficiency of the endless

belt at 100, wire-lacing is 95, and rawhide-lacing 80.

according to W. F. Schaphorst in The Iron Age. Belts

should be pliable in all ways, especially longitudinally,

so a.s to wrap close about pulleys. Belts nuist not be

allowed to slip ; to prevent this they should be kept at

the proper tension or dressed occasionally.
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JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL
COMPAMl:^ AND TlIKIB STAKKS.—WEST RA.M> l)KVKI.OrMENT.

Thi- Raiul Kocs on its even way. At the mines and In

Johannesburg generally the immediate effects of the War are

less felt than In any part of the Kniplre. Most of the llnanclal

grou|)S have been most generous in giving their employees

leave to join the forces In Flanders or East Africa. Half-pay

for married men and quarter-pay for single is the general

rule. I know of cases where men have given their services

for a week or two on a mine, and then been allowed to join

the forces on half or quarter pay. The groups known before

the War as of German origin and control have been particu-

larly liberal. Of course, on any one mine the management

can only be allowed a limited number of men who are to re-

ceive half or quarter pay. This means that even with the

liberal arrangements made, some men are bound to be dis-

appointed, and feel they have a grievance. There is one group.

however, where perfect harmony prevails, and no complaints

are heard of any kind. That is because, from highest to low-

est, all are treated absolutely impartially. Nothing in any

shai)e is being given or promised to anybody, hence there is

no discontent or grumbling. It has not. however, prevented a

lot of men going to try and do their bit. More power to their

elbow:

Well, about the mines, the Far East Rand is the fashion,

and the excellent results of the Springs mines development

has largely helped to boom this district. Things are going

strong, and look like going stronger yet. It is quite certain,

of course, that judging by the past, the thing will be overdone.

A new formula is being preached, the 50% one. Only have an

area big enough, and you are rich beyond the dreams of

avarice. Still, prospects out here are brighter than looked at

all likely at one time, and many more mines may be opened

up to give work to the poor man. And may the plucky firm

of Barnato Bros, and the Mines Selection Company have their

legitimate reward! It is a pity, however, that the Union gov-

ernment does not follow the excellent example of the West

Australian government and make all mine-plans, including

assay-plans, free to the public. At present, one has to rely

on a carefully edited monthly or quarterly report. Certainly

the reports published by most of the groups give far more

details than they used to. Still there is a lot to be done be-

fore we are anywhere near the West Australian standard.

The idea that the shareholder is a young child, and should

only be told what his parents would like' him to believe, is by

no means dead yet. Outside the developments on the Far

East Rand, a most important fact, and one that may be news

to some of you is that on the Western Rand extensive ex-

ploratory work and a lot of mining is being done on two. at

least, of the lower-grade but wide reefs lying to the south of

the Main Reef series. The Kimberley series is being mined

on the West Rand Consolidated, and the Randfontein Estates is

extensively mining on what is probably the Bird Reef series.

Of course, both of these mines are continuing work on the

Main Reef series proper. If these southern bankets continue

profitable, there is no reason why they should not do so in

the other mines. Little or no intelligent exploratory work has

so far been done on these 'reefs.' except on the mines I have

mentioned. Now is the time for you American financiers, not

perhaps to buy shares, but to come over and see things for

yourselves.

JOPLIN, MISSOURI

U.NITKD States Zi.nc S-mklting CuiiroitArioN'.s A< rivrriEH.

—

Fito.M PooB Piiosi'ECT to Huh Mink.—Cai.amink and Lkaii

I'OIKKT MiNINO.

The I'nited States Zinc Smelting Corporation, which has

acquired the holdings of Wllliani Kenefick in the .loiillii dis-

trict, reports three drill strikes, two exceptionally good, on a

2l)-acre lease of the Miiskinguni Mining Co.'s land, one mile

west of Joplin. Construction of a :;."i(iton concentrating plant

entirely new, is to be started early in May. Properties op-

erated by the U. S. Corporation are the Media Mining Co.

and the Electrical Zinc & Lead Mining Co., north of Webb
City; the Coyote Mining Co.. and the Airedale Mining Co.,

west of Joplin; and the Milan .Mining Co., at Prosperity. To

this list will be added the new mine on the MiiHUiiiKuin

land. This lease adjoins the Coyote mine on the north and

practically the same run of ore Is to be worked. Drilling on

the Muskingum lease .showed sheet-ore beginning at a dei)th

of 181 ft., continuing to 195 ft. Assays of the drill clli)pingH

gave an average of SiVr blende and lead, from which a mill re-

covery ot almost 3% can be expected. This is about the same

saving being made by the company's Coyote and Airedale

mines. Formation of the Corporation was perfected at Al-

bany, N. Y., during the latter i)art of April; 600,000 shares, of

no par value, are issued. Included with the Kenefick inter-

ests is the Pearlman company, o|)erators of the Clarksburg.

West Virginia, Zinc Smelting Co. The officers of the new com-

pany are William Kenefick, president; R. A. Cowles, vice-

president; and Arthur Day, treasurer. The company claims

to operate mines from which 25% of the high-grade zinc-blende

of the Joplin district is produced.

Stories of get-rich-quick mining propositions in the Joplin

district are frequently grossly exaggerated, especially during

the past year or two of record-breaking ore prices; but an

occasional instance sometimes arises which is so striking that

it proves interesting. The development of a profitable mine.

as a rule, covers a period of several years. The opening of

the Emperor mine, on a 40-acre lease of the American Zinc,

Lead & Smelting Co.'s land, two miles west of Joplin, occupied

a period of only a few months, and is now rated as one of

the heaviest temporary producers of the west Joplin field.

Charles T. Rhodes and W. T. Crane found it a difficult matter

to raise $150 when they began prospecting on their lease on

July 4, 1915. Their only equipment was an overworked hoi.st.

housed in a fragile derrick. At the end of the fir.st two weeks'

work they found it necessary to divide their interests with

others in order to provide operating expenses. Five partners

were eventually taken in; but even with this co-operation of

funds, the regular Saturday night assessments became so

irksome that it looked much as though the Emperor lease was

to be abandoned through sheer inability to raise enough

money to continue the work. At a crucial moment, when

prospecting was about to stop, a heading broke into a pocket

of rich blende and lead. It became necessary to sink a new

shaft because of the bar character of the ground, but with

good prospects ahead, the partners borrowed enough money

to carry on their work and the new shaft was put down a

depth of 75 ft., and started driving. Four drifts were put

into the orebody. and the 'dirt' was treated at a custom mi!l.

The first few lots showed the ore to carry more than 20%
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blende and some lead, and the cleaned blende concentrate con-

tained over 59% metallic zinc. In a few weeks the partners

had the cash in hand to construct a new 150-ton mill, which

is now working steadily, producing as high as 14 tons of con-

centrate per day, and seldom less than 10 tons. While the

ore is so rich that it is doubtful if the formation is extensive,

still the drifts continue to show the same run of ore. and

recent prospecting opened a good stope under the old work-

ings. The five partners are now clearing from $300 to $1000

per week each.

South of Carthage, on the land of Henry Weymann of Jop-

lin, several families are operating on shallow calamine de-

posits. The word 'families' is used correctly, as a visit to the

land proves. Children, men, and women are at work in gouges

that are not more than 6 ft. deep. Not only is calamine taken

out, but an occasional pocket of free lead is found which

places the owner of that particular mine in the 'bonanza'

class until his riches have been exhausted. As a rule the

ore-pockets are not extensive.

HANOVER, NEW MEXICO
Operations of the Empire Zinc Co.

The Empire Zinc Co. of Denver, Colorado, has been operat-

ing its zinc mine here for several years, shipping zinc carbon-

ate direct to the smelter. Now, however, as the mine is being

developed below the 150-ft. level, and the orebody is found

mainly to consist of zinc sulphide, associated with pyrite,

chalcopyrite, and other minerals, the company decided to con-

struct a concentrating plant to make a product suitable for

-«:«»•'

new .mill, etc., of the empire zinc CO.

shipment to smelters. Building operations were commenced
on November 1, 1915, and it is expected that the mill will be

completed and in operation by June 15 of this year.

The scarcity of water in this district necessitates dry crush-

ing throughout. The ore is first broken by a Blake type

crusher. This product is conveyed to four rolls (manufactured

by the Power & Mining Machinery Co.), then to incline screens,

the final material obtained by Rowan-Wetherill magnetic type

electro-static separators, eight of which are installed in the

mill. The total capacity will be 150 tons per day.

Power is obtained from a 250-hp. Snow-Diesel type two-

cylinder four-cycle engine, driving one 75-kw. a.c. and one

75-kw. d.c. generator, which supplies all the power required to

operate the mill.

A number of comfortable dwellings have recently been built

for the employees of the company; in all about 30 structures,

including the mill and power-house. The latter two buildings,

by the way, have been painted a brilliant vermilion, adding a

touch of color to the otherwise dun-colored scenery, making a

distinctive land-mark which can be seen for miles in almost

every direction.

K. A. Strand is superintendent with C. J. Brown assistant,

and C. A. Schmidt in general charge.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Report on Kowka.sh.—Flotation and General Progress in

THE Cobalt District.

The Kowkash gold area is likely to attract many pros-

pectors this season, especially the western section around

Tashota, 22 miles west of Kowkash station. The Ontario

Bureau of Mines has issued a leport by P. E. Hopkins, who

made an examination of the area last fall, descriptive of the

geology of the locality and the principal discoveries so far

made. The formation of the area is pre-Cambrian, the rocks

being dominantly of Keewatin age, with some Temiskaming

sediments and later intrusions of feldspar-porphyry, granite,

and diabase. This formation, similar in character to that of

Porcupine, extends over a territory of 600 square miles. While

gold is widely distributed, enough work has not been done to

prove its occurrence in commercial quantities. Mr. Hopkins

regards the district as worthy of thorough prospecting, not

only for gold but for iron ore and pyrite. At the King Dodds

claim, the original discovery, a 14-tt. pit was sunk, but the free

gold disappeared a few feet down, and samples at the bottom

of the shaft gave low assays only. What appears to be the

most promising discovery was made on the Devanney claim,

near Tashota, where a vein averaging 12 in. or more has been

traced for 600 ft. It carries fine gold and a telluride in con-

siderable amount, and high assays have been obtained. In

all, over 1000 claims have been staked, mainly around Tashota,

near the Dodds discovery, and in the vicinity of the railway

between Kowkash and Tashota stations. The four Devanney

claims have been purchased by Boston interests, and supplies

are now being taken in. Work will

be started in a few days.

Activity in silver mining has

been considerably stimulated lately

by the increased price of the

metal. Flotation is making steady

progress at Cobalt, and it is con-

sidered probable that old dumps of

tailing can be profitably re-treated

by this process, in addition to

making available a large amount

of low-grade ore now left under-

ground. The Callow system is the

one adopted. The Nipissing has

treated several hundred tons of ore

in its experimental plant. The in-

stallation of the 150-ton plant at

the McKinley-Darragh has been re-

tarded by delays in the delivery of machinery, but it is

expected to be in operation in May. The Buffalo plant will

have a capacity of 600 tons per day, and its construction is

well advanced. The Buffalo is now making a recovery of

quicksilver by a new process and making shipments to the

head oifice in Buffalo.

The new cyanide mill at the Coniagas is at full capacity,

ISO tons per day. The mine has enough ore to keep the plant

supplied for two years. The Trethewey company has cut a

new vein in the old Rochester property. It is 3 to 5 in. wide,

and assays from 500 to 2000 oz. silver per ton. The annual

report of the Beaver Consolidated for the year ended Febru-

ary 28 shows gross earnings of $351,124, and profits of $128,929.

Production was curtailed during the year owing to the low

price of silver. The recovery was 746,310 oz. from the treat-

ment of 30,093 tons of ore. There is 34,332 tons of broken ore

ready for milling. The Seneca-Superior has closed down,

the vein being worked out.

There is much activity shown in the ovitlying parts of the

Cobalt field. In Gowganda the Reeves Dobie is mining

high-grade ore, and rich ore is reported at the Bishop mine.

Several Elk Lake properties are being re-opened. In

South Lormin the Comfort company is erecting a mill.
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ALASKA
lU.iin I.

(StM>clal Corre8|iondenc«.)—Miners are Imsy hauling pro-

visions nnd liimbor to Canyon ami Windy crei-ks. On Bear

cr«*k soveraJ uilles of placer ground lias ln-en taken up under

option. It is probable that the gold output of the Kuskokwlni

region will be greater this season than in l'.U5, which was the

best since 1907. The gasoline schooner Abler was lost some

time ago with supplies for Bethel. The power schooner Bender

Brothers was frozen-ln the Kuskokwlni river just below Bethel.

It is one of the pioneer vessels plying to this place with sup-

plies for miners, the Government, traders, and missions. Its

capacity is 250 tons. During this spring the liiihi/ of 450 tons,

and Hu(/h Hogen of 1000 tons" capacity will run from Seattle

to this place.

Bethel. February 10.

All construction work on the Government railway from

Anchorage north has been stopped on account of labor troubles.

The men demand 55c. per hour, in place of 35c. at present.

Later news states that the trouble has been settled.

CORDO\-A

(Special Correspondence.)—Twenty-two copper claims on

Hidden creek. 7 miles north-west of Kennecott, have been

purchased by the G. F. Rowe company of Seattle from the

Tjosevig brothers. A tramway is to be constrvicted across the

glacier.

McCarthy. April 14.

At the "SOO" mill of the Alaska Treadwell, the 400-hp. motor

that has been working on the 'A' side for over 6 years has

been transferred to the '700' mill of 120 stamps, a 500-hp. ma-

chine replacing it in the 300-stamp mill.

March returns of the three companies operating on Douglas

island were as follows:

Mexican Treadwell United

Stamps working 120 540 300

Ore crushed, tons 18.025 80,871 46.895

Gold production $23,522 $134,022 $78,491

Operating expenses 27,780 103,593 73,70G

Construction 5.652 10.400 10,530

Profit 18.689

T.o^- 10.145 6.530

ARIZONA
Cochise CoirsTV .

Optimistic reports are heard from Johnson, a producer of

gold, silver, copper, and tungsten ores. The population is over

1500. against 200 a year ago. The Arizona, Michigan, and

Republic arc the largest producers, making regular shipments

to smelters. The Cobriza company employs 100 men, and

mines 200 tons of copper pyrite daily. Several good proper-

ties are in the development stage.

Gii,.\^ County

At the Inspiration mill some additions are to be made to

increase the recovery of copper, foundations and steel work

being prepared for this. Oliver filters will dry the flotation

concentrate. Two-stage centrifugal pumps made by the Byron

Jackson company of San Francisco have been installed to re-

turn the overflow water from the tailing pond to the mill.

These machines have a capacity of 3000 gal. per minute.

MOIIAVK COI'NTV

Flotation plants each of fiO-lon capacity are to be oipctod

at the I.,evlalhan copper nnd American molybdciiiiMi milieu in

the Cedar Valley district.

The Schuykill mine at Chloride, which has an extension of

the Tennessee veins, has started dewalerlng opcratlotiH. This

company shipped high-grade silver-lead ore to the Benson

smelter In the early SO's, and largo bodies of commercial or'j

were exposed on the 500-ft. level.

At 485 ft. In the Big .Ilm at Oatman the lode Is 40 ft. wide,

worth about $12 per ton. Near the fool wall the ore was of

better grade.

Copper claims 40 miles north of Chloride have been sjiru

pled by the Copper Queen Consolidated company.

PiM\ County

Much work is under way at the New Cornelia coiiipany'u

property at Ajo. Good progress is being made at the various

shops and plant excavation. The company is also beautifying

the town by planting trees in the plaza.

The A. S. & R. Co. has blown-in its furnaces at the Sasco

smelter, to treat ore from the Imperial Copper Co. Outside

mines will also supply ore. it being hauled over the Arizona

Southern line.

Santa Cri'z County

The Three R copper mine In the Patagonia district has been

sold by R. R. Richardson to the Harrison interests of Mexico

for $500,000, through the work of C. C. Sanders. A mill is to

be erected to treat the low-grade ore. Under option I lie ininf

was profitably worked by N. L. Amster of Boston.

CALIFORNIA

The total oil production of California in 1915 has .lust been

determined from the sworn statements made to the State

Mineralogist by all of the 363 producers; it amounted to

88,240.620 bbl. This is doubtless the most accurate figure that

has ever been obtained, and it is of interest to note that it is

in close agreement with the figures given to the public at a

much earlier date by two private concerns, namely, the Stand-

ard Oil Co. and the Independent Oil Producers Agency. Pri-

vate parties publishing such information perform a distinct

public service, the value of which should be more generally

recognized, and encouragement given to enlarge its usefulness

by touching on the quality of oil produced. Of the total

amount of oil, 33%, or 29,587,163 bbl., was produced by the

five large refining and marketing companies, and 16%, or

13,704,982 bbl. by the several large concerns, such as the rail-

road companies, who use the oil in their own service. The re-

maining 51%, or 44,948,475 bbl. is credited to the smaller pro-

ducers who usually sell the crude oil at the well. The natural

gas which was marketed has also been accounted for, giving

a total, of 14,902.000.000 cu. ft., over 90% of which was from

Kern county. On the enlargement of its engineering force, in

the near future, the State Mining Bureau intends to conduct

a more detailed investigation of natural gas production with

the idea of being able to point out means of more economical

use of this splendid natural resource which is too frequently

wasted.

The present extent of proved oil land in California has just

been determined by the State Mining Bureau in the most ac-

curate and detailed study ever given to the subject. The total
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is 126 square miles, or SO. 702 acres, of which 55,842 acres is

in Kern county. Fresno county is second on the list with
12,218 acres, and Santa Barbara county third with. 6030 acres.

The other counties in their regular rank are Orange, 3305;

Los Angeles, 2326; Ventura, 749; San Luis Obispo, 202; and
Santa Clara, 30 acres. It is worthy of note that the total area
of proved oil land is most insignificant in comparison with the

MAP SHOWING OIL I'll'K-I.IXES I.\ CALIFORM.\.

area of the entire State, being less than I/IOOO jiart; yet the
oil business is one of the State's most important industries.
Estimates of the total amount of oil which can be recovered
from the land are little better than pure guesses, but it seem.s
most probable that the average acre will ultimately yield
much less than 50.000 barrels.

It is said that the Shell Oil Co. will lay another i)ipe from
Coalinga to Martinez, a distance of ISO miles. In the April
number of Western Engineering the oil pipe-line systems of
California are described by C. P. Bowie. Seven companies
transport oil by pipe, having a total length of 2000 miles, with
an estimated daily capacity of 370,000 bbl. The accompanyin.T
map shows the lines.

Final returns on the following minerals have been received
by the State Mining Bureau for 1915:

Mineral Tons Value
Barytes 410 $620
Bituminous rock 17.789 61,468
Borax 67,004 1.663,520

Cement, barrels 4.846,31.'! 5,972,988

Chrome 6,337 49,842
Dolomite 3,4^2 11,354

Feldspar i,800 9,000

Iron ore 646 2,584

Lithia mica 91 1,305

Mineral paint 311
'

1,756

Under barytes is included a certain tonnage of witherite,
the carbonate of barium. This is the first commercial deposit
of witherite in the United States of which the Bureau has any
record. The production of chrome is the largest in tonnage,
though not in value, of any year since 1881. Dolomite is a

new item in the commercial mineral list of California, at least

this is the first year that It has been segregated as such. It

was formerly included under limestone. The major portion of

it was used for a basic lining in steel furnaces. Some nickel
ore was taken out at the Friday copper mine in San Diego
county; but as yet the owners have been unable to get any
smelter to treat it for them. A discovery of tin ore has been
noted from San Diego county, but no production has resulted
yet. Molybdenite was mined in one or two localities In the
latter part of 1915. but not marketed.

Alameda County

Near Tesla. south-east of Livermore, the Manganese Co. of

California, in charge of E. A. Wiltsee, is dispatching 5 cars
of ore each week to the East.

Cal.weras County
Another dredge. No. 3, is to be constructed for the American

Gold Dredging Co. (late Oro company) near Comanche on the
Mokelumne river. Some of the machinery from its Victor
dredge at Oroville will be used.

Eldorado County

After being idle since 1864 the Bunker Hill copper mine
near Penobscot is being re-opened in charge of D. L. Shepherd.

Nevada County
The well-known, equipped, and developed Union Hill mine

at Grass Valley, producing gold and tungsten, has been ac-

quired by San Francisco people headed by F. W. McNear and
E. L. Oliver. Errol McBoyle is general manager.

Plumas County
Eastern capital has purchased the White Lily gold mine

near Seneca, and proposes to erect a large stamp-mill and
cyanide-plant.

San Bernardino County
Three veins, 6. 8, and 12 ft. wide, containing high value in

gold, have been opened by the Lietzow Consolidated, operating
at Crucero, on the way to Barstow and Goldstone, the new
district. The shoots are in limestone formation, near the
porphyry contact. A complete equipment is to be bought.
At the Desert Queen mine, 7 miles away, high-grade copper
ore is being extracted.

The Owl Head manganese mine near Silver Lake is pro-

ducing 970 tons of ore per month. Two more Holt 75-hp.

caterpillar tractors have been acquired. Thirty-five men are
employed. A railroad is being surveyed. The Mollett De-
velopment Co. of Massillon. Ohio, is owner. R. L. Mann is

consulting engineer.

Shasta County
At the Friday-Lowden property of the Mammoth company

the adit is in 1400 ft., with a daily advance of 15 ft. The
final length is to be 4000 ft. The company has enlar.ged its

social hall tor employees at the Mammoth mine.
On April 29 fire at Harrison Gulch destroyed most of the

town and mining property worth $100,000. The Victor com-
pany's Midas mine equipment suffered considerably. The cya-

nide-plant is again in operation.
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Troi.fjuxK Cotx-n'

(Special Corrc»|toiidenc«. )—Tho Tnruiitiila nilno. noiir Shiiw-

iniit. hns been taken over by Henry T. Oiitio. wbo. It In 84il<l.

will o|>er»te the |)rn|H<rty ronnertlon wltli tho i-l»lni on tin-

Jones mnrh which he has helil for some lime. The Tan/y

mine, near Soiioni. l» helnK re-opened for the reHnmptlon of

work, after an Idleness of several yearn. I>>cal men are snp-

plylne the capital and Fred l-nuner, an experleiuid inlnrr In

these iMrts. will direct oi>eratlons, The Tine I^)« Mlnlni;

Co.. which will work a bar on the south fork of the Stanlsluim

river near the mouth of Five Mile creek, has been haullnc

machinery to the pro|)erty. and expects to bettln work soon.

Marble of hlsh quality has been discovered on the Hell

proi>erty. near roliimbla. and exploration work has com-

menced. The proiH>rly Is in the hands of K. Hill and .1. War-

ren. An electric hoist Is to be Installed at the Faxon mine.

north of Sonora. o|>erated by F. A. Hurnson and F. U. Uestano.

The old shaft on the property has been abandoned and a new
one started. Now SO ft. deep. It will be sunk an additional

50 ft., when a cross-cut will be started toward the old work-

lURS. The Stanislaus Gravel Mlnlnp: Co. has suspended op-

erations at the If I Can mine, situated on Table moiintnin.

It is understood that one of the principal owners will resnnio

mining activities in the near future.

Sonora, April 21.

At a point 4014 ft. from the portal of its adit the Spring-

field Tunnel & Development Co.. near Columbia, has opened

rich gravel.

Commencing May 1. the Dutch-Sweeney Mining Co.. \V. .1.

Loring general manager, will raise miners and certain surface

mens' wages 2oc. per shift. This was voluntary.

COLORADO

BOULDEB CorxTV

The r. S. Tungsten Co. has acquired the properties of the

Colorado Tungsten Co.. near Nederland, for several hundred

thousand dollars. The former concern is a new corporation,

organized by T. E. Foley. J. B. Ross, and others of Denver,

and W. M. Long of Boulder, with a capital of $1,250,000. High-

grading tungsten ore is rampant in the district and arrests

are reported.

GiLPIX COVXTY

This county is being searched for tungsten ore. and good

ore is reported from Apex and Hughesville mines.

L.\KE COCXTY (LeaDVU-LE)

Wolframite and scheelite is the subject of a paper by R. S.

Fitch and G. F. Loughin in Economic Oeology for .January.

The latest of the many types of orebodies to be identified here

is that of gold-bearing quartz-pyrite veins containing these

tungsten niinei^ls. The ore mined is from some leases on the

Ibex and adjoining properties to the south, on Breece Hill.

The daily output of ore, assaying O.S oz. gold and 0.5 oz. silver,

is 200 tons. The country-rock near the shoots includes Weber
grit and gray porphyry, and the veins may cut both. Tungsten

minerals are distributed throughout the zone of higher-grade

ore, persisting downward with the shoot, their quantity in-

creasing with depth. Scheelite is more abundant on the upper

levels, wolframite on the lower. It is probable that the tung-

sten veins at Leadville represent a transition stage between

contact-metamorphic deposits and the gold-silver sulphide

veins.

Sas Juax County

A wide vein of high-grade hubnerlte has been found in the

Ruby and Cascade mines in Maggie gulch near Silverton.

After several years' idleness the Kittimac mill is again in

operation. Treatment includes the Huff electro-static process

and flotation.

Teixeb Cocxty (Cripple Cbeek)

Forty tons of ore. worth |1 per pound, was recently shipped

from the CreHKon mine lo the (ioltlcu Cycle mill :il CoIhimiIo

City.

Ill March the Vindicator prmliiccd IL'.f.L'l Iiiiih of ore, li'MHeen

conirlliutliiK CHOS tons. Klectric piiiiipK are bcliiK Inslalli'il iit

21.10 ft. In the Golden Cycle mine. The Vlmllciilor has paid

Its last nolo for the purchaKO of the Ccildcn Cycle iiilii"'.

$i.2r.o.ooo.

There were no liiddciH at ('(iloindo Sprliigs on April 2ri for

the properties and plants of the 1'. S. U. & H. Co. in this Slate.

The nilnliinmi |irlci' has been reduced lo $2<Hl.(i(i(l. :ind iiiiollu'r

sale was lo be held on May 2.

'The Lure of Cripple Creek Gold' Ik the title of a ispanc

booklet published by Wm. Y. Seaman. "Ihiiidreds of millions"

($a54.7G4.653l. Is the output to the end of 1!II5, of which Hhare-

holders received $51,888,684. The (Irst dividend-payer was the

Pharinaclsl. located by a drug-clerk. Mary McKliincy Block

was once traded for groceries and supplies around the town.

It has produced nearly $n,(iOO,ilOO since. To 'Hob' Womack
should be given credit for the llrst discovery In the dislrlct.

in 1890. The name "Crip|)le Creek" is believed to have sprung

from the fact that many of the grazing cattle had their legs

broken In Womack's prospect holes. The split-check leasing

system, now used in many Stales, originated at Cripple Creek.

Three Irish-Americans discovered the Portland. Stratton's

Independence was the first great mine of the district. The

Cresson was a desiiised prospect, but disproved that lerni by

its fabulous vug in 1015. Gigantic strides have been niafie in

mining and metallurgical work. What of the future?

These are some of the interesting i)oint8 discussed in ihis

little work.

IDAHO

Shoshone County fCoKi h d'Ai.ene)

An order, returnable April 29, has been issued by Judge

W. W. Woods of the district court of this county, at Wallace,

summoning the officials of the Success Mining Co.. operating

in the Nine-Mile district, to show cause why they have refused

to permit shareholders to examine the contract they are al-

leged to have entered into with the Grasselli Chemical Co. of

Cleveland, Ohio, for smelting the output of the Success prop-

erty, effective from May I. Settlement rates are alleged to be

unfavorable.

The Board of Trade of Wallace is considering appealing to

the Northern Pacific Railway company to extend its line up

Nine-Mile creek into the Beaver Creek region through a tun-

nel to be driven at Dobson pass. This, it is thought, will

divert the business and traffic of the rapidly developing Beaver

Creek district to Wallace, which now stands a good chance of

losing this trade. The Ray-Jefferson. Interstate-Callahaii,

Idora. and Tuscumbia companies' operations suggest that this

work be done.

The Coeur d'Alene Antimony Co., oiierating near the mouth

of Pine creek, is under new management. Electricity is to

supersede steam, a flotation plant is to increase the present

657c recovery of the antimony.

The first unit of the Empire Copper Co.'s new mill on the

little north fork of the Coeur d'Alene river will be ready in

three weeks. It will be of 300-ton capacity. In the mine is

100,000 tons of 3.2% copper ore. A Spokane syndicate.

headed by F. J. Finucane. president of the Holly-Mason Hard-

ware Co.. has purchased control of the Alameda Mining Co..

which has a group of claims adjoining the Success holdings

in the Nine-Mile district. The ore contains lead, silver, and

zinc. F. C. Bailey of Spokane has taken a year's option on

the treasury stock of the Placer Creek Mining & Milling Co..

about 400.000 shares, and 50% of the issued stock. The con-

tract specifies that Mr. Bailey is to keep the property under

continuous development during the life of the option, the

Placer Creek company to furnish the equipment. The prop-

erty consists of five claims, six miles up Placer creek from

Wallace.
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MICHIGAN

The Copper Cou.nty (Houghton. Etc.)

(Special Correspondence.)—No event of recent copper min-

ing interest in the Lake Superior region has attracted more

attention than the announcement ot the purchase of control

of the Seneca by Thomas F. Cole and associates. It means

immediate development work on a large scale, as Mr. Cole

has announced that $1,000,000 is to be spent to make Seneca a

commercial copper producer on the Kearsarge lode. The

Seneca is admirably situated, being near the Ahmeek and

Mohawk. The area is 1800 acres. No work has been done

for six years. The Calumet & Hecla company owned 11,270

shares in the Seneca, and holders approve of the transaction.

Houghton. April IS.

It seems likely that the Tamarack will be sold to the Calu-

met & Hecla for $.59 per share, as so tar holders of over

25,000 shares have assented to the proposal.

Later news states that the voting was 48,870 shares in favor,

against 479 in opposition to selling the mine.

MISSOURI

J.\SPER County

Ore prices were easier at .Toplin last week. The Missouri-

Kansas-Oklahoma region produced 9148 tons blende, 672 tons

calamine, and 12C7 tons lead, averaging $105. $76. and $99 per

ton, respectively. The total value was $1,138,020.

Better recovery of metals is the slogan in the district, and
slime plants are being added to many mills. The Dorr thick-

ener is used by the Picher Lead, Commerce, American Zinc,

Granby, and other well-known companies.

MONTANA
SiLVEBBOw County (Butte)

At 2500 ft. in the Davis-Daly there is 400 ft. of e^rf copper

ore, over a width of 8 feet.

During March the Butte & Superior produced 12,199 tons of

zinc concentrate from 52,089 tons of ore. The concentrate

was valued at $93.62 per ton. In the suit ot the Elm Orlu v.

the Butte & Superior, Judge Bourquin has awarded the former

31,805 tons of ore assaying 20.5% zinc and 6 oz. silver per ton.

The Bertha mine has been unwatered by the Boston-Corbin

company. The workings are 1200 ft. deep. Ore will soon be

extracted.

By order of the Court at Butte one of the creditors ot the

Butte-Duluth company has permission to sell part of the erjuip-

ment through the receiver.

NEVADA
The report of the Nevada-California Power Co., which has

hydro-electric jilants near Bishop, Inyo county, California, and
supplies Goldfield, Tonopah. and other mining centres ot

Nevada, as well as southern California, shows that the operat-

ing revenue in 1915 was $899,562. The operating profit was

$367,553, plus $80,695 from sundry sources. Interest absorbed

$197,324, and dividends $200,000.

E.SMEBALDA COUNTY (GOLDFIEI.n)

Final figures of the Goldfield Consolidated for March show
a net realization of $54,128 from 30,000 tons of ore. Costs

totaled $5.48 per ton. Development covered 3041 ft., at a cost

of $5.58 per foot, but revealed little ot importance. The
500-ton flotation plant is to be increased to 1000 tons, for

which plant has been ordered.

In the Silver Pick Consolidated, the Calyx core-drill working
from the 700-tt. level, has cut the shale at a depth of 1000 ft.

At the latite-shale contact assays as high as $50 per ton are

reported. This is of importance, and the shaft will be sunk
300 ft. to reach the contact.

The annual report of the Atlanta Mines Co. states that the

output was 1832 tons of ore worth $30,115, yielding $13,022

net, from the shoot above the 1750-ft. level: also 1212 tons of

ore worth $6214 net from the Grizzly Bear claim. The ore-

shoots are irregular, and not enough has been develoi)ed to

warrant erecting a mill, yet ore might be sent to the Goldfield

Consolidated or Nevada Metal Extraction plants for treatment.

Mine development cost $97,590. The debt is $85,343.

Humboldt County

The advance in price of silver makes an Increase of $5000

in the monthly output of the Rochester Mines Company.
The old Humboldt Queen silver mine. 7 miles north-east of

Oreana. has been re-opened and is producing ore. It was

closed in 1873.

Lincoln County

According to the report of the Prince Consolidated Mining

& Smelting Co. of Pioche for 1915 the output was 119,003 tons

of ore, etc., giving a revenue of $313,019. Ore reserves, partly

opened, are estimated at 6.156,000 tons, occurring in four 'beds,'

the 90, 20, 5, and 12 ft., an average aggregate thickness of

120 ft. The ore is a manganese-iron, containing silver, lead,

and gold. The operating profit was $158,554. Dividends ab-

sorbed $124,924. Assets amount to $106,637. To treat 120,000

tons of gold-silver-lead tailing at Bullionville, a $40,000 flota-

tion plant is to be erected.

MiNER.AL County

It is said that tin in commercial quantities has been found

in the tungsten deijosits near Sodaville. This was detected

during concentration.

Nye County'

In the week ended April 22. Tonopah mines produced 8334

tons of ore valued at $175,272. Some March returns were as

follows:

Belmont: 272.077 oz. bullion from 13,120 tons, with $105,478

Iirofit. Extension: 184,420 oz. from 7521 tons, and $78,246

profit. .lim Butler: profit of $24,678 from 3166 tons.

White Pine County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Nevada Scheelite Co., a

Utah incorporation, has been recently formed with directors

and officers as follows: A. W. Gates, president and secretary;

E. R. Pembroke, general manager: George R. Sheldon and

W. J. Stewart, completing the directorate. One of the objects

of this company is to take over 20 claims in the Minerva dis-

trict and develop the large tungsten veins thereon. On a re-

cent visit to the property, the manager saw the completion of

the company's first camp, and outlined the establishment of

a second which is now well under way. About 15 men are at

work at the property at this time, and this company expects

soon to enter the active list of producers of tungsten ore.

Salt Lake City, April 22.

On April 21 four tons of tungsten concentrate worth $25,000

was shipped by express from Ely by the U. S. Tungsten Cor-

poration, operating at Tungsten, 45 miles east of Ely. The

buyer was the Midvale Steel Co. of Pittsburg, Pennsylvanifi.

The company is in the market for tungsten ore containing

over 'i'/r delivered at Tungsten. In a published schedule of

wages this company's lowest is $4 per day for surface labor

and shovelers.

Discoveries of tungsten ore are reported from many districts,

a recent one being 15 miles east of Ely, the mineral being

ferberite. Another was scheelite in the Cherry Creek district.

The property of D. Simonson and H. Ashley in the Tung-

stania district has been purchased by C. Osterlund of Ely for

$20,000.

Good reports come from Weaver Creek, six miles east and

south of Csceola.

Ely is optimistic as to its future, depending on the adjacent

cojjper and tungsten regions.
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UTAH
UllXllUiKH Col NTY

In Bullt'tlu 640-A of tlio l'. S. liooloKlcnl Survey. 11. S

Builer imd V. C. Hvlk(>8 kIvo noictt on the I'ronioniory dlh-

trli't. whoro o|H>ra(lon8 of the U\k»> View MInInK Co. nttrurti-d

considerahlo ntlpntion In UM'i. I'rewiit iicllvlty in i-onflncd

to (he xinr-lead di-iHtsltH. which are found In (he 'nilddlv'

limestone l>ed. Tills lu-d Is r.O to 75 ft. thU-k. Included In

lueinhers coniimsed iireviilllntsly of shnlc. Shlpineiils of ore

MAP or ITvn. -Ili>WINr, THK PROMOSTOBY ZINC DISTRIfT.

average Z2.'!o7c zinc and 7.77c lead. Some copper occurs in the

district, near Great Salt Lake. The ore is disseminated in

quartzite.

Summit Coisty

To lease the American Flag mine below 1000 ft., the Park

City Mines Co. has been organized. The Mines Development

Co. has the mine from 1000 ft. to the surface.

WASHINGTON
Stevens CofXTY

The United Copper Co. at Chewelah is making regular ship-

ments of copper ore and concentrate to Trail, B. C. The
crude ore assays 4.38'~'<- copper and 11.4 oz. silver, while the

concentrate contains up to l.'5.24'yy copper and 31.9 oz. silver.

The profit in April is estimated at $25,000, while May should

give nearly $40,000. The debt has been reduced to $71,054.

CANADA
British Collmbi.v

The first unit of the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co.

of Canada electrolytic zinc refining plant at Trail, is in com-

mission, and the remaining eight units are being installed as

.j.pidly as possible. They probably will be in service in the

next fortnight. The complete plant cost about $1,000,000. An

eli'ctrolyllr copper ri'tlnery to ro»l u« nniili will In- iTerlml

soon.

<;. II. Shorl and \V. II. .MoiiIk«ihi'I y of the OriiHwllI Clieiiilriil

Co. Imvo been tourluK the provlnco In senrch of xliic mines.

Konr bUiHl-funmccs at the Anyox plant of the (iraiiby Con-

snildiiti'd lire trratliit; iit tin- nile of sd.diMi Ioiih of ore iiKinthly,

The town of Anyox )i:ik ii popiiliilloii of HUH) people. The Alice

.\ini district, at the head of a bniiKli of Oliwrvatory Inlet, Is

nttractliiK attention, there beliiK :!0() people, according to W.

A. Williams of the (iraiiby coMipany. (loldlleid Coiisoildiiled

people have found hlKh-Krade sllverlead ore In the Doliy

Vnrden mine by dlainoiid-drllllng. The town at the end of

Alice Arm has a good hotel, stores, etc.

At Its Midden Creek properly the Oraiiby Consolidated Is

to ronatrixt an auxiliary hydro-electric plant of over 7iiiiii

horse-power.

Mining Is being revived in the region trlliiilary to Nelson,

and several important deals have been closed recently ac-

cording to a letter received by the Northwestern Mining News
Service of Spokane from Fred A. Starkey of Nelson. A

Victoria syndicate has taken a $75,000 bond on the ICureka

group of copper-gold-sllver claims on Eagle creek, a few miles

west of Nelson, and a company is being organized to eriulp the

holdings and operate them.

New interests have actiuired the Vancouver gold claims,

adjoining the Queen holdings in the Sheep Creek district,

and extensive development already is under way. The bond

is for $45,000, and the first payment of $5000 has been made.

The Golden Fawn group, another Sheep Creek gold properly,

has been taken under bond by a Spokane syndicate for a

reported price of $100,000. The California group of free-

milling gold properties on the mountain overlooking Nelson

has been secured by a local syndicate.

The Hudson Bay zinc mine near Salmo has been taken

under control from M. \V. Bacon and W. K. Cullen by Hayden,

Stone & Co. of New York, for $2.50 a share. Lead ore was

mined from the upper workings, while zinc carbonate has

been developed to a large extent. Reserves are said to be

200.000 tons.

To haul ore from the Hudson Bay zinc mine near Salmo,

a distance of 7 miles, caterpillar-tractors are to be used. The

daily output is 100 tons. A lower adit is in 3S5 ft., to cut the

vein at a depth of 1750 ft. This will be completed in August.

Ontario

During the first quarter of 191G the Mclntyre company at

Porcupine treated 27,248 tons of $7.74 ore, at a cost of $3.85

per ton. The recovery was 95.4',;.

At Cobalt the Beaver and Temiskaming shafts, being sunk

to the contact with the Keewatin formation, are down 1500 and

1100 ft. respectively.

KOREA

The March clean-up of the Oriental Consolidated was worth

$136,25.5.

On April 6 the Oriental Consolidated company paid a div-

idend of 50c. a share. The .January output <vas $144,932 from

26,806 tons of ore. Recovery in the Taracol cyanide plant was

90%, at the Maibong tube-mill 96'*;: both are giving excellent

results.

MEXICO
At the annual meeting of the Exploration Company in

London, the chairman, R. T. Bayliss, made the followiir-

statement concerning that well-known British company's opei-

ations in Mexico:

"As the disturbed condition of Mexico is the fundamental

cause of all our trouble. I should like to give a short account

of the conditions which have prevailed, and still prevail, in

that unhappy country. Internecine strife has raged through-

out the country for the past three years, and if it is not today

so violent as it has been, it is not because the spirit of the
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people is unwilling, but in consequence ot the physical and

economic exhaustion of the country. Throughout this period

all our operations and those of our subsidiary companies

have been hampered and hindered to a point which rendered

anything in the nature of regular or profitable work im-

possible. The Santa Rosa company was compelled to shut-

down three years ago, and nothing has been done upon the

property since. The El Oro mine had to suspend operations

for several months during 1914. It restarted, under com-

pulsion, in September of that year, but had again to cease

work in February, 191.5, and has remained closed ever since.

The Buena Tierra mine, although able to work intermittently

during a portion of 1915, was unable to do so at a profit, and

was compelled to suspend entirely in September last and is

still idle. The Exploration Company of England and Mexico,

which at the commencement of hostilities was developing into

a prosperous undertaking, has not been able to do any business

at all. and, in fact, practically one-third of our capital has been

unproductive and in jeopardy during this period. This is a

sorry tale to tell but I put the facts so in order that share-

holders may realize that our present position is due to circum-

stances which we could not foresee and were powerless to

control. For some weeks past fighting, except in a detached

and undisciplined form, has for the moment practically come
to an end. To this extent the position may now be said to be

a little more definite, but it can hardly be described as im-

proved. The economic and financial position of the Republic

remains as bad as it can be. The treasury is bankrupt
;
gold

and silver coinage has disappeared; the country is flooded with

a fiat paper money which is not current in all parts of the

Republic, and not at all beyond its borders. There is not any

nuotable international exchange, the rate on London having

fallen nominally to lid (3c.) on the peso, compared with the

parity of 2s Id (50c.) and in consequence the business and in-

dustrial position in Mexico generally is in a state of chaos

and disorder. In addition to all this, pestilence and famine

have prevailed in Mexico City and outlying districts for some
time. Even on the assumption, therefore, that no further

revolutions interfere with the reorganization of industrial

conditions, a long time must necessarily elapse before we
return to conditions similar to those which prevailed during

the effective administration of the late president Diaz, and at

the moment I feel quite unable to make any forecast as to

when our properties will be able to resume operations or the

conditions that will be imposed upon us when they do."

SONOR.V

Every idle mine in this State must be re-opened by May 1 or

pay a heavy tax to the Government, is the decree of the gov-

ernor, P. Elias Calles. The rich silver mine near Arizpe, Las
Chisjias, would be fined 'PIO.OOO a month for two months if it

remained closed, then the State would operate it for the bene-

fit of employees. No property is to be confiscated. The case of

Las Chisi)as is considered to be particularly flagrant, as the

governor considers that large shareholders are trying to

squeeze out smaller holders.

The recent addition of a thoroughly equipped microscopical

laboratory for metallurgical research at the Salt' Lake City

station of the U. S. Bureau of Mines in connection with the

co-operative work that is now being carried on between the

Department of Metallurgical Research of the L'niversity of

Utah and the Federal Bureau of Mines, gives Salt Lake City

the best equipped microscopical laboratory for metallurgical

research in the United States.

JS'ote: 'JTic Editor inviU's menitiers of the pro/ension to seiid him portlculars oj their

work and apjujhitinentg. ThiAiiiJormatioii is oS miQuestioi^^d interest to our readers.

L. D. RicKETTs was married on April 26.

D'Arcy Weathebbe has retui-ned to London.

K. S. BoTSFORD is in the Bodaibo district of Siberia.

A. E. Dbuckeb has returned to New York from Panama and

Jamaica.

Alexander McLeod has been examining prospects in western

Nova Scotia.

G. L. Sheldon of Ely, Nevada, has been in Washington

county, Idaho.

Ernest A. Haggott has returned to San Francisco from

Central America.

R. G. Wayland, superintendent of the Alaska Treadwell, is

here from Treadwell.

C. E. Kenney passed through San Francisco last week on

his way to Los Angeles.

Arthur Pkckham is assayer at the Dutch-Sweeney mine, in

Tuolumne county, California.

C. T. DuBELL passed through San Francisco on his return

from Montana to Los Angeles.

Frederick Hellman, general manager of the Chuquicamata

mine, of the Chile Copper Co., is here.

S. S. Jones has resigned as superintendent for the Tom
Reed Gold Mines Company, at Oatman, Arizona.

C. T. Griswold of the Associated Geological Engineers has

returned to Pittsburg from south-western Montana.

Bulkeley Weixs and William J. Cox have been delegated

to represent Colorado mining men in a protest against mining-

law reform now before Congress.

W. H. McKenna Is assisting his brother, J. A. McKenna.
manager of the Vasco Mining Co. at Boulder, Colorado, in tho

purchasing and sales denartments.

As we go to press, we are informed that R. T. Bayliss.

chairman and managing director of the Exploration Company,

and of other important mining companies, such as the El Oro

Mining & Railway Co., was struck by a bomb from a zeppelin

on Friday, the 28th ult., in England. An arm had to be ampu-

tated and he is In a serious condition. Mr. Bayliss has many
friends in this country, for he lived in Montana for several

years and his honorable connection with American mining ex-

tends over thirty years, therefore this is bad news to many of

our readers, as it is to us. We hope still, however, that his

life may be saved by skillful nursing.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission at Washington, D. C
announces an open competitive examination for iihysical met-

allurgist on June 7. From the register of eligibles resulting

from this examination certification will be made to fill a

vacancy in this position in the Navy Yard, Boston, at a

salary ranging from $6 to $8 per day.

Schools and Societies

The School of Mines and Metallurgy, University of Mls-

souRi, at Rolla, has issued its Catalogue for 1915-'16. In the

149 pages are details of all pertaining to this institution.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology will dedicate

its new buildings, and commemorate the 50th anniversary ot

its foundation, on June 12, 13, and 14. The colleges are on the

Cambridge bank of the Charles River basin, near Boston.

Many festivities are planned, and 11,000 old students and

undergraduates are expected.

Thirty students and instructors from the College of Mines,

University of Washington-, took part in the annual spring ex-

cursion early in April. Studies were made of the new rever-

beratory and casting furnaces at the Tacoma smelter, the Dii

Pont powder works on Puget Sound, and the Britannia Min-

ing & Smelting Co.'s mine and mills on Howe sound, near

Vancouver, British Columbia. The Britannia mills are using

Hancock jigs, Butchart tables and Minerals Separation flota-

tion cells to get a high recovery on low-grade chalcojiyrite ore.
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THE METAL MARKET
METTAI. I>RK'BS

Sun Krimelmo. Miiy -
Antimony, conts per pound 4 2

Electrolyilr roppor, conta per pound 31

Pie lead, cents per pound 8.00— 8.80

Plnllnum: soft metal, per ounce tSfi

Platinum: hard metal, IC:- Iridium, per ounce.. 189

Quicksilver: per H.-xsk of 75 lb 1115

Spelter, cents per pound 22

Tin. cents pi-r pound 50

Zinc-dust, cents per pound 30

ORB PRICES

San Frnnclsro, May 2.

Antimony: 50% product, per unit, of 1%, or 20 lb.... $2.25

Chrome: 40"^ ond over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton 12.50

Manganese: SOCr metal, S^^V silica, per ton 12.00

Tungsten: 60""^ WOj. per unit of 20 lb 60.00—65,00

Those Interested in manganese should secure a copy of 'Man-
ganese Ores of Brazil. Chile. India, and Russia.' a paper pre-
pared by E, C. Harder for the Arizona meeting of the A. I. M.
FI. In the 38 pages is much valuable Information.

New York. April 26.

Antimony ore continues ln_ demand, and for ore afloat J2.75
per unit has been paid. It continues difflcult to obtain ocean-
freight space for sliipments from South .Vmcrica.

ElASTERN MBTAI. MARKETT

(By wire from New York.)

May ;.—Copper is quieter but strong; lead is dull with an
easier tone: spelter is quiet though steadier.

SILVER

Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents
per ounce, of fine silver.

Da
Apr.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York. April 26.

In marked contrast with recent weeks, the market is now

quiet. Copper is the most active of the metals, but the big

bu.vers are no longer eager to buy. Lead and zinc are posi-

tively dull. Copper prices have been maintained, but those of

every other metal have declined. In seeking an explanation

of the sudden dullness, the trade is pointing to the German-

American complications, saying that business is not likely to

revive until the proposals of the Administration seem clear

again. But the best explanation is that there has been heavy

buying of all the metals, and consumers cannot be expected to

go on buying full tilt continuously. They must have an

opportunity to digest their purchases. So far as the week is

concerned, the Easter holiday—from Thursday to the follow-

ing Tuesday—which was observed more particularly in

London, made the market quiet on those days. In spelter an

adverse influence has been exerted by the report of the U. S.

Geological Survey, futures being most affected.

General trade conditions in the metal-working lines con-

tinue good, with the exception of an increasing number of

strikes which are to be found in half a dozen States. The

National Conduit & Cable Co., Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.,

which is a large user of copper, is grappling with a bitter

strike, to handle which four companies of militia have been

called out. It is feared that with the approach of May 1

strikes will become more general.

COPPER
Quotations continue strong, but the market has turned quiet

to the point of dullness. In the past few days there have been

oiterings of spot electrolytic at 30.50c., full terms, but no

acceptances. Re-sale metal has appeared in considerable

quantity, and the story goes that some of it was bought on

speculation by German interests. This, however, lacks con-

firmation. April and May deliveries of electrolytic have been

offered at 30c., also without results. August and later deliv-

eries of electrolytic are held at about 28. .50c. cash. New York,

but buyers are not interested. Lake for forward delivery is

nominal at 28.75c., while up to 31c., is quoted for nearby posi-

tions. The dullness may be temporary, but on the whole it

looks as it the market is in for a rest and eventually tor lower

prices. It is not to be expected that the heavy buying of a

week or ten days ago could be long maintained. Exports from
April 1 to 25 totaled 18,"SO tons, but there are also to be con-

sidered the vast quantities which are going abroad in the

form of munitions. The London market continues strong, the

quotation yesterday being £140. Since the heavy buying sub-

sided, reports have continued to appear in the daily press of

the great business which, they assert, is still being done; but

the trade figures that these stories originate in Wall Street

and are founded on a desire to boom the stocks of the copper-

producing companies. As a matter of fact these stocks have
lagged far behind in proportion to the advanced prices of

copper metal—just why is not clear.

ZINC
Though the spelter interests have held that the recent

report of the U. S. Geological Survey did not constitute a
bear argument, the report has nevertheless had the effect of

making the market very dull. Futures in particular are
very near unsalable, in view of the great pros|)ectivp pro-

duction which is predicted. Prompt zinc has dropped to

18.2.5c., New York, and ISc, St. Louis. The St. Louis minimum
for May delivery is about IT.STAc; for .Tune, 16.75c., and for

third quarter, 15.50c. Exports from April 1 to 25 totaled 2111
tons. The London market is unchanged at £103. The domestic
situation can be summed up with the statement that it is

weak and interesting. It has not been helped by efforts which
a few consumers and speculators have made to sell. Sheet-

zinc is quoted at 25.50c., carload lots, f.o.b. mill, 25';^ off tor

cash.

LEAD
The bottom appears to have dropped out of the lead market.

Both foreign and domestic buyers are conspicuous only by
their absence, and prices have declined. The New York quota-

tion of the A. S. & R. Co., and those of the Independents are

now on the same level, 7.50c. At St. Louis the Independents
are quoting 7.37ic., although the leading producer adheres to

7.42ic. There is some pressure to sell. Some sellers are look-

ing for business, but they are meeting with little success.

The foreign demand is especially slow. It has been pre-

dicted that prices would decline if the foreign demand did

not hold up. Last week a fairly round lot of Mexican lead

that recently came over the border was offered in this market,

but the best bid received for some time was 6c., in bond, New-

York. Later a better price was offered, and a part of the lead

was disposed of. Consumers are well supplied and under the

circumstances ask why they should bid any price. Exports
from April 1 to 25 totaled 1270 tons. The London quotation

yesterday was £34.

TIN
The week has been a quiet one. On no day was there any

business of consequence until yesterday when two consumers
came in the market, each wanting 100 tons. As a result, .it

least 200 tons was taken, all for future delivery. The obtain-

ing of licenses to ship from London continues an uncertain

matter. At the same time arrivals have been fairly large of

late, and this fact, together with the lack of demand has

caused quotations to decline. The quotation for spot yester-

day was 49.75c. The consumption of tin in this country is

great. Sales of tin-plate have been made at $5 per base box,

at mill. Some good-sized foreign contracts have been booked
at that figure. The specifications against contracts for tin-

plate received by the American Sheet & Tin Plate Co. last

week were the heaviest in its history. The arrivals of tin

from April 1 to 25 totaled 2635 tons, and there was afloat on

the latter date, 5014 tons.

ANTIMONY
The market has been quiet, and under the influence of

pressure to sell, quotations have declined until 39.50c., duty
paid, can be done for spot Chinese and .Japanese grades.

ALUMINUM
No. 1 virgin aluminum, 98 to 99% pure, is quiet and slightly

easier at 58 to 60c. per pound.

TUNGSTEN
A New York broker (Charles Hardy, 50 Church street) re-

ported on April 25 as follows: Quotations for tungsten have
experienced a heavT break during the past week. Most of the

consumers have contracted for their immediate requirements
and are holding off for future deliveries. The increased ac-

tivity in this country and South America stimulated b.- the

high prices, begins to show now in heavy arrivals from all

quarters; and though Portugal is practically eliminated for

the time being as an exporter, still enough is reaching this

port. Holders of spot tungsten were most affected by the de-

cline. Actual sales have been made for immediate delivery at

$70 per unit, with buyers now below that figure. Forward
tungsten is almost unsalable except at a huge discount. The
break in tungsten, however, has had the effect of eliminating

a good many speculators. Sellers will probably have to take a

lower price in the future.
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I'HINO COIM'KK CO.

The nrt'a ot lhl8 company's |iroi>erty at Siintn Ultn. Now

Mexico was Inrroasod by f> nilnlnR cliUniB in I'.nr.. ni;iUlii«

153. equnl to 2734 acres. Mlllsltcs. walorrlKlits. etc.. covlt

1S.5GS acn'8 more. ChurudrllllnR totnleii 6!H)9 ft.. ninUlnK

314.143 to date. This work will be continued when deemed

doslrnblo. Reservrs remain at 90.000.000 tons of 1.75';'c ore.

Overburden removed amounled to 3.133,9ir. cu. yd. The cost

of steiuushovel mlnlni; this material and ore, 2.fi00.271 tons,

was 35.;Sc. i>er ton. Minlnp tho ore was 19.47c. The mill was

at full capacity In April, and treated a total of 2.:!79,800 tons.

\HBffikmp

Satit In fcef.

5O0 1000 XOO

> i.i.l.'. iiip.Hli(-lnK iH the Hyslcni pimllHfil, and this Is Ui In-

.l.ine at the r.70-ft. level. Mlnlnn 1,:U):!.122 Ions cost $1.01 per

ton, tt reduction of 17c. UcservcH ari' ;ir.,140.000 tons avmiK

InK l.S2'"r copper, also r.,000,ooo tons of 2','. ore.

The mill treated l.;tis,122 tons of 2.\T:'o ore, wKh 75.17*;

extraction (an Increase of r«.24':'r), at a cost of 57.94c. per ton.

There was 52,5:19 tons of 11.91'', conceiilrale produced. Sev-

eral Improvements wore made to the mill, and experliiients

are belns; continued.

The refined copper produced was 41,832,059 lli., at a total

cost of S.76c. per pound, against 17.3;!o. received. The operat-

InK cost was J1.87.S5 per ton of ore. Tho revenue was $7,2(i2.-

SS4, of which $3,5.S9.fiS0 was profit. Dividends ahsorlied

$l.CiSl,004. Tho year conimenred wlili a balance of $1,117,788

and ended wllh $3,175,340.

The assistant manjicer (In rharne of mlnluK) Is !•'• W.

Maclennan; mill superintendent. F. W. Solomon; and assistant

at the mill. Ralph B. Yerxa.

OREBODIES AND DUMPS AT THE tHINO .MINK.

equal to 1304 tons per mill-unit (5) per day. The ore av-

eraged 2.155'7c copper; 158,444 tons ot 21.551% concentrate was

produced; the recovery was 66.588%; and the cost was 54.19c.

pe- ton. The yield of meUl was 68,293,893 lb., produced at a

cost of 7.12c. per pound, against an average of 17.42c. received.

The year's revenue was $11,383,777; net profit, $6,913,984; divi-

dends paid, $2,609,860: net surplus, $4,046,859; and total sur-

plus, $8,613,261. The general manager is John M. Sully; su-

perintendent of mines, Horace Moses; consulting engineer of

mines, R. G. Gemmell; superintendent ot mills, W. H. Janney;

manager ot mills, F. G. Janney; and cashier, George L.

Webster.

MIAMI COPPER CO.

Accompanied by large photographs of its property the re-

port of this Arizona company for 1915 is of value. The gen-

eral manager, R. Britton Gottsberger, made the following re-

marks, in part:

Operations were curtailed in the first quarter, but by June

the monthly output was 4,000,000 lb. of metal. Mine develop-

ment covered 21,746 tt., 10,787 ft. being preparatory work in

the Captain orebody, which is now supplying ore. over 2,000,000

tons being available so far. Shrinkage stoping is in vogue

there. In the eastern part ot the mine, -which is ot higher

NEVADA CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.

Recoverable developed ore in this company's property was

estimated at 50,525.289 tons, averaging 1.652% coiiper, at the

end of 1915, an Increase of 9,504,993 tons, although the pre-

vious total contained 0.028%. more metal. Churn-drill pros-

I)ecting amounted to 17,779 ft., in the Ruth, Eureka, Liberty,

and Hecla mines. The total to date Is 124,316 ft. Stripping

removed 2,758,350 cu. yd. of capping, at a cost of 28.S7c. per

yard, a reduction of 2.84c. The charge for steam-shovel min-

ing was 15.24c. per ton.

The mill treated 3,081,520 tons of ore, averaging 1.54%

metal, with 70.18% extraction. At the smelter there was re-

duced 573.873 tons ot material in the reverberatorles, 348,377

tons coming from the roasting plant. The converters yielded

62,520.855 lb. of company metal, and 1,785,011 lb. from custom

ore, at much lower cost. The price received for copper was

17.647c. per pound, and the cost was 8.67 cents.

Revenue from metals (gold and silver, $615,606) was $11,-

685.277. The operating profit was $5,140,683, plus $704,918

from miscellaneous sources, a total of $5,905,602. Dividends

(4) amounted to $2,999,185, The year ended with a balance

of $4,849,556. against $2,290,620 in 1914.

The staff is as follows: general manager, C. B. I^akenan:

general mine superintendent, Robert Marsh, Jr.; shovel-pit

superintendent, E. E. Vanderhoef; underground mine super-

intendent, W. S. Larsh; smelter superintendent, R. E. H.

Pomeroy: concentrator superintendent, George C. Riser; busi-

ness manager. C. V. Jenkins, and consulting engineer, Poix-

Yeatman.

RAY CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.

The 1915 report of this Arizona company is brief and con-

cise. No development was done to prove additional ore, but

underground work necessary for mining amounted to 45.291'

ft., a decrease of 15.323 ft. Reserves are estimated at 71.911.-

475 tons of 2.235% ore. Other ore beside this will be opened

later on. There was extracted 2,854,314 tons, 90% of whifh

was from reserve drawing, 6%; from stoping. and 4% from de-

velopment, at a cost of 58.97c. per ton. Broken ore amounts

to 3,000,000 tons. Coarse crushing cost 3.71c. per ton.

The mill treated 2,848,969 tons of 1.673% ore with 64.11%

recovery, at a cost of 50.86c. per ton. From concentrate

and some ore smelted direct the yield was 61,114,514 lb.,

against 58,020,955 lb. in 1914. The cost of producing metal

was 9.423c. per pound, and the average received was 17.352

cents.

Income from metals totaled $10,498,962, ot which $4,373,371

was profit. Adding sundry revenue and deducting interest,

the net profit was $4,589,143. Dividends paid were $1,872,319.

The surplus is $6,434,704, against $3,776,368 at the beginning

of the period.

I
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Operating officials are L. S. Gates, general manager. W. S.

Boyd at the mine, D. D. Moffat at the mill, and R. I. Ezell

cashier. The consulting engineer is R. C. Gemmell, and

manager of mill F. G. Janney.

UTAH COPPER CO.

During 1915 this company treated 8,494,300 tons of 1.4347c

ore at a cost of 86. 24c. per ton for steam-shovel mining, rail-

road transport (26 miles), and milling. The metal yield was

156,207,376 lb. In 1914 the tonnage was 6,470,166, costing

95.5c. per ton, producing 121,779,401 lb. of copper. The reve-

nue from 148,397,006 lb. copper at 17.679c. per lb., 36,760 oz.

gold, and 371,712 oz. silver amounted to $27,155,944. The

operating profit was $15,023,834. plus $2,896,609 from invest-

ments, etc. Dividends amounted to $6,904,083. The balance

from 1914 was $13,035,409, while that carried forward to 1916

was $23,498,074. Metals on hand and in transit are valued at

$8,675,199, supplies on hand $736,022, and cash $3,160,245.

Current liabilities total $2,115,443. The cost of producing

copper was 7.48c. per pound.

Development at the mine consisted of 1365 ft. of churn-

drilling. The average calculated thickness of the orebody

was increased from 465 to 480 ft. Reserves are 346,315,300

tons of 1.446% ore. This is an increase of 3,815,300 tons above

the quantity mined, namely, 8,494,300 tons. Overburden re-

moved was 5,961,367 cu. yd. All ore was extracted by steam-

shovel, and the cost of mining was 24.41c. per ton, including

7.0C. for stripping, and 0.3c. for development, a good decrease

compared with the charge in 1914.

The Arthur and Magna mills treated 3,261,000 and 5,233,300

tons respectively of 1.434% ore, with 64.13% extraction, and a

cost of 34.02c. per ton, a small decrease. Low recovery was

due to crowding the capacity and the copper carbonate in-

terfering.

The Bingham & Garfield railway, between the mine and

smelter at Garfield, carried 19,382 tons of freight daily also

97.304 passengers during the year.

Operating officials are as follows: general manager, Robert

C. Gemmell; superintendent of mines, J. D. Shilling; chief

engineer of mines. H. C. Goodrich; general superintendent of

mills, F. G. Janney, .Jr.; in charge of Arthur and Magna mills,

T. A. Janney and H. C. Smith; assistant secretary, John M.

Hayes; and assistant purchasing agent, C. F. Jennings.

AMERICAN ZINC, LEAD & SMELTING CO.

At the beginning of 1915 this company, with its mines and

mills in Missouri, Tennessee, and Wisconsin, and smelters

in Kansas, had notes payable of $1,130,000 and a bonded debt

of $549,000. The notes were paid ofl", the bonds converted into

stock, and a net deficit in quick assets of $643,452 changed to

a net surplus of quick assets of $3,668,707. This is the result

of the higher prices for zinc. The total profit was $5,293,878.

The balance carried to surplus was $2,651,501. It is found

necessary to use this in the business, so that cash dividends

cannot be paid just yet, but it is proposed to issue one-third

of the authorized capital as preferred shares, to be entitled to

a cumulative dividend of $6 per share per annum, etc.

During the year the Mascot mine's capacity was increased

from 1200 to 2200 tons per day. A 700-ton mill was erected at

the Roseberry near by. New kilns and zinc furnaces were
built at Caney, Dearing, and Hillsboro. At .Toplin all the

properties were worked. A large roasting and magnetic plant

was constructed in Wisconsin. Nearly SOno tons of Butte &.

Superior concentrate is reduced each month.

ing Co. over certain orebodies. Zinc concentrate is treated by
the American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co., the American Metal
Co., the U. S. Steel Corporation, and the U. S. Smelting Co.

In the case of the A. Z. L. & S. Co. and the U. S. S. Co., the

spelter produced is returned to the Butte & Superior, which
sells its own metal. Spelter averaged 13.054c. per pound at

East St. Louis, against 5.08c. in 1914. June 1915 averaged 21c.

The past two years' results compare as follows:

Income from zinc and lead concentrate

and residues $13,244.13:5 $4,037,674

Less freight 1,157,016 799,260

$12,087,117 $3,238,414

Operating charges 3,012,965 1,845,502

Net i)rofit (with sundries) $ 9,125,947 $1. 417,12s

Balance from 1914 2.020.133

Total available $11,146,080

Dividends paid ( four of 75c. each and
$14 e.xtras) 4,908,115

Balance for 1916 $ 6,237,965

Shipments in transit are valued at $2,908,802 and cash on
hand $2,128,187. Current liabilities total $606,317.

During 1915 the main shaft was sunk to 1900 ft., prepar-
atory to opening the Black Rock orebodies at 1700 and 1800 ft.,

and opening the 1600-ft. level for ore extraction. The last

mentioned is opened for 700 ft., with excellent results. Re-
serves are practically the same as in 1914, namely, 1.000.000

tons. There was mined 522,949 tons of ore at a cost of $3.36
per ton.

The mill treated 522,300 tons of ore, averaging 17.02% zinc
and 7.63 oz. silver at a cost of $1.75 per ton, details of wMcli
were given in this journal of April 29.

The staff at Butte consists of J. L. Bruce, manager; F. G.
Janney. manager of mill; J. T. Shiramin. mill superintendent-
Angus McLeod, mine superintendent; and Charles Bocking.
cashier.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER CO.

If the shareholders of this zinc-producing company approve,
the word 'copper' is to be deleted and 'mining' inserted in the
name. The past year's operations were interesting from the
great profits made, and the litigation with the Elm Orlu Min-

CALUMET & ARIZONA MINING CO.

During 1915, this company, which owns 2000 acres in Co-
chise county, Arizona, absorbed entirely the Superior & Pills-

burg Copper Co.. which it controlled, resulting in no duplica-
tion of work and less taxes. The C. & A. also controls the
New Cornelia Copper Co.. which is developing and erecting
a mill at the great mine at Ajo, Pima county; also the
Tucson, Cornelia & Gila Bend Railroad Co., whose new line

commenced service to the new mine on February 20, 1916.

The year 1915 commenced at 50% capacity for the C. & A., but
prospects for 1916 are the best reported. Four dividends
amounted to $2,006,557. Total income was $11,683,724. and net

$5,453,882. Assets at December 31. 1915, included accounts
receivable, $577,749; supplies, $334,274; cash, $2,561,931; and
metals in process. $3,688,841. Liabilities included accounts
payable, $224,548.

The general manager, J. C. Greenway, reported that de-

velopment totaled 93,788 ft., an increase of 20,995 ft. Diamond-
drilling amounted to 8975 ft. Water pumped was 1,927,516,900

gal., or 3667 gal. per minute, of which 1860 gal. came from the

ISOO-ft. level. Air made totaled 2.528.590,800 cu. ft. Results
at the Junction and Briggs shafts were encouraging, espncially

at 1300 ft. in the former. A safety department was organized
in April.

The smelter reduced 664,152 tons of company and 159,250

tons of custom ore. Two blast-furnaces treated 461,383 tons,

and three reverberatories 333,541 tons. Ten roasting furnaces

treated 283,349 tons of ore averaging 28.9% sulphur, reducing

this to 9.5%. The converters produced 38,027 tons of blister

copper. The metal production from company ore was 63,126,-

931 lb. copper. 947,129 oz. silver, and 26,213 oz. gold.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
! r

INDUSTRIAL NOTES

Zinc a>u U:au UAM>mH>K, I91fi. ny I-. I.. WIttlch. P. 90.

Map. JopliH Xeu-s Herald. Jopltn. Missouri. For mile by the

Ml.xixo AND SclKNTiric Prk-xs. Price. 25 cents.

Th«- niHhor of Ihls uwfiil booklet Is nilnluB editor of u Itvi-

paper In the larRest xlnc centre of the country, and corrc-

s|H>ndent of the Prjss. and Is also conversant with events

In the MlssourlKansjis Oklahoma rcKlon. the oiitimt of which

in 1915 was |:r.,o:!S.6riO. The hook contains In tabulated form

S|>eller and lead production, iirloes. consumption, snullcr.^.

etc.. of the I'nlted Stales and forelKn countries: oulpui,

costs, and other statistics of the Joplln district, as It Is known.

Generally a handy little reference.

v. S. Geological Survey. Washington. P. C, 19U;. Water-

supply pajiers;

C011.R.MK1 KivKR Bamn. No. 3S9. Prepared in co-operation

with the states of Arizona. Ifah. and New Mexico. P. 260.

111.. Index.

A WatkkPowkk Ueionnaissanck in SorTU-CKNTBAi. Alaska.

By C. E. Kllsworth and R. W. Davenport, with a section on

south-eastern Alaska by J. C. Hoyt. No. 372. P. IT". HI..

Index.

GboisivWater is LaSai-le and McMii.LEN Counties. Texas.

By Alexander Deussen and R. B. Dole. No. 375-G. P. 41. 111-,

index.

Metai.-Mine Accikents in the Vnited States in 1914. Com-

piled by Albert H. Fay. Technical paper 129. P. 96. III..

tables.

Notes on the Pbomontobv District. Utah. By B. S. Butler,

and V. C. Heikes. Bulletin 640-A. P. 10. Maps. An abstract

of this appeared in this journal of April —
Enapobation of Brine from Searles Lake. California. By

W. B. Hicks. Professional paper 98-A. P. 8. Charts. A use-

ful contribution 10 an important subject, namely, potash.

•riif IliidWN HdisTiMi .Ma< iiiNMiv t"(i. aniiounci'H th<' appoint-

iiu'iit of lis vlrc-prcsldenl. Alexander ('. llrowii, lo llif posl-

lloii of general manaKor, succeiMlIng Uli-luinl 11. SluMldiiii. wlio

liiis ri'slmird to nrcepl aiiollicr poslllolL

The Si LLivAN Maihinkuv Cii. annouticcs the rcslmiatlon of

Robert .1. Ualey as dlslrlrl sales manager al Duliilli for the

Lake Superior Iron and copper ranges. .loliii I", llrrleling,

hitherto associated with Mr. Raley. succeeds lilm as (llslilcl

sales manager, with headquarterK al Ishpemlng, Michigan.

The DiiMiMi Vn.. Salem, oliio, has recently |)ulillHhed a gen-

eral catalog which Is above the average. In addition to llstliit:

various types of pumps for mine and mill work, logelber with

ibeir s|)Pciflcatlon8, a quantity of technical data and engineer-

ing dala and engineering tables arc published showing ca-

pacities, air-comprosslon, loads, frictinn of water, nieasure-

ments, etc.

Isvestioation of a RKroBTED Discovery of Phosphate in

Alberta. By Hugh S. de Schmid. Bulletin No. 12. P. 38.

illustrated. Department of Mines, Ottawa. Canada. 1916. Ab-

stracts from this publication have already appeared in the

Press.

Gumpses of OiB Natiox.vl Parks. By Robert Sterling Yard.

P. 38. Map. Government Printing Office. Washington. D. C,

1916. Some interesting notes on the great reserves of scenic

beauty, which, curiously enough, are all west of Denver, Colo-

rado.

Petroleum in Granite, axd the Effect of Stblxtube Upon

Micrvtion and Separation of Hydrocarbons. By L. W. Trum-

bull. Bulletin No. 1. scientific series. P. 27. Illustrated.

State Geologist's office, Cheyenne, Wyoming, 1916.

The Pbatt-Giliiekt Co., Pbooni.v. Arizona, has recently sn

cured the representation of many Eastern manufacturers of

mining machinery and supplies. Their lines include iiumps.

compressors, drills, hoists, packing, belting, drill-steel, etc.

The stock is said to be sufficiently comprehensive to supply

any of the probable demands of the mining districts of Ari-

zona and New Mexico.

An express shipment weighing 13,000 lb., consisting of one

'Chicago pneumatic' air-compressor and four 'Hummer' ham-

mer-drills, was recently made to New York by the CiiicAfio

Pneumatic Tool Co., 1010 Fisher building, Chicago, consigned

to the International Trading Co.. New York, which will re-

ship these machines to South America, where they are to be

used in the construction of sewerage systems and water-works

in the cities of Paysanda. Mercedes, and Salto in the republic

of Uruguay.

Statistics of the Mineb.\i. Production of Alabama fob 1914.

By Eugene A. Smith. Bulletin No. 16. P. 64. Geological Sur-

vey of Alabama University, 1915. The total value was nearly

$31,000,000.

D.\TA OF Geo-chemistrv. Third edition. By Frank Wiggles-

worth Clarke. BuUetin 616. P. 821. Index. A review of this

work will appear in another issue of this journal.

After a considerable amount of experimenting. Sill & Sii.i.

of Los Angeles, who purchased the Parks Electro-Cyanide Co.,

have been successful in making almost complete precipita

tion from solutions. The process is said to eliminate filtering

devices and zinc jirecipitation, by amalgamating gold directly

from cyanide solution and regenerating the cyanide. Highly

mineralized ores are reported to he amenable to the system

of treatment, which briefly consists of agitating pulp in a pan

with cyanide solution in the presence of an electric current.

The precious metals dissolved are then deposited on an amal-

gamated copper plate by the current.

Report or the Depabtmest of HtALTH of the Panama

Canal fob 1915. By Chas. F. Mason. P. 67. Chart. Wash-

ington. D. C, 1916.

M1NER.U, Production of Quebec is 1915. Preliminary state-

ment. By Theo. C. Denis. P. 7. Department of Mines, Quebec.

1916.

The .IisTRiTE Manitacturing Co. of Chicago has completed

its new factory building at Southport avenue and Kingsbury

street, which will be the new home of the company. This

building is four stories high and contains 50,000 sq. ft. of

floor-space. It is of modern construction, with doors, stairs,

and window-framing all of steel. Automatic sprinkling ap-

paratus has been installed throughout the new plant. The

principal business of this company is the manufacture of

acetylene miners' lamps, of which they make a large variety.

The acetylene lamp is rapidly taking the place of oil lamps

and candles. It is estimated that at least '')% of all mining

industries in this country use the carbide lamp for lighting

purposes. The Justrite lamp is used extensively in this coun-

try, and the company is also enjoying a large export business.

They also make fire-prevention devices and automatic sani-

tary-waste receptacles.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

SAPONIFICATION, at one time, was suggested as an

essential to successful operation of the flotation

1-rocess. More than one patent was secured for tlie pur-

j)ose. We publisli an article by Mr. M. H. Thornberry,

of the School of Mines in the University of Missouri,

describing a series of experiments, designed to try the

substitution of soap for oil as a frothing agent.

4 NACONDA'S production in April is announced as

-^*- :j:{,v{()0,UOU pounds of copper, an increase of 6,700,-

000 pounds above the output in March. In 1915 the

])roduetion of the companj' at Anaconda and Great Falls

was 254,311,57-1 pounds, as against 223,720,292 the pre-

vious year. Out of these totals, 19,235,285 and 18,421,-

761 pounds, respectively, represented copper extracted

from custom ores. Out of the total production of silver

in 1915, namely, 9,005,617 ounces, the company's mines

contributed 8,064,986 ounces, together with 106,702

ounces of gold. In the annual report we find the sig-

nificant statement that "the resumption of peace in

Europe will, with perhaps a ])rief intervening period

of readjustment, be accompanied by an enormous de-

mand for copper, when industrial aetivit.y is resumed

,'ind tlie work of rehabilitation is undertaken."

TN statistics just is.sued l>y the Geological Survey, the
-*- total output of American copper in 1915 is given as

1388 million pounds, as compared with 1150 million

pounds in 1914. Arizona was easily the biggest producer,

contriliuting 432,467,690 pounds, Montana and Michigan

ranking next with 268,263,040 and 238,956,410 pounds
respectively. Last year Michigan regained the third

place, passing Utah, which produced 175,177,695 pounds,

increa-sing only 15 million pounds, while Michigan in-

creased 81 million pounds during the year. Alaska

made a big jump, from 24,985,000 to 70.695,000 pounds,

passing both California and Nevada, this quadrupling

of the output from the North being due chiefly to the

relatively small tonnage of very rich ore from the Bo-

nanza orcbody of the Kennecott Copper Company. The
most significant figure in the statistics is the increase of

new refined eo|)per, this being about 100 million pounds
in excess of 1914, in which year the total was 1,533,781,-

394. It is probable that the refinery production will

reacli 2000 million pounds for the current year. This

would be an inci-ease of 27% over 1915, as compared
with the 7.4% increase during the preceding twelve

months. That 7.4% increase is only a little above nor-

mal, while the anticipated 27% for 1916 will be nearly

four times the normal. And it will be produced on an

average price 10 cents higher than in 1915 and nearly

double the normal quotation for the last 30 years. The
foreign copper refined in this country totaled 246 million

pounds, including that from two American-owned

Chilean producers, the Bradcn and Chile companies, the

latter owning the Chuquicamata mine ; also the Cananea
output, from Mexico. Elsewhere we quote a fore-

cast, .appearing in the Anaconda annual report, in re-

gard to the demand for copper after the War. It is

to be noted that the German consumption of copper im-

ported from America more than doubled between 1909

and 1913 ; how much of that was accumulated in prep-

firation for Der Tag we do not know ; nor where Ger-

many is now obtaining her supply of copper: nor to

what extent it has proved possible to substitute other

metals for copper in the manufacture of both munitions

and industrial products. These unknown factors may
prove of small consequence in shaping the course of tlie

market at the close of the War. lint they must not be

ignored by the student of economies.

"TklSCUSSION this week is enriched liy the letter from
-*-^ Jlr. Albert Burch on the training of the young
American miner. We discuss the subject at length on

another page. Mr. A. G. Harbaugh, an experienced

mill-man, gives an account of the saving of the precious

metals by amalgamation with the mercury precipitated

from solution in cyanide. The relation of mining en-

gineers to business, and particularly the advantage to

the former of underetanding the latter, is emphasized

by Mr. P. B. JIcDonald, of our staff. The statistics of

gold production are discus.sed by Mr. Edward Walker,

of The Mining Magazine, with particular reference to

our recent criticism of the figures published liy two of

our contemporaries. In a letter from Burma, Mr. Wil-

liam Kitto, of the Burma Mines Co., records his experi-

ence in the use of the light water-hammer drill and
takes exception to sundry generalizations made by Mr.

E. M. Weston, a South African engineer. The effects

of flotation-oil in eyanidation have been tested by Mr.

J. E. Clennell, of the Butters laboratory, and he writes

giving the results of his research. This shows that the

decomposition of cyanide, by such oil, is negligible.

li/fMlvCI'K^' is a metal of particular interest at this

^^^ time. We publisli a u.seful article by Mr. Herbert

Lang, who to long metallurgical experience adds the

happy faculty of writing clearly and pleasantly. His

treatment of the subject will please both those who laiow

a great deal and those who know next to nothing in re-

gard to this particular technical process, for he discusses

Ihc fuiulaiiieiital principles that are of equally vital im-
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|)ortnti(.-f lu tlif sliiiifut tiiiil till- spivialist. On oiw iiiinnr

luattor we luiiy venture to i-oininoiit, iianiely, tlic pivs-

I'lu-e (if incnMiry in fjiilil and silviT inrs. At KaljfoDi-lir.

in Wi-storu AustrtUia. an inipurt* tolluiido of nunuiy
called kalK«Hirlite is iUisocinted witli free roKJ and various

KiiKi-silvor ti-llnridt's. s\irh as calavorit*'. sylviinilc. anil

pet/.iti'. This kalpoorlite contains 11 ',r niorcmy. wiiilr

tlio true niiTt'iirii' tolluride. ooloradoite. wliieh was first

found in Hoiildi-r i'ount>'. Colorado, contains wlicn pnrc

61.5^J . In masting gold i)ri'cipitato fi-oni tlio cyanide

plants at Kalgoorlie. some of tiie mercury used to lie

eollccted. notalily in the Oroya-Hrownliill mill. MiTciiry

also occurs in association with silver at Cobalt, Ontario.

ns was pointed out recently by Mr. G. H. Clevenger, in

Kiouomic Gfoloqfi. At the Ni)iissin!r the ore contains

from 0.26 to 4.74% meivury. tiie niaxinuun being found

in mass silver or 'metallics.' In this ore the mercury

exists as a silver amalpnni. not .so much with the purer

forms of silver as with dyscrasitc, the antinionide of

silver. Mr. Lang refers to several other unusual mer-

curic associations, all of which are of minor importance

as compared with cinnabar, tlie principal ore, which in

its purest form is the vermilion of the artist and the

ancients.

"C'lNK (iRlNDlNti. and the choice therefor between
•*• the stamp-battery and the ball-mill, is the subject of

a suggestive article by Mr. Henry Hanson. 'The Passing

of the Stamp' has been the title of technical ruminations

for the time of a generation, .vet the old machine, con-

tinually modified and improved, still lingers. Its jilace

in the reduction plant has becojiie more nearly fi.xed and
the part it is called upon to play in the reduction process

has been more nearl.v defined: nevertheless, the sim-

I)licity of the stamp-battery has caused it to survive

amid the great diversity of apparatus devised during

the last two decades. Undoubtedly the experience in

the concentration of copper ores is exerting a big in

flnenee upon the vogue of the stamp in the metallurgy
of the precious metals. It has long been recognized that

the work done by the stamp in pulverizing ore to any-

thing finer than, say, 30-mesh. is uneconomical; not only
is the consumption of power excessive, but the product
contains a disproportionate amount of slime. That is

why the copper mills substituted rolls and stage-crush-

ing. Concurrently, experience in th? treatment of the

hard gold-bearing banket of the Rand has shown that

the finer grinding could be done best in other machines,
so that there the stamp is now used only in reducing to 8

or 10-mesh. the final reduction being relegated to tube-

mills. Now that slime has ceased to be such a bugbear
and the adoption of flotation calls for intense comminu-
tion, we must revise our notions on the subject. Other
factors, such as space occupied, power consumed, and
water wasted, have come into play against the stamp-
mill, and in favor of the ball-mill, as a secondary crusher

immediately following rock-breakers in series. "We com-
mend Mr. Hanson's article to our readers. He is an in-

dependent engineer and writes without prejudice. We

shall III' glad to see the snlijeet disenssed in iiiir pat,'i'h

and invite metallurgiNts or millmen to slate their

opinions, as based npnn their cxpcrionue.

l%yTl']TAL prices in relalinn tn the New ^'llrk .Mel.ii

'-'^ l']\ehange were discussed in mir issue of April lilt.

.Vpiiareiitly the Knlij(>et is e.xereising the minds <d' the

trade, for the Jaurmil i>f ('niiiiiu rci and the Paihi Mildl

lirporkr are advocating the desiraliilily of restoring

the Metal Kxehange to a position of useruliiess, which

means reliabilitaling publie ciinlidenee in thai instihi-

tion. H.\ ;i liM|i|iy riiiiniilence, a letter was sent on .\pril

2!) also to Mr. \V. C. Kedfield. the Secretary of Ciim-

merce, aiijiealing for assistance in overcoming the op-

])osiliiin 111 i-ecognition of the Exchange. Tn llial Idler

it is aekniiwledged that the liilter has not served "llie

true |>nrpose of an exehanne. tliiit of ascertaining by

bids, offers, and sales the true \;ilue of ilie eoniiiiodities

traded in."
|
Ineidentall.v. pre|)iisitiiMis arc poor things

to end up a s<Mitenee irilh.] The gentleman on the ,1/' /((/

Reporter also acknowledges tiiat " I'ur the past eight

.veai"S. the New York Jletal Kxehange has been an ex-

change in name only, due to infinenees wiiich will be

more fully alhnii d to [prepositions are awkward things]

in the following paragraphs." We shall not fjuote those

jjaragraphs; sufiicc it to .say that our contemporary sug-

gests the sinister enmit.v <ii' "interests which unfortu-

natel.v control 75% of the out|)nt of American (topper

mines." We are frank to confess that for once wo find

ourselves in agreement with those 'interests.' in so far

as the.v refused to recognize a simulacrum. They had

one reason for ignoring the so-called Metal Exchange

and we have another. But we do agree heartily with

the Metal Rnporter, and the metal producers, brokers,

and consumers for whom it speaks, in laying stress on

the urgent need for a real exchange where dealings in

the metals can be recorded with a view to ascertaining

the market-value of them from day to day. It is quite

certain that those operating mines— individuals, syndi-

cates, and companies—are suspicious, and rightly so,

concerning the devious methods by which prices are now
fixed and would welcome the establishment of a clearing-

house of quotations. Wlietlier it is worth while ijo re-

habilitate the New York Metal Exchange is another

question. It has a habitation and a name; if it can be

spring-cleaned and fumigated, it may serve the purpo.se.

The Rise in Silver

All the metals have risen in price, in most cases

rapidly, in consequence of conditions created by the

War. Silver was depressed at first. During lOl;! the

market for the junior precious metal was weak, the bot-

tom being reached on September 4, when the price was

46.25 cents per ounce, the lowest on record. After that

it recovered slowly to 56 early in December. Suddenly,

toward the end of April the price jumped succes.sively

as follows: 64.50, 65.37. 67.00, 67.12, 69.00, 71.37. 73.50,
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74. .ST. reaching the top at 77.25 on May 3. This remark-

nlilc change lia.s come as a pleasant surprise to the min-

ing pulilic. despite the intimations made from time to

time, in the financial press, that conditions were becom-

ing increasingly favorable to an expansion of demand.

The decline since 1833 is summarized, in decades, as

follows

:

1893 ?0.782

1903 0.534

1913 0.57S

1833 $1,297

1853 1.34S

1873 1.298

1883 1.110

Tlie vicissitudes of the market since the beginning of

11)14 are outlined thus:

, High , , Low s
Average,

Price Date Price Date cents

1914 59.25 April 28 47.62 Nov. 13 54.8

1915 56.50 Nov. 27 46.25 Sept. 4 49.7

1916 77.25 May 3 55.87 Jan. 3 58.9

The story of silver is interwoven with international

economics, changes of money standards, polities, and

sentiment ever since 1871. Up to that time, and for two

centuries previous, the value-ratio of silver to gold had

been maintained at about 16 : 1, despite the fact that the

production-ratio had fluctuated between 4: 1 and 50: 1.

Steadiness of price was due to the free coinage of silver

in the chief countries of the world. Until 1871 all the

silver that was offered by the miner was taken freely at

tlip average coinage-ratio with gold. In 1871 Germany

adopted the gold standard and two years later, in July

1873, commenced to sell its accumulation of silver, there-

by forcing Prance and the rest of the Latin Union to

limit their coinage of that metal. Finally, in February

1873, the United States demonetized silver, by reducing

the right of legal tender to payments not exceeding five

dollars. In 1874. the remaining countries of Europe

suspended the mintage of the .subsidiary metal except

for government account. In 1872 silver was worth

$1,322; in 1876 the average price was .$1,164. Heavy

purchases of silver by the United States Treasury under

tlie Bland Act of 1878 and under the Sherman Act of

1890 delayed a final collapse. That came in 1893 when

the Indian mints were closed for the private coinage of

rupees. In June of that year the price fell from 81^ to

62 in one week. A recovery ensued to 76 cents. The

repeal of the Sherman Act in October of the same year

had less effect than had been expected, but it put a

quietus on silver from which it has never quite recov-

ered. On October 31, 1893, the price was 68c. Many
of our readers will remember those days : the financial

panic ; the closing of mines ; the reduction of wages ; and

the hot controversy that brought Mr. William Jennings

Bryan into political prominence and caused the late

Richard P. Rothwell, editor of the Enginrrriiu/ tC'

Mining Journal, to bring forward his clearing-house

scheme for regulating the ratio of gold to silver.

Tlie uncovering of enormous bodies of silver ore in the

mines on the Comstock lode undoubtedly intimidated

the Treasury experts of Europe and the United States

in 1873 and 1874. hastening the demonetization of the

metal, although it is a fact that the Comstock produced

nearly as much gold as silver, in value. In later years,

the discoveries at Cobalt and the increasing proportion

of silver recovered as a by-product in copper mining had

their effect in keeping the price down. The Anaconda

Copper Mining Co., for example, produced 9,005,617

ounces of silver last year, while the Butte & Superior

obtained 3,563,382 ounces from its zinc and lead con-

centrates, chiefly the former. Cobalt began to produce

in 1905; last year the output was 23,568,147 ounces.

During the last three years, however, the troubles in

Mexico have crippled production in that important rain-

ing region to such an extent that the output of silver has

fallen from about 80,000,000 ounces in 1911 to about

35,000,000 last year—no exact figures are available.

Silver has continued to be the basis of international

finance between the Par East and London, the latter

being the place where the price of silver is fixed. India

and China have absorbed an enormous proportion of the

silver produced, India alone taking 55% of the world's

annual production.

Since the War several new developments have come

into operation. China sold silver to Russia and made a

big deposit of the metal in London as security for drafts.

India made fresh demands, due largely to the require-

ments of the native troops drawn into the European

arena and to Egypt. Indeed, the enhanced use of sub-

sidiary coinage by the ti'oops of the belligerent nations

created an effective demand for silver, which was further

appreciated by the steady withdrawal of gold when the

governments at war began to issue paper money. The

uncertainties of warfare caused hoarding of gold, while

also creating a demand for hard money in the form of

silver coins. Thus silver has, in large part, replaced gold

in Europe. The process of substitution continues. It

is due to temporary causes, but the effect may continue

after the causes have ceased to operate. The outlook for

silver is good.

Preparedness for Engineers

Preparation for war has become a real issue among
the engineers of San Francisco, if one may judge from

the steps being taken to organize the resources of the

profession in California for possible war. The officers

of the local sections of the five engineering societies

—

including the American Chemical Society—met recently,

on the initiative of a committee of the Civil Engineers, to

decide what was to be done. At that meeting, on April

26, it was agreed to call a joint meeting of the five so-

cieties for May 2, to receive a presentation of the sub-

ject by Army officers invited for the purpose. This gen-

eral meeting, imder the capable chairmanship of Mr.

J. D. Galloway, was well attended. Capt. Richard Park

explained the methods by which the civilian engineers

can prepare themselves to assist the engineer corps of

the U. S. Army, in case of war, and Capt. John B.

Murphy described the work of the military training

camps. These addresses, which were heard wilh keen in-

terest, were supplemented by a statement from Mr. Allen
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II. HulK-uok uii tlio work of ori;uiii/.iition for industrial

;>rt'|>«ivdniss hv'uig done l>y tlu> Niivnl Consulliiijr IJoiird.

Mr. UnlK'ook, ns our ri'miii-s nro awaro, is oiu" of tlu'

livf CuliforiiiHi) enjjiiuvni wKfh-il to st-rvo on that Hoard.

At till' flosi> uf the ineotinK n short discussion onsuod.

tlu> I'onsi-nsus of ojtinion hi-inu i-rystallizod in a rr.solw

tion authorizing; tJio formation of n porniant-nt CohI'it

t'iio»< (.'onunittet'. to i-onsist of lliri'o reprt'scntalives from

cai'h s*H'ii'ty. It is i>rohalil<' that the lirst work to he

done will ho a i-nrd-inih'X mohili/ation of engineers, re

sultintf in a record of age, enpaeity, and e.vperience tiiat

will he kept up to date, for \ise whenever recpiired.

Thost' who are possihle military units will endeavor to

spend at least one month annually at a military training:

camp. They will supplement sueh instruetion liy sys-

tenuitie study of te.vthooks on military seienee. Thus

they ean aeqnire some measure of fitness to act as officers

of volunteer repiments when the eall comes. There arc

only 4829 officers in the Regular Army, ami even after

adding all those possessed of some degree of training, at

college and otherwise, there are not more than 20.000

men available for duty as officers. A defensive army ol

only l.OlXI.OOO would require 50.000 officers. The more

nearly the youth of the country is prepared hy training

to do soldierly dtity. the le.ss will there he need for a

large standing army. More particularly, is it true that

the larger tiie reserve of men capable of acting as officers.

the more surely will the country be prepared to prevent

invasion. After that, or eoneomitant with it, comes the

mobilization of the industrial resources that supjily llic

munitions and other necessaries of an army in the field.

Moreover, even if war be avoided now and in the future,

it is quite clear that a systematic inventory of American

industries should prove of great help in guiding tariff

legislation and in giving information that will be needed

nationally in the acute commercial competition that will

follow the restoration of peace.

American Youth and Mining

On another page we publish a deeply interesting letter

from a mining engineer peculiarly fitted to discuss the

subject on which he writes, namely, the rendering of

work in mines attractive to the young American. Mr.

Albert Burch is a Western man, one who owes his hon-

orable position in the profession of mining engineering

to hard work, rare good sense, and that sort of sagacity

that is second cousin to genius. "WTien he undertakes to

make a suggestion intended to prove helpful to the work-

ers underground, he writes as one having experience and
not as a doctrinaire on a platform many feet above his

audience. We invite our readers to study carefully what
he has written. His plea is presented with the force of

sincerity. Starting with a retrospect of conditions in

our Western raining centres, he lays empha.sis on the

fact—to which our own observation over the same period

enables us to give intelligent concurrence—that the com-

mon labor of the mine, particularly underground, is now
done by emigrants from south-eastern Europe instead as

formerl.N by the native sons of llir uidigcimus |>(i|iiil.i

tion—in sluut, Ainerieans. To give liirlln r pciini In iln-

iii.scus.sion of this Hub.icct. Mr. Hurcli f.xpreHHcs the lie-

lief that during the War, and fur some lime aftcrwanl,

there will be a diminution in llie xiiliniii' of iiMMiigratioii

to this country from Kiiropc, so lliiil liie senliiiientnl

plia.se of the problem will lie suppleiiieiilcd liy an eco-

ntunic aspect, namely, the lack of Ihi' kind of labor that

seeks eiiipliiyiiietil mnliitri-Dmiii TiicLse ulio operate

mines want a stea<ly su|>ply of hibm- mid tliey want il of

suitable (piality. To this we would add thai unless the

signs fail, there is destined to be an intensified exploita-

tion of mineral resources owing to a eonliinudly increas-

ing demand for metals, so that the slioiMage of cnicient

labor is likely to become more acute during the next de-

cade. W'iial is the renu'dy for this? Mr. Hiireli sug-

gests the furnishing of instruetion to the .Anierieari hoy

while lie is working in the mine, sn thiil he inay have ;t

chance to perform his work more intelligently and liav

the further opportunity of equipping hini.seir for pro

motion. The idea is to aid him in emerging from tin-

dead level of nui-of-minc labor and dilTercntialiiig him-

self as a skilled worker, serving an apprcnticiship for

something better
—

'better' because it affords an avenue

of evolution to the use of l)rain rather than nnis<:lc.—to

the faculties above, rather than below, the chin. Ifcnee

the proposal to establi.sh a mining school fm- the henelil

of employees, at the expense of the mining c()nii)any or

of a number of companies operating in the .same locality.

Now that the 8-hour shift is established, it will be prac-

ticable for young workers to devote two or three hours

when ofT-shift to the learning of the elementary princi-

ples of science governing the operations in which they

take a daily part, such as the breaking of ground, ore-

sorting, and timbering. The cslablishment of such oj)-

]>ortunitics for instruction should prove no mere philan-

throj)ie scheme, but a means of increasing (>ffieien.-y.

While that may not be the primary purpose, it would Ijc

a consequence of the basic idea, of rendering mine em-

))loyment attractive to the sons of the farmer, the store

keeper, and the lesser crafts. Mr. Bun^h states the ea.se

so well tliat we need not paraphrase his argument. We
invite the managers of mines to give serious considera-

tion to the proposal and discuss it in our columns. It

appeals to us as eminently rea.sonable and practicable.

We know already what good, both mental and moral

—

if they may be separated—has been done by the estab-

lishment of reading-rooms and places of wholesome

recreation for the workers in mines. To put it bluntl.y,

it has repaid the companies handsomely becau.se it has

added greatly to the well-beirtg of their employees. This

scheme is a little different: it has a separate purpose;

but it is onlj- a logical development in a .special direc-

tion. And apart from the purely industrial point of

view, there is that broader phase of a more generous

economies that aims to make men happier and more

useful to them-selves and the community: the enlight-

ened patriotism that aims to develop the American yonth

into a man of greater capacity and efficiency.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use this department for the discussion of technical atid other matters per-

taining to mining ami metaUur^y. Tlie Editor welcomes the expression of vieivs contrary to his ouni, be-

lieving that careful crilicism is more valuable than casual compliment.

The American Boy and the Mine

The Editor:

Sir—When I was beginning my mining career, tlie

Irish imd Cornish, with a fair percentage of Americans,

swung the hammers and placed the timbers in the mines

west of the Rocky Mountains; while American boys, re-

cruited from near-by ranches and country towns, shov-

eled the 'muck,' pushed the cars, and did mucli of the

surface work about the mines. Even at that time a few

miners (and good ones, too) were beginning to arrive

from Austria, and timber-men from P^inland and

Sweden; but the great influx of mine laborers from

Southern Europe had not yet reached tlie Western

States.

Today, especially in California, all this is changed.

In such old mining centres as Butte, Park City, Tintic.

and Grass Valley we find the sons and grandsons of the

old-time Irish and Cornish hammersmen running ma-

chine-drills in the mines; but, even in these districts,

most of the common labor is performed by newly-arrived

immigrants from Southern Europe ; and in many other

Western mines, nearly all underground employees are

from the same region. In other words, the American

boy as a prospective miner has practically disappeared.

Much has been written since the beginning of the Eu-
ropean war regarding its present and future effect upon
European emigration ; and although all are agreed that

while the War lasts emigration will be practically nil,

tlie views of writers as to what will be the condition pre-

vailing after the War are quite divergent. Without

taking space in this letter to give the reasons for my
belief, I include myself with those who think that for

many years American immigration from all parts of

Europe will be of much smaller volume than for the

years preceding the War. Where then are we to look

for the 'mucker' of today w-ho must become the miner

of tomorrow, unless American boys can be induced to

take up the work, as they did thirty years ago? Fur-

thermore, is it not within the range of possibility that a

general improvement in the intelligence of the miners

of the future may be brought about by training Ameri-
can boys, instead of European peasants, for the work?
I am not among those who subscribe unreservedly to the

sentiment that the best qualifications for a 'iiiiK'k(ii' are

"a strong back and a weak intellect"; and. while not

wishing to belittle in any way the hard grinding work
performed by immigrants from foreign lands, I believe

that most mine foremen will agree that it is easier, on

the ground of a better understanding of the language

alone, to train a willing and industrious American boy

than a raw immigrant. And on the same ground, of the

better under.standing of spoken orders and printed rules,

greater aid is given to safety of operation and the pre-

vention of accidents.

The writer recently visited a mine where underground

sorting of ore is necessarily practised, and where, after

months of training, the work of the 'muckers' was still

unsatisfactory. In part, their failure to do good work

was due to lack of knowledge of the language; and in

part, I fear, to lack of native intelligence ; but, whatever

the cause, the mine is losing hundreds of dollars per

month because of inefiScient sorting.

It has been said that the American boy, as found in

the country districts and small towns of California, will

not work, and certainly not at such common labor as

.soils his hands and makes his back ache ; and, I fear that,

as conditions now exist, this is all too true. But Amei'i-

can boys have, in the past, worked as common laborers,

and the writer was one of them. But, they will not be-

gin work of that character if they see that it is hopeless

for them ever to expect anything better ; therefore many
.such boys and young men are idle, or comparatively

idle, today : largely because of lack of opportunity to

make a start in some employment that promises futvire

advancement. In the mechanical trades the labor-

unions, largely controlled by the foreign element, have

so curtailed opportunities for apprenticeship, that it is

difficult for a boy to get a start in those lines; and we
are today confronted by the spectacle of many Ameri-

can-born boys and young men idling their time away or

crowding into poorly paid clerical or mercantile posi-

tions, while the more lucrative, if, also more exacting,

occupations afford employment to others.

In seeking for a remedy for this situation as applied to

the mining industry, we must take into consideration the

character and traits of the average American boy who
might be made available for mine-work. Sucli a boy will

proliably be found more ambitious, though less indus-

trious and more independent, and yet, under proper in-

fluences, more tractable than the foreign labon-r now

em|)loyed. He will be more frank in his resentment of

unjust treatment, and less suspicious; and therefore will

respond more readily to the influence of proper treat-

ment. Tlr- will have the ground-work of a eommon-

sidiool education, based upon greater natural intelli-

gence In physique, he may not equal the imported

laborer, though this is a debatable question, but. even
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if w.-akor pliysioally. llu- .iilTen-m-f sli.xilil !•<• iiunl.- up

ill u short liiuo l>y Knatir skill. Hut tlio i-liicf ooiisiiU-r-

atiou is, as stntod nlnnt-. that InH-aiiso of his urcaliT am

bitioii. thi- AiiuTii-nii Iwy will not Itojrin work ns a ciiin

moil lalKinr unless ho w.'s the |>n)mis.' of soin.-tiiiiij:

better in the fuliiiv. ami it is to jiiil l>.for.' Iiiiii lhi>

promise that the followins; plan is pn.|)os.(l. I sun

gesl that in eai-h important milling icntro the miniin;

company or companies set aside or const nu-l a suilahh-

room or buiUlinp to be iistnl as n miniii); si-hool for tin

instruction of employees in the theory ami i>racliee of

mining. The instnietor shouKl be n reeent gradual i-

from the mining department of the I'liiversity of ("ali

fornia or some similar institution, and in selecting him.

care should be exercised to obtain one who has had tiie

maximum of practical experience. The .sciiool hours

should not be so long as to be burdensome, but sliould

be sti arranged as to afford instruction to men from botli

the day and night shifts. The instruction should be

entirely free to all employees of the interested eoinpaiiies

between specified limits of age. and above a specified

standard of preliminary education. Just how iiigli tliis

standard should be. need not be discussed here, but no

doubt with the aid of the faculty of the State University

a two years' course could be devised that would give a

man a good insight into the theory of mining, even

though at the start he bad nothing better than a gram-

mar-school education. The object would be not to give

a man a training as a mining engineer, but to fit him in

both theory and practice to become a first-cla.ss miner,

timber-man. shift-boss, or foreman. Having provided

the plant and instructor for the school, the next step sug-

gested is for the interested companies to send out an

agent, whose duty it would be to select from among ap-

plicants in the mining district itself, and from the coun-

try adjacent, a few boys ranging in age from 18 to 21

years, who were qualified by physique, intelligciife. am-

bition, and preliminary- education to undertake the work

of mine-laborers coupled with instruction such as the

school could give. They should be given distinctly to

understand that their pay would be the same as for

other laborers in the same class of employment, and

that their jobs could only be held by both doing their

work properly in the mine and regular attendance at

the school. It is my belief that hundreds of .such boys

can be found in California, and their proper training

will, in a few years, materially raise the standard of the

miners employed in the State. The schools would serve

the double purpose of supplying instruction and of fill-

ing the time of the young men so occupied as to prevent

their falling victims to the demoralizing influences that

have in the pa.st ruined many American boys in the

"Western mining camps. Naturally, the majority of

those boys taking this training would never advance be-

yond the grade of expert miner and timber-men. but

even this would be a di.stinct gain both to themselves and

to the industry, which would be still further benefited

by the better training of the few -n-ho might become shift-

bosses, foremen, and superintendents. The expense of

iiuiliitaiiiilig surli triidr si'liools, if tlii> iimy br so c-alli'ii.

would not I"' a giciil bunlrii upnn iiiiv iiiiimi^' coiMinm.v.

and it is my opinion Ihiit it would be much nior<- Hum
olT set witliin a very few years by the greater ellieiiiiey

of llie employees. Progressive nuhdiiil Mini iudusliuil

eorporalions. for nuiiiy years, hiivi' found it prolitiilile

to maintain sebools for Hie belter liaining of eerliiin

elas8i»8 of their euiployees. and inlelligeni-c and skill arc

ipiitc as valuable to the conduct of mining operations as

to most otlici- lines of work. This being true, why not

1 1\' to devise sonic piiiii lli;il will give us more of iiilcl

ligcnci- and skill'.' Tlic scheme oullini'd may not seem

entirely practical to lliose of your readers who control

mines; but it is hoped that lliis letter may lead to a dis-

cussion whii'li will result in tiie geiici-;i| Mi|o|ilion of sonn-

l>lari thai will )irove practical.

S;in l-'raiicisco. .\pril 25.

,\i.ni ur r.inni

Precipitation of Gold and Silver in

Steel Launder
The Editor:

Sir—The following notes relate 1o leaching with cya-

nide solutions in Hie usual way. followed by the roasting

of the tailing from a silver ore containing mercury.

The output of the once famous cam|) of Pandclaria

used to be milled chiefly at Belleville. Nevada, nine milcs^

distant from the mines. The mills were placed at i'.. lie

ville on account of water, the supply being pi|)ed hy a.

gravity line nine miles long from Marietta Springs. Tin-

ore was hauled by wagons. Each wagon with a trailer

was loaded with 27 tons. In the later days of Tan

delaria, a branch of the narrow-gauge railway from Mina

1^ Nevada) to Keeler ( California ) was extended into the

district to bring supplies of wood and mining materials,

and to carry ore to the two 20-stamp mills at Belleville.

Roasting and pan amalgamation, according to the pre-

vailing method at that time, was the treatment given the-

Candelaria silver ores. The residue after milling con-

tained 8 oz. silver and from 60c. to $1 in gold per ton.

During the spring of 1914 a leaching plant was erected'

in the open by a company formed and managed by F. C.

Beedle, know as The Belleville Tailing Association. Up-

to this time the piles of tailing had been sampled by

scores of parties, the result being a unanimous decision

that they were not workable by cyanidation. The plant

was erected despite this opinion; it consists of sixteen

100-ton vats, giving a capacity of 120 tons per day, when

the water for sluicing does not have to be used for other

purposes. A limited supply is all that is now available.

The low pric(- of silver and the high cost of zinc for

precipitation made neces-sary .some change during the-

season of 1915. Necessity and experience do many new

things for ore treatment. It was found that a concentra-

tion took place in a small wooden launder that carried i

the solution from the vats to the storage-tanks at the headj

of the zinc-boxes. A deposit was made around nail-

heads where the mercury formed amalgam and collected
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silver and gold. To make real use of this precipitation a

launder was constructed out of No. 10 steel sheets, 4 ft.

wide by 1 ft. higli. A flare of two inches was given to

each side, making the top measurement across the

launder 4 ft. 4 in. The quantity of solution to pass over

this area of precipitation was calculated at from 120 to

150 tons per 24 hours. To give ample scope for the oper-

ation a launder 80 ft. long was employed, with a grade of

^-in. per foot. Before using, the launder was given two

good coats of carbon paint to protect the steel from the

action of the solution. The results for several weeks

showed an extraction of 74% of the gold and silver in

solution. The remaining metal contents were removed

by the zinc-boxes that received the discharge from the

wide launder. The zinc 'shorts' from the boxes served

to start the precipitation, with some scraps of iron and

tin-cans. The mercury forms amalgam on these and con-

tinues to gather more, building upon itself. By this

system the zinc consumption for this plant was reduced

60%. The advantage in melting the product is also

worthy of notice, since a better grade of precipitate is

obtained in this way. The mercury dissolved by the

cyanide solution is removed by this device. The precipi-

tation of the gold and silver is excellent at all times.

The precipitate is dried with a gentle heat and retorted

to recover the quicksilver, and then melted in the regular

manner. The cyanide loss per ton of ore leached is

i pound. The strength of the strong contact is four

pounds per ton of solution. The protective alkalinity is

carried at -^j, pound per ton. A small quantity of lead

acetate is all that is needed.

A. G. Harbaugh.

Belleville, Nevada, April 2.

Engineers and Business
The Editor:

Sir—The discussion of the training and status of the

engineer has tended to overlook the relation of the en-

gineer to the large organization. The big corporation

has undoubtedly come to stay. The tendency of these

aggregations of capital and men appears to be continued

expansion. Almost all of the great mining and business

houses are contiinially taking over smaller operations

and establishing new connections—some of them in for-

eign countries. In mining, for instance, the Anaconda
company, besides constant growth in Montana, is look-

ing for mines in the Andes. In finance, the National

City Bank of New York is rapidly securing branches

tliroughout South America and the Orient. Expansiop.

ramification, and diversity are making American cor-

porations bigger and broader. These new departures

and growths are taken care of by the creation of addi-

tional departments and by the enhancement of special-

ization. A need is arising in such departments for tech-

nically trained men whose work requires as much knowl-

edge of business and human nature as of engineering.

Many of the positions to be filled by these companies can

be called semi-technical.

A friend of mine has advanced the interesting idea

that the best thing a young engineer can do in order to

get on, is to learn something more commercial. What he

means is that an engineer who ha.s received the broad

foundation of a technical training, which brings clear

thinking and the ability to reason from fundamental

principles, should pick out a specialty or hobby that

will enable him to apply his engineering ideas and his

enthusiasm to some lucrative branch of industry. An
engineer who remains merely an engineer is likely to be-

come a narrow di-udge. More money is to be made and

more chance for expression can be found, as a rule, by
being half an engineer and half a business-man. One
result of the multiplication of departments in the large

organizations, and of the present high degree of spe-

cialization in industry is a lack of co-operation between

departments. This entails much working at cro.ss-pur-

poses, and a good deal of duplicated and wasted effort.

The large businesses, built up so rapidly by combining

the abilities of highly specialized workers, do a lot oi

useless routine because no one has had time to introduce

a sense of proportion into their affairs. It has been

difficult to get men who could understand two phases

of the work at the same time. Many professions and'

lines of endeavor, we are told, are over-crowded ; but the

combinations of different abilities necessary for the un-

derstanding of particularly complex industries are still

rare. One reason for the presence of men of narrow out-

look has been the training of technical men who did not

have a previous foundation of general education. The

future should develop men who are well-balanced com-

binations of engineers and business-men.

P. B. McDonald.
Berkeley. April 19.

G-old Output for 1915

The Editor:

Sir—In an editorial note in your issue of jMarcli 11

you express surprise "that The Mining Magazine re-

produces the so-called statistics of the world's gold

production published at the beginning of the year by

the Engineering and Mining Journal, the editor in

London stating that his own efforts to collect the neces-

sary statistics had proved unsatisfactory to himself."

In particular, you instance an error in the Engineering

and Mining Journal's statistics in connection with the

Canadian output, with the inference that we used our

contemporary's incorrect figures. As the writer of the

editorial in our February issue on the 'Gold Output of

file World for 1915,' to which you refer in your para-

graph, permit me to say that your remarks give an en-

tirely wrong impres.sion of the nature of the Magazine's

statistical work, for we used the Engineering and Min-

ing Journal's figures only for Mexico, Central and South

America, Hungary, and the Dutch East Indies. Our

figures Cor Canada were given correctly, as we used the

official returns of the Mines Branch. We had good

reason for making estimates that differed substantially
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fi-oin lluKs«- of tlu- Joiirmtl in the lasc of .Miuiajjascitr.

Congo. Kiissin. ("Iiinii. ami .lapan: ami naturally, as our

artii'lo was ]tnl>lisluMl six weeks aflef tln> Jounial'.i, wr

wcrt' able to eniploy tlu* actual lipircs of protluclion

tlinniphout most of tin- Hritish Empiro. «hir editorinl

fully ixplaiutMl tin- mctluul of colltM-tinn of tin- statisli.s

ami aunlyz«'(l our snuiTos of information. miuI .ill sIhuiIiI

Ih- floar to the rnroful n-ailor.

1 flatter my.s«'lf tliat sinee writinp thai iililonal 1

have had no rt>as«in to regivt any individual estimali'.

and furthernion- that Iho Ma(ia<inc'.t total agrees re

mnrkalily elosely with the later (inures of the I'liiled

States Mint. After taking so mueii troid)le in this matter.

it is niortifying to have people interpret your paragrHi>li

to mean that we had l>odily lifted somebody else's in-

eorrwt statistics.

Ki'w \iii> Wai.kkk,

Assistant Editor of Tin Mining Mat/azinr.

Lomlon. April 13.

I
Mr. Walker is quite eori-eet in what lie says eon-

eeruinp the I'anadian figures. The point we raised was

that it was absurd for The Miniiifj Magazine to quote

the New York paper's statistics when it had itself in

London all tlie real figures availaltle. namely, those eov-

ering gold mining in the British dominions and the

United Stat<>s. In the first week of Jainiai-y no other

statistics were obtainable: we ob.jeeted to the sham

statistics that are now so common at the beginning of

each year. To guess three times and to di^^de by three

for accuracy's sake simply gives the .similitude of pre-

cision to gross inexactitude.

—

Editor.]

Water-Hammer Drills

The Editor:

Sir—Referring to the article on 'Rock-Drilling Piac-

tice on the Rand' in your issue of Deceml)er 11. 1915. it

is stated: "losing light water-hammer drills that theo-

retically can be worked by one native, the predicted

drilling speed could not be realized, so that more natives

were required than with piston drills."

Where does Mr. AVeston get the idea of the piston-

machine being simpler to handle than Leyner-TngersoU

water-hammer drills? We are driving a tunnel (8 by

9 ft.) for the Burma Klines Co., in Burma. 8770 ft. long,

with a 2 by 3-ft. drain, using Chinese Shan labor, and

onr experience, using both piston and hammer type of

machines, has been that the hammer-drills discount the

piston-drills in every way. in speed of drilling and speed

of changing steel. Thej' are far superior on holes look-

ing up or flat holes and equally as fast on angle-holes.

We also found that hollow steel of the same grade

stands better than solid, the water helping it to retain

an edge.

The Chinese employed here are large and strong, but

even at that they were not nearly as fast or efficient on

piston as on hammer-drills. We use two coolies on a

machine, but often the crank-nian will run a hole or more

down while his partner is rustling steel or something

that will lie ni'ciied. Thn-i' iiwu'hines are uoikeci on diie

ero.vs-imr. We use a lilow pipi' 1i> eii'ar tin' eultings oti

all angle hiiles. Oui' liesl iiicuith was .January, 1!Mf'>.

when llie ground was hard and solici ; we madi' 502 I'l. in

2!t working-tla.vs ; 27 ft. was Ihe liest da\'s wurk. Oni'

Kui'iipeali pel- shift. We work on four shifls. Let me

repeat, in closing, that in eompiiriiig piston wilii ham-

iiierwater type lirills wilii nativi' liilmr. i| is all in I'aNor

of llic haiiiiner drills.

Willi \M Kri'Tc).

Nam Til. Hiirina. .March 2.

|The statciiK-iit (n wliii'li .Mr. Kiltu lakea exee|)tioii

is quoted from the brief aiistrael of an article by Mr. K.

jr. Weston, of .Iniiannesburg, a]>pearing in Thr. Mining

Miig<i:in< last Augii.st.

—

Editor.]

Influence of Flotation Oils on Cyanide

The Editor:

Sir—The following tests were made to determine

whether an.v decom])nsition of cyanide would Ix' caused

by any ingredients of the oils u.sed in flotation reiiwiiii-

ing in the products to bo cyanided.

The solution used in all tests contained 0.2047o K("N,

without alkali. Oils used:

No

No. 5 consists

Barrett tar

Barrett tar-oil

Crude carbolic

Crude pine-oil, G. I.,.

40-40-20 mixture

Iowa Tiger mixture

r407n El Paso tar

of 140% Barrett tar-oil

[20% Carbolic

[1 part Barrett tar

No. 6 consists of
J.3

parts carbolic creosote

\Z parts pine-oil

Tlie following mixtures were agitated in flic propor-

tions siiown below, and filtered. The titration of flic

filtrate shows pracfi<-ally no i-onsumption of cyanidr in

any case.

Test
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Fine (^s-Mi^Mi:! ^taru:i]j£i

Sy 1S<smvy Haaason

THE past few years have witnessed many changes

in the mai^hinery employed in reducing ore. The

stamp, so long dominant in the reduction of pre-

cious-metal ores, has gradually been relegated to the posi-

tion of a primary crusher by reason of the success of the

tube-mill; and more recently the use of the stamp as a

primary crusher has become questionable, now that the

liall-mill, the rolls, and the dise-cruslier vie with one

another for economic supremacy in reducing a crusher-

l)i-oduct to a suitable tube-mill feed.

The tube-mill was first utilized for gold-milling in

Au.stralia; the circumstances leading to its success there

as a tine grinder may be summarized as follows

:

A telluride-sulphide ore did not yield its gold by the

ordinarj' methods of treatment. Experiments with a

view to treating the bulk of the lower-grade ores of the

Kalgoorlie mines were made, first, by roasting the whole

])roduct after crushing, secondly, by wet crushing and

concentration, roasting of the concentrate, leaching the

?sand, and filter-pressing the slime. The results were in

no way satisfactory. It was at this time (about 1900)

that Dr. Ludwig Dielil, who liad modified the Ilannan's

Brown Hill plant, treating oxidized ore in the di.strict,

was induced to turn his attention to the treatment of the

sulpho-telluride ores. After a series of experiments he

found that by grinding to a fineness not previously at-

tained, the gold could be satisfactorily i-ecovered from

the raw ore, using bromo-cyanide as a solvent. The
prolilem then was to find or develop a machine that

wDtdd econonucall.y and satisfactorily reduce the ore to

tlie fineness required. The tube-mill, even at that time

extensively u.sed by cement manufacturers, was adojjfed

as a secondary grinder. Other factors that also served

to ])usli the stamp aside were the demand for finer grind-

ing that came with the wider application of cyanidation

Mild the introduction of machines for the filtration of

slime.

It is now generally conceded that the stamp, if em-

]doyed at all, should oidy be used as a primary or inter-

mediate crusher in reducing an ore to a suitable tube-

mill feed. This naturally raises the question whetlier it

would not be good economy in some of the large mills,

where single-stage reduction is employed, to scrap at

least half of the stamps and increase the duty of the re-

maining stamps by crushing to a size suitable for second-

ary grinders, that is, follow the stamps liy tulie-mills. It

might be still better to scrap all the stamps and put up
a central plant using ball-mills or tube-mills and such

primary crushing equipment as would most cheaply re-

duce the ore from a crusher-product to a tulx'-mill feed.

A great deal of stress has been laid on the flexible use

of stamps, but stamps and tube-mills woi-king together

wouhl certainly afford a more elastic arrangement than

stamps when working alone, for it is well known that the

cost where stamps are employed to crush finer than 6 to

8 mesh is out of all proportion to the work done, and
when a product finer than 35-mesh is required the single-

stage stamp reduction is no longer considered except

where abnormal conditions obtain. In most of the low-

grade gold deposits, such as the Homestake, Treadwell,

and Mother Lode mines, the single-stage stamp reduction

is .still in vogue. The reason, apparently, is that a good
recovery is made, when crushing to a fineness from 20 to

35 mesh by amalgamation in the moi'tars and on the

plates, the plate-tailing being classified into sand and
slime for cyanide treatment or the plate-tailing may go

to concentration tables, when cyaniding of the tailing as

a whole is economically improfitable. On the Mother
Lode the graphitic nature of the ore has interfered

with cyanidation. This fact and the high recovery by
amalgamation have checked mill operators in California

from going into the problem of fine grinding. On the

other hand, much work has been done on the Rand to

determine the economic fineness to which an ore can be

reduced. The stamps on the Rand are used largely as

primary crushers, redaeiug the ore from a crusher

product to a suitable feed for tube-mills, and the tend-

ency of late has been to throw more work on the re-grind-

ing machines. No doubt the practice on the Rand has

had considerable influence on the design and practice of

some of the latest mills in this country and Canada, for

in nearly all new mills of note started within the last few

years the stamp has been employed as a primary crusher

preparing a suitable feed for a secondary grinder.

Amalgamation, if any, has been relegated to the tube-mill

circuit. Of the several mills lately started in the Porcu-

pine district none has adopted single-stage stamp-reduc-

tion. At the Hollinger the stamps are followed by tube-

mills: the crushing is done in cyanide solution and no

attempt is made to amalgamate, although early experi-

ments showed that fully 75% of the gold was freed dur-

ing grinding and was amenable to amalgamation. Tlic

Dome mill, in the same district, closely follows Rand
practice, stamps followed by tube-mills, and the amal-

gamation is part of the tube-mill circuit. Two or three

of the smaller mills in the Porcupine district use rolls or

Hardiiige ball-mills, getting away from stamps alto-

gether; but with the exception of the Dome, the aim at

all these plants is to make an all-slime product. Just

why the stamp should be used so extensively when em-

ployed as a primary crusher only is hard to explain.

Among the arguments advanced in its favor, arc the fol-

lowing: It can be installed in small units; it is flexible:

it will operate on any kind of ore; it is fool-proof: and
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it is an cxc.ll.'iil iimiilt.'itmatiii^' .l.-vicc. In units Imyir

thiin tivi' stamps, the ball null y-uu n-placf tlic stamp ; ati<i

a mill of this typo is oortdnly mm-li nioif olastii- llian

a stamp-battery as repanls the raiine of jriindinu. 1 have

upver lK>en able to s»>e whertMn a stamj) is flexible exeepi

when working: jointly with a re-prinilinp niaehine. When

a stamp is working alone a certain size of i)i-«iiluet is

roquinvl: if yon have an over-capaeity. it is true, th<'

stamp ean be hiint? up. but this pi-oeedure ean hanlly be

called flexibility. The ball-mill shoulil have an equaJly

wide nuipe as to the ebaraeter of feed that ean lie taken.

As to the argument of fool-pmofne-ss, I know of no ma-

chine where the personal equation enters more strongly,

and where constant vipilanee is more necessary than in

the operation of stamps: the water and feed ad.justnients.

the height of discharge, the condition of tappets and

screens arc important details in obtaiiiinfi the best

results. The most legitimate argument in favor of the

stamp is its advantage over other machines as an amal-

gamating device, and it is rather doubtful if this al-

ledged advantage is of great importance today when

the plate-tailing goes to concentrating tables or is sent

to a cyanide plant for further recovery. If onee it can

be established that amalgamation docs not suflfer by

Wing placed in the re-grinding circuit or, at least, that

the final tailing-loss is not increa.scd thereby, then the

continuance of the stamp to reduce ore from a erusher-

product to a suitable fineness for amalgamation (20 to

35 meshi is. to say the least, doubtful economy.

The arguments against the stamp are higher iiiilial

cost, more space, more power, and more water for the

work it accomplishes than some of the other machines.

The noise is also a feature that places the stamp in a

class by itself. These disadvantages may not mean

nuieh in small mills, but in large plants they will mean a

great deal in the end. The mill-men of California, never-

theless, have been loath to introduce any innovation that

tended to lessen the vogue of the stamp and as a result

single-stage stamp reduction is the practice, the stamp

taking a crusher product and reducing it to 20-35 mesh.

It required some courage, therefore on the part of the

engineers who are responsible for the Plymouth mill.

Here the stamps were pushed hack to the position of a

primary crusher and the grinding was finished by

pebble-mills. The normal capacity of the stamp when

reducing a crusher-product to 20-35 mesh is from 3 to

5 tons per day. but when reducing to a size suitable for

a tube-mill feed the duty is increased approximately

three times.

At the mill of the Alaska Gold, at Juneau, a much

more radical departure was made from what was con-

sidered standard practice in preeious-metal ore-reduc-

tion. Here rolls and tube-mills, instead of stamps, were

installed and this within hearing distance of the roar

of the falling stamps at Treadwell. The rolls, therefore,

have supplanted the stamp as a primary grinder in what

is. I helieve, the large.st gold-reduction plant in opera-

tion under one roof. This departure from conventional

practice has probably done more toward sounding the

death knell to any fulun' stamp iustnllalion on a large

si'ale than any previous allenipt to l>reak away from

standard method. Experienee mI iIk' I'lali ('o|i|)rr on

the riductioM of eopper ores bail slinwii thai mil only

would rolls do ebraper Work lliaii stamps, but alsn tlial

oidy about one-tenth llic sjiai'i- was nqnired.

That this method of red\icti<in is more eeonoiiiical

both as to initial and operating cost than stamps alnnc.

or than stam])s when working jointly wiili Inl" mills

and grinding to a like fineness, can no longer be cpirs-

tioned; the only way to explain the presence of stamps

in some of the more recent mills is that it is oidy lately

that the merit of some of these newer machines lias biin

established and the tendency among eonscrvalive op-

erators has been "to bear the ills we have rather than

fly to those we know not of." It is. however, on the

ba.sc-metal ores that the best work has been done in the

development of grinding maihiiiery especially lilted lo

give the product desired. It is only a short linu' ago

when the practice at Miami was considered the last

word in mechanical concentration. The desideratum

sought in grinding copper ore precedent to water-eon-

centration was \a liberate as much of the mineral from

the gangue in as coarse a state as possible. Tlie aim

was to avoid slime. Nothing was sent to the grinding

circuit that had already been reduced to a suitable fine-

ness. This iicces-sitates stage-crushing and constant re-

moval of the fine; also an elaborate system of clas.sifica-

tion and subsequent concentration of the different prod-

ucts on suitable tables. The losses were largely in .slime,

but with the successful application of flotation to chalco-

eite and other copper sulphide ores the neccs.sity for

maintaining the elaborate .scheme of elas.sification and

concentration, entailing large initial outlays and heavy

expense in attendance, was "knocked into a cocked hat."

It is therefore quite natural that a great deal of work

has been done of late in re-modeling or changing tlic

operating methods of old machines to meet the require-

ments of new conditions. The aim now is to reduce the

ore to the economic fineness, irrespective of the slime

made in the operation, at the smallest cost. When fine

grinding is neces.sary the machine that apparently meets

this requirement best seems to be of the short tube or

ball-mill type. It is generally known that the Marcy

mill was chosen to do the work at the Inspiration. This

mill takes a crusher-product about 2-inch ring and re-

duces the ore to 48-mesh. working in closed circuit with

a Dorr classifier. A comparison between the work of

the Marcy mill w^hen charged with steel balls and the

work of the conical or other short cylindrical mills when

loaded with pebbles, would be of no particular value.

Seven months ago I saw the Marcy mills in service at

the Inspiration, and was much impressed by their effi-

ciency, iluch more recently I have seen the conical

Hardinge mills in operation at Anaconda, both when

using pebbles and when using steel balls. Unfortu-

nately, owing to the widely different character of the ore,

the feed going to the Hardinge conical mills at Anaconda

is so different from that given to the Marcy mills at the
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Inspiration tliat no comparison can be made as to their

relative merit wlien using balls. At Anaconda the cop-

per sulphides only make up a small portion of the total

sulphide contained in the ore. Much of the sulphide is

removed in as coarse a state as possible ; this necessitates

stage-crushing, making "the one easy step" reduction

out of the question, as the different-size product from

each stage of the grinding is sent over suitable jigs or

tables for that particular product. The feed to the

conical mills is therefore i inch or finer, practically a

normal tube-mill feed, but even on this feed it is believed

that the capacity of the mills can be greatly increased

by using steel balls instead of pebbles. The size of the

balls in the various mills used will depend upon the size

of the feed and perhaps also upon the hardness of the

ore. At Anaconda it was found that 3-inch or smaller

balls gave the best efficiency, while on mills taking a

crusher product a 5-inch ball is usuall.y employed. The

success of the ilarcy mills on a crusher-product in single-

stage grinding has given a great impetus to other manu-

facturers of mining machinery to build a mill that will

meet the requirements. Owing to the wide difference in

the character of the ore in different districts, in many
instances necessitating stage-crushing, there is hardly a

likelihood of any one machine occupying the field to the

exclusion of all other machines. There are, however,

.strong indications that the scope for mills of the cylin-

drical type will become much broader than at present

and it would not be surprising to see mills of this type

in the near future supplant the stamp not only on the

Amei'ican continent but also on the Rand. At any rate

our profession will watch the work of the ball-mill with

the keenest interest. Only recently an 8-ft. Hardinge

mill was put in operation at the Dome. The mill was

given 2-ineh feed and its work will be practically paral-

lel with that of the ]\larcy mill. When data are avail-

able, a comparison will be of especial interest. Much
work has already been done in developing the ball-mill

and much more work remains to be done.

Whether single-stage grinding in ball-mills will prove

most economical when an all-slime product is desired or

even whether the single-stage reduction is economically

apjilicable to any kind of ore will bear further investiga-

tion. At any rate it would be hazardous at present to

lay down arbitrary rules as to their liest application to

different ores. It is also quite po.ssible that short tube-

mills designed to carry heavy loads of small balls and

using liners especially designed for this work will make
inroads into the work of the pebble-mills. Ball-mills

may be placed in tandem, one mill taking a crusher-

product and discharging into a clas.sifier in closed circuit

with the second mill, where the fine is removed and the

oversize delivered to a mill of proper design, charged

with ballg suitable for re-grinding.

As regards the question of length and (liameter of ttibe-

inills, I might say that in the early experiments at the

Inspiration when an 8 by 5-ft. ball-mill was working in

open circuit it was found that one of these mills would
take an initial feed of 800 tons and reduce Ijl % of this

tonnage to 48-mesh. To reduce the remaining 49% of

this tonnage to the required fineness was the problem.

Two pebble-mills would do this without materially in-

creasing the power, but the space required for one ball-

mill and two pebble-mills was considerably greater than

that occupied by two ball-mills alone. At any rate the

ball-mill unit was chosen, and it is quite likely that

economy in space and simplicity in operation played a

more important part in reaching that decision than any
advantages in the operating cost.

It will be of especial interest to know what can be

done with steel balls in tube-mills. While this has been

tried, I do not believe that the trials have been made
under the most favorable conditions. It would be neces-

sary to load the mills much heavier with steel balls than

with pebbles and as a rule the motors iised on tube-mills

have no great excess of power. Furthermore, to obtain

the best results in tube-mills when using balls, a liner

similar to that used to advantage in the different ball-

mills would be of decided advantage. The principle in-

volved in grinding in an.v of the cylindrical mills is the

same by impact and by trituration, and any advantage

of one mill over another will, I believe, become a question

of the liner used and the point of discharge. The speed

of mills, the consistence of the feed, and the size of balls

used will, of course, also play a part in the efficiency;

but these adjustments can be made equally well on all

types of cylindrical mills. If a tube-mill of large ca-

pacity should be developed using steel balls, it is then

quite possible that the preliminary crushing in prepar-

ing a tube-mill feed can be done most economicallj' in

rolls or in Symons horizontal disc-crushers. It is claimed

that these machines will take an ore of 2 to 2^-inch ring

and reduce to ^-in. ring at a cost not to exceed 4 cents

per ton when employed in large-scale operations. But
unless there is some decided advantage in cost, the single-

stage grinding-unit should be preferred on account of

its simplicity.

In fine grinding, one of the greatest difficulties is to

keep from circulating a large proportion of material

alreadj' .sufficiently fine through the grinding apparatus.

The various types of dra.g-classifiers, when working in

closed circuit with cylindrical mills, will carry back to

the mill for further grinding from 30 to 40% of material

already fine enough. Just how much the grinding effi-

ciency of a mill is reduced b}' circulating this fine stuff

through it, I cannot say. Apparently the only way to

make a clean separation is by screening.

•lust liow far fine grinding may be carried econom-

ically is a question to be determined by each mill-en-

gineer for each ore. It would, however, seem that in

.some cases where very fine grinding is required to

liberate the mineral, the fineness of the grinding might

be greatly reduced b.v employing roughing tables of

large capacitv, returning the roughing product, con-

taining included mineral, from these tables to the re-

grinding equipment. This should be especially appli-

cable to gold or silver-bearing sand preceding cyanida-

tion.
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Yisyi-^ 'ijiSl P-rn

By H. E. W«Bt

PKKl" piTSt'iits an miprrpnsscssiiin appoariiiu't' from

tlu' s«>a. Hoailstoaiis for liarlioi"s: sjuul cvorywIiiTi'

:

no grccn thing. A higli fog ol)s»iires tlio sky

and Ifiiipers tlu> tmpical sun. That niiirlity wall, tlic

('onlilli-nus, parallels the coast. 'I'owani noon the fo>;

lifts luid tlio sliarp serrated combs and peaks stand

revealed. \Ve dropped anchor off Callao. the seaport

of Lima.

Peru produces 64% of the silver of South America.

As a producer it ranks sixth anions the countries of the

world, with 4.2^;. The coi>per production in l!)l:{ was

27,776 metric tons. The eity of Lima, population 120.-

000. was founded hy Pizarro. on the hanks of the Hiiiiac

river in 1535; his remains lie within tiie cathedral he

built, placed there in 1881. Pure C'astillano is spoken

in Peru. Lima, with its narrow streets and pavements,

its overhanging latticed balconies, its numy ciinrehes

with deep-throated bells, breathes an air of sunny lan-

tnioi-ous Andalusia that still survives and charms. Those

familiar with Mexico City instinctively feel a sense of

affection for this southern capital. We ascended by the

Ferrocaril Central de Peru, the highest railroad in the

world, into the heart of the Cordilleras. This railroad

was built in the days when Peru was rich and reckless,

hy that soldier of fortune. Henrj' Meiggs, of early Cali-

fomian fame. At Tambaraque is the old smelter, now-

idle, that in its day made a fortune for its owner, a

laborer who subsequently went bankrupt. At Rio

Blanco is another smelter, apparently new, but nevei'

operated. The mines at Morococha, leased to Backus &

Johnston, have been successful, paying off the receiver-

ship. These idle smelters at the gate-way of the Cordil-

leras are eloquent for caution in smelting, if not in min-

ing in this Andean region. At Ca.sapalca, at 1-3.600 ft.

altitude, is an active smelter, whose curdling yellow ami

white fumes besmirch the clear mountain air. At 15,-

600 ft. the train has climbed to the roof of the world.

From the summit through the Tunel del paso de Galcra

it is 32 miles to Oroya at 3500 ft. lower altitude. From
Oroya it is 87 miles across the Junin pampa. where

Bolivar whipped the Spaniards in 1824, to Cerro de

Pasco, the largest copper-mining centre in Peru, at 14,-

300 ft. altitude. The Morococha mines, reached by 3

short branch-line from the summit are mostly controlled

by the Cerro de Pasco company, though Backus & John-

ston also operate mines in the district. At Casapalca.

where are large deposits of copper, the Casapalca smelter

produced 79,264 metric tons in 1913, mostly from ores

of the vicinity and ilorococha. At Huancayo are prom-

ising copper deposits and near-by at Antapongo. are lead

veins, carrying almost pure galena but low in silver.

Bailroads are wanting to make this an important mining

and smelting eentri'. The average content of thi' ('erro

de I'a.sco ore is said to he 4.7',': cop])er; at .Morococha the

content is higher, averaging K'/I ; probably a smelter

average would he 5':; , with silver an ounce per unit. It

is generally undiTstood that $20,000,000 was cxpcniied

by the Cerro de Pasco company before any production

was made. The first car of ore was shipped in August

I'.IOG. The mines had then been developed for live ycai-H.

Additional capital has been expended In the deveJopineMt

of other mines, as at Jlorococha. The iii-esciit oiilpiit is

800 tons per day. It is dainu'd that a 400-t(in smelter at

this high altitude has a capacity of oidy 250 tons, but by

increasing the air-pressure at the hla.st-furnaces, smelt-

ing is improved. Cerro de Pasco is rci)uted to have the

worst climate of any mining-camp on earth. Snow, hail,

sleet, or rain is pns.sible on any day in tlie year, and all

may come during the same day. 'rininder-storms re-

semble a combination of shrapnel and high-explosive

shells.

Lack of trans])orta1ion [)r()liiliils llie deviiopment. of

many promising districts, not quite rich enough to stand

the present excessive freight-charges. Llamas are serv-

iceable for light service, but for any considerable ton-

nage rail-transport is essential. At 16,000 ft. near Are-

quipa are the celebrated silver mines of Calloma. from

which the ancients extracted more silver, it is said, than

from the famous hill of Potosi. The company has been

reconstructed now for the third time, and several million

dollars has been expended. A report by an Engli.sh engi-

neer states that the San Cristobal vein averages from 6

to 10 metres wide. The matrix is quartz and rhodonite.

The silver in the ore, of which 150.000 tons is in reserve,

occurs principally as polybasite. The ore is said to aver-

age 22 (}/.. per ton. raised by sorting to 80 oz. The

deposits are stated to equal, if not surpass, those of

Pachuca. The treatment proposed is to smell the rich

ore to a lead matte, and to concentrate and cyanide the

remainder, extracting 85% of the silver and 90% of the

gold at a cost of $2.50 per ton on a basis of 3000 tons per

month. The anticipated profit is $5 per ton. Former

treatment was by pan-amalgamation, roa.sting, and lix-

iviation with hyposulphite. The Carahuacra mine has

a vein said to be 60 metres wide, containing zinc 25 to

30%, silver 20 oz., gold 0.02 oz. per ton. The mine is

situated at Yauli near the railroad. It is under option

to Beer. Sondheimer & Company.

The Salpo vein near Trujillo is noted for its rich gold

and silver ores, several fortunes having been extracted

from near its surface. The vein can be traced for 40

miles, and has been extensively worked. Small ship-

ments are made on north-bound steamers. From reliable

authority it is stated that 6 oz. of gold is nece.ssarj' to

i
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pay freight and treatment charges. The property is -1:2

miles from Trujillo, with rail part way and 30 miles by

mules. By local treatment $30 is required to pay ex-

pense. Surface ore only is adapted for local treatment,

SWINGING BRIDGE OF CERCA DE .lAUJA, PERU

pertenencia per annum cause many claims to be whittled

down to small proportions, even one pertenencia. No
monuments are erected nor any plat of such denounce-

ments entered at the Recorder's office, so that confusion

must result. A survey costs

$250. A semi-annual Govern-

ment publication, 'Padrun Gen-

eral de las Minus, ' give? the

record of all denouncements,

with tlie regi.stered ownere, and

the standing of each claim. To
the visiting engineer this in-

formation being authentic, is

valuable.

From Huancayo, one tine

morning, with mules and pack-

horses carrying tent, army
cots, blankets, and grub, we
started for the hills. All went

well until the last quarter-

mile, which lay .straight up a

precipitous cliff, without the

semblance of a trail. Travel-

ing 18 miles, on a steep grade

at 14.000 ft. altitude was all

that man or beast could accom-

plish. That night we lay on

the ground and looked at the

the sulphides having to be

shipped outside. The main

ore-shoot is 1000 ft. long and

20 ft. wide, averaging $26 pei-

ton. Unfortunately the lower

adit has not yet disclosed the

continuation of such a profit-

able ore-shoot ; although sul-

phide ore equal to 7 oz. of gold

has been encountered in small

shoots, but these, it is claimed,

will not pay to extract under
the present liigh charges. Ex-

amples of shipping ores may
be in.staneed : ore from the

Calloma mine averages 300 oz.

silver and 30 to 40 dwt. gold

:

the high-grade proustite ore

50% silver witli 30 to 40 oz.

gold; the silver-lead ore eon-

tains from 500 \o 700 oz. sil-

ver, 24 to 29 7o lead, with $3

gold. Precipitates from the

hypo.sulphite process contain

16,000 oz. silver and $170 in

gold per ton, with 5 to 7% copper.

Extensive molybdenum deposits exist near Juaja, con-

sisting of a ramification of small veins in quartz. The
average content is stated to be 3 to 4%. The mining
laws of Peru are well framed. Claims up to 60 pcrten-

encias, or 240 acres, can be denounced. Taxes of $15 per

LLAMAS AT THE COl'PER MINES OK .MOROfOCIIA.

stars. To sleep wa.s impossible: to breathe almost as

impo.ssilile ; never did either of us put in such a night.

There were minutes when my oxygen supply .seemed

cut off, and prospects of morning's light grow visionary.

The siroche, or mountain-sickness, was upon us good

and strong. All suffered, even the hardened pros-
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jicctors. tuul siuuotiiiu- iliiriii^ tlu- nifflit tlu' camp >\t<ii

stnrttHl y('l|iitiK with tlu- piiiii luui misery. The sirocln

is II iniilitniHiit sickiU'Sji, ii<<»iupimifil willi fi-vi-r ami

l^>m>ral ilehilitv: it hists usually eiglil tlays, durinv:

whioli time the sufferer is quite incupaeitnted.

On tlie opposite sitlf of tlie ijutbraila more trials

awaited us. .steep inouiitaiii .sides with ilry slippery grass.

My mule persi.sted in navipaliujf the o\itside ed^re of sueli

delwlahle tniil.s. hut iiover onee ilid the faitlil'nl little

animal stumhle or trip. In places, however. 1 prcl'ernil

to dismount and walk. Once, while descending a w icki tl

trail, one of <mr pack-hors«'s slipped and starti-d to roll

ilown the steep mount-ain .side, heading for the (im Inmla

liolow. Soon there was another ohject rolling after the

tirat. which turned out to he the faithful Lconidas. It

PART OF SOCTH A.MEBICA.

was a funny sight, despite its seriousness, since all our

grub was in the pack. Eventually, after several efforts.

the animal stayed its tumbling flight in some short scrub,

and. strange to say. appeared little the worse for the ad-

venture. It is considered a most discreditable perform-

ance to lose a beast on the trail, so all were happy in

escaping this indignity, not to mention the financial con-

sequences involved. No fish live in these chilly waters.

No beasts roam these grass-covered wastes. No birds

float in the thin air. save the gaUinasas, and, rarely, the

great Condor of the Andes. Flowers, stemless with

their faces close to the ground, charm the eye. The small

star-shaped purple aster, the Shasta daisy, the blue gen-

tian, the yellow dandelion, and the common white daisy

—all crouching for protection in the mossy grass, i^toriris

with sleel ami wind iiiad<' the going unpleasant. 'I'lie

deposits visited were irn'gidar bodies in liniestDiic 'I'lie

ancients had worked them, ext meting oxidi/id ore of L'H

to 1(1 oz, silver j)er Ion. On ntiiriiiiig to IIiiaiK'iiyo we

found a week of firslti, lor w liieli lime not a soul vmhiM

leave the town for love or money, reiii was ei-lelnnl iiig

the !»4th anniversary of its fnednm. Hunting gaily

decorated the one street. Tin' lings of iiianv nalioriH

assisted in eonunemoraling .Inly 'JM. the day of Indejiend-

enee. There wen' Mritish Hags, the Stars and .Stripes.

.laiianese, Italian. S|>anish. Turkish, (ierman. Chilean,

ami I'cruvian. not forgcltiiig the live bars of the Ifepiilijic

of China. Truly a respei'table showing for a Chnh,

town, high in the Andes. The streets wen' full <>r p;ir-

ades. A .solenni iiiisa was celebrated in the adobe cathe-

dral. Spanish hnlies in black nianlilla.s. soloriltis in

while, civic authorities in frock-coats and silk lulls, with

till' liiilli:inl uniforms of Die uiililary. formed a cliarni-

ing |>icluie. The last day of the feast was celcbrati-d by

a bnll-lighl. TIu'H' wen' si.\ bulls, all fnim lo<-al

haciendas. The fea.st over and our guide reasonably

sober, we set forth on what promised to l)e a hard Irij).

After examining sevi'ral projjerties and |)assing a chilly

night ill our ti'iil. we prepared an early start. .\l mid-

day we IkkI lunch al a sheep-herder's shack. After ex-

amining another prosi)ect we returned to Lima.

On August 18 Doctor don Jose Pardo was inaugurati-d

President of Iho I{e|)ul>lic on the resignation of the pro-

visional prcsidcnl. 1 was an inten'sted spect-alor from

the wandow of the Phoenix club. A dense crowd packed

the plaza and mas.sed against the palace. The trouble

began when stones. sn])plementing former his.ses and

jeers, were hurled at the deposed president. Soldiers

with bare swords ran amid the crowd and laid about

them lustily. A groii]) of otYicers surroumling I he ex-

president started shooting. A body of marines fronting

the palace joined in and pandemonium broke loose. The

crowd tied hotly pursued by the tnmps with sw'ord and

bayonet. Motor-cars and coaches were abandoned. When

the shooting started the effect on the occupants of the

club was electrical. With united consent all save one or

two fell promptly to the floor, face-dow-nward on the

carpet. Being, on all occa.sions. strong on ?« costumbre

del pais, I lost no time in following such a lead, expect-

ing the hail of bullets and the shattering gla.ss to start

prontiss-imo. Nothing happened. When next 1 looked

forth the ex-president was walking past tlie corner of the

club, in evening dress, attended by a few friends, per-

turbed but unin.iured. A battery lined the street to his

home, and soldiers closed all approach. As from the

ground sprang Red Cross ambulances for the wounded.

The most unfortunate incident was that of Doctor ,

who sallying forth from the palace with the ex-president

precisely as the marines joined in the fray, received a

bullet in his caheza, putting him out of business.

Next day we sailed from Callao, bearing kindly mem-

ories of Peru and the generous hospitality of which we

were invariably the recipients, irrespective of creed or

race.
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By Mmshsri SaSiig

INTRODUCTION. The metallurgy of quieksilver is

simple, consisting in the reduction of a single ore,

cinnabar, by means of a single and simple operation,

distillation, yielding the metal in a state of almost abso-

lute purity, ready to go into commerce at once. In this

respect it can be compared with the means by which

metallic—but not pure—gold is recovered from gravel

deposits by washing, giving bars that are ready for the

market, but are not yet ready for commercial uses; or

with those by which the native copper of Lake Superior

is won, namely, by crushing and then washing, getting a

concentrate which, after a single fusion, produces ex-

cellent and salable metal. But mercury is ev^u more

simply extracted, and by a process for which seemingly

there can never be a substitute. We may also compare

its metallurgy with that of the industrial metals, lead,

iron, copper, which involves a long series of laborious

operations, and the application of concentration, roast-

ing, smelting, refining, and perhaps flotation, before the

metal reaches the necessary condition of purity fitting

it for use in the arts. Most of the quicksilver of com-

merce is gained from the sulphide; most of the lead of

commerce is gained also from the sulphide : and the

same may be said of copper. The metallurgy of all

three is practically the metallurgv- of their sulphides,

and the difference of their metallui'gical treatment arises

from the different behavior of their respective ores. It

is my purpose to trace with some particularity these

differences, and obser\'e to what variations in practice

they have led. In the opinion of most technical persons,

the metallurgy of mercury is in a backward state as com-

pared with that of the others cited ; and this is in a cer-

tain mea.sure true. They cite as evidence of this pre-

sumed condition the dearth of careful and thorough

descriptions of processes, the lack of published analyses

of quicksilver ores and products, the time-worn nomen-

clature used by the trade, wherein the output of the

furnace is estimated in 'flasks' (a flask contains 75, 76,

or 76i lb., according to the place of production) and

especially the want of those accurate accounts of mining

geology and operation to which we have become ac-

customed in connection with the mining and treatment

of the other metals. To these we may add the lack of

such statistical information, in regard to cost and loss

during treatment, as is indispensable when we would

go aljout the task of devising improvements in tlie art,

<ir suggesting methods borrowed from the later practice

m the other branches of metallurgy. The reasons for

this backward state lie, I presume, mainly in the sim-

plicity of the reactions upon which the treatment de-

pends, and largely, perhaps, in the economic condition

of the trade, which shows little progress during these

years in comparison with that of the other metals. " The

quicksilver market has been held in comparatively few

but strong hands of late years, and has suffered much

from the lack of such stimulation as enlarged demands

produce. A quicksilver 'trust' has been mentioned, and

upon it we may lay a good part of the blame for these

adverse conditions, since, as we know, the tendency of

large producing and trading combinations is inimical to

scientific progress.

As before remarked, the extraction of mercury from

its ores is effected by a single operation, namely, dis-

tillation, by which it is transfoi-med into the elementary'

condition, converted into vapor, and then, by the ab-

straction of heat, brought down in the liquid form in

which we know it. How this is done and why this par-

ticular mode is adopted for the purpose will best appear

if w'e consider briefly the properties of the prevailing

mercurial compoiind, of the materials with which it is

most commonly associated, and of the metal itself. The

substances with which it is associated in the mine have

some bearing on the matter of reduction, but they are not

often of a character to interfere, except by adding to the

cost of the operation. In no case does the mercury

combine with any of the constituents of the ore at the

moment of sublimation. The matrix of the ore (cinna-

bar) consists usually of altered country-rock, such as

sandstone, schist, serpentine, with occa,sionally some min-

erals of clearly secondary origin, such as vein-quartz,

or chalcedony ; calcite, dolomite, etc. It is common also

to find in the ore some sulphides other than that of mer-

cury; of these the most common is ordinary iron pyrite,

a substance somewhat pre.iudicial to the sublimation

process, since its sulphur is expelled by heat and oxygen,

and accompanies that of the cinnabar. Calcite and

dolomite, both decomposable by the heat at which the

ore is w-orked, are resolved into caustic bases of lime and

magnesia, and are detrimental in the sense that much

heat is unavoidably expended in their decomposition, 1

gather from an old print that it was the practice at cer-

tain European works, where the ore treated consisted of

an evidently pure limestone or calcite containing a little

quicksilver, to collect the latter as a by-product in lime-

burning—that is, the mercury industry was subsidiary

to lime production. This might very well be, as quick-

silver furnaces in many cases are purely lime-kilns in

form, and work as w-ell on the one substance as on the

other. The only essential difference between a kiln

devoted to lime-burning and one built for the produc-

tion of quicksilver consists in the apparatus of condensa-

tion necessary for the latter.

It would be perfectly feasible to combine the extrac-

tion of mercurv with thnt of many other metals with
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wliioh it iniKlit lu- lusMuMatcd, uiul this is (ioiio in scviTtil

instoiu'fs. /inc-lilfiulc, for oxjuiipie, Ix'inp found to

contain in oortain locnlities ii sninll nntonnt of nu'irury.

tliis has WtMi reoovort'il fmin tlu> fiinn' s<>t froo in roast-

inif the Montlo i>n'j>«ratory to its distillation for zinc

In a liroaiii'r way ono mi|;lit coni'i'jve of im-rcurial calfilc

ftuil iloloniito as the propi-r flvix for silicious smelt in*;

orfs, as of copper and load. Furthor. as a silicimis nicr-

inirial orv would tlux basic lead and copper conipoumls.

the question brvmdens itself to include almost any ore of

either metal that is found in convenient relation to some

other. At one locality in Hungary tctrahcdritc con-

taining mercury up to 17% is mined, and the mercury

saved, as is the copper. It does not appear, however,

that the s<ivin^ of the former is contingent upon smell-

ing, since the practice is to roast the ore first, oxidizing

the metallic compounds, and exiiellinfr the (piicksilver iil

once. The interesting question of condensing quicksilver

.from smelter- t'unie does not. therefore, receive illustra-

tion from this .source.

CnAR.KCTER OF JfERCfRY. iletallic mercury, so strik-

ing as heing the only metal that is liquid at ordinary

temperatures, is in its everyday aspect suflieiently well

known, but possi'sses properties that may escape ordinary

observation. Everyone has noted its great weight: it is

13.59 times as heavy as water, and consequently far sur-

passes silver and even lead in specific gravity. Thus,

roughly speaking, a pint of water will weigh a pound, a

pint of lead 11 i lb., and a pint of quicksilver \-]\ \h.

The great density of the latter, taken in connection with

its extraordinary mobility, has an important bearing on

its metallurgy, as we shall see. The means that have to

be employed to prevent its escape through minute cracks

and crevices during reduction, and to hold it in trans-

port, render it an exceedingly troublesome material in-

deed. Mercury freezes into a solid body at 40° below-

zero, becoming even more dense than before. It boils at

about 670° F. above zero, becoming a vapor. In those

respects it is similar to water, but possesses a greater

range of fluidity: for. whereas water remains liquid

through but 180°. mercury remains so for rather more
than 700°, another fact of importance in its metallurgy.

Its vapor is about seven times as heavy as air, but never-

theless diffuses itself in air and the products of combus-
tion, from which it is difficult wholly to separate it.

Mereurv- loses weight at all times when exposed to the

air, and it has been found to give off a little vapor even

in great cold. It is said that the frozen metal does so.

This propensity renders it impos-sible to save quite all of

the metal by any practicable method of condensation, al-

though the loss from this cause is but small. These con-

siderations must be kept constantly in view, as they have

an immediate bearing on the designing of new or the im-

proving of old plants. As an increasing amount of

mercurial vapor is given off with increase of temperature.

it follows that the metal might all be distilled without

raising it to the boiling point of 670°F. This, however,

would be a slow process indeed, and applicable only to the

liquid metal itself, for where it is held in combination,

as cinnabar, which is usual, a considerably higher heat

is needed to break Up the I'ompiiUhcj. The ItliMihlle

amount of heat needed to efTcet both objects, the decom-

position and distillation, is not gn-iit. The speeifie heiit

of mercury is oidy 0.().'{;t, that is, ] ,''.W thai of water, so

that even if it all has to be raised to the lioiliiig point oi'

alxive. the heat recpiired to do this is comparatively small.

AVliile the calorie energy di'veloped by tlie fuel is great,

that taken up in doing aetual work mi llie (piieksilver

itself forms but a minute i)arl of the wlioli' output of

energy. I have computed that in the ea.se of a certain

ore with which 1 am familial-, there is -100 times as much

heat required to drive off the water as is necde<l to de-

compose and volatilize the mere\iry it contains. If to this

we add the quantity ncce.s.s)iry to raise the solid parts of

the ore to the temperature of the outgoing gaw-'S and

vapors, as well lus that lost from the furnace by radiation,

it will be seen that tlic useful work of expelling the mer-

cury forms but a very small part of tlial inn.sumed, prob-

ably not more than the thousandth |>;irt in this ease,

which is not far from the ordinary.

The great density of quicksilver vajjor. which cuts

down the space demanded for condensation, and iU<-

small amount of heat stored up by the vajmr would seem

to make the problem of condensation a relatively ejisy

one. except for the fact that a small amount of the vapor

remains in the pi-od)ietsof combustion even after they ai<-

cooled down, not only below the liquifying point, but

even to ordinary outside temperatures. For this reason

we find mercury still present in the gases that have

passed through many hundred feet of flues and have lost

their initial heat almost totally. From this it will be seen

tliat the complete recovery of the metal is pr;if:tically

impossible, and the aim in constructing a plant for this

purpose is to save it without undue outlay for extensive

eolleetiiig aj)i)aratus. 15y extending the flues and c]i;iiii-

bers and by applying water to their exteriors, so as to

reduce the temperature, the recovery is made more and

more perfect, but it is not practicable to preserve the fnial

traces by any means now practised.

Ores. It was remarked above that mereury coines

from the distillation of a single mineral, cinnabar, the

sulphide. This is practically correct, although other

mineral substances contain inercury. and fi-om one or two

of them it has been won in small quantities. As a general

rule these secondary substances are of small economic

interest, existing for the most part as cabinet specimens.

Some native quicksilver is found, especially in the out-

crops of mines, and shares the same treatment as cinna-

bar, from which it was derived by surface oxidation. The

mercurial tetrahedrite, previously mentioned, exi.sts in

some few localities and has yielded a small amount of

metal. Mercurial zinc-blende may be cited as of economic

value, and occasional occurrences of mercury-bearing

galena have been noted. One or two comparatively rare

compounds of mercury with selenium are known to min-

eralogists, and there are such varieties of cinnabar as the

hepatic kind, which occurs at Idria, Austria, and is said

to furnish a considerable part of the output of that dis-

trict. I\Ieta-cinnabarite is the black amorphous variety of

cinnabar, having the same composition, liut leqniring
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110 variation in the method of treatment. Native amal-

gam is rare ; it is a compound of silver with mercury.

Altogether we are justified in repeating that cinnabar is

practically the sole source of quicksilver.

Cinnabar is distinguished among metallic sulphides

by its high specific gravity (8.9 according to Dana) and

by its volatilizing without chemical change at com-

paratively low temperatures, whereas the sulphides of the

commoner metals such as lead, copper, zmi.% require so

high a temperature for their volatilization that that oper-

ation cannot be adopted in their metallurgy. Cinnabar

is decomposable in either of two ways: by heating with

some strong base, as lime or iron oxide, by which the

sulphur is taken vip, or by heating in air, by which the

sulphur is oxidized to the form of di-oxide, while the

mercury, not attacked by the air, is left in the metallic

state. By either method the sulphur is removed and the

'quick' left in the elemental form ; or, if the heat be suffi-

cient, it becomes volatilized and may be condensed by

itself. Both methods are employed in metallurgy, the air

process predominating as being cheaper and lending

itself to larger operations.

Assaying. The assay of mercurial ores and products

is performed in a variety of ways, all of them simple and

easy. Some operators make use of iron retorts, usually

quite small, holding from 1 to 10 pounds of the ore, and

provided with a long exit-tube cooled by water and dip-

ping into a small receiver. The ore is mixed with lime,

and is .subjected to a red heat, by which the mineral is

decomposed and the metal volatilized, to be collected in

the water. This method is precisely that adopted for

reduction in iron pipes or retorts as worked on a com-

mercial scale. It is satisfactory, and is employed regu-

larly by most companies that wish to keep track of their

mining and reduction, but it is not so accurate as the

moi-e minute and probalily better conducted operations

of the skilled assayer. who works with smaller quantities

but with more care and better facilities. The preferred

method is known as the gold-plate method ; it depends

upon the fact that when gold is placed in an atmosphere

of vaporized mercury it instantly becomes amalgamated,

gaining weight in proportion to the amount of quicksilver

absorbed. A small amount of the ore, usually one gram,

is placed in an iron or clay cup, mixed with the proper

quantity of lime or other base ; a sm^ll plate or sheet of

gold foil is laid upon the top of the vessel, making a

tight fit, and a small capsule containing water is placed

upon the sheet of gold. Heated to redness, the charge

gives off mercurial vapor that immediately attaches itself

to the under surface of the sheet. By weigliing llie sheet

before and after the operation the amount of quicksilver

contained in the ore may be determined. By heating

the plate in the Bunsen flame the mercury may be driven

off, leaving the sheet in condition for another assay.

Nothing can be neater than this operation. Silver may
be used instead of gold, and is said to answer quite as

well. In good hands this assay will detect and weigh

quantities as small as one pound of mercury per ton of

ore. A favoi-ite assay with some operators is performed

in a glass tube, the charge being identical with that de-

scribed. One end of the tube, which is 8 inches long by

I inch diameter, is closed. The charge is placed in this

end and the tube heated to redness, when the mercury is

condensed in the cooler part. By breaking the tube and

washing the condensed metal out with a jet of water it

may be got into a porcelain capsule, collected into a

globule by rubbing, dried with blotting paper, put upon

the scale pan, and weighed. This also is accurate, yield-

ing results comparable with the process just described.

It is found that litharge, a strongly oxidizing substance,

is more suitable than lime for the assay. Wet methods

of analysis are far too laborious and complicated for use

in the quicksilver industry and are rarely employed in

America. By such means an absolutely pure specimen

of cinnabar would be found to contain 86.2% of mercury,

together with 13.8% of sulphur; but cinnabar, like all

other economic minerals, is never quite pure, the usual

content in metal nnming from 70 to 85%. In the assay,

should the flux be left out of the charge, the cinnabar

Avill volatilize unchanged in the absence of air and be

deposited as a black sublimate, which turns red when

rubbed. This is the so-called vermilion, much esteemed

as a paint. This substance is produced also when tke

draft of the quicksilver furnace is suddenly turned off,

while working in the large way.

Concentration. Several schemes for the wet concen-

tration of cinnabar have been built upon the difference

of the specific gravities of the mineral and those with

which it is so commonly associated. Its specific gravity

is 8.9, while that of chalcedony, calcite, .serpentine, and

almost all of the associated minerals, is less than 3,

whence there is ample room for the application of famil-

iar processes. The concentration does not appear to be

especially difficult, but as the proportion of valuable min-

eral to waste is small it has been assumed by many that a

close saving cannot be made, in spite of the fact that

several such attempts have met with success. Cinnabar

may be quite friable and soft, a mere stain upon the rock,

or in solid masses of large size. Furthermore, the con-

centrate may be contaminated with pyrite. As this con-

centrate is inevitably fine-grained, its reduction must be

contiinied in apparatus adapted thereto', whence the oper-

ation is debarred from the use of furnaces of tlie type

that deal only with coaree material. It is found, as a

general thing, that the costs and losses incurred in the

combined processes of concentration and retorting exceed

those incurred when the crude ore, no matter how low-

grade, is treated in furnaces of the usual type, whicli

work at extremely small cost per ton and volatilize the

quicksilver almost completely. Very good furnace work

is done at a cost as small as 50 cents per ton of crude ore,

nor is the expense of handling crashed material in the so-

called fine-ore furnaces appreciably greater. Now, as

water concentration cannot be expected to save nearly

as high a proportion of the metal as does the furnace, it

would not appear that there is much opportunity for tlie

profitable practice of wet methods.

Furnaces. The ancients were acquainted with mer-

cury, but not, apparently, with the use of it. We read in

the cla.ssics of cinnabar, and of the means by which it
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was iiuuio to yii'KI tlio inotnl. iiiul ««• may smiiiisi' lliat

qiiioksilver wus first fouiul imtivi-, l>nl tliat il\uinK later

iHMilurii's its I'xtriu'tioii fn>in llu' nn-s (U-vclo|i('il iiitu an

art. insijruitioiiiit. of coiirs*', luit ft>llo\viiij» llic lines, no

doubt, aluiif; which we now work. It st'i-ius likclx tluit lln'

first otTorls ti>ok thi< form. |>raitis«'il in later emturies.

of pile n>asl lilt:, si) iinieh followctl in <iii>j>er metalliirjfy.

hut now iHH'OHiind olwolcte. The pile or heap masting of

inert'iirinl or>'S. tlioii);li iii-ees.sarily a erude and wasteful

pnx-ess, is not a liiflieult one. and iri|uires little appa

ratus of any kind. In it the metal is both volatilized an<i

then eondens«'d in the sjime body of ore. the latter in the

eooler parts near the .surfaee. In i-arrxintr this out a

laj'er of firewood is placed on the ground, upon whieli

the ore. broken to the proper size, is jilaeed. and tin'

whole eovered with fine stuflf to eontnd the rate of burn-

ing. The fuel lieing set on fire, continues to burn slowly,

the heat risinp pradually for some days. neeordiiiR to lln'

size of the heap. The mercurial eomponnds lieiiiy broken

up by the action of air and heat, the mercury is volatil-

ized, a portion eseapinp into the atmosphere, while

another part eoiulenses into liquid in the surrounding

interstices of the pile. The heap is then suffered to cool,

and the remains taken to be washed in tidis or .sluiees.

the mercury l>eing obtained in a state of purity. Out of

this process, so primitive and wasteful, must have grown

the present methods, which, so far as their chemistry is

concerned, are identical with what 1 have described.

The improvements consist in two principal things, the

avoidance of the hifihly deleterious fume, and the trans-

ference of the condensation feature to fi.xed apparatus

outside the heap. These alterations involve the enclos-

ing of the roasting mass within walls impervious to the

air and gases—in .short, the provision of a furnace. We
can easily imagine the earlier steps in the evolution of a

modem quicksilver works, and for the later ones we have

the evidence of writings composed within the last cen-

tury, although these are for the most part mere repeti-

tions, one author copying more or less faithfully what

preceding ones had said. From these we gather that the

course of invention has taken two directions, first toward

the use of the cupola form of furnace for the reduction

of coarse ore. second to the use of closed receptacles (re-

torts, muffles') for the treatment of finer material. The

cupola has undergone many modifications, and the figures

in textbooks betray a good many fanciful forms, arising

from the whim of the inventor, or from local conditions.

Two divisions of cupola practice are to be noted : first,

the discontinuous metliod. in which the charges are in-

troduced into the furnace, then heated, cooled, and dis-

charged ; second, where the process goes on continuously,

fresh ore being introduced at the top while an equivalent

quantity is withdrawn, spent, from below. The latter

method has supplanted the former almost entirel.v. The

commonest example of the discontinuous cupola is the

Bustamente furnace, which consists of a vertical .shaft,

25 ft. high by 6 ft. diameter, with a fire-place at the

bottom, and provided with arches of brickwork above, on

which rests the ore. This may consist largely of fine

material, but in it there must be enough of comparatively

large fragments t4) alToid inters! ices large enough to ad

mil the pa.ssage of the fiamcs from below. The use of

these arches is a not uneoniinon expedient in sneh fur

iiaei's. since the slight ilriin^'iit. always what is calleil

•natural' draught in emit ra-distinetion to iIkiI iumiIc liy

meclianieal lilowers, is insnflicient to prupi'l I lie gases

through a body of line ore, so that the process is checked.

The expedient of applying blowing apparatus has made

iiiiieli headway of late years, and llie best works are iisu-

all\- thus e(|iiippeil. altliougii the liliisl is iiglil in com-

jiarisoii willi thai iiii|i|m\nl Inr mppcr. Icjid. and. above

all. iron smelting. -Viiinng the iiiinieroiis di.sadvanlages

of this type of cupola arc the necessity for allowing the

iharge to cool before it can be discharged; the amount of

labor iu'ccs.sary both for charging and discharging; ami

the time rccpiired for an operalion. namely, a week, tlii'

i|iiaiiti1\- (if ore treated rciirliiiig .'iO tons. AikiIIht ar-

rangement, once iiojinlar. consisti'd of a prisiiialic cupola.

20 ft. high by 4 ft. wide and IT) ft. long, which contained

the charge of ore. held firmly between stout brick walls.

A firc-i)lacc of Iln' same height and length, but of only

lialf the width, was built against one sidi'. while a eon-

densing-chamber of a size c.|ual or greater stood against

tlie other. Small holes in the brickwork allowed the

fianies to i)ass tiirougli the ore sidewisc. while corrcsiioud-

ing holes in the other wall led the funic, of which the

volatilized mercury forincMl a part, into the condenser.

The furnace-compart iiieiit being filled with suitably

placed ore, the fire was lighted and the whnle mass of ore

and brickwork raised to a red lieat and kept so until the

process was ad,iudged c()mi)lete. The structure and its

contents were then allowed to cool aixl tlie spent ore re-

moved. This method is open to the same objections as the

other, and all contrivances of the sort have given way to

continuously-acting furnaces, usually of the round cupola

type, without interior shelves, except those for the treat-

ment of fine ore, for which the internal shelves have been

retained, but far more advantageously arranged. It has

been found liest to give u]) the idea of treating fine or

mixed ores in the cupola shaft, and to make a decideil

division of processes, using the plain cupola for the

coarser fragments and the shelf-furnace for finer stuff.

In general practice those fragments that are above, say.

two inches in diameter, are considered fine; while sttdT

larger than that is denominated coarse. It is true that

some fine ore can bc; handled in the cupola, but only by

admixture with enough of the coarser kind to prevent

packing down and impeding the draught. Where there

is too great a proportion of fine, as happens in many

mines, especially wdiere the ore-matrix is friable, it is

considered good practice to crush the whole outi)ut and

treat it in shelf-furnaces, of which several excellent forms

have been invented and used in California and elsewhere

By the expedient of making the shelves .sloping instead

of horizontal, a continuous downward feed of the ore is

assured, saving much hand-work, and rendering the proc-

ess of roasting extremely economical and regular. With

these improvements, in which the metallurgists of Cali-

fornia have led the way, the roasting of fine mercurial

ores has become almost as easy and cheap as the treat-
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iiient of coarse material. There is an alternative in that

we can briquette the fine material, thus converting it

virtually into coarse, in which ease the upright cupola

may be used exclusively. The preparation of briquettes,

however, involves considerable expense, estimated gen-

erally at a dollar per ton, since a binding material,

usually clay or clayey ore, must be employed, say, to the

extent of one-tenth the weight of the ore, added to which

considerable labor is required. When properly prepared

the briquettes will withstand the abrasion of handling

and that caused by the impact and descent of the ma-

terials in the shaft.

Met.UjLurgicaIj Considerations. As in the manu-

facture of lime, the cupolas may be heated either by an

outside fire, the flames from which enter the furnace from

the side, or by feeding the fuel with the ore, both burning

in their descent. This matter is governed by the char-

acter of the fuel to be employed. When charcoal or coke

can be had at reasonable cost, it is fed with the ore, but

when wood or bituminous coal is to be used, the structure

must be fitted with fire-places in which the fuel can be

burned before the smoke and flames are allowed to pass

into the cliarge. This is on account of the soot produced

so copiously by the natural fuels, wood and coal, and

which, as we shall see. tend to prevent the sublimed

quicksilver from coalescing in the condensers. Charcoal

and coke give off but little soot, tending to become burned

wholly into the oxides of carlwn, devoid of anything that

would interfere with the aggregation of the mercury.

This is an important feature. The ordinary plain cupola

is operated with less fuel than any other type of quick-

silver furnace, especially when internall.y fired. In this

ca.se little heat is lost by radiation, nor is there any mass

of brickwork to be heated and kept hot. The minimum
percentage of charcoal or coke consumed by it is stated

to have been 5% of charcoal, by weight; while with out-

side-fired cupolas 129c of dried wood has been found

sufficient. At this rate a cord of dry hardwood should

calcine 13 tons of ordinary ore. Much, however, depends

upon the composition of the ores, those containing a high

proportion of volatile constituents requiring the n^ost

fuel. W^ater especially takes up a great deal of heat

while being converted into steam, and the decomposition

lit calcite and dolomite is also wasteful. These carbon-

ates are readily decomposable at the temperature of the

(|uicksilver furnace (say 1500°F.) and a good deal of

quicklime is found in residues. About :]00 units of heat

is required for the expulsion of the carl)on dioxide

from a pound of calcite, which would require tiie com-

l>lete combustion of one-twentieth as much carbon, or

say one-tenth as mucii dry wood. Water requires also a

large amount of heat for its expulsion, including that

ab.sorbed, first by raising it from the ordinary temper-

ature to the boiling-point, with that which liccomes latent

in the steam, and that taken up in raising the steam to

llie temperature of the upper part of the charge, which

should not fall below the boiling-point of mercury, lest a

I)art, at lea.st. of that metal be condensed within the fresh

charge, or, still worse, within the .surrounding brickwork.

The sum of tliese requirements on the part of water is no

less than 1330 heat units, equaling the amount of heat

which would be set free by the complete combustion of

carbon to the extent of nearly 9% of the weight of water

contained in the ore.

The principal losses of heat from the cupola may be

grouped under the following heads: First, through the

decomposition of components of the charge ; second, by

radiation from the structure ; third, by the sensible heat

of the escaping gases and vapors; and finally the losses

from the heat contained in the spent ore withdrawn from

the bottom. It is impossible to estimate the extent of

these losses in any known case, owing to the lack of re-

liable data. The first source of loss might be estimated,

were the composition of the charge accurately known

;

but it is one of the chief drawbacks to a proper study of

the whole subject that such data have never been pub-

lished, and probably never compiled. The late Professor

Christy thought that one-quarter of the weight of cer-

tain charges treated at New Almaden went off in the

form of gases and vapors, and as two-fifths of the escap-

ing matter consisted of steam, the average might have

had a specific heat of about 0.35, whence we can com-

pute that the total loss of heat from this source, the

assumption being that their sensible heat reached 600°F..

amounted to 94,500 heat-units per ton of charge. It

would be even easier to calculate the loss occurring

through the discharge of the spent ore, provided we knew

its weight and temperature. Again, assuming the fac-

tors 0.22 for specific heat, and 300°F. for temperature,

we find the loss of heat, due to the 1500 lb. remaining

from each ton fed, to be 79,200 heat-units. It is, of

course, impos,sible to estimate the loss by furnace radia-

tion, a thing that depends upon too many factors to

admit of computation ; but I may state that in the smelt-

ing of copper in brick cupolas there is reason to believe

that 6 or 7% of the heat generated internally, or supplied

l)y the heated blast, is lost through the walls.

The presence of pyrite in quicksilver ores is not wholly

detrimental, since it supplies a portion of the heat for dis-

tillation. Other sulphide minerals partake of this qual-

ity, though in a less degree. In jilaces mercurial ores

contain enough pyrite to enable the distillation process to

proceed without the addition of any coal or other fuel,

and whenever pyrite is present at all, it serves to con-

triliute at least a portion of the heat. The sulphur is

burned to di-oxide chiefly, a smaller portion perhaps to

tri-oxide, which develops itself into sulphuric acid in eon-

tact with watei-. The iron would, in all probability, be

converted into tlie magnetic oxide. Pyrite, when burned

to sulphur di-oxide and to ferric oxide, has a calorific

]iower oiic-tliird as great as that of coal, j)ound for

pound. Such being the case, it would seem that a charge

containing as much as 15% of pyrite should roast with-

out the use of other fuel. Of all the forms of quick-

silver furnaces, tlie s'mple cupola is the most economical

of fuel, notwithstanding the loss of heat; it is especially

more economical than those constructions known as dis-

contiiuious furnaces, of which the retort-furnace is the

most wasteful of fuel.

In the retort-furnace the flames from the fire-place do
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not iHUiio in liirtvt fontm-t with tlio itn-, luit lu-at it liy

oomluotion thnmRh tlu> walls of ii rfcoptnclo (irtort) in

which it is phiccd. It follows from this that tin- pnscs

of combustion do not intermix with these ilriven from the

ore, a fact havini; an iniportjuit hearing npon the con-

densation of the quieksilver in the hitter, llialinc in this

way is wasteful of fuel, and only |)ermits of small ((iian-

titles l>eing acted upon at once; whence the capacity of

such furnai'i' is very limited. The retorts in cDinmon use

do not hold more than two or three hundred jxiunds of

ore at the most, nor can the work he hurried, since the

transfer of heat throupli the walls is slow. All ores hciiitr

bad conductors of heat, it has been found inexpedient to

make the retorts of a greater diameter than 15 to 20

inches, and they are irenerally smaller, their small size

adding greatly to the cost of eharping and discharging.

They are only adapted to comparatively fine and rich

material, since the expense of working is too great to

permit the treatment of low-grade ore. Retorts arc or-

dinarily made of east-iron and are of cylindrical or semi-

cylindrical form, the latter elost^ly resembling tin' vessels

used iji the preparation of illuminating gas from coal.

A number of retorts, usually two to ten, arranged in

parallel are set in or over a single lire-place, the .striu-

tare being termed a 'bank' or 'bench.' An operation

that includes charging the vessels, heating, and dis-

charging them, consumes fully 10 hours; so that even the

largest plants of this kind can scarcely treat more than

two or three tons in a day of 24 hours, and at an expend-

iture of labor and fuel incomparably greater than when

cupolas are employed. The extraction of mercury is less

perfect than in cupolas, and they are usually run only as

a makeshift until better apparatus can be installed. In

spite of an improvement, taking the form of an inclined

muffle (Fitzgerald's furnace) which permits of continu-

ous feed and discharge, furnaces of this general type

seem doomed to extinction. Those of the reverberatory

type have been used for quicksilver, especially in foreign

countries, in spite of manifest disadvantages, among
which the excessive consumption of fuel and the produc-

tion of a great volume of smoke are the most conspicuous.

The principle of the reverberatorj- is the heating of the

charge by reflection of heat downward upon the ore in

a layer beneath. The ore is fed into the end farthest

from the flames and is drawn forward by hand-tools,

getting progressively hotter and hotter until it arrives at

a point beyond the space of maxirailm heat, to be dis-

charged finally. Only comparatively fine material is

adapted to this treatment, and the quantity handled is

not large. A modification of the flat-bedded reverber-

atory—the Livermore furnace—had some vogue in this

State in former years, and possessed points of interest,

especially in the inclined arrangement of its bed. The
inclination was such that the ore, introduced at the

upper end, followed down a series of parallel grooves in

the bed and was discharged by gra\nty at the bottom.

The flames playing over the surface heated the ore to

the required temperature. Since this involves less labor

than the ordinary form of reverberatory it is more likely

to have imitators in a country where wages are high.

The fuels prujicr for reverberatory arid nlmi I'linuu'es

alik<- are the longllaming sorts, such as wnod. liiluiiiinouH

coal, and |>eirolenm. In the reverberalciry there is

ample iijipnrlunity far the ediiiplelc coiiiliustiiiri ol' the

fuel, without the production nf sunl imd tar-, wliich are

unavoidalilv roriiH'd when wood and bililiiiincMis coal are

burncil in a confined space, as in a cupola.

CoNDiONS.vTiON. Thc smokc of quicksilver furni s

in whieli the pnnluets of eombiislion of the fuel arc in-

termixed with those derived from the ore itself contains

sundry constituents that afTect the subsequent process of

condensation. Tlie principal are iiitrnpcn. <lerivc'd from

the air: carbon dioxide, derived from the fuel ami some-

times in part from decomposed carbonates; carbon mon-

oxide; w;iter-vapor. derived from both ore and fuel; tai-

and soot, derived from the fuel generally. \ni\ someliines

in part from hydrocarbons contaimil in lin- (in-; llie

vapor of mercury; and .sf)lid particles (Hue-dust). Thc

mercurial vapor usually eonstitutes but a small i)art of

the whole, but ils eonden.sation and preservation reiid.T

necessary the cooling of the whole, whereby not only the

mercury but the tar and water also are eondens(^d, adding

much to the cost and complexity of thc process, the in-

cidental coiKlcnsMliDii 111' ibe siilplnir- jrases increasing tin-

difficulty.

When iiicrciii'v is stirred with such nuitcrials as grea.sc,

sugar, suljihur, oil, etc., the liquid met;il is converted

into a gray powder, called 'floured' mercury or 'dead

cned' mercury. It may be brought again into the liquid

form by rubbing. Thc mercury exists in lliis i)i)wder in

globules said to measure only one tw-elvc-tliousaudlh of

an inch. The same effect is produced by the soot given

off in burning the fuel in a furnace : this accompanies the

mercury into thc condensers, flours it, and renders it

more difficult to save. The mercurial soot in such a case

is treated in a variety of ways, as by working with a tool,

mixing with ash, or lime, and by pressing; after which

the remaining sooty mixture, still containing some mer-

cury, is sent back to the furnace to be re-sublimed. The

treatment of mercurial soot is an important part of tin-

technique of quicksilver reduction.

Some means of condensing the quicksilver vapor has to

be employed in connection with every quic-ksilver fui--

nace, whatever its type. Various means of getting the

mercury into the liquid form arc practised, all based

upon the abstraction of heat from the fume (smoke, gas.

vapor) whereby some of the various constituents are

brought below their dew-points and .settle in drops.

Among those that condense is mercury its(df. whii-li is

very easily brought down ; so ea.sily, in fact, that it begins

to condense within thc furnace, at points that do not

reach a temperature above the boiling-point of the metal.

But since the vapor of mercury on cooling forms small

globules—a mist—which to some extent remain sus-

pended in the air, and since also a portion remains quite

uncondensed in air at all temperatures, the problem of

condensation becomes intricate. Furthermore, other

smoke constituents become condensed at the same time,

intermingling with the mercury and adding to the cost

of its recover?'. It is apparent that the whole volume of
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smoke requires cooling, so that the problem becomes (jne

of no small moment in the case of all furnaces and espe-

cially open ones, where the products of combustion are

allowed to mingle with the mercurial vapors. The appa-

ratus of cooling is diverse in character, but all systems

are capable of being classified either into (1) cooling by

atmospheric air; (2) cooling by water; or (3) cooling

by means of ore. The last has been used in a limited

way, and consists merely in placing the cold ore in a

layer on the iron top of the hottest condensing chamber,

whereby it becomes dried and warmed, while at the same

lime the temperature of the chamber beneath is reduced

iji like degree. Or, bo.xes for the temporary reception

of the ore are sunk within the chamber, producing the

same result. This method is scientific in that the heat

abstracted from the smoke is returned to the furnace.

It would not be practicable to carry it so far as to cool

the smoke of open furnaces to the condensing point, as

will be seen.

Cooling by atmospheric air involves the conduction of

the heat of the escaping gases and condensing matters

through the walls of the flue or its enlargements (cham-

bers) and its dissipation in the surrounding air. This

would not be diiificult were it practicable to employ ma-

terials of good heat-conducting powers for the construc-

tion. Sheet-iron would be the obvious choice, but owing

to the character of the smoke, it is im]>raeticable to em-

ploy iron or indeed any other metal. All mercurial ores

contain at least a little sulphur, namely, that combined

with the quicksilver, and most of them contain a larger

quantity held in the pyritic minerals, all of which give

it off in the furnace, forming, as before said, the di-oxide

and tri-oxide of sulphur, the latter of which, on meeting

water-vapor unites therewith, forming sulphuric acid,

which is most corrosive, acting readily upon wrought-

iron and steel, and more slowly on cast-iron. As these

effects are accentuated bj- the presence of moisture, an

ever-present concomitant, it cannot be expected that

ehambere composed wholly or partly of rolled metal in

sheets or plates wiU endure ; and experience shows them

to be practically worthless. However, cast-iron, which

may be had in thick plates, has found some use in the

bottom of such chambers, for which it is well fitted, owing

to the ease with which mercury-tight floors may lie made.

In such places plates two inches thick and upward have

been found to last for two years or more, even \\hen the

acid solutions settled directly upon them. "When kept

dry. as happens when the temperature is so high as to

preclude the condensation of the vapors on their sur-

faces, even wrought-iron and steel sheets arc unaffected,

as is also shown in the good preservation of lioiler-tubes

lieated by the exhaust-gases of copper and otliei' furnaces

that contain oxides of sulphur. These facts suggest some

modifications of the present construction of mercury

condensers.

Lead, while unaffected or but slightly affected by the

sulphur gases, is quickly amalgamated by the mercury

itself; hence is inapplicable. Either from one cause or

another, and from their too gi'cat cost, all other metals

have been found inapplicable, and the main reliance

has been masonry work for the condensing apparatus,

supplemented by earthenware tubes, and in California

the use of wooden or wood and glass constructions, of

which the best examples are found at New Almaden.

Masonry and brickwork are objectionable in that they

are poor conductors of heat; the gases, after passing

through successive chambers of great size, still remain-

ing hot, and requiring further cooling by means of lohg
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CLASSIFICATION OF FURNACES.

Hues, tubes, etc.. before being discharged into the atmos-

phere. It often happens that the first chamber is so

hot as to collect no quicksilver at all. Again, they tend

to absorb the metal in the interstices, and furnaces have

been run for days and weeks before the pores were so

filled as to allow any mercury to appear on the floor,

where it should be found. Nevertheless, they are the

mainstay of the process as generally conducted. "Wooden

constructions possess the merits of being cheap and of

being resistant to acids. Thin boards are used, which,

although poor conductors of heat, lend themselves to

/?un oFMine Ore .

I
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.
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fairly efficient uses. When combined with glass they are

unsurpassed in efficiency. The glass is ordinary window-
glass, set in panes in the wooden framework. It is

superior to any other material, since the internal heat is

not only conducted but is radiated from the interior out-

ward. Experiments have shown that 80% of the heat

rays striking normally on glass panes pass through.

Chambers of this kind, therefore, cool the gases far more
readily than any other construction that depends upon
atmospheric cooling.

In retort-furnaces, where, as before said, the mercurial

vapors are unmixed with combustion gases and are

therefore far less bulky, they are condensed by simple

means. It is only necessary to provide a fairly long

pipe, which may be cooled by the flow of water. At times

even this water-cooling is discarded and the pipe so ar-

ranged as to dip slightly into water at its extremity, the

conden.sed mercury flowing down the tube and collecting

in a trough just below.
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The us»' of water in this wny to cool tin- iiifntirinl

fume hH8 Ikt'ii prm'tis«'«l in iiuuiy loenlities. as Kupplc-

mciitary to air-coolini;. In some oaws \vnl«'r-l)oxes of

cast-iron have heen Imilt into the nMifs aiitl walls of the

conilensinp-chanilMTs. while in others sprays have lieeii

used, playing; upon in>ii surfaces, particularly the roofs,

witii pn^at effirt. It is rarely, however, that the water

has lHH>n introiluceil ilireetly into the stream of gas,

where it would he most effective, chiefly, no douht, he-

caus»' of the stxit and minute plobules of metal that il

would Ih< supposed to carry off. There is no quest ion.

however, that with suitable means for filterinp the li(|iiid.

this source of loss could be obviated, when buildei-s would

be free to utilize water-cooling to its full extent. Water-

cooling has undeniable advantages over air-cooling,

espeeially in the lessened extent of surface necessary, and

the consequently cheaper and smaller constructions. It

would seem possible in this way to reduce the eost and

size of the condensing arrangements, probabl.y to one-

fourth of that now considered necessary, and at the same

time reduce to almost nothing the absorption of mercurial

metal into the walls. This would involve the luse of a

liberal amount of water, with provision for its filtration

to remove suspended matter, the cooling of it, and its

return to the chambers. The liquid would no doubt

become contaminated with sulphur oxides, which, after a

time, would render it acid and compel disuse ; but it

would be feasible to neutralize the acid, by means of

limestone, or in some cases by the burned lime or dolo-

mite so often found in the spent ore. Considering the

great capacity for heat that water has, there should be

no difficulty in devising apparatus to carrj' out this pur-

pose in far less space than is now considered e.s.sential.

Perhaps the most rational way to employ air-cooling

consists in passing air through a series of tubes con-

tained in the hottest part of the first chamber, and then

leading it to the furnace, by which a supply of pre-

heated air is obtained to aid combustion, and at the same

time the smoke is cooled to some extent. Tubes contain-

ing water act still more effectively, and it would seem

practicable to heat the boiler feed-water in tubes so

placed, thereby intercepting heat that would otherwise

be lost, and so conserving fuel that would otherwise have

to be burned to produce power. "We can proceed thus far

with economy and actual benefit to the process. Beyond

this the heat abstracted from the gases would have to be

wasted, for whether it be taken np by the outside air or

by the cooling water it would ultimately be for the sole

purpose of cooling the smoke, and would then be be-

stowed upon the surrounding atmosphere, as indicated.

Strong inducements exist for the wholesale applica-

tion of water to cool and condense the gases of quick-

silver furnaces, the chief of which lies in the possibility,

even the ease, of condensing the mercury in apparatus

occupying small space as compared with that in com-

mon iise. Such apparatus would not differ in form

from that used in a variety of arts, where it is necessary

to purify the smoke of other metallurgical works, par-

ticularly where sulphur fume is evolved. Towers filled

with coke, quartz, or acid-resisting bricks or tiles are

iMiiniiioii ill NiK-h induHtrii'S. and their capabilities an-

Well understood. The sprayinn of riiiiic iiiucli iimre

ctUTosive than lliat cvolvid I'miii iiicrciirial ore is dune

.siicce,s.sfully. and even the applii'atioii of cinistii' linn'.

zinc oxide, and other absorbents for nciitrali/ing dele

terious gaMcs is becoming common. Willi all this wealth

of inveiitiiiii and exix'rieiice at the ilispusal of tln' <|iiirl(

silver metallurgist, il would seem strange if the ciinilu r

some methods of the past do not soon beccnin' in a niMiiiiif

(ilisolcte. In this conncclion I may remark that iin'lal-

liirgists will do well to ponder the advantages of such

new inventions as Cottrell's device for precipitating

certain constituents of smelter smoke, such as line solid

particles, sulphur tri-oxide, etc., with much success. Ap-

parently this invention should succeed admirabl.v when

applied to quicksilver condensal ion. Kvidciitly it would

take the place of coii.slructions that involve the |)riiiciplc

of sedimentation, found important in this art. This im-

plies the use of extended surfa<'es of contact, the object

of which is to throw the mercurial globides by the in-

fluence of contact alone.

1)isf;.\si:s ('Ar.si:i) »v Mkrcvry. The iiiiporlant matter

of the effects of mercury iipon the animal sy.st(!iii, and

especially upon the health of humans, demands .strict

attention. The lu-cathing of mercurial fumes, and even

the prolonged contact of those ores and compounds with

the human body, w-hereby small amounts are absorbed

into the system, produces consequences so grave that the

utmost care must be observed both by the workmen and

those in charge of the operations to lessen the danger of

contamination. Mercury acts pre,judieially upon the

nervous .sy.stem, it impairs the digestion, it in.iures the

motor functions, it impoverishes the blood, and produces,

or at least predisposes to, scuiwy and scrofula. These

and other ill effects are so common among workers that

for a long time the.y were supposed to be unavoidable

and were taken as a matter of course: and it is only of

late years that, the cause having become understood,

they have been prevented. Perfect cleanliness is en-

joined as the best preventive, but such additional safe-

guards as acid foods and avoidance of alcoholic drinks

are also insisted upon. Since it is .supposed that the

mercury taken into the system exists there in the soluble

form, it has been suggested that the use as medicine of

such chemicals as would naturally tend to render it in-

soluble would be indicated; and for this purpose potas-

sium iodide is recommended. Other physieo-eheini.sts

have maintained that the potassium chlorate might act

as beneficially. Probably the most effective means of

preventing mercurial disease consists in adding suction

apparatus to the plant, by which the draught is inward

at all points throughout the chain of furnaces, condens-

ers, and flues, thus preventing the escape of vapors until

the exit-ehimney is reached. A further great improve-

ment tending to the same happy result consists in so

designing the works that the handling of the spent, but

frequently hot and smoking, ore shall be reduced to a

minimum. Little attention has been bestowed upon this

feature, and in works now running we see men engaged

in raking the dangerous stuff from the furnaces.
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Soa^B as n Fa-^DtlilbiaM®! ^%mmt im i?'ii^:c;^d:B^iii'x;2i

By M. H. TluronlMtrry

MANY attempts have been made to use soap as a order to classify them as 'frothing' and 'non-frothing.'

frothing agent in flotation. These attempts After this classification was made, a number of experi-

have been on the whole unsuccessful; and oil ments were perfonned with the selective oil that was best

has come to be considered pre-eminent among substances suited for this ore as a collector of the lead and that at the

that can produce frothing. At the present time the same time did not interfere with the frothing agent,

price of frothiug-oil is increasing; and, in consequence, A Minerals Separation machine built in the School
some of us decided to see if soap could not successfully shops, after the model described in the Enffkieermg &
replace oil as a frothing agent. Mining Journal of Septeml>er 4, 1915. was used in this

111 solving this problem I am indebted to H. T. Mann, work. The machine differed from the model in the fol-

Associate Professor of Metallurgy in charge of the de- lowing particulars: The agitation-box was made three
partment in the Missouri School of Mines, for his many inches higher to prevent splashing. The impeller has two
helpful suggestions. Carl Stifel, a student in the same agitators, one placed about two inches above the other,

institution, also helped by doing a great deal of the A glass plate two inches wide by six inches long was
preliminary work. placed in each side of the spitzkasten for the purpose of

In order to be able to calculate the exact quantity of judging the height and nature of the froth,

the frothing agent used in each charge, a solution was The charge for each experiment consisted of 800 grams
made by di.s.solving five grams of a given soap in water of the ore in 3200 cc. of deep-well water. This water
and adding water until the final volume of the solution carries a large percentage of lime and magnesia. After
was 500 ce. Tlie ore used was galena in a dolomite the charge of ore and water was put into the machine, it

gangue. assaying 5.03% lead. A screen analysis of the was agitated for a few minutes, then 0.5 cc. of oil from
ore gave the following results: c-rade water-gas tar was added, and the agitation con-

Average size Lead tinned for five minutes, after which just enough soap

^^^^^ „'^™; y^, Jto solution was added to form a good froth. The froth that
On 65 0.251 0.75 10.03 ,. -, -, , ^ n^
"200 177 7 50 7 96

tormed during the ftrsi 30 minutes was removed and
" 150 0.125 18.25 4.93 called the 'concentrate.' The charge was then re-oiled

" 200 0.091 20.75 3.55 and. if necessary, more soap solution was added. During
Through 200 52.75 4.87 tlie remainder of the run the froth collected was called

Before running any charges in a machine, a series of a 'middling' product. The results of these tests are

preliminary tests was made of all the oils in stock in shown in the following table:

TABLE I

Obf. Dolomite and galena; assay= 5.03% Pb. Operating Dat.\. Time= 45 minutes; amount of waters
Oil. Kind, oil from crude water-gas tar; amount used, 0.9 3200 cc: amount of ore= 800 grams; speed of machine ^1700

cc; pounds per ton, 2 J. r.p.m.

. Soap , . Concentrate ^ , Middling , , Tailing , , Extraction ,

Test Lab. Am't. Oz. Av. Weight Lead Weight Lead Weight Lead Apparent Actual
No. No. Cc. per ton Lb. % Lb. % Lb. % % %
1 1 10.0 4.0 18.65 79.40 18.85 58.50 720 1.03 80 64

2 2 12.0 4.8 16.67 78.20 20.14 49. .50 737 1.28 76 57

3 3 3.7 l.'S 18.60 79.00 22.52 51.00 732 0.86 84 68
4 4 1.5 0.6 16.40 75.50 13.30 72.30 730 1.43 73 55
5 5 9.0 3.3 16.45 78.30 10.85 69.50 732 1.48 72 50
6 6 3.0 2.0 10.60 78.20 10.95 69.60 761 2.37 55 49
" 7 5.0 2.0 16.50 77.40 12.50 63.72 747 1.48 62 51
'^ 8 1.0 0.4 13.70 78.80 16.65 70.93 745 . 1.43 74 56
9 9 9.0 3.3 14.70 79.90 11.20 76.20 750 1.66 68 54
10 10 3.0 1.1 1,3.20 80.00 14.60 71.00 745 1.58 70 52
11 11 3.0 1.1 16.00 79.50 10.80 72.10 750 1.86 63 51

12 12 9.0 3.3 16.30 78.80 14.10 72.20 745 1.52 71 57
13 13 2.0 0.8 18.70 79.00 14.30 75.40 742 1.58 70 64
1-4 14 3.0 1.1 21.00 83.40 14.30 73.10 750 1.43 75 69
15 15 8.0 3.2 15.20 79.50 9.00 73.50 755 2.12 60 45
16 16 in.O 4.0 19.60 79.80 9.80 76.40 750 l.lfi 80 57
I'? IT 4.0 1.6 15.40 78.50 8.00 71.80 750 2.04 61 45
18 IS 8.0 3.2 17.40 82.90 11.40 72.00 760 1.68 68 54
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TAIll.K II

Omk. Saiiip n* Tnlilo I. On. Kliiil. oil from crudo wiiltM-KitM lar: iiiimiiiiiI, iI.!I cc. ;

Opc»at!mi i>xtv Same as Table I. pouiuls per ton, 2J.

Soaji , ,— Concentrate—, , MIddlliiK ^ Wn»hlnK Tiillliif. Kxlnirtlon—

i

Test Ijib Ani't. Ot. Av. WolRht Ix>ad WclKht liOnd WoIkIiI I-oiid WcIkIii l^-ml Apimn'Mt Actual

No. No. Cc. |>crton 1,1). ""r M>. '"<- M'- ''r Mi. '',
'.;•

''<

1 I 10 4.0 17.60 78.2 19.5 57.6 31 12.32 715 0.01 88 62

:> 3 3 1.2 1S.65 79.3 23.5 52.0 37 11.50 697 Tnire 99 08

S 10 3 1.2 14.35 80.5 16.7 71.0 28 17.50 731 0.72 86 57

4 14 3 1.3 23.00 82.7 16.1 72.2 32 12.70 616 0.32 89 76

The apiiai>'iit cxtniftii'ii wa.s i-ali'iilnti-d as follows: tli >iii'i'iitrali's \w\-y mailc np of luinns lOfl-mcsIi inn

II = pt'i^vntimi' of lead in headiiijjr.
ti'rial, imd tliat this lii^'li luilintr i.s due to llic coai-sf lead

r= pervontinri' of lead in i-oncentrato. rcniaininii.

T r=r pen-entiipi' of lead in Uiiling. '" "''''' '" •""i-k llir aliovi- .statcmi'iil. a pnrlion of tlic

C(H -T> .
'"•' ^^'"•'' I't'-nroiiml and jja.sscd liiroiiKli fi inO-incsli scriTii

H(C-T) ' ' of 0.104 mm. opcninp. l-'mir tests were iim on lliis ma-

The aottial oxtntction was caU-ulateil hy tiinliiis: llu' terial. Tlif n'sults ari- shown in 'I'alilc III.

grams of metjillio lead in tluM-oncentratcs and niid<lliii};s; The following jioints arc notii-ralih' ;

adding these results and finding what proportion this was 1. The amount nf dil ami .soap n(|uiiid is less ilian

of the metallic lead in the feed. for treatinf,' the eoarsiT nialcnal.

The n^covery in all cases is lower than it should he. 2. The weight of the lonccntrate is greater ImiI it

owing to the fact that the machine is constructed of contains more gangue.

wood, so that oiled sulphides eling to the sides. When .1. Less lead was left in the tailings.

the tailing is withdrawn and the machine washed out 4. The percentage of recovery is higher.

these sulphides go into the tailing, thereby increasing the A few experiments were made to (letciniine tl nVit

percentage of lead in this product. Table II shows to of an excess of soap. Table IV shows these results.

what extent this factor influences the final results. The following conclusions arc drawn:

A composite sample of the tailings from runs No. 1 to 1. That soap can be used as a frothing agent in the

18 was taken and a s<-reen analysis made of this product flotation of galena, when used in combination with a suit-

to detennine where the losses were, as follows: able selective oil.

Average size Lead 2. A small amount of soap must be used in a froth-

Mesh Mm. % % iii^ agent, for when used in large quantities the gangue
On 65.. ... 0.251 1.04 10.20 floats with the concentrate.

J?^ ^-J^ Jt, 9'fi«
3- The lead in the tailings is due to two things:

" loO 0.1^0 14.6^ J.bo . .

..
,j,Q QQ9J \%zi 1.54 ^^') The oued sulphides stick to the sides or the ma-

Through 200 58.92 1.18 chine and are wa.shed into the tailings. This \vould not

Comparing this analysis with that of the original ore. occur in continuous operation, but is of interest in tests.

it is very evident that practically none of the material (6) The material floated is principally of minus

on plus 100-mesh floated. Hence, the conclusion is that 100-mesh. the coarse material going into the tailing.

TABLE III

Ore. Same as Table \. All through 150 mesh; 0.104 mm. Operating Data. Time = l hour; amount of water= 3200

opening. cc: amount of ore^ROO grams; speed of machine = 170^1

On.. Kind, oil from crude water-gas tar; amount used. 0.7 r.p.m.

CO.: pounds per ton, 1.7.

Soap V , Concentrate v , Middling , , Tailing , , Extraction

Test Lab. Am't. Oz. At. Weight Lead Weight Lead Weight Lead Apparent Actual

No. No. Cc. per ton Lb. % Lb. % Lb. % % ''/'

1 1 2.0 0.8 24.9 72.6 19.9 58.5 728 • 0.17 -96 74

2 2 3.5 1.3 25.4 70.4 19.9 57.5 732 0.66 88 65

3 3 1.5 0.6 23.6 71.2 20.5 65.2 730 0.71 87 75

4 ; 1.0 0.4 2S 4 74.4 14.2 57.7 734 0.40 91 67

TABLE IV

Ore. Same as Table I. On.. Kind, oil from crude water-gas tar; amount used. 0.9

Operating Data. Same as Table I. cc. ; pounds per ton, 21^ ^^^_
, Soap V r-—Concentrate , , Middling v

, Tailing > , Extraction >

Test Lab. Am't. Pounds Weight Lead Weight Lead Weight Lead Apparent Actual

No. No. Cc. per ton Lb. % Lb. % Lb. % % %
1 1 20 0.5 35.0 31.60 37.5 18.26 705 2.87 47 45

2 3 25 0.5 40.5 22.30 45.6 6.71 68?. 3.12 44 30

3 9 40 1.0 52.0 7.62 47.3 4.28 687 4.21 36 15

4 12 40 1.0 56.0 7.81 42.5 4.12 675 4.37 30 15

5 14 60 1.5 73.0 6.25 52.5 4.07 653 4.52 37 16
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The miniug iudustry lias never been more prosperous.

Regular producers are increasing shipments steadily and

the smellei-s are operating to capacity. Higli metal

prices have enabled many old producers to resume. The

coming of spring has stimulated state-wide activity, and

110 one district has a monopoly of interest. With the

product of the Utah Copper Co. sold months ahead,

the increasing demand and price for lead ores, the long-

delayed rise in silver, operators are well content. There

have been some shipments of tungsten ore. A few cars of

manganese ore have been shipped from Emery county,

and in the Tiutic district the Chief Consolidated has

started production of manganese from its property in

Homansville, and expects to make some large shipments

in the near future. There is a slight inei-ease, even, in

the activity in the radium districts, some of the pro-

ducers having sold a little ore to the Government, and

a few independent buyers taking small lots at prices 25

to 33% less than before the War. Developments in

potash follow one another rapidly. Two strong com-

panies are at work at Marysvale, two others are at work

on the brine of Great Salt lake, and the Pennsylvania

Salt Co. is reported to be backing an enterprise looking

to the extraction of aluminum from the alunite of

Marysvale, but no authentic data can be obtained as to

how this is proposed to be done. Ozokerite production

has been begun by one plant in eastern Utah. There is

even a mild interest in drilling for oil in southern Utah.

The seasonal dullness in coal mining has arrived. The
principal development of interest to coal operators was

the final decision of the Secretary of the Interior award-

ing title to 4160 acres of coal land in Emery county to

the Freed estate. Six years ago patent to this land was

denied on the ground of fraud and indictments were

secured against some prominent coal-men and mining

attorneys. Final vindication of these men has been

well received.

Dividends for the first quarter surpass all past

records. They total .$4,795,475, of which Bingham mines

contributed $4,286,225, Park City, $326,250, and Tinlie.

$146,000. One mine in Beaver county paid .$25,000, and

the Lakeview distributed the balance of .$30,000. It is

expected that others will appear on the list soon, and the

present rate will be exceeded. A record of over $20,000.-

000 is confidently expected for 1916.

At Park City the old producers are shipping heavily.

Among the improvements in immediate prospect are th''

electrolytic zinc plant of the Daly Judge, increased

capacity for the Broadwater mills, completion of the

Daly Judge surface improvements, electric hoist and

c'oinpres.sor, electrification of the Daly mine, and a new
50-ton mill and 2-mile aerial tramwa}' for the Silver

King Consolidated. All of these improvements are of a

permanent nature and reflect the increa.sing prosperity

of an old district. Operations have been resumed at the

American Flag mine, and at the Daly West mill. Ship-

ments in March were 6110 tons of ore and concentrate,

contributed by 11 shippei-s.

At Bingham production is being rushed by both cop-

per and lead mining companies. The Utah Apex is

shipping 600 tons of lead ore daily. Utah Consolidated

has paid a dividend of $225,000. The lease on the Ohio

Copper property is treating daily 2400 tons of ore, which

is said to contain a little less than 1% copper, of which

about 50% is saved. There is renewed talk of a re-

organization of the company.

The latest addition to the shipping li.st at Tintic is the

Tintic Standard, which has commenced production from
a large body of galena ore on its 1500-ft. level. This is

tangible reward for the persistent efforts of its manage-
ment in the face of discouraging and even disparaging

opinion of many of the 'experts' on Tintic ore-deposition.

Properties on which work has been resumed or an-

nounced are the Zuma in East Tintic, the Utah Con-
solidated, Carisa, and Tintic Lily, which will sink to

1000 ft. Another shift has been added at the Gold Chain
and Grand Central. The territory of the Beck Tunnel
and the Plutus is to be explored in the hope of restoring

these properties to active production. The Eagle & Blue
Bell has resumed .shipments after completing the installa-

tion of a new electric hoist and compressor. The Ii'on

Blossom has announced a dividend of $100,000 to be paid

in May. The Sioux Con. has been stimulated by develop-

ments in the Iron Blossom to seek the extension of the

great copper orebody in its own territory.

From Beaver county comes the announcement of new
work by the Beaver Capper and the Beaver Lake Metals

in the Beaver Lake district ; Los Angeles capital for the

Goldzone of Fortuna, the discovery of a new silver-lead

orebody on the vigorous young Moscow, the commence-
ment of development on the Nellie group, resumption of

work by the Knights on the King David and Indian

Queen at Frisco, rumors of resumption at the famous
old Cactus, The Mammoth Copper Co. has been in-

corporated to operate a new property 14 miles north-

east of Milford. Development has proceeded to the point

where it is planned to ship four cars of copper ore per

week. The Horn Silver has been enabled to pay another

dividend of $25,000 from the proceeds from the bond
and lease on its dump, which the Caldo company is

treating b.y flotation.

Many more companies are planning work in Big and
Little Cottonwood. Among them are the Howell, ad-

joining the Cardiff' on the west, and now under control

of Cardiff officials ; the Canton, an old-timer ; the Cotton-

wood-Atlantis, controlling the old Moltke mine near the

South Hecla ; and the Secret. The Sells, Alta Con., and

Michigan-Utah are shipping. The Cottonwood ]\Ietal has

taken over the Walrous ground and will equip it. An
agreement has been reached by the City and County of

Salt Lake and the ilaxfield and Cardiff mines providing

for the expenditure of .$30,000 in widening and straight-

ening (he Big Cottonwood road, in order that tractors

may be substituted for horses, and one source of con-

tamination for the city's water-supply be eliminated.
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Geological Conditions at tho
Panama Canal

Some enginoeriug problems of the Panama Canal in

tlieir relation to treologj' «"il topojrraphy an- ilisi-nsscd

l>y OonaKl F. MoPonaUl in Hull.'tin 8(5 of the Unitftl

States Bnroan of Minos. Mr. McPonald was di'taik'tl

as geologist to tlie Panama Canal, while it was niulor

onstniction. and is now with the Burean of Jlinos.

riio paper aims to diseuss. from the viewpoint of the

mining geologist, the bearing of topograiihio and i;ei>-

loeie eonditions on certain jiroblems that arose in the

constnu'tion of the Canal.

In all. there is a clear record of four oscillations in

the npion of the Canal and the beginning of another

ilevation. The average rate of uplift for, say, the last

1000 years has been less than 3 ft. in 100 years. It is

believed that the sinking of the ocean bottom outside

the relatively shallow depths of the isthmian shore-

waters has been the chief cause of the earthquake

periods that have, so far as the records go, visited the

isthmus every SO to 35 years and that each of these

seismic disturbances has resulted in some increased

elevation of the land mass. From the various oscilla-

tions of tlie land above and below sea-level, one would

expect that the rocks constituting the isthmian land

mass would have become broken and dislocated in

these upward and downward movements, and this is

the case. Great fracture planes cut the rock and trend

mostly north-east and south-west, or approximately par-

allel with the axis of the land mass, with some minor

fractures leading in other directions. Along these

fracture planes differential movements, some of which

measure hundreds of feet, have taken place. The fric-

tional drag of these movements has crushed and broken

the softer rocks for several feet on each side of the

plane of motion.

This faulting has had an important bearing on engi-

neering, because the faulted zones, especially where

the rocks are extensively crushed and broken, have

tended to promote slides. Culebra Cut is a vast ditch

that passes through many varieties of rock in the nine

miles of its length. Some of these are weak and un-

stable, and where the slopes of the cut were steep and

from 100 to 300 ft. high, the weaker rocks were crushed

down to flatter slopes. The flatness depended on the

material involved, but, whatever the material, when-

ever the slope got flat enough the sliding stopped. The

slides have made necessary the excavation of about 30,-

000.000 en. yd. more than was included in the first

estimates for Culebra Cut. but they have not in the

past and will not in the future endanger the ultimate

success of the Canal. The largest and most important

slides developed from structural breaks and deforma-

tions. Fortunately, they occurred only near Culebra

in a section of the cut not much over a mile long. These

deformations first manifested themselves by the ap-

pearance of either one or of a set of cracks or fissures

parallel or somewhat oblique to the edge of the cut.

iiiiii I'luiii a few to hundreds of yards buck from it and

from each other. Some of tiiem were traeealile on the

surface for several hundred yards ami gradually de

velo]te(l into perpendicular crevices a« niin-ii .'is one

third of a yard wide and numy yards deep.

Though it is not imjiossible that a d<'Ntructive earth-

quake might visit the Canal, still it is extremely ini

probable for the following reasons:

1. The large innuber of tremors detected every

month by the recording instruments is evidenetj that

slow atljnstmcnts are constantly taking jtlaee and tinis

that no great accumulations of stress that might liilcr

culminate in a big shock are probable.

2. The absence from the Isthmus region ol' liitili

motintains and of geologically recent volcanic activity

is evidence in favor of the probable absence of earth-

quakes, especially as sueh higii mountains are a strik-

ing geologic feature of the whole Central American

earthquake belt.

3. The presence of numerous small faults and of the

faulted conditions of such volcanic cores as Gold hill

and Contractors hill is evidence that ad.iustmont here

has progressed well on toward normal eonditions of

equilibrium.

4. The tensile strength of the ma.iority of the rocks

within the Canal Zone is rather low. and they would

shear with comparative ease, thus preventing any rela-

tively great accumulation of stress that might result

in a comparatively intense shock. However, experi-

ence teaches that where earthquakes happen, the build-

ings suffering the maximum destructive effects are

those built on loose and friable material. This con-

sideration might therefore subtract a little from the

saving benefit,s of the yielding and preventive quali-

ties of the Canal Zone rocks.

5. Over 300 years of earthquake observation shows

only two shocks of considerable magnitude, and there

is every reason to believe that the severest of these

would not have seriously damaged even the most deli-

eate parts of the Canal.

That many small and harmless shocks will traverse

the Canal Zone is certain but that the Canal is in any

real danger from earthquakes is contrary' to all the

evidence.

Improved conditions in the mining industry- are in-

dicated by the prosperity of the houses that manufac-

ture and sell mining machinery, as compared with the

lean year .iust preceding. For example, Ingersoll-Rand

Co. earned $.5,459,884 in 1915, as against $1,967,723 in

1914, and had a surplus on hand January 1 last of

$5,333,323. Sullivan JIachinery Co. had net earnings

in 1915 equivalent to about 14% on the capital stock.

Efficiency engineers are disturbed over a bill intro-

duced in Congress to make it unlawful for any ofBcer,

manager, superintendent, or foreman, having charge of

work for the U. S. government to make "with a stop-

watch a time-study of any job of any employee of the

government."
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CONCENTRATES
Readers of the MI.N'liXG and Scinili/ic PRESS are mviled In ask qiieslions

and fiive in/orrimfiori dccilitig v:Uh technical and other matters pertaining to th^

praclice of mining, milling, and smeltinA-

Corrosion is an electrolytic phenoiuenoii.

Veins containing tungsten minerals are as a rule

found near intrusive igneous bodies, mostly granites and

quartz-monzonites, from whose magmas the vein-min-

erals are believed to have been derived.

Isinglass is a term frequently used for mica. This is

wrong. The former is a gelatine obtained from the

sturgeon, a Russian fish ; wliile mica is a silicate of

alumina and potash, usually associated with gneiss and

schists.

To SLAKE lime is to assuage or quench it with water,

forming the anhydrous calcium oxide, called quicklime

or .slaked lime, not slack-lime. The process is called

'slaking,' not 'slacking.' The latter is a common corrup-

tion which should be avoided.

Mining methods at the Copper Queen, Arizona, were

as follows in 1915 : square-set, 65.9% ; top-.slice, 18.79% ;

eut-and-fill, 15.2% ; and shrinkage, 0.2%. The second

and third systems increased 4.8% and 7%, respectively;

square-set decreased 10.2% ; these changes reduced the

cost of ore extraction.

Cement produces a peculiar skin eruption, resembling

the itch. It is caused by the alkaline content of tlie con-

crete acting on the skin of the hands and face, especially

where already softened by water. Cloth gloves, the cov-

ering of the skin with a fat or grease, and careful wash-

ing will prevent the inconvenience.

Storing fuel-oil under water for the use of sub-

marines is accomplished by employing submersible

barges in the form of a tank 150 ft. long and 30 ft. diam-

eter with hemispherical ends. This tank will hold 2400

tons of oil, and can be submerged by admitting water to

the compartments at the ends. Compressed air ma.v be

used to bring the vessel to the surface.

Costs in the zinc-lead region of Missouri-Kansas-

Oklahoma are remarkably low. At Webb City one sheet-

ground operator reports from $1 to $1.25 per ton for

mining and milling ; another in similar ground at Soutli

Carterville, $1.40, 35c. being treatment charge; and in

the Miami district, all expenses, including insurance,

etc., was $1.07 per ton over a period of 2i years.

Emeralds at Muzo, Colombia, are found in a forma-

tion of thin beds (§- in. thick) of .shale and lim(>stone

alternating, the former predominating. The shale is a

dense, black rock, soiling the hands with excess carbon-

aceous matter. The beds are gently to severely folded,

in places contorted. Fractures are prominent, mostly

'healed' by calcite. The stones are seldom found in the

shale or limestone alone, but usually in the calcite veins.

Open-cut is the method of mining. The emerald-bearing

calcite is removed by hand and sorted.

Chains are designated by the diameter of the i-od from
which the links are made, as 4-in., f-in., etc. Also they

are distinguished by the form of the link, as close-link,

in which one link is just large enough to enclose the two
adjacent ones; open-link, in which the link is larger; bar-

link, which consists of open links with a bar across the

middle of each ; twisted-link, applied usually when the

twist is 90°; and straight or flat-link, when the twist is

less.

The 8-hour shift as introduced at a number of mines

has proved successful. In most regions, white men will

do as much drilling, tramming, or other hard labor re-

quiring sustained energy, in eight hours as in ten. On
the other hand in some out-of-the-way or Southern dis-

tricts, where a leisurely mode of working still prevails,

it would be impossible to spur the men to do as much in

eight hours as in ten, and for the most part such work-

men probably prefer the longer day in which they can

take things more deliberately.

The brittleness of copper, developed during the

smelting and frequently ascribed to 'burning,' is in

reality a de-oxidation. This brittlenes,s in commercial

copper is said to be caused by the too-great reduction of

the cuprous oxide around the copper grains, leaving a

.spongy mass of little mechanical strength. Therefore

in the process of smelting, it has been found advisable to

leave a small amount of oxygen in the copper, in order

that it may retain the desirable properties of ductility

and strength.

Power production is changing from reciprocating

types of machinery to rotary types. This change has

been a marked feature of the machinery field during re-

cent years. The steam turbine is replacing the recipro-

cating engine for many purposes. The centrifugal pump
often is substituted for the reciprocating pump ; rotary

condensers, rotary air-blowers and compressors are find-

ing favor. The advantages urged for the rotary units

are simplicity of design, small space, balance, low cost,

and maintenance. The steam turbine, too, uses steam

that otherwise would be wasted.

Unwatering a shaft of the Catskill aqueduct in Mom-
ing.side Park, New York, for the purpose of inspection or

repairs, is accomplished by four-stage centrifugal pumps.
The peculiar point is, however, that the pumps are

floated on the surface of the water in a hollow steel cylin-

der partly .submerged. The water enters the pumps by
passages in the bottom of the float, and, as the submerg-

ence of the float is constant no matter how much the

water in the shaft may be lowered, no change occurs in

1he pump intake. This device is not new and has been

used for unwatering mines, but is simple and interesting.
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FLAT RIVER, MISSOURI

Revival is Ou» Districts.—I mpbovements at Ki ai Kivkr.

The Madison County district In southeastern Missouri Is

the scene of great mining activity this spring. lOasieni

capital Is Interested, and several neglected proiierlles are being

re-opened. The Catherine mines are being worked after hav-

ing been closed for several years. A great deal of land Is

being purchased by outside people for future development.

Other old mines to be re-opened are the Silver proprtles on

the St. Francis river, about 10 miles west of Fiederlcktown.

These mines were operated about 40 years ago for lead and

silver, and later closed. The old shafts are being cleaned out,

and a hoist erected. Tungsten is searched for, and a test

shipment of 1250 lb. has just been made.

In the Flat River district the Federal Lead Co. Is building

Its new mill, day and night, and expects to complete it this

summer. In its other plant the company has installed r\

Marathon mill for testing purposes, and is at present grinding

the jig middlings for table treatment. These mills are still

in the e.xperimental stage.

The St. Joseph Lead Co. is working on plans and speciflca

tlons for a new power-plant to cost $250,000, to be constructed

at Rlvermlnes this summer and fall. The building will be of

steel and brick, and should be one of the best in the State.

The engine will be a steam turbine of 3500 kw., single unit,

and is so arranged that a duplicate can be installed later.

The new plant will run in parallel with the present system.

The company has a steam-turbine plant at Leadwood, and a

gas power-plant at Bonne Terre.

The Desioge Lead Co. has installed a Harriinge mill, to grind

the oversize of the jig middlings. The discharge is sent to

a Dorr drag-classifier, the overflow going to flotation, and the

drag discharge returning to the mill circuit.

LEADVILLE, COLORADO
FLBTUKE DBAIXAGt SCHEMES.

A contract has been closed between the Western Mining Co.

and the Empire Zinc Co. for lowering the water in the Wolf-

tone shaft from its present level at SCO ft., 180 ft. to what is

known as the 1000-ft. level. The draining of the Woiftone to

this depth will give access to immense bodies of sulphide ores

now under water, and will completely drain the Robert Emmst
shaft, S50 ft. deep, which, with surrounding territory was re-

cently purchased from the Small Hopes-Boreel Mining Co. by

the Empire Zinc people for $500,000. J. H. Bowler, with W.

C. Jones, of the Layne & Bowler Corporation, manufacturers

of the Layne centrifugal pumps with headquarters at Los

Angeles, California, is here installing the sinking-pump in the

Woiftone shaft. The pump is a vertical turbine with a capac-

ity of 2000 gal. per minute. It is being placed in the shaft at

the SOO-ft. level and connected with the large steam plant now

operating at that point. The steam plant has a capacity of

2000 gal., and at the present time is throwing only 650 gal. per

minute. The sinker will force the station equipment to its

limit and will drain the shaft at the rate of 1350 gal. per

minute. The unwatering is estimated to require from two to

three weeks. The selection of the Layne type of pump is

largely due to the decision of the manager of the Western

Mining Co., S. D. Nicholson, who made a personal inspection

of the Woiftone shaft prior to llie coiiipleilnii nf llie dnilnagu

contract. There is another liirj;e plant of i)uiii|iln»; iiiacliliirry

on the nSOft. level In the Woiftone that has been iindrr water

for a number of years. When the water has been lowered to

this point, It is proposed to repair the 'drowned' iiiaclilnery

and pump the flow by it directly to the Burface. The drain-

ing of the Woiftone Is regarded as one of the most important

enterprises that have been undertaken at Ijeadvllle this year.

The strong market now prevailing for zinc and lead sulphide

ores, and the sharp advances being made In the price of nllvor

have created an unprecedented demand for the huge deiioslls

of ore that have been under water in the Woiftone shaft for

years. It is known that the sulphide zone in the Woiftone and

other holdings of the Western Mining Co. is equally as rich

and extensive as the carbonate. Many millions of dollars have

been taken from the Woiftone as carbonate of zinc, and an

equal quantity should be extracted. The influence of the Wolf-

tone drainage will not only affect the property itself but will

also unwater the richest section of the district. The holdings

of the KniiHve company are authoritatively stated to be the

richest lead and zinc mines here. Immense bodies of this kind

of ore are now being mined above the fiOO-ft. level. Last month

$50,000 worth of lead and zinc sulphide was shipped from the

property. These upper stopes are small in comparison to those

known to exist throughout the lower workings. Output from

these mines will be more than doubled as soon as the un-

watering is complete.

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA

New Miniso Regulations.—Production of East anh West

KooTEXAY, Rossland, Ainswobth, Nelson, Boundary,

Revelstoke, and Coast Di.stricts.—Zinc.

Recent important occurrences here include two that are of

more than ordinary interest to mining men: One is the

change made in the law relating to the method of dealing with

Crown-granted (patented) mineral claims forfeited for non-

payment of taxes, so as to facilitate acquirement of such

claims by prospectors who shall do development work on

them and find it to their interest to secure title to the prop-

erty; the other is a decision by the Mining Committee of the

Provincial Legislature that John Hopp, of Seattle, Washington,

and his associates are fully entitled under the Placer Mining

Act to leases granted to them of certain placer-gold ground at

Bullion, Cariboo, which was for years the scehe of the chief

activities of the late John B. Hobson, who prior to 1906

established and operated for a Canadian company the largest

hydraulic gold-mining enterprise in British Columbia, posses-

sion of which passed to the Guggenheim interests of New

York and was afterward abandoned by them. At the end of

1913 the company that had been organized by the Guggenheims

to acquire and operate the Bullion property sold to Robert T.

Ward for $20,000 its assets which, however, did not include

title to the ground, since failure to renew its free miner's

certificate in 1912 had resulted automatically by law in for-

feiture of the leases. Mr. Hopp and associates re-located the

ground after it had been open to location nearly 18 months,

and now they are confirmed in their title to it.

As to mining in East Kootenay, the only important pro-

ducer among the metalliferous mines is the Consolidated Min-
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ing & Smelting Co.'s Sullivan mine which, during the quarter

ended March 31, shipped to the company's smelter at Trail

16,497 tons of ore, a small proportion of which was zinc ore,

and by far the greater part lead ore.

In West Kootenay, Rossland mines continue to maintain

their long lead in ore production over those of other parts of

this extensive district. The total quantity of gold-copper ore

shipped to Trail during the first quarter of the year from

Rossland mines was 84,994 tons, of which 45,822 tons was
from the Consolidated Co.'s Centre Star group, 35,308 tons

from the same company's Le Roi mine, and practically all the

remainder from the Josie group of the Le Roi No. 2, Ltd.

Production of silver-lead ore in the Slocan mining division

amounted to 3195 tons during the quarter; about one-half of

that quantity was from the Standard mine near Silverton,

with the Galena Farm, Hewitt and Lucky Thought, in the

same part of district, and the Noonday, Reco, Rambler-Cariboo,

Ruth, and Slocan Star, in central Slocan, and half-a-dozen

smaller shippers in various parts of the district, also contribut-

ing to the above-mentioned total, which was the amount of

silver-lead ore and concentrate received at Trail. Shippers

of zinc concentrate to United States reduction works were

the Galena Farm, Hewitt, Lucky Jim, Rambler-Cariboo, Ruth,

and Slocan Star. Additions of machinery and plant are being

made to the Slocan Star concentrating mill, and enlargement

of the custom concentrator at Rosebery, Slocan lake, is being

arranged for.

Ainsworth, with a total of 5212 tons shipped to Trail, and
Nelson with 708 tons, are other West Kootenay divisions.

In the former, the No. 1 with 2381 tons of silver-lead ore and
the Bluebell 1968 tons of lead concentrate, were the larger

shippers; the list also includes the Florence. Highland, Utica,

and several others. In Nelson division, the chief production

was by the Hudson Bay mine, which shipped oxidized zinc

ore to the United States, while the Emerald sent 436 tons of

lead ore to Trail. The Queen and Granite both milled gold

ore; the Eureka shipped copper ore to Trail after having been
off the list of producers for a number of years.

Of the several zinc-reduction projects that have had news-

paper notice only one—that of the Consolidated Mining &
Smelting Co. at Trail—has made actual practical progress in

Kootenay district. The production of electrolytically refined

zinc on a commercial scale is an accomplished fact at Trail,

where the newly-erected and equipped refinery is now in

regular operation. It has been announced that preparations

for making sulphuric acid are being advanced by the Con-

solidated company, and that its plans for the electrolytic re-

fining of copper will shortly be carried out.

In Boundary district, the Granby Consolidated company
now has all of its eight blast-furnaces at Grand Forks in full

operation, after having had two out of commission through the

winter season. At Greenwood, the British Columbia Copper
Co. recently blew in a second furnace, having arranged for a

sufficient supply of ore to admit of this extension of smelting

operations. Milling gold ore at the .Jewel mill, by the lessees

of that company's property, was to be undertaken in April.

Hauling ore from the Union mine, in Franklin camp, will be

resumed as soon as the wagon road will stand the heavy
traffic. In Camp Hedley, Similkameen, the customary progress

is being made at the Nickel Plate gold mine and 40-stamp mill.

In the Coast district, the Britannia Mining & Smelting Co.

continues to carry out an extensive plan of development of its

Howe Sound copper mines, and is mining and concentrating

about 1500 tons of ore a day. The Tonopah-Belmont Develop-

ment Co. has acquired and is further developing the Surf Inlet

gold mine, Princess Royal island. The Granby Consolidated

Co. is operating to present full capacity its copper property at

Hidden creek and smelting works at Anyox, Observatory inlet.

The Rocher Deboule company, which in the second half of last

year shipped to Anyox about 17,000 tons of 8% copper ore, is

now shipping to Tacoma, Washington, and the Silver Standard,

also near Hazelton, Omineca division, is sending some silver-

lead ore to Trail.

'The Solution of Some Hydraulic Mining Problems on Ruby
Creek, British Columbia,' is the title of a paper written for

the Arizona meeting of the A. I. M. E. by Chester F. Lee and

T. M. Daulton of Seattle. This district is 17 miles east of

Atlin. Gold was found there in 1S9S, and the output to date

from placer mines is $4,518,000. The great width of the

deposit, (250 ft.), flood-waters, poor pumping facilities, and

large boulders were the difficulties. These were overcome by

dividing the ground up the creek into two series of pits.

First one was sluiced for 400 ft., then the other was started,

working alternately. The boulders are blasted when the pits

become too full of them. In the flood season only one pit is

CBOSS-SECTION OF BTJBY CEEEK SHOWING POSITION OF GR.\VELS

BEING WORKED BY HYDEAULICKING.

worked, an arrangement of sluices allowing the excess water

to go to waste. The gold-saving sluice-boxes, 42 in. wide,

are lined with carbon-steel (0.9% carbon) plates, in place of

spruce blocks used previously. After a season's wear (150

days), when 67,940 cu. yd. of gravel flowed over them, the

plates showed an abrasion of 1/32 in. In 1915 6380 boulders

were drilled and blasted and 21,955 'bulldozed' without drill-

ing. In two years the average was one boulder for 2.5 yd. of

gravel moved. Sullivan DA-19 40-lb. hammer-drills are used.

All costs in 1915 totaled 47.6c. per cu. yd. The property is

owned by the Placer Gold Mines Co. of Seattle, in charge of

T. M. Daulton.
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ALASKA
•\Vlr»le«a Servic© in AInska' Is the title of nil article In the

April Issue of Thf WirfUss Wortil. of Ix)ndon, England. A

brief thouRli good description Is given of the Territory, noting

that progress Is Impossible without rapid means of (•oniniuiii-

cation. The cable and telegraph service Is frequently Inter-

rupted on account of storms and volcanic dlsturbanres. The

Government, as well as mining and flshlng companies have

erected several wireless stations. The Marconi company has

semi high-power Installations at Juneau and Ketchikan, 2.'iO

miles apart. These have regular service with Astoria and

Portland. The towers for the aerials in Alaska are 300 ft

high. The wireless conditions in Alaska are peculiar, due

possibly to the geographical shape of the country and the

continuous daylight during the summer months.

Jl'SEAU

On the west side of Funter bay the Alaska Gold Mining

Co. has 17 men at work, this number to be augmented to 20m

during the summer. A bunk-house of this capacity is to be

built. Proposed work Is a 5 by 18-ft. shaft to 600 ft. depth,

and a 9 by 12-ft. adit 1500 ft. long. W. S. Pekovich is super-

intendent.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

During the quarter ended March .31 the Shattuck-Arizona

produced 4.682.691 lb. copper. 1538 oz. gold, and S96.5 oz. silver,

with a net profit of $"Sl,38ii.

GII..V COU.NTV

(Special Correspondence.)—Pending the delivery of the

electrical equipment for the power-plant at the Eureka shaft,

and of additional electric pumps, the Arizona Commercial

Copper Co. is limiting operations mainly to sloping ore on the

13th and 14th levels of the Copper Hill mine. Daily shipments

to the Old Dominion smelter average 150 tons of sulphide,

most of which is smelting ore. The most important develop-

ment under way is a raise to connect the 1200 and 1000-ft.

levels at Copper Hill. This raise has been carried up 130 ft.

in ore, the quality of which is steadily improving. It is

apparently a continuation of the sulphide orebody below. At

the Eureka shaft the Sth level is being opened, and the super-

intendent. Robert Boyd, states that the indications there are

good. Some silicious ore from the Eureka is being shipped

to the Copper Queen smelter at Douglas. '

It is expected that

about $75,000 worth of new equipment, including electric

pumps, turbines, boilers, compressors, etc., will be installed

by June 1. At present about 800,000 gal. of water must be

cared-for daily. The company's best ore is on the 1400-ft. level.

The shoot, an extension of the Old Dominion vein, is widen-

ing as development continues east, the last stope showing a

width of 40 ft. of ore.

Globe, May 2.

Silicious ore is again being sent from the Live Oak mine at

Miami to the International smelter.

MOH-WE COUXTY

According to S. S. .Tones, who recently resigned as super-

intendent of the Tom Reed mine at Oatman, the deepest work-

ings are at 1400 ft., the total openings are 30,007 ft., and gold

output to date approximately 16,000,000.

The Gold Ore mine is sending from 20 to .30 tons of %:H ore

to the Gold Road mill dally. This conu-B from the r.30-fl. level.

Extensive developnicnl Is under way at the Out man Amal-

gamated, Oalnian*('oinlpinallon, Ivanhoe, Lucky Sam, lllg .Mm,

Gold Dust, Arizona Tom Reed. Tom Reed .lunlor. Suniiyslde.

and United Western, and from wlilcb encouraging results are

reported.

Pinal County

While sinking its main shaft the Ray Hercules company

opened rich copper carbonate ore.

V'avapai Cokntv

Although the United Verde smeller at Clarkdalc Is trealln«

2500 tons of ore dally. It Is not at full caiiacity. The monthly

copper output Is over 5,000,000 lb.

ARKANSAS
Sebastian County

At Fort Smith the Fort Smith Spelter Co. is making good

progress in building Its new smelter, hoping to complete it by

July. In the four blocks will be 640 retorts each, a total of

2.560. The cost is $250,000.

Across the river from Fort Smith at Van Buren, Crawford

county, a smelter with four blocks of 800 retorts each is to lie

constructed by a New York metal house.

CALIFORNIA

Amauor Countv

The club-house erected by the Plymouth ConBOlidated com-

pany for its employees was opened last week. Suitable ad-

dresses were made by Albert Eurch and James F. Parks of the

company.
Calaveras County

(Special Correspondence.)—On Carson Hill W. J. Loring i?

making a large amalgamation of claims. He has an option on

the Calaveras Consolidated, which was worked by an English

company on a small scale many years ago. Systematic trench-

ing and sampling of the property, which covers 8000 ft. on the

strike of the lode, has given good results. An orebody 1700 ft.

long and 15 ft. wide, averaging $3.50 per ton, has been din-

closed. This will give a healthy margin of profit, as the

neighboring mine, the Melones, is operating on $2.40 per ton.

The latter has an adit from the Stanislaus river that reaches a

depth of 1300 ft. below the outcrop, and has workings extend-

ing to a maximum vertical depth of 2650 ft. from the surface.

It is obvious, therefore, that a consolidation of properties

should be advantageous to all concerned.

Carson Hill, May 4.

Ei-DORADO County

Between Placerville and Plymouth in Amador county, a

distance of 23 miles, there is a good deal of mining activity

along the Mother Lode, according to Burr Evans. Operationf

at Plymouth are so well known as to need no further comment.

Nine miles north is the Laus Padre mine, a former rich pro-

ducer. At Nashville the Montezuma shaft is being sunk to 1200

ft. Three miles south of this is the Amador Star, being de-

veloped by English capital. At the shaft, down 150 ft., a com-

plete equipment has been erected. Sinking proceeds at the

rate of 100 ft. a month to the 700-ft. point. Seattle and San
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Francisco people have acquired the Teddy Bear and Union

mines, respectively, near the Laus Padre.

Mariposa County

Los Angeles and Chicago capital has acquired the Mt. Gaines

gold mine, 4* miles east of Hornitos, with Samuel J. Paul in

charge. The Mt. Gaines Gold Mining Co. took control on May
10. The mine is opened to a depth of 1300 ft., with stopes to

900 ft. It is full of water. A 5 ft. vein worth $7 per ton is

said to have been left. Au electric hoist and 20-stamp mill are

part of the equipment.

After liquidating a debt of $73,700 and making many im-

provements to its power and treatment plants, the Mountain

King company had a balance of $36,229 on March 31, 1916.

An initial dividend of 3c. per share is to be paid on May 15.

An assessment realized $60,000. Ore treated (28,145 tons)

yielded $6.39 per ton, the recovery being 93.169f. The net

earnings were $87,303. Ore reserves are sufficient to supply

the 20-stamp mill for two years. Development amounted to

3765 ft. Standard Oil officials are interested In this concern.

Shast.a. Countt

The new dredge of L. Gardella has started digging three

miles south-west of Redding, on Clear creek. A good deal of

the machinery came from Oroville.

Tuolumne County

(Special Correspondence.)—Operations on the App, and Dutch

Sweeney mines are proceeding most satisfactorily. Options

for 10 months on these two group of properties were taken by

W. J. Loring on behalf of Boston capitalists on November 1,

1915. It was agreed to do 3000 ft. of development work on the

two properties. To date 1600 ft. has been done in the App mine
and 800 ft. in the Dutch-Sweeney group. The 1500, 1650, and
ISOO-ft. levels from the Dutch mine have been extended into

the App, with cross-cuts and raises. Likewise, the North drift

on the 1650-tt. level has been extended into the Sweeney claim.

The result of this work has been to open up fully -200,000 tons

of ore, averaging $4 or better. A 20-stamp mill has been at

work since February 14 for the purpose of sampling the prop-

erties on a wor"king scale. This mill treats 200 tons of ore per

day; the average sloping width is 20 ft.; the maximum width

of lode is 38 ft. These mines were worked heretofore for $1.75

per ton, with a small overhead expense. It is estimated that

they can be worked to include all expenses for $2.50 per ton.

It is likely, therefore, that the option will be exercised when
it expires, at the end of August.

Sonora, May 4.

(Special Correspondence.)—The Nyman Consolidated Mines

Co. held its annual meeting in San Francisco on April 17.

When the company was incorporated in March, 1915, the ques-

tion of finance was the first problem. Since then 119,785

shares of the 200,000 to be issued have been sold at $1 each.

When the property at .Jamestown was acquired underground

work done amounted to 12,000 ft., the previous owners ex-

tracting 100,000 tons yielding $2,000,000. In .July last year the

mine was unwatered. Eventually the Mascot orebody was

leased, this proving the most profitable system of working.

The recovery was $17.20 per ton. During the last 9 months

the Mascot, Knox & Boyle, and Nyman orebodies produced

$31,092 from 5525 tons. The total cost was $2.50 per ton. The
financial statement shows that on March 31. 1916. there was

$19,146 cash in banks.

COLORADO
Bori,i)i;i! Cou.NTV

The Crise Bracken tungsten mines above Boulder Falls

liave been acquired by A. H. Carlisle of New York for $100,000.

The first payment of $25,000 was made last week. The
Catastrophe mine is also under option for $60,000.

Clear Creek County

(Special Correspondence.)—The boilers at the Doric adit on

Saxon mountain, were fired this week. The bore, which has

a length of 3009 ft., is to be driven to the Ruler vein. Driving

will then follow to make connection with the east drift from

tlie Capital adit. Shipments of ore v,'ere started this week
from the .Josephine mine in West Argentine. Stephens broth-

ers, the lessees, have 200 tons of lead and zinc concentrate and
100 tons of smelting ore ready for delivery to the Georgetown
sampler. Heavy shipments are going out from the Smuggler
mine on Brown mountain. The ore is high grade, and .gives

a mill settlement of nearly $100 a ton in silver and lead. A.

E. Simpson is manager. The Wide West mine on Leaven-

worth mountain, recently taken under lease by A. L. Stephens,

lake:

FAIR PLAV

LEAVlcSr STA

PA R K

CHAFFEE^^"""^
PART OF COLORADO.

will be on the list of shippers during the present month. The
many old workings have been cleaned out and re-timbered,

and a 4-ft. body of galena is exposed that is worth $15 a ton

in silver and lead. Work was resumed this week on the

Tobin mine in East Argentine. A new adit is to be driven to

intersect the Wheeling vein with a view of determining the

source of tungsten float that has been found in that vicinity.

The Kitty Ousley property has been leased to S. E. Herber,

work having been started a few days ago. The adit is being

repaired and shipments of a lead-zinc ore will be started within

a short time. Development is under way at the Santo prop-

erty situated on Saxon mountain. The adit now 1000 ft. long,

is to be advanced. A total of 12 sets of lessees are at work

in the Capital mine, and regular shipments are being main-

tained by 10 of them. The ore is generally of a smelting

grade, and mills from $20 to $70 a ton in gold, silver, lead

and copper. R. F. Staley of the Combination mill at Idaho

Springs, has just installed two Empire tables. Ore is being

treated from the Comstock and Specie Payment mines. A.

Freedman has disposed of his one-half interest in his lease on
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the I-^lgmr niliio to tho Doaton I.onalnR Co. Tlii- croiititl Ih

produrlnK at tho nilc of J', toiiii of HO oro dully.

Idaho SpriiiK*. Ma>- 3.

(Six>clnl Corrv8|>ondonc«,)—The Rcnornl niannR<T of tho Ini-

l>«rlal nilncD. K. J. WIUox. roi>ort8 the finding of n liirgo hody
of rich tellurium und grny co|>iH>r ore In Its property In Kast
Arftenllne. in »n ndit thnt hnd not been opernlod sinro 1907.

The portal of this adil is nenr where the discovery of CO'r

tungsten oro was nindo Inst fall, but which hiis not yet been
followed up on account of the deep snow.

rtoonjotown. April 30.

Lake Cofxrr (LEADViu.e)

Only 10 ft. of water remains In the Penrose shaft of the
Down Town mines. A large station-pump is to be Installed on
the bottom level when the water is out. Owing to the drain-
age work by the Down Town company, and the higher price
of metals, the old Cloud City and Home Extension mines, long
Idle, will be re-opened In charge of Clarence Jarbeau.

Preparations continue for the unwatering of the east Carbon-
ate Hill territory ihrough the Mikado shaft. G. 0. Argall is

in charge.

The Western Mining and Empire Zinc companies have
agreed on lowering the water in the Wolftone shaft ISO ft.,

thereby draining the Robert Emmet mine of the Empire.

TixijiR CocxTY (Cripple Crekk)

The district's gold output In April is estimated at $1,1!)<).5S5
•from S7.4T5 tons of ore. The Roosevelt drainage-tunnel has
entered another water-course. 300 ft. east of the Elkton shaft.
The additional flow was 2000 gal. per minute.
At certain seasons gas is troublesome in Cripple Creek

mines, interfering with operations. For the Arizona meeting
of the A. I. M. E. George A. Burrell and Alfred Gauger have
prepared a 21-page article on the composition of the rock-gas
of the district. Over 30 miners have been killed by this gas
in the past 2.5 years, while many others have been incapaci-
tated for some time through it. No gas occurs in the oxidized
zone, but is found at depth. The outside atmospheric pres-
sure materially affects the outflow of gas into the mines. The
gas is confined to the rock under low pressure. Detailed dis-
cussions are given of samples of gas collected In the Ana-
conda, Cresson. Mary McKinney. and Midget mines. The gas
averages 14'-'r carbon dioxide and 867f nitrogen. The acety-
lene lamps should not be used as the only warning against the
presence of gas in these mines.

IDAHO
BorXDART COCXTY

(Special Correspondence.)—The hills are full of prospectors
now. some good men being among them. As the spring is
well on ail the small properties are resuming operations. The
Deer Creek Mining Co. has purchased a cyanide-plant, and
expects to start work on May 15.

Bonners Ferry, May 1.

Snosno.NE Coc.nty (Coetb d'Alene)

During 1915 the Marsh Mining Co. at Burke made a loss of
$63,791. Large expenditure was made at the mine and mill.
The revenue for the first quarter of 1916 reduced the debt to
$32,000. The mill feed averaged 5.5% lead in March, when 400
tons of ore and concentrate was shipped. Zinc concentrate has
also been produced.

For three years miners and homesteaders in the Pine Creek
district have been arguing over the rights of mineral claims.
The Land Office ruled that certain ground was agricultural.

In the Heim (homesteader) v. Boyle (prospector) suit, the
Secretary of the Interior has decided in favor of the latter. A
re-classification of land is wanted.

The Caledonia company made a profit of $263,033 in tte first

quarter from 11,646 tons of ore.

MISSOURI

.1 A^'im I'ui .s 1

»

There wiiH a decline In ore prIceH in I he .MlKHuurl-KuUHiiK-

Oklahonia ri'glon on April :i(). Tho output was T2:il tons

blende. 462 Ions calumlne, and 1144 tons lead, uvcrnKinK tOS,

$74. and $100 i)or ton respectively. Tho total vnluo wiui $S69,-

17:t; and for 14 weeks $I4,S30.916.

One thousand acres of land west of Webb City has been ac-

quired for l.") years by .1. Ilrlegel and F. M. Burch of .loplln.

This Is the largest lease ever reporlcil In the Houlh-west. Tho
Iiroperty will be thoroughly prospei-led.

A flotation plant Is being construcled by llio American Zinc.

I.i'ad & Smelling Co. at its Vogey mine. The pror<'SH supple-

ments the sludge and slime tables. The mine produces 7000

Ions of ore a week.

Good progress is reported in the erection of a 400-ton mill

at the Milton mine, north of Cartervllle. G. W. Field of the

National Zinc & Lead Co. is interested.

In 77ic Miiiiitfl Mafiazinr of London for April. II. Foster

Bain, until recently with the Phks.s, discusses the .loplln ore-

deposits, including the views of other geologists. Mr. Bain's

opening sentence Is as follows: ".loplln is 'the town that Jack

built." 'jack' being the Missouri miners' name for sphalerite or

zinc-blende."

MONTANA
Bl.A\ i.KULAll C0i:.NTV

Cyanldation of the Bannack Gold Mining Co.'s ore at Ban-

nack will recover 97% of the gold and 70% of the silver, a<--

cording to tests. The process includes all-sllmlng. The 150-

ton mill should be complete by .luly 15. In the mine is 200,000

tons of ore developed.

Fergus County

(Special Correspondence.)—Prospecting is active this spring

in the .ludith and Moccasin mountains, the high price of metals

having stim'ulated development.

At the Gold Acres claims at New 'Year in the Judiths, three

bodies of low-grade ore have been disclosed, one of which is

reported to be 18 ft. thick. Further work is being done in

order to ascertain the extent of the orebodies. At the Copper

King property development now being done shows an orebody

65 ft. wide, which is said to have been traced over 1500 ft. on

the surface. At Maiden the Spotted Horse mine and mill

employs 35 men. Ore as low as $3 a ton can be treated in the

new cyanide mill, while before it was built no ore worth less

than $20 would pay to ship to the smelter. The Cumberland,

McGinnes, and Whiskey Gulch mines near Maiden have been

leased. Development is now being done at the Cumberland

and will soon start at the others. The gold ores of the

Judiths occur in replacement dei)Osits in limestone, near the

contact with laccolithic intrusions or under sheets of poriihyry.

Mining is usually cheap and profitable. The lead-silver ores on

the other hand, occur in small iwckets or narrow veinlel.s.

and while high-grade ores can sometimes be found, yet the

quantity of such is usually too small for profitable mining.

The increase in the price of metals, however, has permitted

these ores to be mined at a profit, and several men are now
sacking and shipping lead ore. Most of it comes from small

prospects on the north and east sides of the mountains.

The Barnes-King Development Co. will spend $10,000 this

summer on improvements on its power-plant on Warm Spring

creek. The adit on the North Kendall property is in over

500 ft., and according to W. C. Kruse a body 35 ft. thick has

been cut that assays well in gold for cyanldation.

No mine has ever been developed in the south Moccasin

mountains, although much prospecting has been done. Recent

work on a group of claims, however, has disclosed a body of

gold ore of grade suitable for cyanldation. Further work is

being done in order to disclose the extent of the orebody.

The foundations for the 700-ton gypsum mill of the Hanover
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Gypsum Co. are completed, and the mill itself will be com-

pleted in about six weeks. Several carloads of gypsum have

just been shipped to Seattle.

The Tenderfoot Mining Co. expects to erect a concentrator at

its property in Meagher county this summer.
Lewiston, April 27.

Another, the second, dividend of 7ic. per share, equal to

$30,000, is to be paid by the Barnes-King company on June 1.

The quarterly report issued briefly discusses the mines and

finances.

SiLVEKBOw County

The Butte & Superior Copper Co. is now known as the But^o

& Superior Mining Co. The April output was 16,500,000 lb.

zinc, 270,000 lb. lead, and 325.000 oz. silver. The recovery was
93% in treating 54,000 tons of ore.

During the first quarter of 1916 the North Butte produced

5,740,193 lb. copper, 366 oz. gold, and 244,976 oz. silver. The
surplus increased by $262,389.

The 22 operating shafts of the Anaconda company are pro-

ducing 14,000 tons of ore daily, to be increased to 15,000 tons

within a month.

NEVADA
Clabk Countv

Large profits are being made by the Yellow Pine company
at Goodsprings, and the dividend has been increased from 10

to 15c. a share, equal to $150,000.

Esmeralda County (Goldfield)

Agreements between the Jumbo Junior Mining Co. and the

reorganized Booth and Jumbo Extension companies, allow the

first-named to have vertical side-lines and deep exploration

through the Velvet shaft respectively. Work will start at a

depth of SCO ft. J. K. Turner is superintendent of the Junior

property.

The April output of the Goldfield Consolidated is estimated

as $222,000 from 30.400 tons, with a profit of $60,000.

Humboldt County

The Rochester Mines Co. expects to extract as much ore from

the Codd block in its Crown Point claim as did the lessees,

namely 19,300 tons yielding $344,585.

Thirty-five miles north-east of Lovelock, near Antelope

Springs, D. Dawson and F. Summers have opened a cinnabar

deposit.

Lincoln County

Since April 15 the Consolidated Nevada-Utah new mill has

been working satisfactorily. The daily output of zinc con-

centrate is 70 tons. Flotation is being tried.

Lyon County

The Nevada-Douglas is sending copper ore to Utah smelters

regularly, making a profit of $20,000 a month. The leaching

plant of 250-ton capacity was exi)ected to be in full operation on

May 10. There are 175 men employed.

Nye County (Tonopah)

During the last week of April Tonopah mines yielded S569

tons of ore worth $179,502.

Storey County (Comstock)

The old Union shaft has been overhauled to the 2400-ft.

level, and an air passage is open to 2700 ft., improving ventila-

tion. This shaft was sunk by James G. Fair, and abandoned

in 1885. Its reconstruction is of importance to the workings

in the Union, Sierra Nevada, and Ophir mines at the north

end. Bullion extracted from ore mined since December 15,

1915, in abandoned territory was worth $191,412. Last week's

ore Included 87 tons of $57.15 ore from No. 4 stope above the

2400-ft. level. This was from the area not considered valuable

years ago.

White Pine County

During the first quarter of 1916 the Giroux Consolidated's

income was $101,961 from 18,537 tons of ore. The profit was

$49,026, on which the bullion-tax was $613.

In the PuEs.s of April 1 it was stated that Millick brothers

and J. Fox had jumped Hudson's location in the Minerva

district. Hudson states that the former have treated him

fairly, and of the $10,000 to be paid him they have made one

payment.

OREGON
Jackson County

An election is to be held at Medford on May 23 to decide

whether the town will issue bonds for $300,000 to help in con-

structing a railway to the Blue Ledge mines, 30 miles from

the present terminal of the BuUis electric line. If carried,

the road will eventually head toward the Pacific coast north

of Trinidad in Humboldt county.

TENNESSEE
Polk County

Diamond-drilling from No. 8 level in the Tennessee Copper

mine has passed through 400 ft. of a solid orebody. The acid

plant at the smelter is again in full operation, after a two

months' shut-down due to a strike.

TEXAS
Llano County

(Special Correspondence.)—Attention of late has been direct-

ed to the mineral resources of the Llano region. Several

promising mines are being opened, and preparations made
for extensive exploration. Twelve miles from Llano is a large

deposit of manganese ore, from which 2800 tons was shipped

recently. Auto-trucks haul the ore to the railroad here. Some
tungsten ore is to be developed. Extensive deposits of iron

ore occur. The Iron Mountain property has been explored

by drilling and underground work. Near Llano, in Burnet

county, is a good deal of fluorlte. Molybdenite is being mined

near Llano. The Heath, the only producing gold mine in the

State, is 5 miles east of Llano. A large plant was erected,

but it is closed at present. McCarty Moore of Dallas and

others are owners. There are possibilities in asbestos and

copper. A graphite deposit in the Burnet area is being

developed.

Llano, April 29.

UTAH
Piute County

A revival is reported from the Marysvale district, many old

claims being re-located. Minerals produced are antimony,

copper, gold, and manganese.

Salt L.\ke County

Utah Copper miners are to receive an advance of 25c. per

shift, while at the mills the increase is from 15 to 25c. per

shift, while copper is 25c. per lb. or over.

At the South Hecla Extension mine in the Little Cottonwood

the progress in driving for three fissures is 125 ft. per month
on one shift per day, using machines.

SuMiitiT County

On account of the rise in silver the Silver King Coalition

company at Park City has raised wages from 25 to 50c. per

shift.

WYOMING
Albany County

The Rambler lode platinum mine at Holmes is to be actively

worked by the Platinum Mining & Milling Co., which has a

lease on the property from the Rambler Copper & Platinum Co.
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FrniicU W. nooco Ik ronculllliK rnKliUHT. Ijist Kcioimi i:> miih

of ore svnl to IrrlUKtun. N. J., ytolilod )i.3S ox. coUI. 74.07 ox.

lilver. 26.2 ox. iilntinuni. 2r..r<2 ox. pitllnilliim. iiiiil :tii4r, ||i.

PO|>|H>r. worth a lotnl of tii'iSf.. when nil iiirdilH wi>ro low.

CANADA
nRITl.tll COII'MIIIA

Klrh Kohl oiv hiis lK>on o|H-nod In the Fawn mine in the

ShiM>p Crook district. A 4stnnip mill on Iho adjoining niigRft

cinim Is to be iisod to crush the ore.

At 700 rt. depth In the Queen mine near Snlnio a lodo of fv""

niilllng gold ore 30 ft. wide has been 0|>ened.

The Princeton district is to bo more nctivo than in year.^

To develop a property near New Haxleton the Spokane

Rocher IV Boule Minins Co. has been formed. A 1000ft. ndii

is to l>e driven. Ore l)einfr extracted assays 7'"r copper. $:! j;olil.

and l."> ox. silver per Ion,

A New York syndicate, headed by Hayden Stone & Co. au'l

P. C. Jacklini;. has acquired control of the Hudson Bay zinc

mines, seven miles from Salmo. for approximately $1,125,000.

accordinir to H. T. Irvine of Spokane. Without waiting for

completion of the nei;otiations the Hayden-Stone syndicate

took possession of the Hudson Bay company's property

through J. L. Bruce, general manager of the Butte & Superior

company. Plans for its development and equipment will be

put into execution at once. They Include the construction of

n railroad 9 miles long from the Nelson and Fort Shejjpard

branch of the Great Northern line at Salmo, to a point on

Sheep creek, near the mine, where a large concentrator will be

built. From this point they will immediately start to drive an

adit which will cut the vein 1700 ft. below its outcrop, or ap-

proximately 1000 ft. below the crosscut adit which Cullen and
Bacon started, and which also will be pushed to completion.

To expedite all this work a complete equipment of machinery
will be provided forthwith. With a view to putting the prop-

erty on a large producing basis an aerial tramway will be Im-

mediately constructed from the mine to the terminus of the

proposed railway, and a line of motor vehicles put on to handle
the ore from that point to Salmo until the railroad can be got

into operation. R. K. Neill will remain in charge of the mine
under the direction of Mr. Bruce.

OSTAHtO

The last yield of the HoUinger was 41,493 tons of $9.04 ore.

with a profit of $151..'303. The Hollinger, Acme, and Millerton

nmpanies and claim 13,147 of the Canadian Mining & Fin-

ance Co. are to be amalgamated with a capital of $25,000,000.

under the name of the Hollinger Consolidated Mines, Limited.

At Porcupine the Dome continues to increase its production,

which for the first quarter of 1916 amounts to $513,451. The
output for March was $176,590. With the increase of milling

capacity expected from the installation of three Hardinge ball-

mills and other improvements, it is anticipated that this

year's production will be nearly $2,500,000. The annual
report of the Dome Lake showed receipts of $80,707, and ex-

penditure $74,980. The 10-stamp mill treated 11,827 tons of

ore, avera^ng $9.12 per ton, with an extraction of 79.98%.

The cyanide-plant is now ready for operation. Underground
development gave encouraging results, ore assaying as high as

$30 per ton having been opened on the third level. At the

Schumacher four quartz veins have been cut on the 600-ft.

level, whicti will yield good milling ore. The mill is treating

about 135 tons daily. During the three months ended March
31, the Porcupine Vipond produced $53,348 from 11,810 tons of

ore, of the average value of $5.24 per ton. Working costs were

$4.53 per ton. Ore reserves are estimated at 91,000 tons, con-

taining gold valued at $688.591. The La Rose of Cobalt,

has sunk a shaft on the Maidens-McDonald properties 50 ft.

deep, at which point the vein divides into two parts, one 10

ft. and the other 5 ft. wide. Another shaft will be sunk and

trenching done. The shaft being sunk by the Triumph

MiiiniK r.i (III Iho SucrnKM, JiiHt miiKh of the Sclmiiiaclier, Ih

down 200 ft,, whore n level will bo lirlveii and the HhufI HUiik

fariher. -TIk- Khafl at the .hiiiilfKoii clainiH. now bniiig

worked by ClilhlioliiiH Corporal Ion, in down 40 ft, with vIhIIiIc

gold all the way.

Al the MrCaiic properly, KIrUlaiiii l.iikc. wlilcli Ih iiikIi'i-

option to the Ileavor <'oiiHolldaleil, Hie «liiifl Is down over 200

ft., with a station cut at 175 fl. The vein illpped uiil of Ihc

shaft at 140 ft. The Mclver Cold .Mliich is Blnklng al llie

1^ ^'

IBAil, TO TIIK .ST. MAlllICK MOl-VlllllCNi; .M .\I1.NJ.. W. i;. .SI.MI'.SON

(OOKINO ON SNOW 7 W. IIKKP.

Oakes claims in the Beatrice Lake section, where there is

some free gold showing. Active exploration is under way

at the Swastika, which has been pumped out and sampled.

The Lucky Cross in the Swastika district is being worked

under option by the Trethewcy of Cobalt.

The properties of the Porcupine Independence, consisting

of nine 40-acre claims in .Jamieson township, have been taken

over by a Boston syndicate represented by Albert Sutoliffe

& Company.
During March the Kerr Lake mine produced 214,920 oz.

silver.

The general manager of the Crown-Reserve Mining Co..

Samuel W. Cohen, reports as follows on the results of this

Cobalt property during 1915:

Low prices for silver affected profits and costs. The Pro-

vincial government removed the necessity of paying royalty.

Development totaled 3387 ft. Kerr lake was drained com-

pletely, the total water and mud being 700,000,000 gal. The

new area opened by the work was not as prolific in veins as

had been hoped, but results were satisfactory on the whole,

and made it possible to extract known ore containing over

2,500,000 oz. silver. The job paid for itself. Work has been

started on the north vein at 500 ft. under the diabase sill.

Mining cost 25.48c. per ounce.

The output of high-grade and mill ore was 657.395 oz., mak-

ing 19,086,536 oz. to date. Smelting and milling cost 16.58c.

per ounce.

Total costs were 45.01c. The profit was $48,611. Dividends,

from company's profit, that of the Silver Leaf and Drummond

Fraction mines, and dividends from the Porcupine-Crown com-

pany, were $106,129, making $6,982,724 to date. The surplus

is $269,997.

The company acquired under lease the Globe mine at

Dedrick, Trinity county, California. The property is fully

equipped and is a regular gold producer.

The Porcupine-Crown Mines, a subsidiary of the Crown Re-

serve at Cobalt, operates at Porcupine, and the manager, M. W.

Summerhayes, reports as follows:

To a depth of 700 ft. development totaled 4569 ft. Diamond-
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drilling in flat holes amounted to 2616 ft. So far as opened the

ore-shoot is 465 ft. long on the 100-ft. level, 1062 ft. at 200 ft.,

11S9 ft. at 300 ft., 1097 ft. at 400 ft, 500 ft. at 500 ft., 20 ft. at

6110 ft., and 30 ft. at 700 ft. Reserves are estimated at 150,000

tons worth $1,250,000. Quartz-porphyry probably limits the

ore-shoot in the south. Faulting is somewhat troublesome.

Underground work cost $2.93 per ton.

The mill treated 41.326 tons of ore and 5093 tons of old

tailing, yielding $615,538, at a cost of $1.09, and with 97.7%

recovery on the ore and 85.77% on the tailing. All costs were

$6.09 per ton. The net profit was $330,649, of which $240,000

was paid in dividends. Tlie surplus is $269,977.

MEXICO
The new mining law, mentioned in the last issue of this

journal, went into effect on May 1.

Bullion, concentrate, and ore shipments from Mexico to

Arizona in April totaled 10,185 tons .worth 1*2,763,900. Of this

Nacozari contributed 9396 tons, and El Tigre 234 tons.

Jalisco

(Special Correspondence.)—The Amparo Mining Co. and the

Cinco Minas Co. of Etzatlan and Magdalena, respectively, are

the largest operators in this State, and the only mines that

have been able to keep running through the various difficult

periods of changing governments, bandits, and lack of trans-

portation. The smaller properties are unable to work under

existing conditions. The richer ore from idle mines is being

extracted and treated on a small scale by huscones. Nearly all

of the former miners and miner-revolutionists are anxious

to work, but unless the operations are large enough to main-

tain a guard at the mine, there is a continuous risk of robbery

or worse at the hands of small bands of bandits that travel in

the guise of Villistas, or without pretense of being anything

else but bandits. The Amparo company has sent 125 lb. cf

slime to the United States for making flotation tests.

Guadalajara, April 24.

Schools and Societies

The seventy-eiglith ordinary meeting of the Faraday Society

was held on March 15 at the Institution of Electrical Engi-

neers, London. The meeting was devoted to an informal dis-

cussion on 'Methods and Appliances for the Attainment of

High Temperatures in the Laboratory.'

The Texas State School of Mines at El Paso has com-

menced publishing a quarterly called 'The Crucible.' We
hope it will improve on the first number, as most of the ma-

tei-ial is to be found in the principal technical journals, but

the editor says the booklet is to be a "melting-pot."

Its fifty-third annual commencement exercises are to be

celebrated by the University of California in the Greek
Theatre at Berkeley on May 17. The alumni entertain the

12.50 who are to receive degrees and the guests of honor at a

commencement luncheon in Strawberry canyon immediately

afterward. The six weeks' summer session opens on June 26.

During the past month the senior miners and geologists in

charge of B. L. Miller of the Department of Geology, and

Howard Eckfeldt of the Mining Engineering Department of

Lehigh University made inspection trips to various mining

districts in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. At Cornwall, Pa.,

the mine and mill of the Cornwall Ore Banks Co. were visited,

and opportunity afforded to study the fine example of contact

metasomatism found at this place. Mt. Hope, N. J., was
visited, and the mine and mill of the Empire Steel & Iron Co.

were seen. At Franklin Furnace, N. J., two days were spent

studying the mining methods, milling, and geology of the dis-

trict. One afternoon was spent at the new workings at Stir-

ling Hill.

•Vote; The Editor invites members oj the pro/efsiim to send him parliculars of their

viryrk and appointments. This infmmalion is of unquestioned interest to our readers.

W. J. LoRiNG is at Boston.

Walter Strache sailed for Europe on May 3.

John Seward of New York is in Nova Scotia.

R. M. Geppebt has returned to London from El Oro.

Donald F. Foster has returned from Egypt to London.

Ben. B. Lawrence is expected shortly in San Francisco.

R. Gii.MAN Brown left London for Petrograd on April 22.

J. Pabke Channing has been examining copper mines in

Cuba.

William E. Fenwick of Detroit is mining copper in western

Cuba.

C. B. Lakenan has been visiting the Utah Copper mine at

Bingham.

E. F. Gordon, of the Primos M. & M. Co., is at Globe, Arizona,

for a week.

R. B. Lamb is in the Oatman district. He will be there sev-

eral weeks.

W. C. Madke and Alfred Tellam are at the Ridder mine, in

the Altai, Siberia.

Henry W. Hayden has obtained an appointment with the

Seoul Mining Co., Korea.

Bernard H. Lasky of Kennett, California, is examining prop-

erties on the Mother Lode.

W. W. Mein will sail from Cape Town on May 13, returning

to New York by way of London.

John Adam has been appointed manager of the Great Fingall

Consolidated in Western Australia.

Max. J. Welch sailed from New York to South America on

May 6, to be away for several months.

Malcolm J. Maclaren is making a geological study of the

Oriental Consolidated mines, in Korea.

George Des Rochers of Michigan is on the engineering staff

of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co., at Ruth, Nevada.

R. W. Brock, formerly director of the Canadian Geological

Survey, is major in the Seaforth Highlanders of Canada.

Robert A. Kinzie, accompanied by F. R. Burnham and H. J.

Macoiiber. is examining tungsten and vanadium properties

near Globe, Arizona.

Corey C. Brayton, C. E. Grunsky, Jr., and E. L. Oliver have

been selected to represent mining engineers on the Conference

Committee of Californian Engineers for Preparedness.

Allan J. Ci.ark, W. J. Siiarwood. and B. C. Yates of the

Homestake Mining Co. have been selected as representatives

for South Dakota on the Naval Advisory Board.

Francis Church Lincoln, Director of the Mackay School of

Mines, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada, will sail from New
York on May 27. bound for Peru and Bolivia on mining

business.

Obituary

Percy E. 0. Carr died at Saltillo, Mexico, on Ai)ril 14 after

a short illness, having contracted typhus while on a visit to

Mexico City. He was manager for the Mazapil Copper Com-

pany, to the interests of which he had devoted himself with

unwavering loyalty and courage during the protracted period

of Mexican brigandage. A graduate of the Royal School of

Mines (London), an engineer of unusual ability, a trusty

friend, a devoted husband and father, Percy Carr will be

mourned deeply by all who knew him.
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THE METAL MARKET
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San Fmnolaco. May >.

Antimony, contB per pounil
Kloclrolyllc copper, i-pnia per pound
F"l|t load, cent* per pound 8.00-
Platlnum: aoft niotnl, per ounce
rinilnum: hord metnl. 10""^ Iridium, per ounce
Qulrksllrer: per rlaak of 75 lb

Spelter, cents per pound
Tin. cents per pound
Zinc-dust, cents per pound

ORB PRICES

San Francisco. May 9.

Antimony: 50rV product per unit UTr or 20 lb.).... 12.25
Chrome: 40?c and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton 12.50
Manganese: 50% metal, 8% allica, per ton 12.00
TiinRston: 60'"r WOj. per unit 45.00—55.00

The U. S, Geologlonl Survey bulletin on chrome-Iron ore, by
J. S. Dlller, haa been published.

EASTERX METAL MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

May 9.—Copper Is strong and moderately active: lead Is dull
and easy: spelter Is also dull and soft.

SILVER
Below are given the average New Tork quotations. In cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
May 3 77.25

4.
6
6
7 Sunday

Average week ending
Mch. 28 59.66

.76.87 1 Apr. 4 61.04

.76.87 " 11 61.91

.76.75 I " 18 63.42
1

• 25 65.52
.74.12 May 2 7].4.'i

.73.50 I " 9 75.89

1914.
Jan 57.58
Feb 57.53
.Mch 58.01
.\pr oS.52
May 58.21
June 56.43

1915.
48.85
48.45
50.61
50.25
49.87
49.03

Monthly averages.

1916
56.76
66.74
67.89
64.37

1914.
July 54.90
Aug 54.35
Sept 53.75
Oct. 51.12
Nov 49.12
Dec 49.27

1915.
47.52
47.11
48.77
49.40
51.88
55.34

1916

The upward bounds of the silver market have been checked
by a considerable drop in two days. Imports of metal into
England during the first quarter of 1916. 1915, and 1914 were
22.442,691, 26,105.164, and 22,449,046 oz.: while exports were
12.214,273, 20,795.907, and 29,267,060 oz., respectively. For the
period of 1916 exports to India were 11,543,597 oz. less than in
the same time of 1915.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic In New York, in cents per pound.
Date.

May 3 29.00
4 29.25
5 29.25
S 29.25
7 Sunday
8 29.50
9 29.50

Average week ending
Mch. 28 26.79

4 26.87
11 27.50
18 28.25
25 28.50
2 28.75
9 29.29

Apr.

May
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, May 3.

Copper has continued dull, but prices are strong and promise

to remain so in view of the sold-up condition of the producers.

Some re-sale metal has appeared, but not enough to weaken
the market.

Zinc has declined, but the limit of concessions appears to

have been reached. Inquiry by the galvanizers has been good

since the last report.

Lead has ceased to decline, the leading interest and inde-

pendents now quoting the same level at New York. The market
has been exceedingly dull.

Tin is higher. Difficulty in obtaining licenses to ship from

London continues the dominating feature of the market.

Antimony is lower. All efforts to arouse interest on the part

of consumers have failed. The supply is abundant.

Aluminum is unchanged at 58 to COc. per pound.

The steel and metal-working trades are hampered by new
strikes which were declared May 1. Hardly a city in the East

is not affected by labor troubles, despite general advances in

wages, and the condition may not yet have reached its height.

The total of pig-iron production in April was 3.227,768 tons,

or 107,592 tons a day, against 3, .337,691 tons in March, or 107,-

667 tons a day. New buying of steel products is lighter. There
is a halt in the renewal of munitions' contracts, but the plants

are working at full pressure on orders in hand. The machine-

tool industry is in a healthy condition, except for the many
strikes with which it is contending. Everywhere there is an
acute shortage of labor and the unions are taking advantage

of the fact.

COPPER

The market has continued very dull, and there is not much
to report, except that the strength of quotations is unimpaired.

Electrolytic for delivery in July and August is quoted at 29c.,

full terms, and September or later, about 28.50c. Prompt
electrolytic has sold at 30.30c., full terms. Lake is unavail-

able in large quantity this side of September. The nominal
quotation is 29 to 29.50c. Some re-sale metal is appearing on
the market, offers to sell having been made by a few consumers
who have more copper than their immediate needs call for.

They would sell, then buy futures, and take the profit thus to

be realized. Rumors are current to the effect that France is

contemplating some large buying. Prior to the recent ex-

tensive sales there were similar rumors. The refineries are

behind in their shipments. They have no strikes on their

hands at the present time, but labor is scarce, and the freight

situation has made it difficult for them to get materials. The
London market for electrolytic has continued to gain in

strength, the quotation yesterday (May 2) being £145. In
April exports aggregated 19,980 tons. European statistics

show that stocks in Great Britain and France have further in-

creased. The stocks April 30 totaled 7223 tons, against 6807
Ions on the loth, and 5528 tons on March 31.

ZINC
Students of the zinc market firmly believe that while fluctu-

ations are inevitable, prices generally will be fairly well sus-

tained throughout the second .and third quarters of the year.

Of the last quarter they will not venture to predict. They do
maintain, however, that when the war ends there will be a
better margin of profit in spelter than there was prior to the

outbreak of hostilities. On the whole the past few days have
been quiet, although there was an excellent flurry of inquiry
in the latter part of last week, a good deal coming from the
galvanizers: but actual business was not as heavy as the in-

quiry would seem to justify. The market has turned firmer.

and recessions in price are believed to be over for the present.
Prompt was quoted yesterday at 17.50c., New York, and about
17.25c., St. Louis. May delivery was 17 to 17.25c., New York,
June about 16.50c., and July about 16c. Futures are inactive,

the faith of consumers having been spoiled by the report of
the U. S. Geological Survey indicating a great increase in pro-
duction. The Government's figures are considered excessive
by the trade, although it is admitted the additional capacity
will mean greatly increased production. It is conceded that
Great Britain will make herculean efforts to establish on a
large scale the smelting of Australian ores in England, with
the hope of supplanting Germany in that industry. On May
1 the London market declined £6, but the drop is not re-

garded seriously here as it is recognized that the London
market has been too high in comparison with that which has
prevailed at New York. The quotation for spot in London
May 2 was £98. April exports totaled 2211 tons.

LEAD
The decline in prices has been checked, with the New York

quotation at 7.50c., and that at St. Louis 7.37ic. The A. S & R.
Co., is asking 7.50c., New York, and 7.42ic., St. Louis. The
tone of the market has changed from easiness to firmness, a
change which the holders of lead brought about very easily.

Their efforts to sell brought them nothing, and they ceased
to press sales, whereon the market at once took on a better
aspect. There has been no business worthy of comment in the
past week so far as can be learned. April exports totaled
1372 tons. The London quotation May 2 was £34 10s.

TIN
Not much has been done in tin during the past few days,

but in the deals completed the buyers have been those who
usually are sellers. They were buying to cover their commit-
ments to consumers, and in view of the higher prices now
quoted their plight is a serious one. Their situation is the
result of having sold futures at a time when licenses to ship
from London were only obtained with the greatest difficulty.

In fact the matter of these licenses has been the feature of

the tin market for several months, and is the dominating
feature of today. In the past week there has been good demand
for April, May, and June positions, but sellers have been few.
The New York quotation for spot on May 2 was 52.50c. Deliv-

eries into consumption in April aggregated 4202 tons, of which
602 tons came to the East via Pacific ports. There was afloat

on the 2nd, 3829 tons.

ANTIMONY
The market is plentifully supplied, but consumers cannot be

interested, despite the fact that there have been substantial
concessions in price. Chinese and Japanese grades are quoted
at 37.50 to 38.50c., the American priced down to 36c., yet buyers
hold aloof from the market. Needle antimony is offered at 20c.

but is equally stagnant. The entire market is weak.

ORES
Antimony: Despite the weakness in antimony, antimony

ore continues strong. Its price is supported by the fact that

but little is being offered. The quotation is $2.70 per unit for

50% product.

Tungsten: The market is a nominal one with no prices ob-

tainable. The notions of buyers and sellers as to the market
are wide apart, and little or no business has been done. Ideas
of what constitute the market differ several dollars a ton. The
buyers are under the impression that the many offerings which
have been brought out by high prices will eventually bring

the market down.
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IN , ,,N MIONAL N'ICKEL, CO.

Nickel l» U8od lu arnior-plate ami other steels, iiiunltlons.

German •silver." tilallnK. and for niiiuy other purposes. The

Inlernatlonnl Nickel Co. secures most ot Us ore from the

CrclRhton mine at Suilbury. Ontario, and reOnes the matte

from Its smelters In Canada at Bayonne. Now Jersey. The

niatto Is sent by rail, and contains 55';'c nickel and ;5<;'f copper.

nurlnK 1915 the conipanys Income was $7,230,700. afialnst

$6,566,787 In 1914. Holders ot preferred shares received $:>:'.!.

756, and of common shares $4.7.-.3,9r>7. The year's surplus was

$309,778.

SEVEN TROUGHS COALITION MINING CO.

A flnanrlal statement of this Nevada company for 1915 shows

the following:

Gold sold »397,070

Other revenue . .

14.457

Total Mn,527

Operating expenses 215.0GG

General 23.587

Total $238,653

Profit 172,871

Dividends (5) 1S0,3.S1

The year commenced with a balance of $76,856, and ended

with $69,024. Assets, including cash, bullion, etc., total $112.-

681. There are no liabilities.

HEDLEY GOLD MINING CO.

This company operates the Nickel Plate and Sunnyside

mines, a 40-stamp mill, and an ISOO-hp. hydro-electric power-

plant near Hedley. British Columbia. The general superintend-

ent. Gomer P. Jones, reported as follows:

Development amounted to 2784 ft. The Dickson incline in

the Nickel Plate, was extended to 825 ft. At the 600-ft. level

the orebody is 25 ft. wide, averaging $12 per ton. $13 ore is

being mined in stopes at 700 ft. Below this, separated by an

andesite sheet, is another valuable shoot. It is larger than

that above, and worth $15 per ton. Diamond-drilling gave

useful prospecting information. Ore resen-es total 423.522

tons, assaying $10.39 per ton. In the upper part of the mine

12 en. ft. equaled one ton, but at depth this is only 10 cu. ft.

due to more arseno-pyrlte. This resulted in a large increase

of concentrate, so a system of total cyanidation is being

adopted. General improvements in 1916 will cost $60,000.

The output was $796,592 from 74.265 tons of ore. or $11.65

per ton. Of the $374,746 profit dividends absorbed $300,000.

The surplus is $435,070.

UNITED STATES SMELTING, REFINING & MINING CO.

This controls the U. S. Smelting Co., U. S. Metals Refining

Co.. V. S. Smelting. Refining & Mining Exploration Co., the

Centennial-Eureka and Richmond-Eureka mining companies

in Utah, the Mammoth Copper and Needles Mining & Smelt-

ing companies in California, the Gold Road Mines Co., in

Arizona, and the Compania de Real del Monte y Pachuca in

Mexico.

The output of metals in the past three years was as follows:

Metal 1915 1914 1913

Copper, pounds 26,923,674 17,946.659 20,239,973

Gold, ounces 196,481 124.719 148,372

Lead, pounds 87,102,179 64,443.260 58,116,504

Silver, ounces 12,071,863 9,936.237 13,089,708

Zinc, poimds 34,105,471

To total amount of ore from the Centennial-Eureka, Mam-

molU, r.olil Uoml, Ti-iineHSee, and llliiKliani inlticH, iiIho iniin f-

In Mexico W118 l.(i(;(i,025 tcMiM, of wlilrli III!' vahii'B of the nielal-

contontK wen- In llu< iiroporlliin of 30';. rcipper. 5'/, load, 21',y

r.liic. 2r>"r silver, and 1!"'; Kold. The Heal del Monte miIIIb were

operated at GO to 807, of their < iipaclly. hi K|)lte of great Imiiill

cap!<.

The year's net profit wna $6,592,324, plim $4,515,592 from

1914. a total of $11,107,916. Dividends absorbed $1,965,501,

and reserves for depreciation $SSO,9on. leaving $s.253,455 for

1910. Assets Include $2,4S2.S31 ca.sh. and luelalH. ore. HU|)pll0H,

etc.. $9,033,575; lialillllles Include arcounis payable and |)ay-

rolls, $935,727; drafts In transit. $712..!iil. and reserves for

refining, etc.. $1,283,225.

The past year was one of great and IncreaHliig proHperily

for the company, the earnings being the largest in its lilxlory.

Three zinc smelters were acquired In Kansaa, and a mine in

Missouri, at a total cost of $953,598. There were 786 prop-

erties offered for consideration; 655 were turned down, US had

preliminary field examinations, and 13 were coinpledly in-

vestigated.

BUNKER HII-L & SULLIVAN MINING &
CONCENTRATING CO.

This well-known Idaho company has been frequently dis-

cussed of late on account of its extra dividends and the great

lead smelter to be erected at Kellogg. The report of Stanly

A. Easton. the manager, Is brief, but the statistical data Is In-

teresting and is best tabulated as below. Of the net avail-

able surplus of $1,819,888 dividends absorbed $1,002,750. The

Caledonia and Sierra Nevada companies adjoining, and under

Bunker Hill management, paid the latter $532,558 in divi-

dends. On account of an unsatisfactory smelting contract

with the A. S. & R. Co. the Sierra Nevada has not sold any ore

since April 29. 1915. Both mines contain considerable quan-

tities of ore. Reserves in the Bunker Hill mines total 3.573.93i»

tons. The Stewart company paid $15,000 in full settlement

of ore removed from the Saxon claim. Exploration on No.

14 level ot the Bunker Hill, 1000 ft. below the Kellogg tunnel,

was generally satisfactory. Mr. Easton discusses the smelting

company's charges, and the reason for the proposed smelter.

\Vhile the cost of producing lead was 1.5c. per lb. at Kellogg in

1915. the same as in 1914, the smelting company's charge in-

creased from 1.91c. in 1914 to 2.7c. per lb. in 1915. This was

due to a modification of the contract expiring in June, 1915,

which the smelting company refused to renew. Taking every-

thing into consideration the new smelter at Kellogg is just-

ified.

Some details of last year's work are as follows:

Exploration, feet 4.7S3

Average cost per foot $7,317

Cost per ton:

Sloping 45.5,205 tons 1.351

Tramming 455.205 tons 0.056

Hoisting 385,985 tons 0.047

Pumping -.
0.034

Underground improvements 0.024

General mine expense 0.433

Total mine charge, per ton $1 .999

Mills in operation, days 356

Ore concentrated, tons 441,854

Cost per ton

:

Crushing and conveying .• $0,061

Screening and jigging 0.081

Grinding 0.050

Concentrating 0.076

Improvements and general 0.157

Total treatment charge, per ton $0,425

Concentrate shipped, tons 59.424

Details of concentration will be given in another issue of
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this journal. The revenue from silver and lead was ?4,139,-

393; dividends and other income made a total of $4,802,033.

The net profit was $1,725,442, of which $1,062,750 was dis-

tributed. The balance from 1914 was $3,245,475, and that

carried forward to 1916 $3,691,166.

ALASIvA JUNEAU GOLD MINING CO.

According to the president of this company, F. W. Bradley,

by the end of* 1916 the mine will he prepared to supply for

treatment SOOO tons of ore daily. Practically all ore and

waste removed during development in 1915 was sent to the

50-stamp 'pilot' mill, recovering $201,036 from 179,892 tons.

Different machines were tested and a flow-sheet for the new

mill devised. Practice at the Gastineau mill near-by, and the

Inspiration in Arizona was studied, resulting in ball-mills

being decided on for the main reduction and the Deister

rougher and slime-tables for concentration. Contracts for

machinery have been let, but on account of delays in winter the

first unit will not be ready until March, 1917.

The secretary, G. D. Abbott, states that the cash on hand on

January 1. 1916, was $2,232,123, sufficient to pay all obligations

and bring the property to the point of treating 8000 tons a

day. The revenue In 1915 was $253,483, and net loss $544,700,

which is accounted for by the treasury stock sales expense of

$544,760, interest, etc. In the treatment of 239,918 tons to date,

producing 11,193 oz. gold bullion. 333 oz. base bullion, 151 tons

of galena concentrate, and 1492 tons of iron concentrate, worth

$270,426, the yield was $1.1272 per ton, from ore averaging

$1.4483 per ton.

The general superintendent, P. R. Bradley, reported as

follows:

An average of 301 men were employed at $3.52 per day.

There was plenty of labor available. Co-operation in depart-

ments was commendable. Development amounted to 16,775

ft., against 5495 ft. in 1914. The most important work was
done on the north orebody on No. 4 level, preparing it for an

output of 8000 tons daily. The system of mining includes the

undercutting of a section of the orebody about 700 ft. long

by 250 ft. wide, driving intermediate levels, placing ore-chute

raises and bulldozing chambers at regular intervals, and the

driving of IS raises from the back of the cut area to the level

above. Prom these raises numerous powder drifts are to be

driven for blasting and forcing the rock to cave as required.

The chutes are 6 ft. wide with 3i-ft. clearance below the head-

blocks, and are fitted with arc-type gates. The drifts and

Gold Creek tunnel were trimmed to allow of the passage of

10-ton cars to be used when milling commences. Work to be

completed by September 1, 1916, totals 21,936 ft., of which

40.61% was done by December 31 last. Other work was done

on No. 4 level, also some sloping above it to supply the mill

and prepare for future work. Development proceeded on No.

2 level. In the first five months of 1915 all ore was sorted in

the stopes. Machine-drill duty in stoping was 50.2 tons a
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An Improved Oil-Engine

In u 14i>ii*;o pultllrnliou the Bessemer (Jntt KnKlni' Co. of

tirove City. IVnnsylvHnla. iI<'«tIIh'8 tlio innnufiictiiii' nml

o|ieratlon of Its well known enslnes In ilolnll. Tin- oomimnv

|8 t-onstructing a henvy-duty type of hot-bulb or soml-DloHol

cnKlne which niorlts consideration. Its goncrnl dcaign (two-

cycle principle) has much In common with that of the modern

automatic stoam-ensine. The reciprocating parts are fnlly

.nclosfd and run In nn oll-balh. The connect Ing-rod tlirnst

IS l>orne by a cross-head lUted with ndjuslable bronze shoes.

I'ho deslisn of the crank-shaft bearincs Is novel, comblnint:. as

Commercial ParaRraphs

The I.viiKii.soi.l.-KAMi Co.. of New York, Iiiih recently Issued

three new bulletins as followH:

Form ;!03C on turbo Itlowers: These are Bultablo for any air

service where the caiiaclty rot|iilreinenls rannc from 3000 to

it.l.ooil en. ft. of free air per minuli'. at pressures of 1 to 2}

II). They are particularly ailaplcd to such work as foundry-

cnpulo blowing; atomizing oil for oil burners; suiiplylng blast

to various kinds of healing and annealing fiiriia<ps; blowing

air for water-gas generators; piieunuillc conveying systems,

and for ventilating purpo8<>B. Korm 3029 des<rlbc8 the Inger-

soll-Uogler Class ORG" Corliss Bleain-drlven alr-coiiiprossora

of the familiar duplex-type, with the steam cylinders next to

the frames and separated from Ibe alr-cyllnders by open dis-

tance-pieces. This type of machine la offered In four different

combinations of cylinders. The catalog

gives sizes and capacities. Korm lllIO de-

scribes the Leyner-Ingersoll water-drills,

both the No. IS and 20 types. The cal.-vlog

explains the construction In detail and llluh-

trates the different types. Including numer-

ous installation views. Copies of these bul-

letins are free on request to the nearest

branch oOlco.

.\ XEW SEM1-DIK.SEI. TYPE EXGIXE.

It does, the virtues of the four-part box with the simplicity

and the rigidity of the two-piece bearing-shell. The con-

necting rod is of the marine type, fitted with babbitt-Iiued

bronze shell in the crank-pin end and a solid bush at the

cross-head pin.

The scavenging air does not pass through the crank-case,

but is compressed in the crank-end of the cylinder instead.

the latter being isolated from the crank-case by a stuffing-box.

fitted with bronze-metallic packing. The inlet-valve which

admits the scavenging air to the crank-end of the cylinder

is of the Corliss type and double-ported. It is silent in op-

eration and efficient, the pressure-drop through the valve-

ports being less than one-half pound.

The fuel-pump is operated by an eccentric carried by a shaft-

governor of the inertia type.

Water feed to the combustion-chamber is handled by a small

pump also under governor control. This pump is mounted in

the fuel-pump housing and driven from the fuel-pump cross-

head to a short reversing lever.

The governor itself is of rather peculiar design, having been

devised to meet the conditions imposed upon it by this par-

tictUar class of service.

The engine will operate satisfactorily on a broad range of

fuels without change of adjustment. This range includes

the oils put on the market recently by many of the larger

refineries and known as Diesel engine fuel-oils.

This design is conspicuous for its ruggedness and weight.

Bearing dimensions are unusually large and hardened, and

ground-work is used throughout on all small steel wearing-

parts, opposed to phospher-bronze bushings, which are re-

newable.

A recent article in the trade press called

attention to the fact that all the electric

furnaces In Germany, operating under war

conditions, were turning out 129.041; metric

tons of steel every 12 months. If the Snvdeii

electric-steel furnaces recently sold, and

those In operation today were suddenly

mobilized for war service, on 24-hour basis,

they would make 77,975 tons of steel a year,

or within 40',; as much steel as all the elec-

tric furnaces operating in Germany. These

figures do not take into consideration the 12

furnaces sold in foreign countries, as well

as several sold in this country which cannot be used for the

smelting of steel. Europe is the originator of the electric

furnace, and the steel foundry-men on the continent are con-

sidered progressive. Judging, however, from the above facts,

manufacturers in this country are keenly alive to the value

oi the electric furnace.

Marked activity is shown in the placer mining districts of

Alaska and northern California. The Union Conrtbuction

Co., of San Francisco, is keeping its shops working at capacity

filling orders received since the first of the year. The com-

pany recently experienced the novelty of receiving a tele-

graphic order for a completely equipped 2J-ft. gold-dredge for

George Roley. Iditarod. Alaska. Another dredge of 2}-ft.

capacity and one of ."!} ft. are already under construction for

the new district of Kuskokwim on Candle creek, Alaska.

Four placer prospecting drills have been sent to this district.

Alaska, as well as the western United States, has placed

orders for fifty Neill jigs since .January 1.

Seventy Lilly hoisting-engine controllers are being made

for the Anaconda company at Butte. This machine is the in-

vention of W. .1. Lilly of Butte. Montana, who also manu-

factures it. and a booklet has been published describing the

device. Bricfiy the controller is a governor attached to a

hoist whereby it will prevent the engine 'running away' and

give various warnings of danger, of importance in these times

of fast haulage.

A 10-cu. ft. dredge is to be constructed for the Chicksan con-

cession. Korea, by the New York Exgixeeeing Co.

f
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

rpiIE AUTHOR of the article on -Double Roasting at

-*- East Helena' appearing in our issue of May 6 de-

sires to apologize to the East Helena management. We
are glad to assume all the responsibilit.v ourselves, with-

out apology. The infonnation was given to us for pub-

lication, but not by the author. There is every reason

to believe that it will do good, rather than harm, to the

development of smelting practice at East Helena. Our
aim is to help many and to injure none.

A 8 showing which way the wind of public opinion is

^^ blowing, it is worthy of note that the Northwest

Jlining Convention passed resolutions (1) opposing

legislation calculated to disturl) the good work being

done by the Bureau of Mines, (2) thanking the Secre-

tary of the Interior for expediting the issue of patents,

(3) recommending changes in tlie Jlining Law and also

the appointment of a commission to revise the existing

regulations, (4) asking for the establishment of an e.K

periment station, under the Bureau of Mines, at Spokane.

'T^AXES in Mexico have lost their immediate interest.

-*- because nobod.y knows a month ahead who will col-

lect them. The Carranza government has declared a

10% export and import tax on gold in any form and a

5% tax on silver. Another decree imposes a tax of $3.

payable in Mexican gold coin, on claims covering less

than 10 hectares, $6 for areas between 10 and 50 hec-

tares, $9 for those less than 100 hectares, and $12 foi'

over 100 hectares. These imposts went into effect on

May 1 , despite a protest from the American government.

However, the biggest tax paid by those mining in Mexico

is the uncertainty as to which moment will be their next.

A MERICAN participation in the exploitation of
-^*- Africa includes the concessions in the Congo region

secured nearly ten years ago by the Guggenheims from

the late King Leopold of Belgium. Among the larger

stockholders are Messrs. Tliomas F. Ryan, B. il. Baruch,

and A. C. Beatty, the last having conducted the nego-

tiations that preceded the business. About .$2,000,000

has been spent on these African concessions and various

mineral deposits have been uncovered, the most produc-

tive so far being diamonds, although gold, ruliber, and

ivory are mentioned as sources of future reveiuu".

T^UNGSTEN is a metal much in demand, and the
*- prospecting and mining of it are attracting atten-

tion in various parts of the West. In this issue, under

the Review of ]\lining, we publish letters from Ely, Ne-

vada, and Fairbanks. Alaska, both recording the be-

ginning of new tungsten mines. At the former place,

(|uartz veins that were prospected in earlier days for

gold and silver have been found to contain scheelite and

hiibnerite. In the Alaskan region, prospectors traced

scheelite 'float' to the veins that were its source, and
have found this tungstate of lime in gold-bearing quartz,

in a manner resembling the veins at Grass Valley de-

scribed in our issue of Januaiy 8.

"ITETHODS of stoping by branched raises are dis-

^'^ cussed in this issue by Mr. F. W. Sperr, Professor

of Mining in the Michigan College of Mines. This rela-

tively new system of underground excavation is inter-

esting because of its simplicity and because of its recent

adoption in modified forms at several important West-

ern mines. The Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. is

using a system of branched raises at its new Ruth mine

near Ely, in conjunction with the well-known Ray
method of caving. We shall have more to say of the

underground conditions at the Ruth mine in a later

issue. Professor Sperr 's article will be found of interest

because he writes from the point of view of a Lake Su-

perior engineer that has visited manj^ of the Western

districts. Several of the present methods of stoping,

more particularl.y in wide orebodies, were worked out in

tlie Lake Superior region, and were then adapted and

modified in the West.

T^ISCUSSION this week covers six pages. We are
^-^ glad to extend this department of the paper, for the

su})jects discussed are those of immediate interest to our

readers and we like them to have their say on matters

Ihat concern them most. The first letter furnishes some

short-cuts to the estimation of tonnage in a flotation mill

;

it is contributed by Mr. C. Eustace Dwyer, foreman of

one of the Federal Mining Co.'s mills in the Coeur

d'Alene. The next contribution discusses sundry pecul-

iar features of the Republic ore deposits, arguing that

these are the end-products of magniatic dift'erentiation.

Mr. A. M. Balfour is a mining engineer resident in the

district and thoroughly familiar with local geologic con-

ditions. The Foster bill for amending the mining law

WHS criticized recently by us, and we are glad now to

print an expression of opinion from one of the men most

directly affected by the proposed alteration. Mr. George

E. McClelland speaks for the prospector. Another sub-

ject of general interest just now- is the Patent Law, con-

cerning which w'e have published several comnnniica-

tions. Mr. William E. Greenawalt. who gives us his

views this week, is a metallurgical engineer who can

write feelingly on the subject, for he is many times an

inventor himself. His opinions are at variance with
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llukM pnviinisly published l>y ns ami tiial luakrs lliciii all

tlic inoiT wi'loonu'. Miwt iniiu-rs an- familiar willi tli'-

t(>lhiri«U>«< of the pretimis iiietnls. luit their sister eoni

pouiuls the s«'leniiles an- more rare. Mr. Walter \V.

HnuUey. of the California MiiiiiiK Himau. jfives some

valuable uotos eoiicerning the ileteetioii of silver ami

K<>UI ill eombiiiation with s<>leiiiuiii. Finally, we puhlisli

H nuKst iis«fiil eritieism of Ari/onaii jiraetiee in drill

shnrpeninpr eontrilniteil by Mr. I^ueien Knton. siiperin-

tendont of an iin|>ortaiif proiiji of ii-on mines belontiin^'

to the C'leveland-t'litTs ln>ii Company in the 'hard-ore'

district of Miehipin.

Till. II FIN.WCE has fouiul an inlen'sliiif; (•xi)(>niiit

''
ill Mr. Otto H. Kahn. of tln' hanking tirni of Kiiliii.

Loi'b & Co.. New York, lie insists that "(inanee docs

not mean speeiilatiou" nor "fleeeing the publie, nor fat-

tening parasitieally olT industry." He also gives us a

new detinition of a 'finaneier. ' who is one that "has some

nH.Hignized relation and responsibility toward the larger

monetary afTairs of the piiMic" That is well: and on

those rare oeeasions when that relation heeomes not only

parasitic but piratic, let us call him not a financier but

a grand larci'iiist. Mr. Kahn confesses grudgingly thai

''high finance has in some instances strayed from the

highest standard" and "there have been some occur

rences which every right-thinking man must deplore."

Deploring is not enough; let the "riglit-thinking man."
such as Mr. Kahn. refuse to do business with predatory

speculators. The brutal fact is that business makes

strange bed-fellows ; the man who can make money, and

keep out of jail, can find partners in the highest circles

of finance.

TTBTE have received a copy of a pamphlet on the 'Origin" and Distribution of Ore in the Coeur d'Alene' by

Mr. Oscar IT. Hershey. To tell the truth, we had a

chance to publish this essay in our columns and would

have been happy t« do so but for the fact that it was ton

long and could not be abbreviated without being spoiled.

To those who are interested in the geology of that im-

portant mining region of Idaho, this pamphlet will ap-

peal as a careful and lucid presentation of the evidence

bearing upon the origin and distribution of the silver,

lead, copper, and zinc ores, now the subject of successful

mining on a large scale. Jlr. Hershey marshalls his own
observations and gives courteous attention to those col

lected by others, notably the gentlemen of the U. S.

Geological Surve.v. He divides the veins into systems

based on geologic age : he notes the mineral combinations

characteristic of these vein-systems; and then he tests

the theory of a zonal arrangement with relation to the

intruded granite. This hypothesis he attacks vigor-

ously, and in lieu of it he suggests a diffused mineral-

ization in one particular terrain as the source of m-arly

all the lead and zinc in the ore deposits of the Coeur

d'Alene. In short, he challenges the magmatie theory

advocated b.v ^Ir. F. L. Ransome and other gentlemen of

the Survey. In this tilt, he has our hearty sympathy, for

we have the best of goodwill for the work of the energetic

mining engineers wlio liii\c inipnccrcd the geologic study

of so many of <iur Wcslcin ruining regions, making in-

vestigations and collec-ling .ilis.'rvalions Hint have hern

more useful to actual mining and mon- helpful evi'U to

the Survey than Hie iingraeious acknowleilgnienl ol' some

of its ofliei-rs would permit one to infi-r. Mr. Ili'isliey

has devoted a great deal of iseii'iitious study to the

Coeur d'Alene. In behalf "f the niining public, C8-

peeially on the I'iieilie Coast, we lender our friendly

ai>i>reeialion.

GASOlilNK is a pnniiiei in Midi gc'iieiii! use iluil llie

price of it is a mailer of eoneeni lo llie inajor purl

of the community, lleiiee n .liscu,s.siiiii of the eondilions

.•oiitribiitory to llie high enst now previiiling is timely.

We are indeliled In a ennlrilnilor. ;is modest as lie is

well informed, for an article on llie siibjcel. His argu-

ment is .summarized by two gmiiliie .liagrains. one eon-

Irastiiig production with the niiinliei' df jiiitdiiiohiles in

use and the other exhibiting the relation hctwccn the

yield from the Cushing well and the price of crude oil

ill the state of Oklahoma. He emphasizes the expansion

in the use of the intcrnal-comlinstion engine as the chief

factor in the rise of gasoline and suggests that relief for

the consumer will come through such processes of frac-

tional distillation as have been dcvelojied already by

Messrs. Burton and Rittman, whereby an increased yield

of gasoline is obtained from crude oil. It is noteworthy

that the ratio of gasoline production to crude-oil pro-

duction increased from 6.!)% in January lOl:"} to 9.2%

in December of that year. It is estimated that the num-

ber of automobiles in use in this country will increase

during the current year from 2,000,000 at the beginning

of tlie year to 3.000,000 at the end. It is also noteworthy

that the Federal Trades Commission has iuscertained that

the Standard Oil Company's price for gasoline Wiis 4%
below that charged by 47 other refineries, so that the idea

of a monopolistic conspiracy does not seem warranted.

A good deal of loose talk is prevalent on the subject of

oil production. Prominent people at Washington are

calculating that if the present rate of output is main-

tained we shall find our reserves of oil exhau.sted in 23.

27. or some other specific term of years. A Californian

authority, in a Senate document, closes a valuable sum-

mary of statistical information with the threat of a

speedy exhaustion of our oil-supply and indulges in a

rhetorical climax in which we are given a vision of the

day when "our battleships will swing helplessly at

anchor, and our country will resound to the martial

tread of a triumphant foe." This we consider without

.sufficient warrant of fact. Substitutes for gasoline are

bound to be found as the 'cracking' process is developed ;

indeed, the making of benzol from coal is already fur-

nishing an alternative fuel for the motor-engine. Our

resources in oil-shale—in Wyoming, Colorado, and

Utah—have hardly been touched. But in deprecating

exaggeration concerning the exhaustion of our oil sup-

plies, we do not minimize the stupidity of burning crude

oil as fuel, and thereby wasting so many of the more

valuable by-products, as is done at the wells themselves.
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Aids to Success

111 reL-ent issues our readers have joined witli us in

discussing the essentials of mining education and the

qualifications of a successful mining engineer. An hon-

ored contributor, himself formerly professor in a well-

known School of Mines, writes to say :

'

' Somehow or

otlier the successful engineer lacks in many instances

the qualifications that recent writers consider so essential.

You liiiow a iot of these men: why not study them and

give us some cold-blooded deductions—not what you

would like to find, but what you actually do find." That

is a challenge to which we respond herewith. So we start

by saying that apparently the first requisite is good

health. Undoubtedly a man's physical strength and ac-

tivity, as ordinarily understood, are factors in his exact-

ing work as a mining engineer, not only in youth when he

is a junior member of the staff in mine or mill but in the

riper years when he has to travel to the waste places of

the earth and expose himself to the rigors of inclement

climates or the miasmas of the jungle. That is why we

tell our young friends not to go to malarial countries,

risking an infection that is so hard to eradicate. Sell

not your birtli-right for a mess of pottage. Physical

unhealthiness is a cause of mental unfitness. A man's

temper, even his temperament, in large measure, is the

reflex of his bodily condition. Joyous good health not

only promotes clear thinking but makes men attractive to

their fellows. It is true, poor health did not deter some

great men. like Darwin and Huxley, from .sjdondid in-

tellectual achievement, but the average man succumbs

under conditions so unkind. Lacking the stamina for

sustained effort, he is unable to apply himself with assid-

uity to his work, so that his contemporaries pass him in

tlie great competition. Therefore we choose good health

as Ihe first gift to the fortunate. Next, we reckon a good

start: the favors of kindly circumstance, such as a father

able to pay for the necessary education, a kind undr

to give the graduate a job. and friends glad to give a

push when most needed. Of course, there are a few—

a

very few—who have succeeded despite the lack of all such

aids: they picked up their education as best they could,

from books, at night-school, from chance acquaintances;

they started by doing manual labor ; they won grudging

promotion by their merit, and owed little to patronage

until they had placed a firm foot on the ladder of success.

Such mfn are the finer and .stronger for the struggle

from which they emerged victorious, but even as regards

some of these we think the world has lost by not giving

them the best of education and training, at the start, and

thereby developing to their highest the exceptional pow-

ers and peculiar aptitudes now manifest. So, next to

good health, we put 'push' and 'pull.' Those are the

words, as we have said before, written on the opposite

sides of the door that opens the way to a successful

career. Next in importance we put the knowledge of

men, the ability to diagnose human motives, the instinct

to say and do the right thing, the psychologic intuition

that enables a man to guess which way the cat is going

to jump. This quality is one that may become cultivated

in the course of experience ; it will make a man helpful,

.sympathetic, and loyal, or. by the perversity of nature,

it may ])e used by him to humor, thwart, and deceive his

fellows. Looking around us, we see men who have become

successful and honored by the proof of good faith and

loyalty to their associates and employers, but we also see

men who have become rich and powerful by lack of

scruple and a selfishness that disregarded honorable ob-

ligation. In life, as in poker, the l)luff sometimes suc-

ceeds; even the four-flush may take the pot from a mod-

erately good hand. Self-assurance may cover many
defects of training and knowledge. You can fool most

of the people for a considerable period of time. Given

equal al)ility, the confident man is likely to out-distance

the modest one. Confidence is strength.

Next, we mention perseverance. Here we are in close

agreement with the Sunday-school teacher. Persistence

of effort and tenacity of purpose are forces that accom-

plish wonders. To 'make up your mind' to master a

given branch of technologv' and so become a leading

specialist is not, however, the same thing as dreaming of

getting there or ruminating on the pleasure of having

got there. Many men we know owe a great deal to an

innate obstinacy that enabled them, through thick anu

thin, through smooth and rough, to "keep their eye on

the ball." This fixity of purpose or staliility of mind is

what constitutes character, as distinguished from the

want of it. "Weak as water" and " a cake not turned"

are the type of Ethelred the Unready. Such are not born

to success. Tenacity of will, even in men not greatly

gifted, will suffice to take them far on the road to achieve

ment. So we put the chief factors of success in the fol-

lowing order: good health, the favor of circumstance,

knowledge of men, perseverance. To these we might

add, as a factor peculiarly conducive to pre-eminence

under the conditions of modern industrial effort, the

power of organization and the executive ability that

usually goes with it, so tremendously in demand wher-

ever complex and far-reaching technical operations are

being conducted with the aid of much capital and more

men. Of course, in all of this we have assumed some

measure of mental endowment : in other words, a moder-

ately clever young man. There always will be inequal-

ities of brain-power, despite the declarations of perfervid

rhetoricians : some men .scarcely know their right hand

from their left ; others can orient themselves at a

moment's notice; witless will serve his ma.ster to the

crai'k of doom ; but in estimating the factors of success

we nnist assume—and we have assumed—at least an

avei'age proyiortion of ability. And we conclude that the

handicap of dift'erences of ability at the start is more

than overcome in the long race that begins in youth and

ends in old age. There remains only the definition of

"success." We have had to give the word its conven-

tional significance, which is that of a prosperous con-

clusion or an advantageous result. Some men not deem-

ed "successful" in the common meaning of the word

are happy in having got what they wanted : others lab-
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fl«'«l Sllii'fssful" hllVf I'omitl tlwit llir rodl wiilcis lu'ck-

i.iiiiij{ tlii'in woro onlv n siuuiy whsIc 'Siu'ci-ns' miiy ln'

.1 riiinlHiw or a iiiiraKi'. To iiuwt in«>ii tin* cliiiMf is ln'ttcr

than tlu- kill: the strivitiK is tiiioi- than tlu' achicvi-iiu'nt :

in any evi-nt. it is i-ortain tliat n<> man t-aii hr hai>|>y who

IS not his (iwn philosopher.

United States Smelting

We rvfern'tl the otlier ilay to the tine showinjf nunle liy

tlie Anioriean Sineltintr & Ketininjr Company in its

annnal rvport. It appears that its eiiief eompetitor. the

I'nited States Smeltinp. Hetining & Mining Company

alsi> tlid well last year. Some tletails eoneerninn this im-

portant enterprise will inten'st our readers. The eom

pany was orgiuiizcd in 1906—just ten years ago—as a

holding eorporation for enterprises of the eharaeti-r in-

dieated hy its name. It owed its origin to that energetic

individual, the late Albert V. Holden. liaeked liy a group

of eapahle Hoston men. notahly Me.ssrs. William IJ.

Sharp. W. H. Coolidge, and H. Preston Clark, also the

late Robert 1). El vans. The technical stalT includes

Messrs. Frederick Lyon. Sidney J. Jennings, A. P. An-

derson. George W. Ileintz. and Carlos W. Van Law.

The operations in which the company engages, through

its subsidiary organizations, are of a most diversified

character, industrially and geographically. Among the

mining properties the most interesting just now is the

Real del Monte at Pachuca. where, despite Jlexican mis-

nile. the work of underground exploration was rewarded

a few months ago by the discovery of a large tonnage of

ricli silver ore on the 1400-foot level. This property in-

cludes 180 mining claims, covering 4270 acres, hcsiiles

26.000 acres of agricultural land—evidently a magnifi-

cent estate. During 1915 an output of 390.000 tons was

made, the average content being 13.9 ounces of silver

and .^1.48 in gold per ton, exploited at an average total

i-ost of .MIS per ton. The output of .silver, namely.

5.321.000 ounces, is being exceeded this year, being at

the rate of 700.000 ounces monthly. The deepest work-

ings are at 20.50 feet and one of the difficulties of opera-

tion is the expense of pumping. However, this Jlexiean

venture gives promise of being an inereasingl.v produc-

tive enterprise. In T'tah the company controls the Cen-

tennial-Eureka and Bullion-Beck mines in the Tintic

district, and the Telegraph, Niagara, and other mines

in the Bingham district. In Nevada it controls the old

Richmond and Eureka properties, now consolidated, hut

awaiting the rebuilding of the branch railway before re-

suming operations on an adequate scale. In .Arizona

the company owns the Gold Road mine, at Oatman ; this

has proved a poor purchase, the ore decreasing in rich-

ness on the lower levels, but the mine is yielding a small

profit pending further exploration in depth. The Ten-

nessee mine, at Chloride, in the same region, is being

operated productively under lease and bond. In Shasta

comity, California, the company controls the important

Mammoth nunes. besides several promising groups of

claims in the vicinity. Last year the production was

2.'>1.9(l7 Ions 111 on' averaging 4'i copper and .^2 per Ion

ill llif precious nielals. In addition ll,7(il! Ions of zinc

ore was produced.

.\mong the company's iiicialhii'gical operations an-

ihc .Maiiimolh copper smdlcr. willi a capacity of 450,000

Ions of charge per aiiiiiiiii. This cHlahlishmeiil also

I reals i-uslom ores from mines in California, Nevada,

and Oregon. At Needli-s, on liic Colorado river, the

company has a conccntraling mill Ihal treats liic oiilpiil

of the Tenness4'e mine and custom ore from oilier miiies

across the river in .Vrizoiia. In I'lali llie iiiiporlaiil lead

smelt IT a I .Mill vale Inlnll^'s In I lie rilitiil Sillies Siiiillint;

('oiiipany. which also operates a lead zinc I'lincciil lalor

ill the .same lo<-ality. The smeller has a i;i|)acit v nl'

481,800 tons of charge ])cr aiimiiii. \vliilc tin coiicint rator

has alioiil half that cai)a<'it.v. Holli ai-c designed nn I lie

most moilerii lines. The eoiiipaiiy also owns zinc siiieli

ers at .\ltooiia, Inl.i. and I,a llar|ir, •ill in Kansas. These

have had the advantage of the iiicreascil |u-odiiclioii of

zini' ores and tiie rising jjrice of spelter. The llirce zinc

plants iiave an aggregate capacity of 91,000 Ions of ore

])ei- aiiiiiim: they use gas for fuel and are e(piippeil for

exiraeling the precious metals. Hei'eiilly the company

has taken a lease on the Raven.swood mine in iMissmiii

and has erected a mill of 218,000 tons yearly capaitily to

treat the zinc ore ])roduccd. The company controls a

coiijici' smelter and an elect rolytic io|)pcr refinery at

('lirome. New Jersey. The hitler has a capacity of 180

million pounds of copper, while the smelter can treat

200,000 tons of charge per aiinnni. Ores, mattes, and

other iirodiicis are received from Canada. Spain, (.'nl)a,

and South America, besides the company's own mines in

this coiHitry. Finally, at East Chicago, the company

owns the (irasselli lead-rcfiiiiiig plant, which has an an-

nual capacity of 72 million pounds of lead, in these two

refineries the company holds only an equal interest

with Aron llirsch & Solin of llalherstadt, Germany.

On 111 riling to the annual report we find that these

niiiltifarioiis energies made a turn-over, last year, of

Average

Total Value inice

Copper 26.923,674 11). $4,894,723 18.18c.

Lead 87,102.179 " 3.954,438 4. .54

Zinc .34,105.471 " 5,102,178 14.96

Silver 12.071,963 oz. 6,031,017 49.96

Gold 196,481 " 4,061,262 $20.67
f

The total earnings were $7,579,184, out of vvhieli a

profit of $6,592,324 is declared. From this a T/i <iivi-

dcnd was paid on 486,350 preferred shares of $50 each

and 75 cents per share on 351,115 common shares of $50

each. The total capitalization is $75,000,000, half in

preferred and half in common stock. At the beginning

of this .vear the company organized a metal-selling

agency of its own, emphasizing its status in the busi-

ness of mining and smelting. The past year was one of

expanding prosperity, the gross and net earnings alike

being the highest in the company's history. As far as

the miner is concerned, it is a good thing to have compe-

tition in the smelting business and we are glad there-

fore to see this company prosper.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers ure invited (o use (his department for (he discussion of (fchuical and other matters per-

taining to mining and metallurgy. The Ediior H'eicoines the expression of vieu'S contrary to his own, be-

lieving that careful cri(icism is more valuable than casual compliment.

Tonnage Formulas
\'hv Kditor:

Sir—Having noticed Mr. John Allingliam's formula

for estimating slime tonnage, I am submitting a chart

that flotation men may be glad to use in estimating the

consumption of oils and acids in their plants per ton

of feed.

For my copy of the chart I am indebted to Mr. 0. B.

Hofstrand, who prepared it for his own use and in a

fitting size for the Lefax books.*

per ton at 100 cc. per min. and 100 tons of feed per 24

hours.

Inasmuch as the consumption of oil is greater than

100 cc. per min. and the tonnage treated is greater than

100 tons per 24 hours, we must use the third formula to

arrive at our final figure.

Thus: -^ or 2.95 X ^xS= 1.05 lb. per ton.

100

Doubtless many mill-foremen and superintendents

/.?!'
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A i-oncn-to oxnmpU', usihI in ti^rllrill^^ llu' tdiiiuijji- Iti ii

oiTtaiii flotation plimt, in which both Ji loatl iiml a zinc

conoentrato wort* inaile, will he I'leartr than thr use of

roniiuln> ami unknowns.

'

The ooni'tntrate tonnaffi- is known and also \\u- jissiiy

(in rinc^ of the heads, tailinp. and i-oiuontratc.

Product* Assay Zir

,

Symbol

Feed B.7 //

TRllInK -•« ^'

Concentrate *0A ('

Then

:

Ratio of .oniontration ,-J^ ,_ ^^^^ = 12.1

( 1(10 _ 40.4X100 _
Eftii'ioufy of coni'tMit ration =^

Jl\l{
^

5.7x12.1

58.7%.

Made 211 tons concentrate of 40.4% Zn. whi<h equals

85.2 tons of metallic zinc.

85.2 tons equals 58.7% of the zinc in the original feed.

100% -58.7% =41.3% zinc lost in the lend concen-

trate and tailing, or 59.9 tons metallic zinc

85.2 + 59.9 = 145.1 tons of metallic zinc in the or

iginal feed.

1^! =2545.5 tons of feed to the plant.
0.057

The tonnage of concentrate or tailing could, h.v know-

ing the feed tonn;i2e, he equally well calcidated by this

method.
C. EUSTACK DWYF.R.

Superior. Mont.. April 14.

Some Peculiar Ore Deposits

The Editor:

Sir—Two years ago, in a paper read before a local

meeting of the A. I. M. E.. I ventured the opinion that

the ore deposits of Republic (\\'a.sliington) were thiMii-

selves magmatic injections, the magma being the resid-

uum, or mother-liquor, resulting from the differentiation

processes of long-continued vulcanism.

At that time I was operating a lease on the upper

levels of the Lone Pine mine. Not long after commenc-

ing work it became evident that something was wrong

with the sampling method. Close inspection of the work-

ing-faces, coupled with occasional visits to neighboring

properties, revealed a curious condition, and one that 1

had never before encountered. The 'black sulphides'

—

to use the local term—resemble the color of fountain-

pen ink on clean white blotting-paper, appeared to have

been distributed through the quartz by means of an

atomizer, and again as if a passage for their reception

had been prepared by a huge corkscrew. In ea.sting

about for an explanation, it seemed perfectly natural to

associate the curvilinear habit of the sulphide distribu-

tion with the phenomena accompanying convection cur-

rents in a liquid. In this connection it may be well to

state that the above remarks apply to ore of medium

grade. The rich ore, carrying native gold, selenide of

silver, and telluride of these metals, was usually found

close to the hanging wall, and occasionally filling small

li.s,sure.s and rracturcs running awji\ licmi lln- niiiin ile

pimil. Tlu'Kc high-grade strenks were ol' a peeidiar

striped a]>pcaraiiee, resendiliiig noliiing so niiieli as a

series of idosely crinkled lines drawn paiallel td one

anoilier, with a line pen. on a sheet nl wliilr lilotling-

paper, the dispersion of IIh' ink tlirongh the fabric of

;lie paper being in faithful aei'did with the actual ap-

pearance of the sulphides in the i-nek. Under a stront;

lens, a slali nl' pur-e while <|uart/ taken frniii tlir lti'|>Ml)lic

mine looked for ail the world as if .some vandal had

lilown a niiinite (|u;inlity of hmipblai-k over the surface

of a liiiw I III' in Ilk ( 'mil
I

let CI 1 1 ant In in I \ li.is ijei-iarril llii>

black .suipliidrs Id have a eiiiii|Hisil imi ;i|i|iri>aeliinL' lli-'it

of tetiahedrite.

It is when one eoines to speculate iipnii the eau.sc of

the lissnring in the andesile that Iroubie and doubt sit

at his I'lliow. That the fissures were open when occupied

liy tile iiivaiiiiif; iiiagiiia there seems no reason In lioulit ;

that the magma itself supplied the foree needed to rup-

ture the rocks is open to (piestion. In more than one

of the mines open to inspection there ari' small side

veins and pockets lilleii with a cloudy ennipaet quartz,

the j)reseni-e of wliii'h it is liard iiicjccd to explain ex-

cept liy tlic invasion of a iiiiiil liljcij rcccplacli' hy a

viscous inagiiia. The (piartz of thi-se oeeurrcnees is

generally barren. In appearance it is of a iiiiiddy tint,

with distinct wavy lines of all shades of gray and black,

of a pattern that is reminiscent of the rojiy malerial

sometimes observable on the selvage of a lava fiow.

Nor is the RepuMie district tin' only Incalily where

the inagniatic injection theory seems to offer the most

rational cxidaiiation of the origin of quartz veins. In

the Cabinet mountains of Montana, among the flat-lying

quartzites and slates, there are quartz veins tliat a|)pear

to have invaded these rocks under pressure sufficient to

produce marked doming of the overburden. These are

veritable laccoliths in miniature, and so far a.s I am

aware, there are no eruptives within many miles of the

locality. These deposits are barren ami of small size, if

surface indications are to be relii-d ujioii.

An interesting feature of that region, and one that

may lend an odd twist to the problem with wliich the

already overworked mental capacity of the prospector

is beset, is that .several of the veins in the slate contain

gold, zinc, and in one instance, hiibnerite, ami in an

other scheelite : the tungsten minerals, so I am inl'orm<d.

being closely associated with the blende and galena.

From the :Missoula River side of the district, eight

years ago, a prospector found some material in his gold

pan that refused to separate from the gold. He pre-

served the pannings in a bottle, and the following winter

he came to me at Great Falls with the request that I

'put him wise.' I was unable to enlighten him, but sug-

gested that he send his 'damfunnystuff' to a qualified

analyst. He did. Four years ago I met one of his part-

ners, who told me that the contents of the bottle con-

tained "some dam thing or another that was used in

making some new-fangled light." T tried him with

thorium and all the 'ites and 'iiiins I had with me. but

I
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in vain; he liad foi-gotten. It may have been monazite.

What of the thermal conditions required to deposit

those minerals? Is the lead and zinc content of these

veins to be explained by stating that these minerals are

themselves the end product of some mysterious diflferen-

tiation process? For instance: a series of transforma-

tions resulting from the decomposition—or molecular

decay—through loss by emanation of radio-active mi!i-

erals of higher atomic weight.

We prospectors are having a hard time indeed; there's

that other beast of prey, the plumbojarosinoeeros, but

Nevada will go dry some day.

A. M. Balfour.

Repulili.', Wasliington, April 25.

Mining Law Revision

Tlie Editor:

Sir— I have read the text of the bill introduced before

Congress ])y Representative Foster of Illinois. As one

of those whose interests would be directl3' affected by

the passage of this bill, I beg to oft'er some comment

:

The new law is not to apply to locations already made

at the time the propo.sed changes go into effect. The old

right of apex in simple form and fact remains. The

questions of faulting and junctions will be still with us.

The fact of being the discoverer is no longer pertinent.

The writer of the proposed law probably was never

five miles from the nearest scrub pine about to mark a

claim with no rocks in sight within a half-mile or more.

This is a condition that arises occasionally in a por-

phyritic country of flat nature. Why not a mound of

Iirush and dirt and a rock or two on top to hold a tobacco-

tin with the mark inside away from grasslioppers, liz-

ards, rats, chipmunks, and weather? In marking lines,

why not specify the manner of marking to be such as can

be most easily done with consideration to the greatest

effect. Nobody wants to be over-lapped. Tlie Oriental

claim south of Goldfield was plowed around full}' 25

years ago and is still ver;>' easilj- traced. That is dry

country. On the Mother Lode sucli a method would be

no good.

Proof of failure to find a probably remuueralive vein

or lode nnist be given by anyone trying to dislodge the

locator and holder. It is the same old story with a new

chance to do some hazy proving. A locator finds a

vein. He looks at it and says it is fine. lie doesn't have

to test it to see. He has obtained enougli pannings in

some spot out of line of the strike of his vein and de

cides to make the vein of ore hit both places. He lays

ofT his claim and maybe gets nearly 3000 ft. of the best

outcrop within his lines. "V\Tiat about it ? How is a

pro.spector to make a claim with straight lines follow a

crooked vein? I exposed a vein by work done that had

been patented and mapped as running from the location

post at one end to the centre end at the other. It really

took a turn and went across the side-line at an angle of

60° and hadn't even been faulted till it was well outside

tlie elaini. Too mucli supposition in 1his case, too.

Rarely can a man keep from being bothered by other

locators if he thinks he has anything good. He will

probably liave to mark it before he knows what he wants.

This section will be abused. It will be unsatisfactory.

Too nuich evidence has to be dug up against a locator

for it to be worth much. If used rightly it is valuable

and an improvement. It presumes that a locator has no

other interest on earth save digging on his claim. Jt is

a little tight in its specifications; it will promote fi-aud.

Extra-lateral work cannot be carried on under a claim

alongside a lot of low-grade veins because it takes too

long to get that far along. There is the time limit.

What if the alongside claim should be kept up only long

enough to bring the time limit into operation against the

locator of the valuable vein and then shoidd get into

the hands of a grafter by new location or transfer?

Can a locator or possessor of locations abandon any

location in case he wants to change to his advantage

—

to allow liim to take up something that later looks

better?

The tunnel-site claim is a clean-cut improvement, but

it doesn't allow for immunity of trespass at the mouth of

the tunnel or mode of approach across .surface. Nowhere

have I seen provision for enforcing permission to pass

across other property to reach a property beyond. T

know of no legal way to enforce permis.sion of access by

;i practicable route. What about prospectors and own-

ers of locations being called upon through the County

Clerk's office to furnish direct statement of the time or

times when assessment work was done on claims?

George E. McClelland.

San Francisco, May 2.

Patents and the Patent Office

The Editor:

Sir—There seems to be a great deal of misconception

as to the nature of patents and the operation of patent

laws. A patent, per se, has no value, unless the subject-

matter patented has value. The Patent Office cannot in-

ject value into a patent.

Complaint is frequently made of the gi-eat number of

worthless patents issued by the Patent Office. If a

patent is worthless, and the patentee is satisfied to pay
the fee, the patent attorney satisfied to receive it, and the

Patent Office is enriched thereby, why should there be

any cause for complaint? If the patent is contested, that

of itself is evidence that it has some merit, and that the

patentee is entitled to consideration. Inventions ai-e no

different from other efforts, and patents should not be

different from other forms of property. Only a small

fraction of all human effort results in phenomenal suc-

cess, a larger portion in mediocrity, and almost all in

failure or indifference. Patents are no exception to this

general rule.

A patent granted on a trivial improvement is quite

harmless. Any patent, based on an improvement evident

to any mechanic, as frequently charged, can easily be

suiMiiouTitpd by a mechanic of equal ability: if it cannot.
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tlint iiulifitti's tliat tlio iiii|tn)vctiu-iit is not Iriviul, LuK

forms tlio hjwis of n vnlunlilf palont. Kct-nusc n jialoiit

iJiH'S not rt'prwtont a Imsio iiloa or a pn-at ailvanco in tin-

art. is no n-nson why it should not ho prnnti'il. A sninll

iniprovonu-nt is cntitli'd to as nuu'li coMsitlonition as ;.

great improvement, for preeisoly the same rea.son tliat n

l>t'aniil v«>nilor is i-ntitli'd to thi- same jirotei-tion in his

biisinoss lus tlio husinoss oorporations usually olassitii-'i

aa "tnists." Similarly, an applieant for patent who nuiy

lio ignonint in tho art he is working is entitled to the

same oonsidonition as tho most highly odueated appli

eant. The fju'l that Carrie Everson was not a speoialist

in motallurgy oannot. of itself, detraet from the value of

her invontion.

Muoh of the criticism of tin- raloiit Office is un-

foundotl. Tho cause for the criticism lies deeper than

incompetency in the I'ateut Office staff. The granting

of a patent is not so much a matter of research as opinion

based on that resoareh. In all ca.ses of reasonable doulit

then- is less harm done by granting a patent tiian in re-

fusing it. Let it be remembered that the Patent Office

stJilT hius the .same difficulties to contend with as a court.

aiid there is no unanimity iu court decisions, even based

on exhaustive evidence.

No action of the Patent Office, under any system, can,

or should be final, until the highest court of jurisiliition

has passed upon it. There is absolutely no practicable

way in which an unas,sailable })atent can. with .justice

be granted. The present patent law, on the whole is ex-

cellent. What is most urgently needed is a technical

court to preside over patent cases, and the method of

procedure should be greatly simplified and expedited.

In any event, there should not be more than one appeal.

Much has been said in commendation of the German

patent laws. Quite as much, if not more, injustice re-

sults from the German patent laws as under the Amer-

ican laws. Under the German system, any applicant

can be forced into litigation before the patent is granted. -

and this is frequently done by strong financial interests

to eliminate weaker competitors. A foreigner, undei-

German laws, has not got the same fair chance as he has

under the American patent laws.

Every patent looks simple after its simplicity has been

]>ointed out : it is usually self-evident after it is made so.

On the whole, the present examinations are strict enough

—stricter a thousand times than the conditions govern-

ing tiie aquisition of material property from the Govern-

ment. "When an application is filed for a patent, all the

records of the U. S.. British, and German patent-offices

are ransacked to see that the applicant does not get any-

thing that does not belong to him : even if a U. S. patent,

taken in connection with a British or German paten^.

shows anticipation, the patent is not granted. If a

patent is granted, the applicant can enjoy a questionable

right for 17 years. If a man files a claim on mineral

land, even though it has been discovered a thousand

times and abandoned, and even though the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey has mapped it out as mineral land, he is

still entitled to 'discovery' and valid location, and can

olilain title I'tirever. \\'\\\ llirii quilililr iiImmiI Ihr im.inst

rights of inventornT

The trouble in the patent law is not so iiiueli a iniitter

of the system of granting pnleiils. or in the I'liii'iit Olliee

sliitT. IIS in the jirojicr iidjnstnienl ol' wluil eai'li re

speclivc inventor is entitlrd In, nndrr the eondilioim.

Thei-e is nothing so new liul that it eonlaiiiN Nomething

that is old. and there is nothing so old Imt that, it may
contain soinething new. No iiivcntdi- Vfi ever |)ni(luced

anything out of a clear sky. On tin' oilier liiiiul, it is

safe to say that there are few patents indeed, that do nut

contain some element <<\' imvi'lly. small llioiigli it be.

In the last analysis the wortii and validity of a patent

can only lie iiilcrpretcd in llie light of the jirior slate of

the art, .inii in this inler()retat ion pioneer piilints.

whether exiiired or unexpired, should he given the liene-

lit of every doiiiil. No prior piiten! can or should b''

limited by a later patent on the basis of .speeilie use or

ilelinile jiroportions. If this were done every pioneer

patent eould be invalidated by niiiiieroiis later jiatents

claiming enough specific u.scs and ;i gi-eal, variety of pro-

portions, and if one siieh ))atent is valid, all siioiiid be

valid, and the pioneer jiatent would be hedged in on all

sides.

No fault .should be t'oiiiid with unwfirked or iinex-

ploitcd patents. After an applieant gets a |)ateiit it

should be liis to do with as he pleases, just the same as a

patentee of a milling elaini can. according to the jireseiit

laws, let it lie dorniant forever. It may be all wrong

that this sliould be so. but it would lie an oulrage on

patentees to require a patent to lie worked, .so long as

other forms of pro]>erty are not subjected to the same re-

strictions.

Patents are usually regarded as monopolist ie. (^learly

this is a mi.scfineeption and a niisnonier. Nothing could

be further from the Iruth. i'ateiils may be made the

basis of a nioiioply. Imt lliere is not a single monopolislie

element in the patent laws. A jiatent indicates owner-

ship, the same a.s that of a railroad or a mining claiin.

Neither of these constitutes what may be regarded as a

monopoly. Becau.se a man lia.s a mining claim which

belongs to him and his heirs forever, does not jirevent

anyone from locating an adjoining claim, iieitlier does a

patent prevent anyone else from accomplisliing Hie same

results in another way. It is only when enough mining

claims are acquired or conti'olled to manipulate prices

and output of the material mined, either by an actual or
.

implied agreement, that it beooraes a monopoly. The

only way patents can become monopolistic is by a similar

procedure. ^lorse transmitted intelligence by telegraph,

but that did not prevent licll from doing the same thing

by telephone, nor Marconi from doing it by wireless.

Neither of the.se. taken by itself, can be regarded as a

monopoly, but if the important patents were controlled

by one interest, either actual or implied, it might be re-

garded as a monopoly, differing in no way from other

monopolies or so-called trusts, and would have nothing to

do with the patent laws.

Then. too. all patents expire at the. end of 17 years. Is
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this socialistic or monopolistic? What a wail would be

heard if mining claims, for example—which, to say the

least, have no better rights to perpetual ownership than a

patent right—were to be placed under the same laws as

the patent laws, which so many delight in calling mon-

opolistic? The fact is that all intellectual property is

governed by extremely socialistic laws, while material

property is governed by extremely monopolistic laws. A
patent, which is one form of intellectual property, should

be given every fair consideration, interpreted in the

light of the prior state of the art and claims of re-

spective patentees in that art.

"W. E. Greenawalt.

Denver, April 15.

Selenide of Silver

The Editor

:

Sir—In a recent search through available literature

on the subject of selenides, I was unable to find any

mention of such at the De Lamar mine in Owyhee

county, Idaho. Hence, it may be of interest to know-

that the ^vriter identified a silver selenide in one of the

veins in that mine about five years ago. During the

latter part of 1910, we had a disagreement over bullion

settlement with the American Smelting & Refining Co. 's

Omaha plant. In the course of the correspondence re-

sulting, E. V. Orford, manager of the De Lamar Co.,

was informed that the smelter's chemist had noted the

presence of selenium in the bullion, from the reddish

fume arising when the bars were re-melted for sampling.

(Incidentally it may be remarked that subsequent in-

vestigation finally proved that the cause of the disagree-

ment was not the selenium, as at first thought, but "an

impure 'proof gold, which we were using in our bul-

lion-assays.) I made numerous tests, from that time

forward for several months, before I was able finally

and definitely to ascertain the particular part of the

mine from which at least a portion of the selenium was

coming. The cyanide precipitate always gave a strong

test for selenium, and once or twice I obtained a good

reaction for tellurium also.

In April 1911, in a sample from the '77' vein, on the

9th level, west stope, in a white "lamellar"^ quartz

(pseudomorphic after calcite), I noted small streaks of

a dull-black mineral which before the blowpipe gave the

strong red fume and radish odor of selenium, and an

easily reduced silver bead. As it was closely associated

with the silver sulphide, argentite (Ag^S), the mineraP
may be aguilarite, Ag,S -4- Ago(S,Se), though I have

not yet made other than qualitative tests on if. Pres-

sure of other work has prevented my making any quan-

titative determinations on the material, samples of which
I still retain, hoping that some day T may find oppor-

tunity to investigate it further.

The occurrence of selenium recorded by Lindgren and
Bancroft' in the Republic district, "Washington, is in-

iLindgren, U. S. G. S., Ann. Rep. XX. pt. 3, p. 170.

2Dana. 'Text Book of Mineralogy," 1899. p. 2S9.

3U. S. G. S., Bull. 550. pp. 148-150.

timately associated with tetrahedrite, but I do not recall

obaining a reaction for copper in the De Lamar material.

J. E. Clennell* mentions "a small quantity of copper"
in the bullion of the Redjang Lebong mine in Sumatra,
in connection with the occurrence of silver selenide

there. Spurr,^ describing the presence of selenium at

Tonopah, Nevada, says it is found "in part, at least as a

silver selenide.
'

' He" likens the Tonopah ore deposits to

those of the Silver City-De Lamar district; also' likens

the De Lamar deposits to those of Waihi, New Zealand,

as does Lindgren,- but neither of them mentions selenium

or tellurium at De Lamar. Lindgren, in listing the vein-

minerals of the Silver City-De Lamar district, does not

speak of any selenide in that area nor of any copper
mineral in the De Lamar mine. Pyrargyrite and
miargyrite are recorded, but no tetrahedrite. Gold is

described as also being associated with the selenium of

the Republic veins.' The De Lamar bullion was low in

gold, assaying 40 to 90 fine in that metal, and up to 900

fine in silver.

Walter W. Bradley.
Berkeley, Cal., April 24.

Drill-Steel Sharpening
The Editor

:

Sir—I have read with interest Mr. P. G. Beckett's

article on 'Drill-Steel Sharpening at the Old Dominion
Mine' in your issue of April 22. With a few exceptions

the practice at the Old Dominion follows closely the

standard Lake Superior practice of two or three years

ago. The greatest variations from present practice ai-e in

the large difference in gauge for successive lengths of

steel and the welding of 'Rocky-mountain' steel on

round shanks. It is evident that the ground at the Old
Dominion mine is not hard on the gauge, otherwise it

would be impossible to standardize on two-foot changes

;

and it is probable that more careful forming of the bits

would make it possible to reduce the changes in gauge
to i in. and possibly j\ instead of i inch. The advantage
to be gained by such a change is obvious. Assuming
that the gauge of the longest length of Leyner steel re-

mains at If, changes of | would make the starter 2|
diameter, instead of 2|, with a cutting-area only 70%
that of the starter at present used. If -^ changes are

used the starter would be Ij-f diameter, and the cutting-

area would be little over 50% of that of the 2|-in.

starter. As a matter of fact the reduction in cutting-

area, with its consequent increase in drilling-speed,

would be greater than I have indicated, for the gauge
of the long drill could be reduced to If and still give

plenty of room for l|-in. powder.

I do not wish Mr. Beckett to consider my remarks as

*Eng. & Min. Jour., Dec. 8, 1906, p. 1057; and June 8, 1907,

p. 1099.

5U. S. G. S., Prof. Paper, No. 42, p. 92.

«Loc. cit., p. 271.

''Loc. cit., p. 285.

8U. S. G. S., Ann. Rep. XX, pt. 3, pp. 107-188.

oLlndgren and Bancroft, Joe. cit.
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ailviTs«» eritioisiu of tlio praotii-e at tlie Old Dominion

mine, iis I ant not thoroughly enou(;li aoquaintod with

conditions thi-rc to pass jiul^incnt. I fvvl I'oiilidi'iit how-

ever, tliat as nnieh ciui ho done in redminj; t;!m|,;t' inlcr-

vols there as has been done already in the iron and cop-

per districts of Lake Superior. In the I'opper ronntry.

Mr. C. I). Lawton, of the yuiney Mining Co., and

Messrs. M. M. Morrison anil Oeha i'otter. of the Calumet

& Heela Mining Co., have perfected their driil-de.si^ii

and drill-sharpening practice to such a degree tliat tiicy

standardize on
i";,

changes in gauge for 2-ft. changes in

length.

At the Cliffs Shaft mine at Ishpcming, the largest

hard-ore mine operating on the ilarquettc range, I have

made it standjird practice to use a ^ change in gauge for

foot changes in length, the gauge of an S-ft. drill being

Ij in. Six years ago standard practice was to use i

changes in gauge for 6-in. changes in length of steel.

The steel now used is IJ hexagon hollow FJAB No. 10,

without lugs. There are 55 Le^^ler machines in use, of

which 35 are using steel with T>s-gauge changes. The

other 20 have not yet been changed over from ^ intervals.

The rapid strides made in improving drill-bits and

drill-sharpening methods have followed the introduction

of the Carr bit and are the result of the study of its

peculiarities. The Carr bit now used is essentially dif-

ferent from the bit originally designed by Mr. Carr.

The original Carr bit had a single cutting-edge, finished

at an angle of 120°, with an enlarged hole in the middle.

The wings of the bit were formed on a true cone with a

taper-angle of 5°, and the flat sides tapered toward the

cutting-edge at 4°. In many instances all of these angles

have been changed, and the bits are not made on a true

cone. It is essential that the two ends of the cutting-

edge and the four comers, where the faces of the bit

meet the flattened sides, should cut the same circle. This

necessarily means that the circle on which the wings are

formed shall be larger in diameter than the gauge of the

bit, the diameter being determined by three factors,

namely, the angle of the cutting-edge, the taper of the

wings, and the thickness of the bit at the corners. A
change in any one of these factors changes the diameter

of the wing-circle. In some kinds of ground Carr bits

are not a success, but the principles of their design are

equally applicable to cross-bits, and there is no reason

to believe that with them results will not be as gratifying.

Following is a brief description of the driU-sharpen-

ing methods in use at the Cliffs Shaft mine: Three

kinds of steel are used, 1^ hexagon hollow steel for

Leyner drills: 1^ round solid steel for .3^ piston-drill.'?,

and 1-inch round solid steel for raising-drills. Two
styles of bit are used on the Leyner steel : cross-bits and

Carr bits. The cross-bits are sharpened in a No. 3

Leyner sharpener, and are gauged in the dies. The

gauge-changes are i inch, and the changes in length one

foot. The Carr bits are sharpened in a No. 5 Leyner

sharpener, but are not sharpened in the dies. The steel

is held by the dies, and the bit is 'upset' in the open air.

one dolly and one pair of dies serving for all sizes of bit.

The steel is flattened between special dies, and is 'swagi'd'

for the wings during the sharpening pmcess in a pair of

rurnuTS with 1')" tajnT. It is upset to i in, grentrr

dianicter tiian the gauge, ami is then liroiiglit back to

gauge by being scjueezed in a paii- of foniii in willi (i

tajicr. This uictiiod of forging rai'ilitali's drawing out

the corners. All erossbits are sharpened in onr hciil,

but Carr bits often rccpiire two. On the (Toss-bitH 1h>'

angle of the entling-cdgc is !1fl " unci liie tajter If)". On
the Carr bits llii' .'inglc of the cutting-cdgc is 120" and

the taper 6°. All l.i yner steel is made without lugs, the

shanks being iiored out to 2 in., countersunk, cluinifcnMl,

and squaretl, and then t(Mn])ercd in oil. Hrcakage is

very low.

The solid steel for the raising-drills is sliiirpciicd in

the No. '.i Leyner sharjiener in the same manner as Ihi^

cross-bits for the Lej'ner drills, the gauge changes being

i in. per foot. The solid steel for the piston-drills is

sharpened in a AVord sharpener. Cros,s-1)its are used

with the angle of the cutting edge 90° and I lie taper 12'\

The changes in gauge are the same as for tin: other croR.s-

bits. The practice of welding 'Rocky-mountain' steel

onto the round steel was discontinued about four years

ago.

All steel is given a forging-heat from 2 to 2 A in. long

in a No. 9 Bradley coke forge, and is allowed to cool

thoroughly before being heated for tempering. The

tempering heat is made as short as possible, and the bits

are quenched by plunging into a tank. The tempering

heat is given in a No. 11 Bradley coke forge.

Steel for the piston and Leyner machines is marked

on the shank with the number of the contract to which

it belongs, and after tempering is sorted and placed in

a large rack, in which each contract has a pigeon-hole.

The steel for each contract is made into a bundle and

held together by an iron ring and wooden wedges. The

contract number is then written on one of the wedges

with a blue crayon.

LuciEN Eaton.

Ishpcming, Mich., May 2.

V^vLUE of the gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc pro-

duced at mines in the Eastern or Appalachian States in

1915 was .$29,968,369, against $11,437,707 in 1914, ac-

cording to the statement .iust made public by the U. S.

Geological Survey. The figures for 1915, compiled by

James M. Hill, represent the production of 104 mines, of

which 59 were gold placer mines (many of them small),

24 deep gold mines, 14 lead and zinc mines, and 7 copper

mines. The metal yield was as follows: gold, 10,848 oz.

;

silver, 102,545 oz. ; copper, 18,772,735 lb. ; lead, 697,329

lb. ; and zinc, 312,498,575 pounds.

Goi>D received by the San Francisco mint in April

totaled 180,387 fine oz., also 126,990 oz. silver. The

coinage executed was $1,385,000 in eagles, $3000 in one-

cent pieces, W18,000 in 20-centavos, and P9000 in one-

eentavos for the Philippines. The vaults contain $374,-

018,535.41.
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Ey m. rasfiSaes

THE article on the precipitating action of carbon-

aceous shale in cyanide solution, by Paul W.
Avery, in the Mining and Scientific Press of

April 8 calls to my mind some observations made in the

summer of 1915 while cyaniding some Mother Lode con-

centrate. These are all the more remarkable by the fact

that they so closely parallel the results obtained by him.

It will, perhaps, be interesting to your readers to com-

pare the two.

The ore consists of pyrite and arsenopyrite occurring

in quartz and carbonaceous slate in about equal pro-

portions and is treated in the manner usual in this dis-

trict. The gold occurs native, combined with pyrite and

arsenopyrite, the latter carrying the most gold. Consid-

erable mineral is found in the slate. As at the Esper-

anza,^ crushing liberates a large part of the carbon-

aceous matter in the slate, and this carbon forms a film

on the surface of the pulp, visible at the turn-boxes,

classifiers, and mill-discharges. It assays from $2 to

$12 per ton. No attempt has been made recently to

cyanide this ore direct, earlier efforts having proved

futile. However, an idea of the effectiveness of cya-

nidation may be gained from the following:

Concentrator tailing, -f 60, sand, ounces 0.06

KCN strengtli, per cent 0.25

Time of leaching, days 9

Final tailing, ounces 0.025

No. 1 No. 2

Concentrator tailing, -200, slime, ounces. .. .0.04 0.04

KCN strength, per cent 0..30 0.15

Time of agitation, hours 72 72

Final tailing, ounces 0.04 0.04

On the other hand, the concentrate is amenable to

treatment by cyanide under the conditions noted below.

Preliminary experiments showed a possible extraction

of 92.5%, but when the plant was put in operation the

maximum extraction obtained was about 85%. The
method of treatment followed in the plant closely ap-

proximated that shown to be necessary by the tests. The
concentrate, after being removed from the vanners, was

ground to 200-mesh in a tube-mill with water, run over

amalgamating plates into a dewatering cone, thence

washed into Pachuea agitators with cyanide solution

sufficiently strong to raise the resultant solution to the

proper strength. After six hours' agitation, the finely-

ground concentrate was washed three times with barren

solution and finally with water, and discharged. The
tabulated results clearly show premature precipitation.

It will be noted that the figure 0.60 oz. recurs fre-

quently as the final tailing-assay; innumerable instances

similar to those tabulated indicate this to be the point at

iReferrlng to Mr. Avery's article.

Assay of concentrate discharged from Final

Vanners Pachucas 1st wash 2nd wash 3rd wash tailing

Oz. Oz. Oz. Oz. Oz. Oz.

3.78 1.74 0.35 0.99 0.60 0.60

4.42 1.10 0.66 0.56 0.72 0.72

3.38 0.52 0.7S 0.70 0.65 0.60

3.60 0.82 0.26 0.38 0.66 0.60

3.50 0.76 0.50 0.40 0.50 0.50

3.70 0.58 0.40 0.54 0.38 0.40

3.90 0.74 0.62 0.60 0.60 0.56

4.00 . . . 0.62 ... ... 0.60

which the precipitating agent in the concentrate begins

to malie its action apparent. A test was then made to

determine at what period of the treatment this point

was reached. Samples were taken from the Pachuea

tanks after every hour of agitation.

Gold, Gold.

Oz. Oz.

Pachuea heading 4.26 After 6th hour 0.72

After 1st hour 0.92 " 9th " 0.58

" 2nd " 0.84 " 12th " 0.60

" 3rd " 0.84 " 18th " 0.58

" 4th " 0.72 " 24th " 0.66
" 5th " 0.92

It will be seen that most of the dissolution takes place

in the first hour, and it might be assumed that a change

of solution at that time would be beneficial. A test

along this line showed that upon changing the solution

every two hours, the residue fell more rapidly in value

:

Gold, Gold,

Oz. Oz.

Pachuea heading 4.26 After 2nd agitation 0.61

After 1st agitation 0.84 " 3rd " 0.56

This shows a residue after 6 hours' agitation of 0.56

oz. by frequent changes of solution as contrasted with

0.72 oz. without changing.

At this point it became desirable to investigate, by
analysis or otherwise, the cause of the high tailing and

premature precipitation. Facilities were not available

for analysis and it was postponed to make a search for

remedies. This was made along three lines: roasting,

fine grinding, and some form of wet desulphurization or

oxidation.

Roasting followed by cyaniding gave variable results,

depending on the quality of the roast. The best extrac-

tion was obtained from concentrate in which the iron

had been most nearly completely oxidized.

Raw Roasted concen- Final cyanide

concentrate. Cyanide tailing, trate head, tailing

Oz. Oz. Oz. Oz.

5.10 2.10 2.70 0.44

3.60 0.60 0.77 0.155

3.60 0.60 0.77 0.125

5.10 2.10 2.70 0.20

5.10 2.10 2.70 0.14
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The low tailing from nuistiiig aiul i-yiuiiilinjr coiitinus

the results obtained at other plmits hnving to ileiil with

vTajihito or cnrlHUineeous ore.-' l»it tliis iiicthoil iiicreases

ihe oiKsl of pliuit luiJ ueoeasitates iiuieli liuiidlinn of llie

orv. tlnis raising also tJie cost of operation.' Besiiles,

the loss in roasting concentrate lowers the apparently

high extraction of 9~^'c to a recovery of only W to '.Kt' I

.'

anil this may be obtiiined by other and cheaper means.

Prx^longeil grinding t>f a ]n>rtion of the concentrate

with weak cyanide solution jModuced a marked improve-

ment. This was done in consequence of a classification

test that showed more gold in the heavier—not coarser

or finer—portion of the concentrate.

No. 1 Classifier product 0.60 oz.. first to come off classifler

" 2
" " 0.6S

•• S
" •' 0.49

" 4 " •• 0.S9

" 5 '• " 1.44 last or splROt product

It was s<i arranged that No. 4 and 5 products were

constantly returned to the mill for longer treatment.

At the same time strong solution was employed in the

agitators. An increase of 5% in the oxtraetinn was

noted

:

Mill heading Mill discharge Pachuca discharge Final tailing

3.76 1.92 0.4S 0.42

4.S0 1.40 0.48 0.40

3.62 1.38 0.40 0.3i

4.82 0.96 0.44 0.38

4.52 0.78 0.40 0.40

Preliminary washes before agitation in the Pachuca

tanks emplojnng chemical reagents such as solvents for

gold, arsenic, and pyrite. and various oxidizing agents,

followed by treatment with cyanide solution, gave iu-

diflferent results. Lead oxide and acetate, acid and

alkaline washes, alkaline sulphides, cyanogen halides.

permanganate, hv-pochlorite, and many other reagents

were tried. Attempts were made to duplicate the re-

sults obtained in roasting: to break down the iron and

arsenopyrite in the wet way. There follows a list of

the most active substances, together with the final tail-

ing-assay, in ounces of gold per ton. obtained using

them.

NaOH H;SO. Na,CO, KBr (NH.):S NaOH-fAI
0.50 0.52 0.40 0.50 0.48

0.45 0.52

0.66 0.64 0.50

0.30 0.34 . .

.

0.30

0.33 ... ....
0.38

0.37

The best results in the wet way were due to the use of

NaoCOj which had been employed ^rith the idea of dis-

solving the arsenious sulphide. Its action was explained

in the same manner as that of prolonged grinding of the

heavier concentrate particles: it prepared the auriferous

material for better contact with the cyanide solution.

However, the premature precipitation continued, but to

a less degree.

^Donald Foster. M. & S. P., Feb. 5, 1910.

3W. R. Feldtmann. M. & S. P., May 22, 1915.

4Chas. Butters. M. & S. P., Nov. 20, 1915.

Mill Mill

licadUiK dlscharKO Ibt

&.04 0.90 0.56

4.82 0.96 O.&O

Rogldue

2nd .Ird 4lh

o.u o.rii) 0.4S

0.42 0.11 0.10

5th TiillhiK

0.40 0.3B

0.41 0.3S

A gnuling analysis of the eoncenlrate was made In

diseover if the i)resencc or absence of slate in the sul-

phide would alTect tile residue-as-says or tiie c.xtraelion

of the gold.

Mesh % AHsay

-f 40 2.5 $6 nioHlLv Rlate

f 60 3.B 76

-f SO 3.0 127 a little slate

+ 100 6.0 127

-f- 200 20.0 57 ImperceptlbU' iiniount of hIuIu

— 200 64.0 101 "

The above immediately suggested a means of getting

rid of the carhoiiaeeous matter, for tlie peeuliar cleav-

age of the slate persists through the dilTcreiit stages of

crushing and the large diameter opposed by the slate

particle to a screen-opening as compared with that of a

jiarticle of sulphide of the same classificr-gradf; makes

this method of separation possible.

A lot of concentrate was then screened through 60-

mesh. the over-size returning for re-coneentralioii, the

under-size again clas.sified to separate out more gangue,

and the enriched spigot-product treated by prolonged

grinding in weak cyanide solution with the following

results, ill ounces of gold per ton.

Mill heading Mill discharge Ist residue Tailing

3.44 0.48 0.42 0.3C

3.44 0.48 0.42 0.31

To check the action of the slate on the gold-bearing

solution, a piece was ground as fine as the concentrate

and placed over-night in gold solution, the flask being

shaken three times during the first hour, and the con-

tents allowed to settle till next day.

Ground slate,
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Pachuca agitator Final

Mill heading Mill discharge Heading Discharge tailing

Na^Oa solution KCN solution

Oz. Oz. Oz. Oz. Oz.

3.36 1.88 1.58 0.22 0.22

3.36 1.42 1.58 0.24 0.24

3.36 2.22 1.58 0.22 0.22

Consumption of the NaaCOg in the mill was 0.65%.

The Na^COj raised the KCN consumption somewhat,

but did not affect the precipitation. Decantatiou, water,

and lime washes were used to get rid of the Na^COg.

Zinc-box Head solution, Tail solution,

No. Oz. Oz.

1 0.65 0.01

2 0.64 0.03

The extraction obtained by these means remains at

about a minimum of 93-94%, increasing with the value

of the concentrate. This agrees very well with the pre-

liminary tests for cyanidation. The object of the tests

having been attained, the matter was dropped. The

function of the Na^COj and the action of the slate was

outside the scope of these experiments, so no explanation

based on research can be given. However, it would be

interesting to speculate on just how the Na^CO, and

slate accomplished their effects.

A lot of ore from a mine lying outside the slate belt

and not known to contain arsenic was treated both with

fine-grinding and straight cyanidation, and also with a

Na^COa wash. The results were the same. Concentrate

from this ore likewise failed to give higher extraction

with the NaXOs.
Oee

Slime tailing, oz 0.05.5 Sand tailing, oz 0.05

Time agitation hours.. G Time treatment, days.. 3

KCN strength, % 0.17 KCN strength, % 0.17

Tailing, oz 0.01 Tailing, oz 0.015

Concentrate

eading,
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propose now to give the details of further improvements
in disposing of the gases from the six blast-furuaces.

In calculating the capacity of the new bag-house it had
to be considered that five out of the six funiaces would
be running, these five taking the air from a blower of

175 cu. ft. per revolution at 160 r.p.m., or, allowing for

5% of slip, equal to 26,600 eu. ft. per min. The temper-

From the main brick flue, back of the blast-fumaee, a
12-ft. elbow leads to a 12-ft. balloon-flue 127 ft. long,

forming the 'trail' leading to the No. 14 Sirocco fan.

Just before entering the fan at the top of the flue, there
is fed a regular supply of finely ground quicklime. This,

mingling with the gases, neutralizes any H^SO^. Natur-
ally the fan-blades ensure a thorough mixing; in addi-

1

//eac/3 ofaffnVefs inside
oF Ffoppers to be eiffjer

couniersunk or f!crftened

— 6^"-

per /hch. -

— Si"

Fig. 2. the lime-feedeb.

ature of this air, entering the blower at 40° F., would be
200° F. at the top of the charge, expanding by one-third,

to 35,470 cu. ft. Allowing for the other furnace, and
for a considerable leakage through the furnace-top cov-

ers, as well as for additional air admitted to lower the
temperature at the bag-house to 150° F., a fan capacity
of 60,000 cu. ft. was needed. For this a No. 14 Sirocco
fan is used.

tion, the quicklime particles adhering to the bags also

assist in the neutralization. Since the total bag-surface
is 324,000 sq. ft., this is equivalent to a diffusion of gas
through the cloth meshes at the rate of a foot per five

minutes. As in any filtering operation, the more open
texture tightens, since the faster flowing ga.ses at that

point more quickly deposit their load, thus averaging
the flow.
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Roforrinp in>w to Fip. 1. showinp a loiipitiuliiial ilova

tion of the bag-house, it is st'tii that llii- lowii- luiok con

stniction is doublo. This was an ol.i iloiiMe Hui' upon

which a framed sui>crstrncture has heen set. From lite

fan Uie (rases enter the Hue .1 (,see also Fig. 3) by a 7-ft.

pipe. The adjoining main chamber, wliieh consists of tlie

dust-chamber B and the bag-chainbcr C, is divided trans

versely into live compartments or bays. F.aeh bay has an

admission or inhM-pipe and an exhaust-pipe, both con-

trolled by disc-valves. By adjusting these valves, any

bay nmy be shut off and an exhaust connectiou opened,

thus collapsing the bags, and so loosening the tlue-dust

that has accumulated on them. The exhaust-pipe is

branched into the exhaust-main A', this leading back to

the "trail" on the exhaust side of the fan. Once during

a shift the valves are operated, and after each shake a

5-minute interval is allowed in order to give the dust an

opportunity ti> tall into the lower chamber. Once in

several days the bags are given a 'hand-shake' to clean

them more thoroughly.

The bottom of the dust-chamber is inclined at 50°.

"When the bag-house was started, these grades were much

flatter, and the dust was expected to form its own slope,

but it tended to arch over the feed-screw and harden

there, so that the steeper slope of sheet-steel had to be

used. Besides this, access is obtained beneath the sheets,

and by jarring them with a hammer or bar the descent of

the flue-dust is ensured, the dust working down to a

helical screw (one for each bay) by which it is brought

to a discharge-opening under each division-wall, and

thence falls into a car. The screw is started or stopped

at will, being driven by a clutch taking-off from a motor-

driven counter-shaft.

As the gases seep through the bags, they flow along the

flue D, which continues at a grade of nearly 5 in. per

ft. to the base of a self-sustaining brick-lined stack, 210

ft high by 16i ft. inside diam. This stack, which had

not been used for several years, as the copper-smelting

plant had been abandoned, effected an important saving

in expense. For all that, the new bag-house cost

$200,000.

In the flue D, deflectors are placed to turn the ga.ses

lea%-ing the dust-chamber into the direction of the flow.

The velocity of the gases here is 9 ft. per sec: at the

stack the flow is nearly 5 ft. per sec, certainly a low

figure

In the older types of bag-houses, the sides and roof

were of corrugated iron, and a free escape was permit-

ted from the bag-chamber through shutters, sometimes

by stacks surmounting the house. But the cooling of the

fume resulted in a condensation of moisture, the drip-

ping of which soon contributed to the destruction of

the bags. In this plant it will be seen that, besides the

outer covering, there is an inside one of asbestos, in

sheets 36 in. wide, nailed to the studding. The outlet-

flue D is lined on three sides with i-in. tongue-and-

grooved stuff, and all round with No. 22 eopperized

sheet steel.

The thimble floor above the lower chamber is ^-in.

sheet-steel earned by 1- "i 1 In'Muis. The thiiiililes

themselves are 10 in. high !>> 11 m. iliam., there being

240 to each bay, or 1200 in all. The bags, ;M ft. long,

are made fmm 42-in. canvas, double sewed with inch

lai). These are wired at the bottom to the thimbles and

suspended above from 2-in. pipes.

Fig. 2 is the lime-feeder driven by a counler-siuifl

from the fiui-shaft. The hopper is tall and narrow.

The finely-ground (|uieklime falls upon an endless belt,

l>assing thenee to the top of 1h«' 'trail.' To i)rcvent

lodtriiig in tlic hoi)i)er, a triangular plate is hinged and

vibrated by means of a link from the drive-shaft. A
loo,sely-swinging hammer is actuated by stops on the

upper corners of the plate. It falls with a jar upon

each stop and shakes the hopper.

Fig. 3 shows the general arrangement of the inlet-

damper and the air-cylinder tiiat actuates it, as well as

the walk-way and the flue. The smaller damper of the

exhaust is moved by a simple .stem and handle, central

in the branch exhanst-pipe, but not shown in this

drawing.

Nickel Output. The International Nickel Company,

which operates nickcl-eoppcr mines in the Sudbury dis-

trict of Ontario, under the name of the Canadian Copper

Co., is said to control 80% of the world's nickel produc-

tion. The Creighton mine at Sudbury is the principal

source of supply, but the company also owns mines in

New Caledonia, the French island half-way between

Australia and the Fiji Islands, which is the only serious

competitor of Ontario as a nickel-producer. The New

Caledonian deposits consist of a large number of small

veins richer than at Sudbury; they are capable of yield-

ing a much greater output than at present. The world's

production of nickel is 60.000.000 to 70.000.000 lb. per

year, and the price is usually 40 to 50c. per pound.

Nickel is used extensively in the manufacture of armor-

plate, which contains 3 to 4% of nickel, and in structural

steel; the automnbilo industry is requiring an increasing

amount of nickel both for toughening steel and to plate

attractive surfaces; miscellaneous uses, such as for mak-

ing German silver, consume a good deal of nickel. As

regards the recent request made by the Canadian govern-

ment upon the International Nickel Co. to refine its

matte in Canada rather than in the United Stales, the

objection made by the company to refining at Sudbury is

the high price of fuel at that place. Nova Scotia is fav-

ored as a site on account of its coal supply and ocean

transport, but the American import tax of 10% on re-

fined nickel would be a disadvantage for refining, in

Canada, nickel for use in the United States. Dividends

of International Nickel Co. on its common stock liave

varied from 10 to 20% during the past five years; the

common stock amounts to $41,834,600 while preferred

stock, bringing 6%, amounts to $8,912,600. Occurrences

of nickel ore in the United States, while unimportant,

have been noted in Lancaster county, Penns\'lvania, at

Mina La Motte, Missouri, in Douglas county, Oregon,

near "Webster, North Carolina, at Lovelock, Nevada, and

at San Diego, California. ,
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A Quick Method of Liocating
Geologic Features

By Charles ^. Porter

In the examination of prospects, an approximate

method of determining the position of landmarks is

often desired. The method here outlined is of value in

avoiding gross errors in the location of geologic features.

As there are no measurements after the base-line has

been determined, the aid of an assistant is not required.

The system is a method of triangulation using the

Brunton pocket-compass, or any other good compass,

making notes and plotting them at leisure. The system

involves no calculation, the course and distance of the

points on the map being determined by platting to

A TRIANGUXATIOX .SURVEY.

scale. The principle involved is that used in the opera-

tion of the plane-table.

In the sketch we will suppose the base-line A B to

have been measured and its bearing determined by the

needle. In this case we will assume that the course and

distance is N 25 W, 237.5 ft., odd figures being no in-

convenience owing to there being no calculations.

To determine the location of point C, first sight with

the compass on C from A on the base-line, noting the

bearing. Then from the other end of the line at B,

sight again on C, entering the courses in the note-book.

This completes the field work necessary to determine

the location of C with reference to the base-line.

The base-line is platted, giving it the course and

distance determined in the field. A line is then drawn

from A. having the same course shown from A to C in

the field notes. The course from B to C is then platted,

the line being prolonged until it intersects the line

drawn from point A, the intersection determining C.

Point D, or any other point visible from A and B, may
be located in the same manner, showing the relation

between C and D as well as ^\^th the base-line.

The bearings of as many points as convenient may be

taken. Reflection will show that the process can be

carried on indefinitely and is not limited to points visi-

ble from both ends of the base-line. Once the points C

and D are located, the deduced course and distance be-

tween them can be used as a basis for further survey,

such as to determine E, which is invisible from either

end of the original base-line.

In locating tlie point F the course and distance B D
should be used as a base instead of the original A B.

It is obvious that slight errors in reading the needle

would become exaggerated and would tend to throw

the point F a considerable distance along the direction

sliown by the dotted line.

Nevada's population has fluctuated with the pros-

perity of its mines, and 'ghost cities of Nevada' is the

term used to designate abandoned settlements where

mining booms dwindled to nothing. In 1870 the popula-

tion of the State was 42,491 ; in 1880 it had increased to

62,266. Of this number, it was estimated that 42,019

were males and 20,247 females. Fully 25,000 of the

population was foreign-born, and probably 5000 were

Chinese. The two centres of population at that time

were the Comstoek lode in the extreme western part, and

Eureka in east-central Nevada. In 1890 the State had

47,355; and in 1900 only 42,335—a decline due to the

fall in the demand for silver. In 1910, the population

had increased to 81,875 ; while today it is about 100,000.

San Francisco's population of 500,000, with the

250,000 of Oakland and the 60,000 of Berkeley, is the

nucleus of the million people who live around San

Francisco bay. As regards mining, San Francisco has,

of course, been a famous distributing centre for mines

since the boom days of '49. The great valley of Cali-

fornia, 500 miles long, extending between the Coast

ranges and the Sierra Nevada, has its natural outlet to

the ocean at San Francisco, and the excellence of the

harbor gives the city an advantage for shipping, not only

to Pacific ports but to others. San Francisco is the larg-

est city in the western two-thirds of the United States,

and with the exception of St. Louis the largest west of

the Mississippi river.

Denver has a population of over a quarter of a mil-

lion, which is as much as the entire State of Arizona,

and more than Nevada or Wyoming. The city has long

been recognized as a centre for Rocky Mountain mining,

particularly for those districts along the eastern fringe

of the Great Basin. Its altitude is about a mile. With

the increase of agriculture in Colorado, Denver will be-

come a ranching and farming centre. While gold and

silver mining in Colorado is declining somewhat, a va-

riety of important minor minerals are being discovered

and worked.

The porcupine district will produce during 1916, it

is estimated, about $15,000,000 in gold. The silver out-

put of the province of Ontario in 1915, mostly from the

Cobalt district, was $11,742,463. Ontario's importance

as a gold producer is increasing.
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Stoping by Branch biI T^

By F. W. Sp«rr

LET us nssunu' an irrotrular Iciitiiular oii'Iiody. l-'ij;.

1 roprosents tlio hori/oiital oulliiios of siioh nil orc-

Iwdy at 2r)-ft. intervals. The wall-rock and cap-

ping are stronp. and liio ore is of medium hardness and

texture. Tiicreforc large chambers of ore may be ex-

tracted without caving or in any way disturbing the

enclosing rock. The main considerations in applying a

stoping method are: safety to the workmen, the elimina-

tion of timber, and the reduction of shoveling and tram-

ming. It appears that the ore may be extracted from

the top downward, leaving the opening self-supporting,

thus eliminating the use of timber. The reduction of

shoveling and tramming may be accomplished by a suit-

able arrangement of 'mills' into which the ore falls as

broken, and from which it may flow directly into tram-

cars on the main-haulage levels, under control by suit-

able chutes.

The first haulage-way will be on the foot-wall 100 ft.

below the top of the ore. Four vertical raises will be

driven on the foot-wall side. 45 ft. apart and designed

to be near the hanging wall at the top sub-level, which

in this ease is 75 ft. above the haulage level. If no other

raises were used, a great deal of shoveling and tramming

would be necessary in the stopes; therefore, branched

raises are started from the main vertical raise in such a

way as to cut up the block of ore most advantageousl.v

for reducing the shoveling and tramming. For maxi-

mum efficiency the raises should he 25 ft. apart on every

sub-level, should reach close to the foot-wall, and should

approach the hanging wall according to its dip ; the

steeper the dip the closer the approach.

Beginning at the top sub and working downward,

drifts and cross-cuts are made 5 or 6 ft. wide and 6 or

7 ft. high on the different sub-levels to connect the raises

with each other. Then the ore is blasted into the raises

from around the sides, and by means of down-holes the

tops of the raises are made funnel-shaped and widened,

until their rims become contiguous. This leaves 15 to

17 ft. of ore in place above the cut. By means of upper

holes, about 8 ft. of the overhanging ore is brought down
and left lying for a foundation upon which the drills

are rigged for another series of upper holes. If, in

places, the ore goes up more than 25 ft. above the sub, as

it often does in irregular fingers, it is mined by successive

series of upper holes, or by the ordinary back-stoping-on-

broken-ore method.

The sub-levels are 25 ft. apart vertically. Each sub is

mined in substantially the same way as the top sub, ex-

cept that the 'mills' will be better distributed on some

sub-levels than on others. There will always be the bal-

ancing between the cost of extra raises and the cost of

extra shoveling and tramming.

Fig. 2 illustrates any one of the different vcrlicul sec-

tions on the lines A A, lili, and CC, of Fig. 1. The sec-

tion on the line DP would show the bottom nl' tin- raise

in the foot-wall rock.

Fig. 3 represents the vertical sections through tiic

raises B and C, on the lines BF and Cl'\ at riglit angles

to the lines .1^1, KB, etc. The branches are driven in

four directions from these main raises, in two sets one

above the other, and at vertical angles of about 55". The

branches from A and J) arc driven in tliree directions,

the fourth direction being against nearly vertical walls.

By this arrangement mills are provided on the 75-ft.

sub-level, and distributed in such a manner that little

shoveling and tramming will be necessary. Fig. 4 shows

the positions of the raises on this sub and the connect-

ing drifts and cross-cuts. The raise D2 to the right is

extended on the pitch of the formation.

Fig. 5 shows the positions of the raises on the 50-ft.

sub, connected by drifts and cross-cuts. The arrange-

ment of the mills at this level is nearly ideal, as illus-

trated by Fig. 6, which shows the approximate posi-

tions of the rims of the mills after being funncled out.

Hog-backs of ore will be left lying on the spaces stand-

ing between the mills. All this goes down with the next

lower sub. But along the foot-wall, all broken ore has

to be cleaned off to the sub-floor. Otherwise it is liable

to 'hang-up' instead of coming down with the next lower

sub ; therefore it is desirable to have the raises along the

foot-wall close enough togellicr and close enough to the

wall to prevent any considerable quantity of ore from

finding lodgment.

The branched raises are available for mills on the

higher subs, but not on the fii-st sub above the main level.

Fig. 7 shows all that remains of the raises on the 25-ft.

sub-level. Only the main vi-rtical raises are left; but

these are well distributed along the foot-wall, making

the amount of shoveling and tramming the least possible

under the circumstances. If the ore does not extend

below the main level, immediately under this sub, it will

probably be more economical to do the shoveling and

tramming, than to provide more mills together with the

necessary chutes. But, if the ore extends downward so

that another main level becomes necessary, some of the

ore from the 25-ft. sub may best go down to this next

lower level through some of the mills, which may be ex-

tended upward as required. Ordinarily the ore from

each main-level slice is milled to the chutes of the next

lower level.

Various names have been given to this method of min-

ing. It is variously known as 'subbing,' 'underground

milling,' 'slicing without timber' and 'sub-slicing with-

out timber.' The last term seems the most distinctive.
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DETAILS OF STOPING BY BRANCHED RAISES.

Il suggests the method of operating and does not apply

to other methods, while all of the other terms are used

also to designate methods that are much different in

detail.

Fig. 8 to 18 illustrate the case of an orebody beginning

somewhat irregularly under the capping and extending

downward with a nearly vertical hanging wall, and with

the 'back' pitching down at an angle of 45°. The phys-

ical conditions are similar to those in the preceediug

case, and the same method of mining will be applied with

little difference in detail.

Branched raises from six chutes on the first level and
from the same number on the second level, provide mills

25 ft. apart on every sub-level. The foot-wall sides are

properly provided, and nearly all shoveling and tram-

ming in the stopes is eliminated.

The ore is of such a character that it gives little

trouble by packing in vertical raises; therefore the

branches are made vertical in places for convenience of

arrangement. Accessibilitj^ to the vertical mills for the

purpose of relieving the tendency to pack, can be more

readily provided where the branches are incHned

throughout their entire length, than in the case where

they are partly vertical. Softer ore has a greater tend-

ency to pack in the mills at a high angle, as well as to

hang up in the mills at lower angles. The best angle for

the worst ores, in this regard, is 65° above horizontal,

but some ores run freely at an angle of 45°.

The developments from the second level are as yet only

prospective ; but it is reasonable to suppose that the ore

will go down another 100 ft. judging from the develop-

ments of the first level. The second level should be

developed no earlier than necessary for continuous pro-

duction to follow the exhaustion of the first level ; for by

long standing the chutes decay and the openings cave,

and the whole foundation may be weakened to such an

extent as to destroy the system of mining. Fig. 8 is a

top view of the outlines of the horizontal sections of the

orebody at the prospective second level and at vertical

intervals of 25 ft. from the first level to the top of the

., ,
'ATtRoiptc-hvE 3tbo«b i;r!vri;A.«x*-Z5» f^"•T'°t^^ '^^MINING
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ore. The full circles show tlio positions of tiio chntcs

on the first level. The dotted eireles show the positions

that the ehntes will oooup.v on the second level, if tiure is

no nintorinl elinnge in the formation in the next 100 ft.

downward. Fiii. 10. 11. 12. and l;{ represent vertieal

sections on the lines 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. The

vertical section on the line 6 is substantially tiie .same as

the one on the line 5. These sections, toRether with the

transversi' vertical sections on the lines E, F, G, and /,

as sliown in Fig. 15. 16, 17. and IS. show the complete

system of development of the raises for the first and

second levels.

The plan of any one of the sub-levels below the irregu-

lar top. as developed by raises from two successive main

levels, will be typical of all. Such a plan is represented

by Pip. 9. The circles are the tops of the mills goinp to

the second level. The oblong and irregular figures arc

the tops of the mills going to the first level. Plans of

different subdevels will differ from each other in little

except the relative positions of the two different classes

of mills.

From the method of slicing into mills without timber,

it is an easy transition to a variety of different methods

of mining that have been devised and adapted to ores of

divers physical qualities in bodies of various shapes and

sizes. Wben the ore is so hard that the long raises and

numerous subdevels become too expensive, the obvious

thing to do is to make the raises shorter and reduce the

number of sub-levels. Practically the same number of

mills, similarly distributed, will be required as before

;

but let the raises terminate at the 25-ft. sub-level as

shown in plan by Fig. 9, and let them all be started from

the first level. This will make a modified plan of the

level necessary, in order to give the tram-cars access to

the chutes. The snb now has a back of 75 ft., instead of

25 ft. ; it wiU be mined by upward slices the same as be-

fore, except that nine or ten slices will be required in-

stead of two. Sufiicient broken ore will be left overlying

the mills to make it convenient to reach the back for the

successive slices. After the stope is finished, the re-

maining broken ore is drawn off through the chutes.

This is the full-stope method of stoping on arches.

But, whenever the capping or hanging wall, or both,

begin to break or cave, another modification of the

method becomes necessarj'. The breaking and caving can

be prevented, or at least retarded, by reducing the size

of the chamber. Instead of making one continuous stope,

pillars may be left standing in a variety of ways to

divide the stope into self-supporting rooms. In the

design of such a method, provision should be made for

the ultimate recoverj' of the ore in the pillars, either by
crushing or caving, not only for the salvage of the ore,

but more for the safety of the mine. This is the method
of back-stoping by rooms.

Rifled Cores in Diamond-
Drilling

I'lienoniena of rifled coi-es are due to loitiniial \ ilujilinii

of iJic drill-rods, which in turn is prcKhieed iiy the rota-

tion of the i-ods. The cutting mediuiii altaclied lo the

rods engages with the core, pcnel rating to a certain

dciitli. and thereby teiii|iorarily eiieckiiig the rotation of

tlie rods. When the energy stored up in the rods by the

tortional strain exceeds the frictional resistaiure between

the cutting medium and the core, it forces tiie cutting-

point out and the i*od springs around until tlie strain is

relieved, the action being repeated uniformly and in-

definitely. The depth to which the cu1tiiig-i)oiiit enters

the core depciuls on its size, shape, and hardness, and on

the hardness of the core, also on the intensity of the

vibration. The distance tbroucrh which the cutler rotalcs

between points of contact with the core determines the

number of threads to the turn, but it is probable that the

number once established pre-disposos its regularity and

.syinmetiy. "With lower speeds of rotation the vibration

is less intense, and the cutting-point remains in contact

with the core for a longer period ; the number of threads

to the turn as well as the pitch of the threads may be

changed in this manner.

The conclusions reached by investigations may be .sum-

marized as follows:

1. Riflings of cores are produced by tortional vibra-

tion of the rods.

2. The formation of multiple threads, or a number to

the turn, is determined by the intensity of vibration,

character of the cutting medium and the core.

3. The pitch of the threads is determined by speed of

rotation of the rods.

4. The size and length of rods probably act only in-

directly to modify the size, .shape, and pitch of threads.

As rifling of core is produced by rotation and varies in

prominence with the intensity of vibration, it is possible

to prevent or materially reduce the vibratory action of

the drilling mechanism by reducing the speed of rota-

tion of the rods. This method of procedure would un-

doubtedly be much less difficult and troublesome and far

more efficacious than the practice of greasing the line of

rods.

It is possible that aside from the desirability of know-

ing how rifled cores are formed, the knowledge may be of

little or no importance, yet who can say when a purely

scientific fact may not become of considerable economic

value. Many engineers and diamond-drill companies i

considered that vibration was responsible for rifled cores.

—^Walter R. Crane in paper prepared for the Arizona

meeting of the A. I. M. E.

Copper production of Michigan in 1915 was 238,956,-

4.10 lb. (a record), compared with 158,009,748 lb. in

1914, and 231,112,228 lb. in 1912. Ore mined and
treated totaled 12,334.699 tons, yielding slightly over

1% metaL The silver recovered was 585,933 ounces.

Zinc in Montana increased in value of output from

less than $6,000,000 in 1914 to $26,000,000 in 1915. The

increase in spelter output was 60%. Montana produces

less than $5,000,000 annually in gold. The State's pro-

duction of copper was 268,000,000 lb., being less than

that of 1913, despite the better price.
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By &S& Oeeaslosft&I C®s%t?fi1b^t®?

M'
UCH lias been written lately in a hysterical way,

and much ranting has been done in legislatures

and in the halls of Congress on the subject of

gasoline and its sudden rise to what seems to be con-

sidered by the consuming public an iniquitous price.

Succinctly, the public wants to know if the rise is war-

ranted ; is it due to that industrial Machiavelli, Standard

Oil. Parenthetically it may be asked, is the present

level of prices, in view of conditions, at all abnormal ?

Be the answer what it may, the public's interest lies

largely in what can reasonably be expected in the future

in regard to both supply and price for what has become

factors in the oil business—the producers and refiiiers

themselves.

In the ordinary course we look for guidance to general

principles. The law of supply and demand is one of

these, and has been generally accepted as ruling in every-

day affairs. There is no reason why it should not apply

in this case, barring special conditions that obtain in

ever}' particular industry.

The graphic exhibit, Fig. 1, gives the relation for the

past five years between the production of the raw prod-

uct, crude oil, and the various elements that enter into

an intelligent comprehension of the problem. There

Graphic Diagram show/ng re/ahon for past Five Years, bei'ween proo/ucfion ar7ai consurripfion,

of various elements of the Petroleum Industry, in the Unifed States, as compared with the

increase In number ofAutomobiles In use

.

Fig. 1.

a most important staple of commerce. The public asks

the professional man on the one hand, what avenue of re-

lief is there for this new situation, and on the other

hand requests the Attorney-General to state what, if the

cards are stacked by the aforeascribed machiavellian

trust, is he going to do about it?

The question has had the dignit.y of a resolution

passed by the U. S. Senate, where, unfortunately, politi-

cal fences are sometimes built in anticipation of coming

elections, and has for months occupied the attention of

the Federal Trades Commission. In reply to the Senate

resolution our weU-informed Secretary of the Interior

reported to Congress clearly, at length, and to the point

that it is only a natural situation, while the newly-

created Trades Commission has rendered thereon a pre-

liminary though somewhat non-committal report. The

following data, observations and impressions are taken

mainly from these reports, and from the U. S. Census,

as well as from published interviews with prominent

are, of course, other factors, but these are the leading

ones (referring only to the production of the United

states), to wit:

Group 1. (a) The amoiint of crude oil produced an-

nually; (6) the amount of crude oil refined annually

(the difference being consumed as fuel?)
;

(c) the

amount of kerosene produced annually, and considered

as consumed (which it is not, of late).

The curves for these three elements are substantially

parallel and indicate what might be considered a normal

situation in the oil business.

Group 2. ((i) The amount of gasoline produced an-

nually', and considered as consumed; (e) the number of

automobiles in use in the United States; (/) the total

value of the refinery products.

The elements of Group 2. it will be seen, are also

roughly parallel, and the sharp rise of these curves over

those of Group 1 carries its own meaning. Unfortu-

nately for the public, the raw product, crude oil, is in
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Group 1, aiui it is iiiore likely tlwui not to remain in that

position if those who tiro hest qualilied to speak arc to

he trusted. Tlie nport of tiie Secretary of tlie Interior

to Congress presontj> data siiowing that the known oil

reserves of the country have been drawn upon or de-

pleted to the extent of 50^ ^, ranjiinp from 34% in Cali-

fornia to 15'^'c for the Eastern oillields. The amount re-

maining, about 7.50O,0OO,tXK1 bbl.. is not all commercially

extraetable. I'ntestod areas, of course, surround the

proved oiltields: these ntay be assumed to be i)robably

productive, but their value is problematic. It is the gen-

eral belief that 300.000.000 bbl. is our maximum ainuial

productive capacity, and since our oillields have for

years produced two-thirds of the world's output, and

have therefore supplied two-thirds of the world's con-

sumption (since the European AVar about four-fifths.

because of the practical exclusion of the Rumanian and

Russian oilfields) there must be a re-adjustment soon

somewhere.

Superimposed upon the curves of Fig. 1 is the course

of the average retail price of gasoline on the seaboard

of California in recent years; the authority therefor is

the Oil Age of Los Angeles, in its April issue. The ex-

hibit speaks for itself: the purport of it is that the av-

erage price per gallon for the period has been 20c., and

that for relatively short intervals only has it been below

the average. The price today is 10% lower than it was

the day the European War broke out. Prices in dif-

ferent parts of the United States vary both as to time

and amount, being higher on one coast than the other

at a given date; at present the differential in favor of

this coast is 6c. per gallon, hence gasoline is now flowing

eastward from San Francisco.

The obvious disturbing factor in prices at the end

of 1914 was the 'bringing-in' (in March) of the famous

Cushing oil-pool in Oklahoma, with its phenomenal yield

of high-gravity refining oil, rich in gasoline. Its liistory

and the attendant disturbance to crude-oil values are

shown by Fig. 2. The price of gasoline has followed,

and has been more influenced, by the story of Cushing

than by either the European war or our domestic busi-

ness disturbances or by the volume of gasoline exports.

The effect was psychological as well as real ; to which I

may add that when the press-agents of the auto-makers

at Detroit spread abroad the report that for the first

quarter of the year 1916 the purveyors of this item of

luxury as well as business necessity shipped just twice

as many carloads of finished cars as they did for the cor-

responding quarter of 1915, more psychology' as well a-s

more business acumen gets the scent of what is coming

:

a further threatened shortage of gasoline, and if not j-et

real, certainly threatened. If 650,000 new cars were

added last year to the sum total running, it is no idle

guess tfl state that a million will be added to the num-
ber in the current year of American prosperity: a single

Detroit firm announces that it alone expects an output

of 500,000 cars in 1916!

The most potent ^nd obvious fact in the situation is

that the consumption of gasoline will continue to expand
in direct ratio with the expansion of the uses of the

internal combustion engine, particularly the aiitoiiuiliilc,

the auto-truck luid tractor, and the motor-boat. Tiiero

is some hope of liiuling liiiiitcil KulislitulcH for 'r^iLsnline aa

fuel for internal coniliustion engines, but these .substi-

tutes will most likely also be ])ilrnli'uiii (ieiix.itives

rather than of non -petroleiim origin, such as alcohol. If

the demand for gasoline or its etiuivalcnl. contiinies lo

expand at its present rate, and if the supply of the raw

])roduct. its jtarcnt, is fixed within certain limits, there

can be but one solution of the problem of how to meet

the coming demand, and that is to increase the yield of

the desired jirodnct from the crude-oil stock, or lo in-

crease the amount of oil that is consumed for relining by

reducing the quantit.v consumed directly as fuel, which

would be only a qualified relief under ])rescnt conditions.

The expression "present conditions" is used ad-

vised!}', for but 15% of the crude-oil yield last year was

made into ga.soline, representing probably the itmximum

obtainable inider current refinery methods, or the pres-

ent state of the art. In other words, if there is to be an

increase in the supply of ga.soline it must come through

improved methods of refining. With the above outline

of the problem there are offered the following thoughts

upon some of its possible solutions.

It was vaguely known in the chemistry of pulroleiiiii

for more than fifty years that under certain conditions

crude oil could be 'cracked' and made to yield a higher

percentage of the more volatile products. To apply a

process therefor and make available commercially a

principle—if such could be done—was the mark set by

many inventors and some few actual experimenters.

' Cracking, ' in its simple analysis, means breaking up or

disassociating by heat and pressure the molecules of the

heavier hydrocarbons of crude oil and I'e-formiug them

into molecules of the lighter elements. The first im-

portant commercial advancement in this direction was

gained in 1913 in a process brought out by W. M. Burton

(U. S. Patent 1,049,667), wherein the distillates, or the

secondary light products of the ordinary refinery, could

be re-run in a still having the form of the common still,

but working under about 75-lb. pressure. By this meth-

od the increase in yield of ga.soline is pronounced. The

process was at once taken up by the Standard Oil Co. of

Indiana, and it is reported that 3,000,000 bbl. of ga.soline

was made with it last year; truly an encouraging ad-

vancement. But it was reserved for the year 1915 to

produce what promises to be a greater achievement

—

that of Rittman. The eyes of five million users of in-

ternal-combustion engines are fixed upon it, asking

whether this is a real star to which they can hitch their

wagon, the allied petroleum products industries are

.scanning its possibilities, and the scientific world awaits

confirmation of an indicated revolutionary discovery,

proved by the commercial application of the new prin-

ciple.

Briefly, what Rittman has done is to devise a prac-

tical method of applying the 'cracking' principle to its

logical purpose; his method indicates the ability to con-

vert any crude oil of whatever base (asphalt or parafiRne,

or mixed) or any product or any residue from such oils
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from pi-esent refineries, into but three products:

1. Fixed gases, which can be used in the reduction

process itself.

2. Fixed carbon in the form of coke, lampblack, etc.,

which always have a good market-value and a market

not easily surfeited.

3. An oil, all of which can be made by repeated dis-

tillations into gasoline of any desired gravity, or by a

different manipulation of the pressures and temperatures

used, can be converted into the aromatic hydrocarbons,

benzene, and toluene.

This discovery, preceded by years of elaborate experi-

proved results. This is proved by the fact that from

the same apparatus there can be obtained, by different

manipulation and by varying the conditions of heat and

pressure, either the aromatic hydrocarbons, benzene, and
toluene, used respectively in the dye and the explosives

industries, or the sweet hydrocarbons such as gasoline.

It is too early to predict the ultimate effect a wide adop-

tion of the process will have upon the ramified markets

of crude oil and its products. If it proves a commercial

success—in all that the term impUes—the volume of

production possible from new Rittman plants can hardly

influence the gasoline market for two years to come, for
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of supply ami deniaiul upon tlu- raw proiluot—onidc i>il

—and to the status of tho rt'luiiiiK art. it will havi- servid

ft ^riHul purporse. If it will iils«> l>riiip out soim' fuiida-

mental laets alwut the oil l.usiiicss. as for instance (a)

that its pursuit should oecupy only those equipped with

experienoe and hiphly elTi.-ient organization, (fc) that

the business is one ivquirint; enormous amounts of eapi-

tal. espiH'ially liquid eapital that must be available on a

moment's notice to throw into any new situation such as

is created by the •bringing-in' of a new oilticld. like

I'usliing. or the discoverj' of a new process that over-

night will scrap the machinery of a plant covering 100

acn-s. (^c) that ti»c risks involved are more hazardous

than any other form of mining operation ^of which it

can be considered a part), and mining is looked tipon by

the business world as involving the superlative of oil

business risks—if some of these fundamentals are

brought out by the gasoline discussion, important light

for guidance will be thrown upon many related ques-

tions. To substantiate or illustrate the point that enor-

mous capital is required to engage in the oil business in

a particular region we have only to turn to two par-

ticular ventures here in California in the past five years.

One is the history of the General Petroleum Company

and the other tJiat of the Shell Company. It has been

regarded as axiomatic that it required .$25,000 worth of

capital to 'turn over' one barrel of oil per day, that is,

to buy or produce one barrel per day. and transport, re-

fine, market, and distribute the products therefrom. The

records of these two enterprises are much to the point

:

one is of domestic origin and primarily represents the

consolidation of prior local interests, having only local

capital to finance its operations, and whose affairs are

now in process of re-organization, while the other is a

branch of the Royal Dutch-Shell combination operating

in most of the world's oilfields and having unlimited

capital on which to draw. Data are not available to fix

the sum of the first company's investment, but the latter

is reputed to have expended thus far $30,000,000 to

handle 10,000 bbl. per day production of the 250,000

bbl. currently produced each day in California, and has

not yet concluded the capital expenditures necessary to

put itself in the position to compete at all points in the

Pacific Coast markets with the markets previously es-

tablished.

In view of the above it would seem beside the question

to rail against the undeniably large profits, as such, that

lie in the oil business for those whom the public expects

shall provide a gallon of gasoline at any hour of the day

and every day in the year and at any consuming point

on any continent. Acquired necessities impose obliga-

tions and for these obligations (and facilities) we must

pay a good price whether or not we want to do so, so

long as enormous sums, which the public does not pro-

vide, are required first to find at its own risk a com-

mercial oil deposit, and then to produce, transport, re-

fine and distribute the product. The point where arti-

ficially controlled conditions show nearest the surface is

in the monopoly that goes with the pipe-lines that trans-

port \\\<- cnulf oil from llif wi'U to llie relinery, yet, as

tlu'si' are Imt oiu' link in a lonjji'r rhaiii, a breai'li al tliat

point can hardly alTect the i>roliiciii in its larger aspci't.

If a conspiracy does exist to boost ami niainlam |uicMs

of gasoline, which slalcmi'iit the cxliiliit in Kig. 1 I'miIs to

sulislantiate, then the Standard Oil, which, as rei)nrti'il,

refines 60% of our gasoline, emerges in the prelimiiiaiy

report of the Federal Trades (^nnmission with the rec-

ord of supjilying the same, considering large averages

over the whole of the country, ;it from i to i cent under

what the consumer jiays tlie independent. Connliiig llie

experience, capital, and organization of tiie Standard,

this is surprising maiidy to those who lack familiarity

with tlie subject. In saying tills we hold no brief for

Standard Oil, for the term is used to repres<*nt a type of

operations rather than a specific business organization.

Canadian Mineral Products at

the Panama-California
Exposition

In installing the mineral and metallurgical exhibit in

the Canadian building at the Exposition, at San Diego,

several interesting additions have been made to the ex-

cellent collection that was displayed at the Panama-

Pacific International Expo.sition, and which was de-"

scribed in our issue of March 6, 1915. Noteworthy

among these is a new set of anodes, cathodes, and start-

ing-sheets from the Consolidated Mining & Smelting

Company's smelter, at Trail, li. C, which shows the

latest developments in the refining of lead by elec-

trolysis: a number of automobile and bicycle parts

plated with cobalt, instead of the usual nickel, which is

attracting a good deal of attention ; samples of sheet, bar,

and wire monel metal, and a If-inch bar of this metal,

one end of which has been used for a tensile strength

test—breaking at 93.100 lb. per square inch—the other

sharpened like a soldering iron and heated to redness,

without showing appreciable oxidation, and the bar bent

double in the middle while cold, without showing the

slightest injurj-; several specimens of gold ore from the

new discoveries at Kowkash and Boston Creek, Ontario

:

and some ore, concentrate, part of a cathode .showing

deposited zinc, and a pig of electrolytic zinc, made by the

Watts process at the works of the Electro Zinc Co., at

"Welland. Ontario. The "Watts process differs from other

electrolytic processes in that the dissolution of the con-

centrate and deposition of the zinc is carried on in the

same vat at the same time.

Of the old material, the marbles and building and

ornamental stones are in a better light and show to much

better advantage than they did at San Francisco, and

make a wonderfully imposing display. The rest of the

material is arranged in much the same way as at San

Francisco.

Mineral productiox of Ala.ska in 1915 totaled $32.-

8.54,229, an increase of $13,788,563. Gold contributed

$16,702,144 and copper $15,139,129.
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THE BEGINNING OF A TONQSTEN-MILL NEAR ELY. A IIANU-.IIG WOKKINO ON TUNGSTEN ORE.

¥^;m2igg~iciii MlmamD ta ^Ub 'W^^

By W>,

A TUNGSTEN boom has taken hold of the West.

In (Colorado, Arizona, Nevada, California, and

Idaho, the hills are lieing prospected, not for the

old favorites, gold, silver, or copper, but for those un-

familiar minerals, scheelite, hiibnerite, ferberite, and

wolframite. These minerals, which were scarcely heard

about until recently, ai-e being found in numerous dis-

tricts where their presence had never been suspected.

In quartz veins mixed with gold ore, in old dumps of

abandoned silver mines, on claims that were staked .years

ago for other metallic products, the presence of tung-

sten is causing a rejuvenation of prospecting and small-

scale mining. In some instances, people who had paid

high prices for worthless claims years ago, in the ex-

pectation of winning the precious metals, are now find-

ing that their claims are valuable for tungsten. In Colo-

rado, where the principal tungsten-bearing mineral oT

Boulder county is ferberite, every dark-colored vein

is staked eagerly in hope of its containing tungsten

,

often it is only an iron oxide. At many of the stores in

the mining settlements of the West, testing-kits for tung-

sten prospectors and even 'tungsten-i)rospccting hel-

mets,' or hats to be worn in the blistering deserts of these

States, are being advertised in the show-windows. A
great number of small shipments of tungsten concentrate

are being made, many of them by express, to the steel-

making firms and ore-buyers who are paying such high

prices for the mineral. When required as a constituent

of tool-steel, the high-grade concentrate is charged

directly into the furnace with the molten iron, to emerge

later in a proportion as high as 15% of the steel. Scheel-

ite. the tungstate of lime, is said to be less desirable than

ferberite, heeause it makes a pasty slag in the furnace,

but this fact has seemed to make little practical differ-

ence in the marketing of the ore.

One reason for the great number of men who have

taken up the search for tungsten is the comparatively

simple nature of its geologic occurrence. The min-

erals are found, for tlie most part, in quartz veins in

granite. Such a formation is one for which the pros-

pector has always had a particular respect, and that is

why many of the tungsten mines of today were once

worked for silver or gold, on which occasions the 'heavy

spar' of tungsten minerals probably interfered with

concentration. The white or gray scheelite, it is true,

is in places difficult to distinguish from the quartz that

contains it. Tests for the presence of tungsten are not

difficult to make ; the simple kits sold to prospectors con-

tain only hydrochloric acid (with perhaps 25% of nitric

acid), a small stick of chemically pure tin, and several

test-tubes. The mineral to be tested is dissolved in the

acid and boiled for 20 minutes over a candle or lamp.

A shaving of tin is added, and the solution turns blue

if tungsten is present.

In the review of mining on another page is a letter

written from Ely by Mr. Fred L. Miner of a tungsten

excitement in eastern Nevada. This is typical of what
is taking place at various places in the West. In the

case of Ely, this old mining settlement is well able to

supply all the materials for a genuine mining boom.

The Snake range, near the Utah line, where the discov-

eries have been made over a large area, is the second

?-ange east of Ely. An automobile ride of three hours

over moderatel.v good roads across the sage-brush flats

leads to the scene of activity. In the centre of things

is the snow-covered summit of Mount Wheeler, the high-

est peak in Nevada, 13,058 ft. high. Along the western

side of the range in particular—the side toward Ely—

a

number of camps have been established, several mills are

being built, and many claims have been staked. Most

of the showings are scheelite, in small seams and patches,

contained in quartz veins tliat strike across the north-
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south tr.n.l .>! ilif ihuk'i-. Tlu- wlioplito viiri.-s from

pourly-trniy or wliito of almost tho saiiu- sluulo as tlio

qunrty. to yollow or sjilmoupiiik. lliibncritc is foumi

at soM-ral ol" tli.- priiioipal luospivls, in some instniu-cs in

ass^K-intion witli s.-luH'lit»' ; in faot. crystals of the two

have been found intertwined. The quart/ veins vary

up to several feet wide oiid earry from \ to 3% of tung-

sten, with hifih-prade i>ateli.s of If) or 20'",'.

The United States Tungsten Co.. whieh is eont rolled

hy oflieials of the Tonopah Mining Co. of Philadeli>hiii.

is operating the oldest tungsten mill in the region, a mile

south of Mt. "Wheeler. This mine was staked hy Charles

Gahy. a well-known prospector of Ely. 17 years ago. He

concentrated the hiihnerite in a small mill. Hut the cost

of freight was so high and the demand for tungsten at

that time so uncertain, that he hccame discouraged.

Since then the mine has been operated at intervals. Imt

people were inclined to laugh at this attempt to mine

such an unheard-of mineral as the black eoal-like hiihner-

ite. Today a number of companies are operating in the

Snake range and other mills are being built.

Another factor that contributes to the attraction of

preparing tungsten for the market is the ease of concen-

trating it; in many cases this is done in hand-jigs of the

Joplin type, but where water is plentiful power is em-

ployed. The heaviness of the tungsten minerals makes

them easv- to separate, so that no complicated chemical

process is necessarj-. Care must be taken, particularly

with scheelite. not to reduce it to slime, as this friable

mineral makes a very floury mess. Grinding to 30-mesh

is alwut as fine as is done.

A notable feature of such modem prospecting is the

extensive use made of automobiles. The 50 or 100 miles

that it is neces-sary to traverse in order to reach a new-

discovery is covered with ease and speed by a succession

of motor-cars. Auto-trucks and traction-engines are

employed to take supplies, machinery, and eqnipinoiit to

the mines. Gasoline engines arc used to run mills, to

hoist, and to compress air.

It is probable, of course, that the diligent efforts being

made in many parts of the "West to produce tungsten

concentrate, and the consequent flood of small shipments

to the consumers and buyers of it, will tend to depress

the price somewhat. But the widening demand for high-

speed tool-steel is bound to call for a much greater

amount of tungsten than was the case formerly. While

the price for the concentrate may drop to more moderate

figures than have ruled recently, the margin of profit

will still be sufficient to benefit many of the operations

latelv started.

Concentration of Lead-SUver
Ore at Kellogg

Lead production in the United States during 1915

was 615,253 tons, compared with 568,329 tons in 1914.

It is estimated that of the 1915 output, the American

Smelting & Kefining Co. produced 48%, compared with

56% in 1914. The action of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

Co., in building its own smelter in the Coeur d'Alene,

will further reduce the proportion of lead smelted by

the A. S. & R. Co.

The following ihita are from llir :iiuiii:il rcpml «( liic

Hunker Hill i; Sullivan coininiiiy lor l!i|:>. Slanlv .\.

lOitston in eliarge

:

Mill worked. fln.v8 •"•''

Ore inllleil. toiiB fr.l.lXiC)

\8s«.v of feed, per rent of lead O.iHiHi

Assiiy of feed, ounces of silver ;i.s:;77

Contents of feed, tons of lend ^fi, !'.•!»

Tons of uonrentnite nit.ilOl

AveraKc assay of concentrate, 7( of load G2.2r)f'ir)

Averagi- assay roncenlrale, oz. of silver 21.G7:;k

Contents of concentrate, lone of lead .17,292

Kxl lacUon. 'J of lead "2.52

Contents of feed, oz. of silver },li0.2\'

Contents of concentrate, oz. of silver l,29.s,2S4

Extraction, 'y of silver T'l.ni

Value of feed $.'i,144,t;.'-.:t

Value of concentrate ^2,384, 54.3

Economic extraction, % 46.35

Tons milled per 24 hours 1 .277

Tons of concentrate produced ^e^ 24 hours 168

Tons of lead produced per 24 hours 104.75

Cost per Ion milled $0,421

Cost per ton of concentrate $:!.lii:!

There Wiis Idst in tailing 17.48% of the lead and

25.39 %c of the silver, a total of 18.79%,.

The appro.ximatc cost and selling value of the .year's

production was as follow's:

Cost

Tons Cost Amount

Concentrate 59,901.14 $18.40 $1,102,245.89

Shipping 59.901.14 0.289 17.338.35

Cost on cars al Kellogg $1,119,584.24

Loss by fire-assay 56.752.62

10% lead-content 296.569.77

lOCr base-price 263,237.74

50% advance over base-price 243.1 89.08

Freight and treatment 901,081.61

Total lead charges $1,760,830.82

5% silver discount 32,445.10

Total smeller charges $1,793,275.92

Total cost $1912.860.16

Selling value

Average

Production Quantity price

Lead in pounds .... 74,584,741

Silver in ounces . 1.29S.284.22

$0.04733

0.49983

Amount
$3,528,899.17

648.920.03

Total value $4,177,819.2')

Less cost 2,912.860.](;

Profit $1,264,959.04

Kellogg cost per pound of lead $ 0.0150

Smelter cost per pound of lead 0.0240

Total cost per pound of lead 0.0390

Slate output of the United States in 1915 wa.s valued

at $4,958,515.
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CONCENTRATES
Readers of (he MIiVlN'G and Scientific PRESS are mriled (o ask quesliom

and (Jive irifoniialion dfult'riti uith technical ajid other matters pertaining to the

practice of miningi milling, and smelting.

Pure potash amounting to 25 lb. is contained in 2000

lb. of dried banana stalks, a ratio of 1 : 80.

Blue-print paper is likely to advance materially in

price. The prussiate of potash that has been used to

make this product was obtained exclusively in Germany.

The price of the paper itself is advancing also.

For emergency pumps in mines, when sand in the

water is likely to be troublesome, centrifugal pumps are

preferred to electric plunger types. The ability to puraj)

mud or grit is more valuable in such cases than added

eflficieney.

Metal mines of the United States in 1914 employed

1.58,115 men, of which number 559 were killed, or 3.54

per 1000. All mines, including coal and quarries, em-

ployed 1,009,236, of whom 3193 were killed, equal to

3.16 per 1000.

Tungsten, as an element in high-speed tool-steel, is

used in proportions as high as 27%, but the usual range

is from 6 to 15%. When 5 or 6% of chromium is also

used, an effective combination is secured. Tungsten-

steel is employed also to some extent for saws, valves,

and automobile parts.

Air in minis should not contain above 1.25% carbon

dioxide. Miners show symptons of distress when 3 to

4% is present, violent symptoms at 7 to 8%, great dis-

tress at 10%, cerebral symptoms and unconsciousness at

12 to 15%, and death after exposure for several hours

to 25% of the gas.

Water diverted from Niagara Falls for power pur

I)oses totals 575,000 hp., of which 390,000 hp. is u.sed in

tlie United States. Some of the electric-furnace products

are ferro-silicon, ferro-chromium, tungsten-vanadium-

molybdenum alloys, ferro-titanium, silicon-metal, alum-

inum, abrasives, calcium carbide, and artificial graphite.

The electro-chemical industry is another consumer, in-

cluding the generation of nitrogen.

Railroad.s in South America are a.s follows in kilo-

metres (§ mile) :

Republic Kilometres Repuljlic Kilometres
Argentina 33,500 Colombia 1.200

Brazil 26,000 Veneznela 950

Chile 9,000 Ecuador 750

Peru 2,800 Paraguay GOO

Uruguay 3,500 Guianas 300

Bolivia 1,900

Metallic magnesutm is now being made in the United

States. Previous to the War, it was iinjjorted chiefly

from Germany. It is used as an alloy with aluminum,
and for 'scavenging' other alloys by reason of its avidity

for oxygen and nitrogen. Its easy inflammability and
high degree of combustion make it valuable for flash-

lights and military purposes. High prices and secrecy,

resulting in sales under other names, have marked the

trade in this as in other minor metals.

Pumping costs at the Old Dominion mine, Globe, Ari

zona, during the first six months of 1915 were abnor-

mally high, by reason of unusual rushes of water ftom
the porous formations around the mine. Water to the

amount of 6,750,000 tons was lifted an average of 1200

ft. The tons of ore raised in that period was 99,000 or

68 tons of water per ton of ore, certainly a high figure.

In fact, the pumping expense was 29% of the total min-

ing cost, although all conditions at that time w^re ab-

normal.

Oil in some fonn distrilnited over pools of water ef-

fectively controls mosquito nuisance. Kerosene spreads

well, but is easily driven by wind ; crude oil lasts better,

but breaks-up into patches; stove distillates are better

than the former two, but are not thoroughly satisfactory.

About the best oil is a fuel-oil of 27° B., which spreads

well, has good lasting qualities, and is amenable to

the ordinary knapsack spray-pump. Another good oil

is a mixture of crude, 12 to 18°, and kerosene about 40°

;

equal parts, or one of kerosene to three of crude, approxi-

mating 28° B.

Compressed-air introduced in the bottom of a pipe

under water, for the purpose of an air-lift, should hv

distributed through the water of the discharge-pipe in

bubbles as small as possible, instead of in unbroken
masses. These bubbles rise and spread through the

water, with the result that the column of mixed air and
water in the discharge-pipe becomes specifically lighter

than the solid water outside. This produces the dis-

charge to surface. The point is that after compressed

air is discharged into the water of an air-lift, it has no

more effect as to lifting the water by pressure or 'blow-

ing,' and the subsequent movement of the column is du--

entirely to gravity. The rea.son, of course, for requiring

the air to be compressed to a high pressure is to enable

it to discharge at the required depth of water.

Mining methods should be safe as well as effective.

The room-and-pillar . method has the highest rate of

men killed per 1000 employed, namely, 5.75. Over-

hand stoping in wide veins is next most dangerous,

with 5.25, while the rate of the caving system is about 5.

and that of over-hand stoping in narrow veins 4.7-"i.

Open-cut mining with steam-shovel has but 2.5 men
killed per 1000 employed. The caving system, it is in-

teresting to note, has an insignificant number killed by

accidents from explosives, and has a less luanber killed

by falls of rock than other wide-vein methods. Minor in-

juries are in about the relative proportions, with tb<-

caving method showing to even better advantage, having

a total less than any of the other systems except the

open-cut methods.
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REVIEW OF MINING
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PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN

Co.M»^Tlo^s in tiik Zim- Reoion UrBiNo Aimiii..

PrcKluotlon and sales of all i-lnsses of ore, inchidlnK zinc.

lead, and Iron pyrlle In the Wisconsin Held duiin); April broke

all records for any month, and prior to 1904 is as ureal as the

output covering the entire production for n year. The various

districts show ample illustration of expansion from every

[Mint of view. Bad weather in the first two weeks of the

month, and resulting bad roads, handicapped outlying |)ro-

ducer« considerably. Sporadic strikes at scattered points dis-

concerted producers for short periods, but whenever possible

an amicable agreement was quickly made. There Is a short-

age of miners and laborers in every centre, and loilO men can

be placed in well-paid |)osltions on short notice. One reason

for this is found in the fact that throughout the region are ex-

cellent farm and dairy lands, and many farmers who take

positions in the mines during the winter months turn their

attention to their fields as soon as fair weather permits.

Steam and gasoline plants have been superseded here by

electrically-driven machinery. The current is supplied by two

concerns, one at Mineral Point. Wisconsin, known as the Min-

eral Point Public Service Corporation, and the other at

Galena. Illinois, known as the Inter-State Power Co., both

operating under exclusive franchises prescribing the areas in

which each shall be entitled to legal control. The north half

of the field Is dependent for power on the former, while the

latter supplies all the centres of the southern half. The Inter-

State Power Co. is now giving much better service. The com-

pletion of a number 'if new modern power and milling plants

during the month bi 'ht to light properties de-stined to com-

pare favorably in outi>.<t with many of the regulars famous as

zinc-ore producers. Prospecting was greatly stimulated in the

southern areas, where scores of leases have been languishing

for want of ready service by drilling outfits. More than a

score of new Keystone drills were brought into the field for

custom service. Encouragement was afforded producers in

the leading centres by the closing of contracts for the con-

struction of additional railway facilities, while a hard mac-

adam road between Benton and New Diggings will give

miners at all seasons of the year ready communication with

markets. The introduction of electric-power shovels investi-

gated by leading operators during the month and approved of

for service in the zinc mines here should contribute consid-

erably to an increase in ore recovervj as shovelers of all

classes employed in Wisconsin mines have been scarce, and
nearly all strikes occurring in the past three months find

shovelers the first to walk-out. One type of machine found
suitable can do the work of 20 shovelers. with only two at-

tendants.

April opened with top-grade blende at $113 per ton, from
which it advanced to $120 and $125 during the weeks of April

9 and 16. During the next two weeks the market eased oft

$5 per ton each week, and the month closed with the market
steady at the same price which prevailed at the beginning.

At several places milling companies were organized for the

purpose of re-treating tailing-piles with fair zinc-content. In-

creased dividends were paid.

Deliveries of ore in April were 46,396,000 lb. of zinc, 1,411.-

G60 lb. of lead, and 6,772.300 lb. of pyrite. Sales to works
amounted to 23.1 9S tons.

CRIPPLE CREEK, COLORADO
ImusMiK I'mioHKSH.—Ooi.u Oini'i'T.

—

Notkm.

I Miring April the Cripple Creek drainage tunnel was ud-

vanccti a distance of 23.'; ft. The hea<llng Is now ,^(I0 ft. caHl

of the main Klkloii shaft, and Is Hill! within lOlkloii territory.

Last week a new water-course was cut by I he tunnel, and for

a few days the How of water from the portal was IncrcaHcd,

At the present lime there is reported to be more than l.'i,UOO

gal. per minute flowing from the portal. The connection has

been made between the bottom of the Elkton shaft and the

drainage-tunnel. The work of timbering the intervening

space Is about finished, and soon the rock broken in the adit

heading will be hoisted to tlie surface through the lOlUltjii

shaft.

Production from the Cripi)lc Creek district for Ai)rll as re-

ported by the mills and smelters is as follows:

Golden Cycle, Colorado City 40.00(1 $17.00 $(is0,000

Portland, Colorado Springs? 1 l,r.llO 20.0(1 230,00(1

Portland, Victor mill. Cripple Creek. 17,500 2,72 47,600

Portland, Indei)endence mill. Crip-

ple Creek 12,400 2.60 32,240

Isabella, Cripple Creek 1,000 2.50 2.500

Caley-Jerry .lohnson. Cripple Creek. 825 4.60 3,795

W^orcester 200 3.50 700

Smelters, Denver and Pueblo 4,050 55.00 222,750

87,475 $13.94 $1,219,585

The Worcester mill api)ears in the table for the first time

as a treatment plant. It is situated on the south-western

slope of Bull hill, on the estate of the Ruby comiiany. The

mill will treat mine and diiniii ores from the Ruby mine.

Frank Vetter, alderman of Cripple Creek, with his asso-

ciates, is forming a new company to be known as the All)ert-

Beacon Gold Mining Co., with a capital of $250,000. The new

company will operate the Prince Albert Beacon and Eureka

claims under lease, with bond to purchase.

It is reported that the El Paso company contemplates the

erection in the near future of a mill using a flotation process.

TUCSON, ARIZONA

Smeltisg, Tuxgstex, and Mexican Capital.

The Sasco smelter, owned by the American Smelting & Re-

fining Co. is beginning work on a fairly large scale. Last

week the second furnace was blown-in. Converting matte

and pouring blister copper is in regular operation. About

600 tons of ore per day is being received from several prop-

erties, among which are the Christmas with 250 tons. Silver

Bell, 150 tons: Bush-Baxter, 80 tons; and Imperial, 50 tons.

E. G. Bush's mine at Twin Buttes is also to be a heavy ship-

per, and the Silver Bell it is hoped will soon double its output.

This speaks well for the local plant, and shows how develop-

ment is shaping in this Pima county district.

A great deal of excitement continues in the tungsten areas

of this State, notably the Dragoon and Las Guijas mountains.

Both of these centres look like tent cities. Nearly all pros-

pectors have left the search for gold for tungsten veins and
placers. Work by the American & National Tungsten Co. at

Las Guijas goes on. The writer thinks that the low^ and un-
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attractive wages are conducive to inefficient work. It is

estimated that during the past tew months no less than $60,000

of tungsten float has been picked up on the surface in the Las

Guijas vicinity.

The Southern Belle group of claims, situated at Campo
Bonito, Pinal county, which was owned by the Fellows estate

of New York, has recently been taken over on an option by a

brother and two uncles of the late Francisco Madero, once

president of Mexico. They are Emilio, Jose G., and Benj.

Madero. The price paid for the property is understood to be

1100,000. The ground was formerly considered a gold mine
with tungsten as a by-product, but since tungsten has become
so valuable it is now to be worked for the tungsten content.

The principal ore is scheelite. The Maderos. who are reputed

to be wealthy, expect to enter the mining field extensively.

and in addition to the investment of their own funds, which
at present are somewhat tied up in Mexico, owing to the revo-

lution, they have strong backing in New York. As the South-

ern Belle property is more fully developed and conditions war-
rant, a new concentrating mill will be erected and work con-

tinued on a large scale. Emilio Madero will have the man-
agement. He is a graduate of the Boston Institute of Tech-
nology. An office is expected to be established soon in Tucson:
although at present El Paso is headquarters for the Maderos.

SANTA RITA, NEW MEXICO
Old Jli.M.XG Methods .^t Ciii>o.

Evolution of mining methods from the old antiquated op-

erations of Spanish days to the modern economical systems
employed at mines today, is well illustrated by the recent dis-

covery by the Chino Copper Co. in its mine at Santa Rita, of

the old apparatus or a portion of the old appliances used by
the miners in the early part of the ISth and 19th centuries.

The majority of the old workings are in what is locally known
as the 'south workings' of the Chino company. Here the

OLD LADDER AND OBE-BAGS AT THE CHINO MINE.

Spaniards had mined for over a hundred years, going to a
depth of 150 to 200 ft. It has been possible for the present
company to recover among other relics several sets of mine
timbers still in a good state of preservation. The timber was
chiefly juniper, cut to lengths of about 4 ft.: this, for their
main adit, while bear grass was used for packing.

In the accompanying photograph may be seen the style of

chicken' ladders made of juniper logs fi to 8 in. diam. and
10 ft. long, with notches spaced 8 in. apart for foot-rests.

These poles or ladders were set upright or at a slight angle
held in place by thongs of deer hide, binding them securely
to platforms just large enough to permit a man landing, and
to give support to another ladder of similar dimensions, thus
making a very hazardous means of communication from one

level to another. These ladders were used inincipally in the

underground workings. The main shaft was supplied with a

wooden pulley and windlass. A portion of the former, still

intact, is on exhibit among the other relics in the company's
offices at Santa Rita. Here also may be seen numerous buffalo

or deer-hide bags; in many instances the hair still adhering to

the outside. They were used in carrying ore from one level

to another, and the larger ones for hoisting ore in the main
shaft. All were laced with thongs of hide, and are still re-

markably well preserved. The poor equipment of those days

NATIVE COPPER FRO.M THE CHINO MINE.

naturally limited mining operations, and only high-grade ore

or native copper itself could be profitably mined. This was
shipped by burros to Old Mexico and the sea-coast» several

hundred miles distant. However, a good deal of native copper
was obtained at that time, and is still found by the present

company, as is evidenced by the picture showing a slab of

native copper recently taken from these workings.

The vicissitudes and trials of modern mine operators in the

United States, great and annoying as they undoubtedly are,

still have some compensation in the fact that they are not
molested by the warring red-men who overran New Mexico
during the Spanish regime, making mining in this region a
still more hazardous undertaking. In order to safeguard their
property the Spaniards accordingly built an adobe fort, tri-

angular in shape, covering several acres in extent, with round
towers at each corner. Built of adobe bricks, the walls of the
last remaining fort are 4 ft. thick, with loop-holes every 6 ft.

or so in its face. It stands as the last memorial above ground
of the original miners of Santa Rita. New Mexico.
At the present time the Chino Copper Co. is operating 10

steam-shovels, employing 1000 men and handling 8000 cu. yd.
of material per day, a tremendous advancement in mine op-
erations as compared with the original eftorts of the early
miners.

ELY, NEVADA
Tungsten Mining in White Pi.ve Cointy.

The Snake range, in the eastern part of White Pine county,
for a length of 70 miles, is rapidly developing into one of the
greatest tungsten-producing belts in the United States. Many
companies are operating on an extensive scale, w-ith several

mills in operation and others under construction. Prospectors
are in plenty from one end to the other of the proved tungsten
zone, practically all of them having found .good deposits of

hiibnerite or scheelite. Each discovery increases the excite-

ment and interest around Ely, and causes a new rush of people
eager to get in on 'ground-floor' locations.

The Snake range is not alone as a tungsten field, further ex-
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cUenient b«lng rci>orted recently by rwjson of discovcrlos of

frrborlto In the Shell rauKo. IS miles from Kly. Tho .misuIiik

oxodiis to the now dlstrlrt took prnctlcnlly ev.>ry imioiuoblU'

out of town, and many |)ooplo went by wngon and other liorH"

i-oHveyant-cs. This dlnrovery wiih niiido by IX. V. VevUi. with

whom 1>. F. I'nlno In iHiimlly Intorostod. Tho former found Ibe

vein by tracing float ore. whU-h lod him to nn old shafi that

had been sunk yeans aso In a search for silver. Si>o<lmeiu<

that he brought to Kly return from 20 to 40^'r tunRsilc add,

Vevia thinks that there Is at least $5000 worth of ore on the

old dump. The vein Is 20 In. wide, and yields mineral wherever

prosjiected. The Importance of the discovery Is the fact that

It demonstrates that tungsten ores exist In the Shell Creek

ranse. which will now receive thorough prospect Iur.

While the most Important discoveries have been made on tin'

west slope of the Snake ranee. Kood deiKislls arc also fouiiil on

the east side. A number of old properties that were formerly

worked for silver are now found to contain tungsten ores,

which will result In their re-openlng. Because of its more

extensive development, the west side of the Snake range Is

naturally the centre of Interest, and a good production is lieing

made by a number of properties. New mills are in course of

consul ruction by several companies, and the great activity pre-

vails all along the range.

The United States Tungsten Corporation Is the largest

operator at the present time, but others are coming along at

a rapid pace.

The Independent Tungsten company, organized by A. D.

Meyers. Charles Gaby. William Stewart, K. C. Davis, and

Duncan MacVichie. is employing about 50 men on development

and construction on a 3'>ton mill. A large compressor-plant

is being installed at No. 1 adit for machine-drills. The mine

has a strong shoot of scheelite in a number of places. The

company will become one of the most important producers

along the range. Numerous smaller operators are also working

in this district, which is known as Scheelite.

Farther south. IJ miles from the U. S. Tungsten Corpora-

tion is the Consolidated Tungsten Co., which was organized

by McGill people, and has 20 lode claims and 10 placers. They

are now constructing a 30-ton mill, part of the machinery hav-

ing been shipped to the property. The Big Four vein is open-

ing especially well, ore being traced on the surface for 400 ft.

Some of the workings show so much hiibnerite that they re-

semble a coal mine, with the black ore. The streak of high-

grade is 3 ft. wide in a vein that is from 7 to 11 ft. wide.

Large bodies of good ore have also been opened in the Gem
and Gem Extension claims. The Doseoaris vein is in another

promising area. These claims are in Williams creek, and

an ample supply of water is available. In this neighborhood,

as elsewhere along the range, are a number of other excellent

properties that are still in the prospect stage, but giving

promise as future producers. The formation here is granite

and quartzite. the veins occurring in both formations.

The Minerva district. 14 miles south of Williams creek, is

apparently one of the best that has yet been opened. The

veins are intrusions in limestone, and the ore a pearl-gray

scheelite.

The Nevada Scheelite Co., composed of Salt Lake City people,

and managed by William Stewart of Ely, has 20 claims under

bond and lease from Jasper M. Fox, C. T. Millick, and A. G.

Milllck, for $300,000. They also have 5 other claims held by

location. The Scheelite Chief claim, just above the newly

established camp, has one of the best developments along the

range, and is of bonanza quality. Many years ago it was

worked for silver, but was finally abandoned without the

presence of tungsten ore being detected. The vein shows a

continuous outcrop of 1200 ft. At the main workings the ore-

shoot has been proved for 80 ft., averaging 9 ft. in width, from

which four cross-section samplings showed an average at sur-

face of 2.85% tungstic acid. The owners are mining and sack-

ing ore from a high-grade streak 2i to 3 ft. wide, that will

yield ir.*;: Home of the wlpctcil ori' cdntahiM W per rcni.

The Oriole vein, paralleling the Scliei'lllc Cblef alxiiil II.(Mi

ft. to the north, can be Iraceil for :ir>iiil ft., ami Is iiroducliiK

soMif lliio ore. The vein varies from I to !l ft. In width, and

samples alouK 70 ft., for an averagi- width of 7 ft., show an

average of \.9V'r tungstic acid. Some high grade shoots have

been cut and a largo quantity of ore 1b being sacked.

One of the other strong veins of the group Is the Hvorett.

at the north end i>f the property. It outcroim prominently, anil

can be I raced for 4,^(10 ft. Sainples In a (!.''i ft. shaft, acrosH fij

ft. of ore, give 1.12%, and a 12-ft. samiile. M) ft. west of tho

shaft, gave 3.r.0%. A sniall shoot pnralli'lliig the main vein Is

pracliially all high-grade ore. and live sacks that wore taken

from here and hand panned yielded 200 lb. of r,i", concentrate.

Arnold Milllck, W. S. Elliott, J. IlrlRgano, and olhers have

a good group of claims north of Minerva, on which develop-

nionl is now under way, on veins from 1 lo in ft. wide, thai

show fair quantities of scbeoUte.

Clyde Tilford, Sheriff ('rain, T. Barlun, and 1). Milllck also

have some promising claims in this neighborhood, on which

development is in progress with good results.

There are numerous other properties being prospected and

developed along this portion of the range, as well as elsewhere,

and many of them will soon gain prominence as producers of

tungsten ore. which is making fortunes for many. This is

undoubtedly the greatest poor man's o|)portunity that has ever

come to light in Nevada, for the ores, by a little sorting, will

easily average $100 or belter per ton at surface. It is un-

usually easy mining, and if It was gold ore of equal value It

would be spectacular, and the excitement would be many

times greater than that which now exists. Men who are un-

able to secure locations can find desirable opportunity for

leasing, and present Indications are that several hundred

lessees will be at work along the range during the coming

summer. The roads which were blocked with snow for sev-

eral months during the winter are now in flrsl-class condition,

and are lined with teams and autotrucks hauling in supplies,

and autos loaded with prospectors, operators, and investors.

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
PUOGRF.SS !>• MlMNC. .\NI) TBEATI.SG THK TUNGSTEN OBK,

Scheelite.

While tungsten mining in this district is in its infancy, the

little that has been accomplished and possibilltes are of

interest. Naturally there has been no metallurgical skill

tried, the main idea being to produce concentrate as soon as

possible. However, what has been done is creditable to those

concerned, and one mill is to be altered to give a better

extraction.

There are but two properties producing tungsten ore at

present, in both cases the product being scheelite. These are

the Johnson and Ewers property at the extreme head of

Gilmore creek, and the Ott Mining Co. of upper Fairbanks

creek.

The former ground was prospected for and located by Albert

Johnson in the summer of 1915, scheelite being found in the

placer sands of Gilmore creek, and traced to its source. The

property was worked through the winter as far as weather

permitted, and 50 ft. of shaft and 30 ft. of drift supplied the

50 to 60 tons of ore that has been concentrated so far. The

inclement weather prevailing during the past winter, com-

bined with the fact that the property is on a high ridge,

rendered operations most difficult. For days it was impossible

to leave the cabin, and the partners deserve much credit for

accomplishing as much as they did, handling all rock hoisted

with a windlass. The vein is in a well-defined fissure in

limestone, and the ore is sometimes 4 ft. wide. It occurs in

narrow, sharply-dipping shoots or lenses from a few feet to

20 ft. long. Surface prospecting has shown the ore to outcrop

for a fair distance, so that owners seem justified in their
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belief that considerable ore can be mined this summer. The

ore is sacked and hauled by team to Gilmore station, tlience

it is shipped to Chena by the Tanana Valley railroad. The

Cheua custom mill has lain idle (or several years, but .John-

son and Ewers made arrangements to put in a boiler and gei

the mill in order again. Besides this expense, it is understood

that a milling charge ot ?S per ton is paid. The owners cal-

culate that it costs them between $20 and $25 per ton to haul

and concentrate the ore. The mill is a 10-stamp Joshua Hendy
type, but only one battery is in use. After going through the

crusher and into the bin, the ore is stamped and passed over

plates to the classifying cone. It is not known to what size

the ore is crushed. The sand goes to a Deister sand-table, and
the overflow to two Deister slime-tables. This completes the

treatment, the same arrangement being used as that origin-

ally installed to deal with the gold ores of the district. There
is practically no gold in the ore. So far, the extraction is

uncertain, as the final drying and weighing of concentrate has
not been completed. The tailing shows a content ot 0.5%
tungstic oxide, while the owners think from the preliminary

recovery that the ore will average between 5 and 6%. This
would indicate a rather high recovery, although it is not

known if the tailing sample was properly taken and settled.

At present the concentrate assays 63%, and is shipped in 20-lb.

sacks by parcel post. After navigation opens, it will go by
express by the water route. It is probable that every effort

will be made this summer to erect a mill on the property and
save the high transportation charges.

The discovery of scheelite on the lease worked by the Ott
Mining Co. was rather a surprise to lessees and owners alike,

the property being hitherto worked for gold alone. The
tungsten ore did not show in the surface workings, and was
found by driving. It has persif^ted so far for 60 ft. in the
drift, and is still in the face and floor, but only for 5 ft. above
the drift, where the gold ore alone is found. Further pros-
pecting at depth will immediately be done to determine the
extent of the deposit. The vein is in a well-defined fissure in

a blocky schist, probably of igneous origin. The vein varies
from 8 to 24 in. in width, the best value in tungsten being
found in a layer comprising about half the vein on the foot-

wall. The other half carries the gold, which is rather high
in some parts of the vein so far opened. No attempt was made
to keep the gold ore separate in the first mill-run of 55 tons.
It was considered that of this, from 15 to 20 tons contained
most of the tungsten, the rest having the bulk of the gold.
The property has a small steam hoist, and is situated about
400 yards up the hillside from the Heilig custom mill, where
the ore is now treated. The ground is leased from Hess, Geis
and Thompson. The vein is a parallel one to the Mispah,
which is worked by the owners and has produced close to

110,000 in gold during the last 12 months with 2 to 3 men
working. When the tungsten ore was opened, neither the
Gilmore and Stevens stamp-mill nor the Heilig custom mil!
had machines for concentrating it. Immediate plans were
made by C. E. Heilig of the latter mill to handle same, and
by the time the 55 tons was mined, the mill was ready. A
small addition was put on the mill, and a Monarch concen-
trator built by the Seattle Construction & Drydock Co. was
installed. The table had been in use a short time at the
Furstenau mill at the head of the creek, and had been idle for
several years. As the inclement weather made it impossible
to grade for the table, so the pulp could be put on the table by
gravity, a bucket-elevator was constructed to lift the pulp
below the plates. A small independent engine was put in to
drive the table, but this failing at the last moment, it was
necessary to belt to the main mill engine. Better results could
have been obtained with the independent engine, a constant
speed being possible. The large Jones gyratory breaker in
the mill causes at times a variation in the speed of the mill
engine that is not conducive to best results with the table.

The ore is crushed in a Huntington mill, working at 100 r.p.m.,

with a 40-mesh slot-screen. Prom 15 to 20 tons is milled per

day. The work of the table was entirely satisfactory and
produced a clean high-grade concentrate. At times the entire

space between the carrying riflBes was covered by a pure white
concentrate. The middlings were saved separately, and put
over the table again, with different grade and stroke. Re-

grinding with classification to sand and slime-tables would
have resulted undoubtedly in a better extraction, but the

means were not at hand. For unit concentration with clasti

fication, probably no other table could have done any better

under the circumstances. The Huntington mill, comparing the

products of the tables at Chena and at the Heilig mill, nu-

doubtedly produces less slime. At that, the tailing has been
banked at the latter mill, and will be tested on a canvas
plant during the summer. It the ore developed warrants the

outlay, rolls, jigs, and a slime-table will be put in later.

From the 15 to 20 tons of tungsten ore, 1200 lb. of 62.5%

concentrate was extracted. This has been sent by parcel-

post in 20-lb. sacks to the Crucible Steel Co. It is under-

stood that the price paid on a basis of 60%; was $60 per unit

f.o.b. Fairbanks. Besides the concentrate, the mill run netted

$418 in gold. The next shipment will go by water.

The Johnson-Ewers property is the only one found so far

by prospecting a tungsten trace, although in several other

places (four, to be exact) that the writer, L. M. Drury, knows
of, strong tungsten traces are known. As soon as the snow
goes and the ground thaws enough to make rapid work pos-

sible, many prospectors will start to find the source of the

placer scheelite. The head of Cleary creek shows a placer

sand of about half scheelite. while on another placer claim on

another creek, a placer sand is found that is about half

scheelite and halt magnetite. At the present price, probably

several thousand dollars worth of scheelite has been wasted,

with only a volume of curses to speed it on its way for

clogging riffles and making clean-ups difficult for the placer

miner. While no notable deposits may be found, it is raoit

than a sporting chance that the Fairbanks district will make
a name for itself as a tungsten producer.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Huge Consolidation at Porcupine.

A merger has been arranged including the Hollinger, Acme,

and Millerton mining companies and claim 13,147 of the

Canadian Mining & Finance Co., under the title of the Hol-

linger Consolidated Mines, Limited, with a nominal capital

of $25,000,000 in $5 shares. Of this number, 200,000 shares

will remain in the treasury and the balance will be distributed

as follows: Hollinger shareholders, 2,400,000; Acme, 2,100,000;

Millerton, 200,000, and Canadian Mining & Finance Co., 100,000

shares. A detailed report has been issued by P. A. Robbins,

general manager of the Hollinger, giving the reasons for the

consolidation, which has been contemplated tor five years.

The centralization of the plant and the development of under-

ground workings have been carried on with a view to an ulti-

mate merger, and as a point has been reached where compara-
tive valuations of the properties can be made, and the interests

of all benefited by amalgamation, the project has become
feasible. Mr. Robbins estimates the assets of the Hollinger as
approximately equal in value to the combined assets of the
other companies embraced in the merger, and anticipates that

with the extension ot the Hollinger mill and the completion
of the central shaft, the dividend rate will probably be in-

creased even with a reduction in the value of ore treated.

Dealing with the allowance for ore at depths below those
already reached by development in the Hollinger and Acme
properties, he estimates that on the basis of a depth of SOO ft.,

there are 5,594,570 tons of ore with a gross value of $48,196,390.

On the assumption that the veins persist to a depth of 1400
ft., as some of them have been proved to do, there is 10,430,000

tons worth $81,492,000.
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ALASKA
fOlllKH .V

Movt-mont of itipiKT from Alaska to The States' In the

elKht months ended February 29 was 69,062.394 lb., valued at

MM- >Illl\VIM, KOI IK TCI KKNNKlin I. AI.ANKA.

$13,507,148. compared with 21.240.265 lb., worth $2,609,650 in

the same period of 1914-'15. The Bonanza and Beatson mines

of the Kennecott company supplied most of this metal.

Jr.NE.\f

The April output of the Aleiska Gastineau mine was 165.930

tons of 94-cent ore. against 162.796 tons worth $1.03 in March.

The tailing loss was 19.8c. per ton. and recovery 78.71%, a

slight decrease and increase respectively. The following tele-

gram was sent by the general manager. B. L. Thane, to New
York:

"Expect over-run will bring heads up equal to last month.

During first 23 days ore came from low-grade slate zone west

of the shaft. Last seven days we began to add some tonnage

of ore east of the shaft. During this period 40.000 tons was
milled, averaging $1.40. Condition of stopes east of the shaft

shows great improvement, and I shall be able to resume de-

livery of ore from No. 2 east No. 5 level, and from new slopes

opened east on No. 6 and 7 levels. Grade of ore should im-

prove during the entire month of May. and show marked im-

provement throughout June. Tonnage maintained. Expect

will be about 6000 tons per day until about the middle of

June, when new stopes east of the shaft should be in good con-

dition to deliver their proper proportion of ore so that ton-

nage can be thereafter increased."

Valdez

New York capital has bonded the Pandora copper property

on Knights' island, six hours by boat, from Burns, Jordan, and

Welch, for $650,000. The ground is said to be of considerable

promise and will be thoroughly exploited.

ARIZONA
t'Di m.-^i. fill N n

Ulsbee mines coiillnuc to produce nn eiioiiiioiiH iiimiilll.v of

cupper. The smelters at Douglas <'iinnot treat :ill llio ore

offered from their own and oiitKlde mini's. TIiIh Ih hard on

small producers and lessees, of whom there are bo many. Ad-

ditions to the Calumet & Arizona plant will relieve the situa-

tion later on. The Copper Queen smelter produced 18,000,000

ill April. Diirliip the fir.st quarter of the current year the

Shattutk shipped 37,381 tons of copiier ore and 3544 tons of

lead ore. yielding 4,6X2,691 lb. copijer, 1,481,387 lb. lead, 1538

oz. gold, and 89.695 oz. silver. The net cost of coiiper was

fi.44c. per pound. The profit was $781,380. Dividends absorbed

$350,000.

Gila Cointv

The Insiiiration mill has been treating up to 15,900 tons per

(lay. much in excess of the rated caiiaiity. A telephone sys-

tem with 20(1 instruments Is being installed at the mine en-

gineering office to be In touch with all parts of the property.

MoiiAVK County

The next 90 days promise, to be the most important m the

History of the Oatman district. Depth seems to be necessary

at this centre. It has been found that depths ranging be-

tween 300 and 600 ft. must be attained before persistent bodies

of commercial ore may be expected. This condition is_ due

to variations in geological and topograiihical elevations caused

by the rapid and extensive erosion which has taken place in

the very rugged and precipitous territory embraced within

the district. To sink shafts to these depths and to do the

requisite cross-cutting and driving to encounter orebodies

requires much time and expense. Practically all of the

operators have the 500 or 600 ft. point as their objective.

Most of these properties were not able to begin development

with machinery until late in 1915. In this district it usually

requires three or four months to sink and complete a shaft

500 ft. deep. At this time a number of properties have reached

their objective point in depth, and are now engaged in lateral

work which may bring them into commercial ore in from 1

to 90 days. The properties to which this principally applies

are the Oatman Gold Mining & Milling, Fessenden, Ivanhoe

Consolidated. Boundary Cone, United Western, Black Ilange,

Arizona Tom Reed, Lucky Boy, and Gold Range companies.

The two last named are still sinking, but are nearing the 400-

ft. point, and indications are such as to lead the operators to

think that they will be justified in cross-cutting on their 400-

ft. levels.

At the Golconda zinc mine the main shaft is down 1050 ft.

in high-grade ore. Monthly development totals 1000 ft., and

smelter shipments 1500 tons.

Yavapai County

The Tip Top Consolidated Mining Co. has been formed to

operate the Tip Top mine which contains silver and tungsten

ores, the latter of good grade. The property has an inter-

esting history. Reserves are 20,000 tons of $23.50 ore in

stopes, 1000 tons of $66.60 in place, and 20,000 tons of $21.50

on dumps, a total value of $966,600. Extensive development

and a larger plant are contemplated. The president is C. W.

Davis.
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Pinal County

Ray Consolidated Copper Co. reports as follows tor the first

quarter of 1916:

Development, feet 14,202

Ore treated, tons 745,910

Average content, per cent 1.631

Copper from all sources, pounds 15.801,568

Cost, cents per pound 10.579

Average price received, cents per pound 24.598

Profit $2,205,578

Dividend paid 789,302

Net surplus $1,416,246

CALIFORNIA
Am.vdor Coi'.MY

(Special Correspondence.)—An important mining deal, so

far as this county is concerned, has just been closed here, the

Mclntire, Boyson, North. Star, and South Keystone properties

having been taken over by a strong company headed by W.

Virges and A. Huth of Taconia. Washington. With the ex-

ception of a 1000-ft. shaft on the North Star claim almost no

development has been done on these mines, but the ground has

favorable Indications. The area adjoins the Keystone mine on

the south, and is on what is known as the 'Amador Trail' be-

tween Sutter Creek and Amador City. As soon as the North

Star shaft can be unwatered and put into proper condition,

the intention is to start driving from the 600-ft. level to cut

the South Keystone orebodies. The necessary machinery is to

be installed without delay. The North Star shaft is well

situated for quickly exploring the value of the combined

properties. Charles H. Colpe is manager. The strenuous

efforts of John A. Mclntire of Sacramento for many years are

chiefly responsible for the consolidation of these claims and
interesting capital in their development. He was the owner
of the Mclntire claim, and is well versed in Mother Lode con-

ditions. The opening of this ground may mean as much for

the county as does the work contemplated at the old Eureka.

Sutter Creek, May 15.

At the Eureka mine at Sutter Creek a quantity of ma-
chinery and sui)plies are arriving. A small hoisting plant,

to handle the sinking-pumps, is being erected. The superin-

tendent, Walter Beam, is now living at the mine.

San Diego County

As the Panama-California Exposition is to remain open un-

til the end of 1916, and as a number of exhibits have been

transferred from the late Exposition at San Francisco, the

Palace of Mines at San Diego is filling up and attracting

more attention. The Nevada Mine Operators' Association is

to arrange a display of minerals, also several California coun-

ties, and a good collection from Oatman, Arizona. The build-

ing is in charge of J. E. Babcock and A. E. Smith.

Inyo County

According to the Owens Valley Herald of Bishop, that place

"is the centre of the biggest tungsten field in the United

States." Six miles west of Bishop a new townsite is being laid

out. Near-by the Tungsten Mines Co. and the Standard Tung-

sten Co., managed by L. L. Stevens and A. J. Clark, respec-

tively, have developed extensive deposits of scheelite. The

Tungsten is erecting a 75-ton and the Standard a 300-ton mill,

the latter the largest in the country for tungsten ore. Other

discoveries of tungsten are reported.

Sacra.mento County

The Natomas Company of California has sold in reclama-

tion district 1000, three miles north of Sacramento, 1114 acres

of land at $300 per acre to M. J. and A. J. Machado, E. A.

and A. R. Meister, and E. .1. O'Brien of Sacramento, and D. H.

.Moulton of Chico.

Shasta County

The electric smelter of the Noble company at Heroult is

l)roducing 12 tons of ferro-manganese per day from one fur-

nace. Another furnace will soon be charged. About 125 men
are employed at the property.

Guggenheim interests have bonded two tracts of land near

Redding, about 1000 acres, and is prospecting it by drilling in

charge of E. A. Wiltsee. The El Oro Dredging Co. has bonded

160 acres on Clear creek.

Trinity County

On account of water troubles in its mine, the Globe Con-

solidated has temporarily closed its mine and mill. Hy-

draulicking continues in full force at Lagrange and Union

Hill.

Tuolumne County

(Special Corresi)ondence.)—The long adit being driven by

the Springfield Tunnel & Development Co. to open the gravel-

channels near Columbia, has reached what is known as the

Buchanan channel, where rich gravel has been found. It

will be several days before the centre of the channel is ex-

posed. On the rim the gravel is about 4 ft. thick. Other

ancient channels whose richness was proved by sinking

mines BUII.IJING at SAN DIEGO.
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shafts will lie oiHMipd truiu lliiic to tiiiu> nn the work of ilriv-

iDK tho Billt |)rot;reiuit>8. The iwsltlon of KonornI itupprtii'

tendeni. niado vnrant a ffw da.v8 uko by thn dcnih of A. I..

Horner, has |Nu<a«>d to Jonoph Cadfiiiartorl. for Sfvorul ycni-»

In tho company's employ.

AllhouKh the nii(>-h-Swr<<npy plant in ont> of tho host and

moat coniplotp In tho t-ouniy, Inipruvonipnts arc Htlll lH>ln>;

made. The two Hnnllnco ronlcul iiillU rerpntly Iii8l:ill<'il

are glviui; sntlsfacllon. Of the dlsrovorli-s imuli' in llio mini'

8lnoi> thf pr«'8i'ni company »i-qiilrod tho proporly. probably

tho most pronitsini; Is on llio ISOO-ft. levol, where a larRr

body of flno ore Is bolni; opened.

Sonura. May 6.

Ylll.V CoiwiY

Title to 161<.t acres of dredging ground in llie llainniontuii

district Is In dispute l>etween the Yuba Investment Co. and

the Yuba Consolidated Goldflelds Co. In the Superior Court

at Marysvllle. .\ large array of legal and mining talent is

ropres»>nted. Drill-holes yield from 4 to 30c. gold per cubli-

yard. For dredging purposes, .1. K. O'Brien, the original

owner of the land, considers it worth Jla.onn per acre, but

for agriculture only $.1o.iino for the lot.

COLORADO
Ci.E.VR CRKEK CofXTY

(S|>ecial Correspondence.)—With silver rising resumption

of work is promised at an early date on a number of old

proiierties that have been dormant for years. Georgetown and

Silver Plume are experiencing greater prosperity than since

1893. Every habitable house in both towns is at present

occupied and sleeping accommodations are scarce. Several

buildings at Georgetown are being re-modeled and made into

rooming-houses. It is estimated that no less than 400 miners

have been brought here during the last month to assist in

mine development.

Idaho Springs. May 8.

GiLPix County
There is a scarcity of machine-men and single men at tho

mines of this county.

01R.VV County

During March the Camp Bird mine made a profit of $4.'?,70'i

from 1947 tons of ore.

Teller County (Cripple Creek i

The postponed sale of the properties of the U. S. R. & R. Co.

failed to receive a bid. with a minimum of $200,000. The
Court has ordered at the next sale that the cash deposit of

$50,000 remain as before, but withdraws any minimum.
Spencer Penrose of Colorado Springs, a bondholder of the

U. S. R. & R. Co. since bought the properties for $100,000.

The San Juan Region

Mining men are getting ready for a prosperous season in

the San Juan mining centres. Prospecting, developing of

producing mines, building mills, and constructing roads and
trails will soon be on in full operation. The Durango smelter
is already receiving a greatly increased quantity of ore from
Silverton, Rico, Telluride, and other producing districts.

Twenty-one empty freight cars were taken to Silverton one
day last week to bring down ore and concentrate, where for

several years past hardly that many were taken up in several

days. The snow is beginning to go off more rapidly, and
prospectors are eagerly waiting to begin the season's cam-
paign. Shipments from Silverton in April totaled 142 car-

loads, an increase of 10 over March. At the Sunnyside mine
wages have been raised from 25 to 50c. per shift, the highest
being $4.50.

GEORGIA
In Lumpkin and adjoining counties are extensive deposits

of feldspar, said to be sufficient to yield enough potash to

fortlll/.o all Ibo cropB thiH Stiilo iiiii puIho Iim- hovimuI jciirH.

I'lonly of wiilorpowor l8 avnilablo for grlndiiiK. Cupliiil Ik

nocutuuiry for oxt)loliiii|nii

MICHIGAN
TlIK COI'PKlt Countuy

( Special Corri'Kpondonco.t^CoMlliuiod Inijirovi'iiiont Im re-

ported from the While Pino ore, the average in April ln-liig 27

lb. refined copper per ton. Tho tailing Iosh Ih II lli., I>>ii this |h

being reduced. Costs aie under 10c. per lb.

Al the While Pino Kxti-nKJon tho Hhaft Ih to Im- kuiiU 2r,0 ft.

before opening out. Shale found In the Kbiin coiillriiis drill-

cores.

Ildughlon. .May .'i.

MISSOURI
Jasi'kr County

A 400ton mill is proposed for the Barrett land In the Porlo

Rico district by a new company. In which A, Gibson of .loplln

is largely interested.

The ore market at Joplln was a trifle stronger last week,

when average prices for blende, calaniine, and lead were |97,

$71. and $!m; per ton respectively. The out|iut of the Missouri-

Kansas-Oklahoma region was s().">4 tons blonde, 7fi.'! tons cala-

mine, and lO:',;! tons lead, with a total value of $942,400.

St. FKANfois County

Wages in the load region have been advanced 10%, making

a total increase of 30% in 15 months. Over 7000 men beneflt.

On May 9 about 2000 underground shovelers at the Federal

and Doe Run mines downed tools, demanding $3.50 a shift and

that only 20 mine-cars be filled in S hours.

MONTANA
Kkiiiu s County

During April the Barnes-King company produced 3592 tons

of $6.37 and 2933 tons of $4.09 ore, a total yield of $34,900.

Gb.\nite County

In the Dunkelberg district, Makeever Bros, of New York

have been doing considerable diamond-drilling with interest-

ing results at their Wasa, Hollander, and Dunkelberg prop-

erties.

Lewis and Cl.\bk County

Rich copper-silver ore has been discovered in the Wolf Creek

district, 35 miles north of Helena. The lode is in limestone

near a diorite contact. A little south of this Hudson brothers

and Bissoinette have opened similar ore.

.'\t the Porphyry Dyke mine in the Rimini district the

Anaconda company is employing between 40 and 50 men.

W. A. Clark, Jr., and the Barnes-King company are interested

in other properties.

SiLVERiiow County

With W. L. Creden in charge the old Ophir mine, in the

south-west part of Butte, is being re-opened. The mine and

mill equipment only require a little overhauling. The shaft is

1065 ft. deep, and when unwatered will be sunk to 2500 ft.

On April 26 the Boston & Corbin mill started working two

shifts, producing 6.7% concentrate. Some good ore is ex-

tracted from the 900-ft. level.

NEVADA
Humboldt County

In the north drift at 1600 ft. in the Seven Troughs Coalition

30 in. of $1484 ore has been opened. Work on the south is also

encouraging.

Lincoln County'

In April the Prince Consolidated at Pioche shipped 14,072

tons of ore. The 200-ton flotation plant for the tailing at

BuUionville has been ordered.
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White Pine Coukty

(Special Correspondence.)—A shipment of crude ore, which

contains 78% tungstic acid, has just been brought in from the

camp of Big Wash, on the east side of the Snake range, by W.
F. Chapman, connected with Atlvins, Kroll & Co. This prop-

erty is owned by Mr. Chapman and W. Taylor, and this ship-

ment is one of a series of the highest grade ever made from

crude ore without concentration. The ore is crystallized

scheelite, and contains some rare and beautiful specimens, the

crystals being translucent and having the general appearance

of calcite crystals. Work has been in progress on the prop-

erty throughout the winter, and a number of other shipments

of the same grade have been made, all of them averaging over

78%. The ore occurs as irregular deposits in a belt of meta-

morphosed limestone 200 ft. wide, and operations might be

classed as pocket-mining. From one of these pockets a single

chunk of this high-grade ore was taken, weighing 320 lb.

Among the specimens Mr. Chapman brought with him on this

trip to Ely was a large geode, 8 to 10 in. diam., the interior of

which is lined with pure crystals of scheelite. He considers

that the east side of the Snake range will prove to be as im-

portant a producer of tungsten ores as the west side, on which

are the camps of Tungstonia, Scheelite, Tungsten, and Min-

erva. On the east side the districts that are now gaining

prominence include Big Wash, Beaver creek. Snake creek.

Lexington, Baker, Fowler, and Garrison.

Ely, May 10.

The Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. reports as follows for

the first quarter of 1916:

Ore treated, tons 827,880

Average content, per cent 1.66

Metal output, pounds 19,160,27-1

Average price received, cents per pound 2.3.47S

Cost, cents per pound 9.65

Profits 12,781,811

Dividends (2) 999,728

Net balance to surplus $1,556,225

IDAHO
Shoshone Countt (Coeue d'Alene)

Owing to the high wages in the Coeur d'Alene the banks at

Kellogg and Wardner have greater deposits than ever before.

On account of the new smelter a land boom has hit Kellogg.

To improve the Y. M. C. A. play-grounds at Kellogg the

Bunker Hill & Sullivan company has donated $1500.

The coming season promises to record unusual activity

among the mines of the Mullan district, many of which have

been dormant for several years.

The following figures ar^ from statements made to the

county assessor regarding results in 1915:

NEW MEXICO
GUANT COU.NTY

The Chino Copper Co. reports as follows for the first quarter

of 1916:

Overburden removed, cubic yards 746,209

Ore treated, tons 714,400

Average copper-content, per cent 1.8719

Recovery, per cent 60.82

Metal output, pounds 16,267,450

Price received, cents per pound 26.566

Cost, cents per pound 8.95

Profit $2,746,987

Dividends paid ($1.25 per share) 1,087,475

Surplus remaining 1,659,512

The copper yield was less than in the preceding term.

TEXAS
El Paso County

At the El Paso smelter of the A. S. & R. Co. there are 328

cars of ore on the tracks awaiting discharge, therefore a tem-

porary embargo has been placed on the quantity to be sent by

ore producers. Two more converters are being installed, but

delivery of parts is slow. There has been trouble in securing

the proper niagnesite brick for lining the converters.

UTAH
Iron County

Advice from Cedar City states that east of Parowan and

Paragonia extensive deposits of high-grade potash have been

discovered, occurring like those in Germany.

Juab County

Tintic mines shipped a total of 222 cars of ore during the

week ended May 13, the largest for many years. The principal

producers were the Chief Consolidated, Dragon, Iron Blossom,

Centennial Eureka, Mammoth, Eagle & Blue Bell, and Gemini.

All employees in the district have received another raise of 25c.

per shift. Miners now get $4 per day.

Salt Lake County

The Alta Tunnel & Transportation Co.'s adit in the Big

Cottonwood is in over 2000 ft., in black limestone formation.

A heavy flow of water is reported. The adit is to be 4000 ft.

long to connect the two Cottonwoods. The general manager,

F. V. Bodfish, said the following about this project:

"The Little Cottonwood district has heretofore been a high-

grade area, that is, nothing but this class of ore could be

shipped at a profit. This has been due to the cost of transpor-

tation. There are enormous tonnages of $10 ore in the dis-

Company Ore mined
tons

Bunker Hill & Sullivan 454.205

Hecla 146,675

Success *21,867

Caledonia 42,628

Tamarack & Custer *26,147

Sierra Nevada 15.159

Green Hill-Cleveland 28,126

Ontario 81,208

Interstate-Callahan *113,795

Federal (Wardner) 136,180

Federal (Mullan) 250,260

Federal (Mace) 52,958

Hunter 118,764

Hercules *49,441

Gross

value

$4,177,819

1,422,579

1,255,802

1,246,859

1,238,755

110,328

1.643.799

689,392

4,.540,672

620,682

1,947,607

332,794

614,590

3,090,175

Cost of

extraction

$1,119,584

388,340

t356,866

107,575

449,041

63,974

658,941

265,728

849,241

369,083

598,899

205,296

368,613

950,852

Freight and

treatment

$1,793,275

393,-588

378,960

439,157

415,228

199,940

643,863

204,229

741,996

88,206

77,992

986,219

Improvements

and repairs

$136,746

46,970

3,760

8,592

126,080

35,151

136,323

57,084

Total

'Shipping product.

$22,931,853 $6,752,033 $6,362,654 $550,707

^Includes freight, treatment, and betterments. tincludes $17,642 royalties.

Net

profits

t$l,145,855

593,680

898,936

761,797

346,796

40,354

497,864

223,725

2,921,488

47,370

571,560

39,295

31.662

1,096.019

$9,222,400
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irlct. Tile Altji (uiiiivl will oi>cn llio»o proiHTtloB lit from SOU

to HOO ft. from tho surfacv. The oiv can Ihcii hi' dro|i|H>«l Into

the car». and a truni*|iortntton comimny hiis lH>t>n orKiinlzcd to

haul it to Murray. I am informed that riitorpllliirtraotorK

will Ih> U!H>d. nud tlu> encluecrs nstiiiro nii> (hut tho ore can In-

laid down at .Murray at a cost far below the present charKe

of tuklnR the ore from the district by way of the Mttio Cotton-

wood district. The tunnel will also afford better dmInaKe
forllltles for the various pro|ierlies, as it will cut durluK Its

course ail of the principal Assures that traverse the district."

Ton inches of hlRh-Rrado lead-silver ore hoa been cut In a

raise 2S ft. above the adit, and 800 ft. from the portal.

The Cardiff company is iMiylng 25c. per share on .Iinie I.

In the mine the rich shoot has been opened for JOO ft. Throe

shifts are employed. Small shipiuenls are made at present.

At the Baker mine, near the .Maxfleld. tho adii is in over

SOO ft., and recently cut two promising llssures.

The suit of H. J. Wheeler and other land-owners in the

vicinity of Tooele i-. the A. S. & R. Co.. for aliened damage
to their properties by smelter-fume, is being heard at Suit

Ijike City.

The rtah Copper Co. reports as follows for the first quarter

of 1916:

Overburden removed, cubic yards 1.379.295

Ore treated, tons 1 .9S4.600

.\verage content, per cent 1.4333

Recovery. i>er cent fi4.27

Metal output, pounds 36.564.533

Price received, cents per pound 26.131

Cost, cents per pound 7.19

Profit $6,186,414

Dividends paid 4.061,225

Surplus, including other income $3,018,605

Winter affected the metal output considerably.

SUM.MIT COUSTY

The output of the Park City district in Ai)ril was 6910 tons
of ore and concentrate. The Silver King Coalition contributed
2714 tons: Silver King Consolidated, 107 tons; .Judge Mining
& Smelting Co. (late Daly-.Iiidgp). 2252 tons: and Ontario,
483 tons.

MEXICO
The mining outlook in .Mexico, according to F. M. Estes,

with the A. S. & R. Co. at Spokane, Washington, and who was
five years in Mexico, especially in the northern part, is dismal.
After five years of continuous revolutions. Americans long
resident there have given up even guessing about the outcome.
When he left Sonora intervention seemed inevitable, but It

now looks as if there might be co-operation with the Consti-
tutionalist government. The Americans in Mexico would have
preferred intervention at the start of the trouble, and they
feel that the situation brought about by the border bandits
should have been cleaned up four years ago.

HlD.\LGO

The profit in treating 25,904 tons of ore at Santa Gertrudis
in March was $106,000.

Jalisco

(Special Correspondence.)—The mining companies shipping
bullion from the port of Manzanillo on the west coast, to San
Francisco, California, have been notified by telegraph by the
Agente Aduanal of Manzanillo, that no bullion can be ex-
ported without special permission from the Secretary of
Hacienda. This advice was received April 29. and so far no
reply has been received to telegrams asking for that special
permission. English speaking people in Guadalajara are
united in their praise of the article on Mexico that appears on
the first page of The Saturday Evening Post of April 29.
Every bit of it is correct and to the point.

Guadalajara, May 1.

Siile: rfir hJHIiir intHln mmihrn n/ Ihr jmjrutinii In trml him firltruliini <\f IMr
ir.>rt iim/ ii|>;»in/mm(«. Tliit Injornultiiiii is •>/ iiiHpirtliiinnI iiiltrrH In inir rmilrrt.

\\. J. SiiKAFK has gone to Siskiyou county.

II. 1'. (lomioN Ih mow at Alollu. California.

KoiuiK.s Rii'KAiu) is again at Lovelock, Nevada.

CoiiKV C. BiuvTON has gone to Salt l..ake City and IJutto.

.Mai KICK D. 1.,kkiikv. of Seattle, was here during the wi-cU.

r. 1). Hi urr is at the Old York mine near CongroBS, Arizona.

A. W. Nkwiikkuy sails from New York for Soiilb AiniTl<-ii on

May 27.

GiimiiK HAMiinrii is manager of llic Adaiiac kIIvit mine

Ml Cobalt.

S. F. SiiAw is visiting mines In the districts adjacent lo Salt

I>ake City.

WiLi.AiiP Mali.khy has returned from Hritish Columbia to

San Francisco.

CiKOEwiK. O. Bradi.kv. of Bradley, Bruff & Ijabarthe. was at

.Miami last week.

A. E. Driikkk sailed for l-ondon from New York on the

Xooidam on May 11.

FiiANK Oi.iinKi.i) has returned to Los Angeles from Cinco

Mlnas. Jalisco, Mexico.

Frank M. Estes. late of Sonora. Mexico, is resident engineer

for the A. S. & R. Co. at Spokane.

Joiix E. S. Ci.ARK. of Riverside. California, was married

recently to Miss Ellen J. V. Preterre.

E. W. Mii.i.s and J. F. Manmnc; will l)e arriving in S.in

Francisco from Korea late in August.

BiRT E. Cartwrioiit. formerly president of the Teniiskam-

ing Mining Co., is president of the Adanac Silver Mines.

Limited.

Guy C. Ribdelf,. until recently at the East Helena smelter,

has received an appointment with the Associated Smelters in

Australia.

T. R. Hint has resigned the management of the Syndicate

Mining Co.. Aroroy. P. L, to be succeeded by .Ioski-ii J. Shaw.
Mr. Hunt's present address is 2941 Denver Place. Denver.

James T. Kkmp. son of Professor Kemp of Columbia, is one

of the three graduates from the Columbia School of Mines to

receive the lllig medal for exceptional proficiency; the other

two are John P. Hubbell and Joseph Kuchab.

Obituary

John Wi.nthbop Chandi-eb. superintendent of the West End
and other mining properties at Tonopah. died on May 7 in

San Francisco.

Frank G. Janney, well known through his connection with
the Utah Copper Co., advisory metallurgist to the grouj) of

copper and zinc companies controlled by D. C. Jackling, and
one of the leading specialists in flotation, died at Los Angeles
on May 12, after an operation for appendicitis, at the age of

50 years. He leaves a wife and family, two sons being already
honorably prominent in W'estern metallurgy.

The Chemists' Club of New York announces the establish-

ment of a scholarship fund, the income from which, approxi-
mately $500 a year. Is to be devoted to assisting financially de-

serving young men to obtain education in the field of in-

dustrial chemistry or chemical engineering. This scholarship
has been endowed by Victor G. Bloede, a prominent manu-
facturing chemist of Baltimore. Its benefits will be open to

properly qualified applicants without restriction as to resid-

ence, and may be effective at any institution in the United
States, which may be designated or approved by the Club.
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THE METAL MARKET
METAL PRICES

San Francisco, May 16.

Antimony, cents per pound 39.50
Electrolytic copper, cents per pound 31
Pig lead, cents per pound 7.75— S.75
Platinum: soft metal, per ounce $80
Platinum: hard metal, 109r iridium, per ounce $S4
Quicksilver; per flask of 75 lb $90
Spelter, cents per pound 22
Tin, cents per pound 50
Zinc-dust, cents per pound 30

ORB PRICES
San Francisco, May 16.

Antimony: 5090 product per unit (1% or 20 lb.).... $2.25
Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton 12.50
Manganese: 50% metal, 8% silica, per ton 12.00
Tungsten: 60% WO3, per unit 50.00

At Boulder, Colorado, tungsten producers expect the price to
remain steady at $60.

EASTERN METAL MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

May 16.—Copper futures continue strong; lead is stronger but
uncertain; spelter is dull and weak.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic In New York, in cents per pound.
Date.

May 10 29.50
11 29.50
12 29.50

' 13 29,50
14 Sunday

•• 15 29.50
16 29.50

Average week ending
Apr. 4 26.87

' 11 27.50
" 18 28.25
" 25 28.50

May 2 28.75
9 29.29

" 16 29.50

Monthly averages.
1914.

Jan 14.21
Feb 14.46
Mch 14.11
Apr 14.19
May 13.97
June 13.60

1915.
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Eastern Metal Market

Now York. Mny 10.

Dullness i-bnrai-HTln>8 the ciilire non-forrovis iiiPtul iiiiirUol.

So unlntorfslInK lins It Iwoome that It Is almom iloml In all

deiKirtnients. excopt iH-rhaps In copper. This niolul Is sironKor

and Ormer than the others and prices have been maintained

unchanged. Probably the Koneral stimnatlon Is Anc as much as

nnythlHR to uncertainty In European and Mexican affairs.

Stocks of most metals In the hands of consumers arc probably

plentiful, with scattered exceptions. In all metals but lead

and copiier, weakness has developed to an extent suftlcleiil to

depress prices. In no market do any features of slKullUance

stand out. A brief summary would be about as follows:

Copper Is dull but firm: lead, very dull and unchangod; tin.

quiet and lower: zinc. Inactive with lower prices; antimony,

plentiful and cheaper, and aluminum stationary.

The strike situation, which w;is menacing even to the steel

trade last week. Is now much better, especially in the Pitts-

burg district. The feature of the week In the steel circles

has been the reported placing of about 150,000 tons of shell-

steel In the shape of blooms and rounds. Negotiations for as

much more, with ,=iO,000 tons for Russia and Italy, are also

conspicuous. As high as $80 to $85 per ton is reported paid

for blooms, and 3.50 to 3.75c. per lb. for rounds.

COPPER

Rumors of large orders from foreign sources about to be

placed have again come to the surface, but so far are not con-

firmed. In some quarters they are regarded as only talk or

efforts to cause activity. Prices have remained stationary and

electrolytic copper for May delivery can be secured at 30.50c.,

though this quotation is nominal. For far future it is quoted

at 28.75c. from September on. Lake copper for the same future

delivery is about 29 to 29.50c. In general, however, dullness

prevails, though the underlying tone is strong. Contradictory

reports prevail, rendering a clear view of the actual condi-

tions difficult, because some sellers claim that there is a good

demand for prompt metal, while others affirm the opposite. It

is reported, however, that such offers in some quarters have

been unavailing. The only business actually done has been

a fair movement in arsenical Lake copper. The fact that brass

rods and disks are easier, and that the inquiries for rods are

fewer, might indicate a slackening in the demand for muni-

tions. The rather extended advance in the London market for

electrolytic copper from £145 a week ago to £153 10s. yesterday

shows emphatically how futile have been the efforts of the

Government to keep the price at £100 or less.

ZINC

Dullness and weakness are prevailing factors, and as a con-

sequence quotations have declined to 17c., New York, for

prompt delivery, and to 16.75c., St. Louis. June zinc can prob-

ably be obtained at about 16.25 to 16.50c., with July at about

15.75c. and last quarter at around 13.25c., all St. Louis. There

has been a slight revival in demand in the last day or two and
the tendency is toward a firmer tone. There seems to be a

noticeable lack of demand from the brass interests, which is

more noteworthy because they are understood to have con-

tracted for copper for the remainder of the year. Galvanizers

come into the market only now and then, but they buy but

little or only what is absolutely necessary. Sheet zinc is

quoted at 25.d0c., base. Exports to May 10 were 1937 tons.

LEAD

The decline, strongly in evidence recently, has been checked,

but the market is lifeless though fairly steady. The quotations

of both the A. S. & R. Co.. and the independents are the same.

7,B0c„ New York, and l.H'ic St. LouIh. In the St. Louis

market a tendency to weakness has been suspected, but nolh-

Ing has developed beyond the sale of l<l() Iomm at 7.;t2jc. IhhI

week. As low a liUl a» ".2r)C. Is not ('(inshliTcd safe unlesH llie

buyer Is ready to make good. Some consumerK arc evldeuily

reduced lo a niinlmuiu as to storks, while ollicrs are well

supplied and ready to dispose of some. Any buying of con-

sequence would Immediately strengthen the situation. Sellers

in general are restive, but unwilling to enter any comiwtltlvo

price reduction. Ix'ad exports lo date were 3!l7 tons.

TIN

The week has been devoid of Interest or much attlvlty. Ex-

cept on l''Vlday of last week dullness has controlled the inarket.

On that day there ap|)eared a strong demand for futures, and

200 to :iOO tons was reported sold. Consuiiiers are supiiosed to

be fairly well covered In their supplies, and are conswiuently

disinclined to make any purchases. Spot tin was 49.75c., New
York, yesterday, a decline from 51.50c. a week ago. Lack of

demand is the controlling feature, with arrivals at 1020 ions

to date and 4000 tons reported afloat.

ANTIMONY
A distinct weakness has appeared because of large arrivals

and a decided fallingoff in demand. Chinese and Jajianese

grades, srwt deliveries, can now be obtained for 35c„ duty paid.

ALUMINUM
Heavy buying by Russia is reported, but prices are un-

changed at 58 to 60c. for virgin aluminum. No. 1.

ORES
Antimony: The ore is easier, with jironipt busineK,s done at

$2.50 per unit, and forward sales at $2..")0.

Tungsten: The present situation is rather extraordinary.

About a month ago price was a minor consideration. Lately,

however, arrivals from South America, together with a com-

bined effort by buyers, have depressed the market and the

purchasers will not make a price, every offer being met with

the reply, "No interest." No business except in small lots is

reported the past week. The nominal quotation therefore is

$60 for spot and $30 for forward concentrates, with no sellers

at the figures.

Copper Refining jn the United States

The 10 copiier refineries of the United States will have a

combined annual capacity of 2,461,000,000 lb. upon the com-

pletion, within a few months, of additional equipment.

The capacities will be as follows, in pounds, according to

the Boston News Bureau:

A. S. & R. Co.

Refinery Monthly Annual

Baltimore 40,000,0001

Perth Amboy 28,000,000). 84,000,000 1,008,000,000

Tacoma 16,000,000j

Anaconda:

Raritan 40,000,0001

Great Falls (new). 15,000,0001. 60,000,000 720,000,000

Great Falls (old).
5.000,000J

Nichols Copper Co 35,000,000 420,000,000

United States Smelting 17,000,000 200,000,000

Balbach 4,000,000 48,000,000

Calumet & Hecia 5,400,000 65,000.000

Total 205.400.000 2,461,000,000
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COMPANY REPORTS
ANACONDA COPPER MINING CO.

During 1915 the capital of tliis great company was altered

from 6,000,000 shares of $25 each to 3,000,000 of ?50. For the

sum of $6,624,583 all the capital stock of the United Metals
Selling Co. of Delaware was acquired. There was also bought
from the Amalgamated Copper Co. 150,000 Inspiration and
30,800 Greene-Cananea shares, etc., costing $4,769,900.

At the beginning of the past year operations at Butte, Mon-
tana, were on a reduced basis, but a great deal of overhauling
was done in the meantime. By May work was at normal, and
at the end of 1915 on a larger scale than ever.

Development in the mines totaled 35.31 miles, against 33.15

miles in 1914. Shaft-sinking 'aggregated 4980 ft. Results
generally at depth weie highly satisfactory. There was ex-

tracted 4,376,557 tons of ore. and 67S3 tons of copper pre-

cipitate from mine-water.

The Washoe works at Anaconda treated 4,421,629 tons, and
those at Great Falls 384,066 tons. Of this, 535,223 tons was
from other companies. Metal production in the past three
years was as follows:

Metal 1915 1914 1913
Copper, pounds 254,311,574 223,720,292 270,301,644
Gold, ounces 106,703 99,651 64,898
Silver, ounces 9,005,618 8,314,116 10,321,296

On the 1915 total, the Anaconda mines yielded 235,076,289
lb. copper, 106,703 oz. gold, and 8.064,986 oz. silver.

The coal mines in Montana and Wyoming produced a total

of 678,731 tons, a good deal of which was sold. The lumber
departments cut 86,645,962 ft. of timber, and purchased 29,-

110,829 ft. The balance on hand on January 1, 1916, was
94,495,273 ft. Other subsidiary departments did a good busi-
ness, all showing a profit of $687,454. The company did ex-
tensive exploration at the Potrerillos mines in Chile, and
acquired further property at Butte and near Helena.

Financial results were as under:

1915 1914 1913
Sales of metals $61,473,677 $36,745,559 $44,003,473
Gross revenue, with metals

on hand 87,273,886 51,533.659 61,258,755
Disbursements 67,806,191 42,335,241 49,995,529

Balance $19,467,695 $9,198,419 $11,283,226
Income from investments. 112,922

Interest 984,233 408,831 40,271
Depreciation 1,900,578

Profit $16,695,806 $8,789,587 $11,323,497
Dividends 9,325,000 9,077,500 12,997,500
Surplus 7,370,806 *287,913 *l,674,'o03

Profit and loss surplus. .$15,051,865 $7,681,059 $7,021,170
Deficit.

Subsidiary corporations:

Intebnational Smklti.ng Co.

The plant at Tooele, Utah, treated 270,374 tons of copper
ore, and 395,574 tons of lead ore, yielding 14,271,174 lb. copper,
113,002,657 lb. lead, 48,020 oz. gold, and 5,090,157 oz. silver.'

The plant at Miami, Arizona, reduced 70,304 tons of concen-
trates and 17.105 tons of ore, producing 51.769,669 lb. copper,
822 oz. gold, and 70,000 oz. silver. The works only commenced
on May 21, 1915.

International Lead Refining Co.

This company treats lead bullion from Tooele at East Chi-
cago. There was refined 55.376 tons of lead and 2266 tons of
foreign ore, yielding 103.121,355 lb. of common and corroding

lead, 9,164,073 lb. antimonial lead, 18,136 oz. gold, and 4,031,-
610 oz. silver.

Raritan Copper Work.s

This company's refinery is at Perth Amboy, New Jersey,
and treated for all companies 162,282 tons of copper bullion
and 719,343 oz. of silver, giving 323,850,718 lb. copper. 174,408
oz. gold, and 16,025.993 oz. silver.

Butte. Anaconda & Pacific Railway Co.

This company's electric roads transported 6,506,525 tons of
ore and freight and 230,684 passengers, for a gross revenue of
$1,627,476. The profit was $480,029. The dividend of 6%
amounted to $150,000.

NIPISSING MINES CO.
The 1915 report of this great silver producer is of interest.

The general manager, R. B. Watson, states that the period
was one of uncertainty, both as to the price of silver and the
cost of supplies; therefore production was not pushed beyond
the tonnage necessary for dividends. The average price re-
ceived in London for 4,097,391 oz. was 50.06c. per ounce. The

COBALT MINING DISTRICT. SHOWING PROPERTIES OF NIPI.SSING

MINING CO., LTD.

cost Of production was 19.06c. per ounce, a decrease of 0.74c.
The mine has never shown ore reserves commensurate with
its annual output, but its history during 12 years shows that
development of new ore has kept pace with current production
Reserves are estimated as 2512 tons, assaying 1814 oz. per ton.
and 180,236 tons of 24.2 oz. ore, making total contents 8,921,718
oz. Exploration of the Cobalt Lake fault revealed several rich
shoots, the last one below 450 ft. A shaft. No. 81, is now being
sunk to further prove the fault.

Surface prospecting by hydraulicking did not disclose any
veins of importance. Underground development totaled 10.496
ft., and 503 ft. of diamond-drilling.
The high-grade mill treated 921 tons of 2474-oz. ore from the

Nipissing, and 553 tons of 2917-oz. ore from other mines. The
low-grade plant treated 77.183 tons of 31.49-oz. ore with S7..52%
recovery. Forty stamps averaged 6.57 tons per day each. The
mill was closed three months through lack of power. The re-
finery produced 6,164.239 oz. silver. Cost of treating low-grade
ore was $3,913 per ton.
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Tolal co«t« were nnlurtHl from $H.t>» to JIOOJ prr ton of

ore. Thi< uct rt>vt»iiui' wn» $1.4<l.4iS. DivldcticU ninoiinlcil to

$1,200,000, Thf surplim Ih $1.7sr..i'i;i. Ml Inrrt'uso of |ls:t,noo.

The output to date Is 41.;o9.:3S oi. ullver.

TKNNKSSKK COJM'KU CO.

On oiv yleldlDK 26.S3 lli. of copiwr pt-r ton ilio o|KM-iitlni:

cow of prodiiotlon M this pn>i>orl.v wiis ri'diictnl to .s.TtiSr. per

liound. Th«' «v<t:i,i!0 price itn-elved for Iho year wna l(i.274c'.

|ier U». on iin output of r-'.7:i0.41S lb. of copiK>r. Kiirly in the

year the War nffi-cted the ninnufnctuic of sulphuric nclil, hut

after Iniprovenients were made to the plant. It was operated

at full caiMiclty. The output of acid was 210.Gt;fi tons, a sIIkIiI

Increase over that of 19U. A large addition Is belUK made to

the plant. These notes are from the reiiort of the iiresideut,

Utley Wedge.

The manaKer. J. It. lUs<iue. states that at the Hurra Hiiira

mine underhand stopln^ has been discontinued, the out|)ut ol

ore comInK from bark stopes. Klectrlc haulnpe is in use on

No. 3 and 6 levels with satisfaction. Broken ore in stopes

amounts to 250.000 tone, double that of a year ago. Diamond-

drillini; from No. S level showed continuity of the orebody In

size and value for 400 ft. New nuu-hinery at the McPherson

shaft Is about complete. Some work Is beins done at the

London and Polk County mines. M. A. Caine. superintendent

of mines, reported that development totaled 1904 ft., and drill-

ing 1042 ft. Ore reserves are estimated at 3.707.421 tons, a

decrease of 303.240 tons. This is on account of the small

amount of development, but does not include the reserve dis-

closed by the drill. There was extracted 511.940 tons of ore.

at a cost of 93.633c. i>er ton.

The smelter reduced 63.T.630 tons of mixed material, using

2S.472 tons of coke. Two Great Falls type basic converters

are to replace the small ones now in use. The total cost per

ton of ore in all departments was $2,352.

The revenue from acid, copper, gold, and silver was $3.S(j2,-

159. of which $1,298,037 was profit. Dividends absorbed

$600,000. The surplus at the end of the year was $458,158.

compared with $50,767 at the beginning.

CONSOLIDATED ARIZONA SMELTING CO.

In his report for the past year, the general manager. G. M.

Colvocoresses. covers operation of the smelter at Humboldt

and the Blue Bell and De Soto mines:

In the Blue Bell development amounted to 2743 ft., opening

165.000 tons of new ore. The shaft was sunk 150 ft. to 1000

ft. depth. Reserves are estimated at 235.000 tons, averaging

3.5Tr copper and $1.50 gold and silver. Prospects for a large

increase in tonnage are good. A new hoist of 2000 ft. capacity

was erected. The output was 82.171 tons, assaying 2.97% cop-

per and $1.40 in precious metals. This was an increase of 26.-

l7l tons over that of 1914. The current year will also be greater.

All mining charges were $2,629 per ton. The De Soto mine

was re-opened and fully equipped, producing 8360 tons of ore,

containing Z.h'"r copper and $1.50 gold and silver. The pres-

ent output is at the rate of 40,000 tons per year. Reserves

are 65,000 tons. Eight ore-shoots, none very large, are being

mined. The future of this mine is also good.

The mill treated 81.544 tons of ore and tailing, averaging

2.83% copper, with 88.6% recovery of this metal, 62.5% of the

gold, and 70.5% of the silver. There was produced 19,877 tons

of 10.27% copper concentrate. Results were far in advance of

those for 1914. The cost, including flotation royalty, was $1.20

per ton, against $1.82 In 1914, and $2.09 in 1913. Only gravity

concentration was employed in the latter year. The plant's

capacity is to be increased from 240 to 500 tons daily.

The smelter reduced 61,034 tons material, yielding 5,762,974

lb. copper, 3092 oz. gold, and 81,647 oz. silver. Of the copper,

1,370,974 lb. was custom metal. The cost of reducing to matte
was $3.34 per ton. a reduction of $2.21 per ton. and the cost of

ronvi'MluK Muilte In lillHler copper was $(i.iiii|i; per pnund of

copper. A new 19 by 100-ft. roverberiitory was built, now work-

liiK with Ihe 19 by 6U<ft. furnace. The enlnrxcd Hmelter en-

nbleH custom work to be prolllulily diiMe, The tolal cost iif

producing copper was 13.327c. per pound. iiKulnst 13.92c.

New I'onslruclion aiiiouiiled lo $iri.'i.272, al Ihe inlneH and

plaiilH, The inuiiiiKcr recomiiK-ndK that $15,000 be Kpciit each

monlh on similar \V4>rk as cli-emed exiiedleiil. eventually ro-

diicing the cost of iuimIui llmi. The year's profit waH $194,943.

KAST BL'TTE COI'PIOR MINING CO,

A compariHon of the last three years of this Montana com
paiiy shows the following rcsulla:

1915 11114 1913

Ore mined, tons 150,91

1

72..SB3 105,071

Copper content, per cent.. 4.2N 4.72 5. 16

Ore smelted (Inc. custom).

tons 181.063 110,992 186,815

Copper produced, pounds.. 12,542.058 9,175,579 14,401,108

Gold i>roduced, ounces 2,696 2,219 8,803

Silver produced, ounces... 318.124 242.347 506.897

Gross income $2,753,588 $1,455,454 $2,645,568

Cost, cents per pound 11.85 11.11 11.04

Price received, cents per

pound 19.31 13.!">7 15.08

Profit $ 782,988 $222,253 $531,772

Development in the Plttsmont mine amounted to 6226 ft..

over
;'i on the 1500-ft. level. The main shaft was sunk from

1770 to 1828 ft., a heavy clay gouge at this depth stopping

sinking. As the water is drained from the fault-plane, re-

sumption of sinking can be jiroceeded with. Work on the

upper levels opened a good deal of new ore.

An SOO-ton flotation plant was erected to treat tailing and
slime from the concentrator and old dumps. Re-modeling of

the blast-furnaces was completed early in 1915. These two
improvements cost $136,000. In March, 1916, the jilant jjro-

duced 1.300,000 lb. of copper.

ITAH CONSOLIDATED MINING CO.

According to the manager. Fred. Cowans, ore reserves of

this Utah company are 266,700 tons assaying 1.9% copper. O.0.j

oz. gold, and 0.69 oz. silver; also 43,500 tons Containing 16.21%

lead. 0.7% copper, 0.04 oz. gold, and 4.96 oz. silver. There is

also over 100,000 tons of low-grade ore. i)rofitable with high

metal prices. Development and exploration totaled 19.890 feel.

There was shipped to the International smelter 207.119 tons

of copper, and 65,129 tons of lead ore, yielding 8,836.091 lb.

copper. 17,777.604 lb. lead, 370,985 oz. silver, and 19.387 oz.

gold. Smelting cost $705,957.

Revenue from metals was $2,298,657. The profit was $1,128.-

122. Dividends amounted to $600,000. Copper bullion on

hand is valued at $1,075,304.

RIO TIXTO COPPER CO.

The past three years of this company operating in Spain
show the following results:

1915 1914 1913

Copper iiroduction. tons not published 21,515 36,320

Average price received per ton. .£72 ]2s.6d. £59 9s.4d. £68 5s.9d.

Profit £1.129,821 £737,379 £1,557.877

Preferred dividends 81,250 81,250 81,250

Common dividends 1,031,250 656,250 1,406,250

Surplus 159,267 162,439 185,872

The reports are each year giving less data, that for 1915

being the first to omit the quantity of metal produced. In

1912 the profit was £2,090,702.

I.N- the first quarter of 1916 the Nevada Hills profit was
$16,424 from 12.366 tons treated.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

F1\()M a i-opy of the decree issued liy the Mexican

government, we note that the tax on the exportation

of ores is at the rate 10% ad valorem on the silver as

well as the gold contained therein. On other metals the

rate is 5%. On claims from 1 to 10 .pertenencias an

annnal tax of P6 Mexican or $3 American is levied, the

rate rising to P24r Mexican or $12 American on gold and

silver mining property covering over 100 pertenencias.

However, these taxes are likely to be modified in conse-

qnence of protest from Wa.shington. Taxation without

government is not in accord with democratic ideas.

"pvISAPPOINTING results from the hig consolidations

-*-^ on the Rand, notalily the East Rand Proprietary,

Randfontein Central, and Crown ]\Iini'S, liave put a

quietus on the old notion that the banket continued uni-

formly rich to an indefinite depth. In a recent issue

The Financial Times, in London, says: "The truth is

that the hard logic of events is coinpelling tho.se in con-

trol of most of the leading Rand properties to a tardy,

if tacit, admission of the theory to wliich we were among

the first to give publicity years ago. that the value of

the reefs in this wonderfully pi'oductive goldfield is

slowly but surely deteriorating in depth." Many years

ago the present writer mentioned the fact, not the

theory, that even Methuselah died.

T JNDER 'Discussion' we publish a letter from Mr.

^ W. J. Sharwood, metallurgist at the Homestake, on

the occurrence of nitrogen gas in metal mines. Mr.

John M. Nicol, who wrote the articles on tlie saving of

fine gold published by us last year, discourses on patents,

and argues that the present system is so cumbersome as

to cause many valuable ideas to remain buried. He in-

sists that the originator of a basic idea is rewarded too

little, while those who develop and copy it are enriched

disproportionately. Our Mr. P. B. jMcDonald comments

on a recent editorial on the way to success in mining en-

gineering and himself advises deliberateness of purpose.

A letter from Mr. J. D. Hul)bard. who is engaged in

drift-mining, contains a number of useful data concern-

ing the cost of this kind of alluvial operation.

/^OURSES in foreign trade arc announced. Th';

^^ Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, in the

United States Department of Connnerce, has organized

an educational course in foreign trade with a view to

training men for intelligent participation in tlie expan-

sion of business believed to be assured in the near future.

Dr. Edward E. Pratt, chief of the bureau mentioned, is

directing the instruction, and he is assisted l)y Alessrs.

0. P. Austin. E. N. Vose, E. A. De Lima, Emory R.

Johnson, and G. G. Huebner, all of whom are specially

qualified for the work. The course covers a treatment of

the various factors entering into export trade and is

supplied to corporations or firms at a moderate cost, (in-

stud.y by their employees.

IVTEVADA has a local section of the American Insti-

•^^ tute of Mining Engineers, as is recorded in detail

on another page. This new depai-tnre, organized at

Reno on May 18, was signalized by the presence of Mi\

W. L. Saunders, ex-president of the Institute, who de-

livered one of his characteristically happy speeches. A
propitious start was made, the co-operation of the Gov-

ernor of the State being conspicuous, as well as tliat of

the local School of Mines, led b.v two professors, Messrs.

F. C. Lincoln and J. C. Jones. The profession was fur-

ther represented by such distinguislied practitioners as

Mcssi's. Charles Butters and Whitman S.ymmes. It was

high time that onr friends on the other side of the range

liad tlieir own local organization and rallying point. We
wish the Nevada section every success.

O PEAKING of patents, we note that the British gov-

^ ernment is taxing royalties on patents at the un-

eaiiied income-tax rate, whereupon a controversy has

arisen with tlie Chancellor of the Exchequer. It is

claimed that "the case of the inventor is dift'ercnt from

that of the author, for invention can Imrdly be regarded

as a profes.sion. It is usually accidental in its manifesta-

tion, and when it leads to patent rights with a mai'ket-

ablc value the sale of them has little of the character of

annual income." To this most of us in this country will

demur. An inventor's occupation is likely to be quite

as regular as an author's. Consider Mr. Edison. As to

the regularity of returns, simulating an income, ask jMin-

erals Separation Ltd.; or if they are secretive, ask their

licen.secs. No. the British view of the subject is not

commriidable.

T?ALLACIES die hard. One of the most i)crnici(uts is

-'- the notion that fire-assays fail to discover the real

value of many ores of gold or silver. Of course, if the

assayer is an ignoramus, he will miss his ob.ject. and in

some rare complex ores the ordinary methods may break

down, but to assert that there is more gold and silver in

most ores than the average assayer can detect is not true.

The statement is used to deceive the ignorant and to

promote bogus S(!hemes of treatment. We have before
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us i( lHM>kU-t now iH'inK cin'ulntiil in Aliiskii in wliioli n

i-oiiipnuy rlHiins to .-xtrmt $-'»• to $;MI in n..l.i In.ni oivs

that yi.-Uled fmni rJ.Itt to $Ui l>v tli.- •ol.l liiv nssnv."

It is »\pliiini.l in tliis prosp.-otus that «lii> mjuic Hux

was iiwmI and all oluirjn'S i-an-fullv wii^lu-.l. Tlii- lual

of tlu- furnaoo was k«'pt as m-arly uniform as i>ossililc."

Kn»u» our own personal espcritMU-o of as.sayinjf wo ai''

alilf to st«t.' that tliis is rot. W.- warn our rca.l.-rs

aeainst tlic iin|H>sitioii.

i MIl.oHlNK is OMo of the most valualiU- of clicmiial

^'' aphis. It lias played an important part in tlif

niiiallurjty of poKI and silver, but efforts to extend the

use of it to tlie extraction of the base metals liave met

with ineomplete sneeess as yet. Of the various nietli-

o<ls. the most pn)misinp is the one identilied with the

name of Mr. .loiin ].. Malm. and. it may he added. Mr

S. .\. lonides. for the.se two metallurRisIs liave eoUahoi

ated in tin' development of the proeess. In this is-sne

we publish a detailed and authoritative article on the

tluMry and pnietiee of dr>' chlorination as apidied to

oivs of the base metals, written by Mr. lonides. This

article will s«»rve as a timely corrective for an anonymous

de.seription of the process appearing in a recent issue of

our New York contemporary. Whatever the immediate

future of this phase of chlorination. it is obvious that tlu-

jmblicatiou of details coneerninp the actual working of

the Malm process and an explanation of its chemical

rationale should clear the ground for further advance

in this department of metallurgy.

WA1\KR. by mutual consent, of apex rights between

contiguous mining properties is a sensible way of

l>ivventing litigation. The four princi])al companies

operating in the Miami district waived their extra-lateral

rights in order to avoid trouble. It is now announced

that the Detrr)it Copper Company and the Lazinskys

have made a similar arrangement in the Morenci dis-

trict. An earlier instance, which proved an example

worthy of imitation, was the agreement between the

Copper Queen and the Calumet & Arizona companies,

in the Warren district. Mr. James Douglas, speaking

for the Copper Queen, says of the agreement: "In spite

of our close contiguity, and the many causes for friction

that would inevitably have paralyzed the whole district

under the working of the apex law. we have not only

maintained friendly relations, hut the terms upon which

we agreed, when deciding to make our side and end

lines carried down vertically the dividing limits of our

properties, have immensely helped in the development

of the Warren district, for when one company has made

a discoverj'. the inspection of this discovery has been

open to the officers of its friendly neighbor.
'

' This needs

no further comment.

SILVER has been subject to further fluctuations, re-

corded elsewhere. The Mexican dollar, as The Econ-

omist says, "is now worth more dead than alive." Legal-

Iv it is worth half the Mexican 50-cent gold dollar.

namely 21 J cents; on May :» it was w(U-lh 27 cents as un

rclined bullion. If .silver wen- to rise to !«• cents it would

pay to ship rupees from Imlia to London, and a lot of

silver plate might go to the mellingpol. However, in

India a shorliige of silver has been developed and the ic

cent prosperity of the country is likely to caiiHc a further

strain on the available currency. In (bina. it is Irue.

Ih.' .Ministry of Kin;in<'.' is talking of ii gold standard,

but the ]>olitical condilii>ns render govcrnincntal action

nio.st \inlikely. The '/'( m/w states thai llic l''rench gov-

ernmenl will coin SO.OOO.OOO francs in silv.r this year

as against a normal coinage of S.OOd.OOO to lO.Odd.Odd

francs. .Xjiarl from minor i-auses, or even the decrca.sc

in |>rodiiction ilne to Mexican misrule, it is dear that

the bilge .stnicliirc of ••rcdil now being created in Ku

rope must have an ampler nictallii- base Ibaii is an'onlcd

by the out pill of gold.

L.\sr October wc made mriiiion oT the .\ riean Asso-

ciation of Hngiiii'crs. wiiii-li was slaited at Chicago

on September 14, and in our issue of October Hi we pub

lislied part of a stirring address delivered bv Mr 1'. II

Newell. Sin<"e then the organization has been perfected

and at the end of ilardi a niemliersliip of r)12 bad been

recorded, as we are infoniicil by Tin Mdnad. a montlily

])iiblication issued by the new society. One of the tirsi

uiulcrtakings of the Association is to a.ssist its meniliers

in obtaining employnieiit by means of a service clearing-

house. Another function is to give advice on patent and

legal matters. The main |)iirpose. as appears in the con-

stitution, is "to raise 11m' standard of ethics" and "to

promote the economic and social welfare" of the engi-

neering profcs.sion. Evidently there is an idea of

awakening the profession'to a sort of class consciousness

and of winning the recognition of the coinniiinity at large

to the work done by engineers as nieiiibcrs of tiie social

organism. We are not without sympathy for Ibis ])ropa-

ganda anri look forward witli interest to tlic jrrowtli of

the Association.

WHAT is the richest slope you ever saw? This was

the question put to a group of mining engineers in

San Francisco a few days ago. A veteran instanced the

face of ore at the boundary between the California ainl

Virginia claims on the Comstock in 1876 at a depth of

l.iOn feet, where there was a width of 112 feet of $100

silver-gold ore. Another quoted the Lake View Consols,

at Kalgoorlie, in 1890 when the end of the 300-ft. level

showed 10 to 12 feet of 50-oz. gold ore, worth therefore

about $1000 per ton. A third remembered the .south end

of the third level of the Broken Hill Proprietary in 1801

when 204 feet of ore averaged 50 ounces silver and 35%

lead. Again there was the fifth level on the west vein in

the Esperanza at El Oro in 1905 when a 4-ft. stope aver-

aged $500 per ton. An engineer from Nevada mentioned

the Hampton stope on the 235-ft. level of the Conten-

tion mine in 1909; this was 25 feet wide and averaged

$200 per ton in gold. As to copper, the best any of us

could recall was the 150-ft. level in the United Verde in
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1884 wla-n So feet of 35% ore was exposed. Thus tlic

stope-faees mentioned had an assay-value in dollar-feet

of 11,200; 11,000; 13.800; 2000; 5000; and 7600. Can

our readers reeall anything richer tluin these, omitting

l)oeket-mining. of course?

T^LOTATION was neglected at the last summer nieet-

*- ing of tlie American Institute of Mining Engineers,

but full amends for such neglect is to he made at the

meeting next September in Arizona. Among other meth-

ods of eliciting useful information on the subject., Mr.

Dorsey A. Lyon, of the Bureau of ilines. at Salt Lak<'

City, has issued a circular containing a questionnaire on

flotation. We nole that the queries include reference to

the doubtful necessity for using agitation in all froth

flotation, the question whether oil is a requisite, and the

effect of an excess of it upon the operation. Another

fundamental enquiry is that which asks whether th"

bubbles or the mineral particles are coated with oil, or

whether the sole function of the oil is to modify the

properties of the water. The electric theory is made the

subject of a searching question and 'colloids' receive

proper attention. An efi'ort made in January, at a flota-

tion conference in Kansas, to start a discussion on these

same questions did not succeed as well as had been hoped,

it being acknowledged frankly that much experimental

\voik v\()\ild have to be done before the basic uncertain-

ties of the process could be removed. However, in any

.scientific investigation half the battle is 1o state the

problem. "We do not doubt but that the circulation of

this c[uestionnaire will stinuilate thought and research

to useful result.

WE have received a copy of the "agreement in regard

to industrial conditions in the Clifton-Morenci-

Metcalf district," the result of a conference between the

managers of the Arizona Copper, Detroit Copper Min-

ing, and Shannon Copper companies and a committee of

17 men, representing their employees in that district.

Of the 17 men, 10 have Mexican names. The most im-

portant clause is the one providing that "all operations

shall be conducted upon the open-shop principle." Nn

discrimination shall be shown against union men, "the

Western Federation of Miners always excepted." This

covers the chief cause of the strike, which was started

mainly because the management refused to deal with

that anti-social organization. We note with pleasure

that employees henceforth will not be obliged to trade

at the company stores and that the intermediation of

grievance connnittees elected by the men is authorized.

Provision is made for the discharge of any foreman or

shift -boss leceiving 'tijps' from his men as a factor

favoring the holding of a job. The minimum wage for

common Mexican labor is put at $2 per shift when

copper is at 13 cents or over. Increases of wages are

granted ranging from 5 to 15% over the wages paid pre-

vious to the conference, on a sliding-scale ba.sed upon the

price of copper, from 13 to 17 cents, although it is a

curious fact that copper was selling at 27 cents at the

time when this agreement was made. To the mechanical

crafts, mostly American labor, an increase of wages is

granted on a sliding-scale ranging from copper at 13

cents to copper at 26 cents. The agreement is printed

both in English and Spanish. It constitutes an inter-

esting and instructive comment on the disturbances dur-

ing the latter half of 1915.

Peace Rumors

Persistent talk of peace in Europe, together with the

rapid enlargement of production, is having a growing

effect on the metal markets. To what extent the general

prosperity of the United States is dependent on war

business is a question that cannot be answered definitely

until an armistice is declared between the great belliger-

ents. The Secretary of Commerce, Mr. William C. Red-

field, has stated that there will be no industrial depres-

sion in this country when the War ends, and he supports

his opinion by asserting that the country's war business

constitutes not more than 5% of its total industrial and

commercial activities. He estimates 25% of our exports

as due to the abnormal conditions and points to the

doubling of our shipments to South America as some-

thing independent of the War. We confess that the

opinion of such an authority ought to impress us more

than it does; the South American increase is a result of

the War and it must represent in part, at least, a trans-

fer of commerce that will return to its former channels,

toward Europe. Even a 5% increase in any trade may

be enough to exert a powerful influence on the price of

a commodity. Although not nearly so well infomned as

the Secretary of Commerce, we believe a depression in-

evitable as soon as hostilities cease, if for no other reason

than the disarrangement that will ensue. On the other

hand, it appears to us most likely that the depression

will be temporary, and will be followed by a steady in-

erea.se of industi-ial prosperity, for reasons that have

been .sufficiently discussed in these pages in preceding

issues. The wise man will be wary in times like these

and recognize the essentially speculative features of the

position. Zinc is not so high as it was for good reasons:

rapid increase of production and severe curtailment of

consumption in the galvanizing of iron. The increased

demand for brass-making is due to the War and the de-

creased iise by galvanizers is due to the excessive price.

With a decline in one trade there will ensue a drop in

the ])rice that may. and probably will, be met to an ap-

preciable degree by a larger consumption for peaceful

puri)oses; but spelter stands at a figure that cannot be

maintained foi- the simple reason that the eo.st of pro-

duction is about one-third of the present price. As

regards copper it is noteworthy that the average exports

in the form of ingots, pigs, and bars during 1915 and tlie

first four months of 1916 have been at the rale of 55

million pounds per month while in 1913 the average

shipment of the same crude products was at the rate of

76 million pounds monthly. This difference is explained

maiidy by the ees.sation of trade with Germany, and
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would n)>pi'ar to give proiuiat" i>t" u hig cxpurtntioii to

that I'ountry iis soon as tlu' War is oiuli-tl ; but we siispiii

that ft consideralilo portion of the i-oppcr imported l>.v

Gernuuiy in i;>l:{ wiis intended for warlike purposes, so

llutt importation may not lie resumed in nnytliiuK like

the same volume unless i>eaee he regarded liy (!ei-iiiiiny

and her opponents as a temporary truee. atTordin^; an

interval of recuperation for another eontest. Of course.

I'very sjuie human heinp will he >rlad to see a eessation

of organizetl murder, and the hope is that peace will not

he a nierv inti'riude hetween reeurrent eontt>sts on a

world-wiile scale. If the prowinp weariness of the

horror induces a temporary armistice, leaving the con-

testants in the mood to resume as soon as they have re-

cuperated, then peace will wear a sardonic smile and an
armed truce will he fidlowed in a lew years hy another

Armageddon. That would mean a piling of nuniitions

an<l a steady accnnudation of annanients. all rcipiirinp;

enormous quant itie.s of the metals |H-oduccd liy the

miner.

Mucking as an Educator

This is the season for giving counsel to students ahout

to commence a career in miiiintr. Most of them will have

had advice (ul nauseam aiul may he pardoned if they

ask to be excused from more of it. There are two reasons

for giving advice, one because the other fellow wants it.

the other because you feel impelled to give it to him.

The impulsion may arise from hearing somebody else

giving directions that appear to' be quite wrong. An
injunction against which we would like to enter a eavea:

is that concerning manual labor, llore than once we
have seen a scholarly gentleman waving his lily-white

hands while he urged his young friends to get down to

realities, to become practical, to serve the apprenticeship
of toil, by working as a shoveler. driller, trammer, or

timbemian, preparatory to promotion as a shift-boss.

superintendent, or manager. We remember discussing
this subject—the ad\nsability of mining graduates start-

ing as manual laborers in the mine or mill—many years
ago in the office of the Calumet & Ilecla with four other
men equally anxious to find the answer to a basic ques-
tion. "What the present writer thought then he still

thinks and it is this, that for such graduated mining
students as are sufficiently muscular and hardy to per-
form the work of manual labor underground it is an ex-

cellent experience if not unduly prolonged. By working
side by side with the toilers on day's pay the young man
can gain an understanding and sympathy with the run-
of-mine workers that may prove invaluable later when
he becomes a superintendent or manager. But not many
young fellows can do such work as drilling, tramming,
or shoveling without being so fatigued as to care only
for sleep and food. When working under such a strain,

their mental faculties are in abeyance, they cf-ase to

observe, and they learn next to nothing. It is a mere
treadmill. We speak for the average man. Not long
ago one of our friends, now a distingui.shed engineer.

told us linw he Used to work wilii the liiiilMM' uaiiu and

vxln'U till- sliil'l «as nvir lie Imd enough ene|-gy ii'l't In

enable liim to dance till the nmuiII hours; he was no

strong that his W(n°k did not begin to exhauNt him.

For him, and a few others like him, the e.\])erien(!e of a

working miner was excellent ; for it was not prolonged ;

he was promoted. But to the avci'age y<iung fellow

such an experience means iitler physical e.xliauKtion and

the loss of valuable time, t'or he learns comparatively

little while at work, owing to the intense aliKorplion in

the physical performanec. In senile cases, the elTnri

iiniuces permanent loss of health, l-'iilliei's who lliein

.selves Were able to serve this severe appreiit i<-<-ship aii-

prone to forget that their sons have been reared under

less Spartan eondit ions aiitj arc imi sn lilled lo stand

the strain. Moreover, rough ialioi' dues liave a coarsen-

ing eflfect. whi<'h nwiy be teiii])orai'y. but in some eases

endures. This may seem a negligible matler. ii' it in-

volves only loose speech and vulgar leniis of expression,

but, after all, what is the pur|)ose of a miivcrsily liain

ing if not to give refinement of niiiid. .Miidi of tlie luliif

that mainial labor, or a training thai begins at the liol

lom of the ladder, is good for liie young fellows is based

on the fallacy that a man nuist do ;i lliiii^' himself in

order to know how it should be done and whether il is

done projierly. That is wrong. Keen observalion and

logical reasoning will enable a (|iiiek wilted person to

jiass ein-rcet judgment oji a i)crfnriiiaiiee thai he himself

eould not duplicate. A familiar cxaMijile of Ihe apfiliea-

tion of intelligent observation is afforded by the gull'-

caddy who him.sclf has never j)layed the game and yei

can criticize a player's method, and even suggest the

right remedy, simply because he has watched scores of

other players, noticing cause and efTeel subeonseionsly

so as to know that certain poses or movements produce

certain results in the flight of the little innocent white

ball. It is not necessary for an engineer to have tliiniip-

ed a drill or slioved a car in order to detect whether the

one kind of work or the other is being done properly.

What is the purpose of a student's training in the lali-

oratorj' but to develop his powers of oljservalion and
what is all his scientific teaching intended tx) do for him
but to enable him to rea.son correctly from facts care-

fully noted ? Of course, every kind of experience is

useful. If the span of human life were that of an oak.

we should advise the young engineer to submit himself

to a course of training and development that would in-

clude every phase of mining and metallurgical activity.

But time is of the essence in this matter, as in most
human affairs. Ars longa, vita brevis est. We go so far

as to say that for the average young engineer, healthy
and athletic without being as tough or liardy as the sons

of the soil, it would prove more u.seful if he devoted a

year to a study of book-keeping and accounting rather
than spend it as a 'mucker.' and that six months given
to learning Spanish might help him more than twelve

months drudgery with the shovel. Not on his biceps but
on his brain does the engineer depend for effectiveness

;

engineering is the conquest of mind over matter.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use this departmetil for the discussion of technical and other matters per-

taining to ttiiiiiiij! (imi metallurgy. The Editor welcotnes the expression of views contrary to his own, be-

lieving that careful crificisrn is more valuable than casual compliment.

Nitrogen Gas in a Mine
The Editor:

Sir—The oecurrence at Tonopah, cited by Mr. Steidle

in a recent issue of your paper, of nearly pure nitrogen

as a metal-mine gas. is of great interest, but I would

suggest that it may be merely an extreme case of the re-

moval of oxygen from atmospheric air by the oxidation

of pyrite, etc., as noted by J. S. Haldane in coal mines,

and of which several instances have been recorded as

cceuring in metal mines of the Western States.

When blue clay, or slate, containing fiuel.v-divided

pyritic minerals is freely exposed to air, especially in a

moist and warm atmosphere, oxygen may be quite rap-

idly absorbed. This effect may be accompanied by a con-

siderable ri.se in tempei-ature, due to formation of ferrous

sulphate, with more or less free sulphur, ferric sulphate,

or sulphuric acid. In view of the large amounts of sul-

phates found in some mine-waters, and of the fact that

a pound of pyrite would suffice to completelj' deoxidi.?;e

30, and even up to 60, cubic feet of air. it is easy to ac-

count for the presence of large volumes of free nitrogen

in a mine containing old stopes filled with pyritic waste

or biokea ore. Concentration of nitrogen in this manner

jirobably accounts for the 'pockets' of gas occasionally

observed in the backs of irregular levels and stopes, as.

unlike carbonic acid, this gas is evidently lighter than

air, though resembling it in extinguishing a candle-flame.

A case was reported from Colorado ten or twelve

years ago, where nearly pure nitrogen appeared when

the barometer fell, apparently on account of the expan-

sion of stagnant air in stopes exposing pyritic material.

A continuous stream of nitrogen might result from the

slow passage of air through a similar mass of broken

pyritic rock, and the cases mentioned by Mr. Steidle

may po.s.sibly be explained in the same way.

1 was once warned against entering an old untimbered

shaft that had been recently uncovered, tlie air being

reputed poisonous, and was surprised to find that a

landle w^as extinguished when lowered a very short

distance below the surface. A day or two later the air

would support a candle-flame, and it was then noticed

that ferrous carbonate was a prominent vein-mineral,

and that much of this had become oxidized to a soft

brown mass of limonite. At another mine a candle re-

fused to burn through a stretch of over 50 ft. in a long

drift, matches could not be lit, and even a carbide lamp
required great care to keep the flame burning, although

compressed air was escaping near the face of the drift.

The dump of soft ore from this drift was found to be

steaming from the heat due to rapid oxidation of pyritic

shale, and was intensely hot a foot or two beneath the

.surface.

Hoover's ' Agricola' contains a reference (page 210) to

Pliny's observation of the fatal effects of the vapor aris-

ing from "sulphuretted" or "aluminous" rock in deep

wells, and details of several cases are given in Pryce's

'Miueralogia Cornubiensis. ' Probably these, as well as

many of the reported occurrences of alleged poisonous

gases in old cellars, etc., are attributable to shortage or

oxygeu from absorption by pyrite, etc., rather than to

any actual evolution of noxious gas. Even when carbon

dioxide is found in the air of metal mines, apparently as

a natural product, it is no doubt often due to the reac-

tion between calcium carbonate and sulphuric acid or

iron sulphates resulting from oxidation, as has also been

pointed out by Haldane.

With regard to the occurrence of nitrates in mine-

waters. I would like to ask Mr. Steidle if it is quite

certain that these may not have been derived from ex-

plosives. In one ease, reported in Science some months

ago, the water of a deep well was condemned on account

of the alarming proportion of nitrate it contained, until

it was found to have been 'shot,' on the completion of

drilling, with a large charge of dynamite. On the other

hand, large percentages of nitrates have been found in

the residues from various natural waters, and several

analyses of such residues are given in F. W. Clarke's

'Data of CTCo-Chemistry.

'

W. J. SlIARWOOD.

Lead. South Dakota, May 1.

Inventors and Their Reward
The Editor:

Sir—In a recent editorial on the subject of patents,

you state that "the end in view is the rewarding of the

inventor, without creating an incubus on industry." If

we were only certain that this was the end in \'iew, half

our troubles would be over. I^nfortunately tluit group

of the public interested in patents, does not luive oidy

that end in view, namely, "the rewarding of the in-

ventor," and in many cases it is the last thing thought

of. The variously interested groups have different ob-

jectives, which might be roughly designated as follows:

The inventors are almost as much absorbed in the joy

of the creative as in the possible perspective of the re-

wards that they seldom get. The attorneys, as a rule.
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l(H>k n|Hiii the inventor iiii h Mt sulijeel for fees, ami slim-

iilnte iiiiy kind of invention, however worlhh-ss. so hnii:

a.s it is piitentuhh' ami suhjeet to fees. The i'alenl

(Iftiee liHtks upon tlie inventor as a kiiul of spool, upon

whieli to wiml unlimited n'll tape. The eapitalist looks

upon him as a sometime rreator of useful luonopoliis.

The averajfe manufaeturer looks upon the inventor's

lirains as a speeies of unpmleeted public storehouse l<i

Ix' liHited whenever pi>.>vsil>le. And the rest of, the piilili •

'iisiders the inventor a i>oor erazy fool, a erauk to hr

pitied and derided.

In view, as vou expn'ss it. of this low .slate of puMi"'

morality,' far-n-aehinR reforms should he denuiiuled.

The inventor is rarely considered in his true relationship

to our complex civilization: he is the fountaiidu-ad of all

material prtipn>ss in the arts, sciences, and iiuliLstrics.

t~>ur Patent Law and the Patent Ofticc should li>

siH-iety's emhodicd expression of approval and cucoiir

ajiement for the inventor. Means should he found to

srivc him useful criticism and suppestion. as well as tcch-

iiiial and financial support.

The present law is supposed to supply a man with

title to a thinp that is es.sentiall.v his. In the case of .-i

homestead or any other form of property, the (Jovern-

ment does protect him. and is partieularl.v careful 1"

avoid pivintr title to the same piece of land to two or

more men. In the case of a patent, the Patent Offi<'c

appears to he in the habit of issuing (of course quite un

intentionally^ titles to several different parties for that

which the courts afterward declare to be identically the

same invention.

>Ir. Prost claims that monopol.v is prevented, because

I>riee. supply, and demand are always automatically

self-repulatinp. on a just basis by natural law. Let us

see if this is true: an example taken to the extremes of

absurdity is often the best wa.v of analyziiip funda-

mental principles. Allow me to assume that I invent

successful processes and machines, with the special ob-

.iect of mining and treating very low-grade copper ore.

and that I am fortunate enough to obtain unquestioned

basic patents: and that with these inventions I am able

to produce 5c. copper from deposits previousl.v unwork-

able : and further suppose that I had great capital at m.v

command, and I bought up a number of these deposits,

to a sufficient extent to suppl.v the world's immediate

demand, and then started to produce an unlimited

.-amount of 5c. copper, and at the same time refused to

eive a license for my patents to other copper producers.

Would I have a monopoly, and without interfering with

the prior art. and would my low-priced supply of prac-

tically all the demand uu.iustly affect the other producers

or not? P^rthemiore how long would it he before al-

most every producer would be on his knees, willing to

enter into almost an.v kind of contract, control, or com-

bine that I liked to stipulate; and if the spirit of John

D. was in the asecndane.v. how long would it he before I

made the general public pay 30c. of which to give the

producer 10c. and keep 20e. for my well-earned recom-

pense, perhaps reserving a cent or two for educational

foundations. Some of our monopolies have developed

into vcntabli- incubnscH, a burden in Ihc .Aincniiiii

nation and a menace to the slabiliiy ol' uur present stale

of society, beeaUNc they have produced by reflex a danger

oils disi'ontciit ainoiip the exploited class.

In the matter of stimulus, the present .syNteiii is tun

iiitlieiilt to admit of many meritorioiiN invcnlorN rcpiHtci'-

iiip their ideas. While doubtless maii.v worthless ideas

arc ]iut forward, eonvcrsi'ly, many valuable ideas remain

buried, aiici in .scmie cases are lost. There is also no

Tlietluxl h\ which pood iileas. oiiee patented, call be

liroiipht iiitii tile liiiielipht. It is as.sumed erroneously

that the invrnloi- will he ,iMe lo place his ideas on Die

market once a patent has been granted. This is not tin'

case, and the inventor is not the only loser. Tlic |)iiblic

Jias a great interest at stake. If the flotation process

had been developed when tln' first idea was sent to the

Patent Oflicc. Ihc world would be richer b.v tnaii.\ mi I

lions of dollars wort I] nf Ir.KJ. ziiii', and copper that in liie

form of sul])hicle sliiue have pone irrevoealil.v beyond the

failing-pile.

The patent as granted is mily a lei]i|nir;iry iiiiJiiiijioly

pi veil as a pns.sible reward if the inventor is fortunate

enouph to know how fo protect his riphfs. aiifl can makr-

u.se of his patent eoiiimercially. His invention may be

Ihc inspiration for a wliole series of others, which owe

their existence to the original, and arc merely (levelo|)ed

and improved copies, but W'hich surpass it frmn a jirac-

tical and commercial point of view. If, as commonly

happens, the original patent was defective from a tcch-

nii'o-lepal standpoint, the pioneer generall.v gets no re-

ward, Init others and the public reap the harvest. This

is such a well recopnized fact that it often acts as an

actual deterrent to inaii.v inventors: which goes to show

that the present .system does not pidvidc the prnjx-r

stimulus or reward for endeavor.

With regard to monopoly, we must note a curious fact

;

land when required for public utility can be condemned

and sold, but a patent, however much it influences a

pui)lic utilif.v. cannot be condemned, at least .so far as 1

know. Conversel.v. we find an anomalous condition in

comparing property and patent rights. A man does not

create a piece of land, but once he o])tains title l)y pur

chase or otherwise, it is his or his heirs in perpetuity. A
basic patent is dependent upon the creative genius of an

inventor, he produced it, it is more his than a child be

longs to its mother, the sense of pos,session and person;.

I

ownership is far stronper than in the case of land, avl

yet wc begnulgingly give the inventor an uncertain and

temporary title to the right to make, use, or sell. Real

ownership in perjx'tuitv is never granted; why should

land rights be forever sacred and an inventor's creation

excepted ?

Some of your correspondents evidently think that tlie

present patent system is perfect; in fact, they want no

cliange. You, sir. can see that "the excessive demands,

not of the inventors themselves, but of patent-owning

corporations, have awakened a keen feeling of protest

against the whole system, causing a set of conditions

lietrimental to metallnrgical initiative for example," and

you state: "thus it is claimed, a proper reward rarely
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comes to llu' inventor himself, hut to a patent-owning

corporation, which waxes rich on royalties." You add:

"the eonilusion is that no other method is available, and

no other is needed as yet." Then you contradict your-

self by saying "America is a nation of inventors: we

nnist have a liberal patent law." Here I do not agree

with you. and. in another letter I propose to outline a

scheme for a reform in patent law. Init let us have some

discus.sion first. Before proposing reforms, we must

have a clear conception of the fundamental principles of

law and of tlie de.sideratum that we wish to obtain by

means of the said law. For my part I would postulate

that the fundamental principle of all law is. that there

shall be a definitel.y understood relation.ship between

man and man regarding the objective under considera-

tion, and that this relationship shall be clear and definite,

and upheld by some social force. Secondly, that the

question of clarity not only as to the relationship per sc,

but as to its reci]>rocal quality, must be defined ; that is,

are advantages or preferential conditions always to be

a.s.sured to one side as against the other, and are the

said conditions to be voluntary, or are they enforced by

one and passively accepted b.y the other ; in plain lan-

guage are advantages to be given to the few at the ex-

pense of the many? Is the greatest good of the greatest

number to l)e the desideratum?

It is the clarity and the certainty of law, and the as-

surance of its enforcement by overwhelming strength,

that gives it its great .social value, and makes the mass

of the human race willing to submit to much that other-

wise is merely onerous. The present status of the Patent

Law fails entirely in clarity, in certainty, and in the en-

forcement of protection. Hence our demand for reforms.

In suggesting reforms, it is also well to reinemlter tliat

wc are dealing with human qualities as well as machines,

and I therefore wish to draw attention to the psycho-

logical aspects by postulating:

(1) That the human mind is constantly .striving to

he creative, and that it requires not only knowledge of

the ])ri(ii- art, but a certain individual faculty, and -

above all—propitious times, circumstances, and sur-

roundings, to jiroduce the best from creative minds in

whatever line, whether art. literature, abstract scientific

research, or mechanical invention.

(2) That the creative faculty is dift'erent from the

constructive, although they overlap and are inter-de-

pendent. The former is the attribute of the inventor. th(>

latter of the engineer.

(3) That men and women equippeil \\itli these facul-

ties arc rarely commercial or aggressive, and can only be

stimulated to their best endeavoi- by suitable environ-

ment, freedom from financial care, and that .supreme

comfort that comes with the knowledge of successful

and appreciated achievement. Owing to the inadequate

supply of these requisites, the public is not gaining the

effective results that might be obtained from the in-

ventive and constructive class in society.

(4) That, as the facilities and comforts of modeiii

civilization are due to the creative mind, it is to the im-

mediate interest of the public, although they do not ap

predate the fact, to see to it that opportunity is pro-

vided for those of creative mind to exercise their facul-

ties
; and that during the exercise they shall be protected.

Means must be found to provide the best environment for

those that prove their merit, and with it a just apportion-

ment of reward.

We must endeavoi- to formulate a new law without an

"unnecessary interference with industrial initiative."

and without waiting for the "millenium" or for "pa-

ternalism to the }ith degree," and to accord with "unan-
imous public sentiment" as expressed by the general

trend of our customs and laws. In fornuilating this

new law we have to find a common meeting point for

the artist of creative instinct, the man of constructive

aliility, the financier, the manufacturer, the consumer,

and the general public.

We may postiilate the desirability of an objective

relationship between the nation and the inventor, and

assume that if the general public had the law-making

power in their hands, and if they understood the prob-

lem, and the direct importance to their own interests of

a reform in the Patent Law, they would demand at least

the following basic points:

A. To assure the greatest good to the greatest number.

B. That creative endeavor shall be duly stimulated

and protected, and justly rewarded.

('. That the product of invention shall be promptly

tested, and brought to use when meritorious, for the

benefit of the public as soon as possible.

1). That suitable institutions shall be provided to assist

the inventor in his research.

E. That unrestricted monopoly shall not be allowed,

especially when it is detrimental to further endeavor,

research, and discovery; for as the editor says, "we
recognize the advantage of having ingenious men on tin

alert to discover improvements."

F. That the registration of new ideas shall be free.

John M. Nicol.

San Francisco. A])ril 19.

Aids to Success
Tlie Editor:

Sir—It is interesting to consider the points that you

discuss editorially on this subject in the issue of May 20.

As .you .say, 'success' is interpreted in various ways,

according to individual philosophies. With some men,

success in mining means the aeeumalation of enough

money to enable a i-etirement from all <'ontact with

mines, on a quiet farm in the hills; to others, success

means a pyramiding of wealth beyond tlieir capacity to

enjoy it intelligently ; still others strive for an honorable

prominence in their profession, accompanied with a com-

fortable financial recompense.

A recipe for succe.ss was contained in the columns of

Life not long ago. It gave a dozen rules how to get

there. Each alternate rule contradicted its predecessor.

No. 1. said: "Get a college education and lit youi-self

properly." No. 2 said: "By no means go to college;
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siu'li ill! i-iiiK'altoii isn't |>rn«-ti«al "
I think tliis iirticlr

was c«rrt>ot. for it is only mvi'ssjiry in look ai-oiiiul tn

s«f evt-rv kiiiil of sm-ffss ni-liiivcil in ways lliiit lontra

ilii't all tlu" Boi-alli.l pnutiial ii.lviiv that is nicl«Ml out

to youiiK men.

Oiif (Tcni-ral primiplo oi ailvuc to yoiiiin nu-ii li.i-<

Im«'ii a lavorito for yoars. Tin- ^ist of these ^Miitlan-cs.

varionaly expn'ss«>«l, has heoii to •"do it now." and the n-

snit has Iw'on to inakr a lurvons strain for s^•^•Mlin^r to do

aoiiiething. rather than to really (h> anything. When 1

was $;radiiated froMJ eollcge. some six years ago. I had

tlie opportunity to eall on a prominent master of (iiianee

in New York. I had expeeted that all eaptains of in

dnstry. sueh as he. wore nervous hurried individuals

whose liiisine.ss houi-s were one tremendous exeitenienl.

To my snrpris*' I found a tpiiet delilierate man. who was

as untlnrried. unhurried, and human as tliouKh he never

had lieani of "do it now." He had no frreat slack of

papers on his desk, and he took his time about things in

a way that indieated he believed in the value of cool

thinking, not Muster and Muff. "While the philosoj>hy

of the strenuous life, as advocated l>y Col. Roosevelt and

others, has done wonders for this country, I know per-

snnall.v several capable young men whose work has de-

teriorated in quality because they allowed the desire for

shallow and showy results—in other words, an overdoing

of the tlo-it-now principle—to crowd out the real merit

that they could have achieved. When immediate results

are demanded, superficial results can be expected. A
glib man of the 'grand-stand' variety rarely thinks

deeply enough to produce anything worth wliile. Exlii

bitions of energj' of the sort that are minus all sense of

proportion and brains, have fooled a great many peopli'

in the past, but I think the market for this coarse work

is going out of style.

President "Wilson in his little book. 'When a Jfan

Comes to Himself.' suggests that a man will accomplish

most in the end by following his enthusiasm, rather than

being giiidcil by necessity. Perhaps there is something

to this simple bit of ad^^ce, for not always does "the

four-flush take the pot from a moderately good hand."

P. P. :McDonald.

Berkelev. Mav 25.

Cost of Drift-Mining
The Editor-

Sir—Drift-mining for some reason has taken a back

seat and it is not often that we are able to make any
comparisons as to costs, so these figures are given with

the hope that they will prove useful to others. They rep-

resent practically 1000 shifts underground and have
been earefully compiled from daily records kept at the

Nugget mine i in Butte county, California) during op-

eration. The average width of the heading was 10 ft. by
6 ft. high, this size being carried for the purpose of ex-

tracting the best of the gravel. As the gravel was about

3 ft. thick some bedrock and a little capping was taken

in order to give working-room. As the bedrock carried

some gold it was recorded as 'srravel.'

Tlie wiirk was dune ilinli-r lavniablc cuiidllion.s. as an

incline had In be sunk, entailing hoisting ami jMiniping

of water. All the work was done by hand, drilling in

bedrock and moiling in gravel. The total cost per tun

mined, .$2.8'), is high, in fact, about aa high as this class

of mining runs. The cost per foot was more favorable,

as many think this work cannot be doni' under $10. The

cost, ijit). .'{!), shows what may be done

Till' details arc as follows:

I.ellKlll of llinnol ( ID Ity (II. Iir.l It iliicliiii'i.

Ijilwr. 990 BhlflB nt $3 »2.970.00

n.vnnmlto (40';t). 2319 lb. at liV :17I.04

DetoTiutors (fiX). SI.")" nt 1c 31.57

Kiiso. !KI96 ft. at ('.50. per KtO ri Wl.l.'V

Cnndles, lltSH at Kle. per i> 3:i,I5

Total .»34r,4.91

Feet of holes drilled, fi270.

Cars hoisted. 3416 at 1500 lb. = 25fi2 tons.

Mining cost per ton = $1.35.

Minint; cost per foot = $3.01.

Timbering:

Labor $80
Timber 21

Lagging 16

Wedges G

Total $123

Cost per ton = $0,048. Cost per foot = $0.1068.

It will he noted that little tindiering was necessary,

iKiiiidei-s being used for fdling.

Other costs were:

All equipment $1960

Power 168

To)) labor and superintendence 1600

Total $3728

Cost per foot, $3.23.

Cost per ton, $1.45.

Total cost per foot = $6.35.

Total cost per ton = $2.85.

Tons per shift= 2.58.

Feet advanced per shift = 1.16.

Two men on each shift.

The total cost of the equipment in this case was

charged to mining, as the equipment all reverted to the

owners of the mine when tlie operating company ceased

operating. As all the equii>ment was well taken care of.

it would only be fair to allow it a cash-value of 60% of

its cost, which would reduce the total cost of mining tn

$2.3965 per ton, and footage to .$5.3257.

Where a total gravity system can be used the cost of

drift-mining .should be cut to approximately $1 per ton

for gravel, and from $5 per foot upward, according tc

size and hardness of headings.

T. D. HrBB.vRi).

IVIagalia, Gal., April 15.

Arizox.\ had only 40 men killed arouinl mines in 1915.

as compared to 62 in 1914. yet the numl)er employed was

much larger in 1915, being 13,598 as compared with

0422. The fatality rate for 1015 was 3.6 per 1000. whi.'li

is not a high proportion.
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Th.m ]Jj)Ty UM©isMB.tmm ml ^©implls:;^ 'Dtb:

By S. A. I®aaM®s

THE PURPOSE of this process is the extraction of

all the metals in an ore, their purification, and

reduction to metallic form. It was devised pri-

marily for the handling of complex sulphide ores con-

taining zinc, such as could not be treated profitably liy

any otlier means. The main development took place in

Montana some seven or eight years ago, the experiments

carried on by John L. Malm for the late F. Augustus

Heinze reaching a stage wliere the latter was preparing

for the erection of a $2,000,000 plant, when the crisis in

his affairs caused the project to be dropped. The work

hinguislied until 1914, when the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

Milling & Concentrating Co. nearly completed a plant at

Kellogg, Idaho, and it is unfortunate that their lack of

perseverance robbed them of the success they deserved.

The Flowt-Sheet. Prior to treatment with chlorine

gas, the ore must have been dried and crushed to ;i

point where at least one facet of each particle of min

eral is exposed. How far the crushing iinist lie carried

to meet this condition depends on the nature of the ore,

but in no ease need it be as fine as for concentration,

where each mineral particle must be isolated.

Tlie treatment with chlorine gas can be effected best

in a tube-mill as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The
chlorine enters at the ore-discliarge end and promptly
attacks the sulphides of the metals, converting them in

part into chlorides. The extent of the conversion de-

pends both on the ore and the temperature. With some
ores the reaction will start at ordinary atmospheric tem-

peratures, but if left uncontrolled the temperature will

rise to an undesirable extent and the sulphur set free

by the reaction in its native form will melt and, if pres-

ent in sufficient proportion, agglomerate the whole

cliarge.

With other ores, especially those low in sulphur, it

may be necessary to heat the charge to 100°C., or even

to 150°C., to start the reaction and carry it forward.

It is usually advantageous to carry the chloridization

-£- A-

1 ^.,f !

^^ JSfcrta/r 7ii^9mt0 mi'/'>i9ir •

- Jr^if y-Z/W/;;-

Ki... 1. illK lU NKKK HILL AdITATOR-I- ILTKK.
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> a |>oiiil whi'rt' from 40 to 70'; of the iiu'tals In in

liloriiii> form. Tht> n>n8oii for this is thiit in I'vory on-

is mnrt' or loss in>n. wliirli Ih'coiui-s I'oiiviTli'd into

h|i-. aiitl in tlir sul>S(<)|ucnt trcnlnu-nt tlic iron can

b© made to y'wM its olilorino to otIuT nion- vninalil<'

nx'taJs.

'rix- s«M'ontl stop oonsists of snitjcctini; the orv to a

uild ehlorittizing roast, the wilt in this i-a.se hcinn the

iVrric chloriih' aln-aily fornioil. wiiii-h in liif pn-si-nci'

of air antl mctalli)- snipiuilt'S is litfinnposi'il witli lii(>

formation of ferrif oxide aiul metallio cliloriiles, llnis

complftinir tin- reartion that was started in the tube-

mill. This reaction ean be carried oiit ctTectivdy in a

multiple-hearth roasting-furnace hy feeding' the partly

chloridi/ed ore onto the third hearth and dmppini: it

thnnigh the lower heartlis, usintr the two uppir hearths

to oatch the excess of chlorine given off either as such

or as hydrochloric acid pas from the decomposition of

the ferric chloride and which may liavc escaped contact

witll the sulphides in the lower hearths. F'or this pur-

pose fn'.sh sulphide ore is kept circulating through th-

two upper liearths.

The third step is the dissolution of the chlorides and

their s^^paration from the panpuc This oliviously sup-

pests agitation and tilter-pressing. Tlic Hunker IMl

agitator-filter (Fig. 1) was specially designed for this

purpose. It is fully described later.

The solution leaving the filter contains practically a.U

the metals in the ore in the form of chlorides with the

exception of iron, most of which has been converted into

ferric oxide and so rendered insoluble, and tiie precio\is

metals, which may have remained insoluble or have

been precipitated if any reducing agents are j)resciit.

The gaague. which has been thoroughly washed by

steam following the discharge of the solutions, is tiicn

run over amalgamated plates to catch any precious

metals, and thence to the dump.

The fourth step is the separation of the metals in so-

lution. As there is far mori' room for variation at this

stage of the process than at any other, a definite ore will

be considered, say, one containing the following metals:

Cu O.oTf , Zn 2.5^J . Pb P-O^^, . Ap :?.0 oz.. and Au 0.05 oz.

This ore has been chosen as being of more general occur

rence than the slime treated at the Bunker Hill, which

contained Zn 2.5^c . Pb ll.O^J. and Ag 4.5 oz., and was

practically free from copper and gold.

In this ca.se a fractional sj^stem of dissolution would

be employed. The first wash would consist of a charge

of two tons of hot mill-solution to each ton of ore, as

little wash being used as allows the agitation to be

effective. The mill-.solution built up from previous runs

would contain the chlorides of iron, copper, and zinc,

>ome silver chloride and its burden of lead chloride. It

would dissolve practically all the iron, copper, and zinc

chlorides, all of which are freeh' soluble in water, tlie

silver chloride, which is soluble to a moderate extent in

hot solutions of the chlorides of other metals, but only

a little lead chloride, owing to the burden that it carries

already and to the fact that lead chloride is less soluble

in solutions of other chlorides, except salt, than it is in

water. The gold will lie di.s.Sdlvi-il (iidy if all llir iniii

in solution is ferric chloride

The second \Nasli would be Miiiihn' li>. Imt weaker llijiii

the first. Its purpose is to build up ii new liisl snlnlion

to replace the latter wlii-n it becomes buidiiHil iniij is

passed for further reliniiip. at the .same lime rcmovinp

the last of the iron, copjtcr. and /iiic ehloridcN fi'om the

ore.

The third wash would e(>nsisl of a boilinp hot eon

centratcd .solution of comiiikui salt, which is a pooci .sol-

vent tor lead chloride. This wash, instead of lieiiip

pumped back to its own storapc-tiiiiU. as with the other

two washes, is nni into a sludlow eoolinp-tank, uln re

the h'ad chloriile rai)i(lly eiy,sl;illi/.es. h'roin llure llie

ci'vstals are pa.K.scd to tln' Icad-eiilorid tlleetor. where

they are washed with cold water, collected, dried, and

charged into the lead-ehloridc melt inp-fiirnaee. where

they arc fused and run into the lead eleetrolytie <-ells.

The first wash with repeated eyelcs lieeomcs stronpcr

till it reaches its saturalinn [ininl of sih'er <-lilori(ie of

the zinc chloride reaches a concentration of .OO'/r or

more, when it is ready for further reliiiinp. This con-

sists of precipital inp the iron as oxide with zinc oxicle

or carbonate and reiiiacinp the various irictals liy one

another, silver and gold by copper, e()[)per by lead, and

lead by zinc, so that the final solution <M>ntains only zinc

chloride, which is then ready for eva|)oration. fusion,

electrolysis, producing zinc of the highest fpiality and

regenerating the chlorine for use in tiic tiilic mill

If other metals were ])rescnt they would he removed

in the .same way, as any metal will ])reeipitate from so-

lution all metals, with few exceptions, the salts of wliieli

have a lower heat of formation. A se[)aration of almost

any comliination of metals in solution can he effected in

tile same way by replacing them consecutively one by

the other in the order of the heat of formation of their

salts. An exception is manganese; but it can l)e preeije

tated at the same time as iron by zinc oxide if a curn-nt

of chlorine pas be passed into the .solution. The metals

after precipitation are wa.shed. dried, nudted. and cast

into bars.

The most vital step in the whole jirocess is tiie elec-

trolysis of fused zinc chloride. A great deal of thought

and attention was given to its development by the elec-

trical stafT of the Bunker Hill company.

The type of cell useil was that developed in the early

work in Montana and the experiments were concentrated

on finding the most satisfactory' form for the electrodes.

The result of these experiments was the cell illustrated

in Fig. 4, the design of which was due to Malm.

Model Arr.vxgement. This sketch. Fig. 'i. was mad.-

on the ba-sis of the plant installed at the Hunker Hill,

but the arrangement shown here is on a one-floor plan,

while the Bunker Hill mill was on two floors. The jiur-

pose IS to show the straight-line arrangement of the tube-

mill, evaporators, and electrolytic cells, thus allowing

easily for additional capacity as needed and more par-

ticularly to illustrate the course of the chlorine gas. The

mention of a chlorination treatment is apt to suggest the

idea of large volumes of a very undesirable gas and the
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(|Ufstioii is naturally raised as to what is done with all

the gas and how it is controlled.

The following figures and the model plan answer these

obvious questions. With 4000 amperes the capacity of

each cell is. in round tigui-es, 250 pounds of chlorine

(and 250 lb. zinc or 750 lb. lead) per day. From each

battery of 20 cells the output will then be 5000 lb. chlor-

ine per day. At 0° C. and 760 mm. pressure 5.05 cu. ft.

of chlorine weighs 1 pound, hence there would be gen-

erated, in round numbers. 25,000 en. ft. of chlorine per

da.y, or 23.3 cu. ft. per min., if the gas were at 0° C. and

760 mm. pressure. With the gas at 450° C. this volume

would become 61 cu. ft. per minute, or, say 1 cubic foot

per second. The pipe leading from the cells to the tube-

mill is about 40 ft. long and 1 ft. diam. The cross-sec-

tional area of this is 0.78 square foot, which would give

the gas a velocity of 1^ ft. per second, a very modest

velocity.

The pipe at the Bunker Hill proved perfectly sati.-'-

factory ; it w'as made from vitribestos board (an asbestos

Aa
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l»nuUu-t I niul lo cn.surv that tluTi- !>«• »«» K-nk of jtns tli.-

wliolf pipe was ki'pl under sm-liou by s«'tliiiK an ex

i.iiii>l»T on the far side of tlu< tuli<- mill, as sliowii in tlie

il..\N shiH't. This was an advantageous position for two

reas«ins: the exhauster was kept out of eontaet with the

.•hlorine gas, wliieli was eonipK'tely nl>sorhed in the tnlie-

mill and. l<y n-as*)n of this alt!«)rption. its duty was

redueeil.

I'o.vsTKrtniMN OF Tki-I-S. Thesi- eells for fused /ine

.•hloride were east in a hattery of 20. ten on eaeh side (»f

a eentral duet. The frame was of eonerete and lined

throuphoul with fire-elay tile. The utain features of the

<ell were the eleetrodes. The anode measured .JO hy 62

in. and was built up solid to the required size from

graphite bloeks. Numerous small holes were drilled

through it to allow for the ready pa.ssage of chlorine gas.

The dimensions were designed for n current density of

7>00 amjieres jur s»|uare foot and the length was extended

sutlieiently to allow it to project through the front of the

cell, enabling proper electrical connections to he formed.

The anode was .supported 1^ in. above the bottom of th'-

cell by porcelain insulatoi-s and was i>acked tight into its

rwess iu the wall.

The cathode consisted of molten zinc covering the

bottom of the cell to a depth of ^ to Ij in. Across the

rentre of the cell was a well 6 by 6 in., which also ex-

tended through the wall to allow an electrical connection

to be fonned outside the cell.

The tapping system was ingenious. The tap-holes

were half-inch holes drilled lengthways through li-in.

round graphite rods that pro.iected through the front of

the cell. They were filled with zinc, which solidified in

place and formed an effective seal. When ready to ta]i.

the projecting end of the graphite rod was connected

to the anode by a short length of copper wire, terminated

by a plug that fitted into a corresponding hole in the

anode. This short-circuited the whole of the current

through the graphite tap, which developed sufficient heat

to melt the zinc seal promptly. When the proper amotint

of metal had been drawn off. the connection was lirokcn

and an asbestos plug inserted in the end of the tap-hole

until the zinc within had solidified and .so re-made the

seal.

In operation, the eells were thoroughl.v heated and

molten zinc poured in, a temporary form being set out-

side to make the connection. The anode was then packed

into place and the electrical connections completed.

The cell was again heated thoroughly so that the zinc

cathode was molten and there was no chance of chilling

the fused zinc chloride. This point is of great impor-

tance, because while the fused salt is a conductor, the

solid salt is a powerful insulator and if a skin chilled

round the anode, it would be impossible to force an.v

current through.

As soon as the cell was heated suflSciently, the fused

electrolyte was run in and the current turned on. If

the heating had been sufficient, electrolysis would start

at once with a high voltage, which in the course of a few

hours would drop to normal.

If the zinc were not molten at the start, the result

would iini necessarily In- M'i'ious. as Willi running', tin

ti'iiiperature of the cell could be forccii up lo mrlt it.

However, it is not good practice to start willi llic /.in<-

solid, as splashes may have- formed on iln' wmIIn while it

was being poured in. and liiese |)oinls being riemisl to

the anode would Imild fastest and miglil fnnii m shoi't

circuit.

For continuous oprralion. of course, it is essential thai

the zinc be kept molten, so that il can be ta|)pcd. If

the temperature is kept too low, the zim- is deposit<'d in

ju'llets, which aecunudate and in time sliorl firiMiit tin'

cell. If this happens, the only remedy is to siiul off tii-'

current, open the cell, and a|)ply heat from outside.

A good working tem])erature is 4H()" to .^-lO" ('., which

is comfortaiily between the melting-])oint of zinc (420"^

and the boiling-point of zinc chloride (730°).

The cldorine gas is drawn off through Hie duds siiowii

in each cell into the central duct and llicncc tiiri)Ugli a

pipe under the floor to the tube-inill. wlirre it is prompt

ly absorbed.

TiiK Cii.\HT (Kig. ')
) .shows tiic readings taken on

three days' run of a lOOO-ampere cell and illustrates the

control that can be maintained. Tlie run was maile for

this purpose, various experiments being tried, such as

cliarging the cell rajjidly with barely fused zinc eiiloride.

whii'li naturally reduced the temperaltire in the cell.

The sudden drnji in the ampere record can be seen fol-

lowing each fill : and the quicker the fill, the greater the

drop. Under these conditions high efficiency could not

be maintained, but the metal deposited during this run

of 110 hours w-as f(Jiiii<i lo be Hn'/l of the theoretical de-

posit calculated from the average amperes used.

With steady working conditions, w'hich consist of a

steady current, continuous feed of fused electrolyte at

the cell temperature, and tapping at regular intervals,

a regular curve would be obtained as shown at (Dj, on

September 14. from <1 a.m. to 12:40 p.m. During that

time the voltage was kept constant and as the zinc was

deposited, the space between the electrodes was reduced,

the resistance being diminished accordingly and the

amperes increased. The temperature dropped a little

and then remained constant around 480° C. for the la.st

two hours of the period.

On changing conditions, the following normal course

may be expected: On change of voltage, the amperes

will follow- in the same direction and with more of a lag

the temperature will follow suit. This is shown on

various occasions, as at (B). on September 13, from 5 to

7 p.m. and on the la.st 12 hours of the chart.

The effect of the addition of cool electrolyte is shown

clearly at (E), on September 14. at 2 p.m., when the

sudden addition of electrolyte produced a marked dip in

the ampere curve; at (C), on September 14, at 1 a.m.,

when the feed being hotter produced less dip ; and at

(A), on September 12. at 11 p.m., when its gradual ad-

dition produced considerably less disturbance.

The effect of tapping is in the same direction as the

addition of cool electrolyte, but it is not nearly as

marked. It is sufficient, however, to warrant the effort

to keep the space between electrodes as short as pos.sible.
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Tin- olinrt is uiifi>r(nnat<>l.v iiicoiiiplctc in tliiit tin- li'in-

poriiturf of tlu' cli-ctrolyto wlicii fi-ii was not ri-nivili'ii.

nor an; the tigiirfs for tl»i> voltiip- al>si>liit»'ly roliiil>lr.

riiis is owing to extcrnnl ppsisljuioi's, wliii-h \vi>ri> not ac

I'urnti'ly nicnsurctl. TIk'Si- rivsislani-cs would, of coiirsi'.

hnvo no fflfiH't on tli.' r.irm nf ilir I'luut. Imt wmilil iitTiTt

eniTKv-offii'ionoy.

Cliarts won- nuiiir on oilirr runs, mu' of whiili i\-

teniU-il oviT tlirw wt-eks. tlu> ivsnlts i-onlirniinp those

illustrated liert\ Two shut-downs are shown l)y breaiis in

the lines of the ampere and volt etirves. On eaeh of these

04-ensions the eell was started again with a high voltage

and low amperage but ipiiekly eame hnek to normal eon-

ditions. Later a shut-down laste<l for six hours after

which the eell was re-started without trouble.

BfXKER Hii.i, Af.iTATOR-Fn-TER. This combined agi-

tator-tilter consists of a eylindrieal barrel 1(5 ft. long liy

5 ft. dianu'tcr. It was constructed of wooiien staves set

lengthways against ca.st-iron heads. The barrel was

banded with tlat-irou bands set 12 inches apart. Tlie

heads were held together with 8 bolts, which also served

as truss-rods for supporting the staves. The inside of

the heads was lined with wood, through which coniinun

ication to the inside of the barrel wjis made at one end,

but not at the other.

The whole of the inside of the cylinder was lined with

cocoa matting and inside of that again was set asbestos

tilter-cloJh. The filter-cloths were in 8 sections and wer-'

held in place by the same number of baffle-boards, which

were wedged into place in slots built to receive them.

The baffles were set longitudinally to agitate the pnlp in

the barrel as it was rotated on its a.xis. Two man-holes

served for the admis.sion of workmen to fit up the inside

of the barrel, and for the subsequent charging of the ore

and discharging of the tailing. All internal fittings were

made with wooden dowel-pins, as the corrosive nature of

the solutions rendered the use of iron nails impracticable.

The discharge of the solutions is through externally

fitted rubber hose, eight in number, which are kept sepa-

rate until united at a common header in the trunnion at

the blind end of the barrel. This allows each section of

the filter to be tested separately and leaky sections to be

replaced with a minimum of disturbance. One of these

hose-lines is shown at the bottom of the barrel in Fig. 1.

The open end of the barrel has connections for ad-

mitting steam, compressed air, and chlorine.

In operation, the barrel was half-filled with hot strong

mill-solution and the ore from the roaster was charged

through one of the man-holes. These were then closed

and the barrel revolved. When sufficient agitation had

l)een given, steam under pressure was admitted. The
barrel was designed for a maximum pressure of 25

pounds, but the full pressure was rarelj' necessary to

form the cake. The steam heated the solution and at

the same time forced it out through the hose arranged

for its discharge and following the solution, gave the

cake a thorough wash. On release of the pressure, the

cake peeled off. due to the sagging of the filter-cloths,

and the second wash was admitted through the open

trunnion-end while the barrel was revolving. The pro-

cedure was the same with the s md wash, and on its

disi'harge the third wash was admitli'd. This was the

sjdt wash for lca<l chloride. At this point one of tin-

parlieularly stnmg I'catures of the agilatoi' filler was

deiiionstrali'd. The admission of steam inider pressure

raised llie temperature of liie pulp above KtO" ("., which

materially incrcast-d the Kolnbilil,\ of lend chlnride in

salt .sohilioii, so that tin' steam rollowing tlii'niigli iil'lcf

the wash eleancd out the laiit IrjKis of llinl ditliiiillly

soluble m\U.

To discharge the residue, the cake was chunicil with

water, llie manholes were opened and a fi'w revolutions

of the barrel were sullieielit to I'liipiv il.

To make a dry discharge, comi>rcs.scd air was turned

on for a few miiuilcs, the pressure idjowcd to I'lill. the

man-holes opened, and, the cake pi cling nil', the Ijllcr

.soon dropjicd llirough the inaii IhiIcs ;is llic liaircl was

revolved.

The rcgnhir ijuirgc Wiis ( Iciiis ol' I'ojistcd nrc. wiiicli

was rcduei'd to ;i tons by the (lis.soliition of the soluble

constituents, and formed a 2-incli cake, the regular

practice.

TiiK riiK.MisTHV of the tubc-iiiiil iiiid roaster I'caclions

has not been com])letcly worked out, thowgli the restdts

arc known. Taking 'M' as a di-valent metal, such as

lead. zinc, or copper, the tubc-inill reactions in all i>rob-

ability are:

MS + 2CL= MCI, + SjCU
MS + S,CL =- MCL +2S

or cniiiliiniiig the two eqtiations,

.MS-f-('U=M('l, + S

All three reactions probably take place simultaneously

in the tube-mill. In presence of moisture some side re-

actions occur, such as

:

MS + 4CL + 4H„0 = MSO, + 8H( '1

The roriiiatii)ii of sulphates has been obscrvi'il in the

tube-mill product when the teiniierature has not ex-

ceeded 70^ C. It would seem likely that the presence of

sulphates would hinder the extraction of lead, as lead

sulphate is almost iiiw)hd)le in water, but it has been

found that when boiled with ferric cliloride or sodium

chloride, lead sulphate is decomposed with the rormatidii

of lead chlo7-idc and the sulphate of iron or .Sfjdium. For

this reason the fornuition of sulphates does not interfere

with the extraction of lead.

This reaction offers an alternative method for intro-

ducing chlorine into the mill system to i-eplacc wastage

by taking the chlorine, as indicated, from salt in place

of buying zinc chloride, which is the normal course and

which would be used in starting the mill. It also offers

a basis for a method of treating lead ores without elec-

troly.sis. particularly where salt is available at a low

price.

These reactions do not depend on the us(? of |»ure

chlorine gas. though in certain eases the use of nearly

pure gas may be advantageous. During the early work

in Montana the gas was obtained from the electrolysis

of aqueous solutions of salt and contained from 8 to S^r

of chlorine. The gas from the electrolysis of fu.sed zinc
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eliloride can be obtained as nearly pure as desired.

Similar equations to the above could be shown for

metals having otlier valencies than two, such as ferric

iron, which is tri-valent and silver, wliich is mono-valcnt.

Their behavior is strictly analogous.

The formation of sulphui' chloride can be demon-

strated readily on a small scale. If the tube containing

a charge of sulphide ore be heated above the boiling point

of sulphur chloride, say to 150° C. and chlorine admitted,

the sulphur chloride can be distilled over and condensed

as a dark-brown liquid, wliich is promptly decomposed

by water witli the liberation of part of the sulphur in

its plastic form.

Under similar conditions with an ore containing ar-

senic and antimony, the chlorides of tho.se metals were

distilled over and condensed.

As a rule carbonates are not attacked in the tube-mill.

However, at Bunker Hill it was found that siderite (fer-

lous carbonate) in presence of cldorine. air, and mois-

ture was converted into ferric oxide, proljabiy by direct

oxidation of the ferrous salt to ferric and the subse-

quent loss of COo. since ferric carbonate is unstable. In

absence of moisture ferric chloride was formed.

Tlie control of tlie tulie-niill reaction is maintained by

varying the quantities of ore, air, and moisture, the

supply of chlorine being kept constant.

The roaster reactions probably are

:

2FeCl, +3MS +30 = Fe.O^ + 3MCh, + 3S

2FeCi, -f MS = 2FeCL + MCI, + S

depending on the presence or absence of air. With ex-

cess air some of the sulphur would be burned to sulphur

di-oxide. In presence of moisture some hydrocliloric

acid gas is formed, which at once attacks the metallic

sulphides with formation of chlorides.

The refinery reactions are simple. They consist of

the replacement of one metal by another.

MCL + N= NCI, + M
The elimination of iron takes place according to the

following equation

:

2FeCl;, + 3ZnO = Fe.O^ + 3ZnCl,

Tlie resultant ferric oxide is granular, quite unlike the

slime produced by precipitation with ammonia.

Mech.\xic.vl Problems. In handling corrosive sub-

stances like chlorine and eliloride solutions, discretion

has to be exercised in .selecting the materials that are

allowed to come in contact with them. For the tulie-mill,

iron is permis,sible, because dry chlorine even when hot

does not readily attack iron. For solutions, wooden

tanks are safe: and for pipe-lines, pure gum-rubber hose

has a reasonable life. Valves on pipe-lines have been

conveniently made by using pinchcocks on tlic rubber

hose. Where this has not been possible for othei' reasons,

the new alloys 'durii-on' and 'tantiron' have shown

great powers of resistance and have been used with sat-

isfactory results. Pum[)s made from these alloys have

been employed and air-lifts through wooden pipes have

elsewhere demonstrated their value. Chlorine gas was

handled by suction tlii'ougli vitril)estos pipes.
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MdcI ^A 1 Practice

By P. B. McDonald

Fi|{
blasting to iMst a(lvaiita);t>. it is now rwogni/.oil

hut the use of strong iletonators makes for grrater

olluionry liy intensifying the less si-nsitivo ox-

pUwiive of tlio charge. The advantage of tiiorougli tamp-

ing (or 'slemining" I of drill-holes, pivferably with a

l>n>per elay lironglit undei-groiuni for the pnrpose. is also

well nnderstoini iiy mine-snperinlendents.* Tin- reeent

tendeneies in blasting practiee have been along the line of

using higlier explosives: blasting lontrer holes and more

of them at one time: and directing special attention to

the primer. In general, the eeononiy of blasting in more

wholesale fashion has become apparent. Especially in

stoping at mines with wide orebodies. the etTort is being

made to replace the small-gauge methods suitable for

driving suid sinking, by a system of breaking huge masses

at one blast : then, if necessary, to block-hole these pieces

for reduction to a size couvenient for handling. .Mam-

moth blasts, large-scale bench-stoping. and deeper drill-

holes are becoming the order of the day. Of course, in

narrow vins of three or four feet width, it is difficult

to inen^ise materially the proportion of the blasting:

in sueh stopcs higher explosives may solve the problem,

together with more attention to the detail of luiiner.

caps, and tamping. It is in stoping that the greatest

room for improvenient now lies: practice in driving and

sinking is already of a high order, and the relatively self-

contained and standardized procedure of advancing a

drift or shaft, has been perfected to an admirable degree

during late years.

Why lainre-scale blasting breaks more ground pro-

portionately than scattered efforts was stated clearly by

W. S. Simpson at a recent meeting of the South African

Institution of Engineers, and recorded in the Journal of

that society. Mr. Simpson says: "When two or more

holes are drilled close to each other (see Fig. 1) and

blasted in the usual way—that is. consecutively from

below upward—these holes between them break more

ground than had they been drilled far enough apart not

to influence one another; there is a tendency for the holes

to do their normal work—to throw out. for example, the

craters A and B—and besides to throw down the rock C
between these craters: the more nearly simultaneously

the two holes are blasted, the more intermediate rock

will be broken : if the holes are blasted with a long in-

terval between bla-sts. little of the intermediate ground

will come away."

This simple illustration indicates the gain by blasting

a number of holes together, such that each hole helps the

others around it. The advantage of placing long holes

so that a large slab or mass of ore will be dislodged by

*See 'The Efficiency of Tamping,' by Edgar A. Collins.

II. & S. P., May 22, 1915.

line liliisl illiiii rciliiciiig llic iiitcis by block-holint; nr

sledging) has eflVcted a decided lowering of cost in llic

Michigan copper region, wheix' the Calumet & llecla, as

a result of sedulous cxpcriiiient, now employs 12, 14, and

16-ft. drill-holes for sloping in place of the former (> and

H-ft. holes. The eontra.st in tln' practice of stoping, as

compared to that of siidving or driving is (|iiitc delinite.

While the former is tending toward the use of longer

holes, the latter is be<'oming more like the European

l)ractice of emidoying shorter holes and more freriuent

blasting. The greater flexibility of shorter 'cuts' tor

sinking and driving has been made possible by the iiitro

dnc-ti(in of the light hammer-drills both of the j.nU

hannner and mounted types.

As Jlr. Simpson's paper is not availabii' in iii:iii\

American readers, a I'lirtlirr reference lo it may lie nl'

interest. lie records a niiiiiher of tests made in the Rand

mines ill m-dcr to (ieteriiiiiic the relative advanlaires of

Fig. 1. Kio. 2.

several explosives. The results show that in two slopes

of different character, a blasting gelatine of 92.75%

nitro-glycerine (and 7.25% nitro-eellulose) was 2.5%

more etficient as an ore-breaker than a 'gelignite' of

56.4% nitro-glycerine, (with 2.5% nitro-cellulose, 30.7%

sodium nitrate and 10.3% wood meal). In this he

checks the manufacturer, who gave the comparative

'ballistic strength' of the two explosives at 100 and 75.6,

as determined in laboratory by the ballistic pendulum

method.

Referring to primers, Mr. Simpson has the following lo

say: "The primer, even if it consists of the same high

grade of explosive as the charge, does not perform as

much work as any one stick of the charge, because unlike

them, the primer cannot be compressed to occupy the full

width of the hole; however, it is not recommended to

employ a cheaper explosive for a primer, though some

miners advocate a primer of 40% 'ligdyn' because of its

certainty and regularity of response to the detonator."

The tests showed that by using 40% ligdyn as a primer

for gelatines of 92.75 or 67.1% nitro-glycerine, the effi-

ciency of the explosives was much reduced. In fact, with
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the 40% primers the 92.75% gelatine brolie little more

ground than tlie 56.4% 'gelignite.' Ligdyn is a dyna-

mite of 13% wood meal and containing, besides 40% of

nitro-glyeerine, 45% of sodium nitrate and 2%. of wheat

flour. It had been recommended previously for primer.s

liy several authorities, because, as they stated, "it in-

creases the speed of detonation of other explosives and

secures the detonation of every cartridge in the charge."

In view of the seeming contradiction between the state-

ments of Mr. Simpson and the powder experts (of whom
Dr. Comey of the Du Pont company was one) as re-

gards the efficiency of ligdyn as a primer, the following

is suggested by Mr. Edward Walker of the Mining

Magazine, •"the fact that Mr. Simp.son found the ligdyn

could have been employed, so that the distance BC could

have been increased. On the other hand, had a socket

of 30% of the hole been left, it would be evident that too

great a burden was a.ssumed, and the distance BC should

be decrea.sed. The toj) of a hole usually breaks easily;

it is the bottom of the hole that makes the trouble. The
burden, both the distance to the face and to adjoining

holes, should always be measured (or estimated) as be-

tween the bottoms of the holes—not their top.s.

By employing a higher explosive in stoping, a greater

burden can be assumed, and the holes of 'a row can be

spaced somewhat farther apart. A shorter socket will

probably lie left than with a slower explosive, and more

sliattcring will he done, so that more rock caji be picki'd

WHERE 'WtLl.-UlilLLEK.^' .\Kt L.SEl) TO DlilLL I10LE.S FOK BLASTING. THE IMT OF THE .\EV.\l).-\ rO-\ .Sdl.l IIA lEl) ( ol'l'EK I ().. El.V.

primer of no assistance may be interpreted to mean that

the high velocity of detonation secured by its use is not

so suitable for rending hard rock (such as on the Kand)
as a slower transmission of the detonating wave." This

is a technical point that is now being studied by engi-

neers and mining men.

Perhaps the most pertinent part of Mr. Simpson's

paper is his discussion of burdens and sockets. The
'burden' is the width of rock between the bottoms of the

hole and the face, the measurement being made at right

angles to the hole. In Fig. 2 the burden is BC. The
'socket' is that small part of the bottom of the hole that

is left after the blast; many American miners call this

the 'boot.' As pointed out by Mr. Simpson, "the main

factor in stoping is the adjustment of burden to depth

of hole; most holes when blasted will leave a certain

length of socket, say four inches; when no socket is left.

the chances are that the load on the hole was too small."

That is, if the hole in Fig. 2 left scarcely any socket at

all it would indicate that probably a greater burden

down after the hla.st. Both in driving and in stoping, a

higher explosive will be apt to reduce the rock fragments

to smaller pieces. Some superintendents consider this

an advantage, as tram-cars will hold more ore when the

fragments are fine, and the coarse crushing in the rock-

house or mill is simplified, as well as such inconveniences

as large pieces becoming stuck in skips, chutes, and

grizzlies are eliminated. However, too much attention

given to reducing to fine fragments in one blast will gen-

erally result in small-scale stoping methods of higher ex-

pense than the employment of longer holes, more of them,

and a generally larger scheme of blasting. An added

consideration is the inevitable loss in dust of precious-

metal ores when fine blasting is done. Primarily, the

bla.sting of ore in stojiing has for its object the separation

of the ore from rock in place. If it breaks in huge slabs,

the huger the better, for the expense of reducing these

large pieces to a convenient size is insignificant as com-

pared with the fundamental task of detaching tlie ore

from the containing rock. Naturally a higli cx])losive,
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i-untniuiii(; (>0 nr ^i<)'^ iiitn>-glyceriiu>, will f«>Nt iiiori' per

puviiiii than ii -10'; i-xpUwivi-. Wlu-llu'r llu- IiIkIi I'X-

plosivi' is iH'oiiniiiii-al in tho ciul is a tiialtfr that iiiiisl he

litfidt'tl for iiitliviiliwU iniiifs. In testing; siich cxplnsivcs,

difHi-ulty may fullow from the pn-judiff of tin- iiiiiici-s.

who. as n-jranls such i-hantji's. arc di-fiiicilly coiisi-rvativi-.

Thi- iH'st iiii>tho(l is pinlialily that adoplcti l>y si-vi-ral

ininint; companies who nvciitly (liani;<'<l lo the use of a

hitfhcr I'xplosivf; thi-y scounMl dynaniitc on whicii tiif

proportion of nilro-jrlyi-eriiu' was not indicatfd in any

form, so that its iiighcr pen-tMita^rf was not known to the

miners, and insisted upon a prolon(;<Ml trial nndcr fair

ttinditions.

Mr. Simpson thinks that "too often the iiiincr is told

to put mor«> ground on his holes"; ho t-ontinucs. "tlii'rf

is in stopinp a docidi-il teiulcne.v to make the Imrdcn too

larjte : to chcfk this tt'iuU'ncy. burdpiis and soi'kots should

Ih? measured frequently—the .sockets measured earefully,

not merely hwkeil into—and the ratio of the soeket to

original lenpth of hole determined." In eonsideririf; his

remarks it slundd he recalled that he refers to jiraetiee

on the Rand, where is probably the hardest and toughest

ore of any important mining region in the world, also

that the lodes are comparatively narrow.

A mine-superintendent recentl.v remarked that, dis-

regarding the present tendency to use more powerfid

d.vnamite in smaller cartridges for the purpose of reduc-

ing the drilling, he considers that a hole drilled with

smaller changes in gauge of the steel affords a tighter

receptacle for the d.vnamite and will blast to better ad-

vantage. In other words, a more even hole (perhaps

begun at 13 in. and ended at IJ in.) filled for three-

quarters of its length with Hi-in.) d.vnamite that fits

snugly in the relativel.v narrow space, will ensure a bet-

ter explosion, .iust as firm tamping improves the ordinary

hole. For primers, he emphasized the desirability of an

explosive fully as high as the charge. He had, he said,

advocated for loading much-tapered holes a 60% d.vna-

mite in the bottom. 40% for the bulk of the charge, and

a primer of 60%. The purpose of putting a higher ex-

plosive in the bottom is two: the hole is smallest there,

and the burden heaviest.

Harrj' East Miller, formerly superintendent for the

Judson D.vnamite & Powder Cornpany and the Giant

Powder Co. Cons., suggests an additional rea.son for

using the high explosive at the bottom of the hole,

namely, using it as a primer. Dr. ^liller maintains that

the speed or velocity of detonation of the primer, and not

its ballistic value, is the greater factor in the work per-

formed by the charge. The primer he says, is but a small

proportion of the charge and the extra work performed

cannot be attributed to the primer itself, but to the in-

fluence that the primer exerts on the balance of the

charge. Hence he recommends the use of 60% 'straight'

djTiamite (which is the highest grade of dynamite that

can be shipped by rail> as a primer: half a cartridge is

suflScient. for it is the quality and not the quantity that

counts. With 'straight' dynamite the velocity of the

explosive wave increa.ses with the nitro-glycerine content

but this is not tlie case with gelatine djTiamites. This

GO',; ilyiiamite will slarl ait explosive wave ol' the liigii

est order and the wave will be eomiiilliiicated to tiie re

mainder of the charge and make it perfiirni llie tiiaxiniiiiii

work. Hy "straight" dynamite is iiieaiil mie lliat cdii-

tains only nitro-glyeeriiie and "dniie,' bill Ilier nilni-

coiiipoiind and no uinmunium nitrat<'

Tmk Amerieiiii Iiilernational Corpdnilicm is tin' iiiiiih'

of the new ediiiliiiiiitinn of iiidiisl mil ('iii-pdi'iiliiiiiN and

liaiiks, which has fur its |iiii|)iisc the extension of Aiiieri-

eaii enterprise in I'ori'igii lands. It is urgaiii/ed under

the laws of New York Stati' with a ciipitiil (if $.")().()(l( 1,0(1(1

and with a eliarler so IuhmiI .-is lo |irniiil iIm' larrying

on of iiliiiost aii.v liiisiiicss. frimi gdlil iiiiiiiiig on the Hand

lo eslalilisliing a iiiiiehiiiei'v liiisiiii'ss in ('liiiia. or resnsei

tating a I'offee compaii.v in ( Jiiateiiuil.i. 'I'Ih' iliiiirinan nl'

the Hoard of Directors is l-'riiiik .\. \'aiiderli|). tjie presi-

dent of the .Niilional Cily Uaiik of New York, wliicli in-

stitutimi is kiKiwii lo lie an iiKlcratigalile wnrker for pro-

moting .Aiiicrican i)arl ii'i|)alioii in foreign oiiportiiiiil y.

liielnded in the large lioani of directin's are: Williaiii 10.

Corey, James .1. Hill. Otto II. Kalm. .Xiiibrose Monell,

John D. Ryan, and \V. L. Saniiiiers. Chase A. Stone, the

jiresident, has .said. "We .Viiierii-aiis ai'c fur behind the

Europeans in liiiildini.' up foi-cign trade ihrniigli associa-

tion with foreign peojile and stmly of tlieir ways. Tlie

Europeans liavc tlicir young iiieii scattered the world

over. Ours have stayed at home, or, wlien they have

ventured forth, have not had tlie time or the disi)()sition

for iuten.sive study of the customs, manners, and busi-

ness of foreign people." The first step taken by the new
corporation was the purchase of the seven vessels of tlie

Pacific JIail Steamship Co. operating along the west

coast of North and Central America. The essential pur-

pose of the corporation, however, is stateil to be "not

acquisition of projjerty, liiit co-operation and resu.scita-

tion."

("hixa's imports fruin the I'nited States are 7.'.''/i of

the total imports into that country. Half of tlic im-

ports from the I'nited States is kerosene; the reiMaiiider

includes lumber, iiiachinerv. iron and steel jiroducts,

tobacco, and cotton cloth. Since the War began, Ameri-

can manufacturers of machinery and f ransixirtafion

equipment have obtained a good deal of business in

China that formerly was supplied by European firms. A
jiamphlet recently is.sued by the Guarant.v Trust Co. of

New York predicts that "the next few years ina.\ bring

among our people a greatly increased interest in China."

L.vRGE PROFITS in zinc during the recent 'war order'

times are indicated by the statement that the New Jersey

Zinc Co. paid dividends in 1915, aggregating 180% on

its former capital of .$10,000,000; this company capital-

ized its large surplus through a stock dividend of 250%,

which raised its capital to *35.000.000. The Butte &

Superior Co. is now paying dividends at the rate of .ii40

per share per annum. The American Zinc Co., which

has mines in ea.stern Tennes.sec that produce a high-grade

.spelter, declared a 50% dividend in i)referred stock.
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Ji'-NiiiMcjigia IDa^tts'acgtt ©^ IB©mMsi? (Sommtt'^j^ CJul^i^iKi©

By Ch®^S®s f. !Sa!r& =

INTKODl'CTION. ]ioulder eoimty, Colorado, has

been unique i)i having ferberite, the tungstate of

iron, in commercial quantity; this explains the com-

mon saying that Boulder controls the price of tungsten.

Scheelite is less desirable on account of making a pasty

slag in the furnace; the higher manganese content of

wolframite and hiibnerite is also difficult of separation

t'lom tungsten. "It is interesting to note that two or

more of the large manufacturers of incandescent lamps

THE TUXGSTEX BELT OK HOULDER COUNTY, COLOR.\I)(l

specify that Boulder county tungsten must be used in

the filaments."^ Only the Saxon and Bohemian de

jiosits compare in purity with those from what was
formerly called the Nederland district, but which has

been so extended by recent discoveries as to become
known as the Boulder County tungsten field. A recent

discovery is reported only a half-mile from the town of

Boulder. A convenient sketch of the 'Known Tungsten
Alining Area' was published on February 20, 1916, by
tile Rocky Mountain News. This shows a belt, 4 by 20

miles, extending south-westerly from Wheelmen and
Wallstreet to three miles beyond 'J'olland and Spruce.

While the sketch is reliable, it is known that favorable

country-rock exists well beyond this area, especially to

tile south, in Gilpin county.

-

A small area, 2 by 4 miles in the middle of the dis-

*Engineenng geologist. Albuquerque, New Mexico.

'George. R. D., First Rept. Colo. Ceol. Surv., p. 90. 1909.

-George, p. 85, and recently reported discoveries.

trict, has produced two-thirds of the tungsten output.

It includes the Barker, Bradley, Primos, Rogers (now

Vasco), Union, and smaller tracts, the Crow patent

(Colorado Tungsten Corporation) and the Boulder

Tungsten Production Co., Great Northern, and other

groups of claims, besides considerable Government land

unclaimed. The tracts and other areas patented before

being taken as tungsten mining land have vertical side-

lines, but the mining claims located as such are under

the law of the apex.

The only comprehensive pub-

lication concerning this area^

is now exhausted, while a re-

print is soon to appear, the fol-

lowing notes will doubtless

have a wider circulation than

the necessarily limited State

paper. As I have made de-

tailed examinations of only

special portions of the field, I

have secured permission to

add to my observations from

other sources, as cited. I have

to thank Dr. R. D. George, as

well as Messrs. Fair, Clark,

and Rafter for man.y cour-

tesies.

Accessibility. The middle

of the district lies 15 miles

south-w'est of Boulder, or 45

miles north-west of Denver. It

is reached by the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific Rail-

way to RoUinsville, near its southern border, and by

the Colorado & Northwestern (an extension of the

Colorado & Southern) to Cardinal, near its western

border, 2 miles west of Nederland. The latter line is

to connect with Nederland this summer. Interurban

trains run on the Colorado & Southern tracks between

Denver and Boulder, and from the latter place con-

nect with Nederland, 20 miles distant, by an excellent

counl.v automobile road up Middle Boulder canyon.

This last is by far the most rapid route, making Neder-

land only three hours from Denver.

Physical Fe.vtures. The relief of the region is

rugged, ranging from under 7000 to over 9000 ft.

Sugarloaf and Bald mountains and others are evidence

of even a higher level that has been reduced by erosion.

3'The Main Tungsten Area of Boulder county, Colorado,'

by R D. George, State Geolo.gist, with notes on the intrusive

rocks by R. D. Crawford, geologist: First Rept. Colo. Geol.

Survey, State I'niversity, Boulder, Colorado.
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As this I'hnin is n part of tlu> Fr»>nl Kaiij;«'. tin- iiirttuini'

of tlio plains i'niis«'s llir snow to disappear carlior tlian

in till' nion? n'luotf nuuintain reiiioiis. (^nly 20 inclu>s

of pitH'ipitntion is n'ooriled uuniially. Tin- country is

thervfor*' spnrs<'ly wootlctl. Init gooil spnico and i>int'

sj»\v timlxT ahonnds looally, while smaller prowlli is

well distrihuted.

FiKi. ANO PowKK. The local sni>ply of wooil is mucli

us*"*! for fuel, hnt the plentiful coal resources of Colo-

rado cju» Ix^ drawn upon at moderate exi>ens<i for fuel

and power. Alnnulant electric power is developed from

the rcser^'oir of the Colorado Power .Co. in the Boulder

CnH'k valley near the middle of the district. This creek

l>elow the dam runs 15 to 20 seeond-fcct. which is a

plentiful supply for ordinary minini; i>urposes.

(^>^^•TRY-Ro('K. The region is part of a typiciii pre-

Camhrinn complex of pi-ol>aiily wdimenlary' (jneiss.

with local schist, intruded in irregular fashion hy

normal hiotite granite. Dikes of pegmatite ami of tiiic-

praiued gnuiite have followed the soliditicatioii of the

earlier magmas, while a series of basic dikes—not fully

eorrelate<l mutually, hut a]>pareiitly ranging from acid

to basic in order of age—iutruded after tlie jiegmatilc

and before the tungsten metallization. A dike of fine-

grained granite trends roughly parallel with a belt of

productive mines in the north-eastern part of the dis-

trict, while hornblende-andesite dikes trend nearly east-

west through the productive area about Nederland.

Within the massive granite I obsened many rock in-

clusions, remote from contacts, some of them apparcnily

of schistose structure but others decidedly not. None

was longer than 15 inches, but much larger ])loeks have

been noticed near contacts.' Some of the smaller xeno-

liths are well rounded, while others are sub-aiignjar to

sharp. Tongues of fine-grained granite intruding into

the metamorphics. as well as much baking of the gneiss

and schist, are significant features of the contacts.

The Veixs. These are the latest structural features.

They are generally well defined, and vary from le.ss than

an inch to as much as 14 ft. in width.' running com-

monly 2 to 4 ft. Where they pass through granite

country, the foot-wall is frequently gneis.soid. Tlie tung-

sten-bearing portion of the vein may lie either on the

foot or hanging wall, or it may ramble from .side to

side. It may range from -jV to 15 inches of solid ferber-

ite. but where thicker it usually branches into small

stringers. Almost no replacement of the wall-rock is

noticeable, and delicate qualitative tests made upon a

well-fluxed and thoroughly digested sample of wall-rock

taken but two inches from a 2-inch ferberite vein showed

only a trace of tungsten.

The persistence of the veins, both in width and metal-

lization, is more dependable along the dip than strike,

as sho^vn in the workings of the Conger, Rafter, and

Barker mines. The veins sometimes coincide with the

laminations of the gneiss, where that rock encases them,

<George, p. 19.

^George, p. 18.

sHess and Schaller, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. .583. p. 10. 1914.

hut evidently an- not generally sn continllcd. I'ossilily

they are most assoeinted in direction uiili ilic pcgniatiti'

dikes, and tbcrcforc appear to be rc-o|icningh along these

old planes of weakness. An examination ol' tlie vein

matter shows that it has been brecciated at Ica.sl llirce

limes, and though the extent of tin- movemciils cannot

lie determined, tlicy appear to have been only a few feet.

While the veins occasionally strike nortliwcst, in tin-

main tlicy range into the imhIIi castcrlv quadrant. In

this rcspec-l, as well as in some others," they scciii re-

lated to the gold-bearing veins of (lilpiii cniiiity, din'ctly

south-west of the tungsten district. Most of the tungsten

veins of northeasterly strike liavc a steep dip to nortli-

wcst usually from 75 to HO . \ liii intersections are

common, though but little offsetting can be detected at

the crossings. Almost invariably the inter.scetions favor

good ore-slioots. with occasionally siidi bonanzas as tiie

Conger, the Barker No. 3, anil iIh' I';ii-krr I'',liiii't1i' \ciii

jiini'tion in the Rafter grou]).

In the mines along the dei'|)er creeks the water level

may be 500 ft. from the surface. In the Barker No. :{

shaft, almost on the bank of the reservoir, only 400

gallons i)er day was drawn from the 22.')-ft. level. It

is interestiii'T to note that a drift mi llir 1 in ft. level, ex-

tending uiidei- tlie reservoir to within 5(1 It. of its bot-

tom, was nearly dry. In areas of less relifH', the water-

level is from 200 to 100 ft. below the surface.

The vein-filling consists commonly of brecciate<l gran-

ite, gneiss, jx'giiiatite. or occasional .schist, all sf)mewiiat

kaolinizcd jind slaiiieil liy iron oxides in the ])reseiit

workings. Into these rock-filled fissures, and into many

others not so filled, there have been introduced no less

than four successive solutions containing silica and tiing

sten. The silica is usually crystalline, but is occasionally

of the chaleedonic 1.vpe, known Incall.v as bone and

hornstone. Possibly more of tiiis liornstone was fonnd

in the earlier workings in the eastern pai-t of the dis-

trict.^ but it shows in some of the present mines at di-pth.

The ferberite occurs in three distinct types: (1 ) wll

definetl crusts, vugs, and open })reeeia.s, including a

cemented breccia of the 'peanut-ore' type; (2) ma.ssive

and firm fillings, not generally associated with breccia:

(3) highly silicious ore, sometimes crystalline, but usu-

ally sub-crystalline niornsfone i and often frozen to tlie

ferberite.

Among the occa.sional minor minerals in the ore are

hiibnerite (manganese tungstate), scheelite (calcium

tungstate), and wolframite (iron-manganese tungstatej

In earlier reports wolframite is discussed in connection

with these depo.sits, but this mineral has been shown, by

Hess and Schaller, to be ferberite." These writers assert

that the manganese content of the tungstate increa.ses

from south to north across the district.

Among the uncommon minerals not bearing tungsten,

the sulphides sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, and mo-

Ivbdenite have been noticed, as have also the oxides

TForbes Rlckard. M. & S. P. Vol. 106, p. 853, June 7, 1913-

^George, pp. 67 and 75.

'See Hess and Schaller. U. S. G. S. Bull. 583, pp. 37-38.
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magiietile, hematite, and limoniti-. ilia-h of tiii' iiiaguc-

lite contains manganese, and oeeurs in small massive

lumps easily mistaken for ferberite, especially in snrface

exposures with crystalline qnartz. In the north-east, near

Wheelmen, a telluride of gold and silver, probably syl-

iirthoclasci are I'l'ported.'" While sericite (secondai'y

muscovite) has not been revealed by the microscope,

other conditions of mineralization and the general ap-

pearance of the wall-rock suggest its presence. The

weathered granite, which I examined with only a lens,

FEHBKRiTE WITH KUD.Miiic iKYSTAi. rA( Ks. ( B.v coui'tesy of U. S. Geological Survey.)

FERBERITE E>'CLosi.N<i n.NKi.Y iii!K( ( 1 ATKi) (iKA.MTE. (Bv of U. S. Geolosieal Surve.v.)

vanite, is not uncommon. Gold in some form is prcscnl

in nearly all the tungsten ores, in places in commercial

quantity ; indeed, many of the dumps and stope-tillings

of former gold mines are now being re-trcated at great

profit for tungsten. Fluorite is doubtfully accounted,

and both adularia and valeneianite (secondary forms of

did not reveal evidence of propylitic action" other than

the reasonably sure presence of sericite and the fine-

grained silica. The absence of cas,siterite, tourmaline,

and other common associates of tungsten is remarkable.

i"Lindgren, Econ. Geol. Vol. 2, pp. 461-463, 1907.

iiKirk. Econ. Geol Vol. 7, p. 67, January 1912.
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I'KnBAlll.i: l'oXI»ITIi»NS «IF MlVKH M IJT VTION. Il< SS lllltl

S«<linllor8t«t«':'-"

"It stM-ms pn>lMil<li' that tii. iiiiii;>icii iniiicnils may

linvi> Ihh'Ii ili'jMisitfil fniin tlio linttir wati-r iinaiialiiijf

fmiii inaRinas, aiul silver aiul (^>Kl from the solutions

nfttT tlii'V liavi- somewhat (•(m>K'i1." This coiu-hisinn

wonlii pmvoko tlu- iiifin-m-c tliat tin- (iilpiii cotiiilv ^rol^l

dei>osit8 «ro of a hipluT Icvfl, tlu- cxIiMisioii of whicii lias

hvcii I'rodi'il. Spuir. Mall." ami l{nns«imf'* Iwar out

Liiulgmi's I'onohision that as much as .'iO()l) ft. of roi-k

has (lis<ippi>ared from the tniigsti-n ari-a. In the disi-Jis-

sion I'iti'il. liiiiiljrrfn uses tin- lonclnsions of Spurr. Uiiii-

st>nu', and Hall tonethor with his own inftTfncrs hji.scd

upon the signiKeaiit ndneral as.soeiations mentioned

niHive. and elassifies thi'.sc deposits amonpr those of inter-

mediate vein-zone depths—4000 to I'J.OOO ft. below the

surfaee at the time of their filling.

A small anionnt of eharaeteristie alteration (projiy-

litization'i is apparent, as well as evideiui' of too nun li

brccciation and open vein-filling for the lower deplii

given for that zone. On the whole, tiie evidenee seems to

permit the supposition that the deposits as explored at

present—to 1000 ft. in depth—were formed near tlif

top of Linilpren's intermediate vein-zoue, or at alimit

6000 ft. from what was then the surfaee.

Origin of the Ore. Reasonably good evidence in the

form of inelusions of different kinds of rocks, some of

them well rounded, evidently by digestion and absorp-

tion into the granitic ina^ma. indicates that there was a

variegated roof-rock over this magma : indeed, it seems

probable from certain erosion renuiants that several

thousand feet of rock has been removed since the cool-

ing of the granite. It is also known that ferberite is

slightly soluble in ordinary vadose (meteoric or sur-

face) waters. This seems the strongest tangible evidenee

at band to account for deposition by downward cnrieb-

ment from formerly overljnng rocks of possible tungsten

content.

Opposed to tiiese threads of evidence are (1) the fact

that they do not .suggest a source for the metal; (2) the

tungsten minerals have close genetic association with a

typical acid magma; (3") they have genetic comiection

also with the post-Cretaceous formation of the Front

range, that time being one of widespread metallization

throughout the Rocky ilountain region
; (4) the evidence

cited from Lindgren and others indicates that the ore

was deposited at intermediate depths, probably 6000 ft.,

rather deep for the effective downward circulation of

meteoric waters.- (.5 I there is an absence of sources for

acids stronger than humous or carbonic types, there be-

ing almost no sulphides in these deposits: (6) the tung-

sten minerals are only slightly .solul)le in the carbonic

and other acids to be found in water near surface, no
downward enrichment being recognizable in the exist-

ing mine workings: (1) the veins are constant in depth

as far as developed, about 1000 ft., being more depend-

12U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 583. p. 14. 1914.

13X7. S. Geoloeical Survey. Prof. Paper 63, p. 14.5. 190S.

"U. S. Geological Sun-ey Prof. Paper 75. pp. fiO-62. 1911.

able in lliis direction than is usnidly llir I'lisr Imri

zontally.

Tlie.se and other obNcrvations appear to show thai lli"

metals emanated from the ^'rnnitie iiiiignia below, prob

ably long after the solidification of at ienKt the upper

zone. The nniny geni'ralions ot' tlieriiinl vein-minerals

si^'nify that the cooling iinti emit raetion eiinsing tlie

eai-tlii|nake netion that sliatlcrr<l .iml sheared the veins

extended over a long period. jiikI lliat einaiiations of

silica and I'l-rberilc-forming eonstilncnts eontiniicd till

the sources below Were eUl iilV through s<iliili(ic;il icili.

Dki'tii ok Tin: Okkuomiks. rpmi the sinirce jiiid man-

ricr of deposition of the ore depemls biigcly the life of

the tmiirsten lllilics. The eonclllsiDIi tllllt tlie llli'llllli/,!!-

tion oc'curred from lielow upward .seems well justified,

and the eontiiinity of the vi'ins to nnieli greater deplii

tlijin yet pr(is|)eeled is reasiiniilily assured. I have niaile

elose sluilies of the veins at Butte; those, tliougli metal

lized eliietly in eo|)per. are siinilar to lin' veins of

Bouldei uiily in several respects. I'icmh the lit'litni-ss

and intense pnipyliti/ation of the Hutte veins, as com-

pared with the Honlder veins, it would ap|)ear thai the

parts left by erosion at Unite weri' forinrd nineli ijii'iii'i

than the tungsten deposits as mineil at ju'eseiit. Il

seems fair to infer, tlicn. that the latter may persist Id

even greater deptii iliaii the imsent lowest levels of the

Rutte mines—.3000 feet.

Hints on Pro.si-ectinc. 'I'he fullowiiig j>oints on pros-

pecting are cla.ssified inio unfavorable and favoralile

conditions. Among the first are:

(1) Schistose areas and those of more ea.sily crushed

gneiss do not generally carry continuous veins.

(2) Areas where chalcedony is abundant generally

yield ore difficult to concentration, especially in deiitli.

(.3) Time may be wa,sted by sinking on a showing ol'

manganese-bearing magnetite that resembles ferberite.

A weak magnet will attract this mineral, while a power-

ful magiU't will be needed to pick up the ferberite. The

streak of magnetite is black while that of ferberite is

brownish black to reddi.sh black—becoming more ruddy

where exposed to weathering. Hematite has a dull-red

streak, and is lighter in weight and harder than ferber-

ite. Iliibnerite, the manganese tungstatc. less desirable

than ferberite. is rare. Its elongated, hair-brown crystals

are easily distingiushed from the rhombic glossy black

crystals of ferberite.

The more favorable conditions are:

1. Areas in the neighborhood of pegmatite veins.

2. Many prosi)cctors and engineers have faith in the

country near the ba.sic dikes, especially those of linrii-

blende-andesite and pyroxene-andesite.

3. Occa.sionally a fault-zone along or across a liiil is

denoted by a valley. Hut valleys are also eroded in the

.schist belts, so that this is only a suggestion.

4. Ferberite withstands weathering, and may there-

fore be found naturalh' expo.sed, especially on steep

slopes, in dikes of pegmatite, and in float broken from

cither of these.

5. Wliere conditions are favorable, it is sometimes
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advautagt'ous to undercut the vein liy an adit; but since

the ore is generally more persistent in dip than in strike,

it is well to prove the vein by sinking at or near the

point of discovery.

(5. Assays are not generally necessary. Ferl)erite is

easily distinguished from other minerals occurring in

these deposits by its high specific gravity (7.5), and its

bright, almost cubic crystals of easy cleavage and dull

reddish-brown streak (or fine powder). The prospector

soon learns that it is folly to discard any ferberite at

all. "When tungstic acid is worth $100 per unit ($5 per

pound) pure ferberite is worth about $4 per pound. It

is well to have assays made of old dumps, for in these

the ferberite may be ground or weathered too fine for

recognition.

Le.\sing. a large part of the production comes from

lessees, who pay a 25% royalty and operate under agree-

ments subject to cancellation on 90 days' notice. Oc-

casionally the lessee contracts to mine at the same

royalty a block of ground of, say, 70 by 100 ft. within

the vein, and may proceed until it is all extracted, pro-

vided he does so continuously—day by day. Some op

erators have engaged to lease a definite distance along

anj' veins cut in an adit for a period of two years from

the time the veins are cut. provided they work continu-

ously. The method of development by leasing is satis-

factory to the lessee, who in turn exploits the ore possi-

bilities in that part ol' the vein near his lease, and also

gives a fair cash return for his rights.

Milling. Some of the ore does not neetl concentra-

tion, but nmch of it must be milled to bring it up to 60

or even 48%. grade. None of it is refined to tungstic

acid on the ground. A small penalty is exacted for ship-

ments running below 60% WO-, ; ore running al)ove

0.25% phosphorus or 0.01% sulphur is not sold. The

ferberite is ordinarily more easily crushed than its

gangues, so that careful dressing is necessary. K. D.

George, State geologist of Colorado, ha.s shown by ex-

periment that stamping the ore till it is separated from

the gangue reduces it to a pulp that will remain long in

.su.spen.sion. causing large losses in the tailing. As a re-

sult recent mills have installed initial grizzlies, followed

by coarse jaw-crushing of oversize and immediate screen-

ing, passing thence to rolls for finer sizing and .screen-

ing, lessening the possibility of 'puljiing' tfl a small por-

tion of the ore. This dressing is seen to be not unlike

that applied to the zinc ores of Missouri.

Silver is used for a nation's coinage whenever a large

amount of small coins is needed, as in paying troops,

even though the gold standard is the basis of exchange

in the country. When prolonged uncertainties of war oi'

financial straits cause the hoarding of gold, a demand
for silver coin ensues. In a recent di-scussion of silver

for coinage, the New York Times asks the following ques-

tion and answers it: "Why should a Government go

to the trouble and expense of buying silver for coinage?

Why not go on issuing paper monej' for circulation '! Is

not the fact that a Government is alil<' to buv silver

proof eaougli of its solvency? The answei' is that money
must be related to people. Theory alone will not suffice.

Traditions, haliits, and prejudices have to be considered.

Tliere is a limit to the amount of paper money that

people will freely accept. The limit is variable between

different people. It is probalily much lower in Russia

than in France and England. But with any people

there is a more or less definite ratio which metal money
should bear to paper money. Paper money has been in-

creased enormou.sly in Europe. That circumstance alone

would call for a greater coinage of silver. But it is

probable that at the same time people have been hoard-

ing silver. That would be only natural. Gold they are

forbidden to hoard ; silver they may. If they save at all,

they would be at liberty to put silver aside and spend the

paper money. Silver has an intrinsic value and always

will have. Paper money, no matter how much confidence

you have in it, is open to risk. Silver in liand would not

be changed in value by the outcome of war, whej'eas

some of the paper money now appearing in Europe may
be greatly depreciated by the conditions of peace."

One of the companies that manufactures rock-drills

recommends, for the tempering of drill-steel, the use of

a special solution of blue vitriol and sal-ammoniac in

place of water. Such a solution, as used at the testing-

plant of the company, is mixed in an earthen jar in the

ratio of 7 lb. of blue vitriol and 4 lb. of sal-annnoniac

to 15 gallons of soft or distilled water. It is necessary,

with this solution, to provide a hood just overhead with

stove-pipe attached, to conduct the fume that arises

when the bits are tempered. In case it is not practical

to use this special tempering-bath, a strong brine is

recommended. Although not absolutely necessary, it is

preferable to anneal the steel after forging it and before

tempering: this is best done by heating tlie steel a trifle

higher than the tempering-heat and laying it across a

piece of iron or in dry ashes to cool to blackness; care

should be exercised not to place the steel on the damp
ground to cool, as this rapidly conducts the heat away
and produces .strains in the steel.

To temper, heat the bit slowly to a bright cherry-red

for about three inches from the cutting-face, and plunge

in the bath for ^ or 5 in., holding the steel vertical and
moving it slightly until the cutting-edges are cool. Then
plunge the entire bit for 6 or 8 in. into the batii and
withdraw quickly, after which one wing should lie pol-

ished in order to detect the proper tempering coloi-.

When this color is secured at the bit end, quench it in oil.

Idling it remain there until cold.

A quicker method of tempering is to anneal the .steel,

bank the fire, and insert the bit, iieating only j to g in.

When the desired heat is obtained—a cherry-red—the

bit is simply plunged and left in the brine to cool. The

manufacturing conijiany, which recommends llu' above

methods, advises "not to use clear water for teiiipering,

as the acid sohifinn oi' brine gives mucii lietfcr usults.
"
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Coiic«atratiOB of QuicksUvor
Ores

As privmiislv iiimoniiccil l>v tlir Siati' .Mlll.•l;llll^;l^l

.

KU'tcluT ilamilttiii, an inv»'sti(jatioii is Ix'injt (oinlinlr.l

iiilo llu' inetlio<1s of fonooiitrution of iiuii-ksilvi-r oivs.

Tlu- I'Xpfrinii'iital work is ln-iiijr farricd on in ili.' mill of

tile Di'iiartnn-nl of Miniu);. at tlio rnivcrsilv of Cali-

fornia. UiTk«'li-y. liy Waltor \V. Ilratlh-y. of lli.- staff of

the StMto Alining Mnivau. Mucli cxiu'riincntal work lias

yet to Ih- done. Imt sut^icit-nt data Imvo bocn jtaim-d. so

far. to miikf a pnliininary slatfiui-nt of partial results,

pending the issuanee of the final report in Inilletin form

later. This is done in the hope that it nniy a.ssist those

who are making impiiries along the.se lines. an<l also that

it nwiy elieit suggestions from tho.se who are similarly

experimenting at various mines throughout the State.

Asiile from the present war-hegotten flurry of high

prices, quieksilver mining in California has heeome

more and inon- a (piestion of econoniieally handling

lai-ger tonnjjgcs of lower grade ores. Sinee Holiert Seott

evolved his fine-ore. tile furnaee in 1871. there have

been no improvements worthy of mention in the metal-

lurgy of (luicksilver until the present agitation for eon-

eentrating. A very surprising feature of the situation,

partieularly to one familiar with metallurgical practices

in the ii'duetion of gold, silver, copper, etc.. is the ahso-

lute lack of any sy.stematie .sampling and assaying at

the quicksilver mines. So far as we have observed there

is not a quieksilver mine in California which possesses

or utilizes an assay-ofKee. at least there was none up to

within the last six months. The distillation assay with

tlie AVhitten apparatus is simple, quick, and accurate.

The old-timers have been complacently saying "the fur-

nace gets it all." and that therefore they did not need

to assay. It is doubtful if the Scott fine-ore furnaces in

operation in California are averaging 75% extraction.

In addition they are notorious for the quicksilver ab-

sorl>ed by the furnace and condenser walls : also soot is

formed which has to be re-treated for contained mer-

eurj-. The products of fuel combustion being mixed

with the vaporized mercury, cause condensing troubles.

Our experiments have shown that high extraction

(above 90% ) can be obtained by water concentration on

tables, with friable ores in which the cinnabar is dis-

tinctly crystalline. Crushing by roll.^ produces a mini-

mum of slime. If. however, the pulp contains a cinnabar

.slime, either from 'paint' ores, or by reason of having

to crush fine to relea.se the sulphide, the extraction by

tables will be low. In such ca.ses. though, it can be im-

proved by clas-sification. and treating the different sizes

on separate tables. The slimed cinnabar can be re-

covered by flotation. A high extraction has been ob-

tained by flotation tests in finely-ground (-80 mesh),

fresh ores, utilizing either pine-oil derivatives or euca-

h-ptiis oils. "We say "fresh" ores, becau.se. contrary to

common conception, cinnabar on exposure does oxidize

sufficiently to affect flotation results, as some of our tests

have indicated, (iood results were obtained by liilile I'un

eentration on an ore carrying natural (|uiekNilvcr.

The concent rales being oiilained, have yet to lie

roasted. Hetorls are of limited eapai'ity ; and the con-

centrate, because of its high specilic gravity. rci|uiri's

stirring to prevent packing. .\ siindl furnace of the

Scott lyjic could be used, with a narrower shaft and

narrow shelfslit : such as in ukc at the New Idria mine

I'oi' treating soot. Here again we have the fitel-coinbus

tion products niixed with the quicksilver va|icir-. Mini the

attendant condensing dillicnlties. Some form of rotary

roaster may be adapted, or a small-si/.e nnil of Ihc ,Mi'

Dougall or Wedge type of mechanically iiilililcd finnai-r

uuifHc-tired.

The ultimalr licrisjon luiwiiii m st i;iit.'lil I'lir'naec-i-e-

duction or concentration and ruiisl ing of I lie roiM'i'nt rale

will be a matter of coinparativi' cost i-(iii|il('(l witli coiii-

paralive extraction. The initial instalijilinn ol' ;i Scoll

tine-ore furnace unit is high (iiii-hiding iinnli-iisi'i-s, cicv.

.$]0()() |»cr ton-day cajiacity. We know of iiislaiic-cs

where the cost has bci'ii iiiateriaily less than tliis (igiire.

but they arc the exec|iii(iii imIIht iIimii tlir rule); Ihc

extrai-tion is low (in tlie nuijority of ca.ses proliably less

than 7o9< ^ : cost of ojieration is low (."lOe. to 7r)c. per Ion

for large units. ecniininii;iliy iiiaiuiged. liioiitrli this does

not include high ciisl-rcjiair. interest, or (lepi'ceialioii on

the high initial installation ca|)ital'). A conccntraling

plant of equal capacity will n(|iiire less than one-tenth

the initial capital expenditure, ami a corresiiondingly

lower depreciation charge; it will give 2r» to '.iO'/', higher

extraction ; Imt the operating cost, on account of finer

crushing, will be 30 to rtO'); higher. These points will

have to be determined for each individual property-.

Gold as a factor in finance was discus.sed by Mr. Adam
Shortt at a recent meeting of the Canadian Mining In-

stitute. "Gold." he stated, "is used in international

exchange only to meet the temporary fluctuations in

point of limited time. Owing to the fact that London has

been the exchange centre of the world, and that people

everywhere have confidence in the soundness of its fin-

ances, many of the sales effected between distant

countries, for instance, between Soutli America and

China and Japan, pass through London, although the

goods may not go within two or three thousand miles of

England." This is not due so much to the accumulation

of an enormous gold reserve, as France. «an probably

furnish more gold than Great Britain. But it is a con-

sequence of the great foreign trade and inter-relations of

Britain. "The actual test of the efficiency of the credit

of a nation is the small amount of gold that is required

to seri'e and maintain that credit." This last pronounce-

ment has a direct bearing upon the investigation being

made in Canada as to the advisability of increa.sing the

Dominion's gold reserve. Likewise it relates to a condi-

tion of finance in this country, where the amount of gold

maintained has never been large, until recent importa-

tions in consequence of 'war orders' have diverted a good

deal of gold from Europe to the United States.

I
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GENERAL VIEW OF ATOLIA FROM THE RAILROAD STATION.

The I'liamsi^'^sm mm^ m j^smMmM <W.

By Cbartes T. Mwiishisus®'^.

ATOLIA is near the boundary between San Ber-

nardino and Kern counties, California, about 40

miles west of Kramer, a station on the Santa Fe
railroad. This detailed statement is rendered necessary

by the fact that until about a year ago nobod.>' would

have cared where Atolia was. Now thousands of people,

at war and at peace, are directly aflt'ected by the well-

being of Atolia, or, to be more specific, the Atolia Min-

ing Company, which is the nucleus around which Atolia

has grown.

The reason for this is the output of tungsten ore. of

which the Atolia Mining Company is one of the largest

producers in the I'nited States. A comparativel.v short

time ago, the output from the scheelite deposits of the

llohave desert was of no importance. The bulk of the

tungsten used in the United States was imported from

Europe: the prevailing price at that time, about .$7.50

per unit in the spring of 1914. was such that with care-

ful management a small profit could be made by op-

erating the company's mines and mill, and in treating;

small quantities of ore mined by lessees and owners of

small mines near-by.

Now. however, tungsten has become one of the lustiest

of all "war babies.' and the Atolia Mining Company has

.lumped from com])arative obscui'ity into such ]m)nii-

nenee that when a fire partly destroyed the mill in Janu-

ary last, the market price of tungsten immediately

.lumped from $35 per unit to $75 and over. I)u1 which is

now somewhat lower.

When the Allies began to organize tlirir munilion de-

partment in real earnest, orders for millions upon inil-

lions in various iron and steel products were placed in

the United States. To machine this iron and steel, cor-

respondingly great quantities of high-speed steel for

cutting-tools were required, while the great machine-
.'ihops of Europe were equally clamorous in their de-

mand. Tungsten is the alloy commonly used in making

steel of this character, most of the high-speed tool-steel

carrying from 12 to 18% of tungsten. A price of 65c.

before the War has jumped to over $3.25 per pound at

present writing, and the supply is inade(iuate to fill the

demand. It has even been stated that one of the great

American steel companies had an order from Europe for

26.000,000 lb. of high-speed tool-steel at a price of about

$3 per pound. It is not surprising, then, that the well-

informed are curious about Atolia.

The method of milling the ore is comparatively simple,

wet concentration being used. Primary breaking is done
in a Hercules-Blake crusher, while the finer grinding is

completed in a Marcy ball-niill and Huntington under-
driven roller-mills. Sand and slime are separated by
Dorr duplex classifiers, while Callow tanks are used -for

dewatering: subsequent concentration is effected by
Deister Simplex double and single-deck tables. The con-

centrate is then sacked in the usual way. while the tail-

ing is dewatered in an Oliver continuous filter and the

cake carried to the tailing-pile by a trough-belt con-

veyor. The slime-tailing is deposited in a separate

settling-pond where it is impounded for ultimate re-

treatment. Hand-jigs fill a useful function in eliminat-

ing much of the slime before concentration.

rre[)aralions were under way at the mill to su])stitute

electric motors throughout, in place of distillate-engines;

in fact, only one of the distillate-engines was in com-
mission at tht' time of the fire, and it was this engine
that was resi)onsible for the conflagration. Back-firing

cau.sed the almost complete destruction of the mill, fol-

lowed by an increa.se in the price of tungsten of .$45 per

unit, and of high-speed tool-steel $2.75 per pound.

Atolia is teeming with life. Even beyond the city s

limits, if there be such, the subtle influence of the boom
is felt. On the way in the train, the conductor whis-

jiered mysteriously of great deposits of the once base,

now nearly ])recious. metal. Taking an automobile as a
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substitute for the slow train from KriiimT. ami voyaniiitr

nvklfssly towanl Atolin ovor tlu> thank you ina'ams

niaMiucnulint; a.s n n>atl, the i-lw»ulTiur piilly insinualcil

that he knew of a fine deposit of •plai-tr luinrslen,"

which I'ouKl b«' nwule to "pay hi^j" for an cxp.ii.littir.'

of only $1500.

Estimates from various souroes plaof the present pop

ulation at SoO souls, and .some Mcxieans. The ajipear

anee of the tente«l eity is plea.sanlly reininisiiiil of

Tonopah and Goldfield during the early d;i\s. Tin'

mines and mill of the Atolia company are oprralcd on

.three S-hour shifts: the same is true of tlie const ruclion

erew at work on the re-building of the mill. The restau-

rants meet the exigencies imposed by these conditions

and are on tJie job all the time. Accommodations for

strangers, aiid even old-time n'sidents of, say, a week's

standing, are nil. Space there is plenty, tents arc scan

c

hotels are non-existent. One miner rather patlieticaliy

ol»8erved through the wicket-window at the company's

office that he had been "on the pay-roll four days." that

he had been "sleeping on the soft side of a pile of lum-

ber for four nights." and that resulting therefrom

had come upon him "the gol-durndest kink in his back

that ever was." and that therefore an enforced rest was

necessitated until .siich time as a bed and tent could be

procured for liim by fair means or foul.

The chief of construction, finding certain topographic

advantages in that portion of the city corresponding to

Forty-second and Broadway, pre-empted the greater

portion of it for use as a framing-yard, and three shifts

of millwrights are busily engaged in framing the new

building. It is an almost continuous procession of build-

ing material, maehinerj-. and supplies that passes from

the railroad freight-platform down the street to the

mill. Record time was made in the work of rehabilita-

tion after the fire. The still-smoking ruins were re-

moved in a few days, such machinery as presented pos-

sibilities of repairs was hauled out of the debris and new

parts ordered, while the scrap was piled up to one side.

As fast as new machinery arrived on the ground it was

installed and put to work, and the production of concen-

trate was well under way long before there was even a

suggestion of a roof over the building. Weather condi-

tions fortunately were favorable, while the management

of the mine was not of the type that is dismayed by

obstacles. Tungsten at $60 per unit and fairly strong

is a powerful spur toward strenuous efforts at renewed

production.

The camp has no water, so from four to five carloads,

each of 10.000 gallons, have to be freighted daily from

Kramer, a distance of about 40 miles. The cost per car-

load is $18.50. This quantity represents the total con-

sumption of both mill and town : the company furnishes

the domestic water-supply, having installed tank-storage

and an eleetrieally-driven pump for the purpose. In

order to save the enormous waste of water ordinarily

incident to wet concentration, an Oliver filter was pur-

chased, for dewatering aU the tailing.

The scarcity and high cost of water would indicate

that Atolia is a dry town. As a nudlcr of fact it is,

literally, being geographically within the conlincs of San

Hcrnanlino cminty. wliii'li lias been 'on llir wagim' t'or

some years. KaiidNburg is the nearest dispensary of I lie

kind of wet goods that comes in bottles and kegs, liul.

strange to say, iIktc is little visual evidi'ni'e of ovei

ilMJIllgence on the |i;ill ol' tile |peii|ile (if .\loliii ill fael.

of any indulgeiiee at all. .\ place on the |>ay roll is I'on

tingeiit upon regularity of attendance and perrorniaiii'e

of duties; wages are good iiiid the S I
• il.i\ prevails;

so it would appear that the Aniei-iean wnrknian is be

ginning to realize that -lOrod whiskey and ;ill niglit

sprees are iml the (iuhl Dust twins that |ii'im|iicc eillur

happiness or |>r(isperily. ,\n inipnsing dignitary, sloiieh

hatted and slai'red. stalks amiind the eaiiip all day in

his capacity of representative of the ma.iesty of the law,

and if it were not. for the high-grader, his position would

lie a sinecure indeed.

'i'he high-grader, like the y)onr. seems iilways with lis.

Now that the value of tungsten ores may he expressed

in terms of pounds, rather than tons, the temptation is

great for the mentally weak to walk off with their shirt-

fronts bulging with rich s])eciinen rock. One man was

eaugiit r"(l-hande(l with no less than ISO pounds of high-

grade in a sack on his back. A trip at the eoiuity ex-

pense to Barstow was the result, and the offender will

have a few years before him in which to realize that

honesty ])ay8.

The names of the ad.joiiiing towns would indicate that

the original discoverers had spent some time in Sontli

Africa. Thus we have Johannesburg, Randsburg, and

Rand, all within about ten miles of Atolia. Many of

thost empl'/yed by the Atolia company 'commute' be-

tween Atolia, Randsburg, and Johannesburg, by aid of

the omnipresent jitney, the handiwork of the grfal

pacifist of Detroit being everjnvhere in evidence.

Round-trip tickets between Johannesburg, or Jo'burg

in the vernacular of the native, cost 50 cents. There is

a good desert hotel at Johannesburg, for some reason

named neither the Palace nor the Grand. It is operated

on the Golden Rule plan, by which guests are informed

as to rates and then let blissfully alone until ready to

depart. Each guest renders a verbal account of his

meals and sleeps, pays his bill, and departs. This is no

place for the certified public accountant.

The hospitality of the waste places is proverbial, tlu-

honesty likewise, and. take it all in all, there is a fascina-

tion about the desert peculiarly its own. One morning,

three old-timers were sitting outside my bedroom-win- |
dow, comparing notes on the topics of the day. The

conversation switched to the comparative merits of the

various intellectual centres of the Mohave desert. After

listening to the views of his companions, one old

patriarch said, with an air of finality that left no room

for doubt, "I have tramped this desert for nigh onto

forty years; T bin to Ballarat. Lone Pine. Barstow. and

once I was way over to Bakersfield. I bin everywhere

in this whole country, and take it all in all, little old

Jo 'burg is good enough for me.
'

'
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our oian correspondents.

LEADVILLE, COLORADO
Ore Pboductio^.—Mining Law.—Silver, Iron, and Mangan-ese

Ores.

Leadville's output is growing at a great rate. During April,

approximately 72,500 tons of ore was sent out, an Increase of

10,000 tons over the quantity in February. The greater part

of the ore Is zinc carbonate and zinc-lead sulphide, products

which have been rushed onto the market because of the pre-

vailing high prices. The Western Mining Co., shipping 350

tons of carbonate daily, led the individual producers with a

total output of 10,500 tons for the mouth. The Ibex, Garbutt,

Yak, Iron Silver, and Star, each produced from 200 to 350

tons per day. The Star dispatched 350 tons of manganese ore.

New properties are commencing continually and the district's

production is growing accordingly. It is estimated that the

output for the year will total over $18,000,000.

The proposed Federal mining law now pending in Congress

is not thorough enough; this is the conclusion arrived at by

the Lake County Metal Miner's Association at a meeting held

recently for the purpose of considering the measure. The new
law would not be complete and would not offer provisions

that would entirely remedy the defects of the present statute,

and therefore, could not be considered as a desirable change.

Additional litigation and court rulings would be required to

make the proposed law workable. Copies of the report of

the committee on the mining law signed by R. D. McLeod
(city attorney), and W. O. Reynolds, Harry Mamlock. H. H.

Norton, and .John Harvey, well-known mining men, will be

mailed to Bulkley Wells, chairman of the Colorado Metal

Miner's Association. Other copies will be forwarded to Sena-

tor Charles S. Thomas and Congressman Edward T. Taylor,

both of Colorado and chairmen of the mining committees in

Congress. Among the faults found in the present mining
laws, and which are not fully provided for in the pending

measure are the apex theory, thfe procedure of acquiring

rights to claims where mineral is not near the surface and

where discovery must be long deferred, tunnel locations and

the complications arising from them, the law of discovery, the

law of assessment, individual privilege for the location of

unlimited number of claims, and locations by proxy. Some
alteration has been made in the new law which is regarded as

an improvement over the existing measure in connection with

the above shortcomings, but the improvement is not as great

as the mining industry has the right to hope for and expect.

Should the proposed measure be adopted in its present form,

it will prevent the introduction of a better bill in Congress
for a long period, and would cause a new and troublesome

era of litigation over new phraseology that has been substi-

tuted for language already construed by the Courts. In short,

the mining bill does not provide proper legal authority for

the requirements of the mining industry. It should be killed

in Congress and an ample provision drawn-up without further

delay.

Leadville is a heavy producer of silver ore. and the recent

advance in price is of importance here. Such properties as
the Louisville, Dinero, Yak, and New Monarch secure the
greater part of their revenue from the silver in their ores.

Every mine in this district, with the possible exception of

the zinc properties, produces some silver, and the increased
value of the metal will make a material difference in the

settlements. In the Dinero and Louisville, ore is mined that

contains as much as 5000 oz. of silver per ton. Iron proper-

ties are also reaping the benefit of the high price of silver.

In the past it has been difficult to operate these mines, mainly
as there was little received for the silver. All the iron pro-

duced in the district contains from 3 to 15 oz. silver per ton,

and the price offered for the ore has been Just sufficient to pay
for mining it. Iron operators now are able to develop their

properties at a fair profit, with the result that a number of

old abandoned iron mines are being re-opened.

The Julia Mining Co., incorporated, with a capital of $10,000,

has purchased the Cloud City and Home Extension properties

in the Down Town mining area now being drained through the

Penrose shaft. A few men are employed at the Home Exten-
sion instailing machinery and repairing the shaft, which is

600 ft. Large bodies of iron and manganese are known to

exist in the property; these will be re-opened as soon as the

shaft work is completed. The Cloud City and Home Exten-
sion have been idle since 1907. At that time they were heavy
producers of these ores. Trouble in coping with the water
and low prices for ore closed the properties. The resumption
of activity is partly due to the draining of the ground through
the Penrose, but more so to the high prices offered for man-
ganese. The Extension is expected to commence shipping in

the next few weeks. Clarence Jarbeau, a retired Denver at-

torney and well-known Colorado mining man, is the organizer
and manager of the new company. Associated with him are
Mayer Harrison of Denver and Edwin R. Cooper of Los An-
geles.

A well-known Leadville man, W. J. Davis, has organized a
local leasing company for the purpose of developing the North
Side claims on north Fryer hill. A new shaft is being sunk
about a quarter of a mile south-west of the Harvard where the
U. S. S. R. & E. Co. is draining the entire section. The ter-

ritory is rich in iron, manganese, and lead-silver ores.

Cramer & Co., operating the Star No. 5, Waterloo, Y'ankee
Doodle, and Aetna properties on Carbonate hill, have opened
the largest bodies of iron-manganese ever encountered in the
district. Contracts for the ore have been closed with the
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. at Pueblo, and a steady output of

200 tons per day is made. The properties are also producing
a good deal of carbonate of zinc and fluxing iron. With the
exception of the Star No. 5. these i)roperties have been closed
down for a number of years, and it is only the recent demand
for manganese and iron that has brought them back to ac-

tivity. The Porter shaft on the Star property is also shipping
100 tons daily of manganese ore, this going to the C. P. & I.

at Pueblo.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Leasing Bill, Oil Reserves, Mining Law.

After a delay of several weeks. Senator Phelan of California
has written his report to the Senate on the so-called leasing
bill for the exploration of oil, gas, etc. It has been ordered
out favorably by the Committee on public lands, being a sub-
stitute for the Ferris bill passed by the House of Representa-
tives. The Senate's amended bill differs in the main from that

of the House through its omission of the section bearing on
coal lands in the public domain. It is stated that a separate
bill covering the disposition of this point will be i)resente(l later
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and un!t>d (or luiuaisp. The onilwtlon lit n con«l(loriil)lo Hur-

prlsn'. ami WimhlnKlon tlint i( «im clocldod

on to holji .. •' tlu' I'lll, n» It Iuik Imth n-porti-d

to the Sennti' l>y iho ohnuniuiou of llu< opiioHlllun of tlio coal

iiion. IcavUiK tlipt* to nK>>« thi-lr buitlp Kcimrntol.v l:ilcr iind

w.iikwr lUorcby However, the coiil nion «r«> nKliiInK nioio limn

iinyihln): t>l»i' the prInclpU' Involved in ilio loaHhiK Iden. and

they can conil>at U m 8ucc««»»fnlly n» If It Inrliidod In lt« Hiopo

coiil loasInK as well.

The naval oil roswrves arc also disrusscd In tin- IMielan

re|>orl. It »«>eni» to quostlon the Kood to the GovorMMicnt In

burning oH on Its ships with the valii.\ble by-proilmls un

extracted, and It asks If the Oovernnu-nt Is not RolnR to perpe-

tralc such waste Is It goluK Into the business of reflnluK? The

report declares that "the navy should not lay Its hands on

the leKltlniate business of the man who located and developed

the oil In limited areas, iind revealed the wealth of the West

to a country now consiMous of Us Kreatness." Congress should

grant equitable relief to such claimants, the report asserts.

It Is however not likely that the bill will receive any Im-

mediate consideration In the Senate, especially If It Is going

to evoke discussion, as It surely will, because the calendar Is

being crowded with other highly Important business, while

the summer Is coming on fast and Congress wishes to adjourn

as early as possible.

The measures in Congress calling for the codification and

revision of the mining laws are dormant. The House Com-

mittee on mines and mining has done nothing so far with

reference to the Foster bill, making the codification. The

special sub-committee appointed to study and draft the final

proposition has not met once. In the meantime the Committee

Is receiving a number of communications from mining men
and lawyei-s all over the country in criticism (some of it most

caustic I and elucidation of the Foster measure, which has

been declared wholly tentative.

JOHANNESBURG, TRANSVAAL
.\MERIl-.\N C.KriT.VI. TOB THE R.\NI).—UxDHROROr Ml Co.NDlTIO.NS.

According to a cable from London an American syndicate has

been formed to help exploit the Far East Rand. W. W. Mein

and Karl Hoffman, both well-known figures on the Rand, are

named as the engineei^ of this syndicate. I had no notion that

anything was on the carpet when I wrote my last notes. The

syndicate has every chance of doing well, and the promoters

are to be congratulated on engaging engineers who have had

former Rand experience. An idea that mining on the Rand

is a simple stereotyped business, and requires only capable

muck-shifters.' is one of those fallacies that die hard. Pretty

well each mine here has its own peculiarities, and in many
cases the mining of the really profitable ore in a banket mine

is a more difficult problem than in a quartz proposition. John

Hays Hammond is reported to have said "Damn the Rand,

I don't want to stay in a country where every office-boy is a

mine-valuer, give me a quartz country." Well, the office-boy

mine-valuer has not exactly been a success, .and much money

has been lost thereby. Of course, a quartz mine has chances

of enrichment that in a general way a banket one lacks.

Profitable, however, surprises are still in store for those who

intelligently look for them. At the Bantjes, exploration of the

Main Reef Leader long considered no good, is helping to put a

handsome complexion on an otherwise unhealthy looking ven-

ture. On another mine, whose name I am not at liberty to

give, a re-examination of old cross-cuts has enabled the man-

agement to locate a profitable orebody from 24 to 30 inches

wide assaying 30s. ($7.20) over an assumed stoping-wldth of

40 inches. This orebody had been frequently cross-cut at differ-

ent levels. Here again the mine was nearly closing-down, but

is now in a fair way to earn real substantial profits, not paper

ones. So even on the older mines the pleasantly unexpected

sometimes happens.

The I'hthlHlH ('ommliudon has completed ItH liiborH and will

probably uniiuiK other tblMitH iidvlMc ihul ilie bliiHtiuK of ore be

conllned by law to oiic hIumIi' hlillt. This Ih (|uII<- aH It Hliould

be. and will lioili bo a real econmny and a health prcKiTvalivo.

A great liuprovcmeni on tin- nilncH lum taken place, hh far as

phtblHlH prevention In concerned. Ixils more yet reipilreH lo be

dune to weed out the 'slackers.' And the rigid enforceineni of

Hlngle-shlft blasting will only be opposed by IncompelenlH or

managers forced to push imder-developod mines. And IheHC

deserve no consideration. The (iovernMient Is taking slrong

measures against anyone convicted of breaking (he dust and

Plans showing the distribution of well-defined patches or
shoots of conKlomerate in the Far East Rand. (A) Brakpan;
(B) Nigel. The dark patches represent sloped areas; in the
Nigel these correspond closelj- with the distribution of the con-
glomerate, in Brakpan with special areas o£ conglomerate.
The two plans are drawn on the same scale and oriented alike.

Outcrop of reef. D = dike.

Scale approximately 1 in- = '000 ft. (after Mellor).

smoke regulations. In many cases, however, the real offender

or cause of the offense escapes. I know a case of a mine

manager who took over a section of a big mine, and found

tramming shifts working in smoke and dust, the men being

sent down before the mine had a chance to clear itself. He
called the general manager's attention to this, and suggested

an alteration in the time of the shift, pointing out that this

would mean a temporary falling-off in tonnage. The reply was

"It will be a very serious thing for you if tonnage falls." This

manager, wise in hjs generation, moved to another mine.

Now, in this mine, another section was paid a surprise visit by

a Mining Inspector. The men were working under the worst

conditions possible, owing to the shift going down immediately

after, and in some cases before, blasting. An enquiry was held,

the general manager claims he knew nothing of the practice;

in fact, knew nothing at all about such details. The manager

just appointed claimed ignorance too. The mine captain, the

least to blame of the three, will probably lose his ticket, and
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get fined. This may be an exceptional case; still it is not

altogether an isolated one.

There is little excuse even for a section manager allowing

anyone to influence him in breaking the law, as he can always

report to his board. Nevertheless, an unscrupulous or in-

competent general manager can do, and does do, a lot of harm,

by indirectly encouraging breaches of the law. Of course, if

trouble occurs he pleads ignorance and always gets off scot-

free.

The worst abuses occur on the big unwieldy mines that have

a large number of officials, with limited powers and responsi-

bilities. In case of trouble, some underling is sacrificed and

nothing more is said or done. The best-run and healthiest

mines are undoubtedly those, like the Albu group, where there

is a manager resixjnsible for everything, and in close touch

with his chairman or managing director. Sir George Albu

has set a good example by supporting his managers in their

efforts to improve health conditions. And he has plainly

intimated that any unsatisfactory health reports will hurt the

individual manager's standing with the board. The phthisis

question is such an important one on the Rand that you will

excuse me tor dilating on it.

A rather amusing echo of the last strike is being heard in

the law-courts. Sir George Albu is being sued by the recently

returned deportees for libel. In a speech at the Chamber of

Mines soon after the strike he called them "criminals" and

apparently added in the "widest sense of the word." Now they

are suing him for libel; judgment is not yet given, but no evi-

dence to justify the language was forthcoming, and Sir George

by this time should have understood the English language

better than to have said what he did. Apparently he wished

his remarks to be construed in a "Pickwickian sense." German-

born though he is, he has sent his son to fight for his adopted

country. Good luck to them both.

In the Journal of the Chemical. Metallurgical and Mining

Society of South Africa for February is given the full text

of E. T. Mellor's paper, 'The Conglomerates of the Witwaters-

rand,' from which the accompanying sketch is taken.

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

SmSTANCE OF .V DhXKEE BY THE PrESIDEXT OF MEXICO, INTKO-

DUCING Important Changes ix Mining Legislation.

The new export and import taxes are to be effective from

May 1, 1916, and the taxes on mining property, as mentioned

in the decree, to be in force from July 1, 1916. Taxes are to

be paid in Mexican gold coin. (American money is usually

accepted at the rate of 2 for 1.)

Article 1: (A) Metals exported in the form of ore, cyanide

products, sulphides, furnace products, or in whatever other

form combined or mixed with substances that are not metals

properly speaking, as follows: Gold and silver, 10% ad

valorem. Other metals. 59r ad valorem. (See Article 7

transitory.)

The Secretary of Hacienda will fix the value of the dif-

ferent metals each month according to the ruling prices in

the foreign markets. (This means New York quotations).

(B) Metals treated in Mexico to the point that they are

only alloyed or mixed with other metals, and whatever may
be their grade, are subject to a reduction of 20", on the duties

given in preceding paragraph (A).

Article 2: The following are not subject to the Interior

Stamp Tax. (In this case meaning not subject to export

duties.)

(A) Refined gold delivered to the mint for coinage, or pre-

sented in the Government offices in exchange for silver money
at the rate of 0.75 gram of fine gold for one peso.

(B) Gold and silver money of current coinage whether

Mexican or foreign. (Nevertheless risky to attempt exporta-

tion of Mexican money.)

(C) Silver in any form, natural or artificial product when

the silver is less than 250 grams per ton (1000 kg.).

(D) Gold and silver imported into Mexico, in the form

of ores, cyanide precipitate, concentrates, furnace products,

etc., for treatment in Mexican metallurgical plants. Within a

period of tour months after their importation into Mexico.

(E) Gold and silver used in Mexican industries.

(F) Samples of mineral in their natural state. (In lots

not exceeding 10 kg.)

(G) Copper in ore containing less than Z'-c copper. .Lead

in ore when less than 10%. Zinc in ore when less than 15%.

(This applies when an ore or product contains one. two. or

three of these metals.

)

Article S: (Referring principally to metals delivered to

the Mint.) Costs of assaying are only charged when the work

is done at the request of the owner or by legal requirement or

by Government order. Costs of melting when bars are not

homogeneous, or the cost of parting Is to be paid by the owner

if he wishes the work done; and at a cost based on the cost

of operation of the respective Government offices.

Article 4: Metallurgical establishments are subject to the

common laws in all of their operations.

Article 5: Special stamps worth PIO Mexican gold must be

affixed to each title to" mining property for each pertenencia

covered by the title, regardless of the mineral substance.

(This applies to titles already existing and to new titles that

may be taken out.)

Article G: The annual tax on mining property shall be as

follows, for gold and silver properties:

(A) 1 to 10 pertenencias, $6 per year: $2 every four

months.

(B) 11 to 50 pertenencias, $12 per year; $4 every four

months.

(C) 51 to 100 pertenencias, $1S per year; $6 every four

months.

(D1 101 or more pertenencias at the rate of $24 per per-

tenencia per year, or $8 every four months.

The above amounts are for each pertenencia or fraction.

(Pertenencia is a square 100 metres on each side.)

Properties other than gold and silver:

(A) 1 to 50 pertenencias, $6 per year per pertenencia;

$2 every four months.

(B) 51 to 200 pertenencias, $12 per year; $4 every four

months.

(C) 201 to 500 pertenencias, $18 per year; $6 every four

months.

(D) 501 or more pertenencias, $24 per year; $8 every four

months.

(All amounts per pertenencia and in Mexican gold coin.)

Article 1: The progressive increase is applicable when the

pertenencias are of one owner and situated in the same min-

ing district (w-hether the pertenencias owned are contiguous

or separated.)

Article .8; State taxes shall not exceed 2% of the value of

the product.

Article !): The following material is free from import

duties when for use in the treatment of ores:

Zinc in bars, filings, granulated, shavings, or in small sheets

(Including large sheets perforated so as to render them use-

less for other purposes) ; sulphur, alkaline cyanides, hypo-

sulphite of soda, and nitrate of potash or soda.

Article 10: All payments to be made in Mexican geld coin.

Transitory articles: 1th. The tax of 5% on metals other

than silver and gold, mentioned in Article 1, applies to copper

when the New York price for that metal is less than 25c. U. S.

currency per pound; when the price of copper is 25c. and up

to 30c. per pound the tax shall be 6%, and when copper ex-

ceeds 30c. American currency per pound in New York, the

tax shall be 7%.

(Signed) V. Cabbanza.

Dated Mexico City. May 1, 1916.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
ALASKA
Jink M'

DurliiK the flrst lo days o( Mny the Alaska Uastiucuu mill

has be<>n trvatiUK 6000 tons dally, aBsaying $1.60 per ton. Tbia

is a great ini|iroromenl over the SM-cent average In April.

On May 11 the Treadwell foundry cast a 5-ton drop-haninier,

the largest casting ever made in the North. It is 41 in. high

and i2 in. at largest diameter, and is used for breaking large

s«-rai) rastin.gs for re-meltlng. On May 29 the Alaska Tread-

well conipjiny pays oOo. a share.

Ketchikan-

(Spe<ial Correspondence.)—.Vbout 360 men are employed
by the producing mines in this district. Seven copper mines
are shipping at the rate of 12.000 tons a month; three gold

mines are yielding ore. and a number of gold-copper proper-

ties are being developed. The territorial mine inspector, W.
Maloney, has just completed an inspection tour of the local

mines. F. B. Hyder. mining engineer and geologist for the

.\laska Gastineau company is examining gold properties at

Sea Level, Thorn arm. C. M. Fripp has bonded the Cymru
mine at North arm.

ARIZONA
CoiIIISt Cuf.NTV

Renewed activity is reported from the Bowie. Golden Rule,

and Whetstone districts, the first two being gold producing
areas.

The advance in silver is greatly benefiting the Bunker Hill

DETBOrr COPPER CO.'S T.^ILING OrSIP AT MOBE.NCI, ABIZOXA.

property at Tombstone, which has increased iu output of ore
containing that metal and manganese. Water caused the
shutting-down of the old operating company, and the present
owners have not bothered much, save to pump 100,000 gal
daily for current use.

Glla County

At the Old Dominion the A shaft is producing over 1100 tons
of ore a day, mostly from No. 12, 14. and 16 levels. The flow

of water is now 7,000.000 gal. in 24 hours. The concentrator
treats 700 tons, and the flotation plant 300 tons daily. Some
fine concentrate is sent to the International smelter at Miami.
Development and production at the Iron Cap Is reported as

very satisfactory.

When .Nu. ID and 20 secllunH arc working in (lie InHpiralion

mill (he plant Hhould (real nearly 2ll,iilMI Iomh liiilly. 'I'lio lloor

uri'H of the whole is 4 acres, against N acres needed for a

gravity concentration plant of 7500 tons' capacity. In the

mine a system of block-signals is to be installed to regulate

ore-haulage.

.MoiiAVK County

In the old Stockton Hill district the Arizona HutlCK Mining
Co. has acquired 500 acres, developed it consideralily, and Is

now ready to erect a 120-lon mill. Henry M. Crowlher is

general manager.

CALIFORNIA
AMAIxiii Cdl ntv

Following is the preliminary statement of the I'lyiiioiiih

Consolidated for April:

Ore milled, tons 11,00(1

Total value $59,900

Working expense 27,136

Development 4,188

Surplus $28,576

Other expenditure $ 4,273

BtlTTE COU.NTY

The old Willard iilacer mine at Magalia has been acquired

by S. D. Mesmith and W. E. Young of San Diego from F. H.

Dakin. Development is to commence at once. In 1850 a

54-lb. gold nugget was found in this mine, which has been idle

for 40 years.

Calaveras County

Farmers of Calaveras and Amador counties, owning 20,000

acres of land, have Joined in 34 suits in the V. S. District

Court at San Francisco to recover damages of $300,000 from

the Penn Mining Co.. which operates a smelter on the border

of the two counties.

It is alleged that fumes from the smelter have destroyed

crops and stock. The company has replied that it is not the

gases that have ruined the crops, but poor farming.

Plumas County

At the Walker copper mine the cross-cut adit is in 500 ft..

and at 440 ft. cut what is probably a parallel vein to the main
orebody. The ore shows carbonate, chalcopyrite, and glance.

Sax Bebnabdino County

Although little has been written about Goldstone lately

genuine development is reported, with good results. There
are now seven operating companies.

The Atolia company announces that it has shut-down the

Parr and East Union mines, releasing 100 men, on account

of the poor showing in the bottom workings of these two mines

and the collapse in the price of tungsten.

Shasta County

From the mine of J. .1. Hartigan and H. T. Mecuni on

Mears creek, 4 miles west of Sims, 40 tons of asbestos has been

railed to Oakland for sale.

Tbinity County

San F'ranclsco and Los Angeles capital, represented by W.

B. Winston and C. A. March, has bonded 1500 acres of land

<
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between Lewiston and Pokes Bar on the Trinity river. The

average price was ?200 an acre. Keystone drills have been

prospecting for some time. One dredge is to be built at once

and two later on.

COLORADO
It is reported that leading mine operators in this State are

to have an enquiry into wages paid, and a re-adjustment of

same, to be fair to all concerned.

Gilpin County

By means of the Newhouse tunnel the Ophir Burroughs,

Pozo-Gilpin. and Gunnel mines are being actively worked. In

the near future mines in the Nevadaville and Quartz Hill

sections of the county will benefit by drainage through the

tunnel.

Summit County

During April the Breckenridge district dispatched gold

worth $50,000 to the Denver mint. The Tonopah Placers Co.

has three dredges at work, and the French company, one. The

latter saved a number of small nuggets, one worth $150, and

other coarse gold in April.

The Wellington Mines Co. shipped 1500 tons of zinc ore and

concentrate last month. Both mills, with a total capacity of

150 tons, are working. A market has been found for the iron-

silver-zinc product, and shipments will be 100 tons weekly.

Telleb County (Cripple Creek)

In the first quarter of 1916 the Vindicator Consolidated

earned $225,000 net from 33,086 tons of ore. Developments

in its Golden Cycle mine are encouraging.

On No. 19 level of the Portland the No. 1 vein is 6 ft. wide,

worth from $50 to $125 per ton. Between the lowest work-

ings and the Roosevelt drainage-tunnel there is 200 ft. of un-

explored ground.

IDAHO
Custer County

Work has been resumed at the well-known Lost Packer

copper mine on Loon creek. Little work is done in winter,

but in summer the smelter and concentrator are operated.

Shoshone County (Coeur d'Alene)

The monthly yield of the Success zinc mine in the Nine-Mile

district is 1800 tons of ore. Development at 1300 ft. is good.

April profits were $90,000.

In the Carney copper mine, near Mullan, reserves are esti-

mated at 50,000 tons. Ore is being sent to Tacoma.
The Interstate-Callahan shaft is being sunk 6 ft. daily with

three shifts and four men on each.

Approximately $120,000 was paid to 4000 men in the Coeur
d'Alene in the week ended May 13, the largest amount ever

distributed for a week.

The Day interests have secured control of the Ray-Jefferson

Mining Co. The treasury contains $100,000 to finance develop-

ment and equipment. The new 250-ton mill is to be ready by

July 15. Development continues good. The same people have
also got control of the Basin Mining Co., operating in the

Burke district, through their connection with the Hercules

company.

MONTANA
Lewis and Clark County

On account of the increased scale of operations in the

Marysville, Rimini, Scratch Gravel, and other adjacent dis-

tricts, Helena is said to be busier now than for 20 years. •

Lincoln County

After spending $40,000 in preparatory work, the Bear Creek

Placer Mining Co. has commenced work 18 miles south of

Libby. The steam-shovel, screening, and sluicing plant can

handle 500 cu. yd. of gravel daily.

SiLVERBOw County (Butte)

In the first quarter of 1916 the Davis-Daly company made

a deficit of $27,504. Sale of 4208 tons of ore, producing 278,-

389 lb. copper and 17,844 oz. silver realized $42,540. Develop-

ment cost $36,981, and 'mining $30,856. At 2500 ft. depth the

ore-shoot is 380 ft. long as far as developed, with high grade

in parts. A Nordberg hoist of 1000-ft. capacity, lifting 34

tons, has been ordered. Ventilation is a serious problem.

The Tuolumne Copper Co. has increased its capital from

800,000 $1 shares to 2,500,000 of the same par value.

In the first quarter of 1916 the Butte & Superior Mining Co.

had the following results:

Ore treated, tons 164,500

Zinc content, per cent 15.692

Silver, oz. per ton 6.844

Concentrate produced, pounds 90,242,000

Zinc-content, per cent 53.122

Extraction, per cent 92.855

Total cost per ton of ore $5.61

Revenue $4,623,143

Profit 3,554,940

In the corresponding period of last year the profit was

$1,163,156, and in 1914, $337,241.

MICHIGAN
The Copper Country

April yields of Calumet & Hecla and subsidiaries are as fol-

lows, in pounds:

Mines April Year to date

Ahmeek 2,158,451 7,109,721

Allouez 929,960 3,262,254

Calumet & Hecla 5,709,434 24,073,838

Centennial 257,790 820,899

Isle Royale 950,580 3,768,491

La Salle 95,863 439,646

Osceola 1,783,470 6,444,503

Superior 385,034 1,140,909

Tamarack 559,374 2,310,780

White Pine 404,587 1,441,417

MISSOURI

Jasper County

In the week ended May 14 ore prices declined in the Mis-

souri-Kansas-Oklahoma field, to an average of $88, $71, and

$97 per ton for blende, calamine, and lead, respectively. The

output was 7051 tons ble'nde, 424 tons calamine, and 1297 tons

lead, worth a total of $782,093. For 19 weeks the total is

$16,555,409.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

The Florence Goldfield Mining Co. has purchased the flota-

tion plant of the Nevada Metal Extraction Co. to treat Flor-

ence's dumps. The plant will be increased to 300-ton capacity.

The 50,000 tons of ore assays $5 per ton; the mine also con-

tains 75,000 tons o*f $4 ore. The percentage of copper varies.

The Reorganized Booth company has declared a dividend of

5c. a share for June 6. This makes 35c. in three months, or

$350,000. The money is from the sale of shares in other com-

panies with which the Booth had apex suits.

During April the Jumbo Extension produced 2721 tons of

$29.03 ore, at a profit of $25,000. Development is yielding good

results. A 5-c. dividend has been declared.

Lyon County

The Nevada-Douglas leaching plant has started work, treat-

ing 250 tons daily.

At the Thompson smelter of the Mason Valley company, the

10-ton leaching plant, in charge of E. R. Weidlein and G. A.
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nraKK. ha» Irmlpd 10 (on* of low-Knido oxidv ort> (or a monlli,

and will b<< doiililod In i-ni«icUy, Tlu> Mlnni-HotaNovmln niino

ownors un> s<>ndlnK on< lo thl» iiliint (or (I'fiiliiicnt.

MlNKILVt. CorNTV

(Spwlnl CorrfsiHindvncf.)—There Is acMvlty In the Hesor-

ration district, nnd nevenvl Kold, coiiiu-r. and Bllverlcad d€>-

poelts arv recelvInK attention. The Packsaddic niino 18

worked by Caraon City |HH>i>le. with UeorKe L. HcdRt's as

8U|K>rintt>ndent. An adit Is boUiR driven alons No. 4 vein,

showln.i: some (ri>o-inlllinf; cold ore. It will lie extended SOO

(t.. and Is exiHH-ted to cnt three cross veins. Copper ore of

shipping Rrnde has l>een opened, nnd early shipments are con-

templated.

The .Mt. View mine is extracting (ree-inillInK Rold ore

throngh thr«e adits nnd Is working a small mill with water

from the Walker river. Profitable ore has been opened lo a

depth o( 200 (t. Some work Is being done at the near-by

Sebasto|K>ol and Reservation Hill mines.

The Yerrington Mountain Co. is shlp|)lng copper ore lo

Schura. (roni which point it will be sent to custom smelters.

The orebody is 7 (t. wide, with 12 In. o( high-grade. A com-

pressor has been installed, and driving (rom the Azurite shaft

is proceeding with machine-drills. The shaft Is being ar-

ranged for oi>eration8 (rom the 500-(t. level.

Reservation. May 11.

The Luning district's mines shipped a total of 2500 tons of

6<~'c copper ore In April, mostly by lessees.

NVE CofXTV

During the week ended May 13. Tonoi)ah mines produced

9301 tons of ore valued at $192,678. The Belmont shipped

bullion worth $137,092. and the Extension $89,000. The
MacNamara mill is expected to resume work in the near

future, and may treat custom ore as well as its own.—At a

depth of 1200 ft. in its Sand Grass claim the Tonopah com-

pany has cut the Murray vein.

Storey Covnty

At 2500 ft. depth in the Mexican, and 2700 ft. in the Union,

driving north is under way. Slopes in the latter are yielding

up to $48 ore. The Mexican mill is again treating ore. Fair

ore is reported on the 2700-ft. level north in the Ophir.

The Jacket mill is kept busy,

NEW MEXICO
SOCORBO COUXTY

On account of the higher price for .silver the MogoUon and
Socorro companies at Mogollon are netting $2 extra per ton.

UTAH
All smelters in the Salt Lake valley are at capacity. The

lead plants can treat 3000 tons dally, and cannot receive more
ore: while the copper plants, of 5000 tons' capacity, are ready
to receive ore.

Beaveb County

On Sunday. May 15, about 50 mining men, brokers, and
others from Salt Lake City visited the Star district. The re-

cent developments at the Paloma and Cedar-Talisman were
inspected; one is copper and silver, the other silver-lead and
zinc.

BOXELDEB COOTY
Working on an extension of the Lakeview company's vein

the Lakeview Volunteer Mining Co. is opening 20 to 30% zinc

ore at its new camp called Spelter. F. Jardine is genera'

manager.

Summit Coujcty

Park City with its 5000 people is very optimistic as to the

future on account of the high metal prices, large ore output,

and Increased wages.

TtKIKI.E t'olNIV

Kroni the lleep Creek diHlrlil, ni'iir (Sold Hill, over IfiOOO

worth of Mcheollte Is being Hblpped each week by piircel post

by WIIhou brothers. Othorg are liusy louking for il ilneral.

WASHINGTON
Fkihiv Coimv

Present shipments from the Lone Plne-SurprlH<> mine iit Re-

public, which Is being worked by the Republic Consolidated

Mines Co. are 100 tons dally of $12 gold ore, to be increased

Hoon to 200 tons. The 300 and •UlO-fl. level ilrKis will be ex-

tendeil lo the Pearl vein. Work on llic doulile-compurlMieiit

shaft is progressing siitls(a<-torlly and will be c-oiillnued lo

the 1000-(t. point. A. .1. l^iiighon is manager. lOxIfiislve Im-

provements are under consideration.

Ki.NO CorNTV

At Van Asselt the Antimony Smelting & Kefiiiliig Co. of

Seattle has started oiieratlng Its new Hnielter. C. M. Phlllpson

is in charge.

Okanocja.n Coi'Mv

Many minerals, especially antimony, gold, silver, uiid tung-

sten are found in this county, and greatly increased atten-

tion is being directed to possibilities.

Sl'OKANK Col NTV

Work in the Loon I^ake copper mine, 4G miles from Spokane,

has opened a fairly long shoot of high-grade ore at 200-ft.

depth, and the mine will lie a regular producer In a few

months.

CANADA
Buiiisii Cdi.r.Miii.v

There is greater activity and more evidence of prosperity

among the mining regions of this Province than ever before,

and the current year undoubtedly will establish a new high

record of earnings and production for the operating com-

panies, according to Andrew G. Larsen, who is connected with

the Lucky Jim Zinc Mines Co., and who recently returned

from an extended tour of the different centres.

During the 9 months ended March 31 the Granby Consoli-

dated produced 28,122,261 lb. of copper at Its Anyox and Grand

Forks smelters. The net income was $2,373,863. Dividends

absorbed $674,933.

There is said to be an extensive mining area, almost iin-

prospected, east of Hope, within 100 miles of Vancouver. It

includes the Coquahalla river country. Two railways now

make the district easily accessible, and some promising pros-

pects are being developed.

During March the Standard Silver-Lead company made a

profit of $136,943 from 1295 tons of crude lead ore and con-

centrate shipped. On May 10 2}c. per share, or $50,000, was

paid.

Ontario

One hundred additional stamps are to be erected at the

Hollinger mill, doubling the capacity, equal to 4000 tons

daily.

Flotation is being tried on tailing at the Trethewey mine

at Cobalt.

In April the Nipissing output was $167,446, from 119 tons

of high and 6034 tons of low-grade ores. The refinery pro-

duced 708,524 oz. of silver, partly from custom ore. The

higher price of the metal now permits of poor ore at several

shafts and on dumps being treated.

Tailing value at the Dome Lake is now only 40c. per ton.

due to the new cyanide plant.

In The Canadian Mining Journal for May 1 most of the

space is occupied by interesting and well-illustrated articles

and company reports on the operations at Porcupine. There

are also notes on the Boston Creek goldfleld, Kirkland Lake,
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and other centres. The record of the leading producers, as

reported to the Ontario Bureau of Mines, for 1915, was as

follows:

Ore milled, Gold recovered, Value

Mine tons ounces per ton

Hollinger 334,750 156,573 $ 9.67

Dome 317,740 73,726 4.79

Acme 106,486 49,933 9.69

Mclntyre-Porcupine 101,955 36,094 7.31

Porcupine Crown 46.419 29,032 12.92

Tough-Oakes 26,196 26,658 21.04

Vipond 35,899 11,871 6.S3

For the whole Province 1,036,387 tons of ore was treated,

the yield being 411,588 oz. of gold and 77,126 oz. of silver, with

PERSONAL

MAP SHOWING POSITION OF PORCUPINE, KIRKLAND LAKE, MUNRO,

BOSTON CREEK, AND KOWKASII GOLD AREAS.

a total valuation of $8,539,887, or an average of $8.24 per ton.

The aggregate value of gold produced in Ontario to December

31, 1915, was $23,324,389. T. F. Sutherland estimates the gold

ore blocked-out in mines operating in Ontario at $40,000,000.

He estimates the 1916 production at $16,000,000.

Yukon

No. 1 dredge of the Canadian Klondyke company commenced
digging on Hunker creek on April 17, the same date as in

1915.

Copper mines in the vicinity of Skagway are being worked
full time, shipping ore to Tacoma.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission announces an open com-

petitive examination for mining draftsman, on June 7 and 8.

From the register of eligibles resulting from this examination

certification will be made to fill a vacancy in this position in

the Bureau of Mines, Pittsburg, Pa., at an entrance salary of

from $1020 to $1200 per annum, and vacancies as they may
occur in positions requiring similar qualifications.

The American Chemicai, Society held its 52nd meeting at

the University of Illinois, Urbana, on April 18-21. Over 600

members W'ere registered. A total of 283 papers were pre-

sented on all subjects allied to chemistry. Charles A. Herty

is president.

The American Electrochemical Society held its 29th meet-

ing at Washington, D. C, on April 27 and following days. The
new president is Francis A. J. Fitzgerald of Niagara Falls.

Note: The Editor invites membei-s of the profession to send him tMrtimlars oj their

work and appointments. This information U of umuestioMd interest to our readers .

F. M. Manson, of Reno, is in town.

G. Woolcott, formerly at Cripple Creek, is at Oatman,

Arizona.

T. W. Gruettkr. of Medford. Oregon, is here on dredgins

business.

R. D. MoNTcioMEKY of the San Vicente mine, Mexico, is at

Los Angeles.

Ernest .1. Locke is returning from Oatman. Arizona, to

Hollywood. California.

Edwin E. Ciia.se and son have returned to Denver from a

two weeks' trip to south-western Texas.

Edwin F. Yates has sailed for the Philippines to take a

position with the Colorado Mining Company.

Charles B. Croner is examining the Eldorado Gold Star

Mining Co.'s properties at Searchlight, Nevada.

R. T. Baylis.s. according to latest news, is recovering satis-

factorily from the injuries recorded in our issue of May 6.

George E. Farish has been appointed consulting engineer

for the Tri-Bullion Smelting & Development Co., New York.

Willet G. Miller and T. F. Sutherland sailed on May 23

by the Sonoma for Sydney, on their way to New Caledonia.

Charles P. Williams, lately with the Chino Copper Co., at

Hurley, New Mexico, is now at Cananea, Mexico, in the ca-

pacity of mining engineer for the Cananea Consolidated Cop-

per Company.
Among those who marched in the great preparedness parade

at New York on May 13 were: J. Parke Channinc. C. R.

Corning. Lawrence Addicks, Joseph RiriiARDs, E. A. Sperry.

Benjamin B. Thayer, and W. L. Saunders.

The quarter-centennial of the University of Chicago is to

be celebrated on June 2 to 6.

The Nevada section of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers was successfully installed at Reno on May 18. The

local section commenced with a membership of over 90. The

officers elected were J. W. Hutchinson of Goldfield, chairman:

F. C. Lincoln of Reno, vice-chairman, and Henry M. Rives of

Reno, secretary-treasurer. An executive committee was se-

lected, composed of nine members, including the chairman and

vice-chairman, and John G. Kirchen of Tonopah, Frederick

Bradshaw of Tonopah, W. H. Blackburn of Tonopah, C. B.

Lakenan of McGill, E. A. Julian of Reno, Governor Emmet D.

Boyle of Carson, and ex-Governor Tasker L. Oddie of Reno.

During the proceedings attending the installation, addresses

were delivered by Governor Boyle, J. W. Hutchinson, and W.

L. Saunders. Charles Butters. Whitman Synimes, and J. C.

Jones addressed the section. A discussion ensued. In the

evening a banquet was held at the Riverside hotel; in this 40

members and their ladies participated. During the course

of the banquet Professor Lincoln of the Mackay School of

Mines delivered an illustrated lecture on the 'Evolution of

Mining.' On the following day a party of 33, including Mr.

Saunders, journeyed to Virginia City by automobile, stopping

on the way at Steamboat Springs, where Professor Jones

acted as guide to the party. At Virginia City members and

their ladies were taken care of by Mr. Symmes and T. F. Mc-

Cormick. who took them down the Union shaft to the 2700-ft.

level and through various workings, emerging from the C. &

C. shaft. Luncheon was then served at the Masonic Hall by

the ladies of Virginia City, the party being welcomed by

Judge Frank P. Langan. Governor Boyle replied in behalf of

the Nevada section. Mr. Symmes presided at this luncheon.

The party left Virginia City at 4:30 in the afternoon and pro-

ceeded to Carson, where they were received at the Governor's

mansion by the Governor and Mrs. Boyle, after which the trip

to Reno was completed.
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THE METAL MARKET
MRTAI, fRK K<<

Siin V'runi'iMi'o. Miiy S3.

AnUmony. orntit per |>»un<l .17.50

Electrolytic copper, centa per pound 31

rigr lead, conln pvr pound 7.76— 8.75

Platinum: soft ni<>lnl. p<T ounce t$0
Platinum: hnrd ntotnl. I0<> Iridium, per ounce (SI

viulcksllvcr: per n«»k of 75 lb $90

Spelter, cents per pound 2:;

Tin. cents per pound 50

Zinc-dust, cents per pound 3U

ORK PRICKS
San KranclROO. May 23.

Antimony: 50rr product por unit (!'> or 20 lb.).... »2.00

Olirome: 40"^. and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton 12.50

ManKane.li>: 50'~r metal. STr silica, per ton 12.00

Tungsten : SO-^ \VO», per unit 30.00—10.00

At Boulder. Colorado, the Boulder Tungsten Production Co.

Is paying $50 por unit for OOTr product. Grades under 20";} are
received at the mill. The Primos company is paying $40 per
unit. The Boulder County Producers Association has been
formed at Netlerland to study the market and fight price
manipulations. The steel Interests are accused of making
prices to suit themselve.s.

EASTERN METAL MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

May 2S.—Copper is quiet and easier; lead is dull and easy:
: . It.r Is weak and neglected.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic In New York, in cents per pound.
Date.

May 17 29.25
• IS 29.00
•• 19 29.00
•• 20 ;;i DO

21 Sunday

" 23.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, May 17.

Copper continues the most active of ttie metals, althougli

after a brief period of activity, mostly on foreign account, it

is relatively quiet. Prices are lirm and forward deliveries a

trifle higher.

Zinc has slumped badly and the end is not yet in sight.

Buyers are showing no interest at all.

Lead strengthened a little under stimulus of foreign buying,

and quotations of the various interests are now fairly uniform.

Tin is easier because of liberal arrivals.

Antimony is down to 32c., against 45c., a few weeks ago.

There appears to be an over-supply, while demand is lacking.

Aluminum is quiet but firm.

In tungsten ore there has been a heavy drop in prices, but

it is thought to have been checked.

In a broad way it may be said that the peak of the Iron

and steel boom, with its famine prices and rush to buy, was

passed in March. Since then easier prices and deliveries

have come to light in several products, though in the main

quotations are as strong as ever. Pig-iron has become quiet.

This is not surprising in view of the enormous tonnages for

which contracts were entered. In metal-working machinery,

deliveries are easier, but it is noticeable that as these become

better, buyers become more discriminating as to what they

buy. These indications are not to be taken as meaning that

business is not good. It is very good, but conditions are un-

dergoing a change, as is to be expected with the passing of

the hectic war demand. Even though new business is lighter,

more normal, the steel mills and metal-working industries

are filled with work for the year, and catching-up with de-

liveries will be slow work.

COPPER

Late last week there was a flurry of activity with a fair

amount of buying on the part of France, and to a lesser ex-

tent by Great Britain and Russia. Domestic consumers also

bought. It led the trade to hope that another large buying

movement might be under way, but this did not materialize.

The market became quiet again, but prices are firmer than

they were a week ago. Although relatively quiet, the copper

market is still most active of any. Third-quarter electrolytic

can be had at about 28.62*c., cash. New York, or 28.75c., 30

days, delivered. The quotation for June is 29.50c., and for

prompt 29.75 to 30.25c. Prompt copper is easier for the reason

that considerable re-sale metal is being offered, some of it by

manufacturers who over-bought. While brass rods and discs

are now much easier to procure than they were a few weeks

ago, this is not true with sheet and spinning brass. The brass

mills are not receiving any new orders of importance for

munitions, but more are in prospect. Third quarter Lake is

nominally quoted at 29c. The London electrolytic quotation

has continued to advance, and the price cabled yesterday (the

16th) was £158. Exports this month, including the 16th,

totaled 9690. The total exports in the first four months of

this year were 92,286 tons, against 90,662 tons in the corre-

sponding period of last year.

ZINC

Spelter quotations are on the down-grade, and the trade is

wondering when and how the decline will be checked. Yes-

terday the New York quotation for prompt was down to 15.50c.

and that at St. Louis stood at 15.25c. Consumers are holding

strictly aloof from the market, and it is conceded that they

cannot be interested while the present trend is on. They will

not again take hold, in the opinion of the trade, until the de-

cline is checked and is followed by a turn upward. The St.

Louis quotation for .lune, on May 16, was about 15c.; for July,

14.50c.; and for third quarter, 13.75 to 14c. The lack of new-

war business precludes any heavy buying by the brass mills,

inasmuch as they do not buy to cover such contracts until .the

business is actually in hand. The London quotation for spot

zinc. May 16. was down to £95. American sellers have by no

means lost faith in the spelter market, and insist that at

least one more up-turn is logical to expect. Exports from

May 1 to 16 totaled 2449 tons.

Sheet zinc is lower at 24.50c., carload lots, f.o.b. mill.

LEAD

The dullness of the lead market was broken last week by a

moderate amount of foreign buying, and there are still further

inquiries before the trade. Much of the buying was of Mexi-

can lead in bond, part of which is to be manufactured here

and then exported with the advantage of the drawback duty,

while some of it is to be exported in pigs. The foreign activity

gave the market a better tone, and the quotation of the Inde-

pendent producers drew up to that of the A. S. & R. Co.—7.50c..

New York. The Independents have been quoting 7.40c., St.

Louis, whereas the leading interest is still asking 7.42ic., St.

Louis. When prices took on a better aspect the amount of

lead that was offered surprised the trade, inasmuch as under

such circumstances the sellers usually wait for higher levels.

Their action is taken as evidence that they have had enough

of inactivity. Exports from May 1 to 16 totaled 20SG tons.

The London quotation, on the 16th, stood at £33 15s.

TIN

The market shows an easier trend because of the fairly

large arrivals of both Straits and Banca tin. The latter is

being freely offered, and is being used by many consumers

who formerly considered that Straits was essential for their

purposes. On the whole the market has been dull, although

on May 15 Western consumers purchased 400 tons, and did

not conclude their buying. The quotation for spot on Monday,

and yesterday also, was 49.25c. Arrivals of the month up to

the 16th totaled 1233 tons, and there was afloat on that day

4520 tons. Government figures show that the imports of tin

at Pacific ports in March totaled 774,237 lb. in the San Fran-

cisco district, and 4,511,077 lb., valued at $1,609,743, in the

Washington district.

ANTIMONY

It seems almost impossible to interest consumers in anti-

mony, despite the fact that the quotation for prompt Chinese

and Japanese grades is down to 32c., duty paid. June ship-

ment from China is quoted at 25c., c.i.f., but this is inactive

also. The fact is that there is an over-abundance of antimony

on the market and consumers know it, and inasmuch as their

supplies are sufiicient for the present they are not going to

buy when there is a prospect of lower prices.

ALUMINUM

The nominal quotation for No. 1 virgin aluminum, 98 to

99% pure, stands at about 58 to 60c. per pound. An interesting

fact with regard to aluminum is that because of its high price

and scarcity, several of the automobile manufacturers are

abandoning its use and substituting cast Iron or some other

metal. Some of the automobile makers have surmounted the

high prices for all metals by advancing the prices of their

cars, and have contracted heavily for aluminum for 1917.

The U. S. Geological Survey has issued statistics on lead,

in 1915. The yield from domestic ore was 537,012 tons com-

pared with 534,482 tons in 1914, but of much higher value.

I
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COMPANY RIlPORTS 1
HECl-A MINING IX).

I>urlni: 1915 thl» rompimy, which oiwrntOB n well-«'qiil|>i'«'>l

mine nt Burke niul a mill nt Ooni. Idnho, dlHtrlhutod l&Gfi.OOO

In dividends. Over G ypnrs' ore reserves are dovoloiu'd. n

totnl of l.UH).iH)0 lonsi. The ore nvernRos 9'"r lead and 5 or.

allver. Ijwt year the oinpnt was 21,917, .SfiT lb. lead and fiSL',-

444 01. sliver, from 112,(546 tons treated, also 11,340 tons

shipped to smelters. Ix^nd avernRed 4.S65r.c. per lb., and

silver SO.SSc. \ier or. The Income was Jl,0:t4.4S7. Costs wer^

$2,648 per ton. The profit was $461,752. James F. McCarthy

Is seneral nianager.

MAGMA COPPER CO.

This company o|>erates a mine at Superior. Plnnl county.

Arltona. The known orehodles occur In a strong fault-flssure

filled with porphyry and cuttinR diabasp. quartzile, and lime-

stone. Development In 1915 covered 5619 ft. A new llireeconi

partment shaft was completed and sunk from the main 200-ft.

adit-level to .10 ft. below the 1200-ft. level. Work below soo

ft.. In diabase, has shown commercial ore on all levels. In the

low ground linc-lead-sllver ore has been opened, distinct from

the copper ore. there being 10.000 tons assaying 14% zinc, 4%
lead, and 10 oz. silver. The mill is to be arranged to treat

this ore. Other reserves consist of 90,000 tons containing

6.65% copper. 6.75 oz. silver, and 0.029 oz. gold.

The water concentration and oil-flotation plant treated

55.463 tons, averaging 5.21% copper, and 6.04 oz. silver, with

S6.765% recovery, yielding 15.039 tons of 16.677c copper and

19.03 oz. silver concentrate. Nine hundred tons of carbonate

ore assayed S.2% copper. 4.55 oz. silver, and $1.20 gold per ton.

The yield of refined copper was 6,046,459 lb., at a cost of

6.S2C. per lb.

Metals sold, including $208,658 from precious metals, real-

ized $1,023,676. The operating profit was $670.SR6. less $59,157

for depreciation. Two dividends absorbed $240,000. The year

ended with a balance of $405,797, compared with $34,068 In

1914 W. C. Browning Is in charge.

ISLE ROYALE COPPER CO.

By the end of August 1915 the three units of the new stamp-

mill, to replace the burned plant In December 1914. were

treating 2000 tons of ore daily. Everything is motor-driven.

power coming from a 600-kw. low-pressure turbo-generator.

During the erection of the plant ore was sent to the Franklin

and Tamarack mills. Wages were raised and bonuses given

during 1915. Development totaled 14,446 ft., against 9694 ft.

In 1914. The deepest shaft is 3211 ft.

Results were as under:

1915

Ore hoisted, tons 799.890

Waste discarded, per cent . .

.

15.0

Ore treated, tons 680,270

Copper per ton of ore, pounds 13.7

1914 1913

541.373 371,774

12.4 15.4

474,349 314,679

13.9 13.2

Refined copper yield, pounds. 9,342,106 6,601,235 5,887,000

All costs, cents per pound... 14.94 13.05 18.81*

Revenue from copper $1,715,251

Silver sold 38,974

Profit 489,277

*Of this cost, 14.94c., nearly 2c. per lb. was the expenditure

of $183,293 on re-building the mill, and charges at shafts.

Assets include cash $304,265, metals on hand $790,.j24, and

supplies $135,865, a total of $1,230,654. Current liabilities total

$S56,164. With the balance from 1914 and the 1915 profit the

surplus Is $1,339,848.

MINING DECISIONS

MlNt:HAI. I,KANK KUOM ONK Co-TKNANT—RtTKir OK I'Aiunio.N.

One who leascii mineral rlglils from one of Hi-veral coleii-

ants of a certain tract Is not enllllcd In a Hubsequont parti-

tion suit to sot up any claim in kind nn aKalnst all the co-

tenants. The lease will aiiloiiiullcally expire when partition

lakoH plavc The right of the lesscT to Kharc in the IcHsor's

portion of the proci'cds of the partition sale was not pasHcd

on In this ciue.

Spenre v. Lucas ( Louisiana i , 70 Southern, 796, l'"el)ru-

ary 7, 1915.

Oil. .\Mi Gas Lkask—Covk.nanth

In an oil and gas contract wliidi amounts to a conveyance

of an interest in the land, and not a mere rental contract, the

agreement of the original lessee to iiay 50 cents jier acre for a

six months" extension of time for beginning operations Is not

a covenant running with the land, and is therefore not bind-

ing on an assignee of the contract. A reservation of title to

one-eighth of the gas and oil is a covenant running with the

land.

Pierce Fordyce Oil Association v. Woodrum (Texas), 1S3

Southwestern, 12. February 19, 1916.

On- Lease—Effkct oi-- Convkya.nck ok Land Lkaskii

A deed conveyed certain oil and gas lands with a reserva-

tion of royalties under an existing lease. Prior to the ex

piration of the lease the grantee renewed it for a period of

years upon stipulated rentals. Held, upon suit by the grantor

against the grantee for a recovery of equivalent royalties

that there was nothing on which his claim could be based, as

no well has as a matter of fact been drilled, and no royalties

due to anyone; and that the grantee had acted within his

rights in renewing the lease.

Bond V. Priest (West Virginia), 88 Southeastern 111.

February 29, 1916.

Mining Coki'Ouations—Fedebai, Inco.me Tax

Mining companies are not denied the equal protection of

the laws, nor deprived of their property without due process

of law, contrary to the Constitution by the F'edoral income

tax provisions which limit the deduction for depletion of ore

deposits to 5% of the gross value of the yearly output at the

mine, or by the provisions which give certain individuals and

nou-profit organizations exemption from various provisions of

the act which are made to apply to corporations alone. The

tax in question is held to be in the nature of an excise tax

and not a property tax.

Stanton i\ Baltic Mining Co. (U. S. Supreme Court). 60

U. S. L. Ed., 278. February 21, 1916.

Pbospectino Rights Under the Louisiana Code

Held, that under the laws of Louisiana the right to prospect

and explore for oil and gas is an incorporeal right which may

be conveyed by the landowner, without obligating the grantee

to drill wells or perform any other condition than the pay-

ment of certain rentals. Nor will the Court inquire as to the

sufficiency of the considerations where rentals substantial in

amount are called for.

Saunders v. Busch-Everett Co. (Louisiana), 71 Southern,

153, February 21, 1916; 70 Southern, 78, February 7,

1916.

Note: It is interesting to observe this late expression from

the Louisiana Supreme Court as a principle which has long

ago been regarded as established in practically every other

State.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

JAMES J. HILL was not only a railway 'magnate,' he

was a railroad builder ; he was not only a financier,

but a pioneer of industry ; not only a rich man, but a

useful citizen. Few men employed their wealth so

beneficently. These to his memory.

'T'HE purchase of three ore-carrying vessels, of 6500 to

•*- 7000 tons apiece, by parties allied with the Guggen-

heims is reported from New York. Two of them are to

be used in South American business, aiding the Chu-

quicamata and Braden mines; the third will carry sup-

plies of metal to Europe.

lYyTETAL markets reflect peace talk, re-sales of sup-
^^'- plies bought on a rising market, and timidity con-

cerning the immediate future. Our weekly report will

be found interesting. It expresses the opinion of one

detached from the metal-selling brokers and speculators.

Foreign buying has been less in evidence, especially in

lead and zinc. We expect a recovery when peace rumors

have faded into the smoke of renewed battle. The time

for peace is not yet.

A QUESTIONNAIRE circulated among 4500 men of

-^*- affairs throughout the country elicited replies from

1710, of whom 696 favored military intervention in

Mexico and 653 were opposed to it ; protection of Ameri-

can citizens in foreign countries was deemed es.sential to

the extension of trade by 1155 and non-essential by only

181 : that business would be directly affected by peace in

Europe was the opinion of 728, while 750 said No; 'pre-

paredness' was endorsed by 1306 and opposed by 78

only.

OPEAKING of the apex law, it is unfortunate that

^ American engineers were influential in getting the

extra-lateral right embodied in the Rhodesian code for

locating mining claims, insteady of copying the Mexican

and Australian regulations. In consequence, the Globe

& Phoenix Gold Jlining Co. is having a severe dose of

litigation with its neighbor, the Amalgamated Proper-

ties of Rhodesia, in regard to its right to follow a lode

bej'ond the side-lines vertically extended. As the work-

ings already reach to 21 levels, on veins that join or cross

each other at intervals, it is easy to imagine the tangle

of fact and theorv developed by the law-suit, liici-

dentally, the suggestion was made, by one of the parties

to the case, that an independent engineer be sent to

Rhodesia by the Court to advise concerning the facts

in dispute. This suggestion was opposed by the other

side, presumably on account of uncertainty as to wliat

engineer would be selected for the task. Of course, all

expert witnesses ought to be 'independent,' that is,

chosen and paid by the Court. That is a reform

urgently needed in this country also.

"C'LOTATION is to be used on a large scale at Gold-
-• field, as is indicated in the review of mining in Ne-

vada contributed by Mr. R. L. Richie. The copper eon-

tent of the ore in that district favors flotation, because

payment for copper at nearly 30 cents per pound goes

a long way to meeting the cost of marketing the concen-

trate. At Tonopah. however, the ore is relatively free

from copper and other cyanicides, save in one stope in

the Tonopah Extension mine, where an ore unusually

rich in copper is exposed. While an extraction of 90

to 92% by flotation is practicable on sulphide ores, the

marketing of the concentrate represents 10% of the

assay-value, making the net return 81%, while from the

extraction liy cyanidatiou—also 90 to 92%—only 1.6%
has to be deducted for the cost of marketing bullion.

In other words, flotation is a concentration process,

cyanidatiou a process of direct extraction.

A MONG the great mines uncovered during the present
'^- decade the Hollinger, at Porcupine, takes an honor-

able place, not only for its dividends but for the high

character of its management. We note that this enter-

prise is to be enlarged by a consolidation with the Acme
and Millerton mines, of which the former produced

$900,000 in 1915 as compared with the Hollinger's out-

put of $3,000,000. The Millerton is a smaller property

near-by. It is estimated that the ore reserves of the

Acme and Hollinger, to 800 feet in depth, will amount
to 5.594,570 tons containing $48,196,390 in gold. But
the diamond-drill has proved that several of the veins

continue ore-bearing to 1400 feet in vertical depth, so

that the possibilities of production are about twice those

already proved probable. The improvements now being

made in the mill will give it a capacity of 1900 tons of

ore daily, and an extension of the plant as planned
for the next year will increase the capacity to 3500 tons,

equal on average ore to an output of about $25,000 daily.

i^IIINESE coins in bulk have been melted by the

^^ -rapanese in order to make the most of the high price

now lieing paid for the copper and zinc they contain.

Tile Chinese government has prohiliited the export of

this currency, but the embargo is evaded by melting the

coins in China and shipping scrap metal to Japan. The

coins are mostly of very small denomination, because

the trifling individual purchases of a dense population,
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in a ciiimtry whort- tlu- majority of the inhnliititnts uro

poor, requin? a gn-nt jiroportioii of niinor coins, Mimv

of tlioin linv.' u .s«nlal^• lu>l«> in tho oi'iitro, botli to ccoiio-

mi/o ini"t«l luul to fai-ilitnto striiiginp tlu-m on u bflt

for wearing annnul the body. Thi' /• contains 2r»% r.Inc

antl TO*"; copper; wlicn nieltoil, sncli coins to the face

value of 27 i/< " Japiuicse will yield, at the pre.>«'iit lii^'h

price of metals alujiit 12 t/rn worth of zinc and 29 yen

worth of copper. A j/i a is equal to half a dollar. The

operation therefore is prolitable. The n.>ccnt export of

opper and copper i>roduets from .Japan to Iiu.s.sia has

far exceeded tJie rate of prodnclioii of the .Tapancs<f

mines. The difference is said to have been supplied by

the melting of Chinese coinage. We note that the de-

nuuul for copper in .Ta|>aii has led Jaiuinese coinmittees

til vi-iit Australia ti> arraiiLrc for purchases there.

could school ourselves to use such basic terms as 'ore,'

'cost,' and 'profit' thouKbt fully and accurately, wc

should, niiTcly by so ll^^ill^^. kill a whole lot of chii'atiei'y,

tomfoolery, and uiiKUMdcrslandiiiK in mining alTairs.

T.N the advertisement annex of our last issue we note

-' two pages of reading matter. We happen to know

about the subject therein discussed because Mr. R. W.
Sloan came to us complaining of a reference made to his

company, without the mention of its name, in a contri-

bution to discussion. We told him that it did not seem

proper to give much space to an incidental question not

related to mining, so he said he would pay for the

requisite space to obtain the publicity that he desired

for his explanation. No line of reading matter being for

sale, we introduced him to the department of adver-

tising, where no space is gratuitous. The episode is

worthy of mention because we find many people not

fully aware of the value of publicity and of the proper

way to obtain it. 'Write-ups' and 'reading notices' we

abhor ; they are sneaking impositions on the reader—not

to mention the publisher—and therefore they irritate

rather than interest him. It is sound business and it is

good sportsmanship to buy publicity where it is for sale

honorably and where the reader is prepared to give it

respectful attention. The ante is part of the game.

C /COMMERCIAL ORE' and 'commercially mineral-

^ ized' are terms coming into frequent use in the

West. They constitute contributions to current jargon

and in no way enrich the language of technologj*. ' Com-

mercial' means relating to 'commerce,' which is the ex-

change of products. A mineralized mass in the ground

is not the subject of commerce because it is not ex-

changeable until it has been mined and otherwise sub-

mitted to preliminary treatments, usually of great com-

plexity, as. for example, that undergone by an ore of

copper before the refined metal is finally made ready for

the market. A commercially mineralized mass is a mass

of metalliferous rock that can be exploited profitabl.v : in

short, it is 'ore.' neither more nor less. The use of the

adjective 'commercial' was introduced by verbose re-

porters and illiterate promoters, it is pure jargon, and

should be taboo among engineers and others desiring

precision. It all comes from the misuse of the word

'ore': the application of it to what is not ore, in un-

technical prospectuses and flamboyant reports. If we

'pVISCrSSION this week includes a friendly eM<i(n'se-

' nieiil of Mr. Hureh's idea, for helping Anierican

boys in the mine, from Mr. I). M. Kolsom, Professor of

Mining in Stanford Cniversity. Mr. II. L. Ijayng con-

tributes .some interesting notes on a subject of timely

interest, namely, the cyanidation i>( tlotaiion eoncen-

trate, bringing out the point that, oil is not the eyanieide

but ferrous salts made by oxidation of ])yrite. Mr. -John

H. I'latis writes concerning the geology of Oatnian, suji-

jiliMiienting the articles by Messrs. Howard D. Smith and

Krank II. Probert previously published by us. He-

argues that the gold-bearing ok iu fiiat district is a

primary deposit from ascending solutions, iiulieating

therefore that proces-ses of secondary enrielimcnt have

not played an important i)art. Against this, however,

is the fact that the richer orebodies do not outcrop, hav-

ing been cut at depths between 300 and 500 feet. We
understand that the water-level is between 200 and 350

feet below the .surface and that no sulphide, or pyritic,

ore has been found in the Tom Reed mini' down to 1185

feet. Apparently, as is not uncommon in tho desert

region, oxidation extends to a considerable depth.

"C'OREKJN domination of American metal continues
•*- to receive attention. The Federal Trade Commis-
sion iu a recent report states that "for years the copper

trade of the world has been ruled by a vast German
metal-buying organization centred in the Metallbank

and Metallurgische Gessellschaft of Frankfort on the

Main." Yet the United States produces more than half

the world's output of copper. As regards silver, this

report says that "four London firms, known as the P'ix-

ing Board, daily set the price of silver for the world."

Yet the United States produces 30% of the world's an-

nual production of that metal. The Commis,sion con-

cludes that "these foreign combinations con.stantly make
the individual American producers bid against each

other, and are thus able to buy at prices near or below

the cost of production. By similar means and the

manipulation of the foreign future markets the German
metal-buying combinations over a series of years have

bought millions of tons of American copper at prices

averaging nearly a cent per pound below the prices paid

by American consumers." Finally, this report gives

a warning: "If American business men are to make the

most of the great opportunity now before them, are to

build securely in foreign trade, and are to avoid disaster

in the shock of the stern and determined competition

that will doubtless follow the War, they must at once

perfect the organization demanded by the conditions of

international trade." We do not apologize for the num-

ber of these quotations, they come from a source com-

pelling respect, and they deal with a matter of vital

moment. As we have suggested before, the American
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Institute of Mining Engineers or the IMining and Metal-

lurgical Soeietj" of America could do a signal service to

the mining industry by appointing a committee to in-

vestigate metal-selling methods at New York. They

could gather a great deal of information of practical

value to mine operators and they could prepare the way

for the establishment of a real Metal Exchange.

TpiFTY years of mining activity on its lands is to be

-*- celebrated by the Calumet & Hecla company of

Michigan, although the present corporation was not or-

ganized until 1871. The Quincy mine at Hancock, whose

pure copper is famous for the making of melodious

church-bells, was in operation before the Calumet &

Hecla lode was discovered, as was the old Huron mine

at Houghton, now the Isle Royale. But the greater

activity of the early days of copper mining on Keweenaw

peninsula was centred northward on the point around

Eagle River, ten miles beyond Calumet. In those days,

before the railroads, the copper concentrate was loaded

into boats along the shore of Lake Superior for ship-

ment to Detroit. It is in this historic part of the dis-

trict that Mr. Thomas F. Cole has been acquiring large

holdings of land for exploration by the Keweenaw Cop-

per Company. Much interest is being taken in the re-

cent acquisition, by the same group, of the 1880 acres

belonging to the Seneca Copper Company, lying north

of the successful Ahmeek and Mohawk mines. Mr. W.
J. Uren has stated in a recent report that the land con-

tains the extensions of the Calumet & Hecla, Kearsarge,

and Allouez conglomerates, and the Osceola, Pewabic,

and Kearsarge amygdaloid lodes. These efforts to re-

vive copper mining in an old district are rendered

peculiarly interesting by the fact that the locality was

the boyhood home of Mr. Cole, as of several other mining

men with Cornish affiliations.

The Purchase of Machinery

At a recent meeting of the Engineers' Society of

Western Pennsylvania, Mr. George A. Orrok, a me-

chanical engineer in the employ of the New York Edison

Company, contributed some interesting remarks on this

subject. "The purchaser of large machinery," he said,

referring to a typical case of an engineer acting for a

company "must be as broad as is consistent with his

knowledge, reasonably quick in making decisions, and

of judicial mind. Such an engineer will not take up

fads, and will not be frightened by cost in block, know-

ing that it is cost per unit of output that counts in

the result." According to Mr. Orrok, there are three

principal methods for the purchasing of large ma-

chinery. The first he calls the 'English' method, the

second may be styled the 'American.' while the tliird

is a combination of the other two, and is .stated by ilr.

Orrok to be the best.

In the first method, "the purchaser's engineer pre-

pares detailed plans and specifications on which bids are

taken, an award is made, antl the .successful bidder

builds the apparatus." This places responsibility for

everything but material and workmanship upon the pur-

chaser's engineer, who is therefore unhampered by any

consideration other than that of designing apparatus to

meet the requirements exactly. This course, however,

adds enormously, and in the majority of cases unneces-

sarily, to the first cost, because new patterns and draw-

ings must be made; moreover, it involves 'taking a

chance' upon the skill and experience of the engineer

as a designer of apparatus upon which he may not have

specialized to the same extent as the manufacturer.

The second, or American way, so-called, is to place

the responsibility plump on the manufacturer. The

purchaser, or his engineer, furnishes a specification

"setting forth the conditions of the problem, the end to

be sought, and the sizes to be observed." In addition,

economies, with guarantees as to performance and de-

livery, are required, as well as the customary bonus-and-

forfeit clauses. This method, according to Mr. Orrok,
'

' usually secures a machine not quite fitted for the work

and a set of constraction details adapted from some

other type of apparatus. The minor economies may be

vip to guarantee, and usually are, but the over-all

economy is not secured in the way it should be. The

manufacturer will likely furnish apparatus not quite

up to the state of his art, as he will be afraid to use his

latest knowledge to any extent for fear it will not please

the purchaser." As to the third method for the pur-

chasing of large machinery, "it should be borne in mind

that the best engineering is one man's work, although he

should have many advisers." In the combination

method, this end is achieved as follows: "The pur-

chaser's engineer prepares a skeleton specification on

which a series of eon.sultations take place, in which the

entire problem is gone over with the engineers of the

various bidders. During these consultations, the specifi-

cation undergoes changes, and is added to until it is no

longer a skeleton. Sometimes only one bidder may be

selected, or it may even be found necessary to start all

over again."

Anybody even slightly familiar with American manu-

facturing conditions will perceive at once the extrava-

gance of the first method. Every engineer is to some

extent a faddist, and loves to ride his own hobby. There

are comparatively few engineers in private practice to

whom could be entrusted the design of large machinery,

meaning apparatus costing over the $100,000 mark, and

of those the majority are under retainer to the big cor-

porations. The design of large machinery, as well as of

small machinery is a highly developed specialty; it is

a branch of engineering requiring knowledge of every

department of manufacture as well as familiarity with

the conditions to which the machinery is to be applied

after manufacture. The average consulting engineer or

advisor to the operator is seldom a manufacturing spe-

cialist, and when he attempts to act for his clients in any

direction away from his specialty, the odds are all in

favor of his making a blunder. Any departure from
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t>stal<lis)uHl staiitlanls atlils oiiorimuisly to the iiiiiiiii

faotiiriiig fost ; in liu-t. many macliincr.v luuiscs will lic

oliiu- to iiiako 8|MH'ial apparatus of aiiv kiml iiiiicss the

i'onsi(l»Tation is a larjn- on<'. Kor the piiirliasi-r's cii-

RintH-r wlio insists upon trivial or itii-(uis('(|uciiiial

chan^-s we havf nothing to sjiy, t-Xfopt that In- exists in

fvorv coiinuunitv. an>i is a nuisani'f alike to the luanu-

factunr ami the operator. The s»'eon(l method is hetter

thiui the first, hut not very nuieh. This is what is eoni-

monly ealled hy the eonsultinp engineer, "iiiaehinery-

house enfrineering." Iiy whieh tlie huyer is popularly

sui>pos«>d to sueelimli to tile wiles of the sniootli-tonjrued

.•iales-enK'iHH'r and luiy a lot of stutT that he does not

netHl. or that proves witii use to l)e unsuited to the con-

ditions of operation. We neeii not discuss this method.

The thini. as Mr. Orrok says, is tlie oidy rational one.

whether in the purchase of large or small maciiinery.

The more skilled the engineer for the purchaser, the

more carefully he examines into the characteristics of

standard apparatus in order to he sure that existing de-

signs are not suited to his conditions l)efore attempting

to ilevise something on his own account. The engineer

exerts a necessary cheek upon the mainifacturer, for

manufacturers also arv faddists, and each has something

"exclusive" with himself tliat he is pushing as hard as lie

can. and which he is sure possesses merits that are not

to lie found in the apparatus made liy his competitor.

Taking them as a class, nuuivifacturers have a keen sense

of responsibility, and will go to great lengths to ensure

the selection of the right apparatus by the purchaser.

When things go wrong, it is, in the mind of the |)ur-

chaser, invariably the fault of the manufacturer, in

which opinion the purcha.ser's engineer enthusiastically

joins him. Knowing this, the wise and experienced

manufacturer takes care to fortify himself throughout

all tlie steps of a negotiation, and will not become re-

sponsible for the performance of any piece of apparatus

except as specifically stated in the contract. Blanket

guarantees are not made by the initiated ; a crusher is

never guaranteed to crush so many tons per liour, l)ut

so many tons per hour to pass a ring of specified size

and having a definite power consumption under these

conditions. In matters of this kind there has been a

steady growth of common sense, the product of experi-

ence and a realization of the fact that good business

must be mutually profitable.

Molybdenum and Tungsten Steel

An erroneous impression prevails that molybdenum is

being much sought at the present time as a substitute

for tungsten, and in consequence there has been excessive

activity in the search for deposits of that metal. About
ten years ago molybdenum was tried fully by progres-

sive steel-makers in this country, and an encouraging

degree of success \yas attained, but the price of the raw
material mounted so rapidly as to become prohibitive,

the output of pure ore and concentrate being insufficient

to supply an active market at figures stimulative to a

continuance of the dcuiiiiid. .\niillicr riiclor nl' iiii|iiii-

tance was the existence of the linlcomb patent issued

in l!K)U—whicii cimipletcly controls the manufacture of

the best griidcs of niolybdenumsleel, the range covered

by this patent being the use of <|uaMlitieN of iiiolylidenuin

from () to l')'! in steels containing under 1.2' <' carlxui

and less than 2'i silicon, as well as eov<-ring the use of

chromium in praclicnlilc nniounts in con.junction with

steels of the composition specified. The right to use thil^

patent, cnjoyeil by the Crucililc Slirl Company while

.Mr. iialcomb was president of thai corporation, gave

promi.sc of creating a di'iiiiiiid llial would have necessi-

tated further study of tlir iiictniim-gy of iiiolylidrnmii

to overcome the dillicultics and high cost of rcdtiiiig in

order to make it avjiiliililc in coinpctitioii with liingslcn.

On the retircMicnt nl' .Mr. IIalc<)nili t'icpiu the Cnicililc

Steel Compan.v the validity of the patent was tested, and

the decision sustained the rights of the ])atcntee. Since

then the only use that American stccl-iiianiiracturers

have been able to make of molybdenum has been in al-

loys not covered by that jiatent. and such uses represent

only an unim])ortaiit eonsumplion. In I'liiglaml molyb-

denum is eni]iliiy('(l to ;i sni;ill extent, lint llir use of it

is not general, and during liic |ircscnt \mii' tin' I'ritish

.\diiiiralt.v lias re.jected otTers of flic init:il I'r many
jiarts of the w-orld. The commandeered Australian

supply has been adequate for home needs. The French

have made a thorough study of molybdenum-steel, and

they make large quantities regularly. The Germans

al.so have developed the practice of steel-hardening with

molybdenum to a degree equaling that of the French.

The oft-repeated statement that a given quantity of

molybdenum will harden twice as much steel as the same

quantity of tungsten is only partly true. In the tinislicd

steel products of equal efficiency such a ratio between

the two hardening metals, as shown by analysis, is ap-

pro.ximately reached, but n wastage of molybdenum takes

place in the process of manufacture, making the actual

consumption, to obtain similar results, about equal. As
a substitute for tungsten, therefore, molylirlenuin must

enter the market on a basis of even competition as to

price, and in normal times the actual selling-price of

tungsten in the form of ferro-tungstcn is about 6.5 cents

per pound for the contained tungsten. Molybdenum

must aceordingl.v be placed on the market at about 65

cents per pound in the ferro-compound, and it must show

no trace of copper, lead, or arsenic, while the phosphorus

may not exceed 0,0.3%. The remarks of Oin in his

treatise on the rare metals are still applicable: "The
manufacture of steel will absorb easily and voluntarily

a considerable quantity of ferro-molybdenum if the

price is kept at acceptable figures. The ores should be

better exploited on a large .scale, creating a stable market

and a steady foundation for the industry." Upon the

expiration of the Halcomb patent the u.se of molybdenum
in America is certain to receive a sudden stimulus, since

that metal is more abundant than tungsten, and the ex-

haustion of the richer tungsten deposits will maintain

tungsten at a higher price than before the War, except

in the face of a rival.
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DISCUSSION
Oiir readers are ini'ilcd (o use (his department for the discussion of techiiicci! iiml oilier vtatters per-

taining to mining and metallurgy. The Editor iveicomes (he expression of views contrary to his own, be-

lici'ing that careful criiicisni is more valuable (Imn casual complinieni.

The American Boy and the Mine

The Editor:

Sir—In your issue of May 13, Mr. Albert Burch dis-

cusses the future supply of trained miners and advances

the suggestion that schools be established in mining

centres where, with the co-operation of the operating

companies, the younger employees should have an oppor-

tunity to study the theory of mining and its practice in

other districts. I wish to express my hearty approval

of this suggestion and to offer on behalf of the mining

department of Stanford University any possible assist-

ance which can be given to the initiation of such a plan

into actual practice.

There may be some question as to the amount of prac-

tical assistance that any mining school can give to such

a scheme, but the co-operation Mr. Burch suggests in

planning a course of study and in recommending young

graduates who will have the experience and judgment

to conduct such courses, can certainly be given. Also

wherever the mining districts are within reach of a

university certain members of the teaching staff of the

mining school will be glad to give their aid, at least in

starting instruction. The lectures which they may give

to the men from underground will necessarily be simpler

and inore elementaiy than those given in the university

elass-rooms, but the enthusiasm behind the work will

be no less. The idea of the modern university is service

to the eomrnunity. This is well exemplified in the

School of Agriculture at the University of California.

If the mining schools of this country can be of real

service to the mining profession by helping in the train-

ing of shift-bosses, foremen, and superintendents, and

through helping to provide such opportunity encourage

American boys to follow mining, then that is part of

their mission.

D. M. POLSOM.

Stanford University, California, May 14.

Cyaniding Flotation Concentrate

The Editor:

Sir—In reference to an article l)y Mr. Paul W. Avery

appearing in 3'our issue of May 6, I offer the following

suggestion

:

It is quite jjossible that the great difference in the

amount of cyanide consumed between the tests run on

raw (oiled) flotation concentrates and those run on

alkaline-treated and water-washed flotation concentrates

is not due to the oil being a cyauicide but to a cyanieide,

such as a ferrous salt, contained in the concentrate. In

flotation the concentrate is coated with a film of oil that

would prevent the oxidation of a ferrous salt contained

in the so-coated concentrate ; upon treating such a con-

centrate with an alkaline cyanide solution the ferrous

salt would be free to react with the cyanide to form

ferrocyanide compounds, thereby causing a consumption

of cyanide relative to the amount of ferrous salt present.

Treating the concentrate with alkalies and washing

would cause the removal of the oily coating from the

concentrate, thereby permitting oxygen present in the

water or atmosphere to react with the ferrous salt to

form a ferric salt, which, in the presence of caustic

alkalies, would be ferric oxide. This does not react with

cyanide, therefore such an alkaline-treated concentrate

would not cause a material loss of cyanide through the

formation of ferrous-cyanide compounds when it is sub-

sequently treated by a cyanide solution.

The concentrate produced by a concentrating table is

considerably oxidized during the process and it is also

considerably washed, which would cause removal of

much of the soluble ferrous salts ; therefore, such a con-

centrate so produced would consume less cyanide than

an otherwise similar concentrate produced by oil-flota-

tion. The actions of ferrous salts corresponding to my
suggestions are shown in the following tests, which 1

made on an ore containing both ferrous sulphate and
ferrous sulphide. The dry crushed ore was divided into

three equal parts. Part A was treated direct with

cyanide solution containing lime; part B was treated

with water and lime for three minutes bj^ air-agitation,

then lump cyanide equivalent to the amount contained

in lot .1 was added to the test ; part C was washed with

alkaline water, then treated with cyanide and lime solu-

tion as in the case of lot A. All three parts were sub-

jected to 24 hours air-agitation, lime and cyanide being

added to maintain all three solutions at the same

strength. The results were that in lot A the formation

of ferrous-cyanide compounds (both soluble and insol-

ul)le) caused a consumption of 45 lb. KCN; in lot B the

same cause resulted in a 0.2 lb. KCN consumption ; and

in lot C the same cause resulted in a 10 lb. KCN con-

sumption per ton of ore. The consumption of cyanide

due to other causes that were actually determined are

not included in the amounts above given. The figures

are based on the actual cyanide found in the form of

ferrous cyanide in the solution and ferric or ferrous

cyanide in the tailings.
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III \\\v piirtioulnr >as«' quotril l«v Mr. Avi-ry, f.Tniiis

'yilts iiiny not have Ihvii prt'sont, but otlu«r o.vniiifi.Its

Ihiit »-«»iiKI Ih' ovon-oinc l>v oxi.ialion. iilkiilinc tnat

iiioiit. ami wasiiiiip may liavo l.ot-n pivs.nt. I only olT.r

the forc^'oinu siipK'o.slion as a moans for oiliiiR a possi

hilitv. an>I I h.-lifv.' it is worth eonsiih'ratioii.

H K' liAYNO.

San Kranoist'o. May 10.

Geology of Oatman
The Editor:

Sir—I have had ocoasion to nad a niimher of re-

ports and artiolos on the geology of the Oatman district.

and 90 far have foniid no two writers who agree on the

essential points. The following notes ,ir.' fn.iii .nnliil

ohs»>rvation in the field.

The basal formation of the district is a pie-Caniliriaii

eomplex consisting of granite, gneiss, gahhro. and many

variants of these and their related schists. Lying nn-

eonfonnably on the basal complex is a series of ral.o/oic

sediments consisting of highly metamorphic limestone

and shales. This formation is nsually tilted at high

angles. It was subjected to a long period of erosion and

only fragments are left.

Lying uneonformably on the Paleozoic limestones is

the Older Andesite, which is a series of andesitie tuffs

and breccias laid down, in part at least, under the sea.

This is shown by the fact that in some places limestone

and lime-shale are found bedded with the Older Ande-

site. An occurrence of this kind may be seen near the

shaft of the Gold Range mine.

The Older Andesite dips eastward at from 15° to 20°.

The upper surface is one of erosion and is extremely ir-

regular, indicating the existence of a hilly landscape

before the pouring out of the overlying lavas. In gen-

eral, this erosion surface has much less dip than the

bedding-planes. In the upper layers the tuflfs and ag-

glomerates give place to lava-flows with intercalated beds

of tnflf. A good example of this phase may be seen at

the Oatman Leader mine.

The original structure of the Older Andesite has been

creatly obscured by metamorphism induced by later in-

trusives and crustal movements. The rocks have been

partly re-crystallized and have developed marked por-

phyritic structure.

Above the Older Andesite is the "Green Chloritic

Andesite" of Schrader, and regarded by him as an in-

trusive. Flow structure and amygdaloidal Viands are ob-

servable in this fonnation in many places, indicating

surface flows. It is undoubtedly intrusive in the Older

Andesite in places, since it had to pass through the

elder formation in order to reach the surface. Hence

the Green Chloritic Andesite is probably an extrusive,

that is. a series of andesitie lavas poured out through

fissures in the Older Andesite and covering the then sur-

face in the neighborhood of Oatman. This formation is

quite thin a short distance west of the town and appears

to grow thicker toward the east. Since its lower contact

isexiremelv warpeij, il is im|u)ssilile In preiliit llir tliii-k-

ness of it at a given point. However, it lioes nut .seem

probalile lliat the total tliiekness \n anywliiTe hv.t tOO

fe.'l.

Lying uneonformably above the Green ( iiiiMilii- .Smlr

site is another series of andesitie lavas having a iiitire

aeid composition and grading into laliles. These are

known as the Later Andesiles. They dip eastwanl at

about 4\ Above these, and eonformalile with them, are

flows of rhyolite that in most plaees cap the summit of

the Hla<-k range.

Kxtensive lissuring and faulting aeeoiiiiianied llie vol

eanie aetivity. and many dikes being formed correspond-

ing in eoini>osilion with the various lava Hows. Thus

the older dikes are aiuiesitie in cliaraeter and dt t cut

the Later .Anilesiles. Dikes of Iniekskin-eolored rhyolite

;ii,. ;i piiiiiiincnl I'ratui-e (if llic landscape and they cut

I'verytliing but tlie ujiper riiyoliles.

The most important ore-iModueing veins, smli as Ihose

found ill tlir Tom Heed, I'liited I'lastcrn. and Hig Jim

mines, are found in a ediniilieated .scries of fissures ex-

tending along the lia.se of tiie range in a north-westerly

and south-easterly direction. I'ari of these fissures

strike nearly N4r)°W. and uliiers strike about N60°W.

This relation produces many intersections and large ore-

bodies are found near many of Ilie crossings. Tlie veins

all dip steeply to the north-east in this belt.

The vein-filling was (iriginally cali-ite and contained

little gold. Later activity, probably induced by the

rhyolite intrusions, re-opened the fissures and part of

the calcite was rejilaccd by quartz with some adularia.

The gold occurs principally in lieinatite (pseudomorphic

after pyrite) in the quartz.

The larger orebodies are not found on the surface but

appear at depths between 300 and 500 ft. Some geolo-

gists have reasoned from tliis that the gold has been

leached from near the surface and deposited as second-

ary enrichments below. It is evident from the nature

of the gangue that acid solutions could not exist and

hence the theory of "W. II. Kminons cannot be applied.

Except for the oxidation of the pyrite, there is no evi-

dence of the ai-tion of surface-water on the ore. There-

fore I believe that the ore is essentially a primary de-

posit formed by hot ascending water. The calcite came

from the andesitie nuiginas with possible contriliutions

from underlying limestones. an<l the quartz and adularia

came from the acid magmas.

Although the veins cut the Green Chloritic Andesite.

it is probable that the important orebodies occur in the

Older Andesite because they are found at depths below

300 ft. and. as was noted above, the Green Chloritic

Andesite cannot extend much deeper than 300 feet.

The belt, or zond, above described does not extend over

4 miles long by 2 miles wide. The remainder of the Oat-

man district is still in the prospect stage, and deduc-

tions as to its geology cannot be made satisfactorily at

this time.

John B. Pl.vtts.

Oatman, May 4.
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By Frank H.'Pn>befft

THE relationship of pliysiography to ore deposits is

important, luit in many districts the details of it

are difficult to determine. Each of the eomple.x

changes in the physical history has its etifect, and, for

the formation of an ore deposit, there must be a for-

FlG. 9. RUdGED TOPOCiK.M'IIY, 3 R MINK, TATACiONIA,

tunate coml)ination of many favorable fac-

tors working harmoniously together, the

absence of any one of which may prevent

sufficient concentration to make a mass

of ore.

The nature and genesis of an ore-deposit

affect th(,' topographic expression of the

outcrop. It is, of course, necessary to dis-

tinguish between present contours and

those of the mineralizing period. Ele-

vated areas are frequently the result of

comparatively recent erogenic movements,

of recent fracturing; hence processes of

oxidation are seldom advanced. Preci]>-

itous slopes mean rapid run-off. Gravita-

tive stress may cause a constant widening of fractures.

Ores of igneous origin, where concentrated by later

processes of oxidation and precipitation, may be sought

on the middle or lower slopes of mountainous areas.

However, the slow downward migration of the belt of

weathering furnishes the final favorable condition for

the accaimulation of secondary minerals liy descending

waters. At a recent meeting of the San Francisco sec-

tion of the American Institute of Mining Engineers. Di

.

Bailey Willis pi-esented some l)ro;id geni'i-ali''5ations .show-

ing the ilistribution of mining <lislricls around tlie pcri-

Ijhery of plus areas of elevation on the American conti-

nent. This relationship is particularly well shown in the

leail-zinc mines of the Ozark uplift, in the metal mines
of Montana, Idaho, Utah, and Nevada, and on the west-

em slopes of the Sierra Nevada and the Andes.

The relative hardness of the rocks, as

well as the topography and rainfall, de-

termines the amount of erosion. A bree-

ciated vein, silicified shear-zone, or meta-

morphosed limestone, will be more re-

sistant than the enclosing rock and will

weather out conspicuously in the land-

scape. In looking over a new district, all

unusual features, such as steep scarps,

rock-ribs, 'blow-outs,' and sudden changes

of color, should be investigated.

The longer the period of time that the

mineral deposit has been subjected to sur-

face influences the more advanced will the

alteration be, and, other things being

equal, the greater are the possibilities of

an extensive zone of enrichment below.

Most of the chalcoeite bodies already ex-

ploited on the North American continent

belong to early Tertiai-v time. The end of

Fk;. id. KIlI.MNCi Idl'llCKM'llV. ( III.MI (.ol'l'KU I U.. .SA.MA liilA. NKW _MI,.\UU.

this geologic period wa.s marked by a general ad.justment

of the earth's crust attendant on protracted volcanism.

Man.y of the orebodies were faulted, fractured, or

crushed l)y tectoni<' movement, initiating a period of

vigorous oxidation. Freedom of circulation is essential

for solution, precipitation, and consequent concentra-

tion.

Solution prevails in (he zone of oxidation. The phe-

nomena of solution are of supreme importance in the

concentration of metallic ores. A magmatie ore owes its

segregation to a relative insolul)ility in the magma. A
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rosidiiiil or dotritnl on- is forimii, at Uast in part, liy

thf iviiiovnl fn>iu a nuk of tin- moio stiluhlo i-onstitucnts.

tlu' less solublo lhen>l>y iHH'ominK ooiici-ntraliti. Sc.ii

iiieiitary oros arc dopositod from solution, citlur dirccliy

.>r l.y pnvipitalioii. and nu-lallitVrons vt-ins n'pnscnt

mother aspiH't of tin- sauio pn«vss«'s. "Tin- oripinal

mairnialif rooks an- s«parati-d. l>y solution or liadiins;.

into ditT»>n'nt fractions: and th.-n- by dirc.-t d. 'position,

l.y prtH'ipitntivr nnii'tions. or liy nn'tasoniati.' nplacc-

„je„t—on>)Hx1ies. ami ospi-cially vcintillinns, an- fornu'd.

In most i-ases prolmhly tlio final workalilo dt'i)osit is tlu-

utfomt' of a st>rios of concent rat ions, the result of sev-

eral inter-dependent processes. Hy difTcrences of solu-

bility, the constituents of the earth's cru.^t are .separated

from one another, to be laid tlown again \inder ilifTerent

conditions and in ditTcrent places."*

The srreater the number of openings, tlu- greati-r the

pvKViibilities of enrichment. Many small openings arc

more favorable than large faults for wide-spread o.xida-

tion. Friction is greater in capillary tubes than in wide

openings: hence the percolation of water is slower, con-

tact with mineral and gangue is longer, solution more

complete, and enrichment enhanced. Such conditions

favor a thorough leaching of a comparatively shallow

zone. It is in the intensely faulted areas that oxidation

extends to great depths.

A welded bar of steel is weakest at the weld, so too in

the earth's crust, a fracture once formed, even though

latrr filled by vein -matter, is necessarily weak, so that

slight movement of the enist may bring about re-opening

of fissures, sympathetic breaks, and brecciation. Re-

opening of fractures is common. Its effect is far reach-

ing and to it one must attribute many of the big ore

bodies. It explains the alternating appearance of oxides

and sulphides in the vertical range of lodes: it accounts

for irregular oxidation, because clays will be formed by

the grinding of the wall-rock and will obstruct the move-

ment of aerated waters. Shear-zones, or areas of brec-

ciation. are favorable places for enriched ore.

It is advisable to study all these structural details,

the bedding-planes of sediments. ,ioint-planes of in

trnsives. cleavages, slips, fractures, faults, and deter-

mine, if possible, the dominant lines of weakness. The

trend of an orebody will be indicated and the possibili-

ties for ore-shoots suggested.

In his work for the Geological Survey at Bingham.

J. M. Boutwell recognized the importance of studying

the complex system of fracturing there developed. He

plotted patiently the strike and dip, noted all conditions,

favorable or otherwise, and soon brought light from the

apparent chaos. He found that the fissures devoid of

mineral contents trend toward all points of the compass

in about equal numbers. The fissures with feeble min-

eralization trend north-east. Over 84% of those that

carry pay-ore range between N 5° and 43° E. In brief.

the barren fissures display no regularity of direction.

*F. W. Clarke, 'Data of Geochemistry,' U. s. G. S.. Bulletin

SIG. p. 633.

v\hil<' the mincrali/.cd fraclures are ail ineluded wilhin

a small arc of the magnetic circle (see Fig. 13). Olh.r

districts have been studied similarly. The complex

sy.stcm of faults and fractures at Hutlc, Montana, liii.-,

favored the formation of extensive high-grade orcl)o<lics;

it has complicated the search for these orcbodies; it has

given the economic geologist an interesting field for

scientific research; it was the cradle of the theory of

sccondiii's (niiclmiciit iis ;iil\ mih'i-iI Ii\ Wiiirlicll, Wird,

and Kmmons; it has eiinclicil llw lawyers wIhi have en-

deavored to elucidate iIh' ctrcts of faiilling in a|)ex

litigation.

The surface docs not always show the coinplieali'd

structure, or the relative imporlance of the (lilTeicut

•series of fractures. At l'.iiif,'liaiii "(inly a eomijaraliveiy

small portion of the several Iniiidred fissures observed

mid'Tfrniniid are reeogni/able at the surl'ai-e." The

iifddiiig-planes of the sediiiienlaries, (lie .ji)int,-i)laMis n\

intrusives, if they are not loo liiglily altered, may be

noted; the relatioiisliii) of dikes or sills to either of

these can be established; the influence of ma.jor or even

minor faults can be detected, so that there is nnich to !)<

learned even from meagre .surface evidence. Again,

shearing will be recognized readily. Parallelism ol'

fractures closely spaced will suggest sympathetic breaks,

a slow and continued ad,justment of the rock massif,

from which we may infer that free circulation of ox-

idizing waters has taken place. Brecciation, with or

without subsequent silicification, is a favorable sign.

The presence of clay on fault-planes may form an im-

pervious layer to divert the waters one way or another.

At the Mount Lyell mine, in Tasmania, a gossan ore-

shoot followed the foot-wall of the lode; no copper was

found on the upper side, but a remarka])le series of rich

lenses of silver and c()j)pcr was iiiinc(l t'ldin the nndcr

side.

In the life-hi.story of an ore deposit, that of the out-

crop is the most eventful. It is sub.iect to ceaseless war-

fare; it is torn to pieces by violent earth-movements; it

is attacked by ga.scs, waters, and acids; it is drenched by

rain, frozen in winter, scorched in summer; the sand-

laden winds burnish it ; the soils try to protect it. Is it

any wonder that the metal contents seek refuge at a

lower horizon ? They gather themselves in zonal array,

temporarily protected by the impoverished surface, to

await the constant attack of the elements. These zones

are continually descending; it is an orderly retreat un-

der normal conditions, but when the onslaught is too

great, much of the metal is dissipated : its form is anni-

hilated, its disorganized remnant is made captive and

transported elsewhere.

Ore at the outcrop may represent what was once pri-

mary mineral : afterward enriched sulphide ore ; still

later oxidized, enriched sulphide ore; later still leached,

oxidized, enriched sulphide ore ; and finally it may have

become the gos.san. Any one of these particular phases

may show at the surface. Again, the transition from

one condition to another may be very slow ; they may be
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serially blended with no sharp line of demarcation. The
actual depths of the various zones vary widely in dif-

ferent districts, in different parts of the same disti-ict,

or even in the same deposit, depending upon the local

conditions of the water circulation.

In support of these statements, I shall quote from the

writing of three close students of the subject.

Flli. 11. OITCBOP OF M'l.N .\.M) UESEKX TOrOGR.\l']I V.

PLANET MINE. BOU.SE, ARIZONA.

F. L. Ransome says of Bisbee: "Within the transi-

tion zone between completely oxidized and unaltered

sulphide ores, which has a ma.ximum depth or thickness

of about 900 ft., the oxidizing i>rocesses are controlled to

a large extent by recent, irregular Assuring and by tiie

relative permeability of the various sulphide masses to

descending waters. Fissures, cutting through masses of

lean pyrite, are almost invariably accompanied by
streaks of rich ore, often containing ehalcocite together

with cuprite and native copper. Where there are sev-

eral such fissures closely spaced, important orebodies

result."

Waldemar Lindgren says of ilorenci :

'

' The oxidation

does not extend down to any well defined water-level,

which must be far below the deepest workings, but acts

most irregularly, sometimes leaving fresh, metamorphic
limestone at the surface and again reaching down to a

depth of 400 ft. along fissures and faults. The present

orebodies probably fell an easier prey to oxidation by
reason of their richness in sulphides and their favorable

exposure to percolating waters."

Reno H. Sales says of Butte: "Examined from the

surface downward, the oxidized portion of a copper vein

will show but little variation in physical character or

mineral composition between the outei'op and the sul-

phide ore. The line of separation, marking the change

from oxidized to sulphide ore is very sharp and clean-

cut. There is no partial oxidation of the veins, no mix-

ture of sulphides and oxides. The entire change in any
single cross-section takes place within two or three feet

vertically. Generallj' the sulphide ore, through slight

changes in the relative abundance of certain minerals,

indicates the proximity of the oxides, while in the ease

of the oxides, there is seldom, if ever, any change to in-

dicate a nearness to sulphides."

It is essential to determine the original po.sition ver-

tically of that part of the orebody exposed today. This

done, we can formulate some idea of its further possi-

bilities.

The changes wrought in the zone of

oxidation are the net results of the com-

bined work of the elements from above

and of subterranean forces. The latter

cause the main fractures ; they buckle the

surface and force into or through the

overlying rocks great quantities of molten

material, initiating mineralization. Then,

on the shrinkage of volume, due to cool-

ing, new planes of weakness and rupture

develop, and finall.v the metallic residuum

of the magma escapes, completing the pri-

mary mineralization. Now comes the

deluge from above, gathering strength in

its descent through the belt of weather-

ing, destroying the original character of

the mineralization ; but its vitality is

soon exhausted : wearied of its burden, it

deposits secondary sulphides, and finally

it is lost in that water zone, the top of

which is known as the ground-water level.

Outcrops and the zone of oxidation are so closely re-

lated and intimately a.ssociated that they must lie de-

FlG. 13. DIAGRAM SHOWING TREND.S OK BARREN FISSTKES AM) OF
LEAN AND PAY VEINS AND LODES OBSERVED IN BINGHAM. UTAH.

(Copied from Prof. Paper No. 3S, U. S. G. S.)

scribed and discussed together. Forces thai have de-

veloped the one have influenced the other, and fs ground-

water level has been the accepted dividing line between
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llif iiuiii'iitor aiul tlio iiuiirntoil in the voluiiiiiiDiiK dis

i-iissioi) of socoiulury sulpliidi's. I kIiiiII limit inysolf to

tliiit portion of copper deposits direi-tly iiitluent'ed l>y

nu'ti'oric agency.

All the waters in the Im'Ii oi vm-miIu'mmj: an' oi nicicorii'

or snrfaoe origin. Tliey ure tlif most potent factors in

the enrichment of primary deposits. tJenerally sjjcak-

inp. their power is spent i>n reaeliinp the ^ironnd-watiT

level, nithongh in a nnmhcr of eases they have .ini, h. ,1

areas 1h»Iow this level by diffusion of contents.

lironnd-water level is the level at whieh water lies in

any particular district. It tends to folU)w the eontoni

of the country. If the rock is shattered and the open-

inirs aiv large and numennis. the ground-water level

will Ih? at a considerable distance from the surface, since

meteoric waters can readily jicnetrate. There is likely

to Ik" h marked rise in the level where the o])enings

change from super-capillary to capillary size. The prox-

imity of streams or other bodies of water cause the

Si-ound-wafer to risi\ In the eastern I'nited States, the

ilepth of ground-water varies from to 100 ft.; in the

high limestone region of Kentucky, it stands about 220

ft. below the surface; in the western part of the great

Plateau region east of the Cordilleras, it is reached at

from 150 to 240 ft., whereas, in arid regions of the

Southwest, it may be 1000 ft. or more down. The av-

erage depth throughout the T'nited States is from 00 to

l.iO feet.

Franz Posepny first called attention to the striking

difference of conditions above and below ground-water

level. James F. Kemp vigorously attacked the theories

advanced by C. R. Van Hise regarding the relative work
of meteoric and maginatic waters in the origin of ore

deposits. He pointed out that there is a grave objection

to the supposition of a univei-sal ground-water level.

The deep shafts of Lake Superior are drA'. even dusty.

although from their geologic structure and proximity to

large bodies of water, conditions are favorable for much
water At Pzribram the mines are dry at 2400 feet.

"Wlieuever possible, it is advisable to determine the

permanent water-level in the district being examined,

as it may have a marked bearing on the value of the

property, but in interpreting the phenomena of the out-

crop, it is well to bear in mind the later geological his-

tory of the section, because subsidence, together with

choking and elevation of surface drainage, may raise

the ground-water above its old level. Where the rain-

fall is slight, contributions to persistent water are pro-

portionately small: the level may be far down. or. if the

rocks are shattered, it may be entirely lacking, and ox

idized ores, so far as they can be produced without the

aid of much water, may extend to depths infinitely great.

I use the term water zone advisedly. T. A. Riekard

has. on several occasion.s. emphasized the importance of

recognizing a stratum in the earth's crust above and

below which water, as such, is not found. The low-er

limit of ground-water may present a very irregular sur-

face, depending on the penetration of fractures. In the

Engineering d- Mining Journal of March 14. 190.3. and

in the .Ml.MNti .\M) SciKNTU-K- I'ni.ss of .luut' 27, 1!I0H,

liickard cites several instances to support (ills conlcn-

lion, ami says. "All Ihc evidence is in liixor ol' the

e.s.sentially su|)crlicial character of ore fornnilion; ni

other words, the prceii)ilation of ore, and esi»ecially the

concentration that nndics the richer bodies of it, is

measnraiile Irnin tiic surrace accessible todti\ ;mi| lias

been alTectcd iiy gcolojficnl conditions near thai sur'l'act'.

Of these conditions the niosi iniporlanl. is Die existence

of a lilanket of meteoric water charged with oxygen and

.splits leached from the oxidi/.ed zone overhead."" This

is an important siiliject and invites investigalinii aiiil

diseu.ssion.

firound-waler level is never the same over any long

|)4'rio(l of geologic lime. It is eonslantly changing, and

this movement in the virlieal scale has an important

hearing on the mineral .se(|nei , causing alternating

]>eriods of oxidation and reduction, enrieiiment and im-

poverishment. Practiciill\ .ill llic workable deposits of

today are the result of successive concentrations, effected

by circulating waters. The periodic rise and fall of

ground-water is most marked in aiid regions. These

fluctuations cause the oxidized and enriciieii areas lo

exliiliit great irrcfiularity in vertical range.

At Kyslitiiii. in Siberia, the level of ground-water is

relatively constant, 100 ft. below (lie surface of the broad

shallow valleys in which the copper deposits are found.

There is a noted parallelism of the sevcr.ij miiieralogic

zones with the ground-water level. The latter has an

intimate relation to the vertical range of minerals. The

gossan does not extend down to the water, indicating the

retreat of standing water to greater depth. The zone of

oxidation is only a})out two-thirds the width of the pri-

mary ore. Leaching and impoverishment of copper eon-

tents extends down 50 to 1.35 ft. below ground-water,

while residual suli)hides are found 25 to 95 ft. below the

present level, again attesting to the variability of the

horizon of ground-water.

At Ajo, Arizona, the oxidized ores continue to a liori-

zontal plane 20 to 150 ft. underground. This i)lanc does

not conform to the present topography but forresf)onds

with the present water-level.

John A. Reid describest an interesting situation at

T'opperopolis, in California, where the surface zone of

oxidation is very shallow, 30 ft. or less, and the zone of

enrichment entirely lacking. He attributes this fact to

the intense lateral pressure in the rocks, preventing the

formation of an active vadose circulation.

Ground-water level oscillates in different localities

with seasonal changes, and has been subject to rise and

fall in geologic time, but generally speaking, it moves

downward with the erosion of the surface. We must

not be misled by this statenvnt, however, for present-

day outcrops may be the net result of reactions, chemical

and physical, extending over geological epochs.

The zonal arrangement of the products of alteration

is influenced by the structure of the rock-mass. They

•M. & S. P., Vol. 96, p. 875.

^Economic Geology. Vol. 2, pp. 380-417.

i
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are not constant ; any one zone may be liiglily developed

or conspicuously absent, depending on local conditions.

At Ducktown, in Tennessee, the gossan extends from the

surface to 100 ft. It is rich in iron and has been smelted

for a number of years as an iron ore. Below this is a

dark-colored ai-ea of enriched sulphides, which is ap-

proximately parallel with ground-water and present

surface, but where the lodes are crossed by running

streams, chaleocite is seen at the surface.

As a rule these zones are roughly conformable with

the present topographic surface and hydrostatic level,

but they may be much more irregular than either. The
zone of sulphide enrichment nearly always contains

nuclear masses of primary ore. In moist countries the

zone of secondary sulphide is usually below water-level.

Lindgren says: "Chaleocite perhaps forms at the pres-

ent time in the upper levels of the belt occupied by this

mineral, where copper sulphate solutions from oxidizing

chaleocite above are abundant, and free oxygen absent.

Direct oxidation has, in fact, already penetrated to the

deepest levels attained in the pyritic zone, due to the

presence of fissures and seams, l)ut it is slowly spread-

ing." He regards the chaleocite zone as formed about

an ancient water-level much higher than the present.

During the period of formation of the Gila conglomer-

ate, the water-level was surely at least several hundred
feet higher than it is now, and it was probably still

higher during Tertiary time, during which a moist cli-

mate most likely prevailed. Precipitation may be caused

by evaporation, as is the case in all efflorcscenses and in-

FUi. 12. HAY. ARIZOX.^. OITCROP OF OREBOIJY IX MIDDLE DLSTANCK.

whereas in arid regions it is partly or entirely above it.

Ground-water is generally accepted as the level at

which reduction of the oxygenated water begins and
where secondary enrichment may be expected. The
statement does not always apply, for, if the deposit is

very porous, oxy-sulphates may develop and continue

for a considerable distance. A mineral soluble under
given conditions does not precipitate readily as long as

those conditions last. The waters below the persistent

water-level are not oxygenated except by diffusion and
that only to a limited degree.

Many deposits of secondary sulphide in the arid

South-west are above the ground-water level. In a num-
ber of mines, the primary ore has been exposed and no

water is found. This is probably on account of change
of climatic conditions. If the change was sudden, the

primary ores may have had but little chance for altera-

tion. Nearly all the mines are drj' at Morenci (Arizona)

in and below the chaleocite ore. Of these mines, Mr.

crustations in mine-workings. Melanterite, chalcan-

thite, goslarite, gypsum, and alum are common in sur-

face workings. Local accumulations of sulphates may
lead to the formation of veins of stopeable width, for ex-

ample, the melanterite veins near Whitehall, in Mon-
tana, and the chalcanthite veins of the Bluestone mine,

in Nevada, and in Chile. Rapid evaporation may induce

surface circulation.

The nature of the outcrop will suggest the duration

of erosive conditions and extent of their work. Where
the mineral contents of a vein are sub.ject to rapid so-

lution, rapid erosion favors rapid concentration.

Weathering generally precedes erosion ; and where

erosion is slow, the surface may be entirely leached of its

metallic content, so that large or concentrated areas of

enrichment are produced. The present enriched zones

not only represent the added value from the known

oxidized covering, but may contain that from horizons

alread.v eroded.
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'riu< ostiinato of tiio amount of niiiu-nil rciiiovfil li.v

t-rosive action is nioro of acailcniio inliTi-st tlinn of ooni-

inorviul vnluo. An i-xJiaustoii niino is scMoni intt'ifsl

injr. ajiil that part of an oro lioposit wliirh Natuio lias

iinnoii can novor he tipun-d as an asset unless it lias luu-n

oonoeut rated elsewhere on the surface of the earth.

Nature is kind to the pold miner in this matter, as is

instajieed l>y "Thi- (Johlen Sands of Nome. "J and in all

liki-lihiHui. the coppiT ileposits of llu- Red Heds of tln'

Triassie snndst(uu\s owe their oripin to the re-eoni-enlni

tion of transported material.

If we know that the prinuiry ore is uniform in char

aoter. the sceondary sulphides ean be used as a factor to

dttcrmiiu' muchly the auiount of material that has heen

riMuoveil from the present surface. The fornuila

(i(l-p) + 6(f-p)

P

x^ vertical ilistanee in feet of the eroded portion.

a= pres«Mit depth of impoverished leached surface

zone.

b= depth of enriched zone above accepted datum liiu-

of primary ore.

<= assay of the leached zone.

c= assay of the enriched ore.

p^ assay of primary ore.

gives but a rude approximation of the amount of ma-

terial eroded, but in conjunction with other geologic

data, can be used to check conclusions regarding the

past history of the vein.

It has been applied at Duektown and shows that there

the copper content of the eroded area was dissipated, for

the depth of the leached zone now exposed is sufficient to

account for all the re-concentrated copper of the sec-

ondary sulphide ore.

In the early days of acti^nty in the Ray district, J. E.

Spurr determined the amount of schist that has been

leached and partly removed, to produce the known ore-

body. Using the data from nine representative drill-

holes, he estimated that 467 ft. of rock had been leached

and removed by erosion from the present surfacfe. This

agreed with the aerial geologj-.

The forces at work and the conditions under which

they operate in the upper zone are so complex and inter-

related that they almost defy analysis or division for

indi^•idual consideration. Cause and effect are confused.

Reactions are reversible and variable chemical condi-

tions cause complementarj- changes. Oxidation and

desulphidation. carbonation and disilication are com-

plementary processes in the oxidized zone. They may
take place simultaneously.

The effects of the physical and chemical forces are not

independent of one another: on the contrary, they are

most intricately interlocked. To a considerable degree

any one of the forms of energy may transform into the

others: consequently, the action of one almost always

produces an effect upon the action of the others. Fre-

quentl.v- all of the forces, contributing to the constant

J'Geology Applied to Mining, T. A. Rickard. The Mining

Magazine. October 1914.

change, arc iiii|i(irtunl siiiiidUuK'nus I'lictnrs in I he re-

sults; apain. one or two of the forces may l>e prominent

or even ditiiiinant. the nliier phiyinp a snliordinate pnil.

In every transformalioii, if nil the I'ucrny I'aetDrs ol the

entire system be taken iiilo aceciunl. some of the energy

is eonverteil into heat. ;niil lnjit Jii'ecfiliiiites elii'inieal

change.

In the study cif the iinder^rrnniiil circii|jiti<iii, xwv li;is

1(1 consider the total effect, the linal result of all the com-

ponent I'auscs and effects rather limn the niciMies of

sim|)le operations. rirculati(Mi is rapiil in |iin|Miiiinii as

the hydrostatic head, the gravity, ami iiici'haiiiejil julion

are great. It is slow in projuirtion as the internal fi'ic-

tion is great. In proportion as the openings are con-

tinuous, it will bi' rapid; in ])r()]>((rti<)n as the ijorosily

of the rock is increased, circulation will be acceleiatcd.

Of all these the size of the openings is the most iiniinr

taut, aiul as a corollary, the oxi<liiti()ii nl' ;in (ircliody

will be advanced by the dc"elo]imen1 of these lavorable

conditions. The molecular structure of the vein or de-

posit will influence percolation; hence, anything that

tends toward abstraction of material, chemically or iiie-

chaiiieally. will promote leaching and oxidation, l-'oi- a

given pore-space ]ier unit of area, the faults are likely

to give a greater flow of oxygenated waters than areas

of shearing or fissility. This follows from the greater

size of the few openings. Hence, other things being

equal, the zone of oxidation in veins is generally more

advanced and much deeper than it is in the disseminated

deposit. The size of openings also effects the transmis-

sion of oxygenated waters, for the smaller the opening

the greater the quantity that is held by imbibition or

adhesion to the walls. Here the time element comes into

play, for the solvent power of water is in proportion to

the time of contact. Waters moving slow^ly are the more

potent. The geological—I might say the economic

—

work of the ground-water is favored by smallness of

openings, by time, pressure, and heat. Pressure and

temperature are factors of depth and therefore influence

the vertical range of the work done by circulating

waters. Heat depends upon depth of penetration. It is

increased by chemical action, mechanical action, and

the presence of intrusive rocks. Not only is the rate of

solution increased by higher temperatures, but the ca-

pacity for holding material in solution is greatly aug-

mented. The hotter the water, the less the viscosity,

w-hich assists flow through minute openings; The under-

ground journey of waters seeping downward may oc-

cupy centuries of time. The adjustment of a rock to its

environment is never complete ; therefore changes are

always in progress ; and the conditions are always those

of chemical dynamics; but the changes are so slow thai

an attempt to duplicate the reactions in. a laboratory

would fail utterly. It is a ca.se of chemical statics.

Time is an essential factor.

Time is not a force or agent of alteration or chemical

change, but alteration is a function of time. A com-

paratively weak force, chemical or physical, working

through a long interval of time, may accomplish an in-

credible amount of work. We cannot compare condi-
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tious ill the earth with laboratory work ; for instance, in

the laboratory, quartz is almost inappreciably soluble in

water, whereas it is beyond question that enormous

quantities of silica have been dissolved and transported

in the earth's crust. The geologist has to think not in

hours, days, or even years. The effect of time is recog-

nized in const inactive and destructive geology. It is of

even greater importance in studying chemical change.

In proportion as rocks or ore deposits are old, they are

greatly altered ; in proportion as they are young, they

are less altered.

If the geologist ignores this fact, and reasons in ref-

erence to the potency of forces and agents in metamor-

phism, as a chemist and physicist does in the laboratory

in reference to the same forces and agents, he is certain

to fall into serious error.

M^ T'l r J ii-'r rrrir ryf -m.^

-:yi-^mm

i^aa

A summary of mine production of silver, copper, lead,

and zinc in the Central States in 1915,* is as follows:

for convenience. The Joplin region produced 16% of

the lead and 76% of the zinc of the Central States in

1915, and was much the largest producer of zinc in the

United States, yielding 36% of the total zinc production

from domestic ores, against 38% in 1914. The upper

Mississippi Valley region yielded a little more than 1%

State

Arkansas

Illinois

Kansas
Kentucky _

Michigan 12.334,700

Missouri 15,573,700

Oklahoma
Wisconsin 1,934.000

Total 1915 31,869,600 647,553

Total 1914 23,734,923 482,983

*The following are the average market prices used by the U.

metals for the calendar year 1915: Silver, per fine ounce, $0,507

$0,047; zinc (spelter), per pound (average sales price), $0,124.

tincludes only ore from north-western Illinois.

JTonnage not available.

Ore treated
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iBtematlonal Smelttng Com-
pany Miami Plant

Wt aiv iiulflitcd to Mr. L. R. Walliu-i-. resitliiit nian

atpT for the IiitornationnI Siiu'lting Co., nt Miami.

Arizonu. for the follmviiii: tiilails coiircriiinj: tlu' oiM-ra-

tioii of this higlily ofljciont and sturessful plant.

nRVINC-PfJVNT ST.VTISTU-S

CoiniHWillon of Cljarge

%
Concentrates ...S3.6

Criislied ore 0.3

Converter secondaries ... S.3

Pyrlte 4.9

Limestone 2.9

Analysis of CharKe
'r

Cu 30.97

SIO, 16.02

AlA 5.S3

Fe 16.65

CaO 1.80

S 19.57

Undetermined 9.1fi

.SuMiii iiriiilnnil nt 1S7 lit presKiire and IJHIC.. prr Ion of

cliarKi'. i:l-4 poiiads.

KallMK ii'ni|i«>raliii'<'H in rnnuire: at biUlKi-, iri40 ('.; iit

Ihroat. 12'J0 ; KaH iifli'i- iiuhhImk bolli'iH, 30(1 '('.

Aii|iroxliiiiil(' KaH aaalVHlK al lliroal: CO,, H. •!'/<; 0„ 2.0%.

Draft at throat la liulioH of water, 0.25.

TemiH-ratare of oil at liiirners, Sg'C.

Hrossuro of oil, SO pounds.

Pressure of air used for atonil/.iiiK, S pounds.

(•(INM un II I'l.ANT

Ulasl-pressure, 14 pounds.

Air per ton of hulllon, 142,000 cubic feet.

Average time for blow. :i hours 10 minutes.

Average welRhl of matte per chart!*-, L'li tons.

Copper produced per charge, 13.4 tons.

Grade of matte, 51.5";',.

Averape time to blow one Ion of copper, M.2 luliiules.

Tons of ore used per ton of copper. 0.30 ton.

Copper prodticed per ronvorter-day, 101 tons.

!HK INTKHNATIONAI. SMKI.TKR. AT MIAMI. AKIZONA.

Capacity per furnace-day, 185 tons.

Oil consumed, per ton. 5.15 gallons.

Temperature of calcine, 165'C.

Flue-dust produced 0.7*;^.

Volume of gas at SO'C. per ton of charge, 43,700 cubic feet.

Maximum velocity of gas in Cottrell tubes, 3 ft. per second.

Average temperature in tubes. 80°C.

Gas contained : CO;. 4.4% ; 0=, 14.4%.

Moisture in concentrate, 15.9%.

RfCVERBER.\TOKT Pf.AST

Composition of Charge

% %
Concentrate 80.4 64.8

Silicious ore 0.8 0.6

Conv. secondaries. .10.2 S.8

Conv. flue-dust 0.3 0.2

Pyrlte 4.0 3.7

Limestone 3.7 3.0

Hot conv. slag 19.4

Solid charge per furnace-day, 454 tons.

Oil per ton solid charge, 0.72 barrels.

Analysis of Solid Charge

%
Cu 30.2

SiO.. 16.2

AlA 5.S

Fe 17.0

CaO 8.1

S 18.9

Undetermined 9.8

A.NALYSIS OV OkKS AM) PKODLCTS

SiO, Al.O, Fe CaO S Cu

Concentrate 16.8 6.5 13.4 0.4 20.2 35.2

Silicious ore 65.7 13.8 1.4 0.5 ... 4.5

Conv. secondaries 15.7 3.5 41.1 1.0 6.1 16.6

Converter-slag 19.2 4.1 51.0 0.5 1.1 3.5

Reverberatory-dust ....19.8 9.5 4.2 2.0 9.9 18.3

Converter-dust 5.0 2.0 5.2 0.6 15.0 34.0

Pyrite 4.6 1.1 41.3 .. 45.0 2.3

Limestone 4.4 48.8

Dryer-dust 27.0 12.5 5.6 1.4 8.4 25.6

Reverberatory-slag 40.2 12.7 27.0 4.3 .. 0.8

Reverberatory-matte .

.

21.6 .

.

24.5 51.7

The complete flow-sheet is given on the opposite page.

The International Shelter reduced 70,304 tons of

concentrate and 17,105 tons of ore, producing 51,769.669

lb. of copper from May 21, 1915, when operations wore

started to December 31. There was also i)r()duced 70,000

oz. silver and 822 oz. gold.
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Flovz-sheet c^ International Smelting Companys Plant.
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Tun m: Av

By Churl** F. WUUs

Ai;iZ»».NA leiuls ill piiuliu'tiini of i-oppcr, luil llu-

fxiiti'iiient i-misi'il by tlie tiemniul for tiinpstiii

lins pivoii that nu-tiil tiiiiponiry jirmniiicncc.

Tuii^nsten mining is ilistiiu-tly the pruspoi'tor's ^ramc, tlu-

orv wt'urriiin poiiorally in small deposits, narrow veins,

aiid poekets. It has been found in Arizona at a minitier

of plaees.

In the Dragoon distriet of Cochise county, hiibnerite,

neeonipanied by small quantities of seheelite, occurs witli

fluorite in quartz veins cutting granite, and in placers

derived from these veins. This district has produced

tungsten ores for years, but many new claims have now

been staked. From the mines of the Priinos Chemical

Co. regular shipments of high-grade concentrate are

being made to rennsylvania. In the Dragoon mountains

at Rus.sellville. hiibnerite and seheelite are found in

small quartz veins, cutting a granite stock, which is in

the shape of an oval area four miles by two. Every

arroyo in these mountains is being searched for tungsten

placers. Many rockers and 'long toms' are in evidence,

operated by Mexicans, who get 10c. per pound for the

concentrate, and make an average production of 10 ]h.

per day.

In the Whetstone distriet in Cochise county, wolfram-

ite veins are found in quartz and granite, with a little

seheelite. This is about 12 miles south-east of Benson

on the west slope of the Whetstone mountains. The

American Tungsten Co. has purchased the old Euclid

wolframite claims 10 miles south-west of Benson. This

company is erecting a concentrating plant, to cost $75,-

000. The tungsten mines in this district owned by the

Primos Chemical Co. are making a good production. 250

men being employed. In the Bower district of Cochise

county, in the Chiricahua mountains, seheelite occurs in

veins with pyrite and chalcopyrite. Discoveries of

tungsten have also been made in Gila county near the

Globe-Miami district. The Powers Gulch Development

Co. has been organized for the operation of these claims.

The tungsten is found to a depth of 120 ft., which is

unusually deep for Arizona. West of Miami another

strike was made, and upon talk of 60% tungstic tri-

oxide there was almost a stampede to the district. Some

of the tungsten shipped from the Powers Gulch claims

ran 67%. The property was opened for copper, and

nearly 2000 ft. of development work has been done on

the 22 claims.

Mohave county has two tungsten districts, the Ac-

quarius. about 12 miles from Owens on the Big Sandy

river 60 miles from Kingman, and the Yucca district,

12 miles east of Yucca. At the Tungsten Mountain

claims in the Aequarius district the country-rock is

chiefly granite, and the ore is in fissure-veins 1 to 3 ft.

wide, soiiif 111' whicli liilVf liecli tiiii'"'il I'm' I'DOII iir :!ll(IO

t'l. ailing till- strike. Wiilframite nriMirs in liaiuls be-

tween (iinirtz. and ilissciniiialed in I he vrin-liiling.

These bands have a niaxiiiHiin widlli nl' Iwn im-ln's of

solid wolframili-. altlinugli tlicrc is litth- nL'iihuilv : in

places tile vein-matter is aliiuisl barren. Wliiil is culled

the upper system consists of two veins dipping at 45'

into the mountain from opposite sides. The wash in

many plaees sliows a little tungsten, one KXHt-ll). lot nl'

frr;ivel yii'ldiiif,' 50 lli. ol" coiu'eiitralc. The elaiius in tlie

J
MAP SUOWING THE TLNG.STKX nlSTRICTS OK ARIZHSA.

Aequarius district have recently changed hands. Last

October a 50-ton concentrator was put into operation,

and is being worked steadily. In the Yucca district, the

Yucca Tungsten Mines Co. is developing its claims

preparatory to the installation of a milling-plant. The

ore is found in a big dike, and also in a 12-ft. vein par-

allel with the dike. The Yucca district is important as

a producer of the rare metals, including the Leviathan

and American Molybdenum companies.

In the White Pieacho district of Maricopa county, a

vein carrying wolframite has been found; it is only a

couple of inches wide, and although of high-grade, it

has not been developed. The Pittsburg Tungsten Co.

has been operating its eopper-tungstate properties at
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Cave Creek, 35 miles north of Plioenix, and with success.

The discovery of a 4-ineh vein of wolframite has been

reported from the Ajo district of Pima county, by M. G.

Levy, the owner of the Young American claims. In the

Arivaca district of Pima county, locally known as the

Las Guigas district, hiibnerite, accompanied by wolfram-

ite and a little scheelite, occurs in quartz veins. The
International Tungsten Co., H. Whitcomb, mauager,

has produced tungsten ore, and has been incorporated

for $10,000,000 to consolidate many of the smaller prop-

erties in that district. The Las Guigas Mining Co. was
incorporated to take over the Bent and Sampson claims,

which are old-time producers of tungsten.

Robert C. Boydkin and associates have a portable

mill, which is moved around to various parts of the Las
Guigas district. The mill consists of three units, a

pumping-plant, crushing-unit, and conceutrating-unit

;

it can be mounted on a wagon for transportation. The
concentrator is a 4 by 7-ft. Wilfley table, with special

head motion. Fairbanks-Morse engines are used, Roy
& Titcomb rolls, and a Blake crusher. The outfit cost

about .$7000. It has turned out $200 worth of concen-

trate in a three-hour run.

Scheelite occurs with gold and silver in the IMaudina

mine in the Old Hat district of Pinal county. Colonel

William Cody, better known as 'Buffalo Bill,' has spent

a fortune in developing a scheelite property at Bonita

in the same district. A mill was erected several years

ago, but it was not adapted for economical treatment of

the ore, and operations were suspended. With the im-

proved methods of reduction and the higher price for

tungsten, it is hoped that the Bonita mine will be re-

vived and that 'Buffalo Bill' will get some of his money
hack.

Placer operators on a small scale are in evidence in

many parts of Santa Cruz county, although in the Cala-

liasas district wolframite is found in place. A low

tongue of land between the Santa Cruz river and the

Nogales wash is underlain by a porphyritic grano-

diorite, which is cut by two types of intrusive rocks,

one of feldspar and quartz with small amounts of mica,

and the other of dense, black, fine-grained dikes, asso-

riated with wolframite. The contacts of the dikes with

the grano-diorite are well defined, and but little altered

except for a fraction of an inch. Along the belt there is

contact mineral, epidote and chlorite. The intrusive

material is dense and black along this contact and for

a fraction of an inch inside is unchanged. The deposits

are veins showing a beautiful comb-like structure, and in

places there are bands of quartz and wolframite. Some-
times the order of the bands is reversed, and it may be

that deposition was simultaneous, as wolframite and
quartz crystals are mixed. Post-mineral movement is

indicated by the walls, but the veins are not much cut

or disturbed. In places the quartz is stuck to the wall

by a thin layer of dense greenish material, resembling a

silicified shale, which may be the intrusive rock altered

by the solutions that formed the vein. The principal

gangue-mineral is quartz, but there are small crystals of

calcite, and liotii gangue and walls are iron-stained. The
only metallic minerals are wolframite and scheelite.

The wolframite is partly crystallized, but most of it is

massive. The crystals in large veins have grown into an
open space filled with vitreous quartz. The wolframite
near the surface is partly altered to iron oxide, showing
the form of the original crystal. Most of the veins are less

than 10 in. wide, although some are 2 ft., but the wider
ones are mostly quartz. The veins traverse the dikes,

and the granite near the dikes. The association between
the wolframite and the intrusive rocks seems very close.

The veins are numerous but most of them are barren;
the wolframite being found in small pockets widely
scattered. Ore was discovered in 1906 and some ship-

ments are said to have assayed over 50% tungsten.

The Tule Creek, Tip Top, and Eureka districts of
Yavapai eouuty have tungsten ores. A custom-mill is

planned in the Tule Creek district, to be erected on the
creek near Castle Hot Springs. The isolation of this

locality, with its lack of wagon-roads, makes a local

mill nece.ssary. The claims of the Thompson brothers
are being developed, and new locations by R. E. Clark
and C. E. Parian are recorded. One claim is reported to

show a streak 10 in. wide of nearly solid wolframite,
while another has a streak of equally good quality, but
only 8 in. wide. The finding of these claims, five miles
.south of the Tule Creek mines, indicates that the area
is larger than has been supposed. On the Gardner
claims a vein 8 ft. wide with wolframite 30 in. wide is

being mined. A new strike has been made upon the
Cook-Plummer ground in the heart of the district.

Depo.sits of hiibnerite and wolframite are being de-
veloped along pegmatite belts in the Eureka and Tip
Top disti'icts of Yavapai county. The old Tip Top mine
is a producer of tungsten ore; in former years this was
a rich silver mine. At that time a large tonnage of what
the operators classified as 'black jack' was thrown on
the dump

; this 'black jack' proves to have been wolfram-
ite, and the mine is now being worked to find out how
much of this ore was left standing in the drifts and
stopes. The first shipment of tungsten ore from Yava-
pai county was made in April 1914 from the Connors
claims in the Eureka di.strict. During the la.st month,
14 mining locations for tungsten claims in the Tip Top
district were filed in two days at the office of the County
Recorder. Even the cowboys are deserting the round-
up to seek for the metal.

Oatman is now said to be a low-grade district, liut the

ore is free-milling and some of the veins are as much as

30 ft. wide. The customary procedure of a new com-
pany in sinking, say, 400 ft. before cross-cutting to search
for ore, costs about .$40 per ft., or $20,000 in round
numbers, to determine if there is a mine. The T'nited

Eastern is estimated to have $10,000,000 in probable ore.

As in all gold districts, the question of persistence of ore

at depth is engaging the thoughts of the local mining
fraternity. Oatman will likely develop inlo a gold

produc(M- of moderate importance.
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Milling In Utah

By L. O. Howard

The gfiifral improveiiifiit in mining i-ondilions nuto'l

in my nvvnl artii-U's fontiiuKs. mnrki-d l>y no one ociiir-

n-ncc of gn-at moini-nt. luit liv niniuions small advaniTS

in all thi' liistrii-ts. Incrviusing sliipnicnts have heen

nototi fmm time to time from the old ilistriets. Iiut it is

only now that thf n-siilt of the intensive deveh)i)ment

of the last few months is heeoniing fully evident.

Tintie's pnulm-tion lias been hreakinp reeords each

wet-k. nntil in the week ending May !!•. 242 cars were

shipped, bringing the output for four weeks to 4:?,200

tons, worth over $1.0(H).W0. Not only is i^roductioii

heavy, hut all the old-time mines are being re-opcncil

and new ineorporations finaneed. The new ehlorinatioii

jdant is s<nd to have made a slight profit in April.

Owing to trouble with the roastei-s and the high cost

of ehemieals. neither capacity nor extraction has been

brought to the highest point. Effort is now concen-

trated on increasing the capacity and efticienj-y of the

roasting-plant. Competent labor is scarce in the district

and leases are in great demand.

The effect of new development work has also been

felt at Bingham, where a new producer has been de-

veloped in the Silver Shield. Two veins of $.30 to $40

ore. 2000 ft. apart, are reported. The I'tah Copper

mills are treating an average of 27,000 tons per day. on

occasion handling up to 35.000 tons. Favorable indica-

tions are noted in the tunnel of the Binghani-Tooelc

The Utah-Metals, now earning nearly $200,000 per

month, may add a flotation department to its mill, which

has a capacity of 225 tons per day. A dividend is ex-

pected in July, making the company the second new

dividend-payer in the district this year.

At Park City, work has been commenced on the new

adit of the Silver King Consolidated, and also on its

mill. The shipping list now includes 12 companies.

The New Quincy has furnished the latest sensation, the

valae of its stock having quadrupled in a week, on the

report of a 10-ft. face of $30 ore in a bed that was dis-

covered accidentally in the drift from the top of a raise

put up from the Daly West 900-ft. level, through which

the property is worked. The ground adjoins that of the

Daly West and Daly-Judge; it was a large producer in

the early days, and from time to time in recent years

has made small shipments.

The Dugway district. .50 miles from the railway, the

Salt Lake route, in south-western Utah, has a number of

promising properties, on which development is being re-

sumed. The long wagon-haul limits the grade of ore

that can be handled at a profit. Mo.st of the ground

has been under location for years and developed desul-

torily while awaiting transportation. The high price of

the metals has made it possible to ship poorer ore, the

value of which in some cases has been increased three-

fold. In the neighboring Clifton district there is much
excitement in tungsten, although there has not yet been

lime to get the ln'iiflit of complete ih'Vein|iiiii'jil l'"rniii

$ri(M10 to .+ 10,(100 worth of seheelite is beiiij; shipped elieli

Week by parcel j)osl.

A second company expects soon to siinl sliipniinls of

zinc ore from I'mnionlory, Ore eontiiiiiing 20 to 3(1';

zinc has bc<'n developed for a length of 50 ft. along the

vein and to a depth of 125 ft. Over 200 men are at

work in this locality.

Five properties are shipping from tlie old Stoeklon

tlistrict, and one mill is operated. Ziiie mr makes ii|>

most of the Khipmenls. alllmii^'li lr;iil, sIIm r. .iiid gold

are also sought.

In the Coltonwoods more of last season's producers

are sending out ore. Shipments from Hig Cottonwood

are heavily curtailed during the coiistrnction work on

the road. Even' week adds to llie inmdier of new com-

panies. There is now considerable one-man develop-

ment under way in the lower geologic horizons, the Cot-

tonwood (juartzitc and slate series receiving most atten-

tion. The South Cardiff has been organized to explore

this formation south-west of the Cardiff, and a large

group of claims along the divide between Hig and Ml tie

Cottonwood in this same formation is the basis of an-

other incorporation. On the jiorth -eastern side of the

district the Hig Cottonwood T'onsolidaled plans develo])-

ment in higher formations tlmii those in which orr- is

being found in any amount. Tlic principal drainage

project, the Alta Tunnel & Transiiortati(ni. has im-

proved its position by taking over 65 acres adjoining

the Prince of Wales. Alta Consolidated, and Emma Cop-

per, all pa.st producers and now actively developed.

For years the large deposits of low-grade oxidized

copper ore in the .Jura.ssic-Triassic sandstones of south-

eastern Utah have been known. It remained f<n- the

present prosperous times to render them productive.

These properties are situated about 70 miles from the

D. & R. G. railroad, and about 35 miles from MomIi. in

the same part of the State from which ores of riiclinin.

manganese, and zinc have been sliipped. these also oc-

curring in similar sandstones, A 300-ton mill is said to

be planned by one company in which Jesse Knight iind

Senator Reed Smoot have a large interest.

The valley lead smelters are now operating at ca-

pacity and some fear is expres.sed by the smaller lead

shippers that the market will be closed to them. Therr-

is. however, plenty of capacity yet to be utilized in the

copper plants. Considerable idle blast-furnace capacity

for copper ore is available, and while the tonnage of fine

ore has increa.sed. the amount received from the smaller

mines of the State bears a small proportion to the in-

creased shipments of lead and .silver ore. From time to

time there are rumors of the intended establishment of

a zinc smelter in the valley, but it appears much more

probable at this time that any facilities for reducing

zinc ores will be provnded by the expansion of hydro-

metallurgical methods.

A rich strike of gold ore is reported from the Gold-

strike-Virginia mine in Washington county in the south-

western corner of the State.
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Il©iiittmrj bmM ^©M-MaMm^ ^rr Ttr^-) r ^^1. Chile

*The plants for this work are at an elevation of 6800

ft. above sea-level. Wilfley table concentrate from the

mill, containing 33% snlphnr and 16% copper, is fed to

a 7-hearth Wedge furnace, having a total roasting-area

of 2140 sq. ft. On No. 1 tloor the temperature is 380'

C. ; on No. 7, 630° C. In its pas.sage through the furnace

the sulphur is reduced to SCJ . while the copper-content

is raised to 19.2%.

The sulphur, when burned, forms the dioxide gas

(SOo) that is used in the manufacture of sulphuric acid

(H2SO4). This gas is drawn from the furnace b.y a

motor-driven fan, the impellers of which are of (3% anti-

mony-lead mixture, through a brick tlue to the Glover or

hot tower.

This apparatus is constructed of timber, protected by a

tar coating. It is octagonal, 15 ft. diam. and -13 ft. 2 in.

high, with sheet-lead curtains hung on the frame within

6 in. of the bottom of a f-in. thick sheet-lead pan 24 in.

deep. The tower is packed with olisidianite. a chemical

brick, laid checker or staggered. On top of the brick is

2 ft. of quartz packing for the even distribution of th^

circulating acid. The top of the tower is of sheet-lead,

above which are the system and chamber-acid tanks of

350-cu. ft. capacity each. The most important function

of the Glover tower is to deprive the nitrous vitriol flow-

ing from the liottom of the Gay-Lussac tower of its

nitrous compounds, and to restore it to a proper state of

concentration for application again at the top of that

tower. The Glover also cools the furnace-gases before

entering the lead chambers.

The Gay-Lussac tower, 21 ft. 9 in. diam. and 68 ft.

liigh, is of steel, with lead curtains, and resembles the

(Mover. The interior is filled with acid-proof brick

arches on which rests quartz packing. The principle of

the apparatus is the same as in the Glover, only that in

1lie latter the nitre, absorbed in the acid during its

passage through the Gay-Lussac, is de-nitrated in its

descent through the Glover, and the nitrous gases from
the de-nitrated acid enter the first chamber along with

the SO^ from the furnace, for oxidation and the forma-

tion of sulphuric acid.

Three nitre ovens, 3 ft. diam. and 7 ft. 2 in. long, arc

at the base of the Glover tower. They are charged with

Chile saltpetre and sulphuric acid, and heated. The
gas generated is piped to the bottom of tlie Glover tower.

The four lead chambers, in which all the ingredients

for making sulphuric acid are mixed, have a total capac-

ity of 187,000 cu. ft. The wooden frame is covered with

i-in. sheet-lead. Water is supplied to the chambers in

the form of a spray.

The process of acid manufacture ])riefly is then : The
SO, gas from the roasting-furnace, entering the bottom
of the Glover tower with the nitrous ga.s from the ovens.

passes up through the brick filling, coming into contact

Abstract from Teniente Topics. December 1915.

with the descending nitrous vitriol. This vitriol lieing

de-nitrated on its passage down the Glover tower, falls

into the lead pan at the bottom, thence to 12 settling-

pans. The acid here has a temperatui'e of 100°C., and
is cooled before going to the Gay-Lussae tower to recover

THE GAY-LTJS.SAC TOWER AT BKAUEN.

or absorb more nitrogen compounds. The acid gases

from the Glover tower pass to the four lead chamber.s,

in which the water-vapor is introduced. Then the gases

futcr the bottom of the Gay-Lussac tower. A complele
circuit is thereby made. The reactions in tiic lead

chambers are

2S0, + N,03 -f 0, + ILO = 2S0,
f
on

1 ONO

2S0, I
^^ + SO, + 2H„0 = 3LLS0

,
+ 2N0

iONO
The gaseous mixture from the last chamber contains

nitrons oxides, which mu.st be recovered to make the

plant work properly and efifieiently. About 60% of the

nitre is siivcd thereby. Strong sulphuric acid ab.sorbs

the funic ill the Gav-T^nssac tower.
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Thf cItnmlRTs yifltl 2;} tons of GG" H. lu-iil <liiily, wliili-

tlu- Ulover towor moki-s nnothor 3 tons. (Minmbor m-iii

with n 8|U'i'ifu' prnvity of 1.,'>S is eilluT sent to tlu' iiiill

supply luJik for tlio t^otiition pliuit. or to tin- stomp-

'riir III! ihiily oiil|nit is rniin '_'.'> In "JS ti>iis of (KJ U. arid.

Aciil-t'KiJs or lilovv-cntw's lire iist'd for fircnliilinK lii|

uors to till' towers, ('oniprt'ssi-il air forces the aeids out

of lliein throii^'li h'ad |)i|n's to the desire<l |)oiiils. 'Dur

tHiik Ht the top of the Olovor tower for eoiieeiilratioii. iron' (neid proof iron 1 locks arc UK<d in iIh pipr lines.

Allt^llnaiiy of Cyanide Solutions

By Alir«d Mcrrltt Smltli

This important phase of cyaniilalion. concerning wlii( li

so much stiuly and olis»>rvation has been given by com

potent metallurgists, is now. as a nile. well understood.

A few practical operators of the old school persistently

cling to an illusion of benefit to be derived by using,

with all ores, solutions of very high alkalinity in lime.

In the all-sliuie treatment of ordinary sulphide gold ores.

this must be decried as bad practice. A case came re-

cently under my observation in which excessive lime was

the cause of fouling the solution, and increased consump-

tion of chemicals in the mill. Besides augmenting the

cost of treatment, the actual extraction of gold was lower

than it would have been had less caustic lime been em-

ployed in the process.

The ore under treatment was a tough amorphous

quartz, verging on quartzite. containing finely-divided

free gold, and some pyrite. Traces of copper were pres-

ent, as shown by the zinc-box reactions, but generally

speaking, the ore was clean and simple.

The process in use was all-slime eyanidation. The

ore was crushed by stamps, classified, and tubemilled

through a closed circuit to the extraordinarj- degree of

200 mesh, with the exception of 16%. 14% of which

passed 100 mesh. This gave a mill-capacity of only 3 tons

per 24 houi-s per 1000-lb. stamp. The average grade of

the ore was $15 in gold and one ounce of silver per ton.

The discharged residue ranged from .$2.6-5 to $3 gold, and

one ounce silver per ton. practically no silver being ex-

tracted in the milling. I made sizing-tests on the residue.

disclosing the following facts:

Of the total residue, 72% was true slime, or 'colloid,'

containing nearly all of the residue-value, the value re-

maining in the 16% of 100-mesh sand being much less

per ton. and negligible. Of the value in the colloid, 55%
was dissolved, not washed out. while' 45% was undis-

solved gold: 11% of 200-mesh sand assayed but little

more than the 100-mesh sand, and much lower than

the colloid.

The loss of dissolved gold was due in part to a poor

arrangement of the mill. Insufficient decantation and

replacement of gold solution with barren solution caused

a high level of solution-value to be reached all over the

mill before an equilibrium of values was established. An
incomplete precipitation of a relatively small proportion

of the total circulating solution that passed the zinc-

boxes tended to raise the solution-value still more. The

slime going to the vacuum-filter therefore held high gold-

value in solution, and the constant loss due to imperfect

washing' <if the liltcr-cake was tlnTelix- greatly ineieased.

.\n examination of the miIII soinlion siiowed an aver-

age strength of 0.55 lb. sodium eyani<lc per ton, 1.7 lb.

lime as CaO. and eonsideratile suljihur as thio-cyaiiate.

Tests iiiailr n\' ihe s<j|nliiiii cnining I'imih tlie lulie niill

discharge showed alkaline sulphide presenl at tlial stage,

probaiily formed by excessive grinding of pyrite in the

highly alkaline solution. Lead acetate and lilliarge w-ere

being added in excess at very irregular intervals, and in

almost any (|uantity. as a corrective to solution troul)lc,

without knowing definitely just what was ace()iii|)lislied

by its use other tiian a lieliet' that it "got rid of the sul-

phides." On one occasion the ojxM-ator used so niueli

lead salt in a short interval that the following ilean-n|)

was principally metallic lead. Zinc eoiisunii)tioii was in-

creased by the lead salt, and. as used, it is doubt Jul if a

real benefit was derived.

At the time of my visit inuch stress was being laiil on

the assumed value of high jjrolective lime in the solution,

and its use was being carried to extreme lengths on a

perfectly normal gold ore. A quantity of slaked lime on

hand in a store-room was discarded and thrown over the

dump as being worthless, someone having advanced the

theory that it had "reverted to carbonate." I sampled

this material and found it to bcr fairly good slaki'd linie,

worth in that locality about .$.30 per ton.

The following corrective measures were indicated, and

are being applied with a marked improvement of results:

1. Coarser grinding. This results in less wear of tube-

mill lining consumption, and much greater tonnage

milled.

2. A decrease of protective alkali, the mill solution to

test from 0.2 to 0.5 lb. CaO per ton. This results in less

sulphur in solution, and more rapid solution of gold.

3. An increase of cyanide strength to not less than

1 lb. per ton of solution throughout the mill. Better

precipitation results, and any silver di.ssolved may not

be re-precipitated as a sulphide in excessively weak

solutions.

4. The regular addition of lead acetate at the tube-mill

and the agitators, in small quantities, until reactions at

the zinc-boxes show the presence of a little lead, and

precipitation of gold and silver in a properly-dressed

clean zinc-box is almost complete.

5. Addition of thickeners to the mill were advised to

permit wider use of counter-current decantation and re-

placement, and to permit of all the solution being clari-

fied and precipitated before entering the battery-circuit.
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By R. I>. Richie

PRONOUNCED activity is seen in every department

of mining in Nevada owing to the growing demand

for metals other tlian gold and silver. All parts of

the State are enjoying the benefits of this activity, but

more particularly are those districts where silver, cop-

per, quicksilver, tungsten, antimony, and zinc are found.

Gold mining has not been neglected, profiting from the

stimulus that has been communicated to the industry

generally, and in large measure from the wider applica-

tion of the flotation process. Prospectors are to be found

everywhere in the hills and the revival appears to have

;i substantial foundation, happily devoid of the wild-

cat promotions that have marked earlier periods of min-

ing activity.

Discoveries of tungsten ores have caused veritable

stampedes to several localities, notably in the Snake

Range region, east of El.y; in the Mina district in Min-

eral county ; at Toy. in Humlioldt county, and at points

in Esmeralda, Nye, and Eureka counties. Several re-

duction plants of limited capacity are treating tungsten

ores, so that the production of commercial tungsten is

attaining notable proportions. For the most part the

mineral is found in the form of hiibnerite and scheelite.

Discoveries of antimony have been reported at a number

of points and several of these are being worked.

At Goldfield an addition is being made to the mill of

the Goldfield Consolidated Mines company for a lOOO-ton

flotation plant. The equipment includes 48 Callow

pneumatic-flotation cells and accessories. The crushing

and re-grinding machinery is already adequate for a

larger tonnage than the capacity required for the flota-

tion annex. This new plant will be in operation in June

and will involve an expense of approximately .^36.000.

It should eft'ect a saving of $360,000 to $400,000 annu-

ally. A 50-ton test-plant has been operated for several

months and has demonstrated the success of straight

mill-feed, effecting a recovery of 99% of the copper and

93% of the gold in the ore. The flotation concentrate

will be roasted and leached with sulphuric acid, and

the copper precipitated on iron, as at present with the

cyanidation residue. The oil mixture is composed of

80% coal-tar, 17% creosote, and 3% pine-oil, the total

cost of oil not exceeding 8c. per ton.

Work on the deeper levels of the Consolidated mines

was suspended early last year, as tiie high copjx'r con-

tent in the deep-level ore precluded its profitable treat-

ment by cyanidation. These levels arc again being

opened and extended, showing large quantiti(>s of gold-

copper ore of far better grade than the average treated

during recent months, and a product well suited for

flotation. Tests with ores from other properties in the

distinct indicate an equal degree of success in treatment.

so that it is likely the Consolidated plant will eventually

be equipped to treat the output of a number of proper-

ties here. Several non-productive mines, upon which

considerable development has been done, are being

sampled to determine their tonnage possibilities for flota-

tion, with a view to providing facilities to treat this

product.

In the Jumbo Extension mine, the product of which is

shipped to smelters in Utah, a substantial tonnage of

gold-copper ore, too low-grade to ship profitably, has

been exposed and is being tested for flotation. Last year

the mine produced more than 1,250,000 lb. of copper.

togethei- with some silver, but these metals iiave been

regarded heretofore as by-products. The ore now being

shipped contains less gold and more copper and silver.

A .substantial increase in production will follow the com-

pletion of ore-bins at the No. 2 shaft, on the Velvet

claim, which hereafter will be the principal outlet of

production from the stopes on deeper levels. The Flor-

ence Goldfield company has purchased and is enlarging

the 150-ton flotation plant erected b.y a leasing compan.y

on the site of the old mill. The dumps, estimated at

50,000 tons of $5 ore, have reverted to the Florence

company and blocked ore in the mine is estimated at

70,000 tons that will yield a net revenue, by flotation,

of $4 per ton. A Marcy ball-mill has been ordered and

will be the principal grinding unit, supplemented by

the tube-mill now in use, the estimated cai)acity being
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400 tons. The |>rfs»>iit flotution I'linipiiUMil, ^•ollKistill^'

of 11 Janin'v mm-hines. is aau\ to lio nmplo; niiotln'r

Oliver filter aiid improved piiiiipinj: equipnieiit will enm-

plete the plant. Ore that is suilalile lor flotution litis

IxH-n exiMKWil in eonsiileraMe quantity in the Atliiiitti.

Kewanas. r.OD.. Hlaek Hiitte. Silv.r Piek. (ireat Heiui.

and in small quantity in several other properties. I'liy-

ort> has l>eeu found lately at a depth of 500 ft. in the

New Jerst>y Mines property, three miles east of the

central art>a. Pn>perlies now heintt worked here in

elude the Atlanta. Mer^'er Mines. Kewanas. Sandstorm

Kendall. l-Morenee. Spearhead, (iraiidma. (ireat H.nd.

Yellow Tiper. Hlaek Hutte, Silver Tiek. Hluo Hull. New

•Terst'y Mines. Craeker Jaek, mid (Joldtield Oro. Severn!

others, ineludinp Jumbo Junior, will he workinp shortly.

Dividends have Wen deelared lately hy Jumho Extension

ami Reorganized Booth, both at the rate of 5c. per share.

Tonopali mines are prodminp a large iiart of the

State's supi>ly of silver and earnings of the prodmiii!:

companies have been enhanced in important measure by

the rise iu price of the metal. Mine forces have been

increased in nearly all the working properties, while de-

velopment work is being extended in all directions. A
few of the chief producers adopted a policy last year of

storing a part of their silver to await better prices and

have profited in consequence. Among the foremost

producers are the Tonopah-Belmont, Tonopah Exten-

sion. Tonopah Mining Co.. Jim Butler, AVest End, Mon-

tana-Tonopah. and Rescue-Eula. The last-named has

developed lately from a prospect of doubtful value to a

mine of substantial proportions. Ore is being treated

from several other properties, including the Halifax,

North Star. Mizpah Extension. :Midway, and Mac-

Namara. Tonopah Extension has lately increased its

mill-capacity.

Manhattan, in Nye county, is again attracting inter-

est, ow-ing to the success achieved in the treatment of the

refractory ore of the "White Caps mine, for which milling

facilities will be provided shortly, and to a renewal of

activities elsewhere in the district. The Big Four mine

and mill have been leased to C. L. "Wittenberg of Ton-

opah. and the mill is being prepared to treat a larger

tonnage than before. J. J. McCarthy, a former manager

of mines in this district, has secured and is working a

property for Oatman mining men. Four mills are in

operation in the district and work is prosirfssinK on the

placers.

North of Rhyolite. the Pioneer Consolidated Mines

property has a large tonnage of mill-ore in reserve and

the 10-stamp mill is treating 30 tons daily, more than

pajing expenses. A larger mill, with fine-grinding ma-

chines, is to be erected. Near Cuprite. 12 miles south of

(ioldtield. devi'liiptiii'iil is lieilip iloiir hy riiiii tn lli>' <iii

ploy 111' \V .\ Cljifk. directed by Iv W. ( liiiU. iiuitiiiger

of tile Ophir mine in I'tah, wiiirh is owned by thi- former

.senator l"or .Montiinii. Siirfiiee eondilions are said to

ivst'iiible tliose at the Copper t^iieen miin'. jil Bishee;

many loealions have been made and are lieing prospci'ted

over a wide urea. In the (Jold Moiinlaiii dislrirl. 1.")

miles south of (ioldliehl. siiipmi'tils are being tiiiuli' fiom

the Bulle (Jdldlieid |)roi»erty. and ore will ln' sctil by

motor-trueks from the (juigley jiroperty to ii flotation

plant at Bonnie Claire. .M llornsiiver, 2H miles soutii-

west of (loldlield. high-grade silver-gold ore is lieinu'

shipped from the Duiiphy lea.se on llie Orlcan properly

jind stn-enil others luive siiipping oic iraily. Fartiier

.south, the Nevada Empress mine of the Nevada Co-

operative Mines Co. has exposed a large vein of good

free-iiiiilitig gold ore. In the Cocomongn distriet, on the

Nevada-California liiHiiiil;iry. eoi)per, tiiiigsleii, and anti-

mony have been fouitd. in southern Nye eounfy a large

deposit of kie.selguhr (diatomaceous earth used for

dynamite making) has been discovered.

Goodsprings. in Clark county, is making a .substantial

output of zinc and lead. At Pioche a new mill is nearly

completed. Searchlight is producing regularly, but less

than in fonner years.

Ely is now tlie foremost mining camp in Nevada, in

point of population and the value of its output. The

pay-roll is said to approach $3.50.000 monthly. Opera-

tions of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. are con-

ducted upon JIM increasingly big scale. Discoveries of

scheelite and hiilmerite in the Snake Range region, east

of Ely and extending for many miles along the west

slope of the range, have attracted mining nnii Irom nil

parts of the State.

The Lulling district luis liecomc one of the cliicr

centres of mining activity owing to the advance in the

price of copper. A large number of properties are being

developed in a comprehensive manner and ore ship-

ments have reached a large volume. In the "Wonder dis-

trict the Nevada "Wonder mine continues to pay regular

diridends. Work will he started shortly on ad.iacent

ground, owned by the New York Oro Corporation.

Near INIina. Douglas, and Sodaville there have been dis-

coveries of tungsten, copper, and antimony that have

caused local excitement.

Tn the northern part of the State. Humboldt county

has witnessed a marked revival of mining activity.

Rochester and Seven Troughs are making a substantial

production of silver and gold; National is producing

some rich ore; a mill is being built at "Winnemucca

mountain and another will treat ore from Kramer hill,

near Goleonda. Battle Mountain, in Lander county, is

the centre of several active districts. Tn Elko county

there are good prospects for the revival of Tusearora.

Cornucopia, and other old districts : -Tarbidge is produc-

ing on a substantial scale and Gold Circle is treating a

good tonnage of high-grade ore. Tin has been found

near the Tsenhood (Eisenhut) ranrh. near Battle Moun-

tain.
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The long expected drop iu the price of tungsten has

finally come. Tungsten is said to have sold as high as

$120 per unit ($6 per lb.)- It is doubtful if any big

lots were bought at this price, but it seems probable

that one or two buyers filled their requirements at almost

any price, and no doubt a few pounds were sold at or

near the above quotation. Large quantities were sold at

$75 to $80 per unit. Then the price slumped. Last week

the mining papers quoted various prices ranging from

$42 per unit upward, but there were few sales made in

Colorado. The condition of the market suggests strongly

that after a period of feverish buying to fill existing con-

tracts, the purchasers formed some sort of a union and

determined not to buy at all until the price was right.

However this may be, the 'shake-down' is sure to be a

good thing for the timgsten industry, unless the price

goes below $25 per unit. Prices have been too high for

the last six months. Everybody recognized this fact.

Capital does not like to invest in an industry operating

under an inflated price. As a result, capital has lieen

shy. While everybody realized that a fall in price was

inevitable, few felt competent to name the figure at

which the supply and demand for tungsten would find a

lasting balance. Now that tlie break has occurred, it

seems fairly certain that a stable price will emerge from

the present conflict between sellers and buyers. As soon

as this takes place, tungsten mining will command the

consideration of capital, and operations can be conducted

in a more systematic manner than has been possible re-

cently. It seems the consensus of opinion among well-

informed operators that the stable price will not be below

$25 per unit and that an important industry can be

maintained at that figure. It is earnestl.y pointed out,

however, that there should be a protective taritf estab-

lished to protect Western miners against possible floods

of tungsten from foreign coiintries.

An important series of tung.sten discoveries has been

made south of South Boulder creek. From Elk Park, on

the slopes of James peak, eastward to Missouri lakes,

well out toward the foot-hills, tungsten ore has been
developed in important quantities. This district may be

considered as a southern extension of the Boulder County
tungsten field. Tung.sten has been found in the South
Park, at Leadville. in Maggie gulch, near Siiverton, and
in the San Louis valley. It is not known yet whether
these new localities will be important producers or not.

Probably the most significant happening in the last

month is the announcement that the famous Moffat tun-

nel has been tentatively financed, providing the present
railroad bondholders will consent to exchange their

bonds for preferred stock. The Mot5Pat territory has not
proved important in metalliferous mining, but it has big
resources in its coal and hydrocarbon deposits. As men-
tioned previously in these articles, the mining of non-
metalliferous minerals in Colorado is advancing more

rapidly than the mining of the metals. The present out-
put of 'Routt County' coal is important and the tunnel
Mill make it more so. The Moffat tunnel is in a small
way somewhat like the Panama Canal in that it provides
an unproved highway for commerce between important
industrial divisions separated by a mountain range. The
main continental divide has no good pass ; the Denver &
Rio Grande climbs over it ; the Union Pacific crosses a
bleak snow-swept mesa in Wyoming. The Santa Fe and
Southern Pacific traverse deserts. The Moffat tunnel
will no doubt be connected with the Denver & Rio
Grande at Dotsero, and will gain a transcontinental
avenue, with advantages over the competing lines.

Extensive drilling for oil is promised for Routt and
Moffat counties during the coming summer. Charles A.
Smith, consulting engineer for the Wolff Creek Oil Co.
of Cleveland, Ohio, already has a rig at work. Inci-
dentally the Midwest Refining Co., which is earning at
the rate of $500,000 per month or 40% annum on its

outstanding stock of $18,000,000, is now one of the most
important oil producers and refiners in the Rocky Moun-
tain states. There will be a good deal of prospecting for
oil in Wyoming this summer. Districts that have al-

ready been drilled with sliallow holes will be drilled
deeper. The Laramie plains and the Lander oilfields will
receive attention. The Pilot Butte basin seems to be
well proved already.

The connection between the Cripple Creek deep drain-
age adit and the Elkton shaft has been completed, and
the shaft re-timbered. Henceforth the waste-rock from
the adit will go up the Elkton shaft, saving 4000 ft. of
tramming to the El Paso shaft. The water-level in the
central part of the Cripple Creek district has begun to
subside as a result of the cutting of several water-courses.
Cripple Creek is keeping up a steady production of over
a million dollars per month. The Vindicator Consoli-
dated Gold Mines Co. paid the last note for the purchase
of the Golden Cycle mine 1.3 months after the purchase
was made, and has kept up its regular dividends besides.
The total issue of notes was $1,250,000.

The rise in the price of silver has stimulated enterprise
in the old silver districts, such as Idaho Springs, George-
town, Montezuma, Leadville, Creede, Rico, Siiverton.
Ouray, and Aspen. At Idaho Springs, development is

particularly active along the big tunnels. As the snow
recedes, work is starting at mines not connected with the
big tunnels. At Leadville the principal interest centres
around the unwatering projects. Steady progress is

being made in all of them. There have been the set-backs
customary where electricity is used underground foi-

motive power. Insulators invariably become water-
soaked in the course of time and then trouble ensues.
After the water-level has been lowered, the drifts must
be timbered and cleaned, and development done before a
large production can be made. In the meantime, the
district is keeping up its usual output from ground al-

ready drained. The Little Johnny is one of the wonder-
ful mines of the State. It is now producing copper, as
gold, and silver, while tungsten has also been found.
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CONCENTRATES
R<Mj<n of tkt MIXING ami Ss^nMlx VHhSS ur* innlnl I" .iik «un.i.mi

^nte-nb-# o/ minuK, milling. umJ •nH-tnntf.

MiNKRAl. PBDorcTs coiistitutp nO'Jf of Holiviaii ex

ports.

(Uk^an is a Curiiish word nj»i)liiil t« the ri'ildisli «ii'

«-oiiipos»Ml riH'k cappiiiK a pyritii- lode.

Capacity of a mill is poinTally ratfd per 24 liours.

luit in tlio .lopliii distri.t of Missouri tin- i>i>riod is only

10 hours. ,

Electric hoists on the Rand mnnher 14:?. exoltisivc

of winehes. The ooinbined continuous rating of these

luachiues is over 74.tM)0 horse-power.

I'RA.virM AND NIOBIVM minerals in pppnatiti- are

found in eonsiderable quantity in the centre of the island

of Madagascar, off tiie east coast of Africa.

Powder aixsiMiTioN at the mines of the Mining Cor-

poration of Canada in 1915 amounted to 1.866 lb. pi r

ton of ore extracted, and 11.617 lb. per foot of de-

velopment.

Cyanide consi-mption on the Rand may lie allocated

to the following causes, according to H. A. White
:
loss

by dilution. 30% : loss by eyanicides. 25% ;
loss as IICN

gas. 25% : and loss as NH3 gas and N compounds, 20%

.

Gold concentrate containing up to 4% arsenic is

Ijeing successfully treated at the Boise-Rochester mine.

Atlanta. Idaho, by eyaniding with solutions as weak as

0.05% KCN. Stronger solutions attack the base niin

erals and cause eonsiderable trouble.

Sand-cement is a definite mechanical mixture of port-

land cement and a silicious material, say 52% and 48%

respectively, which, on the addition of water, develops

physical properties but little, if any. inferior to those ot

Portland cement when used in ina.ss concrete. The manu-

facture of it involves no chemical reactions. All that is

required is the reduction of the silicious material to a

size small enough to permit its being completely mixed

with the Portland cement. The two materials are then

ground together to an impalpable powder, smaller in

grain than the portland cement itself.

Mis-sed holes in blasting constitute a danger that ir

is not alwaj's easy to avoid. A miner at one of the Ana-

conda mines suggests in the Anode that a good pre-

-ventive is to put the primer in the bottom of the hole,

instead of at the top of the explosive charge. The

primer.' it is scarcely necessary to add. is the stick of

dynamite that contains the blasting-cap or detonator.

He argues, "if a primer is in the bottom of the hole and

it misses fire, the fuse or part of it will protrude from

the hole in plain view. If the primer explodes, then all

\\\v olhcr |«ii\\iliT, briiin on lop ul il, will i\|i|(iilc' iilso.

On llir ollii'r hiiiid. it' lln' primer is placcci nl tlir loji or

rrnlrc of Ilic i'linrj;c, as is usually done. Ilic top of llu-

hole iiiiiy lie Masted awav. Inivinj: several sticks of

|i(>u,ler ill the hotloin of the Inil. " Tins liiippeiiiiiK,

wliieli is (lilVieiilt lo detec-l, is imi nnusiuil ill lilaslint;

jiraftiee. It may oeeiir where llie |ii-niier exploilc's so

long after the other holes. Iluit il is in 11 iiiiiss of Inokeii

nx'k when di'toiial ion eoiiies. In such ea.scs, the re

ipiiri'd iiiiiiilier of reports would he lieiird, while still

leavin^r iiiiexploiieil (lyiiaiuiti- in the liottnni ol' IIh' IkiIc

Zinc oUK.s do not seem to li ]iline(l Id miiv p;i iI ieii lar

liori/.on. Those of the Appalachian liell mii' f'.niiliro-

()r<lovieian ; at Jopliii. .Missouri, ami ('iiiiilierlaiKJ, I'iiig-

land. they are ( 'arlioniferous : in Westphalia lliey lie

ill lllr heXciniMII lilneslolie; while in the .Mpllle ilistriel

these ores arc most aliuinhiiit in TriMssie rnMeslniics.

Zinc ores occur in nature^ in ;i t,'r(Ml variety of ways,

namely. (1) as true nielallil'.'roiis veins; (2) as cavity

Hllings not of true fissure vein type; (:?) as irre<riilar

masses in metaniorphic rocks; (41 as irregular masses.

or disseminations, formed by replacement or impn^'iia-

tioiis in limestones ;imi ipiart/ilcs; (5) as contact iiieta-

iiiori)liie ileposils; and ( tj ) in residual clays. The as-

sociated minerals are galena, pyrite. marcasite, ami ehal

eopyrite. with ealeile. dolomite, barite. and fliiorite as

ganguc-minerais. In the /.one of weathering the .sul-

phides arc altered to smithsonite, hydro-zincite. ami

calamine. .Mllioiigh these oxidized ores may eoiiliiin

less metal, llicy may be of greater value than the iin

oxidized ores, as they often yield more readily ti tal-

lurgical treatment than the sulphide ores.

TllK iivi)l{.\ri,lc l!\.\l is an aiitumntie ilevice by wliieli

the fall of a eompMi'at ively lar^e volume of wati'i- fur-

iiishes the power to raise a jiortion of the water to a

height greater than that of the source. Such a system is

convenient for furnishiiif,' water for drinking or domestic

purpo.ses. where, jx-rliaps. a lirook can be made to elevate

water in a small ])i])e-linc to a dwelling or office. A fall

of 3 or 4 ft. suffices to operate a ram: the lieight to

which water will be delivered varies from 10 to 30 times

the height of the supply, and the amount of water raised

is from 1/15 to i of the flow. The ram is mechanically

the simplest self-contained piimi)ing unit known. The

principle of operation is that, the wafer "by succcs.sive

flows, made by its ru.shing down the (liive|iipe, forces

a portion of itself into the air-dome and up the delivery-

pipe. In eon.struction. a ram has an impact-chamber

with two valves, one connecting to the air-dome, the

other to the outside air. The former is a check-valve

preventing water once in the dome or deliver.v-pipe from

returning. The other valve is the waste-valve, and its

length of stroke can be adjusted. Water flowing through

the impact-chamber and out the wa.ste-valve soon shuts

the latter, and goes into the air-dome, where finally the

packed air compels successive rebounds, sending the

water along the delivery-pipe.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at (lie world's great mining centres hy our own correspondents.

LEADVILLE, COLORADO
Prospect Mountain.—Dinkro Silver.—Tungsten.

The Valley adit, which is being driven into Prospect moun-
tain in charge of Warren F. Page, manager of the Valley and

Silver Spoon properties in the Big Evans gulch district, is

opening a large area of ground that promises to prove as valu-

able as any of the rich parts of the district developed in the

past. During the last two months, the sinking of an interior

shaft has. been in progress. A winze is being sunk at a point

about 1700 ft. from the portal of the adit, and practically in

the centre of an area previously explored by a series of drill-

holes driven from the lower workings of the Valley shaft.

Rich silver and manganese ore was cut by the drills at an esti-

mated depth of from 150 to 250 ft. below the adit-level. The
extent of the orebodies could not be ascertained from the cores,

and the winze was immediately started to thoroughly prospect

the ground. The winze is now in the contact at a depth of 200

ft. The same formations found in the drill-holes has been

reached, and ore is expected to appear in the bottom at any
time. The exact value of the ore cut by the drills has not been
made public, but Mr. Page has stated that it was much better

than he expected. The rapid advance in the prices of silver

and manganese will greatly increase the value of the ore, and
raining men are eagerly awaiting the announcement of another

bonanza brought to light with the cutting of the oie in the

winze. Prospect mountain will be the scene of great activity

this summer. The finding of commercial orebodies in the

Valley adit, a happening certain to occur within the next few
weeks, will be the signal for starting work on several large

adjoining tracts.

The Dinero property on Sugar Loaf is being blocked out

and leased. The decision of changing the policy in operating
the property was reached at a meeting of the shareholders

held recently. The manager, Warren P. Page, has just com-
pleted plans for instituting the leasing system. The Dinero
has been one of the richest mines in the district, and has paid

many dividends. The property has long been famous as the

greatest silver mine in the Leadville district. Ore that has
carried as high as 5000 oz. of silver per ton has been shipped,

and the average value of the entire tonnage taken from the

mine is over $100. Ore in the Dinero and other properties on
Sugar Loaf is found in strong fissure veins. Several of these

have been cut by the long Dinero adit, and extensive develop-

ment has been carried on both above and below the level. The
property is thoroughly opened, and offers promising opportun-

ities to lessees. Several small parts of the mine now being

worked by the company have been retained. The Dinero adit

is equipped with first-class electric haulage, and is situated

about a mile from the nearest railroad siding. A good road
has been constructed to the property, and every convenience
has been provided for the transportation of ore. The projierty

is now producing 400 tons a month of high-grade silver ore.

Tungsten exists in the Leadville district. Its presence has
been proved by the discoveries of scheelite and hiibnerite re-

cently made in the Garbutt and Ibex properties on Breece hill.

Bunches of the ore occur in gold vein now being mined in

both properties, but as yet no attempt has been made to save
it. R. S. Fitch first found the tungsten ore in the Garbutt last

fall, when he made a special report on the property. Since
that time pockets of the ore averaging 50 to 100 lb. have been

found. A peculiar feature connected with tungsten in Garbutt

is the greatly increased gold value in the vein immediately
surrounding the tungsten and in the tungsten itself. For this

reason there has been no sorting of the ore, and the tungsten

is shipped along with the gold ore to the smelters, where it is

lost in the slag. It has been estimated that $100,000 of

tungsten has been wasted in this way. Rich tungsten speci-

mens have been received from prospectors throughout the
area between Lake and Chaffee counties, south of Twin Lakes.

Several important discoveries of tungsten have been made in

this district, and it is thought that large deposits of the ore

will be found there during the coming spring and summer.
Deep snow prevents prospecting in the mountains until late

in May. Reports of the discovery of tungsten in the Home-
stake district of Eagle county have been received from Red
Cliff. This area borders on Lake county on the north-west,

and should the reports from across the range prove true, Lead-

ville will no doubt be the source of other discoveries from this

side. Mining men are eagerly waiting for the snows to melt

so that they can make careful search for tungsten. The
Siwatch range to the west is a granite barrier, and offers the

most promising field for tungsten.

LEWISTON, MONTANA
Barnes-Kikg Propektie.s.—Oil Prospect.s.

The North Moccasin property of the Barnes-King Develop-

ment Co. is developed by a shaft 500 ft. deep. The orebody has
been followed by winzes ISO ft. below the shaft. The lode

varies from a few inches to 50 ft. thick, and in places is 400

ft. wide. It has been followed for over 1000 ft. on the dip.

Starting at the surface the orebody pitches about 60°, but
flattens out below the 500-ft. level until it becomes almost
horizontal. The ore occurs entirely as a replacement in lime-

stone; no porphyry is found in the mine itself. The richest

ore, averaging $25 to $30 per ton, is found below the 500-ft.

level; this ore Is of a soft, clayey character, and so carbon-

iferous that roasting is necessary before cyanidation; even
then the recovery is not as high as from the oxidized ores of

the upper levels. Pumping is unnecessary above 500 ft., and
below that the water is all pumped to a sump at the bottom of

the shaft. Not long ago this sump was deepened five feet,

when a vug was found. The water now drains naturally away
through this crevice in the limestone, saving thousands of

dollars annually on pumping bills.

The Kendall mine, near the Barnes-King, has been worked
for the last nine months by lessees. During this time they

have extracted $40,000 from ore averaging a little less than

$4 per ton. The ore has come entirely from the open-cut. and
there is said to he more ore opened now than when work was
first resumed. The Barnes-King now owns the Kendall prop-

erty, but the lease has been renewed for another year. The
total output of the Kendall has been $.3,750,000, from which
over $1,500,000 has been paid in dividends.

The Tanberg Oil Co., capitalized at $100,000, has just been

organized. ,T. C. Tanberg. E. C. Tanberg. and B. F. Hoyt of

Thermopolis, Wyoming, and H. L. De Kalb and .1. E. Lane of

Lewistown are directors. Boring for oil has been started by
other concerns south of .Judith Gap, near Franklyn in Meagher
county. Many leases have been obtained in various parts of
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K.risiis and atlJolnlnK counllo*. Thr«.< wrll (loHnoU iinllcllnoR

ai.' found In oastrrn Kitk«» county iiIouk Hio Mui«»i'l»hi'll

liver. In certain i>nrt» o( tlios* j>nHfllni'« n donio H(nu-tiir<'

- found that would so«m to l>o fnvoriible (or oil nnd khm ar-

vunnilntlon. Tho rx|>oik>d strata vnrloB In nno from lln' Colo-

mdo ulialo (rr<>tnc<>ouii) to the Ijinco forniiillon of Tertiary

nge. Scvernl cnplneors nnd oil Keoloslsts liavo reronlly re-

ported on proKnect.H for oil In KerK"* i-oiinly to both local and

Kastern capitalists. Naturally ihelr reports have not liei'U

made public.

QUARTZITE. ARIZONA

1>KV I'l.AltR .Ml.MNU .MKIIHI|i>.

At Quartzlte. In Yuma county, a larpc Quinner-Stebblns

dry-conc<?ntratlng plant has been erected to treat the so-called

!ow-grade gravel of this district on an extensive scale. The
lant may revolutionize the profitable handling of the large

I'lacer de|)osits of the South-west, where water has always

been the principal handicap. In this iiartk-ular district water

Is more or less plentiful, both In and aliout the Quartxite val-

ley (|ierhaps lietter known as the Tyson's or the Posjis valley)

s well as in the Colorado river.

These placers were first discovered about 1865. The town
;" Iji Pa« was then founded, which later became the seat of

Vunia county. In the seventies it supported a population of

over 5000 persons, mostly working on placers. It is said that

$10,000,000 in placer gold passed through La Paz between 1865

and 1870.

Owing to the gravel being cemented, the gold is in many
I'arts fairly uniformly distributed throughout the deposits,

which vary in thickness from a few feet to 80 ft The mini-

mum value is placed at 50c. per yard, and the maximum much
higher. Present conditions and apparatus leave little profit

for the miner.

There is nothing new about the Quinner-Stebbins plant, but
rather a combination of different parts, all of which have been
in successful use elsewhere. The pulverizer is the invention
of Max Quinner and consists of a cylindrical drum rolling on
large shafting, the latter having numerous steel slugs hung on
chains in spiral shape. The shafting revolves at 600 r.p.m.,

while the drum revolves -JOO r.p.m. in an opposite direction.

The gravel first passes over a large grizzly on a bin above the

machine. Cement gravel fed in at one end is quickly pulver-

ized, the fine product dropping through the drum to a bin be-

neath, while the boulders are thrown out at the other end
with great force, perfectly smooth. A two-inch rim at end
of the drum catches all the heavy gold. The fine material is

then taken by elevators to a bin above the Stebbins dry con-

centrator. Waste from both the Quinner and the Stebbins
machines is either dragged away or stacked by drag-line or
sw i nging-stacker.

The Stebbins dry concentrator is the invention of Mr. Steb-

bins of Los Angeles, California. This machine is conceded to

be excellent for dry work. When the 'dirt' .is perfectly dry it

makes a 95'^c saving, and is especially good for fine gold. (A
complete Stebbins plant is in operation on lead-zinc ores at

Good Springs. Nevada, replacing a wet plant.) The large

tables are 12 ft. long, and work practically on the same prin-

cipal as the dry placer miner manipulates the gold pan, that

is. with a jerky motion. This, with a blower beneath, consti-

tutes the chief working parts. The openings in the table

where the air enters consist of small slits, so arranged that

the blast from below travels upward and over the table. The
^old works along the upper riffles, dropping from one to the

otl!i-r until it drops into a receptacle at the end of the table.

The second, which contains much black sand and some fine

gold, are carried or the second riffles to the end of the con-

centrator, and then taken automatically back to the bin to

be run again over the table. The Quinner pulverizer has a

drying effect on the gravel. The great vrhirlty iil wlilili iliew

lum-htneH work tlmroiinbly drli-H even wet gravel.

There are several ronipanleH now erertiim plantK <in llie

IMouioHii MUd l.a l";iz placerK. ICiicli has bis own iiielliod for

LEGEND
1 Ariva.cOk
2 Big Bug
3. Chemchuevisa sOldMat-.
•» OosCatJCzas loPlomoso
5 G^**&tGrville iiQua.rtzite
^ M^st.^»yampa i2,QuijotO0k
7 Laguna isRicnHill
9 La Paz K.Walker

15. San Donning

o

•-<Cf<ujz_| t:~r«lZ. J
Placer District?

ARIZONA
transferring gravel to plant, as well as digging and the taking

care of the waste material, but all agree that the Quinner-

Stebbins combination is the most necessary part of the plant.

The Ploniosa and Yuma Consolidated companies are in-

stalling 1000 and 2000-yd. plants respectively. The l.a Paz

company will also erect one.

ATOLIA, CALIFORNIA

PBESE.NT Cu.\])lllO.\S I.N llll. TiM..-lh..N Ce.ntke.

The rush of new people continues here, and is now a regular

boom. Atolia has fully 1200 inhabitants. New business firms

are being organized nearly every week. The town has four

general merchandise stores, two stationery stores and news-

stands, three butcher-shops, two lumber-yards, three garages,

two theatres, three shoemakers, three barber-shops, three pool-

halls, a drug store, two physicians, new sampling and reduc-

tion plant, a permanent shooting gallery, large bowling ulley,

blacksniithing and niachine-shoi), half-a-dozen commodious

hotels for the accommodation of transient trade, besides nine

boarding houses and restaurants that take care of the regular

miners employed in the district; two weekly papers, the Xeivs

and Tungsten Review, a bath-house, bakery, three produce

dealers, a second-hand furniture store, three ice-cream parlors,

and a saw-mill. Besides these Atolia has two systems that

distribute water to the people; ample electricity for light,

heat, and power, the rate for heat and power being only 4c.

per kilowatt; both mail and express via Barstow and Kramer

over the Santa Fe, and via Mojave by auto-stage and truck-

lines, that connect with the Southern Pacific twice each 24

hours; about 20 jitneys ply night and day between Atolia and

Randsburg and .Johannesburg; a stage runs regularly to Bak-

ersfield and Taft, in Kern county, and regular bus-lines to

connect with the Owens River Valley railroad at Rand station,

about 8 miles west of Randsburg. There are fully 500

dwellings, composed principally of tent-houses and portable
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structures that are especially designed for the desert. The
people are law-abiding and desire to keep the place decent.

Three or four surveyors are busy in platting and surveying
new claims recently located and old ones that have lain

dormant for 20 years. The area of tungsten-producing terri-

tory now extends 10 or 12 miles east and west and 5 miles

north and south. New finds of tungsten are recorded every

week, and the production of ore has increased to over 100 tons

daily. The price of ore fluctuates, due to local manipulation,
and when offers are not attractive, the miners bury their

•spuds," as the scheelite nuggets are termed, and patiently

await a return to better terms. A combine of the buyers lately

refused to buy anything, but outsiders soon wired in their

orders and there was a rush to acquire what they knew was
stored in and around Atolia.

New activities at Atolia have drawn attention to other min-
eral resources of this belt in San Bernardino county, and
there are hundreds of placer and quartz miners that are find-

ing profitable employment in mining for gold, manganese,
and antimony. Several important discoveries have been made.
The district proper has been a gold-mining region for 25

years, and has regularly produced from $500,000 to $750,000

every year. The Yellow Aster, King Solomon, Windy, Butte,

Consolidated, Sunshine, Winnie, Buckboard, Baltic, Napoleon,
and Santa Ana, are all mines that have been producing for

years.

It is generally considered likely that the.e will be a return
to leasing by the Atolia Mining Co.; those who are in a posi-

tion to know speak confidently that such is soon to be an-

nounced from the head office at San Francisco. Some of the

reasons assigned therefor are given as follows: A reduction

of expenses in production; better ability to control the sale

and price of the product; elimination of all liability in con-

nection with the State law in regard to accident insurance;

and the cessation of high-grading, which is now a subject of

grave concern. Scheelite, which is regularly stolen in tons

from the workings of this company, which has been of such
importance to the Atolia district, finds its way through in-

direct channels to those steel manufacturers who are com-
peting against the plants that derive their tungsten supply
from Atolia. Notwithstanding every effort has been made to

stop this trouble, there has been but little cessation in the

monthly losses of the Atolia company from peculations of

both employees and outsiders. It is thought that a change in

its employees might solve the jjroblem, and a hundred or more
were recently discharged, and this action is pointed out as a

direct cause of recent losses disclosed by late arrests and
prosecutions of persons 'caught with the goods."

Outside production, however, goes on apace, and there are

individual claims at Atolia that are producing several tons

per month, which, in the aggregate, is considerable. All of

this goes to Eastern agents, notwithstanding the efforts of

local agents to buy it up for those interested in the produc-

tion by the Atolia Mining Co. Another fact in this connec-

tion it is stated is that the Schwab interests, constituting the

Crucible Steel Co. of Pittsburg and their auxiliary steel manu-
facturers, now control the entire product of the Atolia Mining
Co., at prices that existed over a year ago, and the recent

efforts to depress the market is shown in the refusal of their

agents to buy Atolia scheelite. Whatever is correct, outside

producers of this district are organizing and already have
available several hundred tons that can be bought just now
at prices from 75c. to $1.25 per pound for 60% ore. This
quantity is increasing every day and, unless taken up by
Schwab auxiliary middle-men, must find its way to competi-
tive steel manufacturers, one of whose agents visited Atolia

this week.

On May 10, cash amounting to $20,000 was stolen from
lUingworth & Dunnell, merchants at Randsburg, who also

are interested in mines, grubstake prospectors and lessees,

and take care of money for customers generally.

PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN
Nkw Produceks in tiik Zi.nc Rixaox.

The following list includes new power and concentrating

plants that have commenced service in the Wisconsin field

since .January 1, those in course of construction, and others

planned and to be built:'

Daily

Company, Mine, and District capacity

in tons

lAlilwaukee-Linden, Gilman, Linden 200

Stoner Bros., Stoner, Linden 100

Optimo No. .3, Rolling, Linden 200

Burr, Treganza, Benton : 200

Loughenry, Spenseley, Benton 100

Frontier, Hird, Benton 300

Monmouth Zinc, Hammil, Hazel Green 300

Vinegar Hill, Blackstone, New Diggings 300

Oliver Mining Co., Mulcahy, Shullsburg 300

McMillan Zinc Co., Murphy, Hazel Green 400

Little Giant, Little Giant, Shullsburg 100

Coming into service by June 1:

Blockhouse, Cruson, Platteville 300

Vinegar Hill, Graham, Day Siding 300

Wisconsin Zinc Co., Birkbeck, Mill Brig 300

Standard Metals Co., Anthony, Cuba 200

Sally .Mining Co., Sally Waters, New Diggings 200

Building and complete by ,July 1:

Wisconsin Zinc Co., Longhorn, New Diggings 400

Wisconsin Zinc Co., Thompson, New Diggings 400

M. & A. Mining Co., Big Tom, Mifflin 300

Saxe Bros., Lampe, Highland 200

Little Corporal, Burke, Galena 200

Plans complete, work of building to start at once:

Tiffany Mining Syndicate, Lucky Three, Potosi 400

New .Jersey Zinc Co., Kennedy, Highland 400

Bell Mining Co., Graham, Platteville 300

Mineral Point Mining Co., Twin Flats, Mineral Point 200

The Kroll and Red Jacket plants are being restored at High-
land; Livei-pool at Mineral Point; Weigle at Linden; and
Merry Widow, White Rose, and Glen Ridge at Galena. Two
new zinc-ore 'refineries' have been completed and put in

operation within the past GO days, one at Mineral Point for

the New Jersey Zinc Co., the other for the Galena Refinery
Co. at Galena, Illinois.

GOLDFIELD, NEVADA
Deilli.ng .\t the Silver Pick.—Flot.vtiox at Bonnie Cl.vire.

Considerable interest has been aroused by the intersection

of rich ore in the Silver Pick by the Calyx drill. Drilling was
started west of the ore-channel traversing the Goldfield Con-

solidated, and the shale-latite contact was entered at an ap-

proximate depth of 1000 ft. The drill first penetrated a zone

of quartz and silicified material, showing some gold, and then

passed through shale for 40 ft. Below this was 12 ft. of

quartz, succeeded by shale. It is stated both belts of quartz

yielded some high assays in gold. Preparations have been
made to sink the 700-ft. shaft 300 ft. deeper, and commence
lateral work.

Tailing at the Bonnie Claire mill is to be treated by flota-

tion, by the lessees G. W. Quigley, J, Manion, and H. M.

Clifford. The Jumbo Extension company formerly treated ore

at this plant, and the lease includes its tailing also.

Work has been resumed by the Grandma, Cracker .lack.

Jumbo Junior, and other companies. The Yellow Tiger is

about to start work, and it is reported the Oro will be operated

shortly. Black Butte will probably start shipping on a small

scale soon.
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ALASKA
Faikiianks

Work on the rnllroiid from the Fnlrlmnks end Is to ooni-

nionce from the Sheep sliiilon of the Tunana Valley line, then

south toward Nenann. Of the 500 men necessary, ;too can

l>e 8«?cured at Fairbanks. It Is ex|)ected that Nenann coal will

be available In the Interior within two years.

JUXEAf

.\I«ril roiiirns o( the mines on Douglas Island were as under:

Alaska Alaska Alaska

Results Mexican Treadwell I'nited

Stamps dropping 120 540 300

Or« crushed, tons 12.880 77.991 42.490

Gold by anialganiatlon $10,668 »o7.994 $44,222

Concentrate, tons 365 1.780 1.04S

Gold by c.vanldation $9,630 $76,257 $40,153

Yield per ton of ore $1.58 $1.72 $1.9S

Oi)erating expenses $22,185 $97,608 $69,873

Construction $3,232 $10,462 $6,894

Proti! $24,838 $6,765

Loss $5,321

Other Income $3,600 $10,801 $3,600

ARIZONA

In Bulletin 20, by P. E. Joseph, the Bureau of .Mines at

Tucson, has some interesting notes on zinc. The centre of

zinc mining in this State is in Mohave county, where are the

Golconda and Tennessee mines, which produced a total of

7000 tons of si>elter in 1915. In Pima county the San Xavier

and Twin Buttes mines produce some ore. In many scattered

districts the metal is found, but at present the deposits are of

no commercial value. Bulletin 22. by the same author, deals

with antimony. In Arizona, stibnite is found in the Vander-

bilt mine. Cerbat district of Mohave county. The mineral

occurs often in silver in Yavapai county, and with gold in

the Bradshaw mountains. Under prevailing conditions none

of the antimony deposits of Arizona are of commercial value.

Gila County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Greater Miami Copper Co.

has been incorporated with a capital of $1,555,000; par value

of stock $1 a share, non-assessable. Directors are William S.

Warne, Joseph Perry, X. E. Milford. F. E. Pearl, and C. 0.

Wentworth. all of Miami. Officers are William S. Warne.

president: Joseph Perry, vice-president: N. E. Milford. secre-

tary: and F. E. Pearl, treasurer. The comi)any has taken

over a group of 20 c'aims on Mineral creek in the Globe-Miami

district, formerly belonging to W. R. Jones and Grover Sikes.

A great deal of work has been done, and several carloads of

shipping ore is on the dump. The ore assays 17';^ copper. 40

oz. silver, and $2.75 gold. A permanent camp has been estab-

lished, and men are employed in development. The Arizona

Corporation Commission has authorized the selling of 25,000

shares at 25c. each, and 25.000 at 50c.. the first lot being prac-

tically all taken locally. It is the intention of the company

to list the stock in New York and Boston early in the fall.

Miami, May 16.

A controlling interest in the Inspiration Needles group of

16 claims and the Prospector group of 32 claims, adjoining

the Southweat Live Oak and Inspiration CoiiHolidaled proper-

ties at Miami. Is to be sold by the owners, 1). U. WIlllaniHon of

Globe and others, and C. E. Philips and others, respectively.

Drilling Is to commence at an early date.

Yavapai Cointv

This county contains many mines, liui more In-alnient

farilltles are necessary, and it has been reported by J. K.

Hussell, an attorney at Prescott, il is likely that a lur^e

smelter may be erected near the town.

The Consolidated Arizona Smelting Co. reports as under lor

the first quarter of 1916:

Blue Hell and lie Soto mines produced, tons 25, ills

Concentrator treated, tons 19,369

Smelter treated (custom material included), tons.... 20,842

Copper production, pounds 1,691,000

Silver production, ounces 21,903

Gold production, ounces 305

Net profits were $26,312 in January. $55,771 In February.

$78,395 in March, a total of $lfiO,47K.

Operations during January and February were seriously in-

terfered with by bad weather, making it impossible to main-

tain regular shipments.

MOIIAVK COC.NTV

With the Big Jim. United Eastern, and Gold Ore mines de-

veloping ore of unusually high value for the Oatman district,

with the Carter seemingly just entering its vein on the 350-ft.

level, with the Fessenden, Ivanhoe, and United Western ex-

pecting to cut their veins at any time on the SOij-fi. levels, and

with the Boundary Cone driving in its main vein on the new

750-ft. level, optimism in this district is tremendous. In ad-

dition to the above developments, the Tom Reed has develo|)ed

an important orebody on its new 600-ft. level in the Black

Eagle workings. More than 100 companies are sinking shafts,

their objective points being anywhere from 300 to 600-ft.

depth. A number of companies have started lateral work at

depths ranging from 300 to 400 ft., but these laterals are as a

rule mainly exploratory to enable the operators to keep in

close touch with the character of the formation. Building

operations continue in Oatman, and machinery is continually

arriving. During the last ten days not less than 14 ma-

chinery equipments arrived in the district, the hoists ranging

from 25 to 40 hp., and the compressors from 300 to 500-cu. ft.

capacity. It is estimated that more than 2000 miners are em-

ployed at present in the Oatman district, and that more than

$25,000 per day is being expended for wages and machinery.

A new gold discovery is reported from the Black Range

mountains, 64 miles north-east of Kingman by road, where

F. E. Young and C. G. Walker have a rich though small vein.

On May 11 The Chloride Herald made its first appearance

at the promising centre of Chloride, north of Kingman, on the

Santa Fe railroad. In a review of conditions in the district,

the editor of the new paper, Anthony McCauley, says that

"Chloride has awakened from her SO-year period of coma * * •

and again is ready for years of activity." The most important

mines near-by are the Golconda and Tennessee—both zinc

producers—while the Payroll, Midnight. Schuylkill. Elkhart.

Distaff, Molly Gibson, New Jersey, Empire, Keystone, Com-

anche, Schenectady, and Rainbow are opened to 300 to 600 ft.

depth, exposing a large quantity of good gold-silver ore.
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Chloride gets its name from tlie character of the ore found in

the district. In the early days millions in silver was ex-

tracted in a few years. The ore was taken overland to the

Colorado river, floated down to tidewater, and sent by sailing-

vessels to Swansea, Wales, for treatment. During this period

of the camp's existence the Indian tribes caused the settlers

El Doraoo

Mackberry,^

'MXonnico *.

MAP OF CHLORIDE DI.STRICT, .ARIZONA.

trouble and several lives were lost. The Chloride Mining
Bureau has issued a pamphlet on the Wallapai district, of

which Chloride is the main distributing point, briefly describ-

ing the principal producers. A list is given of the mines, their

depth, and total production. The output in 1915 was $3,000.-

000; estimates for 1916 place this at $7,000,000.

Yuma County

It is possible that a 200-ton smelter may be erected at

Parker by a syndicate represented by A. L. Kreiss, who is now
investigating the ore supply.

CALIFORNIA
Oil production of this State in April amounted to 7,372,480

bbl., against 7,525,081 bbl. in March. Stocks declined from

54,436,065 to 53,022,830 bbl. There were 6368 producing wells,

while 21 were abandoned, 53 completed drilling, 220 were

drilling, and 77 had rigs up. These figures are from the In-

dependent Oil Producers Agency.

Amador Cou.nty

(Special Correspondence.)—Electric transformers have

been installed at the old Eureka mine, and the hoist and com-

pressor are being wired. Three motor-driven sinking pumps
will be used to unwater the mine, but until this installation is

completed drainage of the shaft will continue by baling. A
modern steel head-frame will replace the temporary hoist now
in use as soon as practicable. The manager, T. Walter Beam,

has a few men engaged in installing pumps and other ma-

chinery, erecting buildings, and at other preliminary work.

W. Morgan, who has had charge of surface construction work

since February, has returned to Colorado, where he is to erect

a mill.

Unwatering of the old Rose or Poundstone mine, a mile east

of Sutter Creek, continues. The Sutter Creek Mining Co. has

an option on the pro|)erty from L. R. Poundstone, and has a
small crew at work re-opening the old shaft near the summit
of the hill north, of the shaft, through which the last work
was done. This mine is equipped with a 10-stamp mill. Alex-

ander Rennie is supervising the work.

Ten stamps of the old Oneida mill have resumed crushing

as a result of the ore developed in that property below the

level of the drift connecting with the South Eureka mine.

The South Eureka company owns both properties, and is con-

temi)Iating an increase in the number of stamps at the Oneida

for the more economical treatment of orebodies east of the

main South Eureka workings. H. Malloch is general man-
ager, and W. H. Schmal superintendent of the combined
properties. Ninety stamps are in operation, and from 250 to

300 men are employed.

Sutter Creek, May 23.

Kern County

The annual meeting of shareholders of the Yellow Aster

Mining & Milling Co. was held at Los Angeles on May 16. The
Ancker-Mooers-Burcham faction voted 75% of the stock, and

elected the following directors: Albert Ancker, E. D. Mooers.

W. .1. Cotton, R. L. Burcham, E. L. Kenney, R. A. Dallugga,

C. G. A. M. de Pauw. At the meeting of directors, held the

next day, the following officers were elected for the year:

Albert Ancker, president; E. D. Mooers, vice-president; W. J.

Cotton, 2nd vice-president and managing director; and R. L.

Burcham, secretary. The 100-stamp mill is crushing 500 tons

of ore daily, yielding up to $40,000 per month by amalgama-

tion. Improvements are contemplated at the plant to elim-

inate waste from the ore.

Nevada County

With a capital of $200,000, the Cassidy Mines Co. has been

formed by San Francisco men, with M. Walters as president,

to develop the Cassidy and Linden veins, parallel to and be-

tween the Empire and W. Y. O. D. at Grass Valley.

Capital has been secured for his Elsie A. mine by Thomas
Nolan of the Narrow Gauge railway.

A rich shoot is said to have been cut in the Champion mine.

The Pittsburg mine, about a mile from Nevada City, has

been sold by the Weissbein family to the Schlessinger brothers

of San Francisco. H. Oates is in charge.

It is proposed to hold a first-aid contest at Nevada City on

.July 4.

Plumas County

The Walker Copper Co. is being sued by J. C. Gladden for

$200,000, alleged to be due under an agreement with J. R.

Walker, who, later on. became connected with .1. F. Cowan of

Salt Lake City in the property.

Shasta County

For the sum of $85,000, and paying delinquent taxes amount-

ing to $13,000, the Stowell mine has been acquired by the

Mammoth Copper Co. from Mrs. H. M. Rose of Auburn, acting

for the estate of her deceased brother J. H. Stowell, who

located the claims.

Redding people have organized the Shasta National Copper

Co. to develop proi)erty adjoining the Mammoth company.

Sierra County

Owing to the re-opening of a number of mines near Sierrn

City there is considerable optimism in the district.

Trinity Coujmty

The option on the Globe Consolidated mine at Dedrick, held

by the Crown Reserve company of Cobalt. Ontario, has been

dropped.
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COLORADO
ri.»U»« CHKEK COI'NTV

(S|i«clnl Corre«|>onilt'nc«>. >—Work la ul>oiit to bo ivminii'il on

tbe Rc«l 0«k i>ro|)orlv. The Sroptrc and Sunburst ndltH will

be r^-tlmbrrod nnd ronnoclcd by a mlBi*. The Anton inlnt>

lying on the uytex of the luountiiln. botweon the Scoptrr nnd

Sunburst will also Im> ovcrhiiulril. This niino, famous for tln'

hii:li Krailo sllvor or\» In past yours, bfloutrs to the Uod t)iil>

coiupany. Work will Im- In rharco of Mr. Ilershey of lilalio

SprUiKs. After the nilnos arc In worklnK ordi-r the Intention

is to ro-bulld the old norlnl tramway from the mine to the base

of the mountain and there build a concentrotInK mill on the

site of the one burned many years ago.

Ftaok Rirci has leased the third level of his Mascotto mine,

where there is a 4-ft. vein of lead-copper ore. about 1 ft. of

which is solid smelting ore of high grade. He has men start-

ing a fourth level, some 150 ft. above the wagon-road. When
the orelHidy Is cut. and after tests have been made, ho will

erect a small mill to treat the lower-grade ore.

Up 120 ft. In No. 3 raise In the Onondaga mines, a 3-ft. ore-

iKJdy has been o|)ened. which Is Improving as progress Is made.

On the 180-ft. level the vein Is 4 ft. wide. The general man-

ager. Tallmadge Kyner. expects when these shoots have been

sufflclently developed that a mill will be needed. Ore Is now

ship|>ed to the Hudson mill at Idaho Springs at the rate of a

carload a day. netting $S per ton. No sorting is done.

Sampling of the Colorado Central dumps and mine Is

progressing satisfactorily. Some of the zinc ore in the dumps
assays 64.S<rr metal,

Georgetown, May 13.

L.VKE COU.NTV (LE.vnviLix)

Drainage projects at Leadville are at the following stage:

The Wolftone pumps are discharging 2100 gal. of water per

minute. Good progress is reported at the Harvard shaft on

Fryer hill. Water stands at 375 ft., leaving 50 ft. to be un-

watered. In 52 days 117 ft. was drained. At the Down Town
company's Penrose shaft the water is nearly all out, at a depth

of 780 ft. This work occupied 53 weeks. The efficacy of

electric centrifugal pumps was thoroughly proved in this work.

The old station at 780 ft. is to be cleaned. If the metal

markets get weaker, these companies that are to re-open old

and explore new ground when unwatering is completed, will

suffer considerably, as the projects were started with high

prices prevailing.

The First National in Iowa gulch has sent its first lot of

lead-silver ore to the Arkansas Valley smelter. The Ibex

also sent 60-oz. gold ore from the Connors lease.

IDAHO
OwviiKf. Cm N IV

The old South Mountain property, 20 miles south-west of

Silver City, is being financed by Stanly A. Easton of the

Btmker Hill & Sullivan company. In its Golconda mine are

good shoots of lead-silver ore.

Shosho.ne (Bounty (Coecb d'Alese)

For the first quarter of 1916 the Consolidated Interstate-

Callahan Mining Co. reports as follows:

Ore milled, tons (28.15'rc zinc) 26,514

Lead concentrate shipped, tons (50.4% lead, 19.89 oz.

silver) 903

Zinc concentrate shipped, tons (49.12% zinc) 12,972

Crude ore shipped, tons (50.14% zinc) 2,219

Net value of shipments $1,030,440

Profit 812,783

Dividends declared for half-year ($3 a share) 1,394,970

The total cost per ton of ore mined was $7.06

Mill recovery improved from 82 to 88%. The president,

John A. Percival, says in his report: "We are gratified to

state lliul the llllKaliuii In whieli the iiinipany has been In

volved durhiK the paHt year In the Slate of Iduhii bus been

si'ttled favorably to the company's InleroHlH, ho (hat there Ih

now nothing In the way to prevent the ourly IIhIIiik of the

stock of the company on the Kastern exehangeH."

A 150-ton mill Is to be built at the t'oiiBtllullon mine In the

Pine Creek district. Good lead and zlnr veins are being

developed.

From its first carload of antimony conrenlnile the ("oeur

d'Alene Antimony .Mining Co. on IMiie rreeU recelveil $27S4

net. The mill Is working I0 lo 12 hours dally. Twenty men
are employed. Klectrlc i)Owi'r will soon be available from the

Washington Water Power Co. The company's capllal Is lo

be increased. The di-bi Is $:!."..nnn.

MICHIGAN
The Coim'kk Cot'.NTBV

(Special Correspondence.)—The Mohawk company has pur-

chased from the Iloebling Interests 900 acres of Torch Lake

shoreland, with a mile over to Portage lake. It Is a good

site for a mill, and gives good dockage on the latter lake.

Ore from the Champion mine is yielding 37 lb. of refined

copper per ton. Baltic ore gives 31 lb. The Trlinounlaln mill

Is being re-biillt slowly. These are Copper Range proiiertles.

At the Ahnieek mill 8 stamps will soon be ready lo crush

ore, and the daily quantity is estimated at iiHOO tons, next to

Calumet & Hecla and Coi)per Range In output.

At a depth of 1230 ft. the conglomerate has been cut in the

New Baltic by drilling. A shaft is to be sunk at once.

Houghton. May 17.

MISSOURI

.Jaspeb County

On the 1000 acres of land recently bought by ,T. Brelgle

and others west of Webb City 20,000 ft. of drilling is to be done.

The Cisco Mining Co., leasing land west of Prosperity, has

started its 1000-ton mill (per 24 hours). It is thoroughly

modern and electrically driven, motors totaling 1200 hp. The
jigs are the largest in the district, with cells 48 in. wide and 42

in. deep. The cleaner jigs are 34 by 42 in. Concentrate con-

tains 60% metal. A complete .sludge plant has been erected.

Ore is mined at a depth of 2.')0 ft., the face being 18 ft. high.

The average content is 3% zinc and lead.

During the third week in May the market for zinc-blende

sold from $C5 to $100 per ton, basis of 60% metal. The output

of the .Joplin district was 5S62 tons blende, 6S tons calamine,

and 1078 tons lead, averaging $86, $55, and $95 per ton

respectively. The total value w;is $612,038.

MONTANA
From Madison county on the south to the Little Rockies on

the north, and from the Kendall district on the east to Saltese

on the west, mining districts of this State are increasing in

activity. A dozen centres that were idle tw^o years ago are

now as busy as possible.

Beavebueao Cou.ntv

A rush has set in to a gold discovery near Redrock, on the

Oregon Short Line, 30 miles south, of Dillon.

Beoadwateb County

Near Radersburg the Keating Gold Mining Co. is to erect a

50-ton stamp-mill. The mine is well developed by a 1200-ft.

shaft and adits. Work is soon to start on the Black Friday

mines near-by, recently acquired by Breitung & Co. of New
York.

Sil\t:bboW' County

A cross-cut on No. 22 level of the North Butte mine has

passed through a new vein over 4 ft. wide, assaying 10% copper

and 8 oz. silver per ton.

On May 22 the Tuolumne Copper Mining Co. closed a deal

absorbing the Butte-Main Range, Colusa-Leonard Extension,
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and other ground in the producing area of Butte, a total area

of over SO acres, worth $1,000,000. The Main Range has a

shaft 710 ft. deep, and is fully equipped.

During April the Butte & Superior mill treated 50,000 tons

of ore, yielding 12,080 tons of concentrate worth $83.79 per

ton. In April 52,089 tons was treated.

NEVADA
Elko County

Operations in the Gold Circle district are steadily increas-

ing. At the Elko Prince the cyanide plant has produced con-

siderable gold. The mine contains a fair quantity of good

gold-silver ore. Developments are said to be particularly

encouraging at the Eastern Star, June Bell, Rex, Esmeralda,

and others. Leasing is done to some extent.

Esmeralda County

Final figures of the Goldfield Consolidated company's April

operations show the profit to be $60,041 from 30,400 tons of

ore treated. Costs were $4.94 per ton. Development covered

2865 ft. at $5 per toot. Nothing of importance is reported

from this work.

Humboldt County

On October 31, 1915, the Rochester Mines Co. owed $200,000

for development and mill construction; on May 15, 1916, it was

free of debt. With silver at 75c. per oz. the monthly profit

is $25,000.

At the La Tosca mine in the Humboldt range, 10 miles

south-east of Oreana, the main adit is in 2800 ft., a vertical

depth of 1345 ft. A third vein has been cut. John Newman
is in charge for the Humboldt Consolidated Mining Co. of

Chicago.

Many discoveries of tungsten ore are reported from scattered

parts of this county. The Beeson mine, 25 miles south-west

of Lovelock, is to haVe a mill on the edge of Humboldt sink,

near the plant at Toy. Teams and a Holt tractor are hauling

500 tons of tungsten ore from the mine for shipment to Utah.

In the year ended April 30, 1916, the Seven Troughs Coali-

tion company's revenue amounted to $337,577, of which $98,978

was clear profit. The 1600-ft. level north drift is opening

very rich ore.

Nye County (Tonopah)

In the week ended May 27 the district produced 9400 tons

valued at $194,460.

At the Extension the additional 10 stamps have been tested,

but the tube-mill, agitators, etc., will not be ready until early

in July.

During April the Belmont treated 12,335 tons of ore, yielding

234,727 oz. bullion, and a profit of $103,300. The Tonopah

company treated 7364 tons for a profit of $50,100. Out of 100

stamps an average of 72 was crushing last week. The Ex-

tension milled 7232 tons tor 176,819 oz. bullion, and a i)rofit of

$89,863.

In the winze below the 1200-ft. level of the Tonopah com-

pany's Sand Grass claim the vein is 8 ft. wide, of good grade.

The Umatilla-Tonopah Mining Co. and Montana-Tonopah

Mining Co. are to organize a new company to work part of

both properties. It is to be called the After All Mines Co.

Storey County

On May 23 fire broke out on the 1400-ft. level of the Yellow

Jacket mine, on the Comstock, res\ilting in four miners dying

from fume and injuries. Twelve others were rescued. A fuse

blew-out in the motor-driven compressor station, setting fire

to the timber.

WuiTE Pine County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Nevada Consolidated is

crowding production, treating 12,000 tons per day. All but

about 1500 tons comes from steam-shovel operations, the bal-

ance from the Ruth mine underground work. There is much

trouble in holding the ground as it swells, breaking the

timl)ers in a few days. It is understood that the company
is to 'glory-hole' from underground certain sections on a level

by itself. It is a question, if eventually other methods will

not have to be adopted at the Ruth.

On the Consolidated Copper Mines, old Giroux, adjoining the

Nevada Consolidated, two drills are in operation, just west

and a little south from the Morris. It is reported that a large

body of high-grade sulphide ore has been encountered. Shares

have risen to $3 from less than $2 each. Rumors are that the

litigation has been settled with Colonel Wall and something

may be doing later.

There is generally much activity throughout the county,

more pros|)ectors in the hills than for many years. While the

tungsten areas are attracting the most of them, others are

looking for anything in lead or silver. The old Pleadas mine,

adjoining the Ward. 18 miles south of Ely, is being put in

shape for resumption of work.

It is the intention to start work on the Argus at the old

camp of Taylor, across the valley from Ward. This mine had

a production in the 80's of $1,000,000 in silver. The adjoining

mine, the Monitor, produced about the same. Neither is over

250 ft. vertical depth. A mill is being erected on the Piedmont

property in Spring valley, on the east side of the Shell Creek

range. Most of properties that have any showing are being

worked.

The tungsten boom has subsided somewhat owing to the

drop in prices, but most of those interested are confident of

profits from the larger milling grade properties.

Ely, May 20.

OKLAHOMA
Tulsa County

At the smelter of the U. S. Zinc Co. at Sands Springs 450

men demanded a 10% rise in wages last week, and struck. The
furnaces are now out of commission.

OREGON
Josephine County

The Waldo copper mine has been unwatered and is now
being examined. The lower adit has been under way for

several months to complete the drainage. At the same time

the upper levels yielded some high-grade ore.

UTAH
Juab County

During May the Tintic district produced 46,400 tons of ore

valued at $1,125,000. There were 35 shippers.

Salt Lake County-

The Clement property of 65 acres, in the centre of the Big

Cottonwood district has been acquired by the Alta Tunnel &

Transportation Co.

The Utah Metals & Tunnel Co.'s mill is treating 225 tons of

ore daily. Monthly profits are over $100,000. A flotation

plant may be added. Mine development continues good.

Most of the Alta mines are in better physical condition than

ever before. At the South Hecla is 2250 tons of ore, worth

$30 to $35 per ton, ready for shipment. Teams are hauling the

first ore for the season out of American Fork canyon.

Summit County

At Park City the Daly West mill is again in operation, there

being an ample water supply.

During May the district produced 8214 tons of ore worth

$350,000. There were 7 regular shippers.

CANADA
British Colu.miu.v

To su|)port the Mines Development Act, now before the Leg-

islature, the minister of mines, L. A. Campbell, spoke in its
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riivor WtoTx' (hf HoiiHo Iniil w»ok The object or thi- bill Ih

un.HlHlnncv lo i>ros|Hfloni by iho miiiplylnK of money (or lli«'

ion»trmtlon of ronilH. tmlls, luul brUlufn lo fiullUnli" (U'vclo|>-

iiu-iit niul o|H-rollon of claluiB. iho niliuTiil viiliie of wlilih

Wiirnint8 mwlmiimf. ami lo carry oiil which the sum of iL'iio,-

tHM) will Ik- »t«t iwldo. An InvesilKnllon of iho Iron-ore (U'IiohHk

on Vancouvor Ulnnd Is under way; while the establishment of

Iron and »toel works Is to be conslderod.

Ontaiuo

(SiMKJlal Correspondence.)—Part of the OlllleB timber limit,

einbrnoing about SOOO acres, adjacent to Cobalt, has been

thrown oi>en for i)rosi>ectlnK "nd stnklnR. From time to time

sections of the limit have been oi>ened for prospectors, and

some development done; but hitherto nilnlUK openillons have

met with little success.

The Beaver Consolidated deep shaft Is now down nearly

1600 ft. It will shortly be decided whether the policy In sink-

ing to the lower contact between the diabase and Keewatin

formations Is Justified. The monthly rate of sinking Is Tn

to 75 ft.

Toronto. May 20.

KOREA
The Kapsan .Mining Concession, controlled by Messrs.

H H, Collbran. H. R. Bostwick. and associates has been sold

to the Kuhara Mining Co.. which ranks with the Fiijita as the

largest copi)er enterprise In Japan. The concession covers

about 600 square miles and includes a developed copper mine

500 ft. deep, together with other prospects. The price was

$3,000,000. The Japanese have been nibbling at the property

for several years and it is understood that the Government

at Tokyo is Ijehind the deal.

MEXICO
Hidalgo

(Special Correspondence.)—Early in May a strike of min-

ers started at Pachuca. They demanded the old rate of wages,

paid in silver. The value of the paper peso is about 2» cents

U. S., but the Mexican government is to issue new paper.

printed In the United States, to replace the present circula-

tion. It was said that the new money would be guaranteed

by the Government, making the peso worth 10 centavos Oro

SacionaV. but it was later admitted that the value would

fluctuate. All railway fares and freight are payable in Oro

yacional or its paper equivalent. This resulted in quadrupling

the fare from Mexico to the V. S. border. Trains will not be

so crowded now. as everybody cannot get 'passes.' Stamp

duties have also been doubled "temporarily."

Pachuca. May 9.

Later news states that the strike at Pachuca was settled in

a few days.

PERSONAL
S'-tr: Thr tMUir imiln mnnhrrt nl Ihr tmi/ruiim In >rml Mm imrlinilmt ttj Ihftr

v^trkitml apttimlmrnlt. Tliit tn/nrmnlliin l» ii/ iiiuiiirnlmnrti inllrrit In iiki rmilni.

The r. S. Civil Service Commission announces an open com-

petitive examination for metal-mining engineer for the Bu-

reau of Mines, for service in the field, at a salary ranging

from $2400 to $4000 per annum. Applications must be filed

with the Commission at Washington, D. C, by June 20.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission announces an open

competitive examination for mineral technologist in the

Bureau of Mines, at $2400 to $3600 per annum. Applications

must be filed with the Commission at Washington by June 13.

RoHKKT lUwMii ii-<i Is at I'blluilelphla

.N. II. Ui iiv of Butters Salvador Mines, Ltd., Is ben-.

U. S. Biii.sHuui has returned to I'elrogrud from the Luna.

llow.Mui It. Smith Ih examining mines at Alleghany. Cali-

fornia.

A. 1). .Mom. mining engineer wlili llie Sln-ll oil ('«.. Ik :iI ilie

Court Hotel.

W. T. Bv.sKrr Is re-opening the old silver mines in Six cirro

mountain. New Mexico.

H. G. Okkkkb of New York Is on bis w:i\ l<i Cliilc tor I lie

Andes Kxploratlon Company.
Bknnktt R. Batks. on the staff of II. L iltn.i.i.s, has been

transferred to the Chicago office.

John W. Mkiukii has gone to F.ruador. on a periodlci! vIhII

of Inspection to the Zarnnia mines.

FKKt> Hki.i.man's departure from New York for Soulli

America Is postponed until .lune 10.

Ei>wAui> L. STKNiiKii has returned to Berkeley fiorii the

Sissert mine in the Ural Region. Russia.

Hknrv B. Lowk and C. C. Comi'ton. both from Denver, are

inspecting mines at Alleghany, California.

RicHAiti) A. Pahkkh has returned to Denver after a month

spent in New York. Boston, and Cleveland.

C. B. Niccoi.i.s. of Chicago, who has been at Lovelock,

Nevada, in connection with the tungsten properties, is here.

V. H. Smith, recently with the Butte & Sui)erior company,

is now superintendent for the Beaver Creek Mining Co., at

Zortman, Montana,

,1. J. Martin, general manager of the Chiksan Mining Co,,

is returning to Korea by the Kmprr.in af Riisniii. s.-iiling from

Vancouver on June 15.

W. H. Skaoravk. formerly manager of the Kennecott mines,

is now general manager of all the Kennecott Copper Coriiora-

tion's mines in Alaska.

J. W. SiiKKWiN has been api)ointed general superintendent

of the West End and Halifax mines at Tonopah. succeeding

the late J. W. Ciiandlek.

R. R. Leslie, manager of Butters Divisadero Co., sailed

from New York for London by the Philadelphia on May 20.

and will return to America in about three weeks.

R. B. Watson has resigned his iwsition as general manager

of the La Rose Consolidated. He is succeeded by G. C. Bate-

man, who has been acting as field engineer for the conii)anv.

and was previously connected with the Canadian Mining &

Exploration Company.

EnwARi) W. Raah. formerly superintendent of the Tennessee

mine at Chloride, has been appointed general manager for

the Tom Reed Gold Mines Co., in place of S. S. Jones, re-

signed. Charles Gri.mes, president of the Tom Reed for

about 10 years, has retired, W. B. Moerdyke, of Pasadena, suc-

ceeding him. [Mr. Grimes died since this note was written.

on May 29.]

The San Francisco section of the A. I. M. E. met on May 31.

Members of the Am. Soc. C. E. were invited. Slides at Panama

were discussed by J. C. Branner of Stanford University.

The ninth annual meeting of the Mine Ixspectobs' Insti-

tttte of the United States will convene at Joplin, Missouri, on

June 13.

Louis Bairo. formerly at Guadalajara, well known in .Mexico

for his excellent work as a mining engineer in Jalisco, and

recently mill superintendent for the Cinco .Minas company,

has been killed in action with the British expedition in

Mesopotamia, where he was serving as lieutenant in the Royal

Field Artillery.

D. M. To.MLiNsox. holding the rank of major in the Royal

Engineers, has been killed while serving in Flanders. He

was general manager for the Kapsan Mining Concession, in

Korea.
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THE METAL MARKET
METAL PRICES

San Francisco, Ma\' ; 1.

Antimony, cents per pound
Electrolytic copper, cents per pound
Pig lead, cents per pound
Platinum: soft metal, per ounce
Platinum: hard metal, 10% iridium, per ounce.
Quicksilver: per flask of 75 lb

Spelter, cents per pound
Tin, cents per pound
Zinc-dust, cents per pound

37.50

31
— 8.75

J80
$S4

$75

22

50

30

ORE PRICES
San Francisco, May 31.

Antimony; 50% product per unit (1% or 20 lb,),... $1.75

Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b, cars California, per ton. 11. 00—15,00

Magnesite: crude, per ton 7,00—10,00

Magnesite: calcined, per ton 25.00—30.00

Tungsten: 60% WO3. per unit 30.00—40,00

At Boulder, Colorado, the only sales of tungsten ore are by
lessees under contract at $50 per unit.

Cobalt averaged $1.50 per pound at Cleveland. Ohio, last year.
This is the price of the metal today.

New York, May 25.

Antimony: Dealers quote $2.50 per unit for all positions, a
level maintained by high ocean freight rates.

Tungsten; A New York dealer (Charles Hardy) writes; "The
market has experienced in the past week a most severe drop.
The sudden stopping of all huying by the most important users
of tungsten ore has brought about a decline which was accel-
erated by the fear of speculative holders that the market would
Tireak away altogether. Instead of withholding offers for a
time, they pressed their offers at reduced prices until ultimately
$40. immediate delivery, was reached. At this figure a little
buying has taken place and prices now range from $40 to $45
for prompt and forward delivery, but it is still difficult to find
buyers. The increased production is discounted by the reduction
of prices, and as the demand continues the quotation should
remain steady for some time." South American mines are cur-
tailing production on account of drop in prices. As there is
continued demand for ferro-tungsten, dealers look for an im-
proved market for ore.

Tin: Arrivals of tin ore are reported at New York, but there
is no market, and it is stated that the ore will be stored await-
ing demand. Where this market will develop does not appear,
inasmuch as the A. S. & R, Co. has covered its requirements for
isome months to come.

EASTERN METAL, MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

May 31.—Re-sale offerings have weakened the copper mar-
Ivet: lead is dull: spelter is neglected and weak.

SILVER
Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date,
May 24.

25
26
27
28 Sunday
29
30 Holiday
31

. .71.50

..71.50
.71.37

..71.12

,70.62

:.75

Average week ending
Apr. 18 63.42

•• 25 65.52
May 2 71,45

!) 75,89
16

, 76.40
" 23 74.14
" 31 70.81

Monthly averages.
1914,

Jan 57,58
Feb 57.53
Mch, , , , , ,58,01
\Tir 58.53
May 58,21
.lune 56.43

A reaction in

1915.
48.85
48.45
50.61
50,25
49, S7
49,03

1916,
56,76
56,74
57,89
64,37
74,27

1914,

July 54.90
Aug 54.35
Sept 53.75
Oct 51.12
Nov 49.12
Dec 49.27

1915.
47.52
47.11
48.77
49.40
51.88
55.34

silver is still apparent: but the undertone is

.good, due to continued buying for coinage, a groat deal of
which lias been almost without limit in price, Indian 'bull'

speculators rushed in at the top of the market to take profits,

and owing to a temporary slackening of coinage demand the
market fell. The new regulations in Mexico forbidding export
•of silver as bullion should eventually benefit the market.

Silver stored by the Tonopah Belmont company at the be-

ginning of March amounted to 980,794 oz. The Tonopah Min-
ing Co. liad $431,011 on the same date, calculated at 50c. per
ounce.

COPPER
Prices of electrolytic In New York, In cents per pound.
Date.

May 24.

26
27
28 Sunday
29
30 Holiday
31

.28.50

.28.25

.28.00

.28.00

Apr.

May

Average week ending
18
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Eastern Metal Market

Ntw York. Miiy 2*.

Without oxropllon tlip niftnls urc dull, iiiul prices are iu>ok-

inc lower levels. The inimodlnto wauu of consumers nri>

covered, some of tlicni Imvo more timn they need; nnd us for

the future, they are buyiuK only to cover new orders. Much
depends on the pIncInK of iidditional war orders to Infuse

activity into the metals, nnd in this connection it may he noted

that the American lx)comotlve Co. has received an order for

fuse parts valued at $9,000,000; but this Is the only mention

of new orders for shells or their parts.

Efforts to sell re-sale copiwr, fourth-quarter delivery, at con-

cessions have found no takers.

Zinc has continued to decline, but the producers believe a

turn will come soon.

Lead is dull and weak, both as to foreign and domestic

demand.
Tin has declined in New York and London, largely because

of the liberal supply of Banca tin that is available.

Antimony has slumped badly, consumers showing no inter-

est, even at greatly reduced prices.

Aluminum Is unchanged so far as current deliveries are

concerned, but 1917 business is reported at substantially

lower prices.

With the exception of large export orders for shell and gun

forgings. the steel market has experienced less activity in

the past week. The mills are turning out material at a record

pace, but new business is less impressive. As a rule, prices

are unimpaired, although some softness is noticeable in pig-

iron, scrap material, and steel billets: but the easiness is due

solely to the lull in demand. Any substantial inquiry would

quickly revive quotations.

COPPER

The market is extremely dull, and prices are softer, but the

situation is a peculiar one. With the producers well sold up

to September, there is little reason for them to lower their

quotations; but large quantities of electrolytic are coming on

the market from other directions. It has been said repeatedly

that there was a large amount of unsatisfied demand for the

last quarter of the year, but events of the past week do not

bear out the assertion. A broker has offered, far and wide,

1,000,000 lb. of copper for the fourth quarter at 28.75c., full

terms, but without the slightest success, whereon he made the

price 28. 50c., full terms, and still failed to obtain results.

This metal was bought on speculative account, and it would

not be at all surprising if 28c. were accepted for it. There

are two sources of copper, aside from the producers, at the

present time. There is speculative metal, also a considerable

quantity that was purchased by consumers whose plants were

tied up for weeks by strikes, yet who continued to receive

deliveries of metal on their contracts, giving them more than

they can use. The surplus metal they have placed in the

hands of brokers for disposal at the best figure possible. The
consumers who were approached in connection with the re-sale

copper referred to gave various reasons for not buying, among
others that they did not wish to buy so far ahead unless it was

to cover specific orders, also that they regarded the market

as soft, and they thought that they could buy more advan-

tageously later on. In the past week spot electrolytic has

been quoted at 29.50 to 30c., June and July at about 29.25c.,

and August and September at 29c., but it is certain that these

prices could be shaded substantially were business to present

itself. May electrolytic probably could be had at 29c., and

perhaps a fraction less. Lake is nominal at 29c. cash, but

none is to be had for near-by deliver?-. The London market

for electrolytic continues unchanged at £158, but standard is

down to li:i«, a 8|)reud of £22. Imports lioiu May 1 to 2:t

totaled 13,496 tons.

ZI.NC

The slump In zinc has contlnu<-d, and though the roproHenta-

tives of priiduciTH consider thai aiiolhcr upwanl swlrm Ih not

far off. whiit lliey pin their faith on l« iif)t evident, unli'HH. iiK

one of them says, "the low prices ought to Klarl Koniclhliir,
"

The galvani/.lng trade Is still worklnK at couHldeiably liilow

normal capacity, and If It sees fit to buy It nuiy be llio in-

fiuencc that will change the tide. May speller Is to be ha<l

easily at about 14.7Bc., St. Louis, and 15c., New York, .luno

spelter Is quoted at about 14.2r)C.. St. Louis. July at i:!.7.')C.. and
third quarter at 13.2.'ic. All there is to the entire Bllualion Is

that buyers are holding aloof from the market. The London
quotation for spot Is down lo £05. Exports from May 1 lo 2'.'

totaled .'5251 tons. Sheet zinc is unchanged at 24.50c.. f.o.b.

mill, carload lots.

LEAD
The expectation that the market in lead would \ii' upheld

by heavy foreign buying has failed lo materialize. Ja|)an had

an inquiry out for 10.000 tons, but if the business was dosed,

it was quietly taken by the leading Interest and had but little

effect on the market. Domestic consumers are doing nolliing.

The A. S. & R. Co. continued to quote 7.50c.. New York, and

7.42ic., St. Louis, as bases for its average monthly price, but

small lots have been sold by independent sellers at less. The
general quotation yesterday was 7.45c., New York, and 7.25c.,

St. IjOuIs, but small lots are known to have been sold at 7.30c.,

New York. The spot quotation at Ix)ndon yesterday was £31.

Exports from May 1 to 23 totaled 832 tons. There is a feeling

in the trade that the leading interest will reduce its quotations

as soon as it has absorbed any foreign business which may be

pending.

TIN

To all outward appearances the market has been quiet in

the past few days, but there has, nevertheless, been a moder-

ate amount of trading in future shipments from the Far East.

Banca tin is playing a big part in the present situation, inas-

much as it is coming here freely and is being used by many
consumers who previously thought they could not do without

Straits tin. On May 23 there was a drop of £2 15s. in Straits

tin at London, based on the fact that there had been large

arrivals of Banca tin at Liverpool. The market here quickly

responded to the London decline, and the New Y'ork spot

quotation dropped from 4S.75c., on the 22nd, to 48c. on the next

day. Arrivals this month have been good, totaling u|i to the

23rd, 3102 tons, while there was afloat on that day 3542 tons.

One ship which arrived May 17 brought 1100 tons from

Batavia, Java.

ANTIMONY

The market for this metal has comparatively gone to pieces.

It seems impossible to interest buyers at any price, and the

result is that Chinese and Japanese grades have been offered

at 28 to 29c.. although some of the sellers have discontinued

offerings to check the decline so far as possible. May ship-

ment from the East can he had as low as 22c., and some sellers

say they doubt if an offer of iSc. for spot would be declined.

Needle antimony has been offered at 15c. with no takers.

ALUMINUM
Newcomers having need for aluminum are quoted 58 to 60c.

for No. 1 virgin metal, 98 to 99% pure. It is reported that

regular consumers of the metal have been covering their 1917

requirements with the leading producer at 35c. for ingots and

40c., for sheets. The spot market is dull.
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SHANNON COPPER CO.

Owing to the strike and other causes this Arizona company
only operated 7 months in 1915. The property is now in full

working order. Current assets are $555,688 in excess of liabil-

ities, exclusive of $381,000 Shannon-Arizona Railway Co.'s

first-mortgage bonds. The outlook for 1916 is excellent.

The metal output was 6,017,642 lb. of copper, 690 oz. gold,

and 35,450 oz. silver, sold for a total of $1,102,275. The profit

from this was $248,650. This was reduced to $209,678 through
various charges. The balance from 1914 was $703,584, and
that for 1916 $834,019.

GOVERNMENT GOLD MINING AREAS (MODDERFON-
TEIN) CONSOLIDATED

This is one of the newer producers on the Rand, and its

equipment is being increased to a capacity of 100,000 tons a
month.

The manager, .T. L. van Eyssen, reports that in 1915 there

was 25,278 ft. of development accomplished. Work on payable
"reef totaled 9SS0 ft., averaging $16.80 over a width of 48 in.

Large blocks of satisfactory ore were opened. Reserves are

estimated at 3,665,000 tons, worth $6.90 across 68 in. The
average width of machine slopes was 69 in. There was ex-

tracted from the mine 608,546 tons. From all sources 658,387

tons was available, of which 12.529% was discarded as waste.

The mill crushed 576,100 tons, employing 100 stamps and 10

tube-mills. The leaching plant treated 219,785 tons of sand,

and the slime plant 353,738 tons. The gold yield was 169,413

oz., and recovery 94.33%.

All costs amounted to $4.70 per ton. The gross profit was
£156,210, of which £16,497 was paid the Union Government as

profit and income taxes.

IVANHOE GOLD CORPORATION
This is one of the largest gold producers in Australia,

operating at Kalgoorlie in the western State. It is now work-
ing at a depth of 3514 ft. vertical.

The general manager, R. B. Nicolson, reports that develop-

ment down to 3470 ft. totaled 4074 ft. From 3320 and 3470

ft. a series of bore-holes were put in to test the east lode after

it had left the influence of the porphyry bar. At 3620 ft. more
drilling will be done. Ore reserves total 1,026,801 tons, 715,550

tons being in the east lode, averaging $8.84 per ton.

The 100-stamp mill, fine grinding, sand, slime, and concen-

trate plants treated 238,514 tons for 89,559 oz. gold and 18,489

oz. silver, with 86.75% extraction.

The year's revenue was £389,382, of which £115,984 was
profit. Dividends absorbed £105,000, equal to $2.52 per share.

On December 31, 1915, cash on hand, etc., was £35,138, and
value of investments £174,614. All costs in 1915 were $5.24.

The output to date is £8,241,632 from 3.219,000 tons of ore.

and £3,460,000 in dividends.

TAMARACK MINING CO.

The annual report of this company is interesting on account

of the remarks of the president, Philip Dexter, pertaining to

the proposed purchase of the property by the Calumet & Hecla
company. An examination by W. E. Parnall, who knows the

ground thoroughly, gave a valuation of $4,616,734, less debts

of $349,286, but he does not put a value on the mineral veins,

as those that should be worked along with those opened are
not blocked out enough. James MacNaughton, general man-
ager, considers that the mine does not pay to operate, except
under the present unusual conditions, but Mr. Parnall thinks
that another system of mining would make a difference. C. &
H. officials state that the unopened lodes are of no value. The

C. & H. offers $3,563,486 and to pay the debts, a sum equal to

$59 per share on 60,000 shares. The shareholders since voted
to sell to the C. & H. at $59 per share.

Results in 1915 were as follows:

Development totaled 880 ft. The five shafts are 3409, 4355,
5253, 4450, and 5308 ft. deep, respectively. No. 1 is used for
pumping. No. 2 was extensively repaired, most of the mining
was done from No. 3 incline shaft, and No. 5 was used for
pumping and mining from April.

1915 1914 1913
Ore crushed, tons 217,027 57,410 227,563
Refined copper, lb. per ton... 17.9 18.7 18.3
Refined copper, pounds 3,888,150 1,074,808 4,168,743
Price of metal, cents per pound 19.10

Cost of metal, cents per pound 17.07 29.08 16.60
Revenue $742,796
Profit 7s,988

' _'

'

The mill was sold for $230,000. The balance of assets at the
end of 1914 was $895,993, and at the end of 1915, $1,204,981.
No dividends have been paid since July 1907, when the total
to that time was $9,420,000. Good progress was made at the
re-grinding plant.

TONOPAH BELMONT DEVELOPMENT CO.

This is one of the greatest silver producers in the world,
and during the year ended February 29, 1916, returned 2,968,-
565 oz. In the past 5 years it yielded 1.17% of the world's
total output, according to the president, Clyde A. Heller. Dur-
ing the past year the option on the Surf Inlet gold mine on
Princess Royal island, British Columbia, was e.xercised, the
final payment of $150,000 being made. A good tonnage of $12
ore has been developed. The Bull Moose mine in Nye county,
Nevada, is under option; also the Biddlecome near-by.
The general manager, Frederick Bradshaw, reported that de-

velopment at Tonopah aggregated 21,362 ft., mostly on the
900, 1000, and 1100-ft. levels. The cost of this work was $1,026
per ton milled, a decrease of 14.1c.; and $6,834 per foot, a re-
duction of 41.2c. Ore reserves are estimated at 142.164 tons, a
considerable shortage. Sloping cost $2,857 per ton. Total
mining charges were $4,166 per ton, 14.7c. lower than in
1914-'15.

A. H. Jones, superintendent of mills, stated that the 60-

stamp mill and cyanide plant at Tonopah treated 165,157 tons
of ore assaying 0.196 oz. gold and 19.603 oz. silver, equal to
$13,883 per ton. In the previous term the value was $16,721
per ton. The recovery was 96.18%, of the gold and 91.09% of
the silver, equal to a total of 92.97%c. Stamps averaged 9.15
tons per stamp-day. The cost was $2,682 per ton, or 13c. per
oz. of bullion, compared with $2,564 and 10.4c. Increased
cost of chemicals and supplies contributed mainly to the
higher expense of treatment. A new filter leaf and new
type of tube-mill liner was devised, tested, and regularly used.
The plant at Millers, 12 miles north, treated 56,730 tons of
custom ore, assaying 0.309 oz. gold and 25.01 oz. silver per ton.

The recovery was 91.33%, of the value, which totaled $1,073,517.

The cost was $3,798 per ton. A profit of $33,398 resulted from
custom work. Continuous decantation superseded lildation,

improving recovery and reducing costs.

Results were as follows:

Gold recovered, ounces :] 1,112

Silver recovered, ounces 2.968,565
Silver on hand at beginning of year, ounces 1,646,099

Silver sold, ounces (51.76c. per oz.) 3,385,015
Net revenue from metals, custom work, etc $1,001,028
Balance from previous year 1,963,286

Total available $2,964,314

Dividends paid 750,016
Balance for 1916 (after deducting sundries) $2,084,741

Dividends to April 1. 1916. total $8,018,027.
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INDUSri^lAL NOTES

Prevention of Corrosion in Pipe

In n U<|hm;o llUistrtttoa pamphlet, llu- ropilin of » P'M"''

pr»<!i«iitod by F. N. Speller of IMttsliurK at the aiinunl mectliiK

of the Amerlcnn Sorlely of Hentlns and VentlluUnK KhkI-

neers. Is a prent donl of Interesting matter on the Imporiimt

subject of pliH> corrosion.

C.isuiil olisorvatlon will show marked differences In the de-

gree of corrosion of pliK? In service. For Instance, hot-water

heating-systems and sprinkler-systems show iiructically no

deterioration In service after 25 years, while low-pressure

steam returns sometimes give trouble after 15 years" service

or less. Galvanized pl|»e In hot-water supply-systems, where

lened liy nirlioiilc acid and mineral salts dlsMolved. Oxvkcm

is also neci's-Hiiry for a contlninince of corrosjon. The elimina-

tion of dissolved oxygen Is one remedy to reduce pitting' of

|d|M9. An alternative method is to 'mitlsfy' or tU the free

oxygen, using clean iron turnings, or profcralily sheet Iron,

tl'irougli wlili-li till' water can How. Tlie accompanying electro

lype shows some i;-in. wrought Iron anil steel pipe (gulvan-

l7.e<l I after i:t years use In an 'open' heating sysleni, while the

small pipe is of copper, used under the same I'ondilloiiH In a

'do.-ied' heating system for li months. The corrosion of low-

pressure steam lines depends principally on the amount of

oxygen that finds access to the Bystem.

Summarizing very approximately. Mr. Speller considers

that in the inlluence of various fiiclors on I'orrosion. it ap-

Iiears from the experience gained so fur that develoiunenlH In

the metallurgy and nianufuclure of steel pipe promise to add

50 or perhaps KM)'; to the life of pipe conipared wllh the

service obtained under like condilions in or 12 years ago.

c-vaTsP^ ^^ ^t^VV^'^'^'^V*^ \f\'W,x.-^\'?\o>V?\^'^ .

COBBOSION IN v.\Ruii s TYi-Ks OK pifK. ( Photo froiii National Tube Co.j

the water is heated under pressure, lasts from about 5 years

upward, depending on the temperature and quality of the

water and volume of flow. The last-named condition is so

severe on iron and steel pipe that many are compelled to use

brass pipe, at a cost approximately 10 times that of galvanized

pipe. These few instances are the extremes, but are surely

suggestive when it is considered that in pipe carrying or-

dinary water under some conditions there is no apparent de-

terioration in a generation; w^hereas in other cases, the same

grade of pipe is seriously damaged in a few years. Some years

ago, when steel pipe was comparatively unknown and not

fully developed, it was natural to question this material; but

comparisons of the modern wrought iron and steel pipe in

the same lines in service have shown beyond any question

that where corrosion is found, one material suffers on the

average as much as the other.

Water alone is not responsible for corrosion, but rather

something brought in with the water. All water supplies

cariT.- more or less foreign matter in solution. The purest

natural supplies are generally saturated with oxygen and car-

t)onic acid, which cause such water to be very corrosive, par-

ticularly when heated Iron is soluble to a certain extent in

•water. The phenomenon of solution of iron is an electro-

chemical reaction, which is the initial cause of corrosion, has-

However, it appears well within the bounds of possibility to

predict that de-aeration of the water, through the use of plants

designed with this end in view, should at moderate expense

increase the life of some piping systems four or five times.

Bulletin No. 2B of the National Tube Co. consists of 47

pages describing in an informing manner the autogenous

welding of 'National' pipe. As oxy-acetylene gas is used so

much for welding and cutting now-a-days. every engineer

should secure a copy of this useful publication.

The National Tube Co. has also issued Bulletin No. 2.5, en-

titled 'National Pipe in Large Buildings.' It covers 87 pages,

44 of which are devoted to photographs of important build-

ings in the United States, in which the firm's iiipe is used.

As is usual with the publications of this company, there is a

large amount of valuable technical information given on pipe

generally.

In Bulletin No. 34-Q the Chicago Pneumatic Toot. Co. de-

scriges a few applications of 'Giant' gas and fuel-oil engines,

as made by this firm. The illustrations and brief notes tell

all that is necessary.

.lohn F. Bertling succeeds R. .1. Raley as sales manager for

the SuLLTVA.v Machixeby Co. in the Lake Superior region, with

headquarters at Ishpeming, Michigan.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

T^ XAMINATION and assaying of ores is not done by
-'-^ the editorial staff of this paper. Our readers are

referred to the assayers, metallurgists, and ore-testing

works whose names appear in our Professional Directory.

rpHE Salt Lake Branch of the U. S. Bureau of Mines
*- has contributed much useful information concern-

ing the operation and physics of the flotation process.

In this issue we publish a timely article on flotation-oils

by Mr. 0. C. Ralston, who is known to our readers by

his previous valuable contributions to our pages.

"PVISCUSSION this week starts with a letter on the

^-^ electric theory of flotation from a highly competent

investigator, Mr. James A. Block, of Salt Lake City.

Mr. B. Jacobs, a Canadian statistician known to our

readers, corrects certain figures of production from the

Atlin district in British Columbia. A Nevadan min-

ing engineer throws a hand-grenade at the mining law

and urges us to accept the British Columbian rule in re-

gard to locations. Finally, Mr. Leon J. Pepperberg, an

experienced geological surveyor gives some useful hints,

apropos of the recent article by Mr. Charles A. Porter.

%V7"HETHER mining really benefits from the kiting of

' ' shares on local stock-exchanges and the use of mines

as an excuse for a game in which the dice are loaded is

a moot question. The only good we can see is the actual

work done at the mines, the employment given to labor,

and the market created for machinery. "Wild-cats have

been known to develop into domestic felines hardly dis-

tinguishable from the best-bred Angoras; tliat must l)e

conceded. The harm is done not by the open-eyed

gambling of the knowing ones, but by the loss of money

to that portion of the public unable to distinguish be-

tween the 'game' and the 'industry' of mining.

/CONTRIBUTORS to this paper are reminded that

^^ drawings intended for publication should be made

with Indian ink, that the lettering should be large

enough to permit of reduction, and that the spelling

should conform to our style. In making a drawing it is

well to keep in mind the amount of reduction that it will

undergo when reproduced. Most men who can make ex-

cellent sketches or drawings are unable to do thd letter-

ing as well as it should be done ; to them we suggest the

penciling of the lettering, leaving it to our draughtsman

to do the rest. Diagrams on sectionalized paper are not

suitable; we have to re-draw them because the subor-

dinate lines are too close, even when they are in colored

inks that are suitable for photographing. Tracings there-

fore are preferable. Blue-prints are no good, except to

be copied; this entails not only expense but the chance

of error. Manuscript should be typed with double spac-

ing to facilitate revision, but we are always glad to have

a good article re-typed in our own office. In fact, we
do not mind poor drawings and ragged manuscript if

they convey useful information clearly, but, hke other

people, we would like to avoid unnecessary trouble and

chances of error. Hence this note.

A BSENTEE ownership in relation to mines is a phrase
-^*- with a derogatory suggestiveness not always war-

ranted. Many owners of mines, themselves unversed in

technology, have sense enough to leave such things to an

experienced manager. Mr. Philip Dexter, president of

the Tamarack Mining Company, declares that lie has

never seen the Tamarack mine, and "what is more," he

states, "I would not know any more about it if I had."

The fussy kind of mine-owner is a handicap to a good

superintendent. However, it is well to keep informed.

Mr. William Guggenheim is suing his five brothers for

$10,000,000, equivalent to a sixth .share in a property,

the Chuquicamata, that "he did not know was valu-

able," and that has become even more valuable since,

tlianks to the combination of clever finance and good

management.

/~\NE of our oldest subscribers writes to say that he is

^-^ "shocked" at our publication of patents "in the

unintelligible language usual to those documents." He
suggests that we should translate them into English.

We sympathize with him, but disagree as to the remedy.

As he admits, a patent specification is a "document," a

legal document, the wording of which cannot be altered

without impairing its authenticity. Not only would an

attempt at transliteration be unwarrantable, but it

would be grossly misleading, for the simple reason that

tlie language of a patent is usu;Uly intended to be ob-

scure. The editor would be exceeding his function and

making trouble all around if he ventured to do anything

of the kind. Only this week we heard an inventor com-

plain that certain people, in using his process, were de-

pending upon the description in his patent, which was

meant not to disclose the true inwardness of his method,

but to afford him protection and to compel them to come

to him for engineering advice.

/"^UR correspondent in the City of Mexico sends a

^-^ deeply interesting letter, reviewing the conditions

of affairs in that country. The reader will find it under

Special Correspondence. This letter is written with a

frankness that does not mince matters. The impression

he gives is that the various factions and their leaders
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leavf liJtli' to choost-; ov«'ii I'urnui/.ji aiiil his "lilifnitoi-s'

in their sehomo to niiao money have not hesitated to

vietimiKe the peons. Kainine has lii-eii used iis ii lever tn

niTuit an army, t^ur eorrespomleiit lieserilu-s ihe in-

iquity of the rnsji La Oanla, a heartless monopoly

to eontnd the prain trade. Then eame the paperinoiuy

pla(;ue, another means of spoilation. The marvel is that

mininf; operations still eontinne in st>veral important

di.striet.s, de.spite the in.seiiirily nf life an<l pn>pi rty ami

the laek of adei|uate niihvay tnuisport. At Kl ()ii> llu'

K.speranwi ami Oos Estrellas resumed operations re

eently and are still at work, aeeordiiiR to the late.st ad-

vieos. At Taehuoa there has heen a strike among the

miners, hut the Real del Monte. Santa Gertnidis, and

other important mines are aetivo. In the North, of

course, the eonfusiou is greater, hut even there some of

the isolated large mines are pegging away. Whether

Carranza is Muffing or whether he really intends to foree

the Tnited States to withdraw the punitive expedition is

a question that will be settled in a few days. The Presi-

dent is unlikely to sanction another veraerusade.

PATENTS are numerous and interesting just now.

Mueh metallurgical ingenuity is at work devising

new machines and processes, as our periodical selections

indicate. In this issue we give extracts from the Patent

Gazette showing that a number of well-known practi-

tioners are among the inventors; notably the great ex-

ponent of ore-dressing. Jlr. Robert H. Richards, with

two de\-ices. one a jig and the other a classifier. Messrs.

E. H. Nutter and A. H. ITiggins. both of the Minerals

Separation company, have patents for treating by-prod-

uct tars ^vith sulphuric acid, so as to save consumption

of acid by direct addition. Mr. A. W. Thompson has

another flotation patent, in which a jet of gas is used to

break the froth, after it has done its duty. The same

result, of de-aerating the froth, can be achieved by drop-

ping the froth on a rotating disc. Mr. Karl Senn, maker

of the well-known concentrator, contributes an ingenious

amalgamating device. We note also the name of ^Ir.

John E. Rothwell. the nephew of the late Richard P.

Rothwell. and himself honorably prominent in former

days for his work in chlorination. Finally. Mr. W. E.

Greenawalt. who contributed an article on patents in a

recent issue of our paper, appears with another leaching

process. Evidently many minds are on the alert to

hasten metallurgical progress.

Panama Canal

On ilay 31 the local section of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers was favored with an interesting

account, by Mr. John C. Branner, ex-President of Stan-

ford University, of the structural geology governing

engineering work on the Panama Canal. Dr. Branner,

as our readers \rtll recall, was a member of the commis-

sion appointed at the end of last year by the President

to investigate the cause of the landslips that have ob-

structed and endangered the Canal from the verj- first.

The chief difficulty has been in the immediate \'icinity

of liolil hill, on till' niMlluTM .side of wliiili is the big

Culehra cut with its raiumis slidis iiml mi tlu' sumIIh in

side the i'iiunll\ iiii|iiirltinl ("ui-arai'lia cut and its <M)r-

responiling lanilslips. Not only has the ( 'amd been

blocked by the movement of the ground, but an area of

fully 1:H) acres ha-s been cracked and put into a condi-

tion of unstable cquilibritnii. The core of (Jold hill, as

of Conlrai'tors hill on the opi»osi1e side of the waterway,

consists of basalt of coluniiiar slniciiii-r, tl.-iiiked by sedi-

mentary rocks dipping towni-d it Inmi ail sides and sug-

gesting i-(inlraeli(in of the volcanic plug after cooling,

so that the strata were first intruded, elevated, ami tJK ii

pulled down, just as if a gigantie nail of eruptive inatter

had been driven through the softer material. Wherever

water jienetrates the argillaceous sediment aiy loeks tliev

become soft and slippery, finally ehaiigiiig to an ineo-

herent mobile nia.ss, not much better than nuid. On the

.south, or Cucaracha, side the raovcmeni iMiniinucil until

the angle of rest was not more than two or three degrees,

while a little distance baek the rock held firm; on ex-

amination the interesting fact was disclosed that several

plugs of ba.salt, none of which reached the former sur-

face, had served to restrain further luovcmciit. Whetlier

similar geologic factors will come into i)lay on the north-

ern or Culebra side is not known as yet ; if they do. they

will prove most useful in retarding the slipping of th(!

ground. This is caused, of course, by the seepage of

water, of which not less than seven feet (not inches) falls

per annum. This excessive rainfall begins in May and

lasts till December, becoming heaviest at the end of the

wet season, when the Canal is most imperilled. At the

meeting, Mr. George L. Dillman suggested the running

of an adit through the basalt of Gold hill and extending

laterals into the moving ground in order to drain it. Dr.

Branner declined to suggest any remedy, leaving it to

the engineers to do so, but he indicated his belief that

the speedy removal of the surficial water was of para-

mount importance. Profes.sor E. A. Ilersam made the

pertinent remark that "it was better to shingle your

roof than to pump out your cellar." Profes,sor A. C.

Lawson suggested the use of lime to destroy the mobility

of the clay. Other ideas will be put forward and an

earnest effort will be made to save the great work of

engineering that prorai.sed to be one of the big things of

the world, but, it must be confessed, the outlook is not

nearly as cheerful as we would like it to be. Unques-

tionably the geologic conditions were insufficiently

studied before the decision to build the Canal was

reached, although it is true that the particularly unfav-

orable structure of Gold hill was not disccrnihle until

excavation had disclosed it ; nevertheless, it is a fact that

the engineering commission appointed under the Spooncr

Act in 1904 did detect signs of pos,sible trouble and did

give a warning, as was stated by Mr. C. E. Grunsky. a

member of that commission, at the meeting to which we

are now referring. Indeed, if the choice had lain be-

tween a lock-canal in Panama and one in Nicara^ia, the

latter would have been selected, and it was the first deci-

sion to build a sea-level canal that put the Nicaraguan
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project out of court, not to be re-eonsidered when the

Panama scheme was changed to a lock-canal. We may
well hope that the adverse conditions disclosed along

the Canal, now that it is built, at a cost of .$400,000,000,

will be overcome by engineering skill and systematic

energj'. but many engineers are beginning to question

whether it would not be cheaper to build a new canal in

Nicaragua. Danger from earthquakes does exist. As
Dr. Branner indicated, the argument that these earth-

quakes need not be feared because one or two old houses

remain standing in the town of Panama, and moi-e par-

ticularly the well-known flat arch, is not at all convinc-

ing ; but expert opinion is fairly unanimous in regarding

the destruction of dams and locks, even by a severe earth-

quake, as highly impi'obable. Does the acquisition of a

concession in Nicaragua presage a new canal enterprise 1

Whether it does or not, it is clear that "making the dirt

fly" is not enough when Nature is ready to make the dirt

flow at an equal rate, threatening to obliterate man's

handiwork. Engineering advice was insufficiently weigh-

ed at the outset, as is now acknowledged. The Army
engineers merely carried out plans too hastily accepted

;

their administration, of course, was splendid, but the

damage had been done by bureaucratic muddling long

before they took hold. The Canal remains an engineer-

ing problem half-solved; it remains to be seen whether

the natural obstacles, at first lightly regarded, can l)e

overcome so as to ensure an open waterway between the

two oceans.

Tungsten

The reviews of mining progress in the Western states,

as published periodically in this paper, have made fre-

quent mention of a metal that was scarcely known to the

average miner a couple of years ago, nor for the matter of

that to persons supposedly even better informed, for in

the latest issue of The Annalist we read about tungsten

as a "mineral" and are told that it is "converted into

an acid for the hardening of steel tools." By this time

our readers know all about the minerals in which the

metal tungsten exists as an acid radical, tungstic oxide.

Tungsten is a Swedish word meaning heavy (tung)

stone (sten). The chemical symbol W is taken from the

Latin ivolframium. In California the chief ore is the

tungstate of lime, seheelite, and it is a noteworthy fact

that during recent months the most profitable mine in

the State has been a tungsten entei-prise, the Atolia

Mining Company in San Bernardino county. In Ari-

zona hiibnerite and wolframite, the tungstates of man-

ganese and iron, share economic importance with

seheelite, while in Colorado, particularly in Boulder

county, the mineral ferberite, a tungstate of iron, is the

characteristic product. In all these minei-als the content

of tungsten tri-oxide (WO3) ranges from 75 to 80%,
the actual treatment of the ore yielding a concentrate

containing 60 to 65%. This concentrate is reduced with

carbon, togetlier with iron ore, in an electric furnace,

the resulting ferro-tungsten containing 75 to 80% tung-

sten. This is added to the charge when making certain

kinds of steel. Alloy-steel, especially for high-speed

cutting-tools, consumes most of the production. An-
other important use is as wire in the making of filament

for incandescent lights: when used for this purpose a

pure tungstic oxide is obtained by chemical process and
then reduced at a temperature of 1000°C. by hydrogen
or pure carbon, yielding a black powder that is pressed

into bars through which an electric current is pas!3ed in

order that the heat may agglomerate the metallic par-

ticles so that the bar can be shaped, becoming so ductile

that it can be drawn into wire. Previous to the War, the

world output of tungsten was about 10,000 tons of 60%
concentrate ; and out of this total Burma contributed

2700 tons, the United States 1390 tons, and Portugal

1380 tons. At the end of 1913, Portugal's output was in-

creasing the most rapidly, having nearly trebled in five

years. Until recently the manufacture of ferro-tungsten

was mainly a German industry ; now England is making
supplies for herself and her allies. The placing of an

embargo on the shipment of tungsten ores and products

from England or her overseas dominions has had a bene-

ficial effect in stimulating the mining and metallurgy of

tungsten in the United States, where the making of high-

speed tool-steel is at its maximum. Hence the extraor-

dinary rise in price. During 1913 the price ranged be-

tween $6 and $7 per unit of 60% concentrate. In 1914

the average was $7 per unit. By the middle of Febru-

ary 1915 the quotation was $40, rising slowly to $50 in

February of this year, when a jump to $105 per unit,

or $5.25 per pound, was recorded. Whereupon there

ensued a veritable scramble for tungsten ore all over the

West ; the resulting production, together with large ship-

ments from South America, flooded the market so that

the price declined rapidly until now it is at about $40

per unit. That incorrigible ratio of supply and demand
has a way of asserting itself, despite all we may hope

or dream.

The MacArthur-Forrest Process

Cyanidation and MacArthur are names so linked in

the historical development of modern metallurgy that

our readers will appreciate the appropriateness of an

account of the discovery of the cyanide process by the

discoverer himself. To these last words Mr. MacArthur

will demur, for he shows himself anxious to give a large

share of credit to his associates, notably Dr. Robert W.
Forrest, whose name is usually joined with his to make

MacArthur-Forrest synonymous with the beginnings of

cyanidation. Our readers will like the article; it is

written witliout any atfectation, with a directness and a

charm quite characteristic of one of the most useful of

living technicians. It will be noted that the publication

of a description of an electrolytic chlorination method

was the first step toward metallurgical distinction. The

pen is a lever for lifting men to a point of vantage. The

next step was, he says, to make "plenty of mistakes"

and "acquire knowledge" from them. Thus do metal-
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lurgiftii rise uii st«>ii|>iiiK-8toiit'i) of tlu-ir iniMtnkos to \\'i^\\

nchievciueiit. The little biuui of iiivestif^iitoni foi-e-

lirathereil in a 'Klory-hole'—in wliidi unfainilinr use ol"

the word tlie Western nuner will find the o^i^;in of a

tenu now ifiorifieil indoeil. 'Ciloryhole' is a eorniptioii

of 'srlaun'-lioli',* a name Riven l>y Seottisli sailoi-s to the

plaee for refuse in the waste of a ship. At our Western

mines it Invanie eonvenient to tliniw tJie iliseard from

the Ixtartling-house into the nearest opcn-eut, so that the

hitter btvame a plaurj'-hole in the Seottisli sense, whieh

was stxm forpitten in tlie faet that many open-ents. as

at the Alaska Treailwell and the t'omliination mines, were

maile hy exeavatinp rieh ore. Thus the term became

synonymous witli mineral wealth, ^fueh in the same

way 'Iuml>er-room,' a garret for storing odds and ends,

eame to \is from 'TiOmbard room,* a shelter for Lombard

refugees. Thus do words wander from their origins.

We apologize for the digression. The next point is more

important : the foiindors of the eyanide cult made it a

rule, in their seareh for a workable process, to regard no

gold as extracted that was not "put on the table." That

showed their hard-headed sense: it was a good plan In

follow, but it was nearly over-done. Mr. MacArtliur

relates how their epoch-making discovery was delayed a

year by the faet that they relied so much upon the re-

covery of the gold as bullion "on the table" that they

failed to assay the tailing from the first experiment in

which potassium cyanide was used and ass\inied a fail-

ure from their non-success in precipitating the gold

when emplojnng an ineffective reagent, njimely, sul-

phuretted hydrogen. The discover}' eame when the

residue from similar experiments was a.ssayed in Octo-

ber 1887.

These investigators knew what they wanted, namely.

a solvent that would dissolve the gold without attacking

the encasing sulphides, in short, one that would "hold

the gold against all comers." Heretofore experimenta-

tion had been confined to metallic gold, by it.self, using

reagents that were impracticable in the presence, for

instance, of pyrite. Again, the process had to be cheap,

therefore it could not depend upon the help of roasting.

which is "neither simple nor cheap." Of course, the

solubility of gold and silver was a matter of encyclopedic

record ; what MacArthur and Forrest did was to prove

that a solution dilute enough to be cheap would effect

the extraction, and they followed this by providing the

means for precipitating the dissolved metals so that they

could be collected as bullion. It was the use of zinc in

an easily soluble form that made cyanidation an immedi-

ate success. Mr. MacArthur makes mention of the pre-

science shown by ilr. Louis Janin, Jr., who is still with

us. although unfortunately \vithdrawn on account of ill

health from participation in the metallurgical research

for whieh he exhibited such signal ability in his early

manhood. In our interview with Mr. Hennen Jennings,

last December, a mention was made of the first trial of

the process at Johannesburg, and Mr. MacArthur now
gives a whimsical aocomit of the test, together with a

friendly handshake across the years with the chief

sceptic. The nientioii nl' lOlsniTs liliiiidrts iiinl how

thi-y Were perpetuated in linnks nl rel'crehi'e i-i'c«lls the

fate of fehlspar, wliieii bceiiiiic 'felspar' liy the dropping

of the "d" ill Kirwaii's ' l^leiiieiils of ^Iine|alll^'y,' imli

lislied in 17H4. It i,s evidenl ili.il .Miie.\rlhur ami his

frieiitls did not allow theiiiNelveK to be side I racked by

Eisner's mistakes, nor did they permit themselves to he

misled by chemienl subtleties; they aimed consistently

tti (iiid a real iiieliilhirgieal process, namely, one to ex-

tract gold from on' eeoiioinieally. Therefore they did

not a.ssunie that the I'eaelioii between eyanide and gob!

was on all fours with the etTeet of potiLssiiim cyanide on

gold ineaseil within the sulphide minerals of tlie lia.se

metals. They pci-severed, doing their work while ,ill the

(other) respectable people of (ihisgow were asleep,

energizing themselves oeca.sionally with the weird con-

coction provided by Dr. l'\)rrest. of which we can say,

having consulted the family ])hysician, Ih.il il w.i.s a re-

spectable medical cocktail.

It is 2!) years since the cyanide process was given l"

the miner by MacArthur and the two Forrests. Not

long ago fully 60% of the world's annual jiroduction of

gold was being extracted by it and the world's greatest

goldfield—the Rand—while yet in its infancy was de-

veloped by aid of it. "What gold mining in South Africa

would have been without cj'anidation, we do not know,

but it is quite certain that the industry would have re-

mained puny and sickly as compared with the magnifi-

cient growth since 1890. The trouliles over patent rights

were settled in due course, and it is only fair to add that

in the case of cyanide, as in that of flotation, it was not

the discoverers of the process but the purchasers of the

patents, in the guise of royalty-gathering companies, that

made most of the trouble. Indeed, the absurd claims

made for the process by the first American exploiters of

it and their crass ignorance of the operations involved

were such as to discredit cyanidation in the West, 25

years ago, as was related by I\Ir. Philip Argall in the in-

ter^'iew we published last January. For the rest, most

of us will recall our astonishment when we first found

out that we could extract gold from a pyritic ore with-

out any apparent chemical change in the ore. The

pleasure of those early experiments and experiences has

never been quite staled by frequency. In a faint way we

can imagine the keen delight of the little group of earn-

est investigators who, in October 1887, suddenly placed

a finger on an epoch-making fact. Such moments are

rare in life. Jloreover, that early work disclosed the

basic idea; the chemistry of cyanidation is in es.sence

much as it was ascertained then, the progress of later

years being mainly in the line of mechanical improve-

ment. Undoubtedly the cyanide process reached a high

state of chemical and mechanical efficiency in the first

decade of this centurj' ; it has, we believe, seen its best

days, because flotation is destined increasingly to invade

its domain, just as cyanidation previously invaded that

of amalgamation. It was a good time to tell the story

of the discovery and to express the gratitude of the pro-

fession to the discoverers.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use this department for the discussion of technical and other matters per-

toiiiiiij* (o niiuiuri tiiui }netaUuri>y. The EcJilor ii't'lconu's the expression of vieivs contrary to his own, be-

liei'iug (hat careful criticism is more I'aiuabie (haii casual compliment.

The Electric Theory of Flotation

The Editor:

Sir—Mr. Fahreuwald's article, 'Electro-Statics of

Flotation' in your issue of March 11 is very interesting,

and I consider his criticism of Bains 's electro-static

theory most opportune, but in the course of his criticism

he attempts to prove that the electro-static charges pres-

ent on the surface films cannot be great enough to effect

flotation: an assumption which, if true, would discredit

all electric theories. I do not in the least agree with his

line of reasoning in this matter, and shall confine myself

to this point. Mr. Fahreuwald makes absolutely no dis-

tinction between electro-static units of quantity and of

potential. These are as different as the coulomb and the

volt, and either can exist in large amounts without

necessitating a large amount of the other. An electro-

static unit of quantity is a quantity of electricity which

will repel a similar quantity of electricity separated

from it by a distance of one centimetre of air with a

force of one dyne. It has been proved experimentally

and theoretically that it takes 3,000,000,000 of these

electro-static units of quantity to equal one coulomb.

Now the electro-static unit of potential is correspond-

ingly large. It is a difference of potential of such mag-

nitude that one erg of work is required to move one elec-

tro-static unit of quantity through this difference of

potential. Since a coulomb is one-tenth of an absolute

electro-magnetic unit, and since a volt is 10* absolute

electro-magnetic units, an electro-static unit of potential

equals 300 volts.

Mr. Fahrenwald calculates that a charge of 25.9 elec-

tro-static units of quantity must be present on the sur-

face of the air bubble in the particular case he takes up.

He then takes up the distances that various differences

of potential will discharge through, and shows that 25.9

electro-static units of potential will discharge through

a fraction of a centimetre of air. Both of these state-

ments are perfectly true, but it is possible to have prac-

tically any quantity of electricity at practically any

potential difference, if we care to build a condenser to

suit the requirements. To take the particular case of

a bubble of air in water, probably the best known work

on this sub.ject is that of H. A. Taggart, published in the

Philosophical Magazine, 1914, 27 : 297 and 28 : 367. He
found that an air-water surface film had a difference of

potential between its two sides of 0.055 volt, and that the

surface density of the charge was 0.00004 coulombs per

sq. cm. If we convert these into electro-static units we

see that the density of the charge is 12,000 electro-static

units per sq. cm., and that the difference of potential

between the two sides is 0.00018 units of potential. It

would be useless to multiply instances similar to this.

The molecular forces bound up in surface films are

nothing less than enormous. "While they may ordinarily

be ' bound, ' that does not in the least prevent our putting

them to useful purposes, as is done in flotation.

James A. Block.

Salt Lake City, May 18.

Gold From Atlin Mines

The Editor:

Sir—With regard to the total quantity of gold from

placer mines of the Atlin district, I think Messrs. Chester

F. Lee and T. M. Daulton have inadvertently under-

stated the value, which they place at $4,518,000 in the

interesting paper of which you printed an abstract in

your issue of May 13 (p. 721). The British Columbia

official records, as printed in the annual report of the

Minister of Mines, will, I think, be found to give a total

to the end of 1914 of $6,163,000; add the amount for

1915, $377,000, which most likely has not yet been pub-

lished. Thus a total of $6,540,000 is obtained, not $4,-

518,000 as given by the writers of the paper quoted from.

This larger amount, I take it, is the total of recovery

from all the creeks in Atlin mining division, for all

years, 1898-1915, both inclusive.

E. Jacobs.

Victoria, B. C, May 15.

Mining Law
The Editor:

Sir—Apropos of the proposed revision of our mining

laws, it is to be regretted that American legal practice

canLnot reconcile itself to simplicity. Our mining laws

as at present enforced lend themselves notably to end-

less litigation. Decisions are rendered on the most

absurd technicalities: in numerous eases it seems that it

is not justice that is sought, but the vindication of legal

fictions.

The proposed legislation seems not to be a great im-

provement
;
yet it must have some positive virtue, for

the newspapers chronicle a meeting of Colorado legal

talent for the express purpose of combating the new
legislation. This sinister conference has not yet defined

its attitude toward mining law as it stands at present,
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but one iioihI only Kljuicf over tlu- •stand put' atlitiuie

of tlip leffnl fnitornity townni cvory pn^posoil clianf;)^ in

lopal prai-tii'o to Ik' assiiivil that aiiylhinc sjivc a rijjid

aillu'n-nof to pn-sk-nt pnu-liof will lie mot \\itli lunvls <>f

derision, not to say (jravcr ehargrs.

What should distinpuish our iiiininj; i-odc is Miiiplu-

ity; add to that oortainty. A loii^; step in that dircf-

tiou would l>e taken if tJio Federal Qovenunont were to

adopt the British Cohnnhian piiu-ticp of inakiiin loca-

tions 15CH) ft, square and ahandoning tlu- principle of

extra-lateral right. The principle of extra-lateral right

is a bugbear, a snare, and a delusion. Evolved from the

brain of a capable brilliiuit lawyer, and through liis

remarkable ability aiid powers of persuasion made to

serve his ends, it has continued on its pernicious course

nearly 50 years: no other single feature of our mining

law has been so prolific of discussion and the accumula-

tion of fees.

I can not understand why the B. C. system is not more

strongly supported by mining men. The system of post-

ing is as good as our own and lends itself equally to

woiided and desert country. It gives ample room.

Fifteen hundred feet square on a vein is enough for any

one. if the vein proves good; if it isn't good it makes no

difiference.

E. B. Bail.

Midas. Nevada, ilay 25.

A Quick Method of Locating Geologic

Features

The Editor:

Sir—In your issue of May 20 Mr. Charles A. Porter

describes 'A Quick ilethod of Locating Geologic Fea-

tures.' Mr. Porter states "in the examination of pros-

pects, an approximate method of determining the posi-

tion of landmarks is often desired." I believe that

where the prospect has economic possibilities, or in case

the engineer is making a preliminary report to clients

who are not familiar with the property, a map is neces-

sary. On such a map the approximate location of land-

marks and geologic features is essential and always

desirable.

The triangulation system described is commonly called

the 'two point' method by those familiar with plane-

table surveying. Locations made in this way are fairly

accurate when the angle formed by the intersection of

the two lines at the unknown point is about 90°. Better

locations are determined by the intersection of three or

more sights toward the unknown point.

Having determined the location of several stations by

this method the observer can occupy a vein outcrop or

other geologic feature and determine its approximate

poation with reference to the established stations by the

intersection of the lines from such stations, the bearings

of which are determined from the unknown occupied

location, and so on ad libitum.

It is advisable to plot the lines in the field, using a

small protractor during the course of the examination.

If done at that liuic many geologic data of value l<i the

examination will be collected and properly tied to (he

map as the observations are taken. These data will be

(if inestimable value lo the report, as factors from which

to appraise tlic prospect, investigated. The whole

method as here described ami as set forth briefly in your

issue of May 20 has been used by engineers and geolo-

gists for many years.

San Francisco, May 23. Leon .1. Pi:i'iM:uin;i«i.

Discussion should be one of ilic mkisI inipurlaiil

things in the world, for it is almost our only arena of

thinking. It is here that all the jtnnble of idcius and

impressions that we get from reading and watching are

dramatically placed in conflict. Here only is there a

genuine challenge to put them into some sort of oi-rler.

Without discussion intellectual experience is only mii

exercise in a private gymnasium. It has never been

put to the test, never had to give an account of itself.

It is some such motive that imjiels people to discussion

;

though they are too often content with the jousting of

pasteboard knights. But a good discussion is not only

a conflict. It is fundamentally a co-operation. It pro-

gres.ses toward some eomrnnn understanding. Tiiis does

not mean that it mu.st end in agreement. A discu.ssion

will have been adequate if it has done no more than set

the problem in its significant terms, or even defined the

purpose that makes such a setting significant. You

turn up things in your mind that would have remained

buiied without the incision of some new idea. The

efifort to say exactly what you mean, sharpening your

idea to the point that will drive home to others, is itself

iu\'igorating. A good discus.sion tones up your mind,

concentrates its loose particles, gives form and direction.

When all say exactly what they mean, then for the first

time understanding—the goal of discussion—is possible.

Discussion demands a mutual trustfulness, a nnitual

candor. But this very trustfulness makes discussion

vulnerable. It is particularly open to attack of the

person who sees in the group a forum. The physical

signs of such a misinterpretation are familiar. The eye

becomes slightly dilated, the voice more orotund. The

suggestion develops into an exposition, the exposition

into an apologia or recrimination. Discussion is slain.

Another enemy is the person who sidetracks a sentence

and then proceeds in a leisurely way to unload its

freight into his own wagon. But in a good discussion

the traffic is kept constantly moving in both directions

along a rather rigid line of track, and the freight ar-

rives somewhere. Some people have a fatal gift of de-

railment. Wit is perhaps the most common means.

Discus.sion has no greater enemies than those who can

catch an idea and touch it off into a puff of smoke. Wit

should salt a discussion but not explode it. Good dis-

cussion is so important that those who set about it may

be rather pedantic and self-conscious in their enter-

prise. One may acutely realize oneself as being, for the

time, primarily a mind.—Randolph Bourne in The New

Repuhlic.
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By John S. M&eM.xthMV

M' Y training in practical chemistry and metallurgy

began in the Glasgow laboratory of the Tharsis

Sulphur & Copper Co. This company owns

mines of copper pyrite at Tharsis and Calanas in the

south of Spain. The ore is high in sulphur and iron, lov/

in copper—not over 2%—and contains small quantities

of gold and silver, say, 0.025 oz. and 1 oz., respectively.

The pyrite is shipped to various chemical centres in

Britain and tlie continent of Europe, where the sulphur

is burned off to make vitriol, while the cinder—often

called 'mirnt ore'—is returned to one of the extracting

works of the Tharsis company that are dotted over the

country in the chemical centres. The 'burnt ore' is

mixed with salt and roasted to solubilize the copper and

leave the iron as ferric oxide, called "blue billy' in this

form, which is insoluble in water and weak acids. In

Ihe course of salt-roasting the gold and silver are chlorid-

ized, the gold imperfectly and the silver perfectly. The

heat is only a dull red, but at this temperature a vari-

able proportion of the copper, about 10%, is volatilized

and condensed by a descending flow of water in a coke-

tower. The copper vapor entrains the aurous chloride

and anhydro-chlorie acid, both of which are formed in

the roasting. The silver chloride resists volatilization

at this temperature and remains with the insoluble iron.

It fell to me to make a research, under the guidance

of m.y chief, the late R. A. Inglis, to see if it were possible

to recover the gold from the aqueous acid solution of

copper without materially affecting the copper or the

acid. We found that this could be done by adding a

minute quantity of a soluble sulphide that precipitated

its equivalent of copper sulphide and at the same time

entrained all the gold, leaving the liquor practically un-

affected and ready for its next duty of washing out the

basic salts of copper, which are not soluble in water, from
the mass of roasted ore, now transferred to lixiviation

tanks.

This process is called the Longmaid or Henderson,

after the two men. who, at different times and in differ-

ent circumstances, had elaborated its leading principles.

It is in general use in Europe, but in America is em-
ployed only in the Eastern States.

Besides this method of gold extraction, I had to in-

vestigate various methods of extracting gold devised by
men who assured us that the pyrite contained much more
gold than we imagined. All these methods, whether

propounded in good faith or bad, came to nothing, but

thus it was that I became familiar with the industrial

chemistry of gold and some of the problems of gold ex-

traction, though at this time I had not even seen a gold

mine.

About 1885 the Cassel Gold Exti-acting Co. was formed

at (ilasgow to develop a patented process for the extrac-

tion of gold from refractory ores. This process was es-

sentially one of electrolytic production of clilorine from
weak brine in presence of the ground ore, with simul-

taneous electrolytic precipitation of the gold. In the

summer of 1886 the inventor, H. R. Cassel, disposed of

his interest and left Glasgow, leaving the company in a

state of chaos. I made a research on the subject in th^

premises of a friendly electrician who gladlj^ gave the

facilities. As a matter of fact, gold was extracted, but

I had no data as to efficiency of action or as to cost. In

a weak moment I yielded to the persuasion of a friendly

journalist and published (anonymously) the result of

my essay. Very soon it leaked out that I was the writer

and I was asked privately if I would disclose myself to

the Gold Extracting Co. For various reasons—one cc

them being that I had not sufficient grip of the subject

—

I declined.

My friends, the brothers Robert W. and William
Forrest with George Morton, advised me to continue re-

searches on gold extraction, promising co-operation and
support. We soon formed ourselves into a research

syndicate, each of us having an equal financial respon-

sibility as to cost, but Mr. Morton guaranteed my salary

in case it should be necessary for me to give up my situa-

tion with the Tharsis company. We certainly were not

capitalists, only a quartet of enthusiasts carrying out

research in the evenings in a glory-hole under the con-

sulting rooms of the two Porrests, both of whom were
doctors. We worked hard and made plenty of mistakes,

but kept on acquiring knowledge and gathering data.

The Gold Extracting company was still under a cloud

,

an influential shareholder in it and in the Tharsis com-
pany pressed to be allowed to introduce me to William
Verel, who was both the general manager of the Tharsis

and an honorary director of the Gold Extracting com-
pany. I declined his introduction respectfully but said

that as Mr. Verel was my own 'governor,' I would see

him myself. He was surprised to know that the chief

assistant in his own laboratory had investigated tlie sub-

ject and, the two companies being on the most friendly

terms, 1 soon found myself transferred to the Gold Ex-
tracting company as technical manager while still retain-

ing the goodwill of my Tharsis friends. It was a condi-

tion of the engagement that my new employers should

have the first call on any invention or discovery result-

ing from the work of the MacArthur-Forrest research

syndicate, but the Gold Extracting company assumed no

responsibility as to the expenses unless it took over the

problematical invention looming in future, at least in

1Ik' Syndicate's dreams. It will be seen that the assist-

ance of the capitalist did not arrive until after ihe in-
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volition had Ihhmi miulo. provod, niul tjikcn ovi-r Tlu'

whole burden of n-sonrvli was on tlie HhniiUiiTs of our

qunrti't.

The Syndicate n^solved not to um' eleiMrioity. as m\

one short experience of the difficulty of applying the

electric current to a mass of sudden ore was quite dissu-

anive. All the same, 1 did iny lu\st for a year \o luake

elw'trolytie chlorination an industrial possibility. An

owasional tlasli of sin-i-rivs lured us on time after tiiii'',

but the work was disheartening; \vc might get a good

result on an ore from India or Victoria, but not on ores

from Pem or Queensland.

The Kesearch Syndicate laid it d»\vn as a rule that we

would not reckon gold extracted as the difference between

the assay of the original ore and that of the tailing, but

in every case the gold must be put on the table. AVe

were methodical ; we tabulated our program of possible

solvents, including many chlorine and bromine mixtures,

so devised as to minimize the action of chlorine or i)ro

mine on the pyritic minerals always associated \vith the

averaRo gold ore. These mixtures were more or less suc-

cessful but never to the point of uniform success.

We never thought of using aqua regie as a solvent of

gold in ores: we knew very well its powerful action on

gold, but that concerned us very little, for we knew that

in inter-action with it the pyritic minerals took prefer

enee: and if by an.v chance a little gold was dissolved,

the metallic sulphides and even some metallic oxides

precipitated it at once and restored the status quo. Any-

one can find a solvent for gold, hut until we undertook

our researches no one had suggested the possibility of a

simple solvent that would primarily attack gold and shun

base sulphides. We thought that the resources of chem-

istry were not exhausted, and we .searched for this hypo-

thetical solvent.

At an early stage in our work, during November 1886.

we used cyanide of potassium as a solvent and followed

our rigid rule of putting the gold on the table. We in-

variably used sulphuretted hydrogen as the best all-

round precipitant and did so on this occasion, forgetting

that it does not precipitate gold and some other metals

when they exist as cyanides. This trial was put among
the non-successes; the residue from the cyanide treat-

ment was. like many others, wrapped neatly in paper,

labeled, and put on the shelf.

Nearly a year passed when, in October 1887, I had

occasion to separate gold from mercury in a cyanide solu-

tion. As the separation was being made I recalled our

cyanide trial eleven months before. Cj'anide solution

was again tried on one ore and another and another, and

to our delight the residues showed a full extraction. We
then went to the shelf, selected the parcel of residue that

had been sleeping there holding its secret for nearly a

year, assayed it, and found no gold. Then followed the

usual hurry and excitement of consultation with the

patent agent, drafting of specifications, and the plunge

into the sea of troubles that awaits the successful in-

ventor.

The Mac Arthur-Forrest invention was covered bv two

Hritish Patents: 11171 .H' o.-IdImt T.i. 1SS7, and l()22:i

of duly 14, 1(<88. The |)rineipal points covered were:

1. Treatiiieiil of the povMJered ore with ii weak cyanide

solution.

-. l>ra\\iii^' oil' the golil lieiiriiig solulioii fioiii the

treated ore.

.'!. I'reeipiljiliiMi III' llir (,'(ilil liy zliie.

.\iniing III! the mass of 'anticipations' iini'.irlhed hy

tlie lawyers, not one preserilii'd the simple trealinenl of

(U'C with a simple eyanidi' solution, and none jyreseribed

drawing olT the solution for i)recipitation by zinc.

Cyanide was invariably !is.soeiale<i with .some other cIk'hi-

ical agent, or as an electrolyte, or as a means of remov-

ing base metals or of grease, but never as a simple sol-

vent of ore-locked gold or silver.

The one man who liaii !niy idea of the possibililii-s of

cyanide was Louis Janin. -Ir.. wlio. on December 21, 1889,

more than a year aftei- we had recorded our invi-nlion

at the British Patent-Oflice and a few months after our

publication, wrote an article in the Engineering and Min
ing Journal of New York, in which with remarkable

prescience he adumbrated some of the principal features

of cyanide practice, for example, he indicated not only

that a cyanide solution is a powerful solvent of gold and

silver from their ores, but that a weak solution is better

than a strong one, and that the ba.se metals are more

easily attacked when the ore is roasted.

Before the end of 1888 the Gold Extracting company
had sent expeditions to Queensland and New Zealand,

while 1 went to America. The first cyanide gold was

banked at Ravenswood, Queensland, It was extracted

from some foul tailing by the adaptation of an old pan-

mill equipment. The first cyanide plant, designeil as

such, was erected for the Crown Mines, at Karangahake.

in the North Island of New Zealand. As this mine is

still being worked, I presume that the old plant is still

in evidence. [The Crown property was closed indefin-

itely early in 1916.

—

Editor].

In America the process was received with frank in-

eredulit.v, and while the inventor had no reason to com-

plain of any lack of politeness, it was so mixed with the

kindly forbearance usually meted out to ill-informed

enthusiasts that he often felt most uncomfortable. The

American view was well put by W. D. Johnston in the

Report of the State Mineralogist of California for yea"

ending December 1. 1890. In the course of a most inter-

esting article he wrote

:

"The claims set forth in the above article undoubtedl.v

caused great surprise to the chemists as well as to the

mining engineers of the civilized woiild. That cyanide

of potassium would dissolve metallic gold and silver,

forming soluble double cyanides of gold and silver, had

long been known to chemists and eleetroplaters, and the

double cyanide of gold and potassium is now the favorite

solution of gold used in gold-plating. That a dilute

solution of cyanide of pota-ssiura would extract gold and

silver from their combination in sulphurets of iron, etc.,

leaving the sulphurets apparently unchanged by this

treatment, was certainly an amazing statement, and ,iust-
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ified to a great extent the incredulity with which chemists

received the article, and the refusal of many of them to

test the truth of the statement for their own satisfaction.

•'The writer confesses to have shared in the doubts of

the majority, and for a time looked upon the subject as

a companion of the schemes attempted to be palmed off

on our capitalists by Alfred Paraf, of oleo-margarine

fame; Major Tichenor, of Calistoga notoriety; Robert-

son {alia^ potassium cyanide), of San Francisco; and

tlie "green gold' swindlers of San Rafael."

Soon after the expeditions to Australia and New

Zealand, the Gold Extracting company despatched Al-

cyanide treatment was by agitation—an extravagance

justified by the high grade of the material. Then, as

now, we worked ordinary tailing by percolation.

A big group of engineers and metallurgists attended

at the Salisbury battery to assist at the demonstration.

They were all determined to "see it through," and were

excessively zealous for an hour or two, but as afternoon

merged into evening and evening into night, "important

engagements," "urgent business" and "headaches"

dragged them away one bj' one until Jennings and I were

left alone ; even Alfred James was down with a touch of

JOHN STEWART M.\C.\RTIir R. ROBERT WARDROr FORREST, M.U.

fred James as scout and pioneer to South Africa. At

Ihis time Barberton was waning and Johannesburg, oulj'

three years old, was asserting itself as the centre of the

gold indu.stry. In a few months James returned, report-

ing that there was a good field for the process and that a

small syndicate, afterward called the Gold Recovery Syn-

dicate, was ready to take up the process of the Gold Ex-

tracting company, and would prove it on the spot to its

satisfaction, A great demonstration was arranged for

the following year. James went out with the plant and

a small squad of mechanics and when the plant had been

erected I followed in Maj' 1890, and superintended the

demonstration. We had several classes of ore and tail-

ing to work on, but our great triumph was on the Percy

concentrate, which was almost wholly arsenical iron py-

ritc containing 20 oz, gold per ton. Our extraction was

98%, As described recently by Hennen Jennings,* the

*M. & S. p. December 25, 1915, Page 964'

fever that night. At the beginning Jennings made it

quite clear that he was there to watch and check every-

thing and everybody, especialh' myself. I told him that

we would be quite happy together—and we were. For

three days and two nights we worked, ate, and rested

together, and then began the friendship that remains un-

broken. I was fortunate in having such a man to in-

vestigate our process and from that day to this I have

regarded Ilennen Jennings as the einbodimenl o*"

strength, honor, and fair play. It was a fitting and

happy coincidence that in 1903, he, as President of the

Institution of Mining and ^Metallurgy, should hand me

the modal of the Institution on the occasion of its first

award. He is right in saj'ing that the use of diiule solu-

tions was the key to the success of the process, but per-

haps it is not clear to him and to others that, jnior to our

first British patent, there was an utter absence of knowl-

edge concerning the power of cyanide in weak or strong
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(MtliitioDft lo (litanilvc jfiilil itint n-movf it I'loiii its Imsv

n8!iuciules in (fold on-K. All tlirouith I liml known uf tlit>

|)ow»T of yjiio III jMi'tipitnli' koIiI Irtmi oyuiiiiU' solutions,

hut this powor is «xt rli'tl so ffchly that tin- uso of or

iUiiary xinc ahwts lor this purposi- wiis iiupraclii'iinlc.

Hiul wo hmhI /ino sjiw-ilust pnulmcd l>y milling cakos oi

CHSt-xinc. Tliisilid will, hut it was far from pi-rlVct. A.'

11 Ih\v I had lioui;ht a ponnvworth of lim- /.im- riiihun l<>

hurn as a i-hcaj) suhstitutr for iiia»rnisiuin riltUon ami niiW

to my rfjirol loun«l that uui>jn«sinm had Immoiiic so flu-ap.

or l>oys so rich, that zino rihhon was no lonjjtT to hi- liad.

1 had iontid« .1 tin- trouhlc to our forfman-iiufhanii'. wlio.

out' day. in making a zino i-asi- for packing hlocks of

cyanide, mado a thin shaving whiU' using one of liis

tiwls; ho thon niado a handful, hmughl thcni to me. ami

I ho thing was dono.

The furthor history of oyanido in South Africa is a

.story still hoing told volume Ity volume as the years pass.

The Cold Kxtraeting company had from the start to

umnufaottire cyanide for consumers. Previously it had

been made hy the pound as a fine chemical, now it wii.=

demanded hy the ton. The Germans, ipiick to appreciate

a good thing, even if new, immediately went into the

trade, made an excellent article, tried to oust the Gold

Extracting company, which sloutly held its own, un;:l

today it is the Cassel Cyanide Co.. producing the best

cyanide in the world.

Among these who helped to introduce the XlacArthur-

Forrest process and still survive are Dr. R. "\V. Forrest.

(Jeorge Morion, co-inventors: A. Foison Stewart and H.

M. Leslie, research a.ssistauts; \V. Dempster, a New-

Zealand pioneer; C. J. Ellis, who took the process to

India: William Jones, a South American pioneer; and

\V. A. Caldeeolt. who assisted at the Sali-sbury battery

in 1890 and has for years been one of the leading metal-

lurgical authorities on the Rand.

The use of cyanide in metallurgy is not yet fully de

veloped. but for the present I am content to enjoy tiie

reminisceucrs of the past.

•The guidance on this subject to be obtained frf)ni

chemical and technical text-books was scanty, meagre.

and sometimes misleading. The standard books of ref-

erence on chemical matters must copy largely from a

few original sources, and if an inaccuracy or error

occurs at the fountain-head, it is sure to be perpetuated.

We could get no information whatever on the action of

cyanide solutions on gold ore. and no direct or useful

information as to the action of cyanide on the ores of

base metals. "We did get, however, some information re-

garding the action of cyanide solutions on the metals

themselves. For instance. Eisner states {J. Prakl.

Chem. 37 [1846], 441) that iron is soluble in cyanide

solution and mercury is not acted on—both statements

palpably erroneous. Other investigators stated that

mercury was dissolved in cj'anide solution, but the fact

'Abstracted from the Journal of the Societj- of Chemical

Industry. April 15. 1905. from a paper entitled 'Gold Extrac-

tion by Cyanide: A Retrospect," by John S. MacArthur.

that c<uumereiidl\ pun' iron was nut ii|iprcciably arlcil

on was lii'st notcil, I believe, ill the con INC of my own

wiu'k. roshibly the iron used by MIsner contained some

silicon— if so, hydrogen would be cvolv<>d, but no iron

would be disKolveil.

There was a siniibir cnnl'iision as lo tin' .'iction nl' cn n

nide solution on gold. l-)lsner slated IIimI o.xvgen was

necessary for tin- reaction. I'l-n-y (relerring to silver i

S4iys that either hydrogen is evolved or oxygi-n di'rivcd

not from the air. Iiul from any cyanatcs thai iniglit Kc

present. (Percy's '

.Mi-lalliirgy." Pail I. \i\> 111 Il.i

Giiielin al.so thinks the cyanatcs iii«\' supply uxygi'ij

l''araday imiicatcs clearly that air coiilaci and the foi-

mation of ;iir voltaic cindes arc necessary for llie ri

action. Ill' lines not hini al any oxidizing action bcinu

neeessjiry (Phil. Trans. \'ol. 147. \). 147). As l'"arad(iy

may fairly be taken ii> represent the liigh-wali r maik

of knowledge on liiis subject in his generation, I lliiiik

it well lo ijuote his words. Keferriiig to the diNsolviiig

of gold leaf in cyanide solution, lie says:

"Air voltaic circles are formed in llicse cases, ami tin-

gold is dissolved aliiiosi exclusively under tlh'ir in

fluenee. When nnc piece of gold leaf was placi-d cm tin

surface of a solution of cyanide of |)o1iissiinii. ami ini

other, moistened on lioth sides, was placed under llie sur-

face, both dissolve<l ; Imt iweKc miiinles suriieecj r<pr llie

solution of the first, whilst above twelve hours were l-e

ipiired for the siiliincrged piece. In weakei- solulioiis.

and with silver also, llie same results were obtaineii:

from sixty lo a liiindredfold as inm-li time being re-

quired for the ilisappearam-e of the submerged melal as

for that wliieli. floating, was in cnntaet both will: tiie

ail- and the solvent. An action of this kind has i)n)bal)l.\'

much to do with the IVirmation of the films to lie de-

scribed hereafter."

These references and all ollieis available referred to

the action of cyanide on metallic gold wilh which we

had little concern, and did not trnieli mi its lieliavioi-

toward ores or the minerals usually found in ores.

Amid all this confusion of autliority, we liad to work

out a metallurgical process rather than attempt lo solve

delicate chemical questions concerning reactions among

pure materials.

On the general assumjition ihai the addition of o.xy-

gen, or at least air contact, was necessary for the chemi-

cal action, we constructed our first apparatus with a

wonderful arrangement of ploughshares which tinned

the ore, sloppj' with cyanide .solution, over and over.

always exposing fresh surfaces to the air. This a])i)ar-

atus gave such good results that we tried the simplifi-

cation of plain stirring, which also did well, and we

came down to a revolving barrel, which did equally

well. After this we came down to a plain percolation

of the cyanide solution through the ore. which gave

such satisfactory results that we concluded that, even if

air contact or oxygen were necessary, it was not neces-

sary to devise any special fonn of apparatus to intro-

duce air to the mi.xed ore and cyanide solution. Thus all

special mechanism was eliminated and the process he-
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came less of a i-oiiiplex jji-oeess and more of a siiiii)le

operation.

"While this practical work was being carried on, the

chemical aspect was not neglected. Experiments were

carried ont on ores treated with cyanide solutions which

had been made from water boiled to expel all dissolved

air, and the extractions were the same as under normal

conditions. At this time I also suspended a sheet of gold

by a fine thread in a cyanide solution, about an inch

under the surface of cyanide solution, and found that

it dissolved surely and steadily. It was clear that there

was no need for air contact, and as no one had ever sug-

former, and can adduce no proof of the latter; but 1

think the latter the more probable, because I cannot con-

ceive oxygen penetrating even a film of cyanide solution

without at once oxidizing the cyanide to cyanate. * * *

However, we do not concern ourselves much with tiu-

reactions of pure gold, but, as a matter of fact, we can-

not find that oxygen plays any part in the cyanide ex-

traction of gold from ores. We have treated an ore

with cyanide with free access of air, and then a parallel

experiment was done with boiled water, the bottle filled

to the stopper with solution and ore, and the .stopper

sealed. The extraction w^as the same in liolli cases."

A GROUP OF CY.\.\IDERS WHE.N THE PROCESS WAS ONLY THREE YEARS OLD. IN FRONT, .1. S. MACABTHUR HAS
ALFRED JAMES ON HIS BIGHT AND C. J. ELLLS ON HIS LEFT.

gested that air or oxygen was dissolvrd and held un-

changed in cyanide solution, all appearances went to

show that the chemical action was independent of

oxygen.

At that period I expressed my opinion on the subject

to this section, thus: "Eisner has stated that metallic

gold dissolved in cyanide of potassium only in the pres-

ence of oxygen. Not having seen the original account

of Eisner's researches, I am not in a position to criticize

his experiments, but I never could find that the presence

of oxygen was necessary either to dissolve gold by itself

or from ores by cyanide. If a piece of gold be innnersed

in cyanide solution, so that air to act on it would have

to penetrate two to three inches of the solution, the

gold will dissolve in its usual slow and steady fasliion.

The equation shows that either oxygen must be absorbed

or hydrogen evolved. I have seen no evidence of the

Over and over again this guarded statement of a re-

action, avowedly imperfectly understood, has been con-

strued into an absolute assertion that oxygen was un-

necessary.

The question was solved as regards metallic gold pir

se by MacLaurin of Auckland, New Zealand, who dis-

covered the fundamental fact that oxygen remained un-

cond)ined in aqueous solution along with cyanide, and

did not, as generally stated and assumed, oxidize the

cyanide to cyanate. (Proc. Chem. Soc, 1893 [122], 81).

He confirmed the equation usually attributed to Eisner:

2Au + 4KCN + + ILO = 2AuCNKCN + 2K0H
The cyanide process had been in general and increas-

ing use several years before MacLaurin instituted his

. research, and the fact of its economical working proving

the stability of the solutions in spite of protracted air

exposure naturally carried with it the suggestion that.
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asaiuiiiint; llu- luvrssity for oxyKcn in tin- oluMiiiciil n-

action, it must Ih« snhililo. iincliHiim'tl. in tin* i-vniiid-'

solution. It was, l»o\v«vi>r. Ifft to Ma<I,uuriii to pi-ov.'

tletinilely what lunl Ihhmi inistaiicniy .iiIKmI K1mhi\

tHjuation, whioii. in jusliiv. now oufrlil to I).' cHllcii Mai-

lman rin's iquation.

As a mattor of faot, Eisner lioos not t:iv.- tliis .-.inji

tion. Pri'vious oxpoiinnMitere. niyself inflmloil, iia<i mu

ivvkoni'il on oxy^^•n Ix-ini: liolil fn-p and in suliilion in

vyanidi' solution, but had pone on tin- toxtliook iissnniii

tion that cyanide solutions readily absorbed and >(im

bined with oxypeii to form eyanate.s—anotiicr mistake

In praetiee. eyiuiide solutions of the fixeil alkalies arc

now found to 1k> stable in air for all ordinary pur

poses.

There is a strong ireneral temliney to a.s.sume lliat

the reaction between lyanide and metallic pold is repro-

duced exactly in the ease of the Rold contained in ores.

jind this general as.sumption has often obscured metal

lurgical investigation. No allowance has been made for

the number and variety of mineral substances, possibly

unacted on themselves, but still capable of modifying tlic

naetion between gold and cyanide. Highly suggestive

work directed toward the elucidation of this complicated

l>roblen» has been carried out by (lore, who found that

metallic gobl was dissolved more quickly when in contact

with some minerals than with others, and that such inert

substances as ground glass and sand had a distinctly

accelerating influence. lie found that a gold disc lying

on clean white sand dissolved nearly five times as quickly

as when immersed in cyanide solution. What is the

nature of the action in this case, I do not pretend to say.

No one has yet suggested that sand has any chemical

action under the circumstances. Possibly the.v occlude

o.xygen— I cannot sa.v.

Another investigator found that the merest trace of

ferric oxide induced the action. Again I do not pretend

to explain : but. if this is so, the comparativel.v easy and

rapid dissolving of gold from ores is accounted for, as

practically all auriferous ores contain more or less ferric

oxide.

Acting on the assumption that the chemical action is

the same in the case of gold ores as in the ease of gold

already extracted, refined, and prepared, many propo-

sitions have been made to apply air or oxygen by me-

chanical means to the ore and cyanide mixture—com-

pressed air in all forms, mazes of perforated pipes and

stirring apparatus have been tried in all countries: but.

as far as I know, not one has been worth the trouble

involved or has justified its existence, and all have there-

fore dropped out.

Many chemical means of oxidation have also been sug-

gested—peroxides of barium and calcium, bichromates.

* and even nitroglycerine : but they are little heard of now.

Other methods of oxidation (without oxygen^ have

lieen proposed, by which cyanogen has been generated

direct to combine with the gold. The principal of these

arc the addition of ferricyanide (of an.v alkali metal) to

the usual cyanide solution, used in the laboratory by

myself, but afler«aiil iiiiii'pcii«lcnli\ wnrki'il mil ami

patented by Moldenhaucr in ISVJ; ami iiromide of cyan

ojtcn sujfitested by Dr. K. .1. Mills to in.\sclf in ISSS; but

independently worked out bv Suhiian ami Teed in

18!l4.'!>r>. This last method—the Suliiian-Teed is lln-

only inodilication of the original cyanide process as in-

vented and deseiilicd by the ["'orri'sts and myst-lf that

lias taken root. It lias I ii foiiiid of great utility in

working the lelluridcs of WcNterii .\iistralia. bill imt

lllUell lleiird of elsewhere.

Si) far. We have dealt uitli tile prcplileiii iif ^'elli^^; llie

gold into solution, wliieh is by far the most ditlieiill part

of the question. Tile preei|)ila1 ion froiii sniiitioii is I'nm

pai-atively ea.sy. We Uinu well tli;it /ine pncipitaled

gold from its eyanidi' solution; but il reftiaiiic'd lo make

this reaction industrially applicable. We used various

forms of liiiel.\' divided zinc with iiicirr or less aciv .iiilage ;

liut a picture of some line zinc sliaviiit.'s. hoiiglit witii

other tilings in a .shilling box of cheiiiii'als in my boyish

days. hauntiMl my iiiiiMi. aiid repeatedly 1 described it to

one of the works foreman witlioiit c.ffect. until one day,

when making ;i zinc casi' for packing cyaiii<|e. be made a

slia\iii^' li.\' a sharp to"! and came asking me if this was

what 1 wanted. .My reply was "Yes," and in half an

hour he had prepared the first bundle of ziiu' shavings

for gold precipitation—the pioneer iiUiHlle of Iniiidreds

of tons of this flimsy but iiseful material.

We had, of course, to design an apparatus for using

the zinc. Here the difficulties of small-scale work ham-

pered us seriously. It seemed such an easy matter to

put the zinc in a .jar with a hole at the bottom and allow

the gold-cyanide solution to run tlirmigli it: and liiis

simple scheme did v<'ry well for a few hours; but gradii-

all.v the interstices in the zinc mass became diokcil with

extremely fine precipitated gold, the solniinn flowed

more and more slowly, till finally the zinc ma.ss became

impei-vious and the solution overflowed. A small tank,

really a water-tight box with a compartment arranged

for the well-known alternate np-fiow and down-flow, was

used; but the down-flow compartments did not work

satisfactorily. Finally the form now in use, in whidi

the down-flow is through zineless compartments and the

up-flow through zinc-full compartments, was devised in

its first form by the metallurgists then in charge of the

MacArthur-Forrest installation in New Zealand. It was

modified in detail by m.vself, to economize space and

give ease of working, and was used in 1890 in substan-

tially its present form.

Zinc precipitation is one of the weak points in the

process. With care, the precipitation is complete to a

few grains per ton, but the gold is collei'tcd in such fine

mud, drying into dust, that loss is inevitable. Various

modifications have been suggested in the method of pre-

cipitation, to avoid this and other inconveniences. Zinc

itself has been used in the form of a fine dust which was

mixed with the cyanide gold solution into almost an

emulsion. The gold was quickly precipitated and the

gold precipitate with a large excess of zinc allowed to

settle, and was then collected. This, however, did ii'it
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get over the trouble of the gold being iu soot-like dust,

likely to loss with each breath of wind.

*Uufortuuately. I have no photograph of the early

period of cyanide work. At that time we did not realize

to what extent we were making history. The principal

researches were carried out in the lowest ilat of a tene-

ment at 319, Crown street, Glasgow, a place little better

than a cellar that had the supreme advantage of no front

door and therefore no distraction from visitors. We
dill most of our work between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m. when
the Forrests had finished their day's work, as I had
tinished mine. It was usual to have pies and a pot of

tea sent in from the nearest restaurant about 11 p.m.

and when we were more than usually sleepy Dr. Robert

Forrest brought out a bottle of a weird mixture labeled

'kid-reviver' and gave us a dose all round to keep us

awake.

One line of research was the use of nascent chlorine

and bromine, and at this time we had the usual text-

book idea that there was "no simple solvent for gold"

—

a vague statement that served to confuse the mind and
lead it away from the fact that mixtures of the aqua
regia type were only devices for the production of a

simple solvent, for example, chlorine. Mr. Morton, our

commercial partner, one day innocently suggested that

we might find a simple solution to act as solvent. I

glibly gave the text-book answer that noble metals were
not attacked by simple solvents. Instantly I mentally

rebuked myself for giving such a feeble reply, and cya-

nide was entered on our list as a possibility. Again. I

should say that we were little concerned as to the action

of any solvent on gold itself, and I do not know that we
ever tried our solvents on gold, though we did recognize

that anything that would extract gold from ores would
dissolve the metal, but not the reverse. It was common
knowledge that aqua rcgia would dissolve gold, but that

did not take us far, for every gold ore contains a small

proportion of pyrite or other suli)hide. which instantly

precipitates the gold from its chloride solution. If the

ore is oxidized by roasting, the precipitation does not

occur, but we wanted a simple cheap process, and roast-

ing is neither simple nor cheap. This throwing liack of

the gold (I hardly dare to call it re-preri{)itation,

though 're' does mean 'back' as well as 'again") by

IWrite is common to all acidic solvents. To state it in

other words: all acid solvents act first on base sulphides

and if by a fluke gold does happen to be dissolved

the sulphides do their work and throw it back. This is

the nature of the action described in my former note in

reference to the recovery of gold from cupreous tower-

liquors where CuS precipitates gold from the chloride

solution. A solvent to be available for the extraction of

gold from ores must be able not only to dissolve it but
to hold it against all comers. Cyanide does this, and,
so far as is known, it is the only solvent that can do it.

This is the real essence of the invention—the matter of

weak or strong solutions follows as a matter of chemical

(and commercial) economies. It was a great step to find

that cyanide of any strength would act thus, and a much
smaller step to find that a weak solution was all-round

better chemically (and commercially) than a strong

one. Certainly the use of zinc as a precipitant was
the copcstone of the invention, but in itself it was a

small affair. We knew that if we could dissolve the

gold we could easily find a precipitant. It was com-
mon knowledge that zinc would precipitate gold fi'om

PRESCBIPTIOX FOR THE KID-BEVIVEK.

its cyanide solution and it required no great mental

effort to arrive at the conclusion that finely-divided zinc,

because if its greater relative surface, would act better

than ma.ssive zinc. It took us months to arrive at cya-

nide, but zinc was settled (mentally) in five miiuites.

The zinc position was neatly put by the Examiner of

Patents, the late F. P. MacLean at Washington, when
I was trying to persuade him to pass our zinc claim from
the process standpoint : he looked at the drawing of the

zinc extractor and said "That's not a process, that's a

thing."

*Extracts from a recent letter to the Editor.

Some interesting results are being obtained from a

tube-mill in the O'Brien mill at Cobalt. This machine
is 16 by 6 ft. One 6-ft. section of this has been parti-

tioned oft" and crushing is done in it with cast-iron balls.

The partition consists of a diaphragm sejiarating the load

of balls from the load of pebbles beyond it. It has been
found to woi-k satisfactorily. It requires more i)ower.

but tlie inci-eased tonnage nrore than compensates for

that additional cost. It has been roughly com])uted that

it requires 15 hp. more to drive it, but there is a -30%
increase in the quantity reduced. Another interesting

result is that there is a wastage of 4 lb. of pebbles per
ton ground, against 1.75 lb. of balls per ton ground.

—

Xorfhrrn Miner.
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MTiii-iig at fhB Ti Consolidated

By P. B.

t'oinpnrntivoly littlo has l>wn \vntt<-ii nlioul tin- iniiu-s

of the Ncvnila C'oiisoliilntod Copper Co. Diiriiiff llu'

nine years tliat llu- oompnny lias operated, the liest rend-

iiiif of wliat lias heeii done is eontaineil in the statements

of the president and eonsiillinti engineer as pnhlislieil in

the annnal reports to the stoekholders. These reports

Intve ehronieled the eost of inininjj hy steam-shovel in

open pits, and the amount o( ore in reserve after each

year's extraetion. The ore reserve has always lieeii a

eritienl faefor. and has militated against Imying of the

stoek as an investment.' as was widely done with I'tali

Copper shares. In IJ'Ot). when Mark L. Reipia delivered

his address at the driving of the la.st sjiike of tiie Nevada

Northern railway, whieli bridges the 150 miles from the

mines anil smelter of the Nevada Consolidated near Kly

to the main lines of railway to the north, he .said, "to

jnstify the building of the railroad required the develop-

ment of millions of tons of ore: T think yon will agree

with me that we are justified when I "say that there is

developed at Copper Flat and at Ruth sufficient ore to

supply the reduetion plant for at least ten years." At

that time the assured ore was eomputed at 14.4'32.I»62 tuns

averaging 1.97% copper. Since the beginning of opera-

tions to the ]iresent time the company has produeed and

sold 4CI0.W0.0(K) lb. of copper, yet the recoverable de-

veloped ore on December 31 last was estimated at 50,-

525,289 tons of 1.652% copper, assuring a life of at least

15 more years. That is, at the end of the mine's allotted

10 years of life, after producing a good deal more copper

than had been estimated, there still remains an ore re-

serve more than three times larger than the orebody as

originally limited.

As is seen by the accompanying table of yearly ore

estimates, the company is in the best position since its

inception.

Tons Copper %
Sept. 30. 1907 14.4.'52,962 1.97

Sept. 30. 1908 20.000,000 1.94

Sept. 30. 1909 29,000,000 1.94

Sept. 30, 1910 40,360,823 1.70

Dec. 31.1911 40,853,371 1.66

Dec. 31, 1912 38,853,551 1.67

Dec. 31, 1913 39.108,590 1.65

Dec. 31.1914 41.020,296 1.68

Dec. 31,1915 50,525,289 1.652

The following general considerations can be stated: a

great deal more ore has been proved available than was

at first estimated ; the grade of ore has been somewhat

lower than was anticipated: although many economies

and improvements have been effected by the operating

staff, the proportion of copper recovered from the ore has

hitii less than 70% . However, it is tiuite evident that the

judgment of F. W. Bradley. J. H. Mackenzie, and Mark

IiicX>onald

I. Iiri|ii,i. «ho develii|HMl Mir inli'iinisr. nl' .1 l*:iikr

Charuiing. who interested <'»pilal in it, and of Pope Yeat-

man and ('. M. LakeiiMn. uiio have ilirected ils manage

llienl. have been S|ili'Mdidly villdiejitfd.

Regarding Ihr lnw iiniportion of I'.xtrai'lion, il wns re

marked leernlly liy .-i pcssiniistie ci'itie* that the ediii

panics ii|>eralirit: lln' ' pni-phyry cupper' mines ol' llir

West have notliint: in p;iitiinlMf nl' uhich In \if pmiid.

He argued that "an cnormnns <|nantily of cupi'ifci-ons

material is rushed through inills, iinii siillicicnl cdppcr

is caught to pay temporary diNidcnds. The rii|i|iir has

been taken out and sold, largely to foreigner's. a1 an

alleged prolit of from two to three cents jxt ])i)und, and

in doing this nearly two i)ounds of copper have been

wasted tor every three poun<is recovered." It can be

stated, in answer to tiiis. tlial the |)roporti<)n of c()[)|)cr

recovered at the disseminaleil e(ip|)ir mines is now lieing

decidedly increased. This is a result of tlu! inlnidm-lion

of operating economies by the staffs at the reduction

works, and of the saving grace of the new metallurgical

aid. flotation. In the figures (pioted by Mr. Austin in

the above criticism of 'big business' he gave the recovery

of copper at the Nevada Consolidateil in 1912 as 66%;
this has been increased to 70.18% for 191.') and probably

will be improved further for 1916, wiien the refinements

of the flotation process have been adjusted. Tn illus

trate the bettered copper recovery of the porjjhyry

mines, the Inspiration mine made a 79.95% recovery in

1915, the Miami 1'->.\1%, while Utah Copper, Ray, ami

Chino, the recoveries of which ran from 50.6 to 57.4%

in 1910-'11-'12, rose to 66.04, 67.88, and 67.86% in 1914.

Still higher recoveries are possible, but not profitable.

at this time; however, the flotation process is bound to

raise the proportion recovered—some authorities pre-

dict as much as 10%.

Nevada Consolidated compares with the other por-

phyry coppers as follows, the figures being for operations

in 1915: the grade of ore mined, 1.54% copper, was the

lowest of any of the six companies except the Utah

Copper, which was 1.434%, Chino and Miami being

highest with 2.155 and 2.17% respectively. As to size

of output Chino, Ray, and Nevada ('onsolidated each

produced between 62,000.000 and 69,000,000 lb. of cop-

per. The Nevada Consolidated mined the largest ton-

nage of ore, 3,081,520 tons, except Utah Copper, which

mined 8.494.300 tons; these figures compare well with

those of the Mesabi range iron mines. The Nevada Con-

solidated paid the largest amount in dividends, .$2,999,-

185, next to Utah Copper's $6,904,082.

It is interesting to note, as pointed out by the financial

*W. L. Austin on 'Big Business,' M. & S. P., July 24, 1915.
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press, that the shares of tlie porphyry copper mines have

not attracted the same sentimental interest in trading

on the stock exchanges, in proportion to their dividends,

as. for instance, the Anaconda. Either the great dis-

seminated orebodies, mostly worked by steam-shovels in

open pits, do not appeal to the share-buying public to the

same extent a.s the Michigan or Montana coppers, or

perhaps the personality of the controlling interests of

the porphyries does not inspire the same confidence as

those concerned with the mines at Butte. Bisbee. or Calu-

met. Of course, the predictions of 10 years ago that the

porphyry coppers would swamp the market with 5-cent

copper did not materialize. In 1915 their total cost per

pound of putting electrolytic copper on the Atlantic sea-

hoard varied from 7.12c. in the case of Chino to 9.42e. f n-

^ludd, Spencer Penrose, E. l\ Shove. W. Hinckle Smith.

Chino Copper Co.: C. M. MacNeill, president, D. C.

Jackliug. managing director, Charles Hayden, K. E.

Babbitt, A. Chester Beatty, Sherwood Aldrich, Mark I,.

Si)erry, Arthur J. Ronaghan, W. Hinckle Smith.

Inspiration .Consolidated Copper Co. : William B.

Thompson, president, Joseph W. Allen, John F. Alvord,

Tliomas F. Cole, Ednnind C. Converse, William E.

Corey, Charles A. Corliss. Philip L. Foster. Eug'ene

Meyer, Jr., Louis D. Rickctts. William G. Rockefeller.

John D. Ryan, Charles II. Sabin, William B. Tiiompsoii.

William D. Thornton, Albert H. W^iggin.

Miami Copper Co.: Adolph Lewisohn. president. J.

Parke Channing, vice-president, J. H. Susmann. Sam A.

Lewisohn. Theo. L. Herrmann. B. Hochschild. William

TIIK lUTII MINE OF NEVADA C0N.S0L1I>.\TKI>, AT KITII. .NK\A1>.\.

Ray. with Nevada Consolidated at 8.23c. and Utah Cop-

per at 7.48c. These costs include ''all possible charges,

such as shipping, refining, marketing, legal expense,

taxes, plant, and depreciation charges." The personnel

of the boards of directors of the six porphyry coppers is

a matter of general interest. It is as follows

:

Utah Copper Co. : C. M. MacNeill, president, D. C.

Jarkling. managing director, Charles Hayden, Spencer

Penrose. K. R. Babbitt, Murry Guggenheim, S. R. Gug-

genheim. S. W. Eecles, William Loeb, Jr., W. Hinckle

Smith. John Ila.vs Hammond, Wm. B. Thompson, Frank

A. Sehirmer, Eugene Meyer, Jr., Kenneth K. McLaren.

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. : S. W. Eccles,

president. T). ('. Jackling. vice-president. C. M. Mac-

Neill. Slurry Guggenheim, S. R. Guggenheim, Judd
Stewart. W. Hinckle Smith, Charles Hayden, W^ E.

Bennett. J. N. Steele, Wm. B. Thompson.

Ray Con.'^olidated Copper Co. : Sherwood Aldrich,

])resident. D. C. Jackling, managing director, A. Chester

Beatty. Charles Havden, C. M. MacNeill. Seeley W.

H. Nichols, Walter T. Rosin, F. W. Estabrook, Hernmnn

Sielcken.

In the way of practical mining, the Nevada Consoli-

dated is somewhat different from the other porphyries.

An important bearing upon its mining methods is occa-

sioned by the comparative softness of the orebodies as

compared, for instance, with the harder ore of the Ray

mine. Again, the copper is found more uniformly dis-

seminated through the ore, unlike the bunchy aggregates

of copper sulphide in the Utah Copper monzonite. The

large amount of iron sulphide has always been a trouble-

some difficulty in the concentrating. Tliis has reacted

against the efficient concentration of the ore at the mill.

Regarding this, the consulting engineer. Pope Yeatman,

said in his last report : "the average per cent copper con-

tained in the concentrates was appreciably greater in

1915 than in 191-1. being 6.14% in 1914 and 7.77% in

1915." Even this figure, 7.77%, is evidently very low,

contrasting with 41.91% at Miami and 32.67% at In-

spiration. However, Nevada Consolidated is the only
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<>iu< of the six pitrpliyry iniiu's tlint siiu-lts iis own ori-.

Ml its lo\v-((rH(lt> (Miiu'cntrntf is loss of a (li.snttvaiiliiKc.

The Ne\. ^ 'liilaloil has lii-eii an n|M'ii-cnl iiiim*

Worked by ^ '\cls. Hut tliirin^ ri'<'i-iit iiiKiilhs the

iiiiniii); of the Uutli ori>lN)iIy. whieli is a lialf-iiiile rroin

tlie pits, has Ihmmi slartei) )iy uiulcrcnuiiiil inellinils. iiiul

the 14.1HK).<HH) tons there will lie eMiaele.i liy a nioiiilie.l

'eaviiig' system. Hy rt>nson of the deeper overhtiideii on

tliis orelxuly. it was fstiniated that tlie eost of strippini;

and working; hy pits would he jrreater than hy nmier

i;rouiid methods. The ore at the Ruth is of eompara

tively hiph prade. heinir 2. :{."»''; in eopper.

Tlu> startint; of nnderjjround niininp at a mine where

open-pit work has been the practice attracts a ditTerent

s«'t of men. Surface-work is larjiely a prohlem in rouKli-

and-ready railroadinp. The (pialities iieeessary in the

employees are forceful 'gct-tiiere' leadership, some
skilled meehnnies. and a pantr of eomnion latinrers. At
the undergrouud mine a ditTerent note preilominales. and
the individualistic characteristics that distinguish under-

ground metal-miners are apparent in the fai-es seen.

The large proportion of young men at the Ruth mine is

especially noticeable. The decision to extract the Ruth
orehody hy underground mining, rather than l)y pits

and steam-shovel, gives point to the opinion of some en-

gineers who think that if the Utah Copper Co. were to

open its mine anew, it would he done l)y underground
mining because of the higher cost of the pit work than

had been estimated.

Tt is s<>ar(ely fair to compare the mining costs of

mines in different stages of their history, but for an
approximate comparison the following figures are in-

teresting. The mining eost at the Nevada Consolidated
in 1915, practically all from open pits, was 15.24c.:

added to this is a 'redemption cost' for the removal of

overburden, varying from 15 to 30c. per ton of ore at

the three pits of the company. At the Utah Copper,
where open-pit work by steam-shovel accounted for

practically all the ore produced in 1915. the cost of

mining was 24.41c. per ton, of which 7.50e. represents

charges for stripping. At Chino, also open-pit. the eost

of mining ore in 1915 was 19.47c. ; the charge for strip-

ping is not given. At Ray Consolidated, where under-
ground mining is done, the eost of mining in 1915 was
58.97c. per ton: which includes all fixed and general

chaises. At Inspiration, an underground mine, the

mining cost for 1915 was 68c. per ton. which includes

20c. per ton of calculated charge for development by
drifts, raises, and haulage-ways. At ^liami, an under-
ground mine, the mining eost in 1915 was $1.01 per ton.

of which .31e. was for development and 70c. for mining.

The Ruth orebody is a nearly flat slightly-dipping

wedge or lens, several hundreds of feet in length and
width, and about 125 ft. thick on average. The greatest

depth of ore from surface is 500 ft. In many ways this

mass of soft copper ore is similar to the iron deposits of

the Mesabi range, and the problems incident to its eco-

nomical extraction are nearly identical. A difference

lies in the fact that thi.s copper mine is dry. as compared

with llii' lorreniK of water that ronipliealc unilergrmiiid

milling in MinneHota. A vertical shaft has beiMi suid< in

rock several hundreds of feet from the (uehody and 1ii>'

levels marki'd olT li\ drifts at regular inlersals.

The Ktoping is done hy a ecunbinaliou of the Kay sys

leiu of rooiiiand pillar mining, by Klirinkagc and eavinv'

with a lirani'hcilrai.si' riiitliod on the lower levels. TIm

Kay system is more suitidih' for hard on-, so it has been

I'liund advisable to employ il at Kulli oidy in a modified

way. The general i>riTiei|de of the Kay method, il will

be recalled, is to overhand sluin' a nnndier of eompara

lively small shrinkage-rooms, willi pillars of ori' hetwiMii.

which are later extracted by caving; the idea being thai

it is easier lo cave the orcbndy in a chceker-boanl of small

operations, where the work can be watched and directeil

carefully, than to engage in a wholesale method such as

block-caving. Incidentally, the worth of the system of

sloping at Ka.v was (piestioned by Professor F. W. Sperr

in a recent arliclev on sloping metlioiis. when he sn^r

gested that block-caving might have found excellent

adaptation there. Above the ^OO-ft. level in the Kuili

mine, caving by the Ray method has lieen generally ap-

jdied. A good deal nf (liflicidly was enconnlereil in huM

ing nil drifts in sm-li .soil ground, where heavy angle-

braced tinibciing only lasts a few weeks before it bei-omes

crushed. Tiie cliaractei- i>\' this orebrxly is not unlike

that of an old compacted stock-pile; it is crumbly and

broken to an extreme degree. P.elow the .300-ft. level,

inclined raises have been put u\> from the riOO-ft. or main

tramming level. From these raises, branches are ex-

tended near the top, so that eight branches, at r2|-ft,

centres at their tops, feed into one loading-chute. All

raises are inclined, because the ore runs better, not block-

ing itself as it would in vertical raises. The long main

raises are on a 50 or 60° incline, the short branclie.!

raises are 45^. Careful sui-veying is necessary to I)ring

the tops of the raises at the properly spaced interval.

12J-ft. centres, so that practically no shoveling or wheel-

barrowing of ore need be done. All raises are limlicreil

closely with heavy squai'ed timbers (not the ordinary

loose cribbing)—a considerable item of expense. As

regards this method of stoping by brancjied raises, the

following is quoted from a recent article on 'Mining by

Branched Raises' by F. W. Sperr :J "Soft ore has a

greater tendency to pack in chutes at a high angle, as well

as to hang up in chutes at lower angles. The best angle

for the worst ores is 65°, but some ores* run freely at

45°. "With hard ore. not .so much trouble is experienced

from packing in vertical raises; therefore the raises aie

made vertical in places for convenience of arrangement

Accessibility to the vertical chutes for the purpose of

relieving the tendenej' to pack, can be more readily pro-

vided where the branches are inclined throughout their

entire length, than in the case where they are partly

vertical.
'

'

Rohert Marsh, Jr., the general mine superintendent of

the Nevada Consolidated, summed up the advantages

t.M. & S. P.. February 19, 1916.

tM. & S. P., May 20. 1916.
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and disadvantages of luiuiiig such a soft heavy orebody

hy saying : "It is economical in powder and air, but it

is necessary to count on the ground falling wherever it

has any chance; it is not uncertain ground, for it will

always fall ; the caving of the overburden must be done

according to some regular plan, or it will get mixed with

the ore; it can be caved along a horizontal plane or on a

slope, but care must be taken not to cave tongues of over-

burden into the ore." A recent incident at the mine was

(he raising of a 500-ft. incline fi'om the tramming-level

to surface, in order to get a small stock-pile of ore that

was extracted in sinking an old incline shaft. This

stock-pile could not ho reached handily by teams on sur-

l2'j(/2' Cap.

S

-^^ - B'x/^'Si//.

ANGLE-BR.\CED TIMBERING IX THE RUTH MI.NE, WHICH BECOMES

CRUSHED IN A FEW WEEKS.

face, as it la.y over a ridge of rough ground. It will be

taken down the long raise, trammed to the shaft, and

hoisted in the usual way.

The rock-drilling practice is somewhat different from

that of a hard-ore mine. Seven or eight 6-ft. holes are

employed in driving, making 45 ft. of drilling per cut.

A record of fast driving was made in the development of

the mine when 476 ft. was achieved in one month by two

miners (one per shift) and four trammers, a total of six

men. A light mounted one-man drill was used. But.

after making this whirlwind record, the type of drill was

found not adapted to this soft ore, and has been dis-

carded. It was not that the rock was too hard for the

drill, but that it was too soft. Being designed for a

harder rock, the parts of the drill were too strong for

this work and cjuickly wore themselves out by getting

stuck in the soft rock and breaking the rotating device.

The mounted hammer-drill is well liked here. This is

interesting, as such a type of drill is not supposed to bo

at its best in soft rock, because claj'cy cuttings are apt

to choke the circulation of water. The mounted hammer-

drill, such as the Leyner, is generally best in medium-

hard rock, but in this mine the ore, while soft, is not

clayey. As to stoper drills, the underground foreman

remarked that he had tried thoi-oughly the products of

two well-known manufacturers. Both did good work at

the start, but one wore much better than the other, so he

is putting in that type. Robert Marsh, the general mine

superintendent, had a word to say about too many auto-

matic devices on rock-drills.
*

' They are likely to be valu-

able only for salemen's arguments," he remarked.

A mechanical ore-loader of the Halby type is being

tried underground at the Ruth mine; it is too early to

say if it will be a success. This machine loads tram-

cars in drifts by electric power; it is manufactured at

Marquette, Michigan. No candles are allowed in the

Ruth mine, on account of fear of fire in the dry timbei'-

ing. Carbide lamps are used with good satisfaction. The

problem of giving the men what they want in their

dinner-pails, so that individual taste is provided for, is

solved by a modified 'cafeteria' arrangement. The men
walk along where the foods are served, and each one's

lunch is put up according to his preference. Such con-

sideration for the men is well advised ; good food ]^ro-

motes effective work.

At the pits, the operation of getting loaded cars out

and empty cars in ; of efficient steam-shoveling : and of

drilling and blasting, have been perfected to an admir-

able degree under the direction of E. E. Vanderhoef.

Churn-drills, or 'well-drillers,' of the Keystone typo are

employed to drill 6-in. vertical holes along the benches,

usually to 30 or 50 ft. depth. These holes are put down
5 ft. deeper than the bench-level below, to make sure

that the steam-shovels will not have to dig in unbroken

rock. An iron funnel and long canvas hose are used to

facilitate dropping the 'sticks' or cylinders of dynamite

in the holes. Several kinds of dynamite and black

powder are used as the various types of blasting may
require. The holes are sprung or enlarged several times

before being filled with explosives. Drift-blasting is

only occasionally considered necessary. The 'well-

drillers' give excellent results and appear adapted both

for mining of the soft ore and for the stripijing of over-

burden. These machines are used also to churn-drill to

a depth of 500 ft. for exploring the oi'ebody in advance

of the mining. They are moved on their own wheels,

but at times are transported on railroad-cars for longer

distances. At the copper mines at Chuquicaraata, Chile,

where the ore is much harder, the chum-drills for blast-

ing are said to have been superseded by tunnel-blasting,

the 'tunnels' being driven by hand. We shall have some

notes on this shortly from Howard AV. ilooro. with

drawings showing how the tunnels are loaded.

The Nevada Consolidated is on the Lincoln highway,

which extends from New York to San Francisco. A
sign-board on a rather indifferent piece of road in front

of the mine, in the midst of mountain peaks and sage-

Itfush flats, is labelled 'to New York.'
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BAining in Sardinia

By O. O. Sagaldar

Tin- uorlh I'liil of SBnlinia is dui- west nf. ihkI 1
»<•

miles from Roiiu'. Tlu' isliiiul is l')!) by (id luilcs,

wit" a of !US7 s«iiiat-o miles. i-xi-t't-diiiR tlial of

.M,,. lis. Steamers depart fmm Civitaveceliia. a

port 30 miles from Home, every eveiiiiiR and arrive a1

the north end of the island early the next mo^nin^^

where conneetion is made with the railway. An Aiiier-

iean tourist in Europe, with an eye for seenery. wouhl

\w well repaid to give Sardinia a few days. The roads.

hewn fnm> solid roek and kejjt in perfeet eondition l)y

the Government, fulrili all the denuinds of the motorist.

Villages of one to live thousand inliahitanis are scattered

over the mountain slopes. Tiie low buildings of stone

and adolH- with their whitewashed walls aud red-til^'

roofs, and the curved and cobbled streets, arc in ac-

cordance with customs that have not changed for cen-

turies. Cagliari. with its 60.000 inhabitants, is the chief

city.

The lead-zinc mining district is in the south-west. It

is impossible to tell when the first lead ore was mined,

since the civilization of this island dales back to ])re-

historic days. From relics found in old mines, such as

bronze tools, lamps, stone picks, .iasper hammers, lead

slalis with dates cast in them, and from ancient tombs

and mounds, it is known that the mining was done by

the Phoenicians, Egyptians, Carthaginians, and finally

the Romans. Until 1865, lead with its silver content was

the only ore mined : this consisted of galena and cerus-

site. It was discovered then that much of the material

discarded as waste was calamine, the silicate of zinc.

From that time the mines of Sardinia have supplied

much of Europe's lead and zinc, especiall.v the latter.

Both the carbonates and sulphides of lead and zinc

are mined in veins traversing schist, or in limestone at

its contact with the schist, or in granite. The ore-shoots

are irregular, but fairly persistent in depth. Until foiir

years ago all drilling was bv hand. Since then power-

drills have been replacing the 'single-jack,' on the in-

itiative of Charles W. Wright, resident manager for the

Pertusola coinpan.v. Manv of the operators, however.

are slow to appreciate the advantages of machinery.

Practically all development is by adit, there being no

large hoisting-plants. A power-plant was completed

during the past year and the more important mines will

soon be operated by electric power.

The ore is concentrated near the mines. Water is

abundant. The milling practice is nnieh the same as in

the United States. Hand-sorting receives much atten-

tion on account of cheapness of labor. -Taw-crushers,

rolls, trommels, shaking-screens, .jigs. etc.. are of the

\isual pattern. The Wright table is replacing concen-

trators of an older type. No mills have'as yet installed

the flotation process, but several are experiirienting with

it. The chief loss lias been in the slime, aud since the

ores are not complex, flotation should prove helpful.

The total lead concent rale pnuliieiion nl lijil.v in I1H:1

was 44,()r)4 metric tons, of which Sanlinin |ii(nliiicil

4;{,'>I4 tons. The eorrespiinding (igures lor zinc coi n

Irate were ir)H,278 and 140.11") Ions. The iivenige grade

of the lead concentrate was .')().!!(!',' Iiinl. nnd 11.4 oz.

silvi'r per ton. The zinc conc<'iilr;ilc avi'ingeil 4().'J<>' ,'

zinc. Also 'itU Ions of mixed Icid silvci- coneeiit rale was

produced, or a total of 'Jd.'t, l;t(l Ions of eoiie.nl nili's

valued at $r),624,00(). Delailed slalistics lor ilic jjist

two years are not yd iivnilable. I'niiluelion diiriiii.'

that period, however, has been <-nrtailed liy Hie W.ir.

Zinc mining was suspenilid willi the lirst (lecljiralion of

war. since praelinilly all tl oneeiitrnte was siiielled

in Belgium and (Jermany. hali-ly a limited iinioiinl of

bleiule has been sold, ami ni iii;iiiiirh' ihimIiic-cm- is

shipping to the United States. The I'erlii.solji i-oinpnny

owns its own lead smelter, iieiir Sin'Z/.ia, and is a<'cep1iiig

roneentrate from some of llie u\\\rr produceis.

No delinite scale of wages for miners and sliovelers

exists. Employees are paid according to ability and the

time served with the company. This mctliod luis its ad-

vantages, but also some disadvantages. To jiay for

labor according to r|ii;ilit.\- and (inantity is the ideii!

method, but a man's o|iinion of hiiii.seir never agri'es

with the foreni.in's o|)inion, i-onse(|Uenlly lliei-e ensues

.some dissatisfaction. Et1i<-iiiit labor is not plentiful, and

the companies are bound to have a large jiropoilion oT

inefficient men on their payroll. Skilled lalior is paid

70 to 90 cents per day. ordinary labor 4U to (iOc. lielpers

and apprentices 80e. iij). The best miners draw 50 to

70c. per eight-hour shift: ordinary labor is ])aid 40 to

60e., and boys 25c. up. In the mills, and where ore is

sorted on surface, many bo.vs are employed at a rate ;is

low as 20c. For this work girls also are eiiiployed. re-

ceiving 15 to 25c. Mill aiul mine foremen receive $:55 to

,$40 per month. Assayers. shift-bosses, office-men, etc.,

receive $25 to $40. These wages are low, and so is the

efficiency. The men, especially common labor, are ignor-

ant, slow and not healthy, consequently not strong.

They are satisfied to live in an ea.sy-going way; to earn

enough for dail.v needs and to exert themselves as little

as possible.

The mining laws, strictly enforced by the Govern-

ment, are in favor of the laborer. One regulation that

causes inconveniences to the companies and works

against the cost-sheet compels employers to notify an

employee a week in advance before suspending him.

The employee, also, must give the company the sami'

notice if he intends to quit. It means the company mu^*

pay the employee a week's wages when suspending him.

Salaried employees must receive three months' notice. Tf

an employee has a grievance, he reports the same to the

nearest deputy, who appears at the mine-offiee in behalf

of the employee in a few hours. Mines and mills are not

permitted to operate on Sunday unless there has been a

holiday during the week. No brothers are allowed to

work in the same mine at the same time. Labor unions

are unknown, so that the companies are not liolhored

with .strikes.
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TUl'UtiKAl'HY OK THE JUUITH MOUNTAIN'S, MONTANA.

^©M to ^il.B JiadiMIh McDnm^iatog, iM©2it^Simii

By O. W. Fresmsm

INTRODUCTION. On the plains of Montana ea.st of

the continental divide ri.se several detached smaller

mountain groups. Mineral deposits are found in

most of them. Since 1880 the Judith mountains have

been producing gold and minor amounts of other metals.

This group rises abruptly from the plains in central

Montana to an average height of 6000 ft., or about 2000
ft. al)ove the rolling plains around them. Judith peak.

6386 ft. altitude, is the highest point.

These mountains consist of several detaciied peaks con-

nected by ridges, and run in general north-east. Weed
and Pirsson first .showed (18th Annual Report U. S. 6.

S. Part 3, Pages 437-616) that these peaks are the result

of laccolithic intrusions in post-Cretaceous time. In the

case of Judith peak, liowever, no floor of sedimentary

rocks, which is necessary in order to have a laccolith,

has been discovered ; hence the intrusion is more in the

natui'e of a stock. The outcrop of this stock is four miles

across. More differentiation could occur in this large

mass of igneous rock than in the smaller laccoliths, and
therefore the richest gold deposits are found in its vicin-

ity. The laccoliths are chiefly composed of rhyolite-

]ior]ihyry. but some granite and sj^enite are found.

Later dikes and sheets of phonolite-porphyry intrude

both the rhyolite and sedimentary rocks. Minei'al de-

posits are found associated with intrusions of l)oth

periods. Small amounts of gold and other metals have
been detected, by assay, in the intrusive rocks, and there

is no question but that the mineral deposits weri' derived

from the molten magma.
CtEOLOGY. No pre-Cambrian roc'ks are found in the

Judith mountains as in the near-by Little Rockies and
Little Belts, liut there occurs a complete and apparently

conformable series of Paleozoic rocks ranging in age

from the Cambrian to late Carboniferous. Only the

top of the Cambrian, which includes shales, conglomer-

ates, and limestones, is exposed, but this is known to be

over 500 ft. thick. The rest of the Paleozoic is from 1000

to 1200 ft. thick. The Carboniferous formation in the

Judiths is mostly limestone, belonging to the Madison
formation of the Lower Carboniferous. At Yogo in the

Little Belts 1200 ft. of shale and sandstone overlies the

Madison and is known as the Quadrant formation, but in

the Judiths this formation appears to be practically

absent. Several thousand feet of Jurassic and Cre-

taceous shales and sandstones once covered what is now
the Judith mountains, but erosion has removed these

except where protected in synclinal folds between two
intrusions as at Ruby Gulch and ]\laiden. From the

tops of tile laccoliths erosion has removed from 5000 to

6000 ft. of sedimentary rocks and exposed the intrusive

rhyolite-porphyry. The sedimentary rocks dip steeply

in all directions away from the laccoliths. Some of the

peaks are themselves composed of porphyry, but more
often the highest points are ridges of hard limestone,

while the valleys between are eroded in the softer por-

phyry and Cambrian rocks.

A few small veinlets are found in the porphyry : in

Alpine gulch west of Maiden these are gold-bearing and
in Judith peak east of Maiden they carry lead and cop-

per, but they are small and unimportant. Claims have

also bei'U located near the contact of phonolite dikes,

but actual gold production has been small. The valu-

able orebodies are replacement deposits of gold in lime-

stone near the contact with intrusive laccoliths or sheets.

The ore deposits usually occur in well defined .shoots

and chimneys, wdiich sometimes consist of high-grade ore

surrounded by low-grade. If the ore is near a sheet of

porphyry, it is always underneath the porpli.vry, which

serves as the hanging wall. The richest oi-e, as at the

Spotted Horse mine, is accompanied liy purple fluorite.

The fluorite resulted from tiie action of livdrofluoric acid
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on liim-stoiio. Thin Hoid pmlmMy wns Iuouk'IiI I'v solii

lions fmm th«« inlrusivf moUon niaKtuits an<l iniiy liavi-

uiileil in ilis.s»ilviiu; lli«- p>l.i. Th>' ir<>l«l l»'arinn liiiu'slon.'

of the on>bo«.li«'s is iisimliy silioioiis, olti-ii jas|nriti»i. and

ift inori> cryRliillino thnn lioforo mineralization. Tiic

chief mineral ili'posits »uviir in lln- CarlMUiifiiows linu'

stono. ami are usually roslrirtcd to llio uppor part of it.

This probnMy results fn»m the uppi-r ('arhonifi-rous

linitston«> iH'inj: thin Ix-.l. led with nuiiiy civviccs that

miiicral-lHNtrin); solutions could follow, while the lower

CarlMinilVrous is massive and thiek-heddetl. The lime-

stone near the intrusions has fn'<|Ufntly Ihimi hreiciated.

the aiifnilar frapments lu-iuR eemented and nplaciil by

ore. As the intrusive porphyry eooled, its volume would

naturally eontraet and ereviees would open alonp the

contacts with the sedimentary roeks. whieli would serve

for the passage of mineral-hearinp solutions. The solu-

tions could more easily dissolve the limestone and re

place it with sulphides than the shales and sandstones,

therefore little mineralization has oeeurred except in the

limestone. Also carbonaceous matter in the liuiestoTie

may have helped to precipitate the fiold. as would also

the lower pressure and temperature in the limestone.

The orelwdies are chiefly restricted to limestone and por-

phyry contacts, but occasionally shoots are found to ex-

tend some distance into the limestone, and sometimes the

porphyry it-self has been replaced. The gold seems to

have been chiefly deposited as a telluride along with

f|uart2. pyrite. ealcitc. and fluorite. Since the mineral-

ization happened, erosion has removed the overlying

rocks and exposed the mineral deposits. Surface waters

and the air have oxidized the pyrite, chiefly to limonite,

resulting in staining much of the ore a red, yellow, or

brown. Practically all of the ore thus far mined is

softened and decomposed by the agents of weathering.

Free gold is rarely seen.

The Mine.s in the Judith mountains require little

timber, what is required being cut near-by. A good

grade of sub-bituminous coal outcrops in the foot-hills

a few miles away. Maiden, the chief town in the Judiths,

is situated near the centre of the range and has a popu-

lation of only a 100. At one time nearly 1000 people

lived there. Hilger. on a branch railroad from Lewiston.

is ten miles from Maiden and is the nearest railroad

point. A daily stage connects with the trains. Lewis-

ton, the county seat of Fergus county, is about 18 miles

south-west of ilaiden. Placer gold' was discovered in

Alpine gulch near ^laiden in 1880. and quartz claims

were located soon afterward. The placers were small

and were quickly exhausted, but the production from

the quartz mines has been probably .'tiO,000.000.

The most important mines are those near Maiden,

and of these the best known is the Spotted Horse, which

is the largest producer. This mine was located in 1881

and operated fairly continuously^ until 1902, when it

was closed, not to be re-opened until 1912. Its total

production is considerably in excess of $5,000,000. iluch

of the gold produced during its early operation was

from high-grade ore. some being worth .$30,000 per ton.

The lluoritie gold ore sllipped li> llie smeller JiVillik'e.l

about $lnii p.r l.m. .\ luodein eyanide-mill has ,jnsl

been eompleteil and is now in NUi'eessful operation on

the lower grade ore. The mill liiis a ruled (•npaejly of fiO'

tons, hut its actual i'a|meily is iiioir mc.miI.v TTi tiuis

Hefore the mill «jis built, no ore wurtli less tlinn $20 per

ton eould be shipped prolitably to IIk' sniellei-. now on-

as low as $:< ]>er ton ean be milled at ii prolil. The mill

is jtrovided with eoneeiit i-ators, tin m-entrale being

shipped to the smelter. The mine is oldy developeil to a

depth of r)85 ft., but the geologic coiiiiilinns are such that

it is rea.sonable to expect large orebodies. Enough ore

is in reserve to supply the mill for several niondis.

Till' mine is now jimducing about $12.0(10 in gold per

month.

The Mcdinncss mine was locatcil ilIkmiI l.s^O niid was

worked ;il iulcrvals In \sW. It was llicn clnscj uiilil

1909. and since then has been woi-kcd chiefly by lessees.

New machinery is being installed. an<i the mill is bi-ing

overhauled. The Mcfiinncss has produced nearly

.$2,000,000 in gold. The mine is developed to a dejith of

426 ft. with over a mile of drifts. It is equi|)ped with

a lO-stani]) mill, a concent ralnr fm- liigh-grade mc ami

a eyaiiide-])lan1 for the low-grade. As at the Spotted

Horse much high-grade ore averaging $100 per ton was

shipped to the smelter. The ore of both the Spotted

Horse and Mcfiinness occurs in the Carboniferous lime-

stone below steeply inclined sheets of porphyry that

serve as the lianging wall of the stopes. The richest ore.

consisting mostly of quartz ami tliioiilc. is of a purple

color.

The Cumberland mine, near the Spotted Horse, has

been operated in recent years by lessees. It has pro-

duced about $270,000. mostly in gold. It is developed

by a 1000-ft. adit, and is equipped with a 150-ton cya-

nide-plant. The ore is found at the contact of limestone

and porphyry. Above the adit the known ore has been

removed, but recently the lessees have found ore of mill-

ing grade below the adit in a drift from a winze 40 ft.

deep. Further development is now in progress.

The War Eagle is near the Cumberland and since

1910 several shipments of zinc ore carrying gold, silver,

and lead have been made. The Cave mine on West

Armell's creek has also produced lead-silver ore in re

cent years. On the north side of the Judiths much de-

velopment work has been done on the Copper King

claim, where copper is the principal mineral. Prospect

ing has aLso been done on many other claims around

ifaiden, among which might be mentioned the IMount

Grassy group, which has recently been bonded and

sampled.

On Elk Mountain at the east end of the range work

has been done on a lead-silver claim with encouraging

results. The high price of the base metals has en-

couraged prospecting and work is active on .several

properties that ordinarily it would not pay to operate.

The Gilt Edge mine is on the ea.st side of the moun-

tains south of Maiden. The town is practically^ deserted

today, but for several years following 1898 the neighbor-
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ing miiu's were tin- most productive of any iu tlie dis-

trict. Tlieir production is probably not far from

.$1,500,000. The ore is low-grade, Init a liigh recovery

can be obtained cheaply by cyanidation. These mines

were located in 1884 and '85. The orebodies occur

under an intrasive sheet of porphyry in the soft thin-

bedded Upper Carboniferous limestone. The 300-ton

cyanide mill at Gilt Edge produced $1,250,000 in gold

from ores that came mostly from the Gold Reef and
Great Northern properties. The mill was dismantled a

few years ago and the production since then has been

small, although a little gold-silver ore has been shipped

from time to time.

The Whiskey Guk-h mine has a 100-ton cyanide-mill

and produced $165,700 in 1903- '04 from $5.50 gold ore,

but has been closed since, on account of friction between

T?tockholders. It is claimed that a large amount of low-

grade ore is developed. The Mammouth near-by also has

a 100-ton cyanide-plant and ore developed that will

average $6 per ton, but production lias been small and
it has been closed for several years owing to disagree-

ment between the owners. A lease has been taken on

the Whiskey Gulch mine and it is hoped that both of

these properties will be re-opened soon.

The New Year mine is on the north side of the range

west of Maiden. Several claims were located in New
Year gulch in the early '80s, but although much money
has been spent on development work the production has

been small. As at Gilt Edge the orebodies occur in

limestone under sheets of porphyry. The New Year
itself is now idle, development work having failed to

disclose any large orebodies. The New Year mill was
re-built in 1911, and is of 150-ton capacity. Develop-

ment work is now being done on the Gold Acres claims

adjoining the New Year property. An adit 800-ft. long

has been driven and work is progressing in drifts and
raises. It is said that ore worth $4 per ton has been

developed. It is planned to treat this ore at the New
Year mill, and if development continues . favorable to

construct a large cyanide-plant. Among the other pros-

pects located near New Year are the claims of Finlaw
and Allister, who liave found ore suitable for cyanida-

tion.

Outlook. Besides the mines and prospects mentioned,
Avork is lieing done on others, several of which have
produced some gold, such as the old Florence mine.

The total production of metals from the district, chiefly

in gold, is estimated at from $9,000,000 to $10,000,000.

Unfortunately, development has rarely preceded extrac-

tion, and usually has been of a haphazard character.

Frequently when the ore in sight was exhausted the

mine was abandoned. There is little doubt but that

careful prospecting and development will disclose large

bodies of low-grade cheaply-mined gold ore. and possibly

some deposits of the base metals will prove valuable.

Mining has been at a low ebb in tliese mountains for

several years, the output in 1914 being only $100,810,

mostly in gold. Recently several ohl properties have
been re-opened and other new properties have entered

the li.st of producers. The high price of metals has

stimulated prospecting, and the outlook is the best for

many years.

Sulphuric-acid production of the United States dur-

ing 1915, expressed in terms of 50°B., amounted to

3,868,152 short tons, valued at $29,869,080. The aver-

age price was $7.72 per ton, according to the U. S.

Geological Survey. The 66° acid sold for $13.95 per
ton. By-product acid was as follows:

Price
Source Quantity Value per ton

Copper smelters, 60° :i60,o22 $2,749,633 $7.63

Zinc smelters, 60° 484,942 4,292.493 8.S5

Other strengths 59,189 579.11.5 9.78

Total 904,653 $7,621,241 $8.42
60° acid reduced to 50°B 1,056,830

Too much weight must not be attached to the values

given in the tables, as prices varied widely during the

year. Producers who had previously entered into long-

time contracts sold acid at prices much below those no\v

current, especially during the last part of 1915. The
trade in strong acids was active on account of the de-

mand from the explosives and war munitions' industries,

but this demand came only after the first quarter of

the year and was very strong only during the last lialf.

Before that time some acid plants were shut-down. The
average values given are therefore much below those
which ruled on the market at the close of the year. In
1914 tlie output of acid, reduced to 50°B.. was 3,762,417
tons valued at $24,163,331, or $6.42 per ton. Of this,

950,798 tons was recovered from copper and zinc

smelters.

EEZERUii, the city in Armenia recently captured by
the Russians, has long been an important trade centre.

It is 110 miles soutli-east of Trebizond on the Black sea,

on a fertile plateau 6000 ft. above sea-level. Snow-clad
mountain peaks surround the city and the climate is

severe, the winters being long and cold. One of the

principal industries is the working of copper, iron, and
brass. It will be recalled that in Turkish countries, a

man's wealth is indicated by his stock of copper vessels,

which are prized highly. Erzerum is a settlement of

great antiquity, having been founded by one of the early
Roman emperors. It is on the caravan route from Tre-
bizond to Teheran, and from Teheran to Mecca—a much
traveled pilgrimage for Mohammedans. The importance
of the caravan routes has declined somewhat since the
building of the trans-Caucasian railway.

The Compania Real del Monte of Pachuca, Hidalgo.
Mexico, is, perhaps, the largest producer of silver in the

world. It operates in normal times eight silver mines
about 70 miles north-east of Mexico City. The company
is a subsidiary of the United States Smelting. Refining &
Mining Co. of Boston. The Anaconda company at Butte,

produces nearly as much silver as the Real del IMonte,

the silver being a by-product of its copper output.
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Mica Mining

A iiuiiilu'i' III' ciiiimni-.s lia\f ccmc in li> (is jik to tlic

prni'tii'iiliility of initiint; mi<'ii in tin- Wi'sti-rn Sliilcs.

At iu'vernl ni«'tnl mini's n jjoml lii-nl of inii-n in ftiirly

Inrpi" frysljils has IxM-n nolii-ctl. ami I lit- question has

Ufn nskod as to wlictlior it is worth wliilc to sort out Ihi-

mii-ii and try to market it. At the start it can bo stnt«'()

that till' niarki'tinp of niii-a. like that of thi* oilier seeond-

ary miiienils. is a Imsiness not easy to arrange on a siitis-

fai'tory basis. This is duo to the fnet that the markot-

ahle qualities of many non-melallie minerals vary .so

greatly that n eonsumer who has heen olitaininj; his

supply frouj a partieular source, which has jirovod

fairly s^Uisfaetory. is loath to hiiy from a new )>ro(iwcor.

Ii.'i'ause even if till' qualily of the material seems pooii

lint the lieiieral i-'.leetrie Co.. for instaiiee, mines its

own proilnel in New llam|isliin' ainl Ontario, .\1iis

eovile, the light-eoloreil lonph elastie potasli-miea, is lln-

only variety of miea mined in this eounlry. North Caro-

lina leads in prodnetion; in that State farmers ^o mien

luintinK when erops do not reqnii'e their altenlinn. Tie

deposits of I'ommeri'ial value have lieen found iiNualix in

liepnnilite. (jueliee is also jiii liii|inrt:iiil . Iml irre^uliir.

prodneer.

To prepare miea for iiiMrivel. enreful sio'liiij; is neees

.sary. followed liy splitting in plates /« in. tliiek. These

jilates ai'e trimmed and split further. Hough sniall mien

and the waste from sheet miea are ground line. Mutli

Wet anil di-y grinding are dmie. hiil liie nieiliods an- lie|it

secret. The average price tor slieet miea in this comilry

during l!tl:i was 21c. per lli. as com|iareil with -'i.'!!'. in

1,000 IK mlDf-run min co«s

10 riflcn. *Bcb rincr bandllns
too III*. |xr da;.

.„ ,. , ^ ,
(CO lb. flnlihrd ilove mlo «r fl.DO lb I »0.00

SO lb. unclcancd *tovc mica \

Koci to cinncn. 120 lb. ihin pill gori lo lube j I.''lOO tubo 9 110.00 p*r M IH.OO

tmakors ) 5 lbs. waste goci to Krlndtng

40O lb. ihumb-trimmrd plate /'•<> <>' «aile gova to Krlnd-

!T5 lb. electric t'late nnUbod & !iO cenln per lb 37. SO

20 lb. tbin ipllt noes to tube 1 1000 tube, a 110 00 per M 15.00

makera ( 10 Iba. «aite (oei to grlDdmii.\ltoea to cleaners.

!40
lb. uncleaned washers goes 130 lb. finished waiibers & 40 cents per lb..

to washer sorters.
J

10 lb. waste goes to grind- jio lb. waste goes to grind.
In^. (Ing.

i4.'.

lb. uncleaned washcra goes (5-'' lb. washers ® 30 cents per lb.

to washer sorters. 1

110 lb. waste goea to grlnd-
1.1 lb. waste goea to grinders.

f{„g.

370 lb. 4i-ln. washer stock
goea to washer cutlers.

120 lb. waste goes to grind-
ing.

/92 lb. uncleaned washers goes .

Uo washer sorters. 1^-'* lb- waahers goes to core department, making OaO cores &' lOc.

I27S lb. waste goe? to grin
/ 27 lb waste goes to grinding,

ling. '

!

Total Waste. T05 lU

Total shrinkage In entire process. 23 lb.

makes 28 lb.

makes 56 lb.

makes 70 lb.

makes 105 ib.

makes 423 Ib.

200.160 mesh ^ 2^ cents.
K0-120 mesh iv 2 cents.
120- 80 mesh & 1% cents..
80- 40 mesh Tv '\'i cents.

.63

1.12
1.22
1.57

40- 10 mesh «i> 1 hi cents 5.34

Total Value 1354 32
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at first, he is not sure that future lots will continue so.

Government, publications, and those of various State de-

partments, contain a lot of statistics of production and

imports of mica, but information of the sort that the

miner wants is scarce. In fact, the essential knowledge

of how to prepare and market many of the non-metallic

minerals is held only by individuals actually engaged

in the business. Some consulting engineers make a

specialty of non-metallic and minor hiinerals, and their

advice should be secured in preference to spending much
money on a plant or development, if the operator is in

the dark as to the conditions of the trade. The com-

panies that deal in unusual ores will generally buy odd

lots of miscellaneous minerals if they can inspect them

in advance and determine that they are valuable.

London has always been an important market for

miea. and the products from India. Canada. Africa, and

Brazil are brought there and sold. Sale is by auction,

as this method enables the buyer to see exactly what he

is getting. In the T'nited States, the companies manu-
facturing electrical maehinerj' require more or less miea,

1912 and 16c.- in 1911, according to the U. S. Geological

Survey; in other words, it is about as valuable as copper.

Scrap mica was sold in 1913 for ."tilS.SO per ton. The

total value of the country's mica production in 1913

was .$4.36.000, the largest annual output recorded. Sheet

miea contributed .$353,517, the value of 1,700,677 lb.;

scrap mica was 5322 tons, valued at $82,543. During

the same year, imports of sheet mica into this country

were .$943,018 compared with $748,973 in' 1912. I'ses of

mica other than for insulators in electrical machinery

are for stoves, washers, rings, and tubes. Ground mica

is used to some extent as a lubricant ; also in paints, as an

adulterant in rubber goods, and for various minor in-

dustrial purposes. The accompanying flow-sheet of an

average run of 1000 lb. of mica from a New Hampshire

mica mine is taken from Bulletin 16 of the .XiizmiM

State Bureau of Mines.

Ftx.LER's EARTH production in 1915 was 47.901 tons.

valued at $489,219. an increase of 6920 tons and $85.57:i

over the 1914 total. Imports decreased to 5536 tons.
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By W. m, Si®gms

III

"I'm just after readiii' alioiit a t-ouple of fellows

that got blowed up with powder," remarked 'Swede'

JIurphy when the men had quieted down in the bunk-

house after supper. "It's a wonder they wouldn't get

wise some day."

"A great many men think powder is not dangerous to

handle," said the timber-boss. "What were these men
doing with the jiowder?"

"Thawin' it out at an open fire," replied Murphy.

"It is safe enough to thaw powder if you do it right,"

responded the timber-man. "Hot water is pretty good.

Most of the patent thawers and others that are any

good use hot water.
'

'

"I once knew a pocket-miner that was the craziest man
with powder I ever seen." said the miner fi'om Arizona.

"Him, and another fellow named -Joe something worked

once in the same tunnel on separate leases. The old man.

Hank Gill, worked in the face of the main tunnel and

Joe was putting up a raise at the end of a branch

from the main tunnel. Joe was a fine blacksmith, but

old Hank was no good at it. He'd over-heat the steel

and then plunge it in the slack-tub and when he came

to drill, the bits would break like glass. The old man
had a pretty good blacksmith outfit and shop near

the mouth of the tunnel. Joe had an outfit too. but

his was at another mine up on top of the hill cpiite

a long way from the tunnel. So to nudce it convenient.

Joe agreed to sharpen the old man's steel for the

use of his shop to sharpen his own. This worked

all right. One day Joe quit about half-past eleven to

shai'pen his tools and get his diinier. He packed his

picks and drills to the shop, made a fire in the forge

—

oup of those portable affair.s it wa.s—and went to work

on the steel. He wa,s nearly through when he heard

ITaidv coming. Hank came into the shop whistling and

packing a small powder-box under his arm. In the box

was 14 or 15 sticks of dynamite. These he began to

take out of the box and lay them around the edge of the

I'orge-fire on the black coals. Joe was most scared to

di^ath and says. 'For God's sakr. Tlnnk. what you tryin'

to do—blow up the shop?'
" 'It's froze,' says Hank. 'I want to thaw it out. It

won't take long.'

"Joe, having finished his work, only lingered long

enough to see Hank pile some coal on the fire, punch it

vigorously, and eoiinncnce to stick his drills in. whistliiiL''

and working the blower to beat tiie band all the time.

Joe started for his cabin some distance away, after

again telling Hank he would blow the whole outfit fn

hell.

" 'Ain't you goin' to sharpen these drills." called old

Hank after him. 'What's the matter of ye—there ain't

no danger.

'

"By this time Joe was on the run. but he yelli'd back:

'Run, you old fool, you will blow the whole outfit up.'
" 'This powder won't hurt notliin.' Hank yelled in re-

turn. 'I eat it every morning for breakfast.'

"Joe went about getting his dinner, wondering how
long old Hank would be lucky enough to stay alive. It

was about fifteen or twenty minutes later that the en-

tire Jackass Hill region was rocked wdth a terrific ex-

plosion. 'There goes old Hank and the shop,' Joe said

aloud to himself. 'What a fool I was not to drive the

old idiot out of the shop.'

"He hastened to the door of his cabin and looked in

the direction of the blacksmith shop, when he was sur-

prised, almost terrified, to see the old man rinming to-

ward him from the direction of his own cabin. He was
waving his arms wildly as he ran, yelling at the top of

his lungs : 'By Gad, it did go ofif—it did go of¥. Yes sir,

1 wouldn't a believed it— it did go off.'

" 'Where were yowl' inquired Joe, much relieved to

know that old Hajik had escaped such a terrible death.

"'Me,' responded Hank; 'Oh, ,you know I can't

sharpen and temper worth a cent, and as I was hungry
I thought I would go up to the cabin and get me a bite

to eat.'

" 'Where did you leave the powder?' inquired Joe.

" 'On the forge,' ingenuously replied HaJik. 'an'

.iust like you .said, the damned stuff did go off—

I

wouldn't a believed it.'

"A visit to the site of the shop showed that a part of

one post that had formed a corner of the structure was

all that remained. Shop, tools, forge, everything, had

vanished. The anvil was found over a hundred feet

away, at the foot of the dump. It was uninjured. The
forge was blown into shreds, the debris taking the direc-

tion of the tunnel, as was shown by numerous sliv(>rs of

steel sticking in the timber-sets back from the mouth of

the tunnel. As the old man said. 'It did go off'."

IV

"You was telling the other night. Murphy, about that

ghost placer-mining outfit," said the timber-man to

'Swede' Murphy.

"Yes, an' wasn't it a beaut?" responded Murphy.

"It was," replied the tiinber-man, "but no worse

than one I saw down on the Colorado river once, though

this was built on different lines."

"Let's have it." put in Jimmy Glee, with a grin of

aiitieii)ated pleasure, for .Jimmy liked to )iear about

these freak mining outfits, and could tell of some inter-

esting observations of his own.
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"Tliis omupaiiy." sttiti the timl>t>r-mHii. "was a lii^

coucorn. as far ns iiioiicy woiit, for Uioy hail plciily of it

anil pill it out lilH-rally. tmv Tlu-y iMui^lit up half a

iloxoii s«H'tioiis i>r s«> of «rav«>l-lH'(ls iioar tho (.'olorado

river 50 mileB hI»ovo Yuinn. The host of this jtrnvol lay

l>H»"k ii miles fnuii the river ami l2r>n to ItOO ft. hijrlier

than the river. What they enlhd •gravel' wa.s jiisl

the loose small nx-ks ami ilirt that came fmiii the i-oeks

under it—not washed siixntth at all. Inil ju.st sinli sliilT

as you vaxx see almost anywhere on'the desert. All the

saiue there was gold in all of this gnivel, aud for years

the Indians aiul Mexieans had been working it. They

worked in ditferent ways, but they always got some gold.

Some of them would dig out a lot of this dry dirt—there

wasn't a dn>p of water anywhere nearer than the river.

They'd throw out the biggest rocks, screen the i-est of it

through alniut a quarter-mesh sieve, and then dump the

line stuff ou a blanketi when two of them would i-alcli

hold of it. one on eaeh side of the blanket, and to,ss the

dirt up into the air. The very fine stutT would be blown

away by the wind and the heavy part would fall baek

on the blanket and in this, of course, was the gold. This

racket could only be worked on windy days, but that

was pretty near any day, and sometimes it blows .so hard

down there that even the gold would be lost. In latei'

years the Mexicans, and some white men too, took in

dry-washing machines and these did pretty well when-

ever they could find a place that had not already been

worked 'over about half a dozen times. From the verv

tine stuff the men would pick out the little pebbles and

blow out the sand and in that way clean the gold. I

expect when this gravel was firet discovered they must

have done pretty well at the dry-washing business. As

the best of the ground had been worked over and over,

there wasn't much doing when this outfit Iwught some

ground and got ready to tackle the Basin on a big scale.

Sun-eys were made for pipe-lines and flumes. A big

pumping-plant was built along the river and pipe laid

up the gulch five miles long. This pipe was 10 inches

diameter. The scheme was to pump water from the

river five miles up-hill to a resersoir located at a place

above the gravel-beds, and then to lay another pipe-line

from the reservoir to the head of the flume and just

sluice the whole country down into the Colorado river.

and get all of the gold left in the gravels in a short time

by one big operation. When they came to figure on the

cost of a cement reservoir in that place they decided to

build a wooden tank instead. The tank was built. It

was just about such a tank as you will see around almost

any mill and would hold perhaps 3000 or 4000 gallons

of water. Just think, llurphy. of running a big hy-

draulic mine with a 3000-gaIIon tank at the head of the

system.
'

'

"Great scheme." laconically responded ^lurph.v.

"When the pipe-line and tank was all finished, the

flume built, and the big pumping-engines was ready,

they started up and the pumps began to send a stead.v

stream up the long pipe-line towards the great tank at

the other end of the line. It worked all right for awhile.

but after a bit. win ii Ihr preKKun- began In show on ilir

gauges, the engines slaeked up. Tlirre was not power

enough, or something not enough, for only a small stream

reaehed the tank at the upper end of llu' pipe. Tlirrc

wa.s a miseue somewhere.

"They trii'd it for some lime, liul lould do no gnod in

I he way of mining, so the whole busineNS vnuw to an

end. The eompany was in the hole about half a million

and eonelnded to call il a loss and (piit. 1 don't know

MUieh about such things, but it seems to me Ihis all iiiiglil

have been figured out beforehand, but very (>vidently it

was not done by <M)miieli'nl engineers

—

'rjuicn sabc7' as

I he greaser says."

"I knew a man oiu-e," said the Arizona miner, "thai

was a jeweler, and pretended to be an assayer loo. Ili'

used to do a.ssjiying—his way— for a dollar when tin'

regular i)riee in that cam]) was three and a half. Ili'

picked up many a dollar from the honest prospecloi-.

too, I'm telling you. He used to cook the ro<'k stnne way

with acids and things. He always hail »)mething on his

little stove—the fumes was enough to drive you out of

the place. When he had finished cooking a .sample of

rock he would wa.sh the pulp in a little porcelain dish,

drj' the concentrate, which generallj^ wa.s so small thai

no one could tell what it was without putting it under a

high-power microscope, and then pretend to weigh this

stuff. He called it the button ; and then putting his

jeweler's glass in his eye, he would go to the window

and look carefully at it for a minute or so, talking to

himself in a low tone all the time. Then he would sol-

emnly write out a certificate of assay, stating that the

rock went so many dollars in gold or silver, or copper,

or whatever he claimed it to be, and take the poor

sucker's dollar and invite him to come again. One day

1 took him a piece of white quartzite full of little black

specks of horn-silver. I told him I was hard up and

could not afford to waste any money on an a.ssay, but

w(mld like to have his opinion as to its value, and then,

if he thought it worth while I would have it a.s,sayed or

not as the ease might be. He took the ore to the window

as usual, looked at it for some time earnestly and then

came back to me and says, 'My friend, it's a piece of

s-andstone, not worth assaying; keep j'our money in your

pocket and come in again when yon find something

el.se'."

'"I thanked him for his information, and assured hitn

that I would call again, and then I a.sked him what the

little black specks were. 'Them,' he said, 'is fly specks.'

Fly specks—what do you think of that? The piece of

ore from which I broke my sample had assayed over

1800 ounces silver per ton. and this old fraud didn't

know chloride when he saw it."

"He was as dishonest in his small way," remarked

the timber-man, "as some of the big outfits that defraud

the public out of thousands."

f

Twenty broken cam-shafts at the Simmer Deep

mill on the Rand have been welded, and since worked

from 8 to 491 days, with an average use of 100 days.
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By O. C Ralstosi

*The sudden development of the art of flotation lias

brought about peculiar conditions in the oil market. A
few years ago there was considerable expansion in the

wood-distilling industry throughout the South on the

liope of selling turpentine at not less than 50 cents per

gallon. This hope was never realized and the industry

liecame demoralized owing to excessive production and

the efforts of some plants to keep going even at a loss.

Piue-oil, which previously has had little sale, is a by-

in-oduct from this industry and has been found one of

the best oils for flotation purposes. At the time of the

introduction of the flotation process into the country a

stock of pine-oil was for sale at an attractive figure.

This supplj' of pine-oil and its derivatives has been

hirgely exhausted and we are having to depend upon

current production for the present supply. Hence the

price has soared, and some of the pine-oil on the market

has been adulterated.

During 1915 the principal investigation in connection

with the flotation-oils was conducted for the purpose of

finding a substitute for pine-oil on account of its cost.

Most of the wood-creosotes have proved acceptable and

are now being sold at lower prices than the pine-oils.

How long this condition will continue is a matter of con-

.jeeture. The creosotes have proved to be good preserva-

tives of wood, especially of railroad ties. However, coal-

creosotes excel wood-creosotes for preserving timber, so

that flotation will probably cause most of the wood-

creosote to be diverted from timber preservation.

In view of such a possibility, considerable work has

1ie(m done to determine whether coal-tar and its creosote

<lerivative could not be successfull.y used as flotation-oil.

In many instances it was possible to do so only after

adding a small amount of one of the true wood-oils.

There is some difficulty in getting the thick heavy coal-

tar to mix well with the pulp, so that it is not the most

desirable medium, and for that reason the coal-creosotes

have met with more favor. Consequently, most of the

gas-plants throughout the country have been able to con-

tract for their output of creosote for some time to come.

A similar condition prevails with regard to most of the

wood-oils. There has been somewhat of a rusli in the

milling industry for contracts for these products in

order that proposed mills will be assured of being able

to operate. When Germany gets into the coal-creosote

market again there will doubtless be lower prices for

that particular product.

The petroleum men have not been slow to seek the

flotation-oil market but their products have not as yet

met with much success when used alone. It is possible

Issued by the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

to mix small amounts of pine-oil or creosote with various

petroleum products such as stove-oil and to obtain flota-

tion with some degree of success, but the general ten-

dency of petroleum products is to float both gangue and
mineral non-selectively. The petroleum products that

have met with the most success are some of the crude

oils, such as Texas crude, and especially certain high-

sulphur crude petroleums, obtainable in Kansas and in

California. Stove-oil has met with some success in the

copper-concentrating mills, as copper minerals do not

have to be concentrated to the same degree of purity

as do the lead and zinc minerals.

One other product that has proved successful has

been the kerosene acid sludge from certain of the pe-

troleum refineries. This material is the resultant of the

removal of certain impurities with sulphuric acid and
often consists of as much as 50% sulphuric acid.

The following is a list of dealers in different oils who
have placed on the market various products. A host of

these dealers are prepared to supply these products at

any time, and of fairly uniform quality. None of them
has been able to exactly duplicate their carload shipments,

so that the general practice is to test each shipment of

oil in a laboratory testing device to determine the proper

method of using a given shipment of oil. This non-

uniformity of shipments will doulitless vanish when the

market becomes steady.

DEALERS IN FLOTATION-OILS

WOOD-OILS

Pine-Oils. Resin-Oils, Wood-Creosotes. Tar-Oils. Tiirprntines,

Etc.

1—Pensacola Tar & Turpentine Co.. Gull Point, Pla.

2—General Naval Stores Co., New York.

3—Georgia Pine & Turpentine Co., 1.58 Perry St., New York.
4—Central Distilling Co., Helena, Ark.
5—United Naval Stores Co., New York.
6—American Tar & Turpentine Co., New Orleans, La.
7—Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
8—Chesapeake Tar & Rosin Co., Baltimore, Md.
9—Custer City Chemical Co., Custer City, Pa.

10—Yaryan Naval Stores Co. Brunswick, Ga.
11—Hussay & O'Conuel, Savannah, Ga.
12—Florida Wood Products Co. Jacksonville, Fla.

13—Oregon Wood Distilling Co., Portland, Ore.

14—National Wood Products Co., Wilmington, N. C.

15—Chapman Manufacturing Co., Savannah, Ga.
16—Spiritine Chemical Co., Wilmington, N. C.

Eucalyptui-Oil

17—Atkins, Kroll & Co., San Francisco, Cat, and other im-

porters.

C0.\I,-T.\R, CO.VL-CKEO.SOTES, .^NI) .\ROMATIC HVI)HO(ARBO.V.«

1—The Barrett Co., New York.

2—F. J. Lewis Manufacturing Co., Chicago, III.

3—American Creosoting Co., New Orleans, La.

4—American Tar Products Co., Chicago, 111., and St. Louis, Mo.
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5—Republic Cn^Miotliii: Co., ludlanniiolls. Iiul.. iiiul Mliiiii>n|>-

olla. MIon.

$—Amerlc«n CimU Hi'OnliiK Co.. I)«nver. Colo.

7—Numerous niunU-liuil iiliii Mlnillar coul-gns plniitx.

S—NumorouH by iiroiluct coko-ovcns. such n»:

iVniiDvlviinln Suh'1 Co.. Siovlton. I'a.

National TuIh> Co.. I'eiiwooil. W. Va.

Milwaiiku' Coki- & (Jas I'o.. Mllwauki-e, Win.

IVnnsylvatilii Stwl Co.. l^lmnon. Pa,

Solvay I'nirv.Ms Co.. Syracuse. N. Y.

Hy-rro<liic«s Coke CoriM>rallon. South Chlcano. 111.

Seiuet-Solvay Co.. Detroit. Mich.

Centrnl Iron & Coal Co., Tuscaloosa. Ala.

Ni'u KnKland Gas & Coke Co.. Kvcreft. Muss.

Illinois Slpcl Co.. JoUet. 111.

.Maryland Steel Co.. Simrrows Point. Md.

NKOFTTAL OILS

1—Cottonseed oil. etc.. Southern Cottonseed Oil Co., New York.

2—Corn oil. Corn Products Co.. New York.

3— P;»lni oil. Peter van Schaack & Co.. Chicago. III.

.VMMAL OILS (FATTY ACIDS)

1—Oleic add, Peter van Schaack & Co.. Chicago. 111.

3—Oil flotation grease emulsion. .Mohawk Refining Co.. Cleve-

land. Ohio.

rCTBOLEUM PRODUCTS

Crude, Asphaltum Base

1—California crude:

Union Oil Co.. Santa Paula, Cal.

Associated Oil Co.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Standard Oil Co., Richmond, Cal.

2—Road oil No. SO. Harris Oil Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Reconstructed Petroleum Oils

1—Special mineral separator. Continental Oil Co.. Salt Lake

City. Utah.

2—Solulene and minolene. Star Lubricating Co.. Salt I,ake

City, Utah.

Refined Petroleum Products

1—Stove oil. Standard Oil Co.. San Francisco. Cal.

2—Stanolind. etc.. Continental Oil Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

3—Flotation oils, Utah Oil Refining Co.. Salt Lake City, Utah.

4—Heavy mineral flotation oils. Geo. P. Jones & Co., St.

Louis. Mo.

5—Refinery acid sludge, any refinery.

6—Lubricating oils, any company.

SPF.CI.VL MIXTURES OF MIXERAL AND WOOD OILS

1—Calol oils. Standard Oil Co., Richmond. Cal.

2—Mine & Smelter Supply Co., Denver, Colo.

:i— llvndrl)' & lloltlidlT MaiiiifiiclurlliK & Supiily Co. Uclivii

Colo.

'I'lic ctiKt.s (>r fidtat ion (ills liiivi' varied sn iiuicli. nwinii

tti till* iinsclllcil market, tliat it is alinnst iiiipii.sKililc lo

({ivf an idea ol' wliat llirv sluuilil I'nst. I''iir a rciiiKli ckIj

inatc il is possible to say llial itikIi' pi-iriilriini will cosl

the .same as lor iiljicr piirpitses. .Many n( llic speeiali/ril

priiiliicis such as coal-tar. lislnl altovc. will i-osl alicmt

.")c. or less per (gallon. 'I'lic cojil-cri'osolcs and llu' wood

cri'osolcs cost If) Id :tllc. per jjal. ; the piiic-oils l.'"i In fiOi'

and ciicalypltis-oil will cost .$l..'iO or more per t'al, 'I'ln-

effect of the ending; of the AVar as rcjiards coailar .iinl

creosote in the Anicri<'aii market is uncertain. Iml. so far

as known, wood products will not he affected, and pe

troloiim prodticis for flotation will almost c-crtainly Im-

little affected. I'Motation men do not liki- to have tlieil-

oil costs go over 5c. per ton of slime treated, .iihI iii;iii\

costs are nearer to 2c.. or possibly even less.

There can he no doubt lh;it the hiRhcr-prade pine-oils

and other wood-oils are the best adapted lo general flota-

tion work, but the question of what is comniercially

fea.siiilc is entirely different. Thus, the wood-crcosoti's

are meeting with much favor. Many nl' the special |m

troleum jirodiicts. especially tlio.se hiffh in sulphur, ari-

adaptable for roufih concentration of cojiiier oi'cs. but

the most favored materials for such ores at present seem

to be the coal-tar products in combination with topped

crude petroleum, oils from whicli tlie Jifrlitei' frai-tions

have been removed by distillation. Coal-tars and creo-

sotes, with a small addition of pine-oils, are being used a

great deal in zinc work, and the wood-ereo.sotcs find

favor in the treatment of galena ores. Oold and silver

ores seem to rcrpiire much j)inc-oil. altlioiifrh the pine-

oil can be diluted with some of the coal-creosote' oils.

It will be found that there is a considerable number of

oils that will give good results on any given ore. if the

mechanical treatment is adjusted to suit each given oil.

Following is a tabic showing the amount of floUttion-

oils being consumed every month throughout the TTnited

States. These figures were collected at the beginning of

1916 by direct communication with the companies.

MoxTHLY Consumption' of FYotation-Oils in nn, I'.vited States

Monthly tonnage of ore

Beginning End of 1916, Monthly consumption of flotation-oils, beginning of 1!)1(!. lb.

1916 estimated Wood products

Type of ore Tons Tons Pine-oil Pine-tar oil Eucalyptus Creosote Turpentine

Copper '1.248,000 1,942,000 59,300 750 ... 417.000 1,500

Zinc and complex 248.000 350,000 60,750 667 ... 262,500 3,330

Lead 115,00o 136,000 3,900 ... 216 121.000

Gold and silver . 45,700 123,000 9,830 750 ... 40,250

1,656,700 2,551,000 133,780 2,167 216 840,750 4,830

Monthly consumption of flotation-oils, beginning of 1916, II).

, Coal products , , Petroleum

Type of ore Oleic acid Tar Creosote Cresol Crude Fractions

Copper 677,000 403,000 8,340 79,000 1 ,702,000

Zinc and complex 5,830 10,670 46,500 157,000 41,000

I^ad 9,250 .... 660

Gold and silver 27,450 4,920 .... 7,090 6,250

5,830 71.5,120 46.'?.670 8,340 243,090 1.749.91 1>
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1,176,403.—PuLSATOR Riffle-Jig.

Boston. Mass. Filed Aug. 13, 1914.

Robert H. Richards.

1. The combination with a jig including a screen and means
for producing a unidirectional pulsing upward flow of water
therethrough, of a plurality of transversely extending riffles,

having an inverted L-shape in cross section mounted directly

above the screen.

2. The comlnnation of a sluice having an opening in its

bottom; a screen mounted in said opening; a hutch beneath
said screen; a plurality of closely spaced inverted L-shaped
riffles extending transversely of said sluice mounted im-

mediately above said screen with the upper flanges extending

substantially horizontally in the direction of gravital flow in

the sluice; and means connected with said hutch for producing

a pulsing flow of water through said screen and riffles.

1,172,673. Grinuing-Mill. David Cole, Tucson, Ariz. Filed

Nov. 10. 1913. Serial No. 800,184. (CI. 83—9.)

1. In a grinding mill, the combination of a rotatable hollow
drum adapted to receive material at one end and discharge it,

when ground, at the other end, and having a reversely feeding
spirally corrugated inner surface; and means for rotating said

drum, the spiral being of a direction to move the larger bodies
of the charge in contact therewith, toward the inlet or receiv-

ing end of the drum when the latter is rotated in its normal
grinding direction.

1.170,66.5. Concentration of Ore. Edward Hoit Nutter, San
Francisco, Cal., assignor to Minerals Separation American
Syndicate (1913) Limited. London. England. Filed Aug. 31,

1915. Serial No. 48,169. (CI. 83—85.)
1. A process of concentrating ores which consists in mixing

the finely crushed ore with water, adding a minute quantity
of a product obtained by treating a hydrocarbon (composed
exclusively of hydrogen and carbon) with sulfuric acid, agi-

tating and aerating the mixture to form a froth, and separat-
ing the froth.

2. A process of concentrating ores which consists in mixing
the finely crushed ore with water, adding a minute quantity
of a product obtained by treating a mixture of hydrocarbons
(composed exclusively of hydrogen and carbon) with sulfuric
acid, agitating and aerating the mixture to form a froth, and
separating the froth.

1,173,465. Dredge Sluice-Jig. Donald Steel, Palo Alto, Cal.
Filed Dec. 24, 1914. Serial No. 878,865. (CI. S3—58.)

1. In combination, a sluice, a concentrating apparatus inter-
posed therein for segregating the solids and values from the
feed material, a trap to check the flow of material thereto and
having means for supplying a rising stream of water for
gently feeding part of the solids to said apparatus, an adjust-
able gate on the discharge side of said apparatus above the
over-flow level of the tray for regulating the flow and depth
of quiet water above said apparatus, and a dam below said
.gate to regulate the depth of solids held in the apparatus.

1.170,637. Ore Concentration. Arthur Howard Higgins,
London, England, assignor to Minerals Separation American
Syndicate (1913) Limited, London, England. Filed Aug. 31.
1915. Serial No. 48,177. (CI. 83-85.)

1. A process of concentrating ores which consists in mixing
the finely crushed ore with water, adding a minute quantity
of a sulfuric acid derivative of an organic body, agitating and
aerating the mixture to form a froth, and separating the froth.

2. A process of concentrating ores which consists in mixing
the finely crushed ore with water, adding a minute quantity
of a sulfuric acid derivative of an organic body and a small
quantity of acid, agitating and aerating the mixture to form
a froth, and separating the froth.

1,172.171. Pan-Motion Amalgamator. Karl Senn, Alameda
Cal. Filed Dec. 26, 1913. Serial No. 808.703. (CI. 83-68.)

1. In an amalgamating apparatus, a table arranged at an
incline and having an amalgam plate at its high end, said
table having a pocket adjacent said high end, the inner end
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or the pinto beliiK downluriioil to extend In tin- imikoi. iin

aninlenin |>l«to In the ixx-kct liuvInK It* oiitor ond Imlliifd

downwardly In a direction toward the hiKb end of llu< table

and havlnc lt« tnlllnK end turned downwardly, n third anial-

itnni pinto on tho table luivInK one end undorlyliii; wild tallint:

end of the second ninnlRnin plate and liavInK It8 outer end

iwrtlon concaved to form a iwn the bottom of which oxti'iid.-

below the plane of the third plate, said pan hnvlns a dlschari:

outlet nnd sAld pocket also having a discharge outlet.

1.179.390. SlMKRiXi-MMlilNr. John K. Aiisilii. Monterey.

Mexico, asstcnor to The American Smelting & UcllnlnK Coni-

pany. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled

June 18. 1913. Renewed Sept. 17. 191B.

1. Id a sintering machine, the combination with a movablo

carrler for the material to be treated, of an ignition device

arranged above said carrier, said ignition device comprising a

combustion chamber having an opening therein to receive the

upper portion of the material on said carrier, and means for

supplying a combustible fuel to said chamber.

1.180,089. Pbocess .\nd Appabatus for Separation oi- Orks

BY Fi.oiATiox. Albert W. Thompson, Pitchburg, Mass., and

David Cole. El Paso. Tex.: said Thompson assignor to G. M.

Parks Company, Pitchburg, Mass.. a Corporation of Massa-

chusetts. Piled Jan. 13, 1916.

1. An improvement in the step of breaking down the troth in

the flotation process of recovering metallic contents from ores.

which consists in impinging the froth with, a jet of gaseous

fluid commingled with globules of a liquid.

1,170,848. APFARATCS FOB ASD PbOCESS OF CLASSIFYING MIN-

ERALS. Robert H. Richards, Boston, Mass. Filed July 25, 1907.

Serial No. 385,503. (CI. 83—82.)

~-„ r s, _ J
'J*

c ^

1. A classifier having a pocket of substantially constant area

in horizontal cross-section throughout its entire depth, and

huviiiK It rhaiiiber below wild tioekel in coinniiinlciitliin llieie-

with liy u IhoroiiKhfiiie both i-micciil ruled tuid roimtiictcd wllli

reference to at leuHl one illiiiiMi»loti of mild pocket iiieiiKiiri-il

In a horizontal plane, whereby (iiilckHund roiiilllJDiiH may lie

niaiiitalned in wild pocket and a high velocity of lUiw in wild

thoroughfare, a water inlet to Hiild chamber, and a dlHcharge

from .'*ald chainber for hravler gnilns or pnrllcli'K incvlnuHly

passed throiiKh wild thoroughfare.

l,179,6r).S. Ai.lTATlNO AMI Sirm.l.vc. Tank, .loliii K. Uolli

well, lliitte, Mont., assignor to Colorado Iron WorkH C^inipany,

Denver, Colo., a Corporation of Maine. I'"ll(d Apr. 11, 1!M4.

Serial No. 831,298. Renewed Sept. in. ini.'i.

1. An apparatus of the class described comprising a tank,

means for maintaining agitation therein, means for simul-

taneously withdrawing clear liquid therefrom and means above

the normal level of the contents of the tank for withdrawing a

portion of the material circulated through the agitation means.

1.179.522. Process ok Extbactikg Metals Pro.m Tiieib Ores.

William E. Greenawalt, Denver, Colo. Filed Sept. 30, 1912.

1. A process of extracting metals from their ores whiih

consists in treating the ore with dilute sulfuric acid; separat-

ing the resulting rich metal sulfate solution from the gangue

and introducing it into the cathode compartment of an elec-

trolyzer; washing the residue and introducing the washwater

into the anode compartment; then electrolyzing the solutions,

whereby copper is precipitated at the cathode and the acid

radical transferred to the anode, thus enriching the anolyte in

acid; rejecting the cathode solution: returning the anode solu-

tion to the ore which In turn becomes the metal solution to be

electrolyzed as the catholyte while fresh washwater is used

as the anolyte, and repeating this cycle of solution, precipita-

tion and regeneration as often as necessary to get the desired

results.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's ^reat mining centres by our oicii correspondents.

MAGALIA, CALIFORNIA

Past and PKESE^•T.

—

Lode and Drift Mixes.

The Magalia district of Butte county is experiencing a real

live revival. It has been a famous gold producer in past years,

approximately $50,000,000 having been taken from drift, placer,

and surface mines within a radius of 10 miles of Magalia.

The third largest nugget in the State was found here in the

Willard claim or Red Hill, it weighing 832 oz., worth $13,312.

This claim also produced a 132-oz. nugget, and several weigh-

ing from 70 to 145 oz. The Perschbaker or Magalia drift

mine was exceedingly rich in its day. For a generation the

district has slumbered, with only a small amount of work

being irregularly done; but the past few months have wit-

nessed a change, with some really important developments.

The Springer and Mathewson mines on the Mathewson dike,

7 miles from Magalia, have been bonded by Harry M. Thomp-
son representing San Francisco capital. A steam-shovel of

1500-cu. yd. capacity in 10 hours has been operated for two

months. Working with this machine is a large crusher fol-

lowed by rolls reducing ore to 1-in. size. From the rolls the

product is run through sluice-boxes to catch the coarse gold.

The head and tail samples are carefully assayed. If the latter

are worth it they will be re-ground in tube or ball-mills. At

present the work is entirely for sampling purposes. The vein-

matter being opened is extensive. Ten men are employed.

Results have been so satisfactory that last week the sampling

was stopped. A concentrating plant is now being erected.

The Willard claim, or Red Hill, as it is better known, four

miles from Magalia, has been bought through W. B. Young

for San Francisco people and will be operated at once. The

purchase price is reported to be $10,000 cash. This property

has been idle for nearly 20 years.

The Eureka (quartz), on Little Butte 'creek, has been ex-

amined recently by an engineer and a deal is expected in the

near future. The property is owned by C. Crowder and others

of Chico, who recently purchased it from J. Mugford and

associates, all local people. At present a drift-channel is

being opened. Eugene Richards is foreman and 8 men are

employed.

W. F. Anderson has bonded a quartz property at Yankee

Hill; operations will be started this summer.

Rich ore has been found at the Smith-Understock quartz

mine on the west branch of Butte creek. A cross-cut to the

vein was driven 120 ft. The ore shows plenty of free gold.

The title to this property is in dispute at present, but the

owners have a good pi'operty.

The drift mines are active also, a.s is shown by the follow-

ing:

The Robinson, on the west branch of Butte creek, is being

opened by J. A. Veatch, backed by San Jose and Napa people.

Eight to ten men are employed, and an incline is being driven

to open the old river channel. This company is also operating

the Royal drift mine, four miles below the Robinson. Six

men are at work extending the main adit to cut the channel.

The report that this company has under option all of the

drift mines along the Big Butte ridge is erroneous, as the

titles to some of these claims are in dispute, the railroad

lands also being mixed up in it. Carelessness in the matter

of assessment work is the main cause of trouble in most

cases.

The Oro Fino is producing, with W. F. Anderson in charge

of 6 to S men. At the Blue Hog, near Magalia, 6 men are

working under J. Evans. This drift mine is owned by Los

Angeles people, and is at present under bond to San Fran-

ciscans. The old Thompson drift mine above Magalia is

being opened by G. C. Allen and Chico men. An incline is

being sunk to the channel. Four men are employed. .1. F.

Littlefield, representing the Sutro interests, is at work with

4 men on a drift-channel adjoining the Eureka property on

Little Butte creek. The well-known Mineral Slide drift

mine on Little Butte creek, from which over $1,000,000 has

been extracted, is expected to resume operations shortly.

The Lucky .John drift mine adjoining the Mineral Slide is

being opened by J. D. Hubbard and associates, with 4 men.

Judging from the number of engineers and others looking

for gold mines, that have been in Magalia during the past

month, it seems as if the old district is about to take on a

new lease of lite. The gold is more diflScult to win now, but

plenty of it is left. Once capital becomes interested in drift-

mining, and good results are secured, more will be obtainable.

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
Some Pebtinent Remarks on Mexican Conditions

In my letter published in the Press of January 29, I stated

that the dominant faction, the Carranza, was the "best-be-

haved" of all; but in order that no false hopes may be raised

in the breasts of mining men by this adjective, I shall now
endeavor to explain what is meant by good behavior from a

Mexican revolutionary taction. It is curious that the Liberal

leader, Venustiano Carranza, should have been—like his arch

reactionary enemy, Victoriano Huerta—a graduate of the Diaz

school of cientificos or systematic grafters. However, such is

the fact, and all available evidence indicates that the State

army which Carranza usec(, when he first led his Constitutional

army against the usurper Huerta in 1913, had originally been

got ready to fight Madero, because the latter had been so offi-

cious as to undertake to investigate the disappearance of Fed-

eral funds entrusted to Carranza as governor of Coahuilla.

If Huerta had been a different man, he might have succeeded

in his usurpation in spite of both Carranza and President

Wilson; but as his only mental equipment was a certain bull-

dog tenacity and ferocity, he was bound to fail in his attempted

task of restoring the haceiicl<idos or slave-holders to power.

Huerta was not shrewd enough to understand that the Madero

revolution had tolled the knell for Mexican peonage, and that

no ruler can re-enslave his native masses when once they have

been awakened, unless he possesses an irresistible force of

alien mercenaries. Moreover, whatever military sagacity he

possessed was continually befogged by douches of brandy,

which liquid was likewise the inspiration for his numerous

political assassinations, performed in a style worthy of the

best traditions of the African Gold Coast.

In spite of Huerta's political blunders and military stupid-

ity, Carranza made little headway against him until he was

lucky enough to get the aid of that invincible pair: Villa and

Angeles, the first, a born leader of ruffians; the other a foreign-

educated officer of artillery. The removal of the United States

embargo on arms, in February. 1914, was soon followed by the

fall of Huerta's stronghold of Torreon. And the seizure of

Vera Cruz, two months later, by Admiral Fletcher, and the loss
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o( ZarAlii'na soon «((rr, dcrlcled lluvrln to ulnrt for :i Kiiro|K>iiii

lrl|> while Ihc goliiK wiiB kIIII Kuotl.

Tlu> viitranr« of llio I'uuKtlliKloniUlHtii Into .Moxlcu ('lt>. hi

AuKiiKt ISM, wn» hulled with Joy by resident IJbernIa; i>veu

thouKh the JudlrluUM wirv Rrlovpd at the vntu nmount of Mlolcn

I>po|>orly, oK|ierlnlly horses, thsit wim nniintod l>y the vIrlorloUH

IHMTiilors.' This KrU'f wan Intrt-u.sed when I ho lenldnitii won'

Initiated Into the niymorles of intervi-ntlon;' which tmiilled

the wholesale sfUuro without payment of private houses,

nuttmioliiles. or aiiyihInK else that happi'iied to In- defined as

a "nillltiiry neoesslly" by the various cenerals. The rllniax

i-amo when Luis Cahrero. the spokesman of Carranza. arose In

the t;eneml military convention of September and announred

an Indefinite sus|ienslon of the Constitution, and Its Runrantees

of individual rlRhts. In order that the Kevoliilloiilsts nilubt

avoid any local obstacle In their work of reconstruction. Curi-

ously cnoucb the Convcnilon. when it had moved from Mexico

Oily to AKuascalientes in Octolier and depos<nl Carranzn as

Rrst Chief in favor of Kulnlio Gutierrez, announced Us ad-

herence to the Constitution. So. thereafter, there existed the

anomaly—possible only among a i)eople as illogical as the

Mexicans—of a "Constitutional' party repudiating the Consti-

tution and of an 'AntiConstltutional' parly accepting It.

In the subsequent fratricidal struggle between Carranza and

the Convention (descril)ed in my letter of April SI the "un-

niorallty" of the Mexican people was never better exhibited

than by the apathy with which they viewed the unscrupulous

methods, used by both sides for partisan advantage, from the

disregard of life and property to the Incitement of race

hatred. Thus, several Vera Cruz policemen were shot by Gen-

eral Candldo Agtiilar for the heinous offense of continuing at

their posts during the American occupation. During February

191S. when General Obregon was "castigating" Mexico Citj-

with the help of Dr. Atl. he had that adventurous artist select

a number of the best paintings in the National Museum, and

soon thereafter these treasures mysteriously disappeared from

their frames and started for parts unknown. But the most

abominable of all the crimes of the Mexican liberators has

been their organized system for starving the very people they

came to liberate. This system was first used extensively by

General Obregon in Mexico City during the punishment in-

flicted for its partiality to the Convention. It involved the

stoppage of wholesale food importation, by failure to provide

railroad-cars, and the closing-down of the chief employing

concerns, by various devices. Among the latter, the most ef-

fective was the organization or encouragement of the local

unions of the Casa del Ohrero (I. W. W.) by the clever Dr.

All. For. with an enthusiastic 'local,' a Government agent, in

the guise of a 'comrade.' could easily call a strike and force a

factory to shut-down rather than yield to his impossible de-

mands. When food became dearer every day. and no work
was obtainable, the workmen had the choice between Car-

ranza's army and starvation, but the helpless women and

children had only the latter alternative.

In the case of the Mexico City tramways, the Government
got np a strike as an excuse for 'intervention,' in 1914, and

has since operated them, as it is also now operating all the

privately-owned railroads. In Mexico City the American Red
Cross and a German relief society fed thousands for a while,

but in October. Carranza prohibited further foreign charity,

and the stricken masses began again to perish rapidly of

famine and typhus. At first, the famine was artificial, having

been organized by Obregon to recruit the army: but it soon

became genuine, owing to the wholesale export of food during

the spring of 1914. Part of this export was conducted directly

by Carranza. in exchange for foreign munitions, and the bal-

ance was handled by all sorts of traders, who rushed to enjoy

the huge profits incidental to exportation from a country in

the throes of a rapidly depreciating currency.

Although the export taxes had been put on a gold basis and

greatly augmented, the Mexican currency fell much faster than

prIcOH rose. An ('arnin/a xaw Ibiil llie ItmiH shiirr iif llie priitU

from exiHirliillon wiih kIIII tlowlim into privati- pockelH, be

decided to organize an export monopiily. TIiIk monopoly whh

called Iho (\i*«i Krporlatlora. Anoil l.n (Itirdti and lis art fill

combination, for Its own ondB. of Ibo dlffrrenl lirancheH of Ibe

pollllcal nduilnlHtrntlon. iiidiciile (hat the Ingenuity of the

Mexican mind hiuj been gn-iilly underrated by some critics.

The ex|)()rl iiionopoly ntlll/.ed the servlcrs of Ibe Federal, Stale,

and Muiililpnl govornmi-nls and of the r.-illniails (all of wbli-h

are now •InlervriuMr by Curraii/iil In Ibe following niiiiiiiir

The Federallon prohlblU'd llie export of food from llie niilloiial

territory, while the Stales prohlblled Iih exporl beyoncl Ibeir

own boundaries, and Installed 'iireboKlal' c'oiiimllteeH to llx

Its selling price. Each municlpnllly had also a prebostal suli-

committee. Finally, the Casa La CJarda was given flr»t choice

In Ibo assignmeni of empty lallroad-carH,

The trap being set, we may now watch its functioning in a

cerlain maizc-ralslng Slate during tlie autumn of I'.il.'i. Owing

to the ex|K)rt of the old crop. Ibe new maize began lo sell at

the hitherto unknown price of $i;(i i.Mexican paper) per lieclo-

litre (2.75 bushels). Iinniodialely ihe I'rebostal Conuiilltee

came to the rescue of the "defrauded masses' and to save them

from the "unscrupulous greed of the traffickers in human
misery" announced a legal maximum price for maize (beyoml

which no one could sell under pain of confiscation) of %M per

hectolitre. The jiroducers were astounded, but helpleBs, and

most of them hid their maize to await a better price. Soon

the big producers were visited by Ihe suave agents of the Casa

La Garda and offered $40 per hectolitre for their grain. Fear-

ing discovery of their stock by the Prebostal Committee, and a

possible confiscation on the charge of "hoarding," many pro-

ducers accepted the La Garda offer and delivered their hidden

maize to its wailing railroad-car.';. Then, in spite of State

boundaries and port detectives, the La Garda grain found no

obstacle in soon reaching the hold of an Allaiitic liner, and

departing on its mission lo finally gladden the heart of some

European chief of commissary. As an additional perqnisile,

the Casa La Garda controlled its returning empties, and lucky

was the importer who could secure one of them for a premium

(beyond the railroad charges) of less than $3000 per car.

The result of these adroit maneuvers of the Casa La Gard.i

was that the price of the staple foods—maize and beans, which

had weakened a little at the time of the autumn harvests of

191.5—began to soar again in December and in l-'ebruary l!)1i;

reached the prices of the .-August famine. At present writing,

food prices on paper are far beyond the February level and are

following closely the equivalent prices abroad in gold. Had the

export-prohibitive decrees of last October been really enforced,

the price of food would have continued on the basis of local

paper money and thousands of the innocent victims of starva-

tion and pestilence would now be alive. In only a few in-

dustries has it been practicable to advance wages as fast as

the rise of prices.

Ostensibly, the vast profits of the Casa La Garda go to the

Government, to pay the huge expenses involved in the mainten-

ance of its army of 150,000 men. And though, many affirm that

the bulk of the profit is really diverted to the gaping pockets

of the inner ring of Carranza generals and politicians, I have

no conclusive evidence on this point. But whoever gets the

gain, the results of the export operations are equally disastrous

for the proletariat, whom Carranza came to "rescue and save."

The very perfection of the La Garda export machine will tempt

its controllers to continue its functioning long after any

military excuse for it has ceased; and in this event the Mex-

ican people are surely doomed to decimation by a famine of a

severity and extent unknown even in Hindustan.

The paper-money plague (described in my January letter)

still overshadows and hoodoos all commercial transactions.

The Government acknowledges the issue of 1*700,000,000 of

genuine Provisional Government and Constitutional Army

notes, while the number of 'counterfeit' bills is legion. Gen-
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eral Gringas was shot dead last sumniei- by his own Carranza
taction for the crime of passing counterfeit money, strangely

enough within a year of surviving a volley from a firing squad
of the opposite party. The Gringas operations involved mostly
the circulation of f*50 and PlOO Provisional-Government bills,

and were the cause of the extensive official 're-sealing,' which
was practised subsequently to ensure the genuineness of these

denominations. There is good reason to believe that General
Gringas was simply a scapegoat for men higher up, and that

these latter were among the chief officials of the Carranza
treasury department.

On May 1. when the old notes had already reached a value
of below 2c. (U. S.) per peso, they began to be replaced by a
new issue of "unfalsifiable" bills which are redeemed in gold,

at the rate of 10c. (U. S.) per peso, by a newly appointed
Comision de Camhios. The old notes are decreed to be worth
•only one-fourth as much as the new notes and are continued
as legal tender only until July 1, beyond which date probably
no one, not even the Comision de Cambios itself, knows what
will be their status or value.

The handling of the Carranza paper mouey has exhibited as

much knavery but much less cunning than that of the export
monopoly. In fact, the main reliance for the success of the

former has been the paper decree. These decrees have formed
the chief literary output of the Revolution and have been
printed by the million and posted everywhere—a fresh one
nearly every day—to announce to the victims the intentions of

their "benevolent" rulers. Nowhere—not even in an American
legislature—has there ever existed such a childlike belief in

the efficacy of human fiat. Every subject has been tackled,

from the fixation of prices and wages to the compulsory liter-

atization of the whole peon class within eight months, but,

luckily for the victims, the enforcement of the new decrees has
usually lagged far behind their announced content.

Perhaps the worst mistake in the fiat-money operations has
been the gradual repudiation by the Government of its own
notes for the payment of public dues. After putting the min-
ing, the export, and the import taxes on a gold basis, it an-

nounced, on May 1, a gold basis for railroad-fares and freight-

rates. Though the subsidized I. W. W. propaganda (described
in my January letter) was suppressed last February, the I. W.
\\'. unions still remain, and these recently declared a general
strike of railroad men who demanded the payment of wages on
a gold basis. After being out two days the strikers were put
under martial law and ordered back to work, pending "due con-

sideration of their grievances." This strike indicates that the
worm has at last turned and that the workers are beginning to

refuse to be the chief victims of the rule of fools and of rogues,

posing as reformers. If the demands of the railroaders are
granted, the Army will be the next to request the payment of

its wages in gold, and this event is liable to finish the Car-

ranza regime. As the Mexican army has no commissary, a
soldier must buy his food from his pay. Under Diaz, the
daily wage of the common soldier was 62 centavos; this -was

increased to ?1 under Madero and 1*1.50 under Huerta. But
these wages were all in silver, while the 1*2. .50 rate, now paid
by Carranza, represents only 25 centavos in silver, and with
food prices aijproaching a gold basis the soldier is finding it

increasingly difficult to live on his wages.
At jireseut, the two chief obstacles to the general resump-

tion of operations by equipped mines are the laclc of railroad

transport and of protection for life and property. Thousands
of locomotives and cars have been destroyed since 1911, and
the survivors are mostly monopolized for the Army, the Casa
La Garda, or by some local general as his personal perquisite.

Even the ownership by a mining company of its own rolling-

stock gives no assured relief, for such is liable to be "inter-

vened" at any time for military purposes. Only a few rich

districts, like Pachuca, have enjoyed anything like regular

transportation, and this is due to sheltered locations and the
fiscal interest of the Government in maintaining the bullion

outputs of the operating companies. Even these i)roiierties are
not able to work at full capacity.

The danger of brigandage takes two forms: first, it may
come from the visits of organized bands of rebels, who may
merely collect all the arms, powder, and cash in sight and
depart, or stay and make a systematic clean-up of everything
from the brass pumj)-valves to the manager's underwear; and
second, it may arise from the discharge of a vicious workman,
who is liable to seek revenge by joining the local garrison and
return a few days later to attack his erstwhile employer, ac-

companied by a group of fellow-soldiers as unscrupulous and
blood-thirsty as himself.

Like his reactionary predecessors, Carranza maintains a

rigid censorship and a complete collection of official news-
papers to supply misinformation to a credulous populace. In

the Capital are the morning vultures El PueMo and E]

Democrata, and the evening viper of the literary Dr. Atl called

the Accion Mundial. There is also the weekly Revista Nacional.

and a separate dally for nearly every State capital. In Mexico
City is established an official press bureau, guided by two
American newspaper men whose function is to censor all

foreign telegrams and to prepare such local bulletins as are

considered suitable for foreign consumption. The limitations

enforced by law and public opinion, on even the yellow journai-

ist of the United States, do not bother his Mexican brother, pro-

vided the latter has loyalty to his temporary political chief

and literary skill; his pen is as free as the wind, and neither

truth, decency, or consideration of consequence need hamper
the soaring or sinking of its composing muse.

In spite of the above facts, the existing woes of Mexico are

not entirely due to Carranza's incompetence or his subalterns'

viciousness; they proceed as much from historical and social

causes. Indeed, many of the Federal and State executive de-

partments now contain various well-intentioned officials; and
if few of these have the knowledge and ability required for

efficient work, this is a result of the wretched educational

system maintained by the Diaz dictatorship. For this reason,

no executive efficiency can be expected from any Mexican
regime of this generation that chooses to continue the present

rule against the employment of foreign experts in public

offices.

The Diaz usurpation of ISTfi arrested the progress that

Mexico had been making toward self-government under Juarez

and Lerdo de Tejada. Though Diaz and his rascally henchmen
were shrewd enough to maintain peace (so as to encourage the

foreign enterprises, from whose legal and illegal taxation

they thrived), they left the official and educated classes of

Mexico in a much worse moral and mental state than they

found them. The destructive anarchy, now so prevalent among
even the Carranza leaders, simply arises from the possession

of modern weapons by men who have never been disciplined

by education, and have followed their own wild impulses from
the cradle upward. If Mexico could find a local Kossuth or

Garibaldi she might hope for salvation from even her present

dreadful plight; but as such a discovery is most improbable,

it is considered by thoughtful natives that the only remedy is

an appeal to the United States for such aid as she gave Cuba
under like circumstances.

At all large sales here of New York exchange. Army officers

are eager buyers and hundreds of them now have tidy fortunes,

safely deposited in American banks, as the concrete result of

three arduous years of patriotic labor. It is unlikely therefore

that many of Carranza's officers will care to fight the country

where their fortunes are deposited and where they soon expect

to move to enjoy them. As for the rabble of peons, ranging in

age from 7 to 70 and impressed into the Army by starvation,

they have little love for their leaders and less for their Govern-

ment. Thus, the American punitive expedition, should it de-

cide to stay indefinitely in Mexico, might be heartily welcomed
by everyone except Carranza ; and his resistance would prob-

ably be restricted to big words at long range.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
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ALASKA

Thirty tliri'f miU's ot track is luiiiploled oil the railroail

from AnchoraRtf, allowing fairly fust trains to run. On the

branch linr to the MaiuiiiisliH coalflold there are tiTU men at

work. At all iiointH there are :;024 men on the pay-roll, also

306 hors«s. On May 19 Conitress at Washington voted an a|>-

propriation of 16.247.000 for the railway.

ClU.SAN.V

It ts reiwrted that A. McGettigan and others have dis-

covered rich Kravol 20 miles from Shushanna City.

JC.VEAU

The Alaska Gold Mining & Development Co. has been in-

corjiorated by Carl E. I-iind and Ray H. Stevens of .Itincau

and John McWilliams of Douglas, with a capital of $1,000,000

to acquire, develop, and operate mining properties wherever
found.

The incline shaft at the Ready Bullion mine was completed
to 24SS ft. depth, with an inclination of 70°. on May 24. Sink-

ing and raising connected with great exactness, credit being
given to the surveyor at the Alaska Treadwell. .1. .Johnson.

Work commenced on March 10. 191.=;. The completion of this

shaft, although an expensive undertaking, will be a money-
saver. Ore will now be hoisted to the surface at a saving in

some instances of over a quarter of a mile haul. The old

shaft will be used for filling only.

VaI.I)EZ

According to the Valdez Miner, the season for the Prince

William Sound copper mines opens full of promise and with
increased activity. The Latouche. Ellaniar. Granby, Three-
Man, Alaska Mines. Reynolds-Alaska. Seattle-Alaska, Thomas,
Dickey, and many others on the mainland and islands in the

Sound are developing well.

ARIZONA
Yavap.vi CotXTT

Churn-drilling is to be done at the Shea property, adjoining
tne Copper Chief at Jerome. This is the first time that any
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worked above 3200 ft. A 5c. assessment has been levied. The
mine is equipped Vifith an electrically-driven 40-stamp mill,

steam hoist, electric punijjs. and other modern machinery.

The shaft is in excellent condition.

Sutter Creek, May 31.

Calavekas County

(Special Correspondence.)—An option and lease have been

taken on the Ozark gravel mine, Six-mile creek, near Angels

Camp, by R. E. Herndon, C. Fishman, and D. Headington.

The property has been unwatered and the old workings

cleaned out and re-timbered. A 10-hp. hoist and a rotary mill

have been installed, all driven by electric power. Mr. Hern-

don is resident there. New ground is being opened, and it

is expected that the mill will soon be treating good gravel from

the lower channel.

The Economic mine near Esmeralda is being operated

by the Standard Amalgamated Exploration Corporation.

Equipment consists of a 20-stamp mill and a gasoline-driven

electric lighting plant.. A 100-hp. motor-driven compressor is

being installed, electric power supplied by the P. G. & E. Co.

The property has been extensively developed from the adit-

level. The main adit is out 1100 ft. north, from which an
east cross-cut has been run 1200 ft., and a west cross-cut 400

ft. ; 1400 ft. of raises have been put up, and a large body of

ore has been developed. It is expected that the stamp-mill

will be started in about 30 days. L. Robin is superintendent

and consulting engineer.

Angels Camp, May 22.

Eldorado Cou-xty

At the Montezuma mine, 10 miles south-west of Placerville,

the new shaft is down S30 ft. Cross-cutting is under way at

500 and SOO ft., where on both levels wide shoots of $5 to $10

ore has been opened. The mine is under option to G. Wingfield

and W. J. Loring of the California Exploration Co. De-

velopment in the Rhetta, south of the Montezuma, is reported

to be very satisfactory.

Nevada County

In the east drift at ISOO ft. in the Providence mine of the

North Star company rich ore lias been opened, much of it con-

taining telluride of gold.

Six feet of ore showing free gold and arsenical pyrite has

been cut in an adit of the Red Ledge mine, near Washington.

Williamson brothers and C. Cole are owners.

Plumas County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Engels Copper company has

commenced cross-sectioning its survey (location) for a rail-

way up Indian creek from the Western Pacific line to the

mine. The present transport scheme for concentrate is aerial

tram to Lower Camp, then in three wagons, carrying 25 tons,

hauled by a caterpillar-tractor, usin? distillate, to Taylorsville,
'

finally to the W. P. line at Keddie by motor-truck. The light

steel bridges on the county roads make the last change neces-

sary.

A number of prospects in this district are worthy of atten-

tion.

Taylorsville, May 26.

COLORADO
During .lune the leading metal producers in the State will

raise wages, affecting 5000 miners. It is thought that the

increase will be general, benefiting a total of 25,000 employees.

Boulder Couxtv

(Special Correspondence.)—The Blue Jay and Burnt Moun-

tain claims In the Nederland tungsten district have been taken

over by J. Conners of Oatman, Arizona, and S. T. Weller of

Denver. A company called the Tungsten Girl Co. will operate

the properties. In the transaction a good deal of cash changed

hands, while the original owners will receive royalties until

the total price is paid. Both mines have good prospects. Ore
will be treated at the National Tungsten Co.'s mill, whose
property adjoins.

Ward, June 2.

Ouray County

In The Plaindealer of Ouray on May 23 a brief history of

mining in this county is given by William Rathmell. In Sep-

tember 1S74, prospectors located claims. Permanent settle-

ment started in lS7G-'77. Up to 1893 the region was consid-

ered a silver-lead producer; after that gold predominated.

PART OF THK SAN JUAN REGION.

Such mines as the Camp Bird, Yankee Girl, Guston, and

American Nettie were opened later. The country consists of a

deeply-scored volcanic plateau, the volcanics lying on a great

series of sedimentaries.

The Camp Bird company reports as follows for the first

quarter of 191C:

Ore treated, tons 6,813

Bullion and concentrate sold $215,075

Profit (after deducting London and Paris charges)... 135,000

Profit from Santa Gertrudis, Mexico 206,000

Development totaled 1101 ft. There was spent on the cross-

cut adit from the mill, $19,421. It is in 329 ft., of the total of

10.700 ft. to reach the vein. The work is to be performed by

the Camp Bird Tunnel, Mining & Transportation Co. The

measurable ore reserves are reduced to a negligible quantity

of about 1200 tons, and there is little prospect of developing

any more of consequence in the Camp Bird vein until after the

adit has reached the vein. Work in ninth level discloses a

character of vein and rich ore showing along the floor fully

sufficient to warrant exploration at greater depth. Further,

this stretch of ground represents but about 10% of a miner-

alized vein, the remainder of which can only be worked with

any degree of safety, if indeed at all, through a drainage-tun-

nel; and while it is possible the ground immediately under

No. 9 level might be explored by sinking No. 3 shaft, the other

907c of the vein would still remain but partly developed. For

this reason it was decided not to sink a shaft that would only

partly develop, but to drive a drainage-tunnel, with the com-

pletion of which will leave all of the mineralized stretch, some

4000 ft, in length, accessible for exploration at minimum
expense.

Teller County (Cripple Creek)

(Special Correspondence.)—The Consolidated Mines & Re-

duction Co., with head office at Denver, is developing the Buck-
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horu. KUl) WVIIn. OiiiUr iiilnp. TiMidorfool tunnol, nnd Kiln

\V. rliilma. Mont of th«' ort- alilpiiod. 3 rurlomlA iwr wim-U,

coniM from the IViiilp. Tho Kfiumkl miiHTtmendeiit, Juiiioh A.

Poit*. formorly of Snn Francisco. statoH that Ihc comimny In-

tends con»triictlnt: n concfUlruiInK plnnt of SOO-ton cnpncltv

on Ita proiHTty. Tht> mlllottc hiw iH'cn selwtod. nnd ImildlnK

otwratlons will commoner not liilor thnn Si>i>leinlK«r of thin

year. The mill will In- of Riniilnr construction to tliow in

RODcral use In the district. dllTcrInK only In thm notation con-

ct'utmtlou will bo featured to n givater extent thnn h;i« been

heretofore attempted here. It U the. Intent Ion of the company

to give preferenc* to flotation over gravity-concentration, pos-

sibly to the extent of eliminating the tables entirely. Future

oiienitlons of this plant. If proposed plans are carried out.

should be of general Interest to the mining fraternity.

Cripple Creek. May 2S.

Gold output of the dlsirici duriiii; May was $1,185,840 from

84.ISO tons of ore.

IDAHO
LeMIII Cor.NTY

(Special Corres|)ondence.)—Two 25-hp. oil engines, machine-

drills, and other machinery have arrived at the Copper Queen

mine. 20 miles from Salmon City.

The tungsten mine on Patterson creek shipped 100 sacks of

65Cc concentrate in April, worth a total of $40,000.

There are more mining deals in progress in the district

than for years. An active season has begun.

Salmon City. May 22.

SlIOSUONE COVNTY (CoEl'B D'ALE.NE)

Owing, it is said, to the physical condition of the Marsh

mine at Burke, and the company's financial condition, the

Kline and mill are closed indefinitely. Some directors voted

themselves a lease on Marsh ground, in spite of protests by

E. Pohlman of Spokane. In April, he said, the mill feed

averaged "c, lead; a profit was made on this. On May 15 the

cash resources were $15,000. The mine contains 20.000 tons

of ore.

The new 125-ton mill at the Hypotheek mine is ready for

work. The ore averages 10% lead and 10 oz. silver per ton.

Concentrate of 35 to 40% grade will go to the North|)ort

smelter. At 500. 700. and 900 ft. depth the mine has two

years' reserves.

Construction of a spur from the O.-W. R. & N. line at Kel-

logg to the new smelter of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan com-

pany is soon to begin. Excavation for the plant is also to

commence. W. K. Mallett of Anaconda will be in charge of

erection.

The pay-roll for the Mullan district in May totaled $110,000

for labor alone. Of this the Federal paid $60,000; Hunter.

$30,000; and National. $10,000.

MICHIGAN
The Coi'PEB Colntby

(Special (Correspondence.)—Utilization of mill tailing for

underground filling is again in vogue In the different mines

of the Copper Range company, where practicable. The Quincy
now proposes to use the same system.

There is reason to believe that the Quincy will have but

little future trouble from severe air-blasts. Some years ago

when the situation was at its worst manager Lawton put into

practice the plan of maintaining a 200-ft. solid rock surround-

ing each shaft as it was sunk. This required the locking-up

of a great deal of valuable ore near the shaft, but it was

effective, as there have been no air-blasts in any of the lower

levels since that time. Every blast, has, on the other hand,

occurred at a point half-way from surface to the bottom, and

when damage has been done to the shaft proper it has hap-

pened where shaft-pillars were pailicularly narrow. The
reason for the hope that there will not be future trouble comes

from I 111' fiii-t that HliiiflH .No. :: and 7 "came home." iih (In

ConilHli mlncrH tuiys, Homo thin' mko. Anil a couple of wcckH

iiKo No. Hhuft "canii" home" too, n llltlc late, but doltiK Honio

dumoKO In KottlUK In. ThnnkM to foroHlKhl there wan not a

falnllty nor n Horlous Injury reMullIng from the No. (i air

blast. Further than that, u re-arrnnKenient of the nilniTs

above till' .-^pol where llie ilaniuKi' wan iloni- made It poKHlble

to maintain product inn of lorU at a flKure nearly nornuil The

shaft was damaged for a illslance of scvoral huiiilri'd feet, and

repair work has been baslrniil to a ri'markable extent.

Houghton. May 23.

MISSOURI

.I.v.-^n.ii Cm \ I \ ( .Ion I s I

\Vli(-n complete early In .lune. the 1). C. & K. No. 2 i-mi

renlraling plant north of \Vi'l)li City will have a capacity of

1500 tons per 24 hours. Part of the ore comes direct from tin-

crusher to the roupher-jIgR. eliminating a lot of feed to Hie

rolls. Ore Is mined at a depth of J 34 to IfiO ft.

Ore prices declined again due to lower spelter, the range

being between $r,0 and $95 per ton. The lower average basis

lirice for May means a reduction of 50c. per day In wages for

.lune. namely, $3.75. The output of the MisHOtirl-KanHaK-

Oklahoma region last week was 5S22 Ions blende, 2fiS tons

calamine, and 992 tons lead, averaging $75. $52, and $92 per

ion. respectively. The total value was $545.S]1.

MONTANA
Lewis and Ci.ark County

With a capital of 1.500,000 $1 shares, the Thomas Cruse

Mining & Development Co. has been incorporated. Richard

Cruse is president. The Thomas Cruse estate, including the

Franklin mine in the Scratch (travel district, the Bald Moun-

tain mine and other properties, collectively known as the Cruse

mine at Marysville, the Blue Cloud and other mining claims

in Lewis and Clark county, the Jackson Creek and other

claims and real estate in .Jefferson county; numerous mining

claims in Meagher county; 1000 acres of patented oil-land in

the heart of the oilfields near the Montana-Wyoming boundary

line, not far from Red LodRe; and real estate in the city of

Helena, are to be developed.

SlU'EBBOW COUNTV

The Butte Workingmen's Union is demanding an increase

of 50c. per day in wages, and a strike has started which may

spread to great proportions. At present this does not affect

the mines.

NEVADA
Clark County

Ore shipments from Goodsprings in April were 1)etwe.en 5000

and 6000 tons. Production increases each month, new mines

entering the list. Tungsten is being mined at Clark moim-

tain. 31 miles from Goodsprings.

Elko County

(Special Correspondence.)—There are three well-equipped

mills in the Gold Circle district, and prospects are numerous.

Comparatively nothing is known of the district beyond its

immediate neighborhood. We are in the position of most

camps which have had a transient boom; a wild rush at the

outset, a few strikes of high-grade pockets which were dug out

almost as soon as found, then a slow but sure dying out of

interest and the consequent desertion of the place. Where

money has been spent intelligently results have justified the

expenditure. At present one mine here, the Elko Prince, is

adding more to the mineral production of Nevada than all the

much-advertised Rochester district, yet Gold Circle gets no

publicity. Possibly this is the fault of its miners and owners.

Midas, May 24.
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Es.MEuAi.DA County

The (Joldfield Consolidated reports for May as follows: ore

treated. 32,400 tons; gold recovered, $214..500: profit. $52,500.

Humboldt County

A boulder of antimony ore weighing 640 lb., containing 70%

metal, was recently found at tlie Syndicate mine east of Kodak,

which is 6 miles north of Lovelock.

Nye County

Some time next month the Round Mountain Mining Co. will

publish a statement regarding its mine, placer ground, and

finances. Dividend possibilities will also be discussed.

' Work continues at the Pioneer Consolidated at Pioneer. At

a depth of 110 ft. |3 to $7 ore is being broken for a width of

10 ft.; also a fair grade across 15 ft. at 170 ft. At 250 ft. is $6

ore over a great width, while rich ore is being sacked. The

mill is saving 60 to 70% by amalgamation; tests show that

additions to the plant would give 98.85^;. Enough bullion is

being saved to pay mining and milling.

Tonopah last week yielded 8778 tons worth $183,264. At

1240 ft. in the Halifax is 20 ft. of good ore.

OREGON
Josephine County

On the Illinois river G. E. Anderson has a gravel mine

yielding gold and platinum. A recent clean-up from about

20 days' sluicing recovered 122 oz. of gold. About 10 oz. of

platinum is saved each winter. Two giants and an elevator

are operated.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

A dividend of 2ic. a share, or $12,500, has been declared by

the Wasp No. 2 company. The gold ore maintains its average,

and a carload of wolframite is expected to sell for $90,000.

TEXAS
Brewster County

(Special Correspondence.)—The recent bandit raid and Mex-

ican disturbances in the Big Bend country of this county have

not caused any cessation of quicksilver mining operations in

the Terlingua district, which is west of Boquillas. Most of

the American mining men along the border have sent their

wives and families to the interior as a matter of precaution.

The International Mining Co. expects to resume operations at

its mine, situated just across the river in Mexico from

Boquillas. at an early date.

The old Buick mine, situated in the Boracho district, not far

from Van Horn, is proving a rich producer of zinc ore. S. W.
Howard, owner of the property, resumed development on it a

short time ago, and he has already shipped considerable

quantities of ore that settled well at the smelter. Other zinc

prospects in the same locality will be opened in a short time,

it is announced.

Exploration work in the Hazel mine in the Van Horn district

brought to light a large body of silver and copper ore recently.

This property has been on a producing basis for some time.

William Crosby and R. R. Foster are preparing to develop a

deposit of tungsten ore which they recently discovered in the

Quitman mountains, south-west of here.

J. A. Johnson and associates are installing nuichinery

preparatory to opening up a copper mine on Canal creek, in

Foard county, near Crowell. It was in that same locality that

George B. McCelland and associates operating under the name
of the Grand Belt Copper Co. built a smelter to treat the copper

beds in 1884. The company spent about $500,000 in prospecting

and development, and then abandoned it all because it was

found to be unprofitable.

Alpine, May 17.

UTAH
BoxELDER County

At the Lakeview Mining Co.'s property at Promontory 90

men are employed. Heavy shipments of zinc ore are made
regularly. The southern part of the mine will become a large

lead producer. The main adit is in 1200 ft. Lessees are em-

ploying 50 men. The district is thriving, and new companies

are being formed.

Juab County

The Tintic Milling Co. is to enlarge its plant to three times

its present capacity of 100 tons per day. The leaching capacity

is 300 tons. Six new roasting-furnaces will be erected.

Piute County

The Mineral Products Co.'s potash plant at Marysvale is

not giving entire satisfaction. New machinery is to be in-

stalled to overcome the trouble. At present 115 tons of ore is

treated daily, yielding 15 tons of potash by the Chappell

roasting and boiling process. A sulphuric-acid plant is being

added. G. T, Jones is in charge. At the mine the adit is in

1000 ft. in a good grade of alunite, up to 40 ft. in width.

The Florence Mining & Milling Co. of Philadelphia, near

the Mineral Products Co., has purchased a mill-site. The pro-

posed plant will treat 100 tons of alunite daily, yielding 12 to

15 tons of potash.

Summit County

East of Clayton's peak, near Park City, the Daly Judge Ex-

tension Mining Co. has commenced work at a depth of 90 ft.

A 700-ft. adit has also been driven. Prospects are said to be

good.

Daily shipments from the Silver King Consolidated are 60

tons of $50 ore. Development and production is under way at

ISOO ft. Machinery for a 10.000-ft. aerial tram and 500-ton

mill has been ordered.

WYOMING
Park County

Extensive deposits of sulphur have been developed by the

Midwest Sulphur Co. near Cody, and its 4-ton capacity plant

of refined suljihur is to be enlarged to 12 tons a day, costing

$20,000. The output so far is 1800 tons of sulphur. The ore is

quarried, and some contains 40%. Contracts have been made

for the outi)ut at $35 to $40 per ton; normal prices are from

$20 to $25.

Platte County

An extensive pocket of copper ore has been opened in the

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.'s mine at Sunrise.

CANADA
British Columbia

During the year ended April 30, 1916, the Rambler-Cariboo

Mining Co., operating at Three Forks, produced 1,292.644 lb.

lead, 472,871 lb. zinc, and 156,755 oz. silver, from 21,000 tons

of ore concentrated. Revenue from all sources totaled $155,-

964. Dividends absorbed $52,500. Cash on hand amounts to

$16,509. The mine is in good condition. On the 700, SOO, 900,

1000, and 1200-ft. levels new shoots were opened. On June 15

there will be paid 2c. a share, or $35,000.

A small stamp-mill is to be erected at the Emancipation

mine of M. Merrick and partner near Hope. A recent ship-

ment of 3 tons to the Selby smelter netted $1594 per ton.

It is reported that the Tonopah Belmont company of

Nevada is negotiating for purchase of the Queen gold mine

near Salmo. Wisconsin people are the present owners. The

mine is equipped w-ith a 20-stamp mill and has been developed

to a depth of 700 ft. On the lowest level the drift has been

carried 20 ft. wide for more than 100 ft. in length, and the

average of all the ore thus extracted was $9.50 per ton. The

mill saves 60% of the value on the plates, and produces 100
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Ions of hiKh crade concrntnuc monthly. Therr In an ininuMiiw

nicuiiiiiliHlon of tnllltiK which will pny w.ll when tn-atpcl by

cynnltlutlou or notation.

There are lO.OOO.OiH) tons of reasonably nsMurod and iirobablo

ore, carryiiu; 1.73^'c coii|K<r and about "Oc. In Kold and silver.

In the Co|)|>er Mountain holdings of the UritiKh Columbia

lo|>i>or Co.. a subsidiary of tho Ciinndn Cop|«'r Cor|iorallon.

ai-rurdUiK to Ostar Ijicbmund. KiMicral manager, who was

recently at Sjiokano. The ore Is all of a mllllnK rharaclcr. and

the roiuiuiny plans to tivat It all by notation. The proin-rty

is to be equlpiH'd with a ;00i>-ton dally capailty rodiullon

plant. Meanwhile the company Is prost>cutlng developmpnt of

the upi>er orebodles that can be mined by the Klory-hole systoni.

Diamond-drilling is finished for the present, and the orebodles

so disclosed are being proved by regular development. In

doing this a JOoO-fool tunnel is being driven, opening a sot of

levels with raises, installing surface equiimiont, and building

a i>ower transmission line 12 miles long from Princeton to the

mine. About 12,"i men are employed. At Greenwood only one

furnace was In blast until April 2. when the second and

smaller one was blownin. The company Is now treating HOO

tons of ore dally, of which about 100 tons Is custom ore. It

has been getting a good deal of ore from mines In the United

States, and could handle more, provided it is not too silicious.

Coke shortage is causing some trouble.

KOREA
The Seoul Mining Co. operating the Suan concession in

Whang Hal province. Chosen, reports the following results

for April:

Ore treated, tons . • • 16,432

Mill worked, days 27 7

Recovered: Bullion $65,000

Concentrates • 87,310

Total .$152,310

Expenses 57,500

Operating profit $ 94,81

Copper is figured at 15c. per lb.

Results are a little better, owing to improved extraction at

the new mill. If copper were calculated at market prices the

production returns would be materially increased, since the

copper equals well toward SC/f of total value recovered.

The April clean-up of the Oriental Consolidated was worth

$143,700.

The price of the Kapsan Mining Concession in Korea was

3,000,000 yen, equivalent to $1,500,000. The ore developed

amounts to 168,000 tons of 10.5% copper ore. The Japanese

appear to have made a good bargain.

MEXICO
Oil shipments from Tamiuco during April were 1,262,987

bbl.. against 740,614 bbl., in 1915. Ocean tankage is scarce.

Jalisco

(Special Correspondence.)—A decree dated May 11 prohibits

the exportation of Mexican money or its removal from the

country. The new "infalsiflable" money has commenced to

circulate, and is declared oflScially to have a value of 20c.

Mexican gold, per peso. In Mexico City it appears to be

worth about four times as much as the older paper money still

in circulation; in Guadalajara about twice as much. There

was a recent edict giving the value of the new infalsiflable

at 20c. Mexican gold, stating that the older paper money

should have a relative value to the new, as fixed by the re-

spective State secretaries. Very noticeable about the new

money is the absence of "promise to pay" of any sort, printed

on them. They are well made, however, and difficult to counter-

feit, being made by the .\merican Bank Note Company.

Guadalajara. May 15.

PERSONAL
.V..(<- Til' hlil"r tnrllrtmniitirrtn/ Ihr )in\/ruliiiilii(ir«<l tuivliriilnimt Ihrtr

inir* <lll</ iir>f>iin<Kimr«. Thtt In/trnnnli'in it inlrrrtllnil In iiin rnulrm.

D'Arcv Wi.vtiikiuik is in HusHla.

II. F. .M.MiiiioiT is at .lobaMiieHliurg.

("ill iMKN.vv liK K,\i II is at l/OH Angeles.

Hkn. S. HrvKiT wag at Orovllle this week.

Kii.NKST \Vii.i.i.\M.s Is here from Bi'IiIhIi Coluniblii.

A. H. Wctiikv Is working with the Rod Cross in Kurope.

KiiKiiKiiirK P. ntiiKAi.i,, of New York, is going to the Yukon.

II. K. Ciu.i.MKAX Is on a visit with John B. Faiii.hii at San

-Mateo.

A. L. Ci.vKK Is now in the einiiloy of the Anaconda company
at Butte.

H. A'lNCKNT Wai.i.ack, recently al New York, Is now iit

Helena. Montana.

A. F. KiKii.N is returning to LoikIoh tioiii liuiniu by way of

the United States.

C. C. BraiiKK was here this week on his way back to New-

York from Arizona.

Ohvii, R. WiiiTAKKH. of Denver, pa.ssed through San Fran-

cisco on his way to Ari/.ona.

CiiKSTHR W. Priii.NuTox has been re-engaged as consulting

engineer to the Lena Goldfields.

E. W. Mills and J. F. Man.nixg have reached San Francisco

from Korea, on their way to Boston.

F. G. Ci.APP of the Associated Geological Engineers is con-

ducting geological explorations in southern Oklahoma.

W. L. BiiowN. D. K. HdKF.MANN. \V. N. S. Vax DnvKNTKii. and

X. Wagooxer have returned from the Belgian Congo and are

now in London.

E. E. White, geologist for the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. dur-

ing the past seven years, will go to India to take a similar

position with the Tata Iron & Steel Company.

E. M. Rabh. formerly superintendent ol' the Gold Road and

Tennessee mines, both in Arizona, has resigned to accept tlie

management of the Tom Reed mine, at Oatman.

Jamks A. Lax.no.v has succeeded Wkisster P. Carv as super-

intendent at the Atlas Mining & Milling Co., Ouray. Colorado.

Mr. Cary resigned to take a position with James M. Callow,

Salt Lake City.

Fred B. Close, who has been in charge of the exploration

and development at the White Pine Extension, Michigan, has

resigned, and is succeeded by William R. Bollkv. who has

been engineer at the property for the past year.

Leoxabd R. DrcKERSOX of Chicago was found dead at Ken-

osha. Wisconsin, on May 16. It is believed that he fell from a

train. He was vice-president of the Chicago club of Michigan

College of Mines men.

The Colorado School of Mines at Golden announces the fol-

lowing appointments, to take effect September 1: George J.

YorxG, now professor of mining engineering. University of

Minnesota, to the professorship of metallurgy: Claide C. Vax

NuYS, now professor of physics, South Dakota School of Mines,

to the professorship of physics; Carroll C. Dolman, now

principal of the High School at Monte Vista, Colorado, to the

assistant professorship of English and foreign languages:

Fred G. Carter. University of Wisconsin, to be athletic

director.

On June 1 the technical societies of Los Angeles, including

the local sections of the national engineering organizations,

met to discuss preparedness, also the formation of an engineer

corps of California.
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THE METAL MARKET
METAL PRICES

San Francisco, June 6.

Antimony, cents per pound
Electrolytic copper, cents per pound
Pig lead, cents per pound
Platinum: soft metal, per ounce
Platinum: hard metal, 10% iridium, per ounce.
Quicksilver: per flask of 75 lb

Spelter, cents per pound .'.

'Tin, cents per pountl

Zinc-dust, cents per pound

37.50

31

;-,— S.2.->

$84

$72.50

21

46

ORE PRICES

San Francisco, June C.

-Antimony: 50% product per unit (1% or 20 llj.).... $1.75

Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b. cars California, per ton. 11. 00—15.00

Manganese: 50% metal, per ton ' 12.00

Alagnesite: crude, per ton 7.00—10.00

Magnesite: calcined, per ton 23.00—30.00

Tungsten: 60% WO3, per unit 30.00—40.00

At Boulder, Colorado, $40 is offered for 60% tungsten ore.

The U. S. Geological Survey's bulletin on fuller's earth has

"been issued. The average price in 1915 was $10.21 per ton.

Asbestos bulletin of tlie U. S. Geological Survey has been
issued. The output in 1915 was 1731 tons, worth $76,952. an in-

•crease of 39%.
New York, May 31.

Molybdenum: There is a market, though a narrow one, for

•concentrate containing 50% and better of metal. For the low-
grade, 60c. per pound is quoted; tor the high-grade up to $1.15.

There are but few users of molybdenum in this country, but the

Germans are using it extensively in tlie manufacture of higli-

speed steel. The practice most approved is to use a small

^amount of molybdenum in conjunction with tungsten,

EASTERN METAL MARKET
(By wire from New York.)

June 6.—Copper is quiet, witli re-sale metal irregular; lead

quotations for this week are those of the A. S. & R. Co.; spelter

iis active and prices stronger.

SILVER

Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Average week ending
Apr. 25 65.52
May 2 71. 4n

9 75.89
16 76.40

" 23 74.14
" 31 70.81

June 6 66.3.'j

Dat
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Eastern Metal Market

N.w Yiirk. May :U.

roi>|»or. lino. Irncl. tin. unci nntlinony lire Inactive, nnd quo-

tations for thoni nro lower.

All thnt la BupiHtrtlng the copiwr innrkct Is the solilup con-

dition of tho producers. In the course of a few days the Lon-

don market for electrolytic has declined £U. After today, by

Ooveruniont order, standard copi>cr will not be dealt In on

the Ix>ndon Metal KxchanKe. This restriction applies lo tin

also.

Zinc has declined steadily, and Is soft, but the solli'is are

confident that a turn upward Is near.

A reduction In the price of lead Is looked for and. if it

comes. It may revive domestic demand.

Tin has declined In both New York nnd London.

.\ntlniony Is down to 25c. per pound.

Aluminum Is quiet and unchanged at oS to CO cents.

Manufacturing plants of nil sorts are running at capacity,

and have orders enough In hand to keep them busy for the

remainder of this year, and numbers into 1917: but there is

no denying that new orders are lighter. Business is re-

stricted by the high prices, many building enterprises, for in-

stance, having been postponed because of the cost of steel,

brick, concrete reinforcing bars, lumber, etc. At lower prices

there is much such business In prospect for the future. Ocean

freight-rates are easier: this will mean a large export trade

when commodity prices are lower and the domestic demand

appeased. Strike troubles are less conspicuous, although de-

mands continue to be made for the S-hour day.

COPPER

The market is dull and re-sale lots are lower, but consumers

do not appear to want more copper than they have under con-

tract. Two or three facts stand out strong in the situation,

and one of these is that despite some recession the market re-

mains fairly firm, which it would not do were the producers

not so well sold-up for the next few months. Another phase

of the situation is that for some time consumers have been

buying only to cover contracts actually booked, and the fact

that they have not been buying lately is an indication that

they are receiving less new business. Producers have been

holding to their quotations and not offering concessions.

Second-hands, however, have sought business at cut prices,

but so far unsuccessfully. Large quantities have been offered,

as stated a week ago. down to 28c., third quarter delivery, and

bids under this figure have been solicited. Prompt electrolytic

can be had at 28.25 to 28.50c. These prices indicate the ex-

tent to which the quotations for prompt and future deliveries

have drawn together in the past month. The London market

is peculiar, inasmuch as the electrolytic quotation there today

is £144, against £158, May 24, a decline of £14. One explana-

tion of this drop in price is that American electrolytic has

been more freely offered in the London market, but the real

explanation may be elsewhere. It may be that the London

market is re-adjusting itself to the condition that will pre-

vail after today. It will be remembered that in March the

British Minister of Munitions took steps to stop speculation

in the metals on the ground that such operations were causing

the Govermnent to pay too much for copper, tin, etc. At that

time a committee of the London Metal E^xchange appealed for

leniency, and the Minister agreed that operators might have

until June 1 to terminate speculative contracts. This means

that after today (May 31) standard copper and tin will not be

dealt in on the London Metal Exchange; that business will be

in electrolytic copper and Straits tin. Just what effect the

enforcement of the rule will have is yet to be determined.

Exports from May 1 to 29 totaled 14,662 tons.

ZINC

This metal Iuik steadily purHUed a downward trend botli

here ami abroad. Prompt can be had today at about liLTfic.

New York, and Ul.riOc, St. Louis, nnd perhaps theiu' nominal

prices might be shaded, but no one Heems to want the metal.

June Is quoted at about i:lc.. St. Louis, July at 12.G0c., and

third quarter at 12c. Ah wllli copper, the nilllB have lliclr

contracts well covered, and the dearth of new IiuhImcss Is iiol

only sending prime Western down, but caiiHlng the premium
for brass-mill special to (Jlsjippear. Kxports for 2it days totaled

:174<; tons. The London market, between the 2<ilh and 2'Jth

declined £10, from £90 to £80. A seller states:

"Once the market starts up. a higher range of values will

likely prevail for some time. Present low prices have been

brought about by an entire absence of buying both here an<l

abroad. The consnniptlon Is. of course, as large as ever and

we expect a better demand In the near future. More Interest

Is already manifested. The situation remains sound, ami

prices will advance with the first sign of renewed activity."

The base price of sheet zinc declined 2r. on tlw 29th. and

is now 22.50c.. carload lots, f.o.b. mill.

LEAD

The A. S. & K. Co.. for the puriiose of obtaining a basis for

its average ])rice, continues to quote 7.50c., New York, and

7.42JC., St. Louis, but the independent producers and sellers

are eager to sell below these levels. They quote freely at

7.35c., New York, and would not refuse 7.25c., New York. It

is reported that 7.10c. and 7.15c.. St. Louis, has been done.

The feeling of the trade is that prices will be reduced in the

near future. Domestic consumers are no more anxious lo buy

lead than they are to take the other metals, and sellers have

concentrated their attention on some inquiries from .lapaii

and South America which have been before the trade. It is

considered, however, that the business did not come to this

country. The London quotation on the 29th was C:'.l 10s.

Exports to the 29th totaled 1025 tons.

TIN

Only dullness is to be rei>orted. At times the offering of

price concessions has aroused consumers from their apathy,

and there have been moderate-sized sales, but the buyers

usually were sorry afterward, in view of the fact that prices

continued to recede. The quotation on the 29th was 46.75c..

for spot metal. The London market in the first three days of

this week declined £5 10s., probably as a result of the termina-

tion of speculative contracts with the end of this month, and

the refusal of the British government to permit a continuance

of such business. Arrivals of the month up to the 29tb totaled

3812 tons, and there was afloat on that day 3502 tons.

ANTIMONY

Quotations show considerable variance, but there is no doul)t

about the acceptance of 25 to 26c. for round-sized lots of

Chinese or Japanese, or domestic brands of antimony. The

market is absolutely neglected. No trading whatever in needle

antimony is reported.

ORES

Antimony: (Considerable inquiry is before the trade, but no

sales are reported, and the nominal price is $2.50 per unit.

Tungsten: The market is perhaps a little steadier, but other-

wise unchanged. Some re-sale lots have made their ajipear-

ance, and the course of prices cannot be certain until they are

absorbed. No ore has come from South America for several

weeks. The nominal price is S40 per unit.
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RAND MINES, LIMITED

This company holds shares in over 20 operating companies

on the Rand, including the City Dee|), Crown Mines, East Rand
Proprietary. F^erreira Deep, Geldenhuis Deep. Modder B,

Nourse, Robinson, Rose Deep, Village Deep, and Victoria Falls

& Transvaal Power Co., all totaling an investment of £4,091,345.

Dividends received on shareholding amounted to £868,539,

while other revenue made a total of £927,213. The profit was
£886,350, a decrease of £279,895, due to less dividends received.

Dividends paid by the Rand Mines (2 of lOOc^) amounted to

£850,398. The balance for the current year is £320,289, against

£339,103 carried forward to 1915.

Ore reserves in the mines in which this company is inter-

ested total 47,773,430 tons.

NORTH BUTTE MINING CO.

The past three years of this company compare as follows:

Operations 1915 1914 1913

Development, feet 15,333 11,551 19,449

Ore extracted, tons 378,105 337.415 454,984

Copper produced, pounds.. 19,235,285 18,421,761 28,318,321

Gold produced, ounces.... 1,122 1,108 1,567

Silver produced, ounces 940.632 1,092,300 1.422.177

Price received for copper,

cents 16.70 13.74 15.09

Cost, cents 13.12 14.54 13.06

Revenue from metals $4,155,522 $3,084,774 $5,182,674

Profit 1,127,646 358,215 1.437,777

Dividends 387,000 635,000 820,000

Surplus $ 740,646 *$276,7S5 $617,777
* Deficit.

All new equipment at the Granite Mountain shaft was com-
pleted in 1915. This has an electric hoist, while the Specu-
lator has a steam plant. Development generally was satis-

factory, and much new ore disclosed.

BROKEN HILL SOUTH SILVER MINING CO.

The report of this Australian company is for the half-year

ended December 31, 1915, and the manager's (W. E. Wain-
wright) notes include the following:

Development to a depth of 1370 ft. totaled 6913 ft. De-

pleted stopes were filled with 43,730 cu. yd. of residue and ash.

Of the ore stoped. 95.39r was by contract, the miners averaging

$3.84, and the trammers $3.24 per S-hr. shift. Results were
satisfactory, and reserves remain at 3,350,000 tons. The cost of

ore extraction was $3.20 per ton.

The concentrating plant treated 104,210 tons of ore assaying

14.6% lead, 7.5 oz. silver, and 14.8% zinc, yielding 30,058 tons

of concentrate containing 60% lead, 23.6 oz. silver, and 9.9%
zinc. The recovery by water concentration was 76.6%, 58.9%,

and 12.5% respectively, at a cost of 96c. per ton. The zinc-

bearing tailing, amounting to 101,044 tons, assaying 17.3%
zinc, 3.1% lead, and 3.4 oz. silver, was sent to the Amalgamated
Zinc (De Bavay's) flotation plant. The recovery from this

was 71.8%, 12.9%, and 27.9% respectively. The total recovery

was 89.5% lead, 86.8% silver, and 94.3% zinc. A flotation plant

is ready to treat the slime, which contains 9.9% lead, 6.1 oz.

silver, and 14.4% zinc. All costs were $5 per ton.

An average of 1287 men was employed. A voluntary in-

crease of 24c. per shift was paid the men, pending arbitration.

The rainfall was 5.49 in. The company has lent three lathes

for making gun shells for the Australian army.

The revenue was $1,730,000, and profit $913,000. Two divi-

dends absorbed $432,000. The balance for 1916 is $1,872,000,

an increase of $320,000.

CALUMET & HECLA MINING CO.

The S2-page report of this Michigan company for 1915 in-

cludes results of its own operations, and those of the com-
panies which it controls or has a large interest. These in-

clude the Ahmeek, Allouez, Centennial, Cliff, Gratiot, fsle

Royale, La Salle, Laurium, Osceola, Seneca, Superior, Tam-
arack, White Pine, and Calumet Transportation companies.
Some of their reports have already appeared in this journal;
others will in subsequent issues. During the past year the
C. & H. received a total of $866,776 from the Ahmeek, Allouez,

and Osceola, compared with $245,322 in 1914. The following
results are for the past year:

Copper Cost of Earnings Dividends
per ton of copper per per per

ore lb. per lb. cents share share
Ahmeek 23.00 7.96 $11.34 $8.25

Allouez 18.78 9.31 9.25 2.00

Calumet & Hecla . . . 22.28 9.33 65.54 50.00

Centennial 15.63 12.45 1.58

Isle Royale 13.70 *14.94 3.32

La Salle 9.67 21.23

Osceola 14.50 10.03 16.75 11.00

Superior 18.23 12.29 2.45

Tamarack 17.90 17.07 1.32

White Pine 24.76 tl4.44

*Includes 1.88c. per lb. for extraordinary construction.

tincludes 5.64c. per lb. for construction.

On the Conglomerate lode of the C. & H. there are 10 operat-

ing shafts, from 6102 to S132 ft. deep on the incline. The
South Hecla No. 9 and 10 are 142 ft. under No. 82 level. Driv-

ing on this lode amounted to 5522 ft. In extracting 1,739,-

984 tons of ore, containing 29.74 lb. of copper per ton, the cost

was $2.13 per ton. There were 51 drills removing shaft pillars,

and cleaning-up arches and backs of old stopes. producing
379,201 tons. Shafts on the Osceola lode are from 1460 to 3274

ft. deep. Development covered 10,206 ft. At a cost of $1.07

per ton, 1,448,599 tons of ore, averaging 13.32 lb. per ton, was
mined.

There were no notable changes at the mill. At present 17

stamps are crushing conglomerate and 11 amygdaloid ore.

The two re-grinding plants reduced 505,704 tons of tailing,

averaging 13.14 lb. copper per ton. The saving was 4.25 lb. at

a cost of 5.72c. per lb., excluding smelting and selling. The
reclamation plant, working on the Calumet sand bank, con-

sists of a dredge, classifying house, and re-grinding plant.

The dredge has a 20-in. suction, and is of 10,000-ton daily

capacity, from a depth of 100 ft. Forty-eight Hardinge mills

reduce the tailing, with 16 to be added. The reclamation
plant treated 181,732 tons of 21.S-lb. tailing, saving S.71 lb. at

a cost of 4.02c. Work continues at the leaching plant, which
may be in part operation early this summer. It will be of 2000
tons' capacity. At the Hubbell smelter the new furnace is

about ready for work.

Results in 1915 were as follows, compared with the previous

two years, the figures being for C. & H. proper.

1915 1914 1913

Ore treated, tons 3,188,583 2,592,462 2.035,625

Refined copper produced,

pounds 72.613,320 53,691,562 45.016,890

Refined copper per ton of

of ore, pounds 22.28 20.70 22.11

Cost, cents per pound . . 9.33 11.35 14.25

Price received, cents per

pound 18.11 14.01 15.77

Dividends paid, per share $50 $10 $32

Dividends paid, for .year $5,000,000 $1,000,000 $3,200,000

Total to date $129,250,000

The Tamarack mine has been purchased; a large majority

of the stockholders sold their shares to Calumet & Hecla for

$59 per share.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTES

A Nfw Turbo-Blower

A low-|ir«Muiur« turbo-blower to deliver from 3000 to S&.UOi)

cu. ft. of nir i>er niliiiitp at from 1 to 2j lb. hns liocii cicvlwil

by the Ingor.-itill-Hiinil (.'onipnn.v.

These nmrhlnos aro i>ariicularl.v udaplcil to smli oi'ivlie us

founclr>-cui>oln l>lo»lii«. atoiiiUiUK oil for oti-biirnorii. .stiiiply-

lug blnst to hoatInK and anno.'iMnK-fiirnai-os of varloiiH kiiuls.

Iilowinc nlr for wnlerKu.-* coiu'nilors. |>noiiniati<' i oMVcvinK.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

.NKW TYPK OF TVIU1O-UL0WE8.

and ventilating. The.v are of the single-stage, double-flow type,

and are supplied either electric piotor, steam turbine, or

water-wheel driven. Electric drive is generally employed for

the classes of service above mentioned, and in the case of the

I-R turbo-blower, the high operative speed permits direct

coupling to motor, a first cost economy. The motor-driven I-R

machine maintains constant pressure, while delivering any

volume from zero to maximum demand, and proportionately

varying the electrical horse-power input.

These blowers enilx)dy the four-bearing construction featured

in all turbo machines of this make. The casing is horizon-

tally split for ease in installation and subsequent inspection.

The impeller is of the enclosed double-flow type, claimed by

the manufacturer to secure the highest efficiency. The wheel

is machined from a solid, special steel forging. Every care is

taken to reduce skin-friction. Impellers are ke.ved to a heat-

treated forged-steel shaft. Labyrinth packing is employed to

prevent leakage between impeller and casing. Bearings are

ring-oiled, and both bearings and their housings are horizon-

tally split. The use of flexible couplings between blower and

driving unit is standard practice on all I-R turbo-blowers.

Machines are all of the closed intake type. The intake open-

ing is at the bottom and discharge at the top. It is to be

noted that the only lubrication necessary is that of the bear-

ings, all other parts woriung without friction.

The "Meeseco" gas-engine clutch (Bried patents, issued and

pendin.?1 a new friction-clutch for gas-engine or short-shaft

work, is described in Bulletin No. 5-15-16 of the Meesk &
GoTTFBiED Co. of San Francisco. For its size great power is

claimed. It is made in two styles; one in which it is bolted

to an engine fly-wheel when there is no projecting shaft, and

that where it is attached to a projecting shaft.

The Oliver Contim'ol.s Ftlteb Co., San Francisco, has re-

ceived an order, by cable, for two filter units, each of loO-tons

capacity, to be shipped to the Furukawa Mining Co., Tokyo,

Japan.

l_ J
U. S, Bureau of Mines, WashlnKton. I). C„ lUlG:

I.NH1'KI'.\IKNTN KOK Illl'OUIUMi CAKMON DIOXIDK IN FI.UK-GahKH

lly J. F. IlarUlry and S. II. I'lanK. lliill.iln ;ii. 1'. (11. III.

chart. Index.

The Inki.ammahii.iiv or li.i.i.sois Coai. Di.sih.

Clement and I.. A. Scholl, .h. Hullelln 102. P. 71.

Some I'iiopkuhes ok tiik WAii-a i.n Coai.. Hy
I'ortor and O. C. Ralston. Teclinli-al paper li:i. I

trated,

TiiK Casting ok Ci.av Waiiks. Uy Tulne (i.

Ti'ihnlcal paper 12G, P. 2C. Illustrated.

Exi'i.osiiui.rrY ok Ga.sks i hom Mink Fiues. By

lly ,1. K.

III., Index.

Horace C.

:!0. Illus-

Mi'Ddiinal.

George A.

Burrell and George G. Oberfell. Technical paper 134. P. :tl.

Illustrated.

Cdai.-Mine Fatalities in the United States in 1915. (Com-

piled by Albert H. Fay. Also list of permissible explosives,

lamps, and motors tested prior (o .liiniiary 1. IIHC. I' so

Illustrated.

V. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C„ 191(i:

CiiiioMK-IitoN Oke in 1915. By .1. S. Dlller. P. 0.

Sani>-Limk Bhick in 1915. By .lefferson MIddleton. P. 2.

A Rixoxnalssance in Palo Pinto Coi ntv, Tkxa.s. With

special reference to oil and gas. By Carroll H. Wegenianii.

Bulletin 621-E. P. 9. Illustrated.

This is a corrected issue of the same bulletin.

Analyses of Coal Samples kbo.m Vabiou.s Paiits of the

United States. By Marius R. Campbell and Frank R. Clark.

Bulletin 621-P. P. 127. Index.

Water Power ok the Ca.scade Range. By Glenn L. Parker

and Frank B. Storey. Water-supply paper 369. P. 169. 111.,

maps, index.

North Pacific Drainaqe Basins. Water-sujiply paiier 332.

P. 748. 111., index.

Origin and Dlstbibution of Obe in the Coeur d'Alene.

By Oscar H. Hershey. P. 32. Illustrated. For sale by the

Mining and Scientific Press. Price, 25 cents.

Submitting theories and discussing other papers on the

same subject, which should be of interest tO Idaho mining men.

FoBE.sT Protection in Canada. Compiled under direction of

Clyde I.eavitt. P. 317. 111., maps, index. Commission of

Conservation, Ottawa, Canada, 1915.

An interesting volume on an important subject.

Petroleum in Illinois in 1914 and 1915. By Fred H. Kay.

Also Geologic Strlttubes of Canton and Avon Quadrangles.

By T. E. Savage. Extract from Bulletin 33. P. 36. Illus-

trated, map.

Mesozoic and Cenozoic Mactbinae of tub Pacific Coast of

North Amebica. By Earl L. Packard. P.- 100. Table, 35

plates. University of California, Berkeley, May 1, 1916.

The CoiiPBESsiBiLiTT OF Natubal Gas at High Pbessubes.

By G. A. Burrell and J. W. Robertson. Technical paper 131,

petroleum technology 31. P. 10. Illustrated.

Thirteenth Annual Report of the director (Alvin .1. Cox)

of the Bureau of Science, Philippine Islands. P. 85. 111.,

index. Manila, 1915.

Description of the Labobatobies of the Mines Branch of

the Detartment of Mines, Ottawa, Can.vda. Bulletin No. 13.

P. 51. III., plans.

The Lure of Cripple Creek Gold. By Wm. Y. Seaman. P.

48. Price, 15 cents. 1842 Stout street, Denver, Colorado.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

A iMONU war suj)plies a great incruase of export is

-^*- noteworthy in brass, of which $27,725,4:70 was ex-

ported in March this year, as against only $2,749,835

worth in the corresponding month of 1915—a tenfold

increase. Copper exports have risen from $9,995,487

worth in March 1915 to $18,409,615 in March this year—
a doubling of foreign business. The larger part of this

trade in copper was with France.

T?()rR of the greatest zinc-producers in the country
-*- are the New Jersey Zinc, Butte & Superior, Con-

.solidated Interstate-Callahan. and American Zinc com-

panies. It is a curious fact that tlie first named has its

chief mines within 50 miles of New York city, the second

is situated in a district famous for copper, the third in

a region known principally for its lead-silver mines,

while the fourth obtains its ores from eastern Ten-

nessee, which is best known as a mining region through

the productive activities of the Tennessee and Ducktown

copper companies.

T^EFICIENT postage on a letter is riot conducive to

^-^ business. An engineer writes to us from Salvador

to remark that many people in tiie United States seem

unaware that the postage to Salvador from this country

is 5. not 2. cents. If less than tiie requisite stamp is ])ut

on the letter, then the party to whom it is addressed has

to pay a fine of 30 centavos. which, at the current rate of

exchange, is equivalent to 11 cents U. S. If the letter is

from a friend the impost is paid without demur, but if

it proves to lie a circular the fine irritates. Such an

oversight on the part of business houses is likely to cause

loss of trade, for a merchant is not in the best frame of

mind to pi'cpare a repeat order after he has had to go

to liis petty cash. These remarks apply to correspon-

dence with i)ersons in other foreign countries, of course.

Eveiy office should consult the Postal Guide and avoid

unnecessarv liiunders.

TT is a coincidence that the Nevada Consolidated and
-*- Calumet & Hecla companies mined nearly the same

tonnage of ore last year. Each treated slightly over

3,000,000 tons, the recovery by the Nevadan company

being 21.6 lb. of copper per ton. that of the Michigan

company 22.28 lb. per ton. On<' extracts its ore. native

copper disseminated in conglomerate and amygdaloid,

by means of underground mining througli shafts; tlie

other mines chalcocite disseminated in monzonite por-

phyry, using steam-shovels in open pits. Calumet &
Hecla paid $5,000,000 in dividends, while Nevada Con-

solidated paid .$2,999,158. the former having 100.000

shares outstanding, the latter 2,000.000. Incidentally.

the Chino mine in New Mexico produced more copper

last year than Nevada Con.solidated. 68,293.893 lb. as

against 62,726,651 lb., from a smaller tonnage of ore,

2,379,800 against 3.081,520 tons. This was possible be-

cause of Chino's 2.15% average against Nevada Con-

solidated 's 1.54% of copper.

13EC0GNITI0N of the fact that industrial conditions
*- are abnormal prevents heavy commitments for the

future. Such over-buying as is evident has been

prompted by rising prices and the fear of a shortage of

the necessary supplies. Nobody cares to be left with

heav}' stocks when Peace brings a re-adjustment of con-

ditions. Construction work is being delayed by the

high cost of metals, but postponement cannot continue

indefinitely, particularly in railroad improvement. The
revenues and tax-receipts of the Government exhibit an

enormous increase, reflecting the growing wealth of the

country.

"WTIIEN publishing the diagram illustrating the se-

^^ quence of metallurgical operations at the Inter-

national smelter, at Miami, in our i.ssue of June 3, we
.siiould have explained that the ore contains no more

sulpluir than is needed; therefore the drying is con-

ducted at a temperature at whicli volatilization is at a

minimum. Tliis accounts for the rather low tonnage

treated by the reverberatory furnaces, since the charge,

compared with that at other plants, is rather cool and

lacks the advantage of such incipient fusion in the roast-

ers as increases the rate at which the calcine will smelt.

The reverberatories are charged, exclusively, at the side-

walls. About 82%i of the concentrate is the product

from flotation. The recovery of copper for the last four

niontiis lias averaged 97.3% and the manager of the

smelter. Mi'. L. R. Wallace, expects to attain 98^; . In

March the production of bullion was 8111 tons.

TTKrII-GRADE copper ore is not so common in the
-'--'- West as formerly. Aside from the Jerome district

in Arizona and the remarkable 60% ore of the Kennecott

mine in Alaska, the Calumet & Arizona and the Old Do-

minion furnish the best examples of the mining of high-

grade copper ore. The Calumet & Arizona company, it

is scarcely necessary to recall, operates mines at iiisbee

adjoining tlie Copper Queen property of Phelps. Dodge

& Co. Tlie ore mined by the Calumet & Arizona during

last year averaged 98 lb. of copper per ton. or nearly

5%. P^rom 664.152 tons of ore mined, the production

was 63.126.931 lb. of copper, an output equal to that of

the Chino. Ray. or Nevada Consolidated. By way of com-

parison, the Isle Royale ('oi)per Company, in Michigan,
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oiu- 111 tin- lowi'St tirailr pnnliiiiTS iii llic rumiliy, iiiiik il

Ik ^rn-attT toiiniipc tit <>i^' tliiiii tin* I'liliimi-t & Ari/onii.

luit pnuliu-cd only 9,.{42,l(Ui 11). of iMi|)|ur. litrnusr tin-

ooiiti-nt of tlif on> was luit 117 lli. i>«i- ton, or O.tiX'i .

Tin- Old Doiiiiiiion company, wliioli opoialfs viry w.t

iuiui>s nt (HoIh'. also mined orv of an avtiani" (jiadf of

noarly .'•«"; oopptT dtiriiii; last yonr. Kioiii 'JoCi.tiHi) ton.s

of on- niint'd. 'J'i.;{lt7.7<>2 ll>. of coppi-r was pnidiici-d.

This is more nu'tal than the Quim-y mine, in Michigan.

pn»dnccd from l.2t>f».(KX1 tons of ore We note that the

ri'port tif the topper C^ntn-n Con.soliilated for last year

states that "the grade of ore in live of the .six pmiliieing

divisions is oidy Ti. :?(;;. Iml that of the sixth is 7.27'^;.

which raises the average to ahont 6'; copper." The

Copper QmHMi mines produced last year !);5.900.O00 lli

of cojiper. .\monp ii'cent development.s the most re-

nmrkable is the orebody in the United Verde Kxtension.

at Jerome, where a mass of ore 250 feet squari' avcra^'

ing 17K^ copper has been uncovered, with the lia])])y

result tliat a number of technical men, among the share-

holders, have been made independent.

D1S( rSSIOX this week starts with a letter by a

Nevadan metallurgist. ^Ir. Alfred M. Smith, on the

heating of cyiuiide solutions, arguing that the use of

heat is dangerous unless applied carefully and with an

understanding of the chemical results that may ensue.

Mr. F. ('. Hrown. the inventor of the Brown agitator,

erroneously called the Pachuea tank, writes on a matter

quite divorced from eyanidation, namely, the advis-

ability of working on Sundays. He quotes from a book

that is not always to be found in the library of the en-

gineer when away from home, but which no thinking

man can treat save with profound respect. The tone of

' his remarks does honor to our columns. In these days

when efficiency is being preached as if it were a recent

revelation from on high, it is well to consider the ques-

tion of Sunday labor as a factor in promoting the good

health of employees. Every man who works is entitled

to his own opinion on the subject, and not the manual

laborer only. Our own experience as manager of mines

goes to show that men will accomplish as much in the six

days as in the seven, and that uninterrupted daily labor

is broken eventually by staleness or illness. This ap-

plies to the technical staff on a mine .iust as much as it

does to the trammer or the roustabout. Of course, the

economy of interruption on Sundays may be lessened

where a mine is extremely wet or where otherwise the

cost of maintenance or the overhead charge happens

to represent an exce^ive proportion of the .total ex-

penditure. Now that prohibition is established in so

many mining communities the danger of the Sunday

'drunk" and the Monday reaction has been lessened ap-

preciably. That used to be a decided objection to clos-

ing-down on the Sabbath, the argument being that it

hurts a man less to over-work than to over-drink, as to

which there is good reason for doubt. However, we feel

assured that Mr. Brown's letter will be given friendly

consideration. Next we have a contribution on Chinese

mining regulations by Mr. M. B. Yung, whose name

Mi^'ncsis the fact thai hi- i^ ii ( liiiusc engineer tech-

nically etlucaletl in the I'nilcil Sliilcs. 'rhei'cl'orc he

writes from a i)oint of view particuijiri.\ desiralilc mi n

subject involving ("liincse rights mid American desires.

I'nl yom-scif in his jilacc' is a good moltii lor tlniKc of us

who discuss the exploitalinn (if mims in foreign cniiii

tries. Imagine ('liincse syiidii-alcs claiming the right In

mine almig lln- .Mother Lode or on the Copper Haiigc.

and coiisiilcr wliiil lalitinh' you would lliiiik il |ini|'cr In

give them ill llicir operations. What is sauce lor llic

goose is sau<-c lor llic gander. .Mr. Yung's comment is

eminently rea.sonablc The hi.'-l leitrr in llie Discussion

department is one from our Mr. 1'. H. .McDonald, who

(liscus.ses the character of the literature, ciihemeral or

ela.ssic. as the case may be. Ihal mining men read. He

is ri^'lilly eiiiitciii|)tuous over the daily pres.s, for lie has

in mind imt the i]cws|)apcrs of New York but those lliat

prostitute journalism in San Francisco. The reailiiig

of these debauches the mind and dulls the wit. We
agree with him that those living in remote localities are

.saved the tcmplalioii of reading inneh llial is merely

trivial. Y'oung men on solitary mines or in phici'S where

company is scarce will be wise to make the most of llieir

detaclimcnl tVoin social activities by reading books tli;il

are worth while. It' a young man does not read llie

masters—.such as Huxley and Darwin—and the mono-

graphs—such as Emmons's 'Leadville' and Jjindgren's

'Tertiary Gravels,' during the time of his apprentice-

ship, he is likely not to read tliem at all; for they de-

mand time and ipiiet. We know at least one mining

engineer who was marooned at a hole in the ground long

enough to obtain the chance, while on salary, to read

several volumes the bulkiness of which would apiiaj a

busy man. In short, use Hie opportunity to read and

thereby lay the foundation for an enrichment of tin'

mind thai will endure.

Anc

The price of this metal is declining in value lor reasons

not in the least obscure, namely, excess of production

prompted by the high prices created by War conditions.

At the beginning of 1915 the price was 5J cents per

pound ; last June it was 27 ; now it is 13. Producers are

sold several months ahead. For a short time eonc<>ii1rate

containing even less than 40% zinc could be exploited at

a profit, owing to the abnormal demand-; the expansion

of the market caused hundreds of new producers to be-

come active, prompting the erection of additional smelt-

ers on a liberal scale, until the growth of production had

more than met the unusual demand. Several new re-

duction works will shortly come into operation. The

Allies were expected to buy large quantities of spelter

for the second half of the current year, but these pur-

chases have not come through ; hence the recent collapse.

Meanwhile the Australian zinc industry is being re-

organized to meet conditions created by the "War. The

output from Broken Hill in 191:5 was 525,000 tons of

45% zinc concentrate, as compared wdth the 337,000 tons

of spelter produced in this country during the same
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year. I\Io.st of the Austi-aliaii coneentratc ii.sed to go to

Antwerp and Rotterdam, for distribution among the

lielgian and German smelters. The Belgian plants were

largely under German control and the German smelting

companies had been aided in the expansion of business

liv ship-.subsidies from their Government. At the out-

break of hostilities, therefore, the Australian zinc in-

dustry found itself in the grip of an enemy. All ship-

ments ceased and there arose talk of building reduction

works iu England and Australia, but existing contracts

with the German and Belgian smelters paralyzed action.

In Augu.st. 1915, the Commonwealth government pas.sed

a bill cancelling contracts with enemy-aliens, and there-

by cleared the way for the Associated Smelters, a con-

solidation of mining interests at Broken Hill organized

to treat the lead and zinc outj^ut from that district,

starting with the Broken Hill Propi-ietary works at Port

Pirie as a nucleus. The only companies not included

were the British Broken Hill Proprietary and the Zinc

Corporation, both of which were registered in England

and were tied by German contracts that were not re-

leased by the Australian enactment ; another exception

was the Sulphide Corporation, which owns the Central

mine at Broken Hill, and controls both the Central zinc

smelter near Newcastle, in England, and a lead smelter

at Cockle Creek in New South Wales. All the efforts to

oi-ganize a new and big reduction works in England were

l)locked by German contracts, which the British courts

were slow to set aside. However, in September 1915 a

beginning was made by the ti'ansfer of the small smelter

at Swansea Vale in South Wales, from Aron Hirseh &
Soli 11 of Halberstadt to a syndicate headed by Messrs.

H. C. Hoover and F. A. Govett. representing a group of

financiers identified with the Zinc Corporation and the

Burma Mines. Finally, on May 12, 1916, the British

government made an order 'determining' the contracts

made in 1910 and 1912 between the British Broken Hill

Proprietary Company and the Zinc Corporation on the

one side and German smelters on the other. At about

the same time the Sulphide Corporation made an ar-

rangement, with the British government's .sanction, to

purchase the Central Zinc Company's plant in England

and enlarge it to a capacity of 30,000 tons of concentrate

jier annum. Furthermore, it is announced by the

Financial Times that the directors of the Zinc Corpora-

tion have definitely decided to erect a smelter of tiieir

own in England, at an expenditure of $10,000,000, un-

less the Commonwealth government extends its ('ml)argo

on the export of concentrate to companies of P^nglish

register, as is not likely. Meanwhile the interests tribu-

tary to the Associated Smelters have organized a Zinc

Producers Association, making provision for the market-

ing of their united output during a period of 50 years.

Arrangements with the Vieille Montague company, with

a view to protecting the Belgian zinc-smelting industry,

are also likely to be made, as part of the industrial

alliance between England and France. All of which is

here recorded to make clear the fact that the Australian

zinc industry is to be placed on its feet again and there-

fore in a position to contribute, say, 250,000 tons of

spelter per annum.

The mention of the Burma Mines is significant, for

that company has uncovered an orebody at Bawdwin, in

the Northern Shan States, that promises to be a factor

in the zinc market. Already 2,000,000 tons of ore av-

eraging 22|% zinc, besides 27% lead, and 25 oz. silver

per ton is said to he assured, with excellent prospects of a

big increase of tonnage as development proceeds. It is

not necessary to remind our readers how mines in the

copper and lead districts have begun to contribute a

large quota of zinc, for example, the Butte & Superior

and the Interstate-Callahan mines; indeed zinc, in the

form of blende, is a by-jtroduct of most metal-mining

operations in the West. Hitherto blende has been re-

garded not only as a sign of deterioration in lodes valu-

able for their gold, silver, lead, or copper, but commonly
it has been an excuse for smelter penalties of a drastic

kind. It is not too much to say that blende has been re-

garded as a nuisance both by the miner and the metal-

lurgist. Unquestionably this mineral is widely dis-

tributed and can be won at an accelerating rate of pro-

duction if the demand is maintained. No natural

monopoly of it exists, so that over-production is in-

evitable unless the price drops severely. That, of course,

is a logical consequence of easily recognizable conditions.

The price was 5 cents before the War ; it is 13 cents now ;

a compromise between these extremes is certain. "The
world of economics balances on the thin edge between

'must have' and 'mu.st sell'." We expect to see a thrive

ing industry maint.ained with spelter at about 7 cents

per pound.

Enrichment of Copper Ore

In this issue we give our readers the third of Mr.

Probert's articles on the 'Surficial Indications of Cop-

per.' On this occasion he discusses the chemistry of the

oxidized zone and attacks problems of the greatest scien-

tific interest. In the course of his analysis of the chem-

ical and pliy.sical factors at play in the uppermost portion

of copper deposits, he makes us pleasantly aware of the

recent growth of knowledge on this obscure subject. It

seems long ago since Emmons, Winchell, and Weed
started the train of investigation that explained to the

miner how copper migrates from one part of a lode to

another and how it is arrested in that migration so as to

compose rich orebodies. We know all about secondary

enrichment now, at least until we try to state what we

know in plain ^vords, when we possibly discover sundry

voids in our understanding of the chemical reactions,

which are necessarily complex. The experiment made

by Mr. Horace V. Winchell, in 1902, whereby he made

chalcocite synthetically by the action of copper sulphate

on pyrite in the presence of sulphur di-oxide. was illum-

iiuiting, even if it be granted that the presence of sul-

phur di-oxide in descending waters is uncommon. Mr.

H. N. Stokes showed by another experiment that a neu-

tral solution of cupric sulphate will react with pyrite .so
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as to pri'i'ipitati- cliHliMH-ito. Ami wliiK- \vc liavc Icanu'il

now thai all i-lialoo<-ilf is not of scfondarv origin. \vi'

liHVo nlnnuhuit proof of the faot that many iuiportanl

orvlMnlios onriolu'd l>y that iiiincral. tottctlu-r with oovi'j

IJto juui Uirnito. nri- tlu" rt'suit of such a prorcjw, as is

the case more particularly in the disseniinnted eopper

deposits to wliieh Mr. I'rolnTl directs our att<'Mtion in

his nrtich>s. In the ariil rcjjions of tin- (ircal Uasin. he-

tween the IWky Mountains juid the Siernt Nevada, tlic

factors of temperature, depression of the Ki""'H"l-""'er

level, and porosity of the surface to carhonatcd waters

have iHfn potent in facilitating the leaeliing of outcro|)s.

To this has heen adiled the etTe<'t of relatively slow

cn.>sion as comparetl, for instance, with the An-tie (u-

other regions exposed to pliuiing hy iee-sheets. This

point was elucidated hy Mr. Winchell. many years ago,

to explain the scarcity of sei-ondary sulphide I'uricli-

nients in the Nortli. It is hardly necessary to iiimiik

that an apparent exception, namely, the rcmarkahlc

mass of chalcocite ore at the Bonanza, or Kennccott. mine

in Alaska, is conceded by Messrs. L. C. Graton ;iiiil ('. F.

Tohnan to he primary. Among other notalile enrich-

ments, the Chuquicamata. in the high arid rofiion of

Chile, is unique in consisting chiefly of linwliiiiititf. the

basic stilphate of copper, a relatively rare mineral fre-

quently confused with atacamite and formed probably

hy the oxidation of chalcocite. as suggested by Jlr.

Waldemar Lindgren. How great a range of reactions

is involved in the chemistry of copper ores is indicated

by the series of equations quoted by Mr. Probert. Of

••ourse. these express only the dominant exchanges : be-

tween them come innumerable modifications and inter-

plays quite beyond expression by any formula, and com-

pliiated. as such reactions always are in nature, by the

volume of water that serves as the medium wherein they

exercise their multitudinous activities. Lots of water

and plenty of time must always be conceded in any at-

tempt to follow the operations that culminate in a de-

posit of ore. All of which is made clear in Mr. Probert 's

admirable essay, wherein he also brings out the signifi-

cance of cuprite, and native copper, as an indicator of

the second cycle of oxidation by descending waters of

surfieial origin. Yes, indeed, the earth's attic, called the

'crust' by geologists, is a laboratory in which experi-

ments on a large and conclusive scale are ever at work.

A Box of Cigars

Gratitude is defined as a feeling of appreciation for

favors shown, or expected. Walpole said that "the

gratitude of place-expectants is a lively sense of future

favors." Dr. Johnson considered gratitude a fruit of

great cultivation not to be found "among gross people,"

and as he made the remark while touring in the Hebrides

we presume he was not feeling very well. Like most

good things, gratitude can be overdone. "Thank me
no thanks" exclaims one of Shakespeare's characters.

" To be over-thankful for one favor is in effect to lay out

for another." More true, however, is the saying of

Hciijainm l''ranklin : "lie who has miee done ymi a

kindness will lie more ready to do you another than li<'

whom yon yourself have obliged." Men like to foi'gcl

tho.sc to whom tliey arc under obligation, especially if

they are conscious of having failed to reeiproeali'. while

the generous man loves to repiNil his kiiicjness In one \\\\n

has shown a just, not excessive, aiipreeialimi. .\ii eseess

of gratitude is unpleasant, i( Ihmmiiiics iMinfii.sed \\ilh

servility, it is found in ilngs. .Man's inability to express

sentiment graciously makes him an awkwanl animal; to

most of our species the dog I'an give points In showing

thankfnliK'ss and rememlier-iiig kindness. "The winler

wind is not so unkind" exclaims King Lear "iis man's

ingratilinlc.'" Hut with the average hunuin the failure

to express the feeling is due to (lillidenec, to awkward-

ness, to a desire to do it fittingly, if at all. "Thanks,

the exelie(|ner of the poor" says Shakespeare. Sineeiily

of feeling and nalui-alncss of exi)ressi(iii do not flonrish

among the spoiled portion of human kind; liiere words

become counters and frankness is taboo, or tajiii, as tlie

Maori says. And words. ;it best, are but em])ty thanks;

so. many avoid llieiii. hnping chance may give them a

better means. Our own profession, for in.stancc. no-

madic as it is. is the beneficiary of courtesy and good-

will from those whom we may meet only once. 'I'lie

chance to reciprocate does not ofTer itself, only gi'alel'nl

acceptance—and the resolution to pass it on, to do a

siiiiiliir kindness to those that, in like iiianinT, can make

no return. This is a working philosophy, at least. The

ledger of ho.spitality—of the mind, no less than of the

house—is not kept too precisely ; it calls for an ea.sy book-

keeping; it discards mean details; yet in the life of a

broad-gauge man the two sides of the account will strike

a rough balance, willi ;i margin in favor of credit. In

youth the account is on the debit .side, for the young man

receives kindnesses that he cannot hope to return ;
but

as life matures there comes the frequent opportunity to

pay back to a new generation the debt accumulated to

that which preceded. Yet, it is unwise to leave much

to the future. The young man should ni\-er miss a

chance to express thanks to his helpers. If somebody

recommends him for an appf)iMtment. if another gives

him a valuable hint, if a useful warning is tendered, it

is well to recognize the service. Bis dat qui cito dat.

Engineers do favors for each other. Acknowledgment

is often lacking, sometimes because the spirit of the act

is less appreciated than the tangible result. For in-

stance, one man pa.sses a professional engagement—the

inspection of a mine, for instance—to another. It is

curious how many waver between the grossness of a com-

mission and the inanity of a mere 'Thanks.' Does not

the island of Cuba furnish a means of adequate expres-

sion. "In the far savannahs a talisman grows that

makes all men brothers," says Lewis Morris. The

fragrant product of the vuelta abajo is more expressive

than many words. As-suredly the choice leaf of tobacco,

rolled in pleasing shape, is the proper medium for trans-

mitting .just that feeling of civilized gratitude that

words or money alike fail to convey.
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are ini'ilt'd (o list' this department for the discussion of (eiliiiitdl ami odicr iiuitlerx per-

((jiiiiiijs (o iiiiiiiiii; and inetallnrfiy. Tlu' Edilor irt'icoidt's the i?.vprcssioii of views contrary to liis ou'ii, bc-

liiviiij! lh<i( i-uri'ful crilicisni is more valuable than casual compliment.

Heating Cyanide Solution

The Editor

:

Sir—In view of the fact that some small cyanide mills

rceently e-oiiiing under my observation are heating the

mill-solution hy means of circulating it through an en-

velope surrounding an extension of the exhaust-pipes of

gas-engines, it may be well to call attention to extraction

and solution troubles that may result from overheating

under such conditions.

The heating of cyanide solution with a view to accel-

erating and increasing extraction by cyanidation was

investigated at an early date by cyanide operators, and

to most of those who have carefully looked into the mat-

ter it is evident that nothing is gained by heating cya-

nide solution above the temperature of normal summer

weather. When the solution is heated above this tem-

perature, a destruction of cyanide takes place and also a

re-precipitation of some dissolved gold and silver. This

is due to the increased chemical activity of both the cya-

nide and the caustic alkali, wliich attack the base ele-

ments of the ore, especially the sulphides, decomposing a

part of them, charging the solution with deleterious salts,

especially those of sulphur. "While it is stated on good

authority that the increased tlecnmposition of the bases

in the ore may result in liberating "locked up" values,

and so facilitate their dissolution, I have invariably

noted a poorer extraction of both gold and silver in

laboratory-tests wh(>n the solution was heated mui-h

above normal.

I have on record the tabulated results of hot cyanide-

solution tests made on ores from Guacimal and Tres

Amigos, Costa Rica, and from foui- different Nevada

ores, and in each case a diminished extraction and in-

creased cyanide consumption is to be noted where the

temperature exceeded 120°F. This may be explained, as

regards poor extraction, by assuming that dissolved gold

and silver are precipitated in the pulp by base com-

pounds developed by excessive heating. It is probable

that the hot alkaline solution, caustic lime and soda

being present. decom])oses sulphides to form alkaline

sulphides Na,S and CaS, which in turn precipitate sil-

ver and some gold from weak solutions. This theory is

supported by the fact that I have found thiocyafiate

present in the solution after such tests, although new

solution was used at the start, and that T found no apjire-

ciable amount of thiocyanate present when the test was

made with cold solution on the same ore. The increased

consumption of cyanide in the hot tests is due to its

active combination with base elements, and to a tendency

to polymerize and decompose in such combination.

In heating solution by means of circulating it in con-

tact with the exhaust-pipe of a gas-engine, if the solution

is not rapidly circulated in sufficient cjuantity. it be-

comes heated almost 'to the boiling-point, as I have

observed. This may result in a loss of cyanide and foul

solution, especially if the solution bears considerable

protective alkali. In addition to this, the solution, by

such heating, is deprived of its dissolved oxygen, which

is so essential in dissolving gold and silver. While the

moderate warming of very cold solutions is beneficial in

shortening the time of treatment, heating above normal

is harmful.

If in extremely cold weather it is deemed necessary to

warm mill-solutions, it should be done in such a manner

that it does not necessitate a small constantly circulating

quantity of solution being excessively heated in order to

bring up the temperature of large quantities of solution.

Alfred Merritt Smith.

Reno, Nevada, May 28.

[From his letter it would seem as if Mr. Smith has

not followed the work at Tonopah, at the Mexican mill

on the Comstock. and other silver districts, where a

distinct advantage is gained by heating solutions to as

high as 120° F. The reactions given by Mr. Smith may

take place, but at Tonopah the increased recovery greatly

over-balances the cost of heating solutions and loss

therefrom. We would like to hear the latest results

from this phase of cyanidation from our Nevada friends.

The term "re-precipitation" as used in this letter

has been superseded by "premature precipitation."

—Editor.]

Sunday Work at the Mines

The Editor:

Sir—Most subjects pertaining to mining come under

discussion in your valuable .journal, but although I have

been a regular reader for many years, I do not remember

coming across any views for or against Sunday work in

mining.

It seems to me that in the Western States the custom

of operating mines and mills on Sunday, .just the same

as on any other day. has become so universal that if any-

one were to raise his voice against it, he would be con-

sidered eithei- a crank or one who had not the interest

of the ind\istry at heart. But yet, just because a thing

is the custoiii. it does not necessarily follow that it is
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oorrtvt, nor the lu'st for all iMinwriif«i. In mallfrs per

Uiinini; to llu> luiiiiaii fainilv. Hki' tin- one day's n-st in

st'vi'ii, oiu' naturally turns to the Bible for information,

in tlio suunc inannt-r as an on^rineiT takes up liis Trawl

wine or Hankino if In- wants to g<t fails nlaliiitt to an

engineering problem; and in the Hilde we find that tin-

Suiulay ipu'stion is dealt willi in no uneertain way. The

institution of the Sabhath seems to date ba.k to tiie

earliest limes, as we find that in the time of Most>s tin'

eominandment with resp.-et to it begins with "Hememlu r

the Sabbath." elearly indiealing thai at that time it was

alrt-ady ol>si>rved. and there is no doubt that the day was

s«t apart by the wisdom of God. for the benetit of man-

kind, both physieal juid spiritual, but especially with re-

gard to his spiritual nature, as the Sabbath day com-

mandment is one of the four dealing with iiiaii's relation

to God. Christ's words that the Sal)lialli was made for

man and not man for the Sabbath endorse this view, ami

his whole teaehinp in eonneotion with the Sabbath shows

elearly that tb>> ^lav w.is for man's Klessintr and not his

hindrance.

Alwut 20 years ago 1 l<ft. the I'nited States and went

to New Zealand, and the only experience I had at the

time with regard to Sunday work in minins; was tliat

it was the proper thing: and when, after I had been in

New Zealand for some years in charge of mines, the

question was brought up by the Government, with a

view to passing a law to stop Sunday work in the mines

and mills; I naturally joined with my fellow managers

in protesting against the proposed action. However,

the law was passed, and I can now honestly say that T

look back with shame at my foolishness in standing

against that which God had ordained (see Acts V. 29)

and I think it safe to say that, after having experienced

the Sunday closing of the mines and mills in New

Zealand, there is not a manager of a single reputable

company there who would like to go back to the old

conditions.

The cry of the mine-owner against Sunday closing is

that he is going to lose his profit, and the cry of the

worker is that he is going to lose his wages. Of course,

this looks plain enough, but it is well to remember that

human calculations are not of much importance in the

sight of God. and Sunday profits and wages are apt to

turn to ashes. Since returning to the United States I

have seen and experienced a great deal of Sunday work

and I can truthfully say that I abhor it. To work day

after day without a break. Sunday. Good Friday, Easter,

and even Christmas, has a most deadening effect, and

there is no wonder that when a man has had about six

months of it, he calls for his time, and takes the nearest

route to a 'wet' city, and has a 'bust.'

I doubt whether it pays from a financial standpoint.

A man naturally goes to his work with more zest on Mon-

day if he has had a change from toil on Sunda.v. and he

takes more interest in it—^he is better off physically,

and there is no question about the spiritual gain, unless

he is a man whose bringing up has given him no better

way of spending his leisure than to loll about and engage

in idle i-onverNnlion. There are lull, r uiivs In s|iiriil

Sunday than this.

I'nder the New Zealand law, pi-rmits are granted liy

I he Inspector of .Mines fin- working men on Sunday al

repairs in tii<' mills, and also for pumping, eli-.. in tiic

mines. Wlitii a mill is elosed-down and free from noise,

a re|»air-man can do about twice the amount of wnrl<

and do it better than when he has to do il while llir

machinery is in iiKPtinn.

I'pon whom should tiic blainc iiml rcsiionsibilit y I'm-

the existing eiuidilions bi' placed? The men claim lliiil

liny have lo work mi Sniiday or lose their job; llic

managenicnt says the diri'i'lors re(|uire Sunday work,

and that the men also deniand il ; the directors wash

their hands ol' the whole mailer ami say that lliey leave

these details lo llie manager, and the sliarcliolilers clamor

for dividends and ask no (|iieslii)ns about llic ii< .ssily

or advi.sabilily nl' Sunday work

Clearly the directors and sliarehohlers are the re-

sponsible parlies: they I'an say 'this' or 'that.' and have

the authority to enforce their requirements. It is si ill

the old story; money first and God .second ])la<'e. Away
back at the dawn of the human race, wicked Cain evas-

ively asked "Am I my brntlii-r's keeper'.'" ami lliis ipies-

tion has been riiitring through the ages ever since, and

is answered by faithful Paul in his well known state-

ment which contains the whole essence of brotherly love:

"Wherefore, if meat make my brother to offend. 1 will

eat no flesh while the world standeth, lest 1 make my
brother to offend."

F. C. Brown.

Boise. Idalio. Mav 24.

Chinese Mining Regulations

The Editor

:

Sir—Replying to your kind invilalion of March 21 to

comment on your editorial on this subject in your issue

of March 18, I take pleasure in making the following

remarks.

Were Mr. Lindsey entirely unknown and unheard of

to me I should be inclined to welcome any change he

might make, preferring unknown evils to those already

experienced, but with Ids enviable reputation and the

tribute you pay to those particular qualities of his which

are sure to be called on so extensively in the ta.sk before

him, I welcome most heartily the news that he is to give

us a new set of mining regulations, confident that if not

too much hampered there will be not only no harm in

them but salvation for the mining industry of Cliina.

It is unnecessary to discu.ss on this occasion the local

need of a new mining law in China, and I will pass it

on with a word or two. To my mind too much emphasis

is laid, even by many of the younger engineers, on the

need of something very special in the way of a mining

law in order to conform with the multitudinous tradi-

tions and customs of China. It may be safely said tliat

the more heed paid to these ignorant superstitions and

inefficient customs, by just so much greater extent wdl
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tlie good effects of any law be vitiated. China is in a

great transitional stage, even a rapid one; let us have

a No. 1 mining law and grow up to it instead of settling

down to a makeshift. Of almost equal imijortauce with

a good law is its honest and intelligent administration

;

the law-makers should bear this strongly in mind. Make

a civil service examination necessary and offer an ade-

quate salary and then make it possible to put the fear

of God into any official attempting 'squeeze.'

The two salient objections to the present regulations

are the difficulties and restrictions put upon the pros-

pecting and opening of mining property, and, the re-

strictions put upon foreign capital. These must be

remedied before mining can flourish in China in the

manner that it should.

Regarding foreign capital. I consider it of the first

importance and am decidedly in favor of attracting it

to China by means of favorable legislation. In the first

place, it will develop the mineral resources of the coun-

try at once instead of fifty or a hundred years from

now, and will bring with it all the benefits attendant

on the economic production of raw material. Next, it

will educate the people of China in all phases of the

mining industry. It will educate the miner, the super-

intendent, the manager, the director, the president, and

the capitalist. It will tend to create an efficient mine

administration ; in short, it will serve as a great school

to train the actors for the great drama of economic

mining in China ; the stage is already set.

The question now arises, until a greater number of

Chinese are educated up to the modern mining indus-

trial standard, should there not be some kind of limita-

tion put upon the number of foreign enterprises, lest be-

fore the Chinese are able to stand upon their own feet

and play the game, practically all of the best properties

in the country would be in the hands of foreigners?

Just how this limitation should be applied or whether

there should be any limitation is a question that should

be decided only after the sifting of many opinions and

the most careful study, but it has occurred to me that a

geographical limitation might ser\-e the purpo.se from

the Chinese view-point and at the same time need not in

any way discourage foreign capital. Suppose, for in-

stance, within a single district or Fu (the average Fu
has an area of about 2500 square miles), say, four prop-

erties were opened to foreign capital. Their engineers

are allowed to prospect, examine, and choose without

restriction, but once the limited number is taken up or

purchased, then that particular Fu would be closed to

further foreign capital. The details of such an arrange-

ment, I believe, could be satisfactorily worked out. It

seems to me that the effect of such an arrangement

would be to stimulate the entrance of foreign capital

rather than otherwise. A limited edition is always more

coveted than an unlimited one. This would give the

Chinese about the right handicap and once they leani

how, the limitation could be removed, as they should

then be able to hold their own with all comers.

Siich foreign capital as is allowed to enter should be

given full freedom of control, but under the Chinese

law. There must be no hint of extra-territoriality.

M. B. Yung.
Hongkong, May 6.

What Mining Men Read

The Editor:

Sii'—in 1910, when the Porcupine gold district was
30 miles from a railroad or any other kind of a road,

the engineers and mining men there liked to 'stop-over'

for a meal or a smoke at the Porcupine-Vipond mine.

One reason w^as that Bert Poirier, the manager, extended

the hospitality of his comfortable cabin without making
the visitor feel uneasy. The other reason was that on

the table were periodicals from the outside world. In

spite of the busy times characteristic of a -new district,

the better-class weeklies—both technical and general

—

were read with an avidity that had to be seen to be ap-

preciated. This is not unusual. Men who have jour-

neyed to the ends of the earth comment upon the eager-

ness with which people cut-off from the world watch for

the periodicals to arrive. A significant point is that a

man on the fringe of civilization or in a foreign country

will choose the really well-written papers instead of

trash. A residence in a strange land gives the sojourner

a new point of view; he looks at things in a detached

way, and learns to appreciate the best in his native

countrj\ The New Yorker in Chile or the San Fran-

ciscan in China does not want to receive the newspaper

that features "Woman Leaps from Ferry" or "Heart
Balm Awarded Soul-seeker's Affinity," but he wants

papers written bj' intelligent journalists. If more of

us could spend a year at a lonely mine in the Andes or

Siberia, I think that our literary taste would be raised

considerably.

A recent article in the Technology Monthly of Har-

vard University deplored the neglect of real literature

by the engineer. The criticism was made that the tech-

nical student's reading is too apt to consist only in

'skimming through' the engineering periodicals. This

may be true of the student, but it does not apply to the

same man five years later, when he has got over the

frivolous methods of the modern undergraduate. Par-

ticularly it does not relate to the graduate who has to

do with mines. An experience in the mining industry is

likely to mean more or less traveling, and an acquaint-

ance with danger, both of which make for seriousness

and breadth of view. J. Parke Channing remarked re-

cently concerning a mine in the desert region of the

Southwest, that he noticed many of the staff took tlie

Sunday edition of the New York Times, and a surpris-

ingly large number of that same excellent paper is sold

every Tlnirsday at the news-stands here in San Fran-

cisco. The proportion of Americans who are learning

to distinguish a real newspaper from a 'sob sheet' is on

the incrca.se. The market for good writing is growing.

P. B. McDonald.

Berkeley, June 1.
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Notes From Lake Superior

By P. B. McDonald

All ortf-earryintf stonintT liroke in two niui sunk in

Iwikf Su|uTior fDiir iiiihs ntT Kowot-ninv point on May ;•.

most of till- cn'w li.-inu lost. Tliis sli-anier. tlic N. /i'.

Kirby, was taking iron ore Inini Dulntli to tlic lower

lak»>s, anil was pn>lmMy ovirloailcil. It is a ti-niplation

to ovcrlt>aii an ori'steaincr. lurausc a full loail of tli>'

heavy iron ore st-areely more than covers the bottom of

the lK>at. On the same liate a steamer left Houghton

carrying -ii^OO tons of copper valued at $2,100.(1110. tin-

mixst valuable cargo ever sent down the lakes.

A horizontal »liamontl-drill hole. l.'iTS ft. lonn. near

luncau. Alaska, has attraetctl attention in the West on

account of itH great length for a tlat hole ami the prac-

tical difficulties of handling such a long line of rods.

As pointed out by (icorgc Xewett of Ishpeniing. IfiOO ft.

for a diamonil-drill hole is nothing rcinarkable in Michi-

gan, where holes of 3000 ft. depth are common. But it

should be remembered that a horizontal diamond-drill

hole is much more difficult to drill than a vertical hole.

by reason of gravity, freezing, and other troubles.

The recovery of fine tlaky native copper is engaging

the attention of Michigan metallurgists. This applies

not only in the new White Pine district, where 61^/c

recovery, eqnal to 25 lb. per ton, is being made by the

White Pine Copper Co.. but also at the AVinona mine

where a leaching process is being tried, and at Keweenaw

Copper Co., where the Ash-bed lode contains flaky cop-

per in spongy rock. Tailing carrying np to 12 lb. of

copper per ton is being stored for future treatment,

while experiments with flotation and leaching processes

continue, as a sequel to the work of C. IT. Benedict.

A dividend of ^l per share is mentioned for Ish'

Royale Copper Co. This would be the second dividend

paid, the first having been in 191-3, although mining was

started on Isle Royale land in 1853. the present company

having been organized in 1899. A striking contrast is

the record of the Quincy mine, which is within sight of

the Isle Royale. The Quincy paid its first dividend in

1862. which was 54 years ago, and except for 1866 and

1867. has paid dividends every year since. It is still a

remarkably profitable mine, with a long future ahead.

The Ahmeek is the best mine of the dozen subsidiaries

of the Calumet & Ileda. Last year it sold 21,800.492 lb.

of copper at 18.28c. per lb., the cost of production being

7.96c. Four di\-idends. totaling $1.6.50.000, were dis-

tributed during the year. AH operating expenses were

$1,734,919. a sum only slightly larger than the divi-

dends paid. The new stamps added to the mill, raising

the total to eight, will make the third largest mill in the

Copper Country, ^vith a capacity of over 5000 tons per

day.

Lake Superior people are trying a little speculation in

a Wisconsin lead and zinc venture. Shares of the Platti--

villc ConNolidalcd Lead i"t '/.\\\r Co. Iinve lieiii otVereii in

the .Michigan nuning towns, although the eoiiipany is

directed from Chicago. In I hi' past, Lake .Suju'rior men

have lost money in Wisconsin zinc mines, because they

have aKKumcil that the irr.'gnlar liMJc hodic'H of zinc

could lie mined according In llic big scide initlidds ap

plicablc to copper and ii-on.

Calumet & Ileela produci'd 72,()i;t,:t20 lli. of copper

in 1915, (d" which ."il,738..')SS lb. came from the <'onglom

crate lode, and 1,582,802 lb. from the lailinn in 'I'mcli

Laki'. The yield of coi)|)el' per ton of ore has (ie<'lineil

steadily; in 1S7:{ il was nearly 5'/^ , in 18S!) about '\'/'t

,

in 1907 about 2'/,,, in 1915 it wa.s 22.28 lb. or slighlly

above lo;. Regarding the ac(|uisitioii of the slock of

the Tamarack mine, as to which sonic dilTci-cnce of

opinion lias cxisled. ,i large nui.iority of the Tamarack

shareholders acci'pted llie price of $5!t per share offered

by the Calumet &, llecla. W. K. I'arnall ami .lanii'S

MacNaughton differed materially in tliiir npprai.sals of

the Tanuirack ndnc, whereupon the directors of the com-

pany stated that they "iiatuialiy do not undertake to

decide wliirh of iwci ((iininliiit experts is right in so

technical a matter." As 1o the C. & II. reclamalioii-

I)lant for treating old tailing, liie production, witii tliri'c-

ipuirters of tln' |)ianl in ojieratioii. is at the rate of

5,000,000 11). per year, at a cost, excluding smelting and

selling, of about 4c. per i)ound. A 20-in. suclion-dredge

of a capacity of 10,000 tons per day, electrically driven

and capable of digging 100 ft. below the walcr-liiie. op-

erates in Torch Lake. The tailing is i)unii»ril to llic

classifying-house, through a pipe-line on pontoons. In

the re-crushing house are 64 Hardinge mills.

The management of the Cop])cr Raii<,'e Consolidated

believes in [jroducing a maximum amount of copijcr

while the price for the metal is high, ratlicr tiian send a

maximum amount of low-grade ore to the mill in order

to extract coi)i)er from rock that would not be 'ore' in

normal times. For this purpose the rock is sorted care-

fully and only the higher-grade ore sent to the mill. The

average content of ore milled in 1915 was 32 lb. of cop-

per per ton, which is a decided increase over the figures

of 23 and 25 lb. per ton in the two years previous. The

production of the Copper Range Co. la.st year was

37,035.642 lb. of copper, tiie largest in its history, the

profit of $3,450,236 being jjarticularly gratifying. The

cost of production was only S.Ofjc. per pound, compared

with a previous cost of 10 and 11 cents. A significant

note is the statement by the president. William A. Paine,

that the company's new selling department, opened a

year ago in New York, has effected a considerable saving

in commissions. The general manager. F. W. Denton,

states that in 1915, 220,920 cu. yd. of stamp-sand was

run into the Champion mine for filling stopes, and

54,240 eu. yd. was filled at the Baltic mine. This sand

is piped to the stopes. where the miners require addi-

tional waste-rock to enable them to reach the back, and

is cheaper than the old method of breaking wall-rock

for the same purpose.
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A^'J
putcrop is not necessarily ore-bearing or char-

acterized by gossan; rock alteration may be the

sole indicator of the chemical processes that have

acted in conjunction with dynamic forces to concentrate

uietallic minerals to form ore.

In the wonderful laboratory of the earth's crust, the

same laws govern the reactions as those we were taught

in our first lessons in chemistry. Acids combine with

bases to form salts; molecular re-arrangement produces

new compounds; chemical affinity rules in an inter-

change of atoms ; the laws of valency are never violated.

It is the same old story that, under favorable conditions,

IL + = H,0.

This is true near the surface of the earth, or in the

zone of weathering, but as we go deeper our knowledge

of ehemistr.v must be more advanced. Other factors

enter into the reactions; high temperature, great pres-

sure, mass reaction, the laws of solution, the laws of

colloids, and the like, upset chemical equilil)rium and

bring about conditions which, try as we will, we cannot

duplicate in the laboratory. We can theorize, postulate,

and argue, but we cannot conclusively prove. The

jihysical chemistry of mass reactions is but imperfectly

understood. We can never determine bla.st-furnace

practice by test-tube experiment.

l^lant life accomplishes a chemical function of no

little importance. Decaying vegetation furnishes acids

to attack the surface rocks ami minerals. J. J. Beeson,

in explaining the formation of surface carbonate ores

at Bingham, says' that "prior to steam-shovel opera-

tions, the surface of Bingham was heavily l)rush covered.

This decayed during summer months producing huraic

acids and carbon dioxide, part of which remained in

the soil to be later dissolved by atmospheric water. As

the waters advanced down the lullside, the CO^ and

alkaline carlionate content was inci'eased. so that on the

uiiddle slopes, copper carbonat<'S were precipitated by

reaction with sulphate waters in the rock." Meteoric

waters, witli the soluble salts of the surface, are the

active agents of all changes brought about in the zone

of oxidation.

Of the water that falls on the surface, only a small

part sinks into the rocks. The water in the belt of

weathering is that held by imbibition, or adhesion, be-

tween the water and mineral particles. Locally, and

for a time, the belt of weathering may be completely

saturated. The activity of the water is dependent on the

iTrans. A. I. M. E., New York meeting, 1916.

compounds present, and the temperature. The variabil-

ity of pressure at this high horizon is negligible.

Both water and gaseous solutions are active. The
chemical changes of the rock-minerals assist in the

alteration of the contained metals. When the rocks are

not saturated with water, gases are held in the pores

and fractures so as to act as important chemical re-

agents. Much oxygen is carried down in the vadose

circulation. Rain will absorb atmospheric gases; it

will also dissolve haloid salts from passing over the

surface, particularly in desert regions. Nitrates simi-

larly may be taken into solution. These waters will at-

tack and dissolve the alkaline earths and metallic salts,

the solutions causing a series of chemical reactions of

extraordinary complexity. The temperature in the belt

of weathering is subject to changes due to climatic con-

ditions. The average annual temperature near the

Arctic circle is about -15° C. At the tropics it is 27° C.

Since solutions are much more active at higher temper-

atures, alteration is much more apparent in the lower

latitudes.

Tlie important reactions are those of oxidation, car-

bonatization, h.ydration, solution, and deposition. The
oxygen of the air may act at the surface directl.y as a

gas, but to a far greater degree through solutions.

The break-down of organic matter results in the liber-

ation of carl)onic acid gas. Carbonatization is chiefly ac-

complished through the siilistitutiou of carbonic for

silicic acid. Carbonated waters will attack the feldspars,

forming alkaline carbonates, and liberating free silica,

part of which may be taken into solution as colloidal

silica and ]iart separate out as quartz. It has been as-

certained that where vegetation is abundant, the amount
of dissolved silica in underground water is natch greater

than in non-forested regions.

Ilydr.ition and dehydration are dependent on humid-

ity or aridity. The combined work of carbonatization

and hydration nud^e solution the more active. No sub-

stance is wholly insoluble in water, even at normal tem-

pei'ature and pressure. Under conditions of deej) water-

circidation, even refractory silicates are readily soluble,

as iiistaneod by the replacement of the pebbles of the

Calumet & Hecla conglomerate by copper.

A unit of sohition simultaneously saturated with each

of several coiiii)ounds contains a greater total of solids

than a unit of solution saturated with fewer of these

compounds, btit less of any individual salt Hum it would

were i1 saturated with that salt alone. The influence of
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oiu' oompouiiil on llu- stilubiliiy of niiotlicr |ili»ys an im

portant part in tin- roai-tiotis of tin- oxitli/.otl /.oiu'.

Tlu' volunu' of a solution is Ions than tin- volniiH- of

the solvent, plus that of the soluti-. It is clcjir, then-

fort', that pivssuri' im-n-aM's s«>lul)ility. for sohiiion tends

to Itrinjf the mohvules i'los»'r togftlu-r. Wiu-n soft jjlass

(similar to nuuiy natural silitatos^ is dissolvfii in water

at 210' v.. the volume of the solution is 'it* to M)% less

than the total volume of water ami jflass.

Solution is the ffreat faetor in the belt of w« iiliieriiij! ;

it is au>:menteil liy inerease of temperature. Tlie rela-

tive solubility of the salts formed by oxidation deter-

nunes, in a measure, the se<|uenee below, for sub.staners

dissolved in the preate.st quantity are deposited in the

gn.>atest quantity. Where the evaporative fiutor is

high, surfaee eoneentration may result.

As a sweeping peneraiixation. I nuiy ass«Mt that nearly

all the primary ores of eopper deposits are sulphides and

that whatever the form, genesis, or eharaeter of the de-

posit may be. the oxidation, if it takes place at all. will

be praetieally the same. In the first two of this series of

articles. I have analyzed the physieal conditions that ac-

centuate secondary concentration in tlie o.xidized zone,

or in the deeper zone of sulphide enrichment. Tlie por-

osity of the mass, the opportunity for the free passage

of meteoric waters, is the prime e.s.stMitial. Quoting Ran-

some' on Bisbee: "The most marked physical effect of

oxidation has been the great increase in tlie porosity of

the masses acted ui)oii. This has greatly facilitated the

migration and concentration of the desulphurized ores

and their st^gregation in workable masses from the bulk

of the limonitic and clayey ledge matter. The oxidized

material is more porous, softer, and more plastic, hence

it weakens the rocky structure in which it occurs, caus-

ing a settling of the mass. This enhances solution and

oxidation is made even more rapid. . This, in turn, assists

erosion." The sequence or zonal arrangement we have

established, or perhaps accepted, in its relationship to

the surface and ground-water level. "We have seen how

these zones are constantly descending as erosion pro-

ceeds. The solutions are finding new material at the

bottom of the belt on which to work, therefore, as de-

nudation goes on there is ever a helt contributing ma-

terial to the zone of cementation below.

Certain minerals have their critical level, which they

cannot leave without decomposition, while others have

such a large interval of existence that they may be called

persistent.

Copper is a peculiarly soluble metal in all its com-

pounds. The sulphides are exceptionally vulnerable to

descending oxidizing waters.

Ore minerals are variously altered by atmospheric oxy-

gen, both in degree and rapidity. Stephen II. Emraens

says,^ "The important sulphides are attacked in the

following order: marcasite. pyrite. pyrrhotite. ehalco-

pyrite. bomite. millerite. chalcoeite. galena, blende."

Pyrite and marea.site are the same chemical compounds

2Prof. Paper U. S. G. S. No. 21. Page 159.

3'Cheinistry of Gossan,' ^. <t M. J., 1892. Page 582.

having dilTereiil molecular slnicluri'. 'i'hfV dn mil ii\i

dize or go into solution al llir saine rate. I'\iite is Ihr

more stable.

Till' presence of free air seems In I sscnliiil tnr ihr

solution of some sulphides, and iis mil nil pdiiimis oi

oxidizing deposits are e(|uiilly aecessilile to atiimsplicric

oxygen, resiiluary sulphides may be left in llu' upper

parts of copper deposits. Chalcoeite is stalilr in lln'

aliseiiee of air. allhougli. in the presence of liii;ld>

oxygenated waters, it is iiiorc rcjuiily »li;ii'l<i'il iIkhi

|)yrite.

Oxidation and solution go hand in hand, iml ri'iiiiC'

lion and jn-i-eipitaticui are not so closely relaled. Copper

is more soluble than gold, and even where condilinns are

most favorable for the .solution of the gold, it is pie<'ipi

taled as soon as the ferric li(|iiors of the surface arc v
diiced to the ferrous state. Residual gold is often li It

in the outcrop, hence there is a segregation—a relative

ciiricliineiit near the surfaee. This exjilains the transi-

tion of the Jlount Morgan inine of Australia from one of

gold to a steady producer of the red metal. At the High-

land Hoy. of Hingham. ami at the I'niled Verde, of

Jerome, there is a concentralion of gold :il the surface.

H. II. Knox has described.'' Ilie jiyritic (lejHisils of Kmi-

inklinfi'. ill Russia, where iirecioiis-metal concentration

is particularly well exemplified. Silver is freely soluble

in ferric sulphate, but if chlorides are present it is at

once precipitated as cerargyrite. and with the reduction

of ferric solutions, the native metal will drop out. The

Old Dominion mine, of Globe, was worked for many

years as a .silver mine, and it is not at all unlikely that

the present silver lodes of Butte, on which the Alice.

Moulton, and Silversmith mines arc located, will li.-

worked eventually for copper.

It is perhajis advi.sable, at this stage of the discussion,

to consider the reactions that take place. I have pre-

pared a series of chemical equations, suggesting the

sequence of change. It must he understood, however,

that such simple foninilas caiiiiot ex]>ress the ai'tiial

complexity of reaction.

Copper sulphides, in primary ore, are invariably asso-

ciated with iron sulphides. Recent researches at Butte

and elsewhere tend toward the recognition of primary

chalcoeite at great depths, but, in nearly all deposits.

copper and iron sulphide occur together. The oxidation

of these sulphides produces the potent liquors.

The mineral waters in the zone of oxidation arc acid

and metallic sulphate solutions. They react not only on

the vein-filling, but on the wall-rocks. The nature of the

wall-rocks often plays an important part, particularly if

a wall-rock contains much lime. The solutions readily

give np their metallic content when in the sulphide zone.

The reactions and products will vary with the material

acted upon, and an understanding of this fact will guide

the geologist in anticipating the future. We must al-

ways bear in mind what the physical forces have done in

the district under investigation. Broadly speaking, the

drier the climate and the less precipitous the surface of

4Trans. I. M. & M., 1909. Page 27.3.

t
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the land, tlie more pronounced will be the surface evi-

dence of mineralization, and, in all probability, if long

continued erosion is established, the chances are greater

that enriched ore is now being oxidized.

Primary ore near the surface at one time or another

will run the whole gamut of the list of equations given.

The sequence is the same no matter what type of deposit

we study, but the rate of change varies with the physical

condition of the deposit.

Cupriferous pyrite, a physical mixture of iron and

copper sulphides, may be accepted as the general condi-

tion of primary ores of copper. The association of these

two sulphides seems to increase the rate of oxidation,

(iottschalk and Buehler state"' that the oxidation of cer-

tain natural sulphides is greatly increased by the pres-

ence of either marcasite or pyrite, and deduce from

elaborate experiments the following explanation

:

1. That while there is. in mixtures of two sulphides,

a large increase in the solution of the one, there is also

a. protective action exerted on the other.

2. That there is a difference of potential between the

<iifferent sulphides which can be arranged in a series

similar to the electro-chemical series shown by the metals.

3. That tills fact may be of the greatest importance in

the process of natural oxidation.

The oxidation of the mixed sulphides may be partial or

complete, according to the time they have been subjected

to the process. The first step in the break-down is the

formation of ferric, ferrous, and basic sulphates with

free acid, as expressed in equations No. 1 and 5. The

ferric-hydrate may, by hydration, separate out as limo-

nite. Under changed climatic conditions, this may be

dehydrated again, producing the hematitic outcrops so

common in desert regions. In wet mines, where pyritic

ore is subject to rapid oxidation, an orange-colored gela-

tinous mud will accumulate on the floor and sides of

old workings. This is a gel form of limonite, and with

it minute black scales of specularite are often found.

Limonite may occur as pseudomorphous replacements

of pyrite cubes, or staining the silicious skeleton of py-

ritic casts.

The deep oxidized copper ores of Bisbee occur in lime-

stone abundantly altered to limonite. There is a slow

replacement of the limestone blocks by mineral waters.

Rhoml)()idal cleavage has developed in the lime-rock and

the waters, filtering through the bedding and fracture-

planes, deposit at first a thin film of yellow limonite: the

angular corners of the blocks are worn away, the blocks

take an ovate form, the limestone is slowly replaced in

concentric layers until finally the whole is a mass of hy-

drated iron oxide. Cupriferous waters produce the same

effect and fine malachite specimens often sui-round

residual masses of limonite.

Carbonated waters may cause sidei'ite to form, liut tliis

is not common in the outcrops of copper deposits.

Hematite generally attracts the eye on account of its

striking color. It is plentifully developed in the arid

regions. The dehydration of limonite causes a shrinkage

'^Economic Geology. Vol. 7, page 15.

of volume af 27%, hence the cavernous 'burnt' nature of

so many iron outcrops on the desert. This increased

porosity, due to chemical change, is a great factor in

promoting vigorous cin^ulation. If the country or vein

is faulted after mineralization and oxidation, micaceous

hematite may develop by attrition. At the Old Dominion

mine, in Arizona, the hematite of the gossan is quite

greasy.

The influence of the wall-rocks on the character and

UNITE!) VERDE OLTCROI". JEROME, ARIZO.NA.

distribution of the ore in the Old Dominion mine is

strikingly shown on the different levels. Rich carbon-

ate and iron ores are found where the fault brings dia-

base and limestone into juxtaposition, or where fault-

blocks of limestone have been caught in the vein-filling

01' floated in the cooling diabase and replaced. Cuprite

and native copper are common in the quartzite. while

the sulphides are almost wholly developed where both

walls of the vein are in diabase. The presence of these

rich products of meteoric waters at the higher horizons

coupled with the slight development of chalcocite on the

800-ft. level convinced me. during my examination of the

property in 1901, tliat tlic original pyrite had been suf-
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tU'ii'Htly euprit'cniiis to form on* l>y pnu'OJi»i»'» of cun

i-i>nt ration.

llfiiiatitt' is the fiiuil pnulm-t of oxi«li/o(l pyritf. In

till- arid rt<Kions, wiiore grtiuiul-water lies di-ep and tin'

prtvipitHtioii is sli);lil. the solutions pereolatin^' throii»;li

the oxidizeil zone are likely to be of a ooneentniled char

aetor; and if pyrile, niaivasite. or ehaleopyrilc is alum

dant. and if tlie mass is porous, the chi-niical eluinK<'s in

volved in oxitlalion may be so euerjrelie as to develop

considerable heal. This may explain the formation ol'

speeularite or micaceous hematite instead of limonitc in

pissans. Oattd has shown that the presence of salts in

solution lowers the water-tension and pewnits of the

fonnntion of hematite at low temperatures. It is frc-

•piently quite silicious owinjr to the alteration of other

ifiuipue-matter, in which i-asc it will wcjitlicr out in bohl

relief.

The vein mines of the Globe district arc remarkable

because of the jjreat development and depth of the hema

tite in the oxidi/.ed zone. It wa.s the sole indicator, ami

that in one short exposure, on which I pinned ray recom-

mendations for the development of the Superior &

Boston property. At the Black Oxide mine, practically

the whole vein-filling, which occupied a fault in diabase.

is of this micaceous variety of hematite. It averages

alwut eight feet wide and shows no change in its general

character at a depth of 600 ft. below the surface, al-

though a winze sunk from the lowest level opened a lens

of rich carbonates in the hematite matrix. An incom-

plete analysis of the ore showed
%

Copper 6.20

Silica IS-tS

Alumina 5.80

Iron (meUllic) 43.90

Inder the 'blow-out' of the Black Hawk, mixed carbon-

ate and glance ore was mined to a depth of 500 ft. where

a leached crushed zone, containing hematite and occa-

sional kidneys of ore. gradually merged into the cuprif-

erous belt below.

At the Swansea and Planet mines, in Yuma county,

Arizona, hematite is even more plentifully developed,

but the district does not promise to become a large or

steady producer of copper. It presents the typical desert

topography. Tin- hills have fairly regular slopes, al-

though recent ravines have been incised by torrential

rains. The pre-Quaternary contour was vastly different

from the present detrital surface. The geologic sequence

is quite complex. Resting on a basal series of gneissic

granite, metamorphosed limestones and argillites are

seen. These were intruded by a basic rock subsequently

changed to amphibolite and heavily pyritizcd with

barren sulphides. All these rocks were cut later by a

series of volcanics. The ore deposits of Swansea and

Planet are of the 'replacement' type. They are essen-

tially iron-copper deposits in the sediments and closely

associated amphibolites. and are apparently confined to

this series. They are limited below by the gneis.ses and

above by the conglomerate. Oxidation is advanced to a

degree snoh that the original nature of the deposit is

lost, but I am of the opinion that tlie pi-iiiuiry ores con

sisled of speeularite, low-grade cupriferous pyrite with

accompanying quart/, caleile, and siderile as vein nni

lerials. Speeularite tu- micai-eous hcmalile, llie |)rc(|(iMi

inaiit mineral, is, I think, in part primary unci pnrlly

secondary. The origin of sui'h enormous nnisscs of mica

ceous hennititc has long 1 n a sub.jcct of interest to the

mining geologist. Alnindant evid(>ncc is now avaiialile

to pn>ve that it is frciniently a ilircci |)roducl, of pyrite,

whi'lhcr cuprifi'rous or barren. ("u])rifcrous pyrite is,

as 1 have sjiid before, an intimati* jjhysical admixture of

minute crystals of chalcopyrite in the interstitial spaces

of normal iron ])yri1i'. This sulphide will oxiilize lirst,

leaving brownisli iiisly pyrite gr;iiiis as loosely cnlicrcnl

ma.s.ses. The pivsenec of chalcanthilc in the g(i.s,san, the

alisence of carbonates or silicates, and the low-grade eo|)-

per tenor of luiclcar ma.s.ses of pyrite in the secondary

hematite, convinced me that the chances for viilmilili'

ore deposits at Swansea are remote.

The cn|)p(i- deposits of north-western Arizona were-

studied hurricdl.v by Ilowland Bancroft. In reply to

enquiry concerning the great rpiantity of licuialili' tlieie

found, he writes me from Chile that "In llie central-

western part of Arizona there is more speeularite in a

small area than anywhere else I can now n-call. I am con-

vineed that the si)ecularite is tlie result of |)rimary depo-

sition from solutions, which, I think, were the result of

dehydration by dynamo-inetamorphism. The hein;i1ite

which is common in the same dislrief,, is, I believe, cut in'

ly secondary, and may have originated from the break-

ing down of the so-called primary speeularite, or from

the oxidation of i)yrite. I am inclined to the view that it

is the result of the incomplete breaking-down of speeu-

larite. I am aware that speeularite and liematite pre-

.sumably have the same chemical formula. However. I

think that more research would disclose other differences

between the two minerals than the physical appearance.

Red or black hematite, found in igneous regions un-

assoeiated with speeularite is almost invariably an in-

dicator of pyritic mas,ses. and I believe this view is sub-

stantially in accord with the views of many others."

Hematite is also found in the capping of contact meta-

morphic deposits, but here it is an oxidation product not

alone of the elialcopyrite or a.s.sociated iron sulphide, but

of the lime-iron garnets and the ma^etite.

Magnetite is seldom an oxidation product, but is a

common constituent of igneous rocks and magmatic seg-

regations. It is generally primary. L. C. Graton, in

speaking of Shasta county, California, says:° "The ex-

tent to which magnetite may form in the outcrop of a

sulphide orebody is a matter of considerable importam-e

in connection with the prospecting of gossans. It is

sometimes found at the surface in considerable quantities

as a result of certain peculiar climatic conditions. Out-

crops of magnetite have been regarded as the cappings

of sulphide ores below. At most places, it has been

found that massive magnetite is of primary origin and

is persistent in depth. If rock making minerals or the

"Bull. U. S. G. S., No. 430. Page 106.
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heavy silicates such as garnet, aetiiiolite, etc., are inter-

growu with masses of magnetite, it may safely be re-

gai'ded as a j>rimary deposit, and one cannot fail in their

deductions concerning it."

Before leaving the iron oxides, I must comment on

the concentration of manganese oxides in the upper

zone of oxidation. In the old Detroit and Manganese

Blue mines at Jlorenci, Arizona, now exhausted, there

was a series of replacement orebodies in different lime-

1. FeS,+ 70+H;0=FeSO^+H,SO,.

2. FeS,+30+H,0=FeS0,+H.S.

3. FeS.,+60=FeS0,+S0,.

4. 6FeS0,+30+ 3H,O=2Fe,(S0,),+2Fe(0H)3.

5. Fe,(SO.),+6H,0=2Fe(OH)j+ 3H,SO,.

(hydrolyzation)

6. 4Fe(OH);^2Fe,0,.3H,0+ 3H,0.

(limonite)

7. (a) Cu,S.Fe,S3+2Fe=(SO.),^2CuSO^+4FeSO,+2FeS,..

(b) FeS,+Fe,(SO.)s^3FeSO,+2S.
(c) 2S+6Fe,(SO,)3+SH,0=12FeSO,+SH,SO<.

8. CuFeS,+SO=FeSO.+CuSO..

9. (a) Cu,S+Fe,(SO,)3=CuSO.+2FeSO^+CuS.
(b) CuS+30+H,0+ Fe,(SO.).=CuSO.,+2FeSO.,+ H,SO.,.

10. 2C;i,S+ 10O+4H,O=H,Cu,SO,„+H,SO,.
(brochantite)

11. 2CuSO,+2CaC03+H,0=CuCO:,Cu(OH),+2CaSO^+ CO,.

(malachite)

12. 2CuO+CO,+H,0=CuC03 . Cu(OH),.
(direct carbonatization)

13. 6CuO+4CO,+2H,0=2(2CuCO;,Cu(OH),).
(azurite)

14. CiiS0.4-H,Ca(C03),+H,SiO.=;CuOH,SiO,+CaSO.+H,0+2CO,
( chrysocolla

)

15. 14CuSO,+ 5FeS,+ 12H,0=TCu,S+ 5FeSO,+ 9H,SO.+3H:SO,.

(chalcocite

)

( formed by

of sulphii

16. Cu,S +3Fe.(SO.)3+4H,0=2Cu + (;FeSO.+4H,SO,.

(native)

17. Cu2S+ 20=2Cu+ SO,.

IS. 2Cu,S+0=2CuS+Cu,0.
(cuprite)

19. CiuO+0=2CuO.
(tenorite)

20. Cu,0+ 2FeSO,+ H,SO,=2Cu+ Fe;(SO.,)3+H,0.

(native)

CHEMIC.VI, EQUATIO.N.S EXPLAIXIXG THE LEACHIXG .\NI) ENRICH

OF COPPER ORES.

stone strata, rich in oxides of manganese and copper

carbonates. Earthy manganese oxide occurs with limon-

ite in the replaced limestone orebodies at Bisbee. It is

not an uncommon a.ssociate and may be greatly concen-

trated in the upper oxidized portion of an orebody.

The series of equations shows that acid and metallic

sulphates are the main products of the first break-down

of primary sulphides. The sulphates are readily soluble

and are seldom precipitated to form workable orebodies.

Exceptions are rare. The bluestone of the Yerington

deposits is evidently a direct oxidation product of the

chalcopyrite (Equation No. 8). At the Central mine

of the Detroit Coi)pcr Company, Morenci, chalcantiiite

forms as an oxidation product of chalcocite. It is found

above the secondary sulpiiides, never below.

At the Planet mine, Bouse, it occurs as veinlets and

eftiorescences in the oxidized material, V)iit not in eco-

nomic quantity. In old and abandoned workings, it

will sweat out of the wall-rock and often makes a show-

ing altogether disproportionate to the value of the rock

from which it comes.

Brochantite, the })asic sulphate of copper,

is more stable than the normal salt, hence it

is of much more frequent occurrence in the

upi)er zones of copper deposits, particularly

in hot climates of little rainfall. It was i-ecog-

nized by Waldemar Lindgren at Morenci, and

is not infrequently mistaken for malachite.

At the Chuquicamata mine, in Chile, prac-

tically all the ore is brochantite. Lindgren

ascribes its formation to the oxidation of

chalcocite in the highly altered porphyries.

Pisanite, the mixed sulphate of iron and

copper, is found in stalactitic form, especially

in old workings through lean pyritic ore. All

these sulphates are of a distinctly blue color.

They cannot be mistaken for the yellowish

melanterite. Where melanterite forms as in-

crustal masses, the chances for valuable cop-

per deposits are slim.

The carbonates of copper, malachite and

azurite, are perhaps the most common min-

erals of the oxidized zone ; certainly they are

the most attractive. Malachite occurs in

many beautiful forms, particularly in asso-

ciation with limestone rocks. It is always an

oxidation product of sulphide ore ; it is never

primary, and has been pre-eminently the in-

dicator that has encouraged the prospector to

dig.

Malachite, as it occurs in the limestones of

Bisbee and in contact metamorphic deposits,

is formed by direct precipitation from sul-

phate waters. At the Apache mine, in New
Mexico, it is found replacing the angular

edges of ealcite crystals. Azurite is closely

related to malachite and the two occur to-

gether. I need not dwell on the significance

of the carbonates when found in a region of

limestone invaded by igneous rocks, but its presence

in schistose and porph.yritic rocks of the disseminated

copper type must be carefully studied. Under such

conditions it is frequently an oxidation product of

secondary sulphides and the quantity of it may lie the

measure of the degree to which the chalcocite oie has

been oxidized and eroded. In the first case the car-

bonates have formed through the agency of suli)liatized

waters, in the latter it is probably carbonatization. for

there is insufficient pyrite to form strongly acid solu-

tions, so that the copper, instead of migrating down-

ward, remain.s at or near the surface, brilliantly stain-

oxidation

rof FeS,)
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iiit; tilt' nu-ks witli cliryMirnllu or iiialacliitc. Ktiiisoiiu-

snys' of the Miami distrift: "Tin' Inrttt'st ort'ltoilics

nw not fiMiiul iiiuliT tliosc siirfafi- itxks lliat an' must

viviilly oolort'il l>y luippcr lommuimls or iron oxidi.
"

Willi this stMt(Mm>iit I am iiicliiUHl to at;rt>(', as il is su|>

portcii liy ohsi-rvatioiis in many otiu-r locnlitics.

At Kosshuui. H. I'., C". W. DrystiaU- i-fports miiliuliilc

as coatiufts on cK>avagi'-plaiu"s and as staining tlio clnyt-y

gouge, lie also sjiys: " .Miiliirliite may lu' sj-i'ii in the

process of deposition wherever downward seeping sur-

faee-waters triekle into the mine workings.""

At Kossland ami Kootenai the onleroj) of tin- veins is

Si'Kiom visihle on aeeoiuit of glacial soil. Moreover, the

oxiilixed eapping and prohahly the enriehed sulphide

zone was removed by the I'leistoeeiie iee-sheet.

At the Taetus mine, a few miles north-west of tilohe.

seams and slabs of eopper earhonnte form a network in

the highly altered serieitized sehist. ("luirn-drii! ojiera-

tions failed to dist-lose any area of enriehment. lean sul-

phides being found a short distanee below the surface.

This condition may be caused by an early arrest of the

locally concentrated copper waters in the fracture-

planes, probably due to cailioiiatcd surface-waters. The

minerals are definitely crystalline and do not occur in

the roek-mass. but as coatings along lines of weakness.

I found the same condition at the Piedras Verdes mine.

near Alamos, in Sonora. Had the minerals formed by

earbonatization of enriched sulphides, a more general

distribution throughout the rock-mass would be ex-

pected.

The silicates of copper are all due to meteoric waters

and form a large part of the oxidized products in the

upper zone. Chrysocolla is the one best known. It

occurs in both igneous and aqueous rocks, although more

frequently in rocks of acid character. Surface-water.s

containing carbonic-acid gas from the air, decaying

vegetation or from calcareous rocks will react with the

alkaline silicates, particularly the feldspars, liberating

silicic acid from which secondary silica may crystallize

out. or combining with metallic-sulphate waters, the sev-

eral silicates may be precipitated. The same remarks

apply to the silicates as to the carbonates regarding en-

richment at depth.

Colloidal silicates are always forming in the belt of

weathering owing to the reaction of carbonated waters

on gangue or rock-silicates. While studying the Butte

district. I noticed an accumulation of a gelatinous color-

less slime on some joint-planes of the pyritized granite,

which, on analysis, was found to be colloidal silica. On

the 200-ft. level of the Ray Central mine near the top

of the disseminated ore. one of the drifts was coated

with a jelly of the most beautiful shades of blue and

green. Terraces had formed on the floor of the drift.

It was a gorgeous display of soft colors. Chemical

analvsis of the solid substance showed
%

CuO 47.46

SiO 21.20

n,o
("«0

.\l ()

%
28.05

'riiiro

lU. S. G. S. Bull. 529. Page 186.

sMemoir No. 77. Geol. Sur. Canada.

It was a liydrnus euppii- siIhuIc iIuscIn iiliiled to ehryso-

colia and was foniiiiig from oxidizing I'halcocile.

The sillily of luiiiewaleis or siirlii'iiil waters running

over roeks siipposi'dly iiiiiiiTiilizetl is iiislniclive. Mnny

shallow deposits of co]»per conglomerates are known in

Arizona, caused by the deposition of silicales as a cc nl

in gravel and sitnil. Copper salts are ofleii taken up by

elays by absorption. I have seen many iiileresling s;iiii-

ples of this condition, but iioiie of economic viiliic

To continue our stmiy of llie zone of oxidation, il is

iieees.sary to accept the reactions, simple and comiilex.

brought about by the changed conditions at gidiind

water level. The migration of the metal downwai-d is

here stopped, the environment ciuiiigcs from lliiil of

oxidation to that of reduction and pr(ii|iitiitioii. The

metallic tmrdi'ii is deposited, and eiirieiiiiieiil of priiii;ii-y

ores results. Chalcocite, covellite, and kindred sul-

phides are formed as shown by equation No. l". We
have seen that in tiie downward niignilion of tlir indal-

lic-sulphate waters, part of tlie copjier will, iindir :ivcii

eoiiditions, .separate out as carbonate, silicate, or sul-

phate. As it approaches the ground-water level, the en

vironment changes, the oxygen is used u]), air is ex

eluded, and further reactions take place in a reducing

atmosphere. Copper is precipilalcd as clialcoeite, covel-

lite, bornitc. ehalcopyrite, enargitc, etc. Tiie precipita-

tion is often of the nature of metasonialic rr|)laccmeiit.

and pseudomorphic .structure may re.snlt. As the solu-

tions descend they lose acidity, copper sulphide is pre-

cipitated at. the expense of iron sulphide. A decrease

in acidity, a decrea.se in eopper. and an increase in iron

in solution bring alioul a state of equilibrimii thai is iii-

crea.singly favorable 1o tln' i>reeipita1ioii of doiilile sul-

phides.

At and near the ground-water level many comi)lex re-

actions, as yet imperfectly understood, take place. The

oxygenated sulphate waters in contact with enriched

sulphides may bring about reverse chemical changes, so

that ehalcopyrite is rejuvenated. Beeson, as a result

of preliminary experiments in the laboratory of physical

chemistry at Stanford University, tells me that "solu-

tions rich in iron or those containing a proper catalizer

in the presence of certain iron minerals, under slightly

acid, neutral, or alkaline conditions, rea/;ting on chalco-

cite or bornite. will readily form ehalcopyrite. Great

pressure is not necessary for revcr.se reactions. A
small quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen will act as a

catalytic agent. Chalcocite in contact with hematite in

the presence of sulphuretted hydrogen soon hicoim-s

coated with ehalcopyrite."

The presence of lime carbonate in ore or wall-nx-k

will cheek the downward migration of metallic sul-

phates. Hence chalcocite is seldom found in limestone

rocks. Free acid in the solutions may, however, convert

part of the carbonate to sulphate—an insolulile sub-

stance—and so admit of the pa.s.sage of enriching solu-
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tioiis to great deptlis. Silicilicatioii of limestone by con-

tact nietaraorphism will also allow of the development of

clialcocite, as at Bisbee.

Ail this we shall have to accept, referring the reader

to tlie many papers and publications on secondary en-

ricliment for further information." We assume that the

solutions have done their work and have mingled with

the great water-zone below ground-water level. It is

constantly changing, as we have seen. The enriched

sulphides are subject to an aftermath of oxidizing in-

fluences and there is a rearrangement, a new distribu-

tion of the copper content. The most common changes

are those that result in the formation of oxides or the

native metal. While not an invariable rule, the presence

of native copper or the oxides of that metal is a sign of

the alteration of secondarily enriched sulphides and de-

Bl'CKEVE Ol'TlUOI". (,I,ul:E. .\11120.\A.

notes long continued erosion. I do not include the Lake

Superior copper deposits in this generalization. They
are of an entirely different character.

in the description of the zonal arrangement of metal-

lic pi-oducts, the not infrequent presence of a belt of

oxy-sulphides was noted. This will lie more pronounced

as erosion proceeds, with decreasing quantities of sul-

phides, but with proportioiuHte increase in tlie I'ichness

of the copper contents of oxidized products.

Cuprite is characteristic of the original deeper zones

of oxidation in the vicinity of the secondary sulphides.

It occurs both in an amorphous earthy condition and in

beautiful crystalline form. At the Ray Central mine,

the ui)per envelope of the di.sscminated chalcocite is

characterized by chalcotrichite, the acicular form of

luprite. This same mineral is found with cavernous

limonite in the Moctezuma mine at Morenci. At the

Chino mine. 1 have observed a blood-red train of cuprite

coming off the concentrating tables, testifying to its as-

sociation with the chalcocite ore. At Butte, while not

common. I have seen it in association with native copper

•'Genesis of Ore Deposits,' A. I. M. E., 1901, 'Ore Deposits,'

A. I. M. E., 1913, and Bull. U. S. G. S.. No. 529. etc.

above the i-icher chalcocite stopes. At Bisbee, in the

Hoatson mine of the Calumet & Arizona, it is abundantl.y

developed and native copper often replaces cuprite

cubes. It is connected directly with the enriched sul-

phide ores. Hence mj' statement that it is an indicator

of the second cycle in the chemical changes that take

place, the oxidation of the enriched sulphides as they

are exposed to the constant attack of meteoric watej;s.

Native copper seems to be the ultimate product of this

long list of progressive impoverishment, enrichment, and

concentration. It is the last stage of Nature's hydro-

metallurgical process. From the inappreciable quantitj'

of the metal brought up from below by igneous rocks, by

devious and varied routes, by many agents, by many
steps, through long intervals of time. Nature at last

turns out a product lOO^-c pure. Surely the old earth

is a great workshop.

A detonator is a blasting-cap, or copper capsule con-

taining a small quantity of some explosive compound
that is ignited hy a fuse. An electric detonator is one

that is ignited by a small wire that becomes heated to

incandescence, or fused, hy the passage of an electric

current. Fulminate of mercur.v is a well-known deton-

ating agent. It may be mixed with 10 or 20% of potas-

sium chlorate, and tests have shown tliat the fulminate

alone is inferior to a 90 :10 mixture, which in turn is in-

ferior to an 80 : 20 mixture. The U. S. Bureau of Mines

employs 'sand-tests' for testing the relative efficiencies

of detonators. A uniform clean quartz sand of 30 or

4()-mesh is employed. The sand is placed in a small

steel case, which has thick walls and a cover. The de-

tonator is fired in the centre of a mass of 100 grams of

standard sand placed within the cavity. The extent to

which the sand is pulverized li.v the detonation, as meas-

ured by screening tests, indicates the efficiency of the

detonator. It has been assumed that a high speed of

detonation is an essential jiroperty of a detonator. This

is not so. JIan.v explosives, such as blasting gelatines

and nitro-glycerine, have a higher velocity of detonation

than fulminate of mercury, but they have not the prop-

erties that fit them for use as initial detonators. It ap-

pears that the explosion of mercury fulminate results

in an intense local action in the form of a sudden blow.

Former methods of making tests, in which the deton-

ators were fired in holes in lead blocks or their influence

tried on other detonants at various distances, had proved

unsatisfactory, the sand-test being now preferred for

careful work. However, a simple test can be made with

a 4-in. wire finishing-nail. The detonator is fired in

proximity to the nail, and the resultant bend in the

nail indicates the strength of the explosion. The

strength of fulminate detonators is said to be not affected

by becoming moist, although detonators of ti'initrotolu-

ene are weakened by moisture. The T.N. 'P. detonators

nia.v become entirely unserviceable after storage for a

iiiiinlli ill a (bull]) magazine.
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By C. M. Hy

Till", .\nm\v district on llu> isliiiid of .Maslnilc lur

nishes the gri'ator part of goKl produced liy lode

mining; in tlu' Pliilip|>in(s. Tlie {'oloriidn is tlu'

Inrpest of tlu-sc mines. Dtirinjr last year 50.0(M) tons of

on? was treated at this mine, with a yield of $42r).000 in

tpdd at a net prolit of $2:}0.000. or 46'^; on the eapilal.

Two dividends eaeh of UK,', were paid durinfr tlie year.

and an undivided profit of !J!:J25,000 was on hand at the

end of the year. The mine has an ore re.serve of an aver-

age grade of .$9 per ton. in quantity sulticii nt for five

years. The sloping width is 16 to 20 ft., and in a new
ore-shoot it will he as much as 36 ft. of jfH ore. Waste
for tilling is let down through ehutes from surface. It

is likely that an electric haulage system will be installed.

Several changes have Wen made in the mill. At pres-

ent only 20 hours of contact with the cyanide solution is

necessary, and assays of pulp from the classifier follow-

ing the tube-mills average only .$1 per ton on .$0 ore.

This has made possible the elimination of agitation, the

pulp being passed from the classifier to thickeners, the

overflow going to precipitation, and the underflow to

another pair of thickeners in parallel, thence, with the

solution of $1.60 per ton. to leaf-filters, from which it is

discharged with about 20c. loss in soluble gold, and 80c.

in insoluble. The overflow of the secondary thickeners

is also sent to precipitating-boxes. and the entire barren

solution, with the wa.shcs from the filter, is sent to the

head of the mill. The mechanical changes include the

installation of shaking-feeders in the chutes to the

stamps for removing fine below about 2-in-, and passing

this fine directly to the classifier ; an addition of another

5 by 16-ft. tube-mill to the original battery of two; the

.substitution of steam-pumps for the triplex pumps orig-

inally used ; the replacement of revolving-drum filters by
a leaf-filter, and the changing over from steam to an
internal-combustion engine for fui-ni.shing power for the

main operations. The depletion of available manglar
wood has made it necessarj- to use other fuel as the main
source of power, so a 500-hp. engine .of the Diesel type

has been purchased. Fuel-oil suitable for this engine is

delivered in drums from ships in the bay. a mile from the

mill. Wood costs $.3.25 per cord, delivered, but the qual-

ity has diminished in value, as the best manglar wood has

been exhausted. At the beginning of operations, a cord

of this wood weighing 3000 lb. had a fuel-value of at least

12,000 B.t.u. A change proposed is to remove the

crusher from above the mill-bin. and set it higher, using

a revolving screen below it to remove the fine. Such a

screen has been tried, but is not now in use, probably

from lack of head-room. Considering the sticky char-

acter of the fine, it would seem better to install a washer,

as mentioned later in connection with the Syndicate mill.

for the belter re<iuctiori of llu' cojirse porlion of Uie ore

much of which is extremely hard.

The ColoiMclo coiripany is developing oilier promising

vi'iiis and has several jiroperlics under option on which

it is dniiij.' (Icvelopiiiciit. spending in exploration $1000

|icr monlli. These outside veins are niosll.v of wlial is

leriiied in California 'bull quart/' the goM being ajipar-

enlly in a coarser form tiian in llir main veins, ho it is

likely that if extensive ontbodics are foiiiiil. aiiiMlu'ama-

tion will lie a feature of the trealnicnt.

The .Syndii-.'ile mine is next in iiiipoi'lance. It is

equipiied with a good mill, which treats 120 tons of ore

per day. The ore from the mine is freed from line in a

revolving trommel by a wash of cyanide solution, the

fine being carried to tlu' classilier, while tlie coarse goes

first to a Wake cru.sher, thence, after jia.ssing over a

grizzly, to a roll-jaw crusher. The cnishcii in-oduri i.'ocs

to a ITardinge ball-inill. taking inch material and deli\

ering maximum ])articlcs of [-in. There is also a Hard

inge pebble-mill, and a 6 by 16-ft. tube-mill for final re-

duction of the sand from the head of the Dorr (dassificr.

The finished product goes to a set of primary tliickineis,

the overflow of which goes to zinc-boxes, and the under-

flow to an agitator built after the description liy Whit-

man Symmes that appeared in the JMi.ninc; v.nd S( ik.n-

TiFic Press of July 19, 1913. From this agitator the

product goes to secondary thickeners, and thence to two

Kelly filters. The final loss in di.s.solved gold is about

the same as at the Colorado mine, namely, 20c. per ton.

The average grade of ore handled is better than at the

Colorado, but it does not yield so ea.sily to treatment.

The extraction might be improved by longer contact and

more agitation, the undissolved gold in the final dis-

cliarge being. I believe, about $1.40 per ton.

Power is supplied by several internal-combustion iii-

gines of the Die.sel type. A shortage of power to operate

the various units, some of which take heavy loads inter-

mittently, has hindered operations. Recently the opera-

tion of the plant has been handicapped by the wreckintr

of a 100-hp. Diesel engine of German manufacture,

through crystallization and breaking of bolts on one of

the crank-shafts: the inconvenience is aggravated by tlif

fact that it is impossible to get duplicate parts from

Germany. Fortunately, a 150-hp. Diesel engine of

English make is on the way. a duplicate of one already

in use.

The Syndicate mine near-by has a number of promis-

ing veins, and the condition of the mine is said to be

good. Two dividends of 5% each were paid in 1915.

The Keystone is the next mine of importance. It is

equipped with a mill for handling 50 tons of ore per day.

It is kept in fairly steady operation, but, like the other
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mills, lias iusuffieient pnwvr. Tlie motive power here is

also derived from interiial-comhustion engines, and, as

there are no filters in the plant, the load is fairly even.

Therefore electrical conversion is not used, and the en-

gines drive the machinery through line-shafting. The

ore is delivered hy a jig-hack gravity surface tramway

to a giizzly preceding a Blake crusher, whence, after

passing over another grizzly, the oversize goes to a pair

of rolls, 14 by 28 in. and thence to the storage-bin, where

it .joins the fine. Two Lane slow-speed Chilean mills are

fed from the bins, delivering their product to a Dorr

classifier, the sand from which. as.saying .^5 to $7 per ton.

goes to four leaching-tanks. where it receives 36 hours

of treatment, bringing the content of insoluble gold

down to about a dollar per ton. The slime from the

classifier passes to a system of thickeners where, by de-

cantation, the treatment is finished without filters. There

is also a 5 by 16-ft. tube-mill that on occasion is used to

reduce sand to slime, returning the product to the classi-

fier. But owing to shortage of power, it has lieen found

necessary to bulkhead of? about 7 ft. of this mill, convert-

ing it in action into a short mill.

The chief difficulty arises when the uno.xidized ore,

which is heavy in iron sulphide, is mixed with the oxid-

ized ore, which is the main outjnit. Mine developments

show that the oxidized zone is shallow, so that, while the

area to be explored is large, it is likely that the treatment

will have to be changed considerably when the surface

ore is exhausted. The mill is well placed as regards the

future working of the property, and it is conveniently

situated as regards handling of supplies, being near the

beach on a cove of Aroroy bay. No dividends have been

paid, but the outlook is much more promising than at

any time in the past.

The Benguet district of northern Luzon ranks next to

the Aroroy district in production. The new mill of the

Benguet Consolidated Mining Co., which started in Sep-

tember, is running steadily and is furnishing the prin-

cipal output. The ore at present assays about $20 per

ton, the output for February being 1500 tons, yielding

more than $25,000 in bullion. Bower is furnished by a

100-kw. hydro-electric plant, using the water of Anta-

mok river under a 320 ft. head. At this time of year,

trouble is experienced from shortage of water, biit the

rains will begin soon. Trouble has been had with tube-

mill liners, and the failure of a locked type of boltless

liner tied up the tube-milling for some time. Now, how-

ever, a supply of a superior type of lining ensures

against a recurrence of this trouble. It may be re-

marked that operation of the plants at Aroroy has been

delayed through the non-arrival of supplies from the

United States.

The treatment given the ore is as follows: crushing

to 2-in. maximum size, stamping through 8-mesh

'Rectang' screen to a Dorr classifier in a closed circuit

with a 6 by 10-ft. tube-mill, passing the product of minus

100-mesh to a primary thickener; the overflow solution

is precipitated and the underflow is lifted by diaphragm-

piimps to a series of three Dorr agitators, at the head of

which the solution is brought up to 3 lb. ; thence to a

series of four secondary thickeners where successive de-

cantations are made, on the counter-current system, and

final discharge at 1 : 1 with about 24c. in dissolved value,

and one pound of cyanide per ton. In order to reduce

the soluble loss, as well as to save cyanide, and allow of

a fourth full decantation in the secondary thickeners, a

Trent replacer of the Carpenter overhead-suspension

type is being installed. The loss in undissolved gold has

/!/• /??

Go/d Copper ^rnn rCVia/

NOBTHKRX PART OP THE PHILIPPINE 1SLAND.S.

been high thus far, owing to the presence in the richer

ore of a high-grade sulphide of iron that does not yield

its gold easily to treatment. It is probable that a special

battery of three stamps will be installed, with a concen-

trating sand-table for handling the ore in which this

high-grade sulphide occurs, the sand and slime from this

mill being then passed to the classifier of the regular

mill for treatment. The stamping will, of course, be

done in cyanide solution of regular mill-circuit strength,

in order to avoid dewatering.

An orebody recently uncovered is looking well, both

on the milling level and on the level 100 ft. below. A
square-set stope has been opened 160 ft. long by 20 ft.

wide, the average grade along the sill-floor being $16

per ton. The continuation of the richer portion of this

orebody to the north-west has been opened for 120 ft.,

showing a width of 3 to 5 ft. of ore assaying $75 per ton.

It has not been determined yet whether this ore goes to

surface, 200 ft. above. Altogether the outlook for this

property is most promising. The width of the mineral-
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iKod xonc in iilHiut llN) ft. ainl the coinpaiiy IioMh piilciits

ovor ;UKH» ft. on tlio outcn>|>.

Tin- Jl.-««l\vnton» mini'. iimliT lonso to L. O. IliMmnl.

is tho lu'xt li«r|!cst prothuMT in the Hi-iipiift districl. Tlic

mill is optralvtl lus an aiiialpjiinaliiiK' i>lanl only, tin-

stamps cnishinf; throuffh 4(>mfsli scn-fn, llu' priKlni-t

passinp oviT s«'Vi'r«l s«'ts nf plati-s, llu-nci' to waste. As

a nil*', low-pradf on- is liandlod at small t .\piMi8t', nuil

the HH-ovory is fair. At present only live stamps nn-

liroppin^. Init the oporatitm is said to 1h' prolitalilf. Of

courst". on a leas*- that has hut a liniitod tinu- to run. it is

not likely tliat nnich development work of permanent

value will he done.

The Aeupan mine, on Hatuan ereek. is the oidy oiiur

produeer. The thr»»e light stamps, with arrastra follow

inp. are driven hy water-wheel, and have heen handling

an aeeunndation of Unv-prade. soft, free-millinp ore with

an output of $800 to $1000 of gold per month. The oper-

ating expens*^ is light, and the profit is lieing ajiplied to

the develojinient of a well-defined vein outeroppiiiu'

above the mill. A remarkable feature of this deposit is

an appreeiable quantit.v of einnaliar throughout. Tn the

Lubang distriet. in the .south-western eorner of Henguet.

there are several primitive mills working, but little is

known regarding tlieir operations, except the informa-

tion given in the bulletins of the Bureau of Science.

There may be other small prospecting mills elsewhere in

the islands, of which I have not heard. It seems reason-

able to assume that the output from mills treating gold

ore will average $100,000 per month for 1916. putting

the output of the Colorado at $+0,000, the Syndicate at

$25.t:MlO. the Consolidated at $20,000, the Keystone at

$10,000. and all other mills at $.5000 per month. There

are no new mills being erected, but it is prol)able that

most of the existing plants will increase their output, and

none are likely to close down. A number of promising

prospects are being opened in the Benguet district and

elsewhere, but none that are likel.v to need new mills

during the present year.

As regards the political situation, the general opinion

among local mining men is that the policy of the Govern-

ment will not he discouraging. In case independence is

granted, nuning will suffer somewhat, in common with

other industries from the increased taxes and decreased

eflBcieney of administration, yet it will be little worse

than at present, with an administration entirel.v pro-

Filipino and the welfare of the islands a political pawn
in the game of polities at home, ilany wealthy Filipinos

are investing in mining .stock, but it is not an industry

that they can develop themselves.

MixiXG in the war areas of Europe will suffer for a

long time. For instance, when the Russians retreated

from Galieia they greatly damaged a number of the oil-

wells before relinquishing them to the Germans. Again

it is reported that the German administration of the

Belgian and French coal and iron mines is hurrying

out coal and ore with no regard for the future conditions

of the workings.

A Wet Shaft

111 opening the heonidas mine iil l^velclh. M iiiiiisoiii.

a great lii-al of ti-ouhle was caused liy I hi' liea\y llnu of

water. A larg<' vertical shafl was Niink. and lined "illi

steel membei-s; planking was nsi'd for teiii|iniMi \ hilh

iiig. and replaced later by reinforced eoiiercte slalis.

(Uaeial drift, 72 ft. thick, envered the rock, which was

taconite. a hard silicious formation, more or less liinkeii.

Water was found at 'M) ft. depth, and the flow I nine

so heavy at 2(>S ft. that a temporary piiinp slat imi mid

sump were elll ainI three I'reseull |iuiii|is |il,ieei| tlere.

l-'oiir siiikiiig-]imiips were employed to 'sliaiiilile' water

to them. At that lime ITjOO gallons jier iiiinule was

being handled, this flow being entirely in a shaft with

no levels developed. The miners were UNually working

in a foot or two of water, willi more water |i(Miriiig upon

them. By the time the sli.il'l wiis :!.'>(; ft ileep, 2400 gal.

per minute was lieing pum|ieii : this re<|iiireil six sink-

ing-pumps in the shaft, one of which pumjicd directly

to .surface. So rapidly did the flow increase that it was

necessjiiy to cut another temporary puiiip-statioii at MH
ft. Four pumps were put here, two of wliicli were lakcn

from the 268-ft. station. This equipment served to eoni

plete the shaft. 100 ft. deeper, although at timrs the

flow ran us high as .'J5UU gal. per minute. When the

permanent p\imp-.station was being cut, the flow was

4000 gal. per minute. During this work a Cameron

pump and one of the sinking-i)umps were put in the

entry, both of which discharged to .surface. The large

ntimbcr of pumps made the shaft uncomfortably warm.

A permanent pump-house of steel and concretc-slaiis

was built at 438 ft. depth, broken rock being filled be-

tween the concrete-slabs and the .solid rock. Before this

lining wa-s erected, it was almost impossible to see from

the centre to either end of the pump-house on account

of the torrents of water falling. After the double-

pitched roof was erected the room wa.s practically dry.

The permanent pumps installed were two 16 and 32 liy

8 by 36-in. Prescott, corlis.s, cross-compound, crank-and

fly-wheel units, each with a normal capacity of 1500 gal.

per minute and a maximum capacity of 2200 gal. per

minute against a head of 450 ft. This type is econom-

ical of steam; its guaranteed duty is 135,000,000 foot-

pounds of delivered work per 1000 lb. of dry steam con-

sumed (of 125-lh. gauge j)ressure), the vacuum being

26 in. of mercury. Each pump is supplied by a 5-in.

.steam-line and discharges into a separate 14-in. pipe.

The pipes can be cross-connected, so that either engine

can take steam from either steam-pipe and discharge

into either column. An auxiliary pump is also set in

the entry for use in emergency.

Cement production' of the United States in Ii'l5

amounted to 85,914,907 bbl.. a decrea.se of 2.67^. Stocks

at the end of the year were 11,781,166 bbl., a reduction

of 7.8%. The average price at factory last year was

86c. per barrel, ranging from 69.9c. in Pennsylvania to

$1,375 in California.
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SECTION OF DRV-IIOISE. SHOWING AKRAXOEJIE.NT FOR RAISING AND LOWERING LOCKERS.

ik 'J:^BW 1)Ty-'J^U-}A^B

By !R. Ts'issn-Dina'ems ">

Anew dry-house was built at the Champion mine,

Nevada City. Calit'oniia, in November 1915, to

ai/eomiuodate 320 men. at an approximate cost of

.^8 per man. The house is built on a level waste-dump,

with concrete walls four inches above the floor-level. The

floor contains 2160 square feet of concrete put in at the

following cost per square foot

:

Labor $0,044

Supplies 0.069

Total $0.11.-!

The floor is built witli a grade to the centre of the shower-

l)atlis. The building is 36 by 60 ft. and 12 ft. high, with

a 9-ft. rise in the roof. The liuilding contains 5254

board-feet of lumber, built at the following cost per M
lin;il(l-feet :

Labor $14.S0

Supplies 21.20

Total $36.00

The roof and sides, having 5407 s(|uare feet of outside

surfac'c, including dooi's and windows, cost per s(|uare

foot:

Labor $0,008

Supplies 0.143

Total $0,151

Assistant superintendent, North Star Mines Co., Grass

Valley.

The house is built to contain 8 sections of suspended

lockers, each locker containing 40 compartments. The

lockers are counter-balanced on the outside of the build-

ing and can be raised and lowered easily by one man.

When raised, the bottom of the locker is eight feet from

the floor. There are four showers in the main room and

one in the foreman's office. The wash-stands are built

along the sides of the showers. The dry is heated

through 2-in. pipe-radiators, by an Ideal hot-water

boiler. The total summarized costs are as follows:

I^abor

Grading $ 19.50

Concrete walls 19.13

Concrete floors 93.75

Building 77.75

Roof and sides 41.50

Windows and doors 29.00

Lockers 217.50

Ideal boiler erection 12.63

Boiler radiators 103.75

Hot-water boiler 13.37

Electrical work 20.98

Showers 25.38

Foreman's office 11.75

Pipe work 20.62

White-washing 24.50

Sundry 38.75

Superintendence 60.00

Totals $829.86

Materials
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VIKWS IXSIDE THE DRY-HOUSE AT THE IHAMI'ION .MINE. SUOWINT. LOtKEKS AND HEATER.

The lockers are made with f-in. pipe and rail fittings,

forming a rectangular frame 4 by 25 ft., divided into 20

small rectangles -t ft. by 15 in. The compartments are

made by screwing 12-in. pipe-nipples into the corners

of the small rectangles and on both sides of the main

frame. The -10 compartments, 4 ft. by 15 in. by 12 in.,

thus formed, are separated by wire-netting. Round
iron rods, f in. diam., made with an eye on one end and

threaded on the other end, are used to brace the lockers

to the two points of supjwrt. The eye slip.s over the

f-in. pipe and the threaded end goes through an iron

plate, witii an eye riveted in the centre of the plate. A
|-in. wire-rope clamped through the eye in the plate

runs from the right-hand support over a sheave directly

over this point of support, then over a sheave over the

left-hand support, then over a sheave on the wall-plate

of the building. The weights are hung on this rope. A
shoi'ter s-in. wire-rope, clamped to the eye in the left-

hand support-plate, runs over a sheave directl.y over

this point of support, and is then clamped to the rope

from the right-hand sui)port. A loop is left, where the

two ropes are clamped, for the |-in. rope-blocks to

fasten to. An eye-bolt in the wall-plate of the building

takes the other end of the rope-blocks. When the

lockers ai'e raised the end of the ^-in. hemp rope fastens

to a cleat on the side of the building.

IHair^Mg^ ^^siMMtof)^ mmsi Ifairm®)

By 31. F. as^waai

*After being in charge of the Emj)loyment Depart-

ment of the Homestake Mining Company for 14 years

I feel that if I could put the i-esults of such exj)erience

in suitable words it would be of inestimable benefit to

the students ready to begin active work in tlie mining

world. An education along technical lines generally

misses one of the greatest problems of success in mining,

the human element, the handling of men. Two-1 birds

of the money spent in raining goes for labor. To gel the

best there is for that money means the study of human
nature, to become acquainted with the men applying for

work, and to be able to pick and choose so that the re-

sult will be a force of efficient, intelligent, and ambitious

men.

I put efficiency first. To get the work done and done

well, the first question is whether tlie applicant is phys-

ically sound and has a reasonably long life ahead of him.

Working in mines is hard work at the best and it would

*From the Pahasapa Quarterly, published by the South Da-

kota School of Mines.

be poor judgment to hire a man who has given the better

part of his life to previous employers. Look to the fu-

ture as nnich in .judging physical qualifications as in

mental.

Intelligence is so obvious thai it needs not be dwelt

upon, only that in employing day laborers one is apt to

think the bigger the man the more work he will turn

out, losing sight of the fact that he may never be able

to take a position above the pick and shovel and thus

you are closing one place where an intelligent man

would profit by the experience and be made into a skilled

workman, ready to go higher when needed.

Ambition in a man is worth more than any other

qualification. It is the spur that constantly goatls hira

on, making hard work and poor surroundings bearable,

when he knows that overcoming such obstacles better

fits him for the positions higher up. Ambition fostei's

determination and an iron will that never admits failure.

When a man says he is willing to do anytliing to get a

start he will make a good man anywliere. Encourage
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aiiiltitioii ill your iiu-ii l>y |t|-i>iuiitiiiK tln' iim.sl cfliciiiil.

thus showiiijr othor vinplovtH-s tin- rt'Wiini to lu" jriiiiu-il

liy uiuliition regnnlloss of K'lijrtli of stTvicc.

Iliriiiu iiu'ii is a i-oiistiuit stiuly of liumaii iialmr.

Talk to an applicant, ask him quostions, draw him out

to talk of hiiiis»'lf. If ho lias beoii wamlcriiig all ovi-r

thi' mining; world, and is anxious to toll how many dif

ft-ri'iit pluoos hf has workid, he will not mako a sloady

employee, not worth koopiiiK n steaily man out for. !)<>

not tlepoiid on first impri'ssions as to shifty eyes, nrr

vousiit'ss. or inability to talk tlueutly. Soni.' of the lust

moil's eyes are constjuitly moving whilo they aro talkiiifi.

and many a roguo oultivatos a stoady pa/o. In askiiit;

quostions rapitily no man oan doooivo you long. You

will see his mental activity in makinp up answers show-

injr in a hesitancy of sjUMrh. a montal ^'I•c)upiIl^' of tlio

host things to tell and what to ooncoal. Woifili all tlitso

things in your mind before judging and do iiol 1>I

prejudice influence you too much. AVliilc the man (Ims

not impp'ss you very favorably he may have good (piali-

ties tJiat can be brought out and cultivated. Hard luck

stories denote an unstable man. The man who must

have work immediately or starve usually is tolling the

same story to another mine official in another state in

thirty days.

Ho optimistic. Overlook the minor faults and try to

bring out the good points in your men. Every man will

respond to encouraging words, while sarcasm and short.

ugly tones in giving orders antagonize the men. Do not

try to impre-ss men with your authority. The fact that

you are in charge is suflfieient evidence that you are

•boss.' To illustrate this point: A party of sightseers,

among them some young ladies, were visiting a large

rock quarr}'. They were verj- much interested in the

work, the machinery, the blasting, and other things.

After the trip one gushing young lady addressed the

foreman

:

"Mr. Flannigan, this is wonderful, wonderful; but

how is it kept going : who looks after it all ; who is the

boss here T
'

'

"I am ma'am."

"Indeed, but it does not seem possible."

"Do you doubt it? Jimmie. come here! (Jimmie

comes.) Ye 're fired."

So Jimmie. in order that the lady might be shown who

is boss, is out of a job and a new man has to be employed

and broken in to take his place.

Everj- man employed should be watched and studied

carefully, to see if he comes up to your estimate of him.

and if not. make a mental note of where ypu were mis-

taken in hiring him and avoid it in the future. Be

enthusiastic in your work; get that spirit among your

men. and your future in the mining world is a&sured,

even though you were not at the head of your graduating

class.

"When you have employed a good working force use

your best endeavors to hold them together. Do not con-

elude, if a man quits or is discharged, you can easily

get another. You lose on every change. Breaking in

new moll oiisiN iiKUioy. ir llio iMiin vnii IdNl WHS a good

iiuin your ohaiioos of getting nimlhir good mio In ijiko

his plaor aro about oiio in (ivo. In ollior words, you will

hire tivo avorago nioii In got oiio tlioroiighly dopoiidjililo.

This may sound imit nulicinry. wlun you have- nsod yniir

iiost ondoiivor to hire good inoii, liiit good iiion mo iil

ways ill domand. Thoy aro kept wlioii liirod ami iIh'

float ing class you get your inon rrom aro usuiilly lli os

from otiior places where tliey failed to make good,

The social wolfaro of your iinii is just as important

an item as the maohinory to work willi. l/iiKorors must

have diversion. The periodical drunken cjirousc wits

formerly, and, as much as we ns^ret it. is today In smnc

e.Ktent, the diversion of miners. I'.ut it is lieiiig rc|i|jiie(l

by means of roorcalion. The Homestake eompimy liiis a

largo roi-roatioii luiilding containing a liliraiy. t heat re.

pool jiikI billiard room, bowling-alleys, gynimisiinii, rest

room, and swimming-pool, and it is a good iiivcslmeiii .

The men arc better for it. and some way of diverting the

men's mind from the eoii1iini:il grind of daily work

should be provided at every mine.

Bear in mind that hiring is the (irst. liaiMJling second,

and 'firing' bust and lejist. Good liiring and li.in.Miiig

leave little cause for 'firing.' l-'inally. when you have

to discharge a man talk 1o him jilaiiily and Irankly.

Try to have him understand where he failed, as you see

it. He may profit by the talk, and the plain statement of

it from your point of view makes a belter man of him

when he starts again. When 'firing" A>> not consign him

to the job of everla.sting firing in the lieroafter. lie may

make good elsewhere and then you will regret yonr fail

ure to make a good employee of him while yon had tin

chance.

Summing up: "l)o unto others as you would that

they should do unto you."

At Breckenridge in Summit county three boats are

operated by tlie Tonopali Placers Co., a subsidiary of

the Tonopah :\Iining Company of Nevada. During the

year ended February 29. 1!)16, the following results were

obtained

:

Ground dredged, cubic yards 3,242,247

Ground dredged, acres o3.1o

Ground remaining undredged, acres 4,782.918

Gold recovered, ounces 23,034

Silver recovered, ounces o,416

Value, cents per cubic yard ^ *•

'

Cost, cents per cubic yard ^-l

Operating profit $211,693

Dividend paid (initial of 5%) 50,000
^

Shipping dtfficultiks, from lack of ships, and thej

extraordinary increment in the rates for ocean freightj

is indicated graphically by the fact that for long voy-

ages such as from New York to Chile or from San Fran-

ciseo to Japan, the cost of chartering a steamer for a

single trip is now as much as the pnrcliasf price of the

steamer before the War.
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(Qm^lkB^iM am Pttnlh

By Eiu ®. Mww&'s^

INTRODUCTION. Ozokerite, altlioiigh brougiit into

the daily life of millions of people, is a rare hydro-

earhon found commercially only at Boryslau, in

CJalieia. and in eastern Utah. It is associated with

bituminous shales and sandstones, clay-schist, gypsum,

and salt, usually near petroleum springs. The chief use

of it is for the production of ceresin (or white wax),

although tlie poorer varieties are distilled for liquid

liydrocarbons. The color of ozokerite is from transpar-

ent yellow or greenish, in the finest varieties, to black.

The best grade can be easil.v kneaded. The crude Gal-

ician is seal.y and waxy, with resinous fracture, brittle,

and hard as beeswax. Friction induces a negati-^-e elec-

ti'ic charge and produces an aromatic odor. Inferior

varieties are black and .soft, or hard with a fibrous struc-

ture and conchoidal fracture : others have the hardness

of gypsum and are dichroic. transmitted light being

.yellow, and reflected light dark-green.^ The melting-

point is between 58° and lOfrC.

The Utah mineral is semi-bi-ittle. slightl.y friable, cuts

easily but does not adhere to tiie knife, cannot ordinaril.y

be worked between the fingers, and is black, with occa-

sional brown resinous portions. The melting-point va-

ries from 54° C. (for an entirely l)laek material with a

pronounced petroleum odor, easily molded, and soluble

in boiling ether) up to 65° (for a pure variety, usuall.y

yellow, completely soluble, and with a faint odor) and
to 70° for the Colton product, which is incompletely

soluble and odorless. The greater softness and lower

melting-point of some specimens is caused by a larger

content of bitumen and asphalt. -' Where an excessive

amount of bitumen is present, the ozokerite is of little

value. Many reported discoveries have had this defect.

The Galiciax Deposits. These are in the Carpath-

ians at Boryslau, a town 40 miles south-west of Lem-
burg. In 1821 the first licenses were granted for work-

ing ozokerite or 'mountain tar.' but the important dis-

covery was not made until 1854. The first distillation

for the production of paraffin was in 1862. Numerous
shafts were sunk by individuals, and in the 'fiOs all the

aspects of a mining boom were exhibited. Jocinsky esti-

mated the number of shafts in 1865 at 5000 to 6000 for

a total output of 2250 tons. In 1881 production had
risen to 10,000 tons per annum. The number of op-

erators decreased later although the production reached

a maximum of 12..300 tons in 1885. This was limited to

an area of 240 acres. Stealing was conunon. some esti-

mates placing the amount thus taken from 1862 to 1890

as worth .$1,200,000.

'Allen. 'Commercial Organic Analysis," Vol. 2, Part 2.

-Taff and Smith, 'Ozokerite Deposits in Utah.' U. S. G. S.

Bull. 285, pp. 369-372.

About 1885 the Government regulated the industry.

A Viennese bank was given a practical monopol.y. The
production from 1898 to 1901 is stated as 18,248 metric

tons, declining from 7759 tons in 1898 to 2707 tons in

1901.^

Galloway has given an interesting description of the

oi'igin, occurrence, mining, and refining of ozokerite at

Bory.slaus, where it occurs in Miocene strata, from the

surface to depths below 1500 ft., in association with

petroleum. He states: "Ozokerite has obviously been

deposited from petroleum during the flow of the liquid

from the surface over beds lying at a greater depth than

that in which ozokerite is now found. "^ The decreasing

temperature of the oil caused the wax to precipitate near

the surface in the form of scales, sheets, and masses, in

the interstices of debris, sometimes embedding huge
blocks of stone. Some liquid petroleum flows through

the drifts, and ventilation must be carefully watched to

avoid disastrous accumtilations of the explosive car-

buretted hydrogen, which is given ofif in large amounts.

The ozokerite is found in three veins, one of which is

30 ft. wide, and is crossed at right angles by two others,

4 to 5 ft. wide. An attempt is made to sort the mineral

underground. The waste is hoisted in sheet-iron cars,

run upon a tipple and dumped into chutes from which
other cars distribute it on the dump. The low-grade ma-
terial goes to a second tipple and thence by chute to the

melting-house. The high-grade is taken to a locked

room, where two men sort it into two classes, for melting.

The re-sorted high-grade is dropped through chutes to

one set of melting-pots, the lower-grade .joining the .sec-

ond-class from the mine. The ditTerent classes are

melted in water in cast-iron pots, the purer material re-

quiring less water than the lower grade. There were 46
of these pots, 4 ft. diam. by .3 ft. deep, to which heat was
applied by flues passing underneath. The 'pulp' sep-

arates into three layers: melted ozokerite at the top,

silt and wa.ste at the bottom and water between. The
ozokerite is ladled in lf-2-gaI. cans into wooden laun-

ders delivering to two wooden vaLs, 8 ft. diam. by 7 ft.

deep, in which the sediment is allowed to settle more
thoroughly. The purified ozokerite is cast in iron molds,

which are 2 ft. deep and taper from a diameter of 12 in.

at the top to 10 in. at the bottom. After cooling, the

cakes are dumped and marketed. The second-class ma-

terial receives two treatments of this kind, being added

to the high-grade after the initial purification. The
works are closely guarded by fences and gate-keepers.

3'Mineral Statistics," Home Office, Part 4. Colonial and
Foreign Statistics. Great Britain.

'W. Galloway. South Wales Institute of Engineers, Proceed-

ings for 1902-1904. page 223.
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TiiK I r.vii Dki-osits aro m-nr tin- imitli oinl of tin-

Wusiitcli pluteati ill ftali county, upur tlie D. & K. (i.

railnwd. W milos fmm Suit I.,akf City. Tiie Im-Ii Iim.s ii

north-wt'st trt'iul. fXtoiuls 14 iiiilfs, aiui is as much ;is

two miles wide, the soiillu'rii iMnindary dosi-ly parallel

ill); the rnilnmd fn>in a point east of Collon. up the val-

ley of the Priee river to Sol.lier Smiunil. :iii<l ilowii llie

wi-st slope of the raiiRe.

The ecoiiomie deposits are in seciions l^t. 14. lo. '2'2.

and 'Jr>. Til S. H S K, and seetioii :U). T M S. K S K.

aiid seetions 20 and 21. T 10 S. R 7 K. Tiie pioneer

work was .lone hy K •' Kroiipa in ISSStJ. Five mines

were equipped and three separatinnplaiits encted. Tin-

three prineipal showings are near Colton on the nortii

side of the Priee River valley: just east of Soldier Suiii-

iiiit : and near Media station, on the north .side of the

eaiiyon close to the source of Soldier ereek. west of ihc

summit. Soldier Summit is 7 miles ntirth-west of t'ol-

ton. and Media is 3 miles west of Soldier S\imniit. Col-

ton and Soldier Suniinit are in tin- lirond flat cluiiiml of

the Prir>- Riv.r valley.

TafT and Smith in l!t05 published the only geological

information that has yet appeared. The deposits occur

in limestone, shale, and shaly saiulstoiie in the lower

part of the Tertiary deposits of the Wasjilch groiiii.

WoodniflT and Day give a section of the Eocene 25 miles

south-east of Colton. At the hottom is the Wasatch for-

mation. ItXK) to 40(W ft. thick, consisting of sandy shale.

and sandstone of irregular deposition and variegated

colors. Overlying it is the Green River formation, the

lower member. 1000 to 1425 ft. thick, consisting of sand-

stone, shale, and oolite, the sandstone occurring in beds

1 to l.T ft. thick. The shale is sandy, locally calcareous

or bituminous, and evenly bedded. The middle member.

100 to 700 ft. thick, consists of thin beds of shale, some

of them bituminous, and thin beds of calcareous sand-

stone. "'This member is remarkable for the uniform

thin bedding and for the large amount of bituminous

matter which some of the beds contain.'" The upper

member is a thick-bedded sandstone, sandy shale, and

elay-shale. 500 ft. thick.

Accepting the .stratigraphy of Taff & Smith and

"Woodruff & Day. it is evident that the ozokerite beds

are in a formation .inst below that including the great

oil-shale deposits of eastern Utah. The association is

suggestive. So far as known, ozokerite does not occur

in the immediate vicinity of the oil-shale. The associa-

tion of Galician oilfields with the Boryslau ozokerite fur-

nislies a possible parallel.

In Utah the ozokerite is found at various positions

in the "Wa.satch formation. The shales are friable, the

sandstones moderately soft, and the limestone beds thin

and brittle. Limestone occurs both above and below the

ozokerite. The beds are uniformly tilted at 5° to the

north-east. So far as known there are no faults of great

throw. Fissures and zones of breeeiation and parallel

.iointing intersect the strata. In these fissures and in-

•Woodruff and Day. 'Oil-Shale of Xorth-western Colorado

and Xorth-eastern Utah,' U. S. G. S. Bull. 581, p. 11.

tcrslices, ozokerite has i>een deposited in tliin sheeiN an<l

lilnis, and locally as masscK of some size. The l'a<'e8 of

the ti.ssures and brcccialcil p.ulioiis generally show

sliekeiiside.s. a.s tile ozokerile fre<lUenlly docN. The Ver

tical displucement is, lio\vever. slight, 'i'he lissurcs aiui

joint-planes are almost vertical, lii-ai-iiig N 10 W iieai

Colton and Soldier Summit. .\ halfmile west of .Media

IS a fraeiiiie /one bearing .\ :!(l \V. and a half-mile

north-east of the same station is one bearing .N (>()' W,

Both an- almost vi-rlieai. The tliiekness of tiie deposits

is variable, both vertie,ill\ ;iimI liori/.onially. .\ll n\' iIm'

ilcposils arc within two oi' iliree miles of ilir ijiilioMiJ,

with good wagon-roads and ca.sy liauls,

.\I Colton station a shaft was sunk IHI ft. on a ver-

tical sliear-/.one. ,') to G ft, wide. Drifts were driven at

45 ft. deep and at the bottom. O/okerite occurs as scales

or thin veins. Only a sriuill prn<iiirti(iii was liUMJe lure.

Near tlie south-west cornel' of section !•'{, T 11 S, U H

10, li miles north-east of CoHon, is a different fracture

zone, 500 ft. higher in tin' strata. At llie time .iT Talf

and Smith's examination. develoi)ment consisted of an

adit driven 225 ft. N 1(»" W on a shear-zone 4 to (i ft.

wide. From the end of this adit ;i diilt was niii lli.") II.

ca.st. At a point G5 ft. east of I lie adit a vertical frac-

ture-zone was crossed. A shaft had been sunk at the

mouth of the adit to a depth of 100 ft., and norlli .suntli

drifts run at 60 ft. Small (pianlities of ozokerile wen-

found here and there, as thin films along the joints.

This property was developed further by the American

Ozokerite Co. in 1912. It was known as the Pleasant

Valley group, and consists of 12 lode-claims and a mill-

site. The shaft was deepened to 180 ft., and a lower adit

run 860 ft., or 640 ft. beyond the shaft. The upper adit

was extended to 540 ft. This development resulted in

the discovery of larger masses of ozokerite. In both tlie

upper and lower adits the vein is 3 to 6 ft. wide. Ozoker

ite permeates the vein, sometimes in small lenses ami

sheets. The content varies widely, up to 15%. The zone

has been traced about a mile, showing ozokerite dis

tributed irregularly.

The rock was drilled with augers and a low explosive

was used for breaking. All ore was taken out through

the lower adit to the company's 30-ton mill. The pro[)

erty has been idle since 1912, but is fully equipped with

power, shops, offices, and dwellings.

About a mile north of Colton near the north si<le of

NW i sect. 14, T 11 S, R 8 E, is the James Peak group

of six claims. An adit follows a line of vertical frai-

tures extending N 10"" W. in which ozokerite occurs in

thin sheets and small fragments. Prospects .show the

presence of ozokerite at various points along the zone.

Other prospects that show the wax are in the SE { SK \

sect. 14 and XW i SE^ sect. 15, and a limited amount of

mining has been done in SW \ XW :} sect. 24. T 11 S.

R 8 E, on similar norfli-south lines of fi.s.surcd and

jointed roek.s.

The deposits at Soldier Summit are limited to the

XW i sect. 30, T 10 S, R 8 E, within a half-mile east

and north-ea.st of the station. This property has been
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acquired by the newl}^ organized Wasatch Ozokerite Co.

and is under development.

The mine is opened by a shaft 255 ft. deep, on a baud

of vertical fissures eontainiug ozokerite, and by drifts

at 44 ft., 98 ft., 140 ft., and 250 ft. The longitudinal

section illustrates well the selective nature of the min-

ing and the necessity for many working-faces. The ore

is drilled with augers and broken by baek-stopiug. The

ozokerite is found in veinlets in narrow fissures in the

strike of the crushed strata and surrounding tlie brec-

ciated shale and shaly limestones, with local swellings

to 30 ft. Close and careful timbering is necessary. The

44-ft. level is extended to the surface and has been used

as a haulage-adit. During the early development gas

explosions were troublesome, so that it became

necessary to obtain a better circulation of air.

An air-shaft was put up from the 9S-ft. level

to the surface, and raises at frequent intervals

now connect all the workings.

A 40-ft. head-frame is to be erected over the

main shaft. Ore will be hoisted to the surface

and trammed 70 ft. to the mill. Waste will be

taken out through the 44-ft. adit and dis-

tributed on the dump below the mill. Develop-

ment will proceed especially in the block of

ground between the 140-ft. and 250-ft. levels,

enough ore being anticipated from the upper

levels to keep the mill operating at its intended

capacity.

Two small mines have been prospected near

iledia in vertical fissures in shale. One is a

half-mile west and the other a half-mile north-

east of the station. The first zone is 2^ ft. wide

and strikes N 30° W. The other is 4 to 5 ft.

wide and strikes N 60° W. The ozokerite occurs

in places here in the same way as at Colton and
Soldier Summit.

Separating the W.4lX. The practice has been

to crush the soft rock and ozokerite mixture,

and deliver it to long narrow-bottom steam-

jacketed vats with water at a temperature of 54 to

70° C. The wax melts and floats off to cooling-vats,

the residue being moved along tlie bottom by a screw-

conveyor. The plant of the American Ozokerite Co.

was well equipped, but did not operate to the entire

satisfaction of the company. It was situated below the

lower adit. Ore was trammed to a 300-ton bin, from

which it was fed over grizzlies having 1-inch apertures

to a Gardner crusher having a capacity of 25 tons

per hour. The fine material was fed automatically

to two vats, in which it was agitated with boiling

water. After agitation the pulp went to three long

V-bottom vats in which the boiling continued, the

molten wax being removed by 4-ft. skimming wheels de-

livering to two settling-tanks, where a further boil of an

hour was given. In these tanks the remainder of the

dirt was eliminated. The clean wax went to a 5-ton

refining-tank for the removal of entrained moisture and

was then cast into 10-lb. cakes for the market. Four

grades were made, hard prime, high prime special, hard

green, and soft wax.

The tailing was carried to the dump by a belt-con-

veyor. One of the difficulties of the process was the

high fuel consumption owing to the large radiating sur-

face. A boiler capacity of 85 hp. was used in the pro-

duction of 14 tons of wax per day. It was also found

that the positive feed and discharge of the melting-vats

was a drawback to efficient operation, giving no oppor-

tunity to regulate the discharge according to the condi-

tion of the residue. In the new plant nothing will move

forward until its treatment in a particular portion of

the apparatus is finished.

At the mill the ore will lie dumped over a grizzly to a

THE OZOKERITE BELT OF EASTERN UTAH.

Williams ci-usher, set flush with the top of the fine-ore

bin into which it will discharge. This bin will be 15

by 20 by 15 ft., with a V-bottom. The ore, crushed to

^-in., will be delivered by automatic feeder to the first

treatment tank, or 'digester,' a closed cylindrical iron

tank, with conical bottom, 30 in. diam., and 6 ft. 1 in.

deep over all. It is provided with a mechanical stirring

device having four arms, and is steam-jacketed.

The digester has a capacity of 800 lb. of ore plus

sufficient hot water to fill the tank. The average time of

ti-eatment is 30 minutes. A preliminary separation will

be made into impure wax and middling. The process

will be practically continiious, molten impure wax l)eing

drawn off at the top of the digester to a steam-jacketed

conical iron tank, 4i ft. diam., set at a lower level, the

middling dropping through a pipe with gate-valve to a

cleaning-tank .set directly underneath the digester. This

tank is cylindrical with flat bottom, 3 ft. diam. and 4 ft.

high. It is provided with a revolving plow driven by a
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iHMitrai shiift ami is btcam-JHi-kili-d. 'riu- produots of

this t«iik will Ik" thnn-: inoltcii wax at llif lop; silt ami

coarse riK'k at tbc bottom; ami a mixtuii' of tJHsi- two

witli hot wultT in the miilille sivtioii. I'li-an tailing will

be luaile t») disclmrgo timnijjh a pipe ami valve to a car

opcratiiip in the tunnel beneath the mill. The wax from

is a lai-fje loss of product. IVrilz, in rdiiiiiin Horyslmi

ozokerite, secured Tfi to t<'2'/c of erystiilli/cd paralVni

^eeIvsill) and '.( to Ih'/i of li^ht. oils. Inferior ozokcrilc

may be distilled with Biiperheated Hteaiii, yielding pur

alVni, liiliricatiii^ oils, and naplillia. Tliis paniflin sliould

lie distiiiKuislicd from lliat olit^iiiied liy filtration jiiiri-

the top will join the wax frtuii the difjester in the conical lication, to which the name 'eeresin' Kliould be eonlincil

cleaning-tank. The middle layer will be drawn off by (ialician o/okerite yields, on distillation. '.W/, solid par

centrifupal pump lUid delivered to the dige.stir near the atlin, 21'; liibricatintr oil. iukI 2^>'/, pcli-olcimi The

Iwttom. The conical tank may

be regnnled as a eoucent rate-

cleaner. Here the wax ajul hot

water from the two preceding

tanks will be subject to a fur-

ther cleaning without agitation.

Three prtnlucts will result: a

clean wa.\. a clean tailing, and

a mixture of hot water, wax.

and silt, which will be pumped

back to the digester. The pure

wax. with some hot water, will

overflow to a shallow, round-

bottom, open, steam-jacketed

tank for the removal of en-

trained water, which will be

pumped to the top of the di-

gester, the last traces being

tinally removed by evaporation.

The 'dry' wax ^vill be molded

for the market. This unit will

have a capacity of 20 tons of ore

per 24 hours. The extraction is

nearly perfect. Provision has

been made for the addition of

other mxits when needed.

Steam is furnished to the

jackets and the hoist by two

locomotive-type boilers, with a

total rated capacity of 100 hp.

It will be noted that the water

used for melting the wax is re-

tained in closed circuit. De-

ficiencies due to evaporation

will be balanced by suppljring

fresh water to the digester from

the feed-water heater.

The rate of flow through the apparatus is subject to

easy regulation, and radiation losses have been reduced

to a minimum, thus overcoming the two principal dis-

abilities of the old process. As stated, this unit was

assembled and thoroughly tested, so that the company
has no doubt as to its satisfaetorj- operation when in-

stalled at Soldier Summit. Incidentally this type of

plant has been found suitable for other separations, in-

vohing leaching, or more properly, digestion, one sug-

gested use being the extraction of potash from alunite.

Properties axd Uses. After separation from the

gangue, ozokerite may be treated with alkali and filtered

through animal charcoal. Fuller's earth, or magnesium
silicate. If sulphuric acid be used for purification there eBellsteln & Weigand, Jour. Chem. Soc, Vol. XLIV. p. 1073.

SECTIO.N OF PBOPOSED MILL FOR THE WASATCH OZOKERITE CO.. UTAH.

paraflSn may be dissolved by boiling in ether and purified

on charcoal to a product containing 85.1% carbon and

14.57% hydrogen."

The crude ozokerite is generally purified by one of the

methods of filtration preceded by alkali treatment. The

residue is distilled for paraffin, leaving a final residue of

ozokerite pitch. At 150°C. a burning oil comes over.

The fraction 200 to .300° consists of heavy oils and par-

affin, which is worked for vaseline. The chief yield of

paraffin is in the fraction 300 to 350^. The average yield

at Boryslau has been given by Allen' as 6% of light oils

up to 150°, 32% of heavy oils at 150 to 300°, 55% of

paraffin.
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Ceresin melts between 61 and 78° ; it is odorless,

colorless, has a waxy section, is hard but not brittle, and

plastic without softness. It possesses the general prop-

erties of paraffin wax. Its specific gravity is lower than

that of beeswax, from which it may be further distin-

guished by the absence of saponaceous matter. Ozok-

erite vaseline is produced bj' repeated filtrations of ozok-

erite through animal charcoal, followed by distillation

for 3 to 4 hours with superheated steam at 250°. By

this process 25 to 30% of vaseline is produced.

Ozokerite products are used for water-proofing, in-

cluding waxed paper for packages; for dynamite cart-

ridges, wrappers for soap, for lining barrels and kegs

and acid-tanks; for wax candles, dolls, imitation-ala-

baster statuettes, decorations for confections; for lini-

ments, salves, and plasters; for sealing jars; life-pre-

servers, boot-blacking, varnish, shoemaker's wax ; in elec-

tro-typing; for phonograph records, buttons, water-

proof crayons, artificial honeycomb ; as the base of many

lubricating compounds, from axle-grease to gun-oil ; and

for pencils for Meriting on glass. The largest single uses

are for insulating electric cables, as ozokerite pitch, and

for manufacturing 'hard rubber,' such as that employed

for telephone transmitters and receivers. Its increasing

use is due to the ease with which the material may be

manipulated, incorporated witli resins, fats, and oils, bj'

simple melting, or stained any desired color, together

with the power of resisting acids. Much of the common

beeswax is either pure ceresin or beeswax adulterated

with it.

Before the War, there were 20 ceresin plants in opera-

tion in Germany and Austria, and none in the United

States, The Austrian exports for the six years 1894-99,

were 27,000,000 lb. of refined wax, and 57,000,000 lb.

of crude. In 1898 the production was 17,100.836 lb. of

which over 4,000,000 lb. was used in Austria. An esti-

mate of the Austrian production from 1854 to 1910 is

662,500,000 lb. Imports into the United States in the

decade from 1883 to 1892 amounted to 10,791,500 lb.,

ranging from a yearly importation of 565,000 to 1,870,-

000 lb. In 1908 imports totaled 3.595,393 lb. In 1910

nearly 8,000,000 lb. was imported and about the same

amount in 1914. The total for the 5-year period, 1910-14,

was 34,000,000 lb.'

The price of the Austrian product in the United

States rose from 6 cents in the '90s to 15c. before the

War. Since that time the price has soared to 45c. per

lb., and it is reported that electro-typers have offered

75c. to $1 per lb. Prospects are bright for the develop-

ment of the Utah district.

Phosphate rock sold in the United States in 1915 was

1,835,667 long tons, valued at $5,413,449. This is a de-

crease of 898,376 tons, due to exports to Germany being

stopped. The output came, as usual, principally from

Florida, Tennessee, and South Carolina; but there was a

small output from Arkansas, Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming,

according to the U. S. Geological Survey.

^Mineral Resources of the XJ. S. IT. S. G. S. for various years.

HffiBTBsss Til "CDSt ©i Mine
i^LiVplTB3

Among the interesting information given in the re-

port of the HoUinger Gold Mines, operating at Porcu-

pine, Ontario, for 1915 is the following comparison of

prices for supplies at the beginning of the War and at

present

:

Mine Supplie.s

, Price ^ Advance,

Material and unit. Aug. 1914 Mch. 1916 %
Connecting wire, lb $0.50 $0.70 40

Dynamite (40%), cwt 13.10 19.70 50

Dynamite (50%), cwt 14.60 22.45 52i

Detonators, 1000 12.60 39.70 215

Fuse (safety), case 23.95 28.20 18

Fuse (time). 1000 5.40 10.25 90

Rails, ton 43.00 57.50 33

Sliovels, doz 7.60 9.00 IS

Steel (drill), lb 0.07 0.09 30

Steel (hollow), lb 0.12 0.16 33

Track-spikes, keg 3.25 4.50 39

Track-bolts, keg 6.00 9.00 50

Mill Supplies

Borax, lb $0.11f $0.17i 47

Cyanide, lb 0.15 0.16 7

Crucibles 0.07i 0.13 74

Cams, each 20.26 23.20 14*

Cam-shafts, each 83.00 90.00 Si

Lead acetate, cwt 8.10 14.30 75

Liners (tube-mill), lb O.OSi 0.03* 8

Litharge, cwt 5.65 12.60 127

Lead (pig), cwt 5.65 10.06 78

Muriatic acid, cwt 1.70 2.93 80

Pebbles (Danish), ton 22.03 26.80 22

Snoes and dies, cwt 4.85 6.55 37

Zinc-dust, lb 0.06| 0.27 427

Zinc, spelter, cwt 6.48 17.25 276

Ge.nebal

Machinery and parts 10 to 40

Electrical equipment 20 to 50

Corrugated iron 50

Iron and soft steel 50

Tool-steel 500

Pipe 60

Nails 40

Lubricating oils 10

Fuel-oil 51

Gasoline 65

Japan's foreign trade, particularly in the export of

copper and war munitions to Rus.sia. has been stated

recently to have increased tremendously, yet the official

figures show but little increment in the total of the

country's foreign trade for 1915. Exports from Japan

last year were but $58,000,000 greater than for 1914,

The total was $304,000,000, of which only 11% went to

Asiatic Russia; the United States took a much larger

proportion, 29%, and China took 20%, Great Britain

and India taking 16% between them. Of Japan's im-

ports, a total of $266,000,000, the United States supplied

20%, India 28%, China 16%, and Australia 15%, It

is evident that the United States and Japan are good

customers of each other; also that the British possessions

and China have an important trade with Japan.
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CONCENTRATES

tnctkt at rntMrni, tmiUmt. a»J ttrnttnitt.

I'oTASii occurs in tlio Iciicite of the lava of ilic l.i-ucito

hills of Swootwatcr county, Wyoming; but its connnor-

cial extraction has not yet beeu proved feasiMc.

Coi'i'KR in some of the silver on* (llTO-fl. U-vei) at

the Tonopah Kxtensiun mine eaused tui increase of cya-

nide consumption in the last Hnaneial year of the com-

pany.

Since ISSO. when niininp first commenced in Alaska.

the Territory iias produced gold, silver, coiiper. tin an<l

other minerals to the value of .^300.953.751. This preat

mineral repion was acquired by the United States in

1867 for .$7,200,000. on the advice of William Seward.

ExruisivKs in Rand mines arc often carried in fibre

bags, which are inflammable. Exi)crimcnts show that

when the canvas is immersed in saturated solutions of

s<i<iium tunpslate. ammonium phosphate, or sodium

silicate, dried, and tested, they are not liable to catch

fire.

Wire ropes should be lubricated carefully, not hastily.

The lubricant should penetrate to the hemp centre and

should coat thoroughl.v the inside wires. Cables can be

lubricated while running, if their speed at the time is

not too great. They are passed through a trough con-

taining lubricant, being pressed under the oil by hand

or by passing beneath a small sheave arranged for the

purpose.

Salts containing precious metals continue to rise to

the surface of tailing-dumps at Tonopah. Nevada. Dur-

ing the year ended February 29. 1916, 1018 tons of

'sweepings' were recovered by lessees from the Belmont

ponds. This material as-sayed 0.343 oz. of gold and 55.92

oz. of silver per ton. and was worth .$34,328. Smelter

charges on this fine stuff are exorbitant, and a plant to

treat it locally is to be erected.

In testing a part of the Mother Lode in Calaveras

county, recently, over a length of 6000 ft., it was found

that 5600 ft. of trenching had to be done, excavating

43,000 cu. ft. of rock: 1502 samples being taken and as-

sayed, the whole operation costing $4500. The loose

dirt was first removed and then fresh rock was blasted.

The trenches were 22 ft. apart when in ore. and av-

eraged 84 ft. apart over the entire distance.

Advocates of crushing gold ore in cyanide solution

years ago made a great point of the saving of cyanide

effected ; but according to T. B. Stevens, in a communica-

tion to the C. M. & M. Society of South Africa, his ex-

perience does not confirm this. Apart from the dis-

solving of the gold he found that in order to obtain good

precipitation on the zinr a iiiuch liit;lier cyanide strength

is re(|uircd, thiui wli.ii the solutions are frecpiently re-

newed by dilution, lis wiien crusliiiig in water; in fact lie

visited many plants wjiei-e a liijrh I'vaniile slrengtli lias

liei'M in use solely for llic ]nir|iiise of nbtaining good

preei|iilalioii.

Advanck in Ihe price of sdver makes the intrinsic

value of silver coins a mailer of interest, for, if the in-

trinsic exceeds the nominal valiie. there is always a

slmiig possibility of coins being melted into bullion, and
liie relineil contents being placed on the market. The
Mexican silver dollar is already worth more dead than

alive. Legally it is supposed to circulate as 50 cents

r. S. Its intrinsic value as unrelined bullion in May
was about 54c. Had not Mexico been already denuded
of silver dollais owing to infernal strife, Ihe fiovernmeiit

would have found it difficult to retain liicsc silver dollars

as currency. Should the price of silver exceed 90c. it

would begin lo be worth while to ship to Enro]ic and

there refine the Indian nipcc. and at 92c., the Straits'

dollar. The amount of Straits' dollars affected is about

12.500,000. In March 1907 the weight of this dollar was

reduced from 416 to 312 grains, owing to the rise in the

price of silver. An advance in the price of silver to

90c. would create a serious problem for the British au-

thorities. Consiilering the size of the stock of rupees it

would be impossible to recall and re-mint the metal

quickly into a coin with less silver-content.

Degrees Baume, a tei-m whicli is in coninion use

among acid and petroleum operators, refiners, and manu-

facturers, is likely to be confusing to those who are not

acquainted with the method by which the system of units

was established. For liquids lighter than water, among
which are mineral oil and acids, the Baume measure-

ments are opposite to those of specific gravity. That is

to say, the greater the specific gravity of the liquor, the

lower the Baume measurement, and vice versa. The use

of the Baume scale of gravities for liquids has given con-

siderable annoyance as well as convenience in certain

industries, especially oil. A natural and common mis-

take due to the use of Baume scale is in the mixing of

different gravities of oil to obtain a product of certain

gravity on the a.ssumption that the Baume scale is a

direct measure of specific gravity. The Bureau of Stand-

ards has adopted the following relation between specific

gravity and degrees Baume. for liquids lighter than

water

:

14U

Degree Baume= m' - 130, or
Specific graWty at -^ F.

Specific gra^^ty at |;? P.= i^y,- ,,,.^'^ Baume

Some Baume and specific gravity equivalents, as given

in Redwood's 'Treatise on Petroleum,' are as follows:

lOB. = sp. gr. of 1, or water; 20B. = sp. gr. of 0.9333;

30B. = sp. gr. of 0.875 ; 50B. = sp. gr. of 0.7778 ; 60B.

(gasoline) = sp. gr. of 0.7368; and 90B. = sp. gr. of

0.6364. A table for acids, heavier than water, should be

found in any good chemistry text-book.
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REVIEW OF MINING
As seen at the world's great mining centres by our own correspondents.

PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN

Zinc, Lead, and Pyrite Markets and Prices in May.

Abnormal prices for zinc ore were reduced to lower stand-

ards during May. The base range for top grades at the be-

ginning of the month stood at $100 to |110 per ton, premium
grades selling at the latter; second grades ruled strong and
in good demand, on 52% zinc-content; low grades were eagerl.v

sought by the refineries operating in the field. All producers

were thus satisfied, and no surplus ore was found at any point

in the field. About the middle of the month prices sagged

appreciably, and lower-grade products experienced a notice-

able indifference on the part of buyers, which Increased to-

ward the close of the month, to the point where such ore was
not sought at all, and operators not connected with refineries

were left out entirely, with the result that from 4000 to 5000

tons of concentrate was left in bins unsold. The base price

had dropped to $S0 per ton for top grades down to $75 per ton

base for medium grades, assaying down to 52% zinc-content.

Production of mine-run ore continued unabated, regardless of

the steadily declining markets, and shipments compared
favorably with periods of high prices. A score of new pro-

ducers came into operating existence at as many different

points in the field. Splendid weather and road conditions

fostered operations in all branches. Mill building received an
impetus on a scale unknown before. Contracts were closed

for new plants in every centre of the field. A careful enquiry

revealed 57 drilling-machines on exploration work in virgin

and old ground.

Lead ore continued in good demand, the month opening at

|100 per ton for S0% product, declining until the close of the

month to $S8 and $93. There was little surplus ore in the

field at the close of the month.

Producers of pyrite experienced a dull month in spite of

commercial sulphuric acid being high. A heavy surplus was
carried over.

Zinc carbonate producers, mostly in the northern districts

of the field, sold a small quantity of ore in open market, the

product going to the Eagle-Picher Lead Co., a recent amalga-

mation of large corporations. While quotations ranged from

$55 to $70 per ton, sales were reported at $40 to $45 for choice

ore. Production showed appreciable gains, good weather
affording the incentive to miners to rig-up open-air wash-

places, as this class of zinc ore cannot be cleaned advan-

tageously during severe winter weather.

Deliveries of ore totaled 40,714,000 lb. of zinc, 944,110 lb. of

lead, and 7,427,300 lb. of pyrite. The gross turn-in of raw
concentrates for the month from mines aggregated 16,000 tons;

net deliveries to smelters 11.600 tons. Sales were distributed

among 15 buying concerns, 20,357 tons in all. The New Jersey

Zinc Co. secured 28% of this. The Granby Mining & Smelting

Co., although not represented on the ground, was much the

heaviest buyer of high-grade refinery ores. The present situ-

ation in the field warrants the extension of separating-

plants. The Benton district lead with 9360 tons of blende,

followed by Galena with 2496, MifHin with 2306, Cuba with

2229, Hazel Green with 1543, Linden with 1000, and Platte-

ville with 774 tons. Cuba supplied 1522 tons of pyrite also.

Good results are reported from the Wisconsin Mining School

at Platteville, of which R. Davis is director. Tlie class of

1916 was the largest since its opening.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLH.NGER-ACME-MlI-LERTOiN MERGER.

—

McInTYRE AND OtIIER

Porcupine Developments.—Gold at Beattie.—Ottawa

Mint to be Enlarged.

The merger of the Hollinger, Acme, Millerton, and other

properties at Porcupine into the Hollinger Consolidated Gold

Mines, Ltd., with a capital of $25,000,000, was formally ratified

by shareholders of the companies concerned at Montreal on

May 15. The general manager, P. A. Robbins, was added to

the directorate. The enlargement of the mill as foreshadowed

in the manager's report on the consolidation will be proceeded

with at once. The company has increased the wages of sur-

face-men 25c. per day, and has revised its loyal service bonus

system so as to give employees a higher percentage on their

wages. The position of the Mclntyre has oeen greatly im-

proved by recent rich discoveries at 700 and 1000 ft. depth.

The vein on the 700-ft. level is 62 ft. wide, valued at $14 per

ton, and has been extended 140 ft. each way. On the 1000-ft.

level the orebody is 25 ft. wide, valued at $15.30 per ton. Ore

reserves as of March 31, not including later developments,

were estimated at 210,000 tons valued at $2,247,000. The total

bullion production of the year was $779,990 and disbursements

$447,946. The Hollinger Reserve has been sold to Bernard

McEnaney, and diamond-drilling will be undertaken to de-

termine its value at depth. The Davidson, after being in

litigation for some years, has been acquired by a Western

syndicate, which is unwatering it. The Schumacher mill is

treating 150 tons daily. The company is now extracting ore

from the 600-ft. level. Gold valued at $23,000 was shipped in

April. The West Dome Consolidated is obtaining good re-

sults from diamond-drilling. A vein cut at 513 ft. shows 5 ft.

of ore assaying $45. At the Success, No. 1 vein at the 20-ft.

level has widened to IS in. and assays well.

An important discovery of gold has been made in Beattie

township, northern Ontario, about 3 miles from the Croesus

mine. The vein Is from 8 to IS in. wide. Rich samples have

been taken. C. A. Foster, of Haileybury, has acquired a con-

trolling interest.

The Croesus in Munro township is producing at the rate of

about $1000 per day. The gold is free and easily recovered.

The Canadian government will enlarge the mint at Ottawa

to meet the great demand for gold caused by the War. A new
temporary building will be erected immediately adjoining the

present permanent structure and the output of gold coinage

considerably increased.

Metal outputs of the Province in the first quarter of 1916

are as follows: gold, 76,307 oz.; silver, 5,200,167 oz.; copper,

3644 tons; nickel, 6680 tons; pig-iron, 94.678 tons; cobalt, 450

lb. There were increases in all, gold being 31,511 oz. more.

The total value was $14,276,382, against $9,358,210 :n this

period of 1915.

At Cobalt there are 2700 men employed, about half under-

ground. Silver is higher than at any time in the life of the

district. On account of general mining activity and con-

siderable recruiting for the army there is a scarcity of labor

through northern Ontario. The Union does not consider the

recent wage increase sufficient.

On June 17 the Hollinger company pays $120,000, making

$4,890,600 in 4* years.
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JOPLIN, MISSOURI

15l»0-ToN Mill at \Vi:iiii i'im; I'iant uk Simii.ah Capacity at

Piciicji, Oklahoma.—DaiixtNO Campaiqn.—Noxsu.

WUh n cniMiclty of 1500 tons of ore per 2i liourR, the No. 2

mill of the I>. C. tt E. .Mintne Co., on a SOacrc lonsc of th<<

Carter laud, north of Webb City, Missouri, will oquni In size

the mills of the Meillii. ami the Star company's, north of Welib

City, and the Oranby company's Klondike mill at Ciranby.

Missouri. The new plant is ready for operation. It is situ-

ated on a shaft started a number of years ayo by Chapman
and lA'-nnan. and completed by the presj-nt company, of which

J. J. .McLellan is general manatcr. To the south-oast from the

mill, situated on much higher ground, is the old shaft of the

Bird I>og Mining Co., to which a tramway. 75 ft. high has been

i-onstructed. This shaft is Cr.O ft. from the mill. The tramway
Is the highest in the district. North-east of the mill is the old

Blue Bell shaft, 400 ft. away, to which a tramway has l)een

builL At the mill shaft and at the Blue Hell shaft mining is

done in sheet-ore at a depth of 1S4 ft., continuing down to 160

ft.: but at the Bird Dog shaft, due to the greater surface

elevation, the formation is found deeper. Part of the ore feed

to the rougher-jig comes direct from the crusher, thus elim-

inating the necessity of handling a large tonnage of 'dirt' over

the rolls. Any ore that passes through i-in. mesh goes direct

to the rougher. A Corliss steam-engine plant has been in-

stalled to drive the mill, the equipment of which is to consist

of two rougher-jigs, one cleaner, and one sand-jig. The cleaner

has seven 36 by 48-in. cells, and is the largest in the Joplin

district. The concrete settling-tank, 40 ft. wide by 50 ft. long

and 10 ft. deep at the deepest point, is likewise the largest tank

in the district. Ten sludge-tables are housed in a separate

building, a short distance north-west of the mill. The tract

that is to be mined is now thoroughly drained, for the first

time in six years, as this section of the district has been in-

active since the shutting-down of the big Yellow Dog property.

The operators say they will recover 4% of blende and lead.

-Almost duplicating in general features the plan of the D. C.

& E. plant, north of Webb City, is the new 1500-ton mill of the

Picher Lead Co. at Picher, Oklahoma, the fourth plant to be

constructed by this company in a field that only recently has

been developed. In the matter of jig-feed, sludge will be taken

off by dewatering screens immediately after the crushed ore

leaves the crusher, and before it reaches the rolls, undersize

from a i-ln. screen passing directly to the rougher in as dry

a form as possible where it Is distributed. Oversize goes to

rolls, and is again screened and dewatered before going to

the rougher. The three mills now in operation by the Picher

company are producing heavily. Ore is mined at a general

depth of 250 to 300 ft. The plants now at work have a capacity

of HfiO louH each per shift, or about MKIU tons per day. Thrso

mills make the district Kcnerally very busy.

North of IMchor, n n\imlior of iiroHpnctlng drills are at work,

Lucl\iK Kiicliiinan has IJ drills on u 40 acre lease of tho ToskofT

land lyiUK along the State line In Kansas. Tlie good strlki's

made by the i'lclicr company on tho houIIi, and by the Com-

merco Mining & Royally Co. on tho north, have encouraged

Buchanan, who intends to devote at least six months to his

prospecting campaign, regardless of whether ho finds ore or

not. On the Cooper lan<l, near to the Toskoff properly, a big

drilling campaign has been laumlu'd by (J, Ilayless and Will

and .loc Walker, who have more than 100 acres under lease,

in the first hole put down 'sblm-s' of zliic-bleiide and galena

were found from 220 to 240 feet.

Sheet-ground mining is to be started on the ('onlincntal

ground. In west Joplin, by the C. M. & H. Mining Co., now
oiierating the Glendale mine, where all the work In the past

has l)cen in an upper formation, beyond the sinking of a shaft

to the the sheet-ore which occurs at a depth of 200 ft. The dis-

seminated ore, heretofore worked, is found at HO ft. In work-

ing the deeper ground, tests show 11i:it a recovery of about

21% may be expected.

The Wade Mining Co., of which Evans W.
Buskett is the Joplin manager, while John
L. Fay, C. E. Brenton, and Frank W. Bane,

of St. I.K)ui8, are the operators, has taken a

lease on 120 acres of the Wade land, 1.'')

miles south-east of Joplin, in a district that

has not been mined for eight years. The
Gilt Edge Mining Co. operated a mill at

that point, but later removed its plant. A
sub-leasing company will construct a tail-

ing-plant on the Gilt Edge dump, while the

Wade company has purchased the Emperor
mill, from a west Joplin company, and will

move it to its new mine which has now
been quite extensively developed. Ore is

opened in two shafts at a depth of 40 to 80

ft. in soft ground, and will yield 5 to 15%
blende.

As an indication of the increased opera-

tions in the Joplin district, the figures of

power output of the Empire District Elec-

tric Co. during a recent week are of interest. The demand
was 2,9.36.870 kilowatt-hours, with a peak load of 28,700

kw., compared with 1,588,680 kw.-hr. and 16,700 kw. a year ago.

In the third week of April 587 hp. was contracted for, over

five times the amount of that week in 1915.

Owing to the lower prices of ore, wages are to be reduced in

this district and the 'hoister-men' at several mines have 'quit.'

They were paid $4.75 per shift, but a cut of 50c. was to be

made. Their union of 400 members is the strongest. Some
shovelers also have 'downed tools.'

The output of the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region last

week was 5827 tons blende, 70 tons of calamine, and 844 tons

lead, averaging $73, $54, and $83 per ton, respectively. The
total value was $501,717, and for 22 weeks, $18,214,975.

A 400-ton mill was erected for the Milton company, between

Webb City and Carterville, In 31 days. This Is claimed to be a

record in construction.

A suit has been started at Miami by Mrs. M. N. Warner, a

Quapaw Indian, and her husband, against the Commerce
Mining & Royalty Co. and others for $200,000, already col-

lected by the defendants as royalties on lands which they

allege were secured by the defendants from them by fraud,

also further damages amounting to $300,000. The land was

sold by Mrs. Warner for $8500, without her knowing that it

contained zinc and lead ore. Production so far is $800,000,

on which defendants received $200,000 in royalties, and

$1,000,000 of ore still remains.

In 62 holes drilled near Cardin only three revealed no ore.
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The Ht'ii's o/ the week us tolii by our special correspondettts and compiled from the local press.

ALASKA
Since 189S the U. S. Geological Survey has been systemati-

cally investigating the Territory, yet much remains to be done.

Alfred H. Brooks is in charge, with (this season) T. Chapin

at Ketchikan, G. H. Canfleld in the south-east (water re-

sources), D. C. Witherspoon, A. C. Spencer, and H. M. Eakin

at Juneau, J. W. Bagley, and B. L. Johnson in Prince William

Sound, F. H. MofBt in the lower Copper River region, G. C.

Martin, A. G. Maddren, and R. M. Overbeck in the Neanana

coal-0eld, S. R. Capps and C. E. Griffin in the Kantishna dis-

trict, J. B. Mertie at Tolovana, and R. H. Sargent with G. L.

Harrington on the lower Yukon river.

Juneau

During May the Alaska Gastineau produced 175,215 tons of

ore averaging $1.40 per ton, against 165,930 tons at 94 cents

in April. The recovery was 82.85%. Conditions underground

continue to improve.

The Treadwell group reports will be reviewed next week.

The Lituya Gold Mining & Dredging Co. has been incor-

porated with a capital of $400,000 by H. H. Williams of Juneau

and F. P. Cook of Spokane, to develop property on Lituya bay.

Prospecting by drill is to be done this summer, to be followed

by a dredge if satisfactory.

ARIZONA
Cochise Countt

Recent happenings in the Bowie district, in which is the

Dos Cabezas range, are attracting attention to its possi-

bilities. There are included four mining areas, namely, the

Apache Pass, 10 to 14 miles south; Happy Camp, 9 miles

south; Buckeye Canyon, 8 miles west; and Gold Gulch, 12 to

16 miles west of Bowie. The north slope of the range is well

mineralized, with gold, silver, copper, and lead. In Apache

Pass the old Quillian is the most important property, yielding

silver-lead ore. Happy Camp has two good copper mines. In

Buckeye canyon the Bowie Mines Development Co. is to build

a 50-ton mill to treat silver-lead-gold-copper ore. Gold Gulch

has promising ground. J. H. Jaque. publisher of the Bowie
Enterprise, is taking an active interest in the development of

the district.

GiL.\ County

The Inspiration treated 470,000 tons of ore during May,

equal to 5,640,000 tons per year. The new sampling mill is

almost complete. Foundations for a duplicate motor-gen-

erator set are ready for the machinery. This is for the main

shaft hoists.

At the Old Dominion mill changes include installation of

Senn vanners and Allen cones. The plant treats 800 tons

daily. Foundations for new power machinery are being

poured. Two Sterling boilers will be erected. The mine flow

of water is 6,500,000 gal. per day. a decrease. The May output

was :!,500,000 lb. of copper.

From the Gibson mine at Globe the company and lessees are

shipping up to 400 tons of ore monthly to the International

smelter at Miami. In April the total was 460 tons. The ore

is chalcopyrite, much containing 20 to 35% copper. Develop-

ment at 1400 ft. in the Arizona Commercial, the deepest work
at Globe, is good. The monthly output of copper from No. 10,

12, 13, and 14 levels is 500,000 lb., with earnings over $70,000.

Mohave County

Forty-six miles east of St. Thomas in Nevada is the Grand

Gulch copper mine, producing SO to 100 tons of ore per week.

On June 1 there was paid 3c. a share. Ore shipped contains 12

to 16% metal. A dump of 15,000 tons assays 5%; this is being

graded up to 12%. The haul to the railroad is 45 miles; 75

men are employed.

A wide body of milling ore has been cut at 1400 ft. in the

Tom Reed mine.

Santa Cruz County

The Chamber of Commerce of Nogales is awakening to the

importance of the mining industry of this county, says a re-

port of the Arizona State Bureau of Mines. Recently a meet-

ing of that body was held, the object of which was to discuss

the erection of a custom mill, with an arrangement for having

facilities for treating tungsten ore. Many other parts of the

State have need in this line.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

On June 5 the syndicate that acquired the old Eureka mine

recently made the first payment of $41,000, being one-flfth of

the purchase price, on the Wildman-Mahoney-Lincoln claims

owned by the Lincoln Consolidated Co., which owns 4000 ft.

on the strike of the Mother Lode on the northern side of

Sutter creek. It is also reported tliat another syndicate of

Seattle operators has tak°n an option on the ground extend-

ing from the Golden Eagle to the Keystone, including there-

fore the South Keystone and South Spring Hill properties.

Eldorado County

The new shoot at 800 ft. in the Montezuma mine at Nash-

ville shows 7 ft. worth $20 per ton. The Orum mine near

this place has been acquired by W. W. Hurt and others.

San Bernardino County

(Special Correspondence.)—The 'spud-diggers' in the Atolia

district are pleased that the Federal government has several

HAND-.IIGGI.NG TUNGSTEN ORE AT ATOLIA.

investigators in the field who are looking over the granite

formations that show tungsten possibilities, because, in case

of the taking up or withdrawal of such lands the Government
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may develop llioni by lonnliiK. Slorokei'iMTs ure illspliiylnK

surh sifcnii iia 'ca»l\ for IiIkI> Krudp.' 'meal llckotx for hlKli-

Kraile." or "Krocorles for IiIkIi-KTbiIo.' Huycru of oiitHldo pm-

ductton of or« are aKaIn on (tic Rruund, and It la not unroni-

nion to 800 two or tlireo sliipnients liy aiitoiiiot>llus to Loa

Anitelea. wliorv it Is siinipli'd and sold on a luuils of )1 to $1.25

l>er |>ound. Sovoral tons havo In^on picked up this week at

prli-es varylHK from $45 to $50 jHsr unit. Slilppors of tlio

pro»liict contend that not a i>oiiinl of this iMilpiit Is KoinR to

the Schwab IntcrostD. or those ugcnta reproBontlng the Bethle-

hem Steol Company.
Atolta. June 7.

The new mInInK ramp of Qoldstone, 33 miles north-east of

Barstow, a few miles south of Rnndsburg and AtoUn. at an

elevation of 3000 ft., is boglnnlng to nllrnot itilontlon. Ii Is

S hours by auto from Los Angeles, costing $10 iho round trip.

Three recent discoveries, the Red-Brldg, Ooldstone. and

Lucky Find, are working in high-grade ore. The district Is

yet In shallow depths, now about 50 ft. Free gold continues

to this depth. On the Red-Bridg the ore has been stripped

about 200 ft. on the surface, all of which pans free gold. The

formation here is schist, shale, and qunrlzlle, with igneous

rocks of different character in the nature of dikes and flows.

The rich gold seems to be found near the contact of the

igneous riH-k with the sedimentary rocks, and favors the

schist.

HfMBOLDT COU.NTV

I Special Correspondence.)—Wilbur H. Grant, of San Fran-

cisco, is making an examination of the Horse Mountain Copper

Co.'s ground. The company desires to start a diamond-drill

proving ore. with a view to offering the property for sale.

Later on the company will have a mineral survey made from

which will be excluded those of its 74 locations reported on

adversely by Mr. Grant. By the end of this week O. H.

Hershey will also examine the same ground, but independ-

ently, in the employ of Charles Willis Ward, of Long Island,

New York, and Eureka, one of the largest shareholders. Mr.

Hershey will also lay out further work for the drill at the

Humboldt Copper Co.'s property, where an immense body of

low-grade ore was discovered through his advice last year.

Mr. Hershey will go to. Prospect hill near Orleans Bar, where

some promising gold-bearing veins have been found, and will

examine 27 claims located for Mr. Ward there.

The Corona Mining Co.. which operates a gold placer at

Hawkins Bar, just over the Trinity County line, and owned

by Eureka people, yesterday shipped its third bar from three

part clean-ups this season. The bars averaged $1000 each.

It is estimated that the mine will have water for four or five

weeks yet. The riffle sand, composed mostly of pyrite. is rich

in platinum metals, about an ounce of coarse metal being re-

covered to each 50 oz. gold amalgamated.

Eureka. June 7.

SlH.«T.\ COCN'TY

For reasons unknown at Ingot, the American Metal Co.,

which had an option on the Afterthought copper mine, has

paid-ofi all hands, numbering 35. The vein is said to be small

and the grade low.

Sierra Cointy

Hydraulicking is soon to commence at the old Bunker Hill-

Herkimer mine, 12 miles from Downieville. Some rich gravel

was uncovered in January. G. De Brettville. of San Francisco,

controls the property.

TVOLUMl^E COTJKTY

(Special Correspondence.)—Work was begun this week at

the Tarantula mine, recently acquired by Henry T. Gage. It

is understood that S. B. Thompson of New York, and others

have become associated with Mr. Gage in his properties. It

was expected that at least 40 men would be on the pay-roll by

the end of the week. The Tarantula and the other holdings

of Mr. (iiiKc luid IiIh usHOclntoH arc Hltiiiilcil in ilir vlilnlly o{

the wrllkiiown Shiiwnint.

CunslgiiiiioiitN of nuichliK'ry for I lie Kuwhldo rroiiiKiilly

arrive. In n carload rocelvoil this week wnH a pump of largo

capacity, which will bo installed on one of tho Htallons In the

miDo. The work of uiiwaterliig Iiiim boon In iirogroHH for

iiuiny weeks.

A shoot of rirh (ire bus lii'cii iiiiiovoird In lli< (lilluiio iiiliic,

near Tuttlotown. Tho orobody Is several feci wlili-. ii Hireuk

of It being thickly sporUlcd wllli i;nld.

Sonorn. May 20.

COLORADO
lloll Dill COINTV

Til.' Wolf Tongue Mliiiiii; 4: .Milling Co. at Boulder is lu'lng

sued by 1). and O. lllnniaii. who are lesseeB on the comimiiy's

property. They allege that tlioy delivered 13 lots of tungsten

ore at the coinpany's mill between Octolier 12 and neceniber

31 last. They deiiiand $S92,'i.S4: the Wolf Tongue (iffers

$3209.19. A{ the then market jirlces, ranging from $ir) to $1.'i

lier unit, plaintiffs declare the ore was worth the amount for

which the suit Is brought. The defendant offered to make
settlement on the basis of a $15 schedule. I'''ourteen lessees

besides the Hinnian brothers are interested in the outcome of

the suit, as they hold similar contracts with the company. If

the suit is determined in favor of the Hinmans, It is under-

stood the other lessees will demand payment for the tungsten

they delivered on the basis of the market prices, which are

from 100 to 150% above the Wolf Tongue schedule.

Judge Neil F. Graham has since ruled that contracts held

by lessees of tungsten lands of the Wolf Tongue company

should be interpreted to require payment of market iirices

for ore produced by the lessees.

Clear Creek County

(Special Correspondence.)—The members of the Colorado

Central Leasing Co. were incorporated as a company in

Denver on May 24. The plans of the company are now fully

decided on, and sufficient capital has been subscribed to com-

plete the work of sampling and re-opening the property, which

will take 6 to 8 weeks. A preliminary testing plant is to be

erected at the mine to determine what treatment the ore re-

quires. Money has also been subscribed to erect a tramway a

distance of two miles from the mine to Georgetown, and for

the building of a mill with a daily capacity of 100 tons. Tall-

madge Kyner, the manager, states that all tests made so far

are beyond expectations.

J. C. Hershey, manager of the Red Oak company, expects

to re-build the aerial tram from the mine to the foot of the

mountain.

A recent examination made of the Bard Creek Mining Co.'s

mill resulted in a decision to install almost entirely new ma-

chinery.

A new campaign is to be instituted by three mining com-

panies here, now that the supervision of their properties has

been placed in the hands of Fred B. Hitchings. Machinery

will most probably be installed on each mine for driving.

The Mid Colorado company is to re-model its 50-ton mill,

using a ball-mill for re-grinding, and flotation. The present

aerial tram is to be extended 1000 to 1200 feet.

Georgetown, May 24.

OUBAY CorNT

Y

During April the Camp Bird's profit from 1389 tons treated

was $26,000.

San Juan County

Under prevailing conditions this county offers a good field

for prospectors in gold, silver, lead, zinc, and tungsten. Flota-

tion treatment has greatly stimulated production.

The Sllverton district shipped 13S ears of ore and concen-

trate during May. The principal producers were the Sunny-

side, S. D. & G., Gold King, and Iowa-Tiger.
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San Miguel County

On June 1 employees (1000) of the Tomboy, Liberty Bell,

Smuggler-Union, Colorado-Superior (Black Bear), Primos

Chemical, Wagner Development, and Humboldt companies
were granted a bonus of 30c. per shift, provided silver remains

at 65c. or over per ounce, and each employee works the full

month.

IDAHO
Blaine County

The Wilbert Mining Co., operating near Arco, reports as

follows for the year ended May 1, 1916:

The high price of lead allowed of a good deal of poor ore

being extracted, also small streaks and shoots that would not

pay otherwise. From No. 5 level to the surface the main
shoot is nearly all stoped. The mill treated 15,204 tons, as-

saying 25% lead and 3.86 oz. silver. Concentrate produced

was 5787 tons, averaging 52.06% and 8.02 oz., equal to 6,025,600

lb. lead and 46,419 oz. silver. The cost was $3.56 per ton. The
revenue from all sources was $223,382. Dividends absorbed

f30,000. Cash in banks amounts to $42,468.

The A. S. & R. Co., controlling the Federal company in the

Coeur d'Alene, has taken over the North Star-Triumph lead-

silver-zinc claims near Hailey. E. P. Smith is in charge. The
property contains a good deal of ore, but it is rendered com-

plex by the admixture of arsenical pyrite.

Idaho County

In the Buffalo Hump, Ten-Mile, and other parts of this

county, contiguous to Grangeville, are complex sulphide ores

resisting ordinary treatment methods; but recent investiga-

tions show that flotation will give a good recovery, according

to E. M. Griffith of Grangeville.

Shoshone County (Coeub d'Alene)

Dividends paid in May totaled $722,175 as follows: Bunker
Hill & Sullivan, $163,500; Caledonia, $78,150; Hecla, $100,000;

Hercules, $300,000; Success, $45,000; and Tamarack & Custer,

$35,525. June payments are as follows; Bunker Hill & Sulli-

van, $163,500; Caledonia, $78,150; Federal, $120,000; Hecla,

$150,000; Hercules, $300,000; Interstate-Callahan, $697,485;

and Success, $45,000; a total of $1,554,135.

The Pine Creek district is being examined by J. B. Umpleby
and E. L. Jones of the U. S. Geological Survey.

A final inspection of the Nabob, Sidney, and Little Pitts-

burg mines in the Pine Creek district is being made by en-

gineers of the Anaconda company, which recently acquired

the Douglas near-by.

The contract with the A. S. & R. Co. having expired, the

Tamarack & Custer company, which operates lead-silver mines

in the Nine-Mile district has closed-down its proi]erties tem-

porarily, pending diversion of the output to the Northport

smelter in Washington.

In order that it may purchase more property the Stewart

Mining Co. is to increase its capital from $1,250,000 to

$3,000,000.

MICHIGAN

The Copper Country

G. M. Hyanis, of Boston, a shareholder (1300 shares) in the

Tamarack company, whose mine was recently sold to the Calu-

met & Hecla for $59 per share, has brought suit to restrain

the sale. The C. & H. held 19,400 shares of Tamarack, which

makes the former both vendor and purchaser, the sale being

made void under the statutes. The price offered is also

considered too low. In view of this suit the Tamarack com-

pany has asked the C. & H. to defer transfer of the property

beyond July 1, the date that this was to take place. The C. &

H. directors are considering the proposal.

The old Carp Lake mine, bordering on Lake Superior, and

22 miles west from Ontonagon, is to be re-opened under con-

trol of R. T. Looney. Work was stopped in 1863, after the 16-

stamp Cornish-design mill was burned. Copper was sent to

Detroit before the Calumet & Hecla was discovered. Ore
occurs in rich lenses in sandstone. Development can be done
by adits. Examinations made show the ore to carry from 44

to 53 lb. of copper per ton.

MONTANA
Granite County

At the old Brooklyn mine near Maxville 6 ft. of good cop-

per-silver ore has been opened at a depth of 280 ft. A 100-ton

mill is about ready to commence ore treatment. Spokane
people are in charge.

Silverbow County

At the Butte & Zenith, south-west of Butte, the shaft is

down 765 ft., 95 ft. being sunk and timbered during May in

spite of 300 gal. of water per minute. Another 300 ft. is to

be sunk. The vein Is of better grade at depth.

At the Butte-Main Range the Tuolumne company has com-

menced work. The Colusa-Leonard mine, which is to be de-

veloped by the Tuolumne, will commence shaft-sinking from

.628 to 1628 ft. depth.

Sinking is finished at the Butte & London. Prospects are

good.

The fire in the Pennsylvania mine of the Anaconda that

killed 21 men some months ago is out and production is now
750 tons daily.

During May the Butte & Superior produced 16,150,000 lb. of

zinc in concenti'ate. from 54.100 tons of ore. Silver amounted

to 310.000 oz., and 250,000 lb. of lead. At 1100 ft. east and

west of Jersey Blue shaft good orebodies have been de-

veloped.

NEVADA

An indication of the increase in mining operations in this

State is shown by premiums paid by mines to the State

insurance fund as follows:

January $17,245 $12,002 $18,341

February 20,553 11,765 17,195

March 21,250 12,695 16,558

April .22,143 13,312 18,736

The income in April of this year was the largest recorded.

Mining contributes 80% of the total fund. Since July 1, 1913,

the revenue totaled $681,188, and amounts paid $547,572.

Clark County

Goodsprings now boasts a dally paper called the Good-

springs Gazette, showing that the zinc district is advancing in

importance.

Esmeralda County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Nevada New Mines Co. has

purchased the Black Eagle mine and mill. The plant has a

daily capacity of 75 tons. Water, piped from a near-by hill,

flows to it by gravity. The company will operate both its

mills, and press underground work with increased energy.

Ore reserves in the main mine are reported as satisfactory.

Rawhide. June 4.

Lincoln County

Two dividends of 21c. a share each have been declared by

the Prince Consolidated of Pioche. May shipments were

13.200 tons of ore.

Lyon County'

Interest in the copper and gold and silver |)roperties in the

Verrington district is increasing. A large number of pros-

Iiects have excellent futures. Some of the best mines are tlie

Western Nevada, McConnell, Malachite, Ycrington Consoli-

dated, Utah-Yerington. Butte-Yerington, Mason Valley, Blue-

stone, Empire-Nevada, Montana-Yerington, Reno-Yerington.
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MiMUlVL COINTV

(S|>«clal Conwtitondonce.)—Al the huniiiK-Iilnho mliio tin-

road is romplctoil, niul a triirk rnn iioRotliito (lit* hill easily

to the mouth of the Hnhn ndit. The McOnvUl Bhafl Is down
100 ft. on the foot-wnll. The Contc wln/io is down 25 ft., show-

ing buucho* of hlKh-Krnde ore, both rnrbonnte and sulphide.

Indiratlons are Ri>od for entering the solid body of ore nt no

Rrt>at depth.

The Meyer ndit of the II. B. Todd Mining Co. is in :!H ft..

with n cross-cut runnUiK south of the adit where some ore

has been encountered. There are indications that the vein

soon will 1)0 cut.

There were II carloads of ore being unloaded at I.uning at

the end of May. Shipments are being made from the follow-

ing mines: Mayflower. Never Sweat. Turk and Wall Street,

and Silver Guardian. This property Is being worked by

lessees and belonits to F. M. Smith. Lessees are also working

on the Vacation, and regular shipments are being made from

the Champion, .\ndcrson. Wedge Copjier, Hartwick. Houghton,

and I.uning Aviator. There are 12 lessees working and ship-

ping from the Copper Queen, as well as on the Finney. Ship-

per, and others. There are 300 men working in the district at

mining, teaming, etc. There are three boarding-houses at

Luning. There are two boarding-houses in New York canyon.

The town also supports three saloons, and two others are con-

templated. Three stores supply the camps and there is talk

of others. Mr. Beatty of Mlna extended the telephone line to

Luning via New York canyon and Champion; a great con-

venience. Car-loads of lumber are coming In, and carpenters

are busy erecting buildings at Luning as well as at surround-

ing camps.

The leaching plant at Ludwig is working successfully.

There are over 200 men employed there. The Nevada-Douglas

has recently cut a large body of high-grade ore which It is

shipping. The company expects to be able to receive custom

ore at the leachlng-plant early next month.

Luning, May 31.

NEW MEXICO
SaS MiOtTEL CorxTT

Near Ribera. in the Pintada canyon, on the Sante Pe rail-

road, the C. H. Thaggerd Copper Co. is erecting a 100-ton

leaching plant. The vein is of good width and will average

5% copper. The district is one of promise.

SocoRBO County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Pacific mine is optioned

to the Socorro company by the Oaks Co. The shaft is being

.NEW MILL Ol TUE ULIliiu IIOCMAIN COPPER CO.. TYRONE,

NEW MEXICO.

re-timbered and other underground and surface preparations

made for extensive production. An aerial tram to the Socorro

company's mill will be completed within 60 days, when it is

pro|iosed to ship from TiO to Tfi tons of uri' dully for reduetlnn.

At the (!onfldeneo mine the old orodump is beiuK Huniplcd

with n view to Hliipping to one of the local eustom-inllls.

Installiition of n largo doulilo-druni oleelrlc hoist Iuih I ii

completed by the Krnesllno Mining ("o. Skips have super-

seded ore-buckets in the shaft, 'i'lie cDiiipany has hoen n eon-

slant i)r()diieer of gold :ind silver for over 11 years.

The Socorro Mining & Milling Co. Is treating over 200 tons

of ore ilaily at its plant, with a product of around two tons

of gold and silver bullion per month. In addition to st^veral

tons of high-grade concentrate.

Development of the ICherle mine Is conducted by the Oaks

Company. The last shipiiient of ore to custoin-nilll contained

47 Ions averaging $17 per ton.

The Oaks Company recently took a liond ami lease on the

south half of the Clifton mine from the Socorro company.

Operations will be increased as rapidly as possible, and the

ore shipped to the Socorro comijany's mill.

Mogollon, .Tune 5.

UTAH
Beaver County

All mining districts in this county are busy, many shipping

ore and reporting favorable developments. Rich lead ore has

been found in the Antelope Star mine in the Bradshaw dis-

trict.

Juab Coitnty

The Gemini company of TIntIc paid last week a dividend of

$5 per share, or $25,000. The monthly output is 2000 tons of

$.'?0 to $3,T ore. Over 100 lessees are working.

In April the Chief Consolldated's profit was $69,000. Divi-

dends are at the rate of 20% per year.

Salt Lake County

The Fortuna Mining Co.'s property near Bingham has been

sold by S. Bamberger and others to I.e Roy Eccles and asso-

ciates of Salt Lake City and Ogden for $2.50,000. The mine

contains copper ore. but has been closed for some time.

The American Fork district is busier than ever, nearly all

roads being suitable for haulage of ore and supplies.

As soon as the machinery is in place, the 4000-ft. adit of

the Wa.satch Mines Co. in Little Cottonwood district will be

started.

Sdmmit Countt

At the Silver King Consolidated, Park City, the aerial tram

is under construction, to connect the mine and new mill. A
modern mill is to be erected by the Traylor Engineering com-

pany. Slime will be treated by flotation. To separate iron

from the zinc a selective process has been devised.

WASHINGTON
Stevens County

The region in northern Washington, particularly In this

county, is responding more to the revival of Interest in the

mining industry than any other part of the North-west, not

even excepting the Coeur d'Alene of Idaho, according to Sidney

Norman. There is greater activity in Northport, where the

Northport Smelting & Refining Co. recently began operating its

new smelter, than ever before, not even excepting the period

when the old Le Roi smelter was in operation, according to

Francis A. Thomson, head of the School of Mines at the Wash-

ington State College, who, with a party of his students, is in-

vestigating conditions in the Stevens County mineral belt.

Samuel James is in charge of the lead smelter.

Settlements at the Trail smelter for ore and concentrate

from the United Copper mine near Chewelah during April

totaled $32,000. Resumption of dividends is expected in July.

The mill treats 225 tons of ore daily.

A Spokane syndicate, headed by W^alter Nicholls, has pur-
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chased 200,000 shares of the Electric Point Mining Co. from J.

Peeper of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, for $125,000. The Electric

Point mine is 11 miles south-east of Northport, at an altitude

of 5000 ft. A considerable quantity of high-grade lead ore is

ready for the smelter when the road to the State highway is

completed.

CANADA
British Columbia

Dividends paid in May totaled $274,977, of which $224,977

was from the Granby and $50,000 from the Standard. June

payments are as follows: Hedley, $60,000; Rambler-Cariboo,

$35,000; Standard, $50,000; and Crows Nest Coal, $93,189, a

total of $238,189.

In the first five months of the year the Trail smelter has

received a total of 203,561 tons of ore from 80 different mines.

The Ben Hur and Knob Hill at Republic, Washington, sent

2099 and 1296 tons respectively.

Californians have bonded a gold property on Bayonne moun-

tain, south of Nelson, for $142,000. J. McNichol of Butte put

the deal through.

The Bayonne gold mine, in the Sheep creek region, owned
principally by James W. Gerard, U. S. ambassador to Germany,

and Thomas Hickey of Butte, Montana, has been taken under

option by Philadelphia people, for a reported price of $300,000.

The Bayonne is a splendid property with nothing against it

but its remoteness from transportation, it being situated in

the mountain range between the Salmon River valley and

Kootenai lake, almost due west of the Sheep Creek camp. The
government of British Columbia has promised to contribute

liberally to the construction of a first-class wagon-road to the

mine any time the owners gave assurance that they would put

the property on a firm producing basis.

Ontario

Silver production of the Kerr Lake mine in April was

225,423 oz., the highest since 1910. The profit was $98,000.

In the period ended April 21 the Hollinger mill treated 42,673

tons of ore, at a cost of $1,895 per ton tor mining and 95.7c.

for treatment.

In the first quarter of 1916 the Vipond produced 11,816 tons

of $5.24 gold ore. The 86.5% recovery was equal to $4.53 per

ton, while costs totaled $4.51. There was a loss of $355 in the

period. Reserves are 91,000 tons valued at $688,591.

KOREA
March details of the Oriental Consolidated company show

that the plants treated 26,918 tons of ore for bullion worth

$136,258. Recovery at the Maibong tube-mill plant was 91.8%;

at the Taracol cyanide-plant, 79%. The spring has been dry,

so the steam electric plants are in use until rain comes.

MEXICO
Exports from Mexico through the 'ports' of Agua Prieta

and Naco during May were 1*1,985,400 and $2,256,240, respec-

tively. The total tonnage was 14,078. Nacozari dispatched

10,123 tons. El Tigre sent 5843 lb. of silver-gold precipitate.

Greene-Cananea in Sonora is producing copper at the rate

of 66,000,000 lb. per annum.

HlD.\LG0

From 23,148 tons treated during April the Santa Gertrudis

company made a profit of $120,000. For the first quarter of

1916 the mill treated 67,352 tons, yielding $566,000, of which

$274,000 was profit. Development covered 3996 ft., 1622 ft. in

profitable ore. The 20th level interior counter shaft is down

365 ft. on the incline below the level. The vein on No. 22 will

soon be opened, about the end of June. The plant worked at

67% capacity, 78% during March. Labor is more plentiful;

timber is scarce, but is being railed from El Oro. Interesting

experiments are being made with a ball-mill and flotation con-

centration, both of which show favorable results.

PERSONAL
JS'o(i!; The Editor invite» members of the profession to send particulars oj their

work and appointments. This information is interesting to our readers.

Gardner Williams is at Santa Cruz.

E. S. Pettis is now at Chickagoff, Alaska.

J. M.i^LCOLM Maclaren has returned to London from Korea.

T. F. Cole of Duluth is to reside permanently at New York.

W. Spencer Hutchinson has spent several weeks at Oatman,

Arizona.

R. E. HoRE. editor of the Canadian Minitifj Journal, has been

at Cobalt.

Nelson Dickerman has returned to San Francisco from

Colombia.

0. B. Perry, consulting engineer to the Yukon Gold, is here

from New York.

W. F. Stevens is superintendent of scheelite mines near

Lovelock, Nevada.

O. M. Bilharz has moved his office from St. Louis, Missouri,

to Miami, Oklahoma.

P. Lynwood Garrison sails by the Vasari from New York

on June 17 to Brazil.

F. K. Brunton is on the staff of the A. S. & R. Co.'s Gar-

field smelter, in Utah.

Charles H. White, professor of metallurgy in Harvard

University, is here on his way from Oregon.

J. Power Hutchins was in the Donetz anthracite region

recently and has now returned to Petrograd.

Robert E. Cranston is at Butte, whither he will go periodic-

ally, under retainer with the Anaconda company.

L. F. Le Brun has been appointed general superintendent

to the Linda Ventura Mines at Bluefields, Nicaragua.

Richard Hamilton has been chosen president of the Western

Australian Chamber of Mines for the 19th consecutive year.

C. A. O'CoNNELL has resumed charge of the Tough-Oakes

mine at Kirkland Lake, Ontario, on his return from California.

Frank H. Probert announces his permanent address as the

University of California, Mining Department, Berkeley, Cali-

fornia.

Edgar A. Collins has been appointed manager of the

Oceanic quicksilver mine in San Luis Obispo county, Cali-

fornia.

William Dobbins, formerly with the Dominion Reduction

Co. at Cobalt, has taken charge of the Good Luck mine near

Arnprior.

Joseph Struthers has been appointed treasurer to the

Federal Export Corporation and the Federal Shipping Com-

pany, New York.

Corey C. Brayton and Edwin R. Richards have opened an

oflice, as mining and metallurgical engineers, in the Hobart

building, San Francisco.

Peter Christianson, Elting H. Comstock. and Ervin W.

McCuLLOUGii, of the Minnesota School of Mines, have been

touring Western mining districts.

John M. Hayes, assistant cashier of the Utah Copper Co..

has been elected treasurer, and Robert C. Gemmell, general

manager, has been elected a director.

Walter W. Bradley, mining statistician to the California

State Mining Bureau, has returned from a trip through the

southern part of the State, including the tungsten district

around Atolia and the magnesite mines at Porterville.

The National Electric Light Association met at Chicago

in the week of May 22. In its June issue of the General

Electric Review the General Electric Co. of Schenectady has a

special number of 148 pages devoted to the generation, dis-

tribution, and various applications of electric power, including

mining.
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THE METAL MARKET
>ii I \i I'll i< i':<<

Snn Franclaco, June 13.

Anlimony, conta per pound 37.50

Elfctrolytic copper, cent* per pound 31

Pllt lend, cents per pound 7.26— 8.25

Platinum: iioft metnl. per ounce |74

Platinum: hard mctnl. lO'-r Iridium, per ounce $79

Quicksilver: per lla»k of 75 lb |6>i

Spt'lt<-r, ct-ntii per pound 21

Tin. cents per pound 4 6

ZInc-dusl. cents per pound 30

ORB PRICES
San Francisco, June 13.

Antimony: SOrt product, per unit (l^c or 20 lb.).... tl.25

Chrome: 40% and over, f.o.b. oars California, per ton. 10.00—12.00

Manicanese: 50"^ product, f.o.b. cars California, ton. 20.00

Mi\|tni-slte: crude, per ton 7.00—10.00

TunKstcn: SO^c WO,, per unit 30.00—40.00

At Boulder. Colorado, little tungsten Is beingr bought. Lessees

are selling at $40 to 142.50 per unit. One Independent buyer is

paying $25. The Prinios Chemical Co. has advanced Its price

for lessees from $30 to $32. and will pay as much fi>r SO'V as

$0% ore.

BASTBR\ METTAl, M.IHKET

(By wire from New York.)

June 13.—Copper is dull, though fairly steady; lead Is in-

active and weak: spelter is quiet and easier.

SILVER

Below arc given the average New York quotations, in cents

per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
June 7 66.62

g 66.12
9 62.75

•• 10 63.25
" 11 Sunday
" 12 64.87
" 13 63.87

Average week ending
May 2 71.45

9 75.89
• 16 76.40
" 23 74.14
* 31 70.81

June 6 66.35
" 13 64.58

Monthly averages
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, June 7.

Zinc has been active in tlie past few days, and prices have
advanced from i to gc. per lb., but it remains to be seen if the

turn will be lasting.

All the other metals have been extremely dull.

In copper there has been little to indicate its actual level.

The A. S. & R. Co. reduced its lead quote ic. on the 2nd.

but there has been little business, either before or since the

reduction.

Efforts to tempt consumers into buying tin have been almost

without results.

Antimony has continued to slump, and probably could be

bought at 22c., duty paid. Two months ago its price was 45c.

Aluminum in unchanged.

New business in all metal, iron and steel lines is lighter,

but there are plenty of orders in hand to keep the mills busy.

Here and there prices are a trifle easier, as in pig-iron and
structural steel. The production of pig-iron continues on an

enormous scale, the total for May being 3,351,073 tons, or

108,099 tons per day, against 3,227,768 tons in April. A fall-

ing-off in production had been expected. It also is interesting

to note that the country's production of ferro-manganese and

spiegeleisen last month was the largest on record, amounting
to 35,844 tons.

Machinery is moving steadily, though at a slower rate.

Following the example of Great Britain. Russia has taken steps

to curb speculation, and exports to Russia are retarded by
strict regulations. Russia demands the name of the ultimate

consignee, and various other data, also exacts a charge of $50

to cover cable tolls. Ocean-freights are somewhat lower, but

irregular. No new munition orders are reported.

COPPER

The market has been dull to the point of stagnancy, one

effect of which has been to cause the prices for future and

prompt deliveries to draw closer together. In fact, it is ques-

tionable how much of a premium a prompt delivery would

command today. Most of the metal which has been offered in

recent days has been in second-hands, not a little of it belong-

ing to consumers who over-bought, and now see an opportunity

to sell at a profit, buying again later to make up any deficiency

in their needs, at a lower price. Offering of this sort would

soon disappear should the market show an upward trend.

Near-by electrolytic probably can be obtained at 28c., cash

New York, and future positions at near 27.75c. There is

hardly enough doing to determine how the producers would

act. Lake is purely nominal at about 28.25c., cash. The
extent of the dullness is indicated by the fact that sellers are

asking for bids. The London market for electrolytic was
quoted .lune fi at £142, an advance of £2 over the preceding

day. One influence which makes for dullness is the un-

certainty which prevails as to the ultimate effect the limiting

of trading at London will have. The effort of the British,

government to suppre.ss speculation was referred to a week
ago. It was predicted that trading in standard copper would

cease, but quotations of standard tin and copper continue to

reach here. Exports to the 6th totaled 6619 tons. Copper in

manufactured form is going abroad in large quantities.

ZINC

Last Friday (June 2), with the New York quotation down
to 13c.. and that at St. Louis at 12.75c. both for prompt de-

livery, the bottom of the market appeared to have been

reached, and a turn was taken for the better. Yesterday

prompt was about 13.62JC., New York, and 13.37Jc., St. Louis.

Since Friday a great deal of zinc has been purchased. The

great question is whether consumers will continue to buy.
Among the purchasers were galvanizing interests who had
long been out of the market, and whose operations will speed-
ily come to a halt again if prices advance too rapidly. On
the 2nd fourth quarter was done at 10.50c., St. Louis, and the
entire last half at 11.25c. Yesterday last quarter was up to

11.12ic.. and last half at 11.75c., St. Louis. A strike of hoist-

men in the Joplin district served to further strengthen the
market, but this trouble, is reported as about over. If prices
for the refined metal do not advance, it is pretty certain that
ore prices must come down. Methods of curtailing the produc-
tion of ore have been discussed, according to report. The brass
mills are well supplied with spelter for the orders they have
in hand, and the premium on special grades of zinc is de-

creasing. It may be stated as a certainty that Europe will

require large quantities of spelter in the not distant future.

It was largely foreign buying that gave the market its better

aspect last Friday. Exports in 6 days totaled 423 tons. The
London quotation for spot on the 6th was £76.

LEAD
As was expected, the A. S. & R. Co. reduced its quotation

on June 2. Late on that day it announced a reduction from
7.50c., New York, to 7c., and from 7.42ic. to 6.92ic., St. Louis.

Prior to the reduction the market was dull, and there has not

been much change since. Outside sellers have shaded the

A. S. & R. Co. quotation about 5 points since the decline was
announced, but have not obtained much action from con-

sumers. Previous to the decline, the Independents were cut-

ting deeply in an anxious attempt to get business. On June
1 foreign buyers took a few lots of 200 and 250 tons each.

The market today is uncertain and unsettled. Exports from
June 1 to 6 totaled 502 tons. The London spot quotation on

the 6th. was £32.

TIN

Except for a little business on June 1 and 2 the market has

been extremely quiet for days, and prices have steadily de-

clined. The quotation for spot Straits yesterday was 44.25c.,

while Banca could be had at 43.50c. The supply of Banca has
been pretty well absorbed, but more is on the way to this

country. Offerings at concessions have been made in the

effort to induce business, but they only served to make con-

sumers more timid. Deliveries into consumption in May were
large, amounting to 5455 tons, of which 1255 tons came by
way of Pacific ports. The total of deliveries since January 1.

25,223 tons, is an increase of 6982 tons over the same period

of 1915. In stock and landing, on June 1 was 246S tons. So

far this month 1265 tons has arrived, aand there is afloat

3617 tons.

Tin ore from South America continues to arrive here, but

is finding no market, and stocks are accumulating. The
opinion is expressed that shipments from South America
should be discouraged.

ANTIMONY

Prompt Chinese and Japanese is quotable at 23c., and it is

probable that 22c., duty paid, would not be declined. There is

a surplus of the metal, and no one seems to want any, except,

perhaps, small quantities. There is report of large foreign

inquiries, but these have not taken form sufficiently to bolster

up the market. Needle antimony has been offered for spot

delivery at 18c. per lb. without finding buyers.

ALUMINUM

The quotation for current deliveries of No. 1 aluminum,

98 to 99% pure, is unchanged at 58 to 60 cents.
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COMPAN^ REPORTS

MOUMNCKR GOLD MINES. LIMITED

A conu>nrlson of the voars 1914 and 1915 at tills rornipliio.

ODtarto, mine, shows the foUowlnR rosults: ore tn-iUi'il. :;0S.-

936 and 334.7S0 tons; Rold recovered, J2,6SS,:!.';.1 nnd $;1.1C9.N14;

and dividends paid. »l.lTii.000 nnd Jl.RCO.OOO. rcsiieollvely.

The reiHjrt for 1915 Is iicconiimnled by that of the general

manager V. A. Robblns. rccomniendlnK consolidation of this

company with the Acme nnd Mlllerton companies, nnd certain

property of the Canadian Mining & Finance Co., which has

since been done, forming the Holllnger Consolidated Gold

Mines, Ltd. This was briefly discussed In the Prf.ss of May

20. The combined area of the properties Is 440 acres. In 42

months the Holllnger produced 72S.172 tons at a profit of

rl'. '<:

ROCHESTER \
HO.

IP *"lLE'^'^Ofi

—.^ _ ,
;
fi,flShdfi/s

fnqi'

/

t
t

/

nCu LINGER

new conipnny of $25.000,00(» cniillal—5.000,000 shares- Hull

Inner sliarilioldiTs receive 2,4(Ui,ooO shares ( four for each one

In the old conipiiny). Acme 2.1lin,0(iO, Mlllerton 200,0(10. C. M.

A F. Co. 100.000, and 200,000 to (rensury. The Holllnger mill

Is now treating UIOO tons dally, for a prollt of $2SO,000, of

which $240,000 will go In dlvldindn. The mill Is to lie In-

creased to :i.SOO-lon capacity, at an expenditure of $760,000. It

has taken five years to amalgainali' these properties, the geo-

logic research. undiTgrounil work, treatment problems, rcn-

tralizlng of plant, etc., having all been done with this end In

view.

During I'.'l.'i (ievelopiiii'iil I" the Holllnger toluled 10, .Sd.'') fl.,

with S378 ft. of diamond-drilling, down to a depth of 100 ft.

Ore reserves are estimated at 1,000,800 tons, worth $10.02 per

ton, an Increase of 437.S40 tons, but $1.47 less In value. Min-

ing cost $2,183 per ton.

The mill gave a good account of Itself In treating 334,750

tons of Holllnger ore, assaying $10.ii per ton. (Jold recovered

was worth $3,109,814. The cost of treat-

ment was $1 per ton. lOxtnictlon averaged

96.04%. All costs totaled $3.98 per ton,

against $5.21 In 1914. There were 735 men
employed.

M^INTYRE

ACME
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PLAS SHOWING VEIN OtrTCROPS AND SURFACE GEOLOGY OF THE NEV? CONSOLIDATION

AT POECrPINr„ ONTARIO; THE HOLI.INGER CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINES, LTD.

$6,078,925. of which $4,170,000 was disbursed; and the Acme

$1,036,008 of bullion from 106,486 tons in 10 months. The

Millerton and claim 13.147 are not yet producing gold. The

consolidation will result in economies, and minimum loss

through the vagaries of geological phenomena, some of which

are shown on the accompanying plan. The rocks are of the

Keewatin series of pre-Cambrian age. An estimate of the

relative values of HoUinger and Acme properties under various

possible conditions gives 4,520,800 tons' of $7.82 ore in the

former and 5,909.230 tons of 2c. less value in the latter. This

is based on a depth of 1400 ft., crediting each vein with 80%

of the tonnage indicated, and an average value equal to 60%

of the value obtained at the surface. The Millerton may con-

tain 400,000 tons of $6.50 ore, and claim 13,147, a total of

$200,000. The Acme has a chance of yielding less ore than

calculated on account of two tongues of quartz-porphyry, that

probably join at a depth of 1500 ft. This rock does not con-

tain profitable ore, save where it contacts with schist. Profit

in the reserves is $13,708,227 for the Holllnger and $15,777.-

455 in the Acme, Millerton, and claim 13,147, a difference of

about $2,000,000 in favor of the Canadian Mining & Finance

Co.'s holdings. For plant and development the Hollinger has

an investment of $1,425,000. and the Canadian company $850,-

000. The Hollinger has net current assets of $744,743. In the

TONOPAH MINING CO. OF NKVADA
'I'his company operates at Tonopah, .N'e-

vada, and controls the Tonopah Placers

Co. of Breckenridge, Colorado, and the

Eden Mining Co. in Nicaragua. The first

dividend has been paid by the Colorado

property, while the Central American

mine is having a mill erected as fa-st as

possible. The report of the Tonopah com-

pany is for the year ended February 29,

1916; future reports will coincide with the

calendar year. The remarks of the super-

intendents at the mine and mill, W. H.

Hlackburn and F. F. Heydenteldt, respec-

tively, are brief.

Ore reserves amounted to 53,493 tons,

averaging $14.93 per ton. Mining cost

$4.31 per ton. There were no important

changes in mining and milling methods.

There was treated 136,246 tons of ore av-

eraging $13.66 per ton. The recovery,

based on net smelter returns was 90.3%. a

gain of 1.3%. Cost of treatment was $2.94

per ton, a decrease of 7.7c., in spite of increased prices of sup-

plies. Costs in all departments were $7.78 per ton, and profit

$4.77, metal losses being $1.11 per ton.

Net earnings were $468,331, plus $314,733 from dividends in

banking, placer, power, and railroad companies, also interest,

etc., making $783,064 available. The surplus at the beginning

of the year was $3,860,244; at the end $3,704,259. Dividends

f4) totaled $800,000, making $13,300,000 to date.

Gold recovered by the Tonopah Placers Co. amounted to

$479,018, of which $216,980 was profit.

NEW YORK & HONDURAS ROSARIO MINING CO.

The thirty-fifth annual report of this New York company

operating in Honduras, Central America, covers the year 1915.

The low prices of silver affected profits considerably, however.

12% dividends, equal to $240,000, were paid and a substantial

cash reserve, $66,578, maintained. The year's revenue from

silver and gold was $1,191,761, making $21,172,967 since 1882.

On January 1, 1915, the surplus was $994,368; on December 31.

$990,510. The manager is A. R. Gordon, with F. H. Minard as

consulting engineer, and A. G. Greeley as general agent.

Grasshoppers damaged the crops, and supplies increased in

price due to the War. All costs were ^16.886 per ton.

Mine development amounted to 13,000 ft., a decrease of 2700
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ft. About 20 veins are worked. Reserves are estimated at

343,716 tons, averaging $9.7C i)er ton, which is 75,262 tons less

than in 1914. Development is to be pushed on the San Miguel

vein, south of the West vein. Surface and underground

geology was thoroughly studied to aid exploration. Mining

cost 1*8.962 per ton, a decrease of ?1.

The mill treated 117,790 tons of ore averaging 16.97 oz. of

silver and 0.14 oz. gold per ton; the yield was 1,748,803 oz.

and 15,211 oz.; recovery was 87.45 and 92.32%, respectively.

When the ball-mill and thickener are erected the capacity will

be increased from 355 to 380 tons per day. Oil flotation is

being experimented with. Treatment cost 5^5.5992 per ton.

The rainfall was 72.06 in., giving plenty of power. Owing

to a drought in the previous year there was plenty of labor

available. The rate of exchange favored the company, being

7 cents U. S. per Honduras peso higher than in 1914.

AHMEEK MINING CO.

Underground work in this company's mine in 1915 amounted

to 8594 ft., compared with 4587 ft. in 1914. The four shafts

are respectively 2533, 2775, 2210, and 2158 ft. deep. Results

generally were satisfactory. On No. 12 level of No. 2 shaft a

large mass of copper is being removed from the intersection

of the fissure and the lode, and during last year 1,488,000 lb.

was extracted. A number of improvements were commenced
at No. 2 shaft and ore-house. The latter will include two 24

by 48-in. crushers. Two more stamps were completed at the

mill.

The past three years' results were as under.

1915 1914 1913

Ore treated, tons 948,874 590,519 383,749

Copper content, pounds 23 23.1 24

Copper extracted, pounds 21,800,492 13,634,605 9,220,874

Cost, cents per pound 7.96 9.71 13.30

Revenue $3,999,801

Profit 2,264.882

Dividends ($18 per share)... 1,650,000

The balance at the end of 1914 was $968,772; at the end of

1915, $1,583,654.

QUINCY MINING CO.

During 1915 development in this Michigan mine amounted
to 27,340 ft. At the bottom of the mine is more mill ore and
mass copper than for several years. Air-blasts have been
more or less numerous throughout the year, and have given
continued trouble and hindrance to the output; yet they have
not been of an especially serious nature or of great magnitude.
The necessary repairs caused by their damage have not been
on a large scale, although their cost, combined with the loss

incurred by delays, has been considerable.

Results were as follows:

1915 1914 1913
Ore treated, tons 1,269,000

Refined copper, pounds 22,054.813 15,356,380 12,184,128
Revenue $3,983,985 $2,054,622 $1,921,199
Profit from all sources 1,873,674 205,593 76,160
Dividends ($8 per share)... 880,000 55,000 412,000
Surplus, inc. previous one. . .$1,664,956 $897,531 $746,938
Copper was sold at an average of 18c. per pound.
The smelter has been busy throughout the year, especially

during the latter half of the period, owing to the increase in
the amount of custom work, and it is now running nearly to
capacity.

MYSORE GOLD MINING CO.
The 7S-page report of this English company operating at

Kolar, State of Mysore, India, is for 1915. The superintendent,
R. H. P. Bullen, discusses the following points of interest:
Underground exploration covered 22.238 ft., a decrease of

4010 ft. There were 101.4 rock-drills used in the mine. The
Edgar vertical shaft is 3024 ft. deep. At 3226 ft. in McTag-

gart's shaft 400 ft. has been driven on a well-defined quartz
lode, averaging 36 in. in width and $14.80 per ton. A winze
below this is down 90 feet on 55 in. of $20 ore. Ore reserves

are estimated at 1,044,000 tons, an increase of 30,000 tons.

Costs were reduced a total of 32c. per ton.

The mill crushed 305,000 tons averaging $13.14 per ton.

The cyanide plants treated 245,866 tons of sand and 192,487

tons of slime, assaying $2.63 per ton, some being old material.

The gold yield was 207,981 fine ounces.

The revenue was £880,168, of which £335,500 was paid in

dividends. The rainfall was 39.67 in. Employment was given

to 161 Europeans, 128 Anglo-Indians, and 9501 Indians, a total

of 9790.

Results since 1884 are 4,525,871 tons of ore, yielding £17,060,-

587, and £8,100,594 in dividends.

ALLOUEZ MINING CO.

This is a Calumet & Hecla subsidiary, operating in Michi-

gan. Development in 1915 covered 1485 ft. at No. 1 shaft,

which is 3544 ft. deep; and 3373 ft. at No. 2, 3407 ft. deep.

Slopes tributary to the former are up to the average grade,

while those at No. 2 are a little better. New 60-Ib. rails were
laid throughout No. 1 shaft.

A comparison of the past three years is as follows:

1915 1914 1913

Ore treated, tons 534,705 354,457 236,663

Refined copper, pounds 10,043,459 6,056,548 4,091,129

Refined copper per ton, lb... 18.78 17.09 17.29

Cost, cents per pound 9.31 11.18 12.09

Price received, cents per lb. . 18.166

Gross revenue $1,859,566

Operating profit 924,681

Dividends paid (2 of $1 each) 200,000

Quick assets 963,«11 $363,823

At No. 1 mill, at Point Mills, of two stamps, one is crushing
Hancock ore. These are simple stamps. At No. 2 mill at

Hubbell, one unit crushes AUouez ore, the other Centennial.
Two new Nordberg compound stamps are being erected.

CENTENNIAL COPPER MINING CO.

This is a Calumet & Hecla subsidiary operating in Michi-
gan, and notes on the mills are the same as those in the
Allouez report below this one. Openings at No. 2 shaft, 4293
ft. deep, totaled 2366 ft. No. 1 shaft is 3821 ft. deep and is

used entirely for men, material, and pumping. At No. 2, good
ground was opened at No. 31 and 32 levels. On August 13
this shaft was badly damaged by fire.

Results during the past three years are as under:

Details 1915 1914 1913
Ore treated, tons 150,191 138,136 85,443
Refined copper, pounds 2,347,500 2,287.130 1,612,262
Refined copper per ton, pounds 15.63 16.56 18.87
Price received, cents per pound 18.145

Cost, cents per pound 12.45 12.56 13.38
Gross revenue $434,734

Profit 142,440

Quick assets 273,118 $24,635

STANDARD SILVER-LEAD MINING CO.

This company operates at Silverton, British Columbia, with
G. H. Aylard as general manager. Mine development covered
5749 ft. Ore extracted in 1915 was 39,447 tons. Of this, 3557
tons, averaging 54.69% lead and 93.43 oz. silver was shipped
to smelters. The mill treated 35,920 tons, yielding 4804 tons
of lead concentrate containing 59.84% lead and 97.98 oz.

silver, and 4401 tons of zinc concentrate .^ssaying 42.51% zinc
and 23.04 oz. silver per ton. The cost of all departments
totaled $5.44 per ton. The total income was $799,473, of which
$510,430 was profit. The surplus, after paying $250,000 in
dividends, was $260,430. Profits to date are $2,201,757.
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INDL'SFRIAL NOTES

A New Direct-Current Generating-Set

A KcneratlnK-set for mnrino or stationary servli-o. ;iiiil espe-

clnlly adapted for IlKlitiiif; or iwwer sorvlce In sninll plnntit.

and for oxrllors for Inrse nltornntlnK-rurront Konenitors in

power stations Is now on tlip ninrkot. It consists of nn Ameri-

can niower Co. single or double cylinder, nutonmtic steam-

enplne. and a ty|>e SK direct-current concrator made by the

WostlnKhouse Klectric & MfR. Co.. Kast rittsburw. Pennsyl-

vania, direct-connected to the enfilne-shaft. Kor lighting or

l>ower service the standard pressures are 123 and 2r>0 volts.

For this service generators are furnished having the com-

IHXind field windings so proiiortloned that the same voltage

Is obtained at full load and no load. For special systems

where 12.') volts are required for lighting and 250 volts for

power, the larger sized generators are supplied for three-wire

service. These three-wire generators will take care of any

unbalancing of the two sides of the system up to 10";^ of the

full load.

The set Is simple to Operate and requires little attention.

The generator Is mounted on the same base with the engine

to which it Is direct-connected. The bearings, brushes, and

commutators are the only wearing-parts. The engine is quiet

in operation and has automatic lubrication by pump and

gravity, with large cooling, settling, and filtering area. All

wearing parts are easily adjustable, and perfect speed regu-

lation is obtained.

This set is particularly well suited for use in isolated plants

at mines and dredges, as well as for driving blowers, bucket-

elevators, screw-conveyors, chain-drags, hoisting apparatus,

cylinder driers, and centrifugal driers.

Commercial Paragraphs

The SwEETi.vND FU.TEB Pbess Co. has leased the entire

fourth floor of the new Sperry building, Brooklyn. New York.

The E. H. MovLE Enoineeri.ng & Equipment Co.. Los An-

geles. California, has moved its offices to Ninth street, where

its works are situated and where an ore-testing plant will be

equipped.

L. G. E. Bignell. formerly sales manager for the Denver

ESGINEERING WoKKS. and for the past three years engineer

for the Mine & Smelter Supply Co. at El Paso, has accepted a

position with the Colorado Iron Works at Denver as sales

engineer.

Bound in 'fabrikoid' fa leather substitute), one of its

products, the E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. of Wilmington,

Delaware, has published a 111-page book describing briefly its

manufactures, whom they are used by and what for. There

are 251 distinct commodities listed.

The MoN.vRCH Engineering & M.\cniNERT Co.. San Francisco,

claims to have perfected a Chilean mill in which automatic

adjustments are obtained whereby a pulp of any practical

degree of fineness can be delivered in one operation. The

driving-spider is slidable on the drive-shaft.

Alternating-current generators, engine and belted types, are

described in Allis-Ch^u-mers Bulletins 1098 and 1099. Illus-

trations are sriven of the most important parts of the gen-

erators; also of actual installations, where gas, oil, and steam

engines are used with the electric machines.

A 16-page booklet on graphite for cylinder lubrication—both

steam and gas cylinders—by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

of Jersey City, gives concise facts about this important subject,

also about lubricators that are made to use graphite alone or

with oil. In line InKianco n n-duction of U2M''/i In lubrlculliiK

I'OHt was reported when uhIuk Kriiphile.

Duntley eleclric grindors of various types are dcHcrlbud in

llullctin E-39 of the Ciiu'auo I'nkimatH' Tool. Co. These

nuirhlnes arc expeclally adapted for use In foundrius, nui-

chlMi--Hhop8. Htru(-l\iral'sh()pH, and for grinding ruils on rall-

wavH. llulU'tIn 192 deals Willi stone tools, Klone dri-BHcrs. air-

oompreKsors and cquipUK'nl for yards where Hlone is cut to

cerluin deslgUH.

'riu> constantly incri'iising timnage produced by tlie l.uckli' 2

Tungsten Mines Is causing Ibat company to cdutlnuc increas-

ing its milling capacity. It lias JuhI given llie IIk.nvkii Qiiaiitz

Mii.i, & Cki'shkk Co. the third order for Denver (luartz-nillls.

The first etiul|iiiien( instalUd in the hiirkie 2 mill in 1910 was

suiii)lied by the Denver company. 'I'lie mill is in constant

operation. 2-1 hours a day. The Luckie 2 is among the large

mine and mill operators in Boulder county. Colorado.

The Montana Power Co. of Butte, Montana, has recently

placed a contract with the S. Moiigan Smith Co. of York,

Pennsylvania, for four 15,000-hp. vertical hydraulic turbine

units to operate under a head of 100 ft. These machines will

be installed In connection with the Holier development on the

Missouri river near Great Falls. The S. Morgan Smith Co.

is also building for the Great Falls development of the Mon-

tana Power Co. two lG,000-hp. vertical units, which, together

with the four recently installed, will make approximately

ino.OOO h|). in Smith wheels at the Great Kails plant.

Bulletin No. "O-C. from the Sii.livan Machinery Co., Chi-

cago, describes its class DR-6 mounted hammer-drill with

water attachment. This has been on the market for the past

IS months or 2 years, giving unusual satisfaction for driving,

tunneling, and a wide range of general mining work of the

heavier drilling variety. Certain mechanical features distin-

guish this drill from others of the same general type hitherto

made. These features include: single throttle control of air

and water, absence of external valve-chest, small front-end

rendering changes easy, and use of hand-operated lock-ring

for releasing steel from the chuck. Other Interesting features

are fully described in the bulletin. This machine uses hol-

low round steel with lugged shanks. In the .loplin, Missouri.

district, it is used for drilling the flat stope holes up to a

depth as great as 16 ft., while in Barre granite on down holes,

it has drilled as deep as 18 ft. successfully. The DR-6 is

meeting with great success in such fields as Joplin, Butte,

Deadwood, Jerome, northern Michigan, Alaska, and British

Columbia.

The Inoersoll-Ranu Co., New York, has recently issued

three new bulletins as follows: Form 9023, 24 pages, 6x9 in.,

on 'Imperial' tie-tamping outfits. This apparatus had a grad-

ual development under actual working conditions on some of

the largest railroad systems in the country, extending over a

period exceeding two years. It is comparatively new to the

trade, but the railroads have been quick to appreciate the

economy attendant on the use of one or more of them. The

tamper is employed principally in the operations of laying

new track, replacing old track, and surfacing existing track.

but is further effective in special applications. It will pro-

duce equally effective results in any kind of ballast—stone,

gravel, earth, cinders, chat, slag, etc. Form 3026. 40 pages.

6x9 in., catalogue on Ingersoll-Rogler class PRE duplex direct-

connected electrically-driven air-compressors. Among the

principal features of design may be mentioned the Ingersoll-

Rogler valve, the clearance controller, direct-connected drive,

improved-inter-cooler, and auxiliary water-separator. The

catalogue is printed in two colors, and is profusely illustrated

to show construction details. Four pages are devoted to

pressure charts and tables showing sizes and capacities. Form

3312, 20 page, 6x9 in., catalogue on Imperial XB duplex power-

driven air-compressors. Illustrated.
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EDITORIAL
T. A. RICKARD, Editor

"pjvEPAREDNESS parades prove, not so much the

-*- willingness to enlist, as the ability to organize ; and

that is no small matter. Moreover, these parades will

impress Congress, which is looking for signs ot public

opinion.

"lyrOST of the gold produced liy the South African
-'-'-'- mines, at the rate of $16,000,000 per month, is now

being shipped to Canada by way of Japan, instead of

going to Loudon. The output of the Rand continues to

grow; in May it was 770,000 ounces, and for the first

five months of this year the total is 3,867,000 ounces,

compared with 3,651,000 ounces in the corresponding

]ieriod of 1915.

A T this time of writing, the Mexican crisis is approaeh-
^-^ ing the point of explosion. The exchange of notes

portends a rupture, for we question whether Carranza

can acquiesce in the continuance of American military

occupation without inciting a revolt among his own fol-

lowers. Similarly, the President has declared himself in

terms rendering it impossible for him to comply with

Carranza 's demands. Intervention appears inevitable.

TRON being the barometer of industrial conditions, it

-*- is satisfactory to note the movement of iron ore on

the Great Lakes. Navigation opened in April, and to the

end of May there was shipped to lower lake ports «

total of 10,107,991 tons, compared with 5,517,191 tons in

the corresponding period of 1915. During May the pro-

duction of iron in the United States reached a total of

3,351,073 tons—a record—as compared with 2,263,470

in May last year and 2,822,217 in 1913.

"PIRE-INSURANCE is a matter liable to be lightly

-*- regarded until the opportunity for remedying care-

lessness is gone. The recent burning of a mill belong-

ing, fortunately, to one of the most prosperous mining

eompanieg in California, prompted Mr. Charles T.

Hutchinson to write the article, appearing in this issue,

on the subject of insurance. He writes as an engineer,

not an agent in quest of premiums, for he is manager of

our business department. The reader will note that the

counting-house of this publication can swing a pen to

literary purpose.

TTKjH ocean-freight rates are having sundry unex-
-*--- pected effects, one of which is the fact that it has

become profitable to tow 3000-ton sailing-vessels from

San Francisco to Balboa, the Pacific terminal of the

. Panama Canal. The voyage, under sucli conditions,

takes 18 days. We are informed that one tug. the

Hercules, well known at this port, is to tow a vessel all

the way to New York, through the Canal. More than a

week is saved between Cristobal, the Atlantic terminal,

and New York by towing a vessel, as compared wiih

propulsion under its own sails, besides a similar saving

in the Pacific portion of the voyage.

T3R0KERS' circulars continue to exclaim at the low

^-^ price of copper-company shares as compared with

the increase of dividends. Surprise is unnecessary. No
mystery exists. The public is aware that the high price

of copper is abnormal, being due to conditions that are

not likely to persist. In valuing copper prospects, we

note that many engineers use 15 cents as a price on which

to base estimates of futui'e profit. This figure is slightly

above the average of the period preceding the War, but

it is fully justified by reasonable expectations. We ex-

pect a price higher than 15, but considerably lower than

28, when peace is restored.

A CCORDING to Mr. William C. Redfield, Secretary
-^~*- of Commerce, the proportion of industrial products

consumed for warlike purposes represents only 20% of

the total volume of American exports during 1915, but

as .^1 90.000,000 of similar material was exported in 1913,

it may be concluded that only 15% is actually War
l)usiness. Labor in the United States is benefiting

enormously from the War. For example, the Industrial

Commission of the State of New York reports an in-

crease of 21% in the number of employees in April as

compared with a year previous, while concurrently the

total of wages has increased by 37%. Wages have in-

creased faster than work.

TNDEXERS might have had trouble with Mr. F. H.
-'- Mason's article on Cobalt if we had not added a sub-

head of an explanatory character. It is true the mining

district of Cobalt gains from the increased use of the

metal cobalt in the arts, but the reader who is seeking

information concerning the one does not care to be side-

tracked onto the other. Mr. Mason writes on his subject

with his customary skill. Owing to our Procrustean

method of making articles fit pages or columns, as the

case may be, we had to omit a friendly reference to Mr.

Herliert T. Kalmus, who is conducting research on cobalt

at Queens University, Kingston, Ontario, and has pub-

lished sundry admirably lucid descriptions of his work.

We are glad to make the acknowledgment for Mr. Mason.

/~\UR compliments to Mr. H. E. ^IcCray, editor of

^-^ 'The Engineer,' the 1916 annual publication of the

students in the Michigan College of Mines. It does
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ori'ilit to ull eoiu-tThi'ii. Aiiioiik otlu-r ffiitun-s wf lik<>

the highly intelligent faces of the Tnu Hfla Pi men.

l.iMiking through the tlirt-ctory of nhinuii, the fact is

l)roui;ht home that tiie IIoii(;htoM Sehool has ^iven tlie

mining industry a large number of useful men. among

whom we r<'<'nll pi-rsoiially W. K. Paniail. \V. .1. I'ren,

John IIoats«^>n, Jolui d. Kinheii, \V. M. Canuron, W. li.

Ilonnold. A. E. Seaman. F. T. (in-ene, Charhs \V.

Wright, Soolt Turner. Louis A. Wright, and P. li. M.'

Donald, lu'sidi's many ollin-s known to ns liy repiite.

/~\N another pairi' we give part ol a loiter wi-itli'ii hy a

^ mining engineer who has done eflfeetive work on the

Italian battJedine. He would be the first to insist that

this is the sort of duty that has been done well by many

of our profession serving with the various armies in

Europe. We call attention to the large blast described,

by which lo.OOt) tons of roek and earth was blown sky-

ward by r> tons of trelatine containing '.^2% nitro-

glycerine.

rp LECTION of Messrs. Robert C. Gemmell, C. B.

---' Lakenan. John M. Sully, and Louis S. Gates to the

lioards of directors respectively of the Utah, Nevada

Consolidated. Chino, and Ray Consolidated copper com-

panies indicates that it is becoming recognized as desir-

able to associate the resident manager of a large mining

enterprise with the general direction of affairs; in short.

financiers are appreciating how much their industrial

success depends upon the man actually in charge of

operations.

'T'HE American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co., usually

-* abbreviated to the American Zinc Co., has absorbed

the Granby Mining & Smelting Co., which owned zinc

and lead mines and smelters in the Missouri and Kansas

region. The Granby was an old company owning large

tracts of mineral land in south-west Missouri, besides

coal-lands in Illinois, its entire 'net quick assets' being

reckoned at .$2,750,000. The American Zinc Co., which

is owned largely in Massachusetts, made a profit in 1915

of $5,293,878 from wide-spread operations, including

zinc mining and smelting and sulphuric-acid manu-

facture, in Tennessee. Missouri. Kansas, and Wisconsin.

The famous Mascot brand of spelter, produced from

mines in eastern Tennessee, is free from lead and there-

fore is suited for making the brass .used in cartridges.

Among the company's activities is the smelting of 8000

tons of zinc concentrate per month from the Butte &
Superior mine, in Montana.

Nidernble (lortion ot the remainder wa.s exiiui'iiii tu IIk'

I'nited Kingdom, the United Slales. ami i'"niiiee: llie

customary e.\p(MM« to China, (JiTinaMV. and India lieinj;

iinieli I'edneed. In faet. instead of exporting eopjier lu

China, .lapanese speeulatcu's imported ('hinese brass

coins in large nmnnnl and melted them for the eo|)])er

anil /inc. A nolewnrlliy part of Japan's new proilue-

lion of /ine is thought In \\i\\r lieen ilcrivr.l Iriirii this

iiieliiii^' (if ( 'liiiii'se coins.

/ \N' .Inne 14 the alumni of the Ma-ssai-linsetts Institute

^ of Technology a.s.seinblcd sinndtaneously in HT) dil

ferent cities in order to take ])arl in a eelel)ration of lln-

semi-centenary of the 'Teeli.', and llir eiuiiplelioii i>\' Ihc

new buildings on the Charh's river, nl Cambridge. All

of these 3") as.send)lHges were put in touch with eaeii

other and the proceedings at Boston by means of jiii

elaborate system of telephonic connnunieation, in whieli

5000 men were able to parlieijiale. Among Uie speakrM's

was Mr. Michael I. Pnpiii. flic inventor of the coil lli.ii

made long-ilistanee telepjiony jiraeticablc. and Mr. J. •).

Carty, who was the engineer to jnit the idea into sue-

cessful service. Some of the speakers were heard in

San Francisco as clearly as if they were sitting across

the tal)le. thanks to their e.xcellcnt enunciation. Tiie

affair was a great success and afforded a scientific

method of cclel)rating an event that will give pleasure 1<.

many out.side the alunnii a.s.socia1ion of the Institute o"'

Technology, which includes many ol' our most capa1)le

mining engineers and metallurgists.

JAPAN is the second greatest copper-producing

country in the world, ranking ne.xt to the United

States. Her annual production is about 150,000,000

pounds, a total approximately equal to the 1915 output

of Utah Copper or the Phelps, Dodge & Co. 's mines. In

other words. Japan contributes about 7i% of the world's

production as compared with the 60% produced by this

country. During 1915 a relatively large proportion

of the Japanese production went to Russia, and a con-

T^UNGSTEN remains fairly steady at $30-35 per unit.

-- We understand that one reason for the weakness of

the market is the faet that a group of speculators at New
York had over-loaded themselves with concentrate in ex-

pectation of higher prices. The recent drop has had the

effect of stopping importation from South America. The

Japanese wolframite that has been coming to this

country is dirty, from a metallurgical standpoint, for it

contains bismuth, antimony, and other deleterious in-

gredients. On the whole, the scheelite from Atolia is

about the cleanest product sent to the makers of tool-

steel. Several alleged discoveries in California and

Arizona have proved grossly exaggerated, the first sam-

pling having been misleading. Another curious feature

of tungsten mining in the West has been the develop-

ment of ore-stealing; in the Atolia district several men

have been caught red-handed and it appears that agents

of the steel companies stimulated theft by offering $85

per unit during the period of maximum prices.

"r\lSCUSSION in this issue starts with a thoughtful

•*-^ letter by an obviously experienced metallurgist in

Bolivia. Jlr. Sohnlein's opinions are so well expressed

as to compel attention. In the second contribution a

mining engineer not long ago in British Columbia dis-

cusses a subject concerning which we have written more

than once. His way of stating the ease is interesting,

but he will pardon us for suggesting that it reads like

that of a miner that quit mining to go ranching and has
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found the latter so little attractive that he turns back to

the digging of ore. The public that buys 10-cent mining

shares is the same public that dabbles on margins in

other markets. "We agree as to the futility of warnings,

if for no other reason that such small speculators do not

read a technical periodical like this, which concerns itself

mainly with the more serious work of the mining indus-

try. The 'game' and the 'industry' are only related by

marriage. That some of the money raised by gamesters

is instrumental in discovering real mines, that is, profit-

able holes in the ground, is not gainsaid, just as some of

the money won at Slonte Carlo may find its way to the

support of a hospital ; on the contrary, many a wild-cat

in esse is a mine in futuro; one of the essentials to find-

ing ore is exploration, and that much the digging of a

wild-cat does contribute. We mining engineers must not

sneer too much at what appears to us to be misdirected

effort, having modest regard to the large proportion of

well-directed effort that fails. This concession being

made, we agree with Mr. Percy Williams that the

fundamentals to succe.ss in mining are money and an ex-

perienced man to direct the spending of it—a man ex-

perienced both in mining and the spending of money.

We publish three contributions dealing with the flota-

tion process as expounded in our columns. Mr. G. D.

Van Arsdale defines 'froth' and discusses the rationale

of it in a useful way; he also comments upon the essen-

tials of a 'film.' Mr. Alfred Stansfield's explanation

reminds us of Dean Swift's definition of an arelideacon

as a man who performs archidiaconal functions. Mr.

H. W. DuBois throws light on the treatment of sundry

copper ores, particularly those that are coated by prod-

ucts of oxidation, and the use of sulphuric acid for the

removal of such a coating. Just as we were going to

press we received the letter from Mr. J. W. Swaren,

notifying us, and our readers, that he is about to organ-

ize a volunteer engineer corps, with the concurrence of

Army officers in San Francisco. Mr. R. S. Burdette's in-

formation concerning the Slexican silver dollar is timely,

for it may be that the peso will be at a severe discount

in a few days.

Employer and Employee

Among the signs of the times we note a better under-

standing of the relation of capital to labor, or, to be

more precise, between the employer and the employee.

Two departures from custom may be instanced, the first

being the allotment of a portion of dividend as a reserve

fund for distribution among employees, as has been done

by the directors of the Nevada Wonder Mining Com-

pany. The scheme is to set aside a sum equal to 5% of

the dividends paid annually and distribute it among the

men that have been in the employ of the company for

one year or more. The object, as stated by the directors,

is "to establish a co-operative system by which the em-

ployees of the company maj' participate in the profits."

As our readers are aware, the U. S. Steel C'orporation

set aside a large block of stock for purchase, at a rela-

tively low price, by its employees, and thereby intro-

duced a profit -sharing system, out of which the men
must have done well. It is not unusual for companies

to add a bonus to the Christmas pay-roll, and most of

the big copper companies have established a sliding scale

of wages based on the price of copper, but the Nevada
Wonder plan is an example of direct profit-sharing by a

mining company. The second incident to which werefer

is the opening of a town-club at Plymouth. The build-

ing is the gift of the Plymouth Consolidated Gold Mines
and is meant for the use not only of those working in

that company's mine, but of the townsfolk generally.

The management is in the hands of a committee of seven

membei-s of the club, four of whom represent the em-

ployees of the company and three represent the other

residents in the town. The dues are $1 per month. The
l)urpose. besides providing comfortable quarters and
orderly amusement, is to bring the whole community to-

gether on a friendly foundation. A 'relations' com-

mittee is chosen by the members to discuss and adjust

grievances or misunderstandings; in short, instead of

the company's interest being treated as alien, it is made
M part of the local welfare. Trivial differences be-

tween employer and employee will be adjudicated before

they become serious; also any attempt by avowedly

anarchistic organizations, like the Western Federation

of Jliners, to make trouble will be rendered fruitless by

the growth of a community spirit, likely to help the mine
management so long as it shows itself reasonable and

fair to all concerned. After all, the people of the town
in which, or near which, a mine is situated have a direct

interest in its welfare, in the continuity of its operations,

and the maintenance of its success. We welcome any-

thing that will destroy the idea that the employees are

helots and the employers satraps of industry. Co-

operation is essential to industrial success and fair-

dealing is the direct way to ensure such co-operation.

Preparedness

Insistence upon proper preparation for national de-

fence has been made a plank in the platforms of both

political parties; therefore it may be considered a non-

political subject. We propose to discuss it in relation to

the engineering profession. In the first place, the engi-

neer is a man and a citizen, he has duties to the com-

nnmity and the country, and he is prepared to serve

both. Indeed, one of the faults of the age is that it

makes too much of the lawyer, with his gift of talking,

and too little of the engineer, with his ability to do

things that are of the gi-eatest practical usefulness.

This is an engineering age and it is high time that pro-

fessional talkers were retired to their proper place in

the economy of things. Local and sporadic efforts have

been made to find scope for the talent of the non-military

engineer in any scheme of national mobilization. Of

these the most promising is that which is now in the

hands of a committee representing the national engi-

neering societies. Mr. William Barclay Parsons is chair-
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initii of this ooiiunittf*', wliicli lias nv«'iv«'»l prnptT inn

sidenition from military hemlqiinrtprs iit Wasliingtoii.

At tlio instance of tlio War Piparlmfiit a l>ill has htcn

iiitroihifod ill t'oiitfrvss to proviilo for the ornani/ntion

of a lu'sorve Corps of Eiipinoors. whieli is to supplcinciit

the Kiipineor Corps of the Regular Army in the event of

war. This Reserve Corjis is to be formeil along lines

similar to the existin^' Meilieal Reserve Corps and in

conjunotion with the latter, with the purpose of making

prtivision for a supply of oflieei-s ahle to suin'riiilend en-

gineering operations of the diversitied kind ineidenlal tu

modern warfare, sueh as the building of railroads, motor-

roads, bridges, gun emplaeements. and trenohes. The

tei'hnieal men recruited from among civil engineers will

also bring to bear their wide knowledge of the manu-

facturing and contrni-ting bnsines.scs of the count ry.

all of which would be called upon, to the utmost of their

resources, in time of war. We used the term 'civil' en-

gineer in its true sense, which is 'non-military.' When

the profession was yet insigiiiticant in point of uumher.s

it was organized, both in England and in America, as a

society of civil engineers, in distinction to the military

branch of the profession. Since then the mining,

mechanical, electrical, and chemical branches have de-

veloped and grown so as to require organizations of their

own. all of which are included under 'civil' when dis-

cussing militarj' science. Here we may remark that min-

ing itself has a military origin, that the word 'mine'

had a military significance before it became industrial,

and that the European war has demonstrated the full im-

portance of the mining engineer, whose tunneling, min-

ing, and counter-mining are today among the most dan-

gerous and most effective of the operations at the front.

It is proposed to give commissions for a period of five

years, renewable at the discretion of the Secretary of

War. so that the unfit may be retired without friction.

Two weeks instruction yearlj- is to be the minimum : and

while this may seem little enough, it is to be remembered

that the work to be done in war is much the same as in

peace, save for minor differences that can be appre-

hended by an intelligent and willing learner in short

order. It is hoped, of course, that the younger men will

go to the summer camps and avail themselves of longer

periods of training, as circumstances permit. Mean-

while one fundamental purpose will be fulfilled, namely,

the mobilization of engineering experience. The national

resources in this kind of human material will be recorded

by a card-index system, and presumably the help of the

engineers will be utilized further in the obtaining of

further data concerning labor skilled in construction

work of every description. Similar duty is being done

by the Advisory Committee to the Naval Board in other

departments of industrial activity. Thus the result will

be, if the plan is carried out to full fruition, to mobilize

the entire resources of the country in time of peace so as

to know where to find what is wanted on the sudden

emergency arising from a declaration of war.

Wliether the Army or the Navy as it now exi.sts could

protect the country against attack, it is not necessary

to discuss. It is past discussion. We venture to point to

the fact thai the I'liiled Slates, by reason of its ciioniitms

length of coast and the tapering <if its coiiliiiciitai area

sonlliward. is in elTect a pciiiiisnlji. Auiiiii, by niiscm

of the only passage by water, except jininnd Cup. Ildiii,

being the Panama Canal, we have there ii highly vulner

able artery of maritime communication. In short, the

I'nited States is vulnerable along an enorinoiis froiil

Another phase illuminated by events in Kiinipc is the

dependence of armies and navies upon fa<Mories and

workshops. Even the systematic prci)!irednc.s.s of tJer-

maiiy under-estimated that Im.sic factor, so that while an

army of unqm'sti(med eni<'icncy and ninnbers was ready

at the outbreak of war to lake an instant ofTcnsive, it

is now becoming evident that even (Jermany was not ade-

(|u;ilcly organized to supplement her military prepared-

ness with the requisite sni)])ly of munilions. It is prob-

able that in future wars, as in this, a prime requisite will

I)e a manufacturing industry so organized and so flexible

as to l)c ready to i)roduce whatever is wanted, in the way

of warlike material, with the minimum of delay. The

preparation will be useful for industrial competition as

well as war: it will be a pre[)arcdncss for conditions that

cannot be anticipated, .lust now, it looks as if an

efficient aerial navy niiglit prove the most cfTective de-

fence against attack by land or sea. Nevertheless,

neither armies, ships, nor aeroplanes can be effective

unless the right kind of man is behind the gun. Some

sort of training is recpiired, even if Mr. Edison's

propliecy be fullillcd and a machinist behind a machine

prove to be the most destructive weapon of warfare.

Whether you call him a 'machinist' or a 'soldier' mat-

ters not; he must have a sense not only of initiative,

but of discipline, and that is not taught or learned in

three weeks, especially in a genuine democracy.

One more point may be mentioned. No matter what

the weapons or apparatus of war, they must be niiide of

metal. The mineral resources of the United States are

such as to ensure an adequate supply of nearly all the

metals required for the purpose, and substitutes for

those that we lack should be found; for instance, tin and

nickel. Tin, used chiefly for plating and solder, is not

obtainable in quantity on this continent, at least north

of the Rio Grande. Nickel is scarce in the United States

but plentiful not far across the line in the territory of

our friendly neighbor, Canada. Of most of the other

essential metals, particularly copper, zinc, lead, and steel-

making sub.stances. we have a superabundance. How-

ever, this phase of preparedness should be investigated

carefully and the War Department, guided by the Geo-

logical Survey, ought to be placed in a position to suggest

the nursing of such branches of the mining industry as

are essential to the provision of specific metals or min-

erals, for instance, nitrate. If protection by tariff is

necessary to encourage the production of sundry in-

gredients necesfsary in warfare, and now lacking, then

even the sincerest free-trader may well allow an excep-

tion. In this department the mining engineer is able

and willing to help, as in any other.

i
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DISCUSSION
Our readers are invited to use this department for the discussion of technical and other tnatters per-

(diiiiiig (o niininii and nietaUitr^y. Tlie Editor welcomes the expression of views contrary to his own, be-

li«'i>ig that careful criticism is more vahuMe than casufi! roi)i()(i))R'ii(.

Cyaniding Flotation Concentrate

The Editor:

Sir—In the description of the plant proposed for the

cyanidation of flotation concentrate by A. E. Drucker,

published in joxir issue of April 8, 1916, occur several

statements to which I must take exception.

First, how does Mr. Drucker know that a combined

hydraulic and mechanical classifier will make a sand-

product with more moisture (30 to 35%) than a Dorr or

Akins machine? Since the machine proposed by him

exists on paper only, this figure must have been arrived

at liy reasoning, and it is easy to show that it is pre-

cisely the other way. The moisture in mechanically-

separated sand depends on the time it is given to drain,

therefore decreases reciprocally with the length and the

angle of inclination of the classifier. The finer the sand,

tlie more moisture it will retain, so that the sand deliv-

ered by a combination classifier, containing less fine

material on account of the liydraulie separation in the

spitzlutte, ought to be drier than the product from a

straight mechanical device.

Mr. Drucker recommends the combined classifier to

obtain separation at a coarser size, which is perfectly

right. However, be loses sight of the fact that classifi-

cation is not a separation of particles at a definite size,

but that the settling velocity of a grain determines

whether it will pa.ss into the sand-product or into the

overflow. Separation at a definite size can only take

place with perfect homogeneous material, but not with an

ore-pulp containing minerals of widely varying specific

gravity. A classifier, be it hydraulic, mechanical, or a

combination of both systems, necessarily delivers a sand-

product with smaller heavy grains and larger light

grains. In this connection, I fail to see the point in Mr.

Drucker 's remark on the work of a Dorr classifier at

Inspiration. (1\I. & S. P., March 25, 1916) . I am certain

that if the 28.8% of minus 48-mesh material had to be

eliminated from the feed to the mills by classification,

this would result in an undesirable increase of pins

48-mesh sand in the overflow.

Further, I cannot at all share Mr. Drucker 's dislike

of elevators. The difficulties are always the result of

faulty construction or lack of attention, but I agree that

when a pulp is so fine as to pass 100-mesh, pumps are

also satisfactory and cheaper to install. It is not true

that the Frcnier pump is only fit to lift to eight or ten

ft. ; I have pumped sandy pulp with a 54-in. PVenier to

a height of 16 ft. without trouble at an elevation of over

12,000 ft. above sea-level. Inconveniences of this pump
are its liability to choke with thick pulp and the irreg-

ular discharge, which in most instances necessitates the

installation of an equalizer-tank with spigot through

which 18 to 24 in. of height is again lost.

M. G. F. SOHNLEIN.

Machacamarca, Bolivia, May 10.

The Same Old Game

The Editor

:

Sir—A quick turn of the wheel and we have with us

again, for a long or a short stay, a condition of 'easy

money,' meaning new accumulations of surplus capital

and speculative symptoms. About once in each decade

this epidemic of speculation sweeps over our country

from coast to coast. Its presence in different parts of the

country is characterized by certain concurrent symptoms,

a distinct mania for buying without regard to value, on

the Atlantic seaboard the mania fuiding expression in

the desire to own 'War babies;' the Middle West has a

penchant for toying with high-priced food-product

issues, while farther west, especially on the Pacific Coast,

the germ manifests its presence by the uncontrollable

desire evinced by the patients to become the owners of a

real mine, preferably a gold mine, or, failing that, they

want to purchase a wild-cat of some kind.

The outbreak of this disease in any particular com-

nuinity is at first imperceptible, even subtle, but its pres-

ence becomes discreetly manifest in the suggestive en-

largement of brokerage quarters, and a renewed throng-

ing of our hotel lobbies with threadbare vendors of re-

furbished schemes. Bred from psychic mixtures of the

germs of war, science, and social re-adjustments, the

fever of "something for nothing" is in the blood and the

leeches are ready at hand. Heaven knows where all these

'doctors' have been hibernating since 1907, but here they

are witli the same old methods of blood-letting at 12^

cents per share
—"next week advanced to 20 cents

—

get in."

The dear old public is in the market, the clumsy, non-

thinking, liumor-lacking public, to whom surplus wealth

is a detriment from which they must be promptly re-

lieved, at least once in every ten years, otherwise there

would be no development of the mass.

Well; what are we going to do about it? Do you

think a word of warning will do any good ? Not a bit of

it! Even our mo.st conservative bankers have thrown up
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their haiuls in tlospair after futile attempts to keep the

lid ou tliese pots of raiiilKiw giild. We, tlie eaiitUms ones,

striekeii in a sneecssion of siinihir epiilemies ilatintj from

away haek even to oKl Couistoek days, may sliake onr

worldly-wise heads doubtfully and then join in the

seramhle witii the rest for easy money. It is a disease

whose only known treatment is eoi)ious blood letting.

Keeofrnizinp the tlis»'ase and the euro, why waste time

in vain forelwdinpi. but rather let us deliberate upon the

ultinutte iH'uefits that eertaiidy do aeerue after the viru-

lence of tJjc attaek has subsided and the iinaneial pulse

onee more beats normally. A hundred schemes for

blood-lettini; are conceived in the high jilaces and the

low places—the sierra and the desert, delicately whii)ped

into shape in hotel-lobbies, clubs, and tlic bnck-rooins of

real-estate and brokerage oftiees—and what is the result?

One pood money-making mine as a "shining example"

for another decade at least. GoW mine, of course. It

is so quick. Ten-cent stock becomes worth a tlollar in

a few jerks and the fever burns itself out, naturally, in

spending the money. Or perhaps the 10c. stock drops to

i cent and is removed from the board and the fever

subsides, unnaturally, making an effectual cure, and

carrjing with it at least ten years immunity.

Alining is a great industry, our greatest, next to agri-

culture. Its rewards are lavish and spectacular, but

spasmodic and quite likely to be lavishly expended.

"When all is expended one cannot go to the bank, like

the farmer can. and borrow at 8% to tide him over

until next year's crop comes in. That's the difference

between mining and agriculture—the only difference.

Failure in the one means a valueless hole in the ground

and a trunk-full of worthless shares—while failure in

the other means selling the farm and the Ford and

starting anew.

Since the symptoms of speculative fever have a dis-

tinctive accompaniment of mania for the aequi.sition of

possible gold mines and since the antidote is either the

complete gratification of the mania or a complete blood-

letting, it would seem that a sj-stem of treatment em-

bodjnng a maximum of gratification and a minimum

of blood-letting should be the compromise sought. Ac-

cepting these conclusions, it behooves the patient to pay

some regard to the fact that a newly-discovered gold

camp is not necessarily the most fruitful field for the

substantial gratification of his desire. The only super-

ior merit of a new mining district lies in the fact that it

is usually easier to finance a prospect there, tempora-

rily, at least. It becomes a fashionable centre, a resort

for professional blood-letters and their fever-stricken

patients. The chief disadvantage of these new camps

lies in the fact that it costs more for treatment (of

fever) and it costs much more to obtain meritorious min-

ing ground, suitable for prospecting, development, and

exploitation, than it does in places less advertised but

equally meritorious.

Every strike of real merit generally results in the

ultimate establishment, in the immediate area, of three

or four persistent profitable mines. You can follow the

trail of till Imlc mining strikes for thi' pii.sl lliirly years,

anil note these resultant few mines still upenitirig in

each camp, hulding uj) their heads amid the abandoned

remnants of eountless mere blond-letting enter]>ri8<'K,

Deadwood, (.'reede, Cripple Creek, Tonopah, (ioldlield.

Kawliide. Cobalt, I'oreupine, lunl Koehi'ster, to say iintli

ing of lesser camps.

Since we have the fever and are going to HpeeulMle-

in gold mines, let us do it as rationally as |)ossible.

There is oidy one way to do it riilioiially and that i»

under proper guidance. If we \>\i\ our money into new

gold mining stocks or into iMi-ini-i)ri>oratcd. iin-pros-

peeted, uii-developed iiiinint,' ejainis, let us be ei'rlain

first of three fundamentals:

(1) That the money raised by sldckseliing or pri-

vate subscription is exiieiided for pi-os])i'eling, develop-

ment, and operation.

(2) That some competent mining engineer lia.s ex-

amined the projected enterprise ami ailvaneed his opin-

ion that it is a "good ^r.iniMe" al leasl. The best en-

gineer in the world eaiinot .say more than that in refer-

ence to an undcvelojx'd ])iecc of mining ground.

(3) That operations at the mine are siiperintiinled

by experienced ami linnrst mining men.

Pekcy Wn.i.iA.M.-i.

San Francisco, June 8.

I
We discuss the subject of this letter on our editorial

page.

—

Editor.]

The Flotation Process

[The following di.scussion appears in the June bulletin

of the Canadian Jlining Institute. It refers to a paper

entitled 'The Flotation Process' presented by T. A.

Rickard at the 18th annual meeting of the Institute and

therefore deals with the subject as presented by the same

author in the Mining and Scientific Press during

February and March 1916.]

G. D. Van Arsd^vle: Mr. llickard's paper is extreme-

ly interesting and comprehensive, covering as it does the

history, practical development, theory, patents, and some

of the litigation of flotation. The work that I have been

doing has, until recently, been confined entirely to an

attempt at investigation of the theory of the subject, so

that I can only comment on that portion of the paper

relating to this phase. Any part of this subject is very

complicated and difficult from a research standpoint and

it seems to me therefore that its study may be facilitated

by making, when possible, some simplifying a-s.sumptions.

The most prominent feature of our modern methods is

the foam or froth. Let us consider what a 'foam' or

'froth' really is. A scientific definition would be a

matter of some difficulty, but for practical purposes we
can consider that a 'foam' or 'froth' is really only a col-

lection of bubbles of greater or less size or number. We
can accordingly simplify matters greatly, by considering

a single bubble. Now a single bubble may be roughly

defined as a surface of liquid in contact with or in some
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•cases entirely surrounding a quantity of gas. With tliis

definition we can make a still further simplification,

which is that what we ordinarily call a liquid surface

answers to a part of this definition, that is to say, it is a

liquid surface in contact with a gas, and we would ac-

cordingly expect a study of particles and oils on an

ordinary surface to throw considerable light on the re-

maining much more complicated cases of practical flota-

tion. If then we ask why does a particle heavier than

water float on water surface we can attempt to answer

this as follows: If the main cause is surface tension,

there should be a definite relation capable of experi-

mental verification between the maximum size of a par-

ticle that can float, and the surface tension of the sur-

face. It has been stated that the maximum weight that

•can be supported on a surface is equal to the surface

tension, that is 1 sq. cm. will support 81 mg. It can

easily be shown however that 1 sq. cm. will support sev-

eral times this weight, so that evidently the relation is

not stated. From certain surface-tension formulae, how-

ever, we can calculate the maximum sized particle of

certain shapes, for example, cylinders, that will float

;

and experimentally with clean copper wire of various

sizes the actual size that will float is close to this theoret-

ical maximum. This proves, therefore, that we are cor-

rect in assuming surface tension as one of our main

causes. Other conditions, all of which can be proved ex-

perimentally by simple experiments, are

:

1. Size and specific gravity of particle

2. Shape of particle

3. Inherent quality of surface to resist wetting, and

4. Films.

It is easy to show experimentally, as we also knov/

from practice, that some films prevent and others pro-

mote flotation, also that these films may be either a

solid, a liquid, or a gas, or an electric film, that is to say,

an electro-static charge. Now summing up the above, we

can state that a substance specifically heavier than water

may be made to float, provided the size of particle be

small enough, of proper shape with respect to size and

specific gravity, and provided it has a surface film suf-

ficient to prevent wetting, which film may be "either a

solid, a liquid, a gas, or an electro-static charge or a

combination of these. You at once see that this state-

ment is very close to a similar statement as to the con-

ditions producing colloids, and the study of colloids as

applied to flotation will, therefore, doubtless clear up the

subject considerably. The main conclusion we have

reached in the application of the above to the more com-

plicated cases of actual flotation practice, is that surface

tensions and the resultant of these which determines

wetness or non-wetness of particles is the 'how' of flota-

tion or, in other words, the immediate cause or mechan-

ism of the results, and that the study of colloids and

electro-statics will furnish the 'why' or the ultimate

cause. Electro-statics will probably act as one of the

explanations of wetness or non-wetness, and also pos-

sibly as one of the explanations for the attachment of

films. The studv of flotation oils Mt first glance also

seems hopeless in view of the number of these and the

number of possible combinations, but we can also sim-

plify this very much if we consider them from the stand-

point of their functions.

Their main functions are evidently two

:

1. To furnish a non-wet film on the particle

2. To furnish a froth by reducing the surface tension.

This at once gives us a classification of oils into two

kinds with respect to these functions

—

1. Oilers

2. Foamers

and by taking into account also the inter-action of

physical qualities of one on the other in a mixture, we
can have a somewhat rational basis for their study.

What we apparently have not so far olitained and need

very much is a definite understanding and statement of

the specific physical qualities of the oils themselves that

they need to enable them to fulfill these functions and as

a result of this a rational and scientific method of testing

for their selection and use.

Alfred Stansfield: In reference to the study of

soap bubbles and their relation to flotation I have never

been able to rid myself of the idea that the reason soap

bubbles stick together is because of the stickiness of

them.

H. W. Du Bois : I also should like to express my ap-

reeiation of the value of Mr. Rickard's paper, and of the

admirable manner in which he has presented the facts.

The phenomena of flotation are apparently so simple that

until quite recently investigation in this direction has

been disregarded. It may, perhaps, be noted that where-

as according to Biblical teaching the spreading of oil on

water is supposed to cause its troubling to cease, in the

case of flotation oil is a chief source of trouble. While

one or two statements made by Mr. Rickard appear to

me to be contradictory, he has succeeded in his paper in

presenting the whole matter in a very clear and under-

standable fashion, which in view of the befuddlement

caused in the past by the writings of partisan experts,

represents a distinct service to the profession. Hoover,

in the first edition of his book on flotation published in

1911-12, stated that it was impossible to treat by this

process ores containing chalcocite or bornite. Chalcoeite,

however, is readily floatable ; although bornite presents a

more difficult problem, for bornite is invariably ac-

companied by a surface film, ordinarily considered now

to be limonite, and this prevents the oil from coming

into contact with the mineral particle. In an attempt

to overcome the film effect on their oxidized ores, the

Braden Copper Company started introducing the oil

during the crushing period, so that a more intimate con-

tact was obtained while the mineral surfaces were fresh.

They found that it was possible to greatly increase the

recovery in this way on all ores containing oxides or min-

erals with drusy surfaces, but recovery is by no means

good even yet. When the feed is low-grade the loss due

to the content of bornite is not important, but when

high, as it is in the Alaskan mills (sometimes 20%), it is

most important. The first attempt to overcome the effect
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of tliis liiuoniti' tiliii on tlio Aliiskiiii linriiiU- oros wiis a

n'potitjon of Hratton's inon- or less siiofossful work— tliul

is. by inciuis of liiif I'mshiii)?. Mill in tlio iircsciit in-

stiuico tliis was n failure. It is. of ooursc, ])os.sil)k> to ro-

move this 'tiitn' liy usin^; siilplniric aoiil. luit in an

isolated n^jjion like Ala.ska tlie liich eosl of aeid niake.s

its use prohibitive. The liitVieulty of the problem led to

a closer study of the 'reason' for flotation, and the elec-

tro-static tJieory seems to be the best explanation of the

problem. Assuming this theory to be eorreet. then wc

ean say that in tlotafion we iiave a sy.stem in whieh the

mineral particles are positively charged and the gaiipne

negatively. The oil particles arc negatively charged, and

so adhere to or "wet* the mineral particles and repel or

do not 'wet' the gangiie particles. If then we consider

that for some reason bornite is negatively charged, wc

have at once an adequate explanation of the fact that

bornite has been unfloatable. Some work has been done

along this line, and it has been found that by treating

Iwrnite to the fuming action of nitric acid, it is then

readily floatable. This is simply a change of polarity

due to high temperature, the negatively charged bornite

becomes positively charged and is immeiliately 'wetted'

by the oil and floats. It is hoped that a further study

along lines suggested by the electro-static theory will

yield important commercial results. I may add that a

number of companies take care to regulate the feed to

the flotation unit and keep it low in order to get high

extraction. This possibly is correct, but their experience

with high-grade ores has been that this is entirely un-

necessary.

A Volunteer Engineer Corps

The Editor:

Sir—Following our conversation over the telephone,

you will be interested in knowing that after a conference

with Capt. Park, Col. Perkins, Col. Swift, and the

Adjutant-General's office of the State of California, I

have decided to recruit a battalion of engineers for use

in the present emergency. I intend recruiting this bat-

talion from all portions of the State, one company head-

quarters to be located in San Francisco, another in Oak-

land or Berkeley, and a third at Los Angeles.

There are no volunteer engineer troops west of Golden,

Colorado, and not nearly enough to supplement such

troops as are at present mobilized, so that it is quite cer-

tain when this battalion is recruited to its full strength,

that it will see service. I am taking the necessary steps

to have engineers added to the California quota, as these

troops will be certainly needed to properly take care of

the castrametation of the present mobilization. Pro-

visional headquarters are at the office of the Pelton

"Water "Wheel Co.. where I can be reached at any time.

As this battalion is the first of the engineers, outside

the National Guard, to offer its services to the "War De-

partment, the probability of its being accepted is very

high. The San Francisco company will be organized

tonight, the Trans-Bay company will be organized to-

morrow night, and the Los Angeles company within the

next two or I href days. I'frsons in tiic Smith desiring

information regarding the Company can Hccurc it from

Cliarlcs T. Leeds, Centnil Mtlg., Los Angeles.

1 trust that yon will In- able to find spiici" for (his in

your columiiN.

.1. W. SWAKKN.

San l''ran('isi'o, .lunc 11).

The Mexican Silver Dollar

The Kditor:

Sir- Kft'crring to the last iianigrai)li on page 771 <ir

\'owr i.ssue of May 27, liUG: Tlu ludimtitist is in error

regarding the Mexican silver dollar. The Mexican gold

dolliir is worth approximately 40.8 cents U. S. or a little

less, depending on the amount of service and conse-

quent loss in weight the pieces have undergoiir. Thr

old-style Jlexican silver peso, eomiiionly calli'd " inso

fiurtc" weighs, when new, 27.073 grams and contains

0.9027 silver or 24.4 grams. The tolerance in fineness

being plus or minus 0.002 and the tolerance in weight,

plus or minus one gram. Of several 100 lots of used

pesos fucrtes weighed, the average weight of this coin

in circulation is 27 grams, with negligible variation. The

silver content of 24.4 grams or 0.78.5 oz. troy is worth

50c. U. S. when silver is worth 63.7 cents per ounce.

Under normal con<litions this silver peso, with liberty

cap on one side and eagle on the other, is worth approxi-

mately 50 cents U. S. regardless of the price of silver.

At present it must be classed as unrefined silver bullion.

The fractional silver coins are of less weight and con-

tain less silver. The 50-centavo pieces, tostones, weigh

(actual average of several PI00 lots) 24.8 grams per pair

and are 800 fine; the silver per peso being 19.8 grams

or 0.636 oz. troy. They are worth 81% of the silver peso

for their silver contents.

R. S. Burdettp:.

Guadalajara, June 9.

Spain is said to be beginning an industrial growth

of importance. The Spanish people, w^ho have neglected

the economic development of their country's natural re-

sources for generations, are turning their attention to

water-powers, mineral deposits, and manufacturing.

This is a direct result of the loss of their colonies in the

Spanish-American war, which made it neces.sary to

look at home for opportunity rather than seek it in the

"West Indies or the Philippines. As is well-known, Spain

has an important mineral output of lead, copper, iron,

quicksilver, and sulphur. Barcelona, the chief indus-

trial centre, is a seaport of 750,000 people on the Med-

iterranean Sea. It is pcssible that some of the Ameri-

cans who are learning Spanish with the intention of

using that language in Latin-American countries, may

become engaged in operations in Spain.

IlAMMER-DKn.LS Were originally only of one type.

stoper-driUs for up-holes. Now there are also mounted

hammer-drills and sinkers.
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Wmb lmw>msm.m©^ ©m Mmrng IP^mp'Bistj

By CBusisrJes T. HmtcMmson

PREFACE. Everybody nowadays takes out fire-in-

surance on whatever he may possess that is subject

to fire risk. It is the thing to do. The conven-

tional procedure is somewhat like this : The prospective

insured has a friend, a son, or a nephew ; or some friend

or director of his company has a friend, a son, or a

nephew who is in the fire-insurance business. What

could be more natural, therefore, than to give John,

Mike, or Bill your fire-insurance, because, forsooth, he is

a good fellow and can play a good hand at auction?

When the policies arrive, they are turned over to the

cashier or book-keeper who chucks them in the safe, pays

the bill, and then forgets all about the transaction—un-

less there should be a fire. Then all is changed. If the

fire-proof safe has by some lucky chance escaped de-

struction, the insurance policies at once become objects

of consuming (if not consumed, of course) interest.

They are rescued from their comfortable pigeon-hole and

carefully sciiitinized, and not infrequently produce a

series of shocks when the insured finds out that the na-

ture or cause of his loss is not covered, that the gross

amount of the insurance carried is insulBcient, that the

insurance is not distributed in accordance with the

relative liability to fire damage of the classes of property

insured, or that there is a co-insurance clause whereby

the insured shares the risk with the company.

The cardinal point that everyone should realize and

then take to heart is this: that after a fire the burden

of proof rests upon the insured. The insurance com-

panies are all, ex-officio, Missourians; they reqiiire to be

shown, and the law sustains them in this position. Every

claim as to what was destroyed and what it was worth

at the time of the fire must be set forth in detail and

substantiated in a manner satisfactory to the insurance

company. The time to prepare for realizing upon a fire-

loss is before the fire, not afterward, so a few business-

like expedients in the interest of preparedness may save

thousands of dollars.

Ikventory. Everybody, individually or collectively,

should take a physical inventory once a year of the

property insured. This inventory should be prepared

in detail, setting forth every item, its value and location

in the building where it is stored or erected. The build-

ing itself should be inventoried in sufficient detail as

to t.ype of construction, quantity and cost of material

used, labor-cost for erection, in detail, if possible, as to

sub-contracts let for such items as foundations, plaster-

ing, installation of lighting and plumbing equipment,

and other items. Foundations for the building proper

as well as lighting fixtures and plumbing are regarded

by the insurance companies as part of the building, and

therefr're may not be classed as machinery or plant-

equipment. Prepare the inventory in duplicate; keep

one copy within the building, if you like, but send

another copy to the nearest safe-deposit vault. All

office-safes and vaults are not fire-proof; many of them

are far from it, as the San Francisco fire showed.

Depreciation. This is an item upon which experts

as well as insurance companies diiJer. Adjusters look

askance upon a plant or factory that was shut-down at

the time of a fire. So many attempts have been made to

sell idle plants to insurance companies through the

medium of a fire, that even the honest loss is subject to

the most careful scrutiny and investigation. The rate

of depreciation imposed by an insurance appraiser for

an idle plant is necessarily much greater than for one

tliat had been operating continuously; in some cases it

has been placed as high as 25 to 50% per annum. Such
amounts as have been written off on the inventory for

depreciation should be clearly shown thereon, and all

copies of inventories for previous years should be kept

as a matter of record in order to show the total deprecia-

tion over the period of the plant's existence.

Salvage. After a fire, clear away the debris as

quickly as possible, provided, of course that the plant is

to be re-built. Do not destroy the remains of any piece

of machinery until the loss has been adjusted. If a man
may be identified by his thumb-prints, so in turn may
the presence of a crusher be proved by a warped and
twisted shaft, although the rest of it may be unrecog-
nizable. The insurance adjuster or appraiser is ex-

pected to check the inventory as best he can by inspect-

ing the debris, so anything that the insured can do to

facihtate the work is not only appreciated by the com-
pany but hastens a settlement. Keep track of your
labor-cost for salving wreckage, as allowance will be
made by the company for this item, although, of course,

the total award cannot exceed the amount of insurance
carried. Total losses are the exception, however, espe-

cially where machinery or any kind of plant or factory-

equipment is involved.

Adjustment. After the fire, notify the insurance
company—the sooner the better. The adjuster will

soon put in an appearance, make an inquiry to deter-

mine the cause of the fire, and size up the situation gen-

erally. If the loss involves the destruction of property
of a technical nature, he will call for an appraisal. Two
appraisers will then be appointed, one to represent the

insurance company, and one the insured. These two, in

turn, will agree upon an umpire to settle any points

upon which they cannot agree. This done, the ap-

praisers will at once call upon the insured for a copy of

their inventory, which, alas, in most cases, docs not ex-

ist. In the absence of an inventory, the appraisers,
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working togother, must iU> tlu* best tlii-y luii. by ox-

aiiiiiiiiig such rw'onls, iiivoico liii-s or otiier dflicf ilnta

as may not have Ihh?h doslroycil by the tire, ti> prepan-

s»>iiie kiiiii of H list as a Imsis to inaking tin- appraisal

and then a prind" of loss. In ease all reeords have been

destroye.l in the tire, verbal testimony from employees

is tidten from whieh a nnigli inventory is prepared.

All of these expedients involve nnieh time, expense,

and lalMir, adding enormously to the difliculty of realiz-

ing upon the aetual loss sustained. The burden of

pro«if rests with the insured. The insurnuce company

must be shown.

An>R.\is.\i,. The general form upon which an ai>

praiser's n^port is made is as follows.:

Item Inscription Instnllcd-Cost Sound-Value Loss

1 Concentrator $575 $500 $425

In explanation, the installed cost includes:

Factory cost of the concentrator.

Transportation from factory to plant-site.

Cost of erection.

Cost of foundations.

The s«mnd-value is the sjime as the iustalled-cost, less

whatever allowance is made for depreciation, in other

words, the value just before the fire. The loss-item is

self-explanatory. The above example indicates that the

concentrator was not a total loss, and salvage appraised

at $15 was recovered. The starting point in any ap-

praisal is the installed-cost, whieh emphasizes the neces-

sity for a complete inventory as a means whereby the

sound-value may be established and the insurance re-

covered.

Co-Insurance. JIauy people who take out insurance

are attracted by the lower rates made for policies having

a co-insurance clause, and authorize its insertion with-

out understanding fully what it really means. In gen-

eral terms, co-insurance signifies that the insured shares

the risk with the insurance company. The property

is assumed to be insured for its full sound-value; the

difference between the full value and the amount of in-

surance placed with the company is the part of the risk

assumed by the insured. Here is the way this actually

works out : If property is insured for $20,000 and is

determined to have been worth $60,000 at the time of the

fire, and if there has been a 33^%-loss, the insured

gleefully expects to recover from the insurance com-

pany one-third of $60,000, or .$20,000, the total face-

amount of his policies. Not so, however. All he can re-

cover is one-third of $20,000. which is a very different

story. By reason of the co-insurance clause, the in-

sured assumes the iTsk for whatever difference there may
be between the insurance placed with the company and

the actual value of the propertv' insured, in this case

$60,000 less $20,000, or $40,000, in other words, the in-

.sured has assumed two-thirds of the risk and the com-

pany one-third, and whatever loss may occur is settled in

this proportion.

Salesmen of all kinds understand the psychology of

the printed word. The average man. when offered for

his consideration a printed document of any kind,

whether it be u leas*', conlraii, insurance policy, or wlial

not, will glance over it ha.slily. and if the price is right,

sign il. If (in the other hand, there arc any riders at-

tached, cither type-written or otherwise, Ihcy will re-

ceive his cai-cful scrutiny, while the iiriiilcd jiiirlion will

escapi' his notice. There is an air of liiudity about jiriiit,

somehow, that, in itself conveys the impresHion that il

eaiuiot be changed. It suggests tli(> idea nf an ullinialum

- the last word. That is why few men ri'ad llicir policies

carefully, until after a fire; therefore read ymir policies,

study them, and know wlicrc ymi slainl licl'drcliaiid,

rather than afterward.

Selecting an insuram-c IipdUit to li.iinllc siirh mallcrH

is or rather ought to be done on the sjinie basis as any

other kind of business. The limkcr is an advocate for

the insured, and stands between liiiii .uhI the insurance

company. If the broker knows his business, he can save

money, and infinite trouble in ca.sc of a loss, as well as

see that the policies adequately j)n)teet the interests of

the insured. The careless liapliazard way in which most

men dispose of their insurance business, as they would

a donation to the old ladies' home, is anything but inlel

ligcnt. Relatives or friends of managers, directors, or'

others in authority may be and often are excellent

fellows, but. this fact, as such, is hardly sufficient reason

for their being entrusted with so important a business

matter. Select your insurance broker as you would
your doctor, lawyer, or engineer, and it will pay you
well

: and in the meantime remember that preparedness

may be applied in many senses other than military. In

other words, don't forget the inventory.

Domestic fluorspar mined and markeled in the

United States in 191.5 amounted to 1.36,941 short tons,

valued at $764,475, compared with 95,116 tons, and
$570,041 in 1914. Compared witli the next highest year,

1912. the output last year represents an increase, accord-

ing to the U. S. Geological Survey, of more than 20,000

tons, or nearly 18%. As usual. Die Ijiilk of tlie fluorspar

produced was sold as gravel-spar, the quantity in 1915

amounting to 114,151 short tons, or 83% of the total.

Sales of fluorspar in 1915 were reported from five states

—Illinois. Kentucky, New Hampshire, New Mexico, and
Colorado. All showed increa.ses over 1914 except Colo-

rado, where there was a large proportional decrease.

The large amount of fluorspar sold in 1915 may be ac-

counted for principally becau.se of the great demand for

steel. It is estimated that about 80% of the American

fluorspar output, mainly in the form of gravel-spar, is

consumed in the manufacture of basic open-hearth steel.

Zixc ORES are being imported into the United States

from Sardinia, Spain, Australia, and Africa. This is a

direct result of the War and the consequent demoral-

ization of the zinc-smelting industry in Belgium and

Germany. While the import of zinc ore from most of

these countries will likely cease when the War is over,

some of the new relations may be continued. Similar

departures wnll probably be effected in other industries,

the initiative having been supplied by the War.
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HAYWAUD S COTTAGE. THE TOWN OF SUTTER CREEK.

A few days ago' I stood with Mr. T. Walter Beam on

the liillside aliove the little settlement of Sutter Creek,

in Amador county, California, and saw the first step.s

taken toward the re-openiug of an old and famous miu'\

variously known as the Eureka, the Amador, Hayward's,

and the Hetty Green mine. It was a fascinating Cjuest on

which Mr. Beam had started and the heavens seemed to

smile on his endeavors. At this time of the year the foot-

liills are carpeted green and the oaken glades give the

landscape a park-like beauty suggesting human design.

The hillside on which we stood, torn long ago by mining

operations and seared formerly with roads, was now a

verdant slope, showing one white outcrop of (juartz amid

several clumps of trees growing out of the open-cuts

made by an earlier generation of miners. Two or three

black dumps, partly overgrown with grass, looked like

culm heaps, for the black slate eharactei'istic of tlie

]\Iother Lode at a distance resembles the carbonaceous

shale accompanying coal. The line of the lode could be

traced northward by these dumps; among the houses of

Sutter Creek it was easy to pick out the Wildman mill

and shaft-house; beyond it were the Mahoney mine-

buildings, and near the top of the ridge on the farther

side of the village were the Lincoln shaft-house and a

big red open-cut that cleft the ridge right to the sky-line.

These three mines are now idle, but from behind us,

southward, came the muffled roar of the Central Eureka

mill and over the ridges both north and south there was,

we knew, a succession of busily productive mines and

iThis was written at the end of March. Difficulty in obtain-

ing accurate information concerning the events of 40 years

ago explains the delay in publication.

mills. The village itself, nestling among the gentle hill-

sides, looked idyllic, the tall poplars giving the little

houses a quaint dignity, which the warm sunshine mel-

lowed into quiet beauty. Sutter Creek is too much of a

mining settlement to be altogether admirable on near

acquaintance, but viewed from a distance it vibrates

with the afterglow of that romance which Bret Harte

has crystallized for us in imperishable writing.

Tiie Eureka mine has been closed-down since 1886—
just 'M years ago. It was located in 1852, w^hich is also

the year in which the first lode-claim was staked in Ama-
dor county. A 10-stamp mill was built on the Eureka in

1852, and a new mill of 20 stamps was erected in 1856,

with 20 more in 1857. The next claim southward, the

Badger, was located at the same time and a 10-stamp

mill was built upon it in 1854, with 6 more stamps in

1857. Alvinza Hayward, the hero of the story, acquired

a controlling interest in the Badger claim in 1854; he

purchased the Eureka in 1858, and became sole owner of

the Badger in 1859.

Writing in 1868, J. Ross Browne- gives the length of

the two consolidated claims as 1800 ft. ; be states that

the average width of the vein is 12 ft. and the dip 75°

east. The hanging is stated to be "hard serpentine,"

while "the foot is slate, polished and smooth." We
m\ist not smile at the petrography of these early writers,

who had no microscopes, but most of us know now that

the hanging of the Eureka vein is diabase and the foot-

wall schist. According to the same chronicler, the mine

then exposed only one ore-shoot, which was 500 ft. long

at the surface and 600 ft. long on the 1200-ft. level.

^'Resources of the Pacific Slope." J. Ross Browne. 1869.
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••The whUs oomo toj^'tluT." ho sj»vs. '•at tin- tMuls «)f tlic

pay-chimiu-y, whioli ilips to the'nortli at an annU- of

about 80°." Tlius X\\v ort-lxuly pit.lifil iiorthwanl al

noHrly tlic 8«iiu> luigle ns tlio viiii ilippoil castwanl. In

ail earlier report, ninde in 1S67. Ross Hrowne says:

"The quartz vein is in places almost « powder ami is

mixoil with slate ami elay. The lonnth of the proiiml

worked is alKUit ItiO yards, and hotli nortli antl soulii tlie

vein seems almost to disappear." Sueli sugary or crush-

ed quartz is not nneomnion on the Mother Lode; thf>

pinehing at the end of sliorl ore-slioots gives them a len-

ticular shape in horizontal seetion. At an earlier date

J. IV Wliitney saitl : •'The vein is enclosed in a dark

colored, rather soft, argillaeeous slate. In the Kureka

the mass of veinstone is from 8 to 20 ft. wide. l>iit in the

Badger it widens out sud.lenly to 40 ft. The length of

ground worked out in botli mines is about 470 ft.; so

that the body of quartz is very short in proiiorlion to

its groat width, being almost a column, or chimney,

rather thiui a vein." The deepest incline—for tlie shaft

was sunk on the vein—was 1230 ft., of which it is

recorded that it was then "the greatest depth reached

in the mines of California." At that time the two mills,

aggregating 66 stamps, were kept busily employed, for

the supply of ore was so plentiful that some of it had to

be sent to custom-mills in the valley below. Tlius. the

Eureka must have been highly prosperous at the period

of this report by J. Ross Browne, the distinguished

father of a distiuguished son. Ross E. Browne, as well

known in South Africa as in California. The elder

authority states that "within 500 ft. of the surface the

average yield did not exceed .$10 or $11 per ton, and

now it is. according to report. $27. with a wide vein and

125.000 tons of ore in sight—enough to keep the two

mills going for five years." The total yield up to that

date—1867—was said to have been $6,000,000. Like

many old and abandoned mines, the Eureka has been

credited with a fabulous production. Writing in 1869,

Dr. Raymond said that popular rumor concerning a

profit of $.50,000 monthly was possibly true at one time.

The total j-ield up to 1866 was estimated by Ross E.

Browne at $6,000,000. Allowiag $1,500,000 for 1866,

1867. and 1868, and taking the figures given elsewhere

in this article for the subsequent years until 1875, with

a guess at the yield up to 1879, I estimate the total pro-

duction at about $12,000,000.

In 1868 Rossiter W. Raymond succeeded J. Ross

Browne as Commissioner of Mining Statistics and in his

annual reports from 1869 to 1875 I have found a number

of references to the Amador mine, as it was called then.

In the first report the depth of the shaft is given as 1054

ft. vertically and 1109 on the incline, according to a new

survey. Water was hoisted in buckets, the method

known as 'bailing.' "This plan" says Dr. Raymond

"was adopted and obstinately adhered to by Jlr. Hay-

ward. as long as he owned and managed the Eureka."

Between 1868 and 1872 the mine had its ups and

downs. At the end of 1868 rich ore was struck and

large reserves developed. The depth of the Eureka shaft

was deepened t« IUSO ft. 'I"he Badger sluifl nlsu im.ss.d

through rii'li ore. In 18(ilt tlie mine produced $():')(!, ll'Jti

in gohi and paid .$.(84,800 in diviilends, from :12,.'>10 tons

that yieideil $20.19 per ton. The cost of mining is givi'ii

as $4.68 and of milling $1.97, making a total of $(>.(;.").

On April 15. 1S70. a lire caused a KUNpeiiNion of work

for four months. During liiat year the yield was $.'!(ll.-

5;{:t ami dividends $lll,(H)ii. In the report for 1H71 it

is staled liial the dividends were unly $'J4,(I(I(I. as against

$155,400 in 1S70, indicating that $44,500 musi have I ii

distributed after the report for 1870 was elosed. The

repairs and erection of a new hoist after tin- lire appejir

to have taken nearly twelve months, the dehiy being iliir

partly to a viiiilenl miners' strike during the summer of

1S70. In the new e(|uipment. the r)l(l hiicket was re-

placed by a cage holding a car of IHKI 11,. eapaeity.

Drainage was efTectcd by imn tanks, one of which is to

be seen on the iiillside today, somewhat battered by the

exploding of dynamite by boys on the occasion of the

recent celebration of the re-opening of the nld mine In

1871 only 17.790 tons was hoisted and l(i,49() tons milled

for a yield of .$201,;i57, equal to $12.21 per ton. Colonel

John I). i"ry was president; he was one of the founders

of the California Safe Deposit & Trust Co., he operated

mines at Grass Valley, and in ISSl it was he who sent

John Treadwell to Juneau iind thus became one of the

first owners of the Alaska Treadwell. David D. Coltoii

was treasurer of the Central I'aeilic Railway, and it was

through his influence probalily that the branch line from

Sacramento to Lati-obe was built in 1869. Latrobe is 18

miles from Sutter Creek; the freight by wagon was $12

per ton at that time, and the freight from San l-'r;in-

ciseo to Sacramento was $5.50 per tfln.

Alvinza Hayward owned the mine for about 14 years,

from 1854 to 1868. Raymond's reference to Hayward's

obstinacy in regard to the use of buckets for draining

the mine, "as long as he [Hayward] owned and manageii

the Eureka" suggests that he did mt own it at the time,

late in 1868, when Raymond wrote this. Up to 1865 he

had a partner named Oscar L. Chamberlain. On March

1, 1868, Hayward & Co. sold out to the Amador Com-

pany for $750,000. Concerning the sale of th(! mine in

1868, Raymond said in 1869: "The dividends were .$6

per share monthly, or 18% annually on the capital stock,

yet the mine was sold at $200 per share. This is a fact

which Eastern capitalists would do well to ponder. In

the San Francisco market, where the value of mines is

best understood, the stock of an active successful mine is

not intrinsically worth par unless it is paying 30 to 40%

annually." The property, which included the Eureka

and Badger claims, with the mills, was examined for the

purchasers by William Ashburner and Henry Janin,

who computed the total reserves at 108,027 tons, having

a gross value of $1,778,336. "The cost of mining and

milling," says Raymond,^ "does not exceed $6. leaving

an apparent profit of $1,130,204." But a deduction of

25% was made for contingencies, over-estimate, etc., so

3'Mineral Resources West of the Rocky Mountains.' Rossiter

W. Raymond, 1869.
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ONE OF THE EUREKA DUMPS. A REMNANT OF A.\ OI.I) HOIST.

that the uet value was reduced to .$847,653. The aver-

age yield in 1868 is given as $21.77, the dividends being

$7 per share monthly on 37,000 shares. The output was

1800 to 2200 tons per month. A longitudinal section of

the mine by Augustus J. Bowie, later famous as the

authority on hydraulic mining, is given in the report

of 1869. It shows the property covering 1850 ft. on the

vein, which is given a dip of 71°, the width of quartz

ranging from 3 to 20 ft. At that time it was 15 ft. wide

in the lower stopes.

Hayward sold out to a grouj] of whom Michael Reese

was the principal operator. Others were Milton S.

Latham, David D. Colton, and John D. Fry. Hayward
was a friend of some of these men and he came to Sutter

Creek occasionally, for he had other mining property

in the county—at Plymouth, for example—but I believe

that he did not control the Eureka after 1868. In Ray-

mond's report for 1872, it is stated that the Amador,

better known as the Hayward mine, "has been dis-

incorporated preparatory to its transfer to English pur-

chasers." Transfer from the Amador to the Consoli-

dated Amador Company was completed in November

1872. The new consolidation included the Wolverine

(or Maxwell) and Railroad properties, both previously

owned by incorporated companies. The 'Wolverine,'

had been bought by John W. C. Maxwell in 1867, as he

himself has informed me. Previously Hayward had

done some work, attracted by the prominent outcrop on

this claim, but he abandoned it ; later D. 0. Mills and his

lirother Edgar took an option on it for two years but did

no work. At the expiration of that option Mr. Maxwell

bought it, for $5000 in cash, in 1867, as already stated.

Shortly afterward Milton S. Latham, D. D. Colton, and

General E. D. Keyes* acquired interests with Mr. Max-

well and, at their request, he organized the Maxwell

Mining Co. At that time also John A. Steinberger, who
became the superintendent, was given a 1/20 interest by

Mr. Maxwell. He sank the shaft and opened up the vein

in depth, down to 125 ft. In 1870 Mr. Maxwell sold his

4The father of the late W. S. Keyes.

remaining interest to the group that had purchased the

Hayward property, namely, Latham, Colton, and Green.

Latham was managing-director and Green a director

of the London & San Francisco Bank. It was understood

that Green would consolidate the adjacent properties

with a view to placing them on the London market.^ Thus
Green comes into the story. Edward H. Green hailed

from New Bedford (Massachusetts), where also he mar-

ried Hetty Robinson, who inherited wealth from her

father, a local merchant. He had made money in the

whaling business and in Manila hemp ; he was in the

shipping trade in a large way and made frequent .jour-

neys to London and the Orient. On one of these jour-

neys he met Hayward and Colton at San Francisco.

Hearing them talk about gold mining, he came up with

them to Sutter Creek to see the Eureka. He became
keenly interested and on his next visit to London he got

several of his English friends to join him in buying the

property. In this deal Hayward acted merely as intro-

ducer and promoter, he had been out of the mine for

four years. Leland Stanford was in the deal with Green
and became a director in Green's company, the Amador
Consolidated.

The levels in the mine were named after the various

stations on the way to New York. Thus the 700-ft. level

was the Latrobe : the 800 was called the Folsom ; then fol-

lowed the Sacramento, San Francisco, Panama, and New
York levels. After 1872 the lower levels were named
after the directors: Green, Latham, De Laski, and Col-

ton. Later the geographical nomenclature was resumed,

and the levels become successively the London, China,

and Paris.

In January 1872 Steinberger, the superintendent, re-

ported that the vein was looking most promising in the

lower workings, on the Green and New York levels. In

the report for 1873 the output from December 1. 1872.

to January 31, 1874, (14 months) is given," .sliowing

sFor these notes I am indebted to Mr. Maxwell.

eThe Amador Consolidated company operated the mine as

from December 1. 1S72, hence the irregular period.
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22.4ti() tons onislutl. yioliliiiu $402.2!l4. or $17.!M p.r ton.

In luhiition, $105:} was rwi'ivod on Imllion pmcIiu-iHl

;

this may havo In-on llio yicM fiiun spi-cinicii ore.

Diviilonils for tli.> period won- $1S().(KH». Tin- Norlli

slinft liail Uhmi doopeneil to lS7:l ft. Tlu" vt-in lunl nnr-

mwotl fmm 25 ft, on tho Colton levol (142') ft. vcrtii-nn

to 4 ft. at tlio iMiMoni of tlu' sliaft (!U) ft. lifcpor^ but tlu-

ore was riciior. •'Kponi tlio t'oiton lovcl tlie vein sliows

much confusion." says Supcrinlcndfnl Stfinlicrjior.

Sudden pinchinps luid \vidi'niii(is liad botlicrod liiin. In

1S75 the sjinie superintendent reports for tlie 14 niontlis

ending on April 1. 1875, namely, from Kehruary 1, 1874.

so that this eonneets with the previous aeeounting. A
new level helow the Colton shows a dwided improve-

ment. The North shaft has been sunk 220 ft., but tiuM-e

is still '•mueh eonfusion" in the vein; the lumping wall

is broken, the (pmrtz is small and "much mixed with

slate and pranite" (meaning diabase). During this

period 22.05)8 tons had been milled for a yield of $2:]9.-

717. or $10.84 per ton. The 'sulphuret' aeeount showed

$20,254 from 219 tons, or $92.27 per ton of coneentrate.

The total receipts were $270,014. Dividends $30,000. On

Deeember 20. 1875. a fire, supposed to l)e of incendiary

ori^n. started in the middle shaft. On November 24 of

that year the secretary reported "two feet of good rock"

in the Iwttom of the main shaft, which was then 2063 ft.

on the incline or 300 ft. deeper than the Paris level.

These lower workings have never been seen since then,

for nobody penetrated below the 800-ft. level after the

fire of 1875. The workings were drowned and the mine

was reopened subst^quently down to the 800; desultory

work continued and stopped finally in 1878. This refers

to the Eureka mine. All other operations also ceased

for-a year or so : then some work was done at the north

end in the Wolverine ground, the sliaft being sunk from

600 to 1.500 ft. in 1879. From the bottom a drift was

started southward to tap the old mine, but there was

much trouble with water, and there were other diflfi-

eulties. Several years were spent in unproductive opera-

tions. In 1886 Green came to Sutter Creek, and with

him Hayward : the two of them had a carousal, followed

next day by a consultation at the mine. It was then

decided to close-down, with the intention, at some future

date, to re-open and re-equip the old Eureka workings.

Assessments had been le^ned from 1881 to 1885, with the

result that 12.000 shares were forfeited, leaving the re-

maining 18.000 shares in the hands of Green. All the

records of the company, save a few letter-books at Sutter

Creek, were destroyed in the San Francisco fire.

From Green the property passed to his widow, Mrs.

Hetty Robinson Green, who refused either to operate the

mine or to sell it imtil late last year. when, on the initi-

ative of Mr. Beam, a sjTidicate was formed to acquire

the property at a price a little over $500,000 in cash. In

1894. while examining a mine in the ad.iacent district of

Volcano, Mr. B<am's attention was attracted to the

Eureka mine by the local talk concerning it. He was in-

formed that all efforts to get a bond on it had been

"turned down' by Mrs. Green. In 1912. wliile on a

seeoml visit to Sutter t'rei'k, lie I'lijlcc'led what inrnriim

tion was available and decided to recoinmemi his frieiids

to approach the old lady at .New York. Mut she proved

refnii-tory. declining to talk business. Six months Inter

while Mr. Heam was in New York, lie niaiiiiged linally to

get iin appointment with her son. Cohuiel Green (he had

been on the slalT of II State Governor i . and on tliiit oeea-

sion he learned tlml .Mrs. Green bail kipl the |irn|>iily

in ease her son slioiiM care, at any lime, to redprii it on

his own account. 'I'lirei' years elapsed—bringing the

date to 1915—before the negotiations were concluded,

Mrs. Green linally consenting to take piiynieiit in spot

cash when the Coloiu'l bad iiidieated clearly that lie iiad

no desire to go into milling. However, she insisted on a

laliorious inquiry being made to a.scertain if any of (lie

heirs of the friends of her deceased hu.sband had any

claims on the property, that is, those whose stock had

been forfeited for non-payment of assessments during

the long interval since work had censed at the mine.

The story is interesting as illustrating Mr. Beam's per-

sistence in his jiurpose. which he is now in a position to

fullil. On January 10. 1916, the transfer was finally ex-

ecuted in San Francisco and on February 24 the event

was celebrated liy the people of Sutter Creek in appro-

priate fashion. The inscription "So long Hetty" on one

of the banners, paraphrasing a vaudeville song, served

to express the gratification of the local people in seeing

an ab.sentee owner transfer an idle property to men able

and willing to exploit it once more. The new operators

include a group of men notable in mining. The presi-

dent of the resuscitated Consolidated Amador Mining

Company is William D. Thornton ; John B. Farish is a

director; among the principal shareholders are Thomas

F. Cole, John 1). Ryan. Chester A. Congdon. William E.

Corey. James Hoalsoii. Ambrose Monell. William W.
Mein. and Philip L. Foster. 'None of these need any

introduction. They are experienced men, well aware of

the risk incurred in paying a large sura of money for a

mine full of water, but they have justifiable confidence

in the prospect of more than recouping themselves.

Alvinza Hayward has passed into local history as a

courageous prospector who stuck to an unproductive

claim until it developed into a rich mine. In Amador

county you hear of the storekeeper who refused him a

sack of flour and of another who helped him and was

pensioned when Hayward became a millionaire. It is

a fact that he sank the Badger shaft to 700' ft. before he

struck rich ore, persisting with a miner-like tenacit.v of

purpose until his cash and credit alike were gone. Some

of his men stuck to him so that he succeeded at last in

getting to the ore, which, without scientific evidence, he

confidently expected to find. At that time Chamberlain,

a merchant in San Francisco, gave him credit and that is

how the latter became a part owner, a partner, and sub-

sequently rich, when the mine developed into a bonanza.

Hayward is also credited with great knowledge of min-

ing and unusual sagacity in the development of mines.

Mueh of this is untrue. Alvinza Hayward came from

the northern part of New York state; he was trained in
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THE CLAIilS SOUTH OF THE WILDMAN UP TO THE CENTRAL EUREKA BELONG TO THE AMADOR CONSOLIDATED, THOSE NORTHWARD,
INCLUDING THE WILDMAN, TO THE LINCOLN CONSOLIDATED COMPANY.

an Eastern law-sehool ; lie was a well educated and
extraordinarily shrewd man ; he made a lot of mone.v

in mining by intelligence, luck, and clever dealing. One
characteristic story is that of the Empire and Pacific

mines, now constituting the Plymouth Consolidated.

When Hayward owned the control of the Empire he fol-

lowed the ore-shoot where it pitched into the Pacific

ground and extracted ore to which he had no right.

Later, he bought the Pacific claim for himself, sold his

holding in the Empire, and thereupon brought suit

against the latter for trespass, on the basis of the ore re-

moved by himself formerly. He obtained judgment, and
the Empire company being then impoverished, he got

that claim by default. He was a speculator and pro-

moter, not a mining engineer. Although shrewd, he was
a victim to occultism, and used to take the advice of

spiritualists. For instance, it is a fact that he spent

$70,000 in erecting a furnace and otherwise equipping a

quicksilver mine, near Livermorc. that never yielded a

single flask of quicksilver, although, guided by the

'spirits' he bought 2000 flasks so as to be prepared for a

large production.

Hayward is credited popularly with having made .$5,-

000,000 out of the Eureka; it is more likely that this

amount represents the gross yield during the time he

operated the mine and that his profit was about $2,-

000,000. His fortune was increased by operations on the

Comstock, the Utica mine at Angels, and by other ven-

tures. He died in San Francisco on February 14, 1904,

being then 82 years of age. He is still remembered
gratefully by many old people at Sutter Creek for the

personal kindness and financial help that he gave them
when thi'y were 'hard up.' Let that be his epitaph.

A SHAFT-SINKING rccord has been established at a mine
on the Gogeliic range in Michigan. The remarkable dis-

tance of 190 ft. was Slink in one month. This includes

lining of the shaft with steel.

KE-OPKM.NU OK THE EUREKA .MAIN SIIAIT. SHOWING TE.MPOBAKV 11
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C©^'^^^': Its Possible U?^^*^

Bt T. H. Mason

Till'' iivorngc man is apt to assofiatc I'ohalt witli luiimli' dfliiil. A <Mmsi(lt'nil>lt' imnilicr of clcftnilvlcs

only a sorii-s of bcnutifiil Miio |>i^rni«'iits. Of liavr liccii tried, iiiid ^rri'iil i'mim' lias liccii exercised not

course, everyone knows tlint eolialt is a metal, in oiiiy in the final resnlt olilained Iml also in careful

'lie same way that one knows that lithium, stnuitinni. Mieiisnrenieiits of llic eleclriejd rcsisim ;ind lie ).'cn

calcium, and many other elements rairly seen in the era! Iicliavior of the vario\is solutions. To I'lillnw the in-

metallie state, are metals, hut that it can serve any use- vesti^ratois Ihrongli this rcsearcli wonid lie imlside the

'III purpose other than in the manufaeture of 'smalt

'

precincts of this article: it will li. cncmuli lo ^'ive ;in

does not. as a rule, enter one's head. Not only does the account of the laboratory and conimerciid tests nf llic

supply of cobalt oxide produced in Canada each year two most successful solutions, which, in<"identally,

Lrreatly exceed the demand, but a large quantity of per- threaten to revolutionize protective electro-platinpr.

fectly good cobalt ore goes to waste, after the silver con- The two recomincmled elcctri)lyles are made ;is fol-

tent has been removed. Therefore the Mines Branch of lows:

the Canadian Department of Mines determined to dem- ' " i^n"^' Ni mmkr).

"ustrate its own usefulness by finding a use for this sur- CoSO,(NH,),SO, 200 Rrams

idus .supply. Water 1000 •

Both chemically and phy.sically cobalt is closely allied This solution is nearly saturated in coIimH ;niiiii(iniinM

to nickel. It has the same atomic weight, forms a simi- sulphate.

lar series of salts, is dissolved and in many cases preci- xili B (.Skhiai, Nr\ntKR).

pitated by the same reagents, and. like nickel, is not easily CoSO. :ii 2..'-, Kianis

corroded : both metals have about the same specific NaCi 1 9.0 "

gravity, nearly the same high melting-point, arc white, ^'early saturated solution of boric acirt looo <f.

an.l hard and capable of taking an extremely high polish This solution is nearlv saturate! with cobalt sulj.hate
that IS not readily scratched. Naturally, then, the re- i„ the presence of the other components.
search of the Mines Branch fell into the line of investi- in future the solutions will be mentioned by their
gating whether cobalt could not be substituted for nickel serial numbers. The laboratory experiments with IB
.11 some branch of industry' in which the latter metal is solution showed that cobalt could be deposited from
employed. To tell how well ,t has succeeded up to date this electrolyte on brass or iron; that the deposits are
-the research is .stdl being prosocuted-is the object of firm, adherent, hard and uniform, and can readily be
this article.

Jj^j^p^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ finished surface; that the specific
The principal n.se for nickel in the arts is to give a electric conductivity of the solution is much higher tl>an

I.roteetive coating, electrically deposited, that not only that of corresponding nickel solutions, or, for that mat-
greatly retards corrosion but also, in many instances, ter. of any nickel solution, and consequently will plate
gives an infinitely better appearance to the article so far more rapidly than nnv nickel solution; ihat no pn-
treated. As long ago as 1878 A. Gaiffe* stated that Hminary copper coating is nece.s.sarv when plating on
cobalt could be deposited electrolytically from solutions ir„n or steel; that the solution does not char.ge appre-
of its double sulphate with ammonium, that the deposit ciably in cobalt eontent-when a cobalt anode is used,
was harder more beautiful, and adhered more tena- of course-or become either acid or alkaline when used
eiously to the article plated than deposits from the cor- over long periods of time at the recommended current
responding nickel salt: but. to get these results it was densities: up to 4 amperes per square decimetre, which
necessary to use a weak current. In those days cobalt is equivalent to .37.2 amperes per square foot; that the
was a rarity, and the matter appears to have escaped solution requires little, if any, ageing to put it in con-
serious attention until the Mines Branch took it up dition, but gives satisfactory deposits from almost the
again, with the ob.iect already stated. The investigation start : that the throwing power-that is, power of reach-
into the possibilities of using cobalt instead of nickel ing into indentations in the cathode-is satisfactory ; and
for protective plating, which forms only a part of the that the anodes are free from the coatings that are char-
research, has been thorough, and the results have been ^cteristic of nickel anodes. The laboratory experiments
pubUshed in a pamphlet entitled 'Electro-Plating with

,,it,, xill B were even more satisfactory, for, besides
Cobalt.' which can be obtained from the Mines Branch possessing all the good qualities of the other, it was
of the Department of Mines, at Ottawa, and to which ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ,„,,e^t density of from .3.5 to
those interested m the sub.ieet are referred for more 1-- i • * *i *cxxcu j-m muic

] ^ .^ ampcrcs per square decimetre; consequently it

*Comptes Rendus hebdomadaires des Sciences de VAcadamie. plates with extraordinary rapidity, and a deposit can be
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ohtained in five minutes that takes an hour with the

fastest known nickel bath.

The laboratory results obtained from these two solu-

tions having proved so satisfactory, their formula and

the necessary reagents and cobalt anodes were given to

the Russel Motor Car Co., of Toronto, with the request

that the solutions be given a thorough commercial trial.

The company's foreman electro-plater, "Walter S. Bar-

rows, after eight weeks' trial during which articles of

copper, brass, iron, steel, tin, German silver, lead, and

Britannia metal were plated under the same conditions

as are met with in nickel-plating practice, found tliat

the practical tests more than bore out the laboratory ex-

periments. Particularly was this the case in regard to

speed in plating, for, while in the laboratory the great-

est current density successfully employed was 17.5

amperes per square decimetre, equivalent to 160 am-

peres per square foot, excellent deposits were obtained

with 244 amperes per square foot in the practical trials.

Articles which usually were given a one hour nickel

bath were plated in three minutes in solution XIII B
so effectively that the buffer, who did not know of the

existence of the cobalt bath, was unable to detect any

difference in the finished article. The cobalt deposits

not only withstood all the bending, hammering, and

burnishing tests usually applied to nickel deposits, but

were found to be harder and more ductile than the latter.

In fact, so ductile is the cobalt deposit that a 1-inch tube,

that had been plated for two hours in the cobalt bath,

was drawn down to f inch without injuring the deposit.

Though cobalt is considerably more expensive than

nickel, the increased cost is more than compensated for,

when using it for protective plating, by the reduction in

cost of labor and decreased vatage capacity necessary

for a given amcrant of work, owing to the greater speed

at which cobalt can be deposited from its solutions.

Two other pamphlets published by the Canadian De-

partment of Mines on this subject, are 'Preparation of

Metallic Cobalt by Reduction of the Oxide' and 'The

Physical Properties of the Metal Cobalt.' In the for-

mer, results of experiments are given and advantages

discussed of the reduction of cobalt oxide by carbon,

carbon raon-oxide, aluminum, and hydrogen. Aluminum
is prohibitive, except for laboratory work, on account of

cost ; hydrogen is to be recommended only when a pure,

carbon-free metal is required; carbon and carbon mon-
oxide both reduce the oxide effectively. In the second

pamphlet, accounts of experiments of the determination

of the density, hardness, melting-point, tensile breaking

strength, tensile yielding-point, compressive breaking

strength, compressive yielding-point, electrical resist-

ance, magnetic permeability and specific heat of cobalt

are given and discussed. Detailed work of previous ex-

perimenters also is to be found in this pamphlet. The
effect of traces of carbon on masses of cobalt is similar

to traces of that element on masses of iron ; thus, it was
found that while the tensile strength of pure cobalt is

about 34,400 lb. per square inch, the addition of 0.06 to

0.3% of carbon nearly doubled it.

i©w

*The recent activity and interest in tungsten has

necessitated research into the methods for detecting this

element. It is frequently said that the qualitative tests

are uncertain, and it was due to such a remark that'this

investigation of the sensitiveness of the reduction test

for tungsten was begun.

Tungsten minerals, when fused with an excess of

sodium carbonate, give solul)le sodium tungstate

(NajWOJ. Wlien solutions of sodium tungstate are made

acid with hydrochloric or sulphuric acids, in the cold, a

white flocculent precipitate is formed (composition varies

from WO (OH), to WO„(OH),. which on heating be-

comes yellow tungstic acid or oxide ("WO3 or H^WO,).

If a strong reducing agent is added, the .solution is

changed to a bright blue color, due to a suspension of a

finely divided, flocculent precipitate, consisting of oxides

of composition lietween WO, and WO. (sometimes given

as W.O.-.W^Os, W,0„). If the reduction is carried still

further, the brown tungsten dioxide (WO,) is foi-med.

This change was very slow at room temperatures, the

blue precipitate having been kept for two days.

A rather extended investigation was made of the best

method for making this qualitative test. For studying

the reactions involved, a dilute standard solution of

sodium tungstate was prepared. In brief, the following

results were obtained

:

The reducing agents usually recommended for this

test are zinc and hydrochloric acid, tin and hydrochloric

acid, and stannous chloride and hydrochloric acid. It

was found that the use of tin and hydrochloric acid was

the most satisfactory, as the evolution of hydrogen gas

was not too violent, and the reduction was very rapid,

due to the quadrivalence of tin. The use of zinc and

hydrochloric acid was fairly satisfactory-, but not as de-

sirable as tin. The evolution of hydrogen was frequently

so violent (in the concentrated acid solution required for

the best results) that tlie blue color could not be detected

in tlie solution. Furthermore, with very small quantities

of tungsten the reduction was carried to the brown color

so rapidly that tlie blue color escaped notice.

The use of stannous chloride in hydrochloric acid solu-

tion is not to be recommended for tliis test. The blue

color was sometimes obtained when the concentration of

the tungsten was high, when the aiiiount of stannous

chloride was large, and when the solution was heated for

some time. Small quantities of tungsten could not be

detected, using this reducing agent.

Hydrogen peroxide is sometimes used as a reducing

agent in similar reactions. It was found that it did not

reduce tungstic oxide either in the cold or when heat.ed.

Oxalic acid is also used oceasinnally. This reducing

agent was without effect on tungstic oxide.

Abstract from The Pahasapa Quarterly, South Dakota

School of Mines, Rapid City.
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I'sing zinc ns tlu> rt'iiiiciii(r nt^nt^ luul liyiiiocliloric

ni'id nt nHun ttMn|u>riitun>. and sotliuiii tiiii);sliil(> snliititiii

(i|uivnK>iit to 0.01 pm. ot" WO,, in a total volume of 10

C.C., the blue color boonnio distinct with 0.2') c.c. concen-

trated hydrochloric acid in one hour; with O.'iO c.c. in

two minutes; and with l.lH) c.c. practicMlly instantiin

cously.

In a total volume of 2 c.c. with 0.;") c.c. of concentrated

hydmcidoric aciil. and with tin or zinc ns the reducing

agent, 0.0005 gm. of WO, could easily be detected by the

blue color. I'sing tin. the color was produced in the

cold, while with zinc it was necessary to heat the solution

to got an immediate color. If allowed to stand at room

temperature, the blue color could be detected in h.ill" an

hour.

Thus in solutions containing only tungsten sjilts the

test is very sen.sitive. As small an amount as 1 mg. of

WO, may easily be detected.

The alwve experiments were made upon pure sodium

tungstate. In order to study the reduction test under

actual conditions, ores of known tiingstic oxide content

were examined. Here, before the reduction test can be

applied, the material must be brought into solution as a

ttingstate or in the form of Inngstic oxide in finely di-

vided or colloidal particles. There are two nietiiods

which can be used ; fusion with sodium carbonate and

subsequent solution, or solution of the ore in hydrochloric

acid.

The following ores were tested by both methods and

the tabulated results obtained

:

Material.

Wolframite sand 3' Xo color Strong blue color

Wolframite ore 16 Strong blue color Residue blue, but

j

not solution

Wolframite concen- '

trate 32 Strong blue color Distinct blue color

Scheelite ore 38 Strong blue color No color

Wolframite concen- '

trate 68 Blue residue, and Strong blue color

faint blue solu-

tion

Sclieelite 75 Strong blue color Distinct blue solu-

tion, and blue

,

residue

From the tests made on these tungsten materials it was

found not safe to depend upon a single method for all

cases. Most of the ores dissolve sufficiently in boiling

hydrochloric acid to give the blue color on reduction.

The low-grade ore did not respond to this treatment. In

the method of fusion with sodium carbonate, it was found

essential to have a large excess of sodium carbonate.

This is to insure the complete transformation to soluble

sodium tungstate. It was further found, that for the

most accurate tests, the fused mass should be first dis-

solved in water and then made acid with hydrochloric

acid. The reason for this procedure is to insure a col-

loidal precipitate of the tungstie oxide, which on reduc-

tiop gives the blue solution, rather than the blue residue
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By ©a'siia B. g.s®««

INTRODUCTION.* When mining was begun by tlie

iliaini Copper Co., the liard ground in the western

portion of the orebody made it advisable to use a

system of wide shrinkage-stopes and pillars. As finally

evolved the system was applied to the mining of 2,300,-

000 tons of ore by the use of stopes and pillars each 50 ft.

wide. In this part of the orebody, mining has been in

progress since 1910, and the final stages of extraction

are now reached. A complete survey of this system can

therefore be made, showing the modification of method.

Development. The preliminary work included the

opening of a haulage-level, the construction of a draw-

off level, and the driving of sub-levels for stoping. In

addition, some extra driving was necessary to determine

the boundaries of the orebody. the general outline having

been ascertained by chum-drilling. Development was

based on stopes 50 ft. wide, with 50-ft. pillars between

them. The length of these pillars varied from 200 to 500

ft., at 50 ft. below the floor of the stopes, each drift

being beneath the middle of the stopes and pillars. The

arrangement made it possible to load along an entire

stope without switching or uncoupling. The drawing-

chutes were all on one side of the drift, each chute ter-

minating in the draw-off level 25 ft. above. With

cars of 3| tons capacity, the rate of loading was from 3

to 5 tons per minute. In timbering, 10 by 10-in. mem-

bers were used, sets being spaced at 6-ft. 3-in. centres.

The standard set requires a 9-ft. post and 8-ft. cap, the

posts being hitched in the ground 7| in. below the ball

of the rail. All drift-set posts are set at a batter of

li in. per foot.

A distinctive feature is the draw-off level, 25 ft. above

the tram-level. This is used for handling all ore from

raises that perforate the stopes, delivering the ore

through grizzlies to the tram-chutes. The primary draw-

raises branch from each side of the drift and deliver

directly into the chutes. The secondary or intermediate

raises, used extensively in the pillars, were midway be-

tween these chutes, and delivered to them by inclined

slides.

Chutes and Raises. The chutes into which the ore

was drawn from the stope-raises were all cribbed, 5 ft.

square inside, a representative group of chutes showing

a life of 12,430 tons each. To eliminate boulders in the

tram-chutes, grizzlies were placed over the collars on

the draw-level. The grizzly opening was 18 in. square.

These grizzlies are several inches above the collar of the

raise to permit easy working when ore becomes caught

on the grizzly. From the floor of the draw-level, in-

*Abstract from Trans. Amer. I. M. E. Arizona meeting

September 1916.

dined raises on each side of the drift were run up to the

edges of the stope, and then funnelled. Vertical raises

through the roof of the drift were originally employed,

but their effectiveness is doubtful, and they are awkward

to use. This arrangement gave sets of two raises in one

plane along every 25 ft. of stope. Funnelling of these

raises to a top diameter of 20 ft. gave a practically con-

tinuous perforation of the stope. The raises were 6 by

6 ft. at the bottom. The back, or hanging wall, consti-

tuting part of the roof-pillar between the draw-level and

tlie stope-floor, had a tendency to collapse under weight,

but this proved rather an advantage in providing a

larger oi)ening for the drawing of ore. Timbering in-

side of these draw-raises was therefore unnecessary.

Later practice provided raises in the pillars, of the

same type as the stope-raises, but the planes of these

raises were not in a continuous line with the stope

couples, but midway between them. The earlier type of

arrangement, with stope and pillar raises all in the same

plane, was also tried. This scheme is not as effective in

drawing the ore. Intermediate raises also were used in

the drawing of 500,000 tons of pillars. These were

situated 12i ft. from the regular raises. To provide an

outlet for the ore, thcce were put up from 'pony-sets' in

the roof of the drift, and delivered to slides that ran

down into the regular 25-ft, pocket-chutes. These in-

termediate raises provided double the ordinary number

of openings into the floor of the pillar. The require-

ments of the drawing-level have shown that the drifts

can be supported with 10 by 10 timbers spaced at 5-ft.

centres, using 8-ft. posts and 7-ft. caps. This type of

timbering remains nearly intact after two years of serv-

ice. On the tram-level a minimum amount of 2-in. lag-

ging should be used, not placed closer than 2 or 3 in.

apart. The distance between sub-levels was fixed at 25

ft. Along the axis of the pillars, drifts were run to the

limits of the ore. Cross-cuts at 50-ft. intervals were

driven each way across the pillars. Raises for handling

development-ore were provided at 50-ft. intervals along

the drifts. Although in an earlier stage, cross-cuts were

driven across the stopes, connecting all of the pillar-

lines, these stope cross-cuts came to be regarded as un-

necessary. Considerable secondary cross-cutting and

raising, however, was necessary during the later pillar

mining,

Shrinkage-Stopes, The first operation was the fun-

nelling of the draw-raises. This was done at first by

cutting out a chamber above the raise and drilling 8 and

10-ft. down-holes with water-Leyner machines around

the raise. This proved unsatisf;u'tory because the holes

did not break well, and it was difficult to drill deep holes
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of Hourly vtTtieal pitch with this typo of maoliino. Tho

mothod profom'il was to sotiip in tho rniso hikI drill up

lioles ill a ring. This fmiiiollod llio rniso suooossliiUy tn

a diainotor of !'» to 20 ft. roiitjiuiatioii of this iuiincl-

liiii; produoed a 8t<ipe-flmir porforatod with opoiiinurs,

whioh praotioally touohoil at tho rims. Sotting up on

tho bn>kon oro. tho pround was squnrod nloup tho sidos

of tho stopo, ajul any stubs hetweon fuuuols lilastod out.

Tho tliHir of tho stopo was thus oiu-noil with a liaok 50 ft.

wide and a longth of 21)0 to oOO foot.

I'sing the entries on the lirst suh-lovol. drilling was

started along eaeh side of the stojie. Stool as long as

oould ho swung in the spaoo was u.sed, and holes from

10 to lo ft. iloop wore drilled upward and outward to-

ward the eentre. The results were two-fold: at about

half of tho distanoe to tho next sub-level, entries were

broken along the wall of the stope. and a long rib was

left in the eontre. Tho prinoiple of oaving was adopted

therefore in the breaking of this central rib, which was

drilled in the suooeeding round. After the first cut, the

back was maintained on a flat incline until connection

was made with the pillar cross-cuts on the level <ibove.

Originally use was made of cross-cuts across the stope on

the level immediately above, in order to drill down-holes

into the back and thus assist the caving of the central

portion of the stope. This was not satisfactory, prin-

cipally because of the difficulty in drilling deep holes,

and in getting a wide enough reach across the back. The

results did not .iu.stify the extra expense of driving these

cross-cuts.

After each drill-shift, the excess of ])roken ore was

drawn to allow 6 to 8 ft. of open space between the back

and the broken ore. Large blocks of caved ore were

bulldozed in the stope when po.ssible. to prevent later

plugging of the draw-raises. "Wlien connection was

made with each successive entering cross-cut on the level

above, the back and sides were squared up and the slop-

ing continued upward. The stopes were carried to a

maximum height of 125 ft., it being necessary to break

to the cap. In a t.^Tiical stope of hard ore, the expan-

sion in volume due to breaking required the drawing of

39% of the ore in the stope, the latter being full at com-

pletion. Drilling was done with Le.vner drills, using

steel 10—16 ft. long. The maximum footage drilled per

shift was 110. and the average footage varied from 60

to 80, according to the number of set-ups required.

Pillar Mixixg. The process of breaking the pillars

was practically the reverse of stoping. ilining was

started at the edge of the ore on the top sub-level and

carried downward level by level; in eaeh case the 25-ft.

roof-pillar was broken through to the broken ore above.

This retreating method was desirable for two reasons:

it provided a safe exit from working-places; and it in-

sured an even settling of the cap. As soon as the process

was started, even in the hardest ground, the speed of

working became essential, because the pillar took weight

as soon as the cap became dislodged. The mining there-

fore was done successively on three or four levels at a

time at different points of attack, the work on each level

being 1(10 ft. nearer ootii|ili'lioii thiin llic wurli uii llio

ll'Vol iiolow.

Proliuiinary cross-out I iiig iinlf way botwn ii liio orig-

inal criiss cuts was rc<|uircd to givo lictlor drilling rnces,

especially in the harder pillars. .M'ici- (rns.s .iilliin,' liml

boon well advanced on the top h-vol, drilling was Ntarlcd

at tho end of the i>illar and across its wiiolc width, l-'ol-

lovving the first rounds, sutlioiont ore was iciiiomiI to

give entry to tlu' sl(i|)ing ore, .iiul ilrills wnr sd up mi

the broken ore and long holes di-illod in llw bai'k <Mi

tho top lovol, as a rule, tho ori' was not broken neiiicr

than 10 ft. to the cap. Drilling followed si rid prcHeihire

in retreating fi-oni tho cilges of the pillar lnwuiil ihe

central drift, and in the retreat along tiie central ilril't

as tlie sides were broken. The rooi' was earried at a

slope of 45°. All holes were drilled in the same cliree-

tion. pointing away fi-oin the line of retreat to erniiinate

the chance of drilling into mis,sed holes on the next eut.

The original raises at 5fl-fl. intervals were used for re-

moving the excess ore. ami generally an intermediate

series of raises was put up. making the interval 25 ft.

The final develo]>ment to Innnage ratio for the completed

breaking of stopes and pillars was therefore reduced by

this work to 4") ions pei- loot of drift . and '20f) tons per

foot of raise.

The first round of holes drilled from the level broke to

12 ft. above the sub-level ; and the second round, on

wliicli long steel could he used, increa.sed this height

above the sub-level to 20 ft. It was common to drill

through, to the broken ore above, but Ihe n inainint: arch.

5 ft. or so thick, usually caved when the hack was arched

for the whole 50 ft. of pillar. At the start the experi-

ment was tried of drilling down-holes in the floor of the

sub-level to a depth of 5 ft. to a.s.sist this subsetiueiil cav-

ing from the level below. It was necessary, however, to

case the collars of these holes with 3-in. pipe to prevent

fitchering. Tho breaking of these holes was unsatis-

factory, so this practice was dLscarded.

An important detail of pillar-work was the covering

of raises as the work retreated past them. Failure to do

this properly would defeat the whole system of break-

ing, as it allowed the cap to pipe through the raises.

Protection against this running of the cap was secured

by means of stulls placed in each raise 5 ft. below the

level on which breaking was being done, these stulls

being hitched in the ground and lagged over. When the

same raise was reached on the level below, the process

would be repeated and the stull-covering above would

then be blasted out, allowing the broken ore to fall to

the newer and lower covering.

Mining on the last (or sill) floor of the pillars was sub-

ject to modifications l)y the pony-set rai.ses that split the

distance between the regular 25-ft. raises on each side

of the pillar. These raises were funnelled in retreat

from the end of the pillar, like the regular raises. This

funnelling was not carried more than 25 ft. ahead of the

pillar-breaking, because it virtually under-cut the en-

tire width of the pillar. ^Machine set-ups across the

raises for the purpose of drilling the back were made on
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10 by 10- ^ji. stringers that extended across the funnel.

This was done to insure against a sudden settling of

broken ore in the raise.

Extraction of Broken Ore. Sj'stematic drawing of

the broken ore was started when about 70% of all stope

and pillar mining had been completed. No draw was

permitted within 100 ft. of any mining operations. The

drawing of one stope next to a pillar that was in process

centration of the weight at a few points. Third, when
drawing had become developed on a large scale over a

considerable area, the weight did not show any increase,

on the contrary, it show'ed a decided tendency to slacken.

Upon the completion of drawing there was little evidence

of weight, and the drifts remained open. It is likely

that the broken mass of cap and ore reached a state of

equilibrium, and that the weight became widely .and

evenly distributed. In one large section, where all the

conditions during mining were satisfactory and the

pillar-breaking most complete, about 70% of the timber

Stope-' 'Ore". :

Q let Subleve! CI

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH STOPE SHOWIXG POSITIO.N" OF ROOF.

of being broken was tried as an experiment, and it caused

crushing and swaying of the pillar even in the hardest

ground. The question of weight on the draw-off level

during the drawing period is an interesting feature. At

first there was considerable weight in certain definite

portions of the draw-off level, and no weight whatever

in other places. This variation in different places was

due to a combination of factors : first, the height of cap

above the ore in the northern section averaged 340 ft.

with a thickness of broken ore of 125 ft. below it. This

r"i 1 K
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wholi' slopo, wiis tJu- iiuwt satisfactory mcthoil of jrcttiiiK

tli«' orr to run n-adiiy. Wlicii tlic draw was started thore

was ilirtioiilty in r»'jrulatinp it. Tlit> nature of llio ore

and the louRth of time botwoon stopinu and drawin>r,

causcii the oliutes in some an^as to jiacix tijrhlly. An

idea of the i-onipaot nntun> of broken ore under pres-

sure ean l>e (rained fmin tlie faet that oi'easional cross-

outs were driven from piihirs into slirinkajje-stope ore,

luid that no tiniherin^ was required for some of those

drifts in hmken ore. Startintr of the einites in tliese

stopes requireti special nu'thoils. One of the most sat-

isfactory was the use of small pony-set raises in tlie hack

of the draw-otT drift midway lietw<'en tlie raises. This

involved running an inclined raise for Ifi ft. each side

of the drift to the broken ore. Wlien a hole was drilled

into broken prrmnd. the raise was fuinielled immediately,

rnul blasting of this mund loosened the ore. usually in-

eluding that in the adjacent raises. A series of these

pony-set raises sufficed to make the ore run readily in

the regular raises. This method had the disadvantage

that the pony-sets took weight and were expensive. The

second method, which involved no extra raises and was

otherwise satisfactory, employed a system of breaking

the arch of hung-up ore. Entrj' to the back of packed

ore was made through the raises, and large stulls were

placed against the hung-up ore. Small drifts were then

started ia the foot-wall of the raise and run parallel with

the long axis of the stope. at about 15 ft. above the draw-

level. Those drifts were driven in solid pillar ground

and connected a series of hung-up raises. Starting at

the end of the drift the ground was drilled verticnlly

and horizontally across the stope. When these holes

were blasted the legs between the regular raises were

knocked out and an arch of broken ore left. Arches 40

ft- across and 30 to 50 ft. thick were not uncommon in

this work, but these arches invariably collapsed, bring-

ing down the stope ore. In this work the hung-up ore

would not cave, even if the next raise 25 ft. away was

running regularly, so that there was little danger iinder-

neath the broken ore. and no accidents occurred. (Jhok-

ing of chutes was caused occasionally by packing of ore

in the bottom of the inclines. It was also necessary to

blast out part of the brow of the raise over the chute

to prevent plugging with boulders. It was desirable to

eliminate blasting in chutes and -a separate squad was

detailed for this.

Over a period of a year, with a production of 400,000

tons, the average rate of drawing per shift was 118 tons

per man. The monthly range was from 94 to 142 tons

per man. I'nder favorable conditions the tonnage per

man has exceeded 200 for several shifts. The largest

individual output reached on one shift was 400 tons by

one chute-man. The cost of drawing this ore into the

tramming-chutes amounted to 3.7e. per ton over a year

for direct expense of labor and explosives. Where

special methods were required in the case of hung-up

ore, the cost for short periods went as high as 15e. per

ton. The result of drawing 1,700,000 tons in one section

of the work showed an estimated recovery of 95% of the

original tonnage. I tulividual rei'ords were kept mi I'lii'li

stnpe and pillar, and although the drawing froiii these

is undoiibteilly inlerelianged. the ligurcK favored the

stojv's over the jiillars by about 10';
. Tlie linnler ore

showed greater ease in drawing an<l IkIIi i cxi i.iciinn

than llie s<iftcr areas, because tlic Inller packed under

pressure. The compression of broken ore is an importanl

factor, as it increases the tendency of the chutes to ravel

vertiijilly toward the eaj) without drawing liili'rnlly.

Even under moderate ])ressure. Ilie broken ore tended to

slainl nearly vertically around the rim ol' ii clmle. The
angle of repose was found to be SO or 110'. In a small

nuiiilier of chutes wiiere the ore was greatly pai'ked. the

ore drawn ciu'responded in volniin' to ii cylinilcr uilli a

tliaMiet<'r of 14 ft., and a luMglil uj) to lln' cup. .\ iiir'ge

number of draw-raises per unit of .ina. rallii:r than a

large area in the funnelled nidiitli of the raise itself, is

desirable for best extraction.

Secuno.vkv Riccovicuy oi- ()iu;. It liicauu' olixions that

some clean broken ore remained in the stopes and )iillars.

This remainder probably stood in the shape of a wedge

directly over tli(> draw-drifts, and also along the boun-

daries of the old .stdpis and iiillai's. To recover the ore

above the draw-drifts, the backs of the latter were shot-

down to tlie floor of the stope. This work was done in

retreat, and the ore drawn on the incline into the train-

chutes at a cost of 15 to 25c. per ton. the onljnit jier

man averaging 40 tons. Results obtained from these

operations confirmeil tlie view that the clean ore stood

in a series of wedges or clones with an apparent base of

20 ft. and a height of 50 ft. To recover the ore standing

where the old pillars .joined, a series of drifts midway

between the original drawing-lines was driven. These

drifts were at the same elevation as the draw-off level.

Dump-chutes and supply-raises were provided from

cross-cuts on the tram-level at 200-ft. intervals. The

drifts were supported by 12 by 12-in. timbers set 4 ft.

2 in. centre to centre, and chutes were placed in each

set staggered along the drift. The back was liroken on

top of the lagging, and a small shrinkage-stope about 20

ft. wide excavated until loo.se ground w-as encountered,

or until caving occurred. The ore drawn from the

chutes was trammed in 14-ton cars to the main tram-

raises, the maximum tramming being 100 ft. This

marked the last stage of the process of mining.

Production of crude barytes in the I'nited States in

1915 was 108,547 short tons, valued at $381,032. As

compared with the production in 1914, which was 52,747

tons, worth $155,647, this is a remarkable showing. Re-

ports collected by James M. Hill, of the Geological Sur-

vey, indicate that the production in 1915 will be con-

tinued, if not exceeded in 1916. Missouri contributed

39,113 tons, Georgia 31,027 tons, and Tennessee 25,074

tons. Alaska shipped its first barytes in 1915. The gen-

eral feeling of the trade is that this boom is not to be

short-lived, particularly in view of the large demand for

crude barytes by the newly-established barium chemical

industry.
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By Cbarlez F. WUUs

The rise in the price of silver has given a finishing

touch to the metal market. It means much to this State

and has alreadj' stimulated transfers of property. A
local newspaper without the record of several mining

deals is becoming rare. These are not all small deals, in-

volving the sale of a few claims for a few thousand dol-

lars, but deals involving the transfer of large proper-

ties, upon which many thousands of dollars will be spent,

and ensuring the re-opening of old producers.

A deal has been consummated in Cochise county for

$600,000. The claims, 1-4 in number, are those of the

Leadville Mining Co., of Courtland, a local organiza-

tion. The president of the company is William Holmes,

and the secretary, William Monmonier of Pearce. The

company has been at work for a number of years and the

property has been under option a number of times to

different parties. The stockholders have received part-

payments on their holdings once or twice on account of

these pending deals. The present option taken by the

Needles Mining & Smelting Co. provides for the pay-

ment of $600,000 before one year, the sum of $10,000 to

be paid as soon as the optional agreement is ratified by

the stockholders at their meeting to be held at Pearce on

•June 3. The company is to allow the present lessees,

now at work on the property, to continue under the same

conditions, the royalty to be paid into the First National

Bank of Los Angeles and held on deposit as part of the

purchase price in the event that the property is taken

•over. The option requires that at least 10 men shall be

employed continuously, that assessment work on the un-

patented claims shall be done, and the Maid of Sun-

shine shaft sunk at least 80 ft. deeper and certain drifts

run in that claim.

The Needles company is a subsidiary of the United

States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. A. P. Anderson,

the general manager, is said to lie a man of wide experi-

ence.

Another important deal in which a quick turn was

made, is that of the Sitrac mines, in the Huachuca range,

better known as the Exposed Reed property. This group

of claims had been taken under option in April by Owen
T. Smith and J. P. Steel, from Albert Steinfeld of

Tucson for the sura of $40,000. Messrs. Smith and Steel

then left for New York, where they succeeded in placing

the property with Charles Starek for the sum of $250,-

000. The option required the payment of .$25,000 before

June 10 of this year, and for the payment of $25,000

every ninety days after, until $225,000 has been paid.

Work must be started in 30 days, and active develop-

ment work continued. The property is to be worked for

tungsten instead of gold. There is some machiner.v on

the mine, and a mill and concentrator w-ill be installed.

The ore is scheelite in wide quartz veins.

George A. Brown and his wife of Dragoon have sold

80 acres of their homestead for $30,000 to S. H. Worrell

of El Paso. The land lies in the wolframite di.strict be-

tween Dragoon and Johnson. The terms call for the pay-

ment of $3000 on the signing of the papers, for the pay-

ment of $13,500 within six months, and the remainder

at the end of a year. The land is now being worked for

wolframite both by placers and shafts. Mr. Worrell in-

tends to install a concentrator.

Henrietta Franklin and husband have sold to Thomas

R. Sorin the Bonanza' claim in the Tombstone district.

The property at one time produced high-grade silver ore.

Charles Morgan has sold to J. L. McWilliams of El Paso

an undivided one-sixth interest in three claims in the

Hartford district. H. W. Rector has sold to R. T.
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to H ilisii^iTciiiout bot\voi>n tlio stiM'khoKK'rs uiul tlif iniiii-

agi'inetit, aiid the furthor fnct lliiit copper liml iiro]>po(l

to !• ivnts. tlu' ooiupany Ofii.Mil o]>frations. Tlu' Arizona

sttH-kli»l(lt>rs (lilt tlu- ntjiiircil assi's-siiu'iil work ainl it was

from them that tlu» property was seoured last Koliniary

liy H. W. Craijr. (iiis Uink-lilii-lii. T. J. Sparks, and .1. ('.

Adams. Tlie transtu'liuii was promoted by l^ouis A.

Dunham, who tigurcd prumiiiently in tlic side of tlie

Inspiration luid Kay copper mines. Dnring the sliort

time the al)ove-mentioncd ownci"s liad tlie j)roperty. nine

care of ore were shippetl to the C. & A. smelter at

Douglas, the returns showing an average value of $14;t4

per ear. In addition, a inimber of ehurn-drills have

been operated, the last report of the company indieating

DTO.tXKl tons of ore averaging 3.67% cojiper. The recent

work at the mine has been in charge of Sam Fields who
was previously a superintendent at the Calumet &
Arizona mine and later at the Ray Consolidated. After

he had worked on the property 90 days, Jlr. Fields be-

came a shareholder in the company. The rumor that the

Lewisohns are associated with Mr. Estabrook in this

venture has been denied, but with the statement that

other Miami company st<iekholders are concerned in the

purchase.

The Old York group of gold mines, situated a mil<

south of Yamell. is now active under an option given

to Bliss. Wilson & Co. of San Francisco. A modern

equipment has been selected, including an air-compressor

and hoist. The machinery is on the way from San

Francisco. The Old York has been explored extensively,

the main shaft reaching to 400 ft., with several thousand

feet of workings. It will not be a public-stock com-

pany; D. C. Burtt of San Francisco is to be superin-

tendent.

Details regarding the re-organization of the Inspira-

tion Needles Copper Co. and the acquisition of 11 claims

adjoining the property in Live Oak canyon, .just west of

Miami, have just been disclosed. The company secures

control of 525 acres of mineralized ground much the

same in surface characteristics as the Live Oak group

of the Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. Within 10

daj'S three chum-drills, leased from the Inspiration Con-

solidated, will be operating. Nothing more than location

work has been done, although the belt on which the great

low-grade orebodies of the Inspiration Consolidated are

found extends through the ground. A number of en-

gineers have made favorable reports on the property, but

complications have prevented development. With the

claims in one group, their value is much greater than

when they were held by several owners. Harry Lefko-

vits, a merchant of Phoenix and iliami, promoted the re-

organization of the company. Dan R. Williamson, for

many years the principal stockholder of the company,

continues president and F. W. Hamm is secretary. The
company is capitalized for $2,000,000 in $1 shares.

Original stockholders and claim-owners have received

1.200.000 shares, and the remaining 800,000 are in the

treasury. A block is to be sold at 50c. per share to raise

a fund for development. The first issue of the stock was

Midiseribed within a U\\ hoiir.s iil .Miami iind mi the

Boston and New York curbs.

The HisbeeAjo Copper I )eVelopliieii| i'u. is the latest,

organization to bid for favor in tlie Wan-en distriel.

This propert.v is in the Sonoita range ol' niounlaiiis, 22

miles south of Cornelia ; it ineliides 21 niipjiliiileii cliiinis,

known as the Sj'iiti'udier Morn group. Tin- ground was

located in September, two years ago. Tlir claiiiis in

elude a hill of schist and nion/onite, iiiiprigiiiited with

copper sulpliiiles; ehaleoeite, liomite, and elialeo|>yrite.

In places high-grade ore owlcroiis, iiikI Ihere is every

indication of large liodies of eoneentrating iiiiilerial.

Tlie eoiiipan.v is capitalized at $()"){),()()(), the sliiins liav

ing a p.ir valiii' of .+ 1 each. Of this stock, J.'iO.ddO has

been ixioknl for the jironiolers. and 100,0(10 siiares. it is

understood, have lieeii put on the iii;irket at 2rn:. per

share.

A mining deal that iiia.v lead to (ievelo|)iiien(s in the

Globe-Miami district, wliieh has long been neglected, was

closed when William Hm-kland triinsrerrcd to T. .1.

Minck, of New York. Iti gold claims on the eastern slope

of the Pinal mountains, eight miles south of (ilohe.

Buckland has spent many years prospecting lli.il pait nl'

the district, and his efforts were rewarded by the dis-

coverv of gold in jiaying qiiantit.v, some of the ore assay-

ing as high as $50 and $60 per ton. Working alone, and

with Scarcely enough money at times to lin.v powder and

fuse, Buckland has sunk a number of jiits and shallow

shafts, and has found the best ore in the deeper openings;

The road from niobc to Winkelmjui by wa.v of El ''api-

tan will run within a mile and a half of these claims.

Gold in Russia

The French paper L'Information gives the following

details with regard to gold in Russia: "The Russian

Government, anxious to increa.se the gold reserve of the

State Bank, and to favor the production of gold williin

the Empire, has decided to accord for gold l)roiii.'lii

voluntarily tr> the laboratories or to the liank a premium

of 45% on the pre-War price. Unfortunately, notwith-

standing the prohibition of gold exports, the receipts

of gold have barely increased : for merchants pnreha.se

the metal and send it abroad by the Asiatic route. In

these circumstances the Russian Minister of Commerce
and Industries has decided to a.sk for power to requisi-

tion gold in the hands of private people, payment to be

made therefor, plus the premium of 45% as stated

above.
'

'

Kennecott Copper Co. produced 57,500,000 lb. of

copper in its seven months of operation during 1915 at

a cost of 4.54c. per lb., of which nearl.v one-half was the

freight from the mines in the interior of Alaska to the

Tacoma and Garfield smelters. An ammonia-leaching

plant, somewhat similar to that of the Calumet & Hecla,

is to be built for treating tailing from the mill. The

grade of the ore mined last year averaged 60% copper.

The production for 1916 is estimated at 120.000,000 lb.

I
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A W^m:MsjlB :^(^\!aEp2j:a^iij.-j: io^s IPir^^p-dul^

By a.oiffl3s ^. MslhffiHss

The tendency of the age is tlie worship of Bigness.

Nothing so catches the eye of the public as the announce-

ment of some monster material achievement, whether it

lie the building of a Panama Canal or the construction

of a new sky-scraper. So we need feel no surprise that

our technical mining literature today should reflect the

same cra^e and be filled to over-flowing with articles

describing giant machinery or new processes to extract

the last drop of blood out of a stone. This tendency

would be perfectly commendable were it not for the fact

that in their rush for efiSciency and iiigness our engineers

have neglected to discuss the problems presented by the

prospect and small mine, so that it is but seldom that the

small operator can find anything of immediate value in

technical journals, despite the fact that there are ten

small mines and prospects operating for every mine of

size sufficient to render tlie more ambitious articles neces-

sary. There is more especially a demand for informa-

tion as to wliat machinery is available on the market in

complete units and yet small enough for prospects.

To discuss this question is the object of this article and

more particularly to describe the plant we are using

today in developing a prospect liere at West Point, Cali-

fornia. Suffice it to say that this outfit, which includes

power, compressor, drills, air-hoist, and pump will not

in the aggregate weigh over three tons, with tlie heaviest

unit only 1800 pounds, so that the whole outfit may be

moved at small expense from prospect to prospect until a

mine is developed. Having been in use by us for two

and a half years with complete satisfaction, it is no

longer an experiment.

Operating in the East belt in the granodiorite forma-

tion tliat surrounds "West Point, we soon realized that if

we were to make much progress we must have a machine-

drill. At the same time the undeveloped condition of the

prospect did not warrant heavy investment in the shape

of mining machinery. Most of the mines in tin's region

use the abundant wood supply of this timbered country

to fire steam-boilers, but their boilers are heavy and

cumbersome, and rather w^asteful of wood, so that wood-

choppers' wages are a considerable item each montli.

Therefore we purchased a 16-hp. Clay marine gasoline

engine. This engine is an upriglit two-cylinder machine

weighing 1800 lb. An investigation of horizontal sta-

tionary engines of the same power showed that they are

relatively clumsy and far heavier, and consequently un-

fitted for our purpose. The marine engine has given ex-

cellent satisfaction and we found it required but light

foundations. A couple of logs laid lengthwTse and

parallel with cross-pieces for the engine and compressor,

mounted at the opposite ends, has served us excellently

with scarcely perceptible vibration.

For the compressor, a Rix duplex-vertical machine,

6 by 6, serves admirably. It has a capacity of from 45

to SO cubic feet of free air per minute up to 100 lb. pres-

sure, or sufficient for one hammer-drill. This compressor

weighs only 1000 lb., but is designed to run at rather

high speed from 225 to 400 r.p.m. Owing to an efficient

sy.stem of lubrication, however, it stands up well under

service, and, in fact, after two and a half years of work,

we can testify that this machine has done remarkably

THE I.E.VUVII.LE DRII.L-COIA.MX HOIST IX USE.

well—the only cost for repairs in that time amounting
1o three or four dollars. We have not had occasion to

tighten a single bearing in that time. The compressor

was, of course, belted to the engine, and the speed of the

engine mentioned with the fly-wheels provided we found

to be suitable without reduction or alteration in any way.

There are now on the market direct gas-driven com-

pressors that form compact units. They are, however,

somewhat heavier than the combined units mentioned

and are rather more expensive. These direct gas-driven

compressors are made as small as 66 cu. ft. in capacity.

All of our drilling we do with an Ingersoll-Rand but-

terfly stoper and an IngersoU jack-hammer, using these

for overhand stoping and sinking respectively. In driv-

ing we employ the stoper to drill the upper rows of holes,

while the lifters are drilled with the jack-hammer in the

method shown in the sketch, sliding the drill down a

T^-shaped wooden trough by foot pressure. This is a

peculiarly easy method of utilizing the jack-hammer for

such work. The notched post from which the uppers are

drilled with the stoper forms a convenient back-rest in
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tirillin^ tii«>st' lifters. Tlio out. of course, is mndc h\ rows

No. 1 aiul '2. We Imve tried iiiaiiy ty])es of rounds, liul

we tiiid a rvtuiid drilletl as sliowii alnxit tliu iiiosl tuttis

faetory it is pttssiMe to (Tt't in usiii^ a 8toper and jaek-

haniMier for driving;. I'liless the ground is quite ti|;lit. it

will hrejtk praetieally to the bottom of the holes.

During the Inst few years cxeellent hmnmcr-drills have

ennie on the market that ean he used for all tiiree func-

tions: driving, sloping, and sinking. These are provid'd

with a light column. Among such types may l)e men-

tioned the Waugh stoper. the Ingei-snll 'Mniiiited .l.-iek-

hamor.' the Sullivan pnevunatie-feed. anil others. Oni-

of these would probnMy make the best unit for a

prospecting equipment limited to one drill. The heavier

types of drills are precluded because of their large air

consumption.

For hoisting we employ n Leadville drill-column hoist.

This is a veritable pocket hoist, but when one has air

steadily throughout liu' sliill drilling. Iioisting, and

pumping— it will lie found that liic gasoline used will

scldi>m average over .$1 jier shift. So far- as nltcntion

goes, it is practically nil. The engine nmy lie sliiiiid up

and left to itself. It needs mi altcndani, no cdslly liie

man to sit around and eat liie prolil. The I'acloi of idle

hands is one of the most jxttent of all in killing iiiitiiy

a gcMul pi'os])i'ct. A mine that is operating mic inacliine-

drill cannot ulTord to have a blacksmith and helper, as

wo have seen at some mines. Two or three liinirs woi-k

jier day on the part of two incn will ;itl( nd In all the

necessities of blacksmithing and iln in niii' casr. ai'iri'

which these men ean start drilling or anything lliiil inay

come along. Hy employing four men. two on eai-li nl' Iwn

shifts and having them ])erl'()rm whatever coiiich aloni;, il

will be found that the above outfit will pcrniil (if a inii-

sidcrablc amount of worl; being a<''Mini|ilisliiil a1 a very

mnderale cost.

>Spr^^

U- shapec/

A CU.Ul'UUIACl.t METUOU OF DROLLING.

available for drilling, it certainly beats windlassing all

hollow. By using two buckets, one being hoisted while

the other is lowered at a depth of 100 feet, it will give the

tramiiier all the work he wants to do. It will hoist load.s

up to 50<"l lb. There are several varieties on the market,

including the IngersoU-Rand 'Little Tuggcr' and the

Holman 'Stretcher Bar' hoist, besides the Leadville type

mentioned. They all operate on compressed air. and

while designed to operate on a column, ean be readily in-

stalled as a surface equipment. The total weight of the

Leadville hoist without the column is only 250 pounds.

A small steam-pressure pump, of capacity 30 gal. per

minute, will run quite well on the compressed air avail-

able and will be found large enough for most prospects in

the early stages at least. Outside of a tendency to freeze

now and then, this equipment gives pretty good service.

With the small amount of air availahle. it is not

possible to perform the three operations of drilling, hoist-

ing, and pumping at the same time. They must be per-

formed separately. A little adjustment of routine, how-

ever, makes this work out satisfactorily. Tlie fuel-cost is

quite low. Since freight on fuel was the same in all

cases, and gasoline gave better results than distillate, we

used gasoline. Wliere the equipment is employed pretty

Many minmng comimnies are ])rovi(iing lniildiufis

where the miners may remove soiled working-clothes,

bathe, and put on clean, dry <'lotiiing before returning

to their homes. Most workmen imwailays like to go to

and from their work dry and clean. V\\ many instances

miners' cottages have no running water inside and it is

a burdensome ta.sk to bathe at home. In addition to its

cleansing effect, the shower-bath refreshes the tired work-

man so that he goes home in a moi-e agreeable frame of

mind. It is interesting to note that some of the best

change-houses are to be found in Michigan, Minnesota,

and Alabama, allliougli those States have no law requir-

ing such houses. Some of the earlier change-houses were

not kept clean, and so fell into disfavor, their equip-

ment breeding vermin. In some of the earlier buildings

a wooden locker was furnished each man. This one

locker was used both for street clothes and mine clothes.

Because there was no circulation of air in the lockers,

the mine clothes would not dry and the miner was forced

to put on damp clothes for his day's work. The perfor-

ated metal locker has sujjplantcd the wooden locker ; and

in order to keep the mine clothes separate from the

street clothes, two lockers have been furnished each man.

The one for street clothes is made of expanded metal,

well perforated. The mine-clothes locker is of sheet

metal and is as air-tight as possil)le, except for the vent-

pipe at the top. Other lockers have upper and lower

compartments, the upper for mine clothes and the

lower for street clothes. A steam-pipe is run through

the bottom of the upper compartment to furni.sh licat

for drying the mine clothes.—U. S. Bureau of Mines.

Technical, Paper No. 16.

Spok^uce, "Washington, a city of 140,000, is a conven-

ient centre for Coeur d'Alene mining. It is an enter-

prising attractive city with broad streets and modem
buildings. The people of the surrounding region, which

includes parts of several states and of British Columbia,

like to speak of Spokane as the centre of 'The Inland

Empire.'
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1,182,748. Ore-Flotation Apparatus. John M. Callow, Salt

Salt City, Utah, assignor to Metals Recovery Company,

Augusta, Me., a Corporation of Maine. Filed June 15, 1914.

Serial No. 845,306.

1. An ore flotation apparatus having a pulp-containing tank

and a porous body therein through which streams of a gaseous

fluid under pressure are admitted into the solution from

below, said porous body permitting the passage of the gaseous

fluid but not pulp and water, and an endless traveling carrier

movable through the tank and having elements operating in

proximity to the upper surface of said body for maintaining

the heavier constituents of the solution in suspension to

thereby prevent the blanketing of the outlets of said porous

body.

1,180,209. Table tor Oke and Coal Washing. Charles E.

Thompson, Denver, Colo., assignor to The Mine & Smelter

Supply Company, Denver, Colo., a Corporation of Colorado.

Piled May 31, 1913.

1. A table for ore and coal washing, the entire surface of

which is riflled from one end of the table to the other, forming
alternate areas across the table in which the riffles are uni-

form and tapering, one of these areas having the tapering

rlSle located at the feed end and one area in which the riffles

are of uniform height located at the opposite or concentrates

discharge end, the mergers between uniform and tapering

riffles forming diagonal lines across the table.

1,181,244. Art op Agglomerati.nu Ores. James H. Payne,
Baltimore, Md. Filed July 28, 1915.

temperature of incipient fusion under conditions to prevent

removal of material amounts of the fixed atom of sulfur,

spreading out the heated ore, and cooling the same to below a

roasting temperature, in the substantial absence of free oxygen.

1,181,184. RoASTiNQ-FuENACE EOS Sulfub-Bearing Ores.

Harry H. Stout, New York, N. Y., assignor to General Chem-
ical Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Original application filed July 31, 1914. Serial No. 854,230.

Divided and this application filed June 5, 1915.

acL

1. In an ore roasting-furnace having an outer, cylindrical

wall a plurality of superposed roasting chambers and a rotary

air-cooled rabble system, the combination of a metallic down-

wardly extending conduit the external surface of said conduit

being exposed to the atmosphere of certain of said roasting

chambers and the lower end thereof being in communication
with the lowermost of said chambers, and means for conduct-

ing air from the upper end of the rabble system to the upper
end of said conduit, substantially as and for the purpose

described.

1,177,981. Magnetic Separator. Parvin Wright, Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada. Filed May 14, 1314. Serial No.

838,504. (CI. 83—71.)

1. A process of agglomerating metal sulfids which comprises
heating said sulfids. in a non-oxidizing atmosphere, to a

1. In a magnetic ore separator, a flume into which the ore

is first placed and washed down, means for discharging the

fine sand from said flume, moans for separating the fine sand

from the surplus water therein, a magnetic separating device

for collecting the magnetic material from said fine sand when
said surplus water is separated therefrom, means tor dis-

charging said magnetic material from said separating device,

a second flume, means for delivering the non-magnetic ma-
terial upon said second flume, and means for delivering said

surplus water to said second flume in wash the non-magnetic

material down said flume.
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1.177.S49. Comium:i> SrrriKH am> Hvhrai'uc Oi.as.sihi.k.

«.'ourt«na,v IHs Kl»lb. Tuomn. Arli. Flloil Apr. !>. I9M. Sorlnl

No. S30.836. (CI. S3—S2.)

-\:'"

,-^ier.W^'

^

1. Ill an apparatus of the class described, a tank open at

s upp*r end. a plurality of concentrically arranged baffle

members positioned within the tank, and a feed sole having

a concavity In Us upper face oentrally supported In the upper

end of the tank with Its uppf r peripheral edge in the plane of

the upper edge of an adjacent baffle member.

1.1S2.514. TuiiKKNER. Albert E. Vandercook, Alameda,

Cal.. assignor to California Macvan Company, a Corporation

of California. Filed July 21. 19H. Serial No. 852.162.

1. A thickener comprising a tank, a curved blade therein

arranged adjacent the bottom thereof and having a plurality

of convolutions in a plane intersecting its axis of rotation at

an angle, the successive convolutions of the blade lying closer

together as the blade progresses inwardly, and means for

rotating said blade about said axis.

1,180,816. Flot.\tion of Mixeeals. Raymond F. Bacon,

Pittsburg. Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Metals

Recovery Company, a Corporation of .Maine. Filed Aug. 14,

1914.

1. The method of effecting the separation of oxidized ores

from associated gangue, which consists in subjecting the

mixture, in a finely divided condition, to the action of hydro-

gen sulfid under pressure, and finally subjecting the mixture to

flotation: substantially as described.

L'. The iiH'lhod of cfri'i'lliiu the Hi-piiriitlon of oxidlr.eil oren

from iiHwulalcd KUhKiK'. whirli foiiHlHlH III HUlijoclliiK the

mixture. In n Iliiely divided coiiiliiloii. to Ihc iiitloii of liydio-

Ken Hiillld under a proKKiire uh IiIkIi a8 20 poiiikIh (o the H(|uaro

Inch, and lliiiilly Kiibjerllng the mlxlinr to iIoIiiIIkii: mib-

atnnllnlly as described.

I,181,fi9r). GoiJiSKrAKATOli. .lorome \V. .Swtii. Ihilf Mdoii

Bay, Cal. Filed Nov. 17, ISIS.

1. In a centrifugal apparatus for separating the valuable

from the worthless imrts of fine ore, the combination of a re-

volving bowl, a series of vanes extending outwardly from the

centre of the bowl, a chute delivering material to be treated

into the bowl directly above the vanes and near their inner

ends, a depression for the heavier and larger particles of value

located between the outer ends of the vanes and the wall of

the bowl and communicating with a collecting groove formed

in the wall of the bowl in the plane of Ihe said depression, and

means for collecting the lighter particles of value carried by

the wall of the bowl and located above the said depression and

the groove.

1,180,844. Process of Extbactinc. Coiteu From Its Ores.

William E. Greenawalt, Denver, Colo. Filed Sept. 30, 1912.

1. A process of extracting copper from its ores which con-

sists in treating the ore with a chlorid solution to dissolve

the copper; separating the solution from the gangue; treating

the copper solution with sulfur dioxid to convert the cupric

chlorid to the cuprous chlorid and regenerate acid; then treat-

ing the solution with hydrogen sulfid to precipitate the copper

as sulfid and regenerate more acid; separating the regenerated

acid solution from the sulfid precipitate, and returning it to

the ore.

1.178.1&1. Copper Precipitant. Henry Livingstone Sulman

and Hugh Fitzalis Kirkpatrick Picard, London, England, as-

signors to Minerals Separation American Syndicate (1913)

Limited. London, England. Original application filed Dec. 27,

1913. Serial No. 808,986. Divided and this application filed

June 1.5, 1914. Serial No. 845,086. (CI. 23—13.)
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REVIEW OF MINING
As see?i at the world's greal niining centres by our own correspondents.

CRIPPLE CREEK, COLORADO
Gold Output.—Drainage-Tunnel.—Mills and Leases.

Gold production of the district in June, as reported by the

mills and smelters, is as follows:

Tons Grade

Golden Cycle 36,000 $17.00 $612,000

Portland 12,000 21.00 252.000

Portland 17,800 2.78 49,481

Portland 11,890 2.12 25,207

Smelters, Denver and Pueblo 4,360 55.00 239,800

Caley-.Ierry .Johnson 1,800 3.50 6,300

Worcester-Rubie 300 3.50 1,050

Total 84,150 $14.09 $1,185,841

For some months the plant of the Golden Cycle company at

Colorado City has been undergoing extensive changes and ad-

ditions. The capacity of the mill at present is 1500 tons daily,

instead of 1000 tons as before.

During May the advance of the Roosevelt drainage-tunnel

was only 150 ft. The work of carrying forward the heading

was considerably hindered by the necessity for enlarging the

station at the point of connection with the Elkton shaft, and

the sinking of a sump below the tunnel-level at that point.

Work on the foundations for the new Portland sampler is

being rushed forward. Excavations for the concrete piers are

about completed. Timbers for the frame-work are put together

and are ready for erection. Steel I-beams and other structural

members are arriving daily.

It is reported that the group of claims comprising the Rose

Nicol property, situated on Battle mountain and Bull hill,

has been leased to Edwin Gaylord and associates for five years.

J. F. Burns of Colorado Springs heads a new company to

be known as the New Era Leasing Co. This corporation has

been formed to develop the Minnehaha claim of the Jennie

Sample Consolidated Mining Co. E. P. Arthur, Jr., of Cripple

Creek, is reported to have charge of operations for the new
company.

Rumors have been circulated during the past week that

another 'Cresson vug' has been uncovered by lessees on the

Queen Bess lode on Tenderfoot hill. While not as extensive

as the famous 'jewelry shop' of Raven hill, the ore is being

sacked and should give handsome returns to the fortunate

lessees.

OURAY, COLORADO
Flotation at the Atlas Mill.

The increase in the price of silver is stimulating mining
in this district, and there are a dozen or more properties being
worked within a radius of 10 miles of the town. Probably the

largest producer in the district at i)resent is the Atlas Mining
& Milling Co., operating its mine and concentrating plant near
Sneftels, which is 10 miles by wagon-road southerly from
Ouray. The ground is covered by snow most of the year, the

altitude being 12,000 ft., with the mill 800 ft. lower.

The company has recently installed at the mine a West-
inghouse storage-battery motor ca|)able of hauling 21 empty
and 10 loaded 1-ton cars. Ore is carried from the mine to the

ore-bins, from there by aerial tram to the mill, 1800 ft. distant.

This locomotive has iiroved economical and entirely satis-

factory.

A brief descriiition of the mill, shown in the accompanying
photo, is as follows: Though lacking in any unique features,

it is somewhat famous as being the first plant in the United

States to successfully concentrate silver-lead ore by flotation.

The ore first passes through gyratory-crushers, then to 20

atlas mill near SNEFFELS, COLORADO.

stamps. The product from these flows to two Wilfley tables,

then elevated and classified. The plug product from the classi-

fier goes to Hardinge mills, and the overflow direct to flotation

machines. Wilfley tables get the oversize, and the slime is

fed to flotation machines.

In the flotation department an Scompartment Minerals Sep-

aration and a 3-compartment Hebbard machine are operated.

The first cell of the M. S. machine is used as a mixer, the

second and third, and sometimes the fourth, cells are skimmed
for concentrate, the remaining cells for middling', while the

Hebbard machine is skimmed for middling only, which is re-
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turned to the flnit coll of tlw M. S. nmchlne. Concontnitc In

sent to the clowuterlnK tnnk. iiiul ovorllow roturnoil for re-

treAtnient. From tlu- dewntorlnc tiii\k the ooni-onlnitf l«

tiaulod by hnnd-oar« to the Inclined drier. This U a wooden

troiush, 20 In. wide by IS In. deep, and approximately 'JO ft.

long, having three steam pipes nttcd lonKltudlnnlly on the

iMttom. over which the concontnile Is allowed to How by

gnivlty. accelerated from time to time by four or flvo men
stationed at various points aloUK the Inollno, which lends di-

rectly to the sacklnR-house. where the concentriito Is sacked

and shlpinnl by wig:on to Ouray, and tmns-shlpped by train to

the smelter at Sallda.

The flotation medium here Is a mixture of fuel-oil and plnc-

oll. although creosote and other oils work apparently as satis-

factorily. The recovery recently made Is SlC'r. which must be

extremely Bratlfylng to the management of the Atlas com-

imny. of which James A. Lannon Is superintendent with A. B.

Shipnian In general charge.

SILVERTON, COLORADO

Ore Treatmknt .\t Silvebtos and Gladstone.

The Mears-Wiiney company is re-modeling its concentrating

plant near Silverton. installing an additional Minerals Separa-

tion flotation machine of five compartnieuts. also another

tube-mill. 5 ft. diani. and IG ft. long, manufactured by the

Denver Engineering Works. With this extra equipment the

mill will have a capacity of 500 tons per day. The company

intends to treat tailing from the old Silver Lake mill, as has

been done in the past, raising it by a specially designed pump,

(centrifugal type) from the lake to the creek-bed. which

carries the pulp a mile or so, then by flume two miles long

to the concentrating plant. Here the tailing is re-ground to

40-mesh. and concentrated by Wilfley tables and flotation ma-

chines. The mill is expected to be in operation by the middle

of July.

The Kittimac Mines Co. of Wyoming, with head office at

Denver, is operating its mill 4J miles north-east of Silverton,

using the usual crushers, tube-mills, and concentrating tables.

A lead concentrate is obtained direct from the tables. The

zinc heads are sent to a drier, later to be treated by three

Huff electro-static separating machines, making a product

containing 48 to 52% zinc. The iron concentrate carries 10 to

16'"c copper and $20 per ton gold. The company has ordered

and will install at once a flotation machine to treat the tail-

ing, built by the Dale & Tanstead company of Silverton. The

mill has a capacity of 135 tons per day. the ore being carried

from the mine by aerial tram, two miles in length. D. B.

Carey is president of the company and A. Malchus is manager.

The Gold King Leasing Co.'s mill at Gladstone, which has

been closed since February, is now operating with a full crew.

The capacity of the plant is 250 tons per day. The flotation

machine of 40 cells is giving great satisfaction. L. 0. Bastlan

is superintendent and J. H. Slattery general manager. The

head office of the company is at Silverton.

ELY, NEVADA
Notes on a Pbobable Coppeb Pboduceb.

Announcement that at a meeting held a few days ago at

New York officials of the Consolidated Coppermines Co. had

subscribed flOO.OOO with which to rehabilitate this property is

considered most important for this part of Nevada. This com-

pany controls the most extensive area of any in the district,

which almost surrounds the Nevada Consolidated. Engineers

predict that it will eventually prove to be a prolific copper

producer. It is understood that the old Giroux mill will be

re-modeled and a flotation plant added for treating 500 tons

per day. Negotiations are said to be progressing favorably

for the Nevada Con. to treat a minimum of 1000 tons per day.

Ui-vlviil of thiH properly will add Hevenil liiiiicln-d riieii in lliu

|ia.v-ri>ll of the (llHlriel, and Kreiillv hicrcaHe the output.

Till' hlMlory of llie CoppiTiiiliies lufore anil nliice the ron-

Bolidalloii of the various iiilerests now Included In the hold-

ings has been a long run of iiilHforlune, Internal dlSKonHlouH,

and lltlKntlon, the end of which now sppms lo havo been

rencheil Ihrounh conciliation of all factions. Identlflod with

its management, control, and us large factors liiive been hucIi

noted operators as (ilroux. Cole, Ityaii, Wall, iiiul others who
have seldom been In complele luiiiiiony regardliij; the opera-

tions of the property. Managerial operating, ami llnaiiclul

troubles have niilllfled almost every effort to plare ilie prop-

erty In Its right position among the great copper produeera of

the country.

After the loss of the Glroiix shaft, by niviiig. to a deplli of

about 1300 ft. a few years ago, the Cole managenieiit siiiiU a

new shaft of five compartments, cnulpped with a siileiidld

holstlng-i>lant; but at a depth of about 1000 ft. they encount-

ered an ijiimense flow of water, which was followed by a lire

that wrecked the shaft. In the meantime, churn-drilling has

been conducted over a large area, with excellent results re-

ported, and a considerable production has also been made from

a part of the property by means of work of the Nevada Con.,

which has extended its workings into this ground for acquir-

ing convenient access to one of the steam-shovel pits. In

former work at the Giroux, large bodies of high-grade oxide

ore containing 25% were developed, and other work has proved

the existence of immense deposits of sulphide ore over a large

area.

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO
Co-MPOSITION 01- Zapatista Silveb Coin.s and Money Pboblkms.

Having an opportunity recently to assay and weigh some

Zapatista silver pieces I include the results as under. These

are of interest because of the varying fineness in gold and

silver, the decrease in the weight of the pieces the second

year and also, not unexpected, the pieces being marked with a

gold content which they do not contain. The pieces assayed

were 1*1 and f2 for 1914 and l'J15 respectively. The work-

manship is iwor. There is much speculation as to the value of

these pieces, and many have the idea that they are worth

several times their stipulated value on account of the gold they

contain. It is probable that pieces of the same denomination

and with identical markings vary greatly in silver and gold

content.

Marked
gold

grams
0.3

0.595

0.3

no mark

The money question in this part of the republic is becoming

exceedingly complex. A short time ago local editions were

declared out of circulation, and on June 3 the twenties, fifties,

and hundreds of the editions Vera Cruz-Gobierno Provi-

sional and of the Ejercito Constitucionalista, were de-

clared out of circulation, all without previous notification. For

a few hours in the morning of June 3 business was done with

this money, and at about ten o'clock in the morning it was

declared oflacially out of circulation. Of course the Govern-

ment promises to redeem this money during July, and pay

double its present value in gold to those who show their

confidence by depositing their money for redemption.

The Cinco Minas Co.'s property was attacked by bandits on

May 29, but the guard succeeded in driving them off after a

four hours' battle with no loss of life to the mine. Two or

three of the attacking party were killed or badly wounded, and

furnished food for the not overfed razorbacks of the camp.

Piece
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THE MINING SUMMARY
The news of the week as told by our special correspondents and compiled from the local press.

ALASKA
Knik

The estimated gold production from quartz in the Willow

Creek district for the 90-day season is $500,000, a good in-

crease. There are 150 miners employed. The Mabel company
has erected a mill. The Yago and Matanuska companies are

developing their properties extensively. In 1915 the Gold

Bullion yielded $132,000, Martin $150,000, and Independence

$50,000. The Willow Creek Mines Co. has been formed to

operate in the district. It has a lease on the Gold Bullion.

Willow Creek will soon be served by the new railway from

Anchorage.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

During May the Shattuck-Arizona produced 1,383,963 lb. of

copper, 25,865 oz. of silver, and 326 oz. of gold. No lead out-

^44 n

SHATTlf K-.\RIZO.\A MINE AT niSBKE.

put was reported. The lead yield varies, the first four months
of the year giving 267,853, 499,155, 714.379, and 130,570 lb.,

respectively. A dividend of 50c. plus an extra of 75c. per

share has been declared.

Gila County

Twenty-flve miles south of Globe steady development is

under way at the Troy copper claims, owned by the Troy
Arizona Copper Co. of Boston and New York. R. G. Mead is

supervising e.xploration. Prospects are fairly good. The same
people have bonded the Cane Springs gold claims, two miles

south.

Mohave County

The Desert Power Co., whose lines end at Golconda, are

being extended to Chloride, a distance of 8 miles.

If the Minnesota-Conner mine in the Wallapai district can

be financed, another good producer would be added to the list.

Past outputs total over $1,000,000 from a depth of 700 ft. The
mine is idle, but is kept dry by bailing and pumping. P. S.

Virgin is In charge of this gold-silver-lead property, which is

well equipped.

Ten miles from Chloride the Arizona Butte Mines Co. is

working several mines. An aerial tram at the Banner is avail-

for carrying ore from the group. As no treatment plant was
near-by the mines were not worked for several years. Past

production is said to be considerable, and a good deal of ore

is available. Henry M. Crowther is in charge.

The Kingman Zinc Co. is producing concentrate regularly

at the Cupel mill. The Golconda Annex is shipping ore,

which contains more lead than zinc. High-grade gold,

silver, and zinc ore has been opened in the Cerbat mine, and
extraction is to commence soon.

Developments at 400 ft. in the Pioneer at Oatman are excit-

ing attention, as for a length of 25 ft. there has been opened

8 ft. of ore worth $16 per ton. The new big mines with possi-

bilities are the Big Jim, Pioneer, and United Eastern, and the

old producers, the Gold Road and Tom Reed.

CALIFORNIA

Since the Workmen's Compensation, Insurance, and Safety

Act became effective on January 1, 1914, up to and including

the 31st of May, 1916, the Industrial Accident Commission has

decided 2240 cases (exclusive of thousands of controversies

adjusted without the necessity of formal hearings). Of this

number there have been appealed to the Supreme Court and
the District Courts of Appeal, 88 cases, leaving 2152 decisions

of the Commission from which no appeals were taken, but

which decisions were accepted by the parties as final and
conclusive as to the law and facts. Of the 88 cases appealed,

writs of review were denied in 26, and the decision of the

Commission was affirmed in 6, making a total of 32 in which
the decisions of the Commission were sustained by the Appel-

late Courts. Of the 88 cases appealed the decisions of the

Commission were reversed in 13. Four of these 13 involved

but two issues, so that the Commission was actually reversed

in only 11 instances as to issue presented on appeal. This

means that the decisions of the Commission had been sus-

tained in practically two-thirds of the appealed cases, and that

the Commission had been reversed in less than i of 1% of the

cases decided by it.

Amador County

The Plymouth Consolidated reports as follows for May:

Ore milled, tons 11,780

Total value $59,000

Working expenses 29,124

Development charges 6,929

Surplus $22,947

Other expenditure $ 2.787

Butte County

Old dredge and mill tailing on Butte creek, near Chico.

between the Pacific Gold Dredging Co.'s laud to the boundary

of the United States Plant Introduction Gardens, an area of

336 acres, is being sampled for probable re-treatment. C. F.

Helman, well known at Oroville, and 0. W. Kay of Chico are

making tests.

Calaveras County

At 1600 ft. in the Gold Cliff mine of the Utica company at

Angels a narrow vein of very rich gold ore has been opened.

Specimen ore is extracted freely.
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KUIOKADO COI'XTV

S«n Kranclsttii rapllnl hni» l>M<n Inton-nttMl In ii niiniluT of

rhiliiiH In the tiroonwooil dliitrlct. iwolopnionl l» In iir«>Kros«

»t till' Ansonaut. Orwnwood. Soiuii. Bell. Uunkor lllll copper

near I'enobsoot. and OoclarbiirK near Spanish Dry DlnKlnRH.

The last nnmod has l>c(>n Idle for 3h yenrx.

Into Coi-mn

tSi>eclal Corresponilence.)—A Iohk. wlilf. ami hiKh-Krade

d<>iH>»lt of tunK!>tt*n on- has boon looatod ;ii niUos soiitliwi-st of

Mt. .MontRoniery. Nevada, by A. Stevens and C. .MoClellund.

This imrt of the country Is In one of the oldest nilnhiK dis-

tricts of Nevada.

Laws, California. June 13.

SlKHILV COINTV

A consolidation of the Slate Creek. Sierra Union, Scales and

Hounds Flat, and other hydraulic mines near Ilownlevllle has

been coini)leted by a company headed by P. R. Ultchle of San

Francisco. The proiiertles were examined by Karl Brehnie.

To allow of sluicinK being done permission will have to be

obtained from the Debris Commission.

SisKivor ColNTV

News from Gazelle states that the Davis gold mine is being

sampled. F. Chastain and others are shipping chrome ore.

SISKIVor COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.

and the Polar Bear has made a trial shipment of copper ore.

A custom plant may be erected near Gazelle.

TuoLUMSE County

(Special Correspondence.)—All the new machinery has been

installed at the McAlpine mine, which is in charge of W. A.

Irwin, at one time at the Standard mine at Bodie and the

Associated mine at Kalgoorlie. Western Australia. Driving

has been started from the 500-ft. level to get under the rich

shoot worked years ago.

Coulterville, June 9.

COLORADO
Clear Crkkk County

(Special Correspondence.)—The Mid Colorado Mines (^.

shipped 25 tons of concentrate running 40.875% zinc. Charles

Lancaster is manager.

At the McClellan mine, a 6-in. vein is being opened, assaying

364 oz. silver and 6.75% copper.

The manager of the Josephine mine at Silver Plume, A. L.

Stevens, shipped ij6 tons of lead ore that netted $4100. Twelve

men are stoplng.

Re-timbering of the Doric adit has been completed by the

Onondaga Mines Co. The adit is now In a distance of 3009 ft.

from its portal. The manager, Tallmadge Kyner, will prob-

ably drive ahead and let leases on some of the many lodes

already intersected. For this work a lurKor conipresHor and

ventllalinK fan should be inHtallol and perhaps the old plant

chunked from steam to electricity.

On the 100 ft. level of the OnoudaKU inlne 4 fl i>f ore Is now

bciuK driven on. and a carload Is shipped to llu' Huilsnn mill

at ld:iliii SprluKS each day.

The iiianaKer of the Capital mine, IC. Ilaiiinnn, Is IncreaHlnB

production In botli (|uantliy and <|iiiillty, the i>tilv hinilrance

to a much larger output being vcniilallon.

GcorKctown, June 13.

LaKK COI'NTV (LKADVII 1.1)

Iloutine work continues at the Harvard, I'eniose, and Wolf-

tone pumping shafts. The flrst is almost unwatered.

At the .Mikado shaft on Iron hill, l;:ot; ft. deep, and full of

water to the 800-ft. level, extensive pre|)arationH are under

way for drainage, re-tlniliering, and subseciuent exploration.

G. O. Argall of the Iron Silver company Is in charge. A new

60-ft. head-frame is being constructed. A large hoist lias been

ordered, also pumps. The ground includes several well-known

claims, and large bodies of lead-silver ore are expected to lie

opened.

From the Hugh lease In south Kvans gulch the weekly out-

put is .".n tons of $20 gold ore.

IDAHO
Attention of Eastern investors is hciiii; turned to the acquisi-

tion and development of gold i)ro|)erties in centra! Idaho to

an extent previously unknown in the region. Many of the

camps were the scenes of some of the earliest gold rushes in

the North-west, according to Henry Massani, jiioneer mining

operator, manager of the Idaho National company's placer

holdings and the Mascot quartz mine, near Elk City. The

entire central Idaho district is more active than for years,

and a number of properties that have been idle and practically

abandoned are to be developed. Small mills are l)eing erected

at different points in the Elk City-Newsonie-Ten-Mile and other

centres, and there is every reason to anticipate that the output

this summer will establish a new high record.

IDAUO County

Four men operating a one-stamp (450 lb.) mill, which they

dragged in over the snow last April, are extracting from $40

to $T}i) per day from the Lone Yellow Pine mine on Ten-Mile,

45 miles south and east of Stites. The property is owned by

John Harmon and Doit Morrow. The battery is driven by an

over-shot water-wheel. In the same district Smith brothers

have 5 stamps on the New York claims. Last winter the yield

was $21,000. The Orient company is extracting $7 per ton

by amalgamation.

Shoshone County (Coueb d'Alene)

Railroad connection between Wallace and the Beaver Creek

district is considered necessary. The Ray-Jefferson and Inter-

state Callahan would then have a better outlet, also the entire

Sunset region. The Northern Pacific line is expected to do

something in the matter.

The west side of Nine .Mile is one of possibilities judging by

recent transactions and new development. On the east side

are the Interstate-Callahan, Tamarack & Custer. Success, Rex,

and Patuxent.

According to the Wallace Miner, leasing has come to be an

important feature of mining operations in the Coeur d'Alene

district. It was at first mostly limited to leasing old workings

and to blocks of ground that could not be profitably mined by

large operating companies, but which offered good pay to prac-

tical miners who devoted their own time to the work and who

exercised more care in separating the ore from waste. Then

there are small and rich veins which apparently did not

justify a large expenditure for equipment, which have yielded

handsome profits to practical miners under lease. Gradually

the leasing system has been growing in popular favor, and in
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the Wardner district particularly some valuable leases have

been secured which yield large profits.

Reports are current at Kellogg that operations will soon

begin on the 1200-ton mill for the Interstate-Callahan com-

pany on the site secured some months ago at Enaville.

Several parties are said to be considering a deal on the old

Butler silver mine, near Wardner, and a resumption of opera-

tions may be expected at an early date. The property has been

idle for 20 years.

During May the Interstate-Callahan company mined 12,801

tons of ore, which produced 540 tons of concentrate containing

54% lead, and 10,080 oz. silver, also 6146 tons of concentrate

averaging 49.8% zinc. The mill recovery was 90.5%, and

smelter returns were $440,089. The three-compartment shaft

from the main adit of the Interstate-Callahan workings was

sunk 405 ft. in May, and connection has been made with the

Amazon-Manhattan group adjoining, acquired several months

ago by the company. The shaft will be sunk still farther, to

connect with the 600-ft. adit of the Amazon-Manhattan, which

is being advanced to meet it.

MICHIGAN
The Copper Countky

Some of the tonnages of ore reported during May were as

follows: Ahmeek, 110,000; Tamarack, 40,000; Wolverine, 41,-

000; Calumet & Hecla, 300,000; Quincy, 102,600; Wolverine,

31,100; Franklin, 24,000; Centennial, 14.000; AUouez, 47,200;

La Salle, 12,500; Superior, 18,200; Mass, 31,200; and Hancock,

11,600 tons.

An editorial in a recent issue of the Daily Mining Oazette.

Houghton, has the following:

"The equalization committee of the board of supervisors of

Houghton county agreed last week to raise the valuation of the

county approximately $10,000,000. It means substantial in-

creases in taxation. More than that, the committee, at the sug-

gestion of the largest tax-paying interest in the county, decided

that this additional valuation should be placed on the copper

mines, so that the additional taxes will fall on the mining cor-

porations and not on the other property owners in the county.

It is fair and just and right. But did you ever hear of any

board of supervisors in this whole State voluntarily agreeing

to increase their own taxes? Increases usually come when
they are forced by State officials. And did you ever hear of a

board of supervisors' equalization committee practically plac-

ing a $10,000,000 increase in valuation on the property which

they themselves control and manage? It is a record in the

Iiistory of politics in this State. And it is right in line with

Houghton county's reputation for fairness. The facts are that

the increase in valuation in this county has, in reality, come to

the mining corporations. But it has, nevertheless, some effect

on other property. Next year it will have a further effect on

other property. But this action by the committee is entitled

to commendation. It is, of course, the informal session of the

committee. The figures on mine valuation have to be approved

later at a formal session and then endorsed by the board of

supervisors as a whole. But in the past these informal agree-

ments on mine valuation always have stood up and the agree-

ment at the equalization committee was unopposed."

MISSOURI
Jasper County (.loin. in Di.stiuct)

On June 19 rain amounting to 5.75 in. fell at Joplin, flooding

the town and mines, stopping ore extraction for some days.

In the week ended June 11 the ore market remained firm.

The Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma region produced 6348 tons of

blende, 129 tons of calamine, and 950 tons of lead, averaging

177, $55, and $S1 per ton, respectively. The total value was

$577,200; and for 23 weeks, $18,792,175.

North-east of Webb City the Rollamo company has a tailing-

plant treating dumps. About 1200 tons is treated in three

8-hour shifts, in two rougher, one chat, and one cleaner jig. In

one day of 24 hours the mill produced 18 tons of concentrate,

and in one week 90 tons. This product contains 57.6% zinc,

0.25% lead, and 1.2% iron. Ten sludge-tables are to be added.

The motive power is a 150-hp. gas engine. The Millers and

White of Joplin are owners.

MONTANA
Beaverhe.\d County

A small boom has started at Bannack due to renewed

activity in old and new mines.

Fergus County

During May the Barnes-King company's mines produced

3779 tons of $7.41 and 2178 tons of $4.59 ore, both increases

compared with April. New construction continues.

Mineral County

Crude copper ore. fine and jig concentrates (from its 100-ton

mill) are averaging $25, $50, and $75 per ton, respectively,

from the Amador mine near Superior. The mine is opened to

700 ft., with good reserves. The mill commenced work in

May. Oscar Nordquist is manager.

SiLVERBOw County

All the Anaconda mines are working at full capacity, mak-

ing the power-demand so heavy that at the High Ore steam

hoisting has replaced compressed air, which is used at most

of the mines. The High Ore is 3600 ft. deep, and is a large

producer.

In the near future the Butte & Great Falls company is to

sink another shaft to a depth of 1000 ft. The cross-cut being

driven south from the shaft is in 575 ft. on its way to the

Dewey vein. At 460 ft. the Genevieve vein was cut, showing

11 ft. of good copper-silver-gold ore.

At 1600 ft. in the Butte & London a large station is being

cut. Some highly mineralized rock has been disclosed by this

work.

Foundations are being prepared for the new hoist at the

Davis-Daly.

The strike of various trades at Butte is over.

NEVADA
Churchill County

At Wonder the Goldfleld Oro company is to resume work at

its Vulture mine, adjoining the Nevada Wonder. Exploration

will start at SOO ft., in charge of T. F. Manning.

Esmeralda County

During May the Jumbo Extension produced 2850 tons of ore

worth $91,500. Charges were $17,500 for mining, $32,250 for

freight, sampling, and treatment, and $10,500 smelting losses,

leaving $31,250 net. This profit is $6000 above that in April,

and $10,000 in March. Shipments are now 150 tons daily.

Some $8 dump ore is being marketed.

Development at the Florence is improving, new ground at

650 ft. being of promise. Additions to the flotation plant will

be ready by the end of June.

At the Silver Pick the shaft is being sunk rapidly from 700

to 1000 ft. depth.

In the Lida district, south-west of Goldfleld, the Florida

claims have been purchased by the Theo brothers of Goldfleld

for $45,000. A flotation plant is to be erected to treat the ore

and that from their mine at Hornsilver.

Lyon County

(Special Correspondence.)—The leaching-plant of the Ne-

vada-Douglas company at Ludwig has been placed in opera-

tion, treating 250 tons of ore daily. It Is probable a larger

quantity will be put through as the various units reach ca-
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l>ucltv. Fuel-oil Ih iisod In the fiirn»ro8. The niiuinKoiiicnl

riM-onily announced thnl u Ibtko tonniiK"' of Kood-Krndi' ort> wiw
available.

The VerlnKton Mouniain i-onipany, o|icrntlnK "oar Scliurn.

Is shliipInK 12 to 2i» tons of i-o|i|ht oro |ht day. A rrossciit

from the lx>vlne wUm> has cut the vela. showInK a width of

51 ft. Two f<ft of shlppinK ore Is t'Xiio.ied In tho intorinedlati>

li'vol of the Roach worklnfni. John O. Klrrhon of Tonopah is

RonenU manager.

The Reservation Hill district i-onllniies to report progress.

On the 20iVft. level of the Mountain View ihe vein Is said to

Ih> over SO ft. wide, with much of this of good inlllInK grade.

The mill Is running steadily, using water from the Walker
river. An option has been taken on the Pack Saddle group
In (^<ilora<lii people, and preparations are being made for ex-

tenstre work.

Yerlngton. June 7.

NvE County

From March 9 to May 31 the Round Mountain hydraulic
plant moved 106.600 cu. yd. of gravel, yielding $40,000, with
no olean-up of bedrock.

Ten mines at Tonopah last week produced 9!t:!" tons of ore

valued at $186,126. During May the Belmonfs yield was
229.351 oz. of bullion from 12,824 tons of ore. giving a profit

of $126,263. Prom 3153 tons the Jim Butlers profit was
$23,361. The Tono|)ah company treated 9239 tons for a profit

of $26,330. Only 125.000 oz. was shipped.

Whitk Pine Covnty

(Special Correspondence.)— It is announced by wire from
action taken at recent annual meeting of the Consolidated
Copiiermines (old Girouxi Co. at Delaware, that it has been
financed to the extent of $100,000. The old mill at Pilot Knob
will be overhauled to treat 500 tons per day, including dota-

tion. Also arrangements have been made with the Nevada
Consolidated to mine from the Coppermines Ore claim in

Liberty pit 1000 tons daily, and treat it at the plant at McGill.

The Nevada Consolidated has under way a drilling campaign.
During April 8500 ft. was drilled, which in some instances
showed Vy copper ore. It is understood that there is 500 ft.

depth of ore in the bottom of Eureka pit, as shown by drill-

holes. The general public appears to think that the Nevada
Consolidated is a surface deposit only.

Tungsten activity has somewhat subsided owing to the drop
in price and no market The U. S. Tungsten Co. has reduced
its mill to one shift for want of ore. It has a contract at

$72.50 per unit. Much ore of commercial grade could be
purchased, helping themselves and the prospector. The
Independent mill was started and made a short run, but has
not sufficient power for the crusher and elevators. The
Consolidated Tungsten Co. adjoining the U. S. T. Co. on
the south has its mill running. The Nevada Scheelite Co.
(Minerva district) has a small plant in operation for sampling
purposes.

Ely, June 10.

High-grade zinc ore has been found by the. Lead King com-
pany in the Dock Creek district, 1i miles east of McGill. A
good deal of development has been done.

OKLAHOMA
Ottawa Cou.niv

For the sum of $125,000 the U. S. Smelting Co. has pur-

chased 60 acres of land from B. H. Marbury, north of Cardin.
The lease calls for a S'vc royalty to be paid to the Indian land-

owners. A mill at the Ravenswood mine at Reeds, Missouri,

will be moved to the new property.

UTAH
There is a congestion of ore at the smelters in this State,

and temporary curtailment of production has been notified

to companies, especially lead-silver producers.

The I'inh Ore Sampling Co. Ih Io er<-<-l another iilani at

Murray. At present GOO Iouh dally Ih luiMdled. Thin company
hnH KjimpleiB at full caparlly at Park City and Sliver City,

JtiAii County

During .May the Iron llloHHoni earned $|(i,0(l(l. The ropper
ore mined at 1100 ft. Is expected to be cut at 1700 feel.

Salt Lakk County

High-grade ore, Id ft. wide, has been cut at 2100 ft. In tliu

Quincy adit of the South HecIa In the Little Cottonwood
district.

WASHINGTON
Fkuhv County

Plans are under consideration by the Korthw>>Ktern Develop-
ment Co.. a ri'cently organized Si)okane corporation, to con-
vert the old .smelter at Keller Into an electro-chemical plant
for the treatment of ores of the Keller-Nespelem region. The
smelter was built seven years ago, when It wjlb anticipated
that the Colvllle Indian reservation would he opened and a
railway constructed into the district, but the furnaces never
have been blown-ln. The plant, including the electric-power
station, cost $250,000, and it is said to be in excellent condi-

tion still, having been well cared for. It is i)rovlded with
facilities for treating 100 tons of copper ore and 50 tons of

lead ore daily. The property was taken over several months
ago by the Northwestern company, which at the same time
acquired the Manila and Rebecca groups of copper-lcad-sUver

cllams near-by. If the iilant Is 0[)erated as suggested, It will

necessitate changes in the equipment that will cost not loss

than $70,000, but it will obviate the shipment into the camp
of expensive coke. There are plenty of good projierties to

supi)ly a smelter in that locality. The Iron Creek Mining Co.

is hauling ore 56 miles to Republic, and shipping it to the

smelters. This ore contains 600 oz. silver and 16% lead. The
Walla Walla Copper Co. is working three shifts, and has a
large body of high-grade coi)per ore. The Summit mine has
ore in considerable quantities. The Manila has as large a
body of copper ore. and only needs transportation facilities.

It is 435 ft. wide, as shown by diamond-drill prospecting, and
carries 1.83% copper. William E. Malm is one of the chief

stockholders and manager, with William E. Johnson as super-

intendent.

WYOMING
The State Geological Survey at Cheyenne, L. W. Trumbull

in charge, has issued a new map of the State. It is 35 by 40 in.,

and shows contours and important centres. The map is for

sale at $1.

Production of coal in Wyoming in 1915 was 6,554,028 short

tons, an increase of 78,735 tons, or more than 1% as com-
pared with 1914, according to figures compiled by C. E. Lesher,

of the U. S. Geological Survey. The total value decreased

nearly 5% from $10,033,747 in 1914 to $9,555,804 in 191.5. The
number of men employed in the coal mines decreased from

8117 in 1914 to 7244 in 1915, but the average number of days
worked increased from 192 to 201.

CANADA
British Colushsia

Some attention has been attracted to the Blue Bell pen-

insula on the east side of Kootenay lake, almost opposite

Ainsworth, by the recent opening of a large surface showing
of galena on the Comfort claim owned by A. D. Wheeler of

Ainsworth. Hudson Bay trappers, 60 years ago, made bullets

from this lead ore.

According to Ernest Levy, manager of the Le Roi No. 2

mine at Rossland (which is primarily a gold district), the cost

of explosives and other supplies are high, a 30 to 50% advance,

and wages are up 16%. the whole making conditions undesir-

able, as there are no benefits from high prices for the product.
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Ontario

The Nipissing in May produced silver worth $291,898,

against $124,452 in April. Bullion shipments, including

custom ore, totaled $420,822, equal to 558,148 oz. Vein 490 con-

tributed largely. Shaft No. 81, to explore the Cobalt Lake
vein, is down 550 feet.

The 150-ton flotation anne.x is working well at the McKlnley-
Darragh. It treats tailing from the tables.

The Dome in May produced 39,400 tons of ore averaging $4.79

gold per ton. The cost was $2.46 per ton. The grade is 55c.

higher, and cost an increase of 15 cents.

MEXICO
On account of probable trouble between Mexico and the

United States. American employees are leaving Cananea and
Nacozari. Those at El Tigre are not coming out yet.

PERSONAL

Mining in Warfare

A metallurgist, well known in San Francisco, and now an
officer in the engineering corps of the Italian army, writes as

follows to a friend in California:

"The job is done. On the 12th of January I started drifting

toward the enemy's lines on top of the Col di Lana, at 2464

metres above sea-level. It was a long drive of over 300 ft.

At the beginning of April we were under their lines; the

enemy found us out and began to counter-mine. On the 7th

the enemy shot its first counter-mine; an ofiicer and five men
were buried by a cave, but nobody was seriously hurt. Half

an hour after we were again at work, blasting six rounds per

day without stopping work day or night. The enemy went
again after us, nicking three shafts, and driving right and

left. On the 9th I stopped all work and the enemy kept work-

ing as hard as he could. One drift was right over our heads,

and we could hear the Austrians walk and the rock tremble

under the blows of the pick. We kept perfect silence, waiting

until the infantry should be ready. On the night of the 15th

the enemy was so close that I decided not to delay further.

From 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. we loaded 10,040 pounds of gelatine

and 92% nitro-glycerine. By noon of the 17th the mines were

tamped.

"At 11:35 p.m. of April 17 everybody moved silently to his

appointed place; the trenches were deserted. We officer-en-

gineers sat on the floor of a gallery, our hands on the ropes

of the little generator. At the very second appointed we
pulled. The earth trembled as with an earthquake, but the ex-

plosion was not very loud. After two or three seconds came

the shower, or rather, heavenly earth-slide; some 15,000 tons

of rock and earth, burying everything under itself, even our

own trenches, and almost our galleries.

"The moon was at full. The sky was clear. At the instant

of the explosion, all the batteries on the mountain around us

opened an infernal fire on the top of the mountain. It was
an incredibly fantastic sight.

"The Italian 'tommies' poured out from the galleries and

stormed the top 300 ft. distant. The famous Col di Lana was

ours at last! I waved the flag on the very top, and all the

soldiers with me shouted "Viva I'ltalia." At my feet was the

crater, some 90 by 150 ft. in oval, and about 35 ft. deep.

Everything broken, scattered, mashed, and destroyed. The

wire entanglement was buried under thousands of tons of

rock. Some 80 Austrians were blown out of existence; we
captured 170 prisoners, 9 officers, one gun, etc. The victory

was ours."

The UNrvEBsiTY of Nevada at Reno has issued its catalogue

for 1915-'16, with announcements for 1916-'17. The publica-

tion covers 254 pages, and discusses all phases of the college

activities. Lectures for the new semester commence on August

30.

yote: The Editor ini*Ues members of the prnfeMion to send particulars nj their

work and appointments. This in/omuition i» interesting to our readers,

Robert T. Hill is at Washington.

Paul W. Avert is here from El Oro.

C. B. Rhodes has left El Oro and is now at Los Angeles.

S. S. Langley, of Los Angeles, was here during the week.

Benjamin Gonzalez sailed on the Colusa on .lune 15 for

Salvador.

VicTOB G. Hills, of Denver, sailed from here to Honolulu

on June 21.

Abthub W. Stevens was recently at Idaho Springs, Colo-

rado, and is now in Utah.

Wilbur H. Grant has been examining copper mines in

Humboldt county, California.

Henry Krumb, who has been inspecting the Braden mine in

Chile, has returned to New York.

C. H. MacNutt, manager for the Burma Mines Co., is at

the Fairmont hotel. He has resigned.

W. G. Matteson is doing geological work for the Empire

Gas & Fuel Co. of Bartlesville, Oklahoma.

Robert E. Cranston is examining the Lucky Girl mine in

the Edgemont district, near Elko, Nevada.

Roy a. Si'lligeb has been appointed mill superintendent of

the Minas del Tajo. Rosario, Sinaloa, Mexico.

Eii.MrNi> Shaw, until recently metallurgist at the La

Leonesa mine in Nicaragua, has returned to El Paso, Texas.

C. T. SoKUP has left the Canadian Copper Co. to take a posi-

tion with the American Smelting & Refining Co. at Kansas

City.

Richard C. McIntyre has received an appointment on the

staff of the Burma i.Iines, and sails from San Francisco to

Rangoon early in July.

Corey C. Brayton and E. R. Richards have opened offices

in the Hobart building, San Francisco, to conduct the business

of mining and metallurgical engineering.

F. W. Traphagen. professor of metallurgy in the Colorado

School of Mines, has resigned to accept the presidency of the

Colorado Metal Mining & Reduction Company.

J. A. Force, who has been in charge of operations tor the

Consolidated Mines & Reduction Co. at Cripple Creek, has

resigned. He intends to devote his time to private practice.

The Editor will be grateful for occasional good photographs

of subjects relating to mining and metallurgical operations.

They should be printed on glossy paper.

The 19th annual session of the American Mining Congress

will be held at the LaSalle Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, during the

week of November 13.

At the Commencement of the University of Illinois on June

14, 222 baccalaureate degrees were granted to students of the

College of Engineering, of which 39 were civil, 43 electrical,

44 mechanical, and 3 mining engineers.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission announces an open

competitive examination for coal-mining engineer, for the

Bureau of Mines at a salary ranging from $2400 to $4000 per

annum. Ai)plications must be filed with the Commission at

Washington, D. C, by July IS. There will also be an ex-

amination for assistant petroleum engineer for the Bureau of

Mines, at a salary ranging from $1800 to $2500 per annum.

Applications must be filed by July 18.
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THE METAL MARKET
MKTAI. I>III('KM

Snn l''rrtni-li*»'<». Jmn' 20,

Antlinoiijr, evniii per pound
Klcctrolyltc ropp«r, ccnia per pound
PlK lend, cpnln ppr pound
Platinum: soft niclal. per ounce....
Platinum: hard niotal. 10<ir Iridium, per ounce.
Quicksilver: p.-r llnsk of 75 ll>

Spcltor. conls por pound
Tin. oonts por pound
7.tiii'-.iu.it .-..lit.* iwf poun<l

37.50

31

7.26— 8.2C

7 '»

179
»6S

21

I.".

30

ORtS PRICKS

San Francisco, June 20.

.Antimony :•<•, product, pi-r unit (KJ or 20 lb.).... |1.2o

Chrome: iO'~, and ovit. f.i>.h. car.i I'liliforniii. piT ton. 12.00—H.OO
llanininesc: 60% product, f.o.b. cars California, ton. 20.00

Mncrneslte: crude, per ton 7.00—10.00

Tun^len: 60'r WOj. per unit 30.00—10.00

The tunirslen situation at Boulder, Colorado, Is unchanged.
Fluorspar bulletin of the U. S. Geologrlcal Survey has been

Issued. The output last year was 136,941 tons worth $5.58 per
ton.

Bauxite (aluminum ore) production of the United States In

1915 was 297.011 tons. averoRlnK $5.14 per ton.

New York. June 14.

Antimony: Prompt delivery ore has sold at $2.50 per unit.

but the demand I? llKht.

Tungsten: A broker quotes $32 to $36 for material running
65r'r and over, while a buyer says that as low a.s $30 has been
done recently. The buyer does not look for much higher prices,

his opinion being that production tias been overdone. There
no longer is such frantic buying of high-speed steel as existed
a fen- months ago, and this has eased the demand for ferro-
tungsten. It Is hoped that some foreign inquiry for tungsten
will materialize, but in this connection it is to be remembered
that England is forging ahead in the manufacture of ferro-
tungsten, using ores from Burma and Portugal. The material
has been quoted lower In England than in the United States.

EASTERN MENTAL M.4.RKET

(By wire from New York.)

June 20.—Copper is dull and weak; lead is quiet though
steadier: spelter is stagnant.

SILVER

Below are given the average New York quotations, in cents
per ounce, of fine silver.

Date.
June 14 63.00

15 62.87
16 63.12
17 63.87
18 Sunday
19 64.75
20 64.12

Average week ending
May 9 75.89

• 16 76.40
" 23 74.14
• 31 70.81

June 6 66.35
" 13 64.58

20 6.3.62

Monthly averages
1914.

Jan 57.58
Feb 57.53
Mch 58.01
Apr 58.52
May 58.21
June 56.43

1915.
48.85
48.45
50.61
50.25
49.87
49.03

1916.
56.76
56.74
57.89
64.37
74.27

1914.
July 54.90
Aug. 54.35
Sept 53.75
Oct 51.12
Nov 49.12
Dec 49.27

1915.
47.52
47.11
48.77
49.40
51.88
55.34

1916.

The current week has witnessed fluctuations in silver, but
nothing termed violent, the tendency being upward. Samuel
Montagu & Co. of London say that it is impossible to overlook
the fact that tlie statistical position of the metal is extremely
strong—the amount of the nominal stock in London available
for sale is but a mere fraction of the total. There is no reason
to believe that hoarding of silver has yet taken place In

America, at any rate to any important extent. The heavy ex-
penses of freight ami insurance tend to retard, if not to deter,
exports from India.

Silver resen'es of the Tonopah Belmont on May 1 amounted
to 1.150,000 oz. Recent sales were 100,000 at 71c., and 200.000 oz.

at 76c. A 12Hc. dividend has been declared.

COflMOIl

Prices of elootrolytlc in Ni'W Vorit

Date.
Juno 11 27.75

••
l.'i 27.50

" 16 27.25
•' 17 27.00

18 Sunday
19 26.75

• 20 26.75

In cents piT pound
Average week ondin

Mhv »
• 16
•• 23

31
June

K
211.211

29.50
2».04
28.25
28.00
28.00
i7.17

Monthly avoragos
1914.

.1 1.21

.14.46

.14.11
Apr 14.19
May 13.97
June 13.60

Jan.
Feb.
Mch.

1916.
13.60
14.38
14.80
16.64
18.71
19.75

19IC.
24.30
26.62
26.65
28.02
29.02

1914.
Julv 13.26
Aug 12.34
Sopt 12.02
Oct 11.10
Nov 11.75
Dec 12.76

1915.
19.09
17.27
17.69
17.90
18. 8S
20.67

I'tnh Copper In May produced 15,110 1.000 lb., a ri-cord.

1,400,000 lb. above April.

Kenni'cott, Alaska, has sold its possilile output for tills

at prices assuring well over $6 per share In dividends.

LEAD
Lead is quoted in cents per pound, New York delivery.

and

year

Date.
June 14

" 15
" 16
" 17

18 Sunday
'• 19
•' 20

6.85
6.80
6.75
6.75

6.75
6.75

May

June

Average week ending

Jan.
Feb.
Mch.
Apr.
May
June

1914.
. 4.11
. 4.02
. 3.94
. 3.86
. 3.90
. 3.90

1915.
3.73
3.83
4.04
4.21
4.24
5.75

9.
16.
23.
31.
6.

IS.
20.

Monthly averages
1916.
5.95
6.23
7.26
7.70
7.38

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

1914.
. 3.80
. 3.86
. 3.82
. 3.60
. 3.68
. 3.80

1916.
5.59
4.67
4.62
4.62
5.15
5.34

. 7.46
. 7.43
. 7.37
. 7.25
. 7.15
. 6.90
. 6.77

1916.

QUICKSILVER
The primary market for quicksilver is San Francisco, Cali-

fornia being the largest producer. The price Is fixed in the
open market, according to quantity. Prices, in dollars per
flask of 75 pounds:

Week ending
Date.

I
June 6 72.50

May 23 90.00 " 13 68.00
" 31 75.00 I " 20 68.00

Monthly averages
1914.

Jan 39.25
Feb 39.00
Mch 39.00
Apr 38.90
May 39.00
June 38.60

1915.
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Eastern Metal Market

New York, June 14.

What is the matter with the metal marlvet? This is an in-

quiry heard on many sides. Briefly, there has been a re-

action, in some cases, violent, in every metal with the ex-

ception ot aluminum.

As bearing on the question, two or three points may be

made. One is that the warring nations are buying more

carefully and skillfully than they did a few months ago, when
the cry was, give us the stuff, whatever the price. Today the

suspicion exists that Great Britain is in various ways en-

deavoring to depress American prices in order to make her

purchases more favorable to her interests. This seems to be

true particularly of brass and copper-finished products, such

as rods, sheets, and billets. Foreign buyers have spurned

American bids in some cases, on the ground that they can buy

cheaper at home.

Another point is that domestic consumers are not only cau-

tious in their buying, but are being urged by at least one large

mill to exercise still greater conservatism in bu> ing for the

future. They are told that orders cannot be cancelled; that

the end of the War will bring lower prices, and that the mill

in question prefers small orders sufficient to meet current

demands. This attitude on the part of a mill may seem odd.

but it actually exists.

Copper, zinc, lead, and tin are dull, and lower in price.

Antimony is demoralized. It seems that a re-adjustment of

prices is under way. But even if this is true, and lower prices

are to prevail, they will unquestionably be above normal, and

big profits will continue to be made.

COPPER

The market has continued dull, with scarcely enough doing

to test prices. The producers are booking little or no business,

and second-hands are having things their own way. That the

producers are well sold-up has been repeatedly stated. For

the forward positions (from September on) their quotations

are' understood to range from 29 to 29.75c. There is plenty of

re-sale copper to be had, however, this side of September, in

fact, near-by deliveries of electrolytic are procurable at 27.7.5

to 28c., cash. New York, and small quantities probably could

be plcked-up lower. The demand is so light that all quotations

are nominal. Lake is nominally quoted at about 28c., but the

demand for it is light also. Rumors that London was contem-

plating some good buying have been current, but they are un-

substantiated. The London market is quiet at £141. The

feeling is widespread that the general dullness of the market

can be attributed in part to Great Britain's desire to depress

prices for her own benefit. A statement of this kind Is diflB-

cult, if not impossible to prove, but some facts stand out

strongly. It is admitted by members of the trade that the day

is past when England will pay premium prices for copper or

brass and copper products If she can avoid it. In several cases

where quotations have been submitted on brass rods and bil-

lets, on copper sheets and other finished products, the answer

bas come that the Intending buyers could do better at home.

One house, on this ground sought to cancel an order for 1.5,000

tons of copper sheets; another said it could save 5c. per pound

on brass billets by buying at home. It is conceded that before

business in these products can reach larger proportions, the

London prices must be met. The mills are so well filled with

orders that so far they have declined to do this. The condi-

tion is not conducive to extending the export business. On
the other hand, domestic manufacturers continue their policy

to buy sparingly, or only to cover new contracts. In some
cases where they have sought to buy ahead, certain mills have

emphatically stated that any orders they might take would not

be subject to cancellation; they also pointed out that prices

would collapse with the end of the War, and that consumers

might well proceed cautiously in providing for their future

needs. Exports of ingot copper, June 1 to 14, totaled 14,057

tons.

ZINC

Some doubt was expressed a week ago as to whether the Im-

provement then noted would hold. Since then the bottom has

dropped out of the market. Quotations are again on the down-

grade and yesterday near-by metal could have been had easily

at 14.50c., New York, or 14.25c., St. Louis. July Is quoted at

about 13c., St. Louis, September at 12c., and October at 11.50c.

It is certain that, though the recent movement was a short

one, a large amount of zinc was contracted for, not a little of

it by galvanizers. The London market is weak, and yester-

day it declined £2 to £68 for prompt. The drop abroad was a

further depressing influence on this market, and made sellers

all the more anxious to move their holdings. Not since last

October has the London price been so low. Exports, June 1

to 14, totaled 2065 tons.

Sheet-zinc has been reduced to 20c., f.o.b. mill, carload lots.

LEAD

The common story applies to lead—a weak, sagging market,

with outsiders making the low price. The A. S & R. Co. con-

tinues to quote 7c., New York, and 6.92ic., St. Louis, as prices

at which it will sell (not merely bases for averages), but the

Independents are quoting down to B.SSc, New York, and there

is little doubt about their willingness to accept 6.S0c., New
York. The London quotation is off a few points, and stood

yesterday at £31 5s. Exports June 1 to 14 totaled 1152 fons.

Features of interest are lacking.

TIN

No interest on the part of consumers, and lower prices, sums

up the situation. Not only has there been no business worthy

of note, but each concession designed to arouse the buyer has

only made him more shy. It now develops that there was

very little real need for the alarm felt over the question of

obtaining British shipping licenses. For months the market

has been supported by reports that Great Britain was likely

to halt the issuance of licenses, thereby creating a shortage of

tin in this country. Not only has such action not been taken,

but Banca tin, acceptable for many purposes has been coming

here freely. It is not subject to any license restrictions, and

has been selling at } to Ic. below the price of Straits tin.

While Its use is broader than formerly, the tin-plate manu-

facturers stick to the use ot Straits. The A. S. & R. Co. is

distributing moderate-sized lots of the tin it refines from

Bolivian ores, and it is good-looking stuff. Spot Straits tin

was quoted yesterday at 43.25c. at New York. Arrivals this

month total 2510 tons, and there is afloat 3102 tons.

ANTIMONY

Whereas Chinese and Japanese grades were quoted a few

months ago at 45c., they are now to be had at 20c., duty paid.

One seller asserts that it would be wrong to say that there is

any market at all, and others agree with him. One theory for

the absence of demand is that antimony is no longer called

for as a hardener in shrapnel bulU-ts, the making of shrapnel

having given way to the manufacture of high-explosive shells.

There probably is some truth in this statement, but it does

not entirely explain the situation.
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Price of Scrap Metals

A wide range of prices !• being quoted for all oorap niotalB

•t Now York, tlio nmrkot Ih'Iiik InrKcly n iimtlcr of iiutlvlduiil

outlet, which Is of n routine chnrncti-r. acoordlnc to the Dmlv
iletal Reporter. The divergence of views ns to new copper

prices that exist iH'tween prod\icer» and some of the second-

hands, Is retliM-iod In the market for copiier scrap, and there

Is a corresiHJndlnKly wide latitude between Ideas of scrap-

metal siHH-lullsts on copiHT. The downward revision in lead

\iilues Is discernible In a niarKlnal reduction In heavy 8cra|>-

lead. Uncertainty In the spelter situation makes for an easier

tone In scrap and new ilnc. Some prices are as follows In

cents per pound:

Crucible copi>er 22.50

—

Heavy copper and wire 22,00

—

Light copter 19.00—

Heavy yellow brass 12.50—13.00

Clean light brass lOJ— 11

New brass clippings 15 — 15}

No. 1 conii>oslf Ion 17 —
No. 1 composition turnings 15 — 15}

Yellow brass turnings 12}— 13

Kod car boses 14}— 15}

Cocks and faucets 15 —
Heavy lead 5}

—

Tea-lead 4}— 4J

Scrap-zinc 9 — 9}

New zinc-clips 10 — 10}

No. 1 pewter (nominal) 30 —
Siphon tops (nominal) 28 — 29

Block tin pipe (nominal) 38 — 40

Tin-foil (nominal) 26— 27

Solder joints ( nominal ) 9 —
Cast aluminum 35 — 36

New aluminum clippings 47 — 50

Aluminum borings and turnings 22 — 23

Electrotype (nominal) 5 — 5}

Stereotype (nominal) ... 7}— 8

Copper and the Decline in Metals

From Its recent high price of 30} cents per lb., electrolytic

copper has receded 3c. to 27}c. for immediate delivery metal,

or 109c. The copper shares with inexplicable timidity have

failed to sell on a basis fully warranted by even 17-c. metal,

and have fallen away a little over 6% from their best quota-

tions, according to the Boston Sews Bureau.

The drop in all the major metals—pig-iron alone excepted

—

has greatly exceeded the reaction in copper, and yet their

shares have in some instances responded not by a sympa-
thetic decline, but by new high record figures.

The average selling price of electrolytic copper over the

past 10 years has been 15c. per lb., a figure which has per-

mitted a 5(Kc manufacturing profit over the average cost (plus

depreciation) of say 10c. per lb. In a great many cases,

notably where there is a definitely determined tonnage of ore,

the present stock-market valuations would be entirely justified

with copper at only 13c. For instance, it is calculated that on

13-c. metal Inspiration could mine its known orebodies for

20 years, and return the Investor at $45 per share all the

money he had put into it, plus 6% interest, in the mean-
while. With copper averaged at 15c. the value of Inspiration

jumps to $63.

Just why 'coppers' have never responded to the sensations

of a 30-c. metal market is a complete mystery, unless the

market leaders themselves under-estimatf d the war demand
for copper and sold out their stocks when the metal reached

20c. If they are trying to get them back they have met with
indifferent success. The public won't buy and won't sell!

In the raso of speltor, the price of prime Westorn has been

cut In halveii from the tup notch of 'JRJc., made in June, 1915,

but Kpi'lter Hliares represented liy a conipoxlte average of Itutte

& Superior and American Zinc have reriMlcd only 10%. Kroin

the lilKb of llie year prime WeHlern Ik off :!»>',",.

It is clear therefore that the copper sliareH. nieimuri'il by

the past, proKenl, and future of the IniluKtry are In wonderfully

strong position, and values must ultimately count.

Herewith are some intorcHtlng flgurcR showing to what ex-

tent leading metals are oft from their boKt prices of this year,

all reduced to a per |iound basis:

High Present Decline

1916 price Decline %
Gold $248.04 $248.04

PIg-lron 0.0092 O.OOilO $0.0002 2.7

Aluminum 0.63 0.58 0.06 7.9

Copper 0.30} 0.27} 0.03 10.0

Sliver S.90 7.53 1.37 18.7

Lead 0.08} 0.063 1.75 20.0

Tin 0.57 0.44i| 0.12} 21.5

Spelter 21.17 0.13} 7.67 36.3

Quicksilver 4.00 1.00 3.00 75.0

Average of 20 cop-

per stocks 60.96 56.96 4.00 6.5

Zinc stocks* 101.4;! 90.0.") 10.9:! 10.7

•Composite of Butte & Siii)erlor and American Zinc.

Copper Dividends

The following table of quarterly dividend payments pictures

in a graphic way how the copper .shareholders' income has

been increasing during the past 12 months, according to the

Boston \eirs Bureau:

, 19IG ^ , 1915

2nd Ist 2nd 1st

quarter quarter quarter quarter

Ahmeek $3.00 $.'!.00 $2.50 $0.75

Allouez 2.00 1.50

Anaconda 1.50 1.00 0.50

Calumet & Arizona 2.00 2.00 0.50 0.50

Calumet & Hecla 15.00 15.00 15.00 5.00

Chino 2.25 1.25 0.50 0.50

Copper Range 2.50 1.50

Granby 1.50 ....

GreeneCananea 2.00 1.00

Inspiration 1.25 .... ....

Kennecott 1.50 1.00

•Mohawk 7.00 1.00

Nevada Consolidated 0.75 0.50 0.2.0 0.25

North Butte 0.50 0.40

Old Dominion 3.00 2.50 1.00 0.50

Osceola 4.00 3.00 2.00

Quincy 4.00 3.00 2.00 1 .00

Ray 0.50 0.50 0.37}

Shattuck-Arizona 1.25 0.50 0.50

Tennessee 0.75 0.75 0.75

U. S. Smelting 1.00

Utah Copper 3.00 2.50 1.00 0.75

•Wolverine 6.00 4.00

•Pays dividends semi-annually.

Ix spite of the fact that the metallic aluminum consumed in

the United States in 1915 amounted to 99,806,000 lb., there was

a great scarcity of the metal in this country, especially during

the later part of the year, according to Information gathered

by W. C. Phalen, of the Geological Survey. A greatly increased

demand, together with the curtailment of imports, were the

chief causes of this scarcity. Applications of the metal have

been many in the War in Europe.
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ALASKA MEXICAN GOLD MINING CO.

ALASKA TREADTELL GOLD MINING CO.

.4.LASKA UNITED GOLD MINING CO.

These three well-known companies, operating on Douglas

island opposite Juneau in Alaska, are under the general

superintendency of P. R. Bradley, and their reports for the

year ended December 31, 1915, will be read with extra interest

on account of the consolidation now under way. The best

way to show the past year's results is by the following table:

, United v
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MINING DEC ISIONS BOOK REVIEWS

MiNKRAI. LKASE—ElTMT OF AnAMlONMKNT

A les8e»« hnvliiK nbjtndoiiPd a niliicral longo. rHiinot thorc-

nftor clnlni or enforce any rlKlit ttuTountlor wltlioui flrst

socurlng iho consont of the lessor or a renewal of the leiisp.

Harris r. Rlggs (Indiana*. 112 Northeastern, 3<;. April

6. 1916.

Miix-siTE WiTHix Forest Reserve

The Act of June *. 1S97, making lands within forest reserves

Bubjert to entry under the existing mining laws of the United

States confers the right to locate or purchase a mill-site In

connection with a lode claim within a National Forest.

James W. Nlcol (Land Department). 44 Kind Decisions,

197. July 15. 1915.

Vacating Patent—Restoration ok Land to Entkv

Where as the result of a suit by the United States to vacate

and annul a patent issued under coal-land laws, the lands in

question are re-conveyed to the United States In accordance

with a compromise agreement entered into by the parties to

the suit, such lands do not become subject to filing or entry

until the re-conveyance thereof has been duly noted upon the

records of the local office.

Nathaniel J. Chapln (Land Department). 44 Land Deci-

sions, 222. July 27, 1915.

Placer Location in Alaska—Requisite.s

The certificate of location of a placer mining claim which

has not been verified and which describes the claim as the

•No. 1 Bear Creek placer-mining claim." being situated in the

White River Mining district, territory of Alaska, and further

describes "Bear Creek" as a tributarj' to "Big Eldorado" vests

not title in the owner. The laws of Alaska require the certi-

ficate to describe the location of the claim with reference to

some "natural object, permanent monument, or well known

mining claim" such as will identify the claim in question, and

the certificate must be verified before a valid recordation can

be made. The location of a mining claim in Alaska under a

power of attorney is valid, if the power of attorney is duly

recorded at any time before adverse rights accrue, or location

Is attempted to be made of the same ground by another.

Cloninger v. Finlaison (Alaska), 230 Federal, 9S. Febru-

ary 7. 1916.

Mineral Title to Litobal Rights Held Valto

The Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co. acquired title to certain

land on the literal line of Gastineau channel In the City of

Juneau from three sources, namely: by mining lode locations,

from purchase of mill-site locations, and by purchase of the

possessory rights of certain Indians. The appellant which was

a lumber company sought to build wharves over the property

in question alleging that the Alaska Juneau company's title

was defective because it was claimed under both mineral and

non-mineral locations and that the construction of a roadway

by the City of Juneau across the property had cut them off

from litoral access. Held, that the Alaska Juneau title was

good, there being no inconsistency in acquiring titles from

all adverse sources. Nor was the mining company's right to

the use of the shore extinguished by the construction of a city

street without their express consent or grant of right or by

exercise of the right of eminent domain.

Werthen Lumber Mills v. Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co.

(Alaska), 229 Federal, 966. March 6, 1916.

RiLKS I--OII COMirtTINC. I'KIIKHIMA til; TkhTH (11 I'OWKII I'l.ANT

AlTAitATi-s. P. 209. 111., Index. p"lu< Amerlciiii Society of

Mechanical ICnglnoers, New York.

The ("oininlllee n|>|"ilnli>d in AlPlI 1909 by the AiniM'Icuii

Society of Mechanical KiinlueerH a revise the leBtlng codes

of the Society relative to power jiant nppariiliin haw com-

I>letcd Its work. The rules cover t( Us of boilers, reciprocating

stcam-engineB. Bteam-turbines. pun ping machinery, coiiipress-

ors, blowers, and fans, com|)leto sleam-powor plants, loco-

motives, gas-producers, gas and oilengines, and water-wheels.

Needless to slate, the Committee has done its work in ;i thor-

ough and careful manner, and tlif riMilling volume will be In-

dispensable to anyone having to 4d with power-plant testing.

Copper. From the ore to the ijelal. By Hugh K. Picard.

P. 130. III., plan. Index. Isaac Qtiiian & Sons, London and
New York. For sale by the Mnli.Mi and Scientikic Pukhn.

Price, S5 cents.

This little book is one of a series on common commodities

of commerce published by Pitman'.s. The author is a dis-

tinguished metallurgist, well-kiiown In cyanidation and flota-

tion. Several excellent works liave hecn written on the many
phases of copper mining and metalliiiKy, mostly of a technical

nature; the volume before us iirAents the subject in an ele-

mentary or popular style, suitablfffor shareholders Interested

in copper mines or untechnicai waders who desire to get a

general idea of the methods of extracting the metal. The
latest concentrating tables are described and some space is

devoted to flotation processes. Ugjerlieratories receive a short

chapter. Costs, marketing, and prices conclude an interesting

essay on copper.

Recent Publications

U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washiirfton. 1). C. 191C;

Miners' Nystagmus. By Frearick L. Hoffman. Bulletin

93. P. 67. Index. This complafct results from a weakness

of the eyes.

Co.M.-MlNE FaTALITIKS in TIB U-MTKI) Statk.s, 1870-191 4.

With statistics of coal productioi^ labor, and mining methods
by States and calendar years.

Bulletin 115. P. 370. Charts,

The Sand Test for Detebmi

ators. By C. G. Storm and W.
P. 68. Illustrated. A publicati

value.

mpiled by Albert H. Fay.

ip, index.

THE Strength ok Deton-

Cope. Technical paper 12.5.

of considerable practical

U. S. Geological Survey, Washlfcgton, D. C, 1916.

Asbestos in 1915. By J. S. Diir. P. 6. Map.

FfEi, Bbiquetting in 1915. Bf C. E. Lasher. P. 6. Chart.

Fulleb's Earth in 1915. By Jefferson Middleton. P. 4.

Slate in 1915. By G. F. Loudlin. ir. ii

MiNEa.\LOGic Notes. Series Sm By W'aldemar T. Schaller.

Bulletin 610. P. 164. Illusti

eralogist and student of new
crystallography is involved.

Geology axd Uxdebgboim) '^tir or l>rNA Codnty, New
Mexico. By N. H. Darton. Bulletin 'ilS. P. 188. 111., maps,

charts, index. Some of the mo^ important mining areas of

this State and Arizona are no

Geology a.nd Coal Resoukces

Charles T. Lupton. Bulletin

index.

Natural Gas Resources oH

Eugene W'esley Shaw, George

Wegemann. Bulletin 629. P.

d. Valuable to the min-

d rare rocks. A study of

and west of this area.

Castle Valley, Utah. By
P. 88. 111., map, charts,

iRTS or North Texas. By
|rlton Matson. and Carroll H.

111., maps, charts, index.
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